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Date:     Mon, 2 Dec 1996 08:00:05 +1800 
Subject:  CSGNET Digest - 1 Dec 1996 to 2 Dec 1996 
 
There are 22 messages totalling 1184 lines in this issue. 
 
Topics of the day: 
 
  1. political conflict response options 
  2. When is behavior? 
  3. simultaneity (3) 
  4. Functional analysis (3) 
  5. Born to Rebel (5) 
  6. Bill's model (3) 
  7. Java (3) 
  8. Transfer functions (2) 
  9. Rewards in PCT -Reply 
 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Date:    Sun, 1 Dec 1996 09:40:25 -0500 
From:    Bruce Gregory <bgregory@CFA.HARVARD.EDU> 
Subject: Re: political conflict response options 
 
[From Bruce Gregory (961201.0940 EST)] 
 
Bill Powers (961201.0345 MST) 
 
> I appreciate Tracy Harms' picking up that quote from B:CP, but I think it 
> needs some explanation. My view on the "desire to control other people" is a 
> conclusion from a reasoned argument, not a moral homily. 
 
!!!!!I find that the fundamental reorganization produced by PCT comes 
from the realization that people _are_ autonomous control systems. 
(Less ontologically, that the behavior of people becomes intelligible if 
you perceive them as autonomous control systems.) Once this sinks in, 
the next question to be addressed is "How can autonomous control 
systems get along?" This you address with your customary clarity. 
 
 
Bruce Gregory 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Sun, 1 Dec 1996 11:13:40 -0600 
From:    Bruce Abbott <abbott@CVAX.IPFW.INDIANA.EDU> 
Subject: Re: When is behavior? 
 
[From Bruce Abbott (961131.1210 EST)] 
 
>Bill Powers (961201.0130 MST) -- 
 
>Bruce Abbott (961130.1055 EST) 
 
>>>We're talking specifically about the event level, the level at which the 
>>>collection of configurations of sensations going through sets of 
>>>transition is recognized as a single event, and corrected if it's not 
>>>right. 
> 
>>It's been done; they can do it. 
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> 
>WHAT's been done? They can do WHAT? "Been there, done that" doesn't tell me 
>anything. I would really like to know how "they" established that a rat can 
>control an event-level perception. 
 
Perhaps I don't have the right idea of "event control," but it is clear that 
rats can learn to produce a required temporal pattern (if not too complex) 
in order to receive a reward.  Is this what you have in mind?  At any rate, 
if we're just talking about control of relationships, it is no longer 
relevant to the discussion. 
 
>I was trying to point out that what you're describing is control of a 
>relationship between two sets of perceptions. The perceptions in question 
>are (1) the arrival of food, and (2) the remainder of the visual, olfactory, 
>kinesthetic and so on perceptions that were going on just prior to the 
>arrival of food. The "suddenness" of the perceptual food-event is 
>irrelevant. 
 
Suddenness may not be a requirement, but I would suggest that a relatively 
rapid transition from food-absent to food-present provides a time-marker 
that makes it easier for the rat to identify the relevant perceptions in the 
stream of ongoing perceptual changes which is rapidly flowing through and 
out of recent memory. 
 
>The reason that the rats fumble around at the bar for so many hours is that 
>they DO NOT initially have a control system for controlling the perceptions 
>relevant to depressing the bar in the right way. They don't know which 
>perceptions are relevant, and the process by which they find out, and learn 
>to control them, is apparently one of trial and error. 
 
Yes, and to some extent there is a random component to the "trials" in that 
the reproduction of previous acts generally will not reproduce the identical 
set of perceptions (because of different starting points and other 
disturbances along the way).  But I am suggesting that there is also a 
non-random component in the selection of "what to try," based on the rat's 
previous experience. 
 
>> ... I 
>>specifically do _not_ mean the actions by which the _doing_ is accomplished. 
>>Doing is controlling perceptions via actions; what has to be recreated via 
>>actions are certain  perceptions that existed at the time of pellet 
>>delivery.  The problem for the rat is that it doesn't know which of those 
>>perceptions need to be controlled (reestablished) to make the food pellet 
>>appear; indeed, initially it doesn't know whether any of those perceptions 
>>had anything to do with it. 
> 
>I agree. And initially it may not even know how to recreate any of those 
>perceptions such as the feeling of the lever bottoming out. 
 
Yes.  However, the point I was making is that the rat does already know how 
to recreate most of the perceptions that put it in a position whereby it may 
learn how to recreate other perceptions such as the feeling of the lever 
bottoming out.  It already knows how to approach any given location, how to 
place its paws on an object, how to hold onto an object (if that is 
possible) and exert forces against it in various directions, and so on.  All 
the necessary control systems by which the rat can accomplish these acts are 
already in place and well tuned. 
 
The problem for the rat, then, is to identify the necessary sequence of acts 
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that will produce the pellet.  Given that it will be in contact with the 
lever on each occasion on which a pellet appears, it rather quickly learns 
the relationship between these two sets of perceptions, once the rat has had 
a few experiences in which contact with the lever (as, e.g., a side-effect 
of exploration) has been followed by pellet delivery.  (One question to be 
addressed is how the rat "builds up" such a relationship perception.) 
 
Having perceived this possible relationship (I say "possible" because it 
could be coincidental, for all the rat knows about it), the rat will now 
approach the lever and contact it, or if already at the lever it will simply 
contact it; the rat does not have to learn _how_ to perform these acts. 
 
However, mere contact, alas, is not enough.  The lever must be depressed far 
enough to trip the switch.  From what we've seen of the rat's behavior in 
this situation, it may never learn that it must depress the lever.  It may 
learn that "pawing" or "digging" at the lever works, or that allowing its 
weight to come down on the lever works.  The particular topography of 
behavior used to trip the switch may depend largely on luck, on what 
perceptions happen to correlate with pellet delivery.  The rat doesn't 
appear to be reasoning through the problem and drawing conclusions as a 
human might (such as, "oh, so _that's_ what I have to do -- press the lever 
down until it clicks").  [Indeed, I have seen no evidence for such a process 
even in dogs, whose brains are probably almost two orders of magnitude 
larger than those of rats).] 
 
>>Yes, I understand that.  But it _already_ knows how to create the same 
>>perceptions again, except for one: making the pellet appear. 
 
>I dispute that. Why does it take the rats so many sessions to learn to make 
>the lever go down? 
 
I hope we're not going to get into a debate about what it means to learn to 
"make the lever go down."  Most of our rats learned enough about this 
requirement to be earning pellets at a rapid rate by the end of the first 
session.  Our two cyclic-ratio animals acquired within a few minutes of 
being placed in the chamber. 
 
>The problem I've stated is that of learning to control a relationship 
>between two perceptions which may or may not be event-perceptions. If the 
>events or transitions or configurations are already under control, then 
>that's the only problem (except for how to convert an error in the 
>relationship into the specific changes in lower-level reference signals that 
>will tend to correct the error). If the lower-level systems for controlling 
>the relevant perceptions don't exist, however, then they, too, have to be 
>learned. It seems to me that what we saw early in our observations of the 
>rats was that they had to learn at several levels. A rat "digging" at a 
>lever without depressing it has obviously not yet figured out how to make 
>the critical perception occur. 
 
Yes, I agree.  But the rat will not persist in "digging" at the lever for 
long if a pellet never appears during that activity.  Given that one does 
appear at least occasionally, the animal will persist in this mode so long 
as there is insufficient variability in its actions to permit it to discover 
a more efficient approach.  Rats appear to be sensitive to changes in these 
relationships: if, e.g., the rat allows its back to sag a bit and as a 
result the "digging" now produces food pellets more reliably, the rat will 
learn to maintain its back in this new position while digging (or to 
maintain more pressure against the lever, i.e.,  whatever perceptual state 
seems to be more conducive to the delivery of pellets).  Thus, I see a need 
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for specifying a mechanism within the rat that is able to develop such 
perceptions from repeated samples of the perceptual input that was occurring 
at or just prior to the time of pellet delivery. 
 
> . . . You're assuming that as soon as the animal has 
>identified the critical perception, it already knows how to make it occur. 
>The perception that the rat already knows how to control -- say, the 
>"digging" motion at the bar -- is not sufficient to affect the critical 
>perception, even supposing that the rat has figured out what it is. This 
>motion control system must be reorganized until the ineffective aspects of 
>it are changed to become effective. This requires reorganizing output 
>connections as well as input functions. 
 
See above. 
 
Re: functional approach 
 
This discussion isn't taking us where I hoped it would, so I'm going to drop it. 
 
>I'm all for the modelling. But once you have such a model, what are you 
>going to do? Are you going to say, "SEE? The reinforcements REALLY DO 
>sustain the pressing"? 
 
What?  The very questions indicate a complete lack of understanding of my 
position on this issue.  There is no further need for a functional approach 
once one has sufficient understanding of the system to propose mechanistic 
accounts and test them.  Once I have such a model, I'm going to do with it 
exactly what you would do with it. 
 
Regards, 
 
Bruce 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Sun, 1 Dec 1996 09:33:36 -0800 
From:    David Wolsk <dow@PINC.COM> 
Subject: simultaneity 
 
011296  0915 PST from David Wolsk 
 
I have been following the Bruce/Bill dialogue with interest ....no, 
fascination would describe it better.  I label myself on the side of Bill 
except for one nagging element:  as someone who years ago was involved in 
applying operant techniques for training a monkey to move a joystick 
"properly", I appreciate the power of the method to shape one's paradigms. 
The image which brings me to this current discussion is of my switching on a 
light and hearing a strange noise at the same time. 
My experience is of an immediate rise in my level of alertness and a need to 
"process" that noise.  What I'm getting at is that the brain seems 
programmed for simultaneity connected directly to our movements as a 
"special case". 
In PCT terms, perhaps, it indicates the lowest level in the hierarchy.  But 
I do feel that Bruce's defending "the event" derives from this. Perhaps it 
also is at the root of the mass of intelligent psychologists who love to be 
in control taking up operant techniques ...... mostly men I believe. 
 
David Wolsk   Victoria, BC   Canada 
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------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Sun, 1 Dec 1996 10:49:15 -0700 
From:    Bill Powers <powers_w@FRONTIER.NET> 
Subject: Functional analysis 
 
[From Bill Powers (961201.0930 MST)] 
 
Here is a "functional analysis" that doesn't introduce any unobservable 
relationships: 
 
Let B be a measure of the rate of behavior 
 
Let B' be the observed asymptotic value reached by B. 
 
Let C be a measure of the rate of occurrance of a (potential) consequence of 
the behavior. 
 
Let f be the observed dependence of C on B. 
 
Then during "acquisition" we observe, approximately, that 
 
While C = f(B) 
 
 dB/dt = k*(B' - B) 
 
 and C = f(B) 
 
and during "extinction" we observe that 
 
While C = 0 
 
 dB/dt = - k*B 
 
>From this we conclude that during acquisition B' is nonzero and during 
extinction it is zero. 
 
One model that could explain thee observations would be 
 
dB/dt = k1 * (C' - C) - k2*B, 
 
 where C' is a constant to be evaluated from the data, and 
       k1 is nonzero during acquisition and zero during extinction, and 
       k2 is a constant to be evaluated from the data. 
 
During extinction, k1 would have to become zero. If there is an initial rise 
in behavior after the nominal start of extinction, then k1 would be set to 
zero after a delay. 
 
The analysis is based on fitting a curve to the observed behavior of the 
data. The proposed model is introduced as a separate step. 
 
Note that this model proposes that on initial establishment of the 
contingency C = f(B), the rise in B is produce entirely by the effect of the 
system constant C'. At t = 0, db/dt = k*C'. Then as time passes, the 
behavior rate rises more and more slowly as C increases. 
 
To put this into words, it is the organism's reference setting for a certain 
amount of C that produces the initial rise in behavior rate; the effect of C 
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is to inhibit the rise in behavior rate. So the effect of the consequence is 
to inhibit the behavior that produces it. 
 
This is in contrast to the proposal that the effect of C is to support or 
maintain the behavior that produces it. The function of "inhibition" is 
surely distinguishable from the function of "support." 
 
Best, 
 
Bill P. 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Sun, 1 Dec 1996 12:47:37 -0500 
From:    Bruce Gregory <bgregory@CFA.HARVARD.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Born to Rebel 
 
[From Bruce Gregory (961201.1245 EST)] 
 
"This chapter has two main goals. The first is to combine all 
of the significant trends I have already documented about 
family dynamics and revolutionary personality into a single 
predictive model. My second goal is to do everything I can 
think of to break this model. I will therefore try to be my own 
worst critic by emphasizing the model's greatest shortcomings. 
By focusing on the model's mistakes -- particularly the 
individuals who most defy its predictions -- we can begin to 
appreciate the limitations of a family dynamics model _and to 
highlight the kinds of influences it fails to include_. It is the 
model's errors, not its success stories, that prove useful 
insights for further understanding." 
 
             Frank Sulloway 
             Born to Rebel: Birth Order, Family Dynamics, and 
                Creative Lives 
 
Bruce Gregory 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Sun, 1 Dec 1996 11:34:39 -0700 
From:    Bill Powers <powers_w@FRONTIER.NET> 
Subject: Re: simultaneity 
 
[From Bill Powers (961201.1100 MST)] 
 
>The image which brings me to this current discussion is of my switching on a 
>light and hearing a strange noise at the same time. 
>My experience is of an immediate rise in my level of alertness and a need to 
>"process" that noise.  What I'm getting at is that the brain seems 
>programmed for simultaneity connected directly to our movements as a 
>"special case". 
 
I agree. You're saying that there's a good evolutionary reason for our 
having event perceptions and for our ability to perceive simple temporal 
relationships among them. And an unexpected temporal relationship, it's 
reasonable to suppose (as experience confirms) is an _uncontrolled_ 
perception. Flipping a light switch is not supposed to be followed instantly 
by a loud bang. In fact, it is supposed NOT to be followed by anything but a 
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light turning on or off. 
 
I can confirm all of this from my own experience. But I don't know how the 
same temporal relationship would seem to a rat. There have certainly been 
many studies of classical conditioning in which the effects of temporal lags 
have been well studied, but we have no way to know, on the basis of those 
studies alone, why this effect occurs. It could result from the perception 
of temporal relationships, or in a very simple animal it could be explained 
just in terms of the decay-time of perceptual signals following sudden 
changes. The problem with mechanistic models is that there is often more 
than one that would work, and it's not easy to think up experiments that 
would force us to choose one over the others. 
 
>I do feel that Bruce's defending "the event" derives from this. 
 
I know, and I respect the observation. But how do you distinguish between an 
organism with an event level of control, and an organism that simply reacts 
to changes in lower-level perceptions because they induce changes in error 
signals? This is why I have twice brought up the lever example. If you apply 
an event-disturbance to one end of the lever, the other end will produce an 
event-response to it -- but I don't think anyone would claim that a lever 
can perceive events. It's possible that rats CAN explicitly perceive events, 
and correct them while they're in progress if they're disturbed. But even a 
configuration control system can SEEM to respond to events, if you apply a 
disturbance to it that a human being can recognize as a familiar event. 
 
If someone holds an arm steady while you give it three rapid pushes, 
one-two-three, the person will respond with three rapid tensings of the 
opposing muscles, one-two-three. But that is a _position_ control system, 
not an event control system. 
 
>Perhaps it 
>also is at the root of the mass of intelligent psychologists who love to be 
>in control taking up operant techniques ...... mostly men I believe. 
 
A sensitive point, because we're very short on females in PCT as well. There 
are certainly some who have a very competent grasp of PCT, but girls still 
aren't raised to believe that anything they could say on such matters could 
possibly impress anyone, particularly not a male. As to being in control, I 
think that if anything women have more reason to want to do this than men 
do. The main difference is that women have to find means of control that 
don't rely on superior physical strength, such as dangling sexual lures just 
out of reach in the direction they want a man to go. Control by any means, 
however, that doesn't avoid creating errors in another person, is a good 
recipe for discord and violence. I don't need to cite examples; just open a 
newspaper. 
 
Best, 
 
Bill P. 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Sun, 1 Dec 1996 13:16:38 -0500 
From:    MILLER dan <millerd@SABER.UDAYTON.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Born to Rebel 
 
[Dan Miller (961201)] 
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To Bruce Gregory (961130) and other CSGNETTERS: 
 
Sorry to have been away for so long.  Lots of happenings, and 
more work than I could do in the time allotted.  I won't bore 
you with particulars. 
 
Regarding the Sulloway book, "Born to Rebel", Bruce Gregory is 
giving us some tantalizing quotes - sort of like reading the 
dust cover.  Actually, the book and his research is worth reading 
and thinking about.  I have plowed through quite a bit of it and 
find it interesting, infuriating, right on, and downright dumb at 
various times. 
 
His argument is that birth order makes THE significant difference 
in the development of self (he uses personality, but most psychology 
types do).  It is not birth order per se, but rather birth order 
indicates that children find themselves in different interaction 
niches (he uses niche as do most evolutionists).  That is to say, 
that first borns gain the full attention of parents (no sharing for 
a while), and thus, the reference signals of parents are most likely 
to be those adopted.  In turn, parents themselves provide a major 
source of disturbances.  Reorganization follows in such a context. 
 
BTW, I hope you all don't mind if I put a PCT turn on his argument. 
Also, there will be a tendency for me to see his argument as a 
symbolic interactionist.  We can' 
(oops) can't all be perfect. 
 
Later borns (2nd to nth) are born into a sociological world in 
which the relationship between child and parent must be shared. 
In addition, later borns have older siblings to contend with.  The 
niche has changed to one of competition, conflict, and so on. 
First borns take their advantage - size, experience, etc. - and use 
them.  They want to perceive themselves as "one up", privileged, 
prestigious, or whatever.  Sulloway argues that first borns tend 
to favor a conforming, status quo, orientation, whereas later borns 
by the fact that they are competitive and conflict with their 
sibs must adopt a different strategy and set different reference 
signals.  Thus, they tend to be more creative, rebellious, unconven- 
tional, and contrary with regard to the first born and, often, the 
parents. 
 
Sulloway uses all kinds of data (most of it would be washed out 
in an MA exam at a decent university), including historical accounts 
of revolutionaries and scientists.  Not surprising, most of these 
people were laterborns.  Firstborns become corporate executives, 
accountants, and presidents.  Clearly, Sulloway favors laterborns, 
and as I read it, I did too.  It tends to fit with my biography 
(although the morning astrology reading does, too).  I am the third 
born out of three.  However, I most certainly like the company of 
laterborns as identified by Sulloway.  Also, most of my friends were 
laterborns.  The departmental chairmen in my department - since I 
arrived here (University of Dayton) eighteen years ago have all been 
firstborns - and they fit Sulloway's profile. 
 
So what?  Well, I suppose I should not try to be a departmental 
chairman or a dean, and get back to trying to bring about a scientific 
revolution.  Seems like a good idea to me. 
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Later, 
Dan Miller 
miller@riker.stjoe.udayton.edu 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Sun, 1 Dec 1996 14:34:14 -0500 
From:    Bruce Gregory <bgregory@CFA.HARVARD.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Born to Rebel 
 
[From Bruce Gregory (961201.1435 EST)] 
 
Dan Miller (961201) 
> 
> Sulloway uses all kinds of data (most of it would be washed out 
> in an MA exam at a decent university), including historical accounts 
> of revolutionaries and scientists. 
 
You may be right that the data would be washed out in an MA exam 
at a decent university, but I suspect that is true of much data in the 
social sciences. Sulloway gave a talk at a history of science seminar 
here a year or so ago. The audience was _very_ skeptical. I think it's 
fair to say that most of us came away believing that Sulloway had 
done a very thorough job in _trying_ to gather meaningful data. Rankings 
on the scales he uses were made independently by historians of science 
apperently with few axes to grind. I agree that the book is worth reading 
and thinking about -- something I can say for fewer and fewer books I try 
to read. 
 
 
Bruce Gregory 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Sun, 1 Dec 1996 13:42:24 -0600 
From:    Bruce Abbott <abbott@CVAX.IPFW.INDIANA.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Functional analysis 
 
[From Bruce Abbott (961131.1440 EST) 
 
>Bill Powers (961201.0930 MST) -- 
 
>Here is a "functional analysis" that doesn't introduce any unobservable 
>relationships: 
 
O.K., maybe I'll give it one more try. 
 
>Let B be a measure of the rate of behavior 
 
>Let B' be the observed asymptotic value reached by B. 
 
>Let C be a measure of the rate of occurrance of a (potential) consequence of 
>the behavior. 
 
>Let f be the observed dependence of C on B. 
 
>Then during "acquisition" we observe, approximately, that 
 
>While C = f(B) 
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> dB/dt = k*(B' - B) 
 
> and C = f(B) 
 
>and during "extinction" we observe that 
 
>While C = 0 
 
> dB/dt = - k*B 
 
>From this we conclude that during acquisition B' is nonzero and during 
>extinction it is zero. 
 
O.K.  Call B' the asymptotic rate observed during acquisition and B* the 
asymptotic rate observed during extinction.  Taking the purely descriptive 
approach, what can we conclude about the necessary conditions for B' > B*? 
We can conclude that C must be a function of B (and, by the way, a positive 
function at that).  Because behavior occurs at a higher rate during the 
contingency than in its absence, we can say that this contingency supports a 
higher rate of responding than the noncontingency (extinction).  We are 
_not_ stating that C (the _rate_ of the contingent event) drives B (the 
_rate_ of responding).  We are just describing the relationship observed 
between the presence/absence of the contingency and asymptotic rate of 
responding B',  in language you prefer not to use ("supports") because you 
take it to be a statement of direct causality. 
 
>One model that could explain thee observations would be 
> 
>dB/dt = k1 * (C' - C) - k2*B, 
> 
> where C' is a constant to be evaluated from the data, and 
>       k1 is nonzero during acquisition and zero during extinction, and 
>       k2 is a constant to be evaluated from the data. 
> 
>During extinction, k1 would have to become zero. If there is an initial rise 
>in behavior after the nominal start of extinction, then k1 would be set to 
>zero after a delay. 
> 
>The analysis is based on fitting a curve to the observed behavior of the 
>data. The proposed model is introduced as a separate step. 
 
Now, in this separate step, you are introducing a mechanism to explain the 
observed relationship between contingency/noncontingency and asymptotic rate 
of behavior.  You have moved from the purely descriptive functional approach 
I have been attempting to describe to a mechanistic one.  It is also a step 
that reinforcement theorists have sometimes taken, based on the assumption 
that reinforcers have a direct, causal influence in the nervous system that 
leads to the observed, purely descriptive relationships. 
 
>This is in contrast to the proposal that the effect of C is to support or 
>maintain the behavior that produces it. The function of "inhibition" is 
>surely distinguishable from the function of "support." 
 
The purely functional (descriptive) approach is _not_ that C (the _rate_ of 
contingent event C) drives the rate of behavior B, but rather, that the 
presence/absence of a contingency between the individual behavioral event b 
and event c [from which can be derived the function C = f(B)] is positively 
related to B'.  Another way to put it, I suppose, would be to state that, 
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under the conditions under which these observations hold, B = f(k1). 
 
Regards, 
 
Bruce 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Sun, 1 Dec 1996 16:30:15 -0600 
From:    Bruce Abbott <abbott@CVAX.IPFW.INDIANA.EDU> 
Subject: Bill's model 
 
[From Bruce Abbott (961201.1730 EST)] 
 
How about that, my watch-dial has been lying to me: it's _not_ November 31st! 
 
>Bill Powers (961201.0930 MST) -- 
 
>One model that could explain thee observations would be 
> 
>dB/dt = k1 * (C' - C) - k2*B, 
> 
> where C' is a constant to be evaluated from the data, and 
>       k1 is nonzero during acquisition and zero during extinction, and 
>       k2 is a constant to be evaluated from the data. 
> 
>During extinction, k1 would have to become zero. If there is an initial rise 
>in behavior after the nominal start of extinction, then k1 would be set to 
>zero after a delay. 
> 
>The analysis is based on fitting a curve to the observed behavior of the 
>data. The proposed model is introduced as a separate step. 
> 
>Note that this model proposes that on initial establishment of the 
>contingency C = f(B), the rise in B is produce entirely by the effect of the 
>system constant C'. At t = 0, db/dt = k*C'. Then as time passes, the 
>behavior rate rises more and more slowly as C increases. 
> 
>To put this into words, it is the organism's reference setting for a certain 
>amount of C that produces the initial rise in behavior rate; the effect of C 
>is to inhibit the rise in behavior rate. So the effect of the consequence is 
>to inhibit the behavior that produces it. 
 
Although Bill provided this model simply as an illustration of method, it is 
worth pointing out that the results we (Bill and I) have been obtaining in 
the lab over the past several months argues against this model, at least 
when the particular function relating C to B is C = nB, where n is the 
number of responses required for one pellet delivery.  It appears that our 
rats do not set a reference for the _rate_ at which pellets appear. 
 
So what might be going on instead?  Imagine you have two control systems, 
one whose reference is to perceive a food pellet in the chamber (System 1) 
and one whose reference is to perceive food in the belly (System 2).  System 
2 is the primary system in the sense that System 1 exists only so that 
System 2 has the means to do its job. [Note: the actual chain of systems 
would be longer; I've simplified it a bit for the sake of exposition.] 
 
In the absence of a pellet in the chamber, System 2 has no pellet to 
swallow, so it is unable to contol the level of food in the belly.  However, 
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System 1 is able to control its CV, and furthermore, it is experiencing 
error as there is currently no pellet present.  It goes to work, the lever 
gets pressed, and a pellet appears.  Now that a pellet is present, System 2 
is able to take action to control its CV, so the rat grabs the pellet and 
swallows it.  But this disturbs System 1's CV (again there is no pellet in 
the chamber), and System 2 takes action to restore that CV to pellet-present. 
 
The amount of time required to complete each press-eat cycle will depend on 
the physical requirements imposed by the environment and the rat's 
efficiency, and the vigor with which the rat carries out the required 
activities, to name some major factors.  (The latter may be determined by 
the gains of the systems involved.)  The inverse of this time is C, the 
frequency of event c that is presumed to be the controlled variable in the 
model Bill presented as an example.  In the present analysis this frequency 
is not controlled, but emerges as a byproduct of control by Systems 1 and 2. 
 
Of course, this is only another proposed model; others are no doubt 
possible.  Through experiments such as those Bill and I have been running, 
we are able to evaluate the merits of any given proposal by comparing its 
predictions to the data under various conditions.  To our disappointment, 
the first casualty of this process was the elegantly simple model Bill 
described above. 
 
Regards, 
 
Bruce 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Sun, 1 Dec 1996 17:27:24 -0600 
From:    Bruce Abbott <abbott@CVAX.IPFW.INDIANA.EDU> 
Subject: Re: simultaneity 
 
[From Bruce Abbott (91201.1825 EST)] 
 
>011296  0915 PST from David Wolsk -- 
 
>The image which brings me to this current discussion is of my switching on a 
>light and hearing a strange noise at the same time. 
>My experience is of an immediate rise in my level of alertness and a need to 
>"process" that noise.  What I'm getting at is that the brain seems 
>programmed for simultaneity connected directly to our movements as a 
>"special case". 
 
Yes, excellent observation, David.  We seem to be especially primed to take 
note of unexpected change, and there seem to be good evolutionary reasons 
why this should be so. 
 
>I have been following the Bruce/Bill dialogue with interest ....no, 
>fascination would describe it better.  I label myself on the side of Bill 
>except for one nagging element . . . 
 
As Bill and I have covered a fair amount of ground, I would like to know 
specifically what you find yourself "on the side of Bill" with respect to 
and your reasoning.  One reason I offer these ideas (some would less 
charitably call them "misconceptions"!) is _for_ the criticism -- it helps 
me to evaluate them. 
 
Regards, 
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Bruce 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Sun, 1 Dec 1996 17:55:57 -0600 
From:    Bruce Abbott <abbott@CVAX.IPFW.INDIANA.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Born to Rebel 
 
[From Bruce Abbott (961201.1855 EST)] 
 
>Dan Miller (961201) -- 
 
>Sulloway argues that first borns tend 
>to favor a conforming, status quo, orientation, whereas later borns 
>by the fact that they are competitive and conflict with their 
>sibs must adopt a different strategy and set different reference 
>signals.  Thus, they tend to be more creative, rebellious, unconven- 
>tional, and contrary with regard to the first born and, often, the 
>parents. 
 
In that case, as a small test of this proposition, I'd like to know where 
Bill Powers falls along the birth-order scale.  Bill? 
 
Regards, 
 
Bruce 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Sun, 1 Dec 1996 17:51:26 -0700 
From:    "T. B. Harms" <tbh@TESSER.COM> 
Subject: Re: Bill's model 
 
>From  Tracy Harms (1996;12,01.17:48) 
 
Bruce Abbott (961201.1730 EST) 
 
>[...]Imagine you have two control systems, 
>one whose reference is to perceive a food pellet in the chamber (System 1) 
>and one whose reference is to perceive food in the belly (System 2).  [...] 
>Now that a pellet is present, System 2 
>is able to take action to control its CV, so the rat grabs the pellet and 
>swallows it.  But this disturbs System 1's CV (again there is no pellet in 
>the chamber), and System 2 takes action to restore that CV to pellet-present. 
 
This last sentence evaporates my willingness to believe in System 1. 
Whatever would generate a goal such as that?  If we attribute eating the 
food to System 2, we must also assign the obtaining of food to be eaten to 
System 2.  Why?  Because if System 1 were *disturbed* by the removal of 
food from the environment, the rat would act to perceive food in its 
environment *even if it were not hungry*.  I don't know as much about rats 
as you guys do, but that's too far-fetched for me. 
 
 
Tracy Bruce Harms                                        tbh@tesser.com 
Boulder, Colorado 
+-_-~-+-_-~-+-_-~-+-_-~-+-_-~-+-_-~-+-_-~-+-_-~-+-_--~-+-_-~-+-_-~-+-_-~-+ 
  "The saying goes that you can fool your friends, but you can't fool 
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  yourself.  Well, I believe the opposite is much closer to the truth." 
                                                -- Tyson Vaughan 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Sun, 1 Dec 1996 20:07:46 -0700 
From:    Bill Powers <powers_w@FRONTIER.NET> 
Subject: Re: Born to Rebel 
 
[From Bill Powers (961201.1830 MST)] 
 
Bruce Abbott (961201.1855 EST)-- 
 
>In that case, as a small test of this proposition, I'd like to know where 
>Bill Powers falls along the birth-order scale.  Bill? 
 
I'm the first-born, with one younger sister. 
 
Best, 
 
Bill P. 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Sun, 1 Dec 1996 20:07:49 -0700 
From:    Bill Powers <powers_w@FRONTIER.NET> 
Subject: Re: Bill's model 
 
[From Bill Powers 961201.1840 MST(] 
 
Tracy Harms (1996;12,01.17:48) -- 
 
> If we attribute eating the 
>food to System 2, we must also assign the obtaining of food to be eaten to 
>System 2.  Why?  Because if System 1 were *disturbed* by the removal of 
>food from the environment, the rat would act to perceive food in its 
>environment *even if it were not hungry*.  I don't know as much about rats 
>as you guys do, but that's too far-fetched for me. 
 
I think Bruce's model will work pretty well in terms of plausibility. 
Presumably system 2 (food in belly) would correct an error by sending a 
nonzero reference signal to system 1 (food in cup, or perhaps better, food 
in mouth). System 2, in turn, would get its reference signal from System 3, 
which controls something like the concentration of nutrients in the 
bloodstream. When the concentration of nutrients is less than the reference 
level (hunger), the error signal is translated into a non-zero setting for 
food in the belly. If the amount of food in the belly is less than the 
reference level, the error is translated into a nonzero reference level for 
food in the cup (mouth). If the organism isn't hungry, its reference level 
for food in belly will be zero, and if there's no error there, the reference 
level for food in mouth will be zero. These are one-way control systems: an 
excess of the controlled variable simply produces a zero error signal. So if 
the organism isn't hungry (level 3), it won't be trying to get food in the 
mouth (level 1) and removing the food from the environment won't make any 
difference. 
 
Here's a sort of progress report, or a first cut at one. 
 
Bruce is right in saying that my "model" in the discussion of functional 
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analysis is hypothetical, in that rates of pressing are not, apparently, a 
varible in the behavior of our rats. The rat is either pressing at some 
mostly constant rate, or it's not pressing (doing something else, like 
grooming, exploring, or sleeping). 
 
However, we've been able to get a fairly good control model by skipping the 
lower levels that Bruce is trying to model now, and defining the action of 
the system as the food intake provided by lower-level systems with the 
weight as the controlled variable. "Weight" is not very closely controlled 
-- the loop gains we infer run from roughly 2 to 10. Both of us think that 
weight is probably an indirect indicator of something else, perhaps nutrient 
level, that is hard to measure directly. Food intake per day does vary 
considerably, because of changes in the amount eaten; the rats may quit 
pressing the lever halfway through the 1-hour session, or later, or earlier, 
and the collection-times lengthen during the session. The only thing that 
doesn't change much is the rate of lever-pressing! 
 
Making the modeling more difficult is the fact that there are LARGE 
variations in intake that aren't correlated with any other system variable. 
One variation seems to have a 4 to 6 day cycle, which coincides with the 
estrus cycle of female rats. We're talking about fast variations that are 
equal to the total range of changes in the smoothed (5-day) rate of eating. 
Also, in getting the hang of this type of experiment, we began with the 
usual standard conditions, and have changed something important about the 
conditions at least half a dozen times during the 9-month run. The first 
thing to go was the experimenter's trying to control the rat's weight at the 
same time the rat was trying to control it. Our models, until very recently, 
were being fitted to ALL the data points through all the changes in 
conditions (three fixed parameters). The best results have come when we 
start the model run at about day 110 (of 290 so far), after the major 
changes in conditions have stopped. This implies that in any follow-on study 
we will put the experimental rats under one simple constant set of 
conditions, and vary only one manipulated variable (the main one being 
limits on food available in the home cage). 
 
Our basic problem is that we have picked a controlled variable that is 
disturbed by practically everything that the rat does or that happens to it, 
most of which disturbances we can't measure directly and many of which 
originate in the rat's own biochemical cycles and maturational processes. 
Our means of dealing with these unknown disturbances are limited; if we 
calculate them exactly, we get a perfect, but meaningless, fit. It's hard to 
work out just what is a legitimate approximation to the disturbances and 
what is a fudge factor. Bruce and his hard-working lab assistants have gone 
to considerable lengths to record such things as water intake and waste 
products, including food spilled rather than eaten, but these efforts turned 
out to account for only about half of the observed variations. The books 
don't balance. I think we're pretty lucky to get as good a fit of model to 
data as we do. 
 
One day I'd like to see us tackle a simpler problem involving motor control, 
in which the disturbances will be better observable and manipulable, and 
where fewer unknown processes can interfere. But what we're doing now is 
revealing some fascinating facts about the literature of EAB, and that is 
probably enough of an accomplishment for the present. Also, we're pretty 
sure we can now claim to have demonstrated that weight control in the face 
of intake disturbances does happen. 
 
Best, 
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Bill P. 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Sun, 1 Dec 1996 20:07:56 -0700 
From:    Bill Powers <powers_w@FRONTIER.NET> 
Subject: Re: Functional analysis 
 
[From Bill Powers (961201.1930 MST)] 
 
Bruce Abbott (961131.1440 EST) -- 
 
>O.K.  Call B' the asymptotic rate observed during acquisition and B* the 
>asymptotic rate observed during extinction.  Taking the purely descriptive 
>approach, what can we conclude about the necessary conditions for B' > B*? 
>We can conclude that C must be a function of B (and, by the way, a positive 
>function at that). 
 
I would say that we _observe_ that C is a function of B; the form of the 
function is given by the contingency that is programmed into the apparatus, 
or that we can find by analyzing the physical environment. 
 
>Because behavior occurs at a higher rate during the 
>contingency than in its absence, we can say that this contingency supports a 
>higher rate of responding than the noncontingency (extinction). 
 
The contingency is the form of the function making C dependent on B. YOU can 
say that it supports a higher rate of responding (to what?), but I wouldn't 
say that. As you are fully aware. I have no idea why you even WANT to say that. 
 
>We are 
>_not_ stating that C (the _rate_ of the contingent event) drives B (the 
>_rate_ of responding).  We are just describing the relationship observed 
>between the presence/absence of the contingency and asymptotic rate of 
>responding B',  in language you prefer not to use ("supports") because you 
>take it to be a statement of direct causality. 
 
I take it to be an unjustified statement of dependency. If it's not a 
statement of causality, why use words that are synonyms of "cause?" What's 
the purpose of using such terms? 
> 
>>One model that could explain these observations would be 
>> 
>>dB/dt = k1 * (C' - C) - k2*B, 
 
>The purely functional (descriptive) approach is _not_ that C (the _rate_ of 
>contingent event C) drives the rate of behavior B, but rather, that the 
>presence/absence of a contingency between the individual behavioral event b 
>and event c [from which can be derived the function C = f(B)] is positively 
>related to B'. 
 
Fine, you CAN describe this relationship without using terms like "support" 
or "maintain." If you're saying only that the behavior changes when the 
dependency of C on B changes, that's acceptable to me. We would expect the 
behavior of a system to change when the characteristics of one of its 
components changes. 
 
>Another way to put it, I suppose, would be to state that, 
>under the conditions under which these observations hold, B = f(k1). 
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Yes, but this doesn't tell us what k1 is a function of, so B remains 
undefined. I proposed that k1 is nonzero when the contingency is in effect, 
but that doesn't explain anything; the form of a function can't have any 
physical effects. To complete the model we would have to make a proposal 
about what variables that the organism could sense are affected in a 
recognizeable way when the contingency is present or absent. Perhaps the 
error signal in the control system would be a sufficient indicator. A large 
rise in the error signal would say that pressing the bar is no longer 
maintaining the input at its former level (and here I can use "maintaining" 
because we are talking about a causal relationships). 
 
Best, 
 
Bill P. 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Sun, 1 Dec 1996 20:23:08 -0700 
From:    Bill Powers <powers_w@FRONTIER.NET> 
Subject: Re: Java 
 
[From Bill Powers (961201.2015 MST)] 
 
I have discovered that the Windows 3.x versions of Netscape that are 
available won't support Java. The only way I can see Rick's Java demos, 
apparently, is to upgrade to Windows 95 which runs 32-bit programs. 
 
The main reason I don't want to switch to Windows 95 is that I've been told 
that there isn't any way to drop into DOS to run programs that need 
exclusive use of the machine. Even in a DOS session, there is still 
time-sharing going on, with W95 imposing an overhead, just like in a Mac. I 
don't know if this is true, or if it's true how serious it is. Can anyone 
tell me I'm right, or reassure me that I am wrong and can go ahead with W95? 
 
Best, 
 
Bill P. 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Sun, 1 Dec 1996 22:43:39 -0500 
From:    David <dgoldstein@P3.NET> 
Subject: Re: Java 
 
Bill Powers wrote: 
> 
> [From Bill Powers (961201.2015 MST)] 
> 
> I have discovered that the Windows 3.x versions of Netscape that are 
> available won't support Java. The only way I can see Rick's Java demos, 
> apparently, is to upgrade to Windows 95 which runs 32-bit programs. 
> 
> The main reason I don't want to switch to Windows 95 is that I've been told 
> that there isn't any way to drop into DOS to run programs that need 
> exclusive use of the machine. Even in a DOS session, there is still 
> time-sharing going on, with W95 imposing an overhead, just like in a Mac. I 
> don't know if this is true, or if it's true how serious it is. Can anyone 
> tell me I'm right, or reassure me that I am wrong and can go ahead with W95? 
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> 
> Best, 
> 
> Bill P. 
 
Bill, 
 
I have run your tracking programs in Windows 95.  You know,  the ones 
that you made for Martin.  It works fine.  One nice feature is that it 
keeps track of the commands so that one can easily go to the next trial. 
 
Also,  It is possible to print out the graphs in color using the Paint 
program. 
 
Best, 
 
David 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Mon, 2 Dec 1996 04:17:08 -0700 
From:    Bill Powers <powers_w@FRONTIER.NET> 
Subject: Re: Java 
 
[From Bill Powers (961202.0500 MST)] 
 
John Anderson, Bill Leach, David Goldstein -- 
 
Thanks for the info about Win95. I guess I'll go ahead and do it, after a 
full backup. Got to see that Java stuff. 
 
Best, 
 
Bill P. 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Mon, 2 Dec 1996 13:05:26 +0100 
From:    "J.A. Blom" <J.A.Blom@ELE.TUE.NL> 
Subject: Re: Transfer functions 
 
(Bill Powers (961121.0930 MST)) 
 
I'm fully unable to keep up with you guys, so I'll be brief. 
 
>I don't know why it has taken me so long -- decades! -- to find the 
>following way of explaining the difference between PCT learning and 
>other kinds, but here it is: 
 
>=============================================================== 
>Reorganization does not create acts or actions or behaviors; it 
>creates transfer functions. 
>=============================================================== 
 
>Bruce and Rick know what transfer functions are, and I'm sure that 
>Hans and Martin and a few others are nodding in agreement... 
 
As to me: yes! But _which_ transfer functions? 
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The most important one is the _closed loop_ transfer function, which, 
on the PCT model, starts at the comparator output and ends at the 
comparator's perceptual input. It determines the overall stability of 
the closed loop, i.e.; how the controller reacts to external 
disturbances: oscillatory, sluggish or just right. The closed loop 
transfer function runs through both the organism and its environment 
and, assuming the latter to be fixed, the former must 
adjust/adapt/learn. 
 
But there is a second important transfer function as well. Whereas 
the first one describes how external disturbances are handled, this 
one describes how internal drives are handled. It starts at the point 
where the reference for the comparator originates. 
 
In a model:           compa- 
                      rator 
reference  -------    -----     ------- 
---------->| TF1 |--->|+  |---->| TF2 |---- 
           -------    |   |     -------   | 
              per-  ->|-  |               |  internal 
              cept- | -----               |  -------- 
              ion   | -------             |  external 
                    --| TF3+|<------------- 
                      -------   action 
                         ^ 
                         | disturbance 
 
Given TF3, TF2 can be adjusted. Then, given TF2, TF1 can be adjusted 
as well. PCT usually disregards TF1 for ease of analysis, but 
practice shows that even a simple transfer function TF1 (often 
including a differentiator) can improve things dramatically. 
 
Anyway, _two_ transfer functions are important. One that describes 
how we _react_ to external disturbances, and the other how we _act_ 
upon internal drives. These two ought to be adjusted independently 
for best performance. That is, at least, what control engineering 
tells us. 
 
This brief analysis tells us that it makes no sense to fine-tune TF1 
as long as TF2 has not stabilized (although TF1 might perhaps change 
concurrently with TF2). This tells us that, in an organism's learning 
process, accurate reactions to external disturbances will be learned 
at an earlier time -- or at least not at a later time -- than 
accurate actions to fulfill internal desires. 
 
Doesn't that seem rather counter-intuitive? 
 
Greetings, 
 
Hans 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Mon, 2 Dec 1996 13:46:21 +0100 
From:    "J.A. Blom" <J.A.Blom@ELE.TUE.NL> 
Subject: Re: Transfer functions 
 
[Hans Blom, 961202b] 
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(Tracy Harms (961121.1446 MST)) 
 
>Why is the qualifier 'transfer' in the label transfer function? 
 
This is control engineering jargon. 
 
>Does it somehow denote that it applies to an input-output device? 
 
Yes. More accurately, to any "causal" system, in particular to 
sensors, actuators, wires and cables, and physical computing 
elements. In control engineering, the term "causal" means that the 
system's output ("response") will not change _before_ its input 
changes. 
 
The term "transfer" denotes how a device's output responds to its 
input at any particular frequency; the parameters of interest are, 
when the input is a sine wave, gain (output amplitude divided by 
input amplitude) and phase shift. Discovering a system's transfer 
function is thus easiest when offering sine waves of all possible 
frequencies to the input and measuring what happens at the output. A 
control engineer can establish the mathematical formula of the 
transfer function from the plots of gain and phase shift. 
 
Usually the term "transfer function" is used in linear systems only; 
in non-linear systems it makes little sense. An element's transfer 
function carries the same information about a (linear) system as e.g. 
an impulse response or a step response. 
 
Note that knowledge of a system's transfer function does not imply 
knowledge of the internal organization of the system. In theory, at 
least, different systems can have identical transfer functions. 
 
>It seems to me that the simple term 'function' might be adequate. 
 
This is an established term in control engineering circles. It refers 
to a physical device, whether existing or in the process of being 
designed. Thus there are some connotations: a transfer function is 
_physically realizable_. This means, for instance, that it cannot 
contain anticipation terms (which would make it non-causal; in fact, 
any "causal" physical system introduces some delay on the signal's 
way from input to output), and that it cannot have an infinite gain 
at any frequency. 
 
>If not, I'd be inclined to use the term I know from data processing, 
>'transform'. 
 
A transform, such as the Fourier transform, usually has a (lossless) 
counter-transform. This is not true for a transfer function, if only 
because of the delay. If we didn't have to stick to "causal" systems, 
control engineering would be easy... 
 
Greetings, 
 
Hans 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Mon, 2 Dec 1996 13:56:04 +0100 
From:    "J.A. Blom" <J.A.Blom@ELE.TUE.NL> 
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Subject: Re: Rewards in PCT -Reply 
 
[Hans Blom, 961202c] 
 
(Tracy Harms (961124.15 MST)) 
 
>... intention to use people is a slaver mentality.  It turns us 
>directly beyond psychology, to questions of ethics. 
 
In my opinion (and according to PCT, I think), we use the world and 
all that is in it to achieve our own personal aims. That includes 
people. Is it the _intention_ to use people that is bad? I cannot 
carry a heavy table by myself, so I intentionally ask someone's help. 
Is that _using_ that person? Sure! 
 
I guess you mean something else, but I'm not quite certain what... 
 
Greetings, 
 
Hans 
 
------------------------------ 
 
End of CSGNET Digest - 1 Dec 1996 to 2 Dec 1996 
*********************************************** 
 
Date:     Tue, 3 Dec 1996 08:00:35 -0600 
Subject:  CSGNET Digest - 2 Dec 1996 to 3 Dec 1996 
 
There are 20 messages totalling 1093 lines in this issue. 
 
Topics of the day: 
 
  1. Vancouver's experiment (3) 
  2. Bill's model 
  3. Descriptions, theories, and facts 
  4. Transfer functions, utilization. 
  5. Born to Rebel (4) 
  6. Chutzpah, thy name is Hans 
  7. Jumping Spiders 
  8. Functional relationships 
  9. He's a rebel and he'll never ever be any good (3) 
 10. Searchable Archives for CSGnet (2) 
 11. Stat Problem 
 12. simultaneity / modelling 
 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Date:    Mon, 2 Dec 1996 17:52:15 +0100 
From:    "J.A. Blom" <J.A.Blom@ELE.TUE.NL> 
Subject: Re: Vancouver's experiment 
 
[Hans Blom, 961202d] 
 
(Jeff Vancouver 961125.09:55 EST) 
 
>Below are the data from several different type of [spiral tracking] 
>runs. 
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Thanks for the data, Jeff. I would have done something similar 
(blanking the screen feedback rather than closing eyes) if I had had 
the time. Your results are also about as I would have expected ;-). 
 
>  6.44 visible 
>115.10 Alt 10s 
> 28.38 Alt 2s 
 
>I think that the data (mine and others) clearly demonstrate that we 
>use closed-loop control.  If there are any open-loop only advocates 
>out there, I invite a different interpretation. 
 
My interpretation: we have a built-in "world model" that allows us to 
somehow predict the effect of our actions even if perceptual feedback 
is temporarily unavailable. The quality of the prediction will 
generally deteriorate after some time, and your data show how bad 
this deterioration is for this rather complex, dynamic task. For very 
short times, "tracking" is very good in tasks such as this; for times 
greater than a few seconds it is pretty bad. 
 
For other tasks (mostly in a static environment), the model will not 
deteriorate as rapidly. Tracking a straight line, for instance, would 
be a lot easier ;). 
 
>The point I was trying to make is that control with the mouse, 
>screen, or whatever blanked (i.e., model-based control), is better 
>than random, static (no movement), or linear trajectory performance. 
 
Yes, that was the point I was trying to make as well. 
 
>I think that reconciliation is in the nature of the transfer 
>function _we all think_ is created to track the spiral.  That given 
>sufficient time to create such a function, it can create a 
>controllable perception of the movement of the target even without 
>the target being visible. 
 
Yes, that is how I would say it as well. Learning installs a transfer 
function that we can even rely on (more or less) if there is no 
feedback. I have this mental model, for instance, of how I can open 
my front door. I need to use a key, insert it into the keyhole, turn 
it to the left for almost 360 degrees, push a little against the 
door, etc. That model is pretty reliable: no random trial and error 
required. Not all models are that accurate, however. And I'm pretty 
uncertain about the possible concomitants of accurate models, except 
how static/dynamic the situation is, i.e. the degree of "disturbance" 
that the world adds. 
 
We humans like predictability a lot, and we pretty much organize our 
world to be predictable. No shape-shifting houses, cars, roads, etc. 
Even education/enculturation has as its main goal to get people to 
behave predictably. 
 
>This function will not be as good as it would with on-line data, but 
>it will be better than if no function were there (as indicated by 
>comparing to random, no movement, or linear/trajectory movement). 
>Any takers? 
 
Well, slightly belated... 
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Greetings, 
 
Hans 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Mon, 2 Dec 1996 11:05:15 -0600 
From:    Bruce Abbott <abbott@CVAX.IPFW.INDIANA.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Bill's model 
 
[From Bruce Abbott (961202.1205 EST)] 
 
>Tracy Harms (1996;12,01.17:48) -- 
 
>>Bruce Abbott (961201.1730 EST) 
 
>>[...]Imagine you have two control systems, 
>>one whose reference is to perceive a food pellet in the chamber (System 1) 
>>and one whose reference is to perceive food in the belly (System 2).  [...] 
>>Now that a pellet is present, System 2 
>>is able to take action to control its CV, so the rat grabs the pellet and 
>>swallows it.  But this disturbs System 1's CV (again there is no pellet in 
>>the chamber), and System 2 takes action to restore that CV to pellet-present. 
 
>This last sentence evaporates my willingness to believe in System 1. 
>Whatever would generate a goal such as that?  If we attribute eating the 
>food to System 2, we must also assign the obtaining of food to be eaten to 
>System 2.  Why?  Because if System 1 were *disturbed* by the removal of 
>food from the environment, the rat would act to perceive food in its 
>environment *even if it were not hungry*.  I don't know as much about rats 
>as you guys do, but that's too far-fetched for me. 
 
Your point is well taken.  The problem you perceive is not the fault of the 
model but arises because I purposely left out certain details (including the 
upper level of the system) in order to focus attention on those lower-level 
systems that must act in sequence in order to bring the higher-level 
system's CV to reference.  I wanted to show how these sequenced activities 
might lead to a given rate of reinforcement being observed without rate of 
reinforcement itself being the controlled variable.  It was not my intention 
to describe the complete system. 
 
The whole thing is being driven by a higher-level control system that sets 
the reference for food-in-belly (System 2), which in turn sets the reference 
for food-in-the-cup (System 1); the lower-level systems are the means by 
which this higher-level system controls its CV, which might be conceived as 
the nutritional state of the organism.  I see that Bill has beaten me to the 
punch, so I defer further description of the model to his reply [Bill Powers 
(961201.1840 MST)]. 
 
One nice thing about this model is that completion of any step along the 
chain automatically sets the references for the CV's of the earlier systems 
in the sequence to zero, and behavior just carries on from the current point. 
 
The exact structure of this sequence of lower-level systems remains to be 
worked out; it could consist of a linear chain of small components, but more 
likely consists of larger organized elements which themselves can be 
resolved into sequences.  For example, one might propose a series of larger 
control elements (e.g., "produce pellet," "eat pellet") that each consist of 
a number of smaller elements ("approach lever," "move lever"), each more or 
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less like a subroutine in a computer program and each operating through the 
lower levels of the hierarchy to produce the necessary movements.  Other 
arrangements are possible; discovering the actual organization is a matter 
for future research.  Fortunately, these details do not matter at the levels 
we are currently concerned with understanding and modeling; even the simple 
approximation of the lower level I described (which only presses and eats) 
is sufficient for our purpose of understanding the major fearures of our 
current data. 
 
Regards, 
 
Bruce 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Mon, 2 Dec 1996 18:15:01 +0100 
From:    "J.A. Blom" <J.A.Blom@ELE.TUE.NL> 
Subject: Re: Vancouver's experiment 
 
[Hans Blom, 961202e] 
 
(Bill Powers (961125.0930 MST)) 
 
>>On the second to last run the mouse ball got stuck on some dirt on 
>>about the last 4s of the run so it did not move. 
 
>That last notation shows why closed-loop control will always work 
>better than model-based control when it's available. There's no way 
>to predict when the mouse is going to get stuck. 
 
Right. Models can only model predictabilities, relationships that do 
not vary over time -- or vary predictably. If something unexpected 
(unpredicted by the model) happens, the model is incorrect. So what 
to do? Fall back on feedback control? Even feedback control requires 
certain regularities (a simple model). Update the model? Discovering 
regularities takes time. So my guess is this: Initially, there is not 
even a feedback loop. Actions, sure, but with unpredictable outcomes. 
But the new, different outcome is immediately used to create a new 
model on which subsequent actions are based: control errors are the 
basis for learning. There's no way to predict when the mouse is going 
to get stuck. Yet you soon discover that this is the case: no 
response, no feedback loop, zero loop gain. 
 
>Also, your sampling with different lengths of eyes-closed time gives 
>us an idea of how rapidly the mental model departs from the reality 
>without concurrent feedback. The longer the eyes-closed time, from 1 
>second to 10 seconds, the greater the error. The error is about 
>doubled after 1 second. 
 
In this task situation. 
 
>This says that the internal world-model, if there is one, isn't a 
>very accurate model. 
 
Predictions can be accurate only in a fully controlled experiment, 
i.e. in an unchanging world. If the response of the world is 
variable, you'd better keep your eyes open. By the way, Bill, what is 
your impression of the accuracy of your proposed "imagination mode"? 
Better? Worse? Under which circumstances would it be useful? When 
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not? 
 
>Hans Blom asked about this before, and now you're also raising the 
>question of how the person could continue to produce a spiral (of 
>sorts) without present-time visual feedback AND without a 
>world-model. Here's a rough idea, which I haven't really developed 
>into a full-blown working model but which I am sure would work with 
>a little tinkering. This, at least, is a little better than the 
>vague solution I mentioned to Hans. 
 
>To make life easier I'll assume that there's a level of kinesthetic 
>control at which position can be controlled in angle and radius 
>relative to some center, as kinesthetically sensed. ... ... 
 
>This rough sketch shows how a system that contains no explicit 
>internal world-model can do some of the things that a model-based 
>control system can do -- particularly maintain an ongoing output, 
>including curvatures, for some time after loss of input information. 
>A different approach to adaptation would be required, of course. 
 
Strange, but I've always though of my "internal world model" to be 
the equivalent of your "imagination mode", Bill. Now you offer a 
completely different solution. Where is the "imagination" is this 
proposal? Or doesn't it play a role here? 
 
Greetings, 
 
Hans 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Mon, 2 Dec 1996 18:28:01 +0100 
From:    "J.A. Blom" <J.A.Blom@ELE.TUE.NL> 
Subject: Re: Descriptions, theories, and facts 
 
[Hans Blom, 961202f] 
 
(Bruce Abbott (961125.1450 EST)) 
 
>1.  A functional approach answers the question, what does it do? 
>2.  A mechanistic approach answers the question, how does it do it? 
 
Science is concerned with discovering mechanisms. Yet, ultimately 
every mechanistic approach reaches a point where nothing remains but 
functional answers. Even in physics: we simply don't know what causes 
an electron to circle the nucleus of an atom. We only know that it 
does. Or do we? 
 
Functional approaches are, in contrast to what some think, nothing to 
be ashamed of. Even all our mechanistic models are based on those, 
ultimately. 
 
In particular, the "world model" that is the basis of adaptive 
control systems is only a collection of functional relationships. 
Learning is discovering reliable functional relationships. In 
mechanisms, we just observe the functions of the details more 
closely. 
 
Greetings, 
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Hans 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Mon, 2 Dec 1996 11:21:57 -0700 
From:    "T. B. Harms" <tbh@TESSER.COM> 
Subject: Re: Transfer functions, utilization. 
 
>From (Tracy Harms (961202.07 MST) 
 
 
Hans Blom, 961202b 
 
Thank you for your explanation of transfer functions.  It was very clear 
and very useful. 
 
Your other message on transfer functions was very thought-provoking.  I 
have a question.  It looks to me like the diagram you provide relates to 
Figure 5.2 of B:CP in the following way:  The box labelled "Comparator" in 
Figure 5.2 corresponds in your diagram to the combination of TF1, TF2, and 
the Comparator.  Is this correct? 
 
As for message 961202c, where you write "we use the world and all that is 
in it to achieve our own personal aims", I think it is more in keeping with 
PCT to say that we *change* the world in the pursuit of our intentions. 
'Use' can be taken so broadly, but that runs counter to its main meaning. 
Use implies -- at least to me -- relying on a thing without consideration 
of the aims (control systems) of that thing.  For things that are aimless 
this is appropriate.  For things which are intentional, such as corn and 
cattle, complications arise.  When regarding other human beings, these 
complications are overwhelming and the objectification of 'utilizing' 
breaks down.  Communication must supercede it.  Indeed, I imagine that such 
communication predates the materialist notion of utility:  Our ancestors 
were embroiled in communication challenges before sticks and stones became 
'tools' to be 'used'. 
 
 
Tracy Bruce Harms                                        tbh@tesser.com 
Boulder, Colorado 
----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
"The experiences of marginality and alienation are virtually integral 
to the experience of a free individual--the individual free to dissolve 
as well as to create attachments." 
                                            William Warren Bartley, III 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Mon, 2 Dec 1996 08:05:07 -0800 
From:    Richard Marken <marken@AEROSPACE.AERO.ORG> 
Subject: Re: Born to Rebel 
 
[From Rick Marken (120296.0800)] 
 
Dan Miller (961201) -- 
 
>Sulloway argues that first borns tend to favor a conforming, status quo, 
>orientation, whereas later borns...tend to be more creative, rebellious, 
>unconventional 
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Bruce Abbott (961201.1855 EST) 
 
>In that case, as a small test of this proposition, I'd like to know where 
>Bill Powers falls along the birth-order scale.  Bill? 
 
Where do you think I fall -- first, later or only? 
 
I'm thinking first born for you, Bruce;-) 
 
Best 
 
Rick 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Mon, 2 Dec 1996 13:46:05 -0600 
From:    Bruce Abbott <abbott@CVAX.IPFW.INDIANA.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Born to Rebel 
 
[From Bruce Abbott (961202.1445 EST)] 
 
>Rick Marken (120296.0800) -- 
 
>Bruce Abbott (961201.1855 EST) 
 
>>In that case, as a small test of this proposition, I'd like to know where 
>>Bill Powers falls along the birth-order scale.  Bill? 
 
>Where do you think I fall -- first, later or only? 
 
Definitely the baby of the family ;-> 
 
>I'm thinking first born for you, Bruce;-) 
 
Right; I have a younger sister and an even younger brother. 
 
I wonder whether Sulliway noted the _dis_advantages of first-borns in 
addition to what he perceives as their advantages.  These include being 
displaced by one's younger siblings, being expected to behave older than 
your age (e.g., a toddler old being told to stop "acting like a baby"), 
having inexperienced parents (you get to be the one they learn on), having 
no older sibs to serve as models or to keep you informed about what to 
expect next in your life, and being perceived as the bully anytime a 
conflict erupts between you and your sibs, to name a few.  Bringing these 
into the picture muddies the clear relationship he perceives between birth 
order and personality traits a bit, don't you think? 
 
>Bill Powers (961201.1830 MST) -- 
 
>I'm the first-born, with one younger sister. 
 
Well, Rick, Bill and I may be more similar than you think. (Scarey thought, 
huh?)  We're both sons of engineers, too. 
 
Regards, 
 
Bruce 
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------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Mon, 2 Dec 1996 12:00:03 -0800 
From:    Rick Marken <marken@LEONARDO.NET> 
Subject: Chutzpah, thy name is Hans 
 
[From Rick Marken (961202.1200)] 
 
Hans Blom (961202d); Hans Blom (961202e) -- 
 
Nice work, Hans. I really have to admire a guy who won't let data 
interfere with his lectures on how organisms control. 
 
Best 
 
Rick 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Mon, 2 Dec 1996 14:55:29 -0500 
From:    Scott Stirling <scstirli@ANSELM.EDU> 
Subject: Jumping Spiders 
 
Dear All, 
 
        Did any of you see the article on jumping spiders in last month's 
_National Geographic_?  There was a genus being studied that tricked 
other kinds of spiders into vulnerable positions.  Once there, the tricky 
spider would eat the curious one.  The process of trickery involved 
tapping on other spiders' webs and lairs to arouse desired responses (or 
perceptions, if PCT is applied here).  Apparently, the spiders could mimick 
the tappings of a mate or struggling prey. 
 
        I heard of PCT after reading this article.  The process that these 
spiders use to achieve mimicry is not understood.  And it seems 
to be open-ended, in that they can adapt their trickery to virtually any 
kind of spider.  This sounds like a text book case of PCT to me. 
 
        Anyone have any thoughts on this example? 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
Scott M. Stirling                       Email:  scstirli@anselm.edu 
Saint Anselm College                    Phone:  (603) 668-1101 school 
Box 2111                                        (603) 225-3799 home 
100 Saint Anselm Dr. 
Manchester, NH 03102-1310 
 
http://www.anselm.edu/student/scstirli/welcome.html 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Mon, 2 Dec 1996 14:12:49 -0600 
From:    Bruce Abbott <abbott@CVAX.IPFW.INDIANA.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Functional relationships 
 
[From Bruce Abbott (961202.1510 EST)] 
 
>Bill Powers (961201.1930 MST) -- 
 
>>Bruce Abbott (961131.1440 EST) 
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>The purely functional (descriptive) approach is _not_ that C (the _rate_ of 
>contingent event C) drives the rate of behavior B, but rather, that the 
>presence/absence of a contingency between the individual behavioral event b 
>and event c [from which can be derived the function C = f(B)] is positively 
>related to B'. 
 
Fine, you CAN describe this relationship without using terms like "support" 
or "maintain." If you're saying only that the behavior changes when the 
dependency of C on B changes, that's acceptable to me. We would expect the 
behavior of a system to change when the characteristics of one of its 
components changes. 
 
Good.  But "support" simply means "to hold something up."  One can say, 
based on these observations, that the contingency is supporting the behavior 
(the rate of the behavior is higher with the contingency than without it), 
without saying anything about _how_. 
 
_Why_ would I want to speak this way?  I don't.  I'm simply trying to show 
that when others _do_ speak this way, that they are not necessarily doing 
anything more than stating an observed relationship. 
 
>>Another way to put it, I suppose, would be to state that, 
>>under the conditions under which these observations hold, B = f(k1). 
 
>Yes, but this doesn't tell us what k1 is a function of, so B remains 
>undefined. I proposed that k1 is nonzero when the contingency is in effect, 
>but that doesn't explain anything; the form of a function can't have any 
>physical effects. To complete the model we would have to make a proposal 
>about what variables that the organism could sense are affected in a 
>recognizeable way when the contingency is present or absent. Perhaps the 
>error signal in the control system would be a sufficient indicator. A large 
>rise in the error signal would say that pressing the bar is no longer 
>maintaining the input at its former level (and here I can use "maintaining" 
>because we are talking about a causal relationships). 
 
Another approach would be to manipulate other variables (e.g., deprivation 
level) and observe how they and k1 are related.  This would simply expand 
the functional relationship to include these other factors, without 
proposing any mechanism through which these variables might come to be 
related in the ways observed.  This would amount to an expanded description 
of the conditions affecting the relationship between the contingency and the 
asymptotic rate of behavior, B'.  A model identifying the internal variables 
and their connections would provide the mechanism through which these 
empirical relationships emerge. 
 
Clearly, having such a model is superior to having only these emperically 
derived descriptions.  I have not been arguing otherwise.  Yet these 
empirical relationships are precisely what the model must explain if it is 
to be deemed successful. 
 
Regards, 
 
Bruce 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Mon, 2 Dec 1996 16:29:37 EST 
From:    Bruce Gregory <gregory@CF4.HARVARD.EDU> 
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Subject: Re: Born to Rebel 
 
[From Bruce Gregory (961202.1630 EST)] 
 
Bruce Abbott (961202.1445 EST) 
 
> I wonder whether Sulliway noted the _dis_advantages of first-borns in 
> addition to what he perceives as their advantages. 
 
Sulloway focuses on the competition of siblings for parental 
resources. His analysis includes interactions of several kinds 
(including degree of introversion). Nothing you said is 
inconsistent with that analysis. 
 
Bruce Gregory 
(First of three) 
 
 
"You can pick your friends, and you can pick your nose. But you 
can't pick your friend's nose."  Anonymous 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Mon, 2 Dec 1996 16:35:47 -0500 
From:    Jeff Vancouver <jeffv@PSYCH.NYU.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Vancouver's experiment 
 
[from Jeff Vancouver 961202.16:15 EST] 
 
> [From Bill Powers (961125.0930 MST)] 
> 
> Jeff Vancouver 961125.09:55 EST -- 
> 
> >Below are the data from several different type of runs. 
> 
> Very nice, Jeff. I appreciate simple direct solutions to problems. Blank the 
> screen? Close the eyes! 
 
Thank you.  This follows years of training and teaching research methods. 
 
I have included for comparison purposes. 
 
> 
> jeff 
> >  6.31 visible 
> >  6.21 visible 
> >  6.01 visible 
> >117.72 Alt 10s 
> >  6.44 visible 
> >115.10 Alt 10s 
> > 28.38 Alt 2s 
> > 36.67 Alt 2s 
> > 32.29 Alt 2s 
> > 29.16 Alt 2s 
> > 11.66 3,1,3 
> > 10.41 3,1,3 
> > 11.87 3,1,3 
> > 11.38 3,1,3 
> > 32.79 3,1,3  Mouse got stuck 
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> > 12.19 3,1,3 
> > 
> >On the second to last run the mouse ball got stuck on some dirt on about 
> >the last 4s of the run so it did not move. 
> 
> That last notation shows why closed-loop control will always work better 
> than model-based control when it's available. There's no way to predict when 
> the mouse is going to get stuck. If your eyes had been open when that 
> happened, there still would have been more error, but it would have been a 
> much smaller increase and it wouldn't have lasted four seconds.. 
> 
 
Agree 
 
> >It is perhaps interesting to note that I did substantially better in the 
> >Alt 2s then the Alt 10s even though my eyes were closed half the time in 
> >Alt 2s and only a third in Alt 10s, ... 
> 
> Um, Jeff ... equal time open and closed is closed half the time, isn't it? 
> Regardless of the cycle time? 
 
Recall that a run lasts 30s, I begin with eyes open.  Think about it. 
 
> 
> >the ability to correct more often once 
> >my eyes were opened accounts for the better performance (given that when I 
> >opened my eyes I was always making a substantial correction -- esp. in 
> >the Alt 10s condition). 
> 
> Also, your sampling with different lengths of eyes-closed time gives us an 
> idea of how rapidly the mental model departs from the reality without 
> concurrent feedback. The longer the eyes-closed time, from 1 second to 10 
> seconds, the greater the error. The error is about doubled after 1 second. 
> This says that the internal world-model, if there is one, isn't a very 
> accurate model. You might try repeating this experiment about 50 times and 
> seeing if your eyes-closed performance improves substantially. I haven't 
> improved much over about 100 trials. 
 
Below are the data from several more trials.  This time alternating 2s 
open, 2s closed. 
 
Jeff2 
  6.63 visible (eyes open) 
 21.85 visible (2s alt for rest) 
 23.26 visible 
 25.59 visible 
 17.10 visible 
 19.81 visible 
 15.18 visible 
 19.98 visible 
 21.63 visible 
 17.81 visible 
 21.16 visible 
 23.54 visible 
 17.42 visible 
 17.18 visible 
 31.74 visible 
 28.25 visible 
 17.15 visible 
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I did not get a lot better and I don't have the patience for 100 trials. 
I did improve slightly, just does beg the question: what is improving? 
Precision? 
 
I must say, the task is much more difficulty than I thought it would be 
(as Hans 961292d observed). 
 
> >The point I was trying to make is that control with the mouse, screen, or 
> >whatever blanked (i.e., model-based control), is better than random, 
> >static (no movement), or linear trajectory performance.  Thus, as a 
> >comparison, the average RMS from those models needs to be added to the 
> >output. 
> 
> I think you're saying that we need a baseline against which to compare the 
> performance. I agree; that would be a fairer comparison. However, it still 
> doesn't answer the basic question of how control is carried out with the 
> eyes closed (if "control" is the word). 
 
To get some comparison data I did a few other types of runs. 
 
288.06 target in corner throughout run 
105.51 target in center throughout run 
 87.43 target frozen for 2s, tracking for 2s 
 82.24 target frozen for 2s, tracking for 2s 
107.37 target with linear trajectory for 2s, tracking for 2s 
 91.83 target moving "randomly" for 2s, tracking for 2s 
122.65 target moving "randomly" for 2s, tracking for 2s 
 
Clearly my attempt to follow the target with my eyes closed was much 
better than any of the comparison conditions.  The trajectory and random 
of course are subject to many parameters that will change those numbers, 
but I suspect we do not need to get into that.  The rest of your post to 
me was very interestings. 
 
> 
> Hans Blom asked about this before, and now you're also raising the question 
> of how the person could continue to produce a spiral (of sorts) without 
> present-time visual feedback AND without a world-model. Here's a rough idea, 
> which I haven't really developed into a full-blown working model but which I 
> am sure would work with a little tinkering. This, at least, is a little 
> better than the vague solution I mentioned to Hans. 
> 
> To make life easier I'll assume that there's a level of kinesthetic control 
> at which position can be controlled in angle and radius relative to some 
> center, as kinesthetically sensed. Any other coordinate system could be 
> assumed, but this one is easiest. I'll just show the kinesthetic angle 
> control system. 
> 
>             from integrating output function 
>                     in visual system 
> 
>                            | 
>                         velocity ref 
>                            | 
>                            | 
>              ------->----[Comp] --->-----  (velocity error) 
>             |                            | 
>             |                            | 
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>     angular velocity               [Integrator] 
>             |                            | 
>          [d/dt]                          | 
>             |          angle ref signal  | 
>             |              -------<------ 
>             |             | 
>             | --->-----[Comp] ---->------  (angle error) 
>             |                            | 
>             |                            | 
>            angle                   [Integrator] 
>             ^                            | 
>             |                            | 
>                [Lower level systems] 
> 
> Note that to move the mouse at a constant angular rate, all you need is a 
> _constant_ velocity reference signal. The integrator in the upper system 
> would turn a constant (small) error signal into a _constantly changing_ 
> angle reference signal. The derivative (d/dt) in the input function cancels 
> the lag in the integrating output function, so the overall response is 
> proportional, as far as stability is concerned. The lower system makes the 
> perceived angle follow the changing reference signal. Passing this constant 
> rate of change through the first derivative in the upper system yields a 
> perceptual signal of angular velocity proportional to the rate of change of 
> angle. 
> 
> Suppose now that there is a visual system that is detecting position error, 
> and converting it, through an integrator, into the reference angular 
> velocity for this kinesthetic control system. If the visual system 
> experiences a blackout, the proper response is to clamp its error signal to 
> zero (the model-based control system also needs a special response to loss 
> of input). The assumed integrator in the output of the visual system 
> receives a zero error-signal input, so its output remains fixed. This means 
> that the angular velocity reference signal for the kinesthetic system also 
> becomes constant, and the kinesthetic system continues to move the mouse (as 
> kinethetically detected) at a constant angular velocity. When the visual 
> input returns, the angular velocity reference signal will be increased or 
> decreased as necessary to correct the visual error. 
> 
 
Wow, I wish I had a degree in engineering.  If I understand this model 
(which I am sure I do not), it seems that you are saying that a control 
system can perform the tracking task without data _or_ without setting 
itself up so that it can operate without data.  Control systems just set 
themselves up that way. 
 
This does seem to be different from your imagination mode, which Hans 
(961202d) and I conceived of as the model mode (although, not necessarily 
with any firing of output functions). 
 
Bottom line, we must come to some mutual understanding of how to 
interpret the data.  Your "model" suggests that my comparison data (e.g., 
frozen cursor) is of no value. 
 
I have another experiment in mind, but before we discard this one is 
there any response to my data? 
 
Jeff 
 
------------------------------ 
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Date:    Mon, 2 Dec 1996 16:26:34 -0500 
From:    MILLER dan <millerd@SABER.UDAYTON.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Born to Rebel 
 
[Dan Miller (961202)] 
 
To Bruce Gregory, Rick Marken, and the rest of you: 
 
OK, so Bill Powers is a first born.  This fact not only 
disconfirms Frank Sulloway's hypothesis, it confirms the 
first law of sociology - namely, "Some do, some don't." 
 
The use of descriptive or inferential statistics is problematic 
for the social sciences.  First, the model of behavior is most 
likely some form of the behaviorist model - behavior is caused, 
released, influenced, and so on.  Then, there is the law stated 
above.  Let me flesh it out a bit. 
 
For example, in the sociological study of crime, there is a bias 
so widely shared and seldom criticized that to point it out is 
seen as a breach of faith.  It is the simple notion that low 
income (or poverty) causes (influences) crime.  No amount of 
factual information disconfirming this hypothesis will detract 
the true believers - who are legion.  To them, crime is materially 
based.  The havenots are forced into a life of crime (and, I suppose) 
ruin. 
 
The evidence looks more like this.  (Excuse me for not getting 
the actual statistical facts.) 
 
1.  Many of those people who share the pertinent qualities 
do not commit crimes.  In fact, most do not. 
2.  Many of those people who do not share the pertinent qualities 
(falling outside the low income category) do commit crimes. 
3.  Some who have the pertinent qualities commit the crime once 
(or twice) and never do it again. 
 
Only a few actually share the pertinent qualities and commit crime. 
The variance "explained" on the dependent variable (crime) is always 
very low (10 - 20%). 
 
So, why do they keep it up?  As I noted above, Faith may be the 
case.  Maintaining a reference signal no matter what the perceptual 
input.  Also, this type of research works.  It gets published, gets 
people tenure, promotion, and approval from their fellow travellers. 
The fact that neither science nor understanding have been served 
may be irrelevant. 
 
As for Frank Sulloway's book, he falls into the trap of doing this 
type of research - or at least falling back on such forms of 
statistical reasoning, and, thus, leaving himself open for the 
instance that casts great doubt.  Once again, Bill Powers has 
totally messed-up the good intentions of mainstream social scientists. 
Sulloway's book is better than I have suggested in this post.  Still, 
he can be easily dismissed.  Too bad, there might be a decent idea 
worth addressing. 
 
BTW, Bill Powers falls under number two (above).  He does not have 
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the pertinent qualities (being a firstborn), yet he fulfills the 
necessary requirements for Sulloway's dependent variable - he is 
a scientific revolutionary.  Perhaps there was something about 
his relationship with his mother ... 
 
Later, 
Dan Miller 
miller@riker.stjoe.udayton.edu 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Mon, 2 Dec 1996 15:10:41 -0800 
From:    Rick Marken <marken@LEONARDO.NET> 
Subject: He's a rebel and he'll never ever be any good 
 
[From Rick Marken (961202.1510)] 
 
Me: 
 
>Where do you think I fall -- first, later or only? 
 
Bruce Abbott (961202.1445 EST) -- 
 
>Definitely the baby of the family ;-> 
 
I'm first of two, actually. I have a younger (and far more rebellious) 
brother. Maybe birth order just determines rebelliousness relative to 
other people in your family;-) 
 
I think this guy Sulloway's main problem isn't his statistics (though 
they are bad enough). His main problem is that he just doesn't know what 
behavior _is_. He seems to think that behavior is what one person sees 
another person doing (like "being rebellious"). In fact, behavior is 
the perceptions that a person controls. Some of what Sulloway sees as 
"rebellious" behavior may be a side effect of a person's efforts to 
control one kind of perception (like principles and system concepts) 
and some may be a side effect of a person's efforts to control other 
kinds of perceptions (like food and water). Sulloway's mistake is that 
he is trying to determine why people cause _his_ perceptions (of 
rebelliousness, for example) rather than trying to determine what 
perceptions people control _for themselves_ -- and why they control 
those perceptions. 
 
Best 
 
Rick 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Mon, 2 Dec 1996 20:26:36 -0500 
From:    Gary Cziko <g-cziko@UIUC.EDU> 
Subject: Searchable Archives for CSGnet 
 
[from Gary Cziko 962304.0120 GMT] 
 
I recently received the following notice about a searchable archive for CSGnet. 
 
I checked it out and it is pretty nifty.  The catch is that you will also 
get some advertising as you search, but since you don't have to look at it, 
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it doesn't seem too much of a price to pay.--Gary 
 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
- Reference.COM has begun archiving this list as of: 
        Nov. 26, 1996 
 
- Searchable archives for the lists are available at: 
 
http://www.reference.com/cgi-bin/pn/listarch?list=CSGNET@postoffice.cso.uiuc 
.e 
du 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Mon, 2 Dec 1996 19:25:10 -0700 
From:    "T. B. Harms" <tbh@TESSER.COM> 
Subject: Re: He's a rebel and he'll never ever be any good 
 
>From  Tracy Harms 1996;12,02.19 
 
 
Rick Marken (961202.1510) 
 
>[...]  Some of what Sulloway sees as 
>"rebellious" behavior may be a side effect of a person's efforts to 
>control one kind of perception (like principles and system concepts) 
>and some may be a side effect of a person's efforts to control other 
>kinds of perceptions (like food and water). 
 
So, if I follow this, a PCT-informed analysis would sort observable 
tendencies in other's actions (what most people call behavior) into a set 
of intentions (i.e. reference levels).  My initial guess for such an 
undertaking is that it would involve at least three major categories: 
"deep" goals (organic heritage such as warmth and food), "high" goals 
(cultural heritage such as principles and standards), and conflicting 
supersystems. 
 
The label "rebellious" is weak because it describes a convention which 
occurs among observers, and invites the assumption that the single label 
corresponds to a particular thing.  In fact, however, any variety of 
factors within an actor may provoke the use of this label by others.  PCT 
directs us to look for consequential patterns (such as reference levels) 
within the actors, and whether these map reliably to public labelling 
cannot be presumed in advance.  Thus a thesis such as Sulloway's is 
crippled from the start because he takes a public label as his touchstone, 
then goes on to examine personal experience and motivation presuming that 
the systemics interior to personalities reflect these public labels.  But 
PCT suggests that the presumption must be that they do *not* match; at the 
very least, allegation of a match must be argued and defended. 
 
What I've written above is, I think, nothing which Rick Marken did not 
already say.  I'm just writing this out as an excercize to see whether I 
can state this same idea in my own words, and to get corrective criticism 
insofar as I have missed the boat. 
 
Overall, I think the lesson here is that the words which are used to 
categorize people are no help in sorting them by *behavior*, for these 
categories usually sort by external effect and impression rather than by 
personal intention.  This may even suggest one insight into why people are 
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uniformly annoyed by the labels which pidgeon-hole them, no matter how 
accurate those may be:  for the labels identify things which are not 
important to the actors, but instead provide a sort of public utility. 
 
I'm crawling out on a limb, there, but I have to test my understanding of 
PCT somehow. 
 
 
Tracy Bruce Harms                                        tbh@tesser.com 
Boulder, Colorado 
----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    "It is not the noisy revolutions of politics, but the silent 
     revolutions of skill that change the course of man's destiny." 
                                              Kenneth Boulding 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Mon, 2 Dec 1996 22:39:54 -0500 
From:    "John E. Anderson" <jander@OSPREY.UNF.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Searchable Archives for CSGnet 
 
[From John E. Anderson (961202.2240 EST)] 
 
> [from Gary Cziko 962304.0120 GMT] 
> 
> I recently received the following notice about a searchable archive for CSGnet. 
> 
> I checked it out and it is pretty nifty.  The catch is that you will also 
> get some advertising as you search, but since you don't have to look at it, 
> it doesn't seem too much of a price to pay.--Gary 
> 
> ---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
> - Reference.COM has begun archiving this list as of: 
>         Nov. 26, 1996 
> 
> - Searchable archives for the lists are available at: 
> 
> http://www.reference.com/cgi-bin/pn/listarch?list=CSGNET@postoffice.cso.uiuc.edu 
 
Wow!  It is definitely cool.  Unfortunately it doesn't go back very far, 
only to last week. So I guess there's no way to search the archives 
before then? 
 
John 
-- 
John E. Anderson 
jander@unf.edu 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Tue, 3 Dec 1996 04:36:25 -0500 
From:    Bruce Gregory <bgregory@CFA.HARVARD.EDU> 
Subject: Re: He's a rebel and he'll never ever be any good 
 
[From  Bruce Gregory (961203.0430 EST)] 
 
Tracy Harms 1996;12,02.19 
 
Rick Marken (961202.1510) 
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I'm at a definite disadvantage in this exchange, since I am actually 
reading what Sulloway says... I can see that having no knowledge of 
the man's work provides a freedom that I can only envy. I can only fall 
back on Cromwell's plea to the Irish bishops, "I beseech you, in the 
bowels of Christ, to think it possible that you might be wrong." 
 
I suspect that those who reject PCT have done so on the basis of an 
equally careful reading ;-) 
 
 
Bruce Gregory 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Tue, 3 Dec 1996 06:58:10 -0500 
From:    Nickols@AOL.COM 
Subject: Re: Stat Problem 
 
[Fred Nickols (961202.1900 EST)] 
 
   In response to [Bill Powers (961126.1200 MST)], who wrote 
   in part: 
 
   >I have a problem that people on CSGnet might be able to 
   >help me solve. How do we objectively evaluate the goodness 
   >of fit between a model's behavior and real behavior? 
 
Bill: 
 
I'm no statistician (actually, I'm mathematically challenged), but 
I do hang around with a bunch of the world's best here at ETS.  So, 
I passed along to some researchers here at ETS the entire message 
in which the snippet aboveappeared.  That elicted the following 
responses.  I hope you find them helpful ... but you'll have to be 
the judge of that as I am in no way competent to make that 
evaluation. 
 
Regards, 
 
Fred Nickols 
nickols@aol.com 
 
<Begin Response #1, from Bruce Kaplan> 
 
[T]he standard way of comparing models is to look at the residuals. 
So first calculate the residuals (observed - predicted), the mean 
square(the sum of the squared residuals divided by the degrees of 
freedom) error tells how much variance is not explained.  That is a 
good way of comparing which of two models fit better.  There are 
various F-tests that can be computed.  Also it would be a good idea 
to look at the following: 
 
1) plot residuals against the observed dependent variable. 
    See if there is still some pattern left in the data.  Also 
    plot the residuals against each of the independent 
    variables, it might tell if a squared term will fit better. 
 
2) Also usually the researcher is concerned about fitting 
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    a model for a whole population of something (e.g. rats), 
    not just the ones in his/her sample.  Cross-validation, 
    then can be an important tool.  Either do more observations, 
    and see how well the previous fit model fits to the new data. 
    Or Initially randomly split your observations into 3/4 of the 
    data to run the initial model on and 1/4 to see how it fits. 
    You could even do this repeatedly to get a better model. 
 
<Begin Response #2, from Don Rock> 
 
I completely agree with [Bruce's] suggestions -- a slight variation 
is doing a bootstrap on the cross-validation sample.  In this case 
the model(s) parameters from the validation sample are considered 
fixed and the variability  (stability) of the estimates can be evaluated 
using the bootstrap on the cross-validation sample.  This does 
assume a reasonable sample size on the cross-validation sample. 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Tue, 3 Dec 1996 14:43:09 +0100 
From:    "J.A. Blom" <J.A.Blom@ELE.TUE.NL> 
Subject: Re: simultaneity / modelling 
 
[Hans Blom, 961203] 
 
(011296  0915 PST from David Wolsk) 
 
>The image which brings me to this current discussion is of my 
>switching on a light and hearing a strange noise at the same time. 
>My experience is of an immediate rise in my level of alertness and 
>a need to "process" that noise. 
 
The notion "strange" can be "explained" from the point of view of 
model-based control, where the model "predicts" which perceptions we 
will experience in the immediate future. That is, when the model is 
correct and complete. But it never is. Things are "surprising" or 
"strange" when our perceptions don't match our expectations. This 
implies that the model is incorrect and needs to be adjusted. Our 
highest priority seems to be to have a model that is accurate and is 
in tune with our perceptions. If it is not, we start a search for 
what causes the "strangeness" in order to adjust the model and 
include the new thing into our mental paradigms. This can be done in 
a large variety of ways, of course, dependent upon what we (think we) 
know already. Anyway, the end effect will be that our "explanation" 
now is part of the new model, and that the surprise is surprising no 
more. 
 
This is everyday science: to reduce "miracles" to "understood" 
relationships. 
 
By the way: In an adaptive controller "surprise" can be implemented 
by an "alertness mechanism" which tests whether a new observation is 
in- or outside the two or three standard deviation boundaries of the 
(internally available) prediction error estimate ("my estimate of how 
certain I am of my knowledge"). In case of a "surprise", the adaptive 
controller can be forced to discard the old knowledge -- which has 
been demonstrated to be incorrect because it did not correctly 
anticipate the perceptions -- and to restart learning from scratch. 
But that is a bit drastic and recommended only when the "surprise" is 
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huge -- and completely unfeasible in humans. A more gradual approach 
continually enlarges the internal prediction error estimate variance 
("I am less certain of what I know than I thought") in order to keep 
the subjective prediction error uncertainty in line with the actual 
prediction errors. 
 
A different, but far less successful, approach is not to process 
outliers at all, to assume that you did not really perceive them or 
that you cannot trust your perceptions ("I could not believe my 
eyes!"), and to keep the model as it is -- but at the risk of 
maintaining illusions and growing ever more apart from reality. 
 
My two cents... 
 
Greetings, 
 
Hans 
 
------------------------------ 
 
End of CSGNET Digest - 2 Dec 1996 to 3 Dec 1996 
*********************************************** 
 
Date:     Wed, 4 Dec 1996 08:00:03 -0600 
Subject:  CSGNET Digest - 3 Dec 1996 to 4 Dec 1996 
 
There are 18 messages totalling 1043 lines in this issue. 
 
Topics of the day: 
 
  1. simultaneity 
  2. Bill's model 
  3. Transfer functions, utilization 
  4. Chutzpah, thy name is Hans 
  5. Born to Rebel (4) 
  6. Vancouver's experiment (4) 
  7. Rebels with chutzpah (3) 
  8. Learning, Control of others (3) 
 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Date:    Tue, 3 Dec 1996 15:03:02 +0100 
From:    "J.A. Blom" <J.A.Blom@ELE.TUE.NL> 
Subject: Re: simultaneity 
 
[Hans Blom, 961203c] 
 
(Bill Powers (961201.1100 MST)) 
 
>Flipping a light switch is not supposed to be followed instantly by 
>a loud bang. In fact, it is supposed NOT to be followed by anything 
>but a light turning on or off. 
 
I would call that a mental model: in my experience, flipping a light 
switch does not cause anything but turn a light on or off (this may 
not be true for some electrical engineering students). 
 
>I can confirm all of this from my own experience. But I don't know 
>how the same temporal relationship would seem to a rat. 
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The temporal relationships that we incorporate into our internal 
model arise not only when events occur simultaneously or nearly so. I 
remember reading about studies where rats reliably established the 
source of food poisoning, although the unpleasant perceptions of 
eating poison may take hours to become pronounced. The survival value 
of such a mechanism is obvious. 
 
How does such a mechanism work? Something like this, I guess. Some 
internal structure can accommodate knowledge of the type "specific 
unpleasant perceptions [which we humans call being caused by food 
poisoning] must have been caused by eating a new food stuff X at 
approximately two hours before the perceptions become noticeable". 
After identification/instantiation of X, the resulting behavior will 
be to avoid eating that X and to communicate the badness of X to the 
other members of the nest. I leave it up to you to rephrase this into 
PCT terminology... 
 
Greetings, 
 
Hans 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Tue, 3 Dec 1996 15:14:15 +0100 
From:    "J.A. Blom" <J.A.Blom@ELE.TUE.NL> 
Subject: Re: Bill's model 
 
[Hans Blom, 961203c] 
 
(Tracy Harms (1996;12,01.17:48)) 
 
>... if System 1 were *disturbed* by the removal of food from the 
>environment, the rat would act to perceive food in its environment 
>*even if it were not hungry*.  I don't know as much about rats as 
>you guys do, but that's too far-fetched for me. 
 
Admittedly, Bruce's model is too simple. Yet, Bruce's mechanism is 
_almost_ right. Wild rats (and all other higher animals) go to great 
lengths to ensure the _possible_ (imaginary? anticipated?) perception 
of food in their environment even if they are not hungry; they 
control for easy access to food. Hence migration to a new environment 
when the food supply at the old spot gets exhausted, storage of food 
for harsher times, etc. Thus, removal of food from the environment 
_does_ cause a desire to perceive new food, though less directly than 
in Bruce's model. 
 
By the way, I like your quotes a lot. 
 
Greetings, 
 
Hans 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Tue, 3 Dec 1996 15:38:45 +0100 
From:    "J.A. Blom" <J.A.Blom@ELE.TUE.NL> 
Subject: Re: Transfer functions, utilization 
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[Hans Blom, 961203d] 
 
(Tracy Harms (961202.07 MST)) 
 
>Thank you for your explanation of transfer functions.  It was very 
>clear and very useful. 
 
You're welcome. 
 
>Your other message on transfer functions was very thought-provoking. 
>I have a question.  It looks to me like the diagram you provide 
>relates to Figure 5.2 of B:CP in the following way:  The box 
>labelled "Comparator" in Figure 5.2 corresponds in your diagram to 
>the combination of TF1, TF2, and the Comparator.  Is this correct? 
 
Yes. I just added some detail, and I don't quite understand what 
makes it so thought-provoking. The "comparator" in my diagram is 
simply a subtractor; this clarifies the positions of the transfer 
functions, I hope. The addition of TF1 changes little in Bill's basic 
story, which remains fully intact. 
 
>As for message 961202c, where you write "we use the world and all 
>that is in it to achieve our own personal aims", I think it is more 
>in keeping with PCT to say that we *change* the world in the pursuit 
>of our intentions. 
 
When we change (or use) the world, we also change the world of 
others. Thus we cannot help but change the behavior of others who 
inhabit that same world. In some cases, that changed behavior will be 
helpful for us. In other cases not. In some cases, _our_ changed 
behavior will be helpful for others. In other cases not. And it seems 
as if we have a choice... 
 
>'Use' can be taken so broadly, but that runs counter to its main 
>meaning. Use implies -- at least to me -- relying on a thing without 
>consideration of the aims (control systems) of that thing. 
 
Oh. Word usage problems. I took the perspective of considering 
everything outside of me as a "tool" to be used to achieve my goals. 
I'm fully aware that others do the same. But also that some tasks are 
more easily achieved -- or can only be achieved -- if we cooperate, 
to the advantage of all concerned. 
 
>Communication must supercede it [utilization].  Indeed, I imagine 
>that such communication predates the materialist notion of utility: 
>Our ancestors were embroiled in communication challenges before 
>sticks and stones became 'tools' to be 'used'. 
 
Yes. The world of a social animal consists, to a large extent, of 
other animals. Thus, others are our prime tools. Think this through, 
however you may object to my use of language... 
 
Greetings, 
 
Hans 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Tue, 3 Dec 1996 15:45:21 +0100 
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From:    "J.A. Blom" <J.A.Blom@ELE.TUE.NL> 
Subject: Re: Chutzpah, thy name is Hans 
 
[Hans Blom, 961203d] 
 
(Rick Marken (961202.1200)) 
 
>Nice work, Hans. I really have to admire a guy who won't let data 
>interfere with his lectures on how organisms control. 
 
There is a saying amongst control engineers: "One man's noise is 
another man's data." You get an equivalent when you turn it around: 
"One man's data is another man's noise." 
 
In world-model terms: You live in a world very different from mine. 
 
By the way, what is chutzpah? Sounds nice, though... 
 
Greetings, 
 
Hans 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Tue, 3 Dec 1996 15:49:46 +0100 
From:    "J.A. Blom" <J.A.Blom@ELE.TUE.NL> 
Subject: Re: Born to Rebel 
 
[Hans Blom, 961203e] 
 
(Dan Miller (961202)) 
 
>For example, in the sociological study of crime ... 
 
Huh? Crime is a sociological notion? I thought it was a legal one. 
One society's crime may be another society's virtue. Abolish crime: 
abolish all laws! 
 
:-)   :-)   ;-) 
 
Greetings, 
 
Hans 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Tue, 3 Dec 1996 10:49:55 -0500 
From:    Jeff Vancouver <jeffv@PSYCH.NYU.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Vancouver's experiment 
 
[from Jeff Vancouver 961203.0940 EST] 
 
> [Hans Blom, 961202e] 
> 
> (Bill Powers (961125.0930 MST)) 
> 
> >>On the second to last run the mouse ball got stuck on some dirt on 
> >>about the last 4s of the run so it did not move. 
> 
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> >That last notation shows why closed-loop control will always work 
> >better than model-based control when it's available. There's no way 
> >to predict when the mouse is going to get stuck. 
> 
> Right. Models can only model predictabilities, relationships that do 
> not vary over time -- or vary predictably. If something unexpected 
> (unpredicted by the model) happens, the model is incorrect. So what 
> to do? Fall back on feedback control? Even feedback control requires 
> certain regularities (a simple model). 
 
I am not sure I agree with the "simple model" part.  I would agree that 
actions must have some impact on the environmental variable with some 
regularity, but neither the environment nor the array of control systems 
need be simple. 
 
> Predictions can be accurate only in a fully controlled experiment, 
> i.e. in an unchanging world. If the response of the world is 
> variable, you'd better keep your eyes open. By the way, Bill, what is 
> your impression of the accuracy of your proposed "imagination mode"? 
> Better? Worse? Under which circumstances would it be useful? When 
> not? 
> 
> Strange, but I've always though of my "internal world model" to be 
> the equivalent of your "imagination mode", Bill. Now you offer a 
> completely different solution. Where is the "imagination" is this 
> proposal? Or doesn't it play a role here? 
> 
 
For the most part, this is what I am thinking as well.  The difference is 
that the imagination mode involves outputs triggering memories (but not 
actions).  This does not account for my prediction that the sun will rise 
every morning despite absolutely no action on my part.  But that is not 
the issue. 
 
The issue as I see it is to reconcile the theories.  It seems that the 
options are: 
 
1) closed-loop control only 
2) model-based control only 
3) some combination of 1 & 2 
4) neither 
 
Lets eliminate 4.  Science is about finding better models/theories. 
Without a contestant, 4 is not an option. 
 
Now it appears that Rick and sometimes Bill P. advocate 1.  Yet, Bill P. 
often acknowledges that model-based control sometimes occurs.  Hans and I 
appear to believe he has even included it in PCT via imagination mode. 
Nonetheless, it appears that we have not developed an experiment or 
observation set that refutes 1 to the satisfaction of the players.  More 
later on how this could be. 
 
I am not sure if anyone believes 2, although Bill and Rick keep telling me 
that is what the motor control people and Hans believe.  I keep seeing 
closed loop control in the work I read.  Clearly, everyone (of us) agrees 
that on-line data improves performance.  Thus, the data (as Rick so 
delicately points out) refute 2. 
 
That leaves us with 3.  THe question then becomes "what is the nature of 
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the combination?"  I think that the answer lies in what one calls a model. 
I think of a model as a mechanism for making predictions of future or 
current states.  For me an example of such a model is a regression 
equation.  A regression equation can be used to predict future performance 
based on current inputs like test scores or past performance.  Regression 
equations are simply transfer functions.  Unfortunately, regression 
equations tend to be linear and sensitive to missing data.  Those are some 
reasons I prefer the neural network model.  But the basic idea is the 
same.  Inputs are weighted and combined to create outputs (let us focus on 
outputs from input transfer functions, i.e., perceptions).  If a neural 
net model is used, some of those inputs to the input function can be 
missing. 
 
The inputs can be either from the environment or internally generated 
(redirected from output functions as in imagination mode).  In either 
case, an output results in a "perception."  The accuracy of that 
perception is likely to be much greater if the inputs are from the 
environment rather than internally generated or generated with missing 
data. 
 
This picture, as it turns out, can be described as either 1 _or_ 2!  It is 
1 if one focuses on the notion that the output of the input function is a 
perception with is controlled, regardless of the source of the inputs into 
the input function.  The problem with this interpretation is that we are 
trying, I believe, to distinguish between inputs directly from the 
environment v. ones where at least some of that input cannot be directly 
from the environment because it has been cut off.  Thus, it is not the 
output of the input function and subsequent attempts at control, but the 
source of the input into the input function that is the issue. 
 
One can also argue that what I describe is 2.  That is, the input 
transfer function is a model.  Again, regardless of the source of the 
input into that input transfer function, the nature of the function 
(i.e., model) determines perceptions, which as it happens, is part of 
control.  Thus, like the previous paragraph the source of the input is 
ignored so that the theory can be called model-based control.  And like 
the previous paragraph I would argue that that is missing the point. 
 
Thus, 3 _is_ 1 and 2. 
 
Now Bill P.s post to explain the Vancouver Experiment results seems to 
have added a wrinkle to my speculation.  Specifically, if I understand it, 
he is incorporating the ability of the control system to response to 
missing data via more than just the nature of the input transfer function, 
but in the nature of the entire set of control systems and all their 
transfer functions.  Intriguing.  I am wondering how many possible 
configuration of control systems can be set to accomplish the spiral 
tracking task?  Then, how many would be able to continue spiralling 
without direct input from the environment?  THen, why would the control 
system set itself in a way that allows the able to operate without input? 
Finally, does this "choice" constitute a model for prediction? 
 
THus, Bill P. is suggesting that the model is not simply in the input 
function, but in the entire configuration.  If it is in the entire 
configuration and that is the only reasonable configuration for on-line 
control, than perhaps the concept of model-based control is trivial.  If, 
on the other hand, the configuration has be adapted to deal with missing 
data directly from the environment, that would make it a model.  The 
difference between this model and the one I proposed is that the output is 
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actions, not the perceptions.  That is a big difference as well, hence the 
word "intriguing." 
 
I personally find it hard to believe that the only reasonable 
configuration of control systems would be able to handle non-direct 
environmental input for all tasks in which we do that.  Further, I find it 
hard to believe that the input transfer function type of model does not 
exist.  My ability to imagine (perceive) the sun rising in the morning, to 
dream, etc. suggests that perceptions can be created without direct input. 
 
So where do we disagree?  Can we devise an experiment to resolve the 
disagreement?  Answer the first question and I will think about the second. 
 
Later 
 
Jeff 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Tue, 3 Dec 1996 08:39:19 -0800 
From:    Richard Marken <marken@AEROSPACE.AERO.ORG> 
Subject: Rebels with chutzpah 
 
[From Rick Marken (961203.0830)] 
 
Me: 
 
> Some of what Sulloway sees as "rebellious" behavior may be a side effect of 
>a person's efforts to control one kind of perception... 
 
Tracy Harms (1996;12,02.19) -- 
 
>So, if I follow this, a PCT-informed analysis would sort observable 
>tendencies in other's actions (what most people call behavior) into a set 
>of intentions (i.e. reference levels). 
 
Very close. A PCT informed analysis tries to see _past_ observable behavior 
to the perceptions being controlled by the behaving system. PCT tries to see 
behavior _from the perspective of the behaving system_. This is done by 
testing to determine what perceptual variables the system is controlling. 
What I see as "rebellious behavior", for example, may be actions that are 
defending a controlled perception from disturbance. The same person, 
controlling the _same_ variable in a different environnment (different 
disturbances) might not appear "rebellious" at all. So a person can be doing 
the same thing (controlling the same perception) yet appear to be doing 
different things from the point of view of an observer. Conversely, a person 
can doing different things(controlling different perceptions) at different 
times yet appear to be doing the same thing (being "rebellious") becuase the 
actions used to protect these different perceptions from disturbance happen 
to be similar . PCT takes us beyond the superficial _appearances_ of behavior 
to what people are actually _doing_ when they behave -- to the perceptions 
they are controlling. 
 
>The label "rebellious" is weak because it describes a convention which 
>occurs among observers, and invites the assumption that the single label 
>corresponds to a particular thing. 
 
I'd say that the label "rebellious" is weak because it describes behavior 
from the point of view of the observer rather than from the point of view of 
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the behaving system. For example, I might appear "rebellious" to you because 
I consistently trash posts from Hans Blom. But I may just be controlling for 
perceiving PCT relevant information on CSGNet. If I were actually controlling 
for being rebellious, I would trash Hans' posts no matter what in order to 
rebel against him. But you could _test_ to see if I were actually controlling 
for "rebelliousness" by having Hans post something relevant to PCT 
occasionally; in those cases, there would be no disturbance to the variables 
I _am_ controlling and you would see no "rebellious" response. 
 
>PCT directs us to look for consequential patterns (such as reference levels) 
>within the actors 
 
Yes. The consequential patterns are not patterns of observable behavior; they 
are controlled _perceptions_, which can be objectively determined by the use 
of The Test for the Controlled Variable. 
 
>Thus a thesis such as Sulloway's is crippled from the start because he takes 
>a public label as his touchstone, then goes on to examine personal 
>experience and motivation presuming that the systemics interior to 
>personalities reflect these public labels.  But PCT suggests that the 
>presumption must be that they do *not* match; at the very least, allegation 
>of a match must be argued and defended. 
 
I think that's a pretty darn good statement of the situation. From the PCT 
perspective, the notion that a person is "rebellious" is, if anything, a 
hypothesis about a perceptual variable that that person is controlling. This 
hypothesis must be _tested_ before one starts trying to explain _why_ the 
person is controlling this perception. It makes no seens to explain why a 
person controls for being rebellious if that person is _not_ controlling for 
it -- but just _appears_ (to an observer) to be "rebellious". 
 
> This may even suggest one insight into why people are uniformly annoyed by 
>the labels which pidgeon-hole them, no matter how accurate those may be: 
>for the labels identify things which are not important to the actors, but 
>instead provide a sort of public utility. 
 
Very close. I think the labels are annoying when they impute to you control 
of a variable that you are not (and possibly would not) control. If a person 
classifies my behavior as "rebellious" when what I am doing (from my 
perspective) is controlling for, say, "ideas based on an understanding of 
PCT", it is annoying because that person is imputing an intention to me (to 
be "rebellious") that I don't have (or don't _want_ to think I have;-)) 
 
>I'm crawling out on a limb, there, but I have to test my understanding of 
>PCT somehow. 
 
In my opinion, this was a sensational early effort. 
 
Bruce Gregory (961203.0430 EST) -- 
 
>I'm at a definite disadvantage in this exchange, since I am actually 
>reading what Sulloway says... I can see that having no knowledge of 
>the man's work provides a freedom that I can only envy. I can only fall 
>back on Cromwell's plea to the Irish bishops, "I beseech you, in the 
>bowels of Christ, to think it possible that you might be wrong." 
 
A very good point, although I did read about Sulloway's work in a New Yorker 
article and saw no evidence there to suggest that he tested to determine what 
perceptual variables were controlled by first-, second-, etc borns. I guess I 
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could be wrong about this. Does Sulloway explain how he tested to determine 
whether people were actually controlling for "rebelliousness"? 
 
Hans Blom (961203d) -- 
 
>In world-model terms: You live in a world very different from mine. 
 
Well, you sure got THAT right!! 
 
>By the way, what is chutzpah? Sounds nice, though... 
 
It's a Yiddish word that refers to a person who continues to _unashamedly_ 
teach the virtues of a model- based control theory of behavior in the face of 
overwhelming evidence that behavior is the CONTROL OF PERCEPTION. 
 
Best 
 
Rick 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Tue, 3 Dec 1996 12:00:59 EST 
From:    Bruce Gregory <gregory@CF4.HARVARD.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Rebels with chutzpah 
 
[From Bruce Gregory (961203.1200 EST)] 
 
Rick Marken (961203.0830) 
 
> A very good point, although I did read about Sulloway's work in a New Yorker 
> article and saw no evidence there to suggest that he tested to determine what 
> perceptual variables were controlled by first-, second-, etc borns. I guess I 
> could be wrong about this. Does Sulloway explain how he tested to determine 
> whether people were actually controlling for "rebelliousness"? 
 
Far be it from me to claim that Sulloway is a closet-PCTer. My 
point was simply that Darwin is a rebel, not because of his 
behavior (this is true of Bill as well; at least as far as I can 
tell from Dag's tapes ;-) )but because of his ideas. In fact, 
reading Darwin's biography does suggest some of the things we 
was controlling for and "rebelliousness" is not one of them! Your 
discussion would be right on target if Sulloway were labelling 
Darwin a rebel on the basis of his behavior, rather than on 
the basis of his intellectual impact. 
 
> >By the way, what is chutzpah? Sounds nice, though... 
> 
> It's a Yiddish word that refers to a person who continues to _unashamedly_ 
> teach the virtues of a model- based control theory of behavior in the face of 
> overwhelming evidence that behavior is the CONTROL OF PERCEPTION. 
 
Incredible. And they say the Greeks had a word for it... 
 
 
Bruce Gregory 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Tue, 3 Dec 1996 12:03:04 -0500 
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From:    Martin Taylor <mmt@HERMES.DCIEM.DND.CA> 
Subject: Re: Learning, Control of others 
 
[Martin Taylor 961203 11:40] 
 
> Rick Marken (961130.2210) to Bruce Abbott 
 
I've been wading through several hundred messages, and have saved a few 
for later (I hope) comment. Among them is a thread in which Bruce Abbott's 
modest proposal is elaborated and rejected, including the following quote: 
 
> If what is learned is how to _vary_ a reference signal, then 
> what your system is learning is transfer functions -- and everything is 
> fine. Again, why not program it up so we can see how it works. 
> 
My understanding of Bruce's proposal is obviously different from yours. 
I understood Bruce to be arguing that the organism (rat) is developing a 
transfer function by table lookup, rather than as a functional description. 
I don't see any incompatibility between the two approaches, and indeed one 
can merge into the other if the lookup table values are in a perceptual 
space that has a continuous topology (i.e. is analogue rather than 
symbolic). 
 
I could be misinterpreting Bruce, but if I am, I propose the above as another 
possibility for learning. 
--------- 
In the same post, Rick continues a thread on controlling others, started (?) 
by Tracy Harms (961124.15 MST) 
 
>But 
>intention to use people is a slaver mentality.  It turns us directly beyond 
>psychology, to questions of ethics. 
 
Rick: 
> Controlling your neighbor means getting him to behave in a particular 
> way. If you want to make him _not want to hurt you_ or if you want to 
> make him _have the right values_ then you would be trying to control him. 
> 
 
Don't we control people most of the time, every day, in the sense that we get 
them to act in ways that help us to control our perceptions? When I want an 
item from a shop, I control the salesperson so that he/she provides the 
desired information, or the item, or takes my money in exchange for the item. 
If I want to travel on a bus, don't I control the driver so that he/she makes 
the bus stop at the place I want to get off. Isn't it the very _basis_ of 
society that we control each other in ways that are, overall, to our mutual 
benefit (meaning that by such mutual control we, on balance, have better 
control over our _own_ perceptions than we otherwise would have)? 
 
Social conventions are based around this acceptance of mutual control. The 
salesperson takes on a reference to see that the customer appears pleased 
with the service (or at least a good salesperson does). The customer's 
controlling actions don't disturb perceptions the salesperson is trying 
to control (at least not much, if the customer is a good customer, filling 
the conventional role). The salesperson has this reference value because 
bringing the perception of the customer to that "pleased" value is an 
aspect of controlling the salesperson's perception of a large paycheque. 
Everybody is improving their own control by allowing themselves to be 
controlled in "conventional" ways, by other people. That's why we have 
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a society at all, and are not solitary hunters in the forest. 
 
The "political" problem comes when people try to control others in ways 
that reduce the others' control over their own perceptions--the usual N. 
American business management practices, and our present Ontario government, 
are examples that spring readily to mind. But to control others is not 
intrinsically bad. The "badness" comes when the actions that are used to 
effect control are, to the other, disturbances to their own controlled 
variables, to be resisted by their own actions. Therein lies conflict, 
or "hurt" or "enslavement." 
 
Only 150 more messages to go... 
 
Martin 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Tue, 3 Dec 1996 10:34:14 -0800 
From:    Richard Marken <marken@AEROSPACE.AERO.ORG> 
Subject: Re: Rebels with chutzpah 
 
[From Rick Marken (961203.1030)] 
 
Bruce Gregory (961203.1200 EST) -- 
 
>Your discussion would be right on target if Sulloway were labelling Darwin a 
>rebel on the basis of his behavior, rather than on the basis of his 
>intellectual impact. 
 
This is _really_ strange. You mean Sulloway is saying that birth order has 
an effect an something over which one has absolutely no control -- the 
intellectual impact of their ideas? So if Bill Powers were not first born, 
PCT might have had an intellectual impact. But it hasn't (which it certainly 
hasn't) because Bill is first born? 
 
Just my luck; hitching my wagon to the ideas of a fellow first born;-) 
 
Best 
 
Rick 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Tue, 3 Dec 1996 14:49:59 -0500 
From:    MILLER dan <millerd@SABER.UDAYTON.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Born to Rebel 
 
[Dan Miller (961203)] 
 
To:  Hans Blom (961203): 
 
Yes, it's true, sociologists study the social and legal 
aspects of crime.  I'm not a criminologist, so don't hold 
this against me.  However, several people down the hall devote 
their academic careers to these phenomena. 
 
I'm not sure how you meant it, but I think I agree with you 
when you note that crime is a legal notion.  Actually, it is 
relative by society, and is unevenly administered.  My main 
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criticism of criminology is that sociologists are accepting 
without much thought the concepts offered them by this sector 
of society.  I had a professor once who, when interviewing a 
candidate for a job, interrupted the fellow's remarks and asked 
him if he was a sociologist in Salem, Massachussetts in the 17th 
century would he use the concept of witchcraft as a sociological 
concept.  He said that he would.  The poor soul did not get the 
job.  My professor thought that sociologists should study the 
concepts and notions that they derived through their work. 
I couldn't agree more. 
 
Later, 
Dan Miller 
miller@riker.stjoe.udayton.edu 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Tue, 3 Dec 1996 14:18:30 -0600 
From:    Bruce Abbott <abbott@CVAX.IPFW.INDIANA.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Born to Rebel 
 
[From Bruce Abbott (961203.1520 EST)] 
 
>Rick Marken (961202.1510) -- 
 
>Rick: 
 
>Where do you think I fall -- first, later or only? 
 
>>Me: 
 
>>Definitely the baby of the family ;-> 
 
>I'm first of two, actually. I have a younger (and far more rebellious) 
>brother. Maybe birth order just determines rebelliousness relative to 
>other people in your family;-) 
 
Hmmmm.  Bill's a first-born, I'm a first-born, you're a first-born; there 
seems to be a pattern developing here.  No wonder we're all so stubborn . . 
. (;-> 
 
I.Q. is higher in first-borns, too, only-children excepted. (;-> 
 
Regards, 
 
Bruce 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Tue, 3 Dec 1996 13:05:05 -0800 
From:    Richard Marken <marken@AEROSPACE.AERO.ORG> 
Subject: Re: Vancouver's experiment 
 
[From Rick Marken (961203.1300)] 
 
Jeff Vancouver (961203.0940 EST) -- 
 
>Now it appears that Rick and sometimes Bill P. advocate 1 [closed-loop 
>control only].  Yet, Bill P. often acknowledges that model-based control 
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>sometimes occurs.  Hans and I appear to believe he has even included it in 
>PCT via imagination mode. 
 
The PCT imagination connection can be _called_ "model-based control" but it 
is not the same as Hans' "model based control" model. In Hans' model, a model 
of the environmental function relating system output to controlled variable 
is continuously adjusted so that the model can continue to control by 
_generating output_ "in the blind"  when no perceptual representaion of the 
controlled variable is available. Hans' "model-based control" model is always 
"controlling" by generating output based on the model of the environmental 
feedback function; it is _not_ a control of perception model. That's why 
Hans' model fails when there are unpredictable disturbances to the controlled 
variable. 
 
The PCT imagination connection has nothing to do with control "in the 
blind"; it is a process of controlling _in imagination_. The imagination 
connection accounts for the fact that we _think_ and _remember_. You are 
"controlling" via the imagination connection when you _think about_ 
controlling the cursor in the "spiral" program - WITHOUT ACTUALLY DOING IT. 
 
>Nonetheless, it appears that we have not developed an experiment or 
>observation set that refutes 1 to the satisfaction of the players. 
 
The data hasn't clearly or quantitatively refuted either model because 
subject performance has not been compared to model performance. But it has 
certainly qualitatively refuted the model-based control model. We would have 
expected the _same_ level of performance with eyes open _or_ closed if you 
are controlling via a Hans style model-based control system. Hans' model 
produces the same performance with eyes open or closed once it has adjusted 
the model properly. But no subject did equally well in the visual and blind 
conditions of the experiment. Bill proposed a plausible hierarchical control 
model to explain the fact that the subjects were able to move the mouse in a 
spiral pattern that kept the error lower than expected from chance movements 
in the blind condition. So the results don't rule out a closed loop control 
explanation until Bill's model is tested. 
 
I think what you should do now is write a computer simulation of a model- 
based and a PCT controller doing the "spiral" task in the visual and blind 
conditions. You might be able to find versions of both models that handle the 
data fairly well. The next step would be to do a manipulation of the "spiral" 
experiment that produces vastly different behavior from the two models. Then 
test subjects in this situation and see if they behave like the model based 
controller or the PCT controller. I think this would be a VERY valuable 
research project. 
 
Best 
 
Rick 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Tue, 3 Dec 1996 16:10:36 -0500 
From:    Martin Taylor <mmt@HERMES.DCIEM.DND.CA> 
Subject: Re: Born to Rebel 
 
(Unannotated and undated message--I decline to acknowledge it) 
 
>Bruce Abbott (961203.1520 EST)] 
> 
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> I.Q. is higher in first-borns, too, only-children excepted. (;-> 
> 
 
But the siblings of an only child, since they operate in imagination 
mode, are usually less rebellious than the second and later children 
of a multi-child family, aren't they? What does Sulloway have to 
say about them ?-) 
 
Martin 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Tue, 3 Dec 1996 14:43:28 -0700 
From:    "T. B. Harms" <tbh@TESSER.COM> 
Subject: Re: Learning, Control of others 
 
>From Tracy Harms (1996;12,03.14) 
 
 
Martin Taylor 961203 11:40 asks 
 
>Don't we control people most of the time, every day, in the sense that we get 
>them to act in ways that help us to control our perceptions? 
 
To get technical, I think the answer must be NO.  I, myself, am inclined to 
say that we do not control people because we cannot control people.  I 
think PCT implies that we shoul constrain our use of the word to the 
control of perception.  Since even Bill Powers talks about control of 
behavior I'll not presume to come in at this late date and chide people for 
doing the same.  I do offer that we may always translate 'control of 
behavior' to mean 'control of perception of particular actions'.  I further 
suggest that one important problem with control of behavior is that it 
involves *overspecification*:  It involves focusing on means instead of 
ends.  So, in addition to the larger problem that it will disrupt 
perception and thus provoke counterreaction, it also is hazardous in that 
it shifts attention from a more significant motivation to a lesser--perhaps 
irrelevant--one. 
 
>When I want an item from a shop, I control the salesperson so that he/she 
>provides the desired information, or the item, or takes my money in 
>exchange for the item. 
 
Hmmm.  I don't think that's what *I* do.  I think I control for getting 
information I desire, or for buying something, or for owning something. 
Only incidentally do I pay attention to the *actions* of the merchant. 
True, there seems to be fairly limited means by which they may do their 
side of the deal, but that is not my concern!  To get distracted by their 
motions and mistake those motions for my goals seems like a quintessential 
example of non-PCT thinking. 
 
>[...]Isn't it the very _basis_ of 
>society that we control each other in ways that are, overall, to our mutual 
>benefit[...]? 
 
But the focus is usually (and properly) on *ends*, not *means*.  If I'm an 
airline passenger I don't want to control the pilot landing at my 
destination airport.  I am indifferent as to whether it is the pilot, 
co-pilot, or auto-pilot which maintains the aircraft's flight at any given 
time, just so long as between them they do a good job. 
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>Social conventions are based around this acceptance of mutual control. 
 
Envisioning social order in terms of controlling people is what Bill Powers 
has called "the major premise of civilization".  He is correct that this 
premise has been proven wrong. 
 
>[...] 
>The "political" problem comes when people try to control others in ways 
>that reduce the others' control over their own perceptions--the usual N. 
>American business management practices, and our present Ontario government, 
>are examples that spring readily to mind. But to control others is not 
>intrinsically bad. The "badness" comes when the actions that are used to 
>effect control are, to the other, disturbances to their own controlled 
>variables, to be resisted by their own actions. Therein lies conflict, 
>or "hurt" or "enslavement." 
 
I'm in agreement with these concluding remarks.  This may indicate that our 
opinions are not so far apart as the rest of my comments suggest. 
 
 
Tracy Bruce Harms                                        tbh@tesser.com 
Boulder, Colorado 
----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  "How far more interesting when we regard every production of nature 
   as one which has had a history." 
                                                Charles Darwin 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Wed, 4 Dec 1996 13:51:51 +0100 
From:    "J.A. Blom" <J.A.Blom@ELE.TUE.NL> 
Subject: Re: Vancouver's experiment 
 
[Hans Blom, 961204] 
 
(Jeff Vancouver 961203.0940 EST) 
 
>> Right. Models can only model predictabilities, relationships that 
>> do not vary over time -- or vary predictably. If something 
>> unexpected (unpredicted by the model) happens, the model is 
>> incorrect. So what to do? Fall back on feedback control? Even 
>> feedback control requires certain regularities (a simple model). 
 
>I am not sure I agree with the "simple model" part. 
 
Let me explain. The feedback loop of a well-behaving, stable 
controller requires certain properties. First, the loop gain must be 
high enough (but, as practice shows, not too high). Given the 
transfer function gain of the outside (world) part of the loop, the 
transfer function gain of the inside part of the loop must be chosen 
such that the product of both is high enough. Second, the loop phase 
shift must be less than 180 degrees or the controller will turn into 
an oscillator. Thus, the controller (the internal part of the full 
control loop)'s design -- whether engineered or natural -- must be 
based on (must "know") certain properties of the environment. If the 
properties (gain, phase shift) of the outside part of the loop can 
change dramatically and unpredictably, no reliable controller will be 
possible. It is the fact that some pieces of "knowledge" of the 
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environment (gain and phase shift) must be incorporated into the 
controller that makes me say that every controller is based on a 
simple "model" (of the environment). This "model" need not be a 
clearly discernable mechanism, however. In a controller with fixed 
parameters, its gain and phase shift will be due to hard-wired 
"material" properties. 
 
>I would agree that actions must have some impact on the 
>environmental variable with some regularity, but neither the 
>environment nor the array of control systems need be simple. 
 
That is right. Yet, practice shows that even a simple low order model 
of a complex high order environment works well as the basis of a good 
controller. I don't know whether you are familiar with the tuning 
(optimal adjustment of the parameters) of PID controllers, which find 
frequent employ in all kinds of tasks. The knowledge that tuning 
requires of a (not too badly behaving) environment are just three 
aspects of the environment's transfer function: the gain, the delay 
time, and the dominant time constant. It is, amongst other things, 
the success of PID-type controllers that demonstrates that simple 
models of complex environments usually allow good control, if the 
environment is not too capricious. Not perfect or even optimal 
control, of course, although a criterium for optimality is usually 
difficult to formulate. And it is not that I don't strive for better 
models. The point is that simple models already can do the job well. 
 
>The issue as I see it is to reconcile the theories.  It seems that 
>the options are: 
 
>1) closed-loop control only 
>2) model-based control only 
>3) some combination of 1 & 2 
>4) neither 
 
I don't agree with the exclusion that you seem to discern between 
closed-loop control (1) and model-based control (2). Although I have 
not always expressed myself as clearly as I should in this respect, I 
consider model-based control to be A FORM OF closed-loop control 
(that is why I am here ;-), be it with some additional properties. 
The difference is that in model-based control the feedback loop 
includes an additional model, which one can think of as a transfer 
function with adjustable parameters. Two of the additional properties 
of model-based controllers are: 
 
- robustness in the face of missing inputs (such as the "eye blinks" 
that you experimented with); 
 
- a built-in learning mechanism that provides continuous adjustment 
of the controller's parameters to keep the controller operating 
stably in the face of changes of the environment. 
 
The former, which actually emerges as a side product of the latter, 
has received the most attention of the PCT crowd, because it does not 
fit the standard PCT diagram where the comparator always needs both a 
reference input and a perceptual input; the latter MUST be present 
and cannot be dispensed with, even for a short time. Hence, in PCT, 
perceptions are necessarily thought of as always present. This, 
however, is hardly interesting and easily remedied. A simple 
sample-and-hold circuit (akin to episodic or short term memory?) in 
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the perceptual pathway could "hold" the last valid perception during 
e.g. eye blinks. In model-based control the mechanism is similar in 
principle to this crude zero order hold scheme, but slightly more 
complex (and much better ;-). 
 
This problem of missing samples is not really (much of) a problem. 
Have you ever tried to visually fit a curve through a set of data 
points? Of course. Humans are very good at such tasks. Remarkably, 
however, many computational curve fitting procedures assume a number 
of properties that humans do not require. The simplest procedures 
require that the samples are obtained at regular intervals (at a 
fixed sampling frequency) and that there are no missing samples. 
Compare this to the PCT approach. A less simple procedure can 
tolerate missing samples, but still requires a constant sampling 
frequency. This is usually my approach.  An even more complex (but 
readily available) procedure can also process non-equidistant data 
points. A real-time version of such a procedure, however, is rather 
difficult to implement; the code is complex and the computational 
load is large. A solution is to fall back on the constant sampling 
frequency method with a high frequency but only an occasional (valid) 
sample, which is an almost-equivalent. 
 
The latter additional property of model-based controllers (real-time 
learning) is the more interesting aspect for me. Although Bill Powers 
has demonstrated that this can be done in specific cases (e.g. his 
Artificial Cerebellum), he has not come up with a general mechanism 
and the "laws" according to which such a mechanism could or should 
operate. That may be due to the fact that probability theory and 
statistical procedures (the implementation of real-time discovery of 
correlation/transfer functions) are the normal approach in this type 
of learning. 
 
What I am looking for is a combination of the basic PCT scheme of 
things (with some reservations on minor points) with a generally 
applicable real-time learning mechanism. 
 
One major problem is to discover, through theory and simulations, 
whether learning can be local (a la Hebb) or must necessarily be 
global. I suspect (regrettably) the latter. It then is a research 
theme whether and how global learning can be supported by the type of 
hierarchy that HPCT proposes. It has been shown that if an organism 
is modelled as a collection of cooperating "agents", learning can 
take place, but the chance of getting stuck in a local extremum is 
high. Is this true for a hierarchical approach as well? 
 
Well, this is a lot of work. Don't expect results any time soon... 
 
Greetings, 
 
Hans 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Wed, 4 Dec 1996 14:31:30 +0100 
From:    "J.A. Blom" <J.A.Blom@ELE.TUE.NL> 
Subject: Re: Vancouver's experiment 
 
[Hans Blom, 961204b] 
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>The PCT imagination connection can be _called_ "model-based control" 
>but it is not the same as Hans' "model based control" model. In 
>Hans' model, a model of the environmental function relating system 
>output to controlled variable is continuously adjusted so that the 
>model can continue to control by _generating output_ "in the blind" 
>when no perceptual representaion of the controlled variable is 
>available. Hans' "model-based control" model is always "controlling" 
>by generating output based on the model of the environmental 
>feedback function; it is _not_ a control of perception model. 
 
>The PCT imagination connection has nothing to do with control "in 
>the blind"; it is a process of controlling _in imagination_. The 
>imagination connection accounts for the fact that we _think_ and 
>_remember_. You are "controlling" via the imagination connection 
>when you _think about_ controlling the cursor in the "spiral" 
>program - WITHOUT ACTUALLY DOING IT. 
 
Now think of this: What is the use of the imagination connection and 
of controlling in imagination if it does not somehow lead to actions? 
Why have the mechanism at all? Just for fruitless daydreaming that 
never is translated into actions? 
 
The term "controlling in imagination" is absurd; if it did not lead 
to improved reality connected real life control, "imagination" would 
never have arisen. WHY do we think and remember? It's all in the 
service of how we control, how we interact with the real world. 
 
In my opinion, the "imagination connection" (alias "world model" or 
"acquired knowledge") operates ALL THE TIME and AT ALL LEVELS, 
tapping information and filling in details that are not momentarily 
available to our perceptual apparatus. That goes for the spiral 
tracking experiment as well. We _know_ just about where that dot on 
the computer screen should have been -- if the delay is not too long. 
 
We may fight about the quality of a "world model" or its equivalent 
and its implementation, but it is certain to me that my present 
actions are based on much more than the information that my sensors 
present to me right now. 
 
Greetings, 
 
Hans 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Wed, 4 Dec 1996 14:42:57 +0100 
From:    "J.A. Blom" <J.A.Blom@ELE.TUE.NL> 
Subject: Re: Learning, Control of others 
 
[Hans Blom, 961204c] 
 
(Tracy Harms (1996;12,03.14)) responding to Martin Taylor 961203 
 
>>Don't we control people most of the time, every day, in the sense 
>>that we get them to act in ways that help us to control our 
>>perceptions? 
 
>To get technical, I think the answer must be NO. 
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This contrasts somewhat with what you say later: 
 
>>When I want an item from a shop, I control the salesperson so that 
>>he/she provides the desired information, or the item, or takes my 
>>money in exchange for the item. 
 
>Hmmm.  I don't think that's what *I* do.  I think I control for 
>getting information I desire, or for buying something, or for owning 
>something. Only incidentally do I pay attention to the *actions* of 
>the merchant. 
 
Or his/her intentions, I guess. That way, you treat another person 
much like you would treat an inanimate object such as a rock or a 
hammer. That comes close to what I said about "using" others (as 
tools to achieve our aims). 
 
Greetings, 
 
Hans 
 
------------------------------ 
 
End of CSGNET Digest - 3 Dec 1996 to 4 Dec 1996 
*********************************************** 
 
Date:     Thu, 5 Dec 1996 08:00:32 -0600 
Subject:  CSGNET Digest - 4 Dec 1996 to 5 Dec 1996 
 
There are 27 messages totalling 1809 lines in this issue. 
 
Topics of the day: 
 
  1. Spider Tricks, Social Control (3) 
  2. Control of others (2) 
  3. Rebels with chutzpah 
  4. Billy Graham and PCT (2) 
  5. Vancouver's experiment (2) 
  6. Stat Problem (2) 
  7. simultaneity 
  8. Social Control (8) 
  9. Social Control --a minor correction (2) 
 10. Windows 95, Microsoft, and computer progress (3) 
 11. many/one means to an end 
 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Date:    Wed, 4 Dec 1996 08:05:46 -0800 
From:    Richard Marken <marken@AEROSPACE.AERO.ORG> 
Subject: Spider Tricks, Social Control 
 
[From Rick Marken (961204.0800)] 
 
Scott Stirling (2 Dec 1996) -- 
 
>Did any of you see the article on jumping spiders in last month's 
>_National Geographic_?  There was a genus being studied that tricked 
>other kinds of spiders into vulnerable positions...I heard of PCT after 
>reading this article...This sounds like a text book case of PCT to me. 
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All purposeful behavior is a textbook case of PCT;-) The question is what 
are the spiders' _purposes_ in this case. I think it's highly unlikely that 
these spiders have the purpose of "tricking" another spider: I don't think 
spiders can perceive the complex relationship called a "trick" in the way we 
perceive it. 
 
The "tricky" spider is probably controlling for perceiving a "tap" on a 
weblike structure. This tap happens to be a disturbance to a perception (like 
the perception of food) that the "tricked" spider is controlling for. The 
"tricked" spider acts to compensate for the "tap" disturbance, which brings 
it into the jaws of the "tricky" spider. So the "tricky" spider is 
controlling (for food) by taking advantage of a control system in the 
"tricked" spider. 
 
This is a very nice example of a control system (the "tricky" spider) that 
controls by taking advantage of the controlling nature of another control 
system (the "tricked" spider). 
 
Martin Taylor (961203 11:40) -- 
 
>Don't we control people most of the time, every day, in the sense that we get 
>them to act in ways that help us to control our perceptions?  When I want an 
>item from a shop, I control the salesperson so that he/she provides the 
>desired information, or the item, or takes my money in exchange for the item. 
 
Tracy Harms (1996;12,03.14) 
 
>To get technical, I think the answer must be NO. 
 
I agree. But I think it is important to understand why Martin _thinks_ social 
interaction involves mutual control. When I want an item on the shelf, I 
_assume_ that the salesperson is controlling for providing it to me; I am 
_using_ the salesperson's controlling as part of the means for doing my 
controlling (getting the item). If the salesperson has adopted this goal, 
then it _looks like_ I have controlled the salesperson (by saying "can I have 
that item, please"). In fact, I am not controlling the salesperson; I am 
just capitalizing on the autonomous controlling being done by this person in 
order to achieve my goals. 
 
If the sales person doesn't get the item I request, I might be inclined to 
try to _control_ the salesperson. That is, I could try to get the 
salesperson to behave in a way I think is appropriate. People often do try 
to control service people who don't behave "properly". They usually try to 
control using threats ("I'll call your manager") or violence ("get it, or 
I'll punch you in the nose"). Sometimes this kind of control works (the 
salesperson behaves as you want) and sometimes it doesn't. But once you get 
into this kind of control regime, conflict is a likely result. 
 
Society doesn't depend on mutual control (you control me and I'll control 
you); it depends on cooperative control (I'll voluntarily control for this -- 
which will help you-- if you will control for that -- which will help me). 
 
>I, myself, am inclined to say that we do not control people because we 
>cannot control people. 
 
Actually, people _can_ control each other; they can control the actions 
other people use to control their perceptions. For example, I can make you 
bend down (control my perception of the angle of your body) if I know you 
want money (your controlled perception) and I throw a dollar on the ground. 
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But my ability to exert this kind of control is limited. I can only get you 
to take actions (like bending down) that don't disturb other variables you 
are controlling. For example, I can't get you to bend down for the dollar if 
you have a bad back and such bending would create a pain perception for which 
you have a reference of zero. 
 
So we can control other people; we just can't control them _arbitrarily_, 
which means that we can't control them in a way that does not take into 
account their entire structure of goals. Since we can never really know a 
person's entire structure of goals, it is best _not_ to even _try_ to control 
other people since it is almost certain to create intra- or interpersonal 
_conflict_. 
 
Hans Blom (961204b) -- 
 
>In my opinion, the "imagination connection" (alias "world model" or 
>"acquired knowledge") operates ALL THE TIME and AT ALL LEVELS, 
 
Hans, if you had anything more than an opinion (like some data, for instance) 
I might be interested. Hopefully, Jeff Vancouver will be doing the research 
that shows just how much "model-based control" is involved in ordinary 
controlling. Once we have the data, then we can talk. But based on what we 
already know from the simple spiral demo, the idea that your kind of "model- 
based control" is working "ALL THE TIME and AT ALL LEVELS" appears to exist 
only in your "imagination connection". 
 
Best 
 
Rick 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Wed, 4 Dec 1996 11:00:49 -0500 
From:    Martin Taylor <mmt@HERMES.DCIEM.DND.CA> 
Subject: Re: Control of others 
 
[Martin Taylor 961204 10:30] 
>Tracy Harms (1996;12,03.14) 
> 
> Martin Taylor 961203 11:40 asks 
> 
> >Don't we control people most of the time, every day, in the sense that we get 
> >them to act in ways that help us to control our perceptions? 
> 
> To get technical, I think the answer must be NO.  I, myself, am inclined to 
> say that we do not control people because we cannot control people. 
 
To get technical is not to get tautological, nor to appeal to articles of 
faith. 
 
> I 
> think PCT implies that we shoul constrain our use of the word to the 
> control of perception. 
 
Exactly as I did, in the usual sense that when we say "control the position 
of a cursor" we always mean "control our perception of the position of a 
cursor." You are doing exactly as I did when I was new to this group and 
chided Bill P. for talking about controlling an aspect of the outer world, 
when he was just using the (as I now know) accepted shorthand form. 
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>  Since even Bill Powers talks about control of 
> behavior I'll not presume to come in at this late date and chide people for 
> doing the same. 
 
Having done so. 
 
>I do offer that we may always translate 'control of 
> behavior' to mean 'control of perception of particular actions'. 
 
As I explicitly did, in the sentence you quoted. 
 
>I further 
> suggest that one important problem with control of behavior is that it 
> involves *overspecification*:  It involves focusing on means instead of 
> ends. 
 
Possibly, but you have to evaluate this in each case. If I want an item in 
a shop, I have to perceive the item to come into my hands. If this requires 
that the salesperson get it off the shelf and hand it to me, I must control 
the salesperson ('s actions) so that the salesperson does so. This will work 
only if the salesperson has no reference perceptual levels to the contrary. 
 
An essential element of mutually beneficial control of other people is that 
the actions desired by the controller do not interfere with actions the 
controllee uses to implement control of his/her own perceptions. There's 
a degrees of freedom issue. 
 
Overspecification can indeed be an issue, and it can be deadly. In other 
contexts, it is called "micromanagement" and it seldom fails to cause 
problems. 
 
>So, in addition to the larger problem that it will disrupt 
> perception and thus provoke counterreaction, it also is hazardous in that 
> it shifts attention from a more significant motivation to a lesser--perhaps 
> irrelevant--one. 
 
I don't understand a word of this. 
 
> >When I want an item from a shop, I control the salesperson so that he/she 
> >provides the desired information, or the item, or takes my money in 
> >exchange for the item. 
> 
> Hmmm.  I don't think that's what *I* do.  I think I control for getting 
> information I desire, or for buying something, or for owning something. 
> Only incidentally do I pay attention to the *actions* of the merchant. 
 
Yes, but when you are driving to your house, only incidentally do you pay 
attention to controlling your perceptions of the correct turns and avoiding 
the other cars; but if you fail to control those perceptions, you don't 
perceive yourself getting home.  So, when you control for getting information, 
and so forth, but fail to control your perceptions of the actions of the 
salesperson, you don't get the information--the salesperson having gone 
for coffee while you were not asking for the service. 
 
> True, there seems to be fairly limited means by which they may do their 
> side of the deal, but that is not my concern!  To get distracted by their 
> motions and mistake those motions for my goals seems like a quintessential 
> example of non-PCT thinking. 
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So, you don't believe in HPCT, but only in single-level perceptual control? 
Goals (perceptual reference values) exist only at one level, and should not 
be mistaken for non-goals that are non-existent reference levels for perceptions 
at non-existent lower levels? 
> 
> >[...]Isn't it the very _basis_ of 
> >society that we control each other in ways that are, overall, to our mutual 
> >benefit[...]? 
> 
> But the focus is usually (and properly) on *ends*, not *means*.  If I'm an 
> airline passenger I don't want to control the pilot landing at my 
> destination airport.  I am indifferent as to whether it is the pilot, 
> co-pilot, or auto-pilot which maintains the aircraft's flight at any given 
> time, just so long as between them they do a good job. 
 
One of the fundamental aphorisms of PCT is "many means to a given end." You, 
presumably, would like to control the pilot and crew to the extent that they 
don't parachute out of the plane (if you had the ability to do so). That they 
don't do so is at least in part because one of their goals is to get you to 
where you want to go in good time and in a mood that will not get you to 
reorganize so that you take a different airline next time! They are controlling 
you, too. Of course you are controlling for your own ends, but you can't 
do so without the means. 
 
> 
> >Social conventions are based around this acceptance of mutual control. 
> 
> Envisioning social order in terms of controlling people is what Bill Powers 
> has called "the major premise of civilization".  He is correct that this 
> premise has been proven wrong. 
> 
Nonsense. He has commended this view of the development of social convention, 
and quite recently, too. It is based on the minimization of conflict among 
the controlled perceptions both between ECSs within individuals and between 
ECSs in different individuals. It's mutually beneficial. 
 
>... The "badness" comes when the actions that are used to 
> >effect control are, to the other, disturbances to their own controlled 
> >variables, to be resisted by their own actions. Therein lies conflict, 
> >or "hurt" or "enslavement." 
> 
> I'm in agreement with these concluding remarks.  This may indicate that our 
> opinions are not so far apart as the rest of my comments suggest. 
> 
Possibly, but I propose further study of _Hierarchic_ PCT before you say so 
with assurance. Your agreement with this part cannot be searated from your 
disagreement with the earlier part of my posting, just because the conclusion 
agrees with your prejudice. Both parts are of a seamless whole, based on the 
same analysis of the interaction of control hierarchies in an environment 
of limited dimensionality. 
 
Martin 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Wed, 4 Dec 1996 10:59:18 EST 
From:    Bruce Gregory <gregory@CF4.HARVARD.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Rebels with chutzpah 
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[From Bruce Gregory (961204.1100 EST)] 
 
Rick Marken (961203.1030) 
 
> Just my luck; hitching my wagon to the ideas of a fellow first born;-) 
 
We first-borns are not natural rabble rousers. It's no doubt 
due to our inordinate modesty and lack of chutzpah ;-) 
 
Bruce Gregory 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Wed, 4 Dec 1996 11:25:30 EST 
From:    Bruce Gregory <gregory@CF4.HARVARD.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Control of others 
 
[From Bruce Gregory (961204.1125 EST)] 
 
Martin Taylor 961204 10:30 
 
I found this and your earlier post both clear and persuasive. 
 
 
Bruce Gregory 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Wed, 4 Dec 1996 11:34:24 EST 
From:    Bruce Gregory <gregory@CF4.HARVARD.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Spider Tricks, Social Control 
 
[From Bruce Gregory (961204.1135 EST)] 
 
Rick Marken (961204.0800) 
 
> I agree. But I think it is important to understand why Martin _thinks_ social 
> interaction involves mutual control. When I want an item on the shelf, I 
> _assume_ that the salesperson is controlling for providing it to me; I am 
> _using_ the salesperson's controlling as part of the means for doing my 
> controlling (getting the item). If the salesperson has adopted this goal, 
> then it _looks like_ I have controlled the salesperson (by saying "can I have 
> that item, please"). In fact, I am not controlling the salesperson; I am 
> just capitalizing on the autonomous controlling being done by this person in 
> order to achieve my goals. 
 
This seems like obfuscation to me. I control my perception of 
the salesperson's actions by asking for something. The fact 
that the salesperson is also a control system limits the ways I 
can control that perception, but that doesn't mean that I only 
_appear- to be controlling. If the salseperson ignores me, I 
resist the disturbance and ask to speak to his supervisor. You 
apparently mean something more by control than PCT means by 
control. 
 
 
Bruce Gregory 
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------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Wed, 4 Dec 1996 12:03:09 EST 
From:    Bruce Gregory <gregory@CF4.HARVARD.EDU> 
Subject: Billy Graham and PCT 
 
[From Bruce Gregory (961204.1215 EST)] 
 
It occurs to me that one way to look at "born again" 
Christianity is that it begins with the message "Look at what a 
mess you have made trying to exercise control in your life. If 
you would only surrender control to an omniscient and 
beneficent controller, things will go much better for you." 
Indeed, for many people the notion that "everything happens for 
a reason" and "God's will be done" seems to dramatically reduce 
the anxiety associated with being an autonomous controller in a 
world filled with other autonomous controllers. 
 
 
Bruce Gregory 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Wed, 4 Dec 1996 10:25:04 -0700 
From:    Bill Powers <powers_w@FRONTIER.NET> 
Subject: Re: Vancouver's experiment 
 
[From Bill Powers (961204.0800 MST)] 
 
Hans Blom, 961202d-- 
 
>(Jeff Vancouver 961125.09:55 EST) 
> 
>>Below are the data from several different type of [spiral tracking] 
>>runs. 
> 
>Thanks for the data, Jeff. I would have done something similar 
>(blanking the screen feedback rather than closing eyes) if I had had 
>the time. Your results are also about as I would have expected ;-). 
> 
>>  6.44 visible 
>>115.10 Alt 10s 
>> 28.38 Alt 2s 
> 
>>I think that the data (mine and others) clearly demonstrate that we 
>>use closed-loop control.  If there are any open-loop only advocates 
>>out there, I invite a different interpretation. 
> 
>My interpretation: we have a built-in "world model" that allows us to 
>somehow predict the effect of our actions even if perceptual feedback 
>is temporarily unavailable. The quality of the prediction will 
>generally deteriorate after some time, and your data show how bad 
>this deterioration is for this rather complex, dynamic task. For very 
>short times, "tracking" is very good in tasks such as this; for times 
>greater than a few seconds it is pretty bad. 
 
Your "interpretation" is simply your model-based control model, as usual, 
rather than a fresh look based on the experimental results. It seems to me 
that your interpretation implies a very large expenditure in neurons and 
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computing power to achieve a very small advantage, while giving up the 
ability to compensate immediately for unexpected (unpredicted) disturbances 
like Jeff's stuck mouse. 
 
We can't let a particular engineering approach, developed under conditions 
that are, perhaps, appropriate for the construction of artificial systems 
where we have extensive knowlede of the environment and where the objectives 
are external to the system, dictate a model of the human or animal system. I 
think we should use the concept of model-based control sparingly, where it 
is clearly required to explain phenomena, and keep the simpler model where 
it seems adequate (and where dealing with unexpected disturbances is taken 
care of without an encyclopedic model of the entire physical universe). 
 
A case in point is your recent post on transfer functions. You propose 
putting a transfer function in series with the reference input. This means 
that the actual reference signal is modified so that the _effective_ command 
to the control system includes precompensations of various kinds. How would 
a living system perceive that the direct reference input is giving a wrong 
result, and adjust the compensation until the result is better? I can 
understand how an engineer would do it, with the control system laid out on 
the lab workbench and with oscilloscope probes and recording devices 
attached to various parts of the system and its environment, but a living 
system, that system on the lab workbench, has to accomplish this result 
without external aid. Somehow the living system must know what a "good" 
result is, and compare the actual result with this "good" result, and make 
the adjustments accordingly. But the apparatus for doing that is absent from 
your model, just as the apparatus for generating the basic world model with 
adjustable parameters is missing from your model. The nearest you have come 
to supplying these missing smart systems is to say that "evolution" has 
taken care of all that. That's not the kind of answer I'm looking for. 
 
You asked where the world-model is in the system I sketched in for mimicking 
the behavior in Vancouer's "spiral" experiment. There isn't one, unless you 
want to stretch the definitions and say that it's implicit in the various 
leaky integrators and in the relationships among the levels of systems. 
That, of course, makes any control system into a sort of model of its 
environment, but I don't think that's what you mean by a world-model. My 
main purpose in showing that model was to show how a system could be built 
without a world-model that would still be able to continue control of the 
derivatives for some time after loss of the position perceptual signal. I 
could have gone further and made each system a pair of one-way control 
systems, so that loss of input signal would automatically create a composite 
error signal of zero rather than some large value, without any need for 
switching modes. The point is that if you start with a preconceived model, 
you shut the door on other, simpler, solutions to the problem and force 
yourself into ever-increasing complexities for no better reason than to 
avoid giving up the initial model. The fixed point in our investigations is 
the organism, not any particular model. 
 
>Yes, that is how I would say it as well. Learning installs a transfer 
>function that we can even rely on (more or less) if there is no 
>feedback. I have this mental model, for instance, of how I can open 
>my front door. I need to use a key, insert it into the keyhole, turn 
>it to the left for almost 360 degrees, push a little against the 
>door, etc. That model is pretty reliable: no random trial and error 
>required. 
 
Except when you're just starting to learn how to open doors with keys. 
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Your description of how you open a door is a good illustration of where 
mental models probably come in, and what their nature is. What you have 
given us is a list of the symbolic NAMES of certain results that need to be 
accomplished in a certain sequence: use key, insert in keyhole, turn left, 
push against door. I think that at this level we are very likely to use 
world-models, but they are models cast in logical or verbal form and 
converting symbolic inputs into symbolic outputs. Once this kind of 
world-model has produced the symbolic specification "key in lock," it is up 
to lower-level systems to create a real situation that can be interpreted as 
fitting this symbolic description of the desired perception. And that 
process requires being able to adjust the key in relation to the lock in the 
analog world, taking into account waverings in the hand holding the key, the 
position of the body, any loads being carried in the arms, the stiffness of 
the wards inside the lock (dependent on the state of lubrication and the 
ambient temperature inside and outside the house), and all the other truly 
unpredictable aspects of the world that exist at the moment the described 
result is to be physically created. 
 
>We humans like predictability a lot, and we pretty much organize our 
>world to be predictable. No shape-shifting houses, cars, roads, etc. 
>Even education/enculturation has as its main goal to get people to 
>behave predictably. 
 
Speak for yourself, Hans. I think that a person who really loves 
predictability will also love your world-model approach. But I think that 
such a person will also tend to minimize the variability of the world, 
because in fact we all manage to behave successfully by _varying_ our 
actions as appropriate to the immediate environment, and this doesn't fit a 
conception in which everything is understood and planned out in advance. 
Planning is a highly overrated activity; if you put too much faith on 
planning, you are likely to say that whatever happens is what you intended, 
whether it actually was or not. 
 
 
RE: world-model vs closed-loop multilevel model: 
 
>>This function will not be as good as it would with on-line data, but 
>>it will be better than if no function were there (as indicated by 
>>comparing to random, no movement, or linear/trajectory movement). 
>>Any takers? 
 
Are you going to make me program an example of my model? Exactly the same 
description would apply to it. I really don't want to get into such a 
hypothetical model if you get the idea; we could go off into imaginary 
worlds of ever-increasing detail and ever-diminishing importance. But if I 
didn't explain my model adquately, I suppose I'll have to come up with a 
working example. Not that I would be suggesting for a moment that the real 
system works that way (which is why I'm not terribly interested in doing this). 
 
Best, 
 
Bill P. 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Wed, 4 Dec 1996 10:25:10 -0700 
From:    Bill Powers <powers_w@FRONTIER.NET> 
Subject: Re: Vancouver's experiment 
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[From Bill Powers (961204.0930 MST)] 
 
Jeff Vancouver 961202.16:15 EST-- 
 
>> Very nice, Jeff. I appreciate simple direct solutions to problems. Blank 
>>the screen? Close the eyes! 
> 
>Thank you.  This follows years of training and teaching research methods. 
 
You would have made a good engineer. 
 
>I did not get a lot better and I don't have the patience for 100 trials. 
>I did improve slightly, just does beg the question: what is improving? 
>Precision? 
 
Depends on what model you assume. In Hans' model, he would say that the 
parameters of the world-model are being adjusted on the basis of the 
difference between the real performance and the world-model's performance. 
In my model, I would say that the accuracy of real-time control is 
improving, and that this leads to a slight improvement in eyes-closed 
performance. 
 
>Wow, I wish I had a degree in engineering. 
 
Well, Hans has a degree in engineering and he doesn't buy this model, so 
what would a degree do for you? 
 
>If I understand this model 
>(which I am sure I do not), it seems that you are saying that a control 
>system can perform the tracking task without data _or_ without setting 
>itself up so that it can operate without data.  Control systems just set 
>themselves up that way. 
 
Remember that we're trying to account for the fact that you can move your 
hand in an approximate spiral when you close your eyes, but only for a short 
time. I proposed a control system design that would also behave this way 
when its visual input is lost. It would not really continue controlling, but 
its output actions would, for a short time, follow the same trajectory they 
were following at the moment of loss of input. Equally important is that 
after just a few seconds it would start wandering away from the right 
trajectory, eventually getting very far off. 
 
Here's a simple experiment you can do without a computer. Get a friend to 
stand facing you and track your finger while you move it smoothly around in 
a largish vertical circle at a moderate speed. Keep doing this until the 
tracking is pretty good, then ask your friend to close his, her, or its eyes 
and continue tracking as long as possible. You'll see what happens the 
instant the eyes are closed. 
 
Now ask your friend to move the finger in the same circle at the same speed 
with eyes closed, but without your finger present. You'll see that it is 
perfectly possible to generate a cyclic movement of this kind on the basis 
of kinesthetic perceptions alone. So consider that behavior as the product 
of a subsystem already designed to produce circular motions, as perceived 
kinesthetically. The mass of the arm prevents any extreme or sudden 
departures from the circle, and the control system does maintain a roughly 
circular trajectory. 
 
Now, if you start moving your finger in a circle again and ask the other 
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person to look again, you'll see a quick correction, after which tracking 
will be good again. What has the person adjusted? Obviously, the gross 
circular motion doesn't need to be generated from scratch; the subsystem 
that was moving the finger in a circle with the eyes closed takes care of 
those details. What the visual system has to do is add slow corrections of 
the phase (position around the circle), amplitude (radius of the circle), 
and center (center of revolution). These slow adjustments represent what the 
visual system is doing. If you suddenly lose visual input, these adjustments 
will start to drift, and the circle's phase, amplitude, and center will 
start to drift -- but there will still be that basic circular motion, which 
will remain almost correct for a short time, and then become more and more 
in error. As you were saying, even when the eyes close the result will be 
better than a random motion or a linear motion. 
 
>This does seem to be different from your imagination mode 
 
You're right, it is. All that's happening is that you continue to control 
those perceptions you can still receive (kinesthetic), but with respect to 
reference signals for phase, amplitude, and center that have started to drift. 
 
Best, 
 
Bill P. 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Wed, 4 Dec 1996 10:25:14 -0700 
From:    Bill Powers <powers_w@FRONTIER.NET> 
Subject: Re: Stat Problem 
 
[From Bill Powers (961204.0950 MST)] 
 
Fred Nickols (961202.1900 EST)-- 
 
Thanks to all for thinking about my problems! 
 
>[T]he standard way of comparing models is to look at the residuals. 
>So first calculate the residuals (observed - predicted), the mean 
>square(the sum of the squared residuals divided by the degrees of 
>freedom) error tells how much variance is not explained.  That is a 
>good way of comparing which of two models fit better. 
 
What do you mean by degrees of freedom? The number of data points? In the 
tables for F-tests and Chi-squared that I've seen, the number of "degrees of 
freedom" seem to go only up to about 30 or 40, hardly enough for one second 
of data in a tracking experiment, or one month of the rat experiments. What 
I use now is simply RMS error between predicted and actual behavior, divided 
by the range of the behavioral variable. 
 
What is an F-test? 
 
>1) plot residuals against the observed dependent variable. 
>    See if there is still some pattern left in the data.  Also 
>    plot the residuals against each of the independent 
>    variables, it might tell if a squared term will fit better. 
 
That's a good idea; I'll probably try it. 
 
>2) Also usually the researcher is concerned about fitting 
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>    a model for a whole population of something (e.g. rats), 
>    not just the ones in his/her sample. 
 
Not in control-system experiments. We expect individual differences in the 
model parameters, although not in the _form_ of the model. It wouldn't make 
any sense to look for the parameters that would fit a whole population; they 
wouldn't predict what _any_ subject does. If any population studies were 
done, they would be done _after_ the individual parameters had been 
determined. We might be interested in the range of loop gains, or reference 
levels, or output sensitivities. We test the validity of parameters by 
putting the same individuals in a new experiment (with different disturbance 
patterns and even added kinds of disturbances) and using the model with 
parameters determined from other experiments to predict the behavior. In 
tracking experiments such predictions fit one individual's behavior far more 
accurately than they would fit the "mean behavior" of a population. 
 
>    Cross-validation, 
>    then can be an important tool.  Either do more observations, 
>    and see how well the previous fit model fits to the new data. 
>    Or Initially randomly split your observations into 3/4 of the 
>    data to run the initial model on and 1/4 to see how it fits. 
>    You could even do this repeatedly to get a better model. 
 
That's what we do already. In fact, Tom Bourbon is conducting a long-term 
experiment in which, once every five years, he does another run on a 
tracking experiment, with a new disturbance pattern, which was predicted 
back in about 1985. So far the model is predicting handle movements within 
about 3% of actual handle movements. 
 
><Begin Response #2, from Don Rock> 
> 
>I completely agree with [Bruce's] suggestions -- a slight variation 
>is doing a bootstrap on the cross-validation sample.  In this case 
>the model(s) parameters from the validation sample are considered 
>fixed and the variability  (stability) of the estimates can be evaluated 
>using the bootstrap on the cross-validation sample.  This does 
>assume a reasonable sample size on the cross-validation sample. 
 
Uh, that's not very helpful to a statistical dimwit. 
 
Best, 
 
Bill P. 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Wed, 4 Dec 1996 10:25:18 -0700 
From:    Bill Powers <powers_w@FRONTIER.NET> 
Subject: Re: simultaneity 
 
[From Bill Powers (961204.1010MST)] 
 
Hans Blom, 961203c-- 
 
>>Flipping a light switch is not supposed to be followed instantly by 
>>a loud bang. In fact, it is supposed NOT to be followed by anything 
>>but a light turning on or off. 
> 
>I would call that a mental model: in my experience, flipping a light 
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>switch does not cause anything but turn a light on or off (this may 
>not be true for some electrical engineering students). 
 
You can see that as a mental model, or simply as a perceptual signal. The 
perception would be that of a particular sequence: switch, light. The 
reference condition is to perceive that sequence. If something else happens 
when you flip the switch -- for example, the light doesn't go on -- there is 
an error in the sequence. There's a sort of model involved, in that you're 
prepared to perceive a particular sequence as matching the reference 
conditions and all others as not matching it. But this isn't a world-model 
in the same position as in your model, running from output to input via an 
imagination connection. It involves real-time perceptions from the outside 
world, not imagined perceptions from the inside model. Of course in your 
model you still have to explain how it is that the person perceives sequence 
as a variable that can be correct or incorrect. 
 
Best, 
 
Bill P. 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Wed, 4 Dec 1996 12:18:23 -0500 
From:    Martin Taylor <mmt@HERMES.DCIEM.DND.CA> 
Subject: Re: Social Control 
 
[Martin Taylor 961204 12:10] 
>Rick Marken (961204.0800)] 
>... I am 
> _using_ the salesperson's controlling as part of the means for doing my 
> controlling (getting the item). If the salesperson has adopted this goal, 
> then it _looks like_ I have controlled the salesperson (by saying "can I have 
> that item, please"). In fact, I am not controlling the salesperson; I am 
> just capitalizing on the autonomous controlling being done by this person in 
> order to achieve my goals. 
> 
> If the sales person doesn't get the item I request, I might be inclined to 
> try to _control_ the salesperson. That is, I could try to get the 
> salesperson to behave in a way I think is appropriate. People often do try 
> to control service people who don't behave "properly". They usually try to 
> control using threats ("I'll call your manager") or violence ("get it, or 
> I'll punch you in the nose"). Sometimes this kind of control works (the 
> salesperson behaves as you want) and sometimes it doesn't. But once you get 
> into this kind of control regime, conflict is a likely result. 
 
I am not clear why controlling our perception of the position of a cursor 
can be talked about with the shorthand "controlling the cursor position," 
but controlling our perception of other people's control actions cannot 
(should not?) be talked about with the shorthand "controlling the other 
person." 
 
If the reason is that "controlling the other person" _has_ to imply getting 
the other to do something that conflicts with their own control, then how 
is it that one can say "controlling the cursor position" when the cursor 
has nothing with which my control can conflict? 
 
It seems to me much more natural to use the same terminology as a short 
form in both cases. It's much too longwinded always to say "controlling 
my perception of the actions or the other person." I'd prefer to use 
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"controlling the other person" in just the same way as "controlling the 
cursor position." The question of whether this control involves conflict 
is an independent issue. 
 
Anyway, I think (or rather, I hope) that the issue is one of terminology, 
not of what is happening when two or more people take on roles for their 
mutual advantage. 
 
Martin 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Wed, 4 Dec 1996 09:53:34 -0800 
From:    Richard Marken <marken@AEROSPACE.AERO.ORG> 
Subject: Re: Social Control 
 
[From Rick Marken (961204.1000)] 
 
Bruce Gregory (961204.1135 EST)] 
 
>This seems like obfuscation to me. I control my perception of 
>the salesperson's actions by asking for something. 
 
Not necessarily. I was assuming that what you are controlling for is getting 
the item. You don't care exactly "how" the salesperson gets it to you -- 
carries it by hand, brings it in a basket, etc. 
 
>If the salseperson ignores me, I resist the disturbance and ask to speak to 
>his supervisor. You apparently mean something more by control than PCT means 
>by control. 
 
This occurs only if you do, indeed, want to control the salesperson's actions 
as the means of getting the item. But there are other ways of controlling 
for getting the item _without_ trying to control the salesperson. If the 
salesperson ignores you, you might control for getting the item by just 
reaching for it yourself or asking another sales person for it or leaving for 
a different store. Controlling your perception (of the item) does not 
_require_ that you control your perception of the salesperson's actions. 
 
I agree that it is annoying when people don't cooperate and set the 
references that we assume they _should_ set in order for us to be able to 
achieve our social goals. But we don't _have to_ control other people in 
order to achieve our goals. My point was simply that we can _usually_ 
achieve our goals by asking others to do something for us because we can 
count on the fact that those others have goals that make our request a 
disturbance to a perception that can only be controlled by their taking 
actions that help us. We are not really _controlling_ for the people taking 
those actions. Perhaps a diagram of the situation will help: 
 
       customer 
 
          r (item X ) 
          | 
      p-->C -->e 
      |        | 
      |        v 
  ------------------ 
      i        oc ("item X please") 
      |        | 
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di--> qc       d 
      ^        | 
      |        v 
      d       qs<--di 
      |        | 
      os(get X)i 
  ------------------ 
      ^        | 
      |        | 
      e<--C<--p 
          ^ 
          | 
          r ("serve customer") 
 
        server 
 
The dashed lines are person/environment boundaries. The customer is 
controlling a perception of qc, which is having item X in hand. The server 
is controlling for qs, which is giving service on request. 
 
Note that the customer is _not_ controlling the server's actions (os). The 
server's actions are just an influence on (disturbance to) the variable 
controlled by the customer (qc). The customer is "using" the server as part 
of the control loop that allows him to control his perception of item X. The 
customer is _not controlling_ the server: he is not controlling either qs 
(the variable controlled by the server) or os (the server's actions). 
 
If the server does not have a reference to "serve the customer" the customer 
will find that asking the server for item X is an ineffective way to control 
for item X.  If the customer is _also_ controlling  for seeing a particular 
type of behavior from the server, then he _will_ take action to control 
for that behavior (either os or qs). But it is not a _necessary_ aspect of 
the customer/server relationship. (Note: The di's are disturbances to the 
variables controlled by server and customer other than those produced by the 
actions of the server and customer). 
 
Does this help? 
 
Best 
 
Rick 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Wed, 4 Dec 1996 11:30:21 -0800 
From:    Richard Marken <marken@AEROSPACE.AERO.ORG> 
Subject: Re: Social Control --a minor correction 
 
[From Rick Marken (961204.1130)] 
 
I forgot to draw the connection from the server's output (os) to the server's 
controlled variable (qs). Here's a better version of the diagram: 
 
       customer 
 
          r (item X ) 
          | 
      p-->C -->e 
      |        | 
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      |        v 
  ------------------ 
      i        oc ("item X please") 
      |        | 
di--> qc       d 
      ^        | 
      |        v 
      |-----> qs<--di 
      |        | 
      os(get X)i 
  ------------------ 
      ^        | 
      |        | 
      e<--C<--p 
          ^ 
          | 
          r ("serve customer") 
 
        server 
 
Now it's clear that the server is controlling his own perception of qs ; as a 
side effect, the server's actions influence the customer's controlled 
variable (qc). The only effect the customer has on his own controlled 
variable (qc) is via the server; the customer has no direct effect on his 
own controlled variable. So, if the server doesn't have the "correct" 
reference (to serve the customer) the customer cannot control for 
getting item X. 
 
Martin Taylor (961204 12:10) -- 
 
>I think (or rather, I hope) that the issue is one of terminology, not of 
>what is happening when two or more people take on roles for their 
>mutual advantage. 
 
As you can see from this and my previous post, the issue is _not_ one of 
terminology.  You [Martin Taylor (961203 11:40)] told Tracy Harms 
(1996;12,03.14) that people control one another all the time when they take 
on roles for their mutual advantage. I am showing (once again) that you're 
wrong;-) 
 
Best 
 
Rick 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Wed, 4 Dec 1996 13:51:10 -0500 
From:    Martin Taylor <mmt@HERMES.DCIEM.DND.CA> 
Subject: Re: Social Control 
 
[Martin Taylor 961204 13:30] 
>Rick Marken (961204.1000)] 
 
Your posting makes it quite clear (to me at least) that the issue is only 
one of terminology, as to whether or not we ordinarily control other people 
in a mutually satisfactory intraction. Your description of what happens is 
exactly as I understand it to be. (Including that one may well achieve the 
perception of having an item by grabbing it off the shelf, as well as by 
"controlling" the salesperson to get it). 
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Bruce Gregory (961204.1135 EST) 
>>If the salseperson ignores me, I resist the disturbance and ask to speak to 
>>his supervisor. You apparently mean something more by control than PCT means 
>>by control. 
 
> This occurs only if you do, indeed, want to control the salesperson's actions 
> as the means of getting the item. But there are other ways of controlling 
> for getting the item _without_ trying to control the salesperson. If the 
> salesperson ignores you, you might control for getting the item by just 
> reaching for it yourself or asking another sales person for it or leaving for 
> a different store. Controlling your perception (of the item) does not 
> _require_ that you control your perception of the salesperson's actions. 
 
No, but it's ordinarily a convenient way. Just as getting to work doesn't 
_require_ you to control your various perceptions of driving a car. You might 
instead control perceptions of riding a bike, or getting a bus, or ... 
But controlling the (perception of the result of) the salesperson's actions 
is one way of getting the item, and it is the way we ordinarily use. Why 
not use the word "control" where it is warranted? To control something 
does not require its active non-cooperation. Not if it is a cursor, and 
not if it is a person. 
 
> Perhaps a diagram of the situation will help: 
> 
>        customer 
> 
>           r (item X ) 
>           | 
>       p-->C -->e 
>       |        | 
>       |        v 
>   ------------------ 
>       i        oc ("item X please") 
>       |        | 
> di--> qc       d 
>       ^        | 
>       |        v 
>       d       qs<--di 
>       |        | 
>       os(get X)i 
>   ------------------ 
>       ^        | 
>       |        | 
>       e<--C<--p 
>           ^ 
>           | 
>           r ("serve customer") 
> 
>         server 
> 
> The dashed lines are person/environment boundaries. The customer is 
> controlling a perception of qc, which is having item X in hand. The server 
> is controlling for qs, which is giving service on request. 
> 
> Note that the customer is _not_ controlling the server's actions (os). The 
> server's actions are just an influence on (disturbance to) the variable 
> controlled by the customer (qc). 
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True, but in the same sense, one does not control the cursor in a tracking 
task. One influences the cursor and along with other influences on the 
cursor, its motions affect one's perception. Whether there is a computer 
or a human (Wizard of Oz) behind a screen simulating a computer is of 
no import. One's perceptual control is the same either way. 
 
So I'd say that the customer _is_ controlling the server's actions; not the 
muscle movements, not the choice of whether to get a ladder to reach the 
item. not the words the server uses, but the high-level action that implements 
the server's control of the server's perception of having satisfied the 
customer's requirements. For if the customer is not perceived to be 
satisfied, the salesperson's (assumed) reference value for that perception 
is not met, and the salesperson still has error in the corresponding ECS. 
 
Of course, you can look at it in the other direction if you want, but 
then (in this assumed situation) the only actions of the customer that 
are being controlled by the salesperson are those contributing to the 
salesperson's perception of the state of the customer's satisfaction. 
(Though one can guess that the salesperson is also controlling for a 
high perceived value of commissions or sales receipts). 
 
Shall We Dance? Who then controls whom? 
 
Martin 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Wed, 4 Dec 1996 14:58:14 -0700 
From:    Bill Powers <powers_w@FRONTIER.NET> 
Subject: Re: Billy Graham and PCT 
 
[From Bill Powers (961204.1410 MST )] 
 
>From Bruce Gregory (961204.1215 EST) 
 
] 
>It occurs to me that one way to look at "born again" 
>Christianity is that it begins with the message "Look at what a 
>mess you have made trying to exercise control in your life. If 
>you would only surrender control to an omniscient and 
>beneficent controller, things will go much better for you." 
>Indeed, for many people the notion that "everything happens for 
>a reason" and "God's will be done" seems to dramatically reduce 
>the anxiety associated with being an autonomous controller in a 
>world filled with other autonomous controllers. 
 
Interesting. Even more interesting is what happens if you turn control over 
to this beneficent controller and there is no such controller. To what are 
you turning over the control? And what is doing the turning-over? I think 
there can be no doubt that born-again people often find peace of mind and 
happiness and show greatly improved behavior toward others as a result of 
their experience. We would be foolish to underestimate the reality and the 
value of this sort of conversion process. It is quite real. 
 
We are, of course, free to offer a different interpretation if we don't 
accept the God hypothesis. If we accept the phenomenon, but look for a PCT 
interpretation, I think we can find a plausible one. 
 
I've mentioned before that people seem to operate as if their awareness were 
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focused on, or participated in, some particular level in their hierarchy of 
control. Levels both higher and lower operate automatically, out of 
conscious experience. Of course the level of consciousness changes, and is 
sometimes more narrowly focused at one level than at other times. But I 
think that we can see roughly where a person operates by looking at the 
things that person finds most interesting and worthy of effort. Some people 
seem to live for logical thinking, not worrying much about why they want to 
do logic or how (or even if) the results of their logical cogitations are to 
be accomplished through action. Others might prefer working with shapes, or 
with movement, or may be interested in dividing the world into events or 
studying relationships among events and other things. They are little 
interested in why they do these things, and much more interested in how to 
do them well or better. 
 
If there are levels in your own organization higher than those at which you 
most commonly operate, then the reference signals you receive from these 
higher levels are not themselves objects of attention. Instead, you simply 
know that some perceptions are in the states they are supposed to be in, and 
others, occasionally, are "wrong" and require correction. This is 
particularly true when you find yourself in conflict. Conflicts seem to 
attract attention to themselves, so you focus down on the warring efforts to 
the exclusion of other points of view.  It doesn't occur to you that each 
conflicting goal was originally adopted to accomplish something for yourself. 
 
This is how you get your life into a mess. One conflict leads to attempts to 
let one or the other side win, and that leads to more conflicts, until life 
seems just a network of things you would do except that you also want or 
need to do the opposite. Unless you take expert advice from a 
psychotherapist or a Zen master or a preacher or someone else who has at 
least a broad idea of what's going on, you will simply dig yourself deeper 
with each attempt to get out of the hole. 
 
When, under whatever theory you are lucky enough to adopt, you finally 
discover how to move your awareness up a level or two, the result is just as 
if you had given up control of those conflicting goals and turned the whole 
mess over to someone else. The "you" that was down there immersed in the 
conflicts simply ceases to be, and is replaced by another "you" that is in a 
position to see that they are conflicts and to change the goals that were 
causing the conflicts. 
 
If the conflicts are of an intellectual or cognitive sort, as they are for 
many of us, going up a level takes us into what seems ill-defined territory. 
We have left behind a rational or calculating way of looking at things and 
replaced it by fuzzy principles. Since these principles are the level from 
which we're operating, it seems that they simply exist in the world of logic 
and lower-level experiences, as givens. And the reasons for choosing one 
principle instead of another lie at a still higher level which we haven't 
yet visited (since it was first formed), much less transcended. So it would 
be easy to attribute the peace of mind which comes from putting aside the 
intellectual conflicts to a Higher Power -- one level higher, that is, than 
the level where we're aware. If we grew up under a Christian system concept, 
then it will be that concept that chooses the principles, whether we're 
aware of choosing them or not. And attributing our peace of mind to God then 
goes with the territory. 
 
I prefer the HPCT story, but when you come down to it there's no scientific 
evidence yet for any of these stories, and if you don't know HPCT you're 
likely to find some other story to explain the experience. Fine by me, as 
long as we can agree on the general outline of the experiences we call being 
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Born Again, or Enlightened, or Fully Functioning, or whatever term in 
English or Sanskrit you prefer. Whatever is going on, it seems like a good 
thing to do. 
 
Best, 
 
Bill P. 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Wed, 4 Dec 1996 14:58:10 -0700 
From:    Bill Powers <powers_w@FRONTIER.NET> 
Subject: Re: Spider Tricks, Social Control 
 
[From Bill Powers (961204.1345 MST)] 
 
Bruce Gregory (961204.1135 EST)-- 
 
> I control my perception of 
>the salesperson's actions by asking for something. The fact 
>that the salesperson is also a control system limits the ways I 
>can control that perception, but that doesn't mean that I only 
>_appear- to be controlling. If the salseperson ignores me, I 
>resist the disturbance and ask to speak to his supervisor. You 
>apparently mean something more by control than PCT means by 
>control. 
 
If you want to speak precisely about controlling the behavior of others, 
break it down into actions, intended consequences, and side-effects. 
"Behavior" can mean any of these things in different contexts. 
 
If you're controlling the actions of the salesperson, you will say "I would 
like a pack of gum taken from the top of that stack right there and 
delivered to me with your right hand while you look me in the face and say 
thank you nicely." If you're controlling low-level side-effects of the 
other's actions you will just say "Pack of gum, please." If you're 
controlling the other's intended consequences of action, you will say (or 
somehow convey the message)  "You'd better try to keep me happy, because I'm 
a real bastard when I don't get what I want right away." 
 
In all these cases, the control works only if the other person decides to 
cooperate -- in other words, if that person weighs all the effects of the 
requested action, side-effect, or intention and finds that no preferences or 
needs are seriously violated, or that not complying would lead to some 
serious violation.  This applies even if you shove a gun in the 
salesperson's face and say "Gimme your wallet." 
 
Also, please keep in mind the exact definition of control. Most of the 
problems in understanding "what PCT says" come from ambiguous uses of 
language. If you stop to ask what the technical definitions of terms are in 
PCT, most often you will see the answer right away. But if you use terms 
like "control" when what you mean is "affect" or "influence," you will have 
a hard time applying the theory. 
 
A is said to control B if, for every change in B away from the controlled 
state, A takes action to restore B to that particular state. This is why 
perceptions don't control behavior. If the behavior changes in some way, the 
perception does not take action to restore the behavior to a particular 
state. The perception, by itself, is not a control system and can't control 
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anything. A perception, or the physical situation on which it depends, can 
be USED BY a control system to control behavior, because it can be varied in 
such a way as to make your behavior match some form desired by the other 
control system, given that doing so causes you no serious inconveniences 
that would end your cooperation. 
 
Best, 
 
Bill P. 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Wed, 4 Dec 1996 17:03:54 -0500 
From:    Martin Taylor <mmt@HERMES.DCIEM.DND.CA> 
Subject: Re: Social Control --a minor correction 
 
[Martin Taylor 961204 17:00] 
> Rick Marken (961204.1130)] 
 
It's a strange, but not unfamiliar position to be in, to be saying to Rick 
"yes I agree with you" and for Rick to be saying "Oh no, you don't". 
> So, if the server doesn't have the "correct" 
> reference (to serve the customer) the customer cannot control for 
> getting item X. 
 
Quite so. There are other situations, but they all involve the server 
not controlling _against_ the customer. 
> 
> Martin Taylor (961204 12:10) -- 
> 
> >I think (or rather, I hope) that the issue is one of terminology, not of 
> >what is happening when two or more people take on roles for their 
> >mutual advantage. 
> 
> As you can see from this and my previous post, the issue is _not_ one of 
> terminology.  You [Martin Taylor (961203 11:40)] told Tracy Harms 
> (1996;12,03.14) that people control one another all the time when they take 
> on roles for their mutual advantage. I am showing (once again) that you're 
> wrong;-) 
 
Actually, you are _saying_ I'm wrong, while _showing_ I'm right:-) 
 
Thank you. 
 
Martin 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Wed, 4 Dec 1996 14:36:08 -0500 
From:    Martin Taylor <mmt@HERMES.DCIEM.DND.CA> 
Subject: Re: Stat Problem 
 
[Martin Taylor 961204 13:50] 
> Bill Powers (961204.0950 MST)] 
 
> What do you mean by degrees of freedom? The number of data points? 
 
Not at all. This is a point I've tried to get across to you in many ways 
over several years. It was the main technical problem I had with the 
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"Models and their Worlds" paper in its original version. 
 
In a noise waveform or a filter that has a purely rectangular bandshape of 
bandwidth W Hz, the number of degrees of freedom is 2WT, where T is the 
duration of observation. If the bandshape is non-rectangular (as is always 
the case) an equivalent rectangular bandwidth can be computed. If the 
objective is to deal with goodness of fit for a control system, the 
appropriate bandwidth is probably that of the disturbing waveform (unless 
that is greater than the bandwidth of the perceptual input function or 
some other element of the control loop). That there are two degrees of 
freedom means that the value of one measure can be altered arbitrarily 
without altering the value of the other. In a tracking run with samples 
every 1/60 second, this is not true. The handle position at sample N will 
always be close to the handle position at sample N+1. The two samples 
do not represent separate degrees of freedom. 
 
In the sleep studies, we used 50-second runs and various rectangular 
bandwidths of disturbance. For the Gaussian disturbances, at a bandwidth 
of 0.5 Hz the run would have 50 df. For the Uniform disturbances the run 
would have only 25 df (since half the degrees of freedom in the disturbance 
were lost in making the amplitudes equal at each frequency when the 
disturbance was constructed). 
 
However, it can be fruitful to look not only at the disturbance waveform 
that was presented, but at the disturbance waveforms possible over the 
bandwidth for which control is possible. Then there could be more degrees 
of freedom--it would depend on the equivalent bandwidth of the whole 
control loop--and it would catch any micro-oscillations due to near-critical 
phase lags around the loop. 
 
------------------- 
 
The problem you posed is much more interesting, though. You are trying to 
find a function that projects all the degrees of freedom for the run onto 
one single degree of freedom in some way that satisfies your intuition as 
to what constitutes a "good fit." You want one measure. But in different 
postings, you have identified more than one degree of freedom that matters 
to you in the deviations between two tracks. It is you, not the automatic 
(standard, accepted, conventional) analysis technique, who must decide 
how important these different degrees of freedom are. Is the mean more 
important than the correlated variation? Do spurious frequencies that 
occur in the CEV motion but not in the disturbance mean something or should 
they be ignored? Are you trying to compare within similar models, and 
look only for the most plausible barameter values, or are you trying to 
see whether different kinds of model (e.g. with and without time-delays) 
fit differently?  You can't make general _a priori_ statements about the 
correct analysis methods without saying something about what the different 
degrees of freedom mean _to you_. 
 
If I understand you well, you want to look at models that all have the same 
structure, and you want to vary three or four parameter values to see what 
value set gives the best fit. But you don't know what you mean by "best". 
I suggest that you have to think about the behaviour of the models, not 
about the statistical techniques. To do otherwise is analogous to thinking 
about the actions that affect the world rather than about the perceptions 
that the actions affect. The models have three degrees of freedom (or four?), 
and so you cannot profitable look at more than that number of degrees of 
freedom in the fitting of the data (mean, correlation and amplitude variation 
might be three, off the top of my head). 
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Firstly, is it true that small changes in parameter values _always_ generate 
small changes in model behaviour? I suggest that it is not. There are regions 
of the parameter space in which the model is not a controller but an oscillator 
(or so I guess). So, you are interested in parts of the parameter space 
where the behaviour is at least qualitatively like the data. 
 
Now think about the data. Is it true that your model is intended or expected 
to account for _every_ variation that happens in the data? In a tracking 
study, does the model account for moments when the subject looks away or 
blows his nose? If not, then one has to provide in the model or in the 
fitting procedure some way to reduce or eliminate the effects of such 
"extraneous" effects on the data. 
 
So now you have a set of edited data that you think ought to be entirely 
fitted by your model with the right parameters, if the model in fact 
describes the experimental subject. Now ask yourself another question: 
Do you want to know whether _any_ such model is adequate to describe the 
subject, or do you assume that one is, and want to find the correct 
parameter values? These are quire different questions, though to answer 
the first may require optimizing the parameters. 
 
If you want to find whether any model is adequate, rather than assuming 
that your model is OK in principle, then you really have to have some kind 
of alternative. In what way might it show its inadequacy? If you don't 
know, then you have to assume that one degree of freedom is as important 
as another, and do an RMS deviation as a measure of fit. But if you have 
some idea about other models or about the significance of different kinds 
of deviation, then you should not use RMS deviation. For example, if you 
are concerned about the possibility of whether a better model might 
incorporate transport lag, you might be interested in phase shift and 
the gain-frequency curve (are disturbance variations at one frequency 
more strongly controlled than at another?). So you might analyze the 
disturbance and the output waveform in frequency and phase, and compare 
those, rather than looking at mean and mean-square deviation. 
 
I guess what all this long-winded stuff is about is that there is no such 
thing as a proper criterion for "best fit." It depends on what you are 
looking for. And that's why I was trying to use a different criterion 
in looking at the sleep-study tracking results. I assumed that a control 
system was operating, and tried to compare the model results with those 
of an unspecified ("randomly chosen") control system that had the same 
RMS error, to see how much of the data fit could be attributed simply 
to "control" and how much to the specific characteristics of the fitted 
model. 
 
I'm sure this leaves you less satisfied than ever with your analysis of 
the rat data, but I hope it helps you to see some of the issues that get 
swept under the rug by appeals to "standard" or "conventional" procedures 
and RMS error measures. 
 
Martin 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Wed, 4 Dec 1996 15:01:09 -0800 
From:    Richard Marken <marken@AEROSPACE.AERO.ORG> 
Subject: Re: Social Control 
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[From Rick Marken (961204.1500)] 
 
Martin Taylor (961204 13:30) -- 
 
>But controlling the (perception of the result of) the salesperson's actions 
>is one way of getting the item, and it is the way we ordinarily use. 
 
Right. We don't control the behavior (actions or controlled consequences) of 
the salesperson; we just control one side effect of those actions. 
 
>Why not use the word "control" where it is warranted? 
 
I agree. You were saying that we ordinarily _control_ other people's actions 
in social interactions. I showed the more common situation where we _don't_ 
control anything about the person; the person is just part of the feedback 
path between us and the variable we are controlling 
 
>To control something does not require its active non-cooperation. Not if it 
>is a cursor, and not if it is a person. 
 
Correct. Non-cooperation has nothing to do with it. You control when you 
perceive a variable and act to bring that variable to a reference state and 
protect it from disturbance. In my diagram, the customer controls item X; he 
does _not_ control any aspect of the behavior of the server. 
 
Me: 
 
> Note that the customer is _not_ controlling the server's actions (os). 
 
Martin: 
 
>True, but in the same sense, one does not control the cursor in a tracking 
>task. 
 
Not true at all. The position of the cursor is unquestionably controlled in a 
tracking task. The means used to control cursor position (like variations in 
mouse position) are not necessarily controlled. 
 
>So I'd say that the customer _is_ controlling the server's actions; 
 
Look at the diagram, Martin. The server's actions are _not_ controlled. This 
is not a verbal thing; it's a fact. The server's actions would _not_ be 
protected from disturbance by the actions of the customer -- at least not in 
the situation as I've modeled it. The server's actions are _not_ controlled 
(see Bill Powers (961204.1345 MST)). 
 
Martin Taylor (961204 17:00) -- 
 
>Actually, you are _saying_ I'm wrong, while _showing_ I'm right:-) 
 
You're hallucinating, Martin. Look at the diagram again. What in the world 
gives you the impression that any of the server's behaviors (actions or 
controlled consequences) are under control. There is no behavior of the 
server that is being controlled by the customer. The customer is not 
controlling the server in any way. If that was your point in saying that 
people control one another all the time when they take on roles for their 
mutual advantage then I suppose that I have, indeed, shown that you were 
right. 
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Best 
 
Rick 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Wed, 4 Dec 1996 15:04:17 EST 
From:    Bruce Gregory <gregory@CF4.HARVARD.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Social Control 
 
[From Bruce Gregory (961204.1500 EST)] 
 
Rick Marken (961204.1000) 
 
> Note that the customer is _not_ controlling the server's actions (os). The 
> server's actions are just an influence on (disturbance to) the variable 
> controlled by the customer (qc). The customer is "using" the server as part 
> of the control loop that allows him to control his perception of item X. The 
> customer is _not controlling_ the server: he is not controlling either qs 
> (the variable controlled by the server) or os (the server's actions). 
> 
> If the server does not have a reference to "serve the customer" the customer 
> will find that asking the server for item X is an ineffective way to control 
> for item X.  If the customer is _also_ controlling  for seeing a particular 
> type of behavior from the server, then he _will_ take action to control 
> for that behavior (either os or qs). But it is not a _necessary_ aspect of 
> the customer/server relationship. (Note: The di's are disturbances to the 
> variables controlled by server and customer other than those produced by the 
> actions of the server and customer). 
> 
> Does this help? 
 
Yup. Thanks. 
 
 
Bruce Gregory 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Wed, 4 Dec 1996 18:21:29 -0500 
From:    Martin Taylor <mmt@HERMES.DCIEM.DND.CA> 
Subject: Re: Social Control 
 
[Martin Taylor 961204 18:15] 
> Rick Marken (961204.1500)] 
 
This gets tiresome. 
> 
> >So I'd say that the customer _is_ controlling the server's actions; 
> 
> Look at the diagram, Martin. The server's actions are _not_ controlled. This 
> is not a verbal thing; it's a fact. The server's actions would _not_ be 
> protected from disturbance by the actions of the customer -- at least not in 
> the situation as I've modeled it. The server's actions are _not_ controlled 
> (see Bill Powers (961204.1345 MST)). 
 
Does the customer not act so that the salesperson delivers the desired item? 
Does the customer not say things like "No, the other one" if the salesperson 
acts so as to deliver the wrong item? Does the customer not continue to 
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affect the salesperson's perceptions until the salesperson's actions result 
in the correct item being delivered (or until a conflict arises with some 
controlled perception in the salesperson)? 
 
The server's action (not "actions"--the customer presumably doesn't much care 
_how_ the salesperson delivers the item, so long as it is within customary 
limits of courtesy) is clearly being controlled by the customer. 
 
> 
> Martin Taylor (961204 17:00) -- 
> 
> >Actually, you are _saying_ I'm wrong, while _showing_ I'm right:-) 
> 
> You're hallucinating, Martin. Look at the diagram again. What in the world 
> gives you the impression that any of the server's behaviors (actions or 
> controlled consequences) are under control. 
 
See above. 
 
>There is no behavior of the 
> server that is being controlled by the customer. 
 
Except the one of interest to the customer--the delivery of the item. 
 
> The customer is not 
> controlling the server in any way. 
 
Do you see yet how this is wrong?  I sure hope so:-) 
 
Martin 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Wed, 4 Dec 1996 16:37:56 -0700 
From:    Bill Powers <powers_w@FRONTIER.NET> 
Subject: Windows 95, Microsoft, and computer progress 
 
[From Bill Powers (961204.1520 MST)] 
 
I need to get a tale of woe off my chest before asking for advice from our 
wise List members. 
 
For the past two days I've been working on the problem of being able to run 
Rick Marken's WWW Java programs. Sounds simple enough. 
 
To run those programs, I need a Web Browser that can implement Java. The 
only ones I know anything about are Netscape Navigator and Internet Explorer 
(Microsoft's answer to Netscape). I have both of these, but they are both 
16-bit versions, and the Java feature is implemented only in the 32-bit 
versions which run only under 32-bit operating systems, which on a PC means 
Windows 95 and not Windows 3.11 which I have. They will NOT run with Win32s, 
as far as I can tell. 
 
So. Having transferred everything from my old machine to the new fast 
capacious laptop, I took the old machine down to a nice computer store in 
Farmington, NM, where the Sam gave me Windows 95 and a bunch of cash for it, 
and even had his Navajo technician named Jarvis install Win95 for me. 
 
Back home, I found that both Internet Explorer and Netscape, the old 16-bit 
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versions, still worked fine, as did everything else. In fact the 
multitasking is much better; I had my orbital simulator running while I was 
downloading the 32-bit version of Netscape from the Web, and it all worked fine. 
 
So, fire up Netscape and try Rick's program, right? Wrong. Netscape fired up 
all right, but it said it couldn't establish something called a "socket." I 
had been using Trumpet Winsock, and all I had to do was put it in the path 
or in the right directory, and both Netscape(16) and IE(16) found it and 
used it. But not Netscape(32). 
 
I realized that I hadn't removed the 16-bit Netscape as recommended, and 
being rather intimidated by this time I backed all the way out, removed 
Windows 95, and started over. The one really nice feature of Windows 95 is 
that it saves the entire old environment, and when you tell it to go away it 
removes itself and restores everything the way it was. Pretty much. At least 
my free disk space went up by 40 Megabytes. 
 
I deleted the old Netscape and reinstalled Windows 95, an hour's process. 
Reinstalled 32-bit Netscape. Same result. No connection. I fooled around a 
bit with Win95 to see if I could set it up with its own winsock connection, 
but didn't know enough about it. Called my Service Provider. Advice: get 
Internet Explorer(32) and use it to set Win95 up using a built-in Wizard. 
Two hours of dowloading later I installed IE, and tried it. 
 
This is Microsoft, remember? Sure enough, IE came up running fine, except 
that of course it couldn't connect to the internet. So I found the 
recommended program and ran the Wizard, letting it do everything 
automatically. This entailed another hour of swapping the Win95 installation 
disks around as requested by the program; disks 1,2,3,7,11,13, 12, 7 again, 
8, 10, 12, and 13 (or some such godawful sequence that just went on and on 
as the afternoon wore on).  I was thinking "_I_ was supposed to know how to 
do _that_?" And I ended up with a screen on which I was invited to subscribe 
to the Microsoft Network, ATT, and about six other of the biggies, and NO 
MORE. No way to use the provider I am already using. 
 
Just for fun I tried Netscape (32). It didn't work at all -- I had read 
rumors that Microsoft has set up IE so it disables Netscape if it finds it. 
Seems to be true. 
 
After going away and fuming for a while, I remembered one screen where an 
option of manual installation was offered. I had assumed this was for 
experts, and it was, but I tried again using that one. This time I ended up 
with a screen asking for the technical details of my provider's PPP 
connection, which after a while I found and entered. I entered the ones for 
Fort Lewis because I can use that one free. Then I waited to be asked for 
another, so I could also use frontier.net, but that was it. One connection 
to one provider. 
 
Finally! I entered the phone number and password and fired up IE. Nothing -- 
connection refused. After trying this unbelievingly for a while, I realized 
that the new improved program couldn't get past the two-tier logon procedure 
that Fort Lewis uses, once for the peripheral computer and again for the 
main one. A script in Trumpet Winsock handled that just fine, but there 
doesn't seem to be a script facility for either Netscape or IE,  or in 
Win95's network connection. At that point, exhausted and disgusted, and 
after wasting a long day and a half, I removed Netscape, IE, and Windows 95, 
reinstalled my 16-bit versions of the browsers, and with a huge sigh of 
relief got back to where I started. Good old Windows 3.11 looked pretty 
friendly to me. 
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As to Windows 95, it's a pain in the neck. Consider trying to run one 
program, like Eudora, and then dropping out of it to run another one, like 
my word processor, to pick up an archived file to include in a post. In 
3.11, all I have to do is hit alt-tab to get the program manager back, then 
click on the word processor to do the rest. In Win95, you have to hit the 
Start button every time, and then trace through four levels of menus to get 
back to the group of programs you were using before, so as to pick another 
one. If you find that it's not the one you want, you have to go all the way 
back to the Start button again. I suppose there are ways around this, like 
cluttering up the desktop with a lot of shortcut icons, but in my three days 
with Windows 95 I haven't been inclined to give the programmers any benefit 
of the doubt.  Anyway, this much continuous reorganization HURTS. 
 ----------------------------- 
Well, for those of you who are still with me, thanks for letting me dump 
that load of accumulated frustration. I'm presently feeling about Microsoft 
programmers much the way I feel about lawyers (non-PCT lawyers, that is), 
but I'm still willing to try one more time if there's anyone out there who 
can give me a clue about how to read Rick Marken's Java programs, the 
highest-order goal in this cognitive tree. Or maybe I should just wait for 
Windows 2001. 
 
Grumpily, 
 
Bill P. 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Wed, 4 Dec 1996 16:52:08 -0800 
From:    Richard Marken <marken@AEROSPACE.AERO.ORG> 
Subject: Re: Social Control 
 
[From Rick Marken (961204.1650)] 
 
Martin Taylor (961204 18:15) -- 
 
>This gets tiresome. 
 
Learning (reorganization) is not easy. 
 
Me: 
 
> Look at the diagram, Martin. The server's actions are _not_ controlled. 
 
Ye: 
 
>Does the customer not act so that the salesperson delivers the desired 
>item? 
 
Yes. There is control of the desired item; NOT of the salesperson's actions 
or controlled results. 
 
>Does the customer not say things like "No, the other one" if the 
>salesperson acts so as to deliver the wrong item? 
 
Yes. There is control of the desired item; NOT of the salesperson's actions 
or controlled results. 
 
>Does the customer not continue to affect the salesperson's perceptions until 
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>the salesperson's actions result in the correct item being delivered (or 
>until a conflict arises with some controlled perception in the salesperson)? 
 
Yes. There is control of the desired item; NOT of the salesperson's actions 
or controlled results. 
 
Again, look carefully at my diagram. The customer does say things that are 
a disturbance to a perception that is controlled by the server. But the 
customer is not _controlling_ the server's actions or the perception 
controlled by the server. The customer does nothing to protect a perception 
of the server's actions from disturbance. The server can produce the 
desired item for the customer using any actions that will produce that 
item. The customer doesn't care what actions the server uses to produce 
the item; he only wants the item. If the wrong item is forthcoming the 
customer may yell ("No, the other one") and swear ("You stupid dufus") 
at the server. But these are just disturbances to the server's controlled 
variable (to give good service); they don't control the server's actions or 
the server's controlled variable. 
 
>The server's action...is clearly being controlled by the customer. 
 
OK. Let's look at Bill Powers' (961204.1345 MST) definition of control: 
 
>A is said to control B if, for every change in B away from the controlled 
>state, A takes action to restore B to that particular state. 
 
So you are saying that for every change in the server's action (os) away 
from the controlled state the customer takes action (oc) to restore the 
server's action to that particular state. Can you please show me where 
that is happening in my diagram of the interaction between customer and 
server? Where is the control loop in which the server's action (os) is the 
controlled variable. 
 
Me: 
 
> The customer is not controlling the server in any way. 
 
Ye: 
 
>Do you see yet how this is wrong?  I sure hope so:-) 
 
No. I don't see how this is wrong. I sure hope you will explain how this 
is wrong using my diagram. 
 
Best 
 
Rick 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Wed, 4 Dec 1996 19:42:04 +0000 
From:    Richard marken <marken@AERO.ORG> 
Subject: Re: Social Control 
 
[From Rick Marken (961204.1830)] 
 
Well, I hate to do this but: 
 
Me: 
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> The customer is not controlling the server in any way. 
 
Martin Taylor (961204 18:15) -- 
 
> Do you see yet how this is wrong?  I sure hope so:-) 
 
Yes! I admit it. I am wrong! 
 
The customer is unquestionably controlling a side effect of the 
server's actions. So the customer is controlling the server 
in _some way_. The customer is _not_ controlling the server's 
action;the customer is not controlling the server's controlled 
variables. The customer _is_ controlling an immediate side effect of 
theserver's controlling. 
 
So I think you are absolutely correct. Martin: all 
cooperative interactions between living control system seem 
to involve control of _some aspect_ of one person's behavior (action, 
controlled variable or side effect) by another person. 
 
You know I _hate_ to be wrong, Martin, old man. But at least 
I can now go to my square dancing class with a clear conscience. 
 
Contritely 
 
Rick 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Wed, 4 Dec 1996 21:41:53 -0500 
From:    Bruce Gregory <bgregory@CFA.HARVARD.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Windows 95, Microsoft, and computer progress 
 
 [From Bruce Gregory (961204.2140 EST)] 
 
Bill Powers (961204.1520 MST) 
 
 
Courage. Once you get Win 95 working, you'll love it... 
trust me. I highly recommend _Windows 95 is Driving 
Me Crazy: A Practical Guide to Windows 95 Headaches, 
Hassles, Bugs, Potholes, and Installation Problems_ 
by Kay Yarborough Nelson, Peachpit Press. 
 
It took me quite a while to get my Internet connections 
set up, but now everything runs smoothly. I'm using 
I.E. 3.01 and it runs Rick's JAVA routines very nicely. 
 
Good luck. 
 
 
Bruce Gregory 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Thu, 5 Dec 1996 05:34:02 -0500 
From:    Bruce Gregory <bgregory@CFA.HARVARD.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Windows 95, Microsoft, and computer progress 
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[From Bruce Gregory (961205.0535 EST)] 
 
Bill Powers (961204.1520 MST)] 
. 
"If you're using the 32-bit version on something like 
Netscape, you'll need a 32-bit Winsock.dll. Window's 
95 32-bit Winsock is called Wsock32.dll. That's the one 
want to use instead of Winsock.dll. so make sure your 
program can find it and it hasn't been renamed 
something else. It should be in your Windows 95\ 
System folder. 
 
"If you get the error message "Netscape was unable 
to create a network socket connection (Reason 10047)," 
that means you're trying to use the 16-bit .dll (Winsock.dll). 
Make sure its not in your path. If Windows 95 encounters 
the Trumpet Winsock.dll file, it can crash." 
 
                                        -Windows 95 Is Driving Me Crazy 
 
 
Bruce Gregory 
 
By the way. Thanks for the very nice posts responding to me 
yesterday. I'm taking them very much to heart. 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Thu, 5 Dec 1996 14:45:53 +0100 
From:    "J.A. Blom" <J.A.Blom@ELE.TUE.NL> 
Subject: many/one means to an end 
 
[Hans Blom, 961205] 
 
(Martin Taylor 961204 10:30) 
 
>One of the fundamental aphorisms of PCT is "many means to a given 
>end." 
 
Two remarks. 
 
1. Yes. Although we control for a lot of simultaneous goals, there 
are vastly more things that we don't need to, indeed don't want to 
control. Certain things happen "automatically" or "ballistically", 
due to the laws of nature or cultural convention, and they don't 
require my control; I just count on it that they happen (I have a 
good "internal model" of such normally occurring sequences). If I ask 
the sales person for a pack of gum, I just want to get the gum and 
don't care (within limits) how. By no means would I need to/want to 
control _all_ aspects of the sales person's behavior. If I just want 
the ball to hit the floor, I just drop it; it would require much more 
effort on my part if I also were to control the ball's position from 
letting go to impact through time in a particular way. And I do not 
want to exert that effort if it serves no goal. Basic economics. And 
if the sales clerk becomes nasty, I can go to a different shop. 
 
2. No, if I apply the aphorism to myself. In that case, I can reach a 
certain goal only through one path through time. In my imagination I 
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can try to consider all "solution paths", as AI calls them, from 
where I am now to where I want to be, in order to discover the "best" 
one, but reality constrains me to follow one single path. Yet, even 
though I have to choose one particular means, many of its aspects may 
still be kind of irrelevant. I can either ride a bicycle or drive a 
car to get to the university. Sometimes I have a good reason to do 
either, sometimes it does not matter. But even in the latter case, I 
_have to_ choose. 
 
So the validity of the aphorism depends upon what we talk about. 
 
By the way, Martin, our (all too brief) conversation on your visit 
last week prompted me to rethink the issue of a single top-level goal 
in a hierarchical controller. As I indicated, a single mathematically 
equivalent top-level goal can always be computed given a number of 
lower level goals. As you indicated, we might indeed not be able to 
recognize such a construct as a PCT-type of goal, and its utility may 
be doubtful for practical purposes. Or maybe not. I'm working on a 
post. 
 
Greetings, 
 
Hans 
 
------------------------------ 
 
End of CSGNET Digest - 4 Dec 1996 to 5 Dec 1996 
*********************************************** 
 
Date:     Fri, 6 Dec 1996 08:00:00 -0600 
Subject:  CSGNET Digest - 5 Dec 1996 to 6 Dec 1996 
 
There are 16 messages totalling 709 lines in this issue. 
 
Topics of the day: 
 
  1. Spider Tricks, Social Control 
  2. Billy Graham and PCT (3) 
  3. Jehovah's Hans (2) 
  4. Dark Ages II (2) 
  5. Social Control (3) 
  6. Lessons from PCT 
  7. Reflections on Java (2) 
  8. Windows 95, Microsoft, and computer progress 
  9. Ahhh, epistemology at last! 
 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Date:    Thu, 5 Dec 1996 15:00:29 +0100 
From:    "J.A. Blom" <J.A.Blom@ELE.TUE.NL> 
Subject: Re: Spider Tricks, Social Control 
 
[Hans Blom, 961205b] 
 
(Rick Marken (961204.0800)) 
 
>>In my opinion, the "imagination connection" (alias "world model" or 
>>"acquired knowledge") operates ALL THE TIME and AT ALL LEVELS, 
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>Hans, if you had anything more than an opinion (like some data, for 
>instance) I might be interested. 
 
Regrettably, Rick, I function on the principle that there are no 
facts or truths, just opinions. You'll never get more from me than an 
opinion. You're not interested in data, I assure you. I could send 
you lots and lots of data and you wouldn't know what to do with them. 
 
>... based on what we already know from the simple spiral demo, the 
>idea that your kind of "model-based control" is working "ALL THE 
>TIME and AT ALL LEVELS" appears to exist only in your "imagination 
>connection". 
 
Regrettably, Rick, in my theory the "imagination connection" plays a 
role in anything I (and you :-) perceive: there are no theory-free 
observations; internal pre-existing knowledge or prejudice always 
colors the data, and the more so the more someone is convinced of 
the "factness" of his/her "knowledge". You are a prime example of 
that ... 
 
Greetings, 
 
Hans 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Thu, 5 Dec 1996 15:57:19 +0100 
From:    "J.A. Blom" <J.A.Blom@ELE.TUE.NL> 
Subject: Re: Billy Graham and PCT 
 
[Hans Blom, 961205c] 
 
(Bruce Gregory (961204.1215 EST)) 
 
>It occurs to me that one way to look at "born again" Christianity is 
>that it begins with the message "Look at what a mess you have made 
>trying to exercise control in your life. If you would only surrender 
>control to an omniscient and beneficent controller, things will go 
>much better for you." 
 
I read this as follows, translated into PCT language. First is the 
realization that we are frequently pretty bad controllers, who are 
often confronted with lack of control, especially "unintended side 
effects" that later show up to seriously interfere with some of our 
own dearest goals. [In model-based controller terminology that would 
be: we are confronted with the imperfections of our model and, given 
an imperfect model, control cannot be perfect either]. In short, we 
make a lot of errors. That is a fact, although in my view these 
errors occur mainly at the lower levels of the hierarchy; that we are 
still alive shows that the higher level goals always remained in 
control. But that may be just my heretical view ;-). 
 
Second is the realization that these "errors" or "disturbances" are 
not "bad" but actually do not harm us; they may even be considered 
benign. Only from such "disturbances" can we learn, after all, and 
what we learn is that we can, notwithstanding our fears, cope with 
them (remain in control) if we just let them be. We can even better 
cope with them if we welcome them as benign, as "the best that could 
ever happen to us". This "transformation" eliminates fear (of the 
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unknown, of "error", of "disturbance", of what was earlier thought of 
as uncontrollable). Not only that: not avoiding disturbances but 
dealing with them makes better controllers of us, who have a wider 
span of control. 
 
This explains: 
 
>Indeed, for many people the notion that "everything happens for a 
>reason" and "God's will be done" seems to dramatically reduce the 
>anxiety associated with being an autonomous controller in a world 
>filled with other autonomous controllers. 
 
Yes, this strategy truly works. Reik, one of Freud's lesser known 
pupils, said: "Love is the absence of fear". If the world and the 
things in it do not induce fear (of the unknown/"uncontrollable") 
anymore, we can start to feel their attraction, their positive 
qualities, their "love" (for now defined as a feeling of being 
attracted to). Instead of being "disturbed" by the world, we start to 
feel that we live in harmony with it, that it even takes care of us. 
 
"God" is a reification/personification of the source of this feeling. 
In the PCT model, both our own actions and "disturbances", often 
created by other persons, act on the world, and both our actions and 
these extraneous disturbances create similar perceptual effects. It 
is thus easy to think that an unseen personal actor creates the 
"disturbances" that we cannot attribute to a visible person. 
 
I hope I didn't offend anyone with this personal view. 
 
Greetings, 
 
Hans 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Thu, 5 Dec 1996 08:04:46 -0800 
From:    Richard Marken <marken@AEROSPACE.AERO.ORG> 
Subject: Jehovah's Hans 
 
[From Rick Marken (961205.0800)] 
 
Hans Blom (961205b) -- 
 
>Regrettably, Rick, I function on the principle that there are no 
>facts or truths, just opinions. 
 
No facts? 
 
>You're not interested in data, I assure you. I could send you lots and 
>lots of data and you wouldn't know what to do with them. 
 
Try me. Send me some data that requires a model-based control explanation. 
 
>there are no theory-free observations 
 
That's your theory;-) 
 
>internal pre-existing knowledge or prejudice always colors the data 
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That opinion certainly explains why you spurn the scientific approach to 
the study of living systems. If your statement above is true, then how do 
you explain the remarkable success of the scientific method? 
 
Since the comparison of experimental data to model performance (ie. the 
scientific method) seeme to have no influence on your opinion about how 
people work, your view of behavior as model-based control is simply a 
religious convinction. This makes your contributions to this list rather 
like the hand-outs I get from Jehovah's Witnesses who occasionally come by 
the house to set me straight about the coming apocalypse. 
 
Opinions are like assholes, Hans. Everybody's got one. If you're not 
interested in whether or not your opinion (model) is consistent with 
observation, then please take your hand-outs to the next house; maybe 
they care about your opinion. 
 
Best 
 
Rick 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Thu, 5 Dec 1996 17:20:05 +0100 
From:    Oded Maler <Oded.Maler@IMAG.FR> 
Subject: Re: Jehovah's Hans 
 
[From Oded Maler 961205] 
 
Rick Marken (961205.0800) 
 
 (Hans): 
 >internal pre-existing knowledge or prejudice always colors the data 
 
 That opinion certainly explains why you spurn the scientific approach to 
 the study of living systems. If your statement above is true, then how do 
 you explain the remarkable success of the scientific method? 
 
Which sucess, can you remind us? 
 
>From time to time I am astonished by your naive scientificism, Rick. 
Take the most convincing experimental data that confirms your thesis, 
or that you use in order to track the so-called controlled variable, 
and I can easily show you on how many assumptions and prejudice it is 
built. 
 
In fact I just wanted to say happy Chanukka, 
 
--Oded 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Thu, 5 Dec 1996 08:36:52 -0800 
From:    Richard Marken <marken@AEROSPACE.AERO.ORG> 
Subject: Dark Ages II 
 
[From Rick Marken (961205.0830)] 
 
Oded Maler (961205) -- 
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>From time to time I am astonished by your naive scientificism, Rick. 
 
Gosh. It's just what I learned in chem lab;-) 
 
>Take the most convincing experimental data that confirms your thesis, 
>or that you use in order to track the so-called controlled variable, 
>and I can easily show you on how many assumptions and prejudice it is 
>built. 
 
So what? It still confirms my thesis (that variable X is under control). 
 
What, are you and Hans trying to be the vanguard of the new Theocratic 
Age? Rest assured that you are winning. Welcome to "Dark Ages II: This 
Time There's No Excuse". 
 
>In fact I just wanted to say happy Chanukka, 
 
I rest my case. 
 
Best 
 
Rick 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Thu, 5 Dec 1996 11:45:05 -0500 
From:    Martin Taylor <mmt@HERMES.DCIEM.DND.CA> 
Subject: Re: Social Control 
 
[Martin Taylor 961205 11:15] 
>Rick Marken (961204.1830)] 
 
I think we are in agreement. Mostly. 
 
> The customer is unquestionably controlling a side effect of the 
> server's actions. 
 
Comment below. 
 
> So the customer is controlling the server 
> in _some way_. The customer is _not_ controlling the server's 
> action;the customer is not controlling the server's controlled 
> variables. 
 
Right. However, the customer is acting as part of the environmental 
feedback path for one of the salesperson's controlled perceptions: 
the reference value for this perception is to see the customer as 
being satisfied. And the customer assumes (perceives, believes) that 
the salesperson has such a reference value as part of the perception 
of the person playing the role of "salesperson." What happens when we 
mistake another customer for a salesperson in a shop? Think about it;-) 
 
> The customer _is_ controlling an immediate side effect of 
> theserver's controlling. 
> 
 
Now I'm unclear on how you see the situation. And I think this unclarity(!) 
has nothing to do with the interpersonal situation, but with the relationship 
among the variables in a control hierarchy. Handing the customer the 
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item is a means--an action by the salesperson--whose effects propagate 
through the environmental feedback path (consisting largely of the customer) 
to influence the perception the salesperson has of the cusomer's level 
of satisfaction. If that level is the same as the salesperson's reference 
level for that perception, then the salesperson has no further error and 
no further action is required. An observer would say that the transaction 
has been completed. 
 
Now, is an action that is a (partial) means of bringing a perception to 
its reference value a side-effect? Ordinarily, one would (or at least I 
would) say "no." My use of the term "side-effect" is an effect on the 
environment that does not influence the controlled perception, at least 
not within the time-scale of the control loop's normal action. (There's 
a technical issue here, relating to stability and delayed effects, but 
I don't want to further "declarify" the issue by going into it). 
 
As I would use the term, the provision of the item to the customer is 
an influence on the customer's controlled perception (reference level: 
to have the item) and a part of the environmental feedback path for the 
salesperson's controlled perception (reference level: to see the customer 
satisfied). And I think that's the way you drew it, unless I badly misread 
your diagram. And I wouldn't call that a side-effect of the salesperson's 
control. But you might, and I might be persuaded to change my usage, given 
adequate reason. 
 
> So I think you are absolutely correct. Martin: all 
> cooperative interactions between living control system seem 
> to involve control of _some aspect_ of one person's behavior (action, 
> controlled variable or side effect) by another person. 
 
Sorry, but I'd rather replace "all" in the first line by "one class of". 
There are cooperative interactions of a quite different kind that don't 
have this characteristic, whether you use the term "side-effect" or not. 
 
The phrase "pouring oil on troubled waters" characterizes another class, 
in which the actions of one ECU reduce the coupling between the 
disturbing variable and the CEV of another ECU, and vice-versa 
in a reciprocal arrangement (or in a network of many ECUs). In this 
class, the important interactions may well be by way of true side-effects. 
Each member of the cluster controls more readily by virtue of the 
existence of other members of the cluster, but there's no need for 
any of them to have overlapping CEVs (i.e. their actions don't directly 
influence each other's perceptions). 
 
Yet another class (rare, I think) occurs when one person physically 
manipulates another in ways that do not disturb controlled variables; 
for example "Let me show you a better way to hold this golf club/tennis 
racquet/bowling ball". There may be yet more classes, including ones 
in which the controlled variable is indeed a true side-effect of the 
actions of another person. 
> 
> You know I _hate_ to be wrong, Martin, old man. But at least 
> I can now go to my square dancing class with a clear conscience. 
> 
Very happy for you. Who doesn't hate to be wrong? It's a disturbance to 
an important controlled perception in most people (including me, and you 
say, you). But clearing the conscience is a statement of error reduction 
in an even more important controlled perception, isn't it. And isn't it 
a nice feeling? 
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Martin 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Thu, 5 Dec 1996 16:58:24 EST 
From:    Bruce Gregory <gregory@CF4.HARVARD.EDU> 
Subject: Lessons from PCT 
 
[From Bruce Gregory (961205.1700 EST)] 
 
In the country of the blind, the one-eyed man is ignored. 
 
 
Bruce Gregory 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Thu, 5 Dec 1996 15:17:00 -0800 
From:    "Marken, Richard S." <Marken@COURIER3.AERO.ORG> 
Subject: Reflections on Java 
 
[From Rick Marken (961205.1520)] 
 
This may not be the best time (given Bill's problems with Win95) but I'd 
like to make some comments about the Java demos. First, I'd like to thank 
everyone who did try them and gave me feedback. I've learned that Java is not 
nearly as "platform independent" as one might hope -- especially when it 
comes to interactive animations. I hope that those of you who tried them will 
keep going back to them occasionally. I plan to revise (and, hopefully, 
improve) the demos regularly and (_slowly_) add new demos to the collection. 
The demos can currently be accessed by going directly to 
 
http://www.leonardo.net/Marken/demos.html 
 
The main thing I've learned so far (to my despair;-)) is that these demos 
run somewhat more smoothly on a PC than on a Mac. This has been my experience 
here at work too. Even on a fast Mac (Martin used a 200MHz Power PC I 
believe) there are brief "freezes" or "jags" where the animation seems to 
skip ahead suddenly. A slow Mac (Gary Cziko used an LC I believe) will work 
(I'm amazed) but the quality is very poor. I use a 120MHz Power PC and the 
animation is a bit rough but not that bad. The jaggyness of the animation is 
worst (on the Mac) when the programs are run in Netscape; the programs can be 
run as stand alone applications and they run quite a bit more smoothly that 
way. So the problem on the Mac seems to be with Netscape and/or with the way 
Apple does the network layer. Maybe things will improve or the Mac will get 
so fast that these  problems will no longer be noticeable. 
 
The feedback from PC users is generally good. I think the programs look 
better on the faster Pentium processers but I'm not sure. There are a couple 
of folks out there using Suns. I think the demos run pretty well on these 
machines but there were some problems with the HTML for the "Test for the 
Controlled Variable" demo as originally written. I have no idea what the 
problem was but I changed the HTML and everything seems to be OK now (is 
that right Rupert?). 
 
Although faster machines seem to improve the animation they also make the 
control tasks more difficult. Java lets you put in a time delay between 
each animation iteration, which should determine the _fastest_ possible 
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refresh rate (and the greatest degree of difficulty of the control task); if 
this is true (and I'm not sure it is yet) then timing of these programs 
should be close to standard when 1) everyone is on minimally fast computer 
(say a 166 Pentium or better) or when browsers (like Netscape) come equipped 
with a _just in time_ Java compiler (so that computational overhead during 
each animation cycle is minimum). 
 
I am trying to design the demo displays so that it is possible to read about 
the demo _while_ it is happening. This means that the demo displays have to 
be designed to fit the minimal screen size. When you try these demos I would 
appreciate any suggestions about better ways to display them. I would also 
appreciate suggestions for improving the existing demos or for developing 
new demos and experiments. 
 
Best 
 
Rick 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Thu, 5 Dec 1996 10:44:59 -0800 
From:    Richard Marken <marken@AEROSPACE.AERO.ORG> 
Subject: Re: Social Control 
 
[From Rick Marken (961205.1100)] 
 
Me: 
 
> The customer _is_ controlling an immediate side effect of the server's 
> controlling. 
 
Martin Taylor (961205 11:15) -- 
 
>Now I'm unclear on how you see the situation... is an action that is a 
>(partial) means of bringing a perception to its reference value a side- 
>effect? 
 
>As I would use the term, the provision of the item to the customer is 
>an influence on the customer's controlled perception...And I wouldn't call 
>that a side-effect of the salesperson's control. But you might, and I 
>might be persuaded to change my usage, given adequate reason. 
 
I came to my realization that the customer was actually controlling a side- 
effect of the saleperson's actions when I thought about the interaction in 
terms of the "rubber band demo". Provision of the item to the customer is 
a control action just as movement of the rubberband by the subject is a 
control action. In both cases, the controller (experimenter or customer) is 
controlling a _side effect_ of actions. A side effect of being handed item 
X is the customer's perception of that item; a side effect of pulling 
on the rubber band is the experimenter's perception of the movement of the 
subject's finger. In both cases, it is a _side effect_ of control actions 
(perception of item X, perception of finger movement) that is controlled 
(by the experimenter and the customer, respectively). 
 
These side effects are strongly or weakly linked to the control actions; 
but they are _not_ the control actions themselves. This can be seen by 
having the same actions produce different side effects. For example, 
suppose you are controlling your perception of the position of the 
subject's finger in the rubber band demo and you want to move the 
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subject's finger so that the tip of the finger cover's an X on the table. 
The actions that accomplish this result (from your perspective) are 
different depending on where you are located relative to the finger and the 
X. If you are looking from above then the finger must be directly over 
the X; if your are looking from the left, the finger must be slightly to 
the left of the X, etc. So when you control for the perception of "finger 
on X" you are not controlling for particular actions from the subject; you 
are controlling for particular _side effects_ of those actions (from your 
perspective). 
 
In the case of the salesperson, handing you item X is a control action 
(controlling the salesperson's perception of being of service); but the 
result of this action, from your perspective, is a side effect; and it is 
this side effect that you are controlling. 
 
Actually, I think we can _only_ control side effects of control actions 
since we can only see those actions from our perspective. The difference 
between "controlling actions" vs "controlling side effects" is really 
a matter of degree. I suppose we would say we are "controlling actions" 
when actions are very tightly linked to the perceptions we are controlling 
(as they are in the case of controlling finger position in the rubber 
band demo) and that we are "controlling side effects" when actions are 
very weakly linked to the perceptions we are controlling (as is often the 
case in sales transactions where our main interest is in getting a look at 
item X, regardless of how the salesperson gets it to us). 
 
Best 
 
Rick 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Thu, 5 Dec 1996 13:37:19 EST 
From:    Bruce Gregory <gregory@CF4.HARVARD.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Billy Graham and PCT 
 
[From Bruce Gregory (961205.1335 EST)] 
 
Hans Blom, 961205c 
 
> "God" is a reification/personification of the source of this feeling. 
> In the PCT model, both our own actions and "disturbances", often 
> created by other persons, act on the world, and both our actions and 
> these extraneous disturbances create similar perceptual effects. It 
> is thus easy to think that an unseen personal actor creates the 
> "disturbances" that we cannot attribute to a visible person. 
> 
> I hope I didn't offend anyone with this personal view. 
 
Not me. Thanks. 
 
 
Bruce Gregory 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Thu, 5 Dec 1996 13:40:48 EST 
From:    Bruce Gregory <gregory@CF4.HARVARD.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Dark Ages II 
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[From Bruce Gregory (961205.1340 EST)] 
 
Rick Marken (961205.0830) 
> 
> >Oded Maler (961205) -- 
 
> >From time to time I am astonished by your naive scientificism, Rick. 
> 
> Gosh. It's just what I learned in chem lab;-) 
 
We naive scientificists have got to stick together. You can 
count on me, Rick.... 
 
Bruce Gregory 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Thu, 5 Dec 1996 14:37:51 -0700 
From:    Bill Powers <powers_w@FRONTIER.NET> 
Subject: Re: Windows 95, Microsoft, and computer progress 
 
[From Bill Powers (961205.1425 MST)] 
 
>From Bruce Gregory (961205.0535 EST)-- 
 
>"If you're using the 32-bit version on something like 
>Netscape, you'll need a 32-bit Winsock.dll. Window's 
>95 32-bit Winsock is called Wsock32.dll. That's the one 
>want to use instead of Winsock.dll. so make sure your 
>program can find it and it hasn't been renamed 
>something else. It should be in your Windows 95\ 
>System folder. 
> 
>"If you get the error message "Netscape was unable 
>to create a network socket connection (Reason 10047)," 
>that means you're trying to use the 16-bit .dll (Winsock.dll). 
>Make sure its not in your path. If Windows 95 encounters 
>the Trumpet Winsock.dll file, it can crash." 
> 
>                                        -Windows 95 Is Driving Me Crazy 
 
That was the very thing I needed -- actually I went looking for a 32-bit 
winsock last night, found it, downloaded it this morning when the net was 
calm, and got it running. I've looked on Rick's Java program and found it 
good. Also, it turns out that the new Trumpet Winsock contains instructions 
for connecting to different servers, too. 
 
Sounds like a must-have book; thanks. 
 
Best, 
 
Bill P. 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Thu, 5 Dec 1996 14:47:02 -0800 
From:    Richard Marken <marken@AEROSPACE.AERO.ORG> 
Subject: Re: Social Control 
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Here is a repost of earlier reply to Martin Taylor that seems to have 
become lost in cyberspace. 
 
------ 
[From Rick Marken (961205.1100)] 
 
Me: 
 
> The customer _is_ controlling an immediate side effect of the server's 
> controlling. 
 
Martin Taylor (961205 11:15) -- 
 
>Now I'm unclear on how you see the situation... is an action that is a 
>(partial) means of bringing a perception to its reference value a side- 
>effect? 
 
>As I would use the term, the provision of the item to the customer is 
>an influence on the customer's controlled perception...And I wouldn't call 
>that a side-effect of the salesperson's control. But you might, and I 
>might be persuaded to change my usage, given adequate reason. 
 
I came to my realization that the customer was actually controlling a side- 
effect of the saleperson's actions when I thought about the interaction in 
terms of the "rubber band demo". Provision of the item to the customer is 
a control action just as movement of the rubberband by the subject is a 
control action. In both cases, the controller (experimenter or customer) is 
controlling a _side effect_ of actions. A side effect of being handed item 
X is the customer's perception of that item; a side effect of pulling 
on the rubber band is the experimenter's perception of the movement of the 
subject's finger. In both cases, it is a _side effect_ of control actions 
(perception of item X, perception of finger movement) that is controlled 
(by the experimenter and the customer, respectively). 
 
These side effects are strongly or weakly linked to the control actions; 
but they are _not_ the control actions themselves. This can be seen by 
having the same actions produce different side effects. For example, 
suppose you are controlling your perception of the position of the 
subject's finger in the rubber band demo and you want to move the 
subject's finger so that the tip of the finger cover's an X on the table. 
The actions that accomplish this result (from your perspective) are 
different depending on where you are located relative to the finger and the 
X. If you are looking from above then the finger must be directly over 
the X; if your are looking from the left, the finger must be slightly to 
the left of the X, etc. So when you control for the perception of "finger 
on X" you are not controlling for particular actions from the subject; you 
are controlling for particular _side effects_ of those actions (from your 
perspective). 
 
In the case of the salesperson, handing you item X is a control action 
(controlling the salesperson's perception of being of service); but the 
result of this action, from your perspective, is a side effect; and it is 
this side effect that you are controlling. 
 
Actually, I think we can _only_ control side effects of control actions 
since we can only see those actions from our perspective. The difference 
between "controlling actions" vs "controlling side effects" is really 
a matter of degree. I suppose we would say we are "controlling actions" 
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when actions are very tightly linked to the perceptions we are controlling 
(as they are in the case of controlling finger position in the rubber 
band demo) and that we are "controlling side effects" when actions are 
very weakly linked to the perceptions we are controlling (as is often the 
case in sales transactions where our main interest is in getting a look at 
item X, regardless of how the salesperson gets it to us). 
 
Best 
 
Rick 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Thu, 5 Dec 1996 17:25:50 -0700 
From:    "T. B. Harms" <tbh@TESSER.COM> 
Subject: Ahhh, epistemology at last! 
 
[Tracy Harms 961205.17] 
 
 
Hans Blom, 961205b corresponds with Rick Marken (961204.0800), (961205.0800) 
 
I am intrigued.  I, too, think that "there are no theory-free observations; 
internal pre-existing knowledge or prejudice always colors the data".  This 
has me inclined to chip in with Hans Blom.  However, he also says "I 
function on the principle that there are no facts or truths, just 
opinions."  That throws me far in an opposite direction. 
 
But much of the discussion here seems to be around the "imagination 
connection".  My impression is that Rick understands this to mean that 
there is something in the control system like Figure 15.3 of B:CP (with the 
Immagination Connection diagrammed as a switching system changing the 
reference signal to a comparator). 
 
I'm not so sure what Hans thinks, but I will say this:  If you think, Hans, 
that the absence of theory-free observation implies the presence of 
control-system structure of this sort "AT ALL LEVELS", your interpretation 
is incorrect.  If this is what you think, you have misunderstood the 
meaning of the proposition that all observations are theory impregnated. 
At least, your treatment is contrary to the writings on this idea which 
have influenced me. 
 
In regard to this tenet of epistemology, a control system itself counts as 
"a theory."  There is no theory-free observation because there is no 
observation which does not involve active interpretation with pre-existing 
bias--such as even the most rudimentary control system embodies. 
 
 
Tracy Bruce Harms                                        tbh@tesser.com 
Boulder, Colorado 
----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
"How odd it is that anyone should not see that all observation must be 
for or against some view if it is to be of any service!" 
                                                        Charles Darwin 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Thu, 5 Dec 1996 20:17:22 -0500 
From:    GANN Trey <TREYGANN@AOL.COM> 
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Subject: Re: Billy Graham and PCT 
 
MAYBE IF WE REORGANIZE OUR HIERARCHY THEN GOD AND HIS WILL CAN BE THE HIGHEST 
LEVEL OF REFERENCE AND THAT IS WHEN WE GREATLY REDUCE OUR ANXIETY AS GREGORY 
PUT IT.  BUT THEN MAYBE WHEN GOD AND HIS WILL ARE NOT AT THE TOP LEVEL OF 
HIERARCHICAL CONTROL THINGS GET MESSED UP.  AND MAYBE OUR SOCIETY OF CONTROL 
SYSTEMS ARE NOT INCORPORATING GOD OR HIS WILL INTO THEIR HIERARCHY OF 
CONTROLLED PERCEPTIONS AND THEREFORE WE HAVE TO DEAL WITH THEIR ANTI-SOCIAL 
BEHAVIOR THAT WE SEE. 
 
I AM A COUNSELOR.  IT IS AMAZING WHAT OUR YOUNG ONES ARE DEALING WITH.  A 
NINTH GRADER TOLD ME THAT A SIXTH GRADER THREATENED HIM WITH GUNS.  WHAT 
HAPPENED TO THE PLAYGROUND FIGHTS? 
 
I AM GREATLY CONCERNED WITH THE WAY THINGS ARE GOING.  DON'T WANT TO ARGUE 
ABOUT RELIGION.  BUT THAT IT IS INTERESTING TO LOOK AT HOW A GREATER CONTROL 
SYSTEM THAN US CAN INLUENCE/GUIDE US IF WE LET IT.  GOD SEEMS TO YIELD 
SELF-CONTROL TO US AT THIS POINT IN TIME.  WHAT ARE WE GOING TO DO WITH OUR 
SELF-CONTROL.  WHAT EXPERIENCES WILL INDIVIDUAL CONTROL SYSTEMS CONTROL FOR? 
 WILL THEY CONTROL FOR PROSOCIAL OR ANTI-SOCIAL EXPERIENCES?  IT APPEARS TO 
BE UP TO EACH ONE OF THEM. 
 
THANKS GREGORY FOR RAISING THESE QUESTIONS AND MY REACTIONS.  TAKE CARE EACH 
OF YOU AND HAVE A GOOD WEEKEND. 
 
TREY GANN; COUNSELOR IN TYLER, TEXAS 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Fri, 6 Dec 1996 12:11:23 +0000 
From:    Rupert J Young <eep1ry@EE.SURREY.AC.UK> 
Subject: Re: Reflections on Java 
 
[From Rupert Young (961206.1200 UT)] 
 
 (Rick Marken (961205.1520)) 
 
> I have no idea what the 
> problem was but I changed the HTML and everything seems to be OK now (is 
> that right Rupert?). 
 
Yep, working fine now. 
 
-- 
Regards, 
Rupert 
 
------------------------------ 
 
End of CSGNET Digest - 5 Dec 1996 to 6 Dec 1996 
*********************************************** 
 
Date:     Sat, 7 Dec 1996 08:00:30 +1800 
Subject:  CSGNET Digest - 6 Dec 1996 to 7 Dec 1996 
 
There are 17 messages totalling 922 lines in this issue. 
 
Topics of the day: 
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  1. Observation, Theory, God (3) 
  2. Social Control (2) 
  3. Epistemology -- again (4) 
  4. Jehovah's Hans 
  5. Infinite Potential 
  6. perception, observation, experience, etc. (2) 
  7. Side effects (3) 
  8. Volitional Action update 
 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Date:    Fri, 6 Dec 1996 08:28:57 -0800 
From:    Richard Marken <marken@AEROSPACE.AERO.ORG> 
Subject: Observation, Theory, God 
 
[From Rick Marken (961206.0830)] 
 
Tracy Harms (961205.17) -- 
 
>I, too, think that "there are no theory-free observations; internal pre- 
>existing knowledge or prejudice always colors the data". 
 
I'm not much of a philsopher of science but it seems to me that my 
observations are simply my observations.  My observations -- what I see, 
hear, taste, feel, smell, imagine, fear, etc -- are my perceptual 
experiences, which simply are there. I am often simulataneously making 
mental _interpretations_ of these observations, either formally (as when I 
interpret observations of control phenomena in terms of a control model) or 
informally (as when I interpret my inability to open the door with my old 
house key - - wrong key, broken lock, alternative universe, etc). But the 
observations _themselves_ (of the key, the effort, the anger and 
confusion) are simply there, uninterpreted. 
 
>This has me inclined to chip in with Hans Blom. 
 
You'll snap out of it;-) 
 
>However, he also says "I function on the principle that there are no facts 
>or truths, just opinions."  That throws me far in an opposite direction. 
 
Now you're talkin'. 
 
>There is no theory-free observation because there is no observation which 
>does not involve active interpretation with pre-existing bias--such as even 
>the most rudimentary control system embodies. 
 
I think the idea that "there is no theory-free observation" is itself a 
theory based on several sets of observations, the main ones being 1) that 
observations occur in the brain and 2) that there is a sensory interface 
between the brain and what is observed. I agree with this basic picture; 
observations (perceptions) are _representations_ of external reality; they 
are not the external reality itself. But this does not mean that there is 
anything _theoretical_ about the observations themselves. 
 
For example, right now I am observing the words on the screen. This 
(non-verbal) experience is as true as it can be. Even if you could show 
that the words are "really" just little dots, or collections of photons, or 
the result of direct electrical stimulation of my brain or whatever; 
nevertheless, my observation of the words is what it is; I'm seeing them 
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right now; that's what I observe. 
 
The question of _theory_ comes in when we try to _explain_ what we observe. 
Theories or models are themselves perceptions that we use to explain 
collections of other perceptions (observations) and (most important) to 
explain how our actions will affect what we observe. 
 
Some theories can explain all of what we observe and accurately predict what 
we will observe when we take certain actions (like when we ignite a 
booster engine under a Saturn V). These are the theories that we consider 
correct (until observations are made that require revision). My current 
theory of what I am seeing on the screen is that these words are collections 
of pixels, the locations of which are mapped in the computer's memory, etc. I 
can _test_ this explanation by taking actions that should affect these 
perceptions in various ways if the theory is correct; I can write programs, 
for example, that should change the shapes and locations of the letters in 
the words by changing the contents of memory. 
 
This is my idea of what science is about. It's a systemactic way of 
taking actions in order to test theories (models) of observations to see if 
those actions have the expected effect on what is observed. 
 
It seems to me that Hans Blom (961205b) was rejecting the entire scientific 
enterprise by saying that "it's all opinion". Yes, it is all opinion, but 
science has made it possible to show that some opinions (like the opinion 
that behavior is the control of perception) are better than others (like 
the currently prevailing opinion that perception is the control of behavior). 
 
I found Hans' post particularly annoying because 1) I think scientific test 
of opinion (theory) is _extremely_ important; otherwise we're back to the use 
of force to determine who's opinion is best and 2) because Hans continues to 
carry on about model- based control as though this were some important 
contribution to our understanding of purposeful behavior despite the fact 
that there is _no_ evidence that model-based control plays much of a role in 
behavior _and_ despite the fact there is now evidence (the Vancouver 
experiment) that model- based control plays _no_ role in purposeful behavior 
at all. 
 
People (like Hans) who continue to defend beliefs (theories) in the face of 
evidence that contradicts those beliefs happen to give me the creeps. 
 
Bill Powers (961205.1425 MST) 
 
>I've looked on Rick's Java program and found it good. 
 
And the morning and the evening were the first day. 
 
Halleluja;-) 
 
Best 
 
Rick 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Fri, 6 Dec 1996 11:59:52 -0500 
From:    Martin Taylor <mmt@HERMES.DCIEM.DND.CA> 
Subject: Re: Social Control 
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[Martin Taylor 961206 10:50] 
> Rick Marken (961205.1100)] 
 
The location of misunderstanding becomes slowly clearer. 
 
> I came to my realization that the customer was actually controlling a side- 
> effect of the saleperson's actions when I thought about the interaction in 
> terms of the "rubber band demo". 
 
I'm not sure this is a good metaphor. But I'll stick with it for the 
rest of this posting, anyway. In the rubber-band demo, the subject 
does not even need to know that the experimenter exists. The only perception 
being controlled is that of the deviation of the knot from the marker point. 
The "side-effect" of tracing an "X," or whatever the experimenter wants, is 
a means to keeping the knot over the mark. And perhaps should not be called 
a "side-effect" (as discussed at puzzled length below). 
 
> ... A side effect of being handed item 
> X is the customer's perception of that item; a side effect of pulling 
> on the rubber band is the experimenter's perception of the movement of the 
> subject's finger. In both cases, it is a _side effect_ of control actions 
> (perception of item X, perception of finger movement) that is controlled 
> (by the experimenter and the customer, respectively). 
 
In the case of the sale, it seems to me that the controlled perception 
in the salesperson of most interest is that of perceiving a satisfied 
customer. Handing the item is a means to that end, rather as tracing the 
X is a means to keeping the rubber-band knot over the mark. Now you say 
that tracing the X is a side-effect, and in this usage, handing the item 
is indeed a side-effect. 
 
So the question at issue is whether the words "side effect" are appropriate 
to apply to the situation. I'm not sure, and as I said before, I'm willing 
to be persuaded. But I'm not yet persuaded. 
 
Let's consider. If the subject traced something other than "X", or 
the salesperson handed over a different item, the primary controlled 
perception would not come closer to its reference value. So, the "X" 
and the handing over of the correct item are essential components of 
the environmental feedback path on this particular occasion. To me, 
that rules them out as side-effects. 
 
On the other hand, it is clear that "X-ness" and this particular item 
are not essential components of the feedback path for the situation 
in general. They are essential on this occasion only. What is essential 
depends on the controlled perceptions of the other party (experimenter 
or customer) on the particular occasion. The other party controls for a 
perception of "subject tracing X" or of "salesperson handing me that 
specific item," and to the other party the subject's (salesperson's) 
controlled perception is of no interest, except that its control is 
an essential component of the environmental feedback path for the 
other party. 
 
If the subject were not controlling for keeping the knot over the mark, 
or the salesperson were not controlling for perceiving a satisfied 
customer, then neither the experimenter nor the customer would have 
a useable environmental feedback path. In that sense, then, the 
subject's/salesperson's actions in control of their perceptions are 
not side effects, even though, in themselves their specific natures 
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are irrelevant. The experimenter/customer relies on their _being controlled_. 
 
Conflict arises in PCT when the actions of one ECU affect some aspect of 
the environment that is perceived by another ECU. Note that when we are 
talking about ECUs, what is perceived is a _one-dimensional_ (scalar) 
variable, and it is _necessarily_ a controlled variable unless the loop 
gain is zero. In a conflict, this means each is trying to move some aspect of 
the environment, but to a different place. However, if the CEVs for these 
two ECUs are merely correlated, but not identical, it is often possible 
for each to bring its perceptual variable to the reference value eventually, 
despite the mutual disturbance. The conflict may subside as each ECU uses 
other aspects of the environment to bring its perception to the reference 
value (without going up a level, note). We can then talk about the 
two ECUs acting as disturbances on one another through the coupling of the 
non-orthogonal CEVs. Is this what is happening in the rubber band or 
the sale? I don't think so. I think we have neither conflict nor 
mutual disturbance. 
 
Now, what are side-effects? I tend to look at the world environment as a 
space of high dimensionality. The CEV defines some line or one-dimensional 
curve in this space, specified by the Perceptual Input Function of an ECU. 
The output of an ECU is distributed among various acts that affect the 
environment, but, because there is only a single scalar output value, 
the effect of the output on the world is also along a single line or 
one-dimensional curve. The environmental feedback function is the 
projection of the output curve onto the CEV curve, and side-effects are 
the portion of the output curve that remains after the projection onto 
the CEV curve is removed. They do not affect the CEV in any way. 
 
Conflict and mutual disturbance relate to the projections of one output 
curve onto the CEV curve of another ECU. And this includes both direct 
effects (the projection of one CEV curve onto the other, which represents 
conflict) and side-effects (which, added to the direct effects, yield 
the total disturbance effect). 
 
Looking at the situation from this viewpoint, I can't see the "X" control 
or the "handing the item" control as side effects. They define the way 
that the output curve projects onto the CEV for the same ECU at the 
time of interest. That on another occasion the traced shape might be "O" 
or the item different merely represents a change in the projection. But 
these differences don't represent conflict. Of course, the actions of the 
experimenter do disturb the controlled perception of the subject, which 
is why the subject acts in the first place, and when the experimenter is 
controlling for the subject's tracing an "X", the effect of the experimenter's 
actions on the position of the knot _are_ side-effects that disturb. But 
the subjects actions in bringing the knot over the mark are _not_ side- 
effects either from the subject's or from the experimenter's point of view. 
They _are_ the CEV for the experimenter, and they are control actions for 
the subject. 
 
In this sense, then, so long as the subject sustains a reference for 
perceiving the knot to be over the mark, the experimenter _controls_ the 
subject's actions, and those actions that are controlled are not side-effects 
of anything. 
> 
> These side effects are strongly or weakly linked to the control actions; 
> but they are _not_ the control actions themselves. 
 
Yes. I think that's a more straightforward way of saying what I tried to 
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put in semi-technical language above. The "control actions themselves" 
are the projection of the output onto the CEV. The "side-effects" are 
the rest of the influence of the control output on the environment. 
 
> 
> Actually, I think we can _only_ control side effects of control actions 
> since we can only see those actions from our perspective. 
 
This wording is obscure. Our own actions, we cannot see (except from some 
other ECU). The actions of the other, we can see, whether or not those 
actions are controlling actions or side-effects from the viewpoint of 
the other. Hence we can _try_ to control them either way, side-effect 
or not. We will not succeed in controlling them (expect through overwhelming 
force) if they are controlling actions, unless--and this is important-- 
out actions in controlling them are part of the environmental feedback 
path that they are using. And that might be through either our controlling 
actions or through side-effects. 
 
That "unless" matters, because if our actions are independent of the actions 
of the other, then it is almost certain (in the probability theory sense) 
that our actions on average influence the other's CEV so as to increase the 
error. But if our actions are part of the other's environmental feedback 
path, this is by no means assured. It depends on gain and phase relationships 
and can be analyzed (in principle) for any particular coupling. 
 
> I suppose we would say we are "controlling actions" 
> when actions are very tightly linked to the perceptions we are controlling 
> (as they are in the case of controlling finger position in the rubber 
> band demo) and that we are "controlling side effects" when actions are 
> very weakly linked to the perceptions we are controlling (as is often the 
> case in sales transactions where our main interest is in getting a look at 
> item X, regardless of how the salesperson gets it to us). 
> 
As you can see, I'm still not sure whether the term "side-effects" is 
properly employed in either case. Maybe a new term is required for the 
situation were the actions of each party for part of the environmental 
feedback path for the perceptions of the other, and where the two CEVs 
are orthogonal.  In one sense "side-effect" is perfectly proper, and 
in another sense it isn't. 
 
Anyway, thanks for the explanation. And I hope that this also helps to 
explicate my continued puzzlement. And the possible obtuseness and obscurity 
of the writing above. I'm puzzling through what may be perfectly clear to 
you, and puzzled writing isn't necessarily clear writing. 
 
Martin 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Fri, 6 Dec 1996 12:11:35 -0500 
From:    Bill Leach <b.leach@WORLDNET.ATT.NET> 
Subject: Epistemology -- again 
 
<Bill Leach 961206,1130 
 
>Rick Marken (961205.0800) 
>Hans Blom (961205b) 
>[From Oded Maler 961205] 
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I don't know why these epistemological issues keep resurfacing about 
once or twice a year... 
 
Han's (and of course Oded) are likely correct in the same sense that 
Kant's critique of pure reason is likely correct. However, even Kant 
perceived that such a philosophy is useless when actually doing 
anything. 
 
As has been stated here many times before: 
 
Yes there are axiomatic assumptions (often implicit) in any discourse, 
research, or other activity legitimately qualifying for the use of the 
term "scientific". 
 
Probably most gemain to the discussions(?) between Rick and Hans are (in 
my opinion of course): 
 
1.  There is a "real", "Concrete", world "out there". 
 
2.  That world imposes restrictions upon the state and or changes in 
    state of items of sensory perception independent of the observer. 
 
3.  These restrictions are consistent and reliable (even when perceptual 
    observation appears to deny that they are). 
 
4.  It is possible to learn useful information about these "Natural 
    Laws" by employing what is called the "scientific method". 
 
All of the above are axiomatic (religious beliefs if you prefer). 
Basically if someone does not believe the fundamental assumptions that 
collectively are used for the scientific method then such a person can 
not constructively carry on a discourse concerning any "scientific 
matters". Even the science of Epistemology itself relies upon some of 
the assumptions fundamental to "natural science". 
 
I am reminded of some of the "religious" debates that have occurred here 
in the past. Such debates are a total waste of time and energy. 
Discussions are possible and can be quite enlightening if either party 
is willing to "suspend their belief" or at least suspend the attempt at 
defense of their belief and proceed to explore the possible implications 
of the two (or more) belief systems and their relationships. 
 
I suppose that what I should have said to make things brief is that 
either people agree upon the "rules of discourse" or "rules of 
scientific investigation" BEFORE they engage in debate or they will 
never be talking about the same subject. 
 
-bill leach 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Fri, 6 Dec 1996 12:26:53 -0500 
From:    Bill Leach <b.leach@WORLDNET.ATT.NET> 
Subject: Re: Jehovah's Hans 
 
<Bill Leach 961206,1210 
>[From Oded Maler 961205] 
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Rick Marken (961205.0800): 
That opinion certainly explains why you spurn the scientific approach to 
the study of living systems. If your statement above is true, then how 
do you explain the remarkable success of the scientific method? 
 
Oded Maler: 
Which sucess, can you remind us? 
 
Oh! Come on Oded! Are you another one of "those" that confuses both the 
"harm" and "good" accomplished by employing technology with the nature 
of technology itself? 
 
 
Oded Maler: 
>From time to time I am astonished by your naive scientificism, Rick. 
Take the most convincing experimental data that confirms your thesis, 
or that you use in order to track the so-called controlled variable, 
and I can easily show you on how many assumptions and prejudice it is 
built. 
 
Since it is easy, why don't you list at least a few of those assumptions 
that you believe that Rick is making that are not consistent with or are 
not a necessary part of scientific research. 
 
Though you may not care to do this, to convince me (and probably quite a 
few other people here on CSGNET) you will need to do a reasonable job of 
showing that the assumption you are citing IS necessary for Rick's 
research and data analysis to be logically valid AND that such an 
assumption is either inconsistent or unnecessary for "proper" 
application of the scientific method. 
 
 
-bill leach 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Fri, 6 Dec 1996 11:42:03 -0700 
From:    "T. B. Harms" <tbh@TESSER.COM> 
Subject: Re: Epistemology -- again 
 
>From Tracy Harms 1996;12,06.11:30 
 
 
Bill Leach 961206,1130 
 
>I suppose that what I should have said to make things brief is that 
>either people agree upon the "rules of discourse" or "rules of 
>scientific investigation" BEFORE they engage in debate or they will 
>never be talking about the same subject. 
 
But this must certainly be false, or there would be no way to account for 
the presence of scientists today, whereas not long ago there weren't any to 
speak of, nor could one understand how an inarticulate baby could become a 
great researcher.  People can come to talk about the same subject without 
prior agreement because people can change their mind in the course of 
discussion.  That is one of the great values of inquiring conversation. 
 
Indeed the necessity of understanding learning (for the individual) and the 
improvement of knowledge (for the culture) are a large part of why 
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epistemology is of ongoing interest and importance. 
 
 
Tracy Bruce Harms                                        tbh@tesser.com 
Boulder, Colorado 
----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
"How odd it is that anyone should not see that all observation must be 
for or against some view if it is to be of any service!" 
                                                        Charles Darwin 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Fri, 6 Dec 1996 10:35:39 -0500 
From:    Bruce Gregory <bgregory@CFA.HARVARD.EDU> 
Subject: Infinite Potential 
 
[From Bruce Gregory (961206.1035 EST)] 
 
I am reading David Peat's _Infinite Potential: The life and 
times of David Bohm_. Bohm was a maverick physicist that may 
remind you of someone we know ;-) Peat writes very well and 
knows his physics. I recommend that you take a look at the 
book. 
 
I have not always been a fan of Bohm's, but like Rick, I am 
getting more mellow as I grow older... 
 
Bruce Gregory 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Fri, 6 Dec 1996 14:19:34 -0500 
From:    Bruce Gregory <bgregory@CFA.HARVARD.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Observation, Theory, God 
 
[From Bruce Gregory (961206.1420 EST)] 
 
Rick Marken (961206.0830) 
> 
> Tracy Harms (961205.17) -- 
> 
> >I, too, think that "there are no theory-free observations; internal pre- 
> >existing knowledge or prejudice always colors the data". 
> 
> I'm not much of a philsopher of science but it seems to me that my 
> observations are simply my observations.  My observations -- what I see, 
> hear, taste, feel, smell, imagine, fear, etc -- are my perceptual 
> experiences, which simply are there. I am often simulataneously making 
> mental _interpretations_ of these observations, either formally (as when I 
> interpret observations of control phenomena in terms of a control model) or 
> informally (as when I interpret my inability to open the door with my old 
> house key - - wrong key, broken lock, alternative universe, etc). But the 
> observations _themselves_ (of the key, the effort, the anger and 
> confusion) are simply there, uninterpreted. 
 
"What there is does not in general depend on one's use of language, 
but what one says there is does." 
 
                                                                W.V.O. Quine 
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Bruce Gregory 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Fri, 6 Dec 1996 11:49:09 -0700 
From:    "T. B. Harms" <tbh@TESSER.COM> 
Subject: Re: Epistemology -- again 
 
>From Tracy Harms 1996;12,06.11:45 
 
 
Bill Leach 961206,1130, 
 
I think my prior answer was too hasy and glib.  I now see that I can 
interpret you paragraph to mean that where important dispute exists in 
regard to basic presuppositions, debate regarding particulars cannot be 
productive.  The discussion must first turn to those basics, and if 
agreement cannot be reached on that level, debate on particulars will tend 
to be nothing but misunderstanding. 
 
So, I take it back, your statement was not false; I just did not read it 
carefully enough. 
 
Regardless, I still think that my point about the importance of 
epistemology is worthwhile. 
 
 
Tracy Harms 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Fri, 6 Dec 1996 15:56:48 -0500 
From:    Bill Leach <b.leach@WORLDNET.ATT.NET> 
Subject: Re: Social Control 
 
<Bill Leach 961206;1458 
 
>Martin Taylor 961206 10:50] 
 
Hi Martin, long time... 
 
I suspect that in the discussion between you and Rick the two of you 
untimately are "saying the same thing". 
 
However, (and there is ALWAYS a "however") I believe Rick's use of 
terminology is more precise from a perspective of expressing behaviour 
in PCT terms. 
 
As I see it, you are stating that the customer is "controlling" the 
salesperson (cooperatively). Where as Rick is asserting that the 
customer IS ONLY controlling the customer's perception of possessing an 
object. Another control system, the salesman, is in the environmental 
feedback path for that perception. Since the salesman (both presumed and 
explicitely stated in the various postings) has a reference for a 
perception that "the customer be satisfied" and (forgive me) a "model" 
of the situation that includes a belief that if the salesman gives the 
customer the object that the salesman perceives that the customer wants 
then the customer will indeed be satisfied and thus satisfying the 
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salesman's reference for a controlled perception. 
 
As I understand it, Rick is asserting that this situation would best be 
described as the customer controlling an "incidental side effect" and 
you are asserting that the customer is controlling some aspect of the 
salesman. 
 
The two of you might almost be "splitting hairs" but I will take "Rick's 
side" in this for the following reason: 
 
A disturbance to the salesman's perceptions that results in a change in 
the observed behaviour of the salesman with respect to the customer's 
controlled perception (of obtaining the item) may well result in a 
control action on the part of the customer but that action may well also 
have no effect upon the salesman. 
 
Naturally, one is typically reminded of the observed behaviour of two 
equally powerful control systems in conflict due to in-phase component 
of two different reference values (ie: it is physically impossible for 
both references to be satisfied at the same time). This might suggest 
that the obove "problem" between the customer and the salesman is the 
same sort of control conflict situation. 
 
I would suggest however, that is not the case. The salesman could well 
continue controlling other perceptions (and probably will) without any 
conflict (particularly if the salesman does not perceive a worsening of 
the salesman's reference for "satisfied" customer). 
 
This is a difficult example (as so many of the "simple" example usually 
prove to be). If the customer begins shouting at the salesman and/or 
threatening then indeed it is quite possible that the customer has 
switched from controlling for perception of possession of the object by 
relying upon the incidental relationship between the customer's 
references and the salesman's references to actually attempting to 
control the salesman. 
 
These "real world" "temporal" examples are always very difficult to 
discuss. For example when we talk about a person "controlling a 
perception" the effectiveness of control is irrelevent to the idea that 
the perception IS a controlled perception (even though the adequacy of 
control IS a factor for one applying the TEST). 
 
While we could assert that anytime somene uses language in an attempt to 
control a perception they are then also controlling or attempting to 
control another person, I believe that such global application of the 
term makes such application useless. 
 
I would suggest that until one person actually has a reference for 
controlling another person the use of the term with respect to their 
interaction is misleading unless used as Rick has by pointing out the 
environmental relationship between their two different controlled CEVs. 
 
-bill leach 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Fri, 6 Dec 1996 14:10:26 -0700 
From:    "T. B. Harms" <tbh@TESSER.COM> 
Subject: perception, observation, experience, etc. 
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>From Tracy Harms (961206.14) 
 
 
I'd be interested in hearing any discussion on the differences between 
perception, observation, awareness, and experience, as those terms and 
ideas have come to be used by the HPCT community. 
 
 
Tracy Bruce Harms                                        tbh@tesser.com 
Boulder, Colorado 
----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                "Life is the art of drawing sufficient 
                conclusions from insufficient premises." 
                                        Samuel Butler 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Fri, 6 Dec 1996 16:16:21 -0500 
From:    Bill Leach <b.leach@WORLDNET.ATT.NET> 
Subject: Re: Epistemology -- again 
 
<Bill Leach 961206;1440 
>Tracy Harms 1996;12,06.11:30 
 
>But his must certainly be false, ... 
 
I have no problem with what you are saying. What I was trying to say is 
that when the field of discussion is supposed to be agreed upon (ie: 
PCT) then the rules of what constitutes valid data, what the axioms of 
logical discourse, etc. must be agreed upon or else the discussion, 
debate, arguement, or whatever is basically noise. 
 
I agree that even in such instances, it is possible (probable?) for any 
of the parties to "learn" but that learning will be incidental to the 
allegeded topic. 
 
We have had astrologist, numerologists, spiritualists, etc. on this net 
many times. Until such time as people "operating" from such backgrounds 
accept the "rules" of discourse used (or at least supposed to be used 
here) there is virtually no learning of any value to any of the 
participants (obviously a perception properly classed as an opinion of 
judgement on my part but I think that you will find a high level of 
agreement among PCTers on that one). 
 
In particular, when "religious" discussions move from trying to "prove" 
that God exists or trying to "prove" that God does not exist (or trying 
to "make" believers/non-believers out of each other), such discussion 
can be quite enlightening. Personally a PCT perspective applied to New 
Testiment verbage is often fascinating and in my own opinion of course, 
seems to sometimes make very difficult to understand statements "make 
sense". 
 
 
-bill leach 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Fri, 6 Dec 1996 13:26:52 -0800 
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From:    Richard Marken <marken@AEROSPACE.AERO.ORG> 
Subject: Side effects 
 
[From Rick Marken (961206.1330)] 
 
Martin Taylor (961206 10:50) -- 
 
>So the question at issue is whether the words "side effect" are appropriate 
>to apply to the situation [of customer controlling the "side effects" of 
>the salesperson's actions]. 
 
I agree. 
 
>Now, what are side-effects? ...The "control actions themselves" 
>are the projection of the output onto the CEV. The "side-effects" are 
>the rest of the influence of the control output on the environment. 
 
I agree. I would put it this way: In a control system 
 
(1)    q = g(o) 
 
where q is the controlled variable, o is the control system output that has 
an effect on the controlled variable and g() is the nature of the effect of 
output on the controlled variable. When I say "action" I am referring to the 
output variable, o, in a control system. A side effect is the effect of o on 
any variable, v, _other than the controlled variable_, q. If 
 
(2)     v = f(o) and v<>q 
 
then variations in v are a _side effect_ of variations in the actions of a 
control system. 
 
When we try to control the action, o, of a control system, we can only 
control our perception, p, of that action, o. In this case we are controlling 
a perception, p, where 
 
(3)    p = f(o) 
 
By my definition of side effect in equation (2) it is clear that whenever we 
control the actions of a control system we are really controlling a _side 
effect_ of those actions. 
 
If p (the controlled side effect) is _directly_ related to action -- if, for 
example, p = k*o -- then I think it's fair to say that the system's actions 
are being controlled.  This may be the case when the customer controls a 
perception of the salesperson's "actions". If, however, p is very indirectly 
related to o (in the way the position of the mouse -- in x-y coordinates of 
the table top -- is only loosely related to the screen position of the 
cursor) then I think its better to say that side effects of the system's 
actions are controlled. But in both cases it is really side effects (in the 
sense of (2) above) that are being controlled. 
 
Best 
 
Rick 
 
PS. The IJHMS paper is caught in more beaurocracy; I hope to get it to you by 
_next_ friday. 
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------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Fri, 6 Dec 1996 14:26:59 -0700 
From:    Bill Powers <powers_w@FRONTIER.NET> 
Subject: Re: Side effects 
 
[From Bill Powers (961206.1340 MST)] 
 
Martin Taylor [961206 10:50] et. al.-- 
 
>As you can see, I'm still not sure whether the term "side-effects" is 
>properly employed in either case. Maybe a new term is required for the 
>situation were the actions of each party for part of the environmental 
>feedback path for the perceptions of the other, and where the two CEVs 
>are orthogonal.  In one sense "side-effect" is perfectly proper, and 
>in another sense it isn't. 
 
I think this discussion would be made a lot less complicated if you-all just 
defined what you mean by a side-effect. To me the definition is strictly 
from the viewpoint of one particular control system, which isn't concerned 
with HOW its actions affect its perceptions. A side-effect, as I have been 
thinking of the term, is simply any effect of the action that's not part of 
the control loop of the system in question. 
 
Consider the loop that controls muscle tension. For this system, spatial 
accelerations of a limb about a joint are a side-effect, since they aren't 
included in the controlled variable, the sensed tension. However, that very 
side-effect can be part of the main effect for a higher-order system, the 
system that controls joint angle. It _is_ part of that higher-order control 
loop. So whether a given consequence of an output is a side-effect or a main 
effect depends on which control system, at which level, you're talking about. 
 
Consider the clerk handing the package to the customer. As far as the 
position control system is concerned, the fact that the package is being 
handed to a customer is irrelevant; that system is simply controlling the 
perceived position of the package. Whether this pleases the customer or not 
is of no concern to this system. The effect on the customer is a side-effect. 
 
However, for the higher-order system in the clerk concerned with pleasing 
the customer, that whole package-handling system is merely a means to an 
end, and the perceived satisfaction of the customer is precisely the 
controlled variable -- so the act of moving the package to a particular 
place is not a side-effect with respect to that level of control. A true 
side-effect at that level might be the effect on the perceptions of the boss 
who is thinking, "How nicely that clerk relates to that customer." The 
boss-observer' s perception might come to have some effect, ultimately, on 
something else that matters to the clerk, such as a pay raise, but it's not 
part of the customer-satisfaction loop. It's a side-effect relative to 
_that_ control system. 
 
Of course there's also the case where a control system normally controls via 
a specific environmental feedback function, but some other system, being 
affected by the control actions, reacts in such a way as to create another 
link between the output and the controlled variable, in parallel with the 
first one. What had been a side-effect now becomes part of the main effect, 
and the control system might have to reorganize to maintain control. 
----------------------------------------- 
Another subject.  When we speak about "controlling another person," we're 
just referring generally, and vaguely, to some control process. If this 
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vagueness leads into confusion, we have to stop and ask _what variables_ are 
being controlled. You can't control a person; that doesn't mean anything. 
You can control, or try to control, _some variable aspect_ of a person, such 
as the direction of effort or movement, or the state of being alive or dead, 
or the amount of money that person has or spends, and so on. Simply talking 
about "controlling people" is like talking about "controlling a car," 
without specifying whether you mean the car's price, its cleanliness, its 
direction of movement, its speed, its distance from a destination, the 
number of wrinkles on its fenders, or its mechanical condition. 
 
Most arguments that wander off into philosophical complexities do so, I am 
convinced, mostly because the original thesis has been stated too loosely, 
permitting all kinds of contradictory interpretations. 
 
Best, 
 
Bill P. 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Fri, 6 Dec 1996 16:30:15 -0600 
From:    Wayne A Hershberger <tj0wah1@CORN.CSO.NIU.EDU> 
Subject: Volitional Action update 
 
[from Wayne Hershberger] 
 
To: 
Avery Andrews 
Bruce Gregory 
Chris Cherpas 
Clark McPhail 
Ellery Lanier 
Frank Schweingruber 
Fred Nickols 
Gary Cziko 
Hugh G. Petrie 
Kent McClelland 
M. M. Taylor 
Ray Jackson 
Remi Cote (two copies) 
Richard Thurman 
Rupert J Young 
Scott Brandon 
Tracy Harms 
 
I have ordered a copy of Volitional Action for each of you, but I do not 
expect the copies to arrive here in DeKalb until after the first of the 
year.  They are coming from Europe by sea, and snail mail.  Please be 
patient. 
 
Regards, Wayne 
 
 
Wayne A.  Hershberger          Email:  wah@niu.edu 
Department of Psychology       Fax: (815) 753-8088 
Northern Illinois University   Phone: (815) 753-7097 DeKalb, 
IL 60115 
 
------------------------------ 
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Date:    Fri, 6 Dec 1996 18:26:13 -0500 
From:    Bruce Gregory <bgregory@CFA.HARVARD.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Side effects 
 
[From Bruce Gregory (961206.1830 EST)] 
 
Bill Powers (961206.1340 MST) 
 
> Most arguments that wander off into philosophical complexities do so, I am 
> convinced, mostly because the original thesis has been stated too loosely, 
> permitting all kinds of contradictory interpretations. 
 
Each of which may be valid under a different set of assumptions, n'est-ce pas? 
 
 
Bruce Gregory 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Fri, 6 Dec 1996 20:33:14 -0500 
From:    PSY_DELPRATO@EMUVAX.EMICH.EDU 
Subject: Re: Observation, Theory, God 
 
[FROM: Dennis Delprato (961206)] 
 
>Bruce Gregory (961206.1420 EST) 
 
>> Tracy Harms (961205.17) -- 
>> 
>> I'm not much of a philsopher of science but it seems to me that my 
>> observations are simply my observations.  My observations -- what I see, 
>> hear, taste, feel, smell, imagine, fear, etc -- are my perceptual 
>> experiences, which simply are there. I am often simulataneously making 
>> mental _interpretations_ of these observations, either formally (as when I 
>> interpret observations of control phenomena in terms of a control model) or 
>> informally (as when I interpret my inability to open the door with my old 
>> house key - - wrong key, broken lock, alternative universe, etc). But the 
>> observations _themselves_ (of the key, the effort, the anger and 
>> confusion) are simply there, uninterpreted. 
 
>"What there is does not in general depend on one's use of language, 
>but what one says there is does." 
> 
>                                                                W.V.O. Quine 
 
"The inner world of experience is a kind of telling, not a kind of place." 
 
                                                                 Roy Schafer 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Sat, 7 Dec 1996 06:21:45 -0700 
From:    Bill Powers <powers_w@FRONTIER.NET> 
Subject: Re: perception, observation, experience, etc. 
 
[From Bill Powers (961207.0545 MST)] 
 
Tracy Harms (961206.14) -- 
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>I'd be interested in hearing any discussion on the differences between 
>perception, observation, awareness, and experience, as those terms and 
>ideas have come to be used by the HPCT community. 
 
Here's how I use these terms, as part of a general mental model although not 
any formal model. 
 
Perception: the existence of a neural signals in a perceptual pathway (at 
the output of a perceptual input function). Specifically is NOT limited to 
conscious perception. 
 
Awareness:  a function of the mind that receives information selectively 
from any part of the perceptual systems in the hierarchy. Physical nature 
unknown. Also known as the Observer, with a capital O. 
 
Experience: the combination of perceptual signals and awareness, defining 
that part of the workings of the hierarchy of which we are conscious at a 
given time. It is not possible to be mistaken about an experience. 
 
Observation (with a small o): noticing, recording, or describing the content 
of experience. "I observe X" means "the experience that I refer to as X is 
present."  One can make a mistake in assigning a label X to an experience -- 
not pick the best word. Words and other symbols have associations with other 
experiences as well, and so introduce ambiguity into descriptions -- unless 
the terms are formally defined. However, the symbol is never the experience 
being observed. The symbol is a different experience, so naming the 
experience introduces a relationship between experiences (experience A is 
the name of experience B), which is an arbitrary (but of course useful) pairing. 
 
Interpretation (belongs in this list): Any statement about or deduction from 
observations. Example: an _observation_ of a blurry figure that passes into 
a wall is _interpreted_ as a ghost (and all that ghosts imply). 
Interpretations are subject to criteria of truth, which are other statements 
or interpretations. Second example: an _observation_ of a thermometer 
reading of 30 c is _interpreted_ to mean that the water in which the end of 
the thermometer is immersed is at a temperature of 30 c. This interpretation 
can be in error, as can be shown by comparing the first observation with an 
observation 10 sec later of a reading of 40 c. 
 
That's how I usually use these terms. 
 
Best, 
 
Bill P. 
 
------------------------------ 
 
End of CSGNET Digest - 6 Dec 1996 to 7 Dec 1996 
*********************************************** 
 
Date:     Sun, 8 Dec 1996 08:02:00 +1800 
Subject:  CSGNET Digest - 7 Dec 1996 to 8 Dec 1996 
 
There are 2 messages totalling 48 lines in this issue. 
 
Topics of the day: 
 
  1. Model-based behavior (2) 
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---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Date:    Sat, 7 Dec 1996 17:25:46 -0700 
From:    Bill Powers <powers_w@FRONTIER.NET> 
Subject: Model-based behavior 
 
[From Bill Powers (961207.1730 MST)] 
 
Rick Marken (961206.0830) -- 
 
Rick, when you say that the Vancouver experiment shows "that model-based 
behavior plays _no_ role in purposeful behavior at all" you go far beyond 
the evidence. All that the spiral experiment showed was that the model-based 
control model would do no better at explaining the behavior than other and 
far simpler models could do, because the amount of successful "prediction" 
going on was pretty trivial. I think the experiment was useful in showing 
the limitations of a model-based approach , which is sometimes presented as 
the answer to everything. If human beings do, however implausibly, use 
model-based control in the spiral experiment, they do not use very good 
models. That's about all we can say. 
 
Best, 
 
Bill P. 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Sat, 7 Dec 1996 18:46:52 +0000 
From:    Richard marken <marken@AERO.ORG> 
Subject: Re: Model-based behavior 
 
[From Rick Marken (961207.1740)] 
 
Bill Powers (961207.1730 MST) -- 
 
> Rick, when you say that the Vancouver experiment shows "that model- 
>based behavior plays _no_ role in purposeful behavior at all" you go 
>far beyond the evidence. 
 
I guess I got a bit carried away. 
 
But I figure it doesn't matter much since it's all just a matter of 
opinion anyway;-). 
 
Best 
 
Rick 
 
------------------------------ 
 
End of CSGNET Digest - 7 Dec 1996 to 8 Dec 1996 
*********************************************** 
 
Date:     Tue, 10 Dec 1996 08:00:19 -0600 
Subject:  CSGNET Digest - 8 Dec 1996 to 10 Dec 1996 
 
There are 18 messages totalling 1065 lines in this issue. 
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Topics of the day: 
 
  1. Ahhh, epistemology at last! (3) 
  2. Observation, Theory, God 
  3. Side effects (2) 
  4. System concepts, effects and side effects 
  5. Effects and side effects (2) 
  6. knowing the real world 
  7. Skinner quote (2) 
  8. 1997 CSG Conference 
  9. Volitional Action update 
 10. Memory switch 
 11. Jehovah's witness retracts 
 12. Vancouver's experiment 
 13. simultaneity 
 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Date:    Mon, 9 Dec 1996 17:54:44 +0100 
From:    "J.A. Blom" <J.A.Blom@ELE.TUE.NL> 
Subject: Re: Ahhh, epistemology at last! 
 
[Hans Blom, 961209] 
 
(Tracy Harms 961205.17) 
 
>Hans Blom, 961205b corresponds with Rick Marken (961204.0800), 
>(961205.0800) 
 
>I am intrigued.  I, too, think that "there are no theory-free 
>observations; internal pre-existing knowledge or prejudice always 
>colors the data".  This has me inclined to chip in with Hans Blom. 
>However, he also says "I function on the principle that there are no 
>facts or truths, just opinions."  That throws me far in an opposite 
>direction. 
 
Word usage again? Let me explain my position. I place "facts" and 
"truths" (if these exist) in the "real world" domain, to which I have 
no direct access and about which I thus prefer not to talk. My only 
access to the "world out there" (sorry, I must use words) is through 
observations, which color what I perceive of those "truths". Thus, I 
can know no more than approximations (and possibly distortions) of 
"truths". These are the opinions I referred to. 
 
When someone talks about his/her discovery of a truth/fact, I hear 
the proposal of a research program, not the end of one. And I wonder 
how accurate the statement is and where it will meet its boundaries 
of applicability. 
 
Even physics is, I believe, not about the world but about our 
knowledge of it. There is a map and there is a territory. We humans 
are great map-makers (modellers), and we tend to make maps of even 
territories that we cannot know. But, even though we know only the 
map, I believe in the value of reminder ourselves once in a while 
that this is so. That makes me a supporter of the Copenhagen 
interpretation in physics, I guess, and a supporter of Wittgenstein's 
"Let's not talk about things we cannot know," even when others 
pretend to know "truths" or "facts". I regard what they say as an 
opinion, whose value (to me) remains up to me to decide (using, and 
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hopefully updating, my map). Would that make me a postmodernist in 
science and philosophy? Is there such a thing as postmodernist 
science? 
 
An example from physics. On several occasions in the past, units had 
to be decided upon for the different (?) phenomena. For a long time 
in the previous century, static electricity had a dimension (unit) 
different from "dynamic" electricity; they were seen as different 
things entirely. Now, after introduction of the SI system, we see 
them as the same thing. 
 
Another example. Just suppose that we had somehow chosen the speed of 
light as a dimensionless constant with value 1 -- well, why not? any 
consistent basis will do. If we had, Einstein would have discovered 
that E = m, which would state unequivocally that mass IS energy, much 
more directly than we say essentially the same thing (E = mc^2) now. 
Thus, even something as simple as a choice of coordinate system has 
an impact on how we see the world. 
 
>I'm not so sure what Hans thinks, but I will say this:  If you 
>think, Hans, that the absence of theory-free observation implies the 
>presence of control-system structure of this sort "AT ALL LEVELS", 
>your interpretation is incorrect. 
 
I do not posit a strict implication. I both believe in the 
impossibility of theory-free observation AND in its pervasive 
character throughout the hierarchy (of control/knowledge). These 
pretty much hang together for me. But since I do not have a well- 
defined notion of which levels there are or even whether it is of 
advantage to think in terms of hierarchical levels at all (as 
contrasted with, say, parallel operating "agents"), I would not be 
able to enumerate levels and check whether I've encountered all of 
them. So, although the two notions relate, I do not see a strict 
logical implication here. 
 
>If this is what you think, you have misunderstood the meaning of the 
>proposition that all observations are theory impregnated. At least, 
>your treatment is contrary to the writings on this idea which have 
>influenced me. 
 
I admire the modesty of the second sentence ;-). Please tell me what 
your position is on the relationship between the "coloring" of our 
perceptions and the accuracy of our knowledge and/or control. 
 
Great quote, this: 
 
>"How odd it is that anyone should not see that all observation must 
>be for or against some view if it is to be of any service!" 
                                                      Charles Darwin 
 
This is, I think, exactly in the same vein (although somewhat more 
black-and-white...) as me saying that all our observations are in the 
service of tuning our "world model" (map, view, perspective, 
subjective "truth"). My admiration for Darwin suddenly doubled! 
 
Greetings, 
 
Hans 
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------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Mon, 9 Dec 1996 18:15:02 +0100 
From:    "J.A. Blom" <J.A.Blom@ELE.TUE.NL> 
Subject: Re: Observation, Theory, God 
 
[Hans Blom, 961209b] 
 
(Rick Marken (961206.0830)) 
 
>I'm not much of a philsopher of science but it seems to me that my 
>observations are simply my observations.  My observations -- what I 
>see, hear, taste, feel, smell, imagine, fear, etc -- are my 
>perceptual experiences, which simply are there. I am often 
>simulataneously making mental _interpretations_ of these 
>observations, either formally (as when I interpret observations of 
>control phenomena in terms of a control model) or informally (as 
>when I interpret my inability to open the door with my old house key 
>-- wrong key, broken lock, alternative universe, etc). But the 
>observations _themselves_ (of the key, the effort, the anger and 
>confusion) are simply there, uninterpreted. 
 
Hey, Rick, could you believe that pretty much the same thing happens 
in/for/to me? And that they have a similar impact on me? 
 
>It seems to me that Hans Blom (961205b) was rejecting the entire 
>scientific enterprise by saying that "it's all opinion". Yes, it is 
>all opinion, but science has made it possible to show that some 
>opinions (like the opinion that behavior is the control of 
>perception) are better than others (like the currently prevailing 
>opinion that perception is the control of behavior). 
 
I do not reject the scientific enterprise; I'm part of it, in my own 
small way. What I reject is the use of science as an authoritarian 
power trip, where a scientist comes across as shouting "my opinion is 
better than yours!". That demeans science. It is also a bad (control) 
strategy, in that it seldomly reaches its goal -- if the goal is to 
hand someone a better tool (theory) so that he/she can be a better 
controller. PCT tells you why, although maybe not what a better 
strategy would be. Or does it? 
 
>People (like Hans) who continue to defend beliefs (theories) in the 
>face of evidence that contradicts those beliefs happen to give me 
>the creeps. 
 
Why is that, Rick? Why the large emotional impact? Can't you simply 
and diffidently accept that not everyone is as smart as you -- and 
doesn't want to be as smart? 
 
Greetings, 
 
Hans 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Mon, 9 Dec 1996 14:00:51 -0500 
From:    Martin Taylor <mmt@HERMES.DCIEM.DND.CA> 
Subject: Re: Side effects 
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[Martin Taylor 961209 13:30] 
>Bill Powers (961206.1340 MST), Rick Marken (961206.1330) and 
>Bill Leach 961206;1458 
 
Three different takes on what "side-effect" means. Four, if you include mine 
(961206 10:50). As self-appointed referee, I like Bill Powers' version 
best. I will attempt to paraphrase: 
 
A control system has an output to the world and an input from the world. 
The "world" includes all lower-level control systems to which the one in 
question sends its output or from which it may get part of its input. 
Actions in the world, either within the hierarchy or outside the skin, 
are not "side-effects" if they form part of the control loop. If the 
influence of the action does not affect the controlled perception (within 
the time-scale of the control loop), the action is a side-effect.  The 
term "side-effect" must be used in conjunction with a specification of 
a controlled perception, because the determination of whether an effect 
is a "side-effect" or a "main-line effect" depends on whether the effect 
affects the particular perception. 
 
Is that right? 
 
BP>However, for the higher-order system in the clerk concerned with pleasing 
>the customer, that whole package-handling system is merely a means to an 
>end, and the perceived satisfaction of the customer is precisely the 
>controlled variable -- so the act of moving the package to a particular 
>place is not a side-effect with respect to that level of control. A true 
>side-effect at that level might be the effect on the perceptions of the boss 
>who is thinking, "How nicely that clerk relates to that customer." 
 
How clearly you put it! I hope that's where my muddled musings were going. 
 
>The boss-observer' s perception might come to have some effect, ultimately, on 
>something else that matters to the clerk, such as a pay raise, but it's not 
>part of the customer-satisfaction loop. It's a side-effect relative to 
>_that_ control system. 
 
Right. But we can also look from the viewpoint of the salesperson's control 
of the perception of being well paid, for which the customer-satisfaction 
perceptual control may be a means. Just like your muscle-tension/accereration 
example: 
>whether a given consequence of an output is a side-effect or a main 
>effect depends on which control system, at which level, you're talking about. 
 
>Another subject.  When we speak about "controlling another person," we're 
>just referring generally, and vaguely, to some control process. If this 
>vagueness leads into confusion, we have to stop and ask _what variables_ are 
>being controlled. You can't control a person; that doesn't mean anything. 
>You can control, or try to control, _some variable aspect_ of a person, such 
>as the direction of effort or movement, or the state of being alive or dead, 
>or the amount of money that person has or spends, and so on. 
 
Well said.  And in general, so long as we are talking about scalar control 
systems one-at-a-time, we can't talk about controlling _any_ multidimensional 
variable. 
 
I don't know whether this is another subject or the same one, but I suspect 
it links into the confusion about what is a side-effect. If one wants to 
keep a car in the centre of the driving lane, one _must_ control the angle 
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of the steering wheel. But one cannot _independently_ control the angle of 
the wheel and the position of the car in its lane. The position of the 
wheel is not a side-effect of the control of the perception of the car's 
position. 
 
In the same way, the salesperson's handing the customer the desired 
item is not a side-effect of the salesperson's control of the 
perception of the customer's satisfaction. The actual angle of the wheel 
(item presented) will vary quasi-randomly over time or occasion, but that 
variation has nothing to do with whether the action of moving the wheel 
or handing over the item is a side-effect. So also with the "X" drawn in 
the rubber-band demo. On another occasion it might be "Mickey Mouse" 
instead of "X", but that doesn't make the actions that draw it side-effects 
of controlling the knot position. 
 
And since for the customer, perceiving the salesperson to be handing over 
the desired item is the target of control, it is not a side-effect for the 
customer either. 
 
Bill L. and Rick--does this all ring true? 
 
Martin 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Mon, 9 Dec 1996 12:56:34 -0700 
From:    "T. B. Harms" <tbh@TESSER.COM> 
Subject: Re: Ahhh, epistemology at last! 
 
>From Tracy Harms 961209.13 
 
Hans Blom (961209), 
 
When conversations like this arise, I find myself wondering about 
cost/benefit ratios.  I think this is worth doing, but the early impression 
is often that enormous effort could be invested by all parties to little 
avail.  Not to be pessimistic, however, I turn now to some of your 
clarifications. 
 
Regarding 'fact' and 'truth', and whether to ''place [these] in the "real 
world" domain'', there are some semantic differences.  I can accept your 
useage more readily for fact than for truth, as truth is primarily a 
property of *propositions*, and thus while the subjects of the propositions 
may be "in the real world", the propositions themselves (and their 
qualities, including truth) must not be so alienated as you would alienate 
truth. 
 
But even if I simply take the words as you wish to use them, if you say 
facts (etc.) exist in the real world, and there are no facts, the 
implication is that there is no real world.  In that case, I'm not sure 
that we can fruitfully discuss ANYTHING.  The consequences of this 
world-view are to my mind entirely incoherent.  So conceptualized, 
argumentation either defies minimal conformance to logic, or logical 
implications have no persuasive strength.  All bets are off; irrationality 
reigns.  And as Rick pointed out, then decision can only be finalized by 
force. 
 
>When someone talks about his/her discovery of a truth/fact, I hear 
>the proposal of a research program, not the end of one. And I wonder 
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>how accurate the statement is and where it will meet its boundaries 
>of applicability. 
 
That paragraph, however, I find entirely acceptable.  I would add that a 
discovery may easily entail the end of one research program at the same 
time that it is the inception of another. 
 
On a side matter, there is an approach to physics where c is established as 
a basic unit, and thus it simplifies the formulae just as you indicate. 
This is in fact used by physicists. 
 
>Please tell me what 
>your position is on the relationship between the "coloring" of our 
>perceptions and the accuracy of our knowledge and/or control. 
 
OK, I will, but I think I'll post this message as is before I attempt to 
compose something of that difficulty. 
 
 
Tracy Bruce Harms                                        tbh@tesser.com 
Boulder, Colorado 
----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
   "Man has created new worlds--of language, of music, of poetry, 
   of science; and the most important of these is the world of moral 
   demands, for equality, for freedom, and for helping the weak." 
                                                   Karl Popper 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Mon, 9 Dec 1996 13:05:56 -0800 
From:    Richard Marken <marken@AEROSPACE.AERO.ORG> 
Subject: System concepts, effects and side effects 
 
[From Rick Marken (961209.1300)] 
 
Hans Blom (961209b) -- 
 
>I do not reject the scientific enterprise 
 
Then why, after so many years on CSGNet, do you continue to talk about 
model-based control as though it were an important extension to (or 
replacement for) HPCT? You have never presented anything other than 
(questionable) anecdotal evidence (such the the fact that you can continue 
the actions, when the light suddenly goes off, that result in picking up 
your slippers) for the superiority of model- based control over PCT. But 
these anecdotal examples are handled just as well by an HPCT model that is 
controlling more than one perception at a time (one that controls not just 
the visual perception of the slippers but also the kinesthetic perception of 
the body, the acoustical perceptions of reflected sound, etc ). 
 
The model-based control program that you sent showed that what is being 
modelled in model-based control is the physical effect of the controller on 
the controlled variable. All this buys is the ability to "virtually control" 
in the blind for some period after loss of perceptual input. But this ability 
is paid for in terms of lowered ability to control (resist disturbances) 
in real time; the longer the model can control after loss of perceptual 
input, the less able it is to compensate for real time disturbances when 
perceptual input is intact. But people are able to resist real-time 
disturbances to controlled variables, even when they are able to "control" 
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these variables "in the blind" for substantial periods. 
 
Me: 
 
>People (like Hans) who continue to defend beliefs (theories) in the 
>face of evidence that contradicts those beliefs happen to give me 
>the creeps. 
 
Hans: 
 
>Why is that, Rick? Why the large emotional impact? 
 
Because I am controlling for gaining knowledge based on observation and 
modeling and you apparently are not. If you really believe that model-based 
control is the best model of human controlling then, if you were controlling 
the same system concept as me, you would be willing to subject your belief 
(personally or via some proxy) to experimental test. I prefer to deal with 
people who are willing to subject their beliefs to legitimate and rigorous 
tests -- tests where the results may require revision of one's belief. I am 
willing to put my belief in PCT to that test; if you are _not_ willing to put 
your belief in model-based control to that test then we are simply dealing 
with the world in terms of two very different system concepts. And people who 
are defending very different system concepts from my own are scary to me 
(they give me the creeps) - - because I don't know _what_ they are up to or 
what they might do to get there. 
 
>Can't you simply and diffidently accept that not everyone is as smart as 
>you - - and doesn't want to be as smart? 
 
This is _not_ a matter of intelligence. I don't think I'm all that smart. I 
am not annoyed with you because you are not smart enough; I'm quite sure that 
your capabilities at the logic and program level (the skills that are 
considered by many to the the mark of "intelligence") far exceed my own. You 
just seem to be defending a system concept that is quite different from one 
that I am defending. 
 
Martin Taylor (961209 13:30) -- 
 
>the salesperson's handing the customer the desired item is not a side-effect 
>of the salesperson's control of the perception of the customer's 
>satisfaction. 
 
>Bill L. and Rick--does this all ring true? 
 
Yes. Moveover, I realized that, in this case, the customer's perception of 
the salesperson's action (actually, of a result of the salesperson's actions 
-- getting the item)  is _in the feedback path_ between the salesperson's 
actions and his controlled perception. So the customer's perception of the 
salespeson's action is not a side effect _in this case_. It is a _relevent_ 
effect of the salesperson's actions. 
 
Best 
 
Rick 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Mon, 9 Dec 1996 16:08:34 EST 
From:    Bruce Gregory <gregory@CF4.HARVARD.EDU> 
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Subject: Re: Ahhh, epistemology at last! 
 
[From Bruce Gregory (961209.1610 EST)] 
 
Tracy Harms 961209.13 
 
> >Hans Blom (961209), 
 
>    "Man has created new worlds--of language, of music, of poetry, 
>    of science; and the most important of these is the world of moral 
>    demands, for equality, for freedom, and for helping the weak." 
>                                                    Karl Popper 
 
> >When someone talks about his/her discovery of a truth/fact, I hear 
> >the proposal of a research program, not the end of one. And I wonder 
> >how accurate the statement is and where it will meet its boundaries 
> >of applicability. 
 
 
Bruce Gregory 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Mon, 9 Dec 1996 16:59:52 EST 
From:    Bruce Gregory <gregory@CF4.HARVARD.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Effects and side effects 
 
[From Bruce Gregory (961209.1700 EST)] 
 
I trust that I am not the only person who perceives the exchange 
on effects and side effects to be both instructional and 
convergent. If this is true, is there anything we can learn from 
the process that would encourage more exchanges on CSGNet to be 
equally productive? 
 
 
Bruce Gregory 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Mon, 9 Dec 1996 15:57:24 -0700 
From:    Bill Powers <powers_w@FRONTIER.NET> 
Subject: Re: Side effects 
 
[ From Bill Powers (961209.1545 MST)] 
 
Martin Taylor 961209 13:30] 
 
What a lovely day! We agree absolutely everywhere on the subject of 
side-effects. I accept all your elaborations, too. 
 
 
Best, 
 
Bill P. 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Mon, 9 Dec 1996 15:15:59 -0800 
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From:    Richard Marken <marken@AEROSPACE.AERO.ORG> 
Subject: Re: Effects and side effects 
 
[From Rick Marken (961209.1510)] 
 
Bruce Gregory (961209.1700 EST)-- 
 
>I trust that I am not the only person who perceives the exchange on effects 
>and side effects to be both instructional and convergent. 
 
Yes. You are not the only person. I thought these exchanges were 
instructional and convergent, too. 
 
>is there anything we can learn from the process that would encourage more 
>exchanges on CSGNet to be equally productive? 
 
I think this exchange "worked" because the controlled variable -- the 
definition of a "side effect"--  could  be brought to a state that was 
"right" for all of us, without causing any other controlled variables to be 
pushed into a state that felt "wrong" to any of us. The only way, in other 
words, to have productive exchanges is to make sure, in advance, that there 
is a state of the controlled variable that will satisfy all parties. 
Unfortunately, more often than not, such a state of the controlled variable 
exists only if some or all the parties to the exchange are willing to change 
their references for the state of the controlled variable -- ie. if they are 
willing to change what they want. 
 
It's wonderful when a group of living control systems can come to agreement 
about the apporopriate state of some perception. Unfortunately, such 
agreement cannot be enouraged; it can only be hoped for because it depends 
on the selection of reference specifications by systems who set their 
references completely autonomously; ie. all ya can fo is hope that what 
everyone wants turns out to be what's OK for all. 
 
Best 
 
Rick 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Mon, 9 Dec 1996 16:41:46 -0700 
From:    "T. B. Harms" <tbh@TESSER.COM> 
Subject: knowing the real world 
 
From:  Tracy Harms  1996;12,09.16: 
 
 
Hans Blom, 961209 -- let me try again... 
 
>[...]  Let me explain my position. I place "facts" and 
>"truths" (if these exist) in the "real world" domain, to which I have 
>no direct access and about which I thus prefer not to talk. My only 
>access to the "world out there" (sorry, I must use words) is through 
>observations, which color what I perceive of those "truths". Thus, I 
>can know no more than approximations (and possibly distortions) of 
>"truths". These are the opinions I referred to. 
 
In my last response I played a harsh interpretation of your words.  I now 
think I should give you more benefit of the doubt by paying attention to 
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your attempt to explain, above.  What you say here does speak to 
involvement with a wider world, the whole of which is real and not to be 
conflated with any given thinker.  That is the ante which makes further 
discussion worth attempting.  By guessing that there is a real world you 
certify your intention to not let things devolve into irrationality (the 
result of which I warned about last time). 
 
I too make a distinction between the sphere of an organism and the entirety 
of existence, most of which is beyond the interactions of that organism. 
The knowledge which an organism has is indeed 'opinion' in your sense of 
that word: it is a fallible approximation by guesswork.  But insofar as 
these opinions (items of knowledge) do not fail, it is that world itself 
which we know, contrary to your indication that all we can know is 
observations.  In this message I will argue against what I see as the 
central metaphor of your vision:  the isolation of the organism from the 
world. 
 
Organisms are isolated in a very important manner: the isolation is in 
regard to learning.  Recognition of that isolation has been an important 
advancement in our understanding.  Unfortunately this very insight has led 
to a mistaken idea whereby organisms are thought of as epistemologically 
isolated from their environments.  But only in learning are we isolated so; 
in the processes of knowing we and the world we know are unified. 
 
Kant was first to made clear the insight that our knowledge of the world 
must originate within our own systems; our ability to know cannot be 
received 'from the outside.'  This was a partial solution to a problem 
which Hume had identified.  Hume demolished the Lockean presumption that we 
learn by an ingestion of stimuli which contain (and thus provide) knowledge 
about the thing perceived.  Having done that, however, Hume had no positive 
proposal to offer in its stead.  Hume's problem was the problem as to how 
knowledge about the world beyond an organism becomes present in an 
organism. 
 
Hume had rained on the parade, and Kant had made a distinction between 
things-as-known and things-in-themselves; as a result worries intensified 
along solipsistic lines.  But I offer that an error was made in such 
worrying: the problem of the *origin* of knowledge was being confused with 
the *operation* of existing knowledge.  This is an error because the 
isolation which must be taken into account in the former case has no 
relevance in the latter.  Once you have knowledge, said knowledge is the 
"bridge between the worlds" as it were. 
 
In HPCT terms, the difficulty we received from Hume and Kant is how 
perceptual control systems can arise.  That this is the nature of their 
problem was not recognized by them; indeed, it was not until recently that 
Donald T. Campbell identified that the solution to their problem was 
fundamentally present in the work of Wallace and Darwin.  In the meantime, 
however, attempts at solving this problem were undertaken by examining the 
operations of knowledge-intensive systems, especially human consciousness. 
And indeed Hume himself had probed along these lines as he confronted the 
impossibility of receiving knowledge from 'the world' by exhausting the 
options by which such knowledge might possibly be bestowed from the outside 
in the course of perceptual processing. 
 
What has been overlooked is that this absence of knowledge-flow does not 
imply the isolation of the organism from knowledge of its environment.  For 
while the organism does not receive *knowledge*, it does receive 
*perception,* and that perception exhibits the presence of knowledge.  For 
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example, the fact is that external heat cannot transmit into me the ability 
to know such heat, but if I *have* gained the ability to know external 
heat, it is in fact external heat that I know.  It really is that simple. 
 
Perception is obtainable because the organism's systems are intimately, 
coherently involved with the wider world.  There simply is no breach here, 
there is no film or membrane which separates a creature from the rest of 
creation.  How can we understand this involvement?  A hint is to be found 
in the words of Bill Powers: "feedback, when correctly analyzed, is the 
central and determining factor in *all* observed behavior." (B:CP p44) 
Perception is a feedback phenomenon, and in feedback every component of the 
circuit is involved.  A portion of the circuit we naturally think of as 
outside the organism, and it is.  BUT IT IS NOT OUTSIDE THE CIRCUIT.  The 
solipsistic indulgences which have been inspired by philosophizing of the 
past are mistakes: The basic mistake was considering the identity (and 
hence the edges) of the control system *hardware*, when the questions of 
the status of our perception can only be understood in consideration of the 
control system *operation*, which includes the entirety of the loop. 
 
The central subjects for epistemology are not knowers, but knowings.  What 
must be examined are not the organic units which are studied by, say, 
zoologists, but rather the perceptual control units which are studied by -- 
well, I suppose somebody must be paying attention to 'em, somewhere...  ;-) 
 
The fundamental unit of PCT is a feedback cycle.  Proper attention to this 
cycle in its completeness shows that environment and organism are 
indistinguishably co-present in perception.  The misconception that there 
is a gap between knower and known is correctable by this recognition. 
 
That's all for now, folks.  Time to roll some credits:  My description of 
the historical problem situation and Campbell's rough solution is an echo 
of a portion of Gary Cziko's _Without Miracles_.  The major refinement to 
that solution is Peter Munz' _Philosophical Darwinism_, and my application 
of PCT to Munz' epistemology is an original effort which appears here in 
print for the first time. 
 
 
Tracy Bruce Harms                                        tbh@tesser.com 
Boulder, Colorado 
----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
     "The problem of reference--of how concepts or words hook 
     into the world--disappears because it has become clear that 
     the objects and events in the world only appear in so far as 
     they are constituted by the theories and organisms." 
                                    Peter Munz 
                                    Philosophical Darwinism, p206 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Mon, 9 Dec 1996 16:57:24 -0800 
From:    David Wolsk <dow@PINC.COM> 
Subject: Skinner quote 
 
At 17:00 09/12/96 David Wolsk fowarded: 
 
from another net today came this indication that Skinner was a closet PCTer 
(close anyway) 
 
As Skinner put it in 1956 in an 
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article for the American Psychologist titled A Case History for the 
Scientific Method: 
 
"The organism whose behavior is most extensively modified and most 
completely controlled in research....is the experimenter hiself 
(sic)...The subjects we study reinforce us much more effectively than we 
reinforce them." (p.232) 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Mon, 9 Dec 1996 18:44:07 -0700 
From:    Bill Powers <powers_w@FRONTIER.NET> 
Subject: 1997 CSG Conference 
 
[from Mary Powers 961126] 
 
                       1997 CSG CONFERENCE 
                    (just some preliminaries) 
 
The Control Systems Group Conference for 1997 will be in Durango, 
Colorado, from Wednesday evening, July 30 to Sunday morning, 
August 3. 
 
Sorry about that, for those looking forward to meeting in North 
Carolina. Others, I know, like D'go a lot. It is, however, a long 
and expensive haul for Easterners.  This has not gone unnoticed 
by some smaller, cheaper airlines that fly into Colorado Springs 
and Albuquerque, with commuter connections to D'go just starting 
up or in the works - so those who can't extract travel funds from 
somewhere may do better this year.  Also direct flights now from 
LA. 
 
For those of you who have been teaching PCT and have students who 
are interested, we can help students by waiving all or part of 
their conference fees (which will be somewhere between $250 and 
$300).  Depending on the demand, we may be able to help some with 
travel also.  This goes for financially challenged non-students 
as well. 
 
I'd really like to see some of the people who are active on the 
net but have never come to a meeting. Face-to-face contact for a 
few days puts a very different light on net personalities.  And 
we have missed those people who used to come but have passed up 
the more recent meetings. 
 
By January I should have much more detail.  This is just to get 
things started.  Early start for a reason: it's FLC's busiest 
summer weekend, and dorm space at the college is going to be 
limited because of remodelling. 
 
Mary P. 
 
 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Mon, 9 Dec 1996 21:32:27 -0500 
From:    Bill Leach <b.leach@WORLDNET.ATT.NET> 
Subject: Re: Skinner quote 
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<Bill Leach 961209;2130 
>David Wolsk 09/12/96 17:00 
 
>from another net today came this indication that Skinner was a closet 
>PCTer (close anyway) 
 
I do hope you say that in jest! 
 
 
-bill leach 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Mon, 9 Dec 1996 14:31:31 -0500 
From:    "Hugh G. Petrie" <hgpetrie@ACSU.BUFFALO.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Volitional Action update 
 
Wayne 
> 
>I have ordered a copy of Volitional Action for each of you, but I do not 
>expect the copies to arrive here in DeKalb until after the first of the 
>year.  They are coming from Europe by sea, and snail mail.  Please be 
>patient. 
> 
Thanks, 
 
Just send when available and remind me then of what I owe. 
 
 
===========+++++++++++===========***********===========+++++++++++=========== 
 
Hugh G. Petrie                          716-645-2491 
367 Baldy Hall                           FAX: 716-645-2479 
University at Buffalo 
Buffalo, NY 14260 
USA                                       HGPETRIE@ACSU.BUFFALO.EDU 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Tue, 10 Dec 1996 10:47:42 +0100 
From:    Stefan Balke <sbalke@HRZ.UNI-BIELEFELD.DE> 
Subject: Memory switch 
 
>From Stefan Balke (961210.1030 CET) 
 
Jeff, 
 
I tried to understand your mastermind model, but I have only vague memories 
at this game. I'll ask some friends here for the rules. Because of this 
limited background I didn't understand much of your model, however I grasped 
the idea, that there is a ECU analysing the error state of another ECU and 
if an error is detected than the system switches to the imagination mode 
until the reorganization process leads to a sufficient decrease of the error 
and to a switch back to the control mode. Is this an appropriate description 
of your idea and what did the others say to it? For me it seems to make sense. 
 
Best, Stefan 
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------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Tue, 10 Dec 1996 11:36:42 +0100 
From:    Oded Maler <Oded.Maler@IMAG.FR> 
Subject: Jehovah's witness retracts 
 
[From Oded Maler 961210] 
 
> <Bill Leach 961206,1210 
> >[From Oded Maler 961205] 
> 
> 
> Rick Marken (961205.0800): 
> That opinion certainly explains why you spurn the scientific approach to 
> the study of living systems. If your statement above is true, then how 
> do you explain the remarkable success of the scientific method? 
> 
> Oded Maler: 
> Which sucess, can you remind us? 
> 
> Oh! Come on Oded! Are you another one of "those" that confuses both the 
> "harm" and "good" accomplished by employing technology with the nature 
> of technology itself? 
 
 
I should have kept my mouth shut.. 
I was half-joking (the other half it wrt to the eternal questions 
which were not solved and will never be solved by the "scientific methods"). 
 
> Oded Maler: 
> >From time to time I am astonished by your naive scientificism, Rick. 
> Take the most convincing experimental data that confirms your thesis, 
> or that you use in order to track the so-called controlled variable, 
> and I can easily show you on how many assumptions and prejudice it is 
> built. 
> 
> Since it is easy, why don't you list at least a few of those assumptions 
> that you believe that Rick is making that are not consistent with or are 
> not a necessary part of scientific research. 
> 
> Though you may not care to do this, to convince me (and probably quite a 
> few other people here on CSGNET) you will need to do a reasonable job of 
> showing that the assumption you are citing IS necessary for Rick's 
> research and data analysis to be logically valid AND that such an 
> assumption is either inconsistent or unnecessary for "proper" 
> application of the scientific method. 
> 
> -bill leach 
> 
 
Take for example the existence of something like "the position of a cursor 
on the screen" - does it have an objective meaning or is it relative to 
the perceptual world of certain experimenter? 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
In another reply, Rick said something that the scientific method suggests 
an alternative to "might is right" in deciding what is the better thing 
to do. This does not seem to be the case in the world we live in, neither. 
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Funny, there is here a meta-level paradox. According to this view, the 
scientific method is a kind of model-based behavior that humanity 
(should) employ, but since model-based behavior does not exist in the 
individual, how are we to expect it to emerge for the whole humanity? 
 
--Oded 
 
p.s. 
 
An anecdote: last night I played a society game called "Heimlisch & 
co." by Ravensburger (probably marketted in the US under another 
name). All the players can control all the characters on the board but 
each knows only which character is his but does not know to whom 
belong the other characters (some of them may belong to none of the 
players). So the main goal of the play is to advance your character 
without disclosing who it really is, and make it harder to those of 
the others. So it is a complicated version of the Test.. 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Tue, 10 Dec 1996 13:07:32 +0100 
From:    "J.A. Blom" <J.A.Blom@ELE.TUE.NL> 
Subject: Re: Vancouver's experiment 
 
[Hans Blom, 961210] 
 
(Bill Powers (961204.0800 MST)) 
 
>It seems to me that your interpretation [prediction by a model] 
>implies a very large expenditure in neurons and computing power to 
>achieve a very small advantage 
 
We humans do seem to have a very large number of neurons compared to 
an E. coli, a spider or a rat. What is our "very small advantage" 
compared to these species? Whatever it is, it seems to reside mainly 
in what neurologists call the association cortex. What would all 
those associations be for? 
 
>, while giving up the ability to compensate immediately for 
>unexpected (unpredicted) disturbances like Jeff's stuck mouse. 
 
If the mouse gets stuck, the loop gain decreases to zero; no 
controller, model-based or not, will be able to cope with this 
situation immediately. What is necessary now is to recognize _that_ 
the loop gain is zero, to discover the cause, and to repair the 
situation in order to be in control again. This requires, I guess, 
the formulation of a number of hypotheses of what the cause might be 
(stuck mouse, stuck software, and any other likely possibility), to 
check them, maybe in order of plausibility, and so to discover the 
one single cause. Very difficult for a simple control system, 
although we humans are likely to repair the problem without much 
thought -- except maybe the first time, when we have no idea _that_ a 
mouse can get stuck. 
 
>We can't let a particular engineering approach, developed under 
>conditions that are, perhaps, appropriate for the construction of 
>artificial systems where we have extensive knowlede of the 
>environment and where the objectives are external to the system, 
>dictate a model of the human or animal system. 
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That argument can be used against any theory-based approach, 
including (H)PCT. Why mention it? On the other hand, we can only 
construct new things (such as models of organisms) out of building 
blocks that we are already familiar with. Historically, paradigms of 
organisms have been clocks, steam engines, telegraph systems, 
computers, and servo (or model-based ;-) control systems. All these 
paradigms provide a perspective; none provides the "truth". Let's be 
history-aware (what will they say about our beliefs, five centuries 
from now?) and modest... 
 
>I think we should use the concept of model-based control sparingly, 
>where it is clearly required to explain phenomena, and keep the 
>simpler model where it seems adequate (and where dealing with 
>unexpected disturbances is taken care of without an encyclopedic 
>model of the entire physical universe). 
 
When would that "sparingly" be? When would it be "clearly required"? 
What is the context in which it would fullfil a meaningful role? Why 
is there so much emphasis on (Trivial Pursuit-like) encyclopedic 
"knowledge" of the entire physical/social/psychological universe in 
our society? 
 
Thus far, you have been pretty unclear about when it would serve the 
larger scheme of things (successful control) to collect and store 
knowledge about the world, and what exactly the impact of such 
knowledge might be on the quality of our behavior. That issue needs 
to be resolved, I think. And note that all knowledge, even if 
accurate at the time it was stored, runs the risk of being outdated 
at a later time, when it might be used. PCT focusses on "living in 
the here and now", and that is fine. But we live in the past in so 
far as we have collected and now use large amounts of "knowledge" 
derived from our personal experiences, all of it inaccurate and much 
of it outdated. And we live in the future in so far as we have 
collected a number of life-time goals that now determine much of what 
we do. In order to understand people (and ourselves), we need better 
models of how our personal past, present and future hang together. 
 
>A case in point is your recent post on transfer functions. You 
>propose putting a transfer function in series with the reference 
>input. ... How would a living system perceive that the direct 
>reference input is giving a wrong result, and adjust the 
>compensation until the result is better? 
 
As the song says "I want it, and I want it now!" In many cases, the 
notion "better" seems to imply "fast" or "as fast as possible". In a 
control system that would be a perception that rapidly and accurately 
tracks reference level changes (I feel hungry and therefore I want to 
eat _now_, not tomorrow). How to adjust the pre-compensation TF1? By 
the usual mechanisms of random trial-and-error and hill-climbing, I 
guess. For the sake of efficiency preferably the latter. 
 
>You asked where the world-model is in the system I sketched in for 
>mimicking the behavior in Vancouer's "spiral" experiment. There 
>isn't one, unless you want to stretch the definitions and say that 
>it's implicit in the various leaky integrators and in the 
>relationships among the levels of systems. 
 
That is _not_ necessarily stretching the definitions, I think. In 
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engineered designs, it depends on whether the result of learning is 
laid down in hardware or software. In the nervous system these two 
seem difficult to distinguish. 
 
>That, of course, makes any control system into a sort of model of 
>its environment, but I don't think that's what you mean by a 
>world-model. 
 
That would be a hard-wired world-model. But large changes in wiring 
seem to take long (evolutionary) times and don't apply to the 
individual (except in freak accidents such as a non-lethal bullet in 
the brain). So you are right: when I think of a world-model, I 
usually think of rapid, incremental real-time learning and 
(software-like) adjustments of model/control parameters. 
 
>My main purpose in showing that model was to show how a system could 
>be built without a world-model that would still be able to continue 
>control of the derivatives for some time after loss of the position 
>perceptual signal. 
 
Great. But through which mechanism was "control of the derivatives" 
decided upon? Why derivatives and not some other function? Which 
derivatives? And multiplied by what factors? My point is: you, the 
designer, were able to discover how to design such a system. Could 
some mechanism within the system itself do the same? Which properties 
would such a mechanism need to have? 
 
>>We humans like predictability a lot, and we pretty much organize 
>>our world to be predictable. No shape-shifting houses, cars, roads, 
>>etc. Even education/enculturation has as its main goal to get 
>>people to behave predictably. 
 
>Speak for yourself, Hans. I think that a person who really loves 
>predictability will also love your world-model approach. But I think 
>that such a person will also tend to minimize the variability of the 
>world, because in fact we all manage to behave successfully by 
>_varying_ our actions as appropriate to the immediate environment, 
>and this doesn't fit a conception in which everything is understood 
>and planned out in advance. 
 
How come we vary our actions _appropriately_? How come we often know 
immediately what to do, and do not need to fall back on random trial 
and error time and again? It is because the world has been observed 
to have certain regularities and because we believe that those 
regularities will remain reliably the same, without us needing to 
reestablish their constancy time and again. 
 
>Planning is a highly overrated activity; if you put too much faith 
>on planning, you are likely to say that whatever happens is what you 
>intended, whether it actually was or not. 
 
Planning takes place in all our activities all of the time. If I need 
to grab something, I know -- unlike a newborn baby -- that I need to 
use my arm muscles rather than my facial muscles, say. You make 
planning a very high-level concept, which I think it isn't. I think 
of it as knowing _which_ tools (lower hierarchical levels) to use as 
the means to reach a certain goal. In HPCT, this side of planning has 
become invisible once the hierarchy is fixed and the parameters of 
the perceptual in- and output functions have stabilized. 
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I'm not sure any of this helps... 
 
Greetings, 
 
Hans 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Tue, 10 Dec 1996 13:44:47 +0100 
From:    "J.A. Blom" <J.A.Blom@ELE.TUE.NL> 
Subject: Re: simultaneity 
 
[Hans Blom, 961210b] 
 
(Bill Powers (961204.1010MST)) 
 
>>>Flipping a light switch is not supposed to be followed instantly 
>>>by a loud bang. In fact, it is supposed NOT to be followed by 
>>>anything but a light turning on or off. 
 
>>I would call that a mental model: in my experience, flipping a 
>>light switch does not cause anything but turn a light on or off 
>>(this may not be true for some electrical engineering students). 
 
>You can see that as a mental model, or simply as a perceptual 
>signal. The perception would be that of a particular sequence: 
>switch, light. The reference condition is to perceive that sequence. 
 
I think that is stretching the meaning of perception. We're talking 
here about a process that unfolds over time. The action "switch" 
(confirmed by a perception "switch") is linked with an expectation 
"light" and another expectation "nothing else". If both expectations 
are subsequently perceived to be correct, the underlying cause-effect 
model is correct. If not, then not. 
 
>But this isn't a world-model in the same position as in your model, 
>running from output to input via an imagination connection. 
 
Yes it is, accurately. "Switch" is an action, an "light" is the 
predicted consequence -- anticipation -- of that action. That 
anticipation is internally generated. If action "switch" does not 
result in "light" and nothing else, our anticipation is incorrect; we 
experience surprise and generally will want to find out why our 
prediction was incorrect; that leads to updating the model or 
possibly even an entirely new model. 
 
>It involves real-time perceptions from the outside world, not 
>imagined perceptions from the inside model. 
 
If the model were perfect (which it is not and cannot be), the 
imagined perceptions would be accurately in step with the real-time 
"perceptions" of the world (whether perceived or not). In that case, 
it would not matter whether we control on the basis of real-time or 
imagined perceptions. Since the model is not perfect and the world 
changes, the model must be recalibrated regularly. This is 
particularly acute when predictions turn out to be incorrect. 
 
>Of course in your model you still have to explain how it is that 
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>the person perceives sequence as a variable that can be correct or 
>incorrect. 
 
An incorrect prediction automatically leads to readjustment of the 
model. The standard adaptation mechanism takes care of that. Small 
prediction errors are normal, and they hardly deteriorate the quality 
of control. Detection of large prediction errors indicates that the 
model isn't even approximately correct; in such cases, learning -- 
building a new model -- may be forced to restart from scratch. This 
latter strategy is unpopular in humans. And entirely impractical: it 
would discard the entire existing knowledge base. Since it is often 
impossible to decide immediately which knowledge is still correct and 
which not, this is a critical situation which is difficult to handle 
by simple adaptive techniques. 
 
Greetings, 
 
Hans 
 
------------------------------ 
 
End of CSGNET Digest - 8 Dec 1996 to 10 Dec 1996 
************************************************ 
 
Date:     Wed, 11 Dec 1996 08:00:04 -0600 
Subject:  CSGNET Digest - 10 Dec 1996 to 11 Dec 1996 
 
There are 17 messages totalling 1676 lines in this issue. 
 
Topics of the day: 
 
  1. Ahhh, epistemology at last! 
  2. Effects and side effects 
  3. CRITICAL-CAFE: Popper & facts 
  4. knowing the real world 
  5. control?  WHAT is under control? 
  6. Model-based control, science, agreements (2) 
  7. knowledge and rationalism (4) 
  8. Memory switch 
  9. System concepts, effects and side effects 
 10. Vancouver's experiment 
 11. simultaneity 
 12. System concepts 
 13. model-based tradeoff 
 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Date:    Tue, 10 Dec 1996 15:32:56 +0100 
From:    "J.A. Blom" <J.A.Blom@ELE.TUE.NL> 
Subject: Re: Ahhh, epistemology at last! 
 
[Hans Blom, 961210d] 
 
(Tracy Harms 961209.13) 
 
>When conversations like this arise, I find myself wondering about 
>cost/benefit ratios. 
 
Me too. The greatest benefit to me in this (sometimes hostile ;-) 
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environment is that I am forced to (re)consider what my own point of 
view really is and how robust it is in the face of "disturbances" of 
others. My greatest disappointment is that I am often unable to 
clearly put my thoughts into words that can be understood by others 
who are not familiar with the (solid, I think) origin of my beliefs 
and convictions. Words are only words, and far too many would usually 
be required to make myself understood (whatever that is). A book, 
maybe one of these days... 
 
>Regarding 'fact' and 'truth', and whether to ''place [these] in the 
>"real world" domain'', there are some semantic differences. 
 
Yes, aren't there always? 
 
>But even if I simply take the words as you wish to use them, if you 
>say facts (etc.) exist in the real world, and there are no facts, 
>the implication is that there is no real world. 
 
That is not _my_ implication; I don't consider myself a Berkeleyan. 
Much, but definitely not everything, of Berkeley's world view rests 
on semantic confusion. What, for instance, do we call a "sound" that 
no-one hears? In a sense, Berkeley pre-thought what physics now calls 
the measurement problem where the ultimate question is what/whether 
we can know about the world if we don't perceive/measure. My point of 
view -- and that implemented by model-based control -- is that the 
laws of the world continue to reign even if nobody watches. 
 
>In that case, I'm not sure that we can fruitfully discuss ANYTHING. 
 
That may have other reasons ;-). 
 
>The consequences of this world-view are to my mind entirely 
>incoherent.  So conceptualized, argumentation either defies minimal 
>conformance to logic, or logical implications have no persuasive 
>strength.  All bets are off; irrationality reigns. 
 
Which logic? The logic that I consider most useful and most realistic 
is probabilistic logic, where conclusions are at best _almost_ true. 
Black-and-white yes/no types of logics are useful as well (and far 
simpler), but their domain of applicability is much smaller. Even 
where I use them (in my expert systems) for reasons of simplicity and 
speed of inference, I use a logic that is three-valued, with values 
true, false and unknown, the latter being indispensible (because of 
the ubiquity of missing data) but also the most difficult to reason 
with. It turns out that the notions "true" and "false" are valid only 
within a carefully specified context. When one enlarges the context, 
what was previously true or false often becomes unknown. When one 
enlarges the context to include everything that is or could be, 
probably no "true" or "false" would survive. A simple example: the 
definition "a tiger is a large, tawny, black-striped cat-like mammal" 
may lead to a unique identification in a small zoo but not in a large 
one. In a large zoo we would need a more extended definition. And all 
bets for a good definition are off if there are earth-similar life 
forms on many other planets in the galaxy. Translate "definition" 
into "perceptual input function" and you see the relation to PCT. 
 
>And as Rick pointed out, then decision can only be finalized by 
>force. 
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What do you mean by that? Who forces whom to decide what? 
 
Probabilistic logic says -- and I think -- that every decision is 
somewhat like a gamble: we always reach our conclusions (or "compute" 
our actions) in the face of insufficient or not fully reliable data. 
Wasn't that one of your quotes? 
 
>>When someone talks about his/her discovery of a truth/fact, I hear 
>>the proposal of a research program, not the end of one. And I 
>>wonder how accurate the statement is and where it will meet its 
>>boundaries of applicability. 
 
>That paragraph, however, I find entirely acceptable.  I would add 
>that a discovery may easily entail the end of one research program 
>at the same time that it is the inception of another. 
 
Certainly. 
 
>On a side matter, there is an approach to physics where c is 
>established as a basic unit, and thus it simplifies the formulae 
>just as you indicate. This is in fact used by physicists. 
 
Tell me more about that or give me a reference. I thought I made 
something up, just as an example. I'd like to know more about the 
"alternative world (view)" that this particular unusual coordinate 
system might lead to. 
 
>Please tell me what your position is on the relationship between the 
>"coloring" of our perceptions and the accuracy of our knowledge 
>and/or control. 
 
>OK, I will, but I think I'll post this message as is before I 
>attempt to compose something of that difficulty. 
 
Ack. 
 
Hans 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Tue, 10 Dec 1996 09:46:19 EST 
From:    Bruce Gregory <gregory@CF4.HARVARD.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Effects and side effects 
 
[From Bruce Gregory (961210.0945 EST)] 
 
Rick Marken (961209.1510) 
 
> It's wonderful when a group of living control systems can come to agreement 
> about the appropriate state of some perception. Unfortunately, such 
> agreement cannot be encouraged; it can only be hoped for because it depends 
> on the selection of reference specifications by systems who set their 
> references completely autonomously; ie. all ya can do is hope that what 
> everyone wants turns out to be what's OK for all. 
 
I'm more optimistic than you are about this. I think one key lies 
in Bill's persuasive argument that we all do well to avoid 
generalizations such as one individual controlling another and 
focus on exactly what variable is being controlled. The more 
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specific we are, the more like we are to make progress and avoid 
unproductive side-trips. (I know this is a lot easier said than 
done. I'm just taking an opportunity to seize the high ground ;-) 
 
 
Bruce Gregory 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Tue, 10 Dec 1996 10:16:20 -0700 
From:    Bill Powers <powers_w@FRONTIER.NET> 
Subject: Re: CRITICAL-CAFE: Popper & facts 
 
[From Bill Powers (961210.0630 MST)] 
 
Tracy Harms (961209) -- 
 
I'm taking this segment public because it relates to your public post. 
 
>I've been pecking at some replies to your questions, but one I find 
>especially hard to reply to: 
> 
>>Is this a proposed model, or is this a statement about how Reality is? 
> 
>I'm getting something similar from Hans, it seems. 
> 
>To help you understand how this leaves me perplexed, perhaps I should ask 
>you "Is HPCT a proposed model, or is this a statement about how Reality 
>is?"  I don't see how it could be anything but *both*.  If HPCT does not 
>apply to the real world, it isn't worth my time.  If I want fantasy I'll 
>re-read Beowulf or Lord of the Rings. 
 
So your problem now becomes "Is PCT a statement about reality?"  You have to 
find an answer in order to know whether you're wasting your time on a 
fantasy. While I would really like to tell you "yes, it's about reality," 
unfortunately all I can say is that I _hope_ it's a statement about the real 
world, and that there seems to be _evidence_ that it's about something real, 
and that I'm prepared to _act_ as if it's correct in at least some of its 
details. I might even say there are brief periods when I _believe_ that PCT 
is about reality, but those periods are necessarily brief because as soon as 
I realize that the truth of PCT rests on my belief I realize that I could 
equally well believe something else (because there are others who actually 
do believe something else). I'm thus working under a handicap: I might 
believe that PCT is about reality, but I seem unable to forget that it was I 
who decided to believe it. 
 
I guess what I'm saying is that I don't think there there is any way to 
answer the basic question of epistemology except to declare faith in some 
answer, and then forget that you were responsible for the declaration. 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
----------------------------------------------- 
Tracy Harms  1996;12,09.16: -- 
 
In replying to Hans, you said 
 
>What you say here does speak to 
>involvement with a wider world, the whole of which is real and not to be 
>conflated with any given thinker.  That is the ante which makes further 
>discussion worth attempting.  By guessing that there is a real world you 
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>certify your intention to not let things devolve into irrationality (the 
>result of which I warned about last time). 
 
The "ante" of which you speak is a committment to a certain belief, by 
which, as I said above, I mean a belief which you have decided to accept as 
certain, implying that you have also decided to forget that it was your own 
act that made any doubts disappear. That, however, is the ultimate 
irrational act as masters of theological rationality know full well. The 
moment you assert that there is _evidence_ for anything you say, certainty 
goes out the window along with true faith. What convinces you will not 
necessarily convince someone else because different people put different 
interpretations on the same evidence, and evidence is never complete. Faith 
is achieved in a single step, or by accident (or through grace). It's an act 
of will, not of reason. 
 
My watered-down epistemology is not very satisfactory if what you are after 
is justified certain knowledge. 
 
You say 
 
>Organisms are isolated in a very important manner: the isolation is in 
>regard to learning.  Recognition of that isolation has been an important 
>advancement in our understanding.  Unfortunately this very insight has led 
>o a mistaken idea whereby organisms are thought of as epistemologically 
>isolated from their environments.  But only in learning are we isolated so; 
>in the processes of knowing we and the world we know are unified. 
 
The term "isolation" is too strong for me; it implies a complete cutoff. I 
think there's a difference between suspecting very strongly -- even having 
faith --- that an external reality _exists_ and having faith that what we 
know about it is true.  Perhaps this is what you mean by "learning" -- the 
_content_ of what we know. People "knew" for 150 years that combustion is 
caused by the release of phlogiston; now nobody "knows" that any more. For 
me, this kind of thing greatly weakens the idea that what we know has 
something directly to do with the properties of the real world, even though 
I have no doubts any more about the basic existence of such a world. 
 
You say " Once you have knowledge, said knowledge is the 'bridge between the 
worlds' as it were."  There is a sense in which I can agree with you, 
although you may not want to accept this sense. Under the assumption or 
faith that a real external world exists, it follows (from our received 
knowledge) that perceptions must be functions of happenings in that world. 
The problem is that given the set of all sensors at the interface with that 
world, there is a multiple infinity of functions that can use the sensory 
signals as arguments to generate a perceptual signal. The nature of these 
input functions determines _how_ the world of perception depends on the 
external world. Except for inherited similarities of neural function, there 
is no _a priori_ reason why any two organisms should perceive the same 
world, even if there is only a single reality (a matter of definition, of 
course). 
 
A long long time ago, Don Campbell consulted with me on the subject of "lens 
grinding." He knew I was an amateur astronomer and wanted me to explain how 
lenses are given the right shape. I told him how by grinding one piece of 
glass back and forth against another in a randomized way, the overhanging 
piece could be given a concave shape while the piece underneath -- the 
"tool" -- took on the complementary convex form, both forms being nearly 
spherical since that is the only shape that allows equal contact to exist 
everywhere despite translations. I think this was about the time that 
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Campbell came up with his "lens-grinding" analogy for learning or 
adaptation. It was his idea, I believe, that by rubbing against the 
environment, the organism shaped its perceptions in the only way that would 
fit everywhere with the effects of the environment on it. This, of course, 
would eliminate most of the physically possible perceptual functions, 
leaving only those that were both mutually consistent and consistent with 
the properties of the world at all points of contact.. 
 
There are two problems I can see with this idea. The first has to do with 
degrees of freedom. In the lens-grinding example, we are speaking of only 
three degrees of freedom for both the tool and the lens or mirror ( which 
workpiece is considered the tool depends on whether you're making a 
refractor or a reflector!). But in the interface between the perceptual 
systems and the outside world, the "tool", the environment, most probably 
has enormously more degrees of freedom than the set of all input receptors 
has. The "fit" that is achieved is only in terms of the limited set of 
points of contact, leaving everything between those points ambiguous. This 
means that there is an unlimited number of forms that the external reality 
might take on, all of which would receive the same perceptual representation 
(as there is an infinity of combinations of wavelengths that lead to the 
same perception of color). 
 
The other problem is that Campbell overlooked (I think) the effect of the 
lens on the tool. In lens-grinding, there is not a single form of the tool 
to which the lens is made to conform.  Both lens and tool begin as flat 
pieces of glass. Both lens and tool alter their shapes under the 
interaction, with the final result being a product of the lens-grinding 
process _on both sides of the relationship_.  The organism, in rubbing 
against the environment, alters the form of the environment at the same time 
it is altering its own perceptual organization. The result is that both 
organism and environment change to fit each other in terms of the existing 
points of contact. What we end up with is not truth but mutual consistency. 
(Or course, maybe I'm just now catching on to what Campbell really meant. 
It's still hard to realize that I can't e-mail him to find out his answer). 
 
My curse, which was laid on me when I began looking into levels of 
perception, is that I can no longer indulge in arguments like those above 
without  inadvertently wondering "what am I doing now, and how does this fit 
with the model?" All that I have said above is the result of carrying on 
certain mental processes, many of them symbolic. And where, according to my 
model, is all this going on? Primarily, at what I call the ninth level of 
perception and control. In other words, in my head, on THIS side of the 
sensory interface, not THAT side, the other side we would all like to talk 
about. 
 
Paradoxically, being reminded that it is an "I" who is trying to construct a 
consistent picture of my relationship to the world makes my sense of the 
existence of that world much sharper. It's like saying "Yes, the world is a 
black box (hence the CSG logo), but _there's got to be something inside it 
to make it behave that way_." Being aware that all I know of that world 
comes to me as perceptions, including my actions on it, makes it ever so 
much clearer that I do NOT know why it is that creating certain actions has 
certain reliable effects on my perceptions. I cease to take these links from 
my outputs to my inputs for granted, and begin to wonder what sorts of 
mechanisms might be hidden out there that would explain these effects. 
 
It seems to me that this is the entire enterprise of the physical sciences 
-- trying to come up with mutually consistent proposals about what might lie 
between our experimental manipulations and the subsequent effects on our 
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sensors. It is perfectly obvious in these realms of science that we have no 
_direct_ way to determine what is Out There. All we can do is build and test 
models of what MIGHT be Out There: if we could "just look", we would. What 
has made these sciences so successful is the refusal to accept any model 
that fails to predict correctly within our current limits of measurement. 
This means that it becomes very, very hard to think of an alternative model 
that would predict as well. In fact, the physical sciences are always 
crowded up against the frontiers where nobody can think of a better model. 
 
The other side of this is that the models which survive are so good that one 
is hard-pressed to believe that they do NOT in some way, to some degree, 
reflect actual processes in the world we can't directly observe. But we are 
always separated from reality by that final fraction of a millimeter that we 
can't cross. The one step that is denied to us is that tiny step that would 
take us, naked, into reality itself where we could see, feel, touch, and 
hear the Dingen an Sichem that we have only been guessing about. We simply 
can't conceive of that world except in terms of  seeing, feeling, touching, 
and hearing, and the moment we realize the terms in which we are imagining 
doing this, we realize that we can never take that step. 
 
 It is very understandable that this tantalizing situation proves too much 
for some people to stand, so they say "To hell with it. What I perceive is 
the world itself, and that settles that." This act of faith erases their 
frustration at a single stroke, and from then on they have no more 
uncertainty about the nature of experience than a dog has. 
 
My epistemology, therefore, has nothing to do with justifiable certain 
knowledge. I suppose you'd use a term like "pragmatist" for me, although I 
don't know all those multitudes of terms for philosophical positions. I 
think in terms of propositions and evidence for and against them, and the 
devisement of experimental tests that might help us pick one proposition as 
preferable to another. For me, the world remains a black box, and my 
perceptions remain in an unknown relationship to that world. 
 
Best, 
 
Bill P. 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Tue, 10 Dec 1996 18:24:44 +0100 
From:    "J.A. Blom" <J.A.Blom@ELE.TUE.NL> 
Subject: Re: knowing the real world 
 
[Hans Blom, 961210f] 
 
(Tracy Harms  1996;12,09.16) 
 
>In my last response I played a harsh interpretation of your words. 
>I now think I should give you more benefit of the doubt by paying 
>attention to your attempt to explain, above. 
 
This time I somehow feel much better understood... 
 
>By guessing that there is a real world you certify your intention 
>to not let things devolve into irrationality (the result of which I 
>warned about last time). 
 
I'm not quite sure what you mean by (ir)rationality. One thing that 
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I'm acutely aware of (coming from the practical/engineering side) is 
how important the timeliness of decisions is. An intensive care 
patient will be dead within three minutes after a major calamity, for 
instance. A "rational" alarm system must thus come with an alarm 
signal/message within one minute, preferably less, in order to be 
useful at all. More generally, can we also expect "rational" 
decisions when the decision-maker (e.g. a control system) is in a 
hurry? I remember reading this crazy philosopher who says that it is 
sometimes the most rational to be irrational, e.g. flip a coin and 
leave everything to chance. In fact, predicate logic is only semi- 
decidable, which means in practice that it takes an unpredictable 
time (up to infinity in a complex system) for inferencing to derive a 
conclusion from the premises. That, surely, is no acceptable logic 
for a "rational" real-time agent such as a control system! 
 
Even rationality is relative to a set of axioms, and it has become 
clear by now that ours are not the same. In a real-time agent such as 
a control system or an organism, the timeliness of decision-making is 
an essential aspect, and I don't even know whether that can be 
captured in axioms. So we may have to depart from standard logics and 
standard concepts of rationality here... 
 
>The knowledge which an organism has is indeed 'opinion' in your 
>sense of that word: it is a fallible approximation by guesswork. 
 
Yes, that's what I attempted to say. 
 
>But insofar as these opinions (items of knowledge) do not fail, it 
>is that world itself which we know, contrary to your indication that 
>all we can know is observations. 
 
Your "do not fail" tells me that you believe that an opinion either 
fails or it does not. Is that correct? I hope not. I think that there 
are _degrees_ of failing; no "opinion" is 100% "true", although one 
might come close to this mark -- which, of course, we strive for, 
both in science and in daily life. 
 
>In this message I will argue against what I see as the central 
>metaphor of your vision:  the isolation of the organism from the 
>world. 
 
I do not see that as the central metaphor of my vision; far from it. 
You express my vision well when you say: 
 
>Perception is a feedback phenomenon, and in feedback every component 
>of the circuit is involved.  A portion of the circuit we naturally 
>think of as outside the organism, and it is.  BUT IT IS NOT OUTSIDE 
>THE CIRCUIT. 
 
I have often vocalized this point of view, in various terms, although 
maybe not as well as you do here. It is the control _loop_ which 
determines the "behavior" of the controller/organism. It is the 
_loop_ which determines whether a system is even a controller at all 
(in contrast to, e.g., an oscillator). Feedback loops have as their 
purpose to make "weak" (compliant, variable, unreliable) linkages 
"rigid" (reliable), as in an operational amplifier or audio system, 
where the feedback results in fixed, reliable characteristics of the 
system as a whole despite the tolerances of many of the components. 
In a sense, we make the world part of ourselves, due to the feedback 
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loop. We are us and we have our behavioral characteristics only 
because there is that complement, the world. And in all aspects of 
our behavior we "mirror" the world. We cannot know the world, but we 
_can_ know (partly, approximately) how we interact with the world. 
And thus "see" the world, as through a mirror darkly, in what we 
want, believe, and do. 
 
Greetings, 
 
Hans 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Tue, 10 Dec 1996 11:34:06 -0700 
From:    "T. B. Harms" <tbh@TESSER.COM> 
Subject: control?  WHAT is under control? 
 
>From  Tracy Harms (1996;12,10.11:30) 
 
 
I concur with Bruce Gregory's optimism (961210.0945 EST) that agreement can 
be actively promoted by establishing a prior agreement on goals which 
themselves facilitate rational discourse.  He gives an example: 
 
>I think one key lies 
>in Bill's persuasive argument that we all do well to avoid 
>generalizations such as one individual controlling another and 
>focus on exactly what variable is being controlled. The more 
>specific we are, the more like we are to make progress and avoid 
>unproductive side-trips. (I know this is a lot easier said than 
>done. I'm just taking an opportunity to seize the high ground ;-) 
> 
> 
>Bruce Gregory 
 
 
I myself am itching to apply this to my strongest area of interest, applied 
political philosophy.  There are endless invocations of "control" in 
political discussions, and almost without exception they are hopelessly 
vague.  From academics on one Internet list I follow I recently saw 
assertions that economics is only sound (and/or scientific) if it leads to 
or allows control of the economy.  In other discussions I've seen 
accusations that various organizations or elites control people, or control 
the media, or control our ideas, etc.  Thanks to PCT it is suddenly very 
clear that these sorts of musings are unworkable.  I'm not one to expect 
that adopting technical semantics for terms will solve genuine problems, 
but in this case I think it does.  By consistently thinking of control in 
the technical sense we can correct such statements straightaway, and the 
process of looking for unidimensional aspects which might actually be 
attempted to be controlled (for example, the reported rate of inflationary 
price increases) any topic naturally becomes clarified. 
 
 
Tracy Bruce Harms                                         tbh@tesser.com 
Boulder, Colorado 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
"I didn't think it was possible -- humanity is actually getting dumber!" 
                                                 The Brain 
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(Brain is a cartoon character, a genetically-enhanced laboratory mouse 
 who is bent on taking over the world.  Your basic CONTROL freak...) 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Tue, 10 Dec 1996 09:39:49 -0800 
From:    Richard Marken <marken@AEROSPACE.AERO.ORG> 
Subject: Model-based control, science, agreements 
 
[From Rick Marken (961210.0930)] 
 
Oded Maler (961210) -- 
 
>Take for example the existence of something like "the position of a cursor 
>on the screen" - does it have an objective meaning or is it relative to 
>the perceptual world of certain experimenter? 
 
It's _all_ perception. So? 
 
I observe that (perceived) cursor movements are less when a (perceived) 
controller is (perceived) to be manipulating a (perceived) mouse that (is 
perceived to) influence the cursor. I can explain all these perceptions with 
a (imagined and perceived) model that assumes that the (perceived) person is 
controlling a perceptual representation of the distance between a (real) 
cursor and (real) target. 
 
>In another reply, Rick said something that the scientific method suggests 
>an alternative to "might is right" in deciding what is the better thing 
>to do. This does not seem to be the case in the world we live in, neither. 
 
It doesn't _suggest_ it; it _provides_ thje opportunity for it. Science makes 
it _possible_ for people to resolve differences in beliefs (if those beliefs 
are properly formulated as working models) by submitting those differences to 
empirical test. People have to _want_ to use this approach. But if they don't 
want to use this approach, science won't _make_ them use this approach. 
 
>Funny, there is here a meta-level paradox. According to this view, the 
>scientific method is a kind of model-based behavior that humanity 
>(should) employ, but since model-based behavior does not exist in the 
>individual, how are we to expect it to emerge for the whole humanity? 
 
Science does, indeed, have superficial similarities to the kind of _model- 
based_ control that Hans describes. Like Hans' model, the scientist acts on 
the environment and on a model of that environment, monitors the results of 
those actions on both environment and model and (if there is a discrepency) 
adjusts the model so that the model's response matches the environment's 
response to actions. 
 
One problem with Hans' _model-based control_ theory (from my perspective) is 
that it says that _all_ control (from control of the position of your 
slippers to control of your  position on model-based control) occurs in this 
model-based fashion. I claim that there is no evidence that _any_ behavior is 
model-based -- even the behavior we call "doing science". 
 
In PCT, the appearance of "model based" behavior (like "doing science") 
results from the operation of perceptual control systems at many levels of a 
hierarchy of control systems, none of which operate on the basis of model- 
based control. A scientist is controlling a system concept perception 
(science) by controlling for perceptions of principles (like "careful 
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observation", "skepticism", etc); these principles are controlled by 
controlling programs of activities (the research process) which are 
controlled by controlling for relationships (mathematical, qualitative, etc), 
sequences, etc. 
 
Some of the perceptions controlled in the process of doing science are 
controlled in imagination; when we "think of a model, how it works and what 
it implies about what we will observe" we are producing perceptions for 
ourselves via imagination. Imagination is _not_ model-based control; it is 
good old PCT with the control loop closed inside the system (the output of 
the control loop is replayed directly back into the perceptual input function 
- - so the system perceives exactly what it wants - - rather than through the 
environment (where all those pesky disturbances require that you _vary_ 
control outputs in order to get the higher level perceptions you want). 
 
Me: 
 
>...all ya can do is hope that what everyone wants turns out to be what's OK 
>for all. 
 
Bruce Gregory (961210.0945 EST) -- 
 
>I'm more optimistic than you are about this. I think one key lies in Bill's 
>persuasive argument that we all do well to avoid generalizations such as one 
>individual controlling another and focus on exactly what variable is being 
>controlled. 
 
I agree that this is a very good approach. My pessimism comes from 
experience. B:CP was published 23 years ago; I don't think there is a 
clearer description of a model of behavior (with few generalizations). 
Nevertheless, after all this time there are still only a handful of 
behavioral and life scientists who are practicing perceptual control 
theorists. Clarity is great but it doesn't _necessarily_ lead to agreement -- 
especially when you are presenting ideas that people clearly don't _want_ 
(for whatever reason) to agree on. I wish it were different, but it's not. 
 
Best 
 
Rick 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Tue, 10 Dec 1996 13:54:29 -0700 
From:    "T. B. Harms" <tbh@TESSER.COM> 
Subject: knowledge and rationalism 
 
>From  Tracy Harms  1996;12,10.13:30 
 
 
Bill Powers (961210.0630 MST) 
 
>My watered-down epistemology is not very satisfactory if what you are after 
>is justified certain knowledge. 
 
That's not what I'm after, and that's not a problem.  What I see as a 
problem is that your corrections are something you think of as a 
watering-down.  You have misidentified a strengthening as a weakening. 
 
>[...] 
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>My epistemology, therefore, has nothing to do with justifiable certain 
>knowledge. I suppose you'd use a term like "pragmatist" for me, although I 
>don't know all those multitudes of terms for philosophical positions. I 
>think in terms of propositions and evidence for and against them, and the 
>devisement of experimental tests that might help us pick one proposition as 
>preferable to another. For me, the world remains a black box, and my 
>perceptions remain in an unknown relationship to that world. 
 
You are so close, Bill, but one glaring flaw remains in your epistemology, 
and that flaw is that it has far too much to do with justifiable certain 
knowledge!  That you intend to purge this blot is most encouraging; I'll be 
happy to help if I can. 
 
In what way have you accepted the epistemology of justified certain 
knowledge?  You have done so by granting the very concept of knowledge to 
it.  This concession to that view of knowledge is heavy in your statements, 
for example: "But we are always separated from reality by that final 
fraction of a millimeter that we can't cross."  Here you reiterate what I 
deny, the barrier metaphor which misapplies isolation by misconceiving 
knowledge.  By allowing 'knowledge' to mean justified true belief you 
catapult toward skepticism, for as you assert *knowledge which fits this 
vision of knowledge is unobtainable*.  Therefore, if this is knowledge 
there is no knowledge; we can know nothing.  Such a conclusion is both 
unacceptable and unnecessary.  All we need do is insist that this familiar 
word, knowledge, indicates something real and important, but that since 
whatever it is it clearly cannot be justified certainty, it must be 
something else. 
 
You should no more accept that knowledge is justifiable certainty than you 
would accept that behavior is the consequence of stimuli.  Never abandon 
key terms to proponents of inferior theories. 
 
This concession you've carelessly made to justificationists is coupled with 
an even larger problem, a concession to a justificationist vision as to the 
nature of rationality.  This is revealed in your statements: 
 
>I guess what I'm saying is that I don't think there there is any way to 
>answer the basic question of epistemology except to declare faith in some 
>answer, and then forget that you were responsible for the declaration. 
>[...] 
>The "ante" of which you speak is a committment to a certain belief, by 
>which, as I said above, I mean a belief which you have decided to accept as 
>certain, implying that you have also decided to forget that it was your own 
>act that made any doubts disappear. 
 
You are promoting Hume's advice as to how to approach rationality in the 
wake of glimpsing that induction cannot provide infallible certainty.  But 
that is not a solution to the crisis of rational integrity, it is an 
evasion.  Fortunately somebody else has done the hard work on this problem, 
and a genuine solution is available ready to hand.  Bill Bartley solved the 
crisis of rational integrity back in the early '60s, and his work and its 
implications are, to my mind, vital components to a thoroughly Darwinian 
world-view.  (_The Retreat To Commitment_, William Warren Bartley III, 1984 
(2nd ed.), Open Court Press, LaSalle) 
 
In keeping with evolutionary rationalism I do *not* speak of a committment 
to a certain belief.  I do not decide to accept anything as certain, so 
there is nothing for me to forget; no skeletons in my closet, no dirty 
little secrets of irrational leaps of faith, no actions by which I make any 
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doubts disappear.  My doubts are not to be banished except as a spontaneous 
consequence of considering well-argued theories.  Those which do not perish 
so shall remain part of me, never to be refused, not denied nor 
renounced--they are appreciated. 
 
The basic explanation as to why evolutionary rationalism may (and must) 
accept uncertainty in regard to logical fundamentals, whereas 
justificationist (conventional) rationalism is forced to deny uncertainty 
in regard to them, is because justificationists rely on those items as 
foundations which must bear the logical weight of other knowledge, with 
transmission of truth included in this dependency.  Evolutionary 
rationalism, in contrast, does not rely on some pool of certain truths, but 
instead relies on a diversity of uncertain untruths.  The advancement 
through double-negation which was proposed by Darwin in regard to 
speciation is equally applicable to all developments of fit.  Things get 
good by discarding the bad, not by passing some sort of torch from a Pure, 
Absolute Goodness into the more ambiguous world. 
 
With evolutionary rationalism no disaster occurs if there are doubts and 
uncertainties involving critical components, because soundness of knowledge 
and participation in rational methods have both been logically segregated 
from any matters of belief or confidence.  I'm not going to spell out the 
details on this.  Those who are curious should read Bartley's book. 
 
Thanks for your many other comments, they are thought-provoking.  I share 
your sadness at Donald Campbell's death.  Although he never so much as knew 
I am alive, his work lives on in me, as this very posting exemplifies. 
 
 
Tracy Bruce Harms                                        tbh@tesser.com 
Boulder, Colorado 
----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 "The life of humanity is so long, that of the individual so brief, 
 that we often see only the ebb of the advancing wave and are thus 
 discouraged. It is history that teaches us to hope." -- Robert E. Lee 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Tue, 10 Dec 1996 17:39:05 -0500 
From:    Jeff Vancouver <jeffv@PSYCH.NYU.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Memory switch 
 
>From Jeff Vancouver (961210.17:40 EST) 
 
> >From Stefan Balke (961210.1030 CET) 
> 
> Jeff, 
> 
> I tried to understand your mastermind model, but I have only vague memories 
> at this game. I'll ask some friends here for the rules. Because of this 
> limited background I didn't understand much of your model, however I grasped 
> the idea, that there is a ECU analysing the error state of another ECU and 
> if an error is detected than the system switches to the imagination mode 
> until the reorganization process leads to a sufficient decrease of the error 
> and to a switch back to the control mode. Is this an appropriate description 
> of your idea and what did the others say to it? For me it seems to make sense. 
> 
 
That is basically it.  The only slight alteration is that the system can 
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use input from the environment to test the result of reorganization, not 
simply memory as the imagination mode implies.  Nonetheless, the output 
switch is not set to the environment until a reorganized output passes 
the test. 
 
No others have commented on it.  I think they are having the same problem 
as you.  They are not familiar with the game. 
 
Jeff 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Tue, 10 Dec 1996 17:46:47 EST 
From:    Bruce Gregory <gregory@CF4.HARVARD.EDU> 
Subject: Re: knowledge and rationalism 
 
[From Bruce Gregory (961210.1745)] 
 
Tracy Harms  1996;12,10.13:30 
 
Bill Powers (961210.0630 MST) 
 
I think my views are consistent with both of yours, but let me 
phrase mine slightly differently and see your reactions. 
 
I don't think that we infer the existence of a real external 
world. I think we are born into a real world that we struggle 
to control. (If this world were not external and shared, it 
would be a _lot_ easier to control. ) As part of this process 
we invent models that allow us to predict the outcome of our 
interventions. PCT is an example of one such model. PCT is not a 
part of our process of controlling, but explains _how_ we are 
able to control and allows us to plan more successful 
interventions. 
 
I agree with Tracy Harms, 
 
> In what way have you accepted the epistemology of justified certain 
> knowledge?  You have done so by granting the very concept of knowledge to 
> it.  This concession to that view of knowledge is heavy in your statements, 
> for example: "But we are always separated from reality by that final 
> fraction of a millimeter that we can't cross."  Here you reiterate what I 
> deny, the barrier metaphor which misapplies isolation by misconceiving 
> knowledge.  By allowing 'knowledge' to mean justified true belief you 
> catapult toward skepticism, for as you assert *knowledge which fits this 
> vision of knowledge is unobtainable*.  Therefore, if this is knowledge 
> there is no knowledge; we can know nothing.  Such a conclusion is both 
> unacceptable and unnecessary.  All we need do is insist that this familiar 
> word, knowledge, indicates something real and important, but that since 
> whatever it is it clearly cannot be justified certainty, it must be 
> something else. 
 
The notion that "we are separated from reality by that final 
fraction of a millimeter that we can't cross" is not given to 
us by way of observation, it is a property of our models. 
Nothing prevents us from trying to build ever more powerful 
models that allow us to make more and more sense of the world. 
In this sense, there is no ultimate separation between us and 
reality. 
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> You are promoting Hume's advice as to how to approach rationality in the 
> wake of glimpsing that induction cannot provide infallible certainty.  But 
> that is not a solution to the crisis of rational integrity, it is an 
> evasion.  Fortunately somebody else has done the hard work on this problem, 
> and a genuine solution is available ready to hand.  Bill Bartley solved the 
> crisis of rational integrity back in the early '60s, and his work and its 
> implications are, to my mind, vital components to a thoroughly Darwinian 
> world-view.  (_The Retreat To Commitment_, William Warren Bartley III, 1984 
> (2nd ed.), Open Court Press, LaSalle) 
 
I knew Bill Bartley back in the 1970s. I agree that his book is 
well worth reading. 
 
> In keeping with evolutionary rationalism I do *not* speak of a committment 
> to a certain belief.  I do not decide to accept anything as certain, so 
> there is nothing for me to forget; no skeletons in my closet, no dirty 
> little secrets of irrational leaps of faith, no actions by which I make any 
> doubts disappear.  My doubts are not to be banished except as a spontaneous 
> consequence of considering well-argued theories.  Those which do not perish 
> so shall remain part of me, never to be refused, not denied nor 
> renounced--they are appreciated. 
 
Indeed. 
 
 
Bruce Gregory 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Tue, 10 Dec 1996 17:29:13 +0100 
From:    "J.A. Blom" <J.A.Blom@ELE.TUE.NL> 
Subject: Re: System concepts, effects and side effects 
 
[Hans Blom, 961210e] 
 
(Rick Marken (961209.1300)) 
 
>>I do not reject the scientific enterprise 
 
>Then why, after so many years on CSGNet, do you continue to talk 
>about model-based control as though it were an important extension 
>to (or replacement for) HPCT? You have never presented anything 
>other than (questionable) anecdotal evidence ... 
 
Time and again I decide not to talk to you again, yet I break my 
decision when I find your contributions worthwhile. Time and again it 
is not what you say but the way you say it that disturbs me. By now, 
it is clear to me that it is difficult for you to adopt a different 
perspective and a "suspension of disbelief", even briefly, which 
might let my perspective come through. I have decided -- once again 
-- to minimize my exchanges with you. Slowly by slowly I have come to 
the realization that they do not seem to serve any worthwhile goal 
for me. 
 
>The model-based control program that you sent showed that what is 
>being modelled in model-based control is the physical effect of the 
>controller on the controlled variable. All this buys is the ability 
>to "virtually control" in the blind for some period after loss of 
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>perceptual input. But this ability is paid for in terms of lowered 
>ability to control (resist disturbances) in real time; the longer 
>the model can control after loss of perceptual input, the less able 
>it is to compensate for real time disturbances when perceptual input 
>is intact. 
 
I guess it is these uninformed misunderstandings that I'm tired of. 
 
>Because I am controlling for gaining knowledge based on observation 
>and modeling and you apparently are not. 
 
And these. 
 
>I am willing to put my belief in PCT to that [experimental] test 
 
And this. How do you put a meta-theory to an experimental test? I am 
certain that there is no such test, and thus nothing that can shake 
your belief in PCT. Or can you think of one? 
 
>You just seem to be defending a system concept that is quite 
>different from one that I am defending. 
 
Well, Rick, I guess that most people are. Do they all give you the 
creeps? 
 
Bye, 
 
Hans 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Tue, 10 Dec 1996 11:11:00 -0800 
From:    "Marken, Richard S." <Marken@COURIER3.AERO.ORG> 
Subject: Model-based control, science, agreements 
 
Another errant post; I apologize if this repeats. 
----- 
[From Rick Marken (961210.0930)] 
 
Oded Maler (961210) -- 
 
>Take for example the existence of something like "the position of a cursor 
>on the screen" - does it have an objective meaning or is it relative to 
>the perceptual world of certain experimenter? 
 
It's _all_ perception. So? 
 
I observe that (perceived) cursor movements are less when a (perceived) 
controller is (perceived) to be manipulating a (perceived) mouse that (is 
perceived to) influence the cursor. I can explain all these perceptions with 
a (imagined and perceived) model that assumes that the (perceived) person is 
controlling a perceptual representation of the distance between a (real) 
cursor and (real) target. 
 
>In another reply, Rick said something that the scientific method suggests 
>an alternative to "might is right" in deciding what is the better thing 
>to do. This does not seem to be the case in the world we live in, neither. 
 
It doesn't _suggest_ it; it _provides_ thje opportunity for it. Science makes 
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it _possible_ for people to resolve differences in beliefs (if those beliefs 
are properly formulated as working models) by submitting those differences to 
empirical test. People have to _want_ to use this approach. But if they don't 
want to use this approach, science won't _make_ them use this approach. 
 
>Funny, there is here a meta-level paradox. According to this view, the 
>scientific method is a kind of model-based behavior that humanity 
>(should) employ, but since model-based behavior does not exist in the 
>individual, how are we to expect it to emerge for the whole humanity? 
 
Science does, indeed, have superficial similarities to the kind of _model- 
based_ control that Hans describes. Like Hans' model, the scientist acts on 
the environment and on a model of that environment, monitors the results of 
those actions on both environment and model and (if there is a discrepency) 
adjusts the model so that the model's response matches the environment's 
response to actions. 
 
One problem with Hans' _model-based control_ theory (from my perspective) is 
that it says that _all_ control (from control of the position of your 
slippers to control of your  position on model-based control) occurs in this 
model-based fashion. I claim that there is no evidence that _any_ behavior is 
model-based -- even the behavior we call "doing science". 
 
In PCT, the appearance of "model based" behavior (like "doing science") 
results from the operation of perceptual control systems at many levels of a 
hierarchy of control systems, none of which operate on the basis of model- 
based control. A scientist is controlling a system concept perception 
(science) by controlling for perceptions of principles (like "careful 
observation", "skepticism", etc); these principles are controlled by 
controlling programs of activities (the research process) which are 
controlled by controlling for relationships (mathematical, qualitative, etc), 
sequences, etc. 
 
Some of the perceptions controlled in the process of doing science are 
controlled in imagination; when we "think of a model, how it works and what 
it implies about what we will observe" we are producing perceptions for 
ourselves via imagination. Imagination is _not_ model-based control; it is 
good old PCT with the control loop closed inside the system (the output of 
the control loop is replayed directly back into the perceptual input function 
- - so the system perceives exactly what it wants - - rather than through the 
environment (where all those pesky disturbances require that you _vary_ 
control outputs in order to get the higher level perceptions you want). 
 
Me: 
 
>...all ya can do is hope that what everyone wants turns out to be what's OK 
>for all. 
 
Bruce Gregory (961210.0945 EST) -- 
 
>I'm more optimistic than you are about this. I think one key lies in Bill's 
>persuasive argument that we all do well to avoid generalizations such as one 
>individual controlling another and focus on exactly what variable is being 
>controlled. 
 
I agree that this is a very good approach. My pessimism comes from 
experience. B:CP was published 23 years ago; I don't think there is a 
clearer description of a model of behavior (with few generalizations). 
Nevertheless, after all this time there are still only a handful of 
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behavioral and life scientists who are practicing perceptual control 
theorists. Clarity is great but it doesn't _necessarily_ lead to agreement -- 
especially when you are presenting ideas that people clearly don't _want_ 
(for whatever reason) to agree on. I wish it were different, but it's not. 
 
Best 
 
Rick 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Tue, 10 Dec 1996 16:18:49 -0700 
From:    Bill Powers <powers_w@FRONTIER.NET> 
Subject: Re: Vancouver's experiment 
 
[From Bill Powers (961210.1415 MST)] 
 
Hans Blom, 961210 -- 
> 
>(Bill Powers (961204.0800 MST)) 
> 
>>It seems to me that your interpretation [prediction by a model] 
>>implies a very large expenditure in neurons and computing power to 
>>achieve a very small advantage 
> 
>We humans do seem to have a very large number of neurons compared to 
>an E. coli, a spider or a rat. What is our "very small advantage" 
>compared to these species? Whatever it is, it seems to reside mainly 
>in what neurologists call the association cortex. What would all 
>those associations be for? 
 
You misunderstand; I was referring to the very slight advantage, in the case 
of the Vancouver Experiment, of the postulated model-based control model 
over a PCT type of control system. 
 
>>, while giving up the ability to compensate immediately for 
>>unexpected (unpredicted) disturbances like Jeff's stuck mouse. 
> 
>If the mouse gets stuck, the loop gain decreases to zero; no 
>controller, model-based or not, will be able to cope with this 
>situation immediately. 
 
Not true. The response of a simple control system will be to increase the 
output immediately, which in the case of the stuck mouse ball will usually 
free it up and permit control to continue. The great advantage of the PCT 
model is that when an unexpected disturbance does occur, the system will 
automatically increase or decrease its output to oppose the effects of the 
disturbance, without requiring any prediction that the disturbance is going 
to occur. 
 
> What is necessary now is to recognize _that_ 
>the loop gain is zero, to discover the cause, and to repair the 
>situation in order to be in control again. This requires, I guess, 
>the formulation of a number of hypotheses of what the cause might be 
>(stuck mouse, stuck software, and any other likely possibility), to 
>check them, maybe in order of plausibility, and so to discover the 
>one single cause. Very difficult for a simple control system 
 
Not at all; it's difficult for the model-based system, because the 
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model-based system must be modified to include predictions of the 
disturbance, which in most cases would involve impossibly complex 
computations encompassing large parts of the local physical world. In the 
above paragraph you cite many of the reasons for which I find model-based 
control implausible. You describe what must be done to make such systems 
work, without apparently seeing how impractical these requirements are for 
any _general_ model of behavior. You're talking about complex 
troubleshooting and cognitive processes that are typical of the way a whole 
intelligent human being might approach a problem with a piece of machinery 
-- not about the sort of process that would account for walking on a 
slippery surface or manipulating a mouse on a table with slippery spots. 
 
When I say that I accept the idea of model-based control for some kinds of 
higher-level control processes, I am going out of my way to make allowances 
for such possibilities, even though neither you nor I can see how the many 
difficulties involved in making such systems work would be solved. 
 
>although we humans are likely to repair the problem without much 
>thought -- except maybe the first time, when we have no idea _that_ a 
>mouse can get stuck. 
 
What's most troublesome for the model-based approach is predicting _when_ it 
will get stuck. The model has to generate the effect of a stuck mouse just 
at the moment when the ball in the real mouse runs over a slippery part of 
the surface. And then, of course, the ball start rolling again and the model 
has to stop applying the model of the slippage -- again, just at the right time. 
 
>>We can't let a particular engineering approach, developed under 
>>conditions that are, perhaps, appropriate for the construction of 
>>artificial systems where we have extensive knowlede of the 
>>environment and where the objectives are external to the system, 
>>dictate a model of the human or animal system. 
> 
>That argument can be used against any theory-based approach, 
>including (H)PCT. Why mention it? 
 
Because the question is whether the model is used because it seems necessary 
to explain specific observed behaviors, or whether it is used because 
someone thinks it is elegant and, without proof, assumes that it must 
therefore be correct. 
 
>>I think we should use the concept of model-based control sparingly, 
>>where it is clearly required to explain phenomena, and keep the 
>>simpler model where it seems adequate (and where dealing with 
>>unexpected disturbances is taken care of without an encyclopedic 
>>model of the entire physical universe). 
> 
>When would that "sparingly" be? When would it be "clearly required"? What 
is the >context in which it would fullfil a meaningful role? 
 
A more complex model would clearly be required when a simpler one leaves 
significant parts of the behavior in question unexplained, or predicts them 
incorrectly. If a model-based control system could explain behavior that a 
simpler model couldn't explain, it would not only "fulfill a meaningful 
role," but would be the only available explanation. We would have no choice 
but to use it. 
 
>Why is there so much emphasis on (Trivial Pursuit-like) encyclopedic 
>"knowledge" of the entire physical/social/psychological universe in 
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>our society? 
 
Because disturbances arise from the operation of other parts of this 
universe, and to be predicted they must be continuously derived from events 
outside the scope of the immediate control problem. In most cases this is 
impossible, because the data from which such predictions would have to be 
made is not available. When you walk around the corner of a building, there 
may or may not be a person walking toward you in your path. You can't 
predict this event; you simply have to be organized to avoid collisions no 
matter what you find when you turn the corner. And that requires control 
based on present-time perception, not on models that require all 
disturbances to be predicted. 
 
>Thus far, you have been pretty unclear about when it would serve the 
>larger scheme of things (successful control) to collect and store 
>knowledge about the world, and what exactly the impact of such 
>knowledge might be on the quality of our behavior. That issue needs 
>to be resolved, I think. 
 
I don't really care about that problem because I don't know enough about 
higher-level processes in human beings to speculate about it. I know this is 
a big philosophical deal to you, but it isn't to me. 
 
>>A case in point is your recent post on transfer functions. You 
>>propose putting a transfer function in series with the reference 
>>input. ... How would a living system perceive that the direct 
>>reference input is giving a wrong result, and adjust the 
>>compensation until the result is better? 
> 
>As the song says "I want it, and I want it now!" In many cases, the 
>notion "better" seems to imply "fast" or "as fast as possible". In a 
>control system that would be a perception that rapidly and accurately 
>tracks reference level changes (I feel hungry and therefore I want to 
>eat _now_, not tomorrow). How to adjust the pre-compensation TF1? By 
>the usual mechanisms of random trial-and-error and hill-climbing, I 
>guess. For the sake of efficiency preferably the latter. 
 
That answer is sufficiently vague that it could be applied to any model at 
all. Conspicuously lacking is any attempt to say what sort of mechanism 
would DO this hill-climbing. In the Extended Kalman Filter model, at least 
you supply a specific mechanism to do one interesting part of the job. That 
mechanism will not handle the discovery and adjustment of the required form 
of TF1. 
 
>>You asked where the world-model is in the system I sketched in for 
>>mimicking the behavior in Vancouer's "spiral" experiment. There 
>>isn't one, unless you want to stretch the definitions and say that 
>>it's implicit in the various leaky integrators and in the 
>>relationships among the levels of systems. 
> 
>That is _not_ necessarily stretching the definitions, I think. In 
>engineered designs, it depends on whether the result of learning is 
>laid down in hardware or software. In the nervous system these two 
>seem difficult to distinguish. 
 
If you want to say that there's a world-model implicit in the various 
components of a PCT system, be my guest. But the point is that such a 
world-model would be distributed over the basic components of the system, 
and would nowhere exist in a form that predicts the response of the 
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environment to the actions applied to it. So it would be organized quite 
differently from the model you have proposed. 
 
>>That, of course, makes any control system into a sort of model of 
>>its environment, but I don't think that's what you mean by a 
>>world-model. 
> 
>That would be a hard-wired world-model. 
 
I don't see why you keep asserting that. A PCT-type model can just as easily 
be reorganized as a model of the form you have proposed. I've shown one or 
two ways in which this reorganization can be accomplished, although I have 
no _general_ model that covers all possible kinds of reorganization (and 
neither do you). 
 
>But large changes in wiring 
>seem to take long (evolutionary) times and don't apply to the 
>individual (except in freak accidents such as a non-lethal bullet in 
>the brain). So you are right: when I think of a world-model, I 
>usually think of rapid, incremental real-time learning and 
>(software-like) adjustments of model/control parameters. 
 
That's also how I think of the PCT model, although I don't have any neat 
scheme like your Extended Kalman Filter to implement real-time learning. The 
PCT model, of course, requires much less of this rapid reorganization. I 
have no doubt that if I knew enough and were willing to postulate complex 
enough systems, I could adapt the Kalman Filter approach to reorganization 
of the PCT-type model, with equally good results -- and without having to 
assume that an inverse exists for the world-model, or that if it exists, it 
can be calculated in real time by any realistic neural system. 
 
>>My main purpose in showing that model was to show how a system could 
>>be built without a world-model that would still be able to continue 
>>control of the derivatives for some time after loss of the position 
>>perceptual signal. 
> 
>Great. But through which mechanism was "control of the derivatives" 
>decided upon? Why derivatives and not some other function? Which 
>derivatives? And multiplied by what factors? 
 
Why Hans, you know the answer to those questions; you use it all the time. 
The functions are those that enable the organism to survive! It's EVOLUTION 
that decides these things! When I ask you where your model gets its 
world-model, and how it happens that both this model and its inverse are 
calculated and by what,  and where just the right reference signals come 
from, isn't this the answer that you give me? 
 
>My point is: you, the 
>designer, were able to discover how to design such a system. Could 
>some mechanism within the system itself do the same? Which properties 
>would such a mechanism need to have? 
 
Good questions. Aren't they the ones that we're all trying to answer? 
------------------------------------------- 
>How come we vary our actions _appropriately_? How come we often know 
>immediately what to do, and do not need to fall back on random trial 
>and error time and again? It is because the world has been observed 
>to have certain regularities and because we believe that those 
>regularities will remain reliably the same, without us needing to 
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>reestablish their constancy time and again. 
 
A PCT-type control system is so organized that it automatically produces the 
amount and direction of action needed to maintain the controlled variable 
near its reference level. It doesn't have to stop and think about it, or 
make predictions, or contain a model for all possible disturbances. It will 
work about equally well over a range of environmental circumstances without 
needing any adjustments to its parameters. It doesn't need any _beliefs_ 
about the constancy of the world; indeed, its design is such as to rely 
minimally on such (imaginary) constancy. The whole power of the PCT kind of 
model is that it compares the effects of behavior directly with reference 
specifications, so it makes little difference if the external world changes 
by amounts that would invalidate any internal world model and require major 
adjustments of parameters before that kind of system could work again. The 
PCT model, precisely because it can function over a wide range of 
circumstances, requires a minimum of rapid reorganization; what 
reorganization is needed can happen on a much slower time scale. 
 
>>Planning is a highly overrated activity; if you put too much faith 
>>on planning, you are likely to say that whatever happens is what you 
>>intended, whether it actually was or not. 
> 
>Planning takes place in all our activities all of the time. If I need 
>to grab something, I know -- unlike a newborn baby -- that I need to 
>use my arm muscles rather than my facial muscles, say. 
 
You're not saying that when the baby starts toppling out of its chair, you 
stop to formulate a plan of action, calculate all the disturbances that will 
intefere with your action, and only then reach out to grab the baby -- are 
you? It seems to me that you're only describing what your conception of 
behavioral organization would call for, and in that very process laying out 
just what is wrong with it. 
 
Best, 
 
Bill P. 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Tue, 10 Dec 1996 16:18:58 -0700 
From:    Bill Powers <powers_w@FRONTIER.NET> 
Subject: Re: simultaneity 
 
>From Bill Powers (961210.1600 MST)] 
 
Hans Blom, 961210b -- 
> 
>(Bill Powers (961204.1010MST)) 
> 
>>>>Flipping a light switch is not supposed to be followed instantly 
>>>>by a loud bang. In fact, it is supposed NOT to be followed by 
>>>>anything but a light turning on or off. 
> 
>>>I would call that a mental model: in my experience, flipping a 
>>>light switch does not cause anything but turn a light on or off 
>>>(this may not be true for some electrical engineering students). 
> 
>>You can see that as a mental model, or simply as a perceptual 
>>signal. The perception would be that of a particular sequence: 
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>>switch, light. The reference condition is to perceive that sequence. 
> 
>I think that is stretching the meaning of perception. We're talking 
>here about a process that unfolds over time. 
 
It is precisely the kind of thing I mean by perception. You say that "in 
your experience" flipping a light switch causes a light to turn on and off. 
Is that not a perception? If it's not, how do you know about it? Are you 
saying that if two events occur a second or two apart, A and B, you can't 
perceive which came before the other? How do you "experience" things, if not 
in the form of perceptions? 
 
> "Switch" is an action, an "light" is the 
>predicted consequence -- anticipation -- of that action. That 
>anticipation is internally generated. If action "switch" does not 
>result in "light" and nothing else, our anticipation is incorrect; we 
>experience surprise and generally will want to find out why our 
>prediction was incorrect; that leads to updating the model or 
>possibly even an entirely new model. 
 
But how do you know that the action you call "switch" is taking place? Don't 
you have to perceive it? The experience is of "switch" followed by "light", 
whether you are the one operating the switch or not. Behavior is a process 
of controlling perceptions: "switch on" is a perception produced by varying 
muscle forces and tactile sensations in certain places in the visual world. 
It's a perceptual consequence of motor actions. 
 
>>It involves real-time perceptions from the outside world, not 
>>imagined perceptions from the inside model. 
> 
>If the model were perfect (which it is not and cannot be), the 
>imagined perceptions would be accurately in step with the real-time 
>"perceptions" of the world (whether perceived or not). In that case, 
>it would not matter whether we control on the basis of real-time or 
>imagined perceptions. Since the model is not perfect and the world 
>changes, the model must be recalibrated regularly. This is 
>particularly acute when predictions turn out to be incorrect. 
 
That's your problem, caused by the model you have adopted. Your model 
creates conditions that have to be met; if they aren't met, your model has 
difficulties. The PCT model is not without difficulties of its own, but they 
are not these difficulties. 
> 
>>Of course in your model you still have to explain how it is that 
>>the person perceives sequence as a variable that can be correct or 
>>incorrect. 
> 
>An incorrect prediction automatically leads to readjustment of the 
>model. The standard adaptation mechanism takes care of that. 
 
I have seen nothing to indicate that an Extended Kalman Filter could adjust 
a world model that predicts one sequence of occurrances rather than another. 
In fact, your model completely begs the question of how "sequence" itself 
could be perceived. Your claims just above are totally unsupported -- you're 
only describing what would NEED to be done, not showing that your model 
could do it. 
 
>Small 
>prediction errors are normal, and they hardly deteriorate the quality 
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>of control. 
 
Unless they involve one or more successive time integrations, as most real 
behaviors do. Then small prediction errors can cause extremely large 
deviations from reality. The world, as you have probably heard, is basically 
chaotic, 
 
> Detection of large prediction errors indicates that the 
>model isn't even approximately correct; in such cases, learning -- 
>building a new model -- may be forced to restart from scratch. 
 
That's what would be required. Unfortunately, the model you have presented 
contains no method for starting from scratch. You must begin with a model of 
at least the right general form before the Kalman Filter approach can work 
at all. 
 
>This latter strategy is unpopular in humans. And entirely impractical: it 
>would discard the entire existing knowledge base. 
 
That's required only in a model of the kind you advocate, where the entire 
system is one immense interlocking set of computations. In a hierarchical 
system built from parallel modules of simple basic organization, no such 
radical surgery is required. 
 
>Since it is often 
>impossible to decide immediately which knowledge is still correct and 
>which not, this is a critical situation which is difficult to handle 
>by simple adaptive techniques. 
 
Yes, that's true. I advocate a model in which this problem is minimized. 
 
Best, 
 
Bill P. 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Wed, 11 Dec 1996 00:07:25 +0000 
From:    Richard marken <marken@AERO.ORG> 
Subject: Re: System concepts 
 
[From Rick Marken (961210.2300)] 
 
 Hans Blom (961210e) -- 
 
> By now, it is clear to me that it is difficult for you to adopt a 
> different perspective and a "suspension of disbelief", even briefly, 
> which might let my perspective come through. 
 
Let me give you a clue, Hans. I'm not interested in trying to adopt 
your "perspective" because I am a PCTer. I have been convinced (by 
testing, observation, modeling, etc) that behavior is the control of 
perception. I think this idea is the most profound, deep, extraordinary, 
elegant, interesting and satisfying insight about the nature of life 
that has occured in a millenium. It is a view that is completely at odds 
with all previous attempts to explain the behavior of living systems -- 
S-R theories, functionalist theories, reinforcement theories, cognitive 
theoies (including calculated output theories -- like your model-based 
controller-- that were popular in the 1980s), psychoanalytic theories, 
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etc. Because PCT exposes all current approaches to understanding 
behavior as being based on a misconception about the nature of behavior 
itself, very few behavioral scientists have had the courage to leave the 
conventional fold and become PCTers. Becoming a PCTer requires a serious 
change in system concepts (and, very often, careers); VERY few people 
have been willing to do either. 
 
The Internet provided an exciting new way for the very few (and very 
dispersed) PCTers in the world to get together on a regular basis and 
discuss PCT. People who are not full tilt PCTers are certainly welcome 
to join in. And we do welcome scrutiny from advocates of other 
perspectives. But it's going to take a lot more than "argument" to 
convince a PCTer like me to readopt a perspective on behavior (such as 
you computed-output "model-based" approach) that I rejected long ago. 
 
If you like model-based control then go with it. But you're just wasting 
your breath (and our bandwidth) if you think you're going to convince me 
that there is something to a perspective on behavior that, from my point 
of view, misses the point completely (notice how often all you 
model-based controllers talk about the perceptions that organisms 
control -- _never_ is my count). 
 
I'm as likely to be convinced that there is something to be learned from 
model-based control as I am to be convinced that there is something to 
be learned from reinforcement theory, cognitive theory or whatever. I've 
been through all that. Years ago I've even believed in some of the 
things you believe in now. But I found that I had to reject these 
beliefs completely once I had studied and (eventually) understood PCT. 
 
The one thing that you, as an advocate of model-based control, could 
contribute to CSGNet is data that is consistent with a model-based 
control model and inconsistent with a PCT model. Otherwise, I think you 
might as well give up trying to convert me to model-based control; 
easier to convert the Jews to Christianity.  The only thing that could 
change me now is some clear evidence that organisms "compute" even one 
second worth of, say, the trajectory of a movement. 
 
Me: 
 
>I am willing to put my belief in PCT to that [experimental] test 
 
Ye: 
 
>How do you put a meta-theory to an experimental test? 
 
It's really very easy; so easy that even I can do it. Take a look at 
some of the experiments in _Mind Readings_. Take a look at some of 
the experiments done by Tom Bourbon and described in various venues. 
 
>I am certain that there is no such test, and thus nothing that can 
>shake your belief in PCT. Or can you think of one? 
 
I've thought of several. I'm always trying to think of more. Why 
don't you give it a try? 
 
Best 
 
Rick 
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------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Wed, 11 Dec 1996 05:32:58 -0700 
From:    Bill Powers <powers_w@FRONTIER.NET> 
Subject: Re: knowledge and rationalism 
 
[From Bill Powers (961210.2010 MST)] 
 
Tracy Harms  1996;12,10.13:30 -- 
>You are so close, Bill, but one glaring flaw remains in your epistemology, 
>and that flaw is that it has far too much to do with justifiable certain 
>knowledge!  That you intend to purge this blot is most encouraging; I'll be 
>happy to help if I can. 
> 
>In what way have you accepted the epistemology of justified certain 
>knowledge?  You have done so by granting the very concept of knowledge to 
>it.  This concession to that view of knowledge is heavy in your statements, 
>for example: "But we are always separated from reality by that final 
>fraction of a millimeter that we can't cross."  Here you reiterate what I 
>deny, the barrier metaphor which misapplies isolation by misconceiving 
>knowledge. 
 
>You should no more accept that knowledge is justifiable certainty than you 
>would accept that behavior is the consequence of stimuli. 
 
I don't accept that knowledge is justifiably certain. I have intended to be 
arguing against the notion that this is possible, and therefore that if 
"knowledge" means anything, it does not mean that. Quite probably my words 
have given a different impression. 
 
> Never abandon key terms to proponents of inferior theories. 
 
That is a hell of a good idea. It's hard to put into practice, however, when 
someone else is not willing to be considered the proponent of the inferior 
theory, and follows the same principle. See the arguments on CSGnet about 
what the term control "really means." 
 
>This concession you've carelessly made to justificationists is coupled with 
>an even larger problem, a concession to a justificationist vision as to the 
>nature of rationality.  This is revealed in your statements: 
> 
>>I guess what I'm saying is that I don't think there there is any way to 
>>answer the basic question of epistemology except to declare faith in some 
>>answer, and then forget that you were responsible for the declaration. 
>>[...] 
>>The "ante" of which you speak is a committment to a certain belief, by 
>>which, as I said above, I mean a belief which you have decided to accept as 
>>certain, implying that you have also decided to forget that it was your own 
>>act that made any doubts disappear. 
 
I guess I made it seem as though I were _advocating_ this strategy. I meant 
to be pointing out that the only way to claim true knowledge of the relation 
of experience to reality is to indulge in this form of self-deception. 
 
It would probably be helpful to more people than me if you were to sum up 
Bill Bartley's solution of the problem of rational integrity (also, perhaps, 
defining what that problem is for those of us far from enriched libraries). 
 
>In keeping with evolutionary rationalism I do *not* speak of a committment 
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>to a certain belief.  I do not decide to accept anything as certain, so 
>there is nothing for me to forget; no skeletons in my closet, no dirty 
>little secrets of irrational leaps of faith, no actions by which I make any 
>doubts disappear.  My doubts are not to be banished except as a spontaneous 
>consequence of considering well-argued theories. 
 
I guess I don't believe in such spontaneous consequences. I can't  think of 
any theory, however well-argued, in which I believe to the extent of 
banishing all doubt. That includes particularly my own -- I know too much 
about PCT to believe in it without having concerns about its shortcomings. I 
think that full belief comes only when you make the conscious decision to 
stop looking for problems. I don't think I could do that. The magic words 
concerning knowledge, in my opinion, are "It seems to me ..." 
 
> Things get 
>good by discarding the bad, not by passing some sort of torch from a Pure, 
>Absolute Goodness into the more ambiguous world. 
 
That sounds more like it to me. 
 
Best, 
 
Bill P. 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Wed, 11 Dec 1996 05:33:14 -0700 
From:    Bill Powers <powers_w@FRONTIER.NET> 
Subject: Re: knowledge and rationalism 
 
[From Bikll Powers (961210.2100 MST)] 
 
 Bruce Gregory (961210.1745) 
 
>The notion that "we are separated from reality by that final 
>fraction of a millimeter that we can't cross" is not given to 
>us by way of observation, it is a property of our models. 
 
Yes, exactly. At present, the best models I know of say that there is no way 
the brain can directly contact the reality that causes primary sensory signals. 
 
>Nothing prevents us from trying to build ever more powerful 
>models that allow us to make more and more sense of the world. 
>In this sense, there is no ultimate separation between us and 
>reality. 
 
But such hypothetical models would have to reveal to us how the brain could 
know about an external world without having to depend on primary sensory 
signals. Right now I don't know what kind of qualitative improvement could 
accomplish that. 
 
My epistemology is purely practical engineering and physics -- 
model-dependent, of course. When I build a control system, I can see that it 
knows nothing of the world outside it except what is represented by the 
input signals coming out of its sensors. Since it can't sense its own 
sensors, it can't know _even approximately_ what the actual inputs were. I 
can't get past that problem. There are ways, in more complex systems, to 
represent relationships between actions and consequences, but how we explain 
these relationships is always dependent on postulating models and testing 
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them. And no matter what model you propose, I can always come up with a 
different one that will do EXACTLY THE SAME THING but by a different means. 
That's what _I_ mean by the "barrier." It seems inherent in the model. 
 
Best, 
 
Bill P. 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Wed, 11 Dec 1996 05:33:27 -0700 
From:    Bill Powers <powers_w@FRONTIER.NET> 
Subject: Re: model-based tradeoff 
 
Hans Blom (961210e) - 
 
Rick Marken said: 
 
>the longer 
>the model can control after loss of perceptual input, the less able 
>it is to compensate for real time disturbances when perceptual input 
>is intact. 
 
To which you replied: 
 
>I guess it is these uninformed misunderstandings that I'm tired of. 
 
Actually. that is also my "uninformed misunderstanding." I had understood 
you to say that in setting up a Kalman filter system one of the factors that 
the analyst has to adjust is the rate of convergence of the model,  which is 
done by cut and try rather than any strictly analytical method. If the model 
converges very rapidly, it will be able to keep up with rapid changes in the 
properties of the external world, but in doing so it will lose the ability 
to predict far ahead and thus the ability to carry on during protracted 
losses of input. Convergence may also be adversely affected. On the other 
hand, if you adjust the model to converge slowly but surely, it will be able 
to continue operating in nearly the same way for a considerable time after 
loss of input, but will be unable to keep up with rapid changes in the 
external world. 
 
I don't think this problem is peculiar to the Kalman filter approach; it's 
inherent in the nature of prediction. The accuracy of a prediction depends 
on the length of the sample you work with. If you want to predict 
successfully for a long time ahead, you have to use a long sample, and you 
have to count on the characteristics of the world remaining constant during 
that sampling time as well as during the prediction time. This means that 
you have to average over variations that take place within the sampling 
time, and lose the ability to correct for them in detail. I think this 
tradeoff is a natural aspect of any prediction scheme. Either you predict 
the details very accurately for a short time into the future,  or you 
predict the long-term trends accurately at the expense of short-term 
accuracy. I don't believe you can do both at the same time. You're simply 
making different assumptions about the time-scale on which the world is 
regular. What says CSGnet? 
 
Of course this applies to modeling disturbances. In "challeng5" you adjusted 
the 
Kalman filter computations to correct essentially all the prediction error 
for the disturbance in a single iteration of the program, in effect 
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extrapolating one iteration ahead. As a result, when input was cut off the 
errors of prediction started growing very rapidly on each successive 
iteration, and there was essentially no long-term prediction capability. 
 
While I can't untangle the complexities of your computations in detail, I'm 
quite sure that the result of this rapid response is to convert your 
"model-based" system into a simple closed-loop feedback control system witb 
a slight amount of first-derivative feedback (the one-iteration 
extrapolation). This comes about because the disturbance part of the model 
is simply transferred without change (except for sign) into the inverse 
calculation that is placed in series with the inverse of the world model, to 
generate the output u. The effect of the disturbance reaches the output part 
of the model just as though there were a direct negative feedback connection 
with respect to transient changes in the real perceptual input (the 
world-model's output doesn't enter into that loop). However, since the other 
properties of the world-model itself are not used, this is of no help in 
combating long-term loss of feedback. When input is lost, the real 
disturbances go right on affecting the "plant" outside the control system, 
but they disappear within a few iterations from the model, so they are no 
longer compensated. 
 
This removes one of the main distinctions between the world-model based 
control system and the PCT type of control system, the ability to continue 
producing approximately appropriate actions after loss of input. If you 
adjust the Kalman filter calculations so the adaptive system competes with 
the real-time control system in its ability to resist rapid disturbances, to 
that degree you have to give up the ability 
to operate for any significant time without input. 
 
Suppose that the disturbance had been a slow sine-wave, a regular waveform 
with a period of several hundred iterations of the program.. To take 
advantage of this regularity, you could now use a sine-wave generator in the 
world-model, adjusted appropriately in frequency, phase, and amplitude, to 
model the disturbance. To achieve accuracy it would be necessary to sample 
over at least one full cycle, so as to establish the required frequency and 
phase. 
 
 As long as the perceptual input were intact, the behavior of the 
model-based control system and that of the PCT system would be essentially 
the same, although in principle the model-based system could achieve an 
exact cancellation of the error while the PCT system would always have to 
contain at least some small amount of error. However, if the perceptual 
input were lost, a _simple one-level_ PCT model would immediately fail, 
while the disturbance being simulated in the model-based system would 
continue for some time, perhaps hundreds or thousands of iterations, to 
match and nearly cancel the real sine-wave disturbance. The model-based 
system is the clear winner in this case. 
 
But consider what will happen with the perceptual input intact if the real 
sine-wave disturbance suddenly ceases to change and becomes constant. The 
PCT model, which does not predict, simply adjusts its output as usual to 
cancel the effect of the now-constant disturbance. It continues to contain 
the same small error. The world-model based system, however, continues to 
produce the same sine-wave modeled disturbance, so it now is generating 
output to cancel a non-existent external disturbance. The result will be an 
immedate departure of the real controlled variable from the specified 
reference level, just as if a new disturbance equal and opposite to the old 
one had been introduced. It will take _at least_ one full cycle at the old 
frequency for the world-model to establish the new frequency (zero). So now 
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the model-based system is the clear loser. Its advantage becomes an equal 
disadvantage when the character of the disturbance changes. 
 
Do you consider this analysis to be the result of "uninformed 
misunderstandings"? 
 
Best, 
 
Bill P. 
 
------------------------------ 
 
End of CSGNET Digest - 10 Dec 1996 to 11 Dec 1996 
************************************************* 
 
Date:     Thu, 12 Dec 1996 08:00:17 -0600 
Subject:  CSGNET Digest - 11 Dec 1996 to 12 Dec 1996 
 
There are 18 messages totalling 1084 lines in this issue. 
 
Topics of the day: 
 
  1. knowledge and rationalism 
  2. System concepts (2) 
  3. Memory switch (2) 
  4. Model-based control, science, agreements (2) 
  5. New papers on complex systems, economy and control (4) 
  6. PCT Acceptance (2) 
  7. Solving "loss of input" problem (3) 
  8. Periodicity; event control 
  9. Modelling, Apes & Self 
 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Date:    Wed, 11 Dec 1996 09:49:52 EST 
From:    Bruce Gregory <gregory@CF4.HARVARD.EDU> 
Subject: Re: knowledge and rationalism 
 
[From Bruce Gregory (961211.0950 EST)] 
 
Bill Powers (961210.2100 MST) 
 
> My epistemology is purely practical engineering and physics -- 
> model-dependent, of course. When I build a control system, I can see that it 
> knows nothing of the world outside it except what is represented by the 
> input signals coming out of its sensors. Since it can't sense its own 
> sensors, it can't know _even approximately_ what the actual inputs were. I 
> can't get past that problem. There are ways, in more complex systems, to 
> represent relationships between actions and consequences, but how we explain 
> these relationships is always dependent on postulating models and testing 
> them. And no matter what model you propose, I can always come up with a 
> different one that will do EXACTLY THE SAME THING but by a different means. 
> That's what _I_ mean by the "barrier." It seems inherent in the model. 
 
I completely agree. 
 
 
Bruce Gregory 
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------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Wed, 11 Dec 1996 10:13:35 EST 
From:    Bruce Gregory <gregory@CF4.HARVARD.EDU> 
Subject: Re: System concepts 
 
[From Bruce Gregory (961211.1015 EST)] 
 
Rick Marken (961210.2300)] 
 to 
Hans Blom (961210e) -- 
> 
 
> If you like model-based control then go with it. But you're just wasting 
> your breath (and our bandwidth) if you think you're going to convince me 
> that there is something to a perspective on behavior that, from my point 
> of view, misses the point completely (notice how often all you 
> model-based controllers talk about the perceptions that organisms 
> control -- _never_ is my count). 
 
> The one thing that you, as an advocate of model-based control, could 
> contribute to CSGNet is data that is consistent with a model-based 
> control model and inconsistent with a PCT model. Otherwise, I think you 
> might as well give up trying to convert me to model-based control; 
> easier to convert the Jews to Christianity.  The only thing that could 
> change me now is some clear evidence that organisms "compute" even one 
> second worth of, say, the trajectory of a movement. 
 
It's always hard for me to infer what Rick _really_ means, 
because he is so reticent about expressing his true feelings 
;-) I _think_ Hans that Rick is saying that you are offering him 
a solution to a problem he does not yet have. This is always a 
very hard sell. To date you have not been too successful in 
convincing many of us that we should devote any effort to 
understanding your solution to problems we cannot even 
identify. Pity, doubtless our loss. But since life, as far as 
we know, is finite, we have to set priorities. 
 
 
Bruce Gregory 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Wed, 11 Dec 1996 17:26:01 +0100 
From:    Stefan Balke <sbalke@HRZ.UNI-BIELEFELD.DE> 
Subject: Re: Memory switch 
 
>From Stefan Balke (961211.1715 CET) 
 
>>From Jeff Vancouver (961210.17:40 EST) 
 
>That is basically it.  The only slight alteration is that the system can 
>use input from the environment to test the result of reorganization, not 
>simply memory as the imagination mode implies.  Nonetheless, the output 
>switch is not set to the environment until a reorganized output passes 
>the test. 
> 
>No others have commented on it.  I think they are having the same problem 
>as you.  They are not familiar with the game. 
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Jeff, 
 
just one remark to the idea of a memory switch. Isn't it a general problem 
to propose something like a switch which implies a discrete variable (on - 
off state) within a model that basically assumes continuously changing 
variables? 
 
Best, Stefan 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Wed, 11 Dec 1996 17:49:54 +0100 
From:    Stefan Balke <sbalke@HRZ.UNI-BIELEFELD.DE> 
Subject: Re: Model-based control, science, agreements 
 
>From Stefan Balke (961211.1730 CET) 
 
Rick Marken (961210.0930) to Bruce Gregory (961210.0945 EST) -- 
 
>>I'm more optimistic than you are about this. I think one key lies in Bill's 
>>persuasive argument that we all do well to avoid generalizations such as one 
>>individual controlling another and focus on exactly what variable is being 
>>controlled. 
> 
>I agree that this is a very good approach. My pessimism comes from 
>experience. B:CP was published 23 years ago; I don't think there is a 
>clearer description of a model of behavior (with few generalizations). 
>Nevertheless, after all this time there are still only a handful of 
>behavioral and life scientists who are practicing perceptual control 
>theorists. Clarity is great but it doesn't _necessarily_ lead to agreement -- 
>especially when you are presenting ideas that people clearly don't _want_ 
>(for whatever reason) to agree on. I wish it were different, but it's not. 
 
The problem is only with people who defend their own scientific view. (And 
this phenomenon is not too suprising from the view of PCT). I'm now 
sometimes invited to speak about Ed's Program and I always speak about 
Control Theory at this meetings. I have the experience that _everybody_ 
outside my university accepts the PCT ideas. In fact people say that they 
already think so. I could imagine that this is also a reason for the great 
success of Ed's program in the school practice. So, maybe there is still 
some reason for optimism :-) 
 
Best, Stefan 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Wed, 11 Dec 1996 11:54:11 EST 
From:    Bruce Gregory <gregory@CF4.HARVARD.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Model-based control, science, agreements 
 
>From [Bruce Gregory (961211.1200 EST)] 
 
Stefan Balke (961211.1730 CET) 
 
> The problem is only with people who defend their own scientific view. (And 
> this phenomenon is not too suprising from the view of PCT). I'm now 
> sometimes invited to speak about Ed's Program and I always speak about 
> Control Theory at this meetings. I have the experience that _everybody_ 
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> outside my university accepts the PCT ideas. In fact people say that they 
> already think so. I could imagine that this is also a reason for the great 
> success of Ed's program in the school practice. So, maybe there is still 
> some reason for optimism :-) 
 
I have a very similar experience. In a sense Rick and Bill have been 
talking to the worst possible audience as far as openness or 
interest is concerned. You don't make converts by preaching to 
another congregation ;-) 
 
 
Bruce Gregory 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Wed, 11 Dec 1996 12:05:28 -0500 
From:    Jeff Vancouver <jeffv@PSYCH.NYU.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Memory switch 
 
[from Jeff Vancouver 961211.1200 EST] 
 
> >From Stefan Balke (961211.1715 CET) 
> 
> just one remark to the idea of a memory switch. Isn't it a general problem 
> to propose something like a switch which implies a discrete variable (on - 
> off state) within a model that basically assumes continuously changing 
> variables? 
> 
 
Yes and no.  No, because I believe that Power's description of the switch 
is discrete.  Given that the choice to act is often discrete (we only have 
so many degrees of freedom here), this seems reasonable.  THe degree to 
which you act could well be continuous.  IN the particular example, the 
degree to act is also discrete, but that is a function of the task and not 
the model.  (I talk about this in the notes button.  It is an 
unfortunately side effect of the task I choose). 
 
Yes, because on might better conceive the switch in a neural net way.  I 
see this as more relevant for the input switch where, as in the Vancouver 
experiment, input from the environment and from imagination is probably 
combined to determine perceptions for controlling the mouse/cursor.  Of 
course the interpretation of that data has not been fully fleshed out. 
It is on my list, but my next comments are likely to be long and I have 
very pressing matters to attend to.  But I digress. 
 
Later 
 
Jeff 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Wed, 11 Dec 1996 18:16:34 +0100 
From:    "J.A. Blom" <J.A.Blom@ELE.TUE.NL> 
Subject: Re: System concepts 
 
[Hans Blom, 961211] 
 
(Bruce Gregory (961211.1015 EST)) 
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>It's always hard for me to infer what Rick _really_ means, because 
>he is so reticent about expressing his true feelings ;-) I _think_ 
>Hans that Rick is saying that you are offering him a solution to a 
>problem he does not yet have. This is always a very hard sell. 
 
Yes, yes and yes. 
 
>To date you have not been too successful in convincing many of us 
>that we should devote any effort to understanding your solution to 
>problems we cannot even identify. Pity, doubtless our loss. 
 
No, _my_ loss: too bad I cannot discuss _my_ problems here without 
getting helpful responses, except frequently repeated statements that 
I'm hallucinating and seeing problems that don't really exist :-). 
 
>But since life, as far as we know, is finite, we have to set 
>priorities. 
 
Yes, alas. But that still leaves me with my problems and how to best 
solve them. A major one is -- in all my engineered control systems -- 
of how to go on controlling (if I may use that word ;-) when one or 
more of the feedback sensors fails, or is temporarily out of order or 
blinded. Humans may not (seem to :-) have that problem but control 
systems that are to be useful in complex, critical tasks certainly 
do. Maybe that comparison fails entirely... 
 
But thanks for your sympathy. 
 
Greetings, 
 
Hans 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Wed, 11 Dec 1996 18:04:43 +0100 
From:    Francis Heylighen <fheyligh@VNET3.VUB.AC.BE> 
Subject: New papers on complex systems, economy and control 
 
Approved: Francis.admin 
To: PCP-news@listserv.vub.ac.be 
From: fheyligh@vnet3.vub.ac.be (Francis Heylighen) 
Subject: New papers on complex systems, economy and control 
 
Two new papers are available on the Principia Cybernetica server 
(http://pespmc1.vub.ac.be/): 
 
Francis HEYLIGHEN: The Economy as a Distributed, Learning Control System 
 
http://pespmc1.vub.ac.be/Papers/MarketCo.html 
(to be published in the  journal "Communication & Cognition-AI") 
 
ABSTRACT. On the basis of the perceptual control theory of Powers, the 
market mechanism is analysed as a negative feedback loop which controls the 
deviation between demand (goal) and supply (perception) by adjusting the 
amount of effort invested in the production process (action), through the 
setting of the price. The interconnection of distributed control loops for 
the different products and services facilitates the allocation of 
production factors over the different products. The resulting global 
control system becomes more efficient by learning how to be more sensitive 
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to deviations from the goal, and less dependent on the availability of 
resources. In that way, it resembles the nervous system of a 
supra-individual organism, characterized by socially distributed cognition. 
 
 
Francis HEYLIGHEN: Classic publications on complex, evolving systems: a 
citation-based survey 
 
 http://pespmc1.vub.ac.be/Papers/PublicationsComplexity.html 
(submitted to the journal "Complexity") 
 
ABSTRACT. A list of the most relevant publications on complex, evolving 
systems is produced by counting the number of times each publication is 
cited in a collection of texts on the domain. The importance of these books 
and papers is summarized and put into its historical context by noting the 
main contribution to the field of their authors, categorized by the 
research tradition they originated from. These include biology, physics, 
chemistry, mathematics, cybernetics, systems theory, economy and complex 
adaptive systems. 
 
 
________________________________________________________________________ 
Dr. Francis Heylighen, Systems Researcher       fheyligh@vnet3.vub.ac.be 
PESP, Free University of Brussels, Pleinlaan 2, B-1050 Brussels, Belgium 
Tel +32-2-6292525; Fax +32-2-6292489; http://pespmc1.vub.ac.be/HEYL.html 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Wed, 11 Dec 1996 10:56:41 -0800 
From:    Richard Marken <marken@AEROSPACE.AERO.ORG> 
Subject: PCT Acceptance 
 
[From Rick Marken (961211.1050)] 
 
Stefan Balke (961211.1730 CET) -- 
 
>I have the experience that _everybody_ outside my university accepts 
>the PCT ideas. 
 
Bruce Gregory (961211.1200 EST) -- 
 
>I have a very similar experience. 
 
I've had the same experience as well.  I find that the people who accept PCT 
most readily are those who are outside of academia, using behavioral theories 
to solve "real world" problems. I am thinking, in particular, of clinicians 
and educators. 
 
When I taught at Augsburg College I had a running argument with my Skinnerian 
colleague (and good friend) about PCT. He was pretty "anti" PCT until he 
tried a new career as a student counselor. Then he started noticing all 
these people coming in for help whose main complaint was that their life 
felt "out of control" (a good description of the results of internal 
conflict). This led him to realize that people want to be "in control" of 
things (their perceptions, of course;-)) and that this is what PCT is about. 
Unfortunately, instead of getting into real PCT he got into Glasser's 
version. But at least he got the main point -- that people are controllers 
of, not controlled by, the environment. 
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I'm glad that applied people tend to accept PCT. My only problem with this is 
that applied people are often so busy solving the problems at hand that they 
have no time to carefully test and expand the theory. Applied people are not 
able to spend much time testing for controlled variables in a reasonably 
formal way, for example. Most of the applied work I have seen is also based 
on giving a PCT interpretation to the external appearance of some behavior. 
There is no tome for a systematic effort to _determine_ (by test) what is 
being controlled or why it is being controlled. 
 
I think the tools used by the applied people -- the systematic procedures 
that are used in a PCT-based approach to clinical treatment or education -- 
have to be developed by the academic (research) types. The applied people 
just don't have the time, the skills or the inclination to do this. That's 
why it's too bad (from my point of view) that the academic types have not 
gotten into PCT. 
 
Best 
 
Rick 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Wed, 11 Dec 1996 13:28:21 -0800 
From:    Richard Marken <marken@AEROSPACE.AERO.ORG> 
Subject: Solving "loss of input" problem 
 
[From Rick Marken (961211.1330)] 
 
Hans Blom (961211) -- 
 
>But that still leaves me with my problems and how to best solve them. A 
>major one is -- in all my engineered control systems --of how to go on 
>controlling (if I may use that word ;-) when one or more of the feedback 
>sensors fails, or is temporarily out of order or blinded. 
 
If you understood that control systems control their perceptions then you 
might have looked for a different solution to your problem than the "model 
based" solution that you seem to think of as the only one. 
 
The "model-based" solution seems to be based on the assumption that the 
control system's problem (when the sensor fails, is temporarily out of order 
or is blinded) is generation of the "appropriate" output. The thinking might 
have gone something like this: "When there is no feedback input to the 
control system, then there is no basis for computing output. So we have to 
give the control system a feedback- free basis for generating output when 
there is no sensory feedback. Hey, I got it! How about an internal model 
that will continue to generate output in response to the the input signal 
[the PCT reference signal] even when there is no feedback signal." 
 
The problem with this reasoning is that a control system _never_ computes 
output, even when it _has_ sensory feedback. When the feedback input to a 
control system is lost, control is lost -- period. 
 
If you can count on the world remaining the same after the system is blinded, 
then you can have the system produce outputs "open loop" in order to keep a 
variable "under control", But these outputs only _seem_ to keep the variable 
undercontrol; the system is not really controlling with these computed 
outputs, a fact that would become immediately apparent as soon as a small 
disturbance was added to the effects of the output. 
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A PCT savvy control engineer would probably take a completely different 
approach to solving the problem of dealing with possible loss of sensory 
input. Since control systems control inputs, then one way to deal with the 
possible loss of an input is the good, old fashioned engineering way of 
dealing with possible component failure -- _redundant components_ (in this 
case, redundant inputs). This redundancy could be implemented in many ways, 
depending on system design. Suppose, for example, that you are building a 
temperature control system and you are afraid that the temperature sensor 
might go out occasionally. One way to handle this is to have several control 
systems controlling (in parallel) inputs from different temperature sensors, 
where each sensor is measuring the temperature in the same room. Another 
apporach is to have several control systems controlling inputs from several 
different _kinds_ of sensors but where the output of each sensor (the input 
to the control system ) is proportional to temperature. This seems similar to 
the organismic solution, where we are able to maintain control of the 
perception of a variable in one modality when we lose the perception of that 
variable from another modality. 
 
Anyway, there are other (and possibly better) solutions to your problem than 
"model based" output generation (which is really just one notch above praying 
-- that there are no disturbances during the period of loss of input). 
 
Best 
 
Rick 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Wed, 11 Dec 1996 14:43:01 -0700 
From:    Bill Powers <powers_w@FRONTIER.NET> 
Subject: Re: New papers on complex systems, economy and control 
 
[From Bill Powers (961211.1320 MST)] 
 
fheyligh@vnet3.vub.ac.be (Francis Heylighen) 
 
Hello, Francis. 
 
I received your notice about your two new papers, and have read the one on 
economics. This is precisely the kind of treatment I have had in mind 
attempting, although yours begins at a level that I hadn't thought of and 
which is a far better introduction than I could have contrived. I am really 
delighted with your treatment. It's especially satisfying to me that you 
have grasped and communicated so well the "assymetry of control" idea, and 
indeed expanded it into a practical tool for analysis. Your identification 
of demand with reference signals is exactly what I had in mind: "Full 
marks," as they say across the Channel from you. 
 
>From the looks of your publications list you're a man with a finger in many 
pies. I hope, however, that you intend to pursue the economics thread 
further, because I believe there are many more ways in which to apply the 
basic principles of control to this field. Just to tempt you to go in this 
direction a little further, here is a thought on the "demand curve" that you 
might find suggestive (and feel free to carry it on from here -- there are 
lots of ideas I will be glad to shift to the shoulders of others). 
 
Suppose we plot the demand curve for an individual and for a given good or 
service, but using the basic idea of a control model. The relevant idea is 
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that a person has a reference level for the amount or rate of consumption of 
a given good, which that person will exert effort to obtain (good old K 
being the measure of the amount of effort resulting from a given level of 
error). Let's assume that K is rather high, so that only a small deficit in 
the good relative to the reference level will create a rather large error. 
This leads to the following curve, where now "effort" is interpreted as 
proportional to the error. 
 
 
E | 
  | 
F | 
  |**********************  [Maximum effort] 
F |                      * 
  | 
O |                       * 
  | 
R |                        * 
  | 
T |                          * 
  |                                   (Zero effort) 
   ----------------------------|**************************-------- 
                              ref 
                     C O N S U M P T I O N 
 
The location along the Consumption axis labeled "ref" represents 
the amount of the good that the person wants. The curve represents the 
effort put out by the person for various amounts obtained. At the reference 
level for the obtained amount, the effort just becomes zero: at or above 
that level of consumption the person will exert no effort to get more. This 
is a one-way control system (you could propose, for some goods or services, 
that above the reference amount obtained the person would begin exerting 
efforts to get rid of the excess -- negative effort). 
 
As the amount obtained falls below the reference level (moving to the left 
on the curve), the effort increases quite sharply. As drawn, it takes only a 
20% shortfall in the amount of good obtained to generate maximum effort. The 
slope of the rising-to-the-left part of the curve corresponds to the 
magnitude of K. 
 
This doesn't look much like the demand curves you see in economics texts, 
which are more like hyperbolas that descend smoothly over the whole range 
from a high value at the left to zero far to the right. But I contend that 
this is only because those demand curves are for populations rather than 
individuals. A person might work quite hard to purchase one car, or even two 
cars, but when it comes to obtaining a third car the effort will drop, and 
few people I know would go to much effort to buy the fourth car. However, if 
you do a survey over a whole population, you will find that some people 
won't work hard to get more than one car, while a few others might still be 
laboring mightly to get their eighth car. When you sum over the whole 
population, what you get is the _aggregate_ demand in terms of effort, and 
this composite curve is very likely to look like this: 
 
 
E | 
  | 
F | 
  |* 
F | * 
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  | 
O |    * 
  | 
R |         * 
  |             * 
T |                    * 
  |                                    * 
   ----------------------------------------------------- 
                      C O N S U M P T I O N 
 
This curve is the sum of many curves like the first one, for a population in 
which there is a range of reference levels for the same good, and a range of 
K values, and even a range of maximum levels of effort. What you get is one 
of those statistical lies, in which the apparent characteristic of the 
population is seriously different from the characteristic of any individual 
in that population. For any one individual, there is a definite amount of a 
good that is considered "enough," and even if the supply is free, the person 
will not exert any effort to get more than that amount (your example of air 
is a good one). However, it seems that for the population, there is no upper 
limit to the demand; the lower the cost in labor or money, the greater the 
consumption will be. This can easily be mistaken for a basic characteristic 
of individuals, leading to the notion that the greater the reward, the 
harder the person will work -- since there is no apparent limit to the 
desired amount of any good. 
 
The "supply" curve can be derived in a similar way, by interchanging the 
axes. What the supplier demands is the efforts of individual workers. The 
supplier's "effort" is the amount of goods that will be produced to obtain 
these efforts from the individuals (where of course the "goods" can be 
measured in terms of an equivalent amount of money, and the supplier, apart 
from his company, is also a consumer). The price of the goods, perhaps 
divided by productivity, is the slope of this curve. We can imagine a large 
number of suppliers, each with a reference level for obtained labor or its 
money equivalent, and each with a rather steeply-rising error curve as in 
the first diagram (but rotated 90 degrees on that plot). The_composite_ 
curve for the supplier will also be a sum over the population of suppliers, 
a smoother curve than we find for any individual supplier. 
 
Where these two curves intersect we have the actual state of the system, in 
which the errors in supplier and consumer control systems, weighted by the 
respective K values, are minimized in the aggregate. 
 
I think there are all kinds of titillating possibilities that can be 
developed out of this beginning. For example, what happens when there is 
only a single supplier for a good, a monopoly (with a steep error curve)? 
More: each part of this loop is now a control system, so the output of each 
one is the controlled input for the other. What are the potentials for 
conflict? Are there forbidden states of the system, or boundaries beyond 
which it breaks down? What do the demand curves say about the distribution 
of purchasing power? What happens when we consider multitudes of 
goods/services for which individuals have reference levels and for which 
they will apportion their total available effort according to their 
individual preferences? 
 
As you noted, I'm in favor of treating social phenomena as being emergent 
from interactions among individual autonomous systems. This is an example of 
how we can get from individual characteristics to characteristics of social 
systems. It's sort of like starting with the kinetic theory of molecular 
motion and ending up with thermodynamics. I like this approach because it's 
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solidly grounded in first principles, while the system analysis develops 
smoothly out of considering basic individual characteristics in the 
aggregate -- not as averages, but as a composite phenomenon. 
 
Does this sound interesting? 
 
Best regards, 
 
Bill Powers 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Wed, 11 Dec 1996 16:19:18 -0600 
From:    Bruce Abbott <abbott@CVAX.IPFW.INDIANA.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Solving "loss of input" problem 
 
[From Bruce Abbott (961211.1720 EST)] 
 
>Rick Marken (961211.1330) to Hans Blom: 
 
>The problem with this reasoning is that a control system _never_ computes 
>output, even when it _has_ sensory feedback. When the feedback input to a 
>control system is lost, control is lost -- period. 
 
>If you can count on the world remaining the same after the system is blinded, 
>then you can have the system produce outputs "open loop" in order to keep a 
>variable "under control", But these outputs only _seem_ to keep the variable 
>undercontrol; the system is not really controlling with these computed 
>outputs, a fact that would become immediately apparent as soon as a small 
>disturbance was added to the effects of the output. 
 
>A PCT savvy control engineer would probably take a completely different 
>approach to solving the problem of dealing with possible loss of sensory 
>input. Since control systems control inputs, then one way to deal with the 
>possible loss of an input is the good, old fashioned engineering way of 
>dealing with possible component failure -- _redundant components_ (in this 
>case, redundant inputs). 
 
Redundant inputs is an excellent idea if the problem is sensor reliability, 
but it will do you no good at all if the problem is a genuine loss of signal 
(e.g., driving into a fog on the Santa Anna at 70 mph, the fact that your 
right eye has a back-up left eye is of no help). 
 
It seems to me that a PCT savvy control engineer facing the sort of problem 
Hans is concerned about (with the controller working in an environment in 
which the signal tends to vary in a way that can usually be predicted fairly 
well in the short term) would design a system that would attempt to model 
these systematic variations (as Han's system does) and use this model, not 
to generate computed _outputs_, but to generate a computed substitute 
_input_ to what otherwise would be an ordinary PCT-style controller.  The 
system would also have to generate (or be given) a model of the 
environmental feedback function, so that the expected effect of the 
controller's own actions on the model CV could be computed.  To the extent 
that the behavior over the short term of the actual CV can be modeled (and 
in the absence of unexpected serious disturbances to that CV during that 
time), such a system would be capable of maintaining at least some degree of 
control during brief loss of input.  (I am assuming that some criterion has 
been put in place that tells the controller when its real-time perceptual 
input has been lost and regained, so that it knows when to switch to this 
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"imagination" mode. 
 
Hans, is this conception different from your model-based controller? 
 
Regards, 
 
Bruce 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Wed, 11 Dec 1996 18:03:13 -0500 
From:    Martin Taylor <mmt@HERMES.DCIEM.DND.CA> 
Subject: Re: Periodicity; event control 
 
[Martin Taylor 961211 16:50] 
Bill Powers (961124.0645 MST) 
 
Some things take a long time to percolate... 
> 
> Tracy Harms (19961123.22 MST) -- 
> 
> >What does PCT say 
> >regarding periodic behavior?  Yes, I can see how it can always be mapped as 
> >instrumental to a (relatively?) stable reference level, but still I suspect 
> >there is something significant about oscillation, something which makes it 
> >morphologically distinct from other feedback structures. 
 
Actually, _any_ oscillation indicates that there is some kind of feedback 
structure involved. The problem is the reverse of what you see. It is how 
to prevent structures with feedback from oscillating or even going chaotic. 
The more links there are in a network, the harder it is to ensure that 
oscillation does not dominate the behaviour of the network. The PCT hierarchy 
avoids oscillation primarily be ensuring that successive levels within the 
hierarchy operate sufficiently slower at each level upward, and by ensuring 
through reorganization that control units on the same level minimize their 
interaction. 
 
An oscillator is morphologically identical to a control loop. The distinction 
is in the parameter values, especially gain and loop delay. 
 
If a putative control loop goes into oscillation, what is happening is that 
its output at any one moment is primarily responsive not to either of its 
inputs (disturbance or reference) but to its output value at some earlier 
time(s). What this means is that there has to be some memory of signal 
values, implicit or explicit, in at least two places around the loop. 
This "memory" might be the delay in the effect of an output on the sensory 
input, or it might be the kind of transfer or energy from kinetic to 
potential and back that happens in a pendulum. 
 
Around any feedback loop, there is some value(s) of delay for which the 
effect of output tends more to reinforce later output than at other values 
of delay. For example, if I shout across at a strongly echoing cliff, and one 
second later the sound comes back to me and hits the cliff I'm leaning 
against, then I can build a big sound pulse by shouting at one-second 
intervals, but not at intervals of 1.1 sec (I ignore acoustic phase effects 
here). 
 
"Bad things" (such as oscillation or clamping) happen when the gain around 
a loop is greater than +1 at some time delay. In practical systems, these 
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"bad things" are self-limiting, if only because there isn't enough power 
in the system for it to blow itself up. In biological systems, usually 
there are non-linear components in the loop that limit the size of the 
excursions. And, if the oscillation is reasonably stable (i.e. the 
dominant loop delay doesn't change much), then the loop that is oscillating 
can be put to good use as a clock whose output is insensitive to input, 
and can therefore be used as one input component for perceptions that 
depend on time. 
 
Delays in such oscillating systems can be of any magnitude from milliseconds 
to years. It depends where the influences of the output values are strongest, 
and when those influences come back through the feedback path. We probably 
have a large number of oscillators in our biochemical and neurological 
systems, with all sorts of time periods. 
 
Most oscillating systems are readily synchronized. A small impulse fed 
at the appropriate moment to add to a building value will advance the time 
when the value reaches its peak, cause in a slight phase advance, which is 
equivalent to a momentary increase in frequency (the reverse does not usually 
work). Our internal circadian clock, in most people, seems to run at around 
a 25 or 26 hour cycle, but the daily sun cycle is enough to synchronize it 
so that it seems to run at a 24-hour rate. 
 
Detection of periodicity might be related to the existence of internal 
oscillators, or clocks. The clock output might form an input to a perceptual 
function together with the possibly periodic signal, or the possibly periodic 
signal might serve as a synchronizing signal for the clock. The latter 
possibility is quite attractive, in that there could be a perceptual 
function having the form of a filter that rejects signals at the 
free-running frequency of the clock. A non-periodic signal would not 
shift the clock frequency, but a periodic signal at a frequency slightly 
higher than the clock would, so long as the discrepancy was not too great. 
The perceptual input function filter would then have an output proportional 
to the frequency difference between the free-running oscillator and the 
periodic input. 
 
> About the only literature I can think of is by people in the Motor Control 
> field, and I don't much like their solutions to the problem. They propose, 
> correctly I think, that there have to be oscillators and pattern generators 
> in what I would call the output functions. But they think this can be done 
> open-loop, which I don't believe. I think we also perceive in such terms as 
> phase, frequency, and amplitude, and can control with respect to reference 
> phases, frequencies, and amplitudes. 
> 
> If I were to try to get this kind of behavior explicitly into the HPCT 
> model, I think I'd start by looking at the "event" level with the idea of 
> expanding it to include oscillatory or repetitive pattern control. As it 
> stands now, this level is vaguely associated with short, familiar space-time 
> packages of transitions, configurations, sensations, and intensities which 
> are perceived as single units, like the bounce of a ball. 
 
I've always had a problem understanding event-level control. An event is a 
one-shot deal. It happens and is gone, and nothing one can do will change 
that. One's output may change what might happen during a later event, but 
not during the one that different from its reference perception. It seems 
to me that event control is necessarily ballistic, not continuous like 
control of the separation between a cursor and a target. The bullet is 
fired and misses the target by X. The rifle is readjusted so that the 
_next_ bullet misses by less. But nothing can be done about _this_ bullet. 
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It has missed, and that's that. 
 
Event control, it seems to me, is always sequence control or soemthing 
like that. There is a presumption that another related event is going to 
happen and that the output consequent on the error of the event perception 
will affect the next, related event. Whether the related event is another 
of the same kind, like shooting another bullet from the same rifle, or is 
something of a different kind, seems immaterial. It looks to me like 
sequence control, either way. 
 
Which brings us back to periodicity, or perhaps I should say "timed" 
control. Delays in feedback loops need not cause oscillation, but they 
can be important in timed event/sequence control. Something in the world 
is consistent enough that we have reorganized to be able to control a 
sequence of related events. Our system delays must match the consistent 
delays in the world or we will oscillate, not control the event sequences. 
The accelerations of a baseball bat or a tennis racquet must begin long 
before the ball arrives, but not too long before--that's what a change-up 
pitch does to the batter. The "sequence" here is reasonably continuous, 
but there's a discrete event that synchronizes it--the moment of release 
of the pitch or the opponent's strike of the tennis ball. And if our event 
control (perception of an effective hit) is to work, it must include 
perceptions of time intervals--that is to say, delays. 
 
> 
> I've always promised myself that I'd try a model of this kind of control, 
> but somehow have never got around to it. It's not hard to put together 
> phase, frequency, and amplitude detectors, but the details of how error 
> signals get turned into corrections of phase, frequency, and amplitude of 
> the output pattern generators have to be worked out, and I've just never 
> done it. Maybe I keep hoping that someone else will do it. 
> 
I don't know whether this is a baby step in that direction, or if it goes 
off somewhere else. All I want to do is to point out two things: (1) that 
oscillation in complex networks with gain is extraordinarily hard to avoid, 
and (2) that the control of event perception is (seems to me to be) an 
aspect of sequence control that requires the kind of delay that is involved 
in oscillation and internal clocks, which almost certainly exist in us. 
 
Martin 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Wed, 11 Dec 1996 18:35:38 -0700 
From:    Bill Powers <powers_w@FRONTIER.NET> 
Subject: Re: Solving "loss of input" problem 
 
[From Bill Powers (961211.1640 MST)] 
 
Bruce Abbott (961211.1720 EST) 
 
>Redundant inputs is an excellent idea if the problem is sensor reliability, 
>but it will do you no good at all if the problem is a genuine loss of signal 
>(e.g., driving into a fog on the Santa Anna at 70 mph, the fact that your 
>right eye has a back-up left eye is of no help). 
 
This is true. You can switch to holding the steering wheel in the same 
position it was in before you hit the fog; this, at least, will keep the car 
stiffer against bumps and tilts in the road. But what is basically going to 
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happen is that if you can't brake to a stop first and get off the road, 
you're probably going to be dead when you rear-end the guy going 40 in front 
of you in the fog. 
 
The place to run your world-model is at the cognitive levels where you 
reason things out from experience and symbolic knowledge about the world. 
The time to run it is before you enter the fog bank. The model runs 
something like this: 
 
That is a fog bank ahead. I am aproaching it at 70 miles per hour. There 
might be an obstacle on that road like a car or a truck or a construction 
barrier. There is no chance in hell that I can keep from hitting it by the 
time I see it if I am still going 70 miles per hour when I get there. 
Conclusion: SLOW DOWN. 
 
You might reason this out in words, or you might simple imagine a terrifying 
scene based on imagination and experience, Either way, the model is a good 
way to anticipate trouble to let you take action before it's too late. But 
this is a _high level_ model, meaning it takes time to run and to make 
predictions from it, and to implement whatever change of action is called for. 
 
The actual modeling is only part of the process; most  of it uses the same 
perceptions you use in real time. The main difference is that you're 
imagining being in a different situation from the one you're actually in -- 
the situation that will hold 10 or 20 seconds from now. 
 
>It seems to me that a PCT savvy control engineer facing the sort of problem 
>Hans is concerned about (with the controller working in an environment in 
>which the signal tends to vary in a way that can usually be predicted fairly 
>well in the short term) would design a system that would attempt to model 
>these systematic variations (as Han's system does) and use this model, not 
>to generate computed _outputs_, but to generate a computed substitute 
>_input_ to what otherwise would be an ordinary PCT-style controller. 
 
This won't work because you would also have to model the disturbances acting 
on the input. Normally you don't perceive the effects of disturbances 
because the output's opposing them. Also, there's a serious problem with the 
system's gain. With the feedback loop open, the output will be very 
sensitive to small changes in the input, so you'd have to simulate the input 
with great accurary to get the right output. Since all you want  is the 
right output, it would be much more direct and appropriate to generate the 
output. 
 
But all that assumes that any disturbances are going to be small or very 
slowly varying. If that's not the case, then when you lose input you simply 
lose control. The simulated output will quickly become inappropriate. When a 
truck splashes mud all over your windshield, holding the wheel the way you 
were holding it when the world disappeared won't save you for very long; all 
you can hope is that if you avoid turning the wheel you'll have time to roll 
down the window and stick your head out, or that you can find a substitute 
perception like looking out the side window at the edge of the road. 
 
As Rick pointed out, most of our control processes have a large degree of 
redundancy. This isn't just a matter of having another sensor, like a second 
eye. A given controlled variable is usually covariant with many different 
perceptions. In driving a car, for example, the primary control is of a 
visual relationship, but there are also various inertial sensors that, for a 
time, can keep the car on a straight or even constantly curving path. When 
you turn the wheel, your whole body is accelerated sideways, and you can use 
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the steering wheel to control for zero lateral acceleration, which you feel 
as a sideward force from the seat. That can greatly reduce the curvature of 
the car's path, enough, perhaps, to postpone going off the road until you 
can stop. If you're visually tracking something by turning your head, and 
the object goes behind an obstacle, you can switch to maintaining the same 
kinesthetically-sensed rate of head turning, and when the object reappears 
on the other side you'll at least be looking close to where it is. Basically 
all you have to do is pick a perception that covaries with the perception 
you were controlling before, and you can maintain at least some degraded 
degree of control. 
 
There are all kinds of possible answers as to how we manage to maintain a 
semblance of control when specific inputs are temporarily lost. Hans' way is 
just one of them, and considering its computational complexity and the 
amount of knowledge about the environment and body that are needed to make 
it work, one of the less plausible ones. 
 
You have to realized that the basic idea for the Kalman filter was published 
in the 1960s (1963 if I remember right), and that tens of thousands of 
modeler-hours have been put into applying it to the one particular 
architecture that Hans has described. When I looked up references for the 
Kalman filter with Altavista, I got 20,000 hits. And of course none of these 
papers was concerned with how to apply similar principles to the adaptation 
of other kinds of control architectures like HPCT. 
 
Here's my point. If the same amount of labor had been put into applying 
these adaptive methods to a PCT model, it would be much easier to put aside 
the distraction of "adaptiveness" and simply look at the basic organization 
being proposed. The "modern control theory" approach is basically an attempt 
to conform to a top-down, command-driven type of system in which the point 
is to compute  the right output. That basic concept absolutely REQUIRES an 
internal world-model, and also the ability to compute the INVERSE of the 
same world-model. Once you start down that road there's no turning. The 
shape of the final model is foreordained. 
 
A modular hierarchical negative feedback architecture offers all kind of 
alternatives to the "modern control theory" approach. The solutions that 
suggest themselves for various problems are very different from those in the 
MCT approach. The kind of reorganizing process that is needed is different; 
the amount of information about the external world that is needed is 
different (less); and even the criteria for reorganization are different. 
The basic organization, adaptation aside, is much more robust, particularly 
in a world where disturbances are both ubiquitous and unpredictable. 
 
Give us a world in which you will get 20,000 hits in looking up "control of 
perception" and the status of the PCT model will be greatly different. 
Someone on CSGnet commented, years ago, that PCT is never fairly compared 
with other approaches by their proponents. Most other approaches have been 
under serious development not only for some years, even decades, but with 
the help of lots of people with access to lots of resources. When a PCTer is 
asked what PCT has to say about some popular research question, the chances 
are that this question has never arisen before and no attempt has ever been 
made to answer it in PCT terms. The PCTer is being asked, in effect, to 
report on the results of an extended research project that has never been done. 
 
This leaves the PCTer with an unsatisfactory choice; either wing it and made 
an intelligent guess on the spot about what a proper PCT model would say 
(and get it wrong), or say "Gee, I don't know, I've never thought about 
that" (and sound like a dilettante). 
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The well-developed approaches have all the advantages of incumbency, which 
as we know have nothing to do with merit. 
 
Best, 
 
Bill P. 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Thu, 12 Dec 1996 14:37:12 +1100 
From:    Avery Andrews <andaling@PRETTY.ANU.EDU.AU> 
Subject: Modelling, Apes & Self 
 
[Avery Andrews 961213] 
 
There's an article in Nov. Discover that argues that the kind of 
self-concept that apes (including us) have originates from the 
`clambering' mode of locomotion used by orangutans.  Somewhat PCT-ified, 
the story goes like this.  Orang utan locomotation is difficult, 
because they're heavy, and have to really think about where they 
put their weight, in particular what will happen to the position of 
a tree-branch of they let go of the other ones they're holding on 
to (one common technique is to get to where they're going by committing 
their weight to a branch that swings down and also out to whereever 
they want to go). 
 
This requires both sophisticated modelling, and a self-concept, since 
one of the things that has to be modelled is the contribution of the 
self to the configuration of branches.  The argument assumes that this 
style of locomotion was used by the common ancesteor of orangatuan, 
chimps, bonobos gorillas and people, since these are the only creatures 
that are able to figure out that when they're looking at themselves 
in a mirror. 
 
 Avery.Andrews@anu.edu.au 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Wed, 11 Dec 1996 23:08:48 -0700 
From:    "T. B. Harms" <tbh@TESSER.COM> 
Subject: Re: New papers on complex systems, economy and control 
 
<From  Tracy Harms 1996;12,11.23 
 
 
Bill Powers (961211.1320 MST) 
 
>Suppose we plot the demand curve for an individual and for a given good or 
>service, but using the basic idea of a control model. 
 
Your proposed demand curve is so far from what is used in economics that 
I'm doubtful whether it is reasonable to give it the same label. 
 
>[...] 
>This doesn't look much like the demand curves you see in economics texts, 
>which are more like hyperbolas that descend smoothly over the whole range 
>from a high value at the left to zero far to the right. But I contend that 
>this is only because those demand curves are for populations rather than 
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>individuals. 
 
But standard demand curves *are* proposed as applicable to individuals, 
Bill.  They represent the number of units which will be sold to a given 
market (be it one buyer or many) depending on price, in a given 
preference-context. 
 
 
Tracy Bruce Harms                                        tbh@tesser.com 
Boulder, Colorado 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Thu, 12 Dec 1996 00:32:53 -0700 
From:    "T. B. Harms" <tbh@TESSER.COM> 
Subject: Re: New papers on complex systems, economy and control 
 
<From  Tracy Harms 1996;12,11.23.30 
 
 
Bill Powers (961211.1320 MST) 
 
I posted my prior response too quickly.  There are other problems which I 
can't resist speaking to. 
 
>The "supply" curve can be derived in a similar way, 
>by interchanging the axes. 
 
This makes no sense.  If what you wish to diagram is preference, by 
charting the inspired degree of effort a buyer makes under differing 
inventories, the axis which measures effort must remain the same if we 
attempt to do something similar for preferences of a seller.  Whether this 
sort of diagramming is actually worth doing or not, that axis must be the 
same for both. 
 
>What the supplier demands is the efforts of individual workers. 
 
Not only is this not so, that's all beside the point, for what you're doing 
here is not discussing anything like the supply curve; instead you are 
talking about the demand curve again, having merely switched your 
consideration to a different product. 
 
>The supplier's "effort" is the amount of goods that will be produced 
>to obtain these efforts from the individuals 
 
But it is the quantity of goods produced which is controlled by the 
supplier, not the efforts of those from whom the supplier buys. 
 
>(where of course the "goods" can be measured in terms of 
>an equivalent amount of money 
 
Of course?  And what, pray tell, extablishes an equivalent amount of money 
for a given good?  Methinks you have overlooked what economics must 
explain.  If anything is clear from supply curves and demand curves, it is 
that the same product would be traded across a range of prices.  One cannot 
presume monetary equivalents for goods without ripping all the explanatory 
power out of these economists' devices. 
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Tracy Bruce Harms                                        tbh@tesser.com 
Boulder, Colorado 
----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 "The life of humanity is so long, that of the individual so brief, 
 that we often see only the ebb of the advancing wave and are thus 
 discouraged. It is history that teaches us to hope." -- Robert E. Lee 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Thu, 12 Dec 1996 12:35:58 +0100 
From:    Stefan Balke <sbalke@HRZ.UNI-BIELEFELD.DE> 
Subject: Re: PCT Acceptance 
 
>From Stefan Balke (961212.1200 CET) 
 
Rick Marken (961211.1050) -- 
 
>I've had the same experience as well. ... 
> 
>I'm glad that applied people tend to accept PCT. My only problem with this is 
>that applied people are often so busy solving the problems at hand that they 
>have no time to carefully test and expand the theory. 
> 
>I think the tools used by the applied people -- the systematic procedures 
>that are used in a PCT-based approach to clinical treatment or education -- 
>have to be developed by the academic (research) types. The applied people 
>just don't have the time, the skills or the inclination to do this. That's 
>why it's too bad (from my point of view) that the academic types have not 
>gotten into PCT. 
 
Here we need PCT researchers going into the practice. And as Kurt Lewin 
stated 'there is nothing as practical as a good theory' I see a synergetic 
effect. The practice gives the questions and the theory a first idea of the 
solutions, which will raise further questions and so on. The important thing 
is that the field researcher has accepted PCT at his own principle level. In 
this case he will have the desire to develop PCT related questions. In my 
case I have to look how Ed's program workes. There are questions like: is 
there a conflict between old and new memories (under the assumption that 
either the old or new memory can set the lower order reference level) while 
dealing with disruptive kids, based upon the observation, that some teachers 
tell about difficulties to decide themselves to apply the new questions 
although they say that they agree with the basic assumptions of the program. 
 
But, you are right, to do the test for the controlled variable seems to be 
hard under school conditions. I would like to have a PCT-based model about 
decision making. I don't think that it's all random reorganization, because 
the decisions people take at the program level are always within the range 
of their principles. There must be something like an overall check whether 
the decision will probably (according to the own memories) lead to undesired 
consequences. In this sense an error will not be removed by a random 
process, but by an initial random process and a subsequent filtering process. 
 
Best, Stefan 
 
------------------------------ 
 
End of CSGNET Digest - 11 Dec 1996 to 12 Dec 1996 
************************************************* 
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Date:     Fri, 13 Dec 1996 08:00:21 -0600 
Subject:  CSGNET Digest - 12 Dec 1996 to 13 Dec 1996 
 
There are 18 messages totalling 1112 lines in this issue. 
 
Topics of the day: 
 
  1. Periodicity; event control (2) 
  2. Modelling, Apes & Self (3) 
  3. New papers on complex systems, economy and control (6) 
  4. PCT-based control engineering, Bill's paper 
  5. economics & HPCT (2) 
  6. Reactions of others to PCT 
  7. observation and theory 
  8. macroeconomic outcomes 
  9. primates, animal behavior 
 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Date:    Thu, 12 Dec 1996 10:12:55 EST 
From:    Bruce Gregory <gregory@CF4.HARVARD.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Periodicity; event control 
 
[ 
[From Bruce Gregory (961212.1015 EST)] 
 
Martin Taylor 961211 16:50 
 
> All I want to do is to point out two things: (1) that 
> oscillation in complex networks with gain is extraordinarily hard to avoid, 
> and (2) that the control of event perception is (seems to me to be) an 
> aspect of sequence control that requires the kind of delay that is involved 
> in oscillation and internal clocks, which almost certainly exist in us. 
 
Thanks for the very informative post. 
 
 
Bruce Gregory 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Thu, 12 Dec 1996 08:56:39 -0700 
From:    Bill Powers <powers_w@FRONTIER.NET> 
Subject: Re: Modelling, Apes & Self 
 
[From Bill Powers (961212.0630 MST)] 
 
Avery Andrews 961213] -- 
> Orang utan locomotation is difficult, 
>because they're heavy, and have to really think about where they 
>put their weight, in particular what will happen to the position of 
>a tree-branch of they let go of the other ones they're holding on 
>to (one common technique is to get to where they're going by committing 
>their weight to a branch that swings down and also out to whereever 
>they want to go). 
> 
>This requires both sophisticated modelling, and a self-concept, since 
>one of the things that has to be modelled is the contribution of the 
>self to the configuration of branches. 
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Gee, Avery, I would have thought it was the contribution of the BODY to the 
configuration of the branches that had to be modeled. Since the Self weighs 
only 0.0000315 nanograms, by latest estimates from mass-energy equivalence, 
I don't think the Self would bend a branch very much. 
 
People always refer to "sophisticated modeling" when they don't have any 
idea WHAT model they're talking about. I don't think there's any modeling 
necessarily going on. Control of perception might be adequate to do the job. 
Of course I'd alway be willing to look at a model that works. 
 
Best 
 
Oncle Bill. 
 
 
 
 
 
 The argument assumes that this 
>style of locomotion was used by the common ancesteor of orangatuan, 
>chimps, bonobos gorillas and people, since these are the only creatures 
>that are able to figure out that when they're looking at themselves 
>in a mirror. 
> 
> Avery.Andrews@anu.edu.au 
> 
> 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Thu, 12 Dec 1996 08:56:42 -0700 
From:    Bill Powers <powers_w@FRONTIER.NET> 
Subject: Re: New papers on complex systems, economy and control 
 
[From Bill Powers (961212.0645 MST)] 
 
Tracy Harms 1996;12,11.23 -- 
 
Woops! I thought I was replying to a post from Francis Heylighen -- did my 
reply go to CSGnet? If so, I'll have to send a copy to Francis. Let me know 
quick! 
 
>Your proposed demand curve is so far from what is used in >economics that 
I'm doubtful whether it is reasonable to give it >the same label. 
 
This is the demand curve for one single individual, not for a population. 
The whole point is that it DOESN'T look like the curve used in economics 
texts, yet when you add up the individual curves over a population, you will 
get something that looks like the standard demand curve. 
 
>>[...] 
>>This doesn't look much like the demand curves you see in >>economics 
texts, which are more like hyperbolas that descend >>smoothly over the whole 
range from a high value at the left to >>zero far to the right. But I 
contend that this is only because >>those demand curves are for populations 
rather than individuals. 
> 
>But standard demand curves *are* proposed as applicable to >individuals, 
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Bill.They represent the number of units which will >be sold to a given 
market (be it one buyer or many) depending on >price, in a given 
preference-context. 
 
It's ASSUMED that because such demand curves might be seen in a population, 
they would apply to each individual. I'm saying that the curves for an 
individual are NOT the same as the population curves. See my paper in 
Hershberger's _Conation and control_ for a clear demonstration of how a 
population characteristic can be completely wrong as an indicator of the 
individual characteristics that make it up. 
 
I should think that economists would be delighted to be given some real 
rationale for the imaginary demand curves they draw. On a supply-demand 
plot, the only real point is the one where the curves intersect. All other 
points are hypothetical, figments of the imagination. Economic theories are 
almost completely data-free, which is why they work so poorly. 
 
If you want another example of how economists confuse the global with the 
local, just consider the Keynesian concept of savings (this is all due to my 
father, who has just published his own book on economics). Keynes speaks of 
savings in terms of a family. When young, the family borrows money to live 
on (a strange view of the attitudes of lending institutions, but never 
mind); in its middle years it has a surplus, paying back the loan and saving 
money for the future; near the end, it draws its savings out to live on. And 
so, he says, it is for the nation as a whole. Just add more zeros to the 
amounts involved, and you have the course of the national economy. 
 
Unfortunately, as my father points out, this requires that all fathers and 
mothers get married on the same day. In fact, at the same moment that one 
family is depositing money into savings, another family, farther along in 
the cycle, is drawing down its savings to support its retirement. The net 
savings rate over the population, in constant dollars per year, must be 
close to zero. The nation as a whole is not simply a magnified version of a 
single family. In fact, the laws of macroeconomics are totally different 
from those of microeconomics, precisely because of such composite effects. 
One of the consequences of this fact is that national savings, if they exist 
at all, far from being the wellspring of investment that fuels economic 
growth, actually constitutes a drag on the economy. The withdrawal of any 
substantial amount of money from circulation, on the national scale, has 
essentially the same effect that Greenspan has when he increases interest rates. 
 
The difference between my father's economic theory and others is that, as a 
retired chemical engineer, he started with the data in the Statistical 
Abstracts and other sources, and looked at what actually happens instead of 
what theory says should happen. Did you know that raising interest rates 
either has no effect on inflation, or worsens it? That's clearly not what 
Greenspan believes, but it's what actually happens. 
 
Best, 
 
Bill P. 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Thu, 12 Dec 1996 08:56:47 -0700 
From:    Bill Powers <powers_w@FRONTIER.NET> 
Subject: Re: New papers on complex systems, economy and control 
 
[From Bill Powers (961212.0730 MST)] 
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Tracy Harms 1996;12,11.23.30 -- 
 
>I posted my prior response too quickly.  There are other problems >which I 
can't resist speaking to. 
> 
>>The "supply" curve can be derived in a similar way, 
>>by interchanging the axes. 
> 
>This makes no sense.  If what you wish to diagram is preference, by 
>charting the inspired degree of effort a buyer makes under differing 
>inventories, the axis which measures effort must remain the same if we 
>attempt to do something similar for preferences of a seller.  Whether >this 
sort of diagramming is actually worth doing or not, that axis >must be the 
same for both. 
 
The _buyer's_ output (effort,money) is the _seller's_ input. The _seller's_ 
output (goods, services, wages, capital income) is the _buyer's_ input.It's 
a question of which is considered the independent variable. If the labels on 
the axes stay tied to the same physical quantities, then the roles of the 
variables are swapped when you talk about the seller. This is just how you 
get two intersecting curves on the same plot to solve graphically for the 
actual state of the system. 
 
>>The supplier's "effort" is the amount of goods that will be produced 
>>to obtain these efforts from the individuals 
> 
>But it is the quantity of goods produced which is controlled by the 
>supplier, not the efforts of those from whom the supplier buys. 
 
The composite consumer's effort is the composite supplier's cost of 
production. The supplier can't arbitrarily control the level of output; it 
must be neither less than the buying power available to purchase it, nor 
greater, because the composite supplier uses the income from the sale of 
goods and services to pay those who purchase the goods and services -- and 
also produce them. The consumers have no other source of income. In 
macroeconomics there is a circular flow; if the flow were completely 
conserved, the producer's income would be exactly equal to the producer's 
costs, which consist entirely of wages for production and maintenance 
workers and capital income for owners and investors. And those costs for the 
composite producer are identically the buying power of the composite 
consumer, exced\pt for money leaked out of the economy which accounts for a 
portion of inflation. 
 
>>(where of course the "goods" can be measured in terms of 
>>an equivalent amount of money 
> 
>Of course?  And what, pray tell, extablishes an equivalent amount of >money 
for a given good? 
 
The price, which is in turn determined by the costs of production, which are 
the source of the consumer's buying power. This is a circular system of 
causality, in which you can understand the parts only in terms of the whole. 
 
>Methinks you have overlooked what economics must 
>explain.  If anything is clear from supply curves and demand curves, >it is 
that the same product would be traded across a range of prices. >One cannot 
presume monetary equivalents for goods without ripping all >the explanatory 
power out of these economists' devices. 
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What explanatory power? Supply and demand curves are figments of the 
economist's imagination. In microeconomics, it is true that prices vary and 
that there are local short-term imbalances of supply and demand as 
inventories rise and fall. But globally, on the national scale, supply and 
demand are always equal, except for leakage of buying power out of the 
economy as a whole. No company can stay in business if its inventory either 
rises or falls indefinitely. Nationally, inventory is constant and as close 
to zero as can be managed. 
 
The historical record shows that the fraction of total _composite_ producer 
income that is spend on capital goods (that is, on the labor required to 
supply them, raw materials themselves being free) is always close to 20% of 
total income, varying no more than 1 or 2 percentage points above and below 
that fraction for the past 100 years, in good times and bad. So much for the 
economic theory that investment drives growth. 
 
The markup of price over cost is also essentially a constant of the economy; 
it is exactly what is needed to make up for the 20% of producer income spent 
on capital goods and maintenance: price has remained steady at 1.25 times 
the cost, in constant dollars, over the last 100 years. That is also a fact 
from the historical record (rather than from economic theory). 
 
In truth, economic theory has very little to do with the facts. 
 
Best, 
 
Bill P. 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Thu, 12 Dec 1996 08:56:52 -0700 
From:    Bill Powers <powers_w@FRONTIER.NET> 
Subject: Re: Periodicity; event control 
 
[From Bill Powers (961212.0810 MST)] 
 
Martin Taylor 961211 16:50 -- 
 
Your post on oscillatory phenomena was excellent, a good guide to further 
thinking on the subject. 
 
In particular, your comments about the "event" level are useful. It's true, 
as you say, that an event can't be controlled while it is in progress 
(although the comprising transitions and configurations etc. can certainly 
be defended against disturbance during the event, since events don't 
actually take place at an instant of time). Yet we do control events in 
another sense: we can control _repeated_ events, by slowly adjusting the 
transitions etc. from one instance to the next, like gradually altering the 
way we pronounce a word-event. It would seem that repetition is an essential 
dimension of the event level, and that only through repetition can we 
control events. 
 
Repetition, of course, is also an essential feature of oscillation or 
pattern generation. One cycle of any repeating pattern is what I would call 
an "event" -- the fact that we think of it as "one cycle" shows that we 
treat some space-time package of variations as a single entity. We say that 
"it" repeats, where "it" is what I mean by an event. Even the term "repeat" 
implies that _the same thing_ is happening again. What would that "same 
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thing" be, but an event? 
 
This level of control just above the transition level, I think, has 
something to do with all these subjects: eventness, repetition, oscillation, 
and pattern perception and generation. I don't know whether the term "event" 
is sufficient to capture what is perceived and controlled at this level. 
Let's keep it simmering on the back burner. 
 
As to sequences, we have here a recurring problem, which is that of applying 
a higher level of perception to a lower-level system that doesn't work in 
terms of that perception. Yes, when you observe an event, particularly if 
you also observe its component transitions and configurations, you can see 
that things occur in sequence. One thing changes before or after another. 
But you can see the same thing at ANY lower level, which doesn't mean that 
all lower levels are sequence control systems. 
 
Sequence, as I think of it, is defined strictly in terms of ordering. You 
can go forward or backward through an ordered list without changing its 
order. You can proceed through the list at a constant speed or a variable 
speed, or irregularly, without changing the order. But if you change the 
ordering or leave out an element, there is definitely an error. It was Gary 
Cziko who pointed out this difference between an event and a sequence some 
five years ago, and who suggested that the event level (which used to be 
called the sequence level) needed to be split up. That's when I realized 
that Gary isn't as dumb as everyone says he is :-). 
 
Anyway, a nice post Martin. 
 
Best, 
 
Bill P. 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Thu, 12 Dec 1996 17:16:56 +0100 
From:    Oded Maler <Oded.Maler@IMAG.FR> 
Subject: Re: Modelling, Apes & Self 
 
[From Oded Maler 961212)] 
 
> [From Bill Powers (961212.0630 MST)] 
> 
> Gee, Avery, I would have thought it was the contribution of the BODY to the 
> configuration of the branches that had to be modeled. Since the Self weighs 
> only 0.0000315 nanograms, by latest estimates from mass-energy equivalence, 
> I don't think the Self would bend a branch very much. 
 
Speak for Your Self! I'm sure the self of some people weighs much more ;-) 
 
--Oded 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Thu, 12 Dec 1996 08:42:43 -0800 
From:    Richard Marken <marken@AEROSPACE.AERO.ORG> 
Subject: PCT-based control engineering, Bill's paper 
 
[From Rick Marken (961212.0850)] 
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Bill Powers (961211.1640 MST) to Bruce Abbott (961211.1720 EST) -- 
 
>all that assumes that any disturbances are going to be small or very 
>slowly varying. If that's not the case, then when you lose input you simply 
>lose control. The simulated output will quickly become inappropriate. 
 
I think it is important to make it clear that loss of input means loss of 
control _no matter what_. As you you note, Bruce's proposal for dealing with 
loss of input (via control of an imagined input with the output continuing to 
affect the now unperceived controlled variable) is not much different than 
Hans' model_based, computed output system. In both cases the systems will 
_appear_ to control as long as the environment remains nearly stable. But 
this is only the appearance of control; the system is not _really_ 
controlling what had been (while the input was present) the controlled 
variable. 
 
My proposed approach to designing a redundant system that could deal with 
loss of input was aimed at making it possible for the system to continue 
_controlling_ after loss of input. As you note, the redundancy I was 
talking about wasn't "...just a matter of having another sensor, like a 
second eye". I was thinking of providing the system with several different 
ways of representing the same envinronmental situation. If I were designing a 
driving system (one that controls its position on the road), for example, 
and I knew that it might have to drive through dense fog, then I might 
provide it with visual _and_ radar sensors. The system might be a 
hierarchical control system where the higher level system switches between 
the system controlling the visual representation of road position to 
the one controlling the radar representation (or vise versa) depending on 
the size of the error signal in the road position control system that is 
currently in effect. 
 
Anyway, I think a way to summerize your (and my) points about a PCT based 
apporach to designing a system that can deal with possible loss of input 
would be as follows: The goal of PCT based design is a system that _maintains 
control_ rather than one that simply _appears_ to maintain control (as long 
as the envinronment is stable). 
 
Bill Powers (961212.0645 MST) 
 
>See my paper in Hershberger's _Conation and control_ for a clear 
>demonstration of how a population characteristic can be completely wrong as 
>an indicator of the individual characteristics that make it up. 
 
Actually, that paper is in the special issue of _American Behavioral 
Scientist_ that I edited ( American Behavioral Scientist, Volume 34, 
Number 1 Sept/Oct 1990). And an excellent paper it is, indeed. 
 
Best 
 
Rick 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Thu, 12 Dec 1996 11:49:36 -0700 
From:    "T. B. Harms" <tbh@TESSER.COM> 
Subject: Re: New papers on complex systems, economy and control 
 
>[From Bill Powers (961212.0645 MST)] 
> 
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>Tracy Harms 1996;12,11.23 -- 
> 
>Woops! I thought I was replying to a post from Francis Heylighen -- did my 
>reply go to CSGnet? If so, I'll have to send a copy to Francis. Let me know 
>quick! 
 
Your message went to the whole CSGnet. 
 
>This is the demand curve for one single individual, not for a population. 
 
What you have offered us is the demand curve for an individual at the 
margin.  If you consider economic action in a very short time-frame there 
is a buy/don't buy alternative where buying involves a fixed quantity, in 
contrast with the general shape of a demand curve which maps obtaining 
increased quantities as a function of decreased price.  You are right that 
lower cost does not translate into increased purchasing in an immediate 
situation.  You are incorrect in saying that the classical demand-curve 
shape is inapplicable to a single purchaser.  It does apply if the 
time-frame involved is sufficiently large. 
 
>It's ASSUMED that because such demand curves might be seen in a population, 
>they would apply to each individual. I'm saying that the curves for an 
>individual are NOT the same as the population curves. See my paper in 
>Hershberger's _Conation and control_ for a clear demonstration of how a 
>population characteristic can be completely wrong as an indicator of the 
>individual characteristics that make it up. 
 
I agree that with complex systems composite changes are usually not good 
indicators of the dynamics of the components which produce them.  However, 
the black-box treatment of what underlies demand-curve demand applies 
equally well to populations as it does to individuals for the portions of 
the curves which are where the practical action is.  Decreased cost of a 
good does correlate with increased consumption, all other things being 
equal, for buyers--considered individually or en mass--over durations where 
the buyers favor multiple purchases. 
 
>On a supply-demand 
>plot, the only real point is the one where the curves intersect. All other 
>points are hypothetical, figments of the imagination. 
 
This is well understood among economists, is it not? 
 
>Economic theories are 
>almost completely data-free, which is why they work so poorly. 
 
How would increased data improve economic theories? 
 
>Did you know that raising interest rates 
>either has no effect on inflation, or worsens it? 
 
Yes, and my knowledge of that comes from *pure theory*, not from data.  If 
the data are consistent with that idea, that indicates a strength where the 
theory prevailed against an empirical challenge. 
 
>That's clearly not what 
>Greenspan believes, but it's what actually happens. 
 
I'm unconvinced that you have identified Alan Greenspan's motivating theories. 
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Tracy Bruce Harms                                        tbh@tesser.com 
Boulder, Colorado 
----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 "The life of humanity is so long, that of the individual so brief, 
 that we often see only the ebb of the advancing wave and are thus 
 discouraged. It is history that teaches us to hope." -- Robert E. Lee 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Thu, 12 Dec 1996 12:20:36 -0700 
From:    "T. B. Harms" <tbh@TESSER.COM> 
Subject: Re: New papers on complex systems, economy and control 
 
>From Tracy Harms  1996;12,12.12 
 
 
Bill Powers (961212.0730 MST) 
 
>>>The supplier's "effort" is the amount of goods that will be produced 
>>>to obtain these efforts from the individuals 
>> 
>>But it is the quantity of goods produced which is controlled by the 
>>supplier, not the efforts of those from whom the supplier buys. 
> 
>The composite consumer's effort is the composite supplier's cost of 
>production. The supplier can't arbitrarily control the level of output; it 
>must be neither less than the buying power available to purchase it, nor 
>greater, because the composite supplier uses the income from the sale of 
>goods and services to pay those who purchase the goods and services -- and 
>also produce them. The consumers have no other source of income. In 
>macroeconomics there is a circular flow; if the flow were completely 
>conserved, the producer's income would be exactly equal to the producer's 
>costs, which consist entirely of wages for production and maintenance 
>workers and capital income for owners and investors. And those costs for the 
>composite producer are identically the buying power of the composite 
>consumer, exced\pt for money leaked out of the economy which accounts for a 
>portion of inflation. 
 
You turn to macroeconomic analysis too rapidly.  Macroeconomics has been a 
convenient place for economists to hide a multitude of sins.  We must start 
with a sound and detailed microeconomics, and move to macro only with care 
to keep our macro vision compatible with the more fine-grained 
understandings. 
 
The studies of economics which have been most significant have been those 
which do this.  There is a direct relevance to PCT here:  Microeconomics 
involves consideration of purposeful, intentional actors.  This focus on 
units-of-autonomy engaged in iterative state-improvement is where PCT is 
most naturally applied.  The intersection between psychology and economics 
is in the economic actors as individually generating aims which produce 
their behavior. 
 
Anyway, suppliers *must* arbitrarily control the level of output, but this 
fact is clouded by imagining "the composite supplier," the aggregation of 
which presumes away the solution to problems of economic calculation.  The 
mechanics of economic calculation must be *revealed* in our economic 
models, not relied on as hidden presumptions. 
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Any given supplier controls for a certain magnitude of product output over 
a duration.  The trend is for the aggregate of such output to reflect the 
realities of demand, but only because miscalculation involves loss to the 
supplier, and every supplier is enacting a higher-level control for 
economic gain.  None of these drivers are visible in your macro-loop 
descriptions, and their absence makes those models useless. 
 
 
Tracy Bruce Harms                                        tbh@tesser.com 
Boulder, Colorado 
----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 "The life of humanity is so long, that of the individual so brief, 
 that we often see only the ebb of the advancing wave and are thus 
 discouraged. It is history that teaches us to hope." -- Robert E. Lee 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Thu, 12 Dec 1996 13:41:42 -0700 
From:    Bill Powers <powers_w@FRONTIER.NET> 
Subject: Re: New papers on complex systems, economy and control 
 
[ From Bill Powers (961212.1245 MST)] 
 
Tracy Harms 1996;12,11.23 -- 
>> 
>>Woops! I thought I was replying to a post from Francis Heylighen -- >>did 
my reply go to CSGnet? If so, I'll have to send a copy to Francis. >>Let me 
know quick! 
> 
>Your message went to the whole CSGnet. 
 
Thanks, I'll resend it to the right place. 
 
>>This is the demand curve for one single individual, not for a population. 
> 
>What you have offered us is the demand curve for an individual at the 
>margin.  If you consider economic action in a very short time-frame >there 
is a buy/don't buy alternative where buying involves a fixed >quantity, in 
contrast with the general shape of a demand curve which >maps obtaining 
increased quantities as a function of decreased price.  >You are right that 
>lower cost does not translate into increased purchasing in an immediate 
>situation.  You are incorrect in saying that the classical demand-curve 
>shape is inapplicable to a single purchaser.  It does apply if the 
>time-frame involved is sufficiently large. 
 
What the classical demand curve says that for that any good, if you offer it 
free the individual will consume an infinite amount of it (or consume it at 
an infinite rate). Do you think that's really true? The PCT view would be 
that for each good or service, the person has a specific reference level for 
the amount wanted, and will not put out any effort to get more than that. Of 
course over time the amount wanted can change, and it can change with other 
circumstances, in either direction. In conditions of scarcity, furthermore, 
we may be seeing conflicts, where to satisfy one want fully would be to 
prevent satisfaction of others, so there must be tradeoffs. 
 
When you speak of individual demand curves, you're really talking about 
theoretical psychology, not economics. The psychology of economics is 
basically reinforcement theory: the greater the promised reward, the 
incentive, the greater will be the effort to obtain it. "Every man has his 
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price." I think there may be a self-selection factor here, in that the 
people most concerned with economics and thus economic theories may fit this 
description better than most other people do. But I don't think it's really 
true of any normal person. 
 
>... the black-box treatment of what underlies demand-curve demand >applies 
equally well to populations as it does to individuals for the >portions of 
the curves which are where the practical action is.  >Decreased cost of a 
>good does correlate with increased consumption, all other things being 
>equal, for buyers--considered individually or en mass--over durations 
>where the buyers favor multiple purchases. 
 
But this is not determined by investigating individual behavior, is it? It's 
found through statistical marketing studies. That is a population study, 
which is simply assumed to apply to the individual. What I'm suggesting is 
that the demand curve which seems to exist in the population really reflects 
a _distribution_ of individual demand curves which have quite a different 
shape. As you raise the cost of a good, you first eliminate those people who 
want only a small amount of it, if any (like jalapeno sauce). Then you 
eliminate the majority that want amounts distributed around some mean value, 
and finally at the highest costs you eliminate even the few individuals with 
an abnormally large desire for the good. This gives you a smooth curve which 
is easily taken to representing the "average individual's" demand curve. In 
fact it represents no individual. 
 
>>On a supply-demand 
>>plot, the only real point is the one where the curves intersect. All 
>>other points are hypothetical, figments of the imagination. 
> 
>This is well understood among economists, is it not? 
 
Is it? Then why are these curves taught as facts? 
> 
>>Economic theories are 
>>almost completely data-free, which is why they work so poorly. 
> 
>How would increased data improve economic theories? 
 
It would confront their predictions from theory with what actually happens. 
 
>>Did you know that raising interest rates 
>>either has no effect on inflation, or worsens it? 
> 
>Yes, and my knowledge of that comes from *pure theory*, not from data. 
 
That's interesting -- what theory is that? 
 
>>That's clearly not what 
>>Greenspan believes, but it's what actually happens. 
> 
>I'm unconvinced that you have identified Alan Greenspan's motivating theories. 
 
Well, I've heard it said that Greenspan offers "combating inflation" as his 
reason for wanting to keep the economy from becoming "overheated", but that 
his real reason is to keep labor in a poor bargaining position. I don't 
know. Which is better, to accuse him of ignorance or of evil intentions? 
I've been giving him the benefit of the doubt. 
 
Best, 
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Bill P. 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Thu, 12 Dec 1996 14:59:59 -0700 
From:    Bill Powers <powers_w@FRONTIER.NET> 
Subject: Re: New papers on complex systems, economy and control 
 
[From Bill Powers (961212.1345 MST)] 
 
Tracy Harms  1996;12,12.12 -- 
 
You say that your preference is to derive macroeconomics from 
microeconomics, and I generally agree with this approach. But having seen 
what can be done with macroeconomics, I am also convinced that there is 
merit in looking at the boundary conditions as well. For one thing, the 
assumptions about individual characteristics are far fewer in 
macroeconomics, and there is less reliance on multiple untestable 
assumptions. If I were to try to model the whole economy, I would prefer to 
start at the level of the individual, then built up to the emergent picture 
from there. However, since there are so many possible interaction paths and 
there is so much variation across individuals, I think it is helpful to have 
an idea of the global constraints on the system as a whole. 
 
>You turn to macroeconomic analysis too rapidly.  Macroeconomics has been a 
>convenient place for economists to hide a multitude of sins.  We must start 
>with a sound and detailed microeconomics, and move to macro only with care 
>to keep our macro vision compatible with the more fine-grained 
>understandings. 
 
I agree with all that, too, but there is an inevitable interplay between 
"whole-picture" and "fine-grained" understandings. I think my father, who 
writes about macroeconomics, would agree wholeheartedly with you about the 
"multitude of sins." He has spent 20 years comparing what macroeconomists 
have said about the economy with the record of what has actually happened, 
and has come to the conclusion that they basically don't know what they're 
talking about. When you begin with the data and work out the relationships 
that actually seem to hold, you come up with a very different picture, and 
one that is both simple and defensible. 
 
Ideally, a valid macroeconomic analysis will be consistent with a valid 
microeconomic analysis, just as thermodynamics is consistent with the 
kinetic theory of matter. Each level of analysis can correct errors in the 
other. If a particular aspect of molecular theory violates the second law of 
thermodynamics, we know that that aspect probably contains a mistake. 
probably a mistaken assumption since logical errors are not likely to escape 
notice. And as Martin Taylor has said to me in other contexts, it is not 
necessary to trace the paths of individual molecules to come up with the 
useful notions of temperature and pressure. 
 
>There is a direct relevance to PCT here:  Microeconomics 
>involves consideration of purposeful, intentional actors. 
 
I couldn't agree more and my father couldn't agree less -- he is adamant 
that "individual characteristics" have nothing to do with macroeconomics. 
However, I can put that disagreement aside and see that his global analysis 
is still correct, although he denies what I see as its actual basis. 
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>The intersection between psychology and economics 
>is in the economic actors as individually generating aims which produce 
>their behavior. 
 
Yes, indeed. These actors, however, operate within constraints that they 
themselves have constructed. There is a social covenant that says you must 
pay for goods or services received if payment is demanded, and that when you 
supply goods or services you must be paid for them if that is what you want. 
And the regulation of money and credit requires bookkeeping, so that income 
and expenditures must balance; money or its equivalent is the means of 
ensuring that balance as nearly as possible. There is nothing in PCT that 
could predict this way of playing the game; it was invented by its players. 
 
This is the convenant that makes sure that all of the income of a producer 
comes from some kind of consumer, and that all of the income of the consumer 
comes from some kind of producer -- to a close approximation. Nobody is 
permitted to spend money that is not taken from income or a corresponding 
debt: that is, counterfeiting and stealing are against the law. What all 
these constraints add up to is the circular flow of macroeconomics. The 
price for which the output is sold is balanced against the wages of those 
who do the producing plus the income of those who are paid by virtue of 
ownership or investment. When we blow away the fog of other macroeconomic 
theories, I think we are left with a rather straighforward picture of how 
the system functions. We don't end up with an _explanation_, but we do see 
more clearly what needs explaining. 
 
>Anyway, suppliers *must* arbitrarily control the level of output, but this 
>fact is clouded by imagining "the composite supplier," the aggregation of 
>which presumes away the solution to problems of economic calculation.  The 
>mechanics of economic calculation must be *revealed* in our economic 
>models, not relied on as hidden presumptions. 
 
Yes, again. But the microeconomic models must reveal what is actually 
observed, or they must go back to the drawing board. No matter how 
meticulous their construction or how inevitable their mathematics, if micro 
theories predict something other than what is observed at the macro level, 
they are wrong. 
 
>Any given supplier controls for a certain magnitude of product output over 
>a duration. 
 
I can see a production manager doing that, but not the highest levels of 
management. What the highest levels of management are concerned with is 
quantity of producion times price per unit produced, and that in relation to 
cost of production in terms of both wage and capital income (which includes 
profits, however calculated, for those who receive them). 
 
>The trend is for the aggregate of such output to reflect the 
>realities of demand, but only because miscalculation involves loss to the 
>supplier, and every supplier is enacting a higher-level control for 
>economic gain.  None of these drivers are visible in your macro-loop 
>descriptions, and their absence makes those models useless. 
 
It's true that these drivers are not visible in the macro picture, but that 
doesn't make the macro picture useless. The macro picture, if properly 
constructed, simply describes the outcome of all these micro relationships. 
In fact, it describes the observable outcomes which any micro theory, if it 
is correct, must predict. Remember that I am talking about an analysis of 
the macroeconomic system that is derived from observation, not theory or 
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theoretical assumptions. As far as I know, my father is the only person who 
has actually tried to construct an analysis like this (he refuses, with 
gestures, to hear it referred to as a "theory". At the age of 96, he has a 
right). 
 
Just as an example, would it not help the microeconomic theorist to know 
that the proportion of income of the composite producer devoted to capital 
investment (depreciation, plant expansion, etc.) has been essentially 
constant at 20% for 100 years? Or that the markup of constant-dollar prices 
over costs, as a consequence, has been constant at a factor of 1.25 plus or 
minus a very small deviation? This means that if one producer uses a larger 
markup, for some reason others must use a smaller one. This says something 
about interactions at the micro level that might be very hard to derive from 
first principles. The microeconomist might be able to come up with those 
interactions -- but only if he knows there is a phenomenon there to be 
explained, a constraint that must be met. There are other interesting 
relationships that can be found in the historical record, and each one of 
them is a hint as to what any microeconomic theory must explain. 
 
Best, 
 
Bill P. 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Thu, 12 Dec 1996 16:30:43 -0700 
From:    "T. B. Harms" <tbh@TESSER.COM> 
Subject: economics & HPCT 
 
>From Tracy Harms 1996;12,12.16: 
 
 
Bill Powers (961212.1245 MST) 
 
>What the classical demand curve says that for that any good, if you offer it 
>free the individual will consume an infinite amount of it (or consume it at 
>an infinite rate). Do you think that's really true? 
 
No, but I don't think the classical demand curve need be interpreted in 
that way.  That's why I spoke earlier of "the portions of the curves which 
are where the practical action is."  I think it is also reflected by the 
fact that demand curves are universally drawn only in a center section, not 
as a zero-to-infinity function.  Possible consumption does not go to 
infinity, but as price changes pretty much never involve something going to 
zero cost, that doesn't matter for the specific relationship which 
supply-and-demand diagrams are suited to communicate. 
 
>The PCT view would be 
>that for each good or service, the person has a specific reference level for 
>the amount wanted, and will not put out any effort to get more than that. 
 
That is one possible application of PCT, but I think there are better ways 
to see it.  PCT suggests to me that actors have high-level aims (reference 
levels) which they will act to satisfy by some combination of choices, 
including purchases.  But while any given act of purchasing involves a 
short-term satisfaction of a reference level to obtain an item in the 
market, because those purchases are behavior instrumental to a higher aim 
they are in a more important way uncontrolled. 
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Where this fits nicely in economic theory is the question of 
substitutability and rankings of preference.  The famous examples involve 
what individuals choose when a contemplated contender for purchase is 
rejected; the subsequent option often has no clear comparison with the 
first.  PCT makes such facts seem very natural. 
 
For instance:  A salesman for high-cost European automobiles was asked 
about his competition, and said that the competition which worried him the 
most was travel cruises, yachts, and vacation homes.  That shows a clear 
intelligence regarding what it is that his customers are controlling for, 
and dispells the naive presumption that if the price of a Mercedes is a bit 
too high, a Volvo (etc.) will be purchased instead.  This example shows the 
weakness in your claim "that for each good or service, the person has a 
specific reference level for the amount wanted."  The potential Mercedes 
buyer may well *not* have a reference level to buy a car.  The purchase of 
a car is but one possible behavior to satisfy a more abstract reference 
level.  It would be a mistake to think of reference levels as being 
*product specific*, or even category specific.  In regard to 
need-satisfaction consumption, product purchasing is a behavior, and 
behavior is not being controlled.  The short duration where the sale is 
actually negotiated and concluded does entail a temporary reference level 
for "buy one of these", but that occurs only once the decision to buy has 
been made and so does not illuminate the larger question of economic 
choice. 
 
 
Tracy Bruce Harms                                        tbh@tesser.com 
Boulder, Colorado 
----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
     "The world has arrived at an age of cheap complex devices of 
      great reliability; and something is bound to come of it." 
                                                    Vannevar Bush 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Thu, 12 Dec 1996 15:32:00 -0800 
From:    Philip Runkel <runk@OREGON.UOREGON.EDU> 
Subject: Reactions of others to PCT 
 
This is from Phil Runkel. 
 
Rick Marken wrote as follows on 11 Dec 96: 
 
>I've had the same experience as well.  I find that the people who accept 
>PCT most readily are those who are outside of academia, using behavioral 
>theories to solve "real world" problems. I am thinking, in particular, 
>of clinicians and educators. 
 
>... applied people are often so busy solving the problems at hand that they 
>have no time to carefully test and expand the theory. 
 
>I think the tools used by the applied people -- the systematic procedures 
>that are used in a PCT-based approach to clinical treatment or education -- 
>have to be developed by the academic (research) types. 
 
Your description of your experience is an exact description of my 
experience, also.  And I agree with you that the research types will 
usually be the ones to produce the systematic procedures. 
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Keep at it, please. 
 
Best wishes for holidays and all other days, too, and to all to whom 
these presents may come. 
 
--Phil R. 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Thu, 12 Dec 1996 17:13:38 -0700 
From:    "T. B. Harms" <tbh@TESSER.COM> 
Subject: observation and theory 
 
<From  Tracy Harms 1996;12,12.14:40 
 
 
Bill Powers (961212.1345 MST) 
 
>Remember that I am talking about an analysis of 
>the macroeconomic system that is derived from 
>observation, not theory or theoretical assumptions. 
 
No analysis is derived from observation in contrast with theory and 
theoretical assumptions.  Theory always comes first.  Observations are only 
possible within a theoretical framework.  Your father may refuse to hear 
that, but his age will not exempt him from error. 
 
 
Tracy Bruce Harms                                        tbh@tesser.com 
Boulder, Colorado 
 
 
Tracy Bruce Harms                                        tbh@tesser.com 
Boulder, Colorado 
----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
     "The world has arrived at an age of cheap complex devices of 
      great reliability; and something is bound to come of it." 
                                                    Vannevar Bush 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Thu, 12 Dec 1996 17:13:40 -0700 
From:    "T. B. Harms" <tbh@TESSER.COM> 
Subject: macroeconomic outcomes 
 
<From  Tracy Harms  1996;12,12.17 
 
 
Bill Powers (961212.1345 MST) 
 
>The macro picture, if properly 
>constructed, simply describes the outcome of all these micro relationships. 
>In fact, it describes the observable outcomes which any micro theory, if it 
>is correct, must predict. 
 
As an example, I would be interested in how the macro theory you have in 
mind describes the change in the USA over the past century in the ratio of 
hours of agricultural labor to calories of food. 
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Tracy Bruce Harms                                        tbh@tesser.com 
Boulder, Colorado 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Fri, 13 Dec 1996 13:06:18 +1100 
From:    Avery Andrews <andaling@PRETTY.ANU.EDU.AU> 
Subject: Re: Modelling, Apes & Self 
 
[Avery Andrews 961213] 
  (Bill Powers (961212.0630 MST) 
 
 >Gee, Avery, I would have thought it was the contribution of the BODY to the 
 >configuration of the branches that had to be modeled. Since the Self weighs 
 
A good change of terminology - it is specifically an own-body concept 
that the apes seem to have or be able to get (when exposed to a mirror 
for the first time, they eventually wind up using it to look at their 
genitals and other places that they can't normally see - monkeys and 
other kinds on non-human animals never do this, and treat the 
mirror-image animal as another animal, threatening it, etc. 
 
The apes don't seem to show any awareness of states of mind, or other 
aspects of the self beyond the body. 
 
 >People always refer to "sophisticated modeling" when they don't have any 
 >idea WHAT model they're talking about. I don't think there's any modeling 
 >necessarily going on. Control of perception might be adequate to do the job. 
 >Of course I'd alway be willing to look at a model that works. 
 
Would it sound better if I said `sophisticated imagination loop'?  It is 
of course also possible that there is a simple trick that can be used, 
but humans do seem to use imagination to help decide what to do in a way 
that most other animals don't, and it would be nice to have some plausible 
and potentially testable ideas about how this got started.  Otoh the Discover 
article mentions a primatologist who says that the dumb monkeys he studies 
locomote in similar ways to orangutans, without benefit of an own-body-concept, so 
maybe the whole thing is just wrong.  Anyway, I'd call anything that can 
figure out the best of the 22 interesting choices of how to change your 
grasp/let-go references when you're hanging on to 4 different branches 
with 4 different limbs sophisticated. 
 
 - Avery.Andrews@anu.edu.au 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Fri, 13 Dec 1996 13:22:46 +1100 
From:    Avery Andrews <andaling@PRETTY.ANU.EDU.AU> 
Subject: primates, animal behavior 
 
[Avery Andrews 961213] 
 
The recent history of primate & animal behavior in general seems to have 
been to have lurched from mindless behaviorism to profligate attribution 
of human-like mental states to all sorts of creatures (that silly book on 
the `secret life of dogs' is I suppose the nadir of that trend), now 
being followed by a more considered re-appraisal, to which PCT might 
be able to contribute by providing a space of hypotheses in between 
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SR-mechanisms and human-like mentality. 
 
For example, a decade or so ago people seemed to be thinking that 
chimpanzees and bonobos had awareness of each others mental states, 
and attempted to control them, whereas it seems that what they actually 
do is try to control each others visible behavior, although often in 
clever ways, e.g. one male bonobo uses a `come hither to copulate' 
gesture to get another one to come over to the bush where he is, so that 
both can corner and capture a pig.  The caller can be seen as controlling 
for the position of the call-ee, not sure how to explain the call-ee;s 
behavior, but at any rate the hunt is said to have been successful. 
(anecdote out of Barbara King, the _the information continuum_). 
 
 -Avery 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Thu, 12 Dec 1996 21:11:46 -0700 
From:    Bill Powers <powers_w@FRONTIER.NET> 
Subject: Re: economics & HPCT 
 
[From Bill Powers (961212.1940 MST)] 
 
Tracy Harms 1996;12,12.16 -- 
 
>Bill Powers (961212.1245 MST) 
> 
>>The PCT view would be 
>>that for each good or service, the person has a specific reference level 
>>for the amount wanted, and will not put out any effort to get more than 
>>that. 
> 
>That is one possible application of PCT, but I think there are better ways 
>to see it.  PCT suggests to me that actors have high-level aims (reference 
>levels) which they will act to satisfy by some combination of choices, 
>including purchases.  But while any given act of purchasing involves a 
>short-term satisfaction of a reference level to obtain an item in the 
>market, because those purchases are behavior instrumental to a higher aim 
>they are in a more important way uncontrolled. 
 
That _is_ a better way to see it. A "good" isn't a good in itself, but has 
value only with respect to the goals it satisfies at higher levels (except 
for bodily needs such as food, and even then there are "junk" foods and 
"prestige" foods). 
 
>Where this fits nicely in economic theory is the question of 
>substitutability and rankings of preference.  The famous examples involve 
>what individuals choose when a contemplated contender for purchase is 
>rejected; the subsequent option often has no clear comparison with the 
>first.  PCT makes such facts seem very natural. 
 
Yes, you have to see what higher-order desires are being satisfied before 
you can understand how a substitution makes sense. If I can't have the 
diamonds, then I want to go to Monaco. I must say, you are getting pretty 
good at applying PCT to economics. You make my attempts sound a little 
superficial. 
 
>For instance:  A salesman for high-cost European automobiles was asked 
>about his competition, and said that the competition which worried him the 
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>most was travel cruises, yachts, and vacation homes.  That shows a clear 
>intelligence regarding what it is that his customers are controlling for, 
>and dispells the naive presumption that if the price of a Mercedes is a bit 
>too high, a Volvo (etc.) will be purchased instead.  This example shows the 
>weakness in your claim "that for each good or service, the person has a 
>specific reference level for the amount wanted." 
 
Too true. The reference level is not for the good, but for a perceived 
effect of obtaining the good. I bow to your more complete insight. 
------------------------------------------- 
Tracy Harms 1996;12,12.14:40 
 
>No analysis is derived from observation in contrast with theory and 
>theoretical assumptions.  Theory always comes first.  Observations are only 
>possible within a theoretical framework.  Your father may refuse to hear 
>that, but his age will not exempt him from error. 
 
That's more true of some analyses than others. There's always some level of 
theory at work, but if it's at a low enough level I don't think it's worth 
quibbling over. What my father did was go over the Statistical Abstracts and 
other materials to see how expenditures and income were reported since 1895, 
using whatever sources were available. This is how he discovered the 
constancy of capital expenditure as a fraction of total producer income, and 
the independence of this fraction from the rate of growth (or contraction) 
of GNP. There was no theoretical reason for anticipating this finding; it 
simply became evident. Of course the data themselves are subject to 
criticism, and concepts like "GNP" have a theoretical tinge, but since this 
is the only data base available, one can analyze it without getting into 
questions like that. 
 
I see considerably more theory in my father's work that he will admit to, 
but on the other hand I don't object to much of it, so that's sort of beside 
the point. In part, his rejection of the word "theory" is the result of 
having been born in 1900, and growing up in a time when theory was generally 
considered to mean "wild unsubstantiated guess." I think I'd say that the 
word "model" is closest to what he calls analysis. 
 
My father's name is Treval C. Powers, known far and wide as TCP. It's a 
damned good thing that I wasn't the one who thought up the label PCT for 
what I do. 
------------------------------------- 
>As an example, I would be interested in how the macro theory you have in 
>mind describes the change in the USA over the past century in the ratio of 
>hours of agricultural labor to calories of food. 
 
I'm pretty certain that my father would not consider this a macroeconomic 
question. It deals only with one sector of the economy. His entire approach 
is based on dealing with the nation as a whole, and with only composite 
entities -- ALL the producers, ALL the consumers. The regularities and 
relationships he has found are found only at that level, not in the 
distributions of income or production among different sectors. In fact, one 
of TCP's criticisms of other approaches to macroeconomics is that they 
confuse micro phenomena with macro phenomena. This was Keynes' mistake when 
he tried to extrapolate from a family to the nation as a whole, without 
taking into account the fact that the _composite_ family is of no particular 
age, economic status, or occupation, but rather all of them combined. 
 
He also realized, quite on his own, that macroeconomic relationships can't 
be understood as a sequence of events, but must be treated as simultaneous 
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interactions occurring everywhere at once. He explained this principle to me 
at length, and like a dutiful son I said, "Yes, Dad." Our relationship is 
not such that I could have said "I've been thinking like that for 40 years, 
Dad." I don't think he believes I could have been _alive_ for 40 years. 
 
Best, 
 
Bill P. 
 
------------------------------ 
 
End of CSGNET Digest - 12 Dec 1996 to 13 Dec 1996 
************************************************* 
 
Date:     Sat, 14 Dec 1996 08:07:53 -0600 
Subject:  CSGNET Digest - 13 Dec 1996 to 14 Dec 1996 
 
There are 9 messages totalling 875 lines in this issue. 
 
Topics of the day: 
 
  1. Early language learning (2) 
  2. Standing at the crossroads 
  3. Critique of Pure Reason 
  4. theory as dispositional bias 
  5. Popper's Preposterous Propositions (2) 
  6. Aristotle and Contingent Truths 
  7. Aristotle and Contingent Truths,Gifts 
 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Date:    Fri, 13 Dec 1996 11:58:20 EST 
From:    Bruce Gregory <gregory@CF4.HARVARD.EDU> 
Subject: Early language learning 
 
[From Bruce Gregory (961213.1200 EST)] 
 
While driving to work this morning I heard a piece on NPR about 
an experiment on children's learning of language. The 
experimenters invented an artificial language consisting of four 
words of three syllables each. Infants of age eight months were 
exposed to a continuous stream of a computer generated voice 
speaking these words in all permutations for two minutes. 
Following this exposure, the children were able to identify the 
four "words" as different from other combinations of the 
syllables. My reaction was, "Smells like purposeful behavior. 
Wonder what the infants might be controlling for?" (Hint to 
Rick.) 
 
Needless to say, my reaction was different from that of the 
experimenters. They are convinced that they have demonstrated 
the existence of sophisticated statistical analysis being 
performed by the infants to identify the "words". Statisticians 
seem to have no trouble discovering sophisticated statistical 
analyses in the most unlikely places... 
 
 
Bruce Gregory 
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------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Fri, 13 Dec 1996 10:34:43 -0700 
From:    Bill Powers <powers_w@FRONTIER.NET> 
Subject: Standing at the crossroads 
 
[From Bill Powers (961213.1000 MST) 
 
In celebration of Christmas, Channukah, and other solsticial celebrations in 
Northerly climes to encourage the return of light, I enclose here a paper 
written for the 6th annual meeting of the Control Systems Group and 
published in Living Control Systems II. I suggest, subject to approval of 
all concerned, that it be substituted in the Introduction part of our Web 
page for my other materials presented there. I might make one or two changes 
and additions in the light of events of the past six years, but being lazy I 
shall not do so. 
 
Best to all, 
 
Bill P. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
                          Standing at the crossroads 
 
                               William T. Powers 
                      Presented at an open session at the 
                            Sixth Annual Meeting of 
                           The Control Systems Group 
                      Indiana University of Pennsylvania 
                                August 16, 1990 
 
 
 
 
       Preliminary note. In keeping with the tradition of past meetings 
       of the Control Systems Group, I will distribute this paper to 
       those attending this presentation but will neither read it aloud, 
       speak it from memory, nor summarize it. I will assume that you 
       have read it. In my actual talk, I will show a number of 
       phenomena of control that conventional theories either ignore or 
       fail to explain. I will show a working computer model of a 
       behaving system in which a little man points to a moving target, 
       without any computation of the required movements. If you have 
       read this paper, these demonstrations will make the paper 
       clearer. If you have not, the demonstrations will make it easier 
       to understand later. In either event, you will not have to sit 
       through the drone of someone reading to you what you can read 
       four times as fast by yourself. 
                           ---------------------- 
       I'd like to try today to give you the sense that psychology is 
       standing at a crossroads -- and not only psychology, but all the 
       sciences of life. We are about to experience the advent of 
       something for which many people have searched, an organizing 
       scheme that pulls together all the disparate schools of thought, 
       specializations, movements, and evanescent fads that make up 
       various fragmented branches of the life sciences. 
 
       The organizing scheme is called "control theory." This theory 
       explains a phenomenon, as theories are supposed to do. The 
       phenomenon in question is called control. Everyone has heard this 
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       word, and most people have occasion to use it from time to time, 
       but in science it has become part of the metalanguage rather than 
       designating a subject of study. A scientist does a control 
       experiment, or demonstrates how manipulation of stimuli and 
       rewards can control an animal's movements, or advocates a proper 
       diet to control cholesterol level, or competes for control of a 
       department. This word is used as part of a background of ordinary 
       language, but it has not been part of the technical language of 
       the life sciences. 
 
       The reason is quite simple: nobody in or out of science 
       understood the process of control until about the beginning of 
       World War 2. By understanding the process, I mean being able to 
       define it, characterize it, measure its parameters, predict how 
       it will proceed, and recognize it in a real system. This doesn't 
       mean that control was impossible to accomplished before World War 
       2: after all, most people accomplish digestion without 
       understanding any biochemistry. But control is just as natural a 
       process as digestion, and like digestion can be understood in a 
       scientific way only by studying it and learning how it works. 
 
       World War 2 started only about 50 years ago. Perhaps you can see 
       why this fact implies some problems with studying control as a 
       natural process. If control is a natural process, it was 
       occurring in 1840, 1740, 1640, and so on back to the primordial 
       ooze. In 1940, the sciences of life were already something like 
       300 years old (and their prehistory was far older than that). If 
       nobody understood control until 1940, it's clear that these 
       sciences went through a major part of their development without 
       taking it into account. The next question is obvious: how did 
       they explain the phenomena that arise from processes of control? 
 
       Many of the puzzles and controversies that occupied early 
       researchers could have been resolved if scientists had realized 
       that they were dealing with control processes. Purpose could have 
       been studied scientifically instead of merely theologically. We 
       can see now that all these early researchers, not recognizing a 
       control process when they saw one, were drastically misled by 
       some side-effects of control. The principal side-effect that 
       deceived them resulted from the way control systems act in the 
       presence of disturbances of the variables they control. When a 
       disturbance occurs, a control system acts automatically to oppose 
       the incipient change in the controlled variable. But if this 
       opposition is not recognized (it's not always obvious), the 
       observer will inevitably be led to see the cause of the 
       disturbance as a stimulus and the action opposing its effects as 
       a response to the stimulus. Furthermore, this opposition results 
       in stabilizing some aspect of the environment or organism- 
       environment relationship. That stabilization conceals the role of 
       the stabilized variable in behavior; the better the control, the 
       lower will be the correlation between the controlled variable and 
       the actions that stabilize it. The variable under control is the 
       one that is actually being sensed, but the logic of control makes 
       it seem that the disturbance is the sensory stimulus. 
 
       Donald T. Campbell has proposed a "fish-scale" metaphor of 
       scientific progress. Each worker constructs just one small scale 
       that overlaps those already laid down by others. Eventually the 
       whole fish will be covered completely. But what if the fish is a 
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       red herring? Then all these patient workers will devote their 
       lives to covering the wrong fish. The converse of the fish-scale 
       metaphor is that a person who is concentrating on fitting one 
       little scale to others already laid down is bound to have a very 
       localized view of the problem. Seeking to extend the 
       accomplishments of others, a single worker can make what seems to 
       be progress -- but it is unlikely that a single worker will 
       discover that something is wrong with the whole design. The 
       result can easily be the diligent application of fish-scales to a 
       giraffe. 
 
       I submit that something like this has happened in the life 
       sciences. A fundamental misconception of the nature of behavior, 
       natural but nevertheless horrendous, has pointed the life 
       sciences down the wrong trail. Nearly all life scientists, 
       particularly those who try to achieve objectivity and uniform 
       methodology, have interpreted behavior as if it were caused by 
       events outside an organism acting on a passive mechanism. This 
       hypothesis has become so ingrained that it is considered to be a 
       basic philosophical principle of science. To explain behavior, 
       one varies independent variables and records the ensuing actions; 
       to analyze the data, one assumes a causal link from independent 
       to dependent variable and calculates a correlation or computes a 
       transfer function. This leads in turn to models of behaving 
       systems in which inputs are transformed by hypothetical processes 
       into motor outputs; those models lead to explorations of inner 
       processes (as in neurology and biochemistry) predicated on the 
       assumption that one is looking for links in an input-output 
       chain. One assumption leads to the next until a whole structure 
       has been built up, one that governs our thinking at every level 
       of analysis from the genetic to the cognitive. 
 
       Control theory, by showing us an alternative way of understanding 
       this entire structure, therefore threatens the integrity of 
       practically every bit of knowledge about behavior that has ever 
       been set down on paper. 
 
       This is, of course, a message of the type that leads to a high 
       mortality among messengers. That is why you are listening to a 
       person with no reputation to lose and no fame to protect, instead 
       of a Nobel Prize winner. In an utterly predictable way, 
       scientists have for the last 50 years gone to great lengths to 
       avoid learning control theory or else to assimilate it into the 
       existing picture of behavior. Failing that, they have simply 
       declared it irrelevant to their own fields, with the result that 
       the authoritative literature of behavioral control theory is 
       almost completely insulated from the mainstream. It appears in 
       publications like proceedings of the Institute of Electrical 
       Engineers division on Man, Machines, and Cybernetics, or in human 
       factors and manual control publications, or in Xeroxed papers 
       passed from hand to hand. There is a scattered literature on 
       control theory in the life sciences, but nothing on this subject 
       gets past the referees into a standard journal without first 
       having its teeth pulled. 
 
       Despite all the defenses, the concepts of control theory are 
       spreading. When our descendants look back on the latter half of 
       the 20th Century,  they will probably be amazed at the speed with 
       which control theory became accepted: 50 years in the course of a 
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       science is nothing. We control theorists have nothing to complain 
       about. Our greatest successes have come not through pounding at 
       locked doors, but through continuing to explore the meaning of 
       this new approach and learning how to apply it in many different 
       disciplines. If we do our job correctly, acceptance will take 
       care of itself. That job is not something one can toss off 
       overnight, nor can it be done by just a handful of people. We are 
       coming to a time of rigorous re-evaluation of all that is known 
       or presumed to be known about the nature of organisms. The more 
       people that are involved in this enormous project, the sooner it 
       will be accomplished. That is why we are all so glad to welcome 
       our guests at this session: after the party, you will be invited 
       to help do the dishes. 
 
       There has been progress in understanding how organisms work, the 
       wrong model notwithstanding. Biochemical reactions are not going 
       to change because of control theory. Muscles and nerves will 
       continue to operate as they are known to operate. Even at more 
       abstract levels of analysis, many phenomena will continue to be 
       accepted as valid observations; for example, phenomena of 
       perception, of memory, of cognition. If competently observed, 
       these phenomena will still be part of the legacy of earlier 
       workers. When we pull the stopper on the old theories, we must 
       keep a strainer over the drain and let only the bathwater out. 
 
       Part of the task of reconstructing the sciences of life consists 
       of separating valid observations of components from invalid 
       conjectures about how they work together. Consider biochemistry 
       as an example. Biochemistry is an odd mixture of solid research 
       and wild leaps of undisciplined imagination. The research reveals 
chemical processes taking place in the microstructure of the 
       body. The wild leaps propose that the chemical reactions somehow 
       directly produce the behavioral effects with which they are 
       associated. It's as though a specialist in solid-state physics 
       were to propose that electrons flowing through wires and 
       transistors are responsible for the music that comes out of a 
       radio. While it's true that a shortage of electrons will make the 
       music faint, and that without the electrons you wouldn't get any 
       music, the physicist would be laughed out of town for suggesting 
       that electrons cause music, or that you could fix a weak radio 
       just by putting some more electrons into it. You can't understand 
       the role of the electrons without grasping the principles of 
       organization that make the radio different from a radio kit. 
 
       In the same way, if shortages or excesses of chemicals like 
       enzymes and neurotransmitters are found to be associated with 
       functional and behavioral disorders, all we then know is that 
       these substances play some role in the operation of the whole 
       system that creates organized behavior. If there's a shortage of 
       some chemical substance, then some other system has reduced its 
       production of that substance, and some other system still has 
       decreased its effect on the driving system, and so on in chains 
       and causal loops. Nothing in a system as complex as the human 
       body happens in isolation. If biochemistry is to have anything to 
       say about the organism at any higher level, biochemists are going 
       to have to study whole systems, not isolated reactions. We need a 
       functional theory to supplement the microscopic laws of 
       chemistry. 
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       There are workers in biochemistry who are investigating feedback 
       control processes. One significant process involves an allosteric 
       enzyme that is converted into an active form by the effect of one 
       substance, and into an inactive form by the effect of another. 
       When these two substances have the same concentration, the 
       transition from active to inactive is balanced; the slightest 
       imbalance of the substances causes a highly amplified offset 
       toward the active or the inactive form. In one example, the 
       active form catalyzes a main reaction, and the product of that 
       reaction in turn enhances the substance that converts the enzyme 
       to the inactive form -- a closed-loop relationship. The feedback 
       is negative, because the active form of enzyme promotes effects 
       that lead to a strong shift toward the inactive form. This little 
       system very actively and accurately forces the concentration of 
       the product of the main reaction to match the concentration of 
       another substance, the one that biases the enzyme toward the 
       active form. This allows one chemical system to control the 
       effects that another one is having on the chemical environment. 
 
       A person without some training in recognizing control processes 
       might easily miss the fact that one chemical concentration is 
       accurately controlling the product of a different reaction not 
       directly related to the controlling substance. The effect of this 
       control system is to create a relationship among concentrations 
       that is imposed by organization, not simply by chemical laws. 
       This is the kind of observation that a reductionist is likely to 
       overlook; reductionism generally means failing to see the forest 
       for the trees. Even the workers who described this control system 
       mislabeled what it is doing -- they concluded that this system 
       controls the outflow of the product, when in fact it controls the 
       concentration and makes it dependent on the concentration of a 
different and chemically-unrelated substance. 
 
       To shift through several gears, consider the lines of research 
       that began with Rosenblatt's perceptron. This device was 
       conceived as a behavioral system that could be trained to react 
       to patterns contained in its input information. First this idea 
       was shown, by something of a hatchet job, to be impractical, and 
       then it was shown to be practical again if several levels of 
       training could occur within it (I haven't seen any apologies to 
       Frank Rosenblatt, who died without vindication). In all its 
       incarnations, however, the perceptron has been thought of as a 
       system that learns to "respond correctly" to a stimulus pattern. 
 
       From the standpoint of control theory, however, organisms do not 
       respond to stimuli but control input variables. So does that 
       invalidate all that has been learned about perceptrons? Not at 
       all. Control theoretic models desperately need something like a 
       perceptron to explain how abstract variables can be perceived. In 
       a control model, however, the perceptron is only one component: 
       it provides a signal that represents an aspect of some external 
       state of affairs. It's easy to show that behavior can't be 
       explained simply by converting such a signal into an output 
       action. But behavior can be based on the difference between the 
       perceptron's output signal and a reference signal that specifies 
       the state of the perception that is to be brought about. The 
       control-system model shows where the functions that are modeled 
       as perceptrons belong in a model of the whole system. 
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       Shifting gears again: some theorists are trying to model motor 
       behavior in terms of "motor programs" and "coordinative 
       structures." In these models, command signals are presumed to be 
       computed such that when applied to elastic muscles they produce 
       the movements of a real limb. These models contain some 
       impressive mathematics, taking into account the linkages of the 
       limb and the dynamics of movement of the limb masses. But control 
       theory says that behavior is not produced by computing output; it 
       is produced by comparing inputs with desired inputs, and using 
       the difference to drive output. No complicated "motor program" 
       computer is needed. Does this mean that the mathematical analysis 
       by the motor program people is spurious and ought to be 
       discarded? 
 
       Again, not at all. At some point in elaborating the control 
       model, we must show how the driving signals actuate muscles to 
       cause the movements we actually see. This entails solving all the 
       physical equations for muscle and limb dynamics, just as the 
       motor programmers have done. If they did their arithmetic right, 
       it will still be right when we substitute the control-system 
       model for the central-computer model. Both models have to produce 
       the same driving signals. The only thing that will change is that 
       control theory will show how the required driving signals arise 
       naturally from perception and comparison against reference 
       signals, instead of being computed blindly from scratch. 
 
       Finally, shifting to overdrive, what do we do about Artificial 
       Intelligence? We take advantage of whatever it really has to 
       offer, modifying it only where we know it fails to explain 
       enough. One place where it fails to explain enough is in the way 
       it deals with action. Basically, it doesn't deal with action. It 
       starts its analysis with perception of abstract variables in the 
       form of symbols, constructs models that imitate human symbol- 
       handling processes as well as possible, and finishes by 
       generating more strings of symbols that describe actions to be 
       taken. It says nothing useful about how a description of an 
       action, in symbols, gets turned into just those muscle tensions 
       that will in fact produce an action that fits the description. 
       When devices are built that are run by symbol-processing 
       computers, the critical transformations that make action out of 
       symbols are simply put into the device by its builders. Many of 
       those critical parts turn out to be servomechanisms -- control 
       systems. 
 
       The assimilation of control theory into the life sciences will 
       require a lot of this kind of reanalysis. Some old ideas will 
       have to go, some will stay. This job is best done by people who 
       are already competent in existing fields. Of course these also 
       have to be people who can see that there is room for improvement 
       along lines other than the standard ones. 
 
       In the current membership of the Control Systems Group we have 
       representatives of at least a dozen disciplines of the life 
       sciences, and a few persons representing some unlikely 
       occupations such as piano teaching and law. When these people 
       meet, there is little difficulty in communicating because all of 
       them have a basic understanding of control theory. But 
       communication isn't the only factor that makes these meetings 
       valuable. The most important lesson comes from seeing how control 
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       theory applies in someone else's field. 
 
       The biggest problem with introducing control theory to scientists 
       in conventional disciplines is that each scientist tends to think 
       only of the scientific problems that are defined in that one 
       field. The problem in question may involve behavior, but behavior 
       is generally taken on faith to work the way some other specialist 
       says it works. In fact most scientists tend to dismiss details 
       involving other fields, assuming (often quite wrongly) that 
       somebody else understands them well enough. We therefore find 
       some very detailed biochemistry or neurology or personality- 
       testing, all done competently, being used to explain behavioral 
       phenomena that are very poorly analyzed and in many cases don't 
       actually occur. The sociobiologist concludes that behavior 
       patterns are inherited, not knowing that only the consequences of 
       motor outputs, not the outputs themselves, repeat. What does a 
       geneticist really know about the actions through which a bird 
       catches a bug? You can inherit the control systems that are 
       capable of catching bugs, but you can't inherit acts that happen 
       to take you where a particular bug is going next. The combination 
       of narrow expertise in one field and naive conceptions in every 
       other field leads to facile explanations that are right only at 
       one point. 
 
       Specialists must see the need for a model of behavior that 
       applies in all disciplines, even those in which the specialist is 
       not competent. Once the Artificial Intelligence researcher 
       understands exactly why organized behavior cannot be produced by 
       computing outputs, he or she will modify the AI model so it will 
       work correctly with more detailed systems actually capable of 
       organized behavior. Important effects of learning how control 
       theory applies in other fields will occur at the boundaries 
       between disciplines -- exactly where we need to work if we are 
       ever to have a unified science of life. At Control Systems Group 
       meetings, specialists from many fields hear other specialists 
       talking about the way control theory has made them rethink the 
       problems in a different field. Because of the common 
       understanding, this inevitably reveals one's own hasty 
       assumptions, and encourages still more rethinking. 
 
       One last remark about the CSG. The CSG does not represent any one 
       scientific discipline. It has no agenda of its own beyond 
       encouraging the application of control theory within existing 
       disciplines -- no agenda, that is, except perhaps lowering the 
       barriers between disciplines. The psychologists in the group are 
       still psychologists, the sociologists are still sociologists, the 
       therapists are still therapists, the engineers still engineers. 
       This is not a political movement nor an alternative to 
       established science. It is simply a vehicle for promoting 
       interaction among people interested in using or learning more 
       about control theory in any specialty whatsoever. When all the 
       branches of the life sciences have assimilated and begun using 
       control theory, the CSG, its work accomplished, will have no 
       further reason to exist. 
 
       In this presentation I have talked around control theory, 
       alluding to some of its conclusions without attempting to justify 
       or explain them. Learning control theory can't be done by 
       listening to a half-hour's talk. I hope that some of you will 
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       find the promise of a unifying principle for the life sciences 
       appealing enough to go further into this subject. 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Fri, 13 Dec 1996 09:49:43 -0800 
From:    Richard Marken <marken@AEROSPACE.AERO.ORG> 
Subject: Critique of Pure Reason 
 
[From Rick Marken (961213.1000)] 
 
Tracy Harms (1996;12,12.14:40) -- 
 
>No analysis is derived from observation in contrast with theory and 
>theoretical assumptions.  Theory always comes first.  Observations are only 
>possible within a theoretical framework. 
 
I find this a very strange notion. How do we know what to theorize _about_, 
let alone know what theories are best, without making observations? I agree 
that theory is important and that it influences not only what we _think_ we 
observe but also what we _choose_ to observe. But it seems to me that 
observation is what theory is all about. Theories are just attempts to 
explain what we experience. If we take the right _approach_ to making 
observations -- the _scientific approach_, which is aimed at taking action on 
both the world _and_ the theory and observing how closely the response of the 
theory matches that of the world -- we will not only be able to improve our 
theories but also the observations we make to test them. PCT shows how this 
works in the behavioral sciences. PCT research and theory have combined to 
show that psychologists have not only been making observations based on the 
wrong theory (cause-effect) but that they have also been making the wrong 
observations (disturbance-action relationships rather than controlled 
perceptual variables). 
 
I think the idea that "theory always comes first" can be quite dangerous 
because it can lead people to believe that there is something wrong with 
observation itself.  I've noticed that quite a few people on this net seem 
to express something like disdain for empirical observation and test. Am I 
getting this right? Are there really people out there who want to go back to 
Aristotle's and Aquinus' approach to knowledge -- pure reason? What's this 
about? If there really are people out there who are actually _opposed_ 
to the idea of testing theory against observation, could you explain _why_. 
 
Bill Powers asked: 
 
>Did you know that raising interest rates either has no effect on inflation, 
>or worsens it? 
 
Tracy Harms replied: 
 
>Yes, and my knowledge of that comes from *pure theory*, not from data.  If 
>the data are consistent with that idea, that indicates a strength where the 
>theory prevailed against an empirical challenge. 
 
Again, could you explain which theory predicts this. My wife works at the 
Federal Reserve Bank and no one over there seems to know about this. You 
might want to give them a buzz. 
 
Also, how can a theory _prevail against_ an empirical challenge? I thought 
theories and observations were supposed to be friends, not enemies;-) 
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Best 
 
Rick 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Fri, 13 Dec 1996 13:07:16 -0700 
From:    "T. B. Harms" <tbh@TESSER.COM> 
Subject: theory as dispositional bias 
 
<[From Tracy Harms (1996;12,13.13)] 
 
 
Rick Marken (961213.1000). 
 
>If there really are people out there who are actually _opposed_ to the 
>idea of testing theory against observation, could you explain _why_. 
 
By no means am I opposed: observations are to be used to provide testing of 
theories, and indeed the strongest, most clever testing we can devise. 
 
You responded to these words of mine: 
 
>>No analysis is derived from observation in contrast with theory and 
>>theoretical assumptions.  Theory always comes first.  Observations are only 
>>possible within a theoretical framework. 
 
Rather than attempt to elaborate on this in my own words, I'll here 
reproduce section 18 of a paper by Karl Popper entitled "Two Faces of 
Common Sense: An Argument for Commonsense Realism and Against the 
Commonsense Theory of Knowledge".  This paper stands as chapter 2 of 
_Objective Knowledge_ (1972, 1979, Oxford)  The remainder of this message 
is therefore by Karl Popper; I have omitted most typographic emphasis which 
occurs in the original. 
 
-- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --  -- 
 
All Knowledge is Theory-Impregnated, Including our Observations 
 
Knowledge in its various subjective forms is dispositional and 
expectational.  It consists of dispositions of organisms, and these 
dispositions are the most important aspect of the organization of an 
organism.  One type of organism can live only in water today, another only 
on land; since they have survived so far their very ecology determines part 
of their 'knowledge'.  If it were not absurd to make any estimate, I should 
say that 999 units out of 1,000 of the knowledge of an organism are 
inherited or inborn, and that one unit only consists of the modifications 
of this inborn knowledge; and I suggest, in addition, that the plasticity 
needed for these modifications is also inborn. 
 
>From this follows the fundamental theorem: 
 
      All acquired knowledge, all learning, consists of the modification 
      (possibly the rejection) of some form of knowledge, or disposition, 
      which was there previously; and in the last instance, of inborn 
      dispositions. 
 
To this can be added at once a second theorem: 
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      All growth of knowledge consists in the improvement of existing 
      knowledge which is changed in the hope of approaching nearer 
      to the truth. 
 
Because all our dispositions are in some sense adjustments to invariant or 
slowly changing environmental conditions, they can be described as 
theory-impregnated, assuming a sufficiently wide sense of the term 
'theory'.  What I have in mind is that there is no observation which is not 
related to a set of typical situations--regularities--between which it 
tries to find a decision.  And I think we can assert even more:  there is 
no sense in which anticipatory theories are not genetically incorporated. 
The eye of a cat reacts in distinct ways to a number of typical situations 
for which there are mechanisms prepared and built into its structure: these 
correspond to the biologically most important situations between which it 
has to distinguish.  Thus the disposition to distinguish between these 
situations is built into the sense organ, and with it the theory that 
these, and only these, are the relevant situations for whose distinction 
the eye is to be used. 
 
The fact that all our senses are in this way theory-impregnated shows most 
clearly the radical failure of the bucket theory [of the mind] and with it 
of all those other theories which attempt to trace our knowledge to our 
observations, or to the *input* of the organism.  On the contrary, what can 
be absorbed (and reacted to) as relevant input and what is ignored as 
irrelevant depends completely upon the innate structure (the 'programme') 
of the organism. 
 
 
                                              Karl Raimund Popper, 1970 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Fri, 13 Dec 1996 15:09:30 -0700 
From:    Bill Powers <powers_w@FRONTIER.NET> 
Subject: Popper's Preposterous Propositions 
 
[From Bill Powers (961213.1430 MST)] 
 
Tracy Harms (1996;12,13.13) -- 
 
You quote Popper: 
 
>All Knowledge is Theory-Impregnated, Including our Observations 
 
>Knowledge in its various subjective forms is dispositional and 
>expectational.  It consists of dispositions of organisms, and >these 
dispositions are the most important aspect of the >organization of an 
organism.  One type of organism can live only >in water today, another only 
on land; since they have survived so >far their very ecology determines part 
of their 'knowledge'.  If >it were not absurd to make any estimate, I should 
say that 999 >units out of 1,000 of the knowledge of an organism are 
>inherited or inborn, and that one unit only consists of the >modifications 
of this inborn knowledge; and I suggest, in >addition, that the plasticity 
needed for these modifications is >also inborn. 
 
>From this follows the fundamental theorem: 
 
>From WHAT follows the fundamental theorem? All I have heard here is a string 
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of pompous assertions given without the slightest reason, factual support, 
or even logical defense, as if their mere utterance made them true. Why 
should I accept a single sentence of that introductory paragraph, except for 
the sole reason that it was said by a famous man? I don't know what he means 
by "dispositional" or "expectional," and I don't know what either term is 
supposed to have to do with "knowledge," assuming that the terms have any 
meaning worth considering to begin with. 
 
The most charitable reading I can give to that paragraph is that it is 
intended, satirically, to illustrate how empty knowledge can be when it 
arises from a sea of ill formed ideas and half-understood assumptions, 
alluded to rather than described, and asserted rather than examined. 
 
The expansion that follows the "theorem" is little better. After reading it 
I still do not know what a "disposition" is, or whether Popper's broad usage 
of the term theory is confined to things that have some similarity to each 
other, or whether any of his factual-sounding statements are in fact 
believable. Every subject that might be of important is dismissed with a 
word, as the role of the senses is dismissed by saying it is to make 
"distinctions." The interactions of organisms and environments are dismissed 
by calling them "adjustments" to environmental conditions. The very nature 
of behavior and behavioral organization is wrapped up by saying  "what can 
be absorbed (and reacted to) as relevant input and what is ignored as 
irrelevant depends completely upon the innate structure (the 'programme') of 
the organism," which contains at least three major assertions which I deny 
completely, yet which Popper seems to think reasonable to assert as foregone 
conclusions. 
 
This mode of argument is more reminiscent of the bulldozer operator than the 
scientist or scholar, at least as I imagine them to be. If one is "disposed" 
to admire anything Popper says simply because he says it, then I suppose one 
can wring some possible meanings out of all this. If not, a more likely 
reading would be that these are the pronouncements of an old man who simply 
assumes that anything he says is incontrovertible. 
 
If I ever get to be like that, will someone please shoot me? 
 
Best, 
 
Bill P. 
 
 
 
 
Best, 
 
Bill P. 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Fri, 13 Dec 1996 17:51:33 +0000 
From:    Peter Cariani <peter@EPL.MEEI.HARVARD.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Early language learning 
 
[From Peter Cariani ((961213.1700 EST)] 
> 
> [From Bruce Gregory (961213.1200 EST)] 
> 
> While driving to work this morning I heard a piece on NPR about 
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> an experiment on children's learning of language. The 
> experimenters invented an artificial language consisting of four 
> words of three syllables each. Infants of age eight months were 
> exposed to a continuous stream of a computer generated voice 
> speaking these words in all permutations for two minutes. 
> Following this exposure, the children were able to identify the 
> four "words" as different from other combinations of the 
> syllables. My reaction was, "Smells like purposeful behavior. 
> Wonder what the infants might be controlling for?" (Hint to 
> Rick.) 
> 
> Needless to say, my reaction was different from that of the 
> experimenters. They are convinced that they have demonstrated 
> the existence of sophisticated statistical analysis being 
> performed by the infants to identify the "words". Statisticians 
> seem to have no trouble discovering sophisticated statistical 
> analyses in the most unlikely places... 
> 
> Bruce Gregory 
 
I heard the same NPR piece, promptly put my pacifier down, 
and started crying...... 
 
No, it was an interesting observation, but of course it's only 
surprising because of the assumptions that the cognitivists make 
about the nature of speech perception. When we hear running speech 
there are time patterns corresponding to the acoustic transients 
in the speech waveform and their neural correlates can be found 
at all levels of the auditory system (i.e. large numbers of neurons 
are following the slower modulations in the waveform). 
Each one of these syllables has a characteristic 
temporal structure (rhythm, onsets and offsets of vowels, etc). 
If the basic mechanisms for the analysis of auditory forms is 
an analysis of time structure, then it is not surprising that 
babies can do it (they also can discriminate between harmonic 
and inharmonic sounds, and between tonal and atonal melodies 
at very early ages). 
 
Oliver Selfridge once told me that they made sequences of 
"bit noise" -- random sequences of 1's and 0's of different 
lengths that were repeated over and over. Really short sequences 
give rise to faint pitches, longer ones to whirrings 
and motorboatings; he said that a listener could identify 
random sequences as long as 12 seconds. One listened to the 
sound for a while, gradually one senses some rhythm to it and 
pretty soon you're nodding your head with the beat. 
Yesterday I was playing with some similar repeated random click 
patterns, and sequences of these patterns are not difficult 
to hear out (1 Hz is easy, 4 Hz takes a while longer, 7 Hz still 
longer). No training is needed. A baby could do it (I bet). 
 
So it's not necessarily baffling that we hear these things. 
Our auditory system is made to detect recurring time patterns. 
A temporal memory trace and a means of cross-correlating the 
incoming (neural) time pattern with what's stored is all you 
need. 
 
The physiologists know in the back of their minds that 
the time patterns are right there in the spike trains, but 
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they've been indoctrinated into believing that all of this 
must be first analyzed by "feature detectors" so even though 
lots of evidence is staring them in the face, especially for the 
kinds of acoustic transients that are important in speech, 
nobody raises the obvious alternative. 
 
These two phenomena taken together are only surprising 
if you take a hard top-down view ("first we atomize the 
auditory scene into little time-frequency pixels, then a 
really, really sophisticated Central Processor figures out 
how to group them and make sense of them"). Surprise is 
sometimes an artifact of a faulty theoretical assumption. 
 
Have a good holiday, everyone! 
 
Peter Cariani 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Fri, 13 Dec 1996 18:16:53 +0000 
From:    Peter Cariani <peter@EPL.MEEI.HARVARD.EDU> 
Subject: Aristotle and Contingent Truths 
 
[From Peter Cariani (961213.1700)] 
 
> Tracy Harms (1996;12,12.14:40) -- 
> 
> >No analysis is derived from observation in contrast with theory and 
> >theoretical assumptions.  Theory always comes first.  Observations are only 
> >possible within a theoretical framework. 
 
This is an all-too-common misconception. One doesn't need a theory to make 
a measurement, to write down the value of a pointer reading. One does need 
a model, however to make a prediction of the value of some other observable 
from the pointer reading. One needs a theory if one is going to make more 
general explanations or interpretations of what's going on. Observations 
can stand by themselves, as long as one describes what one has done to 
make them (how the system has been prepared, how the measurement apparatus 
was built and calibrated, etc etc). P.W. Bridgeman was always very clear on 
these kinds of operational points. 
 
Theories inform which observables (which measuring devices we use) we choose 
for our models, but once that choice is made, the outcomes of the measurements 
themselves had bloody well be independent of our theoretical framework 
(or we are deceiving ourselves). 
 
Thus, observation is possible without a theoretical framework but 
pragmatically "meaningful" observations are only possible within 
some broader framework (a model or theory or control system). 
 
[From Rick Marken (961213.1000)] 
> Are there really people out there who want to go back to 
> Aristotle's and Aquinus' approach to knowledge -- pure reason? 
 
Them's fightin' words. I knew Aristotle. Aristotle was my friend. This aint 
the Aristotle that I know. You can say anything you want about Aquinas, 
but (as he tells me in my sleep) Aristotle always insisted on 
the complementarity of the Necessary and the Contingent, 
i.e. of analytic truths and of empirical truths. Kant obviously 
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was an Aristotelian in this sense, and a major disaster of 20th century 
philosophy has been Quine's muddying of the distinction between logic 
and observation. The Catholic church really did a number on Aristotle in 
the middle ages, platonizing him in the process. Don't trust what the Jesuits 
taught you in parochial school about Aristotle. Plato's your villan. 
 
Peter 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Fri, 13 Dec 1996 15:53:07 -0800 
From:    Rick Marken <marken@LEONARDO.NET> 
Subject: Re: Aristotle and Contingent Truths,Gifts 
 
[From Rick Marken (961213.1600)] 
 
Peter Cariani (961213.1700) 
 
> The Catholic church really did a number on Aristotle in the middle 
> ages, platonizing him in the process. Don't trust what the Jesuits 
> taught you in parochial school about Aristotle. Plato's your villan. 
 
I am really sorry if I sullied Aristitle's good name. Trust me, though, 
it wasn't the Jesuits who taught me about Aristotle (nu?). As I've said 
before, I don't know much about philosophy, but from what I do know 
about Plato it seems likely that he is, indeed, my villain. (The only 
thing he has in common with my hero is that his name ends in "o"). 
 
Bill Powers (961213.1000 MST), Bill Powers (961213.1430 MST) -- 
 
Thanks for the gifts. 
 
Best 
 
Rick 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Fri, 13 Dec 1996 17:25:54 -0700 
From:    "T. B. Harms" <tbh@TESSER.COM> 
Subject: Re: Popper's Preposterous Propositions 
 
>From Tracy Harms (1996;12,13.17:30) 
 
 
Bill Powers (961213.1430 MST) 
 
The severity of your rejection of Popper's comments leaves me largely at a 
loss as to how to respond.  Where you see pomposity, I see confidence. 
Where you see him being dismissive, I see him being succinct.  Given your 
own admission that you do not understand his use of several important 
words, I am especially surprised that you are ready to judge his work as 
characterized by "ill formed ideas and half-understood assumptions."  And 
to think that Popper considered his claims incontrovertible flies in 
contradiction to the most basic features of his philosophy; this is nothing 
less than calling him a hypocrite of the first degree.  Such judgement is, 
at the least, irrelevant to the formal questions at hand. 
 
Without engaging your reply in specifics at this moment, I would like to 
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say that the final paragraph of the section I quoted is probably the best 
short statement I could produce to indicate why PCT was readily 
comprehensible and persuasive to me.  It was Popper who taught me not to 
think of knowledge as a function of input to the organism, and here he 
states that very directly.  To my eye the compatability between Popper's 
epistemology and Powers' system science is complete, or at least enormous. 
Certainly I am not the only person impressed by PCT who is of a similar 
opinion.  As to whether these theoretical systems can be fruitfully 
compared, constrasted, and mutually engaged, to do so likely requires a 
thorough understanding of both.  You have left me with the impression that 
you are predisposed against gaining even a rudimentary familiarity with 
Popper's work.  Lack of acquaintence with a system of ideas may be 
respectable, and harsh evaluation may be respectable, but I don't consider 
the conjunction to be respectable. 
 
 
Tracy Bruce Harms                                        tbh@tesser.com 
Boulder, Colorado 
 
------------------------------ 
 
End of CSGNET Digest - 13 Dec 1996 to 14 Dec 1996 
************************************************* 
 
Date:     Sun, 15 Dec 1996 08:00:06 -0600 
Subject:  CSGNET Digest - 14 Dec 1996 to 15 Dec 1996 
 
There are 19 messages totalling 891 lines in this issue. 
 
Topics of the day: 
 
  1. Early language learning 
  2. Popper's Preposterous Propositions (16) 
  3. Aristotle and Contingent Truths (2) 
 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Date:    Sat, 14 Dec 1996 07:29:49 -0700 
From:    Bill Powers <powers_w@FRONTIER.NET> 
Subject: Re: Early language learning 
 
[From Bill Powers (961214.0600 MST)] 
 
Peter Cariani ((961213.1700 EST)-- 
 
>When we hear running speech 
>there are time patterns corresponding to the acoustic transients 
>in the speech waveform and their neural correlates can be found 
>at all levels of the auditory system (i.e. large numbers of neurons 
>are following the slower modulations in the waveform). 
>Each one of these syllables has a characteristic 
>temporal structure (rhythm, onsets and offsets of vowels, etc). 
 
This is an interesting post, in that it reminds me strongly of the days when 
I first became aware that my own perceptions were involved in everything I 
experienced (instead of just seeing the world as given as I always did 
before then). When you hear speech, you're obviously noticing 
"characteristic temporal structures," but it's not so obvious that when you 
look at the neural correlates of speech, you're ALSO noticing 
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"characteristic temporal structures." It's a particular way of perceiving 
that is involved in BOTH cases. 
 
The fact that you're talking about human perception becomes more obvious 
when you think of trying to devise an instrument that will indicate 
automatically which characteristic temporal structure is present (whether 
you're hearing sounds or looking at oscillograph displays). Suddenly you're 
neck-deep in the problem of automatic pattern recognition, which remains 
essentially unsolved. And you're faced with the problem of saying what it is 
to recognize something. 
 
If you listen to speech with a trained ear, so you can hear all the rising 
and falling pitches, the phonemes, the transitions between phonemes, and so 
on, you're clearly not listening to "temporal structures;" you're listening 
at one or more lower levels where you can discern the _elements that are 
structured_. The same goes for looking at records of neural firings, spread 
out so you can see their details. When you talk of neural "correlates" 
you're literally looking at "correlated variations" among the elements that 
make up the pattern. You're saying "this goes up when that goes up; this 
pauses when that pauses, this is continuous when that is continuous." What 
you've done, in fact, is to _eliminate_ the temporal structure and reduce it 
to a point-by-point comparison. 
 
But that isn't what we mean by a temporal structure. Point by point 
comparisons don't reveal any _pattern_ unless they're being examined by a 
human being who _does_ perceive something other than the momentary states of 
the world. That's why we have no "pattern meters" to put on the shelf beside 
our voltmeters and light meters and frequency meters and VU meters. We have 
no meters that will show us, as a pointer position on a scale, the degree to 
which a given pattern is actually present. We have none, that is, except the 
one that we carry around in our heads. 
 
Now, what is it to "recognize" a pattern? If you can observes "acoustic 
transients in the speech waveform and their neural correlates," then you're 
obviously not looking at the pattern, but at its elements. When you're 
perceiving a pattern, what you observe is the pattern, a unity; you can say 
that this pattern is present to some degree or in its ideal form, but that's 
a one-dimensional measure of pattern-ness: more or less present. When you 
look at the transients and timings and amplitudes, you're looking at the 
_inputs_ to a pattern-recognizer. When you get simply the sense of a pattern 
being present to some degree, you're looking at the _output_ of the 
recognizer. The space between the inputs and outputs contains that device 
that we can't yet build, but that exists in working order in our brains. 
 
When you look at neural correlates of acoustic patterns, if you can trace 
the correlations between the sounds and the neural signals you aren't 
looking at the outputs of the pattern recognizers, but only at the inputs 
which have not yet reached these recognizers. You won't have found the 
temporal pattern recognizer until you find signals that are present when the 
pattern is present, absent when it is absent, and remain _constant_ as long 
as the same temporal pattern is going on. YOU may observe the same pattern 
in the sound and in the neural firings, but that's only because you're using 
your own pattern recognizer. That's why YOU get a sense of the same pattern 
recurring in both the sound and the neural firings. What you're really 
looking for is a place in the nervous system where there's a signal that 
corresponds to your own _sense of pattern_. That is, this signal should be 
present while you're experiencing a certain pattern-ness in the sound, and 
absent when you're not. It should most definitely NOT covary with each 
transient feature of the pattern, either in the sound or in the neural firings. 
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>So it's not necessarily baffling that we hear these things. 
>Our auditory system is made to detect recurring time patterns. 
>A temporal memory trace and a means of cross-correlating the 
>incoming (neural) time pattern with what's stored is all you 
>need. 
 
That sounds easy, but it's not that easy. To do a cross-correlation between 
two signals, you have to make sure they're synchronized, which means 
starting the memory signal at the right instant relative to the perceptual 
signal. So you need at least some means of locking the repetitions together. 
And you also have to lock the _speed_ of the memory signal to that of the 
perceptual signal. The word you remember must be running at the same speed 
as the word you're hearing; otherwise even if you start the memory-word at 
the same instant the real word starts, they'll be out of synch before the 
word ends. And of course the words must be spoken and remembered with 
identical pitches and inflections. When you think about actually building a 
cross-correlator that will work with continuous speech, the project becomes 
considerably more complex than it seems when you just describe what it's 
suppose to accomplish. 
 
Your example of the cross-correlator does have one essential feature of a 
pattern recognizer: its output is not a pattern, but a number indicating the 
degree to which a specific pattern is present. As long as the pattern is 
present to the same degree, the number will remain CONSTANT. If the pattern 
changes so it is less like the nominal pattern, the number will get smaller. 
 
>The physiologists know in the back of their minds that 
>the time patterns are right there in the spike trains, but 
>they've been indoctrinated into believing that all of this 
>must be first analyzed by "feature detectors" so even though 
>lots of evidence is staring them in the face, especially for the 
>kinds of acoustic transients that are important in speech, 
>nobody raises the obvious alternative. 
 
What _is_ the "obvious" alternative? If it's to say that the pattern is 
"right there in the neural signals" I believe you're completely mistaken. 
You're simply applying your own ability to detect patterns to the neural 
signals. Without that ability, the signals would just be signals. 
 
If you said the word "Mississippi" to a dog, you could probably find neural 
correlates of that acoustic input in the dog's brain. But the dog would not 
perceive the word "Mississippi", would it? 
 
Best, 
 
Bill P. 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Sat, 14 Dec 1996 07:29:55 -0700 
From:    Bill Powers <powers_w@FRONTIER.NET> 
Subject: Re: Popper's Preposterous Propositions 
 
[From Bill Powers (961214.0630 MST)] 
 
Tracy Harms (1996;12,13.17:30) -- 
 
>The severity of your rejection of Popper's comments leaves me largely at a 
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>loss as to how to respond.  Where you see pomposity, I see confidence. 
>Where you see him being dismissive, I see him being succinct.  Given your 
>own admission that you do not understand his use of several important 
>words, I am especially surprised that you are ready to judge his work as 
>characterized by "ill formed ideas and half-understood assumptions."  And 
>to think that Popper considered his claims incontrovertible flies in 
>contradiction to the most basic features of his philosophy; this is nothing 
>less than calling him a hypocrite of the first degree.  Such judgement is, 
>at the least, irrelevant to the formal questions at hand. 
 
I didn't judge "his work." I judged the materials you quoted. I like his 
concept of falsifiability, although I have wondered how you could make that 
principle falsifiable. And even that concept is subject to serious 
misinterpretation; I've heard it said that statistical generalizations are 
better than precise predictions, because statistical generalizations are 
demonstrably wrong in many cases, showing that they are falsifiable. 
 
My problem with philosophical discourse is that as long as the listener is 
willing to keep saying "Yeah, that sounds reasonable, I'll go along with 
that," the development flows smoothly. But the moment the listener asks "How 
do you know that?" the structure collapses. In philosophy, you don't "know" 
things; you _say_ things, or _assert_ things, or _propose_ things. The idea 
of looking for independent verification or corroboration of a proposal 
seldom comes up, except by way of ancedotes which the reader is suppose to 
know how to interpret. What you read is just supposed to make so much sense 
to you that it MUST be true. This is a great way to communicate among people 
who share the same beliefs, understandings, superstitions, and prejudices, 
but it's not of much use in science. In science, it doesn't matter how 
obvious or reasonable any (important) proposal is; you still have to 
demonstrate that it's true, or at least not false, by means that anyone 
could use. Why should philosophy be exempt from this, to my mind, very 
reasonable requirement? 
 
>It was Popper who taught me not to 
>think of knowledge as a function of input to the organism, and here he 
>states that very directly. 
 
Yes, but I still want to know how he knows that. Does he have some secret 
wellspring of knowledge he isn't telling us about? As far as I can tell, 
_everything_ we know about the world comes to us by way of sensory 
receptors; take those away and there is nothing left to know. It's quite 
clear to me that what we make of those sensory signals, and the signals 
themselves, are a function of the organization of our perceptual systems, 
but the inputs to those functions (when not imagined) are independent of how 
we interpret them. The world of experience is not a CREATION of the nervous 
system; it's an INTERSECTION of the incoming information with the properties 
of our perceptual systems. The incoming information is an essential 
ingredient of knowledge; we can't do without it. If Popper thinks that 
knowledge is not a function of inputs to the organism -- that we would have 
the same knowledge no matter what the inputs were -- then in my opinion he 
is simply confused, or out of touch. And I wouldn't hire him to fix my TV 
set. He'd replace the same component no matter what's wrong with the set. 
 
Tracy, Popper was just a guy like you and me. He put his pants on one leg at 
a time (an old saying meaning that he couldn't levitate). The fact that he 
wrote something down doesn't make it true. Things are not true because of 
who said them, or merely because they were said. 
 
>You have left me with the impression that 
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>you are predisposed against gaining even a rudimentary familiarity with 
>Popper's work. 
 
Well, I've read some of it, but mostly with the same impression I get when I 
read other philosophers: long stretches of empty space, marked here and 
there by statements I can go along with and by other statements the truth or 
relevance of which I seriously doubt. It seems to be mostly up to me as to 
what I agree with or disagree with. I've been wrong so often in my life that 
when I find myself agreeing with a philosopher I think the chances are good 
that we're BOTH wrong. :( 
 
Best, 
 
Bill P. 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Sat, 14 Dec 1996 09:53:54 -0500 
From:    Bruce Gregory <bgregory@CFA.HARVARD.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Popper's Preposterous Propositions 
 
[From Bruce Gregory (961214.1000 EST)] 
 
Bill Powers (961214.0630 MST) 
 
> I didn't judge "his work." I judged the materials you quoted. I like his 
> concept of falsifiability, although I have wondered how you could make that 
> principle falsifiable. And even that concept is subject to serious 
> misinterpretation; I've heard it said that statistical generalizations are 
> better than precise predictions, because statistical generalizations are 
> demonstrably wrong in many cases, showing that they are falsifiable. 
 
I believe Popper proposed falsifiablity as a principle of demarcation 
separating the empirical from the non-empirical. Principles are not 
empirical, hence not falsifiable. I would argue that principles are best 
judged by their utility. By this criterion, the falsifiability principle does 
a good job of mapping what we think of as empirical and shows us why 
some things (including most philosophical discourse) are so difficult to 
deal with -- no evidence can ever count against them. 
 
 
Bruce Gregory 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Sat, 14 Dec 1996 14:38:12 -0500 
From:    jf arocha <francisco@MEDCOR.MCGILL.CA> 
Subject: Re: Popper's Preposterous Propositions 
 
[From francisco arocha 
 
 
 
>My problem with philosophical discourse is that as long as the listener is 
>willing to keep saying "Yeah, that sounds reasonable, I'll go along with 
>that," the development flows smoothly. But the moment the listener asks "How 
>do you know that?" the structure collapses. In philosophy, you don't "know" 
>things; you _say_ things, or _assert_ things, or _propose_ things. The idea 
>of looking for independent verification or corroboration of a proposal 
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>seldom comes up, except by way of ancedotes which the reader is suppose to 
>know how to interpret. What you read is just supposed to make so much sense 
>to you that it MUST be true. This is a great way to communicate among people 
>who share the same beliefs, understandings, superstitions, and prejudices, 
>but it's not of much use in science. In science, it doesn't matter how 
>obvious or reasonable any (important) proposal is; you still have to 
>demonstrate that it's true, or at least not false, by means that anyone 
>could use. Why should philosophy be exempt from this, to my mind, very 
>reasonable requirement? 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Sat, 14 Dec 1996 12:50:04 -0700 
From:    "T. B. Harms" <tbh@TESSER.COM> 
Subject: Re: Popper's Preposterous Propositions 
 
*From Tracy Harms 1996;12,14.13 
 
 
Bill Powers (961214.0630 MST) 
 
>>It was Popper who taught me not to 
>>think of knowledge as a function of input to the organism, and here he 
>>states that very directly. 
> 
>Yes, but I still want to know how he knows that. Does he have some secret 
>wellspring of knowledge he isn't telling us about? 
 
Hardly; he is foremost among those who have told us about the origination 
of knowledge.  I'm not up for that particular topic of conversation at the 
moment.  The fact that you ask "how does he know that?" indicates to me 
that you are operating from a very, very different sense of the world than 
I.  I'm not surprised; I mention this simply to indicate why I'm not 
volunteering to construct an answer which you would find satisfactory. 
 
You have written that "Control theory, by showing us an alternative way of 
understanding this entire structure, therefore threatens the integrity of 
practically every bit of knowledge about behavior that has ever been set 
down on paper."  I agree that control theory has this cataclysmic 
implication.  I bring this up to give appropriate weight when I say that I 
judge there to be even larger consequences to Popper's correctives to 
understanding knowledge.  I'm sure you know the frustrations of attempting 
conversations with people who have no inkling of the enormity of difference 
which PCT involves, who always try to treat PCT-oriented statements and 
claims in terms of their sequence-processing presumptions.  I have a 
similar experience when dealing with matters where I'm talking from a 
standpoint within comprehensive fallibilism and others are thinking in 
terms of justification (or, if talking to a Buddhist, detachment).  I can 
no more *answer* "how does he know that?" than you could *answer* "what 
stimulus would correct the problem behavior of this student?"  The question 
itself must be exposed as wrong.  For this to happen the questioner must 
reconsider much more than they anticipated when raising the question at 
hand. 
 
>As far as I can tell, 
>_everything_ we know about the world comes to us by way of sensory 
>receptors; take those away and there is nothing left to know. 
 
I would say: Everything we experience relies on our sensory receptors; take 
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those away and there would be no experience. 
 
>It's quite clear to me that what we make of those sensory signals, 
>and the signals themselves, are a function of the organization of 
>our perceptual systems, but the inputs to those functions (when not 
>imagined) are independent of how we interpret them. The world of 
>experience is not a CREATION of the nervous system; it's an 
>INTERSECTION of the incoming information with the properties 
>of our perceptual systems. The incoming information is an essential 
>ingredient of knowledge; we can't do without it. 
 
He does not dispute its importance, he affirms it:  "All ... learning 
consists of the modification ... of some form of knowledge ...; and in the 
last instance, of inborn dispositions."  The dynamic properties of a living 
neuron stand as an example of such inborn disposition. 
 
>If Popper thinks that 
>knowledge is not a function of inputs to the organism -- that we would have 
>the same knowledge no matter what the inputs were -- then in my opinion he 
>is simply confused, or out of touch. 
 
When you write 'knowledge' it seems to me to mean something like 
'experience.'  When I see 'knowledge' used by Popper *in its subjective 
sense*, I understand it to mean something which may (and should) include 
'perceptual control system'. 
 
Now I ask, is it so preposterous, so CONFUSED, to propose that no 
perceptual control system is structured as a function of inputs to the 
organism? 
 
>The fact that he [Popper] 
>wrote something down doesn't make it true. Things are not true because of 
>who said them, or merely because they were said. 
 
I am trying to presume that you did not intend this to be as insulting as 
it is.  This takes quite an effort.  To suggest that I agree with Popper on 
this basis is nothing less than demeaning. 
 
 
Tracy Bruce Harms                                        tbh@tesser.com 
Boulder, Colorado 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Sat, 14 Dec 1996 13:26:11 -0700 
From:    Bill Powers <powers_w@FRONTIER.NET> 
Subject: Re: Popper's Preposterous Propositions 
 
[From Bill Powers (961214.1030 MST)] 
 
Bruce Gregory (961214.1000 EST) -- 
 
>I believe Popper proposed falsifiablity as a principle of demarcation 
>separating the empirical from the non-empirical. Principles are not 
>empirical, hence not falsifiable. 
 
Gee, I don't know about that. Doesn't that depend on which principle you're 
talking about? "What goes up must come down" is certain falsifiable. Even 
the principle of conservation of angular momentum is falsifiable, in that 
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there's no _a priori_ reason it should turn out to be conserved. It just is. 
I think we derive wrong principles from observations at least as often as 
right ones. Of course some people would like us to think that just because 
they state something as a principle, it's exempt from empirical test. 
 
I guess I like the criterion of falsifiablity because I think ANY statement 
ought to be subject to some kind of test -- which it might fail -- before we 
give it too much weight as a fact of life. 
 
Best, 
 
Bill P. 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Sat, 14 Dec 1996 21:13:41 +0000 
From:    cr4@AXE.HUMBOLDT.EDU 
Subject: Re: Aristotle and Contingent Truths 
 
Peter Cariani wrote: 
 
> This is an all-too-common misconception. One doesn't need a theory to make 
> a measurement, to write down the value of a pointer reading. One does need 
> a model, however to make a prediction of the value of some other observable 
> from the pointer reading. One needs a theory if one is going to make more 
> general explanations or interpretations of what's going on. Observations 
> can stand by themselves, as long as one describes what one has done to 
> make them (how the system has been prepared, how the measurement apparatus 
> was built and calibrated, etc etc). P.W. Bridgeman was always very clear on 
> these kinds of operational points. 
 
Greetings, 
 
This seems to imply that that measurement of events can be made in some 
absolute way. They ultimately can't, IMO, because an event can only be 
measured in respect to some other event, never to some absolute position 
or instant. What are measured are always space intervals and time 
intervals. This "relativity" of events implies that 4x coordinate 
systems (x, y, z, t,) must be FIRSTLY CHARACTERIZED by the setting of an 
origin. (theoretical framework PRE-defined by observer?) 
 
> Theories inform which observables (which measuring devices we use) we choose 
> for our models, but once that choice is made, the outcomes of the measurements 
> themselves had bloody well be independent of our theoretical framework 
> (or we are deceiving ourselves). 
 
See above. 
 
 
> 
> Thus, observation is possible without a theoretical framework but 
> pragmatically "meaningful" observations are only possible within 
> some broader framework (a model or theory or control system). 
> 
 
Any set of physical data takes its complete sense only when it is 
accompanied by the measurement errors and uncertainties, and more 
generally the "resolution" characterizing the system under 
consideration. Any measurement is made with some finite "resolution" 
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(change in: x, y, z, t). This resolution should be included in the 
(pre)definition of of said coordinate system. Being itself a length or 
time interval, it is subjected to the relativity of SCALES. 
 
Treating measurments as absolute (independent of observer reference 
frame) assumes that space/time is continuous and DIFFERENTIABLE. 
Feynman demonstrated that, ultimately, this is may not be the case when 
he identified quantum "particle" trajectories (real and virtual) as 
continuous but NON-DIFFERENTIABLE. This suggests that such trajectories 
may encompass INFINITE geodesics (fractal geometry?). As a result, 
measurements at the quantum scale are rendered statistical probabilities 
in a (theoretical) framework of absolute Minkowskian space, whereas they 
are taken in the assumed context of locally Euclidian (linear)/ globally 
Rhienmannian (curvilinear) at larger scales. Thus scale dependent. 
 
> [From Rick Marken (961213.1000)] 
> > Are there really people out there who want to go back to 
> > Aristotle's and Aquinus' approach to knowledge -- pure reason? 
> 
> Them's fightin' words. I knew Aristotle. Aristotle was my friend. This aint 
> the Aristotle that I know. You can say anything you want about Aquinas, 
> but (as he tells me in my sleep) Aristotle always insisted on 
> the complementarity of the Necessary and the Contingent, 
> i.e. of analytic truths and of empirical truths. Kant obviously 
> was an Aristotelian in this sense, and a major disaster of 20th century 
> philosophy has been Quine's muddying of the distinction between logic 
> and observation. The Catholic church really did a number on Aristotle in 
> the middle ages, platonizing him in the process. Don't trust what the Jesuits 
> taught you in parochial school about Aristotle. Plato's your villan. 
> 
 
I'm certainly less a fan of the big A. Methinks, ultimately, that the 
"Non-Aristotlean"'s approach will have more general application. They 
seem more at home in a "relative" universe. 
 
Regards 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Sat, 14 Dec 1996 16:27:35 -0500 
From:    Bruce Gregory <bgregory@CFA.HARVARD.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Popper's Preposterous Propositions 
 
[From Bruce Gregory (961214.1630 EST)] 
 
Bill Powers (961214.1030 MST)] 
> 
> Bruce Gregory (961214.1000 EST) -- 
> 
> >I believe Popper proposed falsifiablity as a principle of demarcation 
> >separating the empirical from the non-empirical. Principles are not 
> >empirical, hence not falsifiable. 
> 
> Gee, I don't know about that. Doesn't that depend on which principle you're 
> talking about? "What goes up must come down" is certain falsifiable. 
 
You are certainly correct. If you want to "falsify" a demarcation 
principle, you only need to demonstrate that it fails to perform its 
function in a case not otherwise subject to dispute. If you were 
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to provide an example of an empirical principle that we could all 
agree on ("What goes up must come down") and show that it 
could _not_ be falsified, you would indeed have shown the limits 
of Popper's demarcation principle. Popper, however, never claimed 
that the principle was empirical. 
 
 
Bruce Gregory 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Sat, 14 Dec 1996 21:25:59 +0000 
From:    cr4@AXE.HUMBOLDT.EDU 
Subject: Re: Popper's Preposterous Propositions 
 
.  You have left me with the impression that 
> you are predisposed against gaining even a rudimentary familiarity with 
> Popper's work.  Lack of acquaintence with a system of ideas may be 
> respectable, and harsh evaluation may be respectable, but I don't consider 
> the conjunction to be respectable. 
> 
 
Well said Tracy. Out of hand, petty dismissal is, unfortunately, often 
the response of those who have their epistomoligical toes trodden on by 
visionaries. Such is the sound world views imploding. 
 
Cheers 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Sat, 14 Dec 1996 16:55:02 -0500 
From:    Bruce Gregory <bgregory@CFA.HARVARD.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Popper's Preposterous Propositions 
 
[From Bruce Gregory (961214.1700 EST)] 
 
Bill Powers (961214.1030 MST)] 
 
> I guess I like the criterion of falsifiablity because I think ANY statement 
> ought to be subject to some kind of test -- which it might fail -- before we 
> give it too much weight as a fact of life. 
 
Is there a way to test this principle? 
 
 
Bruce Gregory 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Sat, 14 Dec 1996 15:10:49 -0700 
From:    Bill Powers <powers_w@FRONTIER.NET> 
Subject: Re: Popper's Preposterous Propositions 
 
[From Bill Powers (961214.1345 MST)] 
 
Tracy Harms 1996;12,14.13 -- 
 
>>It was Popper who taught me not to 
>>think of knowledge as a function of input to the organism, and >>here he 
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states that very directly. 
 
How did Popper teach you not to think that way without your having to use 
any inputs from your environment? Telepathy? 
 
>When you write 'knowledge' it seems to me to mean something like 
>'experience.'  When I see 'knowledge' used by Popper *in its >subjective 
sense*, I understand it to mean something which may >(and should) include 
'perceptual control system'. 
 
I agree. But I learned about control systems from other people, and from 
direct experience with such systems. This knowledge wasn't inherent in my 
brain. I put some things together myself, but I was also building on what I 
learned from my environment as I understood it. The most illuminating 
experiences were those involving building and physically interacting with 
artificial control systems. The way I _thought_ control systems worked had 
to change when I experienced the way they actually work -- that is, the way 
my experiences of them depended on what I did to them. The environment 
didn't tell me what to think, but it did tell me when I thought wrongly 
about it. And that all came about through sensory inputs (as well as motor 
outputs). 
 
>Now I ask, is it so preposterous, so CONFUSED, to propose that no 
>perceptual control system is structured as a function of inputs to >the 
organism? 
 
Heavens, I wouldn't use such terms. MOI? But I would say it is incorrect to 
say that. Especially when we are young, I would say that our perceptual 
control systems are undergoing continuous reorganization, at first nearly 
from scratch nervous-system-wise, as result of our interactions with our 
environments -- the way they react on us as we act on them, and they way 
they act on us without being prompted. Our ideas about how our environments 
work (and that includes our bodies) arise as we experiment with them and 
discover their properties, as perceived. And we are also (in line with 
Campbell's lens-grinding analogy) continually altering our environments to 
make them fit with our changing perceptions of them. Just look around you: I 
would wager that you'll have a hard time finding a single object or 
arrangement of objects that wasn't shaped by some person to make human 
control more convenient, or even possible (I'm guessing that because of 
where computer screens are usually found). Yet every one of these objects 
was also shaped by the properties of the world, which say you can't make 
matter do everything you can imagine it doing, nor do you have a completely 
free choice as to what you must do to achieve a given arrangement of your world. 
 
If you're asking whether I think human control systems are structured ONLY 
as functions of inputs from the environment, of course I would say no. But 
your comments, after Popper, suggest that he thinks -- thought -- the brain 
is basically hard-wired, and I don't believe that, either. 
 
>>The fact that he [Popper] 
>>wrote something down doesn't make it true. Things are not true >>because 
of who said them, or merely because they were said. 
> 
>I am trying to presume that you did not intend this to be as >insulting as 
it is.  This takes quite an effort.  To suggest that >I agree with Popper on 
this basis is nothing less than demeaning. 
 
Sorry. 
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Does this mean that we can now drop Popper and talk about the ideas he was 
proposing? Does it really matter that it was Popper who said whatever he 
said? I know that it doesn't matter that I have said what I've said about 
PCT; once it's been said, the ideas are out there to be discussed and 
improved upon, and if I argue in favor of them it's only as anyone on the 
same side would argue for them, wherever they came from. I'm just that blank 
line between "Popper" and "Premak" in the author index, and in a lot of ways 
I'm happy to keep it that way. Ideas and observations are so much more 
interesting. 
 
So just what are these ideas of Popper's that you find so convincing? Why 
are they convincing? And don't get all indignant with me for asking; do I 
strike you as the doormat type, who will accept anything I'm told vigorously 
or authoritatively enough? 
 
Let it be known, by the way, that I have no use for people who say "I don't 
have time for such silly questions; go read Powers and come back when you 
know what you're talking about." So don't tell me to read Popper and come 
back when I know what I'm talking about. If he said something worth thinking 
about, you can surely tell me what it is. And why you go along with it. 
 
Best, 
 
Bill P. 
 
P.S. We're going to be in Boulder from late Christmas day through the 
following Saturday. Any chance we could get together? 
 
P.P.S. I thought my triply alliterative subject heading was pretty good, but 
you didn't compliment me for it. I'm hurt. 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Sat, 14 Dec 1996 15:10:55 -0700 
From:    Bill Powers <powers_w@FRONTIER.NET> 
Subject: Re: Popper's Preposterous Propositions 
 
Francisco Arocha (961214) -- 
 
Hi, Francisco -- 
 
Here is the entirety of the post you sent: 
 
>>My problem with philosophical discourse is that as long as the listener is 
>>willing to keep saying "Yeah, that sounds reasonable, I'll go along with 
>>that," the development flows smoothly. But the moment the listener asks 
... 
>>could use. Why should philosophy be exempt from this, to my mind, very 
>>reasonable requirement? 
 
End of post. Did you have something to say about this quote? 
 
Best, 
 
Bill P. 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Sat, 14 Dec 1996 16:02:29 -0700 
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From:    Bill Powers <powers_w@FRONTIER.NET> 
Subject: Re: Popper's Preposterous Propositions 
 
[From Bill Powers (961214.1515 MST)] 
 
Bruce Gregory (961214.1700 EST) -- 
 
>> I guess I like the criterion of falsifiablity because I think ANY 
>>statement ought to be subject to some kind of test -- which it might fail 
>>-- before we give it too much weight as a fact of life. 
> 
>Is there a way to test this principle? 
 
Nice one-level-upmanship. All right, how would I test it? I guess I have to 
say WHY I think this principle is good. I prefer it over others because when 
a statement passes a test, it seems more reliable than when it either fails 
or might fail when tested. Since an untested idea might fail, lack of a test 
leaves us not knowing whether it would fail. And if we then build on an 
untested idea, all the effort we devoted to following through on its 
implication will have been wasted if, on any occasion, the failure should be 
demonstrated. 
 
All these statements are really summaries, alas, of personal experiences. So 
I guess I can say that I have, indeed, tested the principle, and have found 
that so far it hasn't failed. My generalization is that it's a good idea to 
look for tests of assumptions before you use them (unless you're just 
playing games, in which case being right or wrong doesn't matter). 
 
Best, 
 
Bill P. 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Sat, 14 Dec 1996 16:02:33 -0700 
From:    Bill Powers <powers_w@FRONTIER.NET> 
Subject: Re: Popper's Preposterous Propositions 
 
[From Bill Powers (961214.1530 MST)] 
 
Bruce Gregory (961214.1630 EST) -- 
 
>>"What goes up must come down" is certain[ly] falsifiable. 
> 
>You are certainly correct. If you want to "falsify" a demarcation 
>principle, you only need to demonstrate that it fails to perform >its 
function in a case not otherwise subject to dispute. 
 
... 
>Popper never claimed, however, that the principle was empirical. 
 
What's a "demarcation" principle? If Popper's principle is some other kind, 
what kind is it? I'm not familiar with taxonomies of principles. 
 
Couldn't Popper's principle be falsified by showing that some theory is true 
only if it's NOT falsifiable? Maybe somebody who knows should state exactly 
what this principle is, so at least I could be sure what we're talking 
about. At this point I don't think I know. 
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Best, 
 
Bill P. 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Sat, 14 Dec 1996 16:02:36 -0700 
From:    Bill Powers <powers_w@FRONTIER.NET> 
Subject: Re: Aristotle and Contingent Truths 
 
cr4@AXE.HUMBOLDT.EDU -- 
(replying to Peter Cariani) 
 
>This seems to imply that that measurement of events can be made in >some 
absolute way. They ultimately can't, IMO, because an event can >only be 
measured in respect to some other event, never to some >absolute position or 
instant. What are measured are always space >intervals and time intervals. (etc) 
 
These are all things you say ABOUT observations; they are not observations 
in themselves. An observation is "I see an apple on the table" or "That 
meter reads 27.34." The theoretical framework comes in only when you start 
making qualifying or interpretive statements ABOUT the observation. Maybe 
that's a fake apple. Maybe it's floating a little above the table. Maybe 
it's just a pear that looks like an apple. Maybe its molecules aren't 
actually touching the molecules in the table. Maybe if I looked again there 
wouldn't be an apple there every time, or in exactly the same position. 
Maybe I'm experiencing a holographic projection of an apple. 
 
None of this changes the observation. You are simply adding statements to 
the original description. Those added statements could be true or false, 
according to the criteria of truth you use, but the observation can't be 
either true or false. It just is. 
 
Best, 
 
Bill P. 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Sat, 14 Dec 1996 18:13:11 -0500 
From:    Bruce Gregory <bgregory@CFA.HARVARD.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Popper's Preposterous Propositions 
 
[From Bruce Gregory (961214.1815 EST)] 
 
 
Bill Powers (961214.1530 MST) 
> 
> 
> What's a "demarcation" principle? If Popper's principle is some other kind, 
> what kind is it? I'm not familiar with taxonomies of principles. 
 
Popper said that falsifiability divides meaningful statements into 
two categories: empirical and non-empirical. The statement "God 
created the universe" is meaningful, but not empirical because 
no evidence can count against it. 
 
> Couldn't Popper's principle be falsified by showing that some theory is true 
> only if it's NOT falsifiable? 
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Tautological statements are both true and non-falsifiable. They are, 
however, not empirical. 
 
> Maybe somebody who knows should state exactly 
> what this principle is, so at least I could be sure what we're talking 
> about. At this point I don't think I know. 
 
If you want to know if a statement is empirical, ask what evidence 
would count against it. If the set of potentially falsifying statements 
is not empty, the statement is empirical. My words, not Popper's. 
 
 
Bruce Gregory 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Sat, 14 Dec 1996 18:22:42 -0500 
From:    Bruce Gregory <bgregory@CFA.HARVARD.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Popper's Preposterous Propositions 
 
[From Bruce Gregory (961214.1830 EST)] 
 
I'm not sure anyone pointed out _why_ Popper developed his 
criterion of falsifiability. As I recall he was struggling with his 
unhappiness with Freudian psychology and realized that 
its robustness grew out of the fact that no potential observation 
was incompatible with the theory. No matter how someone 
behaved, they were demonstrating one Freudian principle or 
another. He contrasted this with a physical theory such as 
general relativity, which was powerful _because_ there were 
so many ways that it could be disproven. 
 
 
Bruce Gregory 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Sat, 14 Dec 1996 17:33:24 +0000 
From:    Richard marken <marken@AERO.ORG> 
Subject: Re: Popper's Preposterous Propositions 
 
[From Rick Marken (961214.1730)] 
 
Bruce Gregory (961214.1830 EST)] 
 
> He [Popper] contrasted this [Freudian theory] with a physical theory 
> such as general relativity, which was powerful _because_ there were 
> so many ways that it could be disproven. 
 
How in the world did Popper get from this Rather Reasonable 
Ratiocination to the Perfectly Preposterous Position that knowledge is 
_not_ a function of input to the organism (I see Bill's alliteration and 
raise him one);-) 
 
Best 
 
Rick 
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------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Sat, 14 Dec 1996 18:59:23 -0700 
From:    "T. B. Harms" <tbh@TESSER.COM> 
Subject: Re: Popper's Preposterous Propositions 
 
from Tracy Harms (1996;12,14.19) 
 
 
Rick Marken (961214.1730) 
 
>How in the world did Popper get from this Rather Reasonable 
>Ratiocination to the Perfectly Preposterous Position that knowledge is 
>_not_ a function of input to the organism (I see Bill's alliteration and 
>raise him one);-) 
 
I suppose it would be proper form to go sift through the archives, but 
instead I'll just post an inquiry.  What were the fireworks like when it 
became known that Gary Cziko had dared to tie such apparently scandalous 
ideas with PCT?  For example, on p121 of _Without Miracles_ he writes 
 
        There is no instruction by the environment, no stamping in of 
        stimulus-response connections within the nervous system.  Rather, 
        we find a very Darwinian process of selection, not of behaviors, 
        but of closed, negative-feedback loops ... 
 
Maybe I could save time perusing the archives more efficiently if somebody 
could help direct me to the months in which Gary was tarred, feathered, and 
crucified for heresy.  ;-) 
 
 
Tracy Bruce Harms                                        tbh@tesser.com 
Boulder, Colorado 
----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
        "We won't call it a war.  We'll call it the important 
        fulfillment of your professional duties." 
                         Boris Yeltsin,  chastizing a general 
                         who had reminded him that Chechnyan 
                         rebels were still active despite 
                         Yeltsin's declaration of victory. 
 
------------------------------ 
 
End of CSGNET Digest - 14 Dec 1996 to 15 Dec 1996 
************************************************* 
 
Date:     Mon, 16 Dec 1996 08:00:17 -0600 
Subject:  CSGNET Digest - 15 Dec 1996 to 16 Dec 1996 
 
There are 21 messages totalling 1540 lines in this issue. 
 
Topics of the day: 
 
  1. Theory as dispositional bias 
  2. Popper's Preposterous Propositions (10) 
  3. Popper's demarcation 
  4. Powers's Previous Positively Popperian Proposal & Post 
  5. In defense of Lamarck (3) 
  6. Decision, Precedent, Environment and Perception (2) 
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  7. Vancouver's experiment 
  8. simultaneity 
  9. System concepts 
 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Date:    Sun, 15 Dec 1996 10:26:15 -0600 
From:    Bruce Abbott <abbott@CVAX.IPFW.INDIANA.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Theory as dispositional bias 
 
[From Bruce Abbott (961215.1125 EST)] 
 
>Tracy Harms (1996;12,13.13), quoting Karl Popper: 
 
>Knowledge in its various subjective forms is dispositional and 
>expectational.  It consists of dispositions of organisms, and these 
>dispositions are the most important aspect of the organization of an 
>organism.  One type of organism can live only in water today, another only 
>on land; since they have survived so far their very ecology determines part 
>of their 'knowledge'.  If it were not absurd to make any estimate, I should 
>say that 999 units out of 1,000 of the knowledge of an organism are 
>inherited or inborn, and that one unit only consists of the modifications 
>of this inborn knowledge; and I suggest, in addition, that the plasticity 
>needed for these modifications is also inborn. 
 
This subject has come up on CSGnet before, as an argument concerning to what 
extent the form and parameters of control systems (both natural and 
artificial) are "shaped" by the exigencies imposed by the environments in 
which they must operate.  It was suggested that such adaptations represent a 
kind of "knowledge" of the environment embodied in the structure of the 
system.  In the current debate, I suspect that conflicting definitions of 
the term "knowledge" are the basis of the discord, with one side restricting 
the term to mean something like stored sensory input ("experience") and the 
other allowing the much wider definition in which "knowledge" can be 
represented in the structural adaptations of the organism, e.g., a bird's 
wing reflects "knowledge" of aerodynamic principles in the sense that is has 
the proper features to generate lift and thrust in an atmosphere of the 
density found near the earth's surface. 
 
I don't find anything especially radical in what Popper had to say above; he 
does little more than restate Darwin, and I find nothing in that paragraph 
to disagree with. 
 
Regards, 
 
Bruce 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Sun, 15 Dec 1996 12:28:21 +0000 
From:    Richard marken <marken@AERO.ORG> 
Subject: Re: Popper's Preposterous Propositions 
 
[From Rick Marken (961215.1120)] 
 
Tracy Harms (1996;12,14.19) -- 
 
> What were the fireworks like when it became known that Gary Cziko 
> had dared to tie such apparently scandalous ideas [Popper's notion 
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> that knowledge is _not_ a function of input] with PCT?  For example, > on p121 
of _Without Miracles_ he writes 
 
>     There is no instruction by the environment, no stamping in of 
>     stimulus-response connections within the nervous system. 
 
There was considerable wringing of hands and rending of garments but we 
made it through OK;-) 
 
Actually, what Gary says here seems quite reasonable to me -- and quite 
different from the claim that "knowledge is _not_ a function 
of input". All Gary seems to be saying is that the environment is not 
an active agent, "telling" organisms how to act with respect to it. 
 
Recall that there are a substantial number of life scientists who 
believe that the environment "shapes" or "controls" behavior. This 
suggests that the inanimate environment is a purposeful agent, doing 
whatever it does to organisms in order to get them produce particular 
behavioral results. It is easy to show that the inanimate environment 
has no such purpose. 
 
Bruce Abbott has suggested that when conventional psychologists say 
"environmental control of behavior" they really mean "environmental 
influence on behavior". This more benevolent interpretation of 
"environmental control" correctly removes agency from the inanimate 
environment but it also removes it from the animate environment 
(organisms) where it belongs; it says that the environment doesn't 
control behavior but that the environment is the ultimate cause of 
behavior. 
 
PCT shows that both views of "environmental control" ("control" and 
"cause") are wrong; the behavior of organisms is neither caused nor 
controlled by the environment. Rather organisms control the environment. 
 
The title of the basic text on PCT -- Behavior: The control of 
perception -- was meant to highlight the fact that the PCT view of 
behavior is exactly the _opposite_ of the conventional view. Where 
the conventional view is that the environment (as perceived) controls or 
causes behavior, the PCT view is that behavior controls the environment 
(as perceived). Unfortunately, the word "perception" in the title seems 
to have led some people to (mistakenly) conclude that PCT justifies what 
I would call a "solipsistic" or "Platonic" view of human nature; one 
that views observation and experience as somehow "tainted" and suspect; 
one that suggests that people, being condemned to looking through a 
glass darkly, should seek knowledge through reason rather than the 
senses. 
 
Perhaps this problem could have been avoided if Bill had  called his 
book "Behavior: The control of the environment". After all, when 
conventional psychologists say that the environment causes (or controls) 
behavior they are using a shorthand; they say this instead of "the 
environment, as perceived by the organism, causes [or controls] 
behavior". All conventional psychology texts recognize that it is not 
the environment _outside of the organism_ that is controlling its 
behavior; it is the environment _as perceived_. That's why there are 
always chapters on perception and cognition in conventional texts. 
 
Conventional psychologists seem to _always_ use "environment" as the 
shorthand for "environment as perceived" when talking about the causes 
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of behavior. I don't think Skinner, for example, ever said "behavior is 
controlled by perception", though this is clearly what he must have 
meant (unless he was even dumber than I thought) when he said "behavior 
is controlled by the environment". 
 
Given the penchant of conventional psychologists to use the word 
"environment" to mean "perception", perhaps Bill's "answer" to the 
conventional claim that "behavior is controlled by the environment" 
should have been "behavior: the control _of_ the enviroment". 
 
Anyway, in this context you can see that Gary's ststement that "there is 
no instruction [which I take as a synonym for "control"] by the 
environment" is perfectly consistent with the PCT view of life. 
 
Gary is saying that _instruction_  is not a function of input (the 
environment as perceived). This is quite different from saying (as 
Pooper does) that _knowledge_ is not a function of input (the 
environment as perceived). Instruction is an _active_ process; 
instruction is done by a purposive agent with the goal of giving 
knowledge. The (inanimate) environment can't do this -- it can't 
instruct. But people _are_ active agents; they can instruct themselves 
and others. When they instruct themselves by doing experiments to test 
models they are doing precisely what Popper seems to say is impossible 
-- they are gaining knowledge as a function of input. 
 
Best 
 
Rick 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Sun, 15 Dec 1996 12:37:25 -0700 
From:    Bill Powers <powers_w@FRONTIER.NET> 
Subject: Re: Popper's Preposterous Propositions 
 
[From Bill Powers (961215.0945 MST)] 
 
Bruce Gregory (961214.1815 EST) -- 
 
Thanks for the clarification, but as usual it may take several iterations 
before I think I understand. 
 
>Popper said that falsifiability divides meaningful statements into 
>two categories: empirical and non-empirical. The statement "God 
>created the universe" is meaningful, but not empirical because 
>no evidence can count against it. 
 
Why is it that no evidence can count against it? Is it simply that the 
purported event took place in the past, which we can't revisit? Or is it 
that the statement is framed so that _even in principle_ there couldn't be 
any evidence against it? If the latter, I would wonder whether we can call 
such statements "meaningful" in any sense having to do with experience (as 
opposed to imagination). 
 
I can answer my own question in part. If I say "The capital letter at the 
end of this quotation looks to me like an 'A'," I think I am making a 
meaningful but non-empirical statement, if by "empirical" we mean something 
that is publicly reproducible or supported by evidence we can share. If I 
_describe an observation_, the observation is the meaning of the description 
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of it, yet nobody, not even I, can offer evidence that I have not had the 
experience I describe. Is that the sort of thing that would qualify as a 
"meaningful non-empirical" statement? 
 
By the way, you didn't directly answer my question about a "principle of 
demarcation." What are the characteristics of this kind of principle that 
distinguish it from other kinds? 
 
So far I can distinguish between decriptions of experiences, which are not 
falsifiable, and _statements about_ descriptions, which are falsifiable at 
least in principle. Since "God created the universe" is neither a 
description of an experience nor a statement about such decriptions, it must 
belong to some other category. Any ideas? 
 
Best, 
 
Bill P. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
> 
>> Couldn't Popper's principle be falsified by showing that some theory is true 
>> only if it's NOT falsifiable? 
> 
>Tautological statements are both true and non-falsifiable. They are, 
>however, not empirical. 
> 
>> Maybe somebody who knows should state exactly 
>> what this principle is, so at least I could be sure what we're talking 
>> about. At this point I don't think I know. 
> 
>If you want to know if a statement is empirical, ask what evidence 
>would count against it. If the set of potentially falsifying statements 
>is not empty, the statement is empirical. My words, not Popper's. 
> 
> 
>Bruce Gregory 
> 
> 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Sun, 15 Dec 1996 12:37:30 -0700 
From:    Bill Powers <powers_w@FRONTIER.NET> 
Subject: Re: Popper's Preposterous Propositions 
 
[From Bill Powers (961215.1020 MST)] 
 
Bruce Gregory (961214.1830 EST)-- 
 
>No matter how someone 
>behaved, they were demonstrating one Freudian principle or 
>another. [Popper] contrasted this with a physical theory such as 
>general relativity, which was powerful _because_ there were 
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>so many ways that it could be disproven. 
 
That's pretty much how I have interpreted the idea of falsifiability, 
although before I heard of Popper's term I didn't think of it so succinctly. 
I think of this as the "selling a dead parrot" principle, which you may 
recall from Monty Python. No matter what evidence John Clees came up with to 
prove it was dead ("Look, its feet are nailed to the perch!"), Michael Palin 
had a plausible rejoinder ("It's sleeping. That's just for its safety."). So 
the theory that the parrot was actually alive became part of the explanation 
for any supposed deviation from that theory, and the theory was, in effect, 
unfalsifiable. That may not be a very clean version of the principle, but 
it's in the same family. 
 
I accused my good friend Bruce Abbott of using this method when he said that 
children don't all respond alike to operant conditioning in the classroom 
because they have different "histories of reinforcement." In this sense, 
reinforcement theory is much like Freudian theory, in that no matter what 
happens, it fits the theory: given the "history of reinforcement" to fall 
back upon, no statement based on reinforcement theory is falsifiable. 
 
This is something that _ALL_ theoreticians have to watch out for. Friends of 
PCT, note well. 
 
Best, 
 
Bill P. 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Sun, 15 Dec 1996 12:37:34 -0700 
From:    Bill Powers <powers_w@FRONTIER.NET> 
Subject: Re: Popper's Preposterous Propositions 
 
[From Bill Powers (961215.1045 MST)] 
 
Tracy Harms (1996;12,14.19) -- 
  (replying to Rick Marken) 
 
>What were the fireworks like when it 
>became known that Gary Cziko had dared to tie such apparently scandalous 
>ideas with PCT?  For example, on p121 of _Without Miracles_ he writes 
> 
>        There is no instruction by the environment, no stamping in of 
>        stimulus-response connections within the nervous system.  Rather, 
>        we find a very Darwinian process of selection, not of behaviors, 
>        but of closed, negative-feedback loops ... 
> 
>Maybe I could save time perusing the archives more efficiently if somebody 
>could help direct me to the months in which Gary was tarred, feathered, and 
>crucified for heresy.  ;-) 
 
By "very Darwinian process" Gary actually meant "By a process like Darwinian 
natural selection but very different from it." (I hope). This usage of 
"very" actually has an effect opposite to the literal interpretation. 
Example: suppose a photo-realist artist shows you a painting, and you say 
"That's lifelike!" The artist would be pleased, because that is the intent. 
This is quite different from saying "That's _very_ lifelike." When you say 
it's "very" lifelike you introduce a scale from zero to maximum and place 
the work somewhere toward the high end of the scale -- but not at the 
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highest end. The artist would not be pleased. You might as well be saying, 
"That's very lifelike, I'm sure." The added emphasis, "I'm sure," is 
intended to weaken, not strengthen, the praise, just as the use of "very" 
does. To the winner, you say ""Well done." To the second-place runner, you 
say "Very well done!" 
 
Gary may not accept that way out, but in fact the process he was talking 
about is different from natural selection, because the organism doesn't have 
to die in order to change its species' organization. He was speaking of 
reorganization, which is something that the organism, not the environment, does. 
 
However, our problem here is the role of input from the environment. Popper 
doesn't seem sure of how to handle it. On the one hand, he says that input 
can modify existing knowledge, but on the other hand he says that the input 
goes not give the organism any knowledge -- so "modification" of knowledge 
doesn't seen to count as new knowledge. He seems to be straddling two 
extreme positions: one, that the environment provides all knowledge that 
instructs the organism as to how to behave, and the other, that all 
knowledge is inherent in the organism and is simply brought out by 
interactions with the environment (the Socratic position, as apparently 
espoused by Hans Blom). While he acknowledges that inputs have SOME effect, 
he isn't willing to say that knowledge depends on them. 
 
The PCT position is that knowledge arises from the interaction of the 
organism's deepest goals with the properties of the external world, as 
perceived. What comes out of this interaction is knowledge -- knowledge of 
the particular world into which you were born, not the archetypic world of 
evolution. The organism reorganizes itself to make sense of its world, and 
the outcome of that process is knowledge. 
 
That's what I think. 
 
Best, 
 
Bill P. 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Sun, 15 Dec 1996 14:45:00 -0700 
From:    "T. B. Harms" <tbh@TESSER.COM> 
Subject: Re: Popper's Preposterous Propositions 
 
*From Tracy Harms  1996;12,15.14:43 
 
 
Rick Marken (961215.1120) 
 
>Actually, what Gary says here seems quite reasonable to me -- and quite 
>different from the claim that "knowledge is _not_ a function 
>of input". All Gary seems to be saying is that the environment is not 
>an active agent, "telling" organisms how to act with respect to it. 
 
Again, these claims impress me as identical. 
 
>Recall that there are a substantial number of life scientists who 
>believe that the environment "shapes" or "controls" behavior. This 
>suggests that the inanimate environment is a purposeful agent, doing 
>whatever it does to organisms in order to get them produce particular 
>behavioral results. It is easy to show that the inanimate environment 
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>has no such purpose. 
 
This characterization is (I believe) inadvertant, the consequence of an 
inept attempt to make the life-sciences more scientific by purging 
presumptions of intentionality from humans.  Given the historical tie 
between intentionality and notions of extra-natural spirits, this is 
understandable.  The emergence of implied intentionality in the environment 
was a side-effect of purging it from models of animals, while needing to 
explain animal behavior. 
 
>PCT shows that [...] the behavior of organisms is neither caused nor 
>controlled by the environment. Rather organisms control the environment. 
 
{Polite applause inserted here.} 
 
>Conventional psychologists seem to _always_ use "environment" as the 
>shorthand for "environment as perceived" when talking about the causes 
>of behavior. I don't think Skinner, for example, ever said "behavior is 
>controlled by perception", though this is clearly what he must have 
>meant (unless he was even dumber than I thought) when he said "behavior 
>is controlled by the environment". 
 
Very interesting, and counterintuitive for non-psych folk like myself.  I 
must similarly admit that the appropriate meaning of 'perception' has been 
the single hardest aspect of PCT in my own comprehension of it. 
 
>Given the penchant of conventional psychologists to use the word 
>"environment" to mean "perception", perhaps Bill's "answer" to the 
>conventional claim that "behavior is controlled by the environment" 
>should have been "behavior: the control _of_ the enviroment". 
 
I'm eager to hear Bill's own reaction to this suggestion. 
 
>Anyway, in this context you can see that Gary's ststement that "there is 
>no instruction [which I take as a synonym for "control"] by the 
>environment" is perfectly consistent with the PCT view of life. 
> 
>Gary is saying that _instruction_  is not a function of input (the 
>environment as perceived). 
 
I disagree.  I read him as saying that _learning_ is not a function of input. 
 
>This is quite different from saying (as 
>Pooper does) that _knowledge_ is not a function of input (the 
>environment as perceived). 
 
Popper's primary topic was the growth of knowledge.  That is, in a wide 
sense, learning.  Gary Cziko's assertion is exactly in line with Popper's 
claim:  "All acquired knowledge, all learning, consists of the modification 
[...] in the last instance, of inborn dispositions. [...] The fact that all 
our senses are in this way theory-impregnated shows most clearly the 
radical failure of [...] theories which attempt to trace our knowledge to 
our observations, or to the *input* of the organism." 
 
When Popper talks of attempts to trace our knowledge to our observations he 
refers to the origination of knowledge.  He does not reject the 
contribution of input (including observation), he simply insists that its 
contribution is restrained to a *critical* one.  That is, it allows error 
to be culled.  But in this neo-Darwinian role input cannot be mapped to 
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increased fit by anything resembling a *function*. 
 
 
Tracy Bruce Harms                                        tbh@tesser.com 
Boulder, Colorado 
----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
   "The transmission theory of education is both false and immoral. 
   Education is not, nor could it ever be, a process of transmission. 
   Moreover, when teachers try to convert education into a process of 
   transmission they demean the humanity of their students and they 
   themselves become authoritarian." 
                        `                       Henry J. Perkinson 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Sun, 15 Dec 1996 16:45:16 -0500 
From:    Bruce Gregory <bgregory@CFA.HARVARD.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Popper's Preposterous Propositions 
 
[From Bruce Gregory (961215.1645 EST)] 
 
Bill Powers (961215.0945 MST) 
 
> Bruce Gregory (961214.1815 EST) -- 
 
> >Popper said that falsifiability divides meaningful statements into 
> >two categories: empirical and non-empirical. The statement "God 
> >created the universe" is meaningful, but not empirical because 
> >no evidence can count against it. 
> 
> Why is it that no evidence can count against it? Is it simply that the 
> purported event took place in the past, which we can't revisit? Or is it 
> that the statement is framed so that _even in principle_ there couldn't be 
> any evidence against it? If the latter, I would wonder whether we can call 
> such statements "meaningful" in any sense having to do with experience (as 
> opposed to imagination). 
 
I think the is framed in such a way that those who would affirm it would 
be unwilling to accept any evidence as counting against it. It is meaningful 
in the sense of not being meaningless.  That is we all have some idea as 
to what it means. 
 
> By the way, you didn't directly answer my question about a "principle of 
> demarcation." What are the characteristics of this kind of principle that 
> distinguish it from other kinds? 
 
I'm no expert on Popper (Rick: note spelling ;-) ). As I recall, he was 
addressing interpretations that non-falsifiable statements were 
"meaningless", by maintaining that falsifiability is a demarcation 
within the domain of meaningful statements. Popper was trying 
to distance himself from postivists who want to deny meaning to 
"non-verifiable" statements. I'm probably guilty of introducing the word 
"principle" in this regard, rather than Popper. I don't know that he 
ever characterized principles. 
 
> So far I can distinguish between decriptions of experiences, which are not 
> falsifiable, and _statements about_ descriptions, which are falsifiable at 
> least in principle. Since "God created the universe" is neither a 
> description of an experience nor a statement about such decriptions, it must 
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> belong to some other category. Any ideas? 
 
Consider the following: 
 
"The PCT position is that knowledge arises from the interaction of the 
organism's deepest goals with the properties of the external world, as 
perceived. What comes out of this interaction is knowledge -- knowledge of 
the particular world into which you were born, not the archetypic world of 
evolution. The organism reorganizes itself to make sense of its world, and 
the outcome of that process is knowledge." 
 
I find this paragraph both clear and compelling. Strictly speaking, it is 
not empirical, although it one day might be. At the moment we cannot 
subject it to test, but it serves to guide our practice and to suggest 
explanations. The statement, "God created the universe" is unlikely 
to ever be empirical, but it probably serves to guide the practices of 
many more people than does the paragraph I quoted. 
 
 
Bruce Gregory 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Sun, 15 Dec 1996 16:45:50 -0500 
From:    Bruce Gregory <bgregory@CFA.HARVARD.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Popper's Preposterous Propositions 
 
[From Bruce Gregory (961215.1645)] 
 
Bill Powers (961215.1020 MST)] 
 
> Bruce Gregory (961214.1830 EST)-- 
> 
> >No matter how someone 
> >behaved, they were demonstrating one Freudian principle or 
> >another. [Popper] contrasted this with a physical theory such as 
> >general relativity, which was powerful _because_ there were 
> >so many ways that it could be disproven. 
> 
> That's pretty much how I have interpreted the idea of falsifiability, 
> although before I heard of Popper's term I didn't think of it so succinctly. 
> I think of this as the "selling a dead parrot" principle, which you may 
> recall from Monty Python. 
 
Indeed I do. 
 
> No matter what evidence John Clees came up with to 
> prove it was dead ("Look, its feet are nailed to the perch!"), Michael Palin 
> had a plausible rejoinder ("It's sleeping. That's just for its safety."). So 
> the theory that the parrot was actually alive became part of the explanation 
> for any supposed deviation from that theory, and the theory was, in effect, 
> unfalsifiable. That may not be a very clean version of the principle, but 
> it's in the same family. 
 
I think Popper would agree. I certainly do. 
 
> I accused my good friend Bruce Abbott of using this method when he said that 
> children don't all respond alike to operant conditioning in the classroom 
> because they have different "histories of reinforcement." In this sense, 
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> reinforcement theory is much like Freudian theory, in that no matter what 
> happens, it fits the theory: given the "history of reinforcement" to fall 
> back upon, no statement based on reinforcement theory is falsifiable. 
 
Exactly. 
 
> This is something that _ALL_ theoreticians have to watch out for. Friends of 
> PCT, note well. 
 
Indeed. Someone once said that a theory is a license to conduct an 
experiment. I've always found it valuable to remind myself of this. 
A conjectured PCT explanation of some behavior is the beginning, 
not the ending of a search. The TEST provides the experimental 
framework that converts the conjecture into something more. 
 
 
Bruce Gregory 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Sun, 15 Dec 1996 15:21:20 -0700 
From:    "T. B. Harms" <tbh@TESSER.COM> 
Subject: Popper's demarcation 
 
*From Tracy Harms 1996;12,15.15:15 
 
 
 
Bruce Gregory (961215.1645 EST) 
 
>As I recall, he [Karl Popper] was 
>addressing interpretations that non-falsifiable statements were 
>"meaningless", by maintaining that falsifiability is a demarcation 
>within the domain of meaningful statements. Popper was trying 
>to distance himself from postivists who want to deny meaning to 
>"non-verifiable" statements. 
 
Just so.  Far too often it is mistakenly claimed that Popper was proposing 
an alternative theory for demarcating meaningful from meaningless 
statements, but as you say he was proposing an alternative to that 
demarcation, and indeed one which deals not with statements, but with 
propositions. 
 
>I'm probably guilty of introducing the word 
>"principle" in this regard, rather than Popper. I don't know that he 
>ever characterized principles. 
 
I believe the word which has been most used is 'metaphysical'. 
 
 
Tracy Bruce Harms                                        tbh@tesser.com 
Boulder, Colorado 
 
 
Tracy Bruce Harms                                        tbh@tesser.com 
Boulder, Colorado 
----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
   "The transmission theory of education is both false and immoral. 
   Education is not, nor could it ever be, a process of transmission. 
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   Moreover, when teachers try to convert education into a process of 
   transmission they demean the humanity of their students and they 
   themselves become authoritarian." 
                        `                       Henry J. Perkinson 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Sun, 15 Dec 1996 15:44:58 -0700 
From:    "T. B. Harms" <tbh@TESSER.COM> 
Subject: Re: Popper's Preposterous Propositions 
 
*From Tracy Harms 1996;12,15.15:45 
 
 
Bill Powers (961215.1045 MST) 
 
>The PCT position is that knowledge arises from the interaction of the 
>organism's deepest goals with the properties of the external world, as 
>perceived. What comes out of this interaction is knowledge -- knowledge of 
>the particular world into which you were born, not the archetypic world of 
>evolution. The organism reorganizes itself to make sense of its world, and 
>the outcome of that process is knowledge. 
> 
>That's what I think. 
 
 
An alternative PCT position is that knowledge is comprised of the goals, 
proto-goals, and meta-goals of an organism, all of which arise from sifting 
and winnowing by blind variation and selective retention among more-or-less 
viable units.  One consequence of such knowledge is perception, which 
arises in every case as an interaction of a goal with the properties of the 
external world, as known.  What comes out of this interaction is experience 
which is true to the organism's knowledge of the particular world into 
which it was born.  The organism reorganizes itself to make sense of its 
world, and the outcome of that process is original knowledge. 
 
That's the way I'd put it. 
 
 
Tracy Bruce Harms                                        tbh@tesser.com 
Boulder, Colorado 
----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
   "The transmission theory of education is both false and immoral. 
   Education is not, nor could it ever be, a process of transmission. 
   Moreover, when teachers try to convert education into a process of 
   transmission they demean the humanity of their students and they 
   themselves become authoritarian." 
                        `                       Henry J. Perkinson 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Sun, 15 Dec 1996 18:35:54 -0600 
From:    Gary Cziko <g-cziko@UIUC.EDU> 
Subject: Powers's Previous Positively Popperian Proposal & Post 
 
[from Gary Cziko 961216.0030 GMT] 
 
"The idea of reorganization is an essential part of this model, and has 
been since its beginnings.  It was suggested--laid out pretty 
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completely--by W. Ross Ashby in his notion of "ultrastability," and 
independently by Donald T. Campbell as "blind variation and selective 
retention."  The basic idea is simple, and older than either Asbhy or 
Campbell." 
 
Powers, William T. (1989). _Living control systems: Selected papers of 
William T. Powers_. Gravel Switch, KY: Control Systems Group, Inc. page 287 
 
[Bill Powers (961214.1345 MST)} 
 
>The way I _thought_ control systems worked had 
>to change when I experienced the way they actually work -- that is, the way 
>my experiences of them depended on what I did to them. The environment 
>didn't tell me what to think, but it did tell me when I thought wrongly 
>about it. And that all came about through sensory inputs (as well as motor 
>outputs). 
 
I think these should make Tracy Harms feel a bit better about his linking 
of PCT reorganization to Popper. 
 
Note in particular that Bill says . . . 
 
"the environment didn't tell me what to think, but it did tell me when I 
thought wrongly." 
 
. . . and how this describes a selectionist process very much like 
biological evolution in which the environment does not in any way "tell" or 
"instruct" or cause specific mutations to arise, but does have a crucial 
role in determining which variatons will be reproductively successful. 
This is in contrast to Lamark's "instructionist" theory by which the 
environment somehow causes adapted variations to arise. 
 
But, hey, this is all in _Without Miracles_, so I'm not going to do it all 
again here!--Gary 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Sun, 15 Dec 1996 20:25:11 -0500 
From:    Bruce Gregory <bgregory@CFA.HARVARD.EDU> 
Subject: In defense of Lamarck 
 
[From Bruce Gregory (961215.2030 EST)] 
 
Gary Cziko 961216.0030 GMT 
 
> This is in contrast to Lamark's "instructionist" theory by which the 
> environment somehow causes adapted variations to arise. 
 
Darwin of course did not hold Lamarck in the contempt that is 
now popular. In natural selection the organism does not 
reorganize in order to accomplish anything. In a sense, 
mutations are instructions from the environment to change 
in a random fashion. This same environment then does the 
selecting. Organisms seem to play a very passive role -- 
inheriting the genes that the environment favors or discards. 
Lamarck, on the other hand, emphasized the goal-oriented 
nature of organisms as they shaped themselves to best 
an indifferent environment. Sounds quite consistent with 
PCT to me... 
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Bruce Gregory 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Sun, 15 Dec 1996 20:45:57 -0600 
From:    Gary Cziko <g-cziko@UIUC.EDU> 
Subject: Re: In defense of Lamarck 
 
[from Gary Cziko 961216.0212 GMT} 
 
responding to Bruce Gregory (961215.2030 EST) 
 
>Darwin of course did not hold Lamarck in the contempt that is 
>now popular. 
 
You probably know that Darwin was actually quite Lamarckian, especially 
toward the end of his life.  But that's because he hadn't read Mendel's 
papers about the particulate nature of genetic inheritance (Darwin was 
apparently pretty bad at non-English languages as well as math) and was 
worried about Fleeming Jenkins's arguments about blending inheritance and 
Lord Kelvin's short estimate on the age of the earth which didn't give 
enough time for natural selection to work (Kelvin didn't understand that 
nuclear fusion fueled the sun).  But neo-Darwinian's today are for the most 
part Darwinian and selectionist and not Lamarckian and instructionist. 
 
>In natural selection the organism does not 
>reorganize in order to accomplish anything. 
 
Yes, that's the traditional neo-Darwinian view.  But Bill Powers's has made 
some good arguments that organisms may be able to vary their mutation rate 
in response to intrinsic error.  So they would be accomplishing something 
(some offspring with less intrinsic error), in the same way that PCT 
reorganization accomplishes control. 
 
>In a sense, 
>mutations are instructions from the environment to change 
>in a random fashion. 
 
I suppose you could see it this way "in a sense," but I see mutations as 
products of the organism itself, as are the genetic reshufflings that go in 
sexual reproduction.  Of course, things like radiation and chemical 
mutatgens can increase the mutation rate, but to me "instructions" imply 
forming the mutations so that they are more likely advantageous than not, 
which is not the case. 
 
>This same environment then does the 
>selecting. Organisms seem to play a very passive role -- 
>inheriting the genes that the environment favors or discards. 
 
I disagree with your interpretation.  The organism comes up with all the 
variations, not the environment.  The organism is the active agent in 
evolution.  Organisms are not shaped by the environment in the way that 
pennies are struck at the Denver mint. 
 
>Lamarck, on the other hand, emphasized the goal-oriented 
>nature of organisms as they shaped themselves to best 
>an indifferent environment. Sounds quite consistent with 
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>PCT to me... 
 
Except that Lamarck was wrong in his belief that characteristics acquired 
in this manner could be inherited by the next generation. 
 
There are lots of connections that could be made among Popper, Darwin, 
evolution, and PCT.  But I think the most important is the understanding 
that a one-way, push-pull concept of causality does not work very well for 
certain aspects of life, including evolution, behavior, and the acquisition 
of knowledge.  (a) Evolution is not the result of direct environmental 
causes.  (b) Behavior is similarly not at the end of a causal chain 
beginning with the environment and its effects on the organism.  And (c) 
the acquisition of human knowledge is likewise not the direct result of 
incoming sensory information (which Popper has criticized as the "bucket 
theory of knowledge").  These one-way causal theories have been referred to 
by some (including me) as "instructionist" theories of evolution, behavior, 
and knowledge.  Selectionism sees these processes as involving the 
spontaneous (not directly caused or instructed by the environment) 
generation of variations and their differential survival and reproduction 
(selective retention). 
 
Biologists understand (a) but creationist do not.  Perceptual control 
theorists understand (b) but most behavioral scientists do not.  Popper and 
some other philosophers understand (c) but other philosophers and virtually 
all educators do not.  Very few people understand (a), (b), and (c), but I 
like to pretend that I do and I'm pretty sure that Tracy Harms does. 
 
Selectively yours, 
Gary 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Sun, 15 Dec 1996 20:11:19 -0700 
From:    Bill Powers <powers_w@FRONTIER.NET> 
Subject: Re: Popper's Preposterous Propositions 
 
[From Bill Powers (961215.2000 MST)] 
 
Tracy Harms 1996;12,15.15:45 -- 
 
>An alternative PCT position is that knowledge is comprised of the goals, 
>proto-goals, and meta-goals of an organism, all of which arise from sifting 
>and winnowing by blind variation and selective retention among more-or-less 
>viable units. 
 
Goals, in PCT, are particular values selected from the range of variation of 
perceptions. They specify _which value of the perception you want to 
recreate_. This doesn't fit my concept of knowledge. The form of a 
perceptual input function would fit better, and perhaps the form of an 
output function -- if you're talking about implicit knowledge. But I don't 
use this term "knowledge" very much, so I'm not the one to talk about it. 
 
As to the idea that goals at various levels arise from blind variation and 
selective retention, I think I'd just oppose that idea. Most goals are 
adjusted very systematically according to the error in higher-level systems. 
What would arise from trial and error would be the connections from higher 
systems to lower ones -- that is, _which_ lower-order goals should be varied 
as a means of controlling some higher-level perception. Goals are not fixed 
things in themselves; they are variables. 
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>One consequence of such knowledge is perception, which 
>arises in every case as an interaction of a goal with the properties of the 
>external world, as known. 
 
I think we'd better discuss perception. This statement doesn't make much 
sense to me in terms of PCT. 
 
Best, 
 
Bill P. 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Sun, 15 Dec 1996 20:11:11 -0700 
From:    Bill Powers <powers_w@FRONTIER.NET> 
Subject: Re: Popper's Preposterous Propositions 
 
[From Bill Powers (961215.1800 MST)] 
 
Tracy Harms  1996;12,15.14:43 -- 
 
>Rick Marken (961215.1120) 
> 
>>Actually, what Gary says here seems quite reasonable to me -- and quite 
>>different from the claim that "knowledge is _not_ a function 
>>of input". All Gary seems to be saying is that the environment is not 
>>an active agent, "telling" organisms how to act with respect to it. 
> 
>Again, these claims impress me as identical. 
 
I think that a good deal of our difficulty with Popper arises from the fact 
that he was most closely associated with the _life_ sciences, where 
knowledge has been largely statistical in nature (for a number of reasons, 
including wrong theories). When you transfer his statements about theories 
to the hard-science or engineering world, they don't make nearly as much 
sense -- not because there's any thing terribly wrong with them, but because 
they're simply taken for granted in that world. In physics and engineering, 
people are not taught to make unfalsifiable statements about the physical 
world. If you interrupted an engineer doing strength-of-materials tests of a 
design for a bridge to tell him "God created the universe," he would 
probably look impatiently at you and say "So?" This piece of unfalsifiable 
"knowledge," even if true, would be useless with regard to the problem at 
hand; it simply wouldn't make any difference, one way or the other. I think 
that's pretty typical of unfalsifiable statements, at least of a certain 
kind. If a PCTer said "You're really controlling a perception of the 
strength of that test piece," he would get the same answer: "So?" The 
engineer already knows that all the evidence he has is in the form of meter 
readings. And knowing that proposed "fact" wouldn't change what he is doing 
in the least. 
 
What this engineer is doing is trying to wring some knowledge out of the 
environment: just how is the applied load, in pounds per square inch of 
pressure, related to the deflection and ultimate strength of this frame 
member? This knowledge is missing from his head, and his bridge design can't 
be completed without it. 
 
Obviously, the frame member didn't just show up in the engineer's office and 
say "measure me." It doesn't care if the engineer knows how strong it is; it 
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doesn't care whether it collapses or not. So the frame member isn't actively 
putting knowledge into the engineer's head. The engineer has to seek out 
that knowledge, for some purpose of his own. But he can't get that knowledge 
without interacting with the frame member; the knowledge is there, waiting 
to be got if he wants it, but it will stay there forever if nobody looks for it. 
 
Furthermore, the knowledge that is there to be got depends to a large degree 
on how the engineer shaped the frame member, and combined the alloys of 
which it is made, before testing it. If he made a box girder he will find 
one deflection factor and ultimate strength; if an I-beam, a different one. 
He's really testing different ways of _interacting_ with the materials. From 
all this testing he will come up with generalizations -- not statistical 
generalizations, but generalizations in the sense of physics and 
engineering: statements that are true in general, under all conditions, and 
ALWAYS true when the basic conditions are met. He will come up with formulas 
that predict how much a beam of _any_ cross-section, made of a given 
material, will compress, elongate, twist, and bend under ANY load, including 
no load. 
 
Also, the engineer isn't concerned with "falsifiability." The process of 
designing a bridge that will support the traffic isn't one of simply 
eliminating or "culling" wrong theories or designs. Saying that you can only 
_disprove_ theories would be meaningless to him. The engineer wants POSITIVE 
EVIDENCE THAT THE BRIDGE WILL BEHAVE AS DESIRED. This means making detailed 
predictions of the way the bridge members will compress, elongate, twist, 
and bend under various kinds of applied loads. These predictions are 
compared, non-destructively, against the actual behavior of a physical model 
of the bridge under the loads actually applied. And the results are not just 
pass-fail. If the calculations predict a deflection of 0.0132 inches, and 
the measured deflection is 0.0139 inches, is the theory "wrong?" 
 
The question to be answered by such tests is not the sort of question that 
the life sciences have asked, such as "did the load affect the bridge or 
didn't it?" The theory involved isn't statable as a proposition that is 
either true or false. The questions can be answered only by stating the 
relationships of given loads to various measures of the bridge's behavior. 
The answer will be in the form of a graph, showing, say, the displacement of 
a frame member as a function of load, from zero load to the maximum design 
limit (which will be considerably short of the failure limit). 
 
In this milieu, the idea that you can't prove a positive statement makes no 
sense at all. The idea isn't to "prove statements" but to _analyze 
relationships_. If you asked the engineer, when his tests were done, what 
the probability is that the result he obtained could have occurred by 
chance, he would look at you as if you were crazy. If you insisted, asking 
"Well, is this bridge going to fail or not?" he'd ask "What, the whole 
bridge?" Even after the Tacoma Narrows bridge "failed", most of it was still 
standing. The only part that actually failed was the um, well, the roadway. 
 
Naturally, unpredicted failures do occur, but they don't occur by chance. 
They occur because of either lack of knowledge, or deliberately ignoring 
knowledge (often to save money). Isaac Kurtzer described the role of chance 
in this context nicely: the problem isn't random variation, but 
epistemological misunderstandings. His point, by the way, was that when you 
take the mean of variations of that kind, what you get is not average 
behavior but garbage. 
 
Sorry for getting out the fire hose when all you wanted was a drink of water. 
-------------------------------- 
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>I must similarly admit that the appropriate meaning of 'perception' has 
>been the single hardest aspect of PCT in my own comprehension of it. 
 
I just thought of one way to explain it, which may or may not help. All of 
experienced reality is Virtual Reality. Actually, maybe that one belongs to 
Dag Forssell. If that doesn't help maybe you could amplify on your difficulty. 
 
>Given the penchant of conventional psychologists to use the word 
>>"environment" to mean "perception", perhaps Bill's "answer" to the 
>>conventional claim that "behavior is controlled by the environment" 
>>should have been "behavior: the control _of_ the enviroment". 
> 
>I'm eager to hear Bill's own reaction to this suggestion. 
 
That's sort of a stop-gap way of putting it, if you want to avoid the 
question of how we know about the environment. You'd get into trouble with 
this way of saying it the moment two people perceived the same environment 
differently. Tell me, Rick, do you think my living room is neat and clean? 
Don't you think that peanut-butter and piccalilli sandwiches are delicious? 
Can't you see how reinforcing that food is to that rat? Look through this 
hole and see the giant girl and the miniature man. 
 
The trouble with speaking in what you know to be half-truths is that people 
are going to remember the half-truths. 
 
Best, 
 
Bill P. 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Sun, 15 Dec 1996 22:49:22 +0000 
From:    Richard marken <marken@AERO.ORG> 
Subject: Decision, Precedent, Environment and Perception 
 
[From Rick Marken (961215.2150)] 
 
A belated reply to Stefan Balke (961212.1200 CET) re: applied PCT. 
Stefan said: 
 
>I would like to have a PCT-based model about decision making. 
 
There already is one: conflict. Decision making refers to an experience 
where we consciously try to decide whether we should produce perception 
A (say, eating an ice cream cone) or perception B (not eating it). We 
wouldn't be weighing these alternatives if there were no conflict: if 
getting close to producing perception A didn't create error in a system 
trying to produce another perception (of ourselves thin, for example). I 
think decision making is internal chatter driven by error in a control 
system that has the goal of finding a _rational_ solution to the 
conflict. 
 
>I don't think that it's all random reorganization 
 
I don’t think so either. Once you are able to see the conflict from the 
point of view of the systems that are setting the goals that create the 
conflict, you can solve the conflict non-randomly, by simply changing 
the conflict producing goals. 
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Gary Cziko (961216.0030 GMT) -- 
 
[various quotes from Bill Powers] 
 
>I think these should make Tracy Harms feel a bit better about his 
>linking of PCT reorganization to Popper. 
 
Many people become interested in PCT because of its apparent consistency 
with the ideas of their current favorite "wise person". 
But we've seen that attempts to understand PCT in terms of these ideas 
typically lead to Procrustean distortions of PCT. It's nice that people 
such as Popper, Dewey, Skinner, and Simon have led people to PCT. But 
once people have found PCT, why shouldn't they drop off the "wise men" 
at the college center while they attend classes on their own? 
 
Me: 
 
>Given the penchant of conventional psychologists to use the word 
>"environment" to mean "perception", perhaps Bill's "answer" to the 
>conventional claim that "behavior is controlled by the environment" 
>should have been "behavior: the control _of_ the enviroment". 
 
Tracy: 
 
>I'm eager to hear Bill's own reaction to this suggestion. 
 
Bill Powers (961215.1800 MST) -- 
 
>You'd get into trouble with this way of saying it the moment two 
>people perceived the same environment differently. 
 
I know. I was only suggesting the change in title (facetiously, of 
course) because of problems that the word "perception" often causes for 
newcomers to PCT. What we mean by "perception" is what most ordinary 
human beings mean by "the environment" which at the moment for me 
consists of books, desk, lamp, computer, etc". The fact that the 
environment I experience is (as you note) a "virtual reality" is, of 
fundamental importance in understanding how people behave (control). 
That's why my suggested title revision was _facetious_. 
 
>Tell me, Rick, do you think my living room is neat and clean? 
 
Of course not (as I recall);-) I know this. I made the _facetious_ 
suggestion that you call you book "Behavior: The control of the 
environment" if your only goal were to contrast the PCT view of behavior 
with the conventional view (where the word "environment" is often used 
as a surrogate for "perception"). 
 
>The trouble with speaking in what you know to be half-truths is 
>that people are going to remember the half-truths. 
 
OK. So leave the title as is, already;-) 
 
Best 
 
Rick 
 
P.S. I have added a new Java demo to the set available at 
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http://www.leonardo.net/Marken/demos.html 
 
I have also made some small changes in one or two other demos. The new 
demo is a replication of the "Levels of Intention" study described in 
the paper by that title by Marken and Powers and reprinted in _Mind 
Readings_. It's pretty hard to do but I think its worth it is you can 
learn to deal with the polarity reversal. 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Mon, 16 Dec 1996 02:03:43 -0700 
From:    Bill Powers <powers_w@FRONTIER.NET> 
Subject: Re: Decision, Precedent, Environment and Perception 
 
[From Bill Powers (961216.0145 MST)] 
 
Rick Marken (961215.2150)-- 
 
>P.S. I have added a new Java demo to the set available at 
> 
>http://www.leonardo.net/Marken/demos.html 
> 
>I have also made some small changes in one or two other demos. The new 
>demo is a replication of the "Levels of Intention" study described in 
>the paper by that title by Marken and Powers and reprinted in _Mind 
>Readings_. It's pretty hard to do but I think its worth it is you can 
>learn to deal with the polarity reversal. 
 
You should mention that the Marken in your WWW address is case-sensitive. If 
you type marken the result is the equivalent of "file not found." 
 
The new demo works very nicely. I notice that the exponential runaway of the 
model is uniformly about twice as fast as my own. This is probably because 
of the size of the "dt" that's appropriate for the (slow) repetition rate of 
the Java program on my machine (100 MHz 486). If others see the same effect, 
maybe you could compensate in the model program. 
 
It might be nice if you could devise a calibration program -- say, ask the 
user to press the mouse button twice, counting "PRESS - and - PRESS", while 
the program iterates. The idea is to try to establish how many iterations 
occur in one second on the user's machine. Then you could adjust the size of 
dt accordingly. This wouldn't be exact but it might improve the fit. As I 
recall, in our previous data the model's runaway lies essentially on top of 
the real subject's. 
 
It's too bad that Java is so slow. My tracking is a little unstable because 
of the lag. Any Java experts out there who have a fix for that? 
 
Best, 
 
Bill P. 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Mon, 16 Dec 1996 05:38:03 -0500 
From:    Bruce Gregory <bgregory@CFA.HARVARD.EDU> 
Subject: Re: In defense of Lamarck 
 
[From Bruce Gregory (961216.0540 EST)] 
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Gary Cziko 961216.0212 GMT 
> 
> responding to Bruce Gregory (961215.2030 EST) 
> 
> >In natural selection the organism does not 
> >reorganize in order to accomplish anything. 
> 
> Yes, that's the traditional neo-Darwinian view.  But Bill Powers's has made 
> some good arguments that organisms may be able to vary their mutation rate 
> in response to intrinsic error.  So they would be accomplishing something 
> (some offspring with less intrinsic error), in the same way that PCT 
> reorganization accomplishes control. 
 
Cairns's work suggests this does go on. 
 
> >In a sense, 
> >mutations are instructions from the environment to change 
> >in a random fashion. 
> 
> I suppose you could see it this way "in a sense," but I see mutations as 
> products of the organism itself, as are the genetic reshufflings that go in 
> sexual reproduction.  Of course, things like radiation and chemical 
> mutatgens can increase the mutation rate, but to me "instructions" imply 
> forming the mutations so that they are more likely advantageous than not, 
> which is not the case. 
 
Cairns's work seems to call this admittedly reasonable conjecture 
question. 
 
> >This same environment then does the 
> >selecting. Organisms seem to play a very passive role -- 
> >inheriting the genes that the environment favors or discards. 
> 
> I disagree with your interpretation.  The organism comes up with all the 
> variations, not the environment.  The organism is the active agent in 
> evolution.  Organisms are not shaped by the environment in the way that 
> pennies are struck at the Denver mint. 
 
I'm not sure that a "traditional" neo-Darwinian such as Williams or 
Dawkins would necessarily agree with you. Computer models of neo- 
Darwinian evolution also seem to incorporate passive, rather than active, 
organisms.  At least as I understand them. 
 
> >Lamarck, on the other hand, emphasized the goal-oriented 
> >nature of organisms as they shaped themselves to best 
> >an indifferent environment. Sounds quite consistent with 
> >PCT to me... 
> 
> Except that Lamarck was wrong in his belief that characteristics acquired 
> in this manner could be inherited by the next generation. 
 
I know we believe this quite firmly, especially in the light of the "central 
dogma." But I am not convinced that we understand the process well 
enough to rule out other mechanisms. Again, Cairns's work is suggestive. 
> 
> There are lots of connections that could be made among Popper, Darwin, 
> evolution, and PCT.  But I think the most important is the understanding 
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> that a one-way, push-pull concept of causality does not work very well for 
> certain aspects of life, including evolution, behavior, and the acquisition 
> of knowledge.  (a) Evolution is not the result of direct environmental 
> causes.  (b) Behavior is similarly not at the end of a causal chain 
> beginning with the environment and its effects on the organism.  And (c) 
> the acquisition of human knowledge is likewise not the direct result of 
> incoming sensory information (which Popper has criticized as the "bucket 
> theory of knowledge").  These one-way causal theories have been referred to 
> by some (including me) as "instructionist" theories of evolution, behavior, 
> and knowledge. 
 
I agree with these points. 
 
> Selectionism sees these processes as involving the 
> spontaneous (not directly caused or instructed by the environment) 
> generation of variations and their differential survival and reproduction 
> (selective retention). 
 
My point is that these processes may be non-random. I always 
differed with Popper and his students because theory modification 
is distinctly non-random. Special relativity is _not_ the result of random 
changes to Newtonian physics with the best variant surviving. 
 
 
Bruce Gregory 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Mon, 16 Dec 1996 12:47:59 +0100 
From:    "J.A. Blom" <J.A.Blom@ELE.TUE.NL> 
Subject: Re: Vancouver's experiment 
 
[Hans Blom, 961216] 
 
Running far behind in my replies... 
 
(Bill Powers (961210.1415 MST)) 
 
>>If the mouse gets stuck, the loop gain decreases to zero; no 
>>controller, model-based or not, will be able to cope with this 
>>situation immediately. 
 
>Not true. The response of a simple control system will be to 
>increase the output immediately, which in the case of the stuck 
>mouse ball will usually free it up and permit control to continue. 
 
That happens, yes. But sometimes (often?) not. 
 
>The great advantage of the PCT model is that when an unexpected 
>disturbance does occur, the system will automatically increase or 
>decrease its output to oppose the effects of the disturbance, 
>without requiring any prediction that the disturbance is going to 
>occur. 
 
In the case that you refer to above, an "unintended side effect" is 
that this resolves the problem. It doesn't always; if it doesn't, how 
long should one stick to this "method"? When the door hinges are a 
bit rusty, you will still open the door with this "unintended" 
method, but not when it is locked. In some cases such a strong 
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response will actually be harmful (to door or muscles). If that can 
be foreseen, a different solution method, based on a more extended 
knowledge of cause-effect relationships, would be better. What you 
present as a solution here is not really one. 
 
>You describe what must be done to make such systems work, without 
>apparently seeing how impractical these requirements are for any 
>_general_ model of behavior. You're talking about complex 
>troubleshooting and cognitive processes that are typical of the way 
>a whole intelligent human being might approach a problem with a 
>piece of machinery -- not about the sort of process that would 
>account for walking on a slippery surface or manipulating a mouse on 
>a table with slippery spots. 
 
Oh yes, I am. If you can see the spots that are slippery, you can 
avoid them. If not, you can try to find a way of walking that won't 
let you slip on those spots. It's not too difficult to learn to walk 
on ice. It's not too difficult either to learn to walk on a sidewalk 
that has (sometimes invisible) patches of ice; you only have to 
assume that there is/could be ice _everywhere_.  That may be less 
easy in case of the mouse, where you may not be allowed to slow down. 
My point is that it is not necessarily _perceptions_ that govern how 
we act; _anticipated_ perceptions can be (and are!) used as well. 
 
>What's most troublesome for the model-based approach is predicting 
>_when_ it will get stuck. 
 
That is right. Models cannot be comprehensive and fully accurate. 
Surprises cannot be excluded. The world is not fully predictable, and 
even if it were, modelling it would lead to a far too complex model. 
What _can_ be included into a model, however, is methods of how to 
handle particular classes of surprises when one is perceived. 
 
>A more complex model would clearly be required when a simpler one 
>leaves significant parts of the behavior in question unexplained, or 
>predicts them incorrectly. If a model-based control system could 
>explain behavior that a simpler model couldn't explain, it would not 
>only "fulfill a meaningful role," but would be the only available 
>explanation. We would have no choice but to use it. 
 
I guess that in any particular situation you might come up with a 
demonstration that "learning" isn't necessary, because you have built 
in a mechanism that lets the controller perform equally well. In such 
cases I would say that _you_ have done the learning for the system -- 
probably through a lengthy process of trial and error -- and 
implemented only its end result, either in hardware or software. I'm 
not interested in that approach because it cannot be generalized. I 
want to discover good generalizations that can be implemented not in 
one specific case but much more generally. That seems to be where our 
interests diverge, as you indicate: 
 
>>Thus far, you have been pretty unclear about when it would serve 
>>the larger scheme of things (successful control) to collect and 
>>store knowledge about the world, and what exactly the impact of 
>>such knowledge might be on the quality of our behavior. That issue 
>>needs to be resolved, I think. 
 
>I don't really care about that problem because I don't know enough 
>about higher-level processes in human beings to speculate about it. 
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>I know this is a big philosophical deal to you, but it isn't to me. 
 
It's not only philosophical. It's extremely practical as well. Given 
a "system to be controlled" that has only partly predictable behavior 
a priori, how can we discover -- in the most general sense -- its 
more specific, individual "behavioral laws" in real time, such that 
subsequent control can be better. 
 
>> ... How to adjust the pre-compensation TF1? By the usual 
>>mechanisms of random trial-and-error and hill-climbing, I 
>>guess. For the sake of efficiency preferably the latter. 
 
>That answer is sufficiently vague that it could be applied to any 
>model at all. Conspicuously lacking is any attempt to say what sort 
>of mechanism would DO this hill-climbing. In the Extended Kalman 
>Filter model, at least you supply a specific mechanism to do one 
>interesting part of the job. That mechanism will not handle the 
>discovery and adjustment of the required form of TF1. 
 
Why not? If the system is (sufficiently) linear, the EKF approach 
would be able, for instance, to discover the system's impulse (or 
step) response. Either is a fully general description of the system. 
An engineer would probably transform a step response into a different 
(more succinct) model, but that would neither change the acquired 
"knowledge" nor the controller's behavior. 
 
Greetings, 
 
Hans 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Mon, 16 Dec 1996 13:47:44 +0100 
From:    "J.A. Blom" <J.A.Blom@ELE.TUE.NL> 
Subject: Re: simultaneity 
 
[Hans Blom, 961216b] 
 
(Bill Powers (961210.1600 MST)) 
 
>>>>>Flipping a light switch is not supposed to be followed instantly 
>>>>>by a loud bang. In fact, it is supposed NOT to be followed by 
>>>>>anything but a light turning on or off. 
 
>>>>I would call that a mental model: in my experience, flipping a 
>>>>light switch does not cause anything but turn a light on or off 
>>>>(this may not be true for some electrical engineering students). 
 
>>>You can see that as a mental model, or simply as a perceptual 
>>>signal. The perception would be that of a particular sequence: 
>>>switch, light. The reference condition is to perceive that 
>>>sequence. 
 
>>I think that is stretching the meaning of perception. We're talking 
>>here about a process that unfolds over time. 
 
>It is precisely the kind of thing I mean by perception. 
 
Semantic problems again? 
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>You say that "in your experience" flipping a light switch causes a 
>light to turn on and off. Is that not a perception? 
 
I would not call it a perception but (a certain type of; causal) 
relationship between an action ("flip the switch") and a perception 
("light on/off"). It is not the _perception_ of flipping the switch 
that I relate to light on or off but the _action_. This relationship 
is so indubitable (normally) that I may even conclude/infer that the 
switch has been toggled if I see the light go on or off. I do not 
normally have to perceive that the switch was actually toggled. I 
reach such a conclusion on the basis of my model, the often perceived 
result of toggling that switch. 
 
Is such a model useful? Yes indeed. Is such a model error-free? No, 
not at all: other causes of the light going off or on exist as well. 
Yet, these may occur so infrequently that I do not reckon with them. 
 
>If it's not, how do you know about it? Are you saying that if two 
>events occur a second or two apart, A and B, you can't perceive 
>which came before the other? How do you "experience" things, if not 
>in the form of perceptions? 
 
In the form of deductions, inductions, relationships, conclusions or 
whatever you may want to call them. Internally, I seem to have a 
whole bunch of suppositions that link things together, even if one of 
those things has not been perceived. Not always nice and clean and 
one-to-one. If the light goes out, somebody must have switched it 
off. Or a bulb must have burnt out. Or it must be 1 p.m. and the 
timer came into action. But I do _not_ entertain causes like "Bill 
Powers went to bed" or "a fox on Alpha Centauri's third planet caught 
a rabbit". 
 
>But how do you know that the action you call "switch" is taking 
>place? Don't you have to perceive it? 
 
No, we normally don't. You can easily be tricked if someone acts as 
if he actuates the switch, yet someone/something else actually causes 
the light to go out. How often do you carefully monitor whether the 
switch was truly activated? I guess that almost universally you rely 
on (very) incomplete information to arrive at your conclusion. Yet 
your conclusions will very, very frequently be right. 
 
>>If the model were perfect (which it is not and cannot be), the 
>>imagined perceptions would be accurately in step with the real-time 
>>"perceptions" of the world (whether perceived or not). In that 
>>case, it would not matter whether we control on the basis of 
>>real-time or imagined perceptions. Since the model is not perfect 
>>and the world changes, the model must be recalibrated regularly. 
>>This is particularly acute when predictions turn out to be 
>>incorrect. 
 
>That's your problem, caused by the model you have adopted. Your 
>model creates conditions that have to be met; if they aren't met, 
>your model has difficulties. The PCT model is not without 
>difficulties of its own, but they are not these difficulties. 
 
That is right. I'm focussing on the problems of learning and how we 
come to trust the reliability of certain relationships. In (non- 
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adaptive) control, you take those for granted because they have been 
discovered already. 
 
>>>Of course in your model you still have to explain how it is that 
>>>the person perceives sequence as a variable that can be correct or 
>>>incorrect. 
 
>>An incorrect prediction automatically leads to readjustment of the 
>>model. The standard adaptation mechanism takes care of that. 
 
>I have seen nothing to indicate that an Extended Kalman Filter could 
>adjust a world model that predicts one sequence of occurrances 
>rather than another. 
 
The problem of "choice" plays no role in EKF approaches, because the 
systems to be modelled are assumed to be "smooth" and (almost) 
linear. If they are not, EKF approaces are in trouble. They rely on 
hill-climbing, which will only consider the nearest "top" of the 
optimization landscape. The only escape that I can think of is to 
entertain more than one model and/or system state simultaneously and 
control on the basis of the most "likely" one. But that goes beyond 
my expertise. 
 
>In fact, your model completely begs the question of how "sequence" 
>itself could be perceived. 
 
Incorrect. The existence of an action-perception sequence, for 
instance, can be inferred from the presence of a difference equation 
of a form such as 
 
  perception (t) =  F (action (t - T)) 
 
which tells that a perception at time t is due to an action T seconds 
earlier. 
 
>>Small prediction errors are normal, and they hardly deteriorate the 
>>quality of control. 
 
>Unless they involve one or more successive time integrations, as 
>most real behaviors do. Then small prediction errors can cause 
>extremely large deviations from reality. 
 
Surprisingly, this is not always the case. Very frequently, the 
prediction error does not go to infinity as time increases but 
reaches some upper bound. This is far from intuitive, and it was one 
of EKF theory's real eye-openers for me. When tracking a satellite in 
orbit, for instance, we may be fully unable to predict its actual 
geometric position, yet we may be able to accurately predict the 
orbit it is in. The same with an electron in orbit around an atomic 
nucleus. The same, maybe, with the position of your partner (unknown, 
but certainly within the house/city/country). The same, maybe, with 
spiral tracking. Etc. 
 
>The world, as you have probably heard, is basically chaotic, 
 
I've heard about it. Should I believe it? 
 
>>Detection of large prediction errors indicates that the 
>>model isn't even approximately correct; in such cases, learning -- 
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>>building a new model -- may be forced to restart from scratch. 
 
>That's what would be required. Unfortunately, the model you have 
>presented contains no method for starting from scratch. 
 
My demo did. After observing an unanticipated large prediction error, 
it started learning from scratch, or at least went back to a starting 
point that was compatible with the new, deviant perception. Several 
approaches/mechanisms are possible (of which I implemented one), but 
all will enlarge the model's inaccuracy so much that the new 
perception can again be "rationally" accounted for. To be more 
specific: the internally maintained parameter (co)variances are 
enlarged to values such that the unanticipated perception lies again 
within the two (or three) standard deviation bounds. As demonstrated, 
this results in (too?) rapid reacquisition of correct parameter 
values when a sign inversion, for instance, occurs in the "world". 
 
>You must begin with a model of at least the right general form 
>before the Kalman Filter approach can work at all. 
 
Of course. Any method requires that. 
 
>>Since it is often impossible to decide immediately which knowledge 
>>is still correct and which not, this is a critical situation which 
>>is difficult to handle by simple adaptive techniques. 
 
>Yes, that's true. I advocate a model in which this problem is 
>minimized. 
 
And thus cannot be studied. 
 
Greetings, 
 
Hans 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Mon, 16 Dec 1996 13:53:56 +0100 
From:    "J.A. Blom" <J.A.Blom@ELE.TUE.NL> 
Subject: Re: System concepts 
 
[Hans Blom, 961216c] 
 
(Rick Marken (961210.2300)) 
 
>Let me give you a clue, Hans. 
 
You do. Thank you. I lift this from your post: 
 
> ... I am a PCTer. 
 
> ... very few behavioral scientists have had the courage to leave 
>the conventional fold and become PCTers. 
 
>Becoming a PCTer  ... 
 
> ... the very few (and very dispersed) PCTers in the world to get 
>together ... 
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>People who are not full tilt PCTers ... 
 
> ... a PCTer like me ... 
 
You _do_ control for very different systems concepts. Let's leave it 
at that. 
 
Greetings, 
 
Hans 
 
------------------------------ 
 
End of CSGNET Digest - 15 Dec 1996 to 16 Dec 1996 
************************************************* 
 
Date:     Tue, 17 Dec 1996 08:00:21 -0600 
Subject:  CSGNET Digest - 16 Dec 1996 to 17 Dec 1996 
 
There are 48 messages totalling 3713 lines in this issue. 
 
Topics of the day: 
 
  1. model-based tradeoff (3) 
  2. In defense of Lamarck (2) 
  3. Solving "loss of input" problem (6) 
  4. Auditory temporal structure (2) 
  5. Popper's Preposterous Propositions (4) 
  6. Decision (6) 
  7. single top-level goal? (2) 
  8. Computed Output, Java Demo 
  9. Early language learning (2) 
 10. Aristotle and Contingent Truths (6) 
 11. Vancouver's experiment 
 12. simultaneity 
 13. Role of input, conflict (2) 
 14. Early language learning; music; rave; Zanotti 
 15. Solving the "loss of input" problem 
 16. In Defense of Popper & Harms (7) 
 17. resend: single top-level goal? 
 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Date:    Mon, 16 Dec 1996 16:10:03 +0100 
From:    "J.A. Blom" <J.A.Blom@ELE.TUE.NL> 
Subject: Re: model-based tradeoff 
 
[Hans Blom, 961216d] 
 
(Bill Powers, 961210?) 
 
>>I guess it is these uninformed misunderstandings that I'm tired of. 
 
>Actually. that is also my "uninformed misunderstanding." I had 
>understood you to say that in setting up a Kalman filter system one 
>of the factors that the analyst has to adjust is the rate of 
>convergence of the model,  which is done by cut and try rather than 
>any strictly analytical method. 
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That is incorrect. What the analyst (or a higher hierarchical level) 
has to provide are 1) an estimate of the accuracy of the perception 
("measurement noise") and 2) an estimate of the rapidity with which 
the parameters of the model (as reflecting the "laws of the world") 
must change ("system noise"). Given these two, the learning mechanism 
-- and its speed of convergence -- is fully autonomous. 
 
>If the model converges very rapidly, it will be able to keep up with 
>rapid changes in the properties of the external world, but in doing 
>so it will lose the ability to predict far ahead and thus the 
>ability to carry on during protracted losses of input. 
 
That is incorrect. The ability to predict far ahead is lost if the 
model is told that the "laws of the world" can change rapidly. Even 
if they don't, the model will assume that they do. This loss of 
predictive accuracy is realistic, given the presupposition; it is a 
feature, not a bug. 
 
>On the other hand, if you adjust the model to converge slowly but 
>surely, it will be able to continue operating in nearly the same way 
>for a considerable time after loss of input, but will be unable to 
>keep up with rapid changes in the external world. 
 
It is the other way around. If the model is told that the "laws of 
the world" do not change, and they indeed do not, it can provide 
accurate long-term predictions.  If the model is told that the "laws 
of the world" do not change, yet they do, it still will provide 
long-term predictions, but these will of course be completely 
incorrect. Finally, if the model is told that the "laws of the world" 
change rapidly, yet they are constant, it will not provide accurate 
long-term predictions -- although in principle it could. 
 
>I don't think this problem is peculiar to the Kalman filter 
>approach; it's inherent in the nature of prediction. 
 
Prediction is possible only if there are regularities that you can 
rely on. 
 
>The accuracy of a prediction depends on the length of the sample you 
>work with. If you want to predict successfully for a long time 
>ahead, you have to use a long sample, and you have to count on the 
>characteristics of the world remaining constant during that sampling 
>time as well as during the prediction time. 
 
It is the latter, not the former, that is important. The "length of 
the sample you work with" must be enough to let you estimate the 
model parameters. Basically, the number of measured variables must be 
(at least) as large as the number of independent parameters of the 
model. Equal numbers would allow us to solve N equations in N 
unknowns. A larger number of observations allows some noise or 
uncertainty elimination in that it allows a "best" curve fit. 
 
>This means that you have to average over variations that take place 
>within the sampling time, and lose the ability to correct for them 
>in detail. 
 
This is the problem of changing "world laws" yet an assumption that 
they do not change. 
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>I think this tradeoff is a natural aspect of any prediction scheme. 
>Either you predict the details very accurately for a short time into 
>the future,  or you predict the long-term trends accurately at the 
>expense of short-term accuracy. I don't believe you can do both at 
>the same time. 
 
It is impossible to predict individual noisy observations. It is, 
however, frequently possible to accurately predict long-term trends, 
whatever your belief in the contrary. 
 
>In "challeng5" you adjusted the Kalman filter computations to 
>correct essentially all the prediction error for the disturbance in 
>a single iteration of the program, in effect extrapolating one 
>iteration ahead. As a result, when input was cut off the errors of 
>prediction started growing very rapidly on each successive 
>iteration, and there was essentially no long-term prediction 
>capability. 
 
I don't know which simulation you have in mind here. But if you look 
more closely you will see that, when the input was cut off, the 
action became pretty regular -- after a transition period. This 
indicates that the model parameters were pretty stable as well, and 
that the prediction error did not grow without bound. 
 
>While I can't untangle the complexities of your computations in 
>detail, I'm quite sure that the result of this rapid response is to 
>convert your "model-based" system into a simple closed-loop feedback 
>control system witb a slight amount of first-derivative feedback 
>(the one-iteration extrapolation). 
 
Incorrect. The extrapolation (it is exactly that!) is based on much 
more than just first derivatives. It is based on everything that the 
model has learned about the regularities that link its actions with 
the ensuing perceptions of the results of those actions. 
 
>Suppose that the disturbance had been a slow sine-wave, a regular 
>waveform with a period of several hundred iterations of the 
>program. To take advantage of this regularity, you could now use a 
>sine-wave generator in the world-model, adjusted appropriately in 
>frequency, phase, and amplitude, to model the disturbance. To 
>achieve accuracy it would be necessary to sample over at least one 
>full cycle, so as to establish the required frequency and phase. 
 
No. A sine-wave has 3 parameters, so 3 measurements would be the 
minimum. Three _independent_ measurements, that is; in practice: not 
too close together, depending upon noise, computational accuracy and 
the phase of the sinus. Adaptation can be much faster than you 
suggest, but depends on circumstances. If the (slow) sine-wave 
disappears when it crosses zero, discovery of its amplitude going to 
zero will be much slower than when the sine-wave disappears at a 
maximum excursion of the sine-wave. In the first case, it will take 
some time before the prediction error starts to deviate from zero; in 
the latter case, the discovery may be essentially instantaneous. 
 
>However, if the perceptual input were lost, a _simple one-level_ PCT 
>model would immediately fail, while the disturbance being simulated 
>in the model-based system would continue for some time, perhaps 
>hundreds or thousands of iterations, to match and nearly cancel the 
>real sine-wave disturbance. The model-based system is the clear 
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>winner in this case. 
 
Correct. 
 
>But consider what will happen with the perceptual input intact if 
>the real sine-wave disturbance suddenly ceases to change and becomes 
>constant. 
 
What did we tell the model? That the "laws of the world" are 
constant? In that case it will not believe that this can happen. That 
they (in this case: the sine-wave's amplitude) are mostly constant 
but can change suddenly and unpredictably? In that case it needs 
perceptions in order to be able to detect when those changes occur. 
No perceptions, no detection of a new situation that comes about at 
an unpredictable time, of course. Give it perceptions and it will 
rapidly readjust -- if the knowledge handed it from the higher level 
is correct. 
 
>The PCT model, which does not predict, simply adjusts its output as 
>usual to cancel the effect of the now-constant disturbance. 
 
If it cannot perceive? 
 
>It continues to contain the same small error. The world-model based 
>system, however, continues to produce the same sine-wave modeled 
>disturbance, so it now is generating output to cancel a non-existent 
>external disturbance. 
 
Only if it cannot discover this. It appears to me that you compare 
apples and oranges here: a PCT controller that can perceive and a 
model-based one that cannot. 
 
>Do you consider this analysis to be the result of "uninformed 
>misunderstandings"? 
 
Well, conclude for yourself... 
 
Greetings, 
 
Hans 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Mon, 16 Dec 1996 08:33:22 -0700 
From:    "T. B. Harms" <tbh@TESSER.COM> 
Subject: Re: In defense of Lamarck 
 
*From Tracy Harms  1996;12,16.07:40 
 
 
Bruce Gregory (961216.0540 EST) 
 
>I always 
>differed with Popper and his students because theory modification 
>is distinctly non-random. Special relativity is _not_ the result of random 
>changes to Newtonian physics with the best variant surviving. 
 
A thoroughly selectionist model does not require that the changes be 
random.  Systems might be biased to respond to novel situations in 
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particular, even intricate ways.  But what can account for these ways being 
better than random?  The most elegant solution is -- prior selection.  (See 
Cziko's diagram on p309 of _WM_)  An alternative which is truly independent 
of BVSR requires an instruction mechanism which explains accuracy or fit in 
organic response wholly in terms of the input: it must be inherently true, 
not just eventually apparently or largely true. 
 
Setting aside the non-random properties of the intellect (which in fact I 
think are legion), a replacement theory such as special relativity may well 
be the result of BVSR.  The variations and rejections would have occurred 
in Einstein's mind as he wrestled with how to think of fundamentals of 
physics, including space and time.  Who knows how he shifted the 
contemplations of mass, energy, etc., who knows how many probings failed in 
the process?  He was not about to articulate a new physical theory without 
having it stack up in his own mind.  Because of the nature of authorship, 
in effect he could not; a theory must be largely complete in order to be 
written out.  In fact one of the most wonderful things I recognized, in the 
first hour I really saw how PCT works, was that a major intellectual 
reference is for theoretical coherence and consistency.  Lacking 
satisfaction of that reference level, ideas keep getting re-examined--and 
*altered*.  An enormous amount of learning is a process of fitting a new 
theory into an "ecosystem" of old theories.  A sound intellect maximizes 
consistency, a poor one permits mere juxtaposition. 
 
 
Tracy Bruce Harms                                        tbh@tesser.com 
Boulder, Colorado 
----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
   "The transmission theory of education is both false and immoral. 
   Education is not, nor could it ever be, a process of transmission. 
   Moreover, when teachers try to convert education into a process of 
   transmission they demean the humanity of their students and they 
   themselves become authoritarian." 
                        `                       Henry J. Perkinson 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Mon, 16 Dec 1996 16:41:36 +0100 
From:    "J.A. Blom" <J.A.Blom@ELE.TUE.NL> 
Subject: Re: Solving "loss of input" problem 
 
[Hans Blom, 961216d] 
 
(Bruce Abbott (961211.1720 EST)) 
 
>Redundant inputs is an excellent idea if the problem is sensor 
>reliability, 
 
In technical systems, regrettably, it is most often the sensors (and 
the actuators) that fail, _not_ the computational mechanism. So we 
tend not to favor quasi-solutions that tell us to use more sensors, 
however "good" those solutions may appear theoretically. 
 
>but it will do you no good at all if the problem is a genuine loss 
>of signal (e.g., driving into a fog on the Santa Anna at 70 mph, the 
>fact that your right eye has a back-up left eye is of no help). 
 
That is right. Your example is a bit extreme, however. Think of a 
more gradual one. A fox chases a rabbit and thus controls for zero 
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distance between fox and rabbit. PCT tells us that, besides this 
reference, the fox needs to perceive the rabbit and its vector with 
respect to it. Yet the perception of the rabbit can be lost, 
partially or completely, for shorter and longer time periods. Do 
foxes blink their eyes? I would guess so. How about part of the 
rabbit disappearing behind a small tree? How about the whole rabbit 
disappearing behind a wider tree or a bush? How about the fox having 
to jump across a gully which it needs to temporarily perceive with 
all its attention? In all cases, the rabbit -- or part of it -- is 
not perceived. Yet the fox is still controlling for chasing the 
rabbit. I do not care for a fundamental and strict separation between 
control, where the fox sees (all of?) the rabbit and non-control 
("computation of output"), when it does not. I think the difference, 
and its behavioral consequences, are gradual -- not fundamental, and 
I also think that there is a quite gradual change from one to the 
other "strategy". And I finally think, in contrast to PCTers, that 
pretty much the same mechanism underlies both. Anyway, I see no 
switching transients. 
 
>It seems to me that a PCT savvy control engineer ...  not to 
>generate computed _outputs_, but to generate a computed substitute 
>_input_ to what otherwise would be an ordinary PCT-style controller. 
 
That is also possible: somehow extrapolate the input rather than the 
output. But that is, both fundamentally and computationally, much the 
same thing: as long as the "laws of the world" (the environmental 
feedback function, in PCTese) do not change, either can be expressed 
as a function of the other. If the "laws" do change, all bets are off 
in either case. What we rely on, it seems to me, is that normally the 
"laws of the world" either do not change (or change in a predictable 
way, which is the same thing) or change only slowly. If the rabbit is 
behind a wide bush and invisible to the fox for more than a moment, 
and if it picks that moment to reverse in it tracks, the fox's 
"prediction"/control would be suboptimal. But only gradually worse 
than when it reverses in plain sight. 
 
>The system would also have to generate (or be given) a model of the 
>environmental feedback function, so that the expected effect of the 
>controller's own actions on the model CV could be computed.  To the 
>extent that the behavior over the short term of the actual CV can be 
>modeled (and in the absence of unexpected serious disturbances to 
>that CV during that time), such a system would be capable of 
>maintaining at least some degree of control during brief loss of 
>input. 
 
>Hans, is this conception different from your model-based controller? 
 
No, it is exactly what I mean. 
 
Greetings, 
 
Hans 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Mon, 16 Dec 1996 10:52:02 EST 
From:    Bruce Gregory <gregory@CF4.HARVARD.EDU> 
Subject: Re: In defense of Lamarck 
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[From Bruce Gregory (961216.1100 EST)] 
 
Tracy Harms  1996;12,16.07:40 
 
> Setting aside the non-random properties of the intellect (which in fact I 
> think are legion), a replacement theory such as special relativity may well 
> be the result of BVSR.  The variations and rejections would have occurred 
> in Einstein's mind as he wrestled with how to think of fundamentals of 
> physics, including space and time.  Who knows how he shifted the 
> contemplations of mass, energy, etc., who knows how many probings failed in 
> the process?  He was not about to articulate a new physical theory without 
> having it stack up in his own mind.  Because of the nature of authorship, 
> in effect he could not; a theory must be largely complete in order to be 
> written out.  In fact one of the most wonderful things I recognized, in the 
> first hour I really saw how PCT works, was that a major intellectual 
> reference is for theoretical coherence and consistency.  Lacking 
> satisfaction of that reference level, ideas keep getting re-examined--and 
> *altered*.  An enormous amount of learning is a process of fitting a new 
> theory into an "ecosystem" of old theories.  A sound intellect maximizes 
> consistency, a poor one permits mere juxtaposition. 
 
Thanks. An excellent description of learning as I have experienced it. 
 
>    "The transmission theory of education is both false and immoral. 
>    Education is not, nor could it ever be, a process of transmission. 
>    Moreover, when teachers try to convert education into a process of 
>    transmission they demean the humanity of their students and they 
>    themselves become authoritarian." 
>                         `                       Henry J. Perkinson 
 
How true. Boy is hard to convince teachers of this. Most of them 
see themselves as the product of a "transmission" process. They 
become teachers because they want to continue this process... 
 
 
Bruce Gregory 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Mon, 16 Dec 1996 17:17:44 +0100 
From:    "J.A. Blom" <J.A.Blom@ELE.TUE.NL> 
Subject: Re: Solving "loss of input" problem 
 
[Hans Blom, 961216e] 
 
(Bill Powers (961211.1640 MST)) 
 
>There are all kinds of possible answers as to how we manage to 
>maintain a semblance of control when specific inputs are temporarily 
>lost. Hans' way is just one of them, and considering its 
>computational complexity and the amount of knowledge about the 
>environment and body that are needed to make it work, one of the 
>less plausible ones. 
 
It is certainly only one of the _possible_ mechanisms. But that is 
not my point; that is what the _PCT_ mechanism is, or how to find 
one. I'm not advocating this particular method as _the_ (let alone 
_the only_) way we humans adjust to changes in the environment in 
real time, even though the tendency here has been to do just that. 
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I'm sorry about the black-and-white tendency here to make anyone who 
presents a different theory, maybe one with useful mechanisms, into 
an "unloyal" non-PCTer. Sounds familiar to others? :-). 
 
>You have to realized that the basic idea for the Kalman filter was 
>published in the 1960s (1963 if I remember right), and that tens of 
>thousands of modeler-hours have been put into applying it to the one 
>particular architecture that Hans has described. When I looked up 
>references for the Kalman filter with Altavista, I got 20,000 hits. 
 
That indicates that this is a very active area of research, which has 
already found useful applications (that's why...). 
 
>And of course none of these papers was concerned with how to apply 
>similar principles to the adaptation of other kinds of control 
>architectures like HPCT. 
 
HPCT, regrettably, neither has the same theoretical nor the same 
practical breadth, it seems. Why so much advance around Kalman's 
theory (since 1963) and so little around HPCT (since 1973)? 
 
>Here's my point. If the same amount of labor had been put into 
>applying these adaptive methods to a PCT model, it would be much 
>easier to put aside the distraction of "adaptiveness" and simply 
>look at the basic organization being proposed. 
 
I'm sorry, Bill, but "adaptiveness" won't go away. 
 
>The "modern control theory" approach is basically an attempt to 
>conform to a top-down, command-driven type of system in which the 
>point is to compute  the right output. 
 
(H)PCT models _also_ need to compute the right output. You may object 
against the word "compute" because the underlying PCT mechanism is so 
simple, but what's the fundamental difference? 
 
>That basic concept absolutely REQUIRES an internal world-model, and 
>also the ability to compute the INVERSE of the same world-model. 
 
Upon closer inspection, you will find the same in (H)PCT models. I'm 
sorry that you cannot see the correspondences between what is 
internal in "models" and the PCT notions of gain, slowing factor and 
such. 
 
>A modular hierarchical negative feedback architecture offers all 
>kind of alternatives to the "modern control theory" approach. 
 
That is a belief which remains to be demonstrated. One of the current 
criteria of a "successful" approach is what it can demonstrate in the 
real world, i.e. in real, useful control systems. We are currently 
much more aware of the difference between a real system (such as a 
physically existing robot) and its simulation. The latter is based on 
a usually crude model which may be pretty different from the real 
thing, amongst other things due to the accumulation of small 
systematic errors over time due to stick-slip, friction, temperature 
coefficients, etc. I guess that we now live in a time where you have 
to demonstrate actual rather than simulated behavior in order to be 
accepted as a scientist. Otherwise, the theory may be considered to 
be elegant but needy of "demonstration". The Test, where the rubber 
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meets the road ;-). 
 
>Give us a world in which you will get 20,000 hits in looking up 
>"control of perception" and the status of the PCT model will be 
>greatly different. 
 
Another belief. When you get to that point, there may be something in 
it. Start to demonstrate a useful, real (not simulated) HPCT-based 
system and the number of articles will soar, I assure you. 
 
>The well-developed approaches have all the advantages of incumbency, 
>which as we know have nothing to do with merit. 
 
Are you serious? Time-proven methods have no merit? 
 
Sorry to be so "disloyal" but I sometimes get the idea that you need 
to get your feet back on the floor. 
 
Greetings, 
 
Hans 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Mon, 16 Dec 1996 11:09:14 -0500 
From:    Martin Taylor <mmt@HERMES.DCIEM.DND.CA> 
Subject: Re: Auditory temporal structure 
 
[Martin Taylor 961216 10:40] 
>Bill Powers (961214.0600 MST) 
> 
> Peter Cariani ((961213.1700 EST)-- 
> 
> >When we hear running speech 
> >there are time patterns corresponding to the acoustic transients 
> >in the speech waveform and their neural correlates can be found 
> >at all levels of the auditory system (i.e. large numbers of neurons 
> >are following the slower modulations in the waveform). 
> >Each one of these syllables has a characteristic 
> >temporal structure (rhythm, onsets and offsets of vowels, etc). 
> 
> This is an interesting post, in that it reminds me strongly of the days when 
> I first became aware that my own perceptions were involved in everything I 
> experienced (instead of just seeing the world as given as I always did 
> before then). When you hear speech, you're obviously noticing 
> "characteristic temporal structures," but it's not so obvious that when you 
> look at the neural correlates of speech, you're ALSO noticing 
> "characteristic temporal structures." It's a particular way of perceiving 
> that is involved in BOTH cases. 
> ... 
> If you listen to speech with a trained ear, so you can hear all the rising 
> and falling pitches, the phonemes, the transitions between phonemes, and so 
> on, you're clearly not listening to "temporal structures;" you're listening 
> at one or more lower levels where you can discern the _elements that are 
> structured_. 
 
I'd say "higher levels", not "lower levels." Once you get to pitch, and 
even more so when you get to phonemes and phoneme transitions, you are 
well beyond the level about which Peter is talking. He's talking about 
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a phenomenon that has been extensively studied by Roy Patterson and 
his colleagues at the MRC Applied Psychology Unit in Cambridge. 
 
I've listened to Roy's acoustic material a little. The waveforms are made 
as white noise (Gaussian independent samples), repeating at a period T. 
If T is very long, you just hear white noise. If it's shorter than some 
threshold value, you hear patterns, such as "bump squeak whine bump squeak 
whine bump squeak whine...". As T gets shorter, you hear fewer of these 
individuated sounds, and when T gets very short, they merge into a single 
pitched continuous sound. It's tempting to suggest that the duration of 
one of these individuated sounds is in the range of durations of phonemes 
or phones, but I don't know the work well enough to be able to say it is so. 
 
> The same goes for looking at records of neural firings, spread 
> out so you can see their details. When you talk of neural "correlates" 
> you're literally looking at "correlated variations" among the elements that 
> make up the pattern. You're saying "this goes up when that goes up; this 
> pauses when that pauses, this is continuous when that is continuous." What 
> you've done, in fact, is to _eliminate_ the temporal structure and reduce it 
> to a point-by-point comparison. 
> 
> But that isn't what we mean by a temporal structure. 
 
No. Nor, I think, is it what Peter means. 
 
> ... 
> When you look at neural correlates of acoustic patterns, if you can trace 
> the correlations between the sounds and the neural signals you aren't 
> looking at the outputs of the pattern recognizers, but only at the inputs 
> which have not yet reached these recognizers. You won't have found the 
> temporal pattern recognizer until you find signals that are present when the 
> pattern is present, absent when it is absent, and remain _constant_ as long 
> as the same temporal pattern is going on. 
 
These are the characteristics of Patterson's "Auditory Stabilized Image", 
his model of the neural structure that recognizes patterns. If he is right, 
then there is a place, quite early in the auditory system, where the 
signal depends precisely on the temporal patterning _as a human perceives 
it to be_. His model is computational, and the "ASI" can be displayed on 
a screen. He claims that all variations that a human can detect in an 
auditory pattern can be seen as variations in the screen display, and 
all variations that can be seen in the screen display can be heard as 
variations in the auditory pattern. Same criterion as is used for testing 
simulation control models against human performance. 
 
> What you're really 
> looking for is a place in the nervous system where there's a signal that 
> corresponds to your own _sense of pattern_. That is, this signal should be 
> present while you're experiencing a certain pattern-ness in the sound, and 
> absent when you're not. It should most definitely NOT covary with each 
> transient feature of the pattern, either in the sound or in the neural firings. 
 
Right. That's what the ASI is claimed to do. 
> 
> >So it's not necessarily baffling that we hear these things. 
> >Our auditory system is made to detect recurring time patterns. 
> >A temporal memory trace and a means of cross-correlating the 
> >incoming (neural) time pattern with what's stored is all you 
> >need. 
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> 
> That sounds easy, but it's not that easy. 
 
No. If it had been easy, other people would have done it long ago. 
 
> The word you remember must be running at the same speed 
> as the word you're hearing; otherwise even if you start the memory-word at 
> the same instant the real word starts, they'll be out of synch before the 
> word ends. And of course the words must be spoken and remembered with 
> identical pitches and inflections. When you think about actually building a 
> cross-correlator that will work with continuous speech, the project becomes 
> considerably more complex than it seems when you just describe what it's 
> suppose to accomplish. 
 
This is quite a different issue. To bring this in is like saying that 
a sequence perception has to be done at the transition level. Exactly 
the same issues arise. The recognition of a word has very little to do 
with the pitch or inflection or speed (something to do with each, but 
not much) of the sound pattern. Most computerized recognizers start 
with some analysis of the spectrum and then go with the sequence of 
spectral patterns identified (perhaps tentatively). Patterson's ASI 
might be a better place to start, but it's computationally very expensive. 
Easy to do in a neural system, hard in a computer (as is correlation). 
 
> 
> If you said the word "Mississippi" to a dog, you could probably find neural 
> correlates of that acoustic input in the dog's brain. But the dog would not 
> perceive the word "Mississippi", would it? 
> 
Now you have to ask yourself what it would mean if you were to answer 
that question either "yes" or "no." 
 
Incidentally, if you want to play with Patterson's ASI, it used to be 
available to interested researchers. This was some years ago, but 
a Web search for the UK Medical Research Council Applied Psychology Unit 
might well show up something (I haven't tried it, so I'm guessing). When 
I was concerned about such things, the Patterson group was trying hard 
to make it available on many different computing platforms. 
 
Martin 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Mon, 16 Dec 1996 17:40:13 +0100 
From:    "J.A. Blom" <J.A.Blom@ELE.TUE.NL> 
Subject: Re: Popper's Preposterous Propositions 
 
[Hans Blom, 961216f] 
 
(Bill Powers (961215.1045 MST)) 
 
>However, our problem here is the role of input from the environment. 
>Popper doesn't seem sure of how to handle it. On the one hand, he 
>says that input can modify existing knowledge, but on the other hand 
>he says that the input goes not give the organism any knowledge -- 
>so "modification" of knowledge doesn't seen to count as new 
>knowledge. 
 
Both positions are valid, I think. Even if we acquire knowledge, the 
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mechanism to do so must be built-in. 
 
Euclidian geometry -- to use an old example -- is based on just five 
intuitively obvious axioms, the most difficult one stating that two 
parallel lines will never touch or cross. That is the "knowledge" of 
Euclidean geometry: an infinite number of axioms can be derived from 
those few axioms, but they are all of course tautological with 
respect to the axioms. Are these theorems "new" knowledge? There are 
two positions: 
 
No, they're just tautologies. 
 
Yes, much effort has been expended in discovering them, and those 
discoveries are new: we did not have them before. 
 
Choose and pick. I think both are true. The same for the "knowledge" 
of organisms: the "axioms" (basic mechanisms) are built-in, but their 
consequences (the theorems) need to be rediscovered by every new 
organism individually. 
 
>The PCT position is that knowledge arises from the interaction of 
>the organism's deepest goals with the properties of the external 
>world, as perceived. What comes out of this interaction is knowledge 
>-- knowledge of the particular world into which you were born, not 
>the archetypic world of evolution. The organism reorganizes itself 
>to make sense of its world, and the outcome of that process is 
>knowledge. 
 
Well said, Bill. I agree completely. 
 
Greetings, 
 
Hans 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Mon, 16 Dec 1996 16:45:54 +0100 
From:    Stefan Balke <sbalke@HRZ.UNI-BIELEFELD.DE> 
Subject: Re: Decision 
 
>From Stefan Balke (961216.1640 CET) 
 
Rick Marken (961215.2150) -- 
 
Me: 
 
>>I would like to have a PCT-based model about decision making. 
 
Rick: 
 
>There already is one: conflict. Decision making refers to an experience 
>where we consciously try to decide whether we should produce perception 
>A (say, eating an ice cream cone) or perception B (not eating it). We 
>wouldn't be weighing these alternatives if there were no conflict: if 
>getting close to producing perception A didn't create error in a system 
>trying to produce another perception (of ourselves thin, for example). I 
>think decision making is internal chatter driven by error in a control 
>system that has the goal of finding a _rational_ solution to the 
>conflict. 
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Me: 
 
>>I don't think that it's all random reorganization 
 
Rick: 
 
>I don't think so either. Once you are able to see the conflict from the 
>point of view of the systems that are setting the goals that create the 
>conflict, you can solve the conflict non-randomly, by simply changing 
>the conflict producing goals. 
 
What is a _rational_ solution to the conflict. Do you think that something 
like experience and observation based probability estimations of the 
outcomes of the conflicting goal are involved. If I assume something like 
going up a level and simply changing the conflict producing goals the 
general decision problem remains, I still have to decide about the 
priorities of the involved goals. 
 
Best, Stefan 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Mon, 16 Dec 1996 17:50:59 +0100 
From:    "J.A. Blom" <J.A.Blom@ELE.TUE.NL> 
Subject: single top-level goal? 
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M:6]N+"!W92!T<GD@=&\@=&AI;FL@;V8@97AP97)I;65N=&%L(&-O;F1I=&EO 
M;G,@<W5C:`UT:&%T('=E(&-A;B!T97-T(&9O<B!O;F4@9V]A;"!O;FQY+B!) 
M9B!T:&4@<W5B:F5C="!U<V5S('-T<F%T96=Y(#$L('1H90UA<'!A<F5N="!D 
M:7-C;W9E<GD@=VEL;"!B92!T:&%T('1H92!S=6)J96-T(")C;VYT<F]L<R!F 
M;W(B(&%N(&EN=&5RK6UE9&EA=&4@<&]S:71I;VX[('1H92!T=V\@:6YD:79I 
M9'5A;"!G;V%L<R!W:6QL(&YO="!B92!D:7-C;W9E<F5D+B!);@US=')A=&5G 
M>2`R+"!T:&4@<W5B:F5C="!W:6QL(&%P<&5A<B!T;R`B8V]N=')O;"!F;W(B 
M(&%N>2`H<F%N9&]M/RD-<&]S:71I;VX@:6X@82!V87)Y:6YG(')A;F=E.R!Q 
M=6ET92!C;VYF=7-I;F<N($%N9"!I;B!S=')A=&5G>2`S+"!C:&%N8V5S#6%R 
M92!T:&%T(&]N;'D@;VYE(&]F('1H92!T=V\@9&ES=&EN8W0@9V]A;',@;6%Y 
M(&)E(&1I<V-O=F5R960N(%1H92!497-T#6UA>2!T:'5S('EI96QD('-O;65W 
M:&%T(&-O;F9U<VEN9R!R97-U;'1S(&%S('1O('1H92!S=6)G;V%L<RP@=VAA 
M=&5V97(-=&AE('-T<F%T96=Y+B!297-U;'1S(&1O(&YO="!B96-O;64@8VQE 
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M87)E<B!I9B!W92!A<W-U;64@82!P<FEO<FD@=&AA=`UT:&4@<W5B:F5C="!C 
M;VYT<F]L<R!F;W(@='=O('-I;75L=&%N96]U<R!G;V%L<RX@26X@9F%C="P@ 
M:&4O<VAE(&1O97,-;F]T+B!#;VYT<F]L(&ES(&9O<B!T:&4@;VYE(")S=7!E 
M<F=O86PB('1H870@:7,@:6UP;W-S:6)L92!T;R!S=6)D:79I9&4-:6YT;R!I 
M;F1I=FED=6%L;'D@86YD('-I;75L=&%N96]U<VQY(')E86QI>F%B;&4@<W5B 
M9V]A;',N"@I!("AS:6QL>2D@97AA;7!L92X@07-S=6UE('1H870@=&AE('-U 
M8FIE8W0@:&%S('1W;R!G;V%L<SH@8W5R<V]R#71R86-K:6YG(&%N9"!C;V9F 
M964@9')I;FMI;F<N(%-T<F%T96=Y(#$Z(&1O('EO=7(@8W5R<V]R('1R86-K 
M:6YG('=I=&@-=&AE(&-O9F9E92!M=6<@870@>6]U<B!L:7!S.R!T:&4@<&5R 
M9F]R;6%N8V4@;V8@;F5I=&AE<B!D<FEN:VEN9R!N;W(-=')A8VMI;F<@:7,@ 
M;W!T:6UA;"X@36%Y8F4@<W1R971C:&EN9R!T:&EN9W,L(&]N92!C;W5L9"!S 
M87D@=&AA="!T:&ES#7)E<V5M8FQE<R!T:&4@;&]G:6-A;"!!3D0@;W!E<F%T 
M;W(N(%-T<F%T96=Y(#,Z(&1O(&5I=&AE<B!C=7)S;W(-=')A8VMI;F<@3U(@ 
M9')I;FL@>6]U<B!C;V9F964L('!O<W-I8FQY(&%L=&5R;F%T96QY+B!3=')A 
M=&5G>2`R(&%P<&5A<G,-=&\@8F4@=&AE(&UO<W0@9FQE>&EB;&4@86YD('!R 
M;W9I9&5S('1H92!M;W-T(")F<F5E9&]M(CL@:70@86QL;W=S(&%N>0UI;G1E 
M<FUE9&EA=&4@<&]S:71I;VXN(%1H:7,@9&]E<R!N;W0@97AH875S="!T:&4@ 
M;G5M8F5R(&]F('!O<W-I8FQEU``<```6B"P#```````"````<"UP+7`ML`2P 
M!!P``-0+<W1R871E9VEE<R!I9B!O=&AE<B!F86-T;W)S(&%R92!D>6YA;6EC 
M86QL>2!T86ME;B!I;G1O(&%C8V]U;G0@87,@=V5L;#L-92YG+B!E;FIO>2!Y 
M;W5R(&-O9F9E92!W:&5N('1R86-K:6YG(&ES(&5A<WDL(&%N9"!P=70@9&]W 
M;B!T:&4@;75G(&%N9`UC;VYC96YT<F%T92!O;B!T<F%C:VEN9R!W:&5N('1H 
M92!L871T97(@8F5C;VUE<R!D:69F:6-U;'0N"@I->2!C;VYC;'5S:6]N/R!% 
M=F5N(&EF(&$@<W5B:F5C="!D;V5S(&YO="!D>6YA;6EC86QL>2!S=VET8V@@ 
M8F5T=V5E;@US=')A=&5G:65S.B!I9B!T:&4@<W5B:F5C="!H87,@;75L=&EP 
M;&4@8G5T(&-O;F9L:6-T:6YG+VEN=&5R86-T:6YG#2AS=6(I9V]A;',L(&ET 
M(&UA>2!B92!H87)D(&]R(&EM<&]S<VEB;&4@=&\@9&ES8V]V97(@=&AO<V4@ 
M*'-U8BEG;V%L<PUF<F]M(&]V97)A;&P@8F5H879I;W(N($ET(&%P<&5A<G,@ 
M=&AA="P@86QT:&]U9V@@:70@:7,@=&5C:&YI8V%L;'D-86QW87ES('!O<W-I 
M8FQE('1O(&1E<FEV92!O;F4@;6%T:&5M8:QT:6-A;&QY(&5Q=6EV86QE;G0@ 
M(G-U<&5R9V]A;"(-9VEV96X@82!N=6UB97(@;V8@9&ES=&EN8W0@<W5B9V]A 
M;',L('1H92!U=&EL:71Y(&]F('1H870@8V]N8V5P="!I<PUL:6UI=&5D.B!A 
M;'1H;W5G:"!S;VUE(%&I9F]R;75L82`H<V5E(&%B;W9E*2!W:6QL('5N:7%U 
M96QY(&5X<')E<W,@=&AE#6]V97)A;&P@9V]A;"P@;F%I=F4@:6YS<&5C=&EO 
M;B!O9B!T:&4@9F]R;75L82`H<F%T:&5R('1H86X@86X@97AT96YD960-86YA 
M;'ES:7,@;W(@82!S:6UU;&%T:6]N*2!M87D@=V5L;"!T96QL('5S(&QI='1L 
M92!A8F]U="!T:&4@<F5S=6QT:6YG#6)E:&%V:6]R+B!!;F0@=&AE(&EN=F5R 
M<V4Z(&=I=F5N(&%N(&5X=&5R;F%L(&]B<V5R=F5R)W,@<&5R8V5P=&EO;B!O 
M9@UT:&4@<&]S<VEB;'D@=F5R>2!C;VUP;&5X(")O=F5R86QL(B!B96AA=FEO 
M<B`H=VET:"!R97-P96-T('1O('1H92!S:6YG;&4-(G-U<&5R9V]A;"(I+"!T 
M:&4@86YA;'ES:7,@;V8@=VAI8V@@8V]N9FQI8W1I;F<O:6YT97)A8W1I;F<@ 
M<W5B9V]A;',@87)E#6-O;G1A:6YE9"!I;B!T:&%T('-I;F=L92!S=7!E<F=O 
M86P@;6EG:'0@8F4@:6UP;W-S:6)L92P@870@;&5A<W0@9F%R#69R;VT@=')I 
M=FEA;"X*"D%N;W1H97(@8V]N8VQU<VEO;B!C;VYC97)N<R!4:&4@5&5S="X@ 
M5&AE(%1E<W0@;6%Y(&)E(&1I9F9I8W5L="!T;R!A<'!L>0UO<B!Y:65L9"!U 
M;FEN=&5L;&EG:6)L92!R97-U;'1S(&EF(&UU;'1I<&QE(&EN=&5R86-T:6YG 
M("AS=6(I9V]A;',@87)E#6-O;G1R;VQL960@9F]R('-I;75L=&%N96]U<VQY 
M+B!)="!A<'!E87)S('1H870@=&AI<R!W:6QL(&]F=&5N("AA;'=A>7,_*0UB 
M92!T:&4@8V%S92!I;B!R96%L(&QI9F4N(%1H:7,@;6%Y(&5X<&QA:6X@=VAY 
M(%!#5"!R97-E87)C:"!H87,@=&AU<R!F87(-9F%I;&5D('1O(&EN9&5N=&EF 
M>2`B:&%R9"(@*&-O;G-I<W1E;G1L>2!A;F0@8V]N<W1A;G1L>2!P<F5S96YT 
M*2!G;V%L<PUO<B!C;VYT<F]L;&5D('9A<FEA8FQE<RX@179E;B!-87-L;W<@ 
M:7,@;6]R92!E>'!L:6-I="`[J2DN"@I3=')A=&5G>2`S("AC:&]I8V4[(&5I 
M=&AE<B!O;F4@;W(@=&AE(&]T:&5R+"!W:71H('-W:71C:&EN9R!F<F]M(&]N 
M90US=6)G;V%L('1O('1H92!N97AT(&]V97(@=&EM92D@<V5E;7,@=&\@<&QA 
M>2!A;B!I;7!O<G1A;G0@<F]L92!I;B!T:&4-8F5H879I;W(@;V8@8V]M<&QE 
M>"!C;VYT<F]L('-Y<W1E;7,@<W5C:"!A<R!H:6=H97(@;W)G86YI<VUS+B!) 
M;B!M>0UC87-E+"!F;W(@:6YS=&%N8V4L(&EF($D@9&\@8W5R<V]R('1R86-K 
M:6YG+"!T:&%T("AS=6*I<W5BJ7-U8B$I9V]A;"!I<PUE87-I;'D@9&ES8V%R 
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M9&5D('=H96X@<V]M96]N92!S:&]U=',@(F9I<F4A(BP@;W(@979E;B`B=&AE 
M(&-O9F9E92!I<PUR96%D>2$B($%N9"!E=F5N('-O;65T:&EN9R!A<R!U<F=E 
M;G0@87,@8G)E871H:6YG(&ES('1E;7!O<F%R:6QY('-T;W!P960-=VAE;B!Y 
M;W4@;F5E9"!T;R!R96-O=F5R(&$@=V%T8V@@9G)O;2!T:&4@9&5P=&AS(&]F 
M('1H92!S=VEM;6EN9R!P;V]L+@H*22!H;W!E('1H:7,@;6%K97,@<V]M92!S 
M96YS92!T;R!Y;W4L($UA<G1I;BX@66]U<B!I;G1U:71I;VX@:7,@<FEG:'0N 
M($EN#7!A<G1I8W5L87(@<W1R871E9WD@,B`H;6%Y('=E(&-A;&P@:70@(F9R 
M965D;VTB/RDL(&)U="!A;'-O('-T<F%T96=Y(#,-*")C:&]I8V4B*2!D;V5S 
M(&YO="!C;W)R97-P;VYD(&%T(&%L;"!W:71H('1H92!00U0@;F]T:6]N(&]F 
M('1H92!U;FEQ=64-86YD(&1E=&5R;6EN:7-T:6,@8F5H879I;W(@;V8@82!S 
M97)V;R!L;V]P+B!3;RP@:6X@=&AE(%!#5"!C;VYT97AT('=E#6UI9VAT(&%S 
M('=E;&P@9&\@87=A>2!W:71H('1H92`B<W5P97)G;V%L(BX*"D%L87,L('1H 
M:7,@:7,@=&AE(&]P<&]S:71E(&9R;VT@82!T96YD96YC>2!I;B!T:&4@;6]D 
M97)N("AE;F=I;F5E<F5D*0UC;VYT<F]L('-Y<W1E;2!D97-I9VX@<')O8V5S 
M<RP@=VAE<F4@=&AE(&%B(&EN:71I;R!S<&5C:69I8V%T:6]N(&]F(&$-<VEN 
M9VQE+"!A;&RI96YC;VUP87-S:6YG(&1E<VEG;B!G;V%L(&%P<&5A<G,@=&\@ 
M8F5C;VUE(&UO<F4@86YD(&UO<F4-:6UP;W)T86YT+B!.;R!W;VYD97(@22=M 
M(&]F=&5N(&-O;F9U<V5D(&%B;W5T('=H870@8V]N=')O;"!I<R`[J2DN"@I' 
0<F5E=&EN9W,L"@I(86YS"G1R 
` 
end 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Mon, 16 Dec 1996 09:14:11 -0800 
From:    Richard Marken <marken@AEROSPACE.AERO.ORG> 
Subject: Computed Output, Java Demo 
 
[From Rick Marken (961216.0910)] 
 
Hans Blom (961216c) 
 
>You _do_ control for very different systems concepts. Let's leave it 
>at that. 
 
Sure. Just as soon as you stop wasting CSGNet bandwidth carrying on about the 
virtues of a non-falsifiable (to you) computed-output model of behavior. 
 
Most robotics textbooks, journals, newsgroups, professional societies, and 
departments of engineering take your computed-output model of behavior for 
granted. So there it's quite easy for people to learn your perspective on 
behavior, which is the dominant perspective _by far_, without going to 
CSGNet. CSGNet is the _only_ place people can learn the control of input 
model of behavior. If you want to present your computed output model here 
on CSGNet, that's fine. But I think it behooves you to provide data that 
shows why we should pay attention to a model that many of us rejected long 
ago on the basis of data. 
 
You apparently will neither present data in favor of a computed output model 
nor pay attention to data that argues against a such a model. Moreover, your 
only argument for considering the merits of the computed output model is that 
"everyone else is using it". This appeal to authority carries less than zero 
weight with many in this group. 
 
The effectiveness of your advocacy of a computed output model of behavior 
is also reduced considerably by your persistant failure to understand even 
the model basic facts about how a hierarchical control system model works. 
For example, in a post today [Hans Blom (961216e)] you make this remarkably 
incorrect statement: 
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>(H)PCT models _also_ need to compute the right output. 
 
And just to show that you weren't kidding, when Bill Powers said: 
 
>That basic concept absolutely REQUIRES an internal world-model, and also 
>the ability to compute the INVERSE of the same world-model. 
 
you reply with: 
 
>Upon closer inspection, you will find the same in (H)PCT models. 
 
It is hard to imagine a more complete misconception about how a control 
system works. It's because of this kind of, well, crap, that we had to create 
CSGNet in the first place. Your two comments above are the kind of thing we 
hea from engineers, roboticists and "motor control" theorists who are trying 
to convince themselves and their colleagues that they are on the right track; 
that PCT is either nothing new or nothing particularly important. It's the 
kind of thing that led to the development of CSGNet in the first place. If 
you keep dumping stuff like this on CSGNet, someone's going to keep trying to 
clean it up. 
 
Bill Powers (961216.0145 MST) -- 
 
>The new demo works very nicely. 
 
Thanks. 
 
>I notice that the exponential runaway of the model is uniformly about twice 
>as fast as my own. This is probably because of the size of the "dt" that's 
>appropriate for the (slow) repetition rate of the Java program on my machine 
>(100 MHz 486). If others see the same effect, maybe you could compensate in 
>the model program. 
 
Yes. I'd be interested in hearing how it works for others. The curve fits my 
data rather well on most runs (when I am paying attention and really trying 
to control the cursor). 
 
>It might be nice if you could devise a calibration program 
 
That's an excellent idea. I included the model results in this one because I 
think it really aids understanding of what is being demonstrated. I agree 
that it's probably best if the model data end up right on top of the subject 
data. But even if the fit is not perfect, I think it's still worthwhile if 
the subject can see the exponential runaway pattern of both subject and model 
after the polarity shift. 
 
>It's too bad that Java is so slow. My tracking is a little unstable because 
>of the lag. Any Java experts out there who have a fix for that? 
 
I think the only real fix is the "just in time" compiler that may ship with 
the next iteration of Netscape. But for now I think a calibration program 
(or, perhaps, just a program that asks the type of machine you are on and 
then sets the animation loop lag appropriately) is a good idea. I'll give it 
a try. 
 
Best 
 
Rick 
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------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Mon, 16 Dec 1996 12:32:37 -0500 
From:    Martin Taylor <mmt@HERMES.DCIEM.DND.CA> 
Subject: Re: Popper's Preposterous Propositions 
 
[Martin Taylor 961216 12:25] 
> Rick Marken (961215.1120) 
 
Rick's agreed with me for too long. Several days now, at least. Can't 
have that:-) 
 
>... This 
> suggests that the inanimate environment is a purposeful agent, doing 
> whatever it does to organisms in order to get them produce particular 
> behavioral results. It is easy to show that the inanimate environment 
> has no such purpose. 
> 
 
Whoops! How, pray? By using the methods of PCT? Applying The Test? What 
if the "purpose" of the inanimate environment is to get you to believe there 
is no purpose? 
 
Surely this is one of the things we take on faith, just as the Pantheists 
take the opposite position, on faith? 
 
How about substituting for "It is easy to show.." the words "To continue 
any scientific endeavour, we have to assume..." 
 
 
Martin 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Mon, 16 Dec 1996 11:05:16 -0700 
From:    "T. B. Harms" <tbh@TESSER.COM> 
Subject: Re: Solving "loss of input" problem 
 
*from Tracy Harms 1996;12,16.10:40 
 
Hans Blom, 961216d 
 
>[...]  In all cases, the rabbit -- or part of it -- is 
>not perceived. Yet the fox is still controlling for chasing the 
>rabbit. I do not care for a fundamental and strict separation between 
>control, where the fox sees (all of?) the rabbit and non-control 
>("computation of output"), when it does not. I think the difference, 
>and its behavioral consequences, are gradual -- not fundamental, and 
>I also think that there is a quite gradual change from one to the 
>other "strategy". And I finally think, in contrast to PCTers, that 
>pretty much the same mechanism underlies both. Anyway, I see no 
>switching transients. 
 
I propose that the appearance of gradualness is an illusion which comes 
from parallelism and redundancy.  Foxes go a long way toward closing the 
gap with rabbits by smell, and perhaps sound.  Sight is necessarily low 
among control systems because foxes cannot catch rabbits in a race; they 
must catch them by stealth.  (This is why rabbits stand tall when they see 
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a fox: it lets the fox know that the rabbit knows it is there, and thus the 
hunt is effectively ended.  Rabbits do not stand when they see a dog, they 
run, for it is not clear that the rabbit will be able to outrun a dog.) 
Regardless of the particular combination of methods by which the higher 
level perception is facilitated, the multiplicity of simultaneously 
relevant perceptions is what gives things such as "hunts" their gradual 
curves. 
 
I would agree that some of these controllings allow the hunt to continue 
with cunning effectiveness even when major perceptual channels are blinded, 
and even that it is precisely to cover for such sporatic and temporary 
blindings that these "models" exist.  But I would guess that the nature of 
these internally-directed systems is such that they are not parallel to the 
world which is the subject of attention.  Rather than being *models*, these 
are *strategies* or *tactics* which may increase the effectiveness for the 
higher-level perception.  For example, perhaps a hunting animal responds to 
the concealment of its prey by pulling itself into the beginnings of a 
direction-changing posture.  If the prey keeps running straight this 
reaction was a slight loss, but if the prey switched course while hidden it 
is a relative gain.  But that reaction, while reflecting the (statistical) 
behavior of prey in a vague sense, does not *model* it. 
 
The main problem I have with the proposed model-based control is that it is 
too expensive.  The cost of good models vastly outstrips their possible 
benefit. 
 
>If the rabbit is 
>behind a wide bush and invisible to the fox for more than a moment, 
>and if it picks that moment to reverse in it tracks, the fox's 
>"prediction"/control would be suboptimal. But only gradually worse 
>than when it reverses in plain sight. 
 
No, it is not gradually worse, it is *measurably* worse.  If the fox's 
response time is a function of the duration between the rabbit's direction 
change and the fox's observation of the rabbit, the fact that this 
magnitude is correctibly small does not defy the basic claim that a fox 
cannot respond to a visual observation of its prey without seeing it.  (I'm 
not sure how to improve that statement over the tautological way I put it 
here.) 
 
 
Tracy Bruce Harms                                        tbh@tesser.com 
Boulder, Colorado 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Mon, 16 Dec 1996 10:12:31 -0800 
From:    Rick Marken <marken@LEONARDO.NET> 
Subject: Re: Decision 
 
[From Rick Marken (961216.1010)] 
 
Stefan Balke (961216.1640 CET) -- 
 
> What is a _rational_ solution to the conflict. 
 
Oops. I didn't mean to give the impression that I think there IS a 
rational solution to conflict. I just meant that when we are in a 
conflict it seems that we are often "arguing with ourselves" the merits 
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of which course of action to take. This argument is essentially 
irrelevant to the conflict since it doesn't deal with the real _cause_ 
of the conflict -- the fact that we have set goals that cannot possibly 
be satisfied simultaneously. This internal argument is probably 
generated by error in a control system that is affected, in some way, 
by the conflict. This internal argument won't solve the conflict but it 
may change the gain of one side of the conflict long enough to get that 
side to "win" for the time being (you eat the ice cream) but the 
conflict is still there. 
 
>Do you think that something like experience and observation based 
>probability estimations of the outcomes of the conflicting goal are 
> involved. 
 
Sure. They are used in the "argument"; but they don't solve the 
conflict. The only way to solve a conflict is to change the goals that 
are creating the conflict. And the only way to change the goals that are 
causing teh conflict (I think) is to see the conflict from a point of 
view where the conflict producing goals are seen as _options_ rather 
than _requirements_. 
 
Best 
 
Rick 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Mon, 16 Dec 1996 13:25:24 +0000 
From:    Peter Cariani <peter@EPL.MEEI.HARVARD.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Early language learning 
 
[from Peter Cariani ((961216.1200 EST)] 
 
> [From Bill Powers (961214.0600 MST)] 
> 
> Peter Cariani ((961213.1700 EST)-- 
> 
> >When we hear running speech 
> >there are time patterns corresponding to the acoustic transients 
> >in the speech waveform and their neural correlates can be found 
> >at all levels of the auditory system (i.e. large numbers of neurons 
> >are following the slower modulations in the waveform). 
> >Each one of these syllables has a characteristic 
> >temporal structure (rhythm, onsets and offsets of vowels, etc). 
> 
> This is an interesting post, in that it reminds me strongly of the days when 
> I first became aware that my own perceptions were involved in everything I 
> experienced (instead of just seeing the world as given as I always did 
> before then). When you hear speech, you're obviously noticing 
> "characteristic temporal structures," but it's not so obvious that when you 
> look at the neural correlates of speech, you're ALSO noticing 
> "characteristic temporal structures." It's a particular way of perceiving 
> that is involved in BOTH cases. 
> 
> The fact that you're talking about human perception becomes more obvious 
> when you think of trying to devise an instrument that will indicate 
> automatically which characteristic temporal structure is present (whether 
> you're hearing sounds or looking at oscillograph displays). Suddenly you're 
> neck-deep in the problem of automatic pattern recognition, which remains 
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> essentially unsolved. And you're faced with the problem of saying what it is 
> to recognize something. 
 
Yes. To tackle the problem of how the nervous system recognizes something is 
to tackle general problems of pattern recognition. It's harder, of course, 
because the nervous system may use strategies that no human artefact has 
ever incorporated. One must be a scientist and an inventor at the same time. 
 
> If you listen to speech with a trained ear, so you can hear all the rising 
> and falling pitches, the phonemes, the transitions between phonemes, and so 
> on, you're clearly not listening to "temporal structures;" you're listening 
> at one or more lower levels where you can discern the _elements that are 
> structured_. The same goes for looking at records of neural firings, spread 
> out so you can see their details. When you talk of neural "correlates" 
> you're literally looking at "correlated variations" among the elements that 
> make up the pattern. You're saying "this goes up when that goes up; this 
> pauses when that pauses, this is continuous when that is continuous." What 
> you've done, in fact, is to _eliminate_ the temporal structure and reduce it 
> to a point-by-point comparison. 
 
Basically we observe the responses of auditory neurons and we construct hypotheses 
about what aspects of those neural responses might carry the information needed 
to discriminate speech sounds. The strategy is to try to find neural 
"representations" 
(aspects of neural responses of ensembles or populations of neurons) whose 
features covary with perceptual judgments. In other words, some (metameric) sounds 
that are not percpetually distinguishable should not be distinguishable in a 
putative neural representation if that is the information that is being used 
to subserve the percept. Similarly, all of those sounds that are distinguishable 
should be distinguishable in the representation. 
 
> But that isn't what we mean by a temporal structure. Point by point 
> comparisons don't reveal any _pattern_ unless they're being examined by a 
> human being who _does_ perceive something other than the momentary states of 
> the world. That's why we have no "pattern meters" to put on the shelf beside 
> our voltmeters and light meters and frequency meters and VU meters. We have 
> no meters that will show us, as a pointer position on a scale, the degree to 
> which a given pattern is actually present. We have none, that is, except the 
> one that we carry around in our heads. 
 
There are "pattern meters" like spectrograms and autocorrelograms that 
incorporate temporal pattern into spatial patterns that can be compared. 
We could have transformed our patterns into any other kind of sensory 
display (odors, sounds, shocks, tactile patterns, tastes) and compared them, 
but "visualization" seems most straightforward for this kind of work. 
 
(There was someone who converted DNA sequences into sequences of musical 
notes and could, probably for the same reasons that babies hear out the 
repeated syllables and I hear out the repeated click pattern, hear out 
common nucleotide sequences. There are whole Santa Fe Institute-sponsored 
conferences on these issues of "Auditory Display".) 
 
> Now, what is it to "recognize" a pattern? If you can observes "acoustic 
> transients in the speech waveform and their neural correlates," then you're 
> obviously not looking at the pattern, but at its elements. When you're 
> perceiving a pattern, what you observe is the pattern, a unity; you can say 
> that this pattern is present to some degree or in its ideal form, but that's 
> a one-dimensional measure of pattern-ness: more or less present. When you 
> look at the transients and timings and amplitudes, you're looking at the 
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> _inputs_ to a pattern-recognizer. When you get simply the sense of a pattern 
> being present to some degree, you're looking at the _output_ of the 
> recognizer. The space between the inputs and outputs contains that device 
> that we can't yet build, but that exists in working order in our brains. 
 
Yes, but as I say, we can build putative representations (which are effectively 
devices) that give us outputs which we can then compare with the psychophysics. 
 
> When you look at neural correlates of acoustic patterns, if you can trace 
> the correlations between the sounds and the neural signals you aren't 
> looking at the outputs of the pattern recognizers, but only at the inputs 
> which have not yet reached these recognizers. You won't have found the 
> temporal pattern recognizer until you find signals that are present when the 
> pattern is present, absent when it is absent, and remain _constant_ as long 
> as the same temporal pattern is going on. YOU may observe the same pattern 
> in the sound and in the neural firings, but that's only because you're using 
> your own pattern recognizer. That's why YOU get a sense of the same pattern 
> recurring in both the sound and the neural firings. What you're really 
> looking for is a place in the nervous system where there's a signal that 
> corresponds to your own _sense of pattern_. That is, this signal should be 
> present while you're experiencing a certain pattern-ness in the sound, and 
> absent when you're not. It should most definitely NOT covary with each 
> transient feature of the pattern, either in the sound or in the neural firings. 
 
So the reason that I have such a strong feeling about this is that the temporal 
patterns in the neural responses are those stimulus-related aspects of the 
neural responses that are most invariant over a wide, wide range of stimulus 
conditions (over a huge 40-50 dB dynamic range, in noise, when there are 
competing sounds, coming from different directions in audio-space, etc. etc.). 
 
> >So it's not necessarily baffling that we hear these things. 
> >Our auditory system is made to detect recurring time patterns. 
> >A temporal memory trace and a means of cross-correlating the 
> >incoming (neural) time pattern with what's stored is all you 
> >need. 
> 
> That sounds easy, but it's not that easy. 
 
I agree it's not that easy (I'm trying to be light-hearted about this), 
but I think it's much easier than any of the ways that 
have hitherto been proposed for how we do those things. I know of no 
current maintream neural model of speech perception whose 
neurophysiological assumptions hold up under scrutiny. 
 
> To do a cross-correlation between 
> two signals, you have to make sure they're synchronized, which means 
> starting the memory signal at the right instant relative to the perceptual 
> signal. So you need at least some means of locking the repetitions together. 
 
A rich set of relative delays does the trick. If you get anything major 
out of any relative delay channel, you've detected a similarity. 
 
> And you also have to lock the _speed_ of the memory signal to that of the 
> perceptual signal. The word you remember must be running at the same speed 
> as the word you're hearing; otherwise even if you start the memory-word at 
> the same instant the real word starts, they'll be out of synch before the 
> word ends. 
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This time-warping is easily accomplished by sets of tapped delay lines with 
different 
conduction velocities. I'm planning to write a short paper on these computational 
primitives in the spring. 
 
> And of course the words must be spoken and remembered with 
> identical pitches and inflections. When you think about actually building a 
> cross-correlator that will work with continuous speech, the project becomes 
> considerably more complex than it seems when you just describe what it's 
> suppose to accomplish. 
 
Of course it is. But it may be much easier to do these things in the time domain 
than by warping time-frequency patterns in degraded spectrograms. 
 
> Your example of the cross-correlator does have one essential feature of a 
> pattern recognizer: its output is not a pattern, but a number indicating the 
> degree to which a specific pattern is present. As long as the pattern is 
> present to the same degree, the number will remain CONSTANT. If the pattern 
> changes so it is less like the nominal pattern, the number will get smaller. 
 
We can go into the nuts and bolts of it some other time when there is more time. 
Just as the output of a filter is not only the magnitude of the output (like an 
rms of the signal coming out), but also the waveform of the the output signal, 
the output of a cross-correlator is not only a scalar "similarity" index, but the 
pattern of the output of the operation. The pattern also tells you what aspects 
of the two signals are the same. 
 
> What _is_ the "obvious" alternative? If it's to say that the pattern is 
> "right there in the neural signals" I believe you're completely mistaken. 
> You're simply applying your own ability to detect patterns to the neural 
> signals. Without that ability, the signals would just be signals. 
 
First off, the temporal patterns in the neural responses are not exact 
mirrors of the stimulus, although (I think) they preserve those aspects that 
are invariant perceptually. I can't read in invariances that covary with percepts 
that aren't there in the neural responses (I do decide what aspects of the 
neural response I will look at, my observables, but I don't determine what 
the values of those observables are -- my observations determine that). All 
I'm saying is that neural representations based on timing information are 
viable and constitute strong candidates for how the brain may represent 
perceptually-important aspects of the speech signal. 
 
> If you said the word "Mississippi" to a dog, you could probably find neural 
> correlates of that acoustic input in the dog's brain. But the dog would not 
> perceive the word "Mississippi", would it? 
 
Might depend on the dog.  I'll quote Ernst Mach on this one: 
 
"What is true of the pendulum is true of every vibrating body. 
A tuning fork, when it sounds, also vibrates. 
It vibrates more rapidly when its sound is higher; 
more slowly when it is deeper. The standard A of our 
musical scale is produced by about four-hundred and 
fifty vibrations per second. 
"...We strike as many [differently tuned] forks as we will, 
the fork tuned to A is perfectly indifferent to their notes; 
it is deaf, in fact, to all except its own; and if you 
strike three, four, five, or any number whatsoever, of 
forks all at the same time, so as to make the shocks which 
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come from them ever so great, the A fork will not join in 
the vibrations unless another fork A in the collection struck. 
It picks out, in other words, from all the notes sounded, 
that which accords with it. 
"The same is true of all bodies which can yield notes. 
Tumblers resound when a piano is played, on the striking 
of certain notes, and so do window panes. Nor is the phenomenon 
without analogy in different provinces. Take a dog that answers 
to the name "Nero." He lies under your table. 
You speak of Domitian, Vespasian, and Marcus Aurelius Antonius, 
you call upon all the Roman Emperors that occur to you, but the 
dog does not stir, although a slight tremor of his ear tells you 
of a faint response of his consciousness. But the moment you call 
"Nero" he jumps joyfully towards you. The tuning fork is like your dog. 
It answers to the name A." (Mach 1865) 
 
Forgive me for the shagginess of the dog, for "The Dog is Us."  * 
 
 
Peter 
 
*the title of a long-past Rolling Stone article on why the Sixties ended 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Mon, 16 Dec 1996 13:18:22 EST 
From:    Bruce Gregory <gregory@CF4.HARVARD.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Popper's Preposterous Propositions 
 
[From Bruce Gregory (961216.1320)] 
 
Martin Taylor 961216 12:25 
 
> How about substituting for "It is easy to show.." the words "To continue 
> any scientific endeavour, we have to assume..." 
 
How about, "We have no evidence..."? 
 
 
Bruce Gregory 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Mon, 16 Dec 1996 13:23:42 EST 
From:    Bruce Gregory <gregory@CF4.HARVARD.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Solving "loss of input" problem 
 
[From Bruce Gregory (961216.1325)] 
 
Tracy Harms 1996;12,16.10:40 
 
> Foxes go a long way toward closing the 
> gap with rabbits by smell, and perhaps sound.  Sight is necessarily low 
> among control systems because foxes cannot catch rabbits in a race; they 
> must catch them by stealth.  (This is why rabbits stand tall when they see 
> a fox: it lets the fox know that the rabbit knows it is there, and thus the 
> hunt is effectively ended.  Rabbits do not stand when they see a dog, they 
> run, for it is not clear that the rabbit will be able to outrun a dog.) 
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You are a gold-mine of information! 
 
> The main problem I have with the proposed model-based control is that it is 
> too expensive.  The cost of good models vastly outstrips their possible 
> benefit. 
 
It certainly seems that way to me as well. 
 
 
Bruce Gregory 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Mon, 16 Dec 1996 10:38:46 -0800 
From:    Rick Marken <marken@LEONARDO.NET> 
Subject: Re: Popper's Preposterous Propositions 
 
[From Rick Marken (961216.1040)] 
 
Martin Taylor (961216 12:25) -- 
 
>Rick's agreed with me for too long. Several days now, at least. Can't 
>have that:-) 
 
You ain't got it! 
 
Me: 
 
>It is easy to show that the inanimate environment has no such purpose. 
 
Martin: 
 
> Whoops! How, pray? By using the methods of PCT? Applying The Test? 
 
You got it! 
 
>What if the "purpose" of the inanimate environment is to get you to 
>believe there is no purpose? 
 
It would do something to protect the controlled variable (its 
perception of my belief that it has no purpose) from the effects of 
disturbance (such as my belief that it _does_ have purpose). 
 
> How about substituting for "It is easy to show.." the words 
> "To continue any scientific endeavour, we have to assume..." 
 
Because then I would be turning away from experimentalism (which I like) 
and toward scholasticism (which I abhor);-) 
 
Best 
 
Rick 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Mon, 16 Dec 1996 13:38:40 EST 
From:    Bruce Gregory <gregory@CF4.HARVARD.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Decision 
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[From Bruce Gregory (961216.1340 EST)] 
 
Rick Marken (961216.1010) 
 
> Sure. They are used in the "argument"; but they don't solve the 
> conflict. The only way to solve a conflict is to change the goals that 
> are creating the conflict. And the only way to change the goals that are 
> causing the conflict (I think) is to see the conflict from a point of 
> view where the conflict producing goals are seen as _options_ rather 
> than _requirements_. 
 
Think of how simple life would be if we asked whether some action 
might lead to conflicting goals _before_ we acted! 
 
 
Bruce Gregory 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Mon, 16 Dec 1996 14:09:59 +0000 
From:    Peter Cariani <peter@EPL.MEEI.HARVARD.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Aristotle and Contingent Truths 
 
>From Peter Cariani (961216.1430)] 
 
> [From cr4@AXE.HUMBOLDT.EDU]: 
> 
> Peter Cariani wrote: 
> 
> > This is an all-too-common misconception. One doesn't need a theory to make 
> > a measurement, to write down the value of a pointer reading. One does need 
> > a model, however to make a prediction of the value of some other observable 
> > from the pointer reading. One needs a theory if one is going to make more 
> > general explanations or interpretations of what's going on. Observations 
> > can stand by themselves, as long as one describes what one has done to 
> > make them (how the system has been prepared, how the measurement apparatus 
> > was built and calibrated, etc etc). P.W. Bridgeman was always very clear on 
> > these kinds of operational points. 
> 
> Greetings, 
> 
> This seems to imply that that measurement of events can be made in some 
> absolute way. They ultimately can't, IMO, because an event can only be 
> measured in respect to some other event, never to some absolute position 
> or instant. What are measured are always space intervals and time 
> intervals. This "relativity" of events implies that 4x coordinate 
> systems (x, y, z, t,) must be FIRSTLY CHARACTERIZED by the setting of an 
> origin. (theoretical framework PRE-defined by observer?) 
 
Who said anything about "absolutes"? One doesn't even need a characterized 
4x coordinate frame to make a measurement --- what about geiger counters or 
the gels of molecular biologists or the brake-fluid light on your car? I 
agree that the interaction of the measuring device and its environment takes 
place over a finite duration and in some spatial location, but operationally 
one does not need to characterize the measuring device or its operation before 
one can use it as a measuring device. Early electrical researchers used 
frog's legs to detect electrical potentials -- they didn't know how their 
measuring devices worked or why -- but they could nevertheless reliably use 
them to detect changes in test assemblies. 
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> 
> > Theories inform which observables (which measuring devices we use) we choose 
> > for our models, but once that choice is made, the outcomes of the measurements 
> > themselves had bloody well be independent of our theoretical framework 
> > (or we are deceiving ourselves). 
> 
> See above. 
 
 
See above. 
 
 
> > Thus, observation is possible without a theoretical framework but 
> > pragmatically "meaningful" observations are only possible within 
> > some broader framework (a model or theory or control system). 
> > 
> 
> Any set of physical data takes its complete sense only when it is 
> accompanied by the measurement errors and uncertainties, and more 
> generally the "resolution" characterizing the system under 
> consideration. Any measurement is made with some finite "resolution" 
> (change in: x, y, z, t). This resolution should be included in the 
> (pre)definition of of said coordinate system. Being itself a length or 
> time interval, it is subjected to the relativity of SCALES. 
 
You must be either a physicist, mathematician, or philosopher. What does 
"complete sense" mean? Our knowledge of the material world is always 
incomplete. 
 
See above. 
 
> Treating measurments as absolute (independent of observer reference 
> frame) assumes that space/time is continuous and DIFFERENTIABLE. 
> Feynman demonstrated that, ultimately, this is may not be the case when 
> he identified quantum "particle" trajectories (real and virtual) as 
> continuous but NON-DIFFERENTIABLE. This suggests that such trajectories 
> may encompass INFINITE geodesics (fractal geometry?). As a result, 
> measurements at the quantum scale are rendered statistical probabilities 
> in a (theoretical) framework of absolute Minkowskian space, whereas they 
> are taken in the assumed context of locally Euclidian (linear)/ globally 
> Rhienmannian (curvilinear) at larger scales. Thus scale dependent. 
 
What on earth are you talking about here? 
 
I'm not talking about measurements as absolutes. Being able to calibrate a 
measuring device so that if we set up two measuring devices under the same 
(apparent) experimental conditions, we get the same results. Measurement 
does need to be absolute (i.e. you know what you're measuring) in order to 
be replicable (i.e. you get the same results as I do when you follow my 
directions for setting up the experiment). The operations of building, 
calibrating, and preparing measuring devices had better be clear and reliable 
regardless of what theory one adopts. 
 
See above. 
 
> > [From Rick Marken (961213.1000)] 
> > > Are there really people out there who want to go back to 
> > > Aristotle's and Aquinus' approach to knowledge -- pure reason? 
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> > 
> > Them's fightin' words. I knew Aristotle. Aristotle was my friend. This aint 
> > the Aristotle that I know. You can say anything you want about Aquinas, 
> > but (as he tells me in my sleep) Aristotle always insisted on 
> > the complementarity of the Necessary and the Contingent, 
> > i.e. of analytic truths and of empirical truths. Kant obviously 
> > was an Aristotelian in this sense, and a major disaster of 20th century 
> > philosophy has been Quine's muddying of the distinction between logic 
> > and observation. The Catholic church really did a number on Aristotle in 
> > the middle ages, platonizing him in the process. Don't trust what the Jesuits 
> > taught you in parochial school about Aristotle. Plato's your villan. 
> > 
> 
> I'm certainly less a fan of the big A. Methinks, ultimately, that the 
> "Non-Aristotlean"'s approach will have more general application. They 
> seem more at home in a "relative" universe. 
 
There is an excellent book by Graham called Aristotle's Two Systems (Oxford, 1987) 
(unfortunately Oxford U Press has not kept the paperback version in print -- 
must be some kind of crypto-platonic conspiracy) in which Graham discusses 
Aristotle's 
"hylomorphic" view of the world. Graham offers a very persuasive interpretation 
in which Aristotle's first system was an axiomatic-deductive (ontological) system 
that was observer-independent, but his thinking evolved to his second system, 
the hylomorphic one, in which the properties of things are generated by their 
interactions with an observer (i.e. properties are joint properties of observer 
and the observed material system). This is a relativistic system par excellence, 
one 
that is not so far from that of Bohr and Bridgman. 
 
Again, (arguably) I think the perception of Aristotle was distorted by the 
Catholic 
interpretation. I have no idea who your NonAristotelians are or what they think. 
 
I only hope it's not Popper. The idea of "falsifiability" is reasonable if it's 
applied to models that make specific predictions (either the prediction matches 
the experimental outcome or it doesn't), but as Feyerabend showed over and over 
it can't apply coherently to such ill-defined conceptual constructs as are 
whole theories. Theories contain many tacit assumptions and images of how things 
are supposed to hang together. Models, on the other hand, better be completely 
explicit in their assumptions, methods (which observables, which mathematical 
operations), and predictions. Much confusion in the philosophy of science 
has involved the conflation of "scientific theory" and "scientific model". 
Popper also had the handicap of trying to be a realist and to do epistemology 
at the same time -- it just doesn't work. 
 
Peter 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Mon, 16 Dec 1996 14:26:11 EST 
From:    Bruce Gregory <gregory@CF4.HARVARD.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Aristotle and Contingent Truths 
 
>From [Bruce Gregory (961216.1430 EST)] 
 
Peter Cariani (961216.1430) 
 
> The idea of "falsifiability" is reasonable if it's 
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> applied to models that make specific predictions (either the prediction matches 
> the experimental outcome or it doesn't), but as Feyerabend showed over and over 
> it can't apply coherently to such ill-defined conceptual constructs as are 
> whole theories. Theories contain many tacit assumptions and images of how things 
> are supposed to hang together. Models, on the other hand, better be completely 
> explicit in their assumptions, methods (which observables, which mathematical 
> operations), and predictions. Much confusion in the philosophy of science 
> has involved the conflation of "scientific theory" and "scientific model". 
 
Indeed! 
 
> Popper also had the handicap of trying to be a realist and to do epistemology 
> at the same time -- it just doesn't work. 
 
I've often had that thought about Popper. He was a maddening 
combination of sweet reasonableness and dogmatism. (Come to 
think of it, he's not the only one.... ;-) ) 
 
 
Bruce Gregory 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Mon, 16 Dec 1996 12:54:02 -0700 
From:    Bill Powers <powers_w@FRONTIER.NET> 
Subject: Re: Vancouver's experiment 
 
[ 
From Bill Powers (961216.0910 MST)] 
 
Hans Blom, 961216 -- 
> 
>>>If the mouse gets stuck, the loop gain decreases to zero; no 
>>>controller, model-based or not, will be able to cope with this 
>>>situation immediately. 
> 
>>Not true. The response of a simple control system will be to 
>>increase the output immediately, which in the case of the stuck 
>>mouse ball will usually free it up and permit control to continue. 
> 
>That happens, yes. But sometimes (often?) not. 
 
Actually it's the normal mode of operation of a mouse. A mouse ball is 
always slipping a little on the table or pad and relative to the rollers 
that it turns inside the mouse; that's one reason I regret having to use a 
mouse in our tracking experiments. We're measuring the number of counts from 
the mouse quite accurately, but as a tracking experiment proceeds, the mouse 
position itself gradually departs from the position indicated by the counts. 
If you try to run the experiment longer than a few minutes, the mouse will 
probably drift off a small mouse pad. The person doing the tracking knows 
nothing of this drift, of course, until the mouse runs off the pad. The 
slippage, however, makes no difference in tracking accuracy. It would be 
extremely hard to explain how a world-model could compensate for this slippage. 
 
The world is full of little disturbances like this, which we never notice 
because we automatically compensate using closed-loop control. 
 
>>The great advantage of the PCT model is that when an unexpected 
>>disturbance does occur, the system will automatically increase or 
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>>decrease its output to oppose the effects of the disturbance, 
>>without requiring any prediction that the disturbance is going to 
>>occur. 
> 
>In the case that you refer to above, an "unintended side effect" is 
>that this resolves the problem. It doesn't always; if it doesn't, >how long 
should one stick to this "method"? When the door hinges >are a 
>bit rusty, you will still open the door with this "unintended" 
>method, but not when it is locked. In some cases such a strong 
>response will actually be harmful (to door or muscles). If that can 
>be foreseen, a different solution method, based on a more extended 
>knowledge of cause-effect relationships, would be better. What you 
>present as a solution here is not really one. 
 
But it is. You seem to keep forgetting that reorganization is part of the 
PCT model just as much as your model. It's simply applied differently -- to 
a closed-loop control system instead of to an internal world-model control 
system. There's no reason that reorganization can't be present and working 
at all times in the PCT model as it is in yours. Reorganization is NOT the 
difference between your model and the PCT model. 
 
The main difference is that in your model any unexpected or unpredicted 
disturbance will be unopposed, because the controlled variable is not being 
compared directly against the reference signal. ONLY those disturbances 
which are part of the world-model can be opposed in your scheme. In the PCT 
model it's not necessary for any disturbance to be represented inside the 
system; the departure of a controlled variable from the reference condition 
is itself enough to alter the output to oppose the deviation. It doesn't 
matter what caused the deviation. 
 
In the case of the PCT system, the problem of the locked door is handled by 
a higher-level system. The first reaction is, as you say, to pull harder. 
But if a higher system senses abnormally large efforts going on, it will 
perceive this as an error and correct for it by selecting some other 
lower-level control systems, such as those that fish a key out of the pocket 
and unlock the door. If no existing control system at any level can solve 
the problem, then and only then is reorganization called for. That's the 
main point of allo the control systems at all the levels - to act 
automatically to prevent recurrance of the conditions that lead to 
reorganization. Your model works the same way: as long as the parameters are 
appropriate, the Kalman Filter part of the model has nothing to do. 
 
At that point, both your model and mine run into a problem: how does a _new 
kind_ of organization come into being? As long as we're talking only about 
varying parameters in a system of a specific form, we can think of many 
feasible methods of reorganizing, the EKF being a nice one, although 
computationally expensive. But when we encounter, for the first time, a door 
that has to be opened by pressing a button on the wall, we can't get to the 
new organization simply by extending or modifying the old one that used to 
open the door. In your case, you need a radical change in the FORM of the 
world-model, and your model can't provide a new form. It can only alter the 
parameters of the existing form. 
 
>>You describe what must be done to make such systems work, without 
>>apparently seeing how impractical these requirements are for any 
>>_general_ model of behavior. You're talking about complex 
>>troubleshooting and cognitive processes that are typical of the >>way a 
whole intelligent human being might approach a problem with >>a piece of 
machinery -- not about the sort of process that would 
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>>account for walking on a slippery surface or manipulating a mouse >>on a 
table with slippery spots. 
> 
>Oh yes, I am. If you can see the spots that are slippery, you can 
>avoid them. If not, you can try to find a way of walking that won't 
>let you slip on those spots. It's not too difficult to learn to >walk on 
ice. It's not too difficult either to learn to walk on a >sidewalk that has 
(sometimes invisible) patches of ice; you only >have to assume that there 
is/could be ice _everywhere_. 
 
I've seen people who walk on ice this way. They're usually elderly and 
deathly afraid that if they slip, they'll die. Others, however, are less 
intimidated and more confident of their own control systems. They slip, but 
they don't fall. Some of them, when spying a slippery patch, will actually 
take a run at it and slide across it yelling WHEE! They don't have to take 
cognitively-directed precautions; they know that if they slip, their control 
systems will almost instantly correct the error. 
> 
>>What's most troublesome for the model-based approach is predicting 
>>_when_ it will get stuck. 
> 
>That is right. Models cannot be comprehensive and fully accurate. 
>Surprises cannot be excluded. The world is not fully predictable, >and even 
if it were, modelling it would lead to a far too complex >model. What _can_ 
be included into a model, however, is methods of >how to handle particular 
classes of surprises when one is >perceived. 
 
The hierarchical control model is ideally suited to that kind of behavior. 
The higher systems can choose lower-level reference signals to manipulate as 
appropriate to different _classes_ of situations, but they don't have to 
deal with the details of any situations; the lower-level systems take care 
of the details. Reorganization isn't necessary as long as all these levels 
of control contain a solution to the problem. I appreciate your mention of 
the unpredictability of the world, and of the fact that even if it could be 
predicted, doing so would require implausibly complex (and knowledgeable) 
computations. 
 
> 
>>A more complex model would clearly be required when a simpler one 
>>leaves significant parts of the behavior in question unexplained, >>or 
predicts them incorrectly. If a model-based control system >>could explain 
behavior that a simpler model couldn't explain, it >>would not only "fulfill 
a meaningful role," but would be the only >>available explanation. We would 
have no choice but to use it. 
> 
>I guess that in any particular situation you might come up with a 
>demonstration that "learning" isn't necessary, because you have >built in a 
mechanism that lets the controller perform equally well. >In such cases I 
would say that _you_ have done the learning for the >system -- probably 
through a lengthy process of trial and error -- >and implemented only its 
end result, either in hardware or >software. I'm not interested in that 
approach because it cannot be >generalized. 
 
Hans, can't we do away with this mistaken idea that the PCT model doesn't 
adapt? Why do you assume I say that "learning isn't necessary," when there 
is a whole chapter in B:CP entitled "Learning"? The concept of adaptation 
and reorganization has been an intrinsic part of the PCT model since the 
first paper in 1960. You're making this assumption only because the models I 
have presented most always have no reorganizing capability; that's mainly 
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because I have no good general model for all the kinds of reorganization 
that have to happen. I therefore stick, for the most part, to investigating 
the properties of control systems once they have been learned. That means 
that I estimate the parameters of the system from data, but don't offer any 
explicit model that explains how they come to have those values. 
 
Your concept of adaptation works ONLY with a model having a certain given 
architecture. You have to give the world-model a form before the EKF 
approach has any parameters to modify: your model doesn't create that 
world-model from scratch, because you don't know how to make it do that. You 
can't explain where your world-model comes from, and how it happens that the 
_inverse_ of the world-model also magically appears, somehow sharing the 
adjustable parameters with the forward world-model. Setting up the basic 
world-model, taking its inverse, and transferring the parameters are all 
things YOU do, as the programmer. Your model has just as much help from the 
modeler as mine does. 
 
>I want to discover good generalizations that can be implemented not >in one 
specific case but much more generally. That seems to be >where our interests 
diverge, as you indicate: 
> 
>>>Thus far, you have been pretty unclear about when it would serve 
>>>the larger scheme of things (successful control) to collect and 
>>>store knowledge about the world, and what exactly the impact of 
>>>such knowledge might be on the quality of our behavior. That >>>issue 
needs to be resolved, I think. 
> 
>>I don't really care about that problem because I don't know enough 
>>about higher-level processes in human beings to speculate about >it. I 
know this is a big philosophical deal to you, but it isn't to >>me. 
> 
>It's not only philosophical. It's extremely practical as well. >Given a 
"system to be controlled" that has only partly predictable >behavior a 
priori, how can we discover -- in the most general sense >-- its more 
specific, individual "behavioral laws" in real time, >such that subsequent 
control can be better. 
 
You can't claim the high ground that way. You have certainly not solved this 
problem "in the most general sense." The difference between us is that I 
KNOW I can't solve it "in the most general sense" and therefore don't waste 
my efforts trying. You might LIKE to solve it "in the most general sense," 
but you're no more capable of doing that than I am. Stating lofty goals 
doesn't by itself make you able to achieve them. 
 
>>> ... How to adjust the pre-compensation TF1? By the usual 
>>>mechanisms of random trial-and-error and hill-climbing, I 
>>>guess. For the sake of efficiency preferably the latter. 
 
Yeah, but where's the mechanism in your model for DOING that? All you're 
doing is describing what needs to be done. That doesn't offer any solution. 
It's easy to propose something like pre-compensation, but you haven't 
justified it if the mechanism is just "whatever is required to make it come 
out that way." 
 
>>That answer is sufficiently vague that it could be applied to any 
>>model at all. Conspicuously lacking is any attempt to say what >>sort of 
mechanism would DO this hill-climbing. In the Extended >>Kalman Filter 
model, at least you supply a specific mechanism to >>do one interesting part 
of the job. That mechanism will not handle >>the discovery and adjustment of 
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the required form of TF1. 
> 
>Why not? If the system is (sufficiently) linear, the EKF approach 
>would be able, for instance, to discover the system's impulse (or 
>step) response. 
 
Look, you're just talking about something you think COULD be done. The model 
you presented doesn't have that something in it. You're alluding to a model 
you haven't developed yet. I accept your EKF model as a valid model, as far 
as it goes, because you actually worked it out and got it to operate. 
Perhaps you had to put things in it that the model itself didn't generate, 
but at this stage of the game we all have to do that. The important thing is 
that you demonstrated the mechanism you're talking about. You're not doing 
that with respect to the series TF1 compensation. 
 
Best, 
 
Bill P. 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Mon, 16 Dec 1996 12:54:13 -0700 
From:    Bill Powers <powers_w@FRONTIER.NET> 
Subject: Re: simultaneity 
 
[From Bill Powers (961216.1045 MST)] 
 
Hans Blom, 961216b -- 
 
>Semantic problems again? 
> 
>>You say that "in your experience" flipping a light switch causes a 
>>light to turn on and off. Is that not a perception? 
> 
>I would not call it a perception but (a certain type of; causal) 
>relationship between an action ("flip the switch") and a perception 
>("light on/off"). It is not the _perception_ of flipping the switch 
>that I relate to light on or off but the _action_. 
 
Yes, but how do you know about the action, except through feeling and seeing it? 
 
Best, 
 
Bill P. 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Mon, 16 Dec 1996 12:54:16 -0700 
From:    Bill Powers <powers_w@FRONTIER.NET> 
Subject: Re: model-based tradeoff 
 
[From Bill Powers (961216.1050 MST)] 
 
Hans Blom, 961216d -- 
 
After vehemently insisting that my comments (and Rick's) on prediction are 
wrong, you say: 
 
>It is the other way around. If the model is told that the "laws of 
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>the world" do not change, and they indeed do not, it can provide 
>accurate long-term predictions.  If the model is told that the "laws 
>of the world" do not change, yet they do, it still will provide 
>long-term predictions, but these will of course be completely 
>incorrect. Finally, if the model is told that the "laws of the world" 
>change rapidly, yet they are constant, it will not provide accurate 
>long-term predictions -- although in principle it could. 
 
That is exactly what I was talking about. There is a tradeoff. Either you 
tell the model that the world changes rapidly or that it changes slowly. In 
the first case, the model can predict short-term changes but not long-term 
ones. In the second case, it can predict long-term changes but not 
short-term ones. As you just said above. 
 
The real world, of course, involves both long-term and short-term changes, 
as in the case of the weather or the stock market or driving on a windy day. 
If you want to predict a long way ahead, you have to ignore the short-term 
changes in order to derive the long-term trends. If your system is to 
predict short-term changes, it can't average them out. 
 
Of course you could have TWO systems, one making short-term predictions and 
the other long-term ones based on the same input data. 
 
Unfortunately, predicting disturbances entails assuming regularities of a 
very restricted kind, not like encountering icy patches on the sidewalk or 
slippery spots under the mouse, or the presence or absence of a pedestrian 
just as you turn your car around a blind corner. Disturbances come and go; 
they don't just vary in a nice Gaussian distribution. You can't predict what 
the crosswind will be as you emerge from a tunnel. You can't predict when 
the phone is going to ring. You can't predict that your keys will snag on a 
loop of thread as you pull them from your pocket. You can't predict how 
heavy a Christmas package will be when you pick it up. You can't predict 
what you'll have in your hands when the cat jumps into your lap. You can't 
predict your own errors of prediction. 
 
And you can't achieve good control if you simply treat these unpredictable 
variations as "uncertainty" and deal with them in terms of means and 
standard deviations. Real control requires dealing with each disturbance as 
it arises, and as it varies from moment to moment. A PCT model can do that; 
an EKF model tuned for medium to long-term prediction can't. It's as simple 
as that. 
 
>>I don't think this problem is peculiar to the Kalman filter 
>>approach; it's inherent in the nature of prediction. 
> 
>Prediction is possible only if there are regularities that you can 
>rely on. 
 
Yes, that's what I said, wasn't it? 
 
>>The accuracy of a prediction depends on the length of the sample you 
>>work with. If you want to predict successfully for a long time 
>>ahead, you have to use a long sample, and you have to count on the 
>>characteristics of the world remaining constant during that sampling 
>>time as well as during the prediction time. 
> 
>It is the latter, not the former, that is important. The "length of 
>the sample you work with" must be enough to let you estimate the 
>model parameters. Basically, the number of measured variables must be 
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>(at least) as large as the number of independent parameters of the 
>model. Equal numbers would allow us to solve N equations in N 
>unknowns. A larger number of observations allows some noise or 
>uncertainty elimination in that it allows a "best" curve fit. 
 
Yes, that's exactly what I'm talking about. The world has to retain the same 
characteristics both during the sampling time and the prediction time; if it 
remains the same while you're making your estimate, but begins to change 
immediately afterward, your estimate will be no good. Ditto if the world is 
variable during the sampling time and constant after it -- or even if the 
manner of variation is not the same before and after. 
 
A "best fit" is not what we need for control. The average crosswind is zero; 
you have to deal with the crosswind that exists THIS time, not its average 
characteristics. 
 
>>I think this tradeoff is a natural aspect of any prediction scheme. 
>>Either you predict the details very accurately for a short time into 
>>the future,  or you predict the long-term trends accurately at the 
>>expense of short-term accuracy. I don't believe you can do both at 
>>the same time. 
> 
>It is impossible to predict individual noisy observations. It is, 
>however, frequently possible to accurately predict long-term trends, 
>whatever your belief in the contrary. 
 
I can't agree with that. The best predictions are for a medium term, 
although there are exceptions (as in predicting satellite orbits, where 
disturbances are few, small, and mostly known). I realize that vast sums of 
money are spent in predicting long-term trends, but the claims of accuracy 
are more like justifications for spending the money than reports of the 
actual results. Something always comes up. "My prediction of inflationary 
trends was perfectly accurate, but how could I have known in advance about 
the Middle-East oil embargo?" Something ALWAYS comes up, but you never know 
what it's going to be. The butterfly effect reigns. 
 
I think your logic is flawed, Hans. You have settled on a model that 
requires prediction. You realize that if this model is to work, the world 
must be mostly predictable. But instead of looking objectively at the world 
and concluding that the model is inappropriate, you reason that since the 
model MUST work, the world MUST be predictable to the extent required by the 
model. This means that you must shrug off example after example of the 
variability of the world, the unpredictability of the world. You simply 
insist that the laws of nature remain constant, so the world must be 
predictable. 
 
The world is quite lawful; I have no problem in agreeing with that. But it 
is also monstrously complex, and local conditions are always being affected 
by hidden or remote conditions of which we know and can know nothing. How 
could I have predicted that a forty-year-old man would decide to go out to 
lunch ten minutes early, and thus pop suddenly out of a doorway into my path 
so I'd have to step aside to avoid a collision? How can I be prepared to mop 
up the place on the carpet where the cat is going to throw up two minutes 
from now? How can I predict dropping the house keys as I try to unlock the 
door, so I will have to bend down down pick them up? Did I plan all that 
ahead of time, both dropping the keys and bending toward the place on the 
ground where they bounced off the steps? When I'm reading a book, do I 
predict that my hand is going to wobble a bit, and plan out the eye 
movements that will compensate for the movement of the page? When I pull a 
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piece of Kleenex out of the box, does my model include the fact that the 
next piece is folded over and won't pop up correctly, and have all ready the 
movements that will extract the next piece from the box? And if I don't have 
that folded piece built into my model, does that mean I have to throw the 
whole box of Kleenex away? 
 
>>In "challeng5" you adjusted the Kalman filter computations to 
>>correct essentially all the prediction error for the disturbance in 
>>a single iteration of the program, in effect extrapolating one 
>>iteration ahead. As a result, when input was cut off the errors of 
>>prediction started growing very rapidly on each successive 
>>iteration, and there was essentially no long-term prediction 
>>capability. 
> 
>I don't know which simulation you have in mind here. But if you look 
>more closely you will see that, when the input was cut off, the 
>action became pretty regular -- after a transition period. This 
>indicates that the model parameters were pretty stable as well, and 
>that the prediction error did not grow without bound. 
 
You're treating this as a thought-experiment and telling me what you imagine 
the model must have done. Nothing at all like what you say happened. When 
the input was cut off, the adjustments of the modeled disturbance ceased, 
and it became constant. The real disturbance kept right on changing, so the 
model deviated from the reality, very quickly, within limits set only by the 
limits of the real disturbance. The simulation is the one called 
"challeng5.pas", which you wrote to compare your model with mine. 
 
>>While I can't untangle the complexities of your computations in 
>>detail, I'm quite sure that the result of this rapid response is to 
>>convert your "model-based" system into a simple closed-loop feedback 
>>control system witb a slight amount of first-derivative feedback 
>>(the one-iteration extrapolation). 
> 
>Incorrect. The extrapolation (it is exactly that!) is based on much 
>more than just first derivatives. It is based on everything that the 
>model has learned about the regularities that link its actions with 
>the ensuing perceptions of the results of those actions. 
 
What model are YOU talking about? There is no such facility in 
Challeng5.pas. When the input was lost your model ceased to extrapolate the 
disturbance, or if it did, it did so incorrectly. 
 
>>Suppose that the disturbance had been a slow sine-wave, a regular 
>>waveform with a period of several hundred iterations of the 
>>program. To take advantage of this regularity, you could now use a 
>>sine-wave generator in the world-model, adjusted appropriately in 
>>frequency, phase, and amplitude, to model the disturbance. To 
>>achieve accuracy it would be necessary to sample over at least one 
>>full cycle, so as to establish the required frequency and phase. 
> 
>No. A sine-wave has 3 parameters, so 3 measurements would be the 
>minimum. 
 
You're assume that you know in advance that it's going to be a sine-wave. 
 
>Three _independent_ measurements, that is; in practice: not 
>too close together, depending upon noise, computational accuracy and 
>the phase of the sinus. Adaptation can be much faster than you 
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>suggest, but depends on circumstances. If the (slow) sine-wave 
>disappears when it crosses zero, discovery of its amplitude going to 
>zero will be much slower than when the sine-wave disappears at a 
>maximum excursion of the sine-wave. In the first case, it will take 
>some time before the prediction error starts to deviate from zero; in 
>the latter case, the discovery may be essentially instantaneous. 
 
Not if the sine-wave simply becomes a constant at the amplitude that existed 
at the moment of change. You're imagining that the sine-wave suddenly drops 
to zero, which is not the case I proposed, if you will read what I said. I 
said that the sine-wave suddenly becomes a constant value. I said that 
specifically to exclude your "essentially instantaneous" adjustment of the 
model (which is exaggerated anyway). 
 
>>However, if the perceptual input were lost, a _simple one-level_ PCT 
>>model would immediately fail, while the disturbance being simulated 
>>in the model-based system would continue for some time, perhaps 
>>hundreds or thousands of iterations, to match and nearly cancel the 
>>real sine-wave disturbance. The model-based system is the clear 
>>winner in this case. 
> 
>Correct. 
 
Ah. NOW you agree with me. 
> 
>>But consider what will happen with the perceptual input intact if 
>>the real sine-wave disturbance suddenly ceases to change and becomes 
>>constant. 
> 
>What did we tell the model? That the "laws of the world" are 
>constant? In that case it will not believe that this can happen. That 
>they (in this case: the sine-wave's amplitude) are mostly constant 
>but can change suddenly and unpredictably? In that case it needs 
>perceptions in order to be able to detect when those changes occur. 
>No perceptions, no detection of a new situation that comes about at 
>an unpredictable time, of course. Give it perceptions and it will 
>rapidly readjust -- if the knowledge handed it from the higher level 
>is correct. 
> 
>>The PCT model, which does not predict, simply adjusts its output as 
>>usual to cancel the effect of the now-constant disturbance. 
> 
>If it cannot perceive? 
 
No, please try to follow my argument. I am now dealing with the case where 
perception is intact, but the nature of the disturbance suddenly changes. 
Your model, as you explain above, will take a considerable time to adjust 
its modeled disturbance to agree with the new phase, frequency, and 
amplitude, while the PCT model will adjust immediately. 
 
>>It continues to contain the same small error. The world-model based 
>>system, however, continues to produce the same sine-wave modeled 
>>disturbance, so it now is generating output to cancel a non-existent 
>>external disturbance. 
> 
>Only if it cannot discover this. It appears to me that you compare 
>apples and oranges here: a PCT controller that can perceive and a 
>model-based one that cannot. 
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No, I'm dealing here with the case where BOTH models can perceive. I'm 
saying that the PCT model, which does not depend on modeling the sine-wave 
disturbance, will perform much better than the model-based model, which will 
require a considerable time to discover that the disturbance has changed and 
alter its world-model accordingly. While it's in process of discovering the 
change, it will continue to produce output to oppose the non-existent 
changes in the disturbance. It will _create_ errors until it gets its model 
adjusted. 
> 
>>Do you consider this analysis to be the result of "uninformed 
>>misunderstandings"? 
> 
>Well, conclude for yourself... 
 
I have. My analysis stands. Now that you understand what I was talking 
about, do you agree? 
 
Best, 
 
Bill P. 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Mon, 16 Dec 1996 12:58:20 -0700 
From:    "T. B. Harms" <tbh@TESSER.COM> 
Subject: Re: Aristotle and Contingent Truths 
 
*From Tracy Harms 1996;12,16.13:00 
 
 
Peter Cariani (961216.1430) 
 
>Popper also had the handicap of trying to be a realist and to do epistemology 
>at the same time -- it just doesn't work. 
> 
>Peter 
 
 
This implies that you either reject realism, or you reject understanding 
knowledge.  (Or, I suppose, both.) 
 
How might you elaborate the impossibility you have in mind?  What might 
help me share your understanding of a conflict between realism and 
epistemology? 
 
 
Tracy Bruce Harms                                        tbh@tesser.com 
Boulder, Colorado 
----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    "The clear and present danger we face is that those who battle 
    against authoritarianism often themselves become authoritarian. 
    But authoritarianism in any guise prevents improvement--our own 
    intellectual, moral, aesthetic improvement, and the improvement 
    of the social, political, and economic institutions of our 
    society.  So if we seek improvement we must not only combat 
    authoritarianism, we must do it in a nonauthoritarian way." 
                            `                 Henry J. Perkinson 
 
------------------------------ 
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Date:    Mon, 16 Dec 1996 13:46:03 -0700 
From:    Bill Powers <powers_w@FRONTIER.NET> 
Subject: Re: single top-level goal? 
 
[ 
From Bill Powers (961216.1300 MST)] 
 
Hans, your post came through like this: 
 
>begin 644 CONFLIC2.ART 
>M_U=00VL"```!"@`!`````/O_!0`R``4!```)``(```!"````!P`1````1``` 
>M``\`5@```%4````,`%H```"K````4[M#;W5R:65R(#$P(%!I=&-H````__^6 
>M`#(`>`!X`'@`"@`!`````+DK6`)X`!0>#!>,"@````210,D`A\\!``$`6`)` 
>M_____________________O__________________________4W1A;F1A<F0@ 
>M4')I;G1E<B!T;R!!4T-)22Y!4T,``````````%-404Y$05)$+E!24P#;`7@` 
 
etc. 
 
Best, 
 
Bill P. 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Mon, 16 Dec 1996 13:48:42 -0700 
From:    "T. B. Harms" <tbh@TESSER.COM> 
Subject: Re: model-based tradeoff 
 
*From Tracy Harms  1996;12,16.13:45 
 
 
Bill Powers (961216.1050 MST) 
 
>Unfortunately, predicting disturbances entails assuming regularities of a 
>very restricted kind, not like encountering icy patches on the sidewalk or 
>slippery spots under the mouse, or the presence or absence of a pedestrian 
>just as you turn your car around a blind corner. Disturbances come and go; 
>they don't just vary in a nice Gaussian distribution. You can't predict what 
>the crosswind will be as you emerge from a tunnel. You can't predict when 
>the phone is going to ring. You can't predict that your keys will snag on a 
>loop of thread as you pull them from your pocket. You can't predict how 
>heavy a Christmas package will be when you pick it up. You can't predict 
>what you'll have in your hands when the cat jumps into your lap. You can't 
>predict your own errors of prediction. 
 
 
And of special importance: you can't predict the disturbances which will 
result as unintended consequences of your own behavior. 
 
 
Tracy Bruce Harms                                        tbh@tesser.com 
Boulder, Colorado 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Mon, 16 Dec 1996 12:52:48 -0800 
From:    Richard Marken <marken@AEROSPACE.AERO.ORG> 
Subject: Role of input, conflict 
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[From Rick Marken (961216.1300)] 
 
Tracy Harms  (1996;12,15.14:43) -- 
 
>When Popper talks of attempts to trace our knowledge to our observations he 
>refers to the origination of knowledge.  He does not reject the contribution 
>of input (including observation), he simply insists that its contribution is 
>restrained to a *critical* one.  That is, it allows error to be culled.  But 
>in this neo-Darwinian role input cannot be mapped to increased fit by 
>anything resembling a *function*. 
 
Now _that_ is something with which I can enthusiastically agree. I'll go back 
to being my usual warm, cuddly self now;-) 
 
Bruce Gregory (961216.1340 EST) -- 
 
>Think of how simple life would be if we asked whether some action might lead 
>to conflicting goals _before_ we acted! 
 
The problem is that in many (possibly most) cases the conflict can't be 
predicted. Goals might turn out to be in conflict even though they don't seem 
to be. For example, suppose you want to drive to the store to get your wife a 
treat; you have two goals: 1`) driving to the store and 2) making your wife 
happy -- and there appears to be no conflict. What you don't know is that 
your wife has a hair appointment and that she is planning to use the car to 
get there. So now you find that when you get into the car to go get the 
treat, your wife is not getting happier; she's getting madder. This is an 
easy conflict to solve, of course; but it shows that you don't necessarily 
know that your goals are in conflict until you start trying to produce the 
perceptions specified by those goals. 
 
I think it's probably impossible to learn to avoid conflict with any degree 
of reliability. Conflict just goes with the territory; it's the price we pay 
for our autonomy;-) But I think we can learn how to reliably solve conflicts 
--using the method of levels--once we notice that we are _in_ them; and 
just being able to tell that we are in a conflict is often something of an 
achievement in itself. 
 
Best 
 
Rick 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Mon, 16 Dec 1996 13:40:59 -0700 
From:    "T. B. Harms" <tbh@TESSER.COM> 
Subject: Re: Decision 
 
*From Tracy Harms 1996;12,16.13:40 
 
 
Rick Marken (961216.1010) 
 
>The only way to solve a conflict is to change the goals that 
>are creating the conflict. And the only way to change the goals that are 
>causing teh conflict (I think) is to see the conflict from a point of 
>view where the conflict producing goals are seen as _options_ rather 
>than _requirements_. 
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I don't suppose anybody has yet attempted to model the difference between 
seeing-as-optional and seeing-as-not-optional, have they? 
 
 
Tracy Bruce Harms                                        tbh@tesser.com 
Boulder, Colorado 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Mon, 16 Dec 1996 15:44:36 EST 
From:    Bruce Gregory <gregory@CF4.HARVARD.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Aristotle and Contingent Truths 
 
[From Bruce Greory (961216.1545)] 
 
Tracy Harms 1996;12,16.13:00 
 
> This implies that you either reject realism, or you reject understanding 
> knowledge.  (Or, I suppose, both.) 
> 
> How might you elaborate the impossibility you have in mind?  What might 
> help me share your understanding of a conflict between realism and 
> epistemology? 
 
Peter can speak for himself. Here is why I agree with him. If, 
as Popper maintained, our scientific knowledge of the world 
gets closer and closer "to the way the world really is," it 
seems that there must be some privileged position outside our 
knowledge and outside the world from which the realist observes 
the narrowing distance between the two. This 
super-epistemological position creates more problem than it 
solves. It is much cleaner to say that our theories grow in 
predictive ability rather than to say that they increasingly 
correspond to the way the world is. The former is demonstrable, 
the latter is not. 
 
No one outside of an institution doubts that there is a real 
external world, but only God knows if our theories "correspond" 
to that world. And She isn't saying... 
 
 
Bruce Gregory 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Mon, 16 Dec 1996 16:10:13 EST 
From:    Bruce Gregory <gregory@CF4.HARVARD.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Role of input, conflict 
 
[From Bruce Gregory (961216.1610 EST)] 
 
Rick Marken (961216.1300) 
 
> I think it's probably impossible to learn to avoid conflict with any degree 
> of reliability. Conflict just goes with the territory; it's the price we pay 
> for our autonomy;-) But I think we can learn how to reliably solve conflicts 
> --using the method of levels--once we notice that we are _in_ them; and 
> just being able to tell that we are in a conflict is often something of an 
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> achievement in itself. 
 
I think it's a _key_ achievement. Your situation is hopeless 
until you can (1) see that a conflict exists and (2) start looking 
for the incompatible goals. 
 
By the way I was thinking of the internal conflicts we generate 
for ourselves by unthinkingly adopting incompatible goals. Your 
point is taken, nevertheless. 
 
 
Bruce Gregory 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Mon, 16 Dec 1996 17:12:30 +0000 
From:    Peter Cariani <peter@EPL.MEEI.HARVARD.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Aristotle and Contingent Truths 
 
T. B. Harms wrote: 
> 
> *From Tracy Harms 1996;12,16.13:00 
> 
> Peter Cariani (961216.1430) 
> 
> >Popper also had the handicap of trying to be a realist and to do epistemology 
> >at the same time -- it just doesn't work. 
> > 
> >Peter 
> 
> This implies that you either reject realism, or you reject understanding 
> knowledge.  (Or, I suppose, both.) 
> 
> How might you elaborate the impossibility you have in mind?  What might 
> help me share your understanding of a conflict between realism and 
> epistemology? 
> 
> Tracy Bruce Harms                                        tbh@tesser.com 
> Boulder, Colorado 
> ----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
>     "The clear and present danger we face is that those who battle 
>     against authoritarianism often themselves become authoritarian. 
>     But authoritarianism in any guise prevents improvement--our own 
>     intellectual, moral, aesthetic improvement, and the improvement 
>     of the social, political, and economic institutions of our 
>     society.  So if we seek improvement we must not only combat 
>     authoritarianism, we must do it in a nonauthoritarian way." 
>                             `                 Henry J. Perkinson 
 
 
I could not agree more. As Nietsche said, "Those who fight monsters 
should be very careful not to become them." But I think this is 
partly what happened to Popper. He wants to be critical, to make 
things subject to contradiction by empirical evidence 
(falsifiability) as much as possible. I definitely agree with this 
striving for critical interaction between theory and data. But 
as a realist, he thought that there is Absolute Truth, a right 
way and a wrong way, and it's not hard to see how the arrogance 
of believing that a particular method is the royal road to truth 
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leads to scientific tribunals that will judge what is true and 
what is not. From moral absolutism comes the guillotine. From 
realism comes the tribunal that judges scientific truth. 
Feyerabend argued strenuously against Popper on these grounds: 
that paradoxically, Popper's belief in realism leads him down a 
totalitarian road that contradicts his other, anti-totalitarian 
impulses. 
 
There were and are others (I count Feyerabend and van Frassen and 
Bohr and Bridgman and Mach) who held operationalist positions 
about the verifiability of particular models (sets of observables) 
without holding that such models give us access to some 
unchanging Truth or Reality beyond our observables. I grant that 
there is a material world out there, but neither I nor 
anyone else has access to what its 'true' form might be. 
We only make contact with limited portions, aspects of that 
realm. It's undifferentiated until we make a measurement or 
have a percept, but the outcome of the measurement/percept is 
only one small aspect of the (ill-defined) whole.  The only 
realms in which we have access to an entire "universe" are ones 
that we construct with symbols and rules, finite mathematical 
systems, the "toy" micro-worlds beloved by symbolic AI. This 
world of symbol is the only realm in which "true" and "false" 
(or "same" and "different") have precise meaning. Our scientific 
models allow us only partial access -- we convert the pointer 
readings into symbols with definite values that we as 
communities of observers can agree on reliably, and then we 
decide if the symbols derived from observations match those 
derived from predictions derived from other observations 
(the Hertzian commutation relation). Whether they are the 
same or different tells us if our model is "correct" or 
incorrect in its predictions, but this says very little 
about the form of the world outside of the symbols. These 
models are very useful to us -- they allow us to predict 
the outcomes of measurements -- but they do not give us 
any kind of unambiguous access to the world beyond the 
pointers. 
 
Realists, if they are optimists, think that we are coming 
ever, asymptotically closer to some fixed and eternal Truth. 
The kinds of pragmatists that I invoke (above) would maintain 
that our theories and models are 
constructed for particular purposes and can only be evaluated 
in the context of those purposes. One can test models, say for 
how much loading a bridge of a certain design will handle, and 
such models can be falsified certainly (bridges fall down), but 
can you compare such a model in any way with a model for how 
hummingbirds fly? It's even difficult to compare models that 
are trying to predict the same sorts of things (say whether a 
cancer will respond to a given treatment) if the basic sets 
of observables are different (different types of diagnostic 
tests, different types of cancer). 
 
So, I reject realism. I'm an agnostic. There is no absolute 
or true knowledge of the world outside of our senses. We use 
the information that we have from our senses and measuring 
devices as best we can, and we do improve our performance 
with time (because there is a selection process going on). 
I don't even know what "realism" is supposed to mean. I 
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grew up in Memphis, in the heart of the bible belt and 
the fundamentalists were always talking about "literal" 
interpretations of the bible (what does it mean in the 
end?). What is a literal interpretation of a theory or 
model such that it takes you closer to some sort of 
Absolute Truth? The concept of literal truth, whether 
applied to scientific theories or biblical exegesis, 
is incoherent. 
 
I'm neither an optimist nor a pessimist. Good does not 
always win out. Better does not always win out. We may 
still be plunged into Dark Ages. In my lifetime I've 
seen whole paradigms destroyed and/or neglected by those 
that dominated (for example cybernetics and symbolic AI). 
The dominant paradigm prevailed for bad reasons (the 
persuasive power of the up-and-coming digital computer 
technologies), but that didn't stop its proponents from 
choking off funding to all of the alternatives. 
Anyone who has ever had ideas that are sufficiently different 
from mainstream opinion knows how fragile the 
existence of real alternatives truly is, especially 
when there is money or power at stake. Often enough it doesn't 
matter at all whether the alternatives are better. 
 
Realism presupposes an ontological stance, that in some way 
we can have "true" knowledge of all the processes that make up the 
world. In doing so, the realist momentarily takes the role 
of the omniscent observer, a God's-eye view. This point of 
view, however, is incompatible with the notion of a limited 
observer who can be deceived by the appearances of things. 
On one hand realism maintains that this omniscient perspective 
is possible vis-a-vis the material world (so as to pass 
judgement on which theories are closer to the truth than 
others); on the other, we ourselves are obviously limited 
beings who are constantly bumping into things and who do 
not have some sort of privileged access to the world beyond 
our senses. How can one maintain these two incompatible 
perspectives at the same time, that of limited observer 
and omniscient god? 
 
Pragmatism begins with the limited observer and examines the 
ways (adaptive mechanisms, variation and selection) that 
limited beings are able to gain greater influence (dare I 
say control?) over their surrounds. Epistemology is not 
the study of how "true knowledge" is acquired; it is the 
study of how organisms and devices are able to acquire 
pragmatic knowledge, to better adapt to the world, to 
improve performance, to achieve goals. No gods. No 
orphic mystery cults. No "best seat in the house." 
Just good clean fun. 
 
I knew I shouldn't have mentioned Popper...... 
 
Over & out, 
Peter 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Mon, 16 Dec 1996 01:52:58 PDT 
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From:    CCHERPAS <CCHERPAS@CCCPP.COM> 
Subject: Re: Early language learning; music; rave; Zanotti 
 
[From Chris Cherpas (961216.1203)] 
  [re: Peter Cariani ((961213.1700 EST)] 
 
 I can't cite any controlled experiments, but I believe my kids' (now 2 & 4) 
 earliest, robust proto-language sequences seemed to favor parts of songs 
 over other "word" sequences.  Some people claim that you can train rhythms 
 even to the unborn (not speaking karma here folks, just embryos), but I 
 haven't seen their test for the putative controlled variable. 
 
[rave on] 
 Others seem to think the "poverty of the stimulus" provides an insight 
 into a wonderful, specialized mind/brain language machine.  I prefer to 
 think that some of the problems of _real_ poverty could be overcome through 
 early language (and everything else) education -- provided for every 
 kid by taxing the rich beyond their wildest nightmares. 
[rave off] 
 
 Finally, to the first ten "callers," I will send a copy of the final 
 chapter of Suppes' & Zanotti's (1996), "Foundations of Probability with 
 Applications."  Send your snail-mail address to ccherpas@cccpp.com 
 if interested in probabilistic models and methods applied to 
 computer-based education. 
 
Best regards, 
Impoverished Stimulus 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Mon, 16 Dec 1996 20:01:57 +0000 
From:    Peter Cariani <peter@EPL.MEEI.HARVARD.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Auditory temporal structure 
 
[From Peter Cariani 961216 20:40] 
 
(These levels of nestings get unwieldy). 
> [Martin Taylor 961216 10:40] 
> >Bill Powers (961214.0600 MST) 
> > 
> > Peter Cariani ((961213.1700 EST)-- 
> > 
> > >When we hear running speech 
> > >there are time patterns corresponding to the acoustic transients 
> > >in the speech waveform and their neural correlates can be found 
> > >at all levels of the auditory system (i.e. large numbers of neurons 
> > >are following the slower modulations in the waveform). 
> > >Each one of these syllables has a characteristic 
> > >temporal structure (rhythm, onsets and offsets of vowels, etc). 
 
> Once you get to pitch, and 
> even more so when you get to phonemes and phoneme transitions, you are 
> well beyond the level about which Peter is talking. He's talking about 
> a phenomenon that has been extensively studied by Roy Patterson and 
> his colleagues at the MRC Applied Psychology Unit in Cambridge. 
 
I wasn't specific enough about the click trains I was playing. I allowed 
for a Poisson process in which there were 5 clicks/second average 
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arrival rate for however many seconds. The pattern would then repeat. 
So we're actually talking about the time regimes of sequences of 
phonetic events here. These kinds of things (repeated noises, repeated clicks, 
etc) 
have been studied since the 1940's (at least). 
 
> > When you look at neural correlates of acoustic patterns, if you can trace 
> > the correlations between the sounds and the neural signals you aren't 
> > looking at the outputs of the pattern recognizers, but only at the inputs 
> > which have not yet reached these recognizers. You won't have found the 
> > temporal pattern recognizer until you find signals that are present when the 
> > pattern is present, absent when it is absent, and remain _constant_ as long 
> > as the same temporal pattern is going on. 
> 
> These are the characteristics of Patterson's "Auditory Stabilized Image", 
> his model of the neural structure that recognizes patterns. If he is right, 
> then there is a place, quite early in the auditory system, where the 
> signal depends precisely on the temporal patterning _as a human perceives 
> it to be_. His model is computational, and the "ASI" can be displayed on 
> a screen. He claims that all variations that a human can detect in an 
> auditory pattern can be seen as variations in the screen display, and 
> all variations that can be seen in the screen display can be heard as 
> variations in the auditory pattern. Same criterion as is used for testing 
> simulation control models against human performance. 
> 
> > What you're really 
> > looking for is a place in the nervous system where there's a signal that 
> > corresponds to your own _sense of pattern_. That is, this signal should be 
> > present while you're experiencing a certain pattern-ness in the sound, and 
> > absent when you're not. It should most definitely NOT covary with each 
> > transient feature of the pattern, either in the sound or in the neural 
firings. 
> 
> Right. That's what the ASI is claimed to do. 
 
The kind of correlational analysis that I'm interested in is very much in line 
with that of Roy Patterson's, although I think that he is thinking of this more 
in terms of peripheral representations, whereas I think that these kinds of 
representations could be analyzed more centrally. Patterson, as far as I know, 
doesn't take the time window way out to cover tens or hundreds of milliseconds 
and the running time patterns of whole phonetic elements and syllables. I think 
we need to do that and make recognizers for those patterns. Never been done 
as far as I know, although see below. 
 
> > >So it's not necessarily baffling that we hear these things. 
> > >Our auditory system is made to detect recurring time patterns. 
> > >A temporal memory trace and a means of cross-correlating the 
> > >incoming (neural) time pattern with what's stored is all you 
> > >need. 
> > 
> > That sounds easy, but it's not that easy. 
> 
> No. If it had been easy, other people would have done it long ago. 
 
Well as it happens, people did do it long ago. I have a book on correlational 
analysis from the mid-1960's and it reviews various kinds of analyses that 
were done in the 1950's-- heyday of auto- and cross-correlation, before 
digital signal processing. There were analog autocorrelographs that made 
running autocorrelations (I have one on my wall of the sentence "He beats his 
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head against the posts", which nowadays takes on new meaning). Licklider and 
Cherry had proposed various binaural hearing models based on similar 
kinds of operations (but I think they lacked the computational power to 
realize them). Papers were written on autocorrelation patterns of consonants. 
 
I think it's not a matter of being easy or hard, it's what 
you're trained to think about and how you think about things. All the 
signal processing people who have come up in the last 30 years have been 
trained to take an FFT first and ask questions later. 
 
> > The word you remember must be running at the same speed 
> > as the word you're hearing; otherwise even if you start the memory-word at 
> > the same instant the real word starts, they'll be out of synch before the 
> > word ends. And of course the words must be spoken and remembered with 
> > identical pitches and inflections. When you think about actually building a 
> > cross-correlator that will work with continuous speech, the project becomes 
> > considerably more complex than it seems when you just describe what it's 
> > suppose to accomplish. 
> 
> This is quite a different issue. To bring this in is like saying that 
> a sequence perception has to be done at the transition level. Exactly 
> the same issues arise. The recognition of a word has very little to do 
> with the pitch or inflection or speed (something to do with each, but 
> not much) of the sound pattern. Most computerized recognizers start 
> with some analysis of the spectrum and then go with the sequence of 
> spectral patterns identified (perhaps tentatively). Patterson's ASI 
> might be a better place to start, but it's computationally very expensive. 
> Easy to do in a neural system, hard in a computer (as is correlation). 
 
The power of computing is fast approaching the point where these things are 
feasible........ 
 
Peter 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Mon, 16 Dec 1996 19:09:18 -0600 
From:    Bruce Abbott <abbott@CVAX.IPFW.INDIANA.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Solving the "loss of input" problem 
 
[From Bruce Abbott (961216.2010 EST)] 
 
>Bill Powers (961211.1640 MST) -- 
 
>>Bruce Abbott (961211.1720 EST) 
 
>>It seems to me that a PCT savvy control engineer facing the sort of problem 
>>Hans is concerned about (with the controller working in an environment in 
>>which the signal tends to vary in a way that can usually be predicted fairly 
>>well in the short term) would design a system that would attempt to model 
>>these systematic variations (as Han's system does) and use this model, not 
>>to generate computed _outputs_, but to generate a computed substitute 
>>_input_ to what otherwise would be an ordinary PCT-style controller. 
 
>This won't work because you would also have to model the disturbances acting 
>on the input. Normally you don't perceive the effects of disturbances 
>because the output's opposing them. Also, there's a serious problem with the 
>system's gain. With the feedback loop open, the output will be very 
>sensitive to small changes in the input, so you'd have to simulate the input 
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>with great accurary to get the right output. Since all you want  is the 
>right output, it would be much more direct and appropriate to generate the 
>output. 
 
When steering my car I most certainly do feel the effects of disturbances; I 
can sense the pressure the steering wheel exerts against my hands as 
potholes and crosswinds push against the tires and car body and I can feel 
the lateral accelerations they produce (as well as those produced by my own 
control actions as I attempt to correct for these disturbances).  To a fair 
degree I am able to separate out those effects and side-effects of my own 
control actions from those resulting from these less predictable effects. 
 
As for loop gain, the feedback loop is NOT open; the system's normal input 
has been temporarily replaced by an artificial one; the system can't tell 
the difference, so it just goes on doing what it always does.  What HAS 
changed is that the intended CV is no longer under control; instead, the 
controller acts to control the artificial substitute.  If the substitute 
perceptual signal and the model of the EFF are perfect substitutes for the 
real thing, then by definition the control actions taken by the system will 
do to the actual CV what the system is doing to the artificial substitute, 
and the CV will appear to remain under control.  Of course, no model will be 
a perfect substitute for the actual variable, and any differences between 
model and reality will fairly quickly build up (how fast depends on the 
fidelity of the model to what's really going on with respect to disturbances 
acting on the real CV). 
 
But remember, when we say that we have a model, what we really have a model 
of is (a) the disturbance pattern and (b) the effect of the controller's 
actions on the CV.  To the extent that the disturbance pattern is 
predictable, the model may be able to function reasonably well for some 
specific time-span (depending on the quality of the model).  Unpredictable 
(i.e. unmodeled) disturbances cannot be controlled against unless (a) the 
state of actual CV can be sensed or (b) the disturbances can be sensed and 
their effects on the CV accurately estimated. 
 
At any rate, my point in originally raising this issue was that Rick 
objected to Hans's model on the basis of its being a "computed output" 
system.  I was simply attempting to show that a standard PCT-style 
controller (however you consider it to arrive at its output values) could be 
inserted as the primary system of an adaptive controller by using "computed 
inputs."  The resulting system still works (in my estimation at least) the 
same way as PCT-style controllers always do, while continuing to take action 
against (imagined; modeled) disturbances when actual perceptual input is 
interrupted.  Such a controller would continue to _appear_ to maintain 
control over the actual CV, while _actually_ maintaining control over the 
imagined CV, for so long as the modeled and real disturbances match 
reasonably well.  Whether such a system is actually to be found in a human 
nervous system is an empirical question. 
 
Regards, 
 
Bruce 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Mon, 16 Dec 1996 20:05:56 -0500 
From:    Scott Stirling <scstirli@ANSELM.EDU> 
Subject: In Defense of Popper & Harms 
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I would just add to this thread that I think Bruce Gregory is missing the 
point a bit, and T.B. Harms is being a bit coy.  There is no need to 
posit an external reality toward which our understanding evolves--right? 
There is no way to ever prove that this world or my thought of it exists 
without stepping outside of the system.  Once you've stepped out, you're 
in a new one that needs to be explained, ad infinitum, a la Godel and 
Hofstadter.  Here we apply the serenity prayer... 
 
All Harms and Popper need to say is that the perception we have of the 
world is remarkably consistent over time--even the new theories of 
scientific revolutions are consistent with what has come before (often 
revealing inconsistencies previously ignored, disregarded, or 
unknown)--and within this system of perceptions, the fit between the 
reasoning knower and the perceptible known (phenoumena and noumena are 
needless distinctions here) increases.  This fit can be called 
knowledge, if we want, once we all agree on its meaning. 
 
Predictability is not necessarily a criterion for anything since it is 
always possible that some fundamental unpredictability will be perceived 
as inherent in the system.  Fit is the primary criterion of 
knowledge--predictability is not _necessarily_ a part of that. 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
Scott M. Stirling                       Email:  scstirli@anselm.edu 
Saint Anselm College                    Phone:  (603) 668-1101 school 
Box 2111                                        (603) 225-3799 home 
100 Saint Anselm Dr. 
Manchester, NH 03102-1310 
 
http://www.anselm.edu/student/scstirli/welcome.html 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Mon, 16 Dec 1996 22:15:04 -0500 
From:    Bruce Gregory <bgregory@CFA.HARVARD.EDU> 
Subject: Re: In Defense of Popper & Harms 
 
[From Bruce Gregory (961216.2215 EST)] 
 
Scott Stirling December 16,1996 8:05 PM 
 
> I would just add to this thread that I think Bruce Gregory is missing the 
> point a bit, and T.B. Harms is being a bit coy.  There is no need to 
> posit an external reality toward which our understanding evolves--right? 
> There is no way to ever prove that this world or my thought of it exists 
> without stepping outside of the system. 
 
I don't posit an external reality, I encounter it. 
 
 
Bruce Gregory 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Mon, 16 Dec 1996 22:24:52 -0500 
From:    Scott Stirling <scstirli@ANSELM.EDU> 
Subject: Re: In Defense of Popper & Harms 
 
On Mon, 16 Dec 1996, Bruce Gregory wrote: 
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> I don't posit an external reality, I encounter it. 
 
I do not intend to wrestle over matters of faith.  Everyone is entitled 
to their beliefs. 
 
Scott 
 
 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
Scott M. Stirling                       Email:  scstirli@anselm.edu 
Saint Anselm College                    Phone:  (603) 668-1101 school 
Box 2111                                        (603) 225-3799 home 
100 Saint Anselm Dr. 
Manchester, NH 03102-1310 
 
http://www.anselm.edu/student/scstirli/welcome.html 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Mon, 16 Dec 1996 21:07:20 -0700 
From:    Bill Powers <powers_w@FRONTIER.NET> 
Subject: Re: Solving "loss of input" problem 
 
[From Bill Powers (961216.2000 MST)] 
 
Hans Blom, 961216e -- 
 
>>And of course none of these papers was concerned with how to apply 
>>similar principles to the adaptation of other kinds of control 
>>architectures like HPCT. 
> 
>HPCT, regrettably, neither has the same theoretical nor the same 
>practical breadth, it seems. Why so much advance around Kalman's 
>theory (since 1963) and so little around HPCT (since 1973)? 
 
HPCT has been around, although not under that name, since 1960. The reason 
so many engineers have been interested in the Kalman filter is that it 
enables them to do lots of things (beside design control systems), and 
because it is taught to them in engineering courses. HPCT is not taught in 
any engineering courses that I know of. I woulod guess that all the control 
engineers who know about HPCT are on CSGnet. Your opinions about your model 
and its capabilities are among the kinds of reasons it is not taught. This 
is what I meant by the "advantages of incumbency." 
 
>>Here's my point. If the same amount of labor had been put into 
>>applying these adaptive methods to a PCT model, it would be much 
>>easier to put aside the distraction of "adaptiveness" and simply 
>>look at the basic organization being proposed. 
> 
>I'm sorry, Bill, but "adaptiveness" won't go away. 
 
My goodness, you have a way of substituting your own words for mine. Read 
the above: "if the same amount of labor had been put into applying these 
adaptive methods to a PCT model ...". Does that sound as if I want 
"adaptiveness" to go away? My point is that if a similar amount of labor had 
been put into introducing adaptive properties to a PCT model, we could then 
compare the underlying achitectures without being distracted by the fact 
that PCT models, at present, don't have any general adaptive facilities. 
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>>The "modern control theory" approach is basically an attempt to 
>>conform to a top-down, command-driven type of system in which the 
>>point is to compute  the right output. 
> 
>(H)PCT models _also_ need to compute the right output. You may object 
>against the word "compute" because the underlying PCT mechanism is so 
>simple, but what's the fundamental difference? 
 
The fundamental difference is that the MCT model has to have a model that 
imitates the properties of the environmental link. The PCT model does not, 
nor does it need to compute the inverse of the environmental link. The 
world-model part is eliminated entirely, and the inverse is reduced to a 
function that is one order simpler than the differential equation of the 
environmental link. If the environmental link is an integator, its inverse 
would be a differentiator. But the PCT model (for this case) needs only a 
proportional gain in its output function, which is not the inverse of the 
environmental feedback function. 
 
It's strange: there seems to be a little voice in my head telling me that 
your reaction to what I just said will be to say that there is still no 
fundamental difference between the PCT and MCT models. I feel as though I'm 
trying to talk in one of those acoustically dead rooms that Rick has mentioned. 
 
>>That basic concept absolutely REQUIRES an internal world-model, and 
>>also the ability to compute the INVERSE of the same world-model. 
 
>Upon closer inspection, you will find the same in (H)PCT models. I'm 
>sorry that you cannot see the correspondences between what is 
>internal in "models" and the PCT notions of gain, slowing factor and 
>such. 
 
And I'm sorry that you can't see that there IS NO WORLD-MODEL in the PCT 
model that corresponds to the one in the MCT model. 
 
>>Give us a world in which you will get 20,000 hits in looking up 
>>"control of perception" and the status of the PCT model will be 
>>greatly different. 
> 
>Another belief. When you get to that point, there may be something in 
>it. Start to demonstrate a useful, real (not simulated) HPCT-based 
>system and the number of articles will soar, I assure you. 
 
How about my arm model? That's a simulation, to be sure, but a real model 
could easily, if not inexpensively, be built to test it. I think your 
comment smacks of "let them eat cake." 
 
>>The well-developed approaches have all the advantages of incumbency, 
>>which as we know have nothing to do with merit. 
> 
>Are you serious? Time-proven methods have no merit? 
 
Time and numbers don't prove anything except how unimaginative people can 
be, and how easily they jump on bandwagons. I think you're forgetting one 
very important aspect of adhering to a widely accepted "time-proven" idea: 
you can get a job pursuing it, and you can get funds for doing research on 
it. This is a version of "the rich get richer and the poor get poorer." For 
that reason, a widely-accepted idea tends to suppress work on rival ideas, 
simply by hogging all the resources, and by allowing the proponents of the 
accepted idea to be the referees who decide what publications are likely to 
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advance the state of the art. THEIR art, of course. 
 
Best, 
 
Bill P. 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Mon, 16 Dec 1996 21:07:26 -0700 
From:    Bill Powers <powers_w@FRONTIER.NET> 
Subject: Re: Early language learning 
 
[From Bill Power (961216.2030 MST)] 
 
Peter Cariani ((961216.1200 EST) -- 
 
>Just as the output of a filter is not only the magnitude of the output 
>(like an rms of the signal coming out), but also the waveform of the the 
>output signal, the output of a cross-correlator is not only a scalar 
>"similarity" index, but the pattern of the output of the operation. The 
>pattern also tells you what aspects of the two signals are the same. 
 
The magnitude of the output of a filter represents the degree to which the 
input fits whatever the filter is designed to detect. But _variations_ in 
that output have no meaning until they reach another level of perception 
that is designed to detect those variations in terms of some other set of 
criteria.  I can see how your statement fits in with your idea that a given 
perceptual signal contains all levels of information, which are passed on to 
higher levels. This is only a small step from the concept of a hierarchy of 
perception in PCT. 
 
But it's a crucial step, because your assumption is that the information is 
in the signal, whereas I say it is created by the perceptual function that 
receives the signal. If you change the form of the perceptual function, you 
get a representation of a different aspect of the signal, a different 
pattern. You can't tell what a higher system will detect in a perceptual 
signal just by looking at the perceptual signal. You have to know the kind 
of function that receives it. 
 
Your lovely citation from Ernst Mach is actually an illustration of what I 
mean. What matters is not what an external observer can detect in the sound. 
What matters is the tuning of the tuning forks inside the perceiving system. 
Aspects of the sound that do not excite the tuning forks, however salient 
they may seem to an observer, do not exist for the receiving system. 
 
Best, 
 
Bill P. 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Mon, 16 Dec 1996 21:07:29 -0700 
From:    Bill Powers <powers_w@FRONTIER.NET> 
Subject: Re: Aristotle and Contingent Truths 
 
[From Bill Powers (961216.2100 MST)] 
 
Peter Cariani (961216) -- 
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Your Declaration of Epistemology rings bells with me all the way through. A 
beautiful and eloquent statement. 
 
I would change only one little thing to remove the last taint of naive 
realism. You say: 
 
>Pragmatism begins with the limited observer and examines the 
>ways (adaptive mechanisms, variation and selection) that 
>limited beings are able to gain greater influence (dare I 
>say control?) over their surrounds. 
 
If you will just say "over their perceptions" the picture will be complete. 
If you want to speak purely, you will eliminate terms that make claims to be 
about that which we cannot know directly. All such claims beg the basic 
question of epistemology. 
 
> Epistemology is not 
>the study of how "true knowledge" is acquired; it is the 
>study of how organisms and devices are able to acquire 
>pragmatic knowledge, to better adapt to the world, to 
>improve performance, to achieve goals. No gods. No 
>orphic mystery cults. No "best seat in the house." 
>Just good clean fun. 
 
Again, there's that lurking claim to knowledge of "the world." The world 
that we come to know and learn to control is the world of perception. The 
"other" world is hypothetical, however attractive and useful that hypothesis 
may be. We can freely accept and use that hypothesis in our practical 
affairs, but when we are looking for a deeper understanding we have to 
identify it as what it is: a guess. 
 
Best, 
 
Bill P. 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Mon, 16 Dec 1996 21:07:32 -0700 
From:    Bill Powers <powers_w@FRONTIER.NET> 
Subject: Re: In Defense of Popper & Harms 
 
[From Bill Powers (961216.2010 MST)] 
 
Scott Stirling (961216) -- 
 
>All Harms and Popper need to say is that the perception we have of the 
>world is remarkably consistent over time--even the new theories of 
>scientific revolutions are consistent with what has come before (often 
>revealing inconsistencies previously ignored, disregarded, or 
>unknown)--and within this system of perceptions, the fit between the 
>reasoning knower and the perceptible known (phenoumena and noumena are 
>needless distinctions here) increases.  This fit can be called 
>knowledge, if we want, once we all agree on its meaning. 
 
I agree totally with this well-put proposition. 
 
Best, 
 
Bill P. 
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------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Mon, 16 Dec 1996 21:46:32 +0000 
From:    Richard marken <marken@AERO.ORG> 
Subject: Re: Decision 
 
[From Rick Marken (961216.2040)] 
 
Me: 
 
> the only way to change the goals that are causing teh conflict 
> (I think) is to see the conflict from a point of view where 
> the conflict producing goals are seen as _options_ rather than 
> _requirements_. 
 
Tracy Harms (1996;12,16.13:40) -- 
 
> I don't suppose anybody has yet attempted to model the 
> difference between seeing-as-optional and seeing-as-not-optional, 
> have they? 
 
When I talk about "seeing the conflict from a new point of view" 
I am talking about a consciousness phenomenon: something outside 
of the perceptual control hierarchy is "watching" the controlled inputs, 
reference inputs and, possibly, the reference outputs of control systems 
in the hierarchy. This something is, I think, consciousness. 
 
Consciousness is not yet part of the formal HPCT model. At the 
moment, all we can do is experience it. But HPCT does suggest ways that 
consciousness might enter the behavioral picture. Imagine that 
consciousness can become aware of ("watch") one or another of the 
variables in a control loop. When consciousness is directed at the 
controlled perception we are aware of what we are "doing" (controlling); 
when it is directed at the reference signal we are aware of what we 
want; when it is directed at the reference output we are aware of what 
we are trying to do to get what we want. 
 
It seems that consciousnes can be located _in_ only one (or a limited 
number of) control system(s) at a time. From the point of view the 
consciousness in one control system the controlled perception is just 
the way things are, the reference signal is a requirement regarding the 
way things _should_ be and the reference output is one of the options 
available for meeting the requirement set by the reference signal. 
 
When I talk about viewing conflict producing goals as _options_ rather 
than _requirements_, I am talking about moving consciousness from the 
control system that gets the conflict producing goal sent to it as a 
reference signal to the control system that selects that conflict 
producing goal as one of its optional reference outputs. 
 
For example, I am talking about something like moving one's 
consciousness from a control system that sees the practice of a 
particular religion as a requirement ("I just _am_ Catholic") to the 
control system that has selected the practice of this particular 
religion from among several options that could have been used to achieve 
a higher order goal (spiritual fulfillment, possibly). 
 
Does this make any sense? 
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Best 
 
Rick 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Tue, 17 Dec 1996 05:17:38 -0500 
From:    Bruce Gregory <bgregory@CFA.HARVARD.EDU> 
Subject: Re: In Defense of Popper & Harms 
 
[From Bruce Gregory (961217.0520 EST)] 
 
 Scott Stirling December 16,1996 10:24 PM 
> 
> On Mon, 16 Dec 1996, Bruce Gregory wrote: 
> 
> > I don't posit an external reality, I encounter it. 
> 
> I do not intend to wrestle over matters of faith.  Everyone is entitled 
> to their beliefs. 
 
If I knew you better, I'd punch you in the nose and ask you to 
posit that I hadn't ;-) 
 
 
Bruce Gregory 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Tue, 17 Dec 1996 05:23:09 -0500 
From:    Bruce Gregory <bgregory@CFA.HARVARD.EDU> 
Subject: Re: In Defense of Popper & Harms 
 
 [From Bruce Gregory(961217.0525 EST)] 
 
 
Bill Powers (961216.2010 MST) 
 
> 
> Scott Stirling (961216) -- 
> 
> >All Harms and Popper need to say is that the perception we have of the 
> >world is remarkably consistent over time. 
> 
> I agree totally with this well-put proposition. 
 
So you've joined Scott in positing a conistent world of perception. 
Nothing more homey than a pair of solipcists.  Don'y get me wrong, 
some of my best friends are solipcists ;-) 
 
 
Bruce Gregory 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Tue, 17 Dec 1996 11:27:52 +0100 
From:    "J.A. Blom" <J.A.Blom@ELE.TUE.NL> 
Subject: resend: single top-level goal? 
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------------------- ASCII.ASC follows -------------------- 
[Hans Blom, 961216g] 
 
On a recent visit of Martin here, he remarked that, to him, my most 
troublesome concept was the blanket statement that there is always "one 
uppermost goal" that is being pursued by a controller (or organism). My 
reply was, that is always mathematically possible to express a number of 
separate goals as one combined "supergoal". Martin's reply was that -- 
if I may paraphrase -- we might not be able to recognize such a "super- 
goal" as a _causal_ goal in the PCT sense. Martin may be right, and this 
post investigates the matter. The "supergoal" might be recognizable as a 
PCT-type of goal only if there are no conflicts, i.e. if all goals are 
independently realizable. In that case, the overall error (supergoal 
"reference" minus supergoal "perception") can go to zero. Not so if 
there are conflicts. 
 
It appears that the groundwork for this post was already laid in my post 
[Hans Blom, 921022], which I now repeat in its entirety. Sorry for those 
who have this post fresh in mind :-). At the time, it prompted little 
feedback -- and little resistance. We only need to "invert" the argument 
to verify Martin's doubts. Martin, you are right! There _are_ problems 
with this concept. 
 
My 921022 post: On conflict 
 
Suppose that someone requests from you that you execute a task with two 
incompatible goals, and suppose that you go along with the request -- 
just for the fun of it -- to see how you might react. As an alternative, 
suppose that TWO people have incompatible requests, both of which you 
would like to satisfy as far as is possible. Or suppose that someone 
poses a request that is incompatible with YOUR OWN desires. Let's ana- 
lyze this situation. 
 
Take a very simple example. You are driving on a straight road. One 
request is to drive one yard to the LEFT of the middle, the other 
request is to drive one yard to the RIGHT of the middle. Clearly, you 
cannot do both simultaneously. What is the best compromise? 
 
We need some simple mathematics to specify the situation. We have two 
goals or reference levels, r1 and r2; in our example plus and minus one 
yard from the middle of the road. We also have to choose an actual 
course; let us call that x. We therefore have two errors or deviations, 
|x-r1| and |x-r2|, that ought to be minimized simultaneously in some 
way. There are several degrees of freedom left in this problem. The 
first is the relative importance of the goals: is one goal somehow more 
important than the other one? To simplify matters, let us take the goals 
as equally important. The second is the way in which we weigh the 
errors, i.e. how we choose the importance that we attach to the 
magnitude of the resulting errors once we select a course: is an error 
of one yard three times more severe than an error of one foot? More 
severe? Less? To simplify matters again, let us weigh both errors 
similarly. 
 
The problem can be formulated as a minimization problem: 
 
     Q (x) = F (|x-r1|) + F (|x-r2|) 
 
where Q must be minimized by a 'best' choice of x, and where F is a 
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function that provides the weights of the errors. Let us make a graph of 
Q (x) as a function of x for different choices of F. My ASCII character 
set does not allow nice graphs, only qualitative plots. In the plots 
below I have chosen F as a square, a unit function and a square root, 
respectively. 
 
                           2         2 
square:      Q (x) = (x-r1)  + (x-r2) 
 
unit:        Q (x) = |x-r1| + |x-r2| 
 
square root: Q (x) = sqrt |x-r1| + sqrt |x-r2| 
 
     \        /      \               /      \              / 
 Q    \      /        \             /        \            / 
/|\    \    /          \           /          \    /\    / 
 |      \  /            \         /            \  /  \  / 
         \/              \-------/              \/    \/ 
     r1     r2           r1     r2              r1    r2    --> x 
 
The square function weights large errors more severely than small 
errors; it arrives at a unique minimum with a value of x halfway between 
r1 and r2. The unit function is indifferent to the relative sizes of the 
errors; it reaches the conclusion that any position between r1 and r2 is 
equally good. The square root function prefers small errors and takes 
larger errors less seriously; it tells you to pick ONE goal and to 
disregard the other. 
 
If you want to, you can experiment with the general problem 
 
     Q (x) = K * F1 (|x-r1|) + F2 (|x-r2|) 
 
where the constant K specifies the relative importance of the first goal 
over the second, and where F1 and F2 allow you to weigh errors 
separately for each goal. You will then discover new possibilities; in 
particular a square-root-like plot with two UNEQUAL minima. In such a 
case you might, if you are not careful in solving your minimization 
problem, get stuck in a local minimum. 
 
How do people reconcile incompatible goals? It seems that different 
solutions are chosen in different circumstances. Sometimes it is 
possible to reach a well-defined compromise. In other cases we observe 
that we have lots of freedom left for our actions. And sometimes we must 
reject one goal in favor of reaching another one exactly. 
 
How does this problem generalize? Well, usually we have a great many 
different simultaneous, but conflicting, goals. Yet the TYPE of the 
solution space does not change; it is just of a higher dimension. 
 
What is the lesson of this exercise? Well, it must be clear by now: 
conflict -- in the sense of having to choose between different minima of 
Q -- can arise only if you discount large errors for one goal by 
focussing on the other one only, or in preference. If you succeed in 
choosing a kind of behavior where you take large errors very seriously 
but small errors lightly, you will always arrive at a unique solution 
that saves you the trouble of having to decide which of several minima 
is the smallest. In fact, the more seriously you take large errors and 
the more you can disregard small ones, the more "robust" your solution 
becomes. This exercise is left for the reader: plot the graph of 
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                    N         N 
      Q (x) = |x-r1|  + |x-r2| 
 
for N = 4, 6, 8, ... What do you discover? 
 
I leave all the philosophical, moral and ethical implications of this 
discussion to the reader. 
 
This ended my previous post. Now let us consider some ramifications of 
this situation, which resembles many real life problems such as that of 
the ass between the two haystacks. Which strategy do people follow? That 
is open to test. A weird test, maybe, but it is easy to do. "I am going 
to present two white circles on the computer's display at the same 
vertical position. Your task is to use the mouse, which determines the 
horizontal position of the green circle, such that your green circle is 
as close as possible to _both_ white circles. Never mind that you cannot 
have zero error; you are only asked to do as well as you can." It might 
be, however, that what the subject does will be quite sensitive to the 
phrasing of this unusual request and of what he makes of it. 
 
The earlier post indicates that there could be three strategies, besides 
non-participation. In all cases, the subject's behavior will be found at 
or around the minimum of a Q-plot, where the total error is smallest. In 
the first strategy, the green circle will be found at a mid-position 
between both white circles. In the second strategy, any position between 
both white circles will do. And in the third strategy one white circle 
will be tracked but not the other one, with maybe an occasional switch 
between both. An external observer, who knows the two conflicting goals, 
can of course easily discover the subject's strategy by an analysis of 
the position of the green circle with respect to the two white circles. 
 
But how about an observer who does _not_ know about the two goals and 
the followed strategy? What if you can only observe the subject's 
behavior and want to _discover_ the subject's goal(s)? That is what The 
Test is meant to do. 
 
The first problem is to decide how many simultaneous goals to test for. 
In the usual situation, we try to think of experimental conditions such 
that we can test for one goal only. If the subject uses strategy 1, the 
apparent discovery will be that the subject "controls for" an inter- 
mediate position; the two individual goals will not be discovered. In 
strategy 2, the subject will appear to "control for" any (random?) 
position in a varying range; quite confusing. And in strategy 3, chances 
are that only one of the two distinct goals may be discovered. The Test 
may thus yield somewhat confusing results as to the subgoals, whatever 
the strategy. Results do not become clearer if we assume a priori that 
the subject controls for two simultaneous goals. In fact, he/she does 
not. Control is for the one "supergoal" that is impossible to subdivide 
into individually and simultaneously realizable subgoals. 
 
A (silly) example. Assume that the subject has two goals: cursor 
tracking and coffee drinking. Strategy 1: do your cursor tracking with 
the coffee mug at your lips; the performance of neither drinking nor 
tracking is optimal. Maybe stretching things, one could say that this 
resembles the logical AND operator. Strategy 3: do either cursor 
tracking OR drink your coffee, possibly alternately. Strategy 2 appears 
to be the most flexible and provides the most "freedom"; it allows any 
intermediate position. This does not exhaust the number of possible 
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strategies if other factors are dynamically taken into account as well; 
e.g. enjoy your coffee when tracking is easy, and put down the mug and 
concentrate on tracking when the latter becomes difficult. 
 
My conclusion? Even if a subject does not dynamically switch between 
strategies: if the subject has multiple but conflicting/interacting 
(sub)goals, it may be hard or impossible to discover those (sub)goals 
from overall behavior. It appears that, although it is technically 
always possible to derive one mathematically equivalent "supergoal" 
given a number of distinct subgoals, the utility of that concept is 
limited: although some Q-formula (see above) will uniquely express the 
overall goal, naive inspection of the formula (rather than an extended 
analysis or a simulation) may well tell us little about the resulting 
behavior. And the inverse: given an external observer's perception of 
the possibly very complex "overall" behavior (with respect to the single 
"supergoal"), the analysis of which conflicting/interacting subgoals are 
contained in that single supergoal might be impossible, at least far 
from trivial. 
 
Another conclusion concerns The Test. The Test may be difficult to apply 
or yield unintelligible results if multiple interacting (sub)goals are 
controlled for simultaneously. It appears that this will often (always?) 
be the case in real life. This may explain why PCT research has thus far 
failed to indentify "hard" (consistently and constantly present) goals 
or controlled variables. Even Maslow is more explicit ;-). 
 
Strategy 3 (choice; either one or the other, with switching from one 
subgoal to the next over time) seems to play an important role in the 
behavior of complex control systems such as higher organisms. In my 
case, for instance, if I do cursor tracking, that (sub-sub-sub!)goal is 
easily discarded when someone shouts "fire!", or even "the coffee is 
ready!" And even something as urgent as breathing is temporarily stopped 
when you need to recover a watch from the depths of the swimming pool. 
 
I hope this makes some sense to you, Martin. Your intuition is right. In 
particular strategy 2 (may we call it "freedom"?), but also strategy 3 
("choice") does not correspond at all with the PCT notion of the unique 
and deterministic behavior of a servo loop. So, in the PCT context we 
might as well do away with the "supergoal". 
 
Alas, this is the opposite from a tendency in the modern (engineered) 
control system design process, where the ab initio specification of a 
single, all-encompassing design goal appears to become more and more 
important. No wonder I'm often confused about what control is ;-). 
 
Greetings, 
 
Hans 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Tue, 17 Dec 1996 12:10:43 +0100 
From:    "J.A. Blom" <J.A.Blom@ELE.TUE.NL> 
Subject: Re: In Defense of Popper & Harms 
 
[Hans Blom, 961217] 
 
(Bill Powers (961216.2010 MST)) 
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> Scott Stirling (961216) -- 
 
>>All Harms and Popper need to say is that the perception we have of 
>>the world is remarkably consistent over time. 
 
>I agree totally with this well-put proposition. 
 
1. Isn't it remarkable how opposites can co-exist? On the one hand, 
our perception of the world is remarkably consistent, reproducible, 
modelable, "lawful", over time. On the other hand, we continuously 
encounter "disturbances", "noise", unexpected things happen, and 
surprises. Now, which is true? Which is _more_ true? Do we see the 
world primarily in terms of "laws" (regularities) or in terms of 
"noise" (irregularities)? We seem to have our personal biases... 
 
2. If we believe we can detect "consistency over time", it seems to 
me that we have some inner mechanism that allows this detection. 
Since this detection is primarily some type of comparison between 
what occurs now and what occurred previously, it appears that we have 
some type of inner "store" where previous occurrences are somehow 
saved, possibly encoded and/or compacted. It also appears that, due 
to brain size limitations, it is impossible to store the raw data of 
_all_ previous occurrences in their entirety. So what is stored? Only 
occurrences that are recognized as "lawful"? But initially there are 
none. Are occurrences that are similar to a previous one somehow 
discarded? But how to establish what is similar right from the start? 
We seem to have a bootstrap problem, which indicates the need for an 
a priori existing recognition mechanism. 
 
3. The term "inner world model" seems an appropriate description of 
such an internal store of those perceptions of the world that are 
remarkably consistent over time. 
 
4. We know of mechanisms that (or: whose function it is to) extract 
consistencies and reject nonconsistencies. The simplest ones are 
probably auto/cross-correlators. 
 
Greetings, 
 
Hans 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Tue, 17 Dec 1996 13:27:18 +0100 
From:    "J.A. Blom" <J.A.Blom@ELE.TUE.NL> 
Subject: Re: Solving "loss of input" problem 
 
[Hans Blom, 961217b] 
 
(Tracy Harms 1996;12,16.10:40) 
 
>I propose that the appearance of gradualness is an illusion which 
>comes from parallelism and redundancy. 
 
Yes, there are these too. But I was focussing on another problem: how 
to decide (compute, control) when some small part of the information, 
that would -- if it were there -- allow an "optimal" decision, is 
missing. 
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>Foxes go a long way toward closing the gap with rabbits by smell, 
>and perhaps sound.  Sight is necessarily low among control systems 
>because foxes cannot catch rabbits in a race; they must catch them 
>by stealth. ... 
 
Thanks for the info on foxes. This city boy doesn't really know the 
least thing about them. I just thought I had concocted a nice 
example. Teaches ya... 
 
>I would agree that some of these controllings allow the hunt to 
>continue with cunning effectiveness even when major perceptual 
>channels are blinded, and even that it is precisely to cover for 
>such sporatic and temporary blindings that these "models" exist. 
>But I would guess that the nature of these internally-directed 
>systems is such that they are not parallel to the world which is the 
>subject of attention.  Rather than being *models*, these are 
>*strategies* or *tactics* which may increase the effectiveness for 
>the higher-level perception. 
 
To me, those are pretty much equivalent notions. Under conditions of 
circular causality (in practice: effective control), the notion "if I 
perceive X then I do Y" (a "forward" model) is pretty much the same 
as "if I do Y then I perceive X" (a "backward" model). These models 
"degrade" to being statistical (i.e. only "best" on average) if 
"noise" or "disturbances" or unpredictabilities are present. 
 
>The main problem I have with the proposed model-based control is 
>that it is too expensive.  The cost of good models vastly outstrips 
>their possible benefit. 
 
That was also said when model-based control was first applied in 
industrial control systems. "It's far too complex and expensive, and 
it only improves my yield by 2%." Yet, an extra yield of 2% in an oil 
refinery may mean hundreds of millions of dollars per year advantage 
over the competition. You don't need to do it, but as soon as the 
competition does, you must follow if you are to survive. 
 
Evolution theory says something similar about the survival of genes 
in a population. If a single mutation has an evolutionary advantage 
of 2%, the mutated gene will (accidents excepted) rapidly spread 
throughout the whole population. 
 
>>If the rabbit is behind a wide bush and invisible to the fox for 
>>more than a moment, and if it picks that moment to reverse in it 
>>tracks, the fox's "prediction"/control would be suboptimal. But 
>>only gradually worse than when it reverses in plain sight. 
 
>No, it is not gradually worse, it is *measurably* worse. 
 
By gradual, I meant that there would be a smooth -- and not an abrupt 
-- transition, e.g. between the two conditions "rabbit 99% hidden 
behind bush for 0.3 seconds" and "rabbit 100% hidden behind bush for 
0.3 seconds", all else being the same. In principle, the difference 
ought to be measurable; in noisy practice, the difference might be 
too small to be significant if the function is smooth. 
 
>If the fox's response time is a function of the duration between the 
>rabbit's direction change and the fox's observation of the rabbit, 
>the fact that this magnitude is correctibly small does not defy the 
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>basic claim that a fox cannot respond to a visual observation of its 
>prey without seeing it.  (I'm not sure how to improve that statement 
>over the tautological way I put it here.) 
 
I have no intention to fight tautologies; your basic claim is, of 
course, quite logical ;-). My concern is different, however. In AI or 
philosophical terminology, I would express it as: how is the quality 
of decision making (in PCT: control) affected by missing information 
(in PCT: sensory perceptions), especially if the information loss is 
only slight (in space: rabbit still partly visible; in time: rabbit 
only briefly and occasionally not in view). 
 
In other words: what does the hound (rather than fox; I stand 
corrected) follow? Is it the (current perception of the) rabbit 
itself, is it a mental picture of the rabbit, or is it some 
combination of both? Clearly not the second, except in daydreaming 
(do hounds?). If the first, what changes if there is (briefly) no 
perception to follow and what is then followed (or done) instead? If 
the hound has some kind of mental picture of the rabbit, how is that 
mental picture dependent on the hound's (history of) perceptions of 
the rabbit? 
 
I'm not sure whether all these questions are empirical. 
 
Greetings, 
 
Hans 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Tue, 17 Dec 1996 13:44:23 +0100 
From:    Stefan Balke <sbalke@HRZ.UNI-BIELEFELD.DE> 
Subject: Re: Decision 
 
>From Stefan Balke (961217.1330 CET) 
 
Rick Marken (961216.1010; 1300; 20.40), Bruce Gregory (961216.1340 EST) and 
Tracy Harms (961216.1340) 
 
Thanks for this wonderful philosophical, theoretical and salutary ideas 
about decision making, problem solving and the nature of the consciousness. 
It makes my picture clearer. 
 
Best, Stefan 
 
------------------------------ 
 
End of CSGNET Digest - 16 Dec 1996 to 17 Dec 1996 
************************************************* 
 
Date:     Wed, 18 Dec 1996 08:00:29 -0600 
Subject:  CSGNET Digest - 17 Dec 1996 to 18 Dec 1996 
 
There are 41 messages totalling 2853 lines in this issue. 
 
Topics of the day: 
 
  1. model-based tradeoff (2) 
  2. Aristotle and Contingent Truths (3) 
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  3. Decision 
  4. Solving the "loss of input" problem (3) 
  5. Lights and buttons. Re: In Defense of Popper & Harms (6) 
  6. resend: single top-level goal? 
  7. In Defense of Popper & Harms (6) 
  8. Solving "loss of input" problem (2) 
  9. Defense of Stirling (4) 
 10. Popper's Preposterous Propositions (2) 
 11. Auditory temporal structure 
 12. Lights, buttons, Christmas decorations (2) 
 13. ECAL97 Final CFP 
 14. too much Popper (2) 
 15. RANT: mostly empty space? (2) 
 16. A grain of salt 
 17. words,words,words 
 18. reply to Martin: combining goals 
 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Date:    Tue, 17 Dec 1996 15:19:47 +0100 
From:    "J.A. Blom" <J.A.Blom@ELE.TUE.NL> 
Subject: Re: model-based tradeoff 
 
[Hans Blom, 961217c] 
 
(Bill Powers (961216.1050 MST)) 
 
>>It is the other way around. If the model is told that the "laws of 
>>the world" do not change, and they indeed do not, it can provide 
>>accurate long-term predictions.  If the model is told that the 
>>"laws of the world" do not change, yet they do, it still will 
>>provide long-term predictions, but these will of course be 
>>completely incorrect. Finally, if the model is told that the "laws 
>>of the world" change rapidly, yet they are constant, it will not 
>>provide accurate long-term predictions -- although in principle it 
>>could. 
 
>That is exactly what I was talking about. There is a tradeoff. 
 
I don't see a tradeoff; I see optimal behavior in the face of the 
uncertainties of the world. I think that I now understand that you 
talk about some simulations that you performed, where you wanted to 
see what the difference is between providing correct or incorrect 
"higher level" information to the model. And I assume that you have 
discovered -- although you may not have fully realized it -- that 
there is an optimal "tradeoff" when the high-level knowledge that the 
model is given about the world is approximately correct. 
 
>Either you tell the model that the world changes rapidly or that it 
>changes slowly. 
 
Is what you tell the model correct? That is crucial. Are you giving 
correct information to the model or are you deceiving it? In the 
latter case, you won't get the model to behave correctly, of course, 
although you may see "interesting" (but pathological) results. 
 
Solution: specify a matrix; one dimension is how rapidly the world 
changes (e.g. not at all, slowly, rapidly), the other dimension is 
how rapidly the model knows (is told; assumes) the world changes. I 
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made that distinction in both the text that accompanied my demo 
program and in the program itself, but you seem to discard it again. 
 
If the world truly changes rapidly and the model knows it, for 
instance, the model will generate definite "best" long term 
predictions, but with the appropriately large margins of uncertainty. 
Long term predictions are simply impossible in such a world _and the 
model knows it_. If the world does _not_ change and the model knows 
_that_, the model will once again generate appropriate long term 
predictions, but this time with _small_ uncertainty margins. Both are 
optimally appropriate. Not, of course, if you provide incorrect 
information to the model. 
 
>Disturbances come and go; they don't just vary in a nice Gaussian 
>distribution. You can't predict what the crosswind will be as you 
>emerge from a tunnel. You can't predict when the phone is going to 
>ring. You can't predict that your keys will snag on a loop of thread 
>as you pull them from your pocket. You can't predict ... 
 
Sure, there are few, if any, things that can be fully predicted in a 
deterministic way. But that is not always necessary. Predictions may 
take the form of "it can happen that X" or "Y will be more or less 
present". You may know _that_ there may be a crosswind as you 
emergence from a tunnel, etc. You may also know that crosswinds vary 
in strength from zero to some upper limit Z. And even if you don't 
have this type of statistical information, you'd better have a 
control system in place that can handle such a type or _class_ of 
disturbances. 
 
>A "best fit" is not what we need for control. The average crosswind 
>is zero; you have to deal with the crosswind that exists THIS time, 
>not its average characteristics. 
 
Sure. You also need to have a mechanism in place that can deal with 
(a class of) crosswinds, generally. 
 
>>It is impossible to predict individual noisy observations. It is, 
>>however, frequently possible to accurately predict long-term 
>>trends, whatever your belief in the contrary. 
 
>I can't agree with that. The best predictions are for a medium term 
 
"Medium term" is extremely context sensitive. But you are correct. We 
generally rely passively on the fact that most things hardly change 
within a nanosecond or so; we couldn't control such rapid 
disturbances away, anyway. We are also not interested in changes that 
take place over thousands of years; by that time our control system 
doesn't exist anymore. So, in a very general sense, all our models 
are for a medium term only. 
 
The point I tried to get across was something different, however: 
that a control system is not designed to handle one specific 
disturbance or series of disturbances which occurs only once, but to 
handle a broad class of _possible_ disturbances. In this sense, a 
control system is _always_ based on some form of statistics. 
 
>I think your logic is flawed, Hans. You have settled on a model that 
>requires prediction. You realize that if this model is to work, the 
>world must be mostly predictable. 
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That is not _my_ perception of my "logic"; it is what you perceive. 
My "logic" is quite different. Parts of it are, indeed, based on what 
I have come to know as useful mechanisms that implement learning -- 
and generalizations thereof, i.e. a useful theory of (a certain type 
of) learning. But what is much more important is that I perceive a 
world with "laws of nature", some of which I have gotten acquainted 
with consciously/cognitively, and others through the realization that 
I have "habits", customary patterns of behavior that are used rather 
indiscriminately, it seems when a certain class of perceptions 
appears to exist. All quite fuzzy, and more a personal research 
program than a set of conclusions. 
 
Where I primarily see the habit/abstraction/generalization ("opening 
a door"), you primarily seem to see its variations ("never exactly 
the same"). We seem to classify and categorize differently, i.e. we 
have built different perceptual input functions. We also seem to have 
different goals ;-). But all that is to be expected... 
 
>The world is quite lawful; I have no problem in agreeing with that. 
>But it is also monstrously complex, and local conditions are always 
>being affected by hidden or remote conditions of which we know and 
>can know nothing. 
 
And I have no problem in agreeing with that. 
 
Greetings, 
 
Hans 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Tue, 17 Dec 1996 10:11:57 EST 
From:    Bruce Gregory <gregory@CF4.HARVARD.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Aristotle and Contingent Truths 
 
[From Bruce Gregory (961217.1010 EST)] 
 
Bill Powers (961216.2100 MST) 
 
> Peter Cariani (961216) -- 
 
 
 
> > Epistemology is not 
> >the study of how "true knowledge" is acquired; it is the 
> >study of how organisms and devices are able to acquire 
> >pragmatic knowledge, to better adapt to the world, to 
> >improve performance, to achieve goals. No gods. No 
> >orphic mystery cults. No "best seat in the house." 
> >Just good clean fun. 
> 
> Again, there's that lurking claim to knowledge of "the world." The world 
> that we come to know and learn to control is the world of perception. The 
> "other" world is hypothetical, however attractive and useful that hypothesis 
> may be. We can freely accept and use that hypothesis in our practical 
> affairs, but when we are looking for a deeper understanding we have to 
> identify it as what it is: a guess. 
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I hate to keep playing one note, but the "other" world is _not_ 
hypothetical. (I'll extend my offer to punch Scott Sterling in 
the nose to you, provided you don't hold me responsible for your 
perceptions ;-) .) My fist colliding with your nose is hardly 
hypothetical. What _is_ hypothetical is your interpretation of 
this experience ("Thanks I needed that!" "If you ever do that 
again I'll cancel your subscription to CSGNet!") Your model, in 
which all we know about the world comes from signals in our 
nervous system is an attractive and useful hypothesis. We can 
freely accept and use that hypothesis in our practical affairs 
(and exchanges on CSGNet), but when we are looking for a deeper 
understanding we have to identify it forwhat it is: a guess. 
 
Nothing is more immediate than the world we experience. The 
question as to how we are able to experience this world leads us 
to hypothesis. In Quine's words, "What there is does not in 
general depend on our use of language, but what we _say_ there 
is does." 
 
 
Pugnaciously, 
 
 
Bruce Gregory 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Tue, 17 Dec 1996 10:17:00 EST 
From:    Bruce Gregory <gregory@CF4.HARVARD.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Decision 
 
[From Bruce Gregory (961217.1020 EST)] 
 
Rick Marken (961216.2040) 
 
 
> When I talk about "seeing the conflict from a new point of view" 
> I am talking about a consciousness phenomenon: something outside 
> of the perceptual control hierarchy is "watching" the controlled inputs, 
> reference inputs and, possibly, the reference outputs of control systems 
> in the hierarchy. This something is, I think, consciousness. 
> 
> Consciousness is not yet part of the formal HPCT model. At the 
> moment, all we can do is experience it. But HPCT does suggest ways that 
> consciousness might enter the behavioral picture. Imagine that 
> consciousness can become aware of ("watch") one or another of the 
> variables in a control loop. When consciousness is directed at the 
> controlled perception we are aware of what we are "doing" (controlling); 
> when it is directed at the reference signal we are aware of what we 
> want; when it is directed at the reference output we are aware of what 
> we are trying to do to get what we want. 
> 
> It seems that consciousnes can be located _in_ only one (or a limited 
> number of) control system(s) at a time. From the point of view the 
> consciousness in one control system the controlled perception is just 
> the way things are, the reference signal is a requirement regarding the 
> way things _should_ be and the reference output is one of the options 
> available for meeting the requirement set by the reference signal. 
> 
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> When I talk about viewing conflict producing goals as _options_ rather 
> than _requirements_, I am talking about moving consciousness from the 
> control system that gets the conflict producing goal sent to it as a 
> reference signal to the control system that selects that conflict 
> producing goal as one of its optional reference outputs. 
> 
> For example, I am talking about something like moving one's 
> consciousness from a control system that sees the practice of a 
> particular religion as a requirement ("I just _am_ Catholic") to the 
> control system that has selected the practice of this particular 
> religion from among several options that could have been used to achieve 
> a higher order goal (spiritual fulfillment, possibly). 
> 
> Does this make any sense? 
 
Boy, does it ever. Now you're cooking with gas. The Pope would 
be proud of you ;-) 
 
 
Bruce Gregory 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Tue, 17 Dec 1996 11:16:09 -0500 
From:    Martin Taylor <mmt@HERMES.DCIEM.DND.CA> 
Subject: Re: model-based tradeoff 
 
[Martin Taylor 961217 10:30] 
> Hans Blom, 961217c 
> 
> If the world truly changes rapidly and the model knows it, for 
> instance, the model will generate definite "best" long term 
> predictions, but with the appropriately large margins of uncertainty. 
> Long term predictions are simply impossible in such a world _and the 
> model knows it_. If the world does _not_ change and the model knows 
> _that_, the model will once again generate appropriate long term 
> predictions, but this time with _small_ uncertainty margins. Both are 
> optimally appropriate. Not, of course, if you provide incorrect 
> information to the model. 
> 
I think a lot of the difficulty (conflict? misunderstanding?) between you and 
Bill Powers comes from this matrix being inadequate. Bill is treating a 
world in which the laws change slowly, if at all, but in which, in the 
absence of control output, the data values change fast. You seem to 
conflate those two speeds. You need either a third dimension to your matrix 
(the third being law/environment) or dual values (slow-slow, slow-fast...) 
on its world side. In Bill's world, an unchanging structure that 
corresponds to the world's laws (i.e. an output of appropriate sign) is 
part of the deal (I'd call it a minimal model, but I think Bill wouldn't). 
But Bill's world needs a wide-band perceptual input to accommodate all the 
different changes that might occur in the data values. What to do about 
those changes is a matter that involves the slowly changing laws, and 
can be specified by the slow process of reorganization. 
 
It seems to me that if you use _only_ a model (which you have never claimed 
to do, in my view), then you can accommodate only one speed of the changing 
world, the speed of change of the laws being inseparable from the speed of 
change of the data. 
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A reorganizing control hierarchy is in many ways (I'm tempted to say "all 
ways") equivalent to a model that adapts to the laws of the environment. 
The adaptation uses the data, or course, but its variation is nowhere 
near as fast as that of the data. 
 
-------------- 
 
Hans Blom, 961216g 
 
I don't remember seeing the original of this post. 
 
>On a recent visit of Martin here, he remarked that, to him, my most 
>troublesome concept was the blanket statement that there is always "one 
>uppermost goal" that is being pursued by a controller (or organism). My 
>reply was, that is always mathematically possible to express a number of 
>separate goals as one combined "supergoal". Martin's reply was that -- 
>if I may paraphrase -- we might not be able to recognize such a "super- 
>goal" as a _causal_ goal in the PCT sense. 
 
Your message suggests that you quite misunderstood what I was getting at. 
I'm not at this point going to respond to your message, because I haven't 
thought about the issue you raise. But I'd like to try to illustrate 
what I intended when we met. 
 
>My 921022 post: On conflict 
> 
>Suppose that someone requests from you that you execute a task with two 
>incompatible goals,... 
 
This isn't related to what I was trying to discuss with you. What I was 
addressing, instead, might be illustrated in a very simple form: 
 
Suppose I am controlling for x=3, y=2, and z=1. You can mathematically say 
that I am also controlling for the top-level goal q (==x+y+z) = 6. [I use == 
to mean "is defined as"]. You can treat q=6 as a supergoal. Everything 
I do to stabilize x, or y, or z, will be in agreement with your mathematically 
equivalent the supergoal. But all I am doing is controlling three 
independent top-level goals, and I have no perception whatever of 
anything corresponding to q. The reference values for x, y, and z do 
not come from a control unit that has (x+y+z) as a perceptual input 
function. 
 
The mathematician could equally assert that I have a supergoal corresponding 
to a relationship among x, y, and z, say r (==x=y+z) = "true"; or that my 
supergoal is s (== x-(y/z)^2) = -1. I may have none of these supergoals. 
 
But then, you may say, the mathematician-experimenter could test for the 
existence of the supergoal by constraining z to be 2 rather than 1 (using 
"overwhelming force"). Then if I have a supergoal q=6, I will change the 
values of x and/or y. That is true. But suppose I _do_ have the supergoal 
q=6, and also the supergoals r = "true" and s = -1. Then what happens when 
you constrain z? There is no way that varying x and y can satisfy the 
references for r and s along with that for q. By constraining z, you have 
reduced my available degrees of freedom and induced conflict. (Conflict 
isn't a question, as has been implied in another thread, of two control 
systems having different reference values for _the same_ variable--it 
is a question of havign inadequate degrees of freedom to satisfy all 
reference values at the same time). 
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Now, if I am trying to satisfy reference values for q, r, and s simultaneously, 
and you constrain z, you will not discover that I am controlling for q = 6. 
My attempts to control for r = "true" and s = -1 will interfere. And even 
if you did discover the "supergoal" of controlling the value of q, I would 
still have no single "top-level" goal. I still have three _independent_ and 
normally non-conflicting top-level goals. And you, mathematician, could 
still discover w, a function of q, r, and s, that would allow you to say that 
my behaviour is "as if" I had the single top-level goal of satisfying a 
reference for w. 
 
Conflict is a  separate issue. It is true that ultimately there can be no 
conflict in a control hierarchy that has a single top-level goal (except 
when lower levels of the hierarchy get caught in local, non-global, minima). 
It is equally true that (with the same limitations) there can be no conflict 
in a hierarchy that has as many top-level goals as the narrowest point in the 
feedback loops through the hierarchy and the external environment. 
 
The question of choosing between different "targets," when missing both is 
worse than hitting one and badly missing the other, is another separate 
issue. Both this and the conflict issue are interesting in their own right, 
but they are different from the issue I raised in Eindhoven. 
 
Martin 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Tue, 17 Dec 1996 08:43:57 -0800 
From:    Richard Marken <marken@AEROSPACE.AERO.ORG> 
Subject: Re: Solving the "loss of input" problem 
 
[From Rick Marken (961217.0840)] 
 
Bruce Abbott (961216.2010 EST) -- 
 
[Skipping past the expected misconceptions about control that result when 
one is defending a behaviorist system concept ;-) we come to...] 
 
> my point in originally raising this issue was that Rick objected to Hans's 
> model on the basis of its being a "computed output" system.  I was simply 
>attempting to show that a standard PCT-style controller (however you 
>consider it to arrive at its output values) 
 
[NB. There is only one way to "consider" how a control system "arrives at its 
output values: o = f(r-p). Output is proportional to error.] 
 
>could be inserted as the primary  system of an adaptive controller by using 
>"computed inputs."  The resulting system still works (in my estimation at 
>least) the same way as PCT-style controllers always do, while continuing to 
>take action against (imagined; modeled) disturbances when actual perceptual 
>input is interrupted.  Such a controller would continue to _appear_ to 
>maintain control over the actual CV, while _actually_ maintaining control 
>over the imagined CV, for so long as the modeled and real disturbances match 
>reasonably well.  Whether such a system is actually to be found in a human 
>nervous system is an empirical question. 
 
It seems to me that you are proposing the following: Under normal 
circumstances (input available) a control system controls a time varying 
perceptual variable, p(t), which (assuming a single time varying disturbance 
variable, d(t)) is proportional to: 
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p (t) = o (t) + d (t) 
 
When the lights go out (no more input) the system begins controlling an 
imagined, time varying perception, p'(t), which is proportional to: 
 
p'(t) = o (t) + d' (t) 
 
where d'(t) is the modelled version of d(t) and o(t) is the real output 
(twhichis now added to both the real disturbance -- to determine the state 
of the now un-sensed controlled environmental variable-- and the imagined 
disturbance). 
 
This approach to "model based control" (which differs from Hans' approach 
only in the fact that disturbances rather than outputs are computed from a 
model) is no better than the computed output approach; and it is probably 
worse for the reasons Bill Powers  (961211.1640 MST) already gave. 
 
The "computed disturbance" approach only works (gives the illusion that a 
variable is being kept under control, protected from disturbance, d(t)) if 
d'(t) is _precisely_ equal to d(t) over time - no phase errors, no amplitude 
errors, no frequency errors... nada. Any deviation of d'(t) from d(t) leads 
to outputs o(t) that _fail_ to compensate for the actual disturbance. 
 
Very small deviations of d'(t) from d(t) will be magnified by system gain 
(and magnified even more if this is an integral controller). This means that 
the better the control system works when the input is intact (high gain 
controller) the poorer it will work when the input is lost -- unless the 
model's prediction of d(t) is perfect. And even this level of "pseudo 
control" can be achieved only if _both_ the feedback function (the function 
that determines the effect of o(t) on the real controlled variable) _and_ the 
disturbance function (the function that determines the effect of d(t) on the 
controlled variable) remain _exactly_ the same during the input loss period 
as they were during the input present period. 
 
The PCT approach to dealing with loss of input is not the model-based 
predictions and computations of "modern" control theory. Rather, HPCT 
suggests that the best approach to dealing with possible loss of input is 
the development of many control systems that control different perceptual 
representations of the same environmental variable so that loss of one or 
more of these perceptual inputs will not necessarily mean loss of control of 
the enviromental variable. 
 
Best 
 
Rick 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Tue, 17 Dec 1996 12:22:19 -0600 
From:    Bruce Abbott <abbott@CVAX.IPFW.INDIANA.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Solving the "loss of input" problem 
 
[From Bruce Abbott (961217.1325 EST)] 
 
>Rick Marken (961217.0840)] 
> 
>Bruce Abbott (961216.2010 EST) -- 
> 
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>[Skipping past the expected misconceptions about control that result when 
>one is defending a behaviorist system concept ;-) 
 
Such as? 
 
>> my point in originally raising this issue was that Rick objected to Hans's 
>> model on the basis of its being a "computed output" system.  I was simply 
>>attempting to show that a standard PCT-style controller (however you 
>>consider it to arrive at its output values) 
 
>[NB. There is only one way to "consider" how a control system "arrives at its 
>output values: o = f(r-p). Output is proportional to error.] 
 
Yes, if you are speaking about a proportional controller.  What I was 
alluding to was whether you consider o = f(r-p) to be "computed output" or 
not.  Hans wants to say that this formula is a formula for computed output, 
whereas you, I believe, have a different opinion, since you criticized his 
model-based controller because it was based on "computed output." 
 
>It seems to me that you are proposing the following: Under normal 
>circumstances (input available) a control system controls a time varying 
>perceptual variable, p(t), which (assuming a single time varying disturbance 
>variable, d(t)) is proportional to: 
> 
>p (t) = o (t) + d (t) 
> 
>When the lights go out (no more input) the system begins controlling an 
>imagined, time varying perception, p'(t), which is proportional to: 
> 
>p'(t) = o (t) + d' (t) 
> 
>where d'(t) is the modelled version of d(t) and o(t) is the real output 
>(twhichis now added to both the real disturbance -- to determine the state 
>of the now un-sensed controlled environmental variable-- and the imagined 
>disturbance). 
 
Yep. 
 
>This approach to "model based control" (which differs from Hans' approach 
>only in the fact that disturbances rather than outputs are computed from a 
>model) is no better than the computed output approach; and it is probably 
>worse for the reasons Bill Powers  (961211.1640 MST) already gave. 
 
I noted in my post that at least one of the reasons Bill Powers "already 
gave" (that the system would go into open-loop mode) was wrong, and 
explained why.  I didn't note your having countered that argument.  Nor did 
Bill suggest that the system I devised would "probably be worse" than Han's 
system, nor did he give any reasons _why_ it would be worse than Han's system. 
 
I do agree with Bill and Hans that any system that relies on estimation 
cannot handle unexpected disturbances.  I agree with you and Bill that when 
we humans lose input, we tend to rely on substitute perceptions (e.g., the 
forces being exerted against our hands by the steering wheel) rather than 
estimating what the actual CV "should" be doing, and I agree that such 
estimation is very risky business for lower-level control systems that must 
deal with fast-changing and often unpredictable circumstances.  So I am not 
advocating the system I described as a realistic alternative; my only 
purpose was to describe how such a system might work and (as your reply to 
my post failed to note) to indicate the circumstances under which it would 
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be expected to do the job intended of it. 
 
Regards, 
 
Bruce 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Tue, 17 Dec 1996 12:29:08 -0700 
From:    Bill Powers <powers_w@FRONTIER.NET> 
Subject: Lights and buttons. Re: In Defense of Popper & Harms 
 
[From Bill Powers (961217.0700 MST)] 
 
Bruce Gregory(961217.0525 EST)] 
 
>So you've joined Scott in positing a conistent world of perception. 
>Nothing more homey than a pair of solipcists.  Don'y get me wrong, 
>some of my best friends are solipcists ;-) 
 
Well, I'm glad they're not solipsists. I can't stand solipsists. 
 
I'm just an ignorant engineer, not a philosopher. I know that solipsism is 
supposed to be bad, and that naive realism is supposed to be bad, and that 
pragmatism is supposed to be bad, and so on -- it all depends on whose book 
or paper you're reading. Which attitude you're supposed to believe in seems 
to depend mainly on how forcefully the person you're reading can present an 
argument, or how impressive his or her reputation is. When I read philosophy 
I feel like Nasrudin: everything I read seems to be right while I'm reading 
it. You say they can't ALL be right? By golly, you're right! 
 
Here's how I look at perception. It's nothing fancy or deep; it's just the 
way an engineer deals with appearances, which includes what we seem to know 
about nervous systems, physics, and all that realist stuff. 
 
The human brain acts on the world outside it by emitting neural signals; it 
detects the world outside it by receiving signals from sensory receptors. 
The evidence for this is pretty overwhelming. If a person loses the ability 
to send neural signals to muscles, paralysis is the result. If neural 
signals from sensory receptors are cut off, whatever used to be sensed that 
way is no longer sensed. That part of the experienced world just goes away, 
as you lose a lip when you get novocaine at the dentist's, or as the visual 
world goes away when you shut your eyes or go blind. 
 
Along with this we have the role of the brain itself. Whatever we know, we 
need a brain to know it with, to think about what we know, to make 
associations, to have opinions, to understand, and so on. Damage to the 
brain from physical trauma or diseases like Alzheimer's severely affects all 
our mental facilities. 
 
So it looks to me as though the brain is the knower and actor, or at least 
an indepensible part of the process of knowing and acting, and that what it 
knows comes to it in the form of neural signals from sensors, which are also 
indispensible. 
 
If that's so, then the engineer would want to know what all those sensors 
are detecting: what gives rise to the neural signals? It seems that visual 
receptors generate signals in response to the absorption of light quanta of 
particular wavelengths by photosensitive nerve-endings; that olfactory 
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signals are generated by chemical reactions at the surfaces of other 
receptors; that tactile signals are generated by mechanical distortions of 
sensors; that auditory signals are generated by the bending of hair cells in 
the cochlea which distort auditory sensors -- and so on for all the sensors 
that there are. Each sensor is affected by local physical or chemical 
effects. Each sensory signal arises from physical effects in a tiny region 
immediately outside the sensory nerve-ending that generates the signal. 
 
All this we get from a purely conventional naive-realist way of examining 
the world. 
 
When we look at any one sensory signal, what kind of potential knowledge 
about the world do we find there? There seems to be a more or less simple 
relationship between the amount of physical or chemical effect on the 
sensory ending and the rate at which that ending generates impulses. Some 
sensors simply generate signals that depend monotonically on the intensity 
of the physical stimulation. Others respond in an exaggerated way to changes 
in intensity, but also show a steady-state response of a smaller magnitude. 
A few sensors seem to "adapt" in the sense that under steady stimulation 
their neural signals eventually die out altogether. 
 
For each sensory signal, measured in terms of its frequency of firing, we 
can ask what a steady magnitude of that signal would represent in the world 
outside it. If the sensor adapts over time, a steady signal would have to be 
generated by a steadily-increasing amount of stimulation. For the static 
type of sensor, a constant magnitude of signal would correspond to a 
constant magnitude of stimulation. For a mixed type of receptor, a constant 
signal would go with a stimulation that increases exponentially at a certain 
rate to an asymptote. 
 
So we can say that each neural signal emitted by a sensory receptor 
represents by its magnitude the state of some physical process going on in 
the immediate vicinity of, or even inside, the sensory nerve ending. That is 
the basic stuff of the initial signals. As those signals vary, they indicate 
variations in the local stimulation of the individual nerve-endings. 
 
An engineer can understand this sort of arrangement, because there are 
counterparts of all the kinds of sensory receptors in artificial sensors 
like microphones, photocells, strain gauges, chemosensors, and so forth. 
Each device generates an electrical signal that depends on local effects of 
the environment: the absorption of light quanta by a photocathode, the 
displacement of a crystal or a coil in a magnetic field, the elongation of a 
wire that changes its resistance to current flow, or chemical reactions that 
liberate ions that can be detected electronically. 
 
In building a device that uses lots of sensors, like a spacecraft, the 
engineer can see that there is a whole layer of signals, each coming from a 
particular sensor, that contain whatever any subsquent signal-processing can 
know about the world that's being sensed. 
 
However, these signals by themselves don't represent anything very useful. 
To measure the velocity of the spacecraft, for example, the signals from 
strain gauges that are indicating a force due to acceleration must pass 
through a time-integrator to produce a new signal that represents velocity. 
And signals from several strain-gauges, each representing acceleration in a 
different dimension (linear or angular) must be passed through a computer 
which can yield a signal representing total magnitude of acceleration, and 
through another producing signals that indicate direction of acceleration. 
The signal from the photocell in a star tracker must be correlated with 
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signals indicating direction of pointing relative to the spacecraft, so a 
new signal indicating pointing error can be generated. 
 
And so on. To the engineer, it's clear that what HE can see going on in the 
environment is of no use at all to the systems he's building. Whatever those 
systems do, they can do only on the basis of what the systems' own sensors 
are telling them, and what the systems' own analytical capabilities can 
derive from the multiple sensor readings. The systems have no other way to 
know what is going on outside them. 
 
The engineer, who can see a lot more than the system he's building can see, 
can give the system a lot of help by arranging its sensors in the most 
useful way, and by combining signals in just the way that will correspond 
the most usefully to external phenomena. But every now and then, the 
engineer might pause to think about the analogy between his own internal 
systems and those of the system he's constructing. The first thing he will 
have to realize is that there is no engineer standing by outside to tell his 
internal systems what the signals from the sensors mean, or what the best 
way of combining them into new signals would be. 
 
In fact, the engineer might find it somewhat confusing to imagine himself 
being the system he is constructing. The engineer, when not identifying with 
the system, knows that a certain sensory signals represents an effect of 
acceleration, but inside the system there is no label on the signal; the 
system can know only that there's a signal of a certain magnitude. And when 
that signal goes through a time integrator and turns into a velocity signal, 
again there's no label saying that it represents velocity. In fact, whatever 
the system "knows" about its environment must ALSO exist as a neural signal, 
an unlabeled signal. 
 
Enough of this sort of cogitation might lead the engineer -- me -- to devise 
an analogy that goes like this: 
 
Imagine that you find yourself in a control room in which the walls are 
covered with lights and buttons. Nothing is labeled. Your abilities consist 
of the ability to look at the lights and to push any buttons that strike 
your fancy. Having nothing else to do, you watch the lights and push the 
buttons. 
 
The first thing you discover is that pushing the buttons always has an 
immediate effect on certain lights. Other lights may be affected, but they 
aren't always affected. One button always makes one set of lights turn on; 
another button makes a different, but partially overlapping, set of lights 
turn on. Figuring out which buttons always affect which lights takes a 
while, but eventually you have the connections memorized; you can make any 
of those lights turn on whenever you please because you know which buttons 
to push. 
 
While you've been doing this, there have been certain effects that seem to 
come and go at random. Sometimes you feel good, sometimes you feel bad. 
After while, when you've pretty much got the buttons mastered, you realize 
that if you turn on one set of basic button-lights, sometimes another set of 
lights turns on and at the same time you feel bad -- or else good, depending 
on which lights turn on. So you try to figure out how to keep the 
bad-feeling lights from turning on, and how to keep the good-feeling lights 
from turning off. In doing this, you begin to recognize lights that you've 
seen before, and groupings of lights. They become familiar things. You learn 
how to turn them on and off by using combinations of the button-lights. 
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After long enough at doing this, you begin to use shorthand. Instead of 
turning on a set of 100 lights, you find that you can just attend to three 
or four lights in the set, and by turning them on you turn on the whole set. 
Turning on the three or four lights becomes equivalent to turning on all the 
lights in the set. You have constructed a name for the whole set, using a 
subset as a symbol for the whole set. 
 
Now you can start reasoning in terms of the names: if set .:. is on, and set 
::.. is off, or if ::.. is on and .:. is off, then :.:.. will be on. If 
:.:.. feels good, you will try to manipulate .:. in relation to ::.. so that 
the logical function (.:. XOR ::..) remains TRUE. You learn to like .:.ing, 
and also ::..ing, but not when they're going on at the same time. 
 
In this way you can build up a world made of different patterns of lights, 
and learn to control them to avoid the bad and seek the good, and use 
subsets to name them and reason about them, and do everything that human 
beings do with perceptions -- all without the slightest idea of what is on 
the other side of the panels of lights and buttons. 
 
That's my epistemology. We can poke the buttons and watch the lights, but 
the connections between the buttons and the lights, on the other side of the 
display panel, are invisible to us. We can be pretty confident that there 
ARE connections on the other side, but we can only guess at what they are on 
the basis of how the buttons, singly and in simultaneous and sequential 
combinations, affect what we can see. 
 
*  *    *   *   *  *****        *        *   *  *   ***  ***** 
*  *   * *  *   *  *           * *       **  *  *  *     * 
****  ***** *   *  ****       *****      * * *  *  *     ****  * * * * * 
*  *  *   *  * *   *          *   *      *  **  *  *     * 
*  *  *   *   *    *****      *   *      *   *  *   ***  ***** 
 
 
Best, 
 
Bill P. 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Tue, 17 Dec 1996 12:29:17 -0700 
From:    Bill Powers <powers_w@FRONTIER.NET> 
Subject: Re: resend: single top-level goal? 
 
[From Bill Powers (961217.0945 MST)] 
 
Hans Blom, 961216g -- 
 
I think that your analysis of the "top level goal" in cases of conflict is 
quite interesting. It might be more realistic, however, if you began with a 
more detailed analysis of a simple conflict; the relationships aren't 
completely straightforward. 
 
Suppose you have two control systems at the same level, coupled together at 
a lower level so that both cannot simultaneously achieve zero error. 
 
Each system will end up with a certain amount of error, the balance 
depending on the relative loop gains (assume no limits on output). If the 
feedback and input functions have a gain of unity, all the loop gain will be 
in the output functions: G1 and G2. Let e be the error. When system 1 alone 
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is acting, the value of x, the common lower-level variable, will be G1*e1. 
When system 2 alone is acting, x will be G2* e2. When both systems are 
acting, we introduce the constraint 
 
G1*e1 = G2*e2 = x 
 
Let e = r - x, so we have 
 
G1*(r1 - x) = G2*(r2 - x). Solving for x, we obtain 
 
x = (G2*r2 - G1*r1)/(G1 - G2) 
 
Note that as the gains approach equality, x increases without limit when r1 
is not equal to r2. The direction of the increase depends on which gain is 
the greater, and on whether G1*r1 is greater than or less than G2*r2. In 
real systems, the value of x will also depend on any physical limits to the 
output of the two systems. 
 
As you can see, the result of conflict between two control systems is not 
just a simple balance of forces. A more complete treatment including the 
system dynamics would show that there can also be a point of instability, 
where the effective feedback between the systems becomes positive and the 
combined system either oscillates or runs away (until it encounters any 
physical limits that may exist). 
 
This may alter your analysis of error minimization. 
 
Best, 
 
Bill P. 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Tue, 17 Dec 1996 12:29:20 -0700 
From:    Bill Powers <powers_w@FRONTIER.NET> 
Subject: Re: In Defense of Popper & Harms 
 
[From Bill Powers (961217.1100 MST)] 
 
Hans Blom, 961217 -- 
 
>(Bill Powers (961216.2010 MST)) 
> 
>> Scott Stirling (961216) -- 
> 
>>>All Harms and Popper need to say is that the perception we have of 
>>>the world is remarkably consistent over time. 
> 
>>I agree totally with this well-put proposition. 
> 
>1. Isn't it remarkable how opposites can co-exist? On the one hand, 
>our perception of the world is remarkably consistent, reproducible, 
>modelable, "lawful", over time. On the other hand, we continuously 
>encounter "disturbances", "noise", unexpected things happen, and 
>surprises. Now, which is true? 
 
Both are true. Our perceptions (I presume) are stable representations of the 
state of the world, but there are influences in the world which can affect 
that state, thus also tending to cause (faithful) changes in the perceptions 
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representing it. In your own terms (approximately), measurement noise is 
small but process noise is large. You seem to assume, against all the 
evidence, that the reverse is true. 
 
>Which is _more_ true? Do we see the 
>world primarily in terms of "laws" (regularities) or in terms of 
>"noise" (irregularities)? We seem to have our personal biases... 
 
We _see_ the world in terms of variables; "laws" are derived at a higher 
level of perception, and they are even more regular than the observations. 
The world we observe is regular enough that we can detect small changes, and 
vary our actions so as to keep the changes small. The whole point of control 
is to keep the observed world matching our reference levels despite all the 
unpredictable changes that would occur if we didn't act. You're conflating 
disturbances that can cause variables to change with irregularities in the 
way perceptions represent those variables. Two different subjects. 
 
>2. If we believe we can detect "consistency over time", it seems to 
>me that we have some inner mechanism that allows this detection. 
 
Yes, it's called a perceptual input function. 
 
>Since this detection is primarily some type of comparison between 
>what occurs now and what occurred previously, it appears that we >have some 
type of inner "store" where previous occurrences are >somehow saved, 
possibly encoded and/or compacted. 
 
If you're going to propose a mechanism, why propose the most complicated one 
you can think of first? Perception of consistency over time doesn't have to 
be anything more complex than perceiving a first derivative of zero. You're 
talking in terms of very high-level conscious cognitive judgments. At lower 
levels such language is inappropriate. 
 
>.. it is impossible to store the raw data of 
>_all_ previous occurrences in their entirety. So what is stored? 
>Only occurrences that are recognized as "lawful"? But initially >there are 
none. Are occurrences that are similar to a previous one >somehow discarded? 
But how to establish what is similar right from >the start? We seem to have 
a bootstrap problem, which indicates the >need for an a priori existing 
recognition mechanism. 
 
You're setting up the problem in terms that make it extremely complex. 
There's no reason to think that we have to compare experiences with previous 
experiences in order to arrive at lawful perceptions, although we can 
certainly do that at a high enough cognitive level. Simply finding a 
perceptual function that produces a controllable signal is enough. The 
unsuccessful organizations don't have to be remembered. Past values of 
perceptions don't have to be remembered. "Similarity" isn't necessarily 
relevant. 
 
>3. The term "inner world model" seems an appropriate description of 
>such an internal store of those perceptions of the world that are 
>remarkably consistent over time. 
 
Only because you have set up the problem that way. Remember that your 
world-model model doesn't even have any perceptual functions. If you 
considered how much of the work you are describing could be done as 
information comes into the system, you'd see that it doesn't have to be done 
AGAIN in an internal world-model. 
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> 
>4. We know of mechanisms that (or: whose function it is to) extract 
>consistencies and reject nonconsistencies. The simplest ones are 
>probably auto/cross-correlators. 
 
Fine. When we make them work in a way that reproduces human perception, we 
will have made a lot of progress. But such functions can just as easily be 
part of perceptual input functions as world-models. 
 
Best, 
 
Bill P. 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Tue, 17 Dec 1996 12:29:24 -0700 
From:    Bill Powers <powers_w@FRONTIER.NET> 
Subject: Re: Solving "loss of input" problem 
 
[From Bill Powers (961217.1200 MST)] 
 
Hans Blom, 961217b -- 
 
>To me, those are pretty much equivalent notions. Under conditions of 
>circular causality (in practice: effective control), the notion "if I 
>perceive X then I do Y" (a "forward" model) is pretty much the same 
>as "if I do Y then I perceive X" (a "backward" model). 
 
I think you're just out of practice in thinking about closed-loop systems. 
If you understood how ubiquitous disturbances are, you would not say "If I 
do X then I perceive Y." In the real world, if you "do X" ten times in a 
row, you will get nine different values of Y. On a given automobile trip 
from home to work, you will find that as you perceive X, the successive 
positions of the car, you will also see that you are doing Y, a series of 
movements of the steering wheel. But if you then produced those very same 
movements of the steering wheel on the next trip, do you think you would 
perceive the same trip to work Y as before? 
 
The forward and backward models seem equivalent only if you're unfamiliar 
with how control systems work -- and the world they work in. 
 
Best, 
 
Bill P. 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Tue, 17 Dec 1996 18:13:36 +0100 
From:    "J.A. Blom" <J.A.Blom@ELE.TUE.NL> 
Subject: Re: Solving "loss of input" problem 
 
[Hans Blom, 961217f] 
 
(Bill Powers (961216.2000 MST)) 
 
>The reason so many engineers have been interested in the Kalman 
>filter is that it enables them to do lots of things (beside design 
>control systems), and because it is taught to them in engineering 
>courses. 
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One major reason was, I think, that the invention was fairly 
incremental; it was "only" a real-time version of already familiar 
least squares curve fitting procedures which had a proven utility but 
before that time existed only as batch programs. So, in one sense 
there was "nothing new"; in another sense, curve fitting techniques 
could suddenly be used in all types of real-time processes, including 
control. 
 
>HPCT is not taught in any engineering courses that I know of. 
 
There are a lot of different approaches to the design of control 
systems, some very familiar and others less so. Only practice -- 
actual designs -- can demonstrate their niche of applicability. Every 
approach has its weak and its strong points, and these are pretty 
well known of all the familiar methods. Control _engineering_ is 
extremely practice-oriented. In the design of a high performance 
control system, the use of "proven technology" is a key issue, not 
only for the choice of sensors and actuators, but also for the 
control algorithm. As long as it is unknown in which niche HPCT fits 
(if any), it will not be taught -- at least not in engineering 
classes. 
 
But I thought that all that was no concern of yours. HPCT is not 
about designing practical control systems; it is about finding a 
match between human behavior and a proposed model. Or so I thought. 
 
>I would guess that all the control engineers who know about HPCT are 
>on CSGnet. Your opinions about your model and its capabilities are 
>among the kinds of reasons it is not taught. This is what I meant by 
>the "advantages of incumbency." 
 
Demonstrate _that_ -- and the practical conditions when -- an HPCT 
design approach is superior to other methods. If you can do that, and 
if the niche is important enough, HPCT will soon be taught. 
 
>>>Here's my point. If the same amount of labor had been put into 
>>>applying these adaptive methods to a PCT model, it would be much 
>>>easier to put aside the distraction of "adaptiveness" and simply 
>>>look at the basic organization being proposed. 
 
>>I'm sorry, Bill, but "adaptiveness" won't go away. 
 
>My goodness, you have a way of substituting your own words for mine. 
>Read the above: "if the same amount of labor had been put into 
>applying these adaptive methods to a PCT model ...". 
 
Thanks for your correction. I got the impression that you said that 
adaptiveness was distracting us from more important matters. As you 
have been known to say in the past. Is my internal model of you 
outdated? Is there now a new you that it must adjust to? ;-). 
 
>>(H)PCT models _also_ need to compute the right output. You may 
>>object against the word "compute" because the underlying PCT 
>>mechanism is so simple, but what's the fundamental difference? 
 
>The fundamental difference is that the MCT model has to have a model 
>that imitates the properties of the environmental link. The PCT 
>model does not, nor does it need to compute the inverse of the 
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>environmental link. 
 
I once attended a control engineering course where we studied the 
family resemblances between the various control algorithms. That has 
helped me tremendously whenever a choice for a certain method was 
required, because I could see what a certain method concentrates on 
and what is relatively neglected. One discrimination between methods 
is along the line of adaptive/non-adaptive or variable/fixed control 
parameters. If parameters are fixed, they may be simply an invisible 
part of the structure, and the designer may be hardly or not at all 
aware that he has "chosen" certain fixed parameter values. Only when 
one compares different schemes may it become clear that where one 
method has e.g. a multiplier linking two elements, another scheme has 
"nothing" (just a passive link) in between those two elements. It is 
only on comparison that one can see that the "nothing" is a unity 
transfer function, where the transfer function in the other scheme 
was a different, maybe adaptive, function. That may be why I "see" 
more (or other things) in a PCT diagram than you do. 
 
The advantages of "nothing" links are clear: simplicity and the 
ensuing ease of understanding; and a robustness regarding component 
failure. Disadvantages may be a smaller operating range when the 
parameters of the "system to be controlled" vary and less optimized 
performance. In applications where the disadvantages don't matter, 
the method is fine. If one can somehow do away with or decrease the 
disadvantages while keeping the advantages, one may have a superior 
method for more difficult applications as well. 
 
>It's strange: there seems to be a little voice in my head telling me 
>that your reaction to what I just said will be to say that there is 
>still no fundamental difference between the PCT and MCT models. 
 
What is "fundamental"? I see resemblances with other methods as well 
as differences. 
 
>And I'm sorry that you can't see that there IS NO WORLD-MODEL in the 
>PCT model that corresponds to the one in the MCT model. 
 
How about an "invisible world model"? ;-). 
 
>>Start to demonstrate a useful, real (not simulated) HPCT-based 
>>system and the number of articles will soar, I assure you. 
 
>How about my arm model? That's a simulation, to be sure, but a real 
>model could easily, if not inexpensively, be built to test it. 
 
A physical arm model would be a fine start, but it would need to do 
something _useful_ if it is not going to be considered a toy. 
 
>Time and numbers don't prove anything except how unimaginative 
>people can be, and how easily they jump on bandwagons. 
 
Regrettably, not all imaginations bear fruits. They can be enjoyable 
in themselves, of course, but that kind of phantasy may bear little 
relationship to real life problem solving. 
 
> ... a widely-accepted idea tends to suppress work on rival ideas, 
>simply by hogging all the resources, and by allowing the proponents 
>of the accepted idea to be the referees who decide what publications 
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>are likely to advance the state of the art. THEIR art, of course. 
 
Yes. Very similar to how we now interpret "survival of the fittest". 
The laws of the universe can be pretty annoying... 
 
Greetings, 
 
Hans 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Tue, 17 Dec 1996 13:34:30 -0800 
From:    Richard Marken <marken@AEROSPACE.AERO.ORG> 
Subject: Re: Solving the "loss of input" problem 
 
[From Rick Marken (961217.1330)] 
 
Me: 
 
>[Skipping past the expected misconceptions about control that result when 
>one is defending a behaviorist system concept ;-) 
 
Bruce Abbott (961217.1325 EST) -- 
 
>Such as? 
 
I accidentally (;-)) trashed the post. Could you send me a copy. I'd be happy 
to point out the misconceptions (there were only a couple, as I recall) if 
you'd like. 
 
>What I was alluding to was whether you consider o = f(r-p) to be "computed 
>output" or not. 
 
We had a discussion about this some time ago, didn't we? Yes, o is 
continuously "computed" in the control equation above. But this kind of 
computation differs substantially from the kind that is presumed to go on 
in model- based control. I can think of two important ways in which 
the control "computations" differ from the model based computations of 
output: 1) The control computation is _much_ simpler. The control equation 
can be implemented in a simple neural circuit that multiplies error (r-p) 
to produce output. The model based control computations, on the other hand, 
are typically much more complex, requiring the computation of trigonometric, 
logarithmic and other functions. 2) The control computation is part of a 
closed loop. The output of this "computation" is a function of an effect of 
the output (p). The model based control computation, on the other hand, is 
open loop. The output of this computation is a function of a "command signal" 
(similar to the PCT reference signal) that specifies the intended result of 
an output.  A set of calculations  (representing the inverse of the model- 
determined feedback function) must be done to convert the command signal into 
an output, o, that will have the intended result (which it will _only_have if 
the model feedback function is, indeed, an accurate representation of the 
real one). 
 
>I noted in my post that at least one of the reasons Bill Powers "already 
>gave" (that the system would go into open-loop mode) was wrong 
 
Then you noted wrong. The system is in "open loop mode" as soon as you take 
away the perceptual input. Since you agree that your system is controlling 
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p'(t) = o(t) + d'(t) 
 
then noting that the system is not in open loop mode is notably wrong. p' is 
an _imagined_ perception; the control loop is closed via the imagination 
connection but it is certainly is not _closed_ in the normal sense of 
that term -- which is that the loop runs from output to controlled 
variable back to perception (p) and output again. When your model has no 
input it is running open loop. 
 
> I didn't note your having countered that argument. 
 
I guess I didn't see anything to counter. The above can count as my counter. 
 
>Nor did Bill suggest that the system I devised would "probably be worse" 
>than Han's system, nor did he give any reasons _why_ it would be worse than 
>Han's system. 
 
Read Bill's post more carefully (I trashed that one too; see, nothing 
personal; just thought the discussion was over;-)). I think he said something 
at the end about it being better to just go ahead and compute the output 
directly from the world model rather than try to model the disturbance. 
 
Best 
 
Rick 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Tue, 17 Dec 1996 16:52:34 -0500 
From:    Scott Stirling <scstirli@ANSELM.EDU> 
Subject: Defense of Stirling 
 
On Tue, 17 Dec 1996, Bruce Gregory wrote: 
 
> [From Bruce Gregory (961217.1010 EST)] 
[snip] 
> I hate to keep playing one note, but the "other" world is _not_ 
> hypothetical. 
[snip] 
> Nothing is more immediate than the world we experience. The 
> question as to how we are able to experience this world leads us 
> to hypothesis. 
 
        Allow me to rephrase "Nothing is more immediate than the world we 
experience," as "Nothing is more immediate than the experience we 
experience."  As you all can see, the former sentence posits a subject 
(_the world_) which is claimed to have existential import.  We can say, 
equivalently, "There exists at least one world such that nothing is 
more immediate than our experience of it."  Now, keeping these points in 
mind, note that the paraphrase of that first sentence above is a 
tautology.  The tautology and the original sentence are equivalant. 
 
let p= experience 
let q= a world 
p>q= if there is experience, then there is a world. 
p, therefore q, i.e., there is experience, therefore there is a world. 
 
        As you can see, the argument above is valid in form.  But is it 
true?  Is there experience in the traditional sense of perception of a 
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world indeopendent of the experiencer?  Or is there merely perception, 
which we call experience and assume corresponds to another reality. 
There is no way to prove that there is a world that exists independent of 
experience, just like there is no way to prove that the sun will rise 
tomorrow.  Inductively we can make a sound argument for either case, but 
we cannot prove it in the same way that a deductive argument can be 
proved, i.e., absolutely true or false. 
 
        One can be punched in the face and, by sheer force of that sort of 
rhetoric, _believe_ that one has been punched into reality, but there is 
no way to prove deductively that experience of the world is not just 
perception-- period.  The nature of inductive logic is such that no 
amount of cases or evidence can prove an argument or theory--it can only 
make a them sounder. 
 
        Solipsism is a theory that may be swiftly dispatched.  Due to 
consistency of my perceptions and attempts to test the theory that I am 
the only entity that exists, I have concluded, satisfactorily, that even 
if I am the only being in existence, it behooves my emotional state and 
other senses, rational and physical, to act as if the other people I 
perceive do actually exist.  Since this is so, solipsism does not seem to 
increase the fit between my perceptions and my reason, so there is no 
need for it. 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
Scott M. Stirling                       Email:  scstirli@anselm.edu 
Saint Anselm College                    Phone:  (603) 668-1101 school 
Box 2111                                        (603) 225-3799 home 
100 Saint Anselm Dr. 
Manchester, NH 03102-1310 
 
http://www.anselm.edu/student/scstirli/welcome.html 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Tue, 17 Dec 1996 10:39:22 -0700 
From:    "T. B. Harms" <tbh@TESSER.COM> 
Subject: Re: Popper's Preposterous Propositions 
 
*From Tracy Harms  1996;12,15.21:30 
 
Bill Powers (961215.1800 MST) 
 
>I think that a good deal of our difficulty with Popper arises from the fact 
>that he was most closely associated with the _life_ sciences, where 
>knowledge has been largely statistical in nature (for a number of reasons, 
>including wrong theories). 
 
This is just not so.  Popper's main attention was to *physics*; the circles 
of scientists he frequented were mostly composed of physicists, and he made 
significant explanatory efforts regarding interpretation of quantum 
mechanics.  One of the ways in which Popper is a bit frustrating to me is 
the way his frame of mind was shaped so much more by physics than life 
sciences. 
 
>[Consider] an engineer doing strength-of-materials tests of a 
>design for a bridge [...]  The engineer has to seek out 
>that knowledge, for some purpose of his own. But he can't get that 
>knowledge without interacting with the frame member; the knowledge 
>is there, waiting to be got if he wants it, but it will stay there 
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>forever if nobody looks for it. 
 
The *stuff* is there, and with it the potential for knowledge.  But the 
knowledge is not there; it is not extracted from, but instead constructed 
in relation to, that stuff. 
 
>[...] 
>Naturally, unpredicted failures do occur, but they don't occur by chance. 
>They occur because of either lack of knowledge, or deliberately ignoring 
>knowledge (often to save money). 
 
One point of difference I think I detect beteen us is that you seem to be 
unaware of what Peter Munz calls false knowledge.  This is a fairly new 
concept, not much percolated through the literature, and it certainly is 
counterintuitive to most people's presuppositions about knowledge.  But the 
necessity of clarifying truth as distinct from (though related to) 
knowledge requires this odd combination.  This is especially so for 
intellectual knowledge.  That's just a teaser; I'll suspend the topic now 
that I've raised a bit of curiosity... 
 
>Sorry for getting out the fire hose when all you wanted was a drink of water. 
 
Anybody got a towel? 
 
 
Tracy Bruce Harms                                        tbh@tesser.com 
Boulder, Colorado 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Tue, 17 Dec 1996 16:58:39 EST 
From:    Bruce Gregory <gregory@CF4.HARVARD.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Lights and buttons. Re: In Defense of Popper & Harms 
 
[From Bruce Gregory (961217.1700 EST)] 
 
Bill Powers (961217.0700 MST) 
> 
> Bruce Gregory(961217.0525 EST)] 
> 
> >So you've joined Scott in positing a conistent world of perception. 
> >Nothing more homey than a pair of solipcists.  Don'y get me wrong, 
> >some of my best friends are solipcists ;-) 
> 
> Well, I'm glad they're not solipsists. I can't stand solipsists. 
 
Don't I get any credit for even thinking of the word solipsist 
at 5:25 A.M.?  O.K. O.K.  I will not misspell solipsist. I will 
not misspell solipsist. I will not misspell... (How about 
conistent?) 
 
> I'm just an ignorant engineer, not a philosopher. 
 
That "aw, shucks" approach is charming, but will get you nowhere 
with this audience. 
 
Don't get me wrong. Sophisticated as I am, I like your model 
very much. In fact, it look a great deal like my model. I can 
understand why you have fallen in love with your model. We all 
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fall in love with our models. All I was saying is that _it is a 
model_. Its function is to make sense out of your experience. 
(I use it to make sense out of mine, too.) But if neither of us 
had any experience to begin with, neither of us would need a 
model to explain it. The experience is prior to (in a logical 
as well as chronological sense) the models used to explain it. 
I don't "infer" the existence of an external world, I encounter 
it whether I want to or not. My dogs don't infer that I am 
putting food in their bowls, they see me putting food in their 
bowls. My model (but not theirs) allows me to explain _how_ 
they are able to perceive me doing this, but the food is not a 
logical construct or an inference as far as they are concerned. 
Solipsism (see I got it right that time) reifies a philosophical 
model. Realism reifies a philosophical model. I'm trying to 
avoid doing the same by drawing a distinction between my models 
and what they are designed to represent. What they are designed 
to represent, as James argued forcefully, is our experience. 
There is a phrase from a long poem by the Third Patriarch which 
says something to the effect, "It is always before you. Begin to 
reason about it and at once you fall into error." We fall into 
error, from my point of view when we reify our models and 
think that the world is something we infer. You may well not 
agree. Since this is clearly philosophy rather than PCT I won't 
argue with you. (I don't want to take advantage of an ignorant 
engineer. ;-) ) 
 
 
Bruce Gregory 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Tue, 17 Dec 1996 15:17:18 -0700 
From:    "T. B. Harms" <tbh@TESSER.COM> 
Subject: Re: Lights and buttons. Re: In Defense of Popper & Harms 
 
*From Tracy Harms  1996;12,17.15 
 
 
Bill Powers (961217.0700 MST) 
 
>[...] 
>So it looks to me as though the brain is the knower and actor, or at least 
>an indepensible part of the process of knowing and acting, and that what it 
>knows comes to it in the form of neural signals from sensors, which are also 
>indispensible. 
 
You have reiterated the common-sense view of knowledge which, while 
plausible on the face of it, results in intractible explanatory 
difficulties. 
 
The idea that what the knower knows comes to the brain in the form of 
neural signals from sensors is what Gary Cziko has called instructionist, 
what Perkinson calls transmission theory, and what Popper calls the bucket 
theory.  I have no problem with the assertion that brain receives neural 
signals from sensors, but these signals do not comprise a reception of 
knowledge from outside.  Oxygen comes to the brain from outside, as do 
nutrients.  But *knowledge* is not parallel to these.  Accepting neural 
signals as knowledge, or as mediators of knowledge, leads to more and worse 
problems than it solves. 
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Rick Marken (961215.2150) asks: ''But once people have found PCT, why 
shouldn't they drop off the "wise men" at the college center while they 
attend classes on their own?''  It is not the mentors who tag along, it is 
their respective contributions, and either these are incompatible with PCT 
(in which case we do well to identify which one looks worse) or they have 
compatabilities which are worth discovering.  (Sorry, Rick, but your call 
sounds all too much like a wish that people would check their minds at the 
door...) 
 
While it must be very convenient to rely on "a purely conventional 
naive-realist way of examining the world", that only holds so long as the 
problems which attend it are not more inconvenient.  While I'll readily 
admit that philosophy has produced little, by and large, it has been 
relatively good at spelling out the problems of this approach.  The 
impression I get, Bill, is that you hope if you ignore these problems they 
will go away. 
 
>When we look at any one sensory signal, what kind of potential knowledge 
>about the world do we find there? 
 
Where you see potential knowledge, I see present, organic knowledge. 
 
>[...]  In fact, whatever 
>the system "knows" about its environment must ALSO exist as a neural signal, 
>an unlabeled signal. 
 
To my dismay I have not located the famous statement by Konrad Lorenz, that 
there is knowledge in the hoof of the horse reflecting the reality of the 
steppes.  That concept applies here to counter the idea that knowledge 
about the environment is primarily something channelled by nerves from 
sensors. 
 
[Thought-experiment re. room with buttons and lights here snipped.] 
>That's my epistemology. We can poke the buttons and watch the lights, but 
>the connections between the buttons and the lights, on the other side of the 
>display panel, are invisible to us. We can be pretty confident that there 
>ARE connections on the other side, but we can only guess at what they are on 
>the basis of how the buttons, singly and in simultaneous and sequential 
>combinations, affect what we can see. 
 
Having made a real effort to convince us that knowledge is a matter of 
signals which come to an observer through channels from sensors, you end up 
abandoning that altogether for your climactic description.  In that sketch 
there is no reliance whatsoever on signals from an outside. 
 
 
Tracy Bruce Harms                                        tbh@tesser.com 
Boulder, Colorado 
----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    "Human beings invented the word 'consciousness' to describe their 
    own particular sentience, but nature's awareness is not exactly 
    intelligence nor sentience, nor consciousness, nor awareness. 
    It falls between all the words." 
                                                Robert Bly 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Tue, 17 Dec 1996 12:35:14 EST 
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From:    Bruce Gregory <gregory@CF4.HARVARD.EDU> 
Subject: Re: In Defense of Popper & Harms 
 
[From Bruce Gregory (961217.1235 EST) 
 
Scott Sterling 16 Dec 1996 22:24:52 -0500 
 
> On Mon, 16 Dec 1996, Bruce Gregory wrote: 
> 
> > I don't posit an external reality, I encounter it. 
> 
> I do not intend to wrestle over matters of faith.  Everyone is entitled 
> to their beliefs. 
 
Do my dogs and I posit a common world, or do we share one? 
(Insofar as I know, they are not given to extensive positing.) 
 
In a message that seems to have gone astray, I said that if I 
knew you better, I would punch you in the nose, and ask you to 
posit that I had not... 
 
 
Bruce Gregory 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Tue, 17 Dec 1996 15:30:02 -0700 
From:    "T. B. Harms" <tbh@TESSER.COM> 
Subject: Re: Defense of Stirling 
 
*from Tracy Harms 1996;12,17.15:30 
 
 
Scott M. Stirling, 
 
>The nature of inductive logic is such that no 
>amount of cases or evidence can prove an argument or theory--it can only 
>make a them sounder. 
 
Just a quick technical point:  additional cases, by themselves, do not even 
make a theory stronger.  Induction has no strength whatsoever. 
 
 
Tracy Bruce Harms                                        tbh@tesser.com 
Boulder, Colorado 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Tue, 17 Dec 1996 17:15:02 -0500 
From:    Martin Taylor <mmt@HERMES.DCIEM.DND.CA> 
Subject: Re: Auditory temporal structure 
 
[Martin Taylor 961217 15:30] 
> Peter Cariani 961216 20:40 
> 
> 
> The kind of correlational analysis that I'm interested in is very much in line 
> with that of Roy Patterson's, although I think that he is thinking of this more 
> in terms of peripheral representations, whereas I think that these kinds of 
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> representations could be analyzed more centrally. Patterson, as far as I know, 
> doesn't take the time window way out to cover tens or hundreds of milliseconds 
> and the running time patterns of whole phonetic elements and syllables. 
 
I just checked his Web site <http://www.mrc-apu.cam.ac.uk> from which you can 
get to the site for the SAI (not ASI as I wrote before). From there you can 
download either a paper on the SAI (from the Journal of the Acoustical 
Society) or the software to run it on a Unix workstation. In the paper there 
are a couple of pictures of what the SAI looks like, and those pictures 
run to 32 msec. I've sent Roy e-mail asking him how far out he thinks it 
works in people. But yes, he's interested in peripheral representations that 
are stable when our perceptions are stable, and not otherwise. 
 
> > Most computerized recognizers start 
> > with some analysis of the spectrum and then go with the sequence of 
> > spectral patterns identified (perhaps tentatively). Patterson's ASI 
> > might be a better place to start, but it's computationally very expensive. 
> > Easy to do in a neural system, hard in a computer (as is correlation). 
> 
> The power of computing is fast approaching the point where these things are 
> feasible........ 
> 
That doesn't affect what I intended to imply, that it takes a lot of 
operations in a computer to do what is a basic operation in a neural 
system...just as the reverse is also true. Neural systems find it hard 
and slow to do abstract arithmetic, which is as basic to computers as 
correlation, template matching/filtering (they are essentially the 
same thing), or real-valued transformation is to neural systems. 
 
Bill Powers frequently comments that he can't imagine a neural system 
doing something as complex as X (fill in your own value for X), because 
he thinks of X as an operation in symbolic mathematics, very hard for a 
computer to emulate, and even harder for a human brain to do through the 
medium of emulating a logical machine...but very easy or even perhaps basic 
for a neural system to do. Whether something is feasible on a fast enough 
computer is quite a different issue. 
 
Martin 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Tue, 17 Dec 1996 17:50:07 +0000 
From:    Peter Cariani <peter@EPL.MEEI.HARVARD.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Aristotle and Contingent Truths 
 
[From Peter Cariani (961217.2000 EST)] 
> 
> [From Bill Powers (961216.2100 MST)] 
> 
> Peter Cariani (961216) -- 
> 
> Your Declaration of Epistemology rings bells with me all the way through. A 
> beautiful and eloquent statement. 
> 
> I would change only one little thing to remove the last taint of naive 
> realism. You say: 
> 
> >Pragmatism begins with the limited observer and examines the 
> >ways (adaptive mechanisms, variation and selection) that 
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> >limited beings are able to gain greater influence (dare I 
> >say control?) over their surrounds. 
> 
> If you will just say "over their perceptions" the picture will be complete. 
> If you want to speak purely, you will eliminate terms that make claims to be 
> about that which we cannot know directly. All such claims beg the basic 
> question of epistemology. 
 
Fine. You're more fastidious about this language than I (and I understand the 
reasons for it). To the extent that limited beings can influence their surrounds 
(neither we nor they understand <<exactly>> how they do this, since neither we 
nor they have complete access to all of the aspects of the world that come into 
play),they can control their perceptions. I could have said, more poetically, 
"control of their destinies", but at the risk of being misunderstood. 
 
> > Epistemology is not 
> >the study of how "true knowledge" is acquired; it is the 
> >study of how organisms and devices are able to acquire 
> >pragmatic knowledge, to better adapt to the world, to 
> >improve performance, to achieve goals. No gods. No 
> >orphic mystery cults. No "best seat in the house." 
> >Just good clean fun. 
> 
> Again, there's that lurking claim to knowledge of "the world." The world 
> that we come to know and learn to control is the world of perception. The 
> "other" world is hypothetical, however attractive and useful that hypothesis 
> may be. We can freely accept and use that hypothesis in our practical 
> affairs, but when we are looking for a deeper understanding we have to 
> identify it as what it is: a guess. 
 
I think it is possible to talk about an external "world" without claiming to 
know the true form of that world, the specifics of its structure. By "world" 
I mean that undifferentiated realm beyond my senses. Otherwise one sounds too 
much like a solipsist. 
 
Although the means by which we adapt is to control for perceptions on that 
world, we really are adapting to the world, not to the perceptions of the 
world. Unsensed aspects of the world can and do kill us, and it is the world 
at large, not our perceptions of it, that determine how effective our adaptive 
strategies will be. Even though our perceptions give us the error signals that 
we use to modify our behavior to (hopefully) further reduce their magnitude, 
all of the sensed and unsensed aspects of the world interact with all of the 
sensed and unsensed aspects of our bodies to determine those perceptual signals 
(and hence the error signals). 
 
I think we're really on the same wavelength here; it's really a matter of 
rhetoric. 
 
Peter 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Tue, 17 Dec 1996 17:46:53 -0500 
From:    Scott Stirling <scstirli@ANSELM.EDU> 
Subject: Re: In Defense of Popper & Harms 
 
Bruce, 
 
        There is no need to think about the philosophical problem of 
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epistemology, according to you yourself.  Do you want to deal with it 
rationally? or ignore it? 
 
        Epistemology does not matter to the average guy, but to one who 
thinks, there is no denying its relevance to anyone doing work in science, 
philosophy, education, psychology, etc. 
 
> Do my dogs and I posit a common world, or do we share one? 
> (Insofar as I know, they are not given to extensive positing.) 
 
        So far, Bruce, your argument/proof for the proposition that there 
is a reality to which your experience corresponds is that you experience 
it, therefore it exists.  How do you know that your experience 
corrseponds to reality?  I, and thousands of thinkers over thousands 
of years, want to know! 
 
> In a message that seems to have gone astray, I said that if I 
> knew you better, I would punch you in the nose, and ask you to 
> posit that I had not... 
> 
> 
> Bruce Gregory 
> 
 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
Scott M. Stirling                       Email:  scstirli@anselm.edu 
Saint Anselm College                    Phone:  (603) 668-1101 school 
Box 2111                                        (603) 225-3799 home 
100 Saint Anselm Dr. 
Manchester, NH 03102-1310 
 
http://www.anselm.edu/student/scstirli/welcome.html 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Tue, 17 Dec 1996 17:23:22 EST 
From:    Bruce Gregory <gregory@CF4.HARVARD.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Defense of Stirling 
 
[From Bruce Gregory (961217.1725 EST)] 
 
17 Dec 1996 16:52:34 Scott Stirling 
 
 
> One can be punched in the face and, by sheer force of that sort of 
> rhetoric, _believe_ that one has been punched into reality, but there is 
> no way to prove deductively that experience of the world is not just 
> perception -- period.  The nature of inductive logic is such that no 
> amount of cases or evidence can prove an argument or theory--it can only 
> make a them sounder. 
 
If you feel that need your experience of the world to be proved 
either deductively or inductively, take two aspirins, lie down, and 
call me in the morning. I take that back. Clearly Scott Stirling 
is simply something I posit. _I_ will take two aspirins and lie 
down... 
 
> Solipsism is a theory that may be swiftly dispatched.  Due to 
> consistency of my perceptions and attempts to test the theory that I am 
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> the only entity that exists, I have concluded, satisfactorily, that even 
> if I am the only being in existence, it behooves my emotional state and 
> other senses, rational and physical, to act as if the other people I 
> perceive do actually exist.  Since this is so, solipsism does not seem to 
> increase the fit between my perceptions and my reason, so there is no 
> need for it. 
 
We solipsists have got to stick together ;-) 
 
 
Bruce Gregory 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Tue, 17 Dec 1996 17:50:02 EST 
From:    Bruce Gregory <gregory@CF4.HARVARD.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Defense of Stirling 
 
[From Bruce Gregory (961217.1750 EST)] 
 
Tracy Harms 1996;12,17.15:30 
 
 
> Just a quick technical point:  additional cases, by themselves, do not even 
> make a theory stronger.  Induction has no strength whatsoever. 
 
You've been reading too much Popper. Most of what we believe we 
believe on the basis of induction. Induction cannot lead to 
certainty, but then what can? 
 
 
Bruce Gregory 
 
"Solipsists of the world unite. You have nothing to lose!" 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Tue, 17 Dec 1996 15:43:55 -0800 
From:    Ryan Cassidy <rmc10@AXE.HUMBOLDT.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Aristotle and Contingent Truths 
 
        DELPHINIUM BLUE IS COOL 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Tue, 17 Dec 1996 19:09:36 +0000 
From:    Peter Cariani <peter@EPL.MEEI.HARVARD.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Lights, buttons, Christmas decorations 
 
[From Peter Cariani (961217.1700 MST)] 
 
> [From Bill Powers (961217.0700 MST)] 
 
> I'm just an ignorant engineer, not a philosopher. ...... 
> 
> Here's how I look at perception. It's nothing fancy or deep; it's just the 
> way an engineer deals with appearances, which includes what we seem to know 
> about nervous systems, physics, and all that realist stuff. 
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C'mon Bill, we're not fooled by this "Oh, I'm just a lil' simple engineer 
just puttin' the nuts and bolts where they need to go" stuff. You've thought 
about the metaphysics as much as anyone. 
 
> So it looks to me as though the brain is the knower and actor, or at least 
> an indepensible part of the process of knowing and acting, and that what it 
> knows comes to it in the form of neural signals from sensors, which are also 
> indispensible. 
> 
> If that's so, then the engineer would want to know what all those sensors 
> are detecting: what gives rise to the neural signals? It seems that visual 
> receptors generate signals in response to the absorption of light quanta of 
> particular wavelengths by photosensitive nerve-endings; that olfactory 
> signals are generated by chemical reactions at the surfaces of other 
> receptors; that tactile signals are generated by mechanical distortions of 
> sensors; that auditory signals are generated by the bending of hair cells in 
> the cochlea which distort auditory sensors -- and so on for all the sensors 
> that there are. Each sensor is affected by local physical or chemical 
> effects. Each sensory signal arises from physical effects in a tiny region 
> immediately outside the sensory nerve-ending that generates the signal. 
 
A good engineer also knows that all sorts of factors contribute to the sensor 
reading (temperature, humidity, magnetic fields, etc. etc. etc.), factors 
that may not be what the sensor is thought to be sensing. We NEVER know all 
of the subtle factors that can affect the operation of a real world sensor. 
All we can do is calibrate to achieve rough congruence with other sensors. 
 
> When we look at any one sensory signal, what kind of potential knowledge 
> about the world do we find there? There seems to be a more or less simple 
> relationship between the amount of physical or chemical effect on the 
> sensory ending and the rate at which that ending generates impulses. Some 
> sensors simply generate signals that depend monotonically on the intensity 
> of the physical stimulation. Others respond in an exaggerated way to changes 
> in intensity, but also show a steady-state response of a smaller magnitude. 
> A few sensors seem to "adapt" in the sense that under steady stimulation 
> their neural signals eventually die out altogether. 
 
It's my turn to be persnickety. Go look at the primary literature (throw out your 
textbooks) -- look at any sensory system, what the neural spike trains really 
look like, and you'll find that it's much, much messier than that. In most 
systems the sensors are broadband at moderate stimulus levels, which means 
that they respond to lots of things with comparable discharge rates. In 
olfaction the situation is truly nightmarish -- each primary sensory neuron 
responds to an idiosyncratic gamut of different odorants and odorant types, 
and the response is highly history-dependent. [Compared to making sense of 
this mess, making a cross-correlation model of speech recognition is a snap! 
Not to say it's not hard, only to give a sense of how much more difficult it is to 
make a coherent picture of olfaction based on averate spike rates.] 
 
> For each sensory signal, measured in terms of its frequency of firing, we 
> can ask what a steady magnitude of that signal would represent in the world 
> outside it. If the sensor adapts over time, a steady signal would have to be 
> generated by a steadily-increasing amount of stimulation. For the static 
> type of sensor, a constant magnitude of signal would correspond to a 
> constant magnitude of stimulation. For a mixed type of receptor, a constant 
> signal would go with a stimulation that increases exponentially at a certain 
> rate to an asymptote. 
> 
> So we can say that each neural signal emitted by a sensory receptor 
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> represents by its magnitude the state of some physical process going on in 
> the immediate vicinity of, or even inside, the sensory nerve ending. That is 
> the basic stuff of the initial signals. As those signals vary, they indicate 
> variations in the local stimulation of the individual nerve-endings. 
> 
> An engineer can understand this sort of arrangement, because there are 
> counterparts of all the kinds of sensory receptors in artificial sensors 
> like microphones, photocells, strain gauges, chemosensors, and so forth. 
> Each device generates an electrical signal that depends on local effects of 
> the environment: the absorption of light quanta by a photocathode, the 
> displacement of a crystal or a coil in a magnetic field, the elongation of a 
> wire that changes its resistance to current flow, or chemical reactions that 
> liberate ions that can be detected electronically. 
 
If only the nervous system were built this way, with discrete narrow-band sensors 
that behave in a monotonic manner with nice separation of the lines for 
different kinds of stimulus properties. On the very coarse scale 
of sensory modality it is organized this way, but within each 
modality, many of the sensors look much more broadband and much of the information 
looks like it is being mixed together (multiplexed) in some way. If the nervous 
system were anything like the picture that you paint, I guarantee to you 
that we would understand how it all works by now. We build things this way because 
we understand how to build things this way, and we analyze the workings of the 
brain in these terms because these are the kinds of systems we understand. But 
it doesn't follow that the nervous system has to be organized this way. It may 
very well be, mark my words, that we need substantially different ways of thinking 
about how sensory information is handled in the brain. 
 
> In building a device that uses lots of sensors, like a spacecraft, the 
> engineer can see that there is a whole layer of signals, each coming from a 
> particular sensor, that contain whatever any subsquent signal-processing can 
> know about the world that's being sensed. 
> 
> However, these signals by themselves don't represent anything very useful. 
> To measure the velocity of the spacecraft, for example, the signals from 
> strain gauges that are indicating a force due to acceleration must pass 
> through a time-integrator to produce a new signal that represents velocity. 
> And signals from several strain-gauges, each representing acceleration in a 
> different dimension (linear or angular) must be passed through a computer 
> which can yield a signal representing total magnitude of acceleration, and 
> through another producing signals that indicate direction of acceleration. 
> The signal from the photocell in a star tracker must be correlated with 
> signals indicating direction of pointing relative to the spacecraft, so a 
> new signal indicating pointing error can be generated. 
> 
> And so on. To the engineer, it's clear that what HE can see going on in the 
> environment is of no use at all to the systems he's building. Whatever those 
> systems do, they can do only on the basis of what the systems' own sensors 
> are telling them, and what the systems' own analytical capabilities can 
> derive from the multiple sensor readings. The systems have no other way to 
> know what is going on outside them. 
> 
> The engineer, who can see a lot more than the system he's building can see, 
> can give the system a lot of help by arranging its sensors in the most 
> useful way, and by combining signals in just the way that will correspond 
> the most usefully to external phenomena. But every now and then, the 
> engineer might pause to think about the analogy between his own internal 
> systems and those of the system he's constructing. The first thing he will 
> have to realize is that there is no engineer standing by outside to tell his 
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> internal systems what the signals from the sensors mean, or what the best 
> way of combining them into new signals would be. 
> 
> In fact, the engineer might find it somewhat confusing to imagine himself 
> being the system he is constructing. The engineer, when not identifying with 
> the system, knows that a certain sensory signals represents an effect of 
> acceleration, but inside the system there is no label on the signal; the 
> system can know only that there's a signal of a certain magnitude. And when 
> that signal goes through a time integrator and turns into a velocity signal, 
> again there's no label saying that it represents velocity. In fact, whatever 
> the system "knows" about its environment must ALSO exist as a neural signal, 
> an unlabeled signal. 
 
Engineers (and software engineers particularly) do think from the inside out -- 
they think about what kinds of information a given module "knows" about, what 
it needs to "know" to do its job, etc. etc. I think it's a useful way of 
thinking....to take the perspective of a device more limited than oneself. 
This is exactly opposite from the tendency of some physicists to ascend to 
godhead. 
 
The system may not have a label that says "effect of acceleration" on it, but 
the wiring of the system (if its a device) or the manner in which the information 
is encoded (if its a program) needs to keep track of the type of information that 
is associated with the magnitude (just as we keep the units for variables 
alongside 
their magnitudes in physics and stoichiometry problems). Somehow different types 
of information need to be kept separate (by labelled lines or time-codes, however) 
if the system is to have a prayer of being coherently organized. Keeping the lines 
separate, though, doesn't require any knowledge of what they "mean" in terms of 
the 
outside world (although maintaining the separation of the lines maintains a 
causal linkage with the sensors and their interactions with "the world"), only 
that 
the different lines represent different types of information. 
 
> Enough of this sort of cogitation might lead the engineer -- me -- to devise 
> an analogy that goes like this: 
> 
> Imagine that you find yourself in a control room in which the walls are 
> covered with lights and buttons. Nothing is labeled. Your abilities consist 
> of the ability to look at the lights and to push any buttons that strike 
> your fancy. Having nothing else to do, you watch the lights and push the 
> buttons. 
> 
> The first thing you discover is that pushing the buttons always has an 
> immediate effect on certain lights. Other lights may be affected, but they 
> aren't always affected. One button always makes one set of lights turn on; 
> another button makes a different, but partially overlapping, set of lights 
> turn on. Figuring out which buttons always affect which lights takes a 
> while, but eventually you have the connections memorized; you can make any 
> of those lights turn on whenever you please because you know which buttons 
> to push. 
> 
> While you've been doing this, there have been certain effects that seem to 
> come and go at random. Sometimes you feel good, sometimes you feel bad. 
> After while, when you've pretty much got the buttons mastered, you realize 
> that if you turn on one set of basic button-lights, sometimes another set of 
> lights turns on and at the same time you feel bad -- or else good, depending 
> on which lights turn on. So you try to figure out how to keep the 
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> bad-feeling lights from turning on, and how to keep the good-feeling lights 
> from turning off. In doing this, you begin to recognize lights that you've 
> seen before, and groupings of lights. They become familiar things. You learn 
> how to turn them on and off by using combinations of the button-lights. 
 
Here the different kinds of information are being kept separate by the respective 
positions of the lights (a "place" code). But it's just as plausible that the 
lights are blinking in different time patterns and you find that certain time 
patterns make you feel good or bad, but it doesn't really matter which particular 
lights those time patterns come in on. But this is orthogonal to your point. 
 
> After long enough at doing this, you begin to use shorthand. Instead of 
> turning on a set of 100 lights, you find that you can just attend to three 
> or four lights in the set, and by turning them on you turn on the whole set. 
> Turning on the three or four lights becomes equivalent to turning on all the 
> lights in the set. You have constructed a name for the whole set, using a 
> subset as a symbol for the whole set. 
> 
> Now you can start reasoning in terms of the names: if set .:. is on, and set 
> ::.. is off, or if ::.. is on and .:. is off, then :.:.. will be on. If 
> :.:.. feels good, you will try to manipulate .:. in relation to ::.. so that 
> the logical function (.:. XOR ::..) remains TRUE. You learn to like .:.ing, 
> and also ::..ing, but not when they're going on at the same time. 
> 
> In this way you can build up a world made of different patterns of lights, 
> and learn to control them to avoid the bad and seek the good, and use 
> subsets to name them and reason about them, and do everything that human 
> beings do with perceptions -- all without the slightest idea of what is on 
> the other side of the panels of lights and buttons. 
> 
> That's my epistemology. We can poke the buttons and watch the lights, but 
> the connections between the buttons and the lights, on the other side of the 
> display panel, are invisible to us. We can be pretty confident that there 
> ARE connections on the other side, but we can only guess at what they are on 
> the basis of how the buttons, singly and in simultaneous and sequential 
> combinations, affect what we can see. 
 
Yes, of course. Nice example. Not bad for a plain ol' engineer like yourself! 
 
Best wishes, 
Peter 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Tue, 17 Dec 1996 18:54:58 -0700 
From:    Bill Powers <powers_w@FRONTIER.NET> 
Subject: Re: Popper's Preposterous Propositions 
 
[From Bill Powers (961217.1800 MST)] 
 
Tracy Harms  1996;12,15.21:30 -- 
 
>>I think that a good deal of our difficulty with Popper arises from the 
>>fact that he was most closely associated with the _life_ sciences, where 
>>knowledge has been largely statistical in nature (for a number of reasons, 
>>including wrong theories). 
> 
>This is just not so.  Popper's main attention was to *physics*; the circles 
>of scientists he frequented were mostly composed of physicists, and he made 
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>significant explanatory efforts regarding interpretation of quantum 
>mechanics.  One of the ways in which Popper is a bit frustrating to me is 
>the way his frame of mind was shaped so much more by physics than life 
>sciences. 
 
Don't know where I got that idea, but I guess it's wrong. Actually, I was 
going to say that his ideas would also apply in fields like quantum physics, 
but didn't because I had heard of his work only through psychologists. 
 
>>[Consider] an engineer doing strength-of-materials tests of a 
>>design for a bridge [...]  The engineer has to seek out 
>>that knowledge, for some purpose of his own. But he can't get that 
>>knowledge without interacting with the frame member; the knowledge 
>>is there, waiting to be got if he wants it, but it will stay there 
>>forever if nobody looks for it. 
> 
>The *stuff* is there, and with it the potential for knowledge.  But the 
>knowledge is not there; it is not extracted from, but instead constructed 
>in relation to, that stuff. 
 
Really, I agree with this, that knowledge is constructed. But it's also 
_constrained by observation_. That is, you can't just "know" any old thing 
that you'd like to know. 
 
>>[...] 
>>Naturally, unpredicted failures do occur, but they don't occur by chance. 
>>They occur because of either lack of knowledge, or deliberately ignoring 
>>knowledge (often to save money). 
> 
>One point of difference I think I detect beteen us is that you seem to be 
>unaware of what Peter Munz calls false knowledge.  This is a fairly new 
>concept, not much percolated through the literature, and it certainly is 
>counterintuitive to most people's presuppositions about knowledge.  But the 
>necessity of clarifying truth as distinct from (though related to) 
>knowledge requires this odd combination.  This is especially so for 
>intellectual knowledge.  That's just a teaser; I'll suspend the topic now 
>that I've raised a bit of curiosity... 
 
Better expand on that. Sounds like a round square to me. 
 
Best, 
 
Bill P. 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Tue, 17 Dec 1996 18:55:03 -0700 
From:    Bill Powers <powers_w@FRONTIER.NET> 
Subject: Re: Lights and buttons. Re: In Defense of Popper & Harms 
 
[From Bill Powers (961217.1815 MST)] 
Bruce Gregory (961217.1700 EST) -- 
 
>> I'm just an ignorant engineer, not a philosopher. 
> 
>That "aw, shucks" approach is charming, but will get you nowhere 
>with this audience. 
 
Oh, good, you mean I AM a philosopher? 
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> ... if neither of us 
>had any experience to begin with, neither of us would need a 
>model to explain it. The experience is prior to (in a logical 
>as well as chronological sense) the models used to explain it. 
 
Right. Experience is directly perceived. 
 
>I don't "infer" the existence of an external world, I encounter 
>it whether I want to or not. 
 
Just leave out "external" and we'll get along fine. "External" is an 
interpretation. 
 
Best, 
 
Bill P. 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Tue, 17 Dec 1996 18:55:06 -0700 
From:    Bill Powers <powers_w@FRONTIER.NET> 
Subject: Re: Lights and buttons. Re: In Defense of Popper & Harms 
 
[From Bill Powers (961217.1820 MST)] 
 
Tracy Harms  1996;12,17.15 -- 
 
>You have reiterated the common-sense view of knowledge which, while 
>plausible on the face of it, results in intractible explanatory 
>difficulties. 
 
I was trying to develop those intractible explanatory difficulties, but 
wandered off the track before I could get to the boffo finish. I was 
distracted by personal matters. 
 
The idea was that this simple engineer who just takes the world as it 
appears to be ends up realizing that if he is also constructed in the way 
his artificial system is constructed, then all perceptions of and ideas 
about the world, including the apparent laws of physics, chemistry, and 
neurology, must reside in the signal-processing systems in the brain, and in 
fact that the brain itself exists in the world of experience as an idea, a 
model. Even the division between "inside" and "outside" is a product of how 
we think, how we classify experiences. There are many yogas, but they are 
all the same yoga. I've heard similar rumors about the Tao. Meaning you can 
start from anywhere, even naive realism, and still end up with the same 
understanding _if you carry it far enough_. 
 
See "The Goldbug Variations" by Richard Powers (no relation). 
 
The only reality is experience. All else is contained within that. The "all 
else" comes up when we start trying to _explain_ experience instead of just 
experiencing it: that is, when we start trying to create knowledge. 
 
Physics is an attempt to explain experience. The odd thing is that physics 
presents a picture of a world that we can't experience at all. It tells us 
that tabletops are mostly empty space, that something called "light" travels 
from the objects we can see into our eyes, that waves of compression carry 
sounds from other people and other events into our ears, that the universe 
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is made of quarks, and that when we strain to lift something too heavy for 
us, we're not doing any work. Physics purports to be about a world that 
underlies our perceptions, that lies outside direct experience. And the 
oddest thing about this is that physics explains a lot of experiences very, 
very well, with incredible accuracy, while direct experience offers no 
explanations at all. Direct experience allows us only to extrapolate from 
the past to the future. It can't predict anything that hasn't been 
experienced before. 
 
When Dr. Johnson kicked the rock and said "I refute you _thus_," he was 
looking only at the world of direct experience. He didn't notice that the 
rock acquired an upward and sideward velocity, and for some inexplicable 
reason returned to earth. He didn't notice that the rock compressed slightly 
and rebounded from his foot, and was, in fact, elastic (although less so 
than his foot). He didn't notice that when the rock landed, it spun for a 
while on one point before beginning to wobble and finally falling over. What 
Dr. Johnson did notice were only the major things with which he was 
familiar; he never saw that behind these events and relationships something 
completely unexplained was going on. He didn't see that there are invisible 
constraints and connections that make one event depend on another by means 
that are completely hidden from human perception. Dr. Johnson was not a 
physicist. 
 
I can't prove it, but I stake my life a dozen times a day, even just walking 
down a flight of steps, on the assumption that there is a world beyond the 
world of direct experience. When I look at a stick angling out of a pond, I 
"know" that it isn't "really" bent, even though direct experience tells me 
that it is. When I flip a light switch, I "know" that there are wires in the 
wall and a power plant somewhere, which explain why the light goes on -- 
even though those things are not and may never be part of my direct 
experience. Sometimes we get to pry the lid off the black box by just a 
crack, and sure enough we find mechanisms inside it that may or may not 
conform to what we guessed was in there -- but there is always SOMETHING in 
there, not a void. Even the quantum physicists find that this is so; every 
time they peer deeper into the box, they find something, not nothing. Every 
time they find a "fundamental particle" they find, sooner or later, that it 
is made of still more "fundamental" particles. They think that even nothing 
is something, briefly, every now and then. I suspect that this process is 
endless. 
 
I would never go so far as to say that the world of physics is the "real" 
world, while the world of experience is an illusion. The world of physics is 
an idea that exists in the world of experience -- I almost said "in our 
heads." Its only purpose is to explain experience, and the world it has 
created is imaginary in the technical sense of the word. Yet, if we want to 
talk about inferences and evidence, the existence of another world, outside 
experience, seems almost a certainty. 
 
Best, 
 
Bill P. 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Tue, 17 Dec 1996 20:46:34 -0500 
From:    Bruce Gregory <gregory@CF4.HARVARD.EDU> 
Subject: Re: In Defense of Popper & Harms 
 
[From Bruce Gregory (961217.850 EST)] 
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Scott Stirling December 17,1996 5:46 PM 
 
>         So far, Bruce, your argument/proof for the proposition that there 
> is a reality to which your experience corresponds is that you experience 
> it, therefore it exists.  How do you know that your experience 
> corrseponds to reality?  I, and thousands of thinkers over thousands 
> of years, want to know! 
 
O.K. O.K. Thousands of years is long enough to wait. But you don't 
have to hold your breath. Peter has already answered your 
question: 
 
Peter Cariani (961217.2000 EST)] 
 
"I think it is possible to talk about an external "world" without claiming to 
know the true form of that world, the specifics of its structure. By "world" 
I mean that undifferentiated realm beyond my senses. Otherwise one sounds too 
much like a solipsist. 
 
Although the means by which we adapt is to control for perceptions on that 
world, we really are adapting to the world, not to the perceptions of the 
world. Unsensed aspects of the world can and do kill us, and it is the world 
at large, not our perceptions of it, that determine how effective our adaptive 
strategies will be. Even though our perceptions give us the error signals that 
we use to modify our behavior to (hopefully) further reduce their magnitude, 
all of the sensed and unsensed aspects of the world interact with all of the 
sensed and unsensed aspects of our bodies to determine those perceptual signals 
(and hence the error signals)." 
 
Thanks Peter. I (obviously) could not have said it better myself. 
 
 
Bruce Gregory 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Tue, 17 Dec 1996 17:00:00 GMT 
From:    Inman Harvey <inmanh%cogs.sussex.ac.uk@UKACRL.BITNET> 
Subject: ECAL97 Final CFP 
 
Full details on our website http://www.cogs.susx.ac.uk/ecal97 
 
                  FINAL CALL FOR PAPERS 
       4th. EUROPEAN CONFERENCE ON ARTIFICIAL LIFE 
                          ECAL97 
             Brighton, UK, July 28-31 1997 
 
This interdisciplinary conference aims to provoke new understandings of the 
relationships between the natural and the artificial. Artificial Life is often 
described as the endeavour to synthesize life-like phenomena in artificial 
media in an attempt to establish a formal and general understanding of life. 
In practice it is something much broader. At its core are exchanges of ideas 
and blurring of boundaries between disciplines traditionally constrained to 
just the natural or just the artificial. 
 
ECAL97 will foster further cross-fertilisation and hopes to extend the 
Artificial Life community by encouraging contributions from people involved in 
the Arts and Humanities. The conference will involve oral presentations, both 
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invited and contributed, poster sessions, debates, exhibitions, 
demonstrations, installations and related activities. 
 
Scientific topics to be covered will include, but not be limited to, the list 
below. Contributions from biologists are particularly welcome. 
 
Self-organisation. Origins of Life. Prebiotic evolution. RNA Systems. Fitness 
Landscapes. Natural Selection. Sexual Selection. Ecosystem evolution. 
Evolutionary Optimisation. Evolutionary Computation. Immune Networks. Neural 
Networks. Multicellular Development. Natural and Artificial Morphogenesis. 
Learning and Development. Communication. Artificial Worlds. Simulations of 
Ecological and Evolving Systems. Mobile Agents. Autonomous Robots. 
Evolutionary Robotics. Software Agents. Collective Behaviour. Swarm 
Intelligence. Cooperation. Evolution of Social Behaviour. Philosophical Issues 
in Alife. Ethical problems. 
 
NEW --- Publisher will now be: MIT Press/Bradford Books. Papers should not be 
longer than 10 pages (including figures) in MIT Press format. Format 
instructions and LaTeX template are available on our web-page. We encourage 
paper submissions via the Internet (see web-page) though traditional paper is 
also acceptable (4 hard-copies). Demonstrations, Videos, and proposals for 
associated workshops are also welcomed. 
 
IMPORTANT DATES 
Feb 28, 1997     -- Submission deadline 
Apr 12           -- Notification of acceptance 
May 1            -- Camera-ready due 
May 31           -- Early registration deadline 
July 28-31, 1997 --  Conference dates 
 
ECAL97 will be held in Brighton on the South Coast of England. There are good 
travel connections; it is just one hour by train from London and conveniently 
close to London Gatwick airport. The conference will be inside the Metropole 
Hotel on Brighton seafront. Special accomodation rates will be available for 
those staying at the hotel, with other cheaper accommodation available 
elsewhere. 
 
Please PRE-REGISTER your interest by filling out a form via our WWW site. All 
new announcements will be emailed to those who have pre-registered, and will 
also be available on this site: 
http://www.cogs.susx.ac.uk/ecal97/ 
 
Conference organizers:   Phil Husbands and Inman Harvey 
Local organization:      Medeni Fordham and Joseph Faith 
Conference Secretariat:  Medeni Fordham 
ECAL97 
COGS, University of Sussex 
Brighton BN1 9QH, UK 
 
EMAIL: ecal97@cogs.susx.ac.uk 
 
PROGRAM COMMITTEE 
 
Riccardo Antonini (I) Randall D. Beer (US) Wolfgang Banzhaf (D) George Bekey 
(US) Hugues Bersini (B) Maggie Boden (UK) Peter de Bourcier (UK) Paul Bourgine 
(F) Rodney Brooks (US) Scott Camazine (D) Peter Cariani (US) Pablo Chacon (E) 
Andy Clark (UK) Dave Cliff (UK) Michael Conrad (US) Holk Cruse (D) Jaques 
Demongeot (F) Jean-L. Deneubourg (B) Michael Dyer (US) Claus Emmeche (DK) 
Dario Floreano (CH) Terry Fogarty (UK) Walter Fontana (A) Brian C. Goodwin 
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(UK) Howard Gutowitz (US) Horst Hendriks-Jansen (UK) Paulien Hogeweg (NL) 
George Kampis (H) Kunihiko Kaneko (JP) Hiroaki Kitano (JP) Chris Langton (US) 
Antonio Lazcano (MX) Pier L. Luisi (CH) David McFarland (UK) Pattie Maes (US) 
Barry McMullin (IE) Juan J. Merelo (E) Jean-Arcady Meyer (F) Eric Minch (US) 
Melanie Mitchell (US) Federico Moran (E) Alvaro Moreno (E) Jim D. Murray (US) 
Stefano Nolfi (I) Daniel Osorio (UK) Domenico Parisi (I) Howard Pattee (USA) 
Rolf Pfeifer (CH) Steen Rasmussen (US) Tom Ray (JP) Robert Rosen (CA) Chris 
Sander (D) Peter Schuster (D) Moshe Sipper (CH) Tim Smithers (E) M.V. 
Srinivasan (AU) Luc Steels (B) John Stewart (F) Peter Todd (D) Jon Umerez (US) 
Francisco Varela (F) Gunter Wagner (US) Barbara Webb (UK) Hans V. Westerhoff 
(NL) Michael Wheeler (UK) William C. Wimsatt (US) Chris Winter (UK) Rene 
Zapata (F) 
==================================================================== 
 
NEW -- European Workshop on Learning Robots 
 
EWLR-6, the 1997 European Workshop on Learning Robots, will be held in 
association with ECAL97 on the day after, Friday August 1st 1997, in the same 
location, the Metropole Hotel Brighton. The Call For Papers for EWLR-6 will be 
issued some time in January 1997; for further information contact Andreas Birk 
cyrano@arti14.vub.ac.be. 
==================================================================== 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Tue, 17 Dec 1996 19:15:48 -0700 
From:    "T. B. Harms" <tbh@TESSER.COM> 
Subject: too much Popper 
 
*From Tracy Harms 1996;12,17.19:00 
 
 
Bruce Gregory (961217.1750 EST) 
 
>> Just a quick technical point:  additional cases, by themselves, do not even 
>> make a theory stronger.  Induction has no strength whatsoever. 
> 
>You've been reading too much Popper. Most of what we believe we 
>believe on the basis of induction. Induction cannot lead to 
>certainty, but then what can? 
 
The topic at hand is *knowledge*, not belief.  The casual confusion of the 
two is much of what interferes with problem solving in this field of study. 
 
Induction simply does not occur as a logical structure, and use of the word 
'induction' to describe psychological tendencies to generalize is 
ill-advised because it creates an impression to the contrary. 
 
 
 
Tracy Bruce Harms                                        tbh@tesser.com 
Boulder, Colorado 
----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Tue, 17 Dec 1996 21:18:55 -0500 
From:    Scott Stirling <scstirli@ANSELM.EDU> 
Subject: Re: In Defense of Popper & Harms 
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Peter Cariani: 
 
"I think it is possible to talk about an external "world" without 
claiming to 
know the true form of that world, the specifics of its structure. By "world" 
I mean that undifferentiated realm beyond my senses. Otherwise one sounds too 
much like a solipsist" 
 
        Bruce, Bill, Peter, T.B. et al., 
 
                I do not know what else to add at this point.  Bill has 
said it all, and I thought I had too.  T.B. has said it all, plus some 
wacky fringe stuff (we are on the edge of our virtual seats waiting for 
that false knowledge thing!).  I think Bruce has restated his claim 
several times, and now Peter C. has done the same.  Am I missing 
something here?  I understand that one can _think_ that it is possible to 
know a reality beyond perception--I think that myself.  But to know, 
indubitably, in the face of arguments raised by people like Hume, Berkeley, 
Kant, and Pyrrho (to name a few)?  I am exasperated. 
 
        I understand someone telling me, again and again, that there is 
an external world, and that we all know it, but I haven't heard any 
unpacking of that assertion.  I am not upset, I just hoped more people 
would take a hard look at Bill Powers message (961217.1820 MST), and if 
they had problems with it, present their own arguments against specific 
points, while adding more to the discussion than just restating their 
original point louder than last time.  Sounds whiny, huh? 
 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
Scott M. Stirling                       Email:  scstirli@anselm.edu 
Saint Anselm College                    Phone:  (603) 668-1101 school 
Box 2111                                        (603) 225-3799 home 
100 Saint Anselm Dr. 
Manchester, NH 03102-1310 
 
http://www.anselm.edu/student/scstirli/welcome.html 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Tue, 17 Dec 1996 21:20:41 -0500 
From:    Bruce Gregory <gregory@CF4.HARVARD.EDU> 
Subject: Re: too much Popper 
 
[From Bruce Gregory (961217.2125 EST)] 
 
Tracy Harms 1996;12,17.19:00 
 
> The topic at hand is *knowledge*, not belief.  The casual confusion of the 
> two is much of what interferes with problem solving in this field of study. 
> 
> Induction simply does not occur as a logical structure, and use of the word 
> 'induction' to describe psychological tendencies to generalize is 
> ill-advised because it creates an impression to the contrary. 
 
Point taken. 
 
 
Bruce Gregory 
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------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Tue, 17 Dec 1996 21:25:27 -0500 
From:    Bruce Gregory <gregory@CF4.HARVARD.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Lights and buttons. Re: In Defense of Popper & Harms 
 
[From Bruce Gregory (961217.2130 EST)] 
 
Bill Powers (961217.1815 MST) 
 
> Bruce Gregory (961217.1700 EST) -- 
 
> >I don't "infer" the existence of an external world, I encounter 
> >it whether I want to or not. 
> 
> Just leave out "external" and we'll get along fine. "External" is an 
> interpretation. 
 
You've got yourself a deal. 
 
 
Bruce Gregory 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Tue, 17 Dec 1996 22:54:10 -0700 
From:    "T. B. Harms" <tbh@TESSER.COM> 
Subject: RANT: mostly empty space? 
 
*From Tracy Harms  1996;12,17.22:40 
 
 
Bill Powers (961217.1820 MST) 
 
>The odd thing is that physics presents a picture of a world 
>that we can't experience at all. It tells us that tabletops 
>are mostly empty space [...] 
 
I don't think physics tells us that, although far too many *physicists* 
seem to.  Physics tells me that the space in a tabletop is mostly 
electromagnetic fields which are quite rigidly interrelated as various 
interlocking solids.  It tells me that it is statistically only slightly 
less of an impediment than empty space *if I happen to be a neutrino*.  It 
also tells me that if I happen to be a complex colloidal system (which, at 
least by contrast to neutrinos or x-rays, I am) that field-filled space is 
no less dense than my touch indicates. 
 
It may be electromagnetic, but it aint empty, and I'm pretty much sick and 
tired of the "cleverness" by which it has become habitual to say that it 
is.  That's not meant to hit you in particular, but rather is a mini-rant 
against the whole trend of elevating the dynamics at the ultra-micro scale 
as somehow more genuine, more physical, than what transpires in and around 
the scale of our bodily experience, where meters-per-minute is a handy 
measure. 
 
 
Tracy Bruce Harms                                        tbh@tesser.com 
Boulder, Colorado 
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----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Tue, 17 Dec 1996 23:20:22 +0000 
From:    Richard marken <marken@AERO.ORG> 
Subject: A grain of salt 
 
[From Rick Marken (961217.2210)] 
 
Tracy Harms (1996;12,17.15) -- 
 
> Rick Marken (961215.2150) asks: ''But once people have found PCT, 
> why shouldn't they drop off the "wise men" at the college center 
> while they attend classes on their own?''  It is not the mentors 
> who tag along, it is their respective contributions, and either 
> these are incompatible with PCT (in which case we do well to 
> identify which one looks worse) or they have compatabilities which 
> are worth discovering.  (Sorry, Rick, but your call sounds all 
> too much like a wish that people would check their minds at the 
> door...) 
 
!!!!! Actually, I meant it as a wish that people would check their 
preconceptions at the door and enter the halls of PCT with just 
their skeptical little minds. I know that many people like to determine 
the degree to which the contributions of their various mentors are 
"compatable" with PCT. But I have never found this to be 
a particularly useful exercise. The main problem is that people 
_want_ to find compatabilities, whether they are there or not, 
when they like both the mentor _and_ PCT. We have seen some rather 
remarkable attempts to see PCT compatabilies in the contributions 
of mentors who were about as far from PCT as they could be. 
 
There is nothing _wrong_ with finding compatibilities between statements 
made by some mentor and and the ideas of PCT. I've used such 
compatibilities myself to give a scholarly garnish to a description of 
PCT (see my paper called "A science of purpose" in 
the _American Behavioral Scientist_  (Sept/Oct 1990). But I think 
that attempts to learn PCT by looking for compatabilities with the 
contributions of mentors is the wrong way to go. I think (based on 
my own experience) that the only way to learn PCT is to forget about 
everything you _think_ you know about how behavior (and mind) works and 
start from scratch -- building and _testing_ models of purposeful 
behavior. I think that one of the best place to go to start learning PCT 
is the series of articles Bill Powers published in BYTE in 1979 (June 
through September, I think). Bill shows how to build a 
computer model of a basic control system and how to do experiments 
to test the model. 
 
The revolution that is PCT exists in the most basic facts about 
how the simplest control systems work. All control systems act to 
control a perceptual representation of some physical state of 
affairs; behavior is the control of perception. No mentor (other 
than William T. Powers) has understood, let alone tried to build 
a science and an epistemology based on, that basic fact about behavior. 
I have never seen any evidence that any mentor had any notion that 
behavior was anything other than responses caused (or "controlled" or 
"selected") by internal or external events. 
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Some mentors (like William James) have said things that are 
remarkably compatable with PCT. But these mentors did not understand how 
control of percpetion worked. Thus they were not able to build a 
systematic science of behavior around control of perception. So we have 
some phrases here and there that sound like PCT. But there phrases are 
found in books most of the ideas have little to do 
with or are flat out contradicted by PCT. 
 
I think reading "mentors" can be interesting and even informative. 
But I think the contributions of these "behavioral/philosophical" 
mentors can now be taken in the same spirit as we take the contributions 
of "alchemist" mentors; with a grain of salt. 
 
Best 
 
Rick 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Tue, 17 Dec 1996 23:41:28 -0800 
From:    David Wolsk <dow@PINC.COM> 
Subject: words,words,words 
 
22:55 PST 17/12/96 David Wolsk wrote: 
 
Given the penchant of conventional psychologists to use the word 
>"environment" to mean "perception", perhaps Bill's "answer" to the 
>conventional claim that "behavior is controlled by the environment" 
>should have been "behavior: the control _of_ the enviroment". 
 
In this always recurring type of discussion I've always been left with a 
sense of unease.  I suspect that the underlying problem may derive from 
mixing words and concepts from the life sciences with those from 
engineering.  I came to PCT after some years of neurophysiology  and 
psychophysics research.  The terminology for PCT which says it all for me is 
as follows: 
 
The task of the organism is coordinating neural and muscular input and 
output relationships utilizing negative  feeback and CNS hierarchies  for 
maximizing predictability and control. 
 
I doubt if this set of  words work for anyone else but they do it for me. 
 
To switch topics, I've been fascinated by the way I used to simultaneity of 
switching a ligt switch and hearing a noise to illustrate a point. Ever 
since, aside from the first response long ago, that light switch keeps being 
turned on and its original illustrative purpose is left in the dark. 
 
On Popper, his book, "The Open Society and its Enemies" was quite important 
in my early education.  his views on Israel certainly seem predictive of 
today's intransigencies. 
 
David Wolsk 
Victoria, BC   Canada 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Wed, 18 Dec 1996 11:22:44 +0100 
From:    "J.A. Blom" <J.A.Blom@ELE.TUE.NL> 
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Subject: reply to Martin: combining goals 
 
[Hans Blom, 961218] 
 
(Martin Taylor 961217 10:30) 
 
>Suppose I am controlling for x=3, y=2, and z=1. You can 
>mathematically say that I am also controlling for the top-level goal 
>q (==x+y+z) = 6. [I use == to mean "is defined as"]. You can treat 
>q=6 as a supergoal. 
 
No, you cannot. There is no mathematical equivalence. For one thing, 
the dimension isn't right. Controlling for x=3, y=2, and z=1 
simultaneously (!) sets as the goal the point (x,y,z) = (3,2,1) in 
three-dimensional space. Controlling for x+y+z=6 (in that same 
three-dimensional space) is something very different; the goal is now 
a large subspace rather than a single point. You can _not_ simply 
replace "control for x=3 and for y=2 and for z=1" by "control for 
x+y+z=3+2+1". 
 
When you want to combine goals, you must proceed differently, for 
instance as I did in my post. Start by replacing "control for x=3" by 
"minimize (x-3)^2". 
 
[Note: Actually, expected values or time integrals ought to be 
inserted as the things to be minimized, but let's skip those 
mathematical niceties; other functions than a square are possible as 
well, and they make a difference, as my previous post suggests.] 
 
You can now replace "control for x=3 and for y=2 and for z=1" by 
"minimize (x-3)^2 + (y-2)^2 + (z-1)^2". Which you can translate back 
into "control for the minimum of (x-3)^2 + (y-2)^2 + (z-1)^2", if you 
want. This is how you find the "top" goal. 
 
[Note: Actually, different weights can be attached to the individual 
terms, as in "minimize (x-3)^2 + 2 * (y-2)^2 + 5 * (z-1)^2". Doing so 
does not change the solution, at least not if there are no 
constraints in the form of forbidden areas in xyz-space, but it does 
change the path toward the solution if the solution is to be found by 
an iterative procedure (such as a control system).] 
 
Constraints are easy to add. Say that z cannot be smaller than 2. The 
top goal then becomes "minimize (x-3)^2 + (y-2)^2 + (z-1)^2 | z >=2", 
where the symbol | means "given that" or "under the constraint that". 
 
[Note: Mathematicians see control as a minimization process. They 
intuitively translate "control for x=3" by "minimize (x-3)^2". They 
also recognize that the minimization is actually done in one specific 
way: by the control system. Thus, the way in which the controller 
operates acts as one constraint on the minimization process. Further 
constraints may be due to the properties of the space in which the 
minimization takes place, e.g. inaccessible areas in xyz-space. Thus, 
for a mathematician, control by some specific control system is seen 
as a process of function minimization under specific constraints. 
Some people see a "fundamental" difference between control processes 
and equilibrium processes. Mathematicians don't; they see different 
constraints. Am I still understandable? :-)] 
 
Now that this confusion is cleared, reread your post and check 
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whether my post answered what your question ought to have been ;-). 
 
Greetings, 
 
Hans 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Wed, 18 Dec 1996 06:49:02 -0500 
From:    Bruce Gregory <gregory@CF4.HARVARD.EDU> 
Subject: Re: In Defense of Popper & Harms 
 
[From Bruce Gregory (961218.0650 EST)] 
 
Scott Stirling December 17,1996 9:18 PM 
> 
>         Bruce, Bill, Peter, T.B. et al., 
> 
>                 I do not know what else to add at this point.  Bill has 
> said it all, and I thought I had too.  T.B. has said it all, plus some 
> wacky fringe stuff (we are on the edge of our virtual seats waiting for 
> that false knowledge thing!).  I think Bruce has restated his claim 
> several times, and now Peter C. has done the same.  Am I missing 
> something here?  I understand that one can _think_ that it is possible to 
> know a reality beyond perception--I think that myself.  But to know, 
> indubitably, in the face of arguments raised by people like Hume, Berkeley, 
> Kant, and Pyrrho (to name a few)?  I am exasperated. 
 
Excellent. You are making great progress! Exasperation is a _much_ 
more compelling argument for the existence of a real world than 
either induction or deduction! The key point is that I am not talking 
about _knowing_ a reality beyond perception. I am taking about having 
no doubt that there _is_ a real world. My "knowledge" is in the form 
of conjectures or models that I test against my perceptions. I keep 
the models that pass this test and (hopefully) discard the ones that 
do not. The fact that most models fail convinces me that there is a real 
world. (As does the fact that my cat always sleeps on the chair in 
front of my computer.) 
 
>         I understand someone telling me, again and again, that there is 
> an external world, and that we all know it, but I haven't heard any 
> unpacking of that assertion.  I am not upset... 
 
How can you be exasperated and not upset? 
 
 
Bruce Gregory 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Wed, 18 Dec 1996 05:07:21 -0700 
From:    Bill Powers <powers_w@FRONTIER.NET> 
Subject: Re: RANT: mostly empty space? 
 
[From Bill Powes (961218.0500 MST)] 
 
Tracy Harms  1996;12,17.22:40 -- 
 
>>The odd thing is that physics presents a picture of a world 
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>>that we can't experience at all. It tells us that tabletops 
>>are mostly empty space [...] 
> 
>I don't think physics tells us that, although far too many *physicists* 
>seem to.  Physics tells me that the space in a tabletop is mostly 
>electromagnetic fields which are quite rigidly interrelated as various 
>interlocking solids. 
 
Oh, quibble, quibble. Actually electromagnetic fields are soft and squishy 
when you look at matter on that scale. I once built an interferometer-based 
control system for a guy who rules diffraction gratings. He talked about his 
7-ton steel engine as if it were made of soft butter. And it was, when you 
looked at it with an interferometer that could resolve 0.01 wavelengths of 
neon light (he's now down to 0.002 wavelengths and is complaining because 
the control system contains visible error signals). 
 
Ain't nothin' in this world that's "rigid." 
 
But it's always nice to get a pet rave off your chest. 
 
Best, 
 
Bill P. 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Wed, 18 Dec 1996 05:07:24 -0700 
From:    Bill Powers <powers_w@FRONTIER.NET> 
Subject: Re: Lights, buttons, Christmas decorations 
 
[From Bill Powers (961218.0600 MST)] 
 
Peter Cariani (961217.1700 MST)-- 
 
>C'mon Bill, we're not fooled by this "Oh, I'm just a lil' simple engineer 
>just puttin' the nuts and bolts where they need to go" stuff. You've 
>thought about the metaphysics as much as anyone. 
 
Sure, but my handicap is my poor scholarly education in this field. I don't 
know what who else said about what else. It's best to play the ignorant 
engineer because that's basically what I am. 
 
>A good engineer also knows that all sorts of factors contribute to the 
>sensor reading (temperature, humidity, magnetic fields, etc. etc. etc.), 
>factors that may not be what the sensor is thought to be sensing. We NEVER 
>know all of the subtle factors that can affect the operation of a real 
>world sensor. All we can do is calibrate to achieve rough congruence with 
>other sensors. 
 
You betcha. Any sensory neuron can be stimulated in a lot of ways that our 
standard classifications ignore, and they all look alike to the neuron. 
Ambiguity in perception starts at the first level. 
 
>It's my turn to be persnickety. Go look at the primary literature (throw 
>out your textbooks) -- look at any sensory system, what the neural spike 
>trains really 
>look like, and you'll find that it's much, much messier than that. In most 
>systems the sensors are broadband at moderate stimulus levels, which means 
>that they respond to lots of things with comparable discharge rates. In 
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>olfaction the situation is truly nightmarish -- each primary sensory neuron 
>responds to an idiosyncratic gamut of different odorants and odorant types, 
>and the response is highly history-dependent. [Compared to making sense of 
>this mess, making a cross-correlation model of speech recognition is a 
>snap! Not to say it's not hard, only to give a sense of how much more 
>difficult it is to make a coherent picture of olfaction based on averate 
>spike rates. 
 
Re the "broad-band" assertion, see the comment about 4 inches below. 
 
Some of the problem here, from the HPCT perspective, is failure to recognize 
levels of perception. For any higher-level system there are many 
combinations of lower-level input signal magnitudes that will yield the same 
higher-level perception. That's what "invariant" means. When you poke an 
electrode into a mass of higher-level systems (not knowing whether you're 
looking at perceptual signals, reference signals, error signals, or output 
signals), and try to correlate measurements at that level with first-order 
stimulations, you're bound to find a confused mess (whether you calibrate 
your instruments in impulses per second or milliseconds per impulse interval). 
 
>If only the nervous system were built this way, with discrete narrow-band 
>sensors that behave in a monotonic manner with nice separation of the lines 
>for different kinds of stimulus properties. 
 
Two problems with this. First, I don't posit narrow-band signals, but 
wide-band signals. Frequency can vary at rates right up to the limit set by 
the discreteness of the impulses and their minimum refractory period. The 
world is _dynamic_ and perceptual signals, therefore, are also dynamic. 
Martin Taylor would say that frequency can vary up to the Nyquist limit set 
by (twice) the refractory period. 
 
Second, different stimulus properties, as mentioned above, are detected at 
different levels (I would rather say "invented" or "created"). If you look 
for the correlate of a stimulus property at too low a level in the 
hierarchy, you'll find ambiguous or only statistical relationships. You have 
to find the level where that property is finally extracted before you can 
find a signal that varies directly with it (if you've defined it correctly). 
 
>On the very coarse scale 
>of sensory modality it is organized this way, but within each 
>modality, many of the sensors look much more broadband and much of the 
>information looks like it is being mixed together (multiplexed) in some >way. 
 
If that's what you find, I would seriously suggest that you're looking at 
the wrong correlates of the signals, or looking at signals at too low a 
level in the hierarchy to go with the correlates you're interested in. It 
isn't that the information is "mixed together." It's still all spread out 
over different channels, and won't make sense until some input function 
receives those scattered signals and converts them into a higher-level signal. 
 
I really differ with you over the use of this image of a "multiplexer". The 
fact that you have signals with rapidly-varying frequency (or interval, as 
you please) doesn't indicate that those variations are significant in any 
one channel, one nerve-fiber. It's the _ensemble_ of nerve-fibers that is 
carrying the information from which one or more higher systems will later 
extract higher-level invariants. If there are relationships among various 
signals at a given level, such as synchronizations or correlations, this 
fact means nothing perceptually until some higher system, as it were, 
_notices one of the relationships_ and makes something of it -- namely, a 
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higher-order perceptual signal representing the relationship. In a given 
ensemble of perceptual signals at one level, there is an infinity of 
invariants that could be extracted by a higher-level input function, or at 
least a very large number. We extract only some of them, the most useful 
ones. And we extract many of them at the same time, in parallel. 
 
The problem here may just be one of terminology. You've said you're not an 
engineer. When you say "multiplexed signal" the image that pops into the 
mind of any electronics engineer -- anyone who actually works with 
multiplexed signals -- contains a _demultiplexer_ that peels off each of the 
mixed-up channels of information. To make a demultiplexer work, you need 
some kind of master synchronization between the receiver and the 
transmitter, or else special marker signals embedded at regular intervals or 
using special unique codes in the stream to act as delimiters that the 
receiver can pick up, or else frequency channels to which the receiver can 
tune in while ignoring the other channels. Without some kind of planned 
method for demultiplexing that corresponds exactly to the method by which 
the signals were originally combined into a single channel, the mixed-up 
information is just going to stay mixed up. Unless you can specify how the 
multiplexing and demultiplexing are coordinated, your talk of multiplexed 
signals is going to strike any communications engineer as having an element 
of magic in it. If I'm wrong about that, any communications or electronics 
engineers on CSGnet ought to set me straight before I give Peter apoplexy. 
 
I really think the HPCT concept comes closer to handling the situation you 
want (whether you like frequency or interval measurements) without your 
employing what is basically a misuse of a technical term. 
 
>If the nervous 
>system were anything like the picture that you paint, I guarantee to you 
>that we would understand how it all works by now. 
 
If I were sure you understood the picture I paint -- contrary to some of the 
things you say above -- I might agree. No, come to think of it, I wouldn't, 
because the picture I paint is quite complex when you get into the details, 
and checking it out against the real nervous system would be no picnic. 
 
>Engineers (and software engineers particularly) do think from the inside 
>out -- they think about what kinds of information a given module "knows" 
>about, what it needs to "know" to do its job, etc. etc. I think it's a 
>useful way of thinking....to take the perspective of a device more limited 
>than oneself. This is exactly opposite from the tendency of some physicists 
>to ascend to godhead. 
 
I'm glad we're back to agreeing again. 
 
>The system may not have a label that says "effect of acceleration" on it, 
>but the wiring of the system (if its a device) or the manner in which the 
>information is encoded (if its a program) needs to keep track of the type 
>of information that is associated with the magnitude (just as we keep the 
>units for variables alongside their magnitudes in physics and stoichiometry 
>problems). Somehow different types of information need to be kept separate 
>(by labelled lines or time-codes, however) if the system is to have a 
>prayer of being coherently organized. Keeping the lines 
>separate, though, doesn't require any knowledge of what they "mean" in 
>terms of the outside world (although maintaining the separation of the 
>lines maintains a causal linkage with the sensors and their interactions 
>with "the world"), only that the different lines represent different types 
>of information. 
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Back at the beginning of PCT I worried a lot about this problem. I finally 
decided, as you did, that the lines have to be kept separate once they are 
established (that determines the structural organization of the system). But 
I gradually came to see that that's ALL that's needed. The lines don't need 
to be labeled. That's because as far as the brain is concerned, ALL signals 
are initially meaningless (barring what for human beings is just a few 
inherited systems). Paul Churchland's "network theory of knowledge" is the 
answer to the problem, I think: perceptions take on meaning only in terms of 
other perceptions. And this is accomplished through the acquisition of 
perceptual functions and their associated control systems. Covariances are 
converted into invariances by perceptual input functions at various levels, 
as the levels develop. But nothing has to _know_ that this is happening. We 
don't perceive our nervous systems, and don't need to. 
 
>> Enough of this sort of cogitation might lead the engineer -- me -- to 
>>devise an analogy that goes like this: 
 
>Here the different kinds of information are being kept separate by the 
>respective positions of the lights (a "place" code). But it's just as 
>plausible that the lights are blinking in different time patterns and you 
>find that certain time patterns make you feel good or bad, but it doesn't 
>really matter which particular lights those time patterns come in on. But 
>this is orthogonal to your point. 
 
It is orthogonal, but there's no reason that the dynamics can't also be 
extracted as invariants, along with the positional information. When this 
group blinks in a certain repetitive pattern, it may signify the same thing 
as when that group blinks in the same pattern. You just funnel the 
sensations from the two sets of lights into the same pattern-recognizer. You 
see, I agree that we perceive temporal patterns -- when the correlate is 
temporally patterned. And that level of perception is already in the HPCT 
model, as the event level. 
 
>Yes, of course. Nice example. Not bad for a plain ol' engineer like yourself! 
 
Thank you, thank you. For my next number I will do my imitation of the 
Lesser Grebe (flap, flap, flap). 
 
Best, 
 
Bill P. 
 
------------------------------ 
 
End of CSGNET Digest - 17 Dec 1996 to 18 Dec 1996 
************************************************* 
 
Date:     Thu, 19 Dec 1996 08:00:21 -0600 
Subject:  CSGNET Digest - 18 Dec 1996 to 19 Dec 1996 
 
There are 23 messages totalling 1501 lines in this issue. 
 
Topics of the day: 
 
  1. careless button pressing considered harmful 
  2. A grain of salt 
  3. Lights, buttons, Christmas decorations (2) 
  4. words,words,words (2) 
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  5. false knowledge (2) 
  6. auditory processing 
  7. reply to Martin: combining goals (2) 
  8. In Defense of Popper & Harms (4) 
  9. Tone deaf? 
 10. Solving the "loss of input" problem: RunBlind.pas (3) 
 11. Lies, Damn Lies and Programs 
 12. categorization 
 13. resend: single top-level goal? 
 14. Solving "loss of input" problem 
 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Date:    Wed, 18 Dec 1996 16:58:31 +0100 
From:    "J.A. Blom" <J.A.Blom@ELE.TUE.NL> 
Subject: careless button pressing considered harmful 
 
[Hans Blom, 961218] 
 
(Bill Powers (961217.0700 MST)) 
 
>Imagine that you find yourself in a control room in which the walls 
>are covered with lights and buttons. Nothing is labeled. Your 
>abilities consist of the ability to look at the lights and to push 
>any buttons that strike your fancy. Having nothing else to do, you 
>watch the lights and push the buttons 
 
... and get shot on sight. When the shaken guard-on-duty reports to 
the general in charge, the latter congratulates the guard and sighs: 
"Well, he knew he'd get shot. He was told, and told, and told." 
 
The incident, like everything else, was filmed. Several years later, 
after thousands of scientists from all over the world had finished 
their investigation of the alien spacecraft, someone remembered the 
accident and the film. And discovered that the careless having- 
nothing-else-to-doer had had his finger just a fraction of an inch 
away from the craft's self-destruct. That fraction of an inch was all 
that had saved the inner planets and all the space colonies up to and 
even beyond Jupiter from utter destruction. 
 
Be more careful next time, Bill Powers! 
 
Greetings, 
 
Hans Blom 
 
PS: Funny where our phantasy can take us... 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Wed, 18 Dec 1996 17:23:16 +0100 
From:    Stefan Balke <sbalke@HRZ.UNI-BIELEFELD.DE> 
Subject: Re: A grain of salt 
 
>From Stefan Balke (961218.1720 CET) 
 
Rick Marken (961217.2210) -- 
>I think that one of the best place to go to start learning PCT 
>is the series of articles Bill Powers published in BYTE in 1979 (June 
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>through September, I think). Bill shows how to build a 
>computer model of a basic control system and how to do experiments 
>to test the model. 
 
I would like to read this BYTE-articles, but unfortunately they are not 
available at our library. Does anybody have an idea how I could get this 
articles or a copy of them. Or another idea, couldn't they be added to the 
csg-www-documents? 
 
Curiously, Stefan 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Wed, 18 Dec 1996 11:31:44 +0000 
From:    Peter Cariani <peter@EPL.MEEI.HARVARD.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Lights, buttons, Christmas decorations 
 
[From Peter Cariani (961218.1100 EST)] 
> 
> [From Bill Powers (961218.0600 MST)] 
> 
> Peter Cariani (961217.1700 MST)-- 
> 
> >C'mon Bill, we're not fooled by this "Oh, I'm just a lil' simple engineer 
> >just puttin' the nuts and bolts where they need to go" stuff. You've 
> >thought about the metaphysics as much as anyone. 
> 
> Sure, but my handicap is my poor scholarly education in this field. I don't 
> know what who else said about what else. It's best to play the ignorant 
> engineer because that's basically what I am. 
 
Not being indoctrinated into the false dichotomies and mushy conflations of 
mid and late-20th century philosophy is an asset. 
 
> >On the very coarse scale 
> >of sensory modality it is organized this way, but within each 
> >modality, many of the sensors look much more broadband and much of the 
> >information looks like it is being mixed together (multiplexed) in some >way. 
> 
> If that's what you find, I would seriously suggest that you're looking at 
> the wrong correlates of the signals, or looking at signals at too low a 
> level in the hierarchy to go with the correlates you're interested in. It 
> isn't that the information is "mixed together." It's still all spread out 
> over different channels, and won't make sense until some input function 
> receives those scattered signals and converts them into a higher-level signal. 
 
Very, very few examples of what might be clean higher-level signals have ever 
been found (although this is what every cortical physiologist and his brother 
is looking for). At some point, after looking and looking and looking and 
trying to force-fit what you see into what you expect you should see, one 
has to sit in a quiet dark room for a while and re-examine the basic 
assumptions. Procrustean science is easier than finding an unexpected kind 
of solution, but at some point the epicycles just don't do it any more. 
I'm not accusing you of this, since you're fairly far removed from the nitty-
gritty 
of how the models are supposed to mesh with the physiology. All of us need 
to have the ability and the readiness to question our assumptions. 
 
> I really differ with you over the use of this image of a "multiplexer". The 
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> fact that you have signals with rapidly-varying frequency (or interval, as 
> you please) doesn't indicate that those variations are significant in any 
> one channel, one nerve-fiber. It's the _ensemble_ of nerve-fibers that is 
> carrying the information from which one or more higher systems will later 
> extract higher-level invariants. If there are relationships among various 
> signals at a given level, such as synchronizations or correlations, this 
> fact means nothing perceptually until some higher system, as it were, 
> _notices one of the relationships_ and makes something of it -- namely, a 
> higher-order perceptual signal representing the relationship. In a given 
> ensemble of perceptual signals at one level, there is an infinity of 
> invariants that could be extracted by a higher-level input function, or at 
> least a very large number. We extract only some of them, the most useful 
> ones. And we extract many of them at the same time, in parallel. 
 
> The problem here may just be one of terminology. You've said you're not an 
> engineer. When you say "multiplexed signal" the image that pops into the 
> mind of any electronics engineer -- anyone who actually works with 
> multiplexed signals -- contains a _demultiplexer_ that peels off each of the 
> mixed-up channels of information. To make a demultiplexer work, you need 
> some kind of master synchronization between the receiver and the 
> transmitter, or else special marker signals embedded at regular intervals or 
> using special unique codes in the stream to act as delimiters that the 
> receiver can pick up, or else frequency channels to which the receiver can 
> tune in while ignoring the other channels. Without some kind of planned 
> method for demultiplexing that corresponds exactly to the method by which 
> the signals were originally combined into a single channel, the mixed-up 
> information is just going to stay mixed up. Unless you can specify how the 
> multiplexing and demultiplexing are coordinated, your talk of multiplexed 
> signals is going to strike any communications engineer as having an element 
> of magic in it. If I'm wrong about that, any communications or electronics 
> engineers on CSGnet ought to set me straight before I give Peter apoplexy. 
 
The multiplexing you are thinking about is time-division multiplexing of the 
kind used in telephony. Time-division multiplexing is the concept that underlies 
virtually all of the current discussions about segmentation and binding in 
the neurosciences (to explain the GRay and Singer findings of correlated responses 
in different parts of the visual cortex and how these might be used to group 
responses that make up the perception of a unified object). The notion of 
time-division multiplexing preserves the coding of pattern by which particular 
neurons are firing (a "place" code) -- it just says that in the time slot 
(t0, t0 + Delta-t) the place pattern goes with object A whereas in the next 
time slot it may go with object B. 
 
There is also frequency-division multiplexing where 
signals are carried in different frequency bands (like radio), and this is 
the general kind of multiplexing that I am making reference to. I suppose 
we could call it "temporal pattern-division multiplexing", but maybe it's 
just easier not to use the M-word here. 
 
> >The system may not have a label that says "effect of acceleration" on it, 
> >but the wiring of the system (if its a device) or the manner in which the 
> >information is encoded (if its a program) needs to keep track of the type 
> >of information that is associated with the magnitude (just as we keep the 
> >units for variables alongside their magnitudes in physics and stoichiometry 
> >problems). Somehow different types of information need to be kept separate 
> >(by labelled lines or time-codes, however) if the system is to have a 
> >prayer of being coherently organized. Keeping the lines 
> >separate, though, doesn't require any knowledge of what they "mean" in 
> >terms of the outside world (although maintaining the separation of the 
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> >lines maintains a causal linkage with the sensors and their interactions 
> >with "the world"), only that the different lines represent different types 
> >of information. 
> 
> Back at the beginning of PCT I worried a lot about this problem. I finally 
> decided, as you did, that the lines have to be kept separate once they are 
> established (that determines the structural organization of the system). But 
> I gradually came to see that that's ALL that's needed. The lines don't need 
> to be labeled. That's because as far as the brain is concerned, ALL signals 
> are initially meaningless (barring what for human beings is just a few 
> inherited systems). Paul Churchland's "network theory of knowledge" is the 
> answer to the problem, I think: perceptions take on meaning only in terms of 
> other perceptions. And this is accomplished through the acquisition of 
> perceptual functions and their associated control systems. Covariances are 
> converted into invariances by perceptual input functions at various levels, 
> as the levels develop. But nothing has to _know_ that this is happening. We 
> don't perceive our nervous systems, and don't need to. 
 
I went through a similar exercise of a person seated in a control room with 
alot of lights that flash (maybe we imagine this as the control room of a 
nuclear power plant or submarine). Even if the signals are "meaningless" in 
the sense that you have no idea how they are connected to things going on 
in "the external world", you need to keep signal A separate from signal B 
over time. Let's say that you do build up associations, correlations and 
anticorrelations between the lights going on and off (and we'll assume for the 
sake of avoiding digressions that the lights are place-coded, light A goes 
with signal A and light B goes with signal B, i.e. light A is wired to the 
sensor that provides signal A and light B is wired to sensor/signal B). 
To determine whether the wiring matters consider what happens to such a 
system if someone rearranges  the wires  of the control panel: 
the system will be incoherent for some time 
until it has time to restablish the (new) correlations between the lights. 
This is a good way to decide what aspects of a system are essential for 
a given kind of code or representation to work -- rearrange the wires, 
or temporal patterns, or arrival times and see what happens. 
 
Just because we have an adaptive system that compensates for screwing up the 
code (assuming that the wires aren't rearranged again) doesn't mean that the 
particular wiring isn't important (it is absolutely critical for this kind of 
code). 
Note that if one had a temporal code (time pattern A is correlated with one 
consequence, time pattern B with another), the system would be insensitive to 
the rewiring. [ As an aside, in olfaction the receptors and their connections 
are constantly turning over (rewiring) every few weeks, so a long-standing 
puzzle has been to explain how we maintain stable perceptions of odors if it's 
all encoded in rates and connectivity patterns.] 
 
Paul Churchland a decade ago was arguing that observables (and perceptions) are 
not needed to do science (or for knowledge). It was an absurd position then and 
it's an absurd position now. As far as I know, Carnap was the one who logicized 
semantics and made everything into an internal logical relation in a formal 
system, 
and he was under the platonic spell of Tarski and Godel. This was a reversal 
of his sensible inclusion of observation-linked terms in his early work 
(the Aufbau). Logicization of everything into hermeneutically-sealed systems 
 was the rage in the late 40's and 50's, it went along with symbolic AI, 
the idea that perception (connection to an "external world" or "environment") 
isn't important; that all you need is logic. If this is the case, all you need 
is a computer to do science (No messy experiments! No muss no fuss, just simulate 
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it all! Contain the universe on your desktop!) 
 
In order for anything to have "meaning" (and I hate these word-games 
about what "meaning" means -- I try to avoid calling people "philosophers" 
in polite company, it invites the proverbial punch in the nose reality check, 
although I do think that philosophical issues are extremely important. 
Philosophy is too important to be left to the "philosophers".)... 
 
In order to have pragmatic meaning, to have some impact on the realization of 
one's 
goals vis-a-vis the rest of the world, 
 
SOME CONNECTION TO THE WORLD OUTSIDE OF THE ORGANISM OR DEVICE IS ESSENTIAL. 
 
OBSERVATION ("MEASUREMENT") IS ESSENTIAL FOR DOING SCIENCE. 
 
Churchland and others denied that such connections were necessary. How they could 
do this tells you reams about the sorry state that philosophy has fallen into in 
the 
late 20th century. Maybe they now a decade later see the error of their ways, 
I don't know. I certainly hope so. We are still only slowly recovering from 
these profound conceptual errors. 
 
Peter Cariani 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Wed, 18 Dec 1996 09:15:19 -0800 
From:    Richard Marken <marken@AEROSPACE.AERO.ORG> 
Subject: Re: words,words,words 
 
[From Rick Marken (961218.0915)] 
 
Me: 
 
>Given the penchant of conventional psychologists to use the word 
>"environment" to mean "perception", perhaps Bill's "answer" to the 
>conventional claim that "behavior is controlled by the environment" 
>should have been "behavior: the control _of_ the enviroment". 
 
David Wolsk (22:55 PST 17/12/96) -- 
 
>In this always recurring type of discussion I've always been left with a 
>sense of unease. 
 
Since both you _and_ Bill Powers have now been made uneasy by my suggestion, 
I wish I had never made it -- facetious or not;-) 
 
>The terminology for PCT which says it all for me is as follows: 
 
>The task of the organism is coordinating neural and muscular input and 
>output relationships utilizing negative feeback and CNS hierarchies  for 
>maximizing predictability and control. 
 
I don't see what  is particularly "PCTish" about this statement. It doesn't 
seem to differ in any significant way from what a non- PCT oriented 
behavioral scientist might say about behavior. For example, I think you could 
find statements like this in the "motor control" literature made by people 
like Kugler, Turvey, Kelso, Bizzi etc -- people who have no time at all for 
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PCT. 
 
I think what is missing from this terminology is a clear statement of 
just _what is controlled_ when the organism is done "...coordinating neural 
and muscular input and output relationships utilizing negative feeback and 
CNS hierarchies..." 
 
What says it all for me is: 
 
Behavior: The control of perception. 
 
Best 
 
Rick 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Wed, 18 Dec 1996 10:16:50 -0700 
From:    "T. B. Harms" <tbh@TESSER.COM> 
Subject: false knowledge 
 
*From Tracy Harms  1996;12,18.10:00 
 
 
Bowing to the noisy insistence of the eager mob, I here will post a bit 
more on that perverse creature, false knowledge.  For the moment I do so by 
transcribing part of a paragraph written by Peter Munz in _Our Knowledge of 
the Growth of Knowledge_ (Routledge, 1985) p282: 
 
 
        With the emergence of consciousness, we get a further change in the 
nature of change.  Conscious organisms can create falsehoods: they can lie 
and delude and deceive both themselves and others.  Using deceits and 
falsehoods, they can construct artificial species which we call human 
societies and thus surround themselves with a wall of protection against 
the ravages of the environment.  Hence, natural selection can be made to 
cease.  In this way, cultures are created.  The most elementary strategy 
used in the development of cultures is the artificial protection of 
knowledge from criticism.  Certain pieces of knowledge, though obviously 
not all knowledge, are set aside and protected from critical appraisal. 
The thunder is identified with a god, the shadow of a man with his soul, 
and twins with cucumbers.  Rational doubts are nipped in the bud by the 
mere absence of competing alternative proposals.  Such protected knowledge 
can be used as a social bond.  People who subscribe to it are members of a 
society; people who don't are outside that society.  In this way, a lot of 
knowledge is syphoned off and used for non-cognitive purposes--that is, as 
a catechism.  But such syphoning-off, though initially obviously 
counter-adaptive, is an oblique advantage.  A society so constituted is 
larger than a group of people bonded by nothing but the web of kinship and 
is therefore capable of effective division of labour and co-operation. 
Thus, we get the astonishing spectacle of societies which cherish a 
mountain of false knowledge and which thrive for a long time not in spite 
of that false knowledge, but because of it. 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Wed, 18 Dec 1996 12:50:15 EST 
From:    Bruce Gregory <gregory@CF4.HARVARD.EDU> 
Subject: Re: false knowledge 
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[From Bruce Gregory (961218.1250 EST)] 
 
Tracy Harms  1996;12,18.10:00 
 
> Bowing to the noisy insistence of the eager mob, I here will post a bit 
> more on that perverse creature, false knowledge.  For the moment I do so by 
> transcribing part of a paragraph written by Peter Munz in _Our Knowledge of 
> the Growth of Knowledge_ (Routledge, 1985) p282: 
 
The most perverse aspect of Peter's writing would appear to be 
is his use of the word "knowledge" where all right thinking 
people would say "belief". 
 
 
Bruce Gregory 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Wed, 18 Dec 1996 11:01:21 -0700 
From:    "T. B. Harms" <tbh@TESSER.COM> 
Subject: Re: words,words,words 
 
*From Tracy Harms 1996;12,18.11:00 
 
 
Rick Marken (961218.0915) 
 
>Since both you [David Wolsk] _and_ Bill Powers have now been made uneasy 
>by my suggestion, I wish I had never made it -- facetious or not;-) 
 
Rick, Rick, Rick.  You must overcome these urges to control for other 
people's ease of mind, and drive without remorse toward optimizing 
understanding.  A suggestion made which falls before the pressures of 
critical examination is far preferable to silence.  Nothing ventured, 
nothing gained. 
 
:-) 
 
 
 
Tracy Bruce Harms                                        tbh@tesser.com 
Boulder, Colorado 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Wed, 18 Dec 1996 10:05:32 -0800 
From:    David Wolsk <dow@PINC.COM> 
Subject: auditory processing 
 
18/12/96  09:25 
Marftin Taylor    Mon, 16 Dec 1996 11:09:14 -0500 
[Martin Taylor 961216 10:40] 
>Bill Powers (961214.0600 MST) 
> Peter Cariani ((961213.1700 EST)-- 
> 
> >When we hear running speech 
> >there are time patterns corresponding to the acoustic transients 
> >in the speech waveform and their neural correlates can be found 
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> >at all levels of the auditory system (i.e. large numbers of neurons 
> >are following the slower modulations in the waveform). 
snip 
 
> This is an interesting post, in that it reminds me strongly of the days when 
> I first became aware that my own perceptions were involved in everything I 
> experienced (instead of just seeing the world as given as I always did 
> before then). When you hear speech, you're obviously noticing 
> "characteristic temporal structures," but it's not so obvious that when you 
> look at the neural correlates of speech, you're ALSO noticing 
> "characteristic temporal structures." It's a particular way of perceiving 
> that is involved in BOTH cases. 
> ... 
> If you listen to speech with a trained ear, so you can hear all the rising 
> and falling pitches, the phonemes, the transitions between phonemes, and so 
> on, you're clearly not listening to "temporal structures;" you're listening 
> at one or more lower levels where you can discern the _elements that are 
> structured_. 
 
I'd say "higher levels", not "lower levels." Once you get to pitch, and 
even more so when you get to phonemes and phoneme transitions, you are 
well beyond the level about which Peter is talking. He's talking about 
a phenomenon that has been extensively studied by Roy Patterson and 
his colleagues at the MRC Applied Psychology Unit in Cambridge. 
 
I've listened to Roy's acoustic material a little. The waveforms are made 
as white noise (Gaussian independent samples), repeating at a period T. 
If T is very long, you just hear white noise. If it's shorter than some 
threshold value, you hear patterns, such as "bump squeak whine bump squeak 
whine bump squeak whine...".  snip ... 
> When you look at neural correlates of acoustic patterns, if you can trace 
> the correlations between the sounds and the neural signals you aren't 
> looking at the outputs of the pattern recognizers, but only at the inputs 
> which have not yet reached these recognizers. You won't have found the 
> temporal pattern recognizer until you find signals that are present when the 
> pattern is present, absent when it is absent, and remain _constant_ as long 
> as the same temporal pattern is going on. 
 
These are the characteristics of Patterson's "Auditory Stabilized Image", 
 snip. He claims that all variations that a human can detect in an 
auditory pattern can be seen as variations in the screen display, and 
all variations that can be seen in the screen display can be heard as 
variations in the auditory pattern. 
 
It's been many many years since I called the Kresge Hearing Research 
Institute at the Univ Mich  home.  But I have the feeling that many of the 
same differences in approaching sensory/perceptual systems are still 
present.  To overgeneralise, the perception types get inpressed with the 
phenomena which indicate an extremely complex early learning process while 
the mathematical modellers get more and more sophisticated in analyzing 
input patterns. 
 
There is the"cocktail party" phenomena: at a noisy cocktail party, lots of 
people talking at once, if the sexy women you are interested in gives her 
telephone number to her girlfriend while standing 12 feet from you, you will 
be able to process it. 
 
There is Toscanni whose musical processing competencies scared all orchestra 
players since they knew that the slightest error, in the midst of 85 other 
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sound sources, would be detected. 
 
There is the speech "shadowing" phenomena.  With very little 
training/practice, you can follow along with someone reading text unknown to 
you.  For the audience, it is almost impossible to detect any delay between 
the two voices. 
 
Perhaps there is a clue to the extent and duration  of the learning process 
in the phenomena of learning to speak a new language.  If it happens before 
one is about twelve, the outcome will be without a "foreign accent". 
 
There is just a hell of a lot of neural tissue in the auditory cortex.  My 
own prediction, that the new implants that stimulate the auditory nerve 
directly as a "cure" for deafness would fail, seems to be proving false. 
 
All this is not to say that detailed analytical approaches to the first 
stage acoustic input is useless, just that the researchers may be 
overextending the application of their patterns when it gets used as data 
for speech perception. 
 
David Wolsk 
Victoria, BC  Canada (where the silence of the night is awesome) 
P.S.  Is the greatly increased volume of our pre-Xmas contributions some 
sign that we are feeling out of holiday control? 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Wed, 18 Dec 1996 13:24:45 -0500 
From:    Martin Taylor <mmt@HERMES.DCIEM.DND.CA> 
Subject: Re: reply to Martin: combining goals 
 
[Martin Taylor 961218 13:15] 
> Hans Blom, 961218] 
 
Hans, either you don't understand me or I don't understand you, or both. 
I'll grant that the "supergoal" you assert is not the one I thought you 
were asserting, so the degree of misunderstanding may be reducing. But 
your new formulation could be substituted for mine without in any way 
altering my point about the "supergoal" being a property of the analyst 
and not of the organism. 
> 
> (Martin Taylor 961217 10:30) 
> 
> >Suppose I am controlling for x=3, y=2, and z=1. You can 
> >mathematically say that I am also controlling for the top-level goal 
> >q (==x+y+z) = 6. [I use == to mean "is defined as"]. You can treat 
> >q=6 as a supergoal. 
> 
> No, you cannot. There is no mathematical equivalence. For one thing, 
> the dimension isn't right. Controlling for x=3, y=2, and z=1 
> simultaneously (!) sets as the goal the point (x,y,z) = (3,2,1) in 
> three-dimensional space. Controlling for x+y+z=6 (in that same 
> three-dimensional space) is something very different; the goal is now 
> a large subspace rather than a single point. You can _not_ simply 
> replace "control for x=3 and for y=2 and for z=1" by "control for 
> x+y+z=3+2+1". 
 
I agree. 
> 
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> You can now replace "control for x=3 and for y=2 and for z=1" by 
> "minimize (x-3)^2 + (y-2)^2 + (z-1)^2". Which you can translate back 
> into "control for the minimum of (x-3)^2 + (y-2)^2 + (z-1)^2", if you 
> want. This is how you find the "top" goal. 
 
So the analyst says. But the organism doesn't (by construction; the 
simulated organism has been _defined_to have no such "top" goal). The 
_analyst_ sees that the organism seems to behave _as if_ it did have 
such a top goal. But in fact (as we know, having constructed the organism 
to be so) the organism has three independent "top" goals, and the analyst 
has engaged in self-deception--or at least is wrong--in saying that it 
has one "top" goal. 
 
There's a separate issue, too. You add the possibility that: 
 
>Actually, different weights can be attached to the individual 
>terms, as in "minimize (x-3)^2 + 2 * (y-2)^2 + 5 * (z-1)^2". Doing so 
>does not change the solution, at least not if there are no 
>constraints in the form of forbidden areas in xyz-space, but it does 
>change the path toward the solution if the solution is to be found by 
>an iterative procedure (such as a control system).] 
 
Now your "top" goal has three extra degrees of freedom that the analyst 
can use to get around the problem that the gains on the x, y, and z 
"real" perceptual control systems may be different, leading to ellipsoidal 
rather than spherical iso-deviation contours. The analyst can still 
delude himself into seeing a non-existent top goal by using these extra 
degrees of freedom provided by the weights. 
> 
> Now that this confusion is cleared, reread your post and check 
> whether my post answered what your question ought to have been ;-). 
> 
I pass the above back to you. 
 
And to answer your question, no it didn't. 
 
Martin 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Wed, 18 Dec 1996 11:43:12 -0700 
From:    Bill Powers <powers_w@FRONTIER.NET> 
Subject: Re: Lights, buttons, Christmas decorations 
 
[From Bill Powers (961218.1030 MST)] 
 
Peter Cariani (961218.1100 EST)] 
 
>> If that's what you find, I would seriously suggest that you're looking at 
>> the wrong correlates of the signals, or looking at signals at too low a 
>> level in the hierarchy to go with the correlates you're interested in. It 
>> isn't that the information is "mixed together." It's still all spread out 
>> over different channels, and won't make sense until some input function 
>> receives those scattered signals and converts them into a higher-level 
signal. 
> 
>Very, very few examples of what might be clean higher-level signals have 
>ever been found (although this is what every cortical physiologist and his 
>brother is looking for). 
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But what are they looking for? Isaac Kurtzer has been trying some PCT-style 
experiments with what people perceive as a phoneme, looking at many current 
theories about how the formants F1 and F2 are related. This is working 
strictly between the physical sound-wave and the subjective identification 
of an isolated phoneme, so the model of neural conduction is irrelevant. 
What he did was randomly vary F1 and have the subject vary F2 with a mouse 
(for each F1), looking for the boundaries between perception of the phoneme 
and failure to perceive it. He found very broad regions of both formants, 
with no indication that the ratio was being preserved. Of course this was 
just a preliminary study and everything is subject to revision and 
rethinking. But he found some odd things, for example that there are holes 
in the region where the phoneme is NOT heard. 
 
In most neurological studies I have seen the neurology is pretty 
sophisticated but the selection of "correlates" to be perceived is 
essentially just a simple commonsense selection from ordinary experience -- 
the _experimenter's_ experience or however much of it he has paid any 
critical attention to. There might be a lot more success in finding "clean 
high-level signals" if one first did the test for the controlled variable to 
identify exactly what stimulus condition the subject was perceiving and 
controlling. If a subject, given the means, can't control what the 
experimenter decides is the interesting physical aspect of the stimulus, 
then the subject probably can't perceive it, either, no matter how obvious 
it is to the experimenter. In Demo1, I have been astonished at how many 
people are unable to control the pitch of a sound -- I haven't kept track 
but it seems to be 30 or 40 percent of the people who try it. Many of them 
comment afterward that they're "tone-deaf". I'm sure that most of them could 
learn to do it, since most of them improve their control with practice, but 
the point is that these are adults and for whatever reason they have never 
learned to perceive sound in the dimension of pitch. It can't be an output 
problem because they do fine in controlling other perceptions using the very 
same means. 
 
Just imagine how much luck you'd have in finding neural correlates of pitch 
in one of these people's brains. You might find signals in the auditory 
pathway that correlate with pitch, but in that person there is no input 
function that discriminates the pitch information in these signals. It might 
as well not be there as far as higher-level perceptions are concerned. 
 
>At some point, after looking and looking and looking and 
>trying to force-fit what you see into what you expect you should see, one 
>has to sit in a quiet dark room for a while and re-examine the basic 
>assumptions. 
 
I'd be happy to do so if I thought that what I expect has actually been 
tested and found not to be there. The way the brain's perceptual functions 
work is not critical to either PCT or HPCT. But I'm far from convinced of 
that. Do you know of any studies that have looked systematically for neural 
correlates of perceptions of intensities, sensations, configurations, 
transitions, events, relationships, categories, programs, principles, and 
system concepts? And that have verified, through use of the Test, that 
whatever is assumed to be perceived is actually being perceived? 
 
>> I really differ with you over the use of this image of a "multiplexer". 
 
>The multiplexing you are thinking about is time-division multiplexing of 
>the kind used in telephony. 
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>There is also frequency-division multiplexing where 
>signals are carried in different frequency bands (like radio), and this is 
>the general kind of multiplexing that I am making reference to. 
 
I mentioned that one, too. 
 
>I suppose 
>we could call it "temporal pattern-division multiplexing", but maybe it's 
>just easier not to use the M-word here. 
 
You can make up a term like that, but you still haven't shown that such a 
thing could be done without the usual requirement that the multiplexer and 
the demultiplexer must be accurately coordinated -- somehow. That's tough to 
do, especially in your case where there is no specific multiplexer. When you 
get to the point of positing a mechanism that you can't even come close to 
describing, except that it does what you want it to do, you've crossed the 
boundary into "dormitive principles" (a pill makes you sleepy because it 
contains a Dormitive Principle). 
 
Enough. I'm still feeling bad about our old cat, who was assisted out of 
life yesterday. And anyway this discussion is beginning to get repetitive. 
What do you think about my proposal for verifying what people are perceiving 
by using the Test? 
 
Best, 
 
Bill P. 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Wed, 18 Dec 1996 14:04:39 -0500 
From:    Scott Stirling <scstirli@ANSELM.EDU> 
Subject: Re: In Defense of Popper & Harms 
 
[From Bruce Gregory (961218.0650 EST)] 
 
>The key point is that I am not talking 
>about _knowing_ a reality beyond perception. I am taking about having 
>no doubt that there _is_ a real world. 
 
        Then I don't know what we've been arguing about.  Having no doubt 
and knowing are different things, as I said about ten posts back when I 
said I did not intend to argue over matters of faith. 
 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
Scott M. Stirling                       Email:  scstirli@anselm.edu 
Saint Anselm College                    Phone:  (603) 668-1101 school 
Box 2111                                        (603) 225-3799 home 
100 Saint Anselm Dr. 
Manchester, NH 03102-1310 
 
http://www.anselm.edu/student/scstirli/welcome.html 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Wed, 18 Dec 1996 14:44:04 -0500 
From:    Martin Taylor <mmt@HERMES.DCIEM.DND.CA> 
Subject: Re: Tone deaf? 
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[Martin Taylor 961218 14:30] 
>Bill Powers (961218.1030 MST) 
 
>In Demo1, I have been astonished at how many 
>people are unable to control the pitch of a sound -- I haven't kept track 
>but it seems to be 30 or 40 percent of the people who try it. Many of them 
>comment afterward that they're "tone-deaf". I'm sure that most of them could 
>learn to do it, since most of them improve their control with practice, but 
>the point is that these are adults and for whatever reason they have never 
>learned to perceive sound in the dimension of pitch. It can't be an output 
>problem because they do fine in controlling other perceptions using the very 
>same means. 
 
I suspect this is an example of the problem that conscious perception is 
ordinarily only at one level. We do not consciously perceive the angle of 
the steering wheel when we are conscious of keeping the car in the middle 
of its lane, or of the position of the car in its lane when we are 
consciously following an intricate route. 
 
Too many years ago, one of the early signal-detection researchers (W.P.Tanner) 
told me of an experiment he had done with pitch. I don't remember the details, 
but Tanner was convinced that people could learn to discriminate just about 
anything that was distinct in acoustic patterns, whether or not the sounds 
ever occurred in nature, provided that the subject's actions resulted in 
feedback that we might now say affected their control of their perception 
of being usually correct. (I think that he might have become a PCT-er, had 
he lived). 
 
Anyway, he did this experiment with pitch, in which almost all subjects 
performed very well, with two exceptions. Those two exception were native 
speakers of a language in which fine pitch-transition discriminations are 
linguistically important (Thai?). They could not make sense of their 
language without being able to discriminate pitch pretty well. But when 
"pitch" was, so as to speak, abstracted and made an attribute of a 
non-linguistic sound, they performed as if they could not distinguish 
pitches at all. 
 
I wish I could remember more, but this was almost 40 years ago, and what I've 
written is almost all I can remember. But it sounds like your experience. 
People may be unable to hear the pitch differences because they are accustomed 
to hearing them at a different perceptual control level than under the 
conditions of the experiment. And in the experiment, the differences they 
are used to hearing don't exist, which makes them "tone deaf" despite 
making heavy use of pitch in everyday life. 
 
I wonder if these people could control the pitch if you did a couple of 
trivially simple manipulations: (1) frequency modulate the pitch with a 
random modulator of bandwidth perhaps 10 or 15 Hz and a maximum excursion 
of about 2% (These are top-of-the-head numbers probably of the right order 
of magnitude), and (2) add another tone that doesn't change pitch, so that 
one of the two tones is in F1 territory and the other is in F2 territory 
(I think this second manipulation is less important than the first). 
 
The idea of these manipulations comes from a little demo I heard at a long-ago 
meeting of the Acoustical Society of America, in which a warbled whistle 
suddenly was heard as "whistled speech" when the relatively slow warble 
was frequency modulated by this fast random modulator. Something about 
the rapid random variation assists us to hear sound "as speech" whether it 
is or not. Perhaps your "tone deaf" subjects are hearing pitch as a meaningful 
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element of speech, and as such, could control it. (The second manipulation 
is also for the same reason, but has the problem that if you keep the 
second pitch steady what the subjects might be controlling is chord quality 
rather than pitch, and if you don't, they might have difficulty separating 
out the tone to be controlled from the tome to be ignored). 
 
Come to think of it, I'm not sure whether the modulation of manipulation (1) 
should be FM or AM, or if it matters at low modulation levels. Again, it 
was a long time ago. Sorry to be vague. 
 
A speculation. 
 
Martin 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Wed, 18 Dec 1996 17:06:59 EST 
From:    Bruce Gregory <gregory@CF4.HARVARD.EDU> 
Subject: Re: In Defense of Popper & Harms 
 
[From Bruce Gregory (961218.1710 EST)] 
 
18 Dec 1996 14:04 Scott Stirling 
 
> Then I don't know what we've been arguing about.  Having no doubt 
> and knowing are different things, as I said about ten posts back when I 
> said I did not intend to argue over matters of faith. 
 
I'll try to follow your example -- especially when dealing 
with people who question whether the world is real. 
 
 
Bruce Gregory 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Wed, 18 Dec 1996 17:07:53 -0600 
From:    Bruce Abbott <abbott@CVAX.IPFW.INDIANA.EDU> 
Subject: Solving the "loss of input" problem: RunBlind.pas 
 
[From Bruce Abbott (961218.1810 EST)] 
 
Enough of these verbal arguments! 
 
Appended below is a Pascal program, RunBlind.pas, which you can compile and 
run if you have access to either Turbo Pascal 7.0 or Borland Pascal 7.0 or 
later.  You will also need to compile the GRutils.pas unit, which you will 
find appended beneath the RunBlind code. 
 
If you do not have these Pascal compilers but do have access to a PC, I can 
send the executable code via e-mail on request.  (It will come MIME encoded; 
e-mail programs such as Eudora will automatically decode it.  This is a DOS 
program, so if you are running Windows, you will have to run it within a DOS 
box.) 
 
The program begins in "sighted" mode, with the controller keeping its 
controlled perceptual variable nicely under control against a variable 
disturbance waveform.  Pressing the space bar switches the controller to 
"blind" mode, at which time it uses its internal model of the "modeled" 
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disturbance to determine its control actions.  The actual disturbance acting 
on the CV is an additive combination of modeled and unmodeled disturbances. 
You will note that control over the actual CV deteriorates when the 
controller is switched to blind mode, but that the CV still varies less than 
it would if all control were lost. 
 
Rick Marken, please note that when switched to the blind mode, the 
controller does not go open loop, but continues to control its perceptual 
variable (top line in display).  Because the modeled portion of the 
disturbance is modeled accurately, some degree of control over the EV is 
retained as well. 
 
Regards, 
 
Bruce 
 
RunBlind.Pas follows immediately. 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
program RunBlind; 
{ Simulation to demonstrate a controller capable of continuing to control 
  (to some degree) after its input has been lost. 
 
  Compile in Turbo Pascal 7.0 or Borland Pascal 7.0 or above 
 
  For simplicity, I have given the controller a perfect model of one of 
  the disturbance waveforms, which it uses as a substitute for the real 
  disturbance when running "blind."  There is also an unmodeled disturbance 
  waveform present, and the actual disturbance waveform is the sum of the 
  modeled and unmodeled disturbance waveforms. 
 
  The program begins with the controller running in "sighted" mode, 
  controlling a perceptual variable that is identical to the environmental 
  variable of which the perceptual variable is a function.  By pressing 
  the space bar, you can force the controller to run "blind," relying on 
  its model of the disturbance to determine the state of the controlled 
  perceptual variable.  You will note that when the controller runs in the 
  "blind" mode, it is no longer able to counter the unmodeled disturbance, 
  but still does counter the modeled disturbance.  Consequently, the 
  environmental variable does not vary as much as it would in the absence 
  of all controll. 
 
  Written by Bruce Abbott 
  Indiana - Purdue Fort Wayne 
  (961218) 
} 
 
uses dos, crt, graph, grutils; 
 
var 
  ch: char; 
  Stop, CanSee: boolean; 
  p, r, e, g, o, s, CV, CVm, d, dMod, dUnmod, dt, t: real; 
  MaxX, MaxY, MaxColor: integer; 
  X, Y1, Y2, Y3, Y4, Y5: integer; 
 
procedure InitScreen; 
begin 
  ClrScr; 
  InitGraphics; 
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  MaxX := GetMaxX; MaxY := GetMaxY; 
  MaxColor := GetMaxColor; 
  OutTextXY(200, 10, 'RunBlind Controller Demo'); 
  SetColor(Yellow); 
  OutTextXY(145, 30, 'Press Spacebar to toggle Sighted/Blind'); 
  SetColor(LightCyan); 
  OutTextXY(10, 60, 'Controlled Perceptual Variable'); 
  SetColor(LightRed); 
  OutTextXY(10, 75, 'Environmental Variable'); 
  SetColor(White); 
  OutTextXY(10, MaxY - 90, 'Controller Output'); 
  SetColor(Yellow); 
  OutTextXY(10, MaxY - 75, 'Disturbance to Perceptual Variable'); 
  SetColor(LightCyan); 
  OutTextXY(10, MaxY - 60, 'Disturbance to Environmental Variable'); 
  SetColor(White); 
end; 
 
procedure InitModel; 
begin 
  CanSee := true; 
  t := 0.0; 
  dt := 0.1; 
  s := 0.1; 
  CV := 90.0; 
  o := CV; 
  r := 100.0; 
  g := 100.0; 
  dMod := 0.0; 
  dUnmod := 0.0; 
  d := dMod + dUnmod; 
  CanSee := true; 
end; 
 
procedure StepModel; 
begin 
  p := CV; 
  e := r - p; 
  o := o + (g*e - o)*s*dt; 
  dMod := 2.0*sin(t); 
  dUnmod := 0.5*sin(3.0*t/2.0) + 0.5*sin(t/3.0) + 0.5*cos(t/5.0); 
  if CanSee then d := dMod + dUnmod 
    else d := dMod; 
  CV := o + d; 
  if CanSee then CVm := CV else CVm := o + dMod + dUnmod; 
  t := t + dt; 
end; 
 
procedure GraphVars; 
begin 
  X := X + round(dt*10.0); 
  if X > 600 then 
    begin 
      X := 1; 
      SetViewPort(1, 100, MaxX, MaxY-100, ClipOff); 
      ClearViewPort; 
      SetViewPort(1, 1, MaxX, MaxY, ClipOff); 
    end; 
  Y1 := MaxY - round(o*10.0) + 725; 
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  Y2 := MaxY - round(d*10.0) - 200; 
  Y3 := MaxY - round(CV*10) + 625; 
  Y4 := MaxY - round(CVm*10) + 660; 
  Y5 := MaxY - round((dMod+dUnmod)*10) - 150; 
  putpixel(X, Y1, white); 
  putpixel(X, Y2, yellow); 
  putpixel(X, Y3, lightcyan); 
  putpixel(X, Y4, lightred); 
  putpixel(X, Y5, lightcyan); 
end; 
 
procedure ShowStatus; 
begin 
  SetViewport(250,MaxY-50, 350, MaxY, ClipOff); 
  ClearViewPort; 
  SetViewport(1, 1, MaxX, MaxY, ClipOff); 
  if CanSee then OuttextXY(250, MaxY-25, 'Sighted') 
    else OuttextXY(250, MaxY-25, 'Blind'); 
end; 
 
begin 
  TextMode(co80); 
  ClrScr; 
  InitScreen; 
  Stop := false; 
  InitModel; 
  ShowStatus; 
  repeat 
    StepModel; 
    GraphVars; 
    delay(50); 
    if keypressed then 
      begin 
        ch := readkey; 
        Case ch of 
          #27: Stop := true; 
          ' ': If CanSee = true then 
            begin 
              CanSee := false; 
              ShowStatus; 
            end 
            else 
              begin 
                CanSee := true; 
                ShowStatus; 
              end; 
          end; 
      end; 
  until Stop; 
end. 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Separate the code below for GRutils.pas into its own text file and compile 
separately. 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
unit GrUtils; 
{ Graphics Utilities Unit } 
 
interface 
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uses 
  Graph, bgidriv; 
 
var 
  GraphDriver, GraphMode, Error: integer; 
 
procedure InitGraphics; 
procedure Retrace; 
 
implementation 
 
procedure retrace; 
begin 
 case Graphdriver of 
  Ega,Vga,Ega64,EgaMono: begin 
           while (port[$3da] and 8) = 8 do ; 
           while (port[$3da] and 8) = 0 do ; 
          end; 
  HercMono: begin 
           while (port[$3ba] and $80) = 0 do ; 
           while (port[$3ba] and $80) = $80 do ; 
           end; 
  ELSE begin 
          while (port[$3da] and 8) = 0 do ; 
          while (port[$3da] and 8) = 8 do ; 
       end; 
 end; 
end; 
 
procedure Abort(Msg : string); 
begin 
  Writeln(Msg, ': ', GraphErrorMsg(GraphResult)); 
  Halt(1); 
end; 
 
procedure InitGraphics; {ADAPTS TO HARDWARE} 
begin 
  { Register all the drivers } 
  if RegisterBGIdriver(@CGADriverProc) < 0 then 
    Abort('CGA'); 
  if RegisterBGIdriver(@EGAVGADriverProc) < 0 then 
    Abort('EGA/VGA'); 
 
  GraphDriver := Detect;                  { autodetect the hardware } 
  InitGraph(GraphDriver, GraphMode, '');  { activate graphics } 
  if GraphResult <> grOk then             { any errors? } 
  begin 
    Writeln('Graphics init error: ', GraphErrorMsg(GraphDriver)); 
    Halt(1); 
  end; 
end; 
(* 
procedure InitGraphics; {ADAPTS TO HARDWARE} 
begin 
 graphdriver := 0; graphmode := 0; 
 detectgraph(graphdriver,graphmode); 
 initgraph(graphdriver,graphmode, BGIDIR); 
 graphmode := getmaxmode; 
 setgraphmode(graphmode); 
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end; 
*) 
 
begin 
end. 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Wed, 18 Dec 1996 18:09:51 -0500 
From:    Scott Stirling <scstirli@ANSELM.EDU> 
Subject: Re: In Defense of Popper & Harms 
 
On Wed, 18 Dec 1996, Bruce Gregory wrote: 
> [From Bruce Gregory (961218.1710 EST)] 
> 
> 18 Dec 1996 14:04 Scott Stirling 
> 
> > Then I don't know what we've been arguing about.  Having no doubt 
> > and knowing are different things, as I said about ten posts back when I 
> > said I did not intend to argue over matters of faith. 
> 
> I'll try to follow your example -- especially when dealing 
> with people who question whether the world is real. 
> 
> 
> Bruce Gregory 
> 
 
        Do you think I should make it clear that I do not think it's 
possible to disprove the existence of an external reality?  I mean it 
works both ways. I guess I've just been focusing on the assertion that it 
is possible to know that perception correlates to a "real world."  If 
someone were arguing as strongly for the opposite, that it is possible to 
know that there is no "real world" to which our perceptions correspond, I 
would focus on that assertion, all the while trying to bring the 
realm of knowledge or "having no doubt" back to more middle territory. 
 
 
Scott 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
Scott M. Stirling                       Email:  scstirli@anselm.edu 
Saint Anselm College                    Phone:  (603) 668-1101 school 
Box 2111                                        (603) 225-3799 home 
100 Saint Anselm Dr. 
Manchester, NH 03102-1310 
 
http://www.anselm.edu/student/scstirli/welcome.html 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Wed, 18 Dec 1996 17:19:53 -0700 
From:    Bill Powers <powers_w@FRONTIER.NET> 
Subject: Re: Solving the "loss of input" problem: RunBlind.pas 
 
[From Bill Powers (961218.1715 MST)] 
 
Bruce Abbott (961218.1810 EST) -- 
> 
>Enough of these verbal arguments! 
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> 
>Appended below is a Pascal program, RunBlind.pas, which you can compile and 
>run if you have access to either Turbo Pascal 7.0 or Borland Pascal 7.0 or 
>later.  You will also need to compile the GRutils.pas unit, which you will 
>find appended beneath the RunBlind code. 
 
Better look over this program again, Bruce. The input is not lost when the 
system is in the "blind" mode. The perceptual signal is still proportional 
to the CV. Loss of input means that the CV is no longer perceived by the 
system. I suggest working out a block diagram to see what your program does. 
 
Best, 
 
Bill P. 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Wed, 18 Dec 1996 16:22:28 -0800 
From:    Richard Marken <marken@AEROSPACE.AERO.ORG> 
Subject: Lies, Damn Lies and Programs 
 
[From Rick Marken (961218.1630)] 
 
Bruce Abbott (961218.1810 EST) -- 
 
>Enough of these verbal arguments! 
 
Oh, goody. Now you're going to "pull a Hans" and use a program to justify 
your cause-effect perspective on behavior. What a gas. 
 
>Rick Marken, please note that when switched to the blind mode, the 
>controller does not go open loop, but continues to control its perceptual 
>variable (top line in display). 
 
That's because you wrote the code that way (at least with respect to CV; see 
below). Your model controls a perception of the CV whether it is in "see" 
mode or "blind" mode. All that happens when the model goes into "blind" mode 
is that the disturbance changes, from dMod + dUnmod to dMod. Since p = CV in 
both "see" and "blind" modes, then CV (which I presume to be the actual 
environmental variable) will be kept under control just fine in both modes 
because the model can "see" the CV in both modes. 
 
Perhaps you are thinking of CVm as the real environmental variable that is 
under control? If so, then you've still got problems. Look at the code: 
 
procedure StepModel; 
begin 
  p := CV; 
  e := r - p; 
  o := o + (g*e - o)*s*dt; 
  dMod := 2.0*sin(t); 
  dUnmod := 0.5*sin(3.0*t/2.0) + 0.5*sin(t/3.0) + 0.5*cos(t/5.0); 
  if CanSee then d := dMod + dUnmod 
    else d := dMod; 
  CV := o + d; 
  if CanSee then CVm := CV else CVm := o + dMod + dUnmod; 
  t := t + dt; 
end; 
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When the model is in "see" mode, CVm = CV so control of both CV and CVm looks 
equally good. When the model is in "blind" mode, CV = o + dMod but 
CVm = o + dMod + dUnmod. It will look like control of CVm is worse than 
control of CV by the size of dUnmod. In fact, if CVm is the "real" CV then 
dMod should have no effect on it. The statement: 
 
if CanSee then CVm := CV else CVm := o + dMod + dUnmod; 
 
should be changed to 
 
if CanSee then CVm := CV else CVm := o + dUnmod; 
 
Now CVm is a measure of what the "real" CV is doing when the control system 
is "blind". The amount by which variations in CV (the variable controlled in 
imagination) differ from CVm (the real controlled variable) depends on the 
difference between dMod and dUnmod. If dMod = dUnmod then it will look like 
your controller can control in the "blind". To the extent that dMod <> 
dUnmod, then there will be little apparent control of CVm. In either case, 
however, your model is not really in control of CVm; it only controls CV. 
You model controller _is_, indeed, blind to variations in CVm and is thus 
_open loop_ with respect to that variable. 
 
So, all in all, I'd say that your program is just a jot worse than your 
verbal arguments. Let me know what you learn when you fix it up;-) 
 
Best 
 
Rick 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Wed, 18 Dec 1996 21:57:44 -0800 
From:    David Wolsk <dow@PINC.COM> 
Subject: categorization 
 
Hans Blom 18/12/96 
2. If we believe we can detect "consistency over time", it seems to 
me that we have some inner mechanism that allows this detection. 
Since this detection is primarily some type of comparison between 
what occurs now and what occurred previously, it appears that we have 
some type of inner "store" where previous occurrences are somehow 
saved, possibly encoded and/or compacted. It also appears that, due 
to brain size limitations, it is impossible to store the raw data of 
_all_ previous occurrences in their entirety. So what is stored? Only 
occurrences that are recognized as "lawful"? But initially there are 
none. Are occurrences that are similar to a previous one somehow 
discarded? But how to establish what is similar right from the start? 
We seem to have a bootstrap problem, which indicates the need for an 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Wed, 18 Dec 1996 23:39:32 +0000 
From:    Richard marken <marken@AERO.ORG> 
Subject: Re: Solving the "loss of input" problem: RunBlind.pas 
 
[From Rick Marken (961218.2230)] 
 
Here's the corrected code for your model, Bruce: 
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procedure StepModel; 
 begin 
 p := CV; 
 e := r - p; 
 o := o + (g*e - o)*s*dt; 
 dMod := 2.0*sin(t); 
 dUnmod := 0.5*sin(3.0*t/2.0) + 0.5*sin(t/3.0) + 0.5*cos(t/5.0); 
 if CanSee then d := dUnmod 
   else d := dMod; 
 CV := o + d; 
 CVm := o + dUnmod; 
 t := t + dt; 
 end; 
 
Note that CVm is the "real" environmental variable that is to be 
controlled; it is always equal to o+dUnmod, where Unmod is the real 
disturbance. When the model is "blind", CV is the imagined input to the 
perceptual function; so it is o+dMod, where dMod is the imagined 
disturbance. 
 
This is a very cool program Bruce; the graphs are beautiful and 
it shows rather clearly just what happens when a control system 
goes "blind" and cannot imagine (model) _exactly_ what is happening 
to the environmental variable that had been under control before the 
loss of input. 
 
Thanks for sharing;-) 
 
Best 
 
Rick 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Thu, 19 Dec 1996 12:33:40 +0100 
From:    "J.A. Blom" <J.A.Blom@ELE.TUE.NL> 
Subject: Re: reply to Martin: combining goals 
 
[Hans Blom, 961219] 
 
(Martin Taylor 961218 13:15) 
 
>Hans, either you don't understand me or I don't understand you, or 
>both. 
 
Both, I think. And, going up a level, you probably wonder how I can 
be so dumb as to not understand you -- and me you... Things like that 
happen all the time. That's why we humans talk so much :-). 
 
>I'll grant that the "supergoal" you assert is not the one I thought 
>you were asserting, so the degree of misunderstanding may be 
>reducing. 
 
Good. 
 
>But your new formulation could be substituted for mine without in 
>any way altering my point about the "supergoal" being a property of 
>the analyst and not of the organism. 
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All right, the problem is about epistomology after all, not about 
mathematics. 
 
>You can now replace "control for x=3 and for y=2 and for z=1" by 
>"minimize (x-3)^2 + (y-2)^2 + (z-1)^2". Which you can translate back 
>into "control for the minimum of (x-3)^2 + (y-2)^2 + (z-1)^2", if 
>you want. This is how you find the "top" goal. 
 
>So the analyst says. But the organism doesn't (by construction; the 
>simulated organism has been _defined_to have no such "top" goal). 
 
This is the core of the problem, I think: 
 
1. You construct a control system with 3 independent, parallel goals. 
 
2. I demonstrate to you that there is 1 mathematically equivalent 
"top-level" goal that subsumes your three goals. 
 
3. You say "No, I constructed 3 goals". I say "Sure, but those 3 can 
be compacted into 1". 
 
That is, your construction seems to have an implication ("unintended 
side effect"?) that you neither intended nor now wish to intend. And 
therefore you cannot -- and do not want to -- see that super-goal as 
something that _causes_ the behavior. And it doesn't, of course; the 
3 goals that you specified for and designed into the controller cause 
its behavior. In that sense, the super-goal is not causal; it is only 
mathematically equivalent to your 3 causal parallel goals combined. 
Or does that make the super-goal causal by implication? 
 
>The _analyst_ sees that the organism seems to behave _as if_ it did 
>have such a top goal. But in fact (as we know, having constructed 
>the organism to be so) the organism has three independent "top" 
>goals, and the analyst has engaged in self-deception--or at least is 
>wrong--in saying that it has one "top" goal. 
 
Beautiful! Here we have the raw contrast between "as if" and "in 
fact" ;-). We see one and the same thing, the 3-goal controller that 
you designed. You see that it has properties P1, P2, ..., PN. I see 
an additional property PN+1. Is that property "in fact" there, or is 
it only "as if" it is there, but not really? What kind of test would 
you propose to make this question decidable? 
 
AI has the notions of explicit and implicit knowledge. If an expert 
system's database contains the facts "A is true" and "B is true" and 
its rulebase contains the (always true) rule "A and B", does the 
expert system now "know" that "A and B is true"? The answer is: an 
expert system has an inferencing mechanism. Before inferencing, the 
truth value of "A and B" is not yet known; after inferencing it is. 
Thus, implicit knowledge becomes explicit. If you don't infer, you 
don't know what you know. Thus, inferring is highly recommended ;-). 
 
I know a different test. We must both design a control system whose 3 
goals (x=3, etc.) are provided to us. You build a controller which 
implements those 3 goals directly. I first combine the three goals 
into one super-goal, after which I design my controller to control 
for that super-goal. When testing the behaviors of both controllers, 
they turn out to be exactly identical. Can we now answer the 
following questions: 
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- do both controllers have one super-goal? 
- do both controllers have 3 independent, parallel goals? 
- does your controller have 3 goals whereas mine has one? 
- all of the above. 
- neither of the above. 
 
What would you say? 
 
>There's a separate issue, too. You add the possibility that: 
 
>> ... different weights can be attached to the individual terms 
 
>Now your "top" goal has three extra degrees of freedom that the 
>analyst can use to get around the problem that the gains on the x, 
>y, and z "real" perceptual control systems may be different, leading 
>to ellipsoidal rather than spherical iso-deviation contours. 
 
You're right about the contours, whose slopes determine along which 
path a 'steepest ascent hill-climber' will approach the top. It's not 
correct to say that the _top goal_ has extra degrees of freedom; in 
fact, its position does not change whatever your choice of the 
weights. A lot of different roads lead to Rome, as they say here. 
That doesn't mean that Rome's location has "degrees of freedom". 
 
>The analyst can still delude himself into seeing a non-existent top 
>goal by using these extra degrees of freedom provided by the 
>weights. 
 
This I do not understand. Can you explain? 
 
I think we're getting at some very interesting issues! 
 
Greetings, 
 
Hans 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Thu, 19 Dec 1996 13:26:37 +0100 
From:    "J.A. Blom" <J.A.Blom@ELE.TUE.NL> 
Subject: Re: resend: single top-level goal? 
 
[Hans Blom, 961219] 
 
(Bill Powers (961217.0945 MST)) 
 
>Suppose you have two control systems at the same level, coupled 
>together at a lower level so that both cannot simultaneously achieve 
>zero error. 
 
I tried to discover a physical realization (block diagram, if you 
want) of your formulas. I can't. Although you use symbols, I cannot 
discover a meaning. It's a situation resembling statements like "it 
rains but it does not rain" or "x=3 and x=4". Logical contradictions, 
in other words. The problems are here: 
 
>Let e be the error. When system 1 alone is acting, the value of x, 
>the common lower-level variable, will be G1*e1. When system 2 alone 
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>is acting, x will be G2* e2. When both systems are acting 
 
How are the outputs of both systems (physically) combined? You do not 
specify that. As an addition? No. As an average? No. You set them to 
be equal: 
 
>, we introduce the constraint G1*e1 = G2*e2 = x 
 
This is a situation that most resembles short-circuiting one output 
with another system's output: x = output1 = output2. If so, the model 
isn't as accurate/complete as it need be to describe this situation, 
because it won't now be true that output1 = G1*e1 _and_ output2 = 
G2*e2 if G1 and G2 are to have their normal (non-short- circuit) 
meanings. 
 
Note also that e1 and e2 require a meaning in the combined system. 
They were defined for other conditions. 
 
>Let e = r - x, so we have G1*(r1 - x) = G2*(r2 - x). 
 
In a short-circuit situation, this won't generally be true if G1 and 
G2 are to have their normal (non-short- circuit) meanings. 
 
>Solving for x, we obtain x = (G2*r2 - G1*r1)/(G1 - G2) 
>Note that as the gains approach equality, x increases without limit 
>when r1 is not equal to r2. 
 
Infinities ought to warn you that your model cannot be a correct 
representation of some physical reality. 
 
>This may alter your analysis of error minimization. 
 
Not yet. Although reality (I will continue to use that word) can be 
modelled or expressed as words or formulas, not every model or set of 
words or formulas can be given a physical meaning. It seems to me 
that you play with words (formulas). 
 
Greetings, 
 
Hans 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Thu, 19 Dec 1996 13:44:08 +0100 
From:    "J.A. Blom" <J.A.Blom@ELE.TUE.NL> 
Subject: Re: In Defense of Popper & Harms 
 
[Hans Blom, 961219b] 
 
(Bill Powers (961217.1100 MST)) 
 
>>2. If we believe we can detect "consistency over time", it seems to 
>>me that we have some inner mechanism that allows this detection. 
 
>Yes, it's called a perceptual input function. 
 
You misunderstand me. With "consistency over time" I mean, for 
example, that "the sun rises again and again". A perceptual input 
function may tell me that "the sun rises", but not -- by itself -- 
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that this occurrence is similar to other sunrises that I have 
observed in the past. To establish the similarity, it appears to me, 
there must be _two_ things to be compared. What I assume is that one 
is in actual perception (the sunrise that I observe now), and one is 
in memory (about sunrises that I've observed in days, months and 
years past). That seems pretty inescapable, even tautological... 
 
If you believe that such "consistency over time" is established by a 
perceptual input function, it is one that encodes sequences, I guess. 
But a "sequence" still links two occurrences, at least one of them 
from the past, and needs a similar mechanism. 
 
Greetings, 
 
Hans 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Thu, 19 Dec 1996 13:49:17 +0100 
From:    "J.A. Blom" <J.A.Blom@ELE.TUE.NL> 
Subject: Re: Solving "loss of input" problem 
 
[Hans Blom, 961219c] 
 
(Bill Powers (961217.1200 MST)) 
 
>I think you're just out of practice in thinking about closed-loop 
>systems. If you understood how ubiquitous disturbances are, you 
>would not say "If I do X then I perceive Y." In the real world, if 
>you "do X" ten times in a row, you will get nine different values of 
>Y. 
 
I did The Test. The last ten times I turned my car's steering wheel 
to the right, the car was perceived to turn to the right. Not once to 
the left. 
 
What kind of car do you have? :-). 
 
Greetings, 
 
Hans 
 
------------------------------ 
 
End of CSGNET Digest - 18 Dec 1996 to 19 Dec 1996 
************************************************* 
 
Date:     Fri, 20 Dec 1996 08:00:08 -0600 
Subject:  CSGNET Digest - 19 Dec 1996 to 20 Dec 1996 
 
There are 40 messages totalling 2386 lines in this issue. 
 
Topics of the day: 
 
  1. Lies, damned lies, and programs (9) 
  2. Solving the "loss of input" problem: RunBlind.pas (3) 
  3. Rick' "corrected" code 
  4. In Defense of Popper & Harms (7) 
  5. RunBlind.pas (3) 
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  6. resend: single top-level goal? 
  7. Solving "loss of input" problem 
  8. Sibling rivalry; solving the "loss of input" problem (2) 
  9. Lies, damned lies and BYTE magazine 
 10. Lies, damned lies, and Rick Marken 
 11. apparent control (2) 
 12. Lies, damned lies and non-control 
 13. RunBlind.pas: New and improved (2) 
 14. false knowledge 
 15. RunBlnd2.pas 
 16. ShuffleBrain 
 17. URL for ShuffleBrain 
 18. Executive VP of Product Development position 
 19. categorization repeated 
 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Date:    Thu, 19 Dec 1996 08:10:58 -0600 
From:    Bruce Abbott <abbott@CVAX.IPFW.INDIANA.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Lies, damned lies, and programs 
 
[From Bruce Abbott (961219.0910 EST)] 
 
>Rick Marken (961218.1630) -- 
 
>Bruce Abbott (961218.1810 EST) 
 
>>Enough of these verbal arguments! 
 
>Oh, goody. Now you're going to "pull a Hans" and use a program to justify 
>your cause-effect perspective on behavior. What a gas. 
 
Thanks for the sarcasm.  It's always appropriate in scientific debate, isn't it? 
 
Let's see if I've got this straight, Rick.  If we engage in verbal argument 
then we have trouble because words can mean different things to different 
people; to settle such issues we need to have an objective method of 
demonstrating that what we assert will happen actually does happen.  The way 
you and Bill do this is through computer simulation. 
 
On the other hand, if I use computer simulation to demonstrate the validity 
of my analysis, then I am "pulling a Hans."  May I take it that in the 
future you will stop making the claim that PCT is superior to other 
approaches because it is supported by working computer simulations? 
Obviously you don't believe they have any value when used to support 
analyses with which you do not agree, but the value of this approach cannot 
depend on who is using it to support which point of view. 
 
>>Rick Marken, please note that when switched to the blind mode, the 
>>controller does not go open loop, but continues to control its perceptual 
>>variable (top line in display). 
 
>That's because you wrote the code that way (at least with respect to CV; see 
>below). Your model controls a perception of the CV whether it is in "see" 
>mode or "blind" mode. 
 
Damned right it's because I wrote the code that way.  I wrote the code that 
way so that it would implement the model I described in my previous post. 
Here is your description of my proposal, which I agreed was an accurate account: 
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>It seems to me that you are proposing the following: Under normal 
>circumstances (input available) a control system controls a time varying 
>perceptual variable, p(t), which (assuming a single time varying disturbance 
>variable, d(t)) is proportional to: 
> 
>p (t) = o (t) + d (t) 
> 
>When the lights go out (no more input) the system begins controlling an 
>imagined, time varying perception, p'(t), which is proportional to: 
> 
>p'(t) = o (t) + d' (t) 
> 
>where d'(t) is the modelled version of d(t) and o(t) is the real output 
>(twhichis now added to both the real disturbance -- to determine the state 
>of the now un-sensed controlled environmental variable-- and the imagined 
>disturbance). 
 
This is exactly what the program implements. 
 
>All that happens when the model goes into "blind" mode 
>is that the disturbance changes, from dMod + dUnmod to dMod. Since p = CV in 
>both "see" and "blind" modes, then CV (which I presume to be the actual 
>environmental variable) will be kept under control just fine in both modes 
>because the model can "see" the CV in both modes. 
 
That's right, Rick.  Exactly as I described verbally in my earlier post.  No 
loss of input, no running in open loop mode.  Let's take a somewhat 
different look at the model than the one you have extracted from the code. 
 
The "real" CV: 
 
   CV = x + d, 
 
where x = the effect of the controller's output on the CV and d = the 
disturbance acting on the CV.  The environmental feedback function is 
assumed to be: 
 
   x = 1 * o, 
 
where o is the controller's output. 
 
The "model" CV: 
 
   CV = x' + d', 
 
where x' is the controller's model of the effect of the controller's output 
on the CV and d' is the controller's model of the predictable portion of the 
disturbance waveform.  We can consider the actual disturbance as comprising 
both this component and an unmodeled component, d*: 
 
   d = d' + d* 
 
I am assuming that the controller's model of the EFF is 
 
   x' = 1 * o 
 
When running is "sighted mode," the controller is "seeing" the CV as: 
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   CV = x + d 
 
When running in the "blind mode," the controller is "seeing" the CV as: 
 
   CV = x' + d' 
 
But in the sighted mode, 
 
   CV = x + d = (1 * o) + (d' + d*) = o + d' + d*, 
 
and in the blind mode, 
 
   CV = x' + d' = (1 * o) + d' = o + d'. 
 
Thus, in my computer model, the only thing I need to do "switch" to blind 
mode is drop out d*. 
 
In setting up the problem this way, I have implicitly assumed the best of 
all possible worlds: that the modeled portion of the disturbance waveform is 
identical to the predictable protion of the disturbance waveform in shape, 
phase, and amplitude, and that the modeled EFF is identical to the actual 
EFF.  I did this in order to demonstrate the principle involved under the 
most favorable conditions and to keep the demonstration simple, to foster 
understanding of its basic principles.  A more complex model could derive 
its modeled EFF and disturbances from experience, as in Hans's Kalman filter 
system.  Here I have just assumed that such a mechanism exists and has done 
its job. 
 
>So, all in all, I'd say that your program is just a jot worse than your 
>verbal arguments. Let me know what you learn when you fix it up;-) 
 
What needs repair is your understanding of the program, not the program, 
which works exactly as intended, and demonstrates exactly what I said it does. 
 
Regards, 
 
Bruce 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Thu, 19 Dec 1996 15:58:28 +0100 
From:    "J.A. Blom" <J.A.Blom@ELE.TUE.NL> 
Subject: Solving the "loss of input" problem: RunBlind.pas 
 
[Hans Blom, 961219c] 
 
(Bruce Abbott (961218.1810 EST)) 
 
>Enough of these verbal arguments! Appended below is a Pascal 
>program, RunBlind.pas ... Pressing the space bar switches the 
>controller to "blind" mode, at which time it uses its internal model 
>of the "modeled" disturbance to determine its control actions.  The 
>actual disturbance acting on the CV is an additive combination of 
>modeled and unmodeled disturbances. 
 
Brilliantly simple idea, Bruce: separate the feedback perception into 
a fully predictable and a fully unpredictable part. Great! 
 
Greetings, 
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Hans 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Thu, 19 Dec 1996 08:59:59 -0600 
From:    Bruce Abbott <abbott@CVAX.IPFW.INDIANA.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Rick' "corrected" code 
 
[From Bruce Abbott (961219.1000 EST)] 
 
>Rick Marken (961218.2230)] 
 
>Here's the corrected code for your model, Bruce: 
 
>[botched "correction" that turns correct model into incorrect one] 
 
>Note that CVm is the "real" environmental variable that is to be 
>controlled; it is always equal to o+dUnmod, where Unmod is the real 
>disturbance. When the model is "blind", CV is the imagined input to the 
>perceptual function; so it is o+dMod, where dMod is the imagined 
>disturbance. 
 
No, Rick, if CVm is the "real" environmental variable, then it _should_ 
always be equal to o + dMod + dUnmod, as I have it in the original code. 
dMod + dUnmod together are the "real" disturbance. 
 
In the program, CV is the perceptual variable controlled by the system, and 
it is _always_ controlled.  CVm is the environmental variable, the 
perception of which is lost under the blind condition.  When I began to 
write the program, I had indended CVm to be the modeled CV, but then I 
realized that I could use the same CV variable within the controller whether 
CV represented the "real" or "modeled" CV.  However, I still needed to 
compute the "real" CV during times when the controller was running blind 
(for display purposes), so I reused CVm to represent that variable.  I which 
I had changed that to "EV," or something like that, because it seems to be 
causing a lot of confusion. 
 
>This is a very cool program Bruce; the graphs are beautiful and 
>it shows rather clearly just what happens when a control system 
>goes "blind" and cannot imagine (model) _exactly_ what is happening 
>to the environmental variable that had been under control before the 
>loss of input. 
 
Thanks.  Your conclusion is absolutely correct, although it applies to the 
program as I wrote it and not to your altered version. 
 
>Thanks for sharing;-) 
 
Hmm, more sarcasm. 
 
You know, I'm having a strong feeling of "deja vu all over again."  Remember 
the battle we had over the final version of my "reinforcement-based" e-coli 
demo?  After "explaining" to me how my program just couldn't work the way I 
claimed it did (and even offering "proof" in the form of your own computer 
program that botched the computations), you and Bill finally had to admit 
that I was right.  I was right then, and I'm right now.  So there. (;-> 
 
Regards, 
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Bruce 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Thu, 19 Dec 1996 09:55:53 EST 
From:    Bruce Gregory <gregory@CF4.HARVARD.EDU> 
Subject: Re: In Defense of Popper & Harms 
 
[From Bruce Gregory (961219.1000 EST)] 
 
Scott Stirling  18 Dec 1996 18:09:51 
 
>         Do you think I should make it clear that I do not think it's 
> possible to disprove the existence of an external reality?  I mean it 
> works both ways. I guess I've just been focusing on the assertion that it 
> is possible to know that perception correlates to a "real world."  If 
> someone were arguing as strongly for the opposite, that it is possible to 
> know that there is no "real world" to which our perceptions correspond, I 
> would focus on that assertion, all the while trying to bring the 
> realm of knowledge or "having no doubt" back to more middle territory. 
 
Perhaps it would help if you gave an example of what you _do_ 
know. What _can_ you prove?  How _do_ you prove it? What is more 
certain to you than the existence of a "real world"? 
 
 
Bruce Gregory 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Thu, 19 Dec 1996 08:49:00 -0700 
From:    "T. B. Harms" <tbh@TESSER.COM> 
Subject: Re: In Defense of Popper & Harms 
 
*from Tracy Harms (961219.08) 
 
 
>Scott Stirling  18 Dec 1996 18:09:51 
> 
[...] 
>> I would focus on that assertion, all the while trying to bring the 
>> realm of knowledge or "having no doubt" back to more middle territory. 
> 
>Perhaps it would help if you gave an example of what you _do_ 
>know. What _can_ you prove?  How _do_ you prove it? What is more 
>certain to you than the existence of a "real world"? 
> 
> 
>Bruce Gregory (961219.1000 EST) 
 
 
Rather than ask these questions, I desire to explore this Faustian union 
between "the realm of knowledge" and "having no doubt".  For starters let 
me propose that these two matters are very separate: improvement of 
knowledge is independent of increases in confidence. 
 
 
Tracy Bruce Harms                                        tbh@tesser.com 
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Boulder, Colorado 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Thu, 19 Dec 1996 09:59:00 -0600 
From:    Bruce Abbott <abbott@CVAX.IPFW.INDIANA.EDU> 
Subject: Re: RunBlind.pas 
 
[From Bruce Abbott (961219.1100 EST)] 
 
The code in the StepModel procedure of RunBlind.pas can be improved slightly 
by making the following change: 
 
Old: 
 
  if CanSee then CVm := CV else CVm := o + dMod + dUnmod; 
 
New: 
 
  CVm := o + dMod + dUnmod; 
 
This has no effect on program operation, because when CanSee is true, then 
CV equals o + dMod + dUnmod; thus CV equals o + dMod + dUnmod whether CanSee 
is true or false. 
 
I suggest replacing all instances of CVm in the program with EV, in order to 
make it clear that CVm is the environmental variable to be controlled. 
However, again, this will not affect program operation, so this change is 
completely optional. 
 
>[Hans Blom, 961219c] -- 
 
>Brilliantly simple idea, Bruce: separate the feedback perception into 
>a fully predictable and a fully unpredictable part. Great! 
 
Thanks, Hans! 
 
By the way, the "fully unpredictable part" is actually predictable, because 
of laziness on my part.  (I constructed it from sine and cosines a la 
Fourier.)  However, a smoothly changing random disturbance such as is found 
in Bill Powers's simulations would work as well as the unpredictable portion 
of the disturbance here. 
 
Regards, 
 
Bruce 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Thu, 19 Dec 1996 08:00:23 -0800 
From:    Richard Marken <marken@AEROSPACE.AERO.ORG> 
Subject: Re: Lies, damned lies, and programs 
 
[From Rick Marken (961219.0800)] 
 
Bruce Abbott (961219.1000 EST)-- 
 
>No, Rick, if CVm is the "real" environmental variable, then it _should_ 
>always be equal to o + dMod + dUnmod, as I have it in the original code. 
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>dMod + dUnmod together are the "real" disturbance. 
 
I thought dMod was the modeled disturbance. How can a modeled (imagined) 
disturbance have an effect on a variable in the environment? 
 
If you check my code carefully I think you'll find that it correctly 
implements the model you described. The model will, indeed, _appear_ to keep 
the environmental variable (CVm) under control if dMod = dUnmod. To the 
extent that dMod differs by even a teensy, weensy bit from dUnmod, control of 
the environmental variable breaks down (although control of the perceived CV 
is maintained, of course). Gee, now that I think of it, your model is a 
perfect description of your behavior on the net. You have your understanding 
of PCT (CV in your model) completely under control because you are 
controlling against an imaginary representation of the disturbance; from out 
here it's easy to see that you haven't got PCT (CVm) under control at all;-) 
 
>You know, I'm having a strong feeling of "deja vu all over again." 
 
I was asked to give you two years because that's how long it typically takes 
people to understand PCT. Your two years are up;-) 
 
>Remember the battle we had over the final version of my "reinforcement- 
>based" e-coli demo?  After "explaining" to me how my program just couldn't 
>work the way I claimed it did (and even offering "proof" in the form of your 
>own computer program that botched the computations), you and Bill finally 
>had to admit that I was right.  I was right then, and I'm right now.  So 
>there. (;-> 
 
Not quite. There were two results of your e-coli demonstration. First, you 
showed that you could make the results of tumbles non-random by defining a 
result as the _change_ from the current to the present input concentration 
gradient. You still had to build a control model (one which delayed a tumble 
in proportion to the size of the post-tumble difference between input and 
reference) to get e-coli to navigate to the goal. Second, you _were_ able to 
build a reinforcement model that was a learning model; this model changed 
the loop gain of the control system organization of e-coli (which started 
with delay lengths being equally probable for all consequences of tumbles) 
on the basis of the _change_ in concentration after a tumble. This model 
could _only_ learns to move to the goal which as _defined into_ the way the 
measure of this _change_ was computed. And it could not learn at all when the 
change in concentration was itself made random. 
 
No one disagreed with the fact that your programs worked. We just disagreed 
with what you claimed that they showed (that a reinformcent model could 
account for the behavior of e-coli). 
 
Hans Blom (961219c)-- 
 
>Brilliantly simple idea, Bruce: separate the feedback perception into 
>a fully predictable and a fully unpredictable part. Great! 
 
See the kind of friends you make when you develop cause-effect models 
of control;-) 
 
Best 
 
Rick 
 
------------------------------ 
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Date:    Thu, 19 Dec 1996 09:08:19 -0700 
From:    "T. B. Harms" <tbh@TESSER.COM> 
Subject: Re: Solving the "loss of input" problem: RunBlind.pas 
 
*From Tracy Harms 1996;12,19.09:00 
 
 
 Bruce Abbott (961218.1810 EST) 
 
Interesting study.  For awhile I had a problem making sense of 
 
  if CanSee then d := dMod + dUnmod 
    else d := dMod; 
  CV := o + d; 
 
But then I saw that this simply represents the aspect of your model-based 
structure which relies on an internal model if primary input is not 
available. 
 
The problem I have now is, what can effect this switching between sensor 
and model?  In your program you have a signal (change of space-bar status) 
which indicates whether or not to use one or the other.  But as Bill Powers 
has recently (and I presume repeatedly) noted, signal-channels are not 
labelled.  That is, there is no change to input-sensors which signals 
blindness.  Another structure must evaluate whether or not to trust the 
sensors, or the model.  What now exists as a combination of space-bar and 
"if CanSee" need to be represented *as a control structure* before I'll 
find your program persuasive. 
 
 
Tracy Bruce Harms                                        tbh@tesser.com 
Boulder, Colorado 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Thu, 19 Dec 1996 09:23:06 -0700 
From:    Bill Powers <powers_w@FRONTIER.NET> 
Subject: Re: resend: single top-level goal? 
 
[From Bill Powers (961219.0745 MST)] 
 
Hans Blom, 961219 -- 
 
>>Suppose you have two control systems at the same level, coupled 
>>together at a lower level so that both cannot simultaneously achieve 
>>zero error. 
> 
>I tried to discover a physical realization (block diagram, if you 
>want) of your formulas. I can't. Although you use symbols, I cannot 
>discover a meaning. It's a situation resembling statements like "it 
>rains but it does not rain" or "x=3 and x=4". Logical contradictions, 
>in other words. The problems are here: 
 
Imagine two people trying to push a swinging door open at the same time, 
from opposite sides. Each is trying to achieve a reference condition for the 
angle of the door relative to the frame. The reference conditions are 
different. The formulas describe the combined systems at the moment the 
conflict becomes evident. Of course the real people will resolve the 
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conflict quickly, but that's not the point. The formulas describe (very 
roughly) the conflict while it exists. 
 
Keep trying, Hans; you'll get it. It's just a simple analysis of a physical 
situation. 
 
Best, 
 
Bill P. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
> 
>>Let e be the error. When system 1 alone is acting, the value of x, 
>>the common lower-level variable, will be G1*e1. When system 2 alone 
>>is acting, x will be G2* e2. When both systems are acting 
> 
>How are the outputs of both systems (physically) combined? You do not 
>specify that. As an addition? No. As an average? No. You set them to 
>be equal: 
> 
>>, we introduce the constraint G1*e1 = G2*e2 = x 
> 
>This is a situation that most resembles short-circuiting one output 
>with another system's output: x = output1 = output2. If so, the model 
>isn't as accurate/complete as it need be to describe this situation, 
>because it won't now be true that output1 = G1*e1 _and_ output2 = 
>G2*e2 if G1 and G2 are to have their normal (non-short- circuit) 
>meanings. 
> 
>Note also that e1 and e2 require a meaning in the combined system. 
>They were defined for other conditions. 
> 
>>Let e = r - x, so we have G1*(r1 - x) = G2*(r2 - x). 
> 
>In a short-circuit situation, this won't generally be true if G1 and 
>G2 are to have their normal (non-short- circuit) meanings. 
> 
>>Solving for x, we obtain x = (G2*r2 - G1*r1)/(G1 - G2) 
>>Note that as the gains approach equality, x increases without limit 
>>when r1 is not equal to r2. 
> 
>Infinities ought to warn you that your model cannot be a correct 
>representation of some physical reality. 
> 
>>This may alter your analysis of error minimization. 
> 
>Not yet. Although reality (I will continue to use that word) can be 
>modelled or expressed as words or formulas, not every model or set of 
>words or formulas can be given a physical meaning. It seems to me 
>that you play with words (formulas). 
> 
>Greetings, 
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> 
>Hans 
> 
> 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Thu, 19 Dec 1996 09:23:10 -0700 
From:    Bill Powers <powers_w@FRONTIER.NET> 
Subject: Re: In Defense of Popper & Harms 
 
[From Bill Powers (961218.0745 MST)] 
 
Hans Blom, 961219b -- 
 
>(Bill Powers (961217.1100 MST)) 
> 
>>>2. If we believe we can detect "consistency over time", it seems to 
>>>me that we have some inner mechanism that allows this detection. 
> 
>>Yes, it's called a perceptual input function. 
> 
>You misunderstand me. With "consistency over time" I mean, for 
>example, that "the sun rises again and again". A perceptual input 
>function may tell me that "the sun rises", but not -- by itself -- 
>that this occurrence is similar to other sunrises that I have 
>observed in the past. 
 
If you know that it is similar to sunrises you have observed in the past, 
then you're _perceiving_ a similarity between a remembered sunrise and a 
presently-seen sunrise. If you can recognize "again and again", then you are 
_perceiving_ "again and again." 
 
I'm beginning to understand the logic of the Pascal compiler. When a 
compilation error is encountered, a great deal of wasted communication is 
avoided if you just stop on the first error. The C compiler give you a long 
list of errors, most of which are meaningless once the first error is corrected. 
 
 Best, 
 
Bill P. 
 
 
 To establish the similarity, it appears to me, 
>there must be _two_ things to be compared. What I assume is that one 
>is in actual perception (the sunrise that I observe now), and one is 
>in memory (about sunrises that I've observed in days, months and 
>years past). That seems pretty inescapable, even tautological... 
> 
>If you believe that such "consistency over time" is established by a 
>perceptual input function, it is one that encodes sequences, I guess. 
>But a "sequence" still links two occurrences, at least one of them 
>from the past, and needs a similar mechanism. 
> 
>Greetings, 
> 
>Hans 
> 
> 
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------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Thu, 19 Dec 1996 09:23:14 -0700 
From:    Bill Powers <powers_w@FRONTIER.NET> 
Subject: Re: Solving "loss of input" problem 
 
[From Bill Powers (961218.0800 MST)] 
 
Hans Blom, 961219c -- 
 
>> In the real world, if 
>>you "do X" ten times in a row, you will get nine different values of Y. 
 
>I did The Test. The last ten times I turned my car's steering wheel 
>to the right, the car was perceived to turn to the right. Not once to 
>the left. 
 
> What kind of car do you have? 
 
 
In my car, the lateral acceleration (the curvature of the path) is 
proportional to the amount of turn of the steering wheel. In performing the 
action I call "turning a corner", the amount of lateral acceleration 
required depends on the tilt of the roadbed, the wind, the loading of the 
car, the speed of the car, the braking force, the width of the lane, the 
initial position and velocity of the car as I approach the corner, and 
numerous other factors which never repeat. If I simply repeat the same 
turning actions on the wheel that I used the last time, I will end up in 
oncoming traffic or clip the edge of the roadway on the inside of the turn. 
The errors are magnified by the fact that the position of the car relative 
to the correct path is a double time integral of the steering force. 
 
Does your car run on rails? 
 
Best, 
Bill P. 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Thu, 19 Dec 1996 09:23:17 -0700 
From:    Bill Powers <powers_w@FRONTIER.NET> 
Subject: Re: Lies, damned lies, and programs 
 
[From Bill Powers (961218.0815 MST)] 
 
Bruce Abbott (961219.0910 EST) -- 
Rick Marken (961218.1630) -- 
 
You two guys sound like squabbling siblings. You get so mad that neither of 
you thinks straight. What a waste of talent. Daddy loves you both. 
 
Rick, if you had been less hasty to leap to the attack, you would have 
realized that dUnmod means "disturbance, unmodeled," and dMod means 
"disturbance, modeled." So you reversed their roles. And you missed the fact 
that the modeled CV, CVm, is calculated but not used. 
 
Bruce, if you had been less eager to defend your model, you would have 
realized that dUnmod is never perceived by the system; it is only CV that is 
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perceived, so if there is "loss of input" in the sense in which we have been 
using the term in connection with Hans' model, it is CV that would no longer 
be perceived. Disturbances are not perceived in any case. What your program 
does in the so-called "blind" condition is to cease applying dMod to the CV 
and start applying it to CVm -- which isn't in the control loop. 
 
Your model can be made to work with loss of input if you simply put in a 
switch so the perception depends on either CV (actual controlled variable) 
or CVm (modeled controlled variable): 
 
if CanSee then p := CV else p := CVm; 
 
When you do that, the use of two disturbances becomes superfluous. Now you 
simply need 
 
CV := o + d; 
CVm := o + dMod; 
 
where dMod is the model of the real disturbance d. You could, of course, 
also have a dUnmod affecting the real CV and not CVm. 
 
What you have now is the same as my suggested modification of Hans' model, 
simplified, where either the modeled perception or the real-time perception 
is compared with the reference signal, the position of the switch depending 
on whether real-time input is available. 
 
                              ref 
                               | 
                -------p---->[COMP] ---->---Gain --->- 
               |                                      | 
               x                                      | 
        see     \  can't see                          | 
             x   x<---CVm  <------------------------- o 
             |         |                              | 
             |       dMod                             | 
             |                                        | 
              --------CV ----<------------------------ 
                       | 
                       d 
 
The switch is shown in the "blind" position. In the blind condition, CVm is 
perceived instead of CV. Now your model will work when the perceptual input 
from the environment is lost, so CV is no longer perceived. CVm is perceived 
instead. 
 
However, you now have to explain how dMod can be made to be the same as d. 
There's nothing in the model that would make this happen. 
 
Adding Hans' Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) would do the trick, because it 
compares CVm and CV and adjusts the model to make them the same under all 
conditions. This would include making dMod the same as d. No output function 
is shown in the above diagram -- it's just a unity multiplier -- so it's not 
obvious that the EKF would be altering a modeled output function to give o 
the same effect on CVm as it has on CV. Putting in an explicit feedback 
function would make this clearer. And of course if d is predictable only 
over a very short time span, then the model's dMod could be correct only 
over a similar short time span after input is lost. 
 
Bill P. 
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------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Thu, 19 Dec 1996 10:45:40 -0600 
From:    Bruce Abbott <abbott@CVAX.IPFW.INDIANA.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Solving the "loss of input" problem: RunBlind.pas 
 
[From Bruce Abbott (961219.1145 EST)] 
 
>Tracy Harms 1996;12,19.09:00 -- 
 
>The problem I have now is, what can effect this switching between sensor 
>and model?  In your program you have a signal (change of space-bar status) 
>which indicates whether or not to use one or the other.  But as Bill Powers 
>has recently (and I presume repeatedly) noted, signal-channels are not 
>labelled.  That is, there is no change to input-sensors which signals 
>blindness.  Another structure must evaluate whether or not to trust the 
>sensors, or the model.  What now exists as a combination of space-bar and 
>"if CanSee" need to be represented *as a control structure* before I'll 
>find your program persuasive. 
 
You are quite right to note that the current program does not have a 
realistic means of detecting when its input has been lost, and that "another 
structure must evaluate whether or not to trust the sensors, or the model." 
The purpose of the current program is to explore how well a model-based 
system would work _if_ such a higher-level system existed and functioned 
properly.  It seems to me that, before we spend a lot of time attempting to 
build the "loss of input" sensor (a perceptual function), we need to 
evaluate how well a model-based control system would perform under various 
realistic conditions.  If it turns out to do poorly even under the 
circumstances most favorable to it, then there would be no need to develop 
the model further.  The present program is offered as a first step in that 
evaluation.  By trying different disturbance waveforms (with various mixes 
of amplitudes and frequencies), we could discover the conditions under which 
model-based control can provide a useful solution to the loss of input 
problem.  A further set of experiments could be devised in which the modeled 
disturbance and/or modeled EFF depart in various ways from the way the real 
variables behave.  I invite you to experiment. 
 
That said, I do have complete confidence that a loss-of-input perceptual 
function can be constructed and implemented within a superordinate control 
system that would take over the function of the space bar in the present 
program.  After all, _we_ seem to have no problem detecting such failures, 
and there are already missle systems that "recognize" when they have 
"acquired" or "lost" a target. 
 
Regards, 
 
Bruce 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Thu, 19 Dec 1996 10:28:40 -0700 
From:    "T. B. Harms" <tbh@TESSER.COM> 
Subject: Re: RunBlind.pas 
 
*From  Tracy Harms 1996;12,19.10:30 
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Bruce Abbott (961219.1100 EST) 
 
>I suggest replacing all instances of CVm in the program with EV, in order to 
>make it clear that CVm is the environmental variable to be controlled. 
 
Thanks for the clarification.  Previously I hadn't a clue as to what CVm 
was supposed to mean. 
 
Now that I've heard, however, I have a new concern.  What is an 
"environmental variable to be controlled"?  As I understand it only 
_perception_ is controlled, not behavior, and _not_ _environment_.  Then 
again, I'm fresh to programmatic representations of PCT, so you may have 
something here which is perfectly fine, it just hasn't been adequately 
explained for me. 
 
Looking at the code, I'd say CVm-aka-EV is simply the value expected if 
unblinded, and that it is desired for display purposes to show 
discrepency-when-blind.  In this case I'd suggest also adding another 
variable which := o + dUnmod ---that is, an indicator of what a 
non-modeling non-blinded system would control in response to. 
 
 
Tracy Bruce Harms                                        tbh@tesser.com 
Boulder, Colorado 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Thu, 19 Dec 1996 13:42:52 EST 
From:    Bruce Gregory <gregory@CF4.HARVARD.EDU> 
Subject: Re: In Defense of Popper & Harms 
 
[From Bruce Gregory (961219.1345 EST)] 
 
Tracy Harms (961219.08) 
 
> Rather than ask these questions, I desire to explore this Faustian union 
> between "the realm of knowledge" and "having no doubt".  For starters let 
> me propose that these two matters are very separate: improvement of 
> knowledge is independent of increases in confidence. 
 
No arguments from me. I was trying to get at a similar 
distinction. From my point of view, improvements in knowledge 
are what we get when our models get better at predicting our 
experiences. An increase in confidence is what we get when we 
perceive that our knowledge is improving. 
 
 
Bruce Gregory 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Thu, 19 Dec 1996 13:08:18 -0600 
From:    Bruce Abbott <abbott@CVAX.IPFW.INDIANA.EDU> 
Subject: Re: RunBlind.pas 
 
[From Bruce Abbott (961219.1410 EST)] 
 
>Tracy Harms 1996;12,19.10:30 -- 
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>Thanks for the clarification.  Previously I hadn't a clue as to what CVm 
>was supposed to mean. 
> 
>Now that I've heard, however, I have a new concern.  What is an 
>"environmental variable to be controlled"?  As I understand it only 
>_perception_ is controlled, not behavior, and _not_ _environment_.  Then 
>again, I'm fresh to programmatic representations of PCT, so you may have 
>something here which is perfectly fine, it just hasn't been adequately 
>explained for me. 
 
I've sketched in the block diagram of a simple control system below: 
 
                                r 
                           p    |    e 
               [Input F]------>[ ]------>[Output F]     system 
   --------------  ^                          |  -------------------- 
                  i|                          |o      environment 
                   +------[EV]<-----[EFF]<----+ 
                            ^ 
                            | 
                            d 
 
What I've called the "EV" is the environmental representation of the 
controlled perceptual variable, whose effect on the input function (sensors) 
produces the controlled perception, p.  The usual PCT system knows nothing 
about the environment.  The EV is acted upon by disturbances, d, and by the 
system output (acting through the environmental feedback function, or EFF). 
 
For example, the EV might be the temperature of a room, p is the sensed 
temperature, o is the electrical signal to a furnace, which "converts" the 
electrical signal into heat.  This heat and the disturbance (heat leakage 
into or out of the room) affect the value of the EV (i.e., the temperature 
of the room).  The system controls p, not EV, but this works find as long as 
p and EV are properly related (i.e., the sensor works properly). 
 
The model embodied in my program is assumed to be capable of determining the 
predictable (regular) portion of variation in d, which it can do because it 
"knows" how its own actions affect p and thus can presumably extract from p 
an estimated d.  I am assuming that it uses something like Kalman filtering 
to extract any regular waveform from d, which becomes its model of the 
disturbance.  Of course, in the program I skipped over all these details and 
just set dMod equal to a component of the total disturbance waveform. 
 
>Looking at the code, I'd say CVm-aka-EV is simply the value expected if 
>unblinded, and that it is desired for display purposes to show 
>discrepency-when-blind.  In this case I'd suggest also adding another 
>variable which := o + dUnmod ---that is, an indicator of what a 
>non-modeling non-blinded system would control in response to. 
 
The first statement is correct, but the suggestion is not.  Remember, the 
total disturbance is _assumed_ to be what I call dMod _plus_ dUnmod.  That 
is, the disturbance as implemented in the program is 
 
2.0*sin(t) + 0.5*sin(3.0*t/2.0) + 0.5*sin(t/3.0) + 0.5*cos(t/5.0). 
 
This is what a non-modeling non-blinded system would control in response to 
(actually to variations in p induced by this disturbance), and _is_ what the 
top line of the computer display shows when the system given is controlling 
in "sighted" mode.  It is assumed that the system's model of this 
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disturbance is 2.0*sin(t), extracted by the method alluded to above. 
 
Regards, 
 
Bruce 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Thu, 19 Dec 1996 11:31:07 -0800 
From:    Richard Marken <marken@AEROSPACE.AERO.ORG> 
Subject: Re: Lies, damned lies, and programs 
 
[From Rick Marken (961219.1130)] 
 
Bill Powers (961218.0815 MST)] 
 
>Rick, if you had been less hasty to leap to the attack, you would have 
>realized that dUnmod means "disturbance, unmodeled," and dMod means 
>"disturbance, modeled." So you reversed their roles. And you missed the fact 
>that the modeled CV, CVm, is calculated but not used. 
 
And if you had been less hasty to leap to the conclusion that I was 
"attacking" you would see that I knew what dMod and dUnmod meant and you 
would have seen that CVm has the role, in Bruce's model, not of the modeled 
CV but of the actual environmental variable; In Bruce's code, CV had the 
role of the neural input to a perceptual function (with p as the oputput). 
 
>Your model can be made to work with loss of input if you simply put in a 
>switch so the perception depends on either CV (actual controlled variable) 
>or CVm (modeled controlled variable): 
 
>if CanSee then p := CV else p := CVm; 
 
>When you do that, the use of two disturbances becomes superfluous. Now you 
>simply need 
 
>CV := o + d; 
>CVm := o + dMod; 
 
But that changes the meaning of CV and CVm that Bruce was using (I know that 
CVm must have been named under the assumption that itt was the "modeled" CV 
but it didn't function that way in the program). My suggested change to 
Bruce's code (below) accomplishes _exactly_ what isaccomplished by your 
suggested code change -- but mine has the virtue of preserving the 
(admittedly weird) semantics of Bruce's variable names. Here, again is my 
code: 
 
procedure StepModel; 
 begin 
 p := CV; 
 e := r - p; 
 o := o + (g*e - o)*s*dt; 
 dMod := 2.0*sin(t); 
 dUnmod := 0.5*sin(3.0*t/2.0) + 0.5*sin(t/3.0) + 0.5*cos(t/5.0); 
 if CanSee then d := dUnmod 
   else d := dMod; 
 CV := o + d; 
 CVm := o + dUnmod; 
 t := t + dt; 
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 end; 
 
And here how it maps into your diagram of control with and without the 
ability to "see": 
 
>                              ref 
>                               | 
>                -------p---->[COMP] ---->---Gain --->- 
>               |                                      | 
>               x                                      | 
>        see     \  can't see                          | 
>             x   x<---CV   <------------------------- o 
>             |         |                              | 
>             |       d = dMod                         | 
>             |                                        | 
>              --------CVm ----<----------------------- 
>                       | 
>                     d = dUnmod 
 
 
So, you may love us both, but I'm actually the best person;-)) 
 
Love 
 
Rick 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Thu, 19 Dec 1996 13:11:16 -0700 
From:    "T. B. Harms" <tbh@TESSER.COM> 
Subject: Re: Lies, damned lies, and programs 
 
*From Tracy Harms 1996;12,19.13:00 
 
 
Rick Marken (961219.1130) 
 
Given what has been clarified by Bruce Abbott (961219.1410 EST) I'd say 
your diagram would need be corrected as follows: 
 
 
>>                              ref 
>>                               | 
>>                -------p---->[COMP] ---->---Gain --->- 
>>               |                                      | 
>>               x                                      | 
>>        see     \  can't see                          | 
>>             x   x<---CV   <------------------------- o 
>>             |         |                              | 
>>             |       d = dMod                         | 
>>             |                                        | 
>>              --------CVm ----<----------------------- 
>>                       | 
>>                     d = dMod + dUnmod 
                           ^^^^^^ 
 
Bruce has informed us that dMod is the portion of the actual disturbance, 
d, which is accurately modelled. 
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Tracy Bruce Harms                                        tbh@tesser.com 
Boulder, Colorado 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Thu, 19 Dec 1996 15:01:26 EST 
From:    Bruce Gregory <gregory@CF4.HARVARD.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Lies, damned lies, and programs 
 
[From Bruce Gregory (961219. 1500 EST)] 
 
Rick Marken (961219.1130) 
 
> So, you may love us both, but I'm actually the best person;-)) 
 
Actually, you are the _better_ person.  _I_ am the best person 
;-) 
 
 
Bruce Gregory 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Thu, 19 Dec 1996 14:26:50 -0600 
From:    Bruce Abbott <abbott@CVAX.IPFW.INDIANA.EDU> 
Subject: Sibling rivalry; solving the "loss of input" problem 
 
[From Bruce Abbott(961219.1530 EST] 
 
>Bill Powers (961218.0815 MST) -- 
 
>You two guys sound like squabbling siblings. You get so mad that neither of 
>you thinks straight. What a waste of talent. Daddy loves you both. 
 
Thanks "Dad."  But he hit me first! (;-> 
 
Interesting concept, and makes good sense in the light of the recent 
discussion on birth order.  As the younger intellectual offspring, I tend to 
be the rebellious, creative one, whereas Rick, being "older," tends to be 
more conservative, more comfortable defending the status quo.  Hmm, yes, I 
see it all now . . . (;-> 
 
>Bruce, if you had been less eager to defend your model, you would have 
>realized that dUnmod is never perceived by the system; it is only CV that is 
>perceived, so if there is "loss of input" in the sense in which we have been 
>using the term in connection with Hans' model, it is CV that would no longer 
>be perceived. Disturbances are not perceived in any case. What your program 
>does in the so-called "blind" condition is to cease applying dMod to the CV 
>and start applying it to CVm -- which isn't in the control loop. 
 
I hope my clarifications (which apparently hadn't reached you at the time 
you wrote this post) have helped.  CVm just represents the true 
environmental variable of which p is sometimes a function, sometimes not, 
and was included only to so that its value could be displayed during the 
run.  CV in the program sometimes represents CVm ("sighted mode") and 
sometimes the modeled CV ("blind mode"). 
 
>Your model can be made to work with loss of input if you simply put in a 
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>switch so the perception depends on either CV (actual controlled variable) 
>or CVm (modeled controlled variable): 
> 
>if CanSee then p := CV else p := CVm; 
> 
>When you do that, the use of two disturbances becomes superfluous. Now you 
>simply need 
> 
>CV := o + d; 
>CVm := o + dMod; 
 
Yes, that would have been cleaner, and the change restores the original 
intended meaning of CM and CVm. 
 
>where dMod is the model of the real disturbance d. You could, of course, 
>also have a dUnmod affecting the real CV and not CVm. 
 
I'm not sure what you mean by this.  In CV := o + d, d already includes 
dUnmod.  That is, d = dMod + dUnmod.  It would be incorrect to use CV := o + 
dUnmod. 
 
>What you have now is the same as my suggested modification of Hans' model, 
>simplified, where either the modeled perception or the real-time perception 
>is compared with the reference signal, the position of the switch depending 
>on whether real-time input is available. 
> 
>                              ref 
>                               | 
>                -------p---->[COMP] ---->---Gain --->- 
>               |                                      | 
>               x                                      | 
>        see     \  can't see                          | 
>             x   x<---CVm  <------------------------- o 
>             |         |                              | 
>             |       dMod                             | 
>             |                                        | 
>              --------CV ----<------------------------ 
>                       | 
>                       d 
> 
>The switch is shown in the "blind" position. In the blind condition, CVm is 
>perceived instead of CV. Now your model will work when the perceptual input 
>from the environment is lost, so CV is no longer perceived. CVm is perceived 
>instead. 
 
Although the variable definitions have been reogranized a bit, the logical 
effect has not -- the program will produce exactly the same result as it 
does now, after your suggested code changes have been implemented. 
 
>However, you now have to explain how dMod can be made to be the same as d. 
>There's nothing in the model that would make this happen. 
 
Correct: as I explained in a post to Tracy Harms, I left out these details 
in order to examine the implications of being able to model a portion of the 
disturbance function, assuming that the relevant mechanism has already done 
its job. 
 
>Adding Hans' Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) would do the trick, because it 
>compares CVm and CV and adjusts the model to make them the same under all 
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>conditions. This would include making dMod the same as d. No output function 
>is shown in the above diagram -- it's just a unity multiplier -- so it's not 
>obvious that the EKF would be altering a modeled output function to give o 
>the same effect on CVm as it has on CV. Putting in an explicit feedback 
>function would make this clearer. And of course if d is predictable only 
>over a very short time span, then the model's dMod could be correct only 
>over a similar short time span after input is lost. 
 
The difference is that Hans's model operates in "model" mode continuously, 
and uses the sensed behavior of the actual CV only to update the model, and 
to determine when CV and model are seriously discrepant.  This model uses 
actual input so long as it remains available, then switches to the model 
when the system determines that the sensory input is missing.  (As noted 
above, the mechanism whereby this is done was purposely left out of the 
program.)  See my posts to Tracy for a discussion of the modeling of the 
disturbance and EFF.) 
 
We seem to be in agreement that this is a viable model for a "run-blind" 
system, so far as it goes.  I finessed some important details, of course, in 
order to present a model for investigation that would _already have_ 
accurate models of the EFF and the predictable portion of the disturbance 
waveform.  The question to be addressed by this model is, how well does it 
do under various scenarios? 
 
With respect to Han's model-based controller, I am reminded of a story about 
some oysters that were shipped from their original home on the Atlantic 
seaboard to an aquarium in the midwest.  Oysters close up during periods of 
low tide and open up again when the tide rises.  For the first week or so 
after their arrival in their new "digs," the oysters continued to open and 
close according to the tidal cycle _on the east coast_, then gradually 
resynchronized to the tides as they would have existed if the coastline were 
relocated to the midwest. 
 
This behavior shows clearly that the cyclical opening and closing is 
orchestrated by an internal "clock" normally synchronized to the tides.  In 
effect this internal, time-varying signal is the oyster's model of the 
tides, which is phase-locked to the real tides through some kind of signal 
as yet to be determined.  A slow advancement or retardation of this cycle 
occurs when the signal and cycle are out of phase, until the error is 
canceled. Like Hans's controller, the oyster operates on an internal model 
and uses the outside world only as a way to update (correct) the model. 
 
Regards, 
 
Bruce 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Thu, 19 Dec 1996 12:40:26 -0800 
From:    Richard Marken <marken@AEROSPACE.AERO.ORG> 
Subject: Lies, damned lies and BYTE magazine 
 
[From Rick Marken (961219.1240)] 
 
Tracy Harms (1996;12,19.13:00) 
 
>Given what has been clarified by Bruce Abbott (961219.1410 EST) I'd say 
>your diagram would need be corrected as follows: 
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>>                              ref 
>>                               | 
>>                -------p---->[COMP] ---->---Gain --->- 
>>               |                                      | 
>>               x                                      | 
>>        see     \  can't see                          | 
>>             x   x<---CV   <------------------------- o 
>>             |         |                              | 
>>             |       d = dMod                         | 
>>             |                                        | 
>>              --------CVm ----<----------------------- 
>>                       | 
>>                     d = dMod + dUnmod 
 
>Bruce has informed us that dMod is the portion of the actual disturbance, 
>d, which is accurately modelled. 
 
Sounds good to me. My prediction is that even if dUnmod is a very small 
component of the variance in d, any apparent control of CVm (in the blind) 
will disappear. If dUnmod = 0 it will _look like_ CVm is controlled 
perfectly;  (and, according to cause-effect theorists, it _is_ being 
controlled perfectly). 
 
Bruce Gregory (961219. 1500 EST) 
 
>Actually, you are the _better_ person.  _I_ am the best person;-) 
 
I'll take it! I would have settled for anything above "asshole";-) 
 
Stefan Balke (961218.1720 CET)-- 
 
>I would like to read this BYTE-articles, but unfortunately they are not 
>available at our library. 
 
I don't think the BYTE articles are reprinted anywhere. Looks like you're out 
of luck until you can find a library that stocks obsolete computer journals. 
Until then I recommend Bill's _Psych Review_ paper; it's the "Quantitative 
analysis of purposive systems" paper which is reprinted in _Living Control 
Systems_. 
 
Best 
 
Rick 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Thu, 19 Dec 1996 15:20:21 -0600 
From:    Bruce Abbott <abbott@CVAX.IPFW.INDIANA.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Lies, damned lies, and Rick Marken 
 
[From Bruce Abbott (961219.1620 EST)] 
 
>Rick Marken (961219.1240) -- 
 
>>Tracy Harms (1996;12,19.13:00) 
 
>>Bruce has informed us that dMod is the portion of the actual disturbance, 
>>d, which is accurately modelled. 
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>Sounds good to me. My prediction is that even if dUnmod is a very small 
>component of the variance in d, any apparent control of CVm (in the blind) 
>will disappear. If dUnmod = 0 it will _look like_ CVm is controlled 
>perfectly;  (and, according to cause-effect theorists, it _is_ being 
>controlled perfectly). 
 
Why don't you just take a look at the program's output?  It is _already_ 
operating with dUnmod a _fairly significant_ component of the variance in d. 
You will see that control under this condition isn't great, but is still 
better than what would be observed if CVm were not under control at all. 
 
Also, I have also noted for the record that CVm only _appears_ to be 
controlled (to the extent that the model matches), so this is not a point of 
disagreement between us.  It _appears_ to be controlled in the same sense 
that, in the standard PCT model, the EV whos value serves as input to the 
perceptual input function _appears_ to be controlled.  Real control of the 
EV exists only to the extent that p and EV positively correlate. 
 
Regards, 
 
Bruce 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Thu, 19 Dec 1996 14:31:11 -0700 
From:    "T. B. Harms" <tbh@TESSER.COM> 
Subject: apparent control 
 
*From Tracy Harms (1996;12,19.15:20) 
 
 
Rick Marken (961219.1240)] 
 
>[...]My prediction is that even if dUnmod is a very small 
>component of the variance in d, any apparent control of CVm (in the blind) 
>will disappear. 
 
That sounds a lot weaker than the denunciations of model-based control we 
heard earlier.  I doubt there is any dispute that control deteriorates. 
The question seems to be the range over which models can aid control 
despite loss of relevant input.  That's a question of cost/benefit ratios, 
much of which will depend on typical frequency and duration of 
interruptions, and also the severity of consequences for lacking an 
approximation versus the cost of approximating. 
 
 
Tracy Bruce Harms                                        tbh@tesser.com 
Boulder, Colorado 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Thu, 19 Dec 1996 16:40:45 EST 
From:    Bruce Gregory <gregory@CF4.HARVARD.EDU> 
Subject: Re: apparent control 
 
[From Bruce Gregory (961219.1645 EST)] 
 
Tracy Harms (1996;12,19.15:20) 
> 
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> 
> Rick Marken (961219.1240)] 
> 
> >[...]My prediction is that even if dUnmod is a very small 
> >component of the variance in d, any apparent control of CVm (in the blind) 
> >will disappear. 
> 
> That sounds a lot weaker than the denunciations of model-based control we 
> heard earlier.  I doubt there is any dispute that control deteriorates. 
> The question seems to be the range over which models can aid control 
> despite loss of relevant input.  That's a question of cost/benefit ratios, 
> much of which will depend on typical frequency and duration of 
> interruptions, and also the severity of consequences for lacking an 
> approximation versus the cost of approximating. 
 
For some of us, the question is whether living control systems 
employ this mechanism. 
 
 
Bruce Gregory 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Thu, 19 Dec 1996 14:27:12 -0800 
From:    Richard Marken <marken@AEROSPACE.AERO.ORG> 
Subject: Lies, damned lies and non-control 
 
[From Rick Marken (961219.1430)] 
 
>My prediction is that even if dUnmod is a very small component of the 
>variance in d, any apparent control of CVm (in the blind) will disappear. 
 
Bruce Abbott (961219.1620 EST)-- 
 
>Why don't you just take a look at the program's output?  It is _already_ 
>operating with dUnmod a _fairly significant_ component of the variance in d. 
 
I will compute this tonight when I have access to the program but I 
think you will find that what is happening during the "blind" run is that 
the dMod component of the disturbance is being completely opposed by o 
while the dUnmod component goes completely unopposed. Since you have assured 
yourself of a perfect model of the dMod component of the disturbance, it is 
no surprise that this component of the disturbance is opposed by o. When I 
say that there is _no control_ during the blind period I mean that there is 
no opposition to the disturbance (dUnmod) that you have not had the courtesy 
to tell the system about in the first place;-) 
 
>Also, I have also noted for the record that CVm only _appears_ to be 
>controlled (to the extent that the model matches), so this is not a point of 
>disagreement between us. 
 
Sorry. I guess I was misled by your continued claims that your model is 
"closed loop" even in "blind" mode. 
 
Me (again): 
 
>My prediction is that even if dUnmod is a very small component of the 
>variance in d, any apparent control of CVm (in the blind) will disappear. 
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Tracy Harms (1996;12,19.15:20) -- 
 
>That sounds a lot weaker than the denunciations of model-based control we 
>heard earlier. 
 
I was "denouncing" Hans' notion that model-based control is a reasonable 
model of most of the controlling done by living organisms. In fact, model- 
based control is 1) not control at all and 2) a ridiculously unrealistic 
model of organisms since it is virtually impossible for an organisms to 
model, with any degree of accuracy, the kinds of environmental changes it has 
to deal with every second of its life. 
 
Believe me, I wouldn't be upset if Hans _were_ a model- based control system 
like the ones he builds. But, given the fact he's been around for so many 
years, it seems clear that he's almost certainly a perceptual control system 
like the rest of us. 
 
>I doubt there is any dispute that control deteriorates [in model-based 
>control]. 
 
I dispute it. Control doesn't deteriorate; it disappears. There is _no_ 
control when you are generating output based on a model. There is _only_ 
the appearance of control (if you are lucky). 
 
>The question seems to be the range over which models can aid control 
>despite loss of relevant input. 
 
Not really. Model based control can only "work" (give the appearance of 
control) in a world with no disturbances or with disturbances that are 
highly predictable. That isn't this world. 
 
>That's a question of cost/benefit ratios, 
 
There is, indeed, a cost/benefit basis for the use of model-based (non) 
control systems in engineering. Engineers use model based "control" systems 
because sensors are often the most expensive component of a controller. So 
the engineers are willing to give up control of a variable and use non- 
control systems (model- based "control" systems) to stabilize the variable as 
best as they can in environments that the engineers themselves design 
(control) to be as disturbance free (or as predictable) as possible. 
For example, they can use model-based control to control a chemical reaction 
that occurs in an enviroment that is well protected (via thick walls, 
etc) from the effects of variations in temperature, pressure, etc. 
Evolution didn't have that design option with living systems. 
 
Best 
 
Rick 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Thu, 19 Dec 1996 17:31:47 -0500 
From:    Scott Stirling <scstirli@ANSELM.EDU> 
Subject: Re: In Defense of Popper & Harms 
 
> Perhaps it would help if you gave an example of what you _do_ 
> know. What _can_ you prove?  How _do_ you prove it? What is more 
> certain to you than the existence of a "real world"? 
> 
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> 
> Bruce Gregory 
 
        These are excellent questions.  Descartes seems like a nice way 
to start proving knowledge, but the problem with "cogito ergo sum" is 
that to _know_ that you are thinking presumes that you know there is a 
you who is thinking.  Descartes wanted to show that there was a world to 
which perception corresponds, which he saw needed to be proved somehow. 
The trouble is that he took as self-evident that he, the unextended 
thinker, existed, which was his foundation for everything that followed. 
Now you can do that if you want, but you must realize that an argument 
from self-evidence is fundamentally shaky--it depends on your willingness 
to accept a premise without a logical argument.  The epistemologist wants to 
_prove_, somehow, without resorting to self-evidential claims, that 
knowledge is possible (or impossible, if he is a skeptic). 
 
        Now, the skeptic and the classical foundationalist both argue from the 
same self-evidential claim, typically.  That is, they both begin with the 
premise that there is a thinking being who is going to decide whether or 
not knowledge is possible.  From there, skepticism falls because it is 
fundamentally an illogical arument, viz., it is possible to know that 
knowing is impossible.  The classical foundationalist states that certain 
claims are irrefutable, e.g., the law of non-contradiction, or the 
proposition that it is possible to entertain propositions.  Other types 
of epistemology like Locke's, Kant's, Popper's, Lorenz', etc. depend on 
some basic assumption that the existence of the knower is self-evident, 
along with some classical foundationalist claims about the nature of 
logic and the mind. 
 
        The fundamental problem then, is that there is no way to step 
outside my mind and perceive, objectively, that I am indeed there 
thinking and even if I could, I would have to do it again ad infinitum. 
This is why in my first post on this whole subject I mentioned Godel and 
Hofstadter--it is in Richard Hofstadter's book (_Godel, Escher, Bach_) 
in analogizing Godel's theorem that these points about the infinite 
regress of "how do you know?" have been made most public. 
 
        So I, and everyone else whether they realize it or not, make 
some basic assumptions about individual existence, and then about the 
the correspondence of logical thought to the perceptions the mind has. 
Bill Power's epistemology, along with that of Karl Popper as modified by 
Donald Campbell and explained by Gary Cziko, seems the best one I have 
ever heard.  It requires the least reliance on absolutes certainties and 
irrefutable truths and all that stuff, of any epistemology I know.  It 
remains open to adptation, and is a damn good working hypothesis. 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
Scott M. Stirling                       Email:  scstirli@anselm.edu 
Saint Anselm College                    Phone:  (603) 668-1101 school 
Box 2111                                        (603) 225-3799 home 
100 Saint Anselm Dr. 
Manchester, NH 03102-1310 
 
http://www.anselm.edu/student/scstirli/welcome.html 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Thu, 19 Dec 1996 15:40:16 -0700 
From:    Bill Powers <powers_w@FRONTIER.NET> 
Subject: Re: Lies, damned lies, and programs 
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[From Bill Powers (961219.1422 MST)] 
 
Tracy Harms 1996;12,19.13:00 -- 
 
I'm picking you as representing neutral ground. 
 
>Given what has been clarified by Bruce Abbott (961219.1410 EST) I'd say 
>your diagram would need be corrected as follows: 
 
 
>>>                              ref 
>>>                               | 
>>>                -------p---->[COMP] ---->---Gain --->- 
>>>               |                                      | 
>>>               x                                      | 
>>>        see     \  can't see                          | 
>>>             x   x<---CV   <------------------------- o 
>>>             |         |                              | 
>>>             |       d = dMod                         | 
>>>             |                                        | 
>>>              --------CVm ----<----------------------- 
>>>                       | 
>>>                     d = dMod + dUnmod 
>                           ^^^^^^ 
> 
>Bruce has informed us that dMod is the portion of the actual disturbance, 
>d, which is accurately modelled. 
 
Yes, I noted that dUnmod could be added to CV[m] if desired, except of 
course that I called it CV. I suppose that Bruce's program actually does 
what I have above (with your addition), but it's a bit confusing to have a 
symbol change from having one physical meaning to having a different one in 
the middle of the program. Can we pretty please now rearrange the 
definitions so that "m" indicates "model", and rewrite the program so CV 
always meams the real controlled variable outside the system,while CVm 
always means the modeled or imagined controlled variable inside the system? 
 
Using "dMod" to indicate the modeled part of the real disturbance is 
confusing to me, because there is only one real disturbance. If you look at 
variations in the modeled disturbance, you'd end up using the same symbol, 
dMod, for two different variables (as, in fact, you're using "d"). 
 
It seems to me that the simplest way is to use dMod for the modeled 
disturbance and d for the real one. If dMod is different from d, then there 
will be a difference between CVm and CV. The unmodeled part of the real 
disturbance is then just dUnmod = d - dMod. dUnmod isn't another 
disturbance; it's just the discrepancy between the modeled and real 
disturbance, a calculation we make on a scratchpad somewhere else. It's not 
another variable in the model. 
 
Bruce Abbott, will you take care of getting the program straightened out so 
you don't confuse poor old Dad? 
 
Best, 
 
 
Bill P. 
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------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Thu, 19 Dec 1996 15:40:19 -0700 
From:    Bill Powers <powers_w@FRONTIER.NET> 
Subject: Re: Sibling rivalry; solving the "loss of input" problem 
 
[From Bill Powers (961219.1500 MST)] 
 
Bruce Abbott(961219.1530 EST] -- 
 
>The difference is that Hans's model operates in "model" mode continuously, 
>and uses the sensed behavior of the actual CV only to update the model, and 
>to determine when CV and model are seriously discrepant.  This model uses 
>actual input so long as it remains available, then switches to the model 
>when the system determines that the sensory input is missing.  (As noted 
>above, the mechanism whereby this is done was purposely left out of the 
>program.)  See my posts to Tracy for a discussion of the modeling of the 
>disturbance and EFF.) 
 
Yes, that is how Hans' model operates. My rearrangement was a suggestion 
that allows use of real-time input when it's available, and use of the model 
when it's not. This means that when the real input is available, 
disturbances can be resisted without any need to model or predict them. The 
model of the disturbance comes into play only when real input is lost (or 
perhaps when it's momentarily too noisy to use). It's always better to use 
the real input when possible. 
 
>We seem to be in agreement that this is a viable model for a "run-blind" 
>system, so far as it goes.  I finessed some important details, of course, 
>in order to present a model for investigation that would _already have_ 
>accurate models of the EFF and the predictable portion of the disturbance 
>waveform.  The question to be addressed by this model is, how well does it 
>do under various scenarios? 
 
Your program (as revised for clarity) makes it plain that given an accurate 
model of the EFF, the critical factor is how well the modeled disturbance 
goes on matching the real disturbance after the input is lost. This suggests 
a simplification of the Vancouver Experiment, which you might like to 
program. Just have a cursor moved by a mouse and disturbed in one dimension 
by a simple sine-wave disturbance, with the subject trying to keep the 
cursor next to a stationary mark on the screen. Loss of input is simulated 
by blanking the cursor. 
 
A regular sine-wave disturbance is certainly easy to predict. In your model 
you assumed that a modeled sine-wave could be made to match a real sine-wave 
exactly. If the real disturbance were actually just a sine-wave, then the 
model-based behavior would be exactly like the behavior when the system can 
see the real CV. So we can test to see if a human being can actually 
construct a modeled sine-wave that imitates a real sine-wave disturbance, 
and see how accurately and for how long the model-based mode of operation 
can be carried on after loss of input. We can also compare the accuracy of 
control for a (hypothetical) model-based system and a PCT-type system. 
 
There are some interesting alternate scenarios. One would be the use of a 
smoothed random disturbance as you suggested. Here, obviously, some method 
of generating a _predicted_ disturbance is required, because the real 
disturbance will go on varying as the random generator determines, while the 
internal model has to use past experience as a way of generating the 
predicted disturbance. You might try using a running extrapolation of the 
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disturbance. Since CVm = o + dMod, it follows that dMod = CVm - o. By using 
first, second, and perhaps third differences of the deduced dMod, you could 
extrapolate the disturbance ahead into a table. Then when the input is lost, 
the values of dMod could be taken from this table for use in the model. This 
is basically what Hans' EKF model does, although it is also adjusting the 
model parameters. 
 
Obviously, how well the model does will depend on how long the modeled 
disturbance goes on matching the real one. It won't be nearly as long as it 
would be with a sine-wave disturbance. You could establish an upper limit 
just by taking the autocorrelation of the random disturbance. 
 
Another scenario would involve using an integral EFF (environmental feedback 
function). In that case the output of the control system would be simply 
gain times error rather than the integral of gain times error. Now small 
deviations of the modeled disturbance from the real one would be integrated, 
and would have a much larger effect. In the test with a human being, you 
would just make the cursor position the integral of mouse deviations from 
some center point. My guess is that even with a simple slow sine-wave 
disturbance, the human being would fail very rapidly after the cursor is 
blanked out. 
 
Best, 
 
Bill P. 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Thu, 19 Dec 1996 17:34:15 -0500 
From:    Scott Stirling <scstirli@ANSELM.EDU> 
Subject: Re: In Defense of Popper & Harms 
 
> *from Tracy Harms (961219.08) 
 
> Rather than ask these questions, I desire to explore this Faustian union 
> between "the realm of knowledge" and "having no doubt".  For starters let 
> me propose that these two matters are very separate: improvement of 
> knowledge is independent of increases in confidence. 
 
        I agree, T.B.  Any misrepresentation on my part in the post of 
mine that you quoted was due to a syntactic ambiguity. 
Scott 
 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
Scott M. Stirling                       Email:  scstirli@anselm.edu 
Saint Anselm College                    Phone:  (603) 668-1101 school 
Box 2111                                        (603) 225-3799 home 
100 Saint Anselm Dr. 
Manchester, NH 03102-1310 
 
http://www.anselm.edu/student/scstirli/welcome.html 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Thu, 19 Dec 1996 16:58:24 -0600 
From:    Bruce Abbott <abbott@CVAX.IPFW.INDIANA.EDU> 
Subject: RunBlind.pas: New and improved 
 
[From Bruce Abbott (961219.1800 EST)] 
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Given the confusion surrounding the model code in the previous version of 
RunBlind, I've taken Bill Power's suggestions and made the state of CanSee 
determine whether CV or CVm is used to determine the value of p, the 
controlled perception.  This allows me to use CV and CVm as I had originally 
intended -- to stand for the controlled environmental variable and its 
model, respectively.  The model behaves exactly as it did in the first 
version, but I think that it is much easier to understand from reading the 
code in StepModel just how the model works.  Just replace this new version 
of RunBlind.pas for the old one and run. 
 
In this revision, I've also changed the labeling of two of the traces.  The 
top trace shows the state of the _controlled perception_ at all times.  When 
running in sighted mode, this will be identical to CV, whereas when running 
in blind mode, it will be identical to CVm.  The second trace shows the 
state of CV at all times, whether being directly controlled (sighted mode) 
or only changing as a side-effect of controlling CVm (blind mode).  The 
third trace shows the controller's output, the fourth the actual disturbance 
to CV and the fifth the modeled disturbance waveform.  Compare the 
excursions of the environmental variable (CV, red trace) to those of the 
actual disturbance (yellow trace) both in sighted and blind mode.  Even in 
blind mode, the excursions are less than those seen in the disturbance, 
indicating some improvement owing to model-based control, although they are 
clearly greater than the those seen in sighted mode. 
 
For those who may be running this program on a slower (or faster!) machine 
than mine, you can determine the speed at which the graphs are drawn by 
setting the constant in the line within the main procedure that currently reads: 
 
  delay(10); 
 
Larger numbers produce slower speeds.  The new version uses the same 
GrUtils.pas unit distributed with the first version, so I have not included 
GrUtils here. 
 
Regards, 
 
Bruce 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
program RunBlind; 
{ Simulation to demonstrate a controller capable of continuing to control 
  (to some degree) after its input has been lost. 
 
  Compile in Turbo Pascal 7.0 or Borland Pascal 7.0 or above 
 
  For simplicity, I have given the controller a perfect model of one of 
  the disturbance waveforms, which it uses as a substitute for the real 
  disturbance when running "blind."  There is also an unmodeled disturbance 
  waveform present, and the actual disturbance waveform is the sum of the 
  modeled and unmodeled disturbance waveforms. 
 
  The program begins with the controller running in "sighted" mode, 
  controlling a perceptual variable that is identical to the environmental 
  variable of which the perceptual variable is a function.  By pressing 
  the space bar, you can force the controller to run "blind," relying on 
  its model of the disturbance to determine the state of the controlled 
  perceptual variable.  You will note that when the controller runs in the 
  "blind" mode, it is no longer able to counter the unmodeled disturbance, 
  but still does counter the modeled disturbance.  Consequently, the 
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  environmental variable does not vary as much as it would in the absence 
  of all controll. 
 
  Written by Bruce Abbott 
  Indiana - Purdue Fort Wayne 
  (961218) 
} 
 
uses dos, crt, graph, grutils; 
 
var 
  ch: char; 
  Stop, CanSee: boolean; 
  p, r, e, g, o, s, CV, CVm, d, dMod, dUnmod, dt, t: real; 
  MaxX, MaxY, MaxColor: integer; 
  X, Y1, Y2, Y3, Y4, Y5: integer; 
 
procedure InitScreen; 
begin 
  ClrScr; 
  InitGraphics; 
  MaxX := GetMaxX; MaxY := GetMaxY; 
  MaxColor := GetMaxColor; 
  OutTextXY(200, 10, 'RunBlind Controller Demo'); 
  SetColor(Yellow); 
  OutTextXY(145, 30, 'Press Spacebar to toggle Sighted/Blind'); 
  SetColor(LightCyan); 
  OutTextXY(10, 60, 'Controlled Perceptual Variable'); 
  SetColor(LightRed); 
  OutTextXY(10, 75, 'Environmental Variable'); 
  SetColor(White); 
  OutTextXY(10, MaxY - 90, 'Controller Output'); 
  SetColor(Yellow); 
  OutTextXY(10, MaxY - 75, 'Actual Disturbance'); 
  SetColor(LightCyan); 
  OutTextXY(10, MaxY - 60, 'Modeled Disturbance'); 
  SetColor(White); 
end; 
 
procedure InitModel; 
begin 
  CanSee := true; 
  t := 0.0; 
  dt := 0.1; 
  s := 0.1; 
  CV := 90.0; 
  o := CV; 
  r := 100.0; 
  g := 100.0; 
  dMod := 0.0; 
  dUnmod := 0.0; 
  d := dMod + dUnmod; 
  CanSee := true; 
end; 
 
procedure StepModel; 
begin 
  if CanSee then p := CV else p := CVm; 
  e := r - p; 
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  o := o + (g*e - o)*s*dt; 
  dMod := 2.0*sin(t); 
  dUnmod := 0.5*sin(3.0*t/2.0) + 0.5*sin(t/3.0) + 0.5*cos(t/5.0); 
  d := dMod + dUnmod; 
  CV := o + d; 
  CVm := o + dMod; 
  t := t + dt; 
end; 
 
procedure GraphVars; 
begin 
  X := X + round(dt*10.0); 
  if X > 640 then 
    begin 
      X := 1; 
      SetViewPort(1, 85, MaxX, MaxY-100, ClipOff); 
      ClearViewPort; 
      SetViewPort(1, 1, MaxX, MaxY, ClipOff); 
    end; 
  Y1 := MaxY - round(o*10.0) + 725; 
  Y2 := MaxY - round(d*10.0) - 200; 
  Y3 := MaxY - round(p*10) + 625; 
  Y4 := MaxY - round(CV*10) + 660; 
  Y5 := MaxY - round(dMod*10) - 150; 
  putpixel(X, Y1, white); 
  putpixel(X, Y2, yellow); 
  putpixel(X, Y3, lightcyan); 
  putpixel(X, Y4, lightred); 
  putpixel(X, Y5, lightcyan); 
end; 
 
procedure ShowStatus; 
begin 
  SetViewport(250,MaxY-50, 350, MaxY, ClipOff); 
  ClearViewPort; 
  SetViewport(1, 1, MaxX, MaxY, ClipOff); 
  if CanSee then OuttextXY(250, MaxY-25, 'Sighted') 
    else OuttextXY(250, MaxY-25, 'Blind'); 
end; 
 
begin 
  TextMode(co80); 
  ClrScr; 
  InitScreen; 
  Stop := false; 
  InitModel; 
  ShowStatus; 
  repeat 
    StepModel; 
    GraphVars; 
    delay(10); 
    if keypressed then 
      begin 
        ch := readkey; 
        Case ch of 
          #27: Stop := true; 
          ' ': If CanSee = true then 
            begin 
              CanSee := false; 
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              ShowStatus; 
            end 
            else 
              begin 
                CanSee := true; 
                ShowStatus; 
              end; 
          end; 
      end; 
  until Stop; 
end. 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Thu, 19 Dec 1996 17:52:31 EST 
From:    Bruce Gregory <gregory@CF4.HARVARD.EDU> 
Subject: Re: In Defense of Popper & Harms 
 
[From Bruce Gregory (961219.1750 EST)] 
 
Scott Sterling 19 Dec 1996 17:31:47 
 
>         So I, and everyone else whether they realize it or not, make 
> some basic assumptions about individual existence, and then about the 
> the correspondence of logical thought to the perceptions the mind has. 
> Bill Power's epistemology, along with that of Karl Popper as modified by 
> Donald Campbell and explained by Gary Cziko, seems the best one I have 
> ever heard.  It requires the least reliance on absolutes certainties and 
> irrefutable truths and all that stuff, of any epistemology I know.  It 
> remains open to adptation, and is a damn good working hypothesis. 
 
Seems we agree on all important points. Epistemologists seem to 
invariably imply that we somehow infer the existence of a real 
world. Heideggar's early work (I have actually read much of 
_Being and Time_. I say this not to brag, but simply to show 
where desperation can drive one ;-) ) provides what I find to 
be a more satisfactory description of how the world "shows up" 
for us, and it is not as an inference. 
 
 
Bruce Gregory 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Thu, 19 Dec 1996 17:08:56 -0600 
From:    Bruce Abbott <abbott@CVAX.IPFW.INDIANA.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Lies, damned lies, and programs 
 
[From Bruce Abbott (961219.1810 EST)] 
 
This came in _after_ I sent out my revision of RunBlind.pas: 
 
>Bill Powers (961219.1422 MST) -- 
 
>It seems to me that the simplest way is to use dMod for the modeled 
>disturbance and d for the real one. If dMod is different from d, then there 
>will be a difference between CVm and CV. The unmodeled part of the real 
>disturbance is then just dUnmod = d - dMod. dUnmod isn't another 
>disturbance; it's just the discrepancy between the modeled and real 
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>disturbance, a calculation we make on a scratchpad somewhere else. It's not 
>another variable in the model. 
 
>Bruce Abbott, will you take care of getting the program straightened out so 
>you don't confuse poor old Dad? 
 
Already done, Dad.  Another case of mind reading? 
 
Regards, 
 
Bruce 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Thu, 19 Dec 1996 15:30:09 -0800 
From:    Richard Marken <marken@AEROSPACE.AERO.ORG> 
Subject: Re: Lies, damned lies, and programs 
 
[From Rick Marken (961219.1530)] 
 
Daddy Bill: 
 
>Bruce Abbott, will you take care of getting the program straightened out so 
>you don't confuse poor old Dad? 
 
Baby Bruce: 
 
>Already done, Dad.  Another case of mind reading? 
 
Oh, come on. That was model-based control if I ever saw it. 
 
Best 
 
Redeemable Rick (especially at this time of year;-)) 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Thu, 19 Dec 1996 22:07:22 -0500 
From:    Scott Stirling <scstirli@ANSELM.EDU> 
Subject: Re: false knowledge 
 
On Wed, 18 Dec 1996, T. B. Harms wrote: 
 
> *From Tracy Harms  1996;12,18.10:00 
> 
> 
> Bowing to the noisy insistence of the eager mob, I here will post a bit 
> more on that perverse creature, false knowledge.  For the moment I do so by 
> transcribing part of a paragraph written by Peter Munz in _Our Knowledge of 
> the Growth of Knowledge_ (Routledge, 1985) p282: 
> 
> 
>         With the emergence of consciousness, we get a further change in the 
> nature of change.  Conscious organisms can create falsehoods: they can lie 
> and delude and deceive both themselves and others.  Using deceits and 
> falsehoods, they can construct artificial species which we call human 
> societies and thus surround themselves with a wall of protection against 
> the ravages of the environment.  Hence, natural selection can be made to 
> cease.  In this way, cultures are created.  The most elementary strategy 
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> used in the development of cultures is the artificial protection of 
> knowledge from criticism.  Certain pieces of knowledge, though obviously 
> not all knowledge, are set aside and protected from critical appraisal. 
> The thunder is identified with a god, the shadow of a man with his soul, 
> and twins with cucumbers.  Rational doubts are nipped in the bud by the 
> mere absence of competing alternative proposals.  Such protected knowledge 
> can be used as a social bond.  People who subscribe to it are members of a 
> society; people who don't are outside that society.  In this way, a lot of 
> knowledge is syphoned off and used for non-cognitive purposes--that is, as 
> a catechism.  But such syphoning-off, though initially obviously 
> counter-adaptive, is an oblique advantage.  A society so constituted is 
> larger than a group of people bonded by nothing but the web of kinship and 
> is therefore capable of effective division of labour and co-operation. 
> Thus, we get the astonishing spectacle of societies which cherish a 
> mountain of false knowledge and which thrive for a long time not in spite 
> of that false knowledge, but because of it. 
> 
 
        T.B. seems to be a brilliant guy to me, so I am wondering what is 
so compelling to him about Munz' work here (?).  It seems that Munz is merely 
using the term "knowledge" in an equivocal way.  This excerpt reminds 
me of Richard Dawkins' essay _Viruses of the Mind_, where the term 
"virus" is used in a metaphorical/analogical way.  Why couldn't Munz use 
the term "belief" or "hypothesis" here?  I think the use of "false knowledge" 
misleads, where he really seems just to be talking about "sacred cows."  I 
was expecting something much more earth-shattering than this! 
 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
Scott M. Stirling                       Email:  scstirli@anselm.edu 
Saint Anselm College                    Phone:  (603) 668-1101 school 
Box 2111                                        (603) 225-3799 home 
100 Saint Anselm Dr. 
Manchester, NH 03102-1310 
 
http://www.anselm.edu/student/scstirli/welcome.html 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Thu, 19 Dec 1996 20:56:56 -0700 
From:    Bill Powers <powers_w@FRONTIER.NET> 
Subject: RunBlnd2.pas 
 
[From Bill Powers (961219.2030 MST)] 
 
I've taken Bruce Abbott's latest version of RunBlind and juggled things 
around a bit to show what's happening more clearly. I made dt smaller and 
raised the gain, and also raised the frequency of the disturbances. The main 
changes, however, are in the sizes of the disturbances and in the way the 
results are presented. 
 
In the previous version we were looking at the variations in perception and 
CVs through a magnifying glass with no point of reference to tell us if we 
were looking at big effects or small effects. The peak value of the modeled 
disturbance was only 2 units out of a reference level of 100, and for the 
unmodeled disturbance, only 1.5 units. I raised the peak values so both 
disturbances have a maximum possible value of plus or minus 75 units, and I 
plotted all the variables on scales that run from 0 to 200 units. 
 
Now we can see that the disturbances cause variations from the reference 
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level of roughly plus or minus 10 per cent max in the sighted condition, and 
plus or minus about 60 percent max in the blind condition. So even though 
half of the total disturbance is being cancelled in the blind condition, the 
errors as a percentage of the reference level are six times worse, in terms 
of the controlled variable. Of course the perceptual signal remains within 
about 10 percent of the reference signal in either condition, which is what 
we expect when the system is controlling an imagined signal. Control looks 
good to the system, but the external correlate of the perception is going 
all over the place. 
 
Program follows. 
 
Best, 
 
Bill P. 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
program runblnd2; 
{ Simulation to demonstrate a controller capable of continuing to control 
  (to some degree) after its input has been lost. 
 
  Compile in Turbo Pascal 7.0 or Borland Pascal 7.0 or above 
 
  For simplicity, I have given the controller a perfect model of one of 
  the disturbance waveforms, which it uses as a substitute for the real 
  disturbance when running "blind."  There is also an unmodeled disturbance 
  waveform present, and the actual disturbance waveform is the sum of the 
  modeled and unmodeled disturbance waveforms. 
 
  The program begins with the controller running in "sighted" mode, 
  controlling a perceptual variable that is identical to the environmental 
  variable of which the perceptual variable is a function.  By pressing 
  the space bar, you can force the controller to run "blind," relying on 
  its model of the disturbance to determine the state of the controlled 
  perceptual variable.  You will note that when the controller runs in the 
  "blind" mode, it is no longer able to counter the unmodeled disturbance, 
  but still does counter the modeled disturbance.  Consequently, the 
  environmental variable does not vary as much as it would in the absence 
  of all controll. 
 
  Written by Bruce Abbott 
  Indiana - Purdue Fort Wayne 
  (961218) 
 
   Modified by WTP, 961219 
} 
 
uses dos, crt, graph, grutils; 
 
var 
  ch: char; 
  Stop, CanSee: boolean; 
  p, r, e, g, o, s, CV, CVm, d, dMod, dUnmod, dt, t: real; 
  MaxX, MaxY, MaxColor: integer; 
  X, Y1, Y2, Y3, Y4, Y5: integer; 
 
procedure InitScreen; 
begin 
  OutTextXY(200, 10, 'RunBlnd2 Controller Demo'); 
  SetColor(Yellow); 
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  OutTextXY(145, 30, 'Press Spacebar to toggle Sighted/Blind'); 
  SetColor(LightCyan); 
  OutTextXY(10, 60, 'Controlled Perceptual Variable'); 
  SetColor(LightRed); 
  OutTextXY(10, 75, 'Environmental Variable'); 
  SetColor(White); 
  OutTextXY(10,90,'Reference level'); 
  SetColor(White); 
  OutTextXY(350, 60, 'Controller Output'); 
  SetColor(Lightred); 
  OutTextXY(350, 75, 'Actual Disturbance'); 
  SetColor(LightGray); 
  OutTextXY(350, 90, 'Modeled Disturbance'); 
  SetColor(White); 
  line(50,maxy - 100,320, Maxy - 100); 
  line(370,maxy - 100,639, Maxy - 100); 
  line(50,maxy - 100,50, Maxy - 300); 
  line(370,maxy - 100,370, Maxy - 300); 
  outtextxy(32,maxy - 104,'0'); 
  outtextxy(354,maxy - 104,'0'); 
  outtextxy(16,maxy - 204,'100'); 
  outtextxy(338,maxy - 204,'100'); 
  outtextxy(16,maxy - 304,'200'); 
  outtextxy(338,maxy - 304,'200'); 
end; 
 
procedure InitModel; 
begin 
  CanSee := true; 
  t := 0.0; 
  dt := 0.01; 
  s := 0.1; 
  CV := 90.0; 
  o := CV; 
  r := 100.0; 
  g := 900.0; 
  dMod := 0.0; 
  dUnmod := 0.0; 
  d := dMod + dUnmod; 
  CanSee := true; 
  X := 51; 
end; 
 
procedure StepModel; 
begin 
  if CanSee then p := CV else p := CVm; 
  e := r - p; 
  o := o + (g*e - o)*s*dt; 
  dMod := 75.0*sin(4.9*t); 
  dUnmod := 25*sin(4.4*t) + 25*sin(5.4*t) + 25*cos(6.3*t); 
  d := dMod + dUnmod; 
  CV := o + d; 
  CVm := o + dMod; 
  t := t + dt; 
end; 
 
procedure ShowStatus; 
begin 
  bar(250,maxy-25,310,maxy - 15); 
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  if CanSee then OuttextXY(250, MaxY-25, 'Sighted') 
    else OuttextXY(250, MaxY-25, 'Blind'); 
end; 
 
procedure GraphVars; 
begin 
  if X = 300 then 
    begin 
      X := 51; 
      clearviewport; 
      initscreen; 
      showstatus; 
    end; 
  Y1 := MaxY - round(o) - 100; 
  Y2 := MaxY - round(d) - 100; 
  Y3 := MaxY - round(p) - 100; 
  Y4 := MaxY - round(CV) - 100; 
  Y5 := MaxY - round(dMod) - 100; 
  putpixel(X,Maxy - 100 - round(r),White); 
  putpixel(X + 320, Y1, white); 
  putpixel(X + 320, Y2, lightred); 
  putpixel(X, Y3, lightcyan); 
  putpixel(X, Y4, lightred); 
  putpixel(X + 320, Y5, blue); 
  inc(X); 
end; 
 
 
begin 
  TextMode(co80); 
  ClrScr; 
  InitGraphics; 
  MaxX := GetMaxX; MaxY := GetMaxY; 
  MaxColor := GetMaxColor; 
  Stop := false; 
  InitModel; 
  setfillstyle(0,0); 
  ShowStatus; 
  initscreen; 
  repeat 
    StepModel; 
    GraphVars; 
    delay(10); 
    if keypressed then 
      begin 
        ch := readkey; 
        Case ch of 
          #27: Stop := true; 
          ' ': If CanSee = true then 
            begin 
              CanSee := false; 
              ShowStatus; 
            end 
            else 
              begin 
                CanSee := true; 
                ShowStatus; 
              end; 
          end; 
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      end; 
  until Stop; 
end. 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Thu, 19 Dec 1996 21:33:23 +0000 
From:    Richard marken <marken@AERO.ORG> 
Subject: Re: RunBlind.pas: New and improved 
 
[From Rick Marken (961219.2030)] 
 
Bruce Abbott (961219.1800 EST) -- 
 
> procedure StepModel; 
> begin 
>   if CanSee then p := CV else p := CVm; 
>   e := r - p; 
>   o := o + (g*e - o)*s*dt; 
>   dMod := 2.0*sin(t); 
>   dUnmod := 0.5*sin(3.0*t/2.0) + 0.5*sin(t/3.0) + 0.5*cos(t/5.0); 
>   d := dMod + dUnmod; 
>   CV := o + d; 
>   CVm := o + dMod; 
>   t := t + dt; 
> end; 
 
This is very nice. 
 
Now notice what happens in the "blind" case when dMod is set to zero. 
The variance in CV is now exactly equal to that of the disturbance. So 
the apparent control we see when dMod := 2.0*sin(t) (the fact that 
the variance of the CV is less than the variance of d) is completely due 
to the fact that the control system is computing output that is exactly 
equal to -dMod. The "improved control" when the blinded 
system controls CVm is a result of the fact that the system has an exact 
model of a component of the disturbance variance. 
 
So this computed output model "works" (appears to control) to the extent 
that the basis for computation of output (dMod in this case) accurately 
represents the disturbance to be opposed by output. 
When dMod accurately represents a portion of the variance in the 
disturbance, the computed output accurately opposes that component. 
If dMod accurately represents all of the variance in the disturbance (as 
it will if d := dMod + dUnmod is changed to d := dMod) then the computed 
output will accurately oppose _all_ the variance in the disturbance; 
"control" in the blind will be perfect. 
 
So this computed output model will appear to be able to control in the 
blind to the degree that dMod = d. Now the question is "Can people 
develop an accurate model of the net disturbance to a controlled 
variable"? Bill Powers suggested an experiment that would be a start at 
answering this question. Why don't we do that experiment next? 
 
Best 
 
Rick 
 
------------------------------ 
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Date:    Thu, 19 Dec 1996 23:38:14 -0500 
From:    Scott Stirling <scstirli@ANSELM.EDU> 
Subject: ShuffleBrain 
 
Hello there, 
 
        Have you all heard of Paul Pietsch and his experiments with 
salamanders and the hologramic theory of mind?  I just read several 
papers of his at his relatively new website, but the papers are all at 
least ten years old.  The website rates as one of the Top 5%, if that 
makes anyone want to rush out and check it out.  Anyway, his papers are 
beautifully written, and they are definitely worth a look.  This is the 
first time I've been impressed with the hologramic theory of mind--this 
guy actually did research that supports it.  Any of you lil' ol' 
engineers or anyone else who knows more about this than me are invited to 
enlighten me. 
 
Scott 
 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
Scott M. Stirling                       Email:  scstirli@anselm.edu 
Saint Anselm College                    Phone:  (603) 668-1101 school 
Box 2111                                        (603) 225-3799 home 
100 Saint Anselm Dr. 
Manchester, NH 03102-1310 
 
http://www.anselm.edu/student/scstirli/welcome.html 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Thu, 19 Dec 1996 23:42:01 -0500 
From:    Scott Stirling <scstirli@ANSELM.EDU> 
Subject: URL for ShuffleBrain 
 
Hey, how about I give you a URL for that page I just gushed over?  Sorry, 
that slipped my hologram... 
 
                Here's the main page.  The main article on Punky is 
probably the best over all: http://www.indiana.edu/~pietsch/home.html 
 
 
                and this paper is real good too, especially the 
comments at the end: http://www.indiana.edu/~pietsch/swapping.html 
 
Scott 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
Scott M. Stirling                       Email:  scstirli@anselm.edu 
Saint Anselm College                    Phone:  (603) 668-1101 school 
Box 2111                                        (603) 225-3799 home 
100 Saint Anselm Dr. 
Manchester, NH 03102-1310 
 
http://www.anselm.edu/student/scstirli/welcome.html 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Thu, 19 Dec 1996 19:13:48 PDT 
From:    CCHERPAS <CCHERPAS@CCCPP.COM> 
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Subject: Executive VP of Product Development position 
 
Y'all, 
 
 Does anybody out there have expertise in PCT, experience in planning 
 and managing _big_ projects, and who wants a 6-figure salary, and 
 wants to save education from the mediocracy? 
 
 Computer Curriculum Corporation (CCC), where I am a research scientist, 
 is going to be looking for someone to be our Executive VP of Product 
 Development, starting tomarrow. 
 
 Correct me if I am wrong, but could there be a better lab for studying 
 the development of hierarchical control systems than in a computer-based 
 environment which models each individual student over the course of years, 
 and performing tasks which are explicitly _intended_ to lead to increasingly 
 sophisticated hierarchical control of perceptions? 
 
 Gary Cziko and Hugh Petrie have specifically cited the need for 
 formulating educational objectives in terms of controlling perceptions. 
 Let's construct CCC's computer-based exercises to incorporate The Test, and, 
 in case you haven't read my previous posts, we can continuously 
 refine the control system already embedded in the CCC software today, 
 which dynamically/individually structures        each student's educational 
 process.  I'm working on these goals now, but I need help.  I need brains. 
 I need guts.  I need a PCTer. 
 
 Again, this is not a place where you would have to start from scratch. 
 We've been implementing control systems for individualizing educational 
 processes for a long time.  There's a good based to build on.  Over 
 1.5 million students (got that?) are currently generating data. 
 
 Let's teach PCT to kids -- it's actually one of the core elements missing 
 in education today, wouldn't you agree?  Kids could do "psychophysical 
 experiments" (perceptual control) and learn about their own 
 perceptual competencies and potential, while _we_ learn how to teach 
 them better and better from the data. 
 
 Please respond asap as we are moving swiftly.  Send me email at 
 ccherpas@cccpp.com and let me know if you are interested or know 
 someone.  Hugh Petrie, where's your school spirit?  Bill, Rick, 
 everybody, let's give PCT a chance in an area that could really 
 turn heads and do some good too. 
 
Best regards, 
cc 
(408)541-3303 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Thu, 19 Dec 1996 23:53:08 -0800 
From:    David Wolsk <dow@PINC.COM> 
Subject: categorization repeated 
 
191296  23:25 David Wolsk wrote: 
 
my last post got emasculated somehow.  Is that what happens to us Jews at 
Christmas time?  I suspect I have to accept the blame myself. 
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Hans Blom 18/12/96 
2. If we believe we can detect "consistency over time", it seems to 
me that we have some inner mechanism that allows this detection. 
Since this detection is primarily some type of comparison between 
what occurs now and what occurred previously, it appears that we have 
some type of inner "store" where previous occurrences are somehow 
saved, possibly encoded and/or compacted. It also appears that, due 
to brain size limitations, it is impossible to store the raw data of 
_all_ previous occurrences in their entirety. So what is stored? Only 
occurrences that are recognized as "lawful"? But initially there are 
none. Are occurrences that are similar to a previous one somehow 
discarded? But how to establish what is similar right from the start? 
 
DW 
What I feel goes on is that a good portion of cortical functioning depends 
on our 
using categorization as the basic memory storehouse.  First order 
perceptions get an immediate tag, an identification.  Anxiety is the outcome 
whenever I am unable to label what I just saw or heard or tasted.  Thus, I 
picture this inner "store" of yours as a personal "dictionary".  A car 
passes me on the road:  I see a blue sedan, a few years old.  Someone else 
sees a1991 Chevy Caprice.  I tend to link a whole set of these "simplified" 
categories" into a stored and recallable experience.  My wife, Ingrid, links 
a set of highly detailed labels that have the appearancxe of a photographic 
memory .... and that for many events of many years ago.  Yet, in my attempts 
to see what she actually sees, it all seems linked by a set or sequence  of 
actions. 
 
I used to teach a curriculum developed by Reuven Feuerstein called 
Instrumental Enrichment (a terrible label).  It developed out of his 
research with children after WWII who all scored very low on IQ tests.  The 
curriculum works towards developing the basic prerequisites of intelligent 
thought.  The earliest needs are to improve notions and systems  of 
categorization.  Somehow, all this is connected in my own mind.  Probably 
seems mindless to many others ...... with their own categorization systems. 
I guess that's why Bill is always hoping we can link back to experimental 
data-based discussions. 
 
David Wolsk 
Victoria, BC  Canada 
 
------------------------------ 
 
End of CSGNET Digest - 19 Dec 1996 to 20 Dec 1996 
************************************************* 
 
Date:     Sat, 21 Dec 1996 08:05:08 +1800 
Subject:  CSGNET Digest - 20 Dec 1996 to 21 Dec 1996 
 
There are 29 messages totalling 1832 lines in this issue. 
 
Topics of the day: 
 
  1. URL for ShuffleBrain 
  2. Lies, damned lies and non-control (17) 
  3. RunBlnd3.pas 
  4. Controlled environmental variable? 
  5. Sibling rivalry; solving the "loss of input" problem 
  6. Environmental variables are not controlled (2) 
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  7. reply to Martin: combining goals 
  8. Executive VP position 
  9. DIRECT Re: Lies, damned lies and non-control 
 10. HPCT vs Simulation-based control 
 11. How imagination helps control (2) 
 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Date:    Fri, 20 Dec 1996 09:03:56 -0700 
From:    Bill Powers <powers_w@FRONTIER.NET> 
Subject: Re: URL for ShuffleBrain 
 
[From Bill Powers (961220.0900 MST)] 
 
Scott Stirling (961219) -- 
>Hey, how about I give you a URL for that page I just gushed >over?  Sorry, 
that slipped my hologram... 
 
OK. I've had a brief look at it. One question that crosses my mind is "Why 
does the world look the way it does?" In other words, what's _reading_ these 
holograms? Obviously the world doesn't look like overlapping wave patterns. 
Pietsch may answer this question somewhere in the book, but I haven't read 
it all (on line!). 
 
I think Pietsch has a tendency to exaggerate his findings. In the intro, he 
says that a grafted salamander brain is "psychologically normal." How did he 
determine THAT? 
 
I'm put off by the hard-sell language. 
 
Best, 
 
Bill P. 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Fri, 20 Dec 1996 10:51:31 -0600 
From:    Bruce Abbott <abbott@CVAX.IPFW.INDIANA.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Lies, damned lies and non-control 
 
[From Bruce Abbott (961220.1150 EST)] 
 
>Rick Marken (961219.1430) -- 
 
>Bruce Abbott (961219.1620 EST) 
 
>>Why don't you just take a look at the program's output?  It is _already_ 
>>operating with dUnmod a _fairly significant_ component of the variance in d. 
 
>I will compute this tonight when I have access to the program but I 
>think you will find that what is happening during the "blind" run is that 
>the dMod component of the disturbance is being completely opposed by o 
>while the dUnmod component goes completely unopposed. Since you have assured 
>yourself of a perfect model of the dMod component of the disturbance, it is 
>no surprise that this component of the disturbance is opposed by o. When I 
>say that there is _no control_ during the blind period I mean that there is 
>no opposition to the disturbance (dUnmod) that you have not had the courtesy 
>to tell the system about in the first place;-) 
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You keep changing your story.  Before you said that there would be _no_ 
opposition to the disturbance; now you want us to believe that you _meant_ 
that there would be no opposition to the _unmodeled portion_ of the 
disturbance!  There's a huge difference between those two positions; if you 
"really" meant the latter, why didn't you make that clear in the first place? 
 
Of course there will be no opposition to the unmodeled portion of the 
disturbance.  I have not claimed otherwise.  What I _have_ claimed is that 
the error between the CV and its reference will be _reduced_ to the extent 
that the controller is able to successfully model the predictable component 
of the disturbance.  Logic says that this will be true, and RunBlind 
demonstrates that this analysis is correct. 
 
>>Also, I have also noted for the record that CVm only _appears_ to be 
>>controlled (to the extent that the model matches), so this is not a point of 
>>disagreement between us. 
 
>Sorry. I guess I was misled by your continued claims that your model is 
>"closed loop" even in "blind" mode. 
 
(Now that we've changed the variable names and computations as Bill 
suggested, the CVm in the above-quoted sentence should be changed to CV.) 
As to my claim, what I have claimed is that the _controller_ continues to 
operate closed loop with respect to its own controlled variable.  When 
running sighted, this is CV; when running blind, this is CVm.  Because the 
loop is always closed, there is no change of gain etc. that would occur if 
the system had to operate without feedback.  If you have been misled, it has 
been by your own misconceptions, not by what I have stated.  If you paid 
closer attention instead of jumping to confusions, we could avoid these 
problems. 
 
+>Tracy Harms: 
 
+>I doubt there is any dispute that control deteriorates [in model-based 
+>control]. 
 
>I dispute it. Control doesn't deteriorate; it disappears. There is _no_ 
>control when you are generating output based on a model. There is _only_ 
>the appearance of control (if you are lucky). 
 
Rick, Rick, Rick.  There is only the _appearance_ of control of the CV when 
you are doing the standard tracking task used to illustrate a perceptual 
control system.  That appearance occurs because of the "lucky" relationship 
between the cursor's position and the participant's perception of the 
cursor's position (i.e., neural current p varies systematically with the 
cursor's position).  The _cursor_ (the thing out there on the screen) isn't 
really controlled; what is controlled is the _perception_ of the cursor.  In 
model-based control, the relationship between the perception and the CV will 
be identical to that found in the normal PCT system if the model is perfect, 
and the _appearance_ of control will be the same as in the normal PCT 
system.  THERE IS NO DIFFERENCE -- either way, control of the CV is only an 
appearance.  As the accuracy of the model (in model-based control) 
deterioriates, the appearance of control deteriorates with it.  But let's 
not pretend that the two systems differ in that PCT systems "really" control 
the CV and model-based systems only "appear" to control the CV.  That's 
nonsense. 
 
+>The question seems to be the range over which models can aid control 
+>despite loss of relevant input. 
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>Not really. Model based control can only "work" (give the appearance of 
>control) in a world with no disturbances or with disturbances that are 
>highly predictable. That isn't this world. 
 
This world is _full_ of highly predictable disturbances, Rick.  Example: 
Even in California, some of the trees there shed their leaves in the fall, 
preparing for the coming freeze.  (I know because I grew up there.)  These 
systems are acting to oppose a disturbance that only correlates with the 
season, by using the length of daylight as a surrogate variable.  I think 
the problem with the perception that disturbances are highly unpredictable 
is that one tends to focus on the lowest-level systems, for which 
disturbances are frequent and largely unpredictable.  But there are 
lower-frequency systems whose CVs tend to behave rather predictably, and for 
these systems, model-based control might be an option.  In the winter I 
always seem to be putting on my coat _before_ my skin begins to chill from 
exposure to the frigid air, not after.  Why do I do that if not for a model 
I have of the temperature to expect outside? 
 
> So 
>the engineers are willing to give up control of a variable and use non- 
>control systems (model- based "control" systems) to stabilize the variable as 
>best as they can in environments that the engineers themselves design 
>(control) to be as disturbance free (or as predictable) as possible. 
>For example, they can use model-based control to control a chemical reaction 
>that occurs in an enviroment that is well protected (via thick walls, 
>etc) from the effects of variations in temperature, pressure, etc. 
>Evolution didn't have that design option with living systems. 
 
What about the oysters, Rick?  And the trees?  And . . . 
 
Regards, 
 
Bruce 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Fri, 20 Dec 1996 09:53:29 -0700 
From:    Bill Powers <powers_w@FRONTIER.NET> 
Subject: RunBlnd3.pas 
 
[From Bill Powers (961220.0930 MST)] 
 
Included below is RunBlnd3.pas, which adds an illustration of what I mean by 
a "big" effect versus a "small" effect. 
 
Let's postulate that the maximum range of the perceptual signal is around 
200 units -- any bigger amount would start getting painful. So the reference 
signal is most likely to be found somewhere in the range of 0 to 200 units. 
We can also say that this is the useful range of variation of the controlled 
variable, CV. 
 
A natural way of judging the quality of control is to compare the effects of 
disturbances with the natural range of the reference signal. In this version 
of Bruce's program, the reference signal starts at 100. After 80 units of 
time it jumps to 175 units, where it remains until t = 120. Then it drops to 
50 units until t = 220, after which it returns to 100.0 units for the rest 
of the scan. 
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In the sighted condition you can see that the control system is actually 
quite fast (I've slowed it down a little so you can see the transitions). 
The large disturbances cause a clearly visible deviation of the controlled 
variable from the reference signal, but you can also see that in comparison 
with the changes in the reference signal, the effects of the disturbance are 
kept pretty small. The disturbance alone, if unopposed, would cause 
variations in the controlled quantity of plus or minus 150 units relative to 
the average value of zero. The actual range is only about plus or minus 
15-20 units relative to the reference value. Obviously the reference signal 
is having a much more determining effect on the CV than the disturbance is 
having. 
 
The error that does occur is due primarily to the dynamics of the control 
system. The leaky integrator can't quite follow the continual variations in 
the disturbances. The loop gain in the frequency band where the disturbance 
variations occur is only about 10, although for much slower variations it 
would approach 900 (the steady-state gain I've given the system). 
 
In the blind condition we can now see how the controlled variable behaves as 
the reference signal changes. If the object of this control process is to 
make the controlled variable follow the variations in reference signal, the 
"control" is pretty poor. Of course the _imagined_ controlled variable is 
controlled equally well in either condition -- but controlling what you 
imagine to be happening isn't very useful in terms of the actual effects of 
the environment on you. 
 
Program follows. 
 
Best, 
 
Bill P. 
========================================================================== 
program runblnd3; 
{ Simulation to demonstrate a controller capable of continuing to control 
  (to some degree) after its input has been lost. 
 
  Compile in Turbo Pascal 7.0 or Borland Pascal 7.0 or above 
 
  For simplicity, I have given the controller a perfect model of one of 
  the disturbance waveforms, which it uses as a substitute for the real 
  disturbance when running "blind."  There is also an unmodeled disturbance 
  waveform present, and the actual disturbance waveform is the sum of the 
  modeled and unmodeled disturbance waveforms. 
 
  The program begins with the controller running in "sighted" mode, 
  controlling a perceptual variable that is identical to the environmental 
  variable of which the perceptual variable is a function.  By pressing 
  the space bar, you can force the controller to run "blind," relying on 
  its model of the disturbance to determine the state of the controlled 
  perceptual variable.  You will note that when the controller runs in the 
  "blind" mode, it is no longer able to counter the unmodeled disturbance, 
  but still does counter the modeled disturbance.  Consequently, the 
  environmental variable does not vary as much as it would in the absence 
  of all controll. 
 
  Written by Bruce Abbott 
  Indiana - Purdue Fort Wayne 
  (961218) 
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   Modified by WTP, 961219 
 
   Ref signal variations added by WTP 961220 
} 
 
uses dos, crt, graph, grutils; 
 
var 
  ch: char; 
  Stop, CanSee: boolean; 
  p, r, e, g, o, s, CV, CVm, d, dMod, dUnmod, dt, t: real; 
  MaxX, MaxY, MaxColor: integer; 
  X, Y1, Y2, Y3, Y4, Y5: integer; 
 
procedure InitScreen; 
begin 
  OutTextXY(200, 10, 'RunBlnd2 Controller Demo'); 
  SetColor(Yellow); 
  OutTextXY(145, 30, 'Press Spacebar to toggle Sighted/Blind'); 
  SetColor(LightCyan); 
  OutTextXY(10, 60, 'Controlled Perceptual Variable'); 
  SetColor(LightRed); 
  OutTextXY(10, 75, 'Environmental Variable'); 
  SetColor(White); 
  OutTextXY(10,90,'Reference level'); 
  SetColor(White); 
  OutTextXY(350, 60, 'Controller Output'); 
  SetColor(Lightred); 
  OutTextXY(350, 75, 'Actual Disturbance'); 
  SetColor(LightGray); 
  OutTextXY(350, 90, 'Modeled Disturbance'); 
  SetColor(White); 
  line(50,maxy - 100,320, Maxy - 100); 
  line(370,maxy - 100,639, Maxy - 100); 
  line(50,maxy - 100,50, Maxy - 300); 
  line(370,maxy - 100,370, Maxy - 300); 
  outtextxy(32,maxy - 104,'0'); 
  outtextxy(354,maxy - 104,'0'); 
  outtextxy(16,maxy - 204,'100'); 
  outtextxy(338,maxy - 204,'100'); 
  outtextxy(16,maxy - 304,'200'); 
  outtextxy(338,maxy - 304,'200'); 
end; 
 
procedure InitModel; 
begin 
  CanSee := true; 
  t := 0.0; 
  dt := 0.01; 
  s := 0.07; 
  CV := 90.0; 
  o := CV; 
  r := 100.0; 
  g := 900.0; 
  dMod := 0.0; 
  dUnmod := 0.0; 
  d := dMod + dUnmod; 
  CanSee := true; 
  X := 51; 
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end; 
 
procedure StepModel; 
begin 
  if CanSee then p := CV else p := CVm; 
  e := r - p; 
  o := o + (g*e - o)*s*dt; 
  dMod := 75.0*sin(4.9*t); 
  dUnmod := 25*sin(4.4*t) + 25*sin(5.4*t) + 25*cos(6.3*t); 
  d := dMod + dUnmod; 
  CV := o + d; 
  CVm := o + dMod; 
  t := t + dt; 
end; 
 
procedure ShowStatus; 
begin 
  bar(250,maxy-25,310,maxy - 15); 
  if CanSee then OuttextXY(250, MaxY-25, 'Sighted') 
    else OuttextXY(250, MaxY-25, 'Blind'); 
end; 
 
procedure GraphVars; 
begin 
  if X = 300 then 
    begin 
      X := 51; 
      clearviewport; 
      initscreen; 
      showstatus; 
    end; 
  Y1 := MaxY - round(o) - 100; 
  Y2 := MaxY - round(d) - 100; 
  Y3 := MaxY - round(p) - 100; 
  Y4 := MaxY - round(CV) - 100; 
  Y5 := MaxY - round(dMod) - 100; 
  putpixel(X,Maxy - 100 - round(r),White); 
  putpixel(X + 320, Y1, white); 
  putpixel(X + 320, Y2, lightred); 
  putpixel(X, Y3, lightcyan); 
  putpixel(X, Y4, lightred); 
  putpixel(X + 320, Y5, blue); 
  inc(X); 
end; 
 
 
begin 
  TextMode(co80); 
  ClrScr; 
  InitGraphics; 
  MaxX := GetMaxX; MaxY := GetMaxY; 
  MaxColor := GetMaxColor; 
  Stop := false; 
  InitModel; 
  setfillstyle(0,0); 
  ShowStatus; 
  initscreen; 
  repeat 
    if X < 80 then r := 100.0 else 
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    if X < 120 then r := 175.0 else 
    if X < 220 then r := 50.0 else 
    r := 100.0; 
    StepModel; 
    GraphVars; 
    delay(10); 
    if keypressed then 
      begin 
        ch := readkey; 
        Case ch of 
          #27: Stop := true; 
          ' ': If CanSee = true then 
            begin 
              CanSee := false; 
              ShowStatus; 
            end 
            else 
              begin 
                CanSee := true; 
                ShowStatus; 
              end; 
          end; 
      end; 
  until Stop; 
end. 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Fri, 20 Dec 1996 12:05:35 -0500 
From:    Martin Taylor <mmt@DCIEM.DND.CA> 
Subject: Controlled environmental variable? 
 
[Martin Taylor 961220 11:30] 
> Tracy Harms 1996;12,19.10:30 
 
> What is an 
> "environmental variable to be controlled"? 
 
It's a commonly used shorthand term. But in the context of Bruce's model 
it's something more than that. 
 
> As I understand it only 
> _perception_ is controlled, not behavior, and _not_ _environment_.  Then 
> again, I'm fresh to programmatic representations of PCT, so you may have 
> something here which is perfectly fine, it just hasn't been adequately 
> explained for me. 
 
One has to ask _why_ we use this common shorthand. Why do we say "I moved the 
cursor" rather than "I moved my perception of the position of the cursor" 
when the latter is all we _can_ do. 
 
The answer is in the dual aphorism: All we can control is perception, but 
it's the world that hits us. 
 
In other words (assuming that some "real world" exists), what we perceive 
is all we can know of the outer world, but what we don't perceive can kill 
us. To survive, we have to affect the _real world_ in ways that are to the 
benefit of our (unperceived) intrinsic variables. We can only do this by 
acting on the real world so that our _perceptions_ stay near their reference 
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values. 
 
And since we can't perceive the current or the appropriate values 
of our intrinsic variables, why is it of any use at all to control those 
other perceptual correlates of states and events in the real world? The 
perceptions we control are not the variables that really matter, and nor 
do the "real-world" variables matter that happen to be stabilized as a 
consequence (the critical consequence) of stabilizing the perceptual 
variables. At least, they don't matter in themselves. 
 
Why is it of any use to control these perceptions that are apparently 
irrelevant to the intrinsic variables? Because of some stable associations 
(contingencies, correlations--call it what you will) that exist in the real 
world, whether we observe them or not. The contingencies may have been the 
same for the lifetime of the universe, or they may have been set up by an 
experimenter or by a grocer who says "give me some money and I'll give 
you some food." It so happens that we or our ancestors over the 
last 4*10^9 years have survived when we controlled certain perceptual 
variables. We and they survived because controlling those variables had 
the _real world_ consequence that our and their intrinsic variables stayed 
near their survival values (which is not a tautology, but an assertion that 
the world has some consistency over at least one life-span, and probably 
at least one planet's life-span). 
 
We call the processes that allow us to control the intrinsic variables (for 
that's what is happening) "reorganization" when it occurs within an 
individual organism, and "evolution" when it happens within the gene 
structure that passes down a family tree. 
 
So...the REALLY important stabilization is of the intrinsic variables. This 
stabilization happens because of actions that stabilize related aspects of 
the (unknowable) "real world." And the best we can do to affect the important 
aspects of the real world is to control perceptions that are of variables 
in some way associated (con...,corr...) with the unknown really important 
aspects of the real world. 
 
Hence PCT. Perceptual Control Theory. Perception is what we "really" control. 
When we do that, something in the world that corresponds to the perceptual 
variable is, not entirely by happenstance, also stabilized (and we say, for 
short, that the external variable is "controlled."). And, if we are controlling 
for "good" values of the "right" perceptual variables, those "somethings" 
that are stabilized in the real world have real-world effects that keep 
our intrinsic variables where they must be. 
 
And if we are not controlling for "good" values of the "right" perceptual 
variables, we may well die if we don't reorganize effectively first. 
Reorganization is the action mechanism of the control loop that keeps the 
intrinsic (real-world) variables controlled. 
 
Go back to the "side-effects" discussion of a week or two ago, and in 
particular to Bill Powers' masterly summing-up. The effects on the world 
that are part of the control loop for the intrinsic variables are pure 
side-effects of our perceptual control actions, but the reverse is not 
true. The perceptual control actions are in the loop of control of 
the intrinsic variables. 
 
A long time ago, I coined the term "Complex Environmental Variable" to 
refer to any function of measurable of perceivable aspects of the world. 
Some people have taken "CEV" to mean "controlled environmental variable", 
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to mark the function of sensor inputs defined by the Perceptual Input 
Function (PIF) of some control system. Those special CEVs, which I'd 
prefer to call CCEVs, are stabilized as a part of the action of the control 
of the associated perception. And their stabilization is what is important 
in the feeback path of intrinsic variable control. 
 
It's quite fair to use the shorthand  "environmental variable to be 
controlled", and useful also, inasmuch as it's the only thing about a 
control loop that is in principle observable by an outside analyst. But 
one should always be aware both that it _is_ a shorthand, and why the shorthand 
is acceptable. 
 
Martin 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Fri, 20 Dec 1996 12:41:26 EST 
From:    Bruce Gregory <gregory@CF4.HARVARD.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Lies, damned lies and non-control 
 
[From Bruce Gregory (961220.1240 EST)] 
 
Bruce Abbott (961220.1150 EST) 
 
> This world is _full_ of highly predictable disturbances, Rick.  Example: 
> Even in California, some of the trees there shed their leaves in the fall, 
> preparing for the coming freeze.  (I know because I grew up there.)  These 
> systems are acting to oppose a disturbance that only correlates with the 
> season, by using the length of daylight as a surrogate variable.  I think 
> the problem with the perception that disturbances are highly unpredictable 
> is that one tends to focus on the lowest-level systems, for which 
> disturbances are frequent and largely unpredictable.  But there are 
> lower-frequency systems whose CVs tend to behave rather predictably, and for 
> these systems, model-based control might be an option.  In the winter I 
> always seem to be putting on my coat _before_ my skin begins to chill from 
> exposure to the frigid air, not after.  Why do I do that if not for a model 
> I have of the temperature to expect outside? 
 
To this country boy, there appears to be an ambiguity in the 
use of the the word "control" in this exchange. I-90 is wide 
and has many straight stretches. Despite this, I would predict 
disaster if I were close my eyes for thirty seconds while 
driving at 65 mph even if there were no other cars on the road. 
I would also be very reluctant to say that I was controlling 
the car while my eyes were closed. Praying would seem more 
descriptive than controlling ;-) 
 
It seems to me that you put your coat on before you go out 
because you have a reference state for not going outdoors in 
the winter without a coat. You can certainly call this reference 
state a model of the world, but it doesn't seem to me that what 
you are doing involves this model except as a reference level. 
But as I say, I'm just a country boy and therefore several steps 
below even a simple engineer. 
 
 
Bruce Gregory 
 
------------------------------ 
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Date:    Fri, 20 Dec 1996 13:23:38 -0500 
From:    Martin Taylor <mmt@DCIEM.DND.CA> 
Subject: Re: Lies, damned lies and non-control 
 
[Martin Taylor 961220 13:10 
> Rick Marken (961219.1430)] 
> 
 
> So 
> the engineers are willing to give up control of a variable and use non- 
> control systems (model- based "control" systems) to stabilize the variable as 
> best as they can in environments that the engineers themselves design 
> (control) to be as disturbance free (or as predictable) as possible. 
> For example, they can use model-based control to control a chemical reaction 
> that occurs in an enviroment that is well protected (via thick walls, 
> etc) from the effects of variations in temperature, pressure, etc. 
> Evolution didn't have that design option with living systems. 
> 
One might, if one felt mischievous, enquire as to the effect of turtle 
shells, and whether they just might possibly alter the influence of variations 
in the external environment on the turtle's intrinsic variables. 
 
---------------- 
 
As to whether model-based systems "control" or not...If the term "control" 
means to maintain a variable near some reference value despite influences 
that would otherwise make its value deviate substantially from that value, 
then of course there is no such thing as model-based or open-loop "control." 
 
But if one forgets about the word, and asks whether model-based systems 
can sustain a real-world variable in a condition satisfactory for some 
other purpose (e.g. maintenance of intrinsic variables near _their_ 
reference values), then model-based systems may very well be useful, even 
if they don't control. If the environment happens to be reasonably predictable, 
and the models are good, real control is only required as a kind of 
monitoring, to see whether the model is still keeping the variable on track. 
 
Engineered "control" systems don't care whether an internal perception is 
controlled. They "care" whether the job the designer wants done is done...in 
other words, the designer and the user may be control systems, when all 
the engineered system does is to keep something in the outer world stable 
for them, with or without "control". (As evolution did for us by providing 
skeletons, without which the muscular control systems would have a difficult 
time keeping our bodies within a small vertically oriented space for very 
long:-) 
 
Think more about what control is doing, and less about what it _is_ in the 
dictionary sense. That ought to reduce the intensity of many arguments. 
 
Martin 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Fri, 20 Dec 1996 10:37:15 -0800 
From:    Richard Marken <marken@AEROSPACE.AERO.ORG> 
Subject: Re: Lies, damned lies and non-control 
 
[From Rick Marken (961220.1030)] 
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Bruce Abbott (961220.1150 EST) -- 
 
>You keep changing your story.  Before you said that there would be _no_ 
>opposition to the disturbance; 
 
No. I said there would be no _control_ in the "blind". I should probably call 
the outputs that cancel the dMod portion of the disturbance "coincidental 
opposition" rather than "opposition". There is no control going on because 
the outputs that are "coincidentally" opposing dMod during the blind portion 
of the run (giving the appearance that the CV is being controlled) are not 
actively generated as part of a control loop of which CV is a part. 
 
This is a subtle point but I think it is important. We are getting to the 
basic difference between a "generated output" and a "closed loop" view of 
control. Your model is able to generate outputs (o) in the blind condition 
which, when added to the real disturbance, oppose the disturbance and keep 
the CV near the reference value. If dMod=d your model will do this perfectly; 
it will generate outputs such that o + d = CVr, where CVr is the reference 
state of the CV. It _looks like_ the CV is controlled. But it is _not_. The 
CV is only _coincidentally_ kept in the reference state (CVr). As soon as the 
disturbance changes so that d<>dMod, this coincidence will be revealed. The 
CV was _never_ really under control in the "blind" situation. If the CV were 
under control, any change in the disturbance (within the limits of the 
system's ability to oppose such changes) would be opposed by system output 
and the CV would be maintained at the reference state (CVr). 
 
Me: 
 
>Control doesn't deteriorate [in model based "control']; it disappears. 
 
You: 
 
>Rick, Rick, Rick.  There is only the _appearance_ of control of the CV 
>when you are doing the standard tracking task used to illustrate a 
>perceptual control system.  That appearance occurs because of the "lucky" 
>relationship between the cursor's position and the participant's 
>perception of the cursor's position (i.e., neural current p varies 
>systematically with the cursor's position).  The _cursor_ (the thing out 
>there on the screen) isn't really controlled; what is controlled is the 
>_perception_ of the cursor.  In model-based control, the relationship 
>between the perception and the CV will be identical to that found in the 
>normal PCT system if the model is perfect, and the _appearance_ of control 
>will be the same as in the normal PCT system.  THERE IS NO DIFFERENCE -- 
>either way, control of the CV is only an appearance. 
 
I think you will have a real _feel_ for how control actually works when you 
understand why most of what you said here is wrong. I can't _make_ you 
understand it; but I hope I can provide the opportunity for your 
understanding. If you are willing to consider this issue carefully you may 
be able to finally make the shift from a cause-effect to a control view 
of life. Here's what I ask you to consider: The simultaneous equations that 
describe the behavior of your model (when blind) are: 
 
p = o+dMod = CVm 
o = (r-p) 
 
and for a control model they are: 
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p = o+d = CV 
o = (r-p) 
 
The only difference is that the controlled variable (CV) is _not_ in the 
loop in your model; it _is_ in the loop in a control model. Think about that 
difference for a while; imagine the difference between what happens when we 
add o to d to get CV in the top (blind) model and what happens when we 
add o to d to get CV in the bottom (control) mode. It is a VERY different 
situation. 
 
While it is technically true that p is the variable that is  controlled by 
both models, the input (CVm or CV) that corresponds to p is (for all 
intents and purposes) a controlled variable; it is protected from the effects 
of disturbance. The only way to "detach" p from the input, so that the 
controlled value of p does not correspond to the controlled input (CVm or CV) 
is by directly disturbing p. But when this is true, The Test (using 
disturbances applied to CV) would show that CV is _not_ a controlled 
variable. 
 
I think it's reasonable to assume that in the intact, relatively drug free 
organism, variations in p are typically a pretty good reflection of 
variations in the input (CVm or CV) so that the controlled input to a 
perceptual function (CV or CVm) can be considered the controlled variable. 
When your model is "blind" it controls CVm, _not_ CV. So the apparent 
control of CV produced by this "blind" controller is a completely accidental 
side effect of its control of CVm; the model is _not_ controlling CV (it 
doesn't act to protect CV from disturbances). When the control model sees 
(and controls) CV, it is _actively_ generating opposition to disturbances 
to a controlled variable (CV); the model _is_ controlling CV because it acts 
to protect CV from disturbance. 
 
I feel like I may not be getting this accross. The difference between 
what is happening when a system adds computed outputs to a CV versus what is 
happening when it generates these outputs in a closed loop of which CV is a 
part is more than just equations to me; it is a palpable _feeling_. I can 
_feel_ (in imagination) the difference between computed output "coincidental 
control" and the real thing. Help me Bill Powers. How can I communicate this 
difference in words? 
 
>This world is _full_ of highly predictable disturbances, Rick. 
 
Well, let's do Bill's suggested experiment (tracking with a predictable 
disturbance to an invisible cursor) and see how well people deal with 
them. 
 
>What about the oysters, Rick? 
 
Delicious. 
 
>And the trees? 
 
Beautiful. 
 
 
Best 
 
Rick 
 
------------------------------ 
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Date:    Fri, 20 Dec 1996 13:41:04 -0500 
From:    Martin Taylor <mmt@DCIEM.DND.CA> 
Subject: Re: Sibling rivalry; solving the "loss of input" problem 
 
[Martin Taylor 961220 13:30] 
>Bill Powers (961219.1500 MST) 
 
>My rearrangement was a suggestion 
>that allows use of real-time input when it's available, and use of the model 
>when it's not. This means that when the real input is available, 
>disturbances can be resisted without any need to model or predict them. The 
>model of the disturbance comes into play only when real input is lost (or 
>perhaps when it's momentarily too noisy to use). It's always better to use 
>the real input when possible. 
 
Yes, but it isn't always better to use the real input _exclusively_. If there's 
any delay between output and perceptual effect of output, and there is some 
predictability about the disturbance (dMod != 0), control can be better by 
using that advance expectation. That's what incorporating the first 
derivative does for you. It's a trivial model that says "It's going that 
way, so it will keep going that way." And much of the time, it does. But 
it doesn't if its a pendulum. 
 
Imagine trying to bring a swinging pendulum to rest when you can't hold it 
but can only push or pull a little with (say) a magnetic field. If you can 
make your push or pull almost as soon as you see the pendulum bob, you can push 
or pull in the direction opposite to the way it is going. But suppose that 
your influence is delayed until a half-cycle after your observation (or 
alternatively, the influence of action on perception is delayed a half cycle), 
then all your best efforts based on the real, current value will do is to 
increase the amplitude of oscillation. You'd have to reorganize in some 
way, or, equivalently, use a model of the future course of the pendulum (or 
of the delay of effect of you action). Either way, the _regularity_ of the 
world would be taken into account in allowing you to control. 
 
I think a better statement would be: "It's always better to use what you 
can get hold of that's relevant." And what could be more relevant than the 
real, current, value of the very variable that you are interested in?  Of 
course, I mean "relevant" to that variable at the time when your influence 
will come to bear. If that time is now, there isn't anything that can add 
to the present value. But that time cannot be "now" in any physical system. 
So other things you know, guess, or estimate could be valuable. 
 
Martin 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Fri, 20 Dec 1996 13:48:52 EST 
From:    Bruce Gregory <gregory@CF4.HARVARD.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Lies, damned lies and non-control 
 
[From Bruce Gregory (962020.1350 EST)] 
 
Martin Taylor 961220 13:10 
 
> But if one forgets about the word, and asks whether model-based systems 
> can sustain a real-world variable in a condition satisfactory for some 
> other purpose (e.g. maintenance of intrinsic variables near _their_ 
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> reference values), then model-based systems may very well be useful, even 
> if they don't control. If the environment happens to be reasonably predictable, 
> and the models are good, real control is only required as a kind of 
> monitoring, to see whether the model is still keeping the variable on track. 
 
It is not clear to me how control can be "a kind of monitoring". 
The two functions seem quite distinct to this country boy. 
> 
> Engineered "control" systems don't care whether an internal perception is 
> controlled. They "care" whether the job the designer wants done is done...in 
> other words, the designer and the user may be control systems, when all 
> the engineered system does is to keep something in the outer world stable 
> for them, with or without "control". (As evolution did for us by providing 
> skeletons, without which the muscular control systems would have a difficult 
> time keeping our bodies within a small vertically oriented space for very 
> long:-) 
 
Certainly. But how much bandwith does CSGNet want to devote to 
the optimal thickness of insulation for houses built in 
Connecticut? 
 
 
Bruce Gregory 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Fri, 20 Dec 1996 13:56:08 EST 
From:    Bruce Gregory <gregory@CF4.HARVARD.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Lies, damned lies and non-control 
 
[From Bruce Gregory (61220.1400 EST)] 
 
Rick Marken (961220.1030) 
 
> I think it's reasonable to assume that in the intact, relatively drug free 
> organism, variations in p are typically a pretty good reflection of 
> variations in the input (CVm or CV) so that the controlled input to a 
> perceptual function (CV or CVm) can be considered the controlled variable. 
 
The basis for a great "public service" campaign. 
 
> I feel like I may not be getting this accross. The difference between 
> what is happening when a system adds computed outputs to a CV versus what is 
> happening when it generates these outputs in a closed loop of which CV is a 
> part is more than just equations to me; it is a palpable _feeling_. I can 
> _feel_ (in imagination) the difference between computed output "coincidental 
> control" and the real thing. Help me Bill Powers. How can I communicate this 
> difference in words? 
 
Don't even try. Suggest that someone get on a straight section 
of freeway when there is little traffic and close their eyes 
for thirty seconds while driving. The effect is both dramatic 
and compelling ;-) 
 
 
Bruce Gregory 
 
------------------------------ 
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Date:    Fri, 20 Dec 1996 13:10:44 -0600 
From:    Bruce Abbott <abbott@CVAX.IPFW.INDIANA.EDU> 
Subject: Environmental variables are not controlled 
 
[From Bruce Abbott (961220.1415 EST)] 
 
>Rick Marken (961220.1030) -- 
 
>Bruce Abbott (961220.1150 EST) 
 
>>You keep changing your story.  Before you said that there would be _no_ 
>>opposition to the disturbance; 
 
>No. I said there would be no _control_ in the "blind". 
 
Ah, but there _is_ control.  First of all, the _perception_ is under control 
at all times.  Second, to the extent that CVm and CV match, CV is under 
control, too.  In the case of a perfect match, the CV will do everything CVm 
does, including approaching and maintaining a near-reference value against 
disturbances. 
 
I do understand the distinction you have in mind.  As soon as an unmodeled 
disturbance hits the CV (during the blind condition), the difference between 
control via CV and control via CVm will become immediately apparent. 
 
The problem is, that there is no mathematical distinction to be found 
between a system that uses dMod to establish _apparent_ control over the 
environmental variable, and a normal control system operating under the 
condition that d = dMod. 
 
>>Rick, Rick, Rick.  There is only the _appearance_ of control of the CV 
>>when you are doing the standard tracking task used to illustrate a 
>>perceptual control system.  That appearance occurs because of the "lucky" 
>>relationship between the cursor's position and the participant's 
>>perception of the cursor's position (i.e., neural current p varies 
>>systematically with the cursor's position).  The _cursor_ (the thing out 
>>there on the screen) isn't really controlled; what is controlled is the 
>>_perception_ of the cursor.  In model-based control, the relationship 
>>between the perception and the CV will be identical to that found in the 
>>normal PCT system if the model is perfect, and the _appearance_ of control 
>>will be the same as in the normal PCT system.  THERE IS NO DIFFERENCE -- 
>>either way, control of the CV is only an appearance. 
 
>I think you will have a real _feel_ for how control actually works when you 
>understand why most of what you said here is wrong. I can't _make_ you 
>understand it; but I hope I can provide the opportunity for your 
>understanding. . . . 
 
>I feel like I may not be getting this accross. The difference between 
>what is happening when a system adds computed outputs to a CV versus what is 
>happening when it generates these outputs in a closed loop of which CV is a 
>part is more than just equations to me; it is a palpable _feeling_. I can 
>_feel_ (in imagination) the difference between computed output "coincidental 
>control" and the real thing. Help me Bill Powers. How can I communicate this 
>difference in words? 
 
The reason you have having so much trouble getting this distinction across 
to me is that you are unable to find any justification for it.  I doubt that 
even Bill will be able to rescue you from this one . . . 
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And cut out the condescending crap about my not understanding control 
theory.  It would appear from our recent exchanges that I understand it 
better than you do. 
 
Regards, 
 
Bruce 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Fri, 20 Dec 1996 14:11:54 -0500 
From:    Martin Taylor <mmt@DCIEM.DND.CA> 
Subject: Re: reply to Martin: combining goals 
 
[Martin Taylor 961220 14:00] 
> Hans Blom, 961219] 
 
> >You can now replace "control for x=3 and for y=2 and for z=1" by 
> >"minimize (x-3)^2 + (y-2)^2 + (z-1)^2". Which you can translate back 
> >into "control for the minimum of (x-3)^2 + (y-2)^2 + (z-1)^2", if 
> >you want. This is how you find the "top" goal. 
> 
> >So the analyst says. But the organism doesn't (by construction; the 
> >simulated organism has been _defined_to have no such "top" goal). 
> 
> This is the core of the problem, I think: 
> 
> 1. You construct a control system with 3 independent, parallel goals. 
> 
> 2. I demonstrate to you that there is 1 mathematically equivalent 
> "top-level" goal that subsumes your three goals. 
> 
> 3. You say "No, I constructed 3 goals". I say "Sure, but those 3 can 
> be compacted into 1". 
> 
> That is, your construction seems to have an implication ("unintended 
> side effect"?) that you neither intended nor now wish to intend. And 
> therefore you cannot -- and do not want to -- see that super-goal as 
> something that _causes_ the behavior. And it doesn't, of course; the 
> 3 goals that you specified for and designed into the controller cause 
> its behavior. In that sense, the super-goal is not causal; it is only 
> mathematically equivalent to your 3 causal parallel goals combined. 
> Or does that make the super-goal causal by implication? 
 
No it doesn't, because (by design), there is no representation anywhere 
except in the analyst's mind of the value of the super-goal. If the fact 
that the system is being observed and analyzed makes the variables in the 
analysis causal for the system, then you and I have very different views 
on the meaning of causality. 
> 
> >The _analyst_ sees that the organism seems to behave _as if_ it did 
> >have such a top goal. But in fact (as we know, having constructed 
> >the organism to be so) the organism has three independent "top" 
> >goals, and the analyst has engaged in self-deception--or at least is 
> >wrong--in saying that it has one "top" goal. 
> 
> Beautiful! Here we have the raw contrast between "as if" and "in 
> fact" ;-). We see one and the same thing, the 3-goal controller that 
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> you designed. You see that it has properties P1, P2, ..., PN. I see 
> an additional property PN+1. Is that property "in fact" there, or is 
> it only "as if" it is there, but not really? What kind of test would 
> you propose to make this question decidable? 
 
I would have to dissect the system and see whether I could find any 
representation of property PN+1 of the same kind as the representations 
that I will find of P1, P2, ... PN. I can't tell from the external 
analysis whether I will find PN+1, because we have started from the 
hypothesis that the system will behave in all ways as if that property 
was represented internally in the organism. 
 
Look, the issue wasn't whether one can determine whether a control hierarchy 
has a single top level goal in any particular case, but whether ALL control 
hierarchies must be BUILT so that they support one top-level goal. We know, 
for example, that all living control systems had as ancestors control systems 
that survived long enough to propagate their genes. We do NOT know that any 
of these ancestral control hierarchies were built so that they had a single 
top-level elementary control unit whose reference level for a perception of 
surviving had the value "long enough to propagate my genes." But we do know 
that they ALL, over billions of years, without exception, behaved as if they 
did have such a goal. 
 
 
> I know a different test. We must both design a control system whose 3 
> goals (x=3, etc.) are provided to us. You build a controller which 
> implements those 3 goals directly. I first combine the three goals 
> into one super-goal, after which I design my controller to control 
> for that super-goal. When testing the behaviors of both controllers, 
> they turn out to be exactly identical. Can we now answer the 
> following questions: 
> 
> - do both controllers have one super-goal? 
 
No. 
 
> - do both controllers have 3 independent, parallel goals? 
 
Yes, but in your case those parallel goals support the one super-goal. In 
mine, they don't, because mine was built not to have such a super-goal. 
 
> - does your controller have 3 goals whereas mine has one? 
 
Yours has four, mine has three. The referents for three of your goals are 
set by the control system for the top one. 
 
> 
> >> ... different weights can be attached to the individual terms 
> 
> >Now your "top" goal has three extra degrees of freedom that the 
> >analyst can use to get around the problem that the gains on the x, 
> >y, and z "real" perceptual control systems may be different, leading 
> >to ellipsoidal rather than spherical iso-deviation contours. 
> 
 
> A lot of different roads lead to Rome, as they say here. 
> That doesn't mean that Rome's location has "degrees of freedom". 
> 
> >The analyst can still delude himself into seeing a non-existent top 
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> >goal by using these extra degrees of freedom provided by the 
> >weights. 
> 
> This I do not understand. Can you explain? 
> 
 
It's not the location of Rome that has extra degrees of freedom, but the 
ability to describe the behaviour used in getting to Rome--the behaviour 
you use to determine whether Rome is a "top-level goal" or simply the 
place arrived at because you wanted to get to longitude X and latitude Y 
for two irrelevant reasons. Your weights correspond to differences in the 
gain functions for X and Y control at the top-level of a hierarchy with 
no single (multidimensional) "Rome" ("perceiving myself to be at x,y") goal. 
 
Martin 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Fri, 20 Dec 1996 11:31:36 -0800 
From:    Richard Marken <marken@AEROSPACE.AERO.ORG> 
Subject: Re: Environmental variables are not controlled 
 
[From Rick Marken (961220.1130)] 
 
Bruce Abbott (961220.1415 EST)-- 
 
>I do understand the distinction you have in mind.  As soon as an unmodeled 
>disturbance hits the CV (during the blind condition), the difference between 
>control via CV and control via CVm will become immediately apparent. 
 
>The problem is, that there is no mathematical distinction to be found 
>between a system that uses dMod to establish _apparent_ control over the 
>environmental variable, and a normal control system operating under the 
>condition that d = dMod. 
 
But there is. I gave it in my previous post. CV is mathematically _not_ in 
the loop when the system uses dMod to establish _apparent_ control of CV;CV 
is in the loop when the system has _actual_ control of CV. 
 
>The reason you have having so much trouble getting this distinction across 
>to me is that you are unable to find any justification for it. 
 
The distintion is simply that CV is in the loop (with o) in one case and not 
in the other. 
 
>I doubt that even Bill will be able to rescue you from this one . . . 
 
Maybe not;-( 
 
>And cut out the condescending crap about my not understanding  control 
>theory. 
 
Ah. Now you know how I feel about your posts;-) 
 
>It would appear from our recent exchanges that I understand it better than 
>you do. 
 
Yes, if "better" means "in a way that allows you to see no conflict between 
PCT and the foundations of experimental psychology". 
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Best 
 
Rick 
 
PS. I was reading the "After Galileo" chapter of Living Control Systems 
II last night. I highly recommend it to everyone but especially to you, 
Bruce. It might help you understand some of the variables I am controlling, 
which make so much of what you say a rather massive disturbance. 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Fri, 20 Dec 1996 10:41:18 PDT 
From:    CCHERPAS <CCHERPAS@CCCPP.COM> 
Subject: Re: Executive VP position 
 
[From Chris Cherpas (961220.1025 PT)] 
 
 Thanks to all who responded to my search for an Executive VP. 
 
 Some commonly asked questions so far: 
 
 - CCC is located in Sunnyvale California which in the middle 
   of Silicon Valley (around the southern tip of SF Bay, from 
   east to west, there is San Jose, Santa Clara, Sunnyvale, 
   Mountain View, and Palo Alto) 
 
 - I will get on our HR manager's schedule to pursue details 
   about how we can put together some arrangements for everybody 
   to get to know each other, etc. 
 
 - It would be a good move to send me a resume; if you want to 
   send something fast, but feel you'd like more time and 
   information to refine it before actual hiring officials 
   (not just a back-room guy like me), then let me know.  I 
   want the caliber of people who have responded to get every 
   advantage I can possibly provide in this process. 
 
 Once again, I am very grateful for your replies and would have 
 responded to each of you individually by now, but I just got 
 overwhelmed with more projects than HUD -- all demanding attention 
 today!  So this message is mostly to explain why I haven't replied 
 seriously/individually yet.  Thanks for your patience. 
 
Best to all, 
cc 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Fri, 20 Dec 1996 14:48:21 -0500 
From:    Martin Taylor <mmt@DCIEM.DND.CA> 
Subject: Re: Lies, damned lies and non-control 
 
[Martin Taylor 961220 14:30] 
> Bruce Gregory (962020.1350 EST)] 
> 
> Martin Taylor 961220 13:10 
> 
> >... model-based systems may very well be useful, even 
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> > if they don't control. If the environment happens to be reasonably 
predictable, 
> > and the models are good, real control is only required as a kind of 
> > monitoring, to see whether the model is still keeping the variable on track. 
> 
> It is not clear to me how control can be "a kind of monitoring". 
> The two functions seem quite distinct to this country boy. 
 
It's not clear to me which two functions you are talking about, of the three 
in question. However, rather than trying to guess at that, let me try to 
put into other words what I was getting at. 
 
(1) I see little value in squabbling over words when there are issues at 
hand referring to the way things work. Hence, I referred to "stabilizing" 
environmental variables and "controlling" perception, just to keep the 
peace. One aspect of this point is that it is the stabilization of the 
environmental variable that matters, but the perceptual control is all 
we can actually do. Model-based (planned) output may aid stabilization 
sometimes, when disturbances are well predicted. 
 
(2) By "monitoring" I did not mean anything more clever than "control at 
much lower bandwidth than would otherwise be necessary." If the model 
keeps working well and seems ordinarily likely to do so, the only "control" 
needed to sustain the stabilization of the environmental variable over 
prolonged periods (impossible with model-based outflow alone) can be 
accomplished by a much slower and lower gain control system than would 
otherwise be necessary. If the model can't be trusted to work well, full 
fledged perceptual control would be necessary. It's control, either way, 
but I used "monitoring" with the connotation that the control is far less 
aggressive. 
 
> > Engineered "control" systems don't care whether an internal perception is 
> > controlled. They "care" whether the job the designer wants done is done...in 
> > other words, the designer and the user may be control systems, when all 
> > the engineered system does is to keep something in the outer world stable 
> > for them, with or without "control". (As evolution did for us by providing 
> > skeletons, without which the muscular control systems would have a difficult 
> > time keeping our bodies within a small vertically oriented space for very 
> > long:-) 
> 
> Certainly. But how much bandwith does CSGNet want to devote to 
> the optimal thickness of insulation for houses built in 
> Connecticut? 
 
Oh, CSGnet could restrict itself to "monitoring" that, were it not for the 
fact that certain voluble participants assert that it matters that the 
thickness of turtle-shells doesn't contribute to the performance of the 
control hierarchy--that model-based stabilization of environmental variables 
is not control and shouldn't be talked about on CSGnet. 
 
If we can keep straight that _both_ perceptual control _and_ model-based 
output can, under different curcumstances, be useful in stabilizing 
important environmental variables, then perhaps we can deal with them 
not as conflicting propositions but as complementary possible strategies 
that could support each other. A control loop in a model-based system 
could reduce the "unmodelled deviation" (not "disturbance") to the 
stabilized variable; a good model (such as the Artificial Cerebellum) somewhere 
in a control loop could reduce the effect of the disturbance and enhance 
control, if the environmental feedback loop or the disturbance had 
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partly predictable characteristics. 
 
Perhaps it would be a good idea if we were to use "control" for perceptual 
control, and "stabilization" for what happens to an environmental variable 
whose perceptual correlate is controlled. Stabilization, but not control, 
also happens when a good outflow model opposes a well-predicted disturbance. 
 
Martin 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Fri, 20 Dec 1996 15:28:23 EST 
From:    Bruce Gregory <gregory@CF4.HARVARD.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Lies, damned lies and non-control 
 
[From Bruce Gregory (961220.1530 EST)] 
 
Martin Taylor 961220 14:30 
 
> If we can keep straight that _both_ perceptual control _and_ model-based 
> output can, under different curcumstances, be useful in stabilizing 
> important environmental variables, then perhaps we can deal with them 
> not as conflicting propositions but as complementary possible strategies 
> that could support each other. A control loop in a model-based system 
> could reduce the "unmodelled deviation" (not "disturbance") to the 
> stabilized variable; a good model (such as the Artificial Cerebellum) somewhere 
> in a control loop could reduce the effect of the disturbance and enhance 
> control, if the environmental feedback loop or the disturbance had 
> partly predictable characteristics. 
> 
> Perhaps it would be a good idea if we were to use "control" for perceptual 
> control, and "stabilization" for what happens to an environmental variable 
> whose perceptual correlate is controlled. Stabilization, but not control, 
> also happens when a good outflow model opposes a well-predicted disturbance. 
 
Could it not be that, as far as living control systems are 
concerned, the time scale for the results of outflow models 
such as the thickness of turtle shells or the behavior of 
deciduous trees is much much longer than the time scales for 
perceptual control? In which case might the former be of limited 
value in understanding the behavior of living systems? 
 
 
Bruce Gregory 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Fri, 20 Dec 1996 15:03:27 -0600 
From:    Bruce Abbott <abbott@CVAX.IPFW.INDIANA.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Lies, damned lies and non-control 
 
[From Bruce Abbott (961220.1405 EST)] 
 
>Bruce Gregory (961220.1240 EST) -- 
 
>>Bruce Abbott (961220.1150 EST) 
 
>> This world is _full_ of highly predictable disturbances, Rick.  Example: 
>> Even in California, some of the trees there shed their leaves in the fall, 
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>> preparing for the coming freeze.  (I know because I grew up there.)  These 
>> systems are acting to oppose a disturbance that only correlates with the 
>> season, by using the length of daylight as a surrogate variable.  I think 
>> the problem with the perception that disturbances are highly unpredictable 
>> is that one tends to focus on the lowest-level systems, for which 
>> disturbances are frequent and largely unpredictable.  But there are 
>> lower-frequency systems whose CVs tend to behave rather predictably, and for 
>> these systems, model-based control might be an option. . . . 
 
>To this country boy, there appears to be an ambiguity in the 
>use of the the word "control" in this exchange. I-90 is wide 
>and has many straight stretches. Despite this, I would predict 
>disaster if I were close my eyes for thirty seconds while 
>driving at 65 mph even if there were no other cars on the road. 
>I would also be very reluctant to say that I was controlling 
>the car while my eyes were closed. Praying would seem more 
>descriptive than controlling ;-) 
 
You have chosen for your illustration just the sort of situation in which 
model-based control would be at its worst, with fast-acting and 
unpredictable disturbances acting continuously.  This of course ignores 
entirely the content of the paragraph to which this is supposedly a reply. 
 
>It seems to me that you put your coat on before you go out 
>because you have a reference state for not going outdoors in 
>the winter without a coat. You can certainly call this reference 
>state a model of the world, but it doesn't seem to me that what 
>you are doing involves this model except as a reference level. 
>But as I say, I'm just a country boy and therefore several steps 
>below even a simple engineer. 
 
I'm probably even simpler, Bruce, so if you can offer a cogent argument I'm 
likely to buy it. 
 
I think it would clarify your argument to rephrase it in ordinary English: 
 
  It seems to me that you put your coat on before you go out because you 
  don't want to go outdoors without a coat. 
 
Well, that's true enough, so far as it goes. 
 
But _why_ do you want to go outdoors with your coat on?  Clearly there is no 
current temperature-disturbance acting on your system, for which setting a 
reference for putting on your coat would be an appropriate action, so it 
would appear that there is no reason for you to do so. 
 
Regards, 
 
Bruce 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Fri, 20 Dec 1996 13:42:51 -0700 
From:    "T. B. Harms" <tbh@TESSER.COM> 
Subject: DIRECT Re: Lies, damned lies and non-control 
 
Martin, 
 
I found your recent post most persuasive, and thank you for arguing in this 
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direction. 
 
Tracy 
 
 
 
>[...] 
>If we can keep straight that _both_ perceptual control _and_ model-based 
>output can, under different curcumstances, be useful in stabilizing 
>important environmental variables, then perhaps we can deal with them 
>not as conflicting propositions but as complementary possible strategies 
>that could support each other. [...] 
> 
>Perhaps it would be a good idea if we were to use "control" for perceptual 
>control, and "stabilization" for what happens to an environmental variable 
>whose perceptual correlate is controlled. Stabilization, but not control, 
>also happens when a good outflow model opposes a well-predicted disturbance. 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Fri, 20 Dec 1996 13:21:11 -0800 
From:    Richard Marken <marken@AEROSPACE.AERO.ORG> 
Subject: Re: Lies, damned lies and non-control 
 
[From Rick Marken (961220.1330)] 
 
Bruce Gregory (962020.1350 EST) -- 
 
> It is not clear to me how control can be "a kind of monitoring". 
> The two functions seem quite distinct to this country boy. 
 
Martin Taylor (961220 14:30) -- 
 
>By "monitoring" I did not mean anything more clever than "control at 
>much lower bandwidth than would otherwise be necessary." 
 
Boy, these city slickers can sure shine ya on, can't they Bruce? 
 
>If we can keep straight that _both_ perceptual control _and_ model-based 
>output can, under different curcumstances, be useful in stabilizing 
>important environmental variables, then perhaps we can deal with them 
>not as conflicting propositions but as complementary possible strategies 
>that could support each other. 
 
Spoken like a true non-experimentalist. 
 
>Perhaps it would be a good idea if we were to use "control" for perceptual 
>control, and "stabilization" for what happens to an environmental variable 
>whose perceptual correlate is controlled. 
 
I don't think so. Martin. Nice try. I think we should call control "control". 
 
The environmental variable in a control loop is controlled. Try it and see 
for yourself. Do what I now call the "Nature of Control" tracking demo at my 
web site. I now provide two measures of control: RMS Error and Stability. 
Both of these measures are computed on the basis of the value of an 
environmental variable (cursor position in pixels) _not_ a perceptual 
variable (the neural correlate of cursor position or whatever the "real" 
controlled variable is in your brain). Lo and behold you will see that the 
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cursor, an environmental variable -- the variable that you and Bruce Abbott 
seem to think is _not_ controlled by a control system -- is under control. 
 
Best 
 
Rick 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Fri, 20 Dec 1996 14:22:21 -0700 
From:    "T. B. Harms" <tbh@TESSER.COM> 
Subject: Re: Lies, damned lies and non-control 
 
*From Tracy Harms 1996;12,20.14 
 
First of all, I see that a message I intended to send privately to Martin 
Taylor went to the whole group.  Ooops. 
 
Now in response to Bruce Gregory (961220.1530 EST) 
 
>Could it not be that, as far as living control systems are 
>concerned, the time scale for the results of outflow models 
>such as the thickness of turtle shells or the behavior of 
>deciduous trees is much much longer than the time scales for 
>perceptual control? In which case might the former be of limited 
>value in understanding the behavior of living systems? 
 
What looms large for me as the place we're going to find applicability is 
the setting of reference levels.  If anticipatory aspects of organisms 
drive their reference levels -- and I'd say the examples from zoology are 
overwhelmingly abundant -- this has a very clear connection to the behavior 
of living systems. 
 
 
Tracy Bruce Harms                                        tbh@tesser.com 
Boulder, Colorado 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Fri, 20 Dec 1996 16:34:09 EST 
From:    Bruce Gregory <gregory@CF4.HARVARD.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Lies, damned lies and non-control 
 
[From Bruce Gregory (961220.1635)] 
 
>From Tracy Harms 1996;12,20.14 
 
> What looms large for me as the place we're going to find applicability is 
> the setting of reference levels.  If anticipatory aspects of organisms 
> drive their reference levels -- and I'd say the examples from zoology are 
> overwhelmingly abundant -- this has a very clear connection to the behavior 
> of living systems. 
 
If the setting of reference levels is all that is meant by 
model-based behavior, then we are all one happy family. When 
people argue that environmental variables are not controlled, I 
suspect we are on the other side of the looking glass. 
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Bruce Gregory 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Fri, 20 Dec 1996 15:15:58 -0700 
From:    Bill Powers <powers_w@FRONTIER.NET> 
Subject: HPCT vs Simulation-based control 
 
[From Bill Powers (961220.1500 MST)] 
 
Bruce Abbott suggests that the shedding of leaves in the autumn is an 
example of model-based or simulation-based control. But that is to accept 
the model-based idea as simpler than an alternative HPCT-based idea. What 
variable do you think that trees might control by shedding their leaves, and 
what perception do you think might be affected by this means of action? Is 
the behavior we see (the changes in color, the drying out, and breaking off 
of the stems) likely to be the relevant aspect of the tree's behavior? Are 
we seeing the variable that the tree's action is controlling? 
 
I think there's a great temptation for some to offer what seems to be a 
simple cause-effect explanation of phenomema like these. What could be 
simpler than to say that cold weather or short days cause trees to shed 
their leaves? The pitfalls of this approach become evident when you start 
asking HOW these causes could produce these effects. Can trees perceive the 
length of a day or the temperature of the air and ground? Can they 
anticipate that winter is coming? Where do these computations take place? In 
the leaves? The roots? The channels beneath the bark? Does the environment 
as we know it even exist for a tree? 
 
I think that when you look beneath the surface appearances, it is the 
control-system model that comes out looking the simplest. 
 
Best, 
 
Bill P. 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Fri, 20 Dec 1996 22:50:12 +0100 
From:    Oded Maler <Oded.Maler@IMAG.FR> 
Subject: Re: Lies, damned lies and non-control 
 
(from Oded Maler 961220) 
>[From Bruce Gregory (61220.1400 EST)] 
>Don't even try. Suggest that someone get on a straight section 
>of freeway when there is little traffic and close their eyes 
>for thirty seconds while driving. The effect is both dramatic 
>and compelling ;-) 
 
How about a person daily getting out of his door without being able 
to perceive whether during the night someone was putting a bomb 
under his doorstep. I am not sure whether a "real' controller (in 
contrast to a model-based) can be implemented in flesh and blood. 
 
Besides it's only a question of time-scales. 
 
 
--Oded 
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-- 
=============================================================== 
Oded Maler, VERIMAG, Miniparc ZIRST, 38330 Montbonnot, France 
Phone:  76909635   Fax: 76413620   e-mail: Oded.Maler@imag.fr 
Home page:       http://www.imag.fr/VERIMAG/PEOPLE/Oded.Maler 
=============================================================== 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Fri, 20 Dec 1996 14:56:59 -0700 
From:    Bill Powers <powers_w@FRONTIER.NET> 
Subject: How imagination helps control 
 
[From Bill Powers (961220.1030 MST)] 
 
Bruce Abbott's program has helped me to see something. Imagination can help 
with control even if no attempt is made to model the disturbance (which in 
general is pretty futile if you try to model it for any substantial time 
into the future). Looking at RunBlnd3, you can see that while the unmodeled 
disturbance is having some pretty large effects on the controlled variable, 
the AVERAGE value of the controlled variable is jumping up and down with the 
reference signal. So if there were no unmodeled disturbance, the CV would be 
behaving nearly correctly, as correctly as the accuracy of the world-model 
(here a multiplier of 1) permits. 
 
It's not necessary to have a complete world-model or even a very good 
world-model in order to get some benefits from it, as Hans has pointed out. 
Even if the world-model represents only _part_ of the actual external 
situation, it can make it possible for changes in the reference signal to 
have effects in the right general direction, because the outputs will vary 
in the right direction (as long as the partial world-model is reasonably 
representative of the whole situation). The effect bears a resemblance to 
the Marken Effect, where an external control system that conflicts with the 
internal one can actually improve control. 
 
As we can see from the program, the perception is controlled in all cases, 
sometimes much better than its external correlate is controlled. As far as 
the organism is awaredly concerned it is control of perception that is real, 
and all else is hypothetical. But as a number of people have pointed out 
(Martin Taylor said this long ago, and today and yesterday has been 
amplifying on this idea to our benefit), the _actual_ effects of behavior 
reflected onto the organism are the ultimately critical factor, because 
those are what determine intrinsic error, and correcting intrinsic error 
determines when reorganization will cease. It's the reorganizing system that 
provides the reality test. And this is what shapes the world-models -- not 
necessarily by the EKF method, but by SOME method that continually compares 
actual physical effect with the effects that are desired, and adjusts the 
model to eliminate the difference, as much as possible. 
 
Long parenthesis: 
 
I think "world-model" is a rather overblown way of describing the kind of 
internal imagination connection that gives us these advantages. Especially 
in a modular hierarchical system, the "world-model" associated with any one 
module (if it exists) is simply an approximation of the effect of the output 
signal on the one-dimensional perceptual signal. In Bruce's program it's 
just a multiplier of 1, corresponding to the external multiplier of 1. In 
some (maybe all) spinal motor neurons, there's a negative feedback 
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connection from the output signal to the input signal that goes through an 
internuncial neuron which has special properties: in terms of frequency it's 
a leaky integrator. Hit it with a sudden train of constant-frequency input 
impulses, and its output signal will slowly rise in frequency to an 
asymptote. Remove the input signal, and its output will slowly decline in 
frequency to zero, along an exponential decay curve. You could say that this 
is an imagination connection, a world model, that represents the effect of a 
muscle on the muscle tension signal. But you could also say that it just 
causes a phase advance in the transfer function of the motor neuron, which 
compensates partly for the lag in the muscle response. 
 
In lower-level systems, calling this sort of feedback connection a 
world-model is, in my opinion, overkill. It's reading too much into a simple 
connection. It's not a model of very much of the world, if calling it a 
model is justified at all. 
 
Anyway, back to the main thread before I forget my point again (long 
parentheses require a well-functioning short-term memory). 
 
There is an _objective_ sense in which model-based control can have 
beneficial effects, "objective" meaning "acting through the physical world" 
instead of only through perceptions. But the model-based control is always a 
second choice, because the tightest and most reliable control comes through 
real-time perception. In Bruce's program you can see how using the model at 
least produces changes in the CV of about the right kind -- but when you 
switch to sighted control, the improvement is immediate and drastic. 
 
Furthermore, the model-based and real-time control connections can't 
coexist. Bruce, you might want to try adding the two signals together to see 
what happens to CV and CVm). You can probably guess what would happen even 
without trying it. Both CV and CVm would  come to half the value of the 
reference signal. There's no _simple_ way I can think of to combine the 
imaginary and real information and still get control. If you average the 
two, then when you lose the input information the model's CVm will be 
controlled at half the reference value. You have to choose which to control. 
 
Finally, I don't want the above musings to leave the wrong impression. 
Unless you've played with control models for some time, it's easy to get the 
impression that "an effect in the right direction" belongs in the same 
discussion with real control. Just look at RunBlnd3: when you switch to 
sighted control, the CV immediately starts following the reference signal 
with only a very small error, despite the perfectly enormous disturbances. 
Look at the white "output" trace -- it's varying rapidly and by extreme 
amounts, actively countering the effects of the large unmodeled disturbance 
and keeping the CV within 10% of the value of the reference signal. Most 
disturbances are like this: they would, without the counteracting behavior, 
cause the CV to depart radically from the reference level. Practically all 
of our muscle forces are used to counteract disturbances of one sort or 
another, starting with gravity. When you lift a 20-pound suitcase, 19.99 
pounds of your effort are going into cancelling the disturbance of the 
suitcase's weight and mass. And if the suitcase weighs only 2 pounds, you 
don't fling it over your head, contrary to well-known thought experiments 
that keep being cited. If that were true, UPS would go out of business. 
 
Last comment. The term "model" keeps cropping up in places where I think 
it's inappropriate. Hans' world-model is a _simulation_ of the environment. 
But where Martin wants to use the term "model" often would't fit the concept 
of a simulation. Adding a first derivative to a perceptual signal is not a 
simulation of anything. So if there is a persistent usage of the term model 
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in these other connections, perhaps we should call Hans' model a 
simulation-based control system. 
 
Best to all, 
 
Bill P. 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Fri, 20 Dec 1996 16:17:39 EST 
From:    Bruce Gregory <gregory@CF4.HARVARD.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Lies, damned lies and non-control 
 
[From Bruce Gregory (961220.1620) 
 
Bruce Abbott (961220.1405 EST)] 
 
 
> You have chosen for your illustration just the sort of situation in which 
> model-based control would be at its worst, with fast-acting and 
> unpredictable disturbances acting continuously.  This of course ignores 
> entirely the content of the paragraph to which this is supposedly a reply. 
 
Really? I had in mind a smooth flat section of highway without 
any traffic. Normally, the disturbances would not even be 
noticable. If these are fast acting unpredictable disturbances, 
you must have a _very_ isolated system in mind. 
 
> I think it would clarify your argument to rephrase it in ordinary English: 
> 
>   It seems to me that you put your coat on before you go out because you 
>   don't want to go outdoors without a coat. 
> 
> Well, that's true enough, so far as it goes. 
> 
> But _why_ do you want to go outdoors with your coat on?  Clearly there is no 
> current temperature-disturbance acting on your system, for which setting a 
> reference for putting on your coat would be an appropriate action, so it 
> would appear that there is no reason for you to do so. 
 
Many of my actions are not taken in response to disturbances. 
(That's because I'm an autonomous perceptual control system ;-)) 
I assume you are too. Therefore I assume you establish your 
reference levels levels and then act so that your perceptions 
match them. I want to go home home at the end of the day. I set 
a reference level for perceiving myself leaving the office. It 
is December. I set a reference level for putting on my coat 
before I leave my office. If setting reference levels is what 
you mean by acting on the basis of a model, then we work in the 
same way ;-) 
 
 
Bruce Gregory 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Fri, 20 Dec 1996 17:10:50 -0600 
From:    Bruce Abbott <abbott@CVAX.IPFW.INDIANA.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Lies, damned lies and non-control 
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[From Bruce Abbott (961220.1810 EST)] 
 
>Rick Marken (961220.1330) -- 
 
Boy, these city slickers can sure shine ya on, can't they Bruce? 
 
Actually, it's those country boys you have to watch out for.  They pretend 
to be ignorant and unsophisticated and then WHAM, they hit you between the 
eyes, just when you've let your guard down.  Remember when Sam Irvin chaired 
the Watergate hearings?  He said that he was "just a country lawyer."  Yeah, 
right.  (:-> 
 
>The environmental variable in a control loop is controlled. Try it and see 
>for yourself. 
 
Well, sure had ME fooled!  Guess lil' ol' me was misled by the name of the 
theory -- _perceptual_ control theory -- into the mistaken belief that 
_perceptions_ are under control.  To prevent simple guys like me from being 
snookered like this in the future, I think we MUST change the name 
immediately, to (what else?) Environmental Control Theory (ECT). 
 
Oh, my, I must be getting delusional.  I have this clear recollection of 
Bill P. offering the example of a thermostat with a defective sensor.  Seems 
that the damned thing kept the room temperature way over set point, merrily 
going along controlling its _perception_ of the room's temperature (as given 
by the defective sensor) rather than the actual temperature of the room. 
But if what you say is correct, this can't be true. 
 
Deleriously, 
 
Bruce 
 
P.S. For what it's worth (given my current delusional state), I agree with 
Martin.  Well said, Martin. 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Fri, 20 Dec 1996 17:53:27 EST 
From:    Bruce Gregory <gregory@CF4.HARVARD.EDU> 
Subject: Re: How imagination helps control 
 
[From Bruce Gregory (961220.1800 EST)] 
 
Bill Powers (961220.1030 MST)] 
 
> Last comment. The term "model" keeps cropping up in places where I think 
> it's inappropriate. Hans' world-model is a _simulation_ of the environment. 
> But where Martin wants to use the term "model" often would't fit the concept 
> of a simulation. Adding a first derivative to a perceptual signal is not a 
> simulation of anything. So if there is a persistent usage of the term model 
> in these other connections, perhaps we should call Hans' model a 
> simulation-based control system. 
 
I believe the common expression for such a simulation is 
"thinking". What do we lose by saying that thinking is one way 
in which we set reference levels. What else can we do but set 
reference levels? 
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Bruce Gregory 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Fri, 20 Dec 1996 17:47:26 -0600 
From:    Bruce Abbott <abbott@CVAX.IPFW.INDIANA.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Lies, damned lies and non-control 
 
[From Bruce Abbott (961220.1850 EST)] 
 
>Martin Taylor 961220 14:30 -- 
 
>(1) I see little value in squabbling over words when there are issues at 
>hand referring to the way things work. Hence, I referred to "stabilizing" 
>environmental variables and "controlling" perception, just to keep the 
>peace. One aspect of this point is that it is the stabilization of the 
>environmental variable that matters, but the perceptual control is all 
>we can actually do. Model-based (planned) output may aid stabilization 
>sometimes, when disturbances are well predicted. 
 
Very nice, Martin.  This is one of the ideas I've been trying to get across, 
without much success I'm afraid, owing to confusion about what should or 
should not be called "control."  I like your distinction between 
"stabilizing" and "controlling," although it does tend to muddy the 
similarity I was attempting to bring out between normal and model-based control. 
 
>If we can keep straight that _both_ perceptual control _and_ model-based 
>output can, under different curcumstances, be useful in stabilizing 
>important environmental variables, then perhaps we can deal with them 
>not as conflicting propositions but as complementary possible strategies 
>that could support each other. A control loop in a model-based system 
>could reduce the "unmodelled deviation" (not "disturbance") to the 
>stabilized variable; a good model (such as the Artificial Cerebellum) somewhere 
>in a control loop could reduce the effect of the disturbance and enhance 
>control, if the environmental feedback loop or the disturbance had 
>partly predictable characteristics. 
 
Hear hear!  That's exactly what I had in mind. 
 
I believe there may be a perception that I have been _advocating_ 
model-based control over ordinary feedback control, but I have not been.  My 
objective has been to move the discussion toward _evaluating_ the usefulness 
of such systems, which is in my view a better strategy than outright 
rejection based on assorted verbal arguments and gut feelings.  There's an 
old saying I like very much that goes as follows:  "It is better to debate a 
question without settling it than to settle a question without debating it." 
(I'm sorry, but I've forgotten the author of this quote.) 
 
With respect to the computer simulations Bill and I have posted, I would 
like to know who has actually compiled and run any of them (other than Bill 
and Rick, who I know have).  Thus far, I have received not one request for a 
compiled version that could be run without the need for a compiler. 
 
Regards, 
 
Bruce 
 
------------------------------ 
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Date:    Fri, 20 Dec 1996 19:23:53 -0500 
From:    David <dgoldstein@P3.NET> 
Subject: Re: Lies, damned lies and non-control 
 
Bruce Abbott wrote: 
> 
> [From Bruce Abbott (961220.1850 EST)] 
> 
> >Martin Taylor 961220 14:30 -- 
> 
> >(1) I see little value in squabbling over words when there are issues at 
> >hand referring to the way things work. Hence, I referred to "stabilizing" 
> >environmental variables and "controlling" perception, just to keep the 
> >peace. One aspect of this point is that it is the stabilization of the 
> >environmental variable that matters, but the perceptual control is all 
> >we can actually do. Model-based (planned) output may aid stabilization 
> >sometimes, when disturbances are well predicted. 
> 
> Very nice, Martin.  This is one of the ideas I've been trying to get across, 
> without much success I'm afraid, owing to confusion about what should or 
> should not be called "control."  I like your distinction between 
> "stabilizing" and "controlling," although it does tend to muddy the 
> similarity I was attempting to bring out between normal and model-based control. 
> 
> >If we can keep straight that _both_ perceptual control _and_ model-based 
> >output can, under different curcumstances, be useful in stabilizing 
> >important environmental variables, then perhaps we can deal with them 
> >not as conflicting propositions but as complementary possible strategies 
> >that could support each other. A control loop in a model-based system 
> >could reduce the "unmodelled deviation" (not "disturbance") to the 
> >stabilized variable; a good model (such as the Artificial Cerebellum) somewhere 
> >in a control loop could reduce the effect of the disturbance and enhance 
> >control, if the environmental feedback loop or the disturbance had 
> >partly predictable characteristics. 
> 
> Hear hear!  That's exactly what I had in mind. 
> 
> I believe there may be a perception that I have been _advocating_ 
> model-based control over ordinary feedback control, but I have not been.  My 
> objective has been to move the discussion toward _evaluating_ the usefulness 
> of such systems, which is in my view a better strategy than outright 
> rejection based on assorted verbal arguments and gut feelings.  There's an 
> old saying I like very much that goes as follows:  "It is better to debate a 
> question without settling it than to settle a question without debating it." 
> (I'm sorry, but I've forgotten the author of this quote.) 
> 
> With respect to the computer simulations Bill and I have posted, I would 
> like to know who has actually compiled and run any of them (other than Bill 
> and Rick, who I know have).  Thus far, I have received not one request for a 
> compiled version that could be run without the need for a compiler. 
> 
> Regards, 
> 
> Bruce 
 
 
Bruce, 
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Let me be the first to request a compiled version.  I forgot that this 
was possible. 
 
Are you going to send it as an attachment?  I have Netscape Navigator 
and I believe that I could unattach it and save it and run it. 
 
Thanks, 
 
David M. Goldstein 
 
------------------------------ 
 
End of CSGNET Digest - 20 Dec 1996 to 21 Dec 1996 
************************************************* 
 
Date:     Sun, 22 Dec 1996 08:00:08 +1800 
Subject:  CSGNET Digest - 21 Dec 1996 to 22 Dec 1996 
 
There are 19 messages totalling 2166 lines in this issue. 
 
Topics of the day: 
 
  1. Lies, damned lies and non-control (4) 
  2. Driving blind; wearing coats (6) 
  3. Autonomy (3) 
  4. Control of perception 
  5. ECT (3) 
  6. Determinacy 
  7. Bruce's runblind compiled program 
 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Date:    Sat, 21 Dec 1996 07:23:55 -0700 
From:    Bill Powers <powers_w@FRONTIER.NET> 
Subject: Re: Lies, damned lies and non-control 
 
--=====================_851203435==_ 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii" 
 
Hi, David -- 
 
I'm sending you my latest revision of Bruce's program as an executable file, 
attached to this post. Hope it works. 
Best, 
Bill P. 
 
--=====================_851203435==_ 
Content-Type: application/octet-stream; name="RUNBLND2.EXE" 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: base64 
Content-Disposition: attachment; filename="RUNBLND2.EXE" 
 
TVqAAE0A/ABBAEsES6SSCQBAAADcCAAAHAAAAPQAAAAGAQAADwEAACEBAAAzAQAAPAEAAE4BAABX 
AQAAaQEAAHIBAACEAQAAjQEAAJ8BAACoAQAAugEAAMMBAADVAQAA3gEAAO8BAAABAgAABwIAABgC 
AAAqAgAAMAIAAEECAABTAgAAWQIAAGoCAAB8AgAAggIAAJMCAACeAgAArwIAALoCAADLAgAA1gIA 
AOcCAADyAgAAAwMAAA4DAAAfAwAAKgMAADYDAAACBAAAJAQAAHUEAACjBAAAtAQAAMUEAADWBAAA 
5wQAACAFAAAlBQAAMgUAAFcFAABcBQAAaQUAAIYFAACLBQAAmAUAALUFAAC6BQAAxwUAAM8FAADX 
BQAA/gUAACUGAABMBgAAcwYAAJgGAACpBgAAuwYAAMEGAADZBgAA5AYAAPcGAAACBwAADgcAACEH 
AAA3BwAASgcAAFcHAABqBwAAfQcAAIoHAACdBwAAsAcAAL0HAADQBwAA4wcAAPAHAAADCAAAFggA 
ACMIAAA6CAAASwgAAFcIAABhCAAAbggAAHwIAACJCAAAlwgAAKgIAAC5CAAAxggAANQIAADfCAAA 
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5AgAAOkIAADuCAAA+AgAAAEJAAAGCQAACwkAABAJAAAYCQAAIAkAADYJAACvCQAAtAkAAL0JAAAQ 
CgAADACiADoAogBHAKIAUgCiAFgAogBgAKIAZQCiAGoAogByAKIApgCiALAAogC3AKIAyQCiANAA 
ogD1AKIA+gCiABABogAfAaIAJwGiACwBogAxAaIAOQGiAEcBogAbAJgDLgCYA6UAmAOqAJgDrwCY 
A8MAmAPIAJgDzQCYA9UAmAOeApgDuQKYA9QCmAPsApgD9gKYAwADmAMOA5gDJgOYAzADmAM6A5gD 
SAOYA2MDmAN+A5gDmQOYA7EDmAO7A5gDxQOYA9MDmAPuA5gDCQSYAyQEmAM/BJgDVwSYA2EEmANr 
BJgDeQSYA5MEmAOtBJgDvwSYA9MEmAPdBJgD6wSYAzsFmAOWBZgDugWYAwoGmAOZB5gDoweYAwcI 
mANbCJgDZQiYA8gImAM6CZgDRAmYA9AJmAPVCZgDUAqYA10KmAMPC5gDGguYAx8LmAMtC5gDMguY 
A1ELmANfC5gDZAuYA3kLmAOVC5gD5AuYA+4LmAP8C5gDawyYA7gMmAPCDJgDxwyYA4YNmAMRDpgD 
Rg6YA1AOmANeDpgDZA6YA7EPmAPFD5gDcxCYA6ESmAN6E5gDqBOYA8gUmAPSFJgD4BSYAygVmANb 
FZgDhBWYA44VmAOTFZgDRRaYA1IWmAMJACoHJAAqBzcAKgc7ASoHAQCMBxsBjAdzBYwHSw6MB2YO 
jAd8DowHmw6MBwAAAAAYUnVuQmxuZDIgQ29udHJvbGxlciBEZW1vJlByZXNzIFNwYWNlYmFyIHRv 
IHRvZ2dsZSBTaWdodGVkL0JsaW5kIlByZXNzICJjIiB0byB0b2dnbGUgY29udHJvbCBvbi9vZmYe 
Q29udHJvbGxlZCBQZXJjZXB0dWFsIFZhcmlhYmxlFkVudmlyb25tZW50YWwgVmFyaWFibGUPUmVm 
ZXJlbmNlIGxldmVsEUNvbnRyb2xsZXIgT3V0cHV0EkFjdHVhbCBEaXN0dXJiYW5jZRNNb2RlbGVk 
IERpc3R1cmJhbmNlATADMTAwAzIwMFWJ5THAmjAFjAe4yABQuAoAUL8AAA5XmgocmAO4DgBQmrMa 
mAO4kQBQuB4AUL8ZAA5XmgocmAO4kQBQuCgAUL9AAA5XmgocmAO4CwBQmrMamAO4CgBQuDwAUL9j 
AA5XmgocmAO4DABQmrMamAO4CgBQuEsAUL+CAA5XmgocmAO4DwBQmrMamAO4CgBQuFoAUL+ZAA5X 
mgocmAO4DwBQmrMamAO4XgFQuDwAUL+pAA5XmgocmAO4DABQmrMamAO4XgFQuEsAUL+7AA5Xmgoc 
mAO4BwBQmrMamAO4XgFQuFoAUL/OAA5XmgocmAO4DwBQmrMamAO4MgBQofACLWQAcQWaKgWMB1C4 
QAFQofACLWQAcQWaKgWMB1CadxmYA7hyAVCh8AItZABxBZoqBYwHULh/AlCh8AItZABxBZoqBYwH 
UJp3GZgDuDIAUKHwAi1kAHEFmioFjAdQuDIAUKHwAi0sAXEFmioFjAdQmncZmAO4cgFQofACLWQA 
cQWaKgWMB1C4cgFQofACLSwBcQWaKgWMB1CadxmYA7ggAFCh8AItaABxBZoqBYwHUL/iAA5Xmgoc 
mAO4YgFQofACLWgAcQWaKgWMB1C/4gAOV5oKHJgDuBAAUKHwAi3MAHEFmioFjAdQv+QADleaChyY 
A7hSAVCh8AItzABxBZoqBYwHUL/kAA5XmgocmAO4EABQofACLTABcQWaKgWMB1C/6AAOV5oKHJgD 
uFIBUKHwAi0wAXEFmioFjAdQv+gADleaChyYA13DVYnlMcCaMAWMB8YGngIBxgafAgHHBugCAADH 
BuoCAADHBuwCAADHBuICeHHHBuQCPQrHBuYC1yPHBr4CgADHBsACAADHBsICAADHBsQChwDHBsYC 
AADHBsgCADShxAKLHsYCixbIAqO4AokeugKJFrwCxwamAocAxwaoAgAAxwaqAgBIxwayAokAxwa0 
AgAAxwa2AgB6xwbWAgAAxwbYAgAAxwbaAgAAxwbcAgAAxwbeAgAAxwbgAgAAodYCix7YAosW2gKL 
DtwCizbeAos+4AKaEhKMB6PQAoke0gKJFtQCxgaeAgHHBvQCMwBdw1WJ5THAmjAFjAeAPp4CAHQY 
ocQCix7GAosWyAKjoAKJHqICiRakAusWocoCix7MAosWzgKjoAKJHqICiRakAqGmAoseqAKLFqoC 
iw6gAos2ogKLPqQCmhgSjAejrAKJHq4CiRawAoA+nwIAdG2hsgKLHrQCixa2AosOrAKLNq4Ciz6w 
ApokEowHiw64Aos2ugKLPrwCmhgSjAeLDr4CizbAAos+wgKaJBKMB4sO4gKLNuQCiz7mApokEowH 
iw64Aos2ugKLPrwCmhISjAejuAKJHroCiRa8AusSxwa4AgAAxwa6AgAAxwa8AgAAuITNu8zMuswc 
iw7oAos26gKLPuwCmiQSjAeaXROMB7mHADH2vwAWmiQSjAej1gKJHtgCiRbaAriEmruZmbqZSYsO 
6AKLNuoCiz7sApokEowHmkoTjAe5hQAx9r8ASJokEowHUlNQuITNu8zMuswsiw7oAos26gKLPuwC 
miQSjAeaXROMB7mFADH2vwBImiQSjAdSU1C4hM27zMy6zAyLDugCizbqAos+7AKaJBKMB5pdE4wH 
uYUAMfa/AEiaJBKMB1leX5oSEowHWV5fmhISjAej3AKJHt4CiRbgAqHWAose2AKLFtoCiw7cAos2 
3gKLPuACmhISjAej0AKJHtICiRbUAqG4AoseugKLFrwCiw7QAos20gKLPtQCmhISjAejxAKJHsYC 
iRbIAqG4AoseugKLFrwCiw7WAos22AKLPtoCmhISjAejygKJHswCiRbOAqHoAose6gKLFuwCiw7i 
Aos25AKLPuYCmhISjAej6AKJHuoCiRbsAl3DB1NpZ2h0ZWQFQmxpbmRVieUxwJowBYwHuPoAUKHw 
Ai0ZAHEFmioFjAdQuDYBUKHwAi0PAHEFmioFjAdQmr8ZmAOAPp4CAHQeuPoAUKHwAi0ZAHEFmioF 
jAdQv4IGDleaChyYA+scuPoAUKHwAi0ZAHEFmioFjAdQv4oGDleaChyYA13DVYnlMcCaMAWMB4E+ 
9AIsAXURxwb0AjMAmk4RmAPoxvnoZ/+huAKLHroCixa8AppEEowHi8iL2qHwApkrwRvTcQWaKgWM 
By1kAIPaAHEFmioFjAej9gKh0AKLHtICixbUAppEEowHi8iL2qHwApkrwRvTcQWaKgWMBy1kAIPa 
AHEFmioFjAej+AKhoAKLHqICixakAppEEowHi8iL2qHwApkrwRvTcQWaKgWMBy1kAIPaAHEFmioF 
jAej+gKhxAKLHsYCixbIAppEEowHi8iL2qHwApkrwRvTcQWaKgWMBy1kAIPaAHEFmioFjAej/AKh 
1gKLHtgCixbaAppEEowHi8iL2qHwApkrwRvTcQWaKgWMBy1kAIPaAHEFmioFjAej/gL/NvQCoaYC 
ix6oAosWqgKaRBKMB4vIi9qh8AItZABxBZoqBYwHmSvBG9NxBZoqBYwHULgPAFCa3ByYA6H0AgVA 
AXEFmioFjAdQ/zb2ArgPAFCa3ByYA6H0AgVAAXEFmioFjAdQ/zb4ArgMAFCa3ByYA/829AL/NvoC 
uAsAUJrcHJgD/zb0Av82/AK4DABQmtwcmAOh9AIFQAFxBZoqBYwHUP82/gK4AQBQmtwcmAP/BvQC 
XcOaAACMB5oNACoHmiwWmAOaPwGiAFWJ5THAmjAFjAe4AwBQmncBKgeazAEqB5qdAKIAms4RmAOj 
7gKa4RGYA6PwAprLGpgDo/ICxgadAgDoAfoxwFAxwFCaLhKYA+hV/eiu94M+9AJQfRTHBqYChwDH 
BqgCAADHBqoCAEjrSYM+9AJ4fRTHBqYCiADHBqgCAADHBqoCAC/rLoE+9ALcAH0UxwamAoYAxwao 
AgAAxwaqAgBI6xLHBqYChwDHBqgCAADHBqoCAEjod/roXv24CgBQmqgCKgeaCAMqBwjAdEaaGgMq 
B6KcAqCcAjwbdQfGBp0CAeswPCB1G4A+ngIBdQrGBp4CAOit/OsIxgaeAgHoo/zrETxjdQ2APp8C 
ALAAdQFAop8CgD6dAgB1A+k0/10xwJoWAYwHAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAACOiBVieW4AAKaMAWMB4Hs 
AAKM047DjNv8jb4A/8V2BKyqkTDt86SO27/+BR5Xjb4A/xZXMcBQmtMIjAe/AAAOVzHAUJrTCIwH 
jb4A/hZXmvMEmANQmn4CmAMxwFCa0wiMB5pACIwHmvQEjAe4AQCaFgGMB4nsXcIEAANDR0EHRUdB 
L1ZHQQAVR3JhcGhpY3MgaW5pdCBlcnJvcjogVYnluAABmjAFjAeB7AABvwAAuLcAUFeaYAeYAwnA 
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fQi/egAOV+g+/79qGLi3AFBXmmAHmAMJwH0Iv34ADlfoJf8xwKMAA78AAx5XvwIDHle/hgAOV5rh 
DZgDmvMEmAMJwHQ7v/4FHle/hwAOVzHAUJrTCIwHjb4A/xZX/zYAA5p+ApgDMcBQmtMIjAeaQAiM 
B5r0BIwHuAEAmhYBjAeJ7F3LVYnlMcCaMAWMB13LAAAAAABGQkdECAgICEJHSSBEZXZpY2UgRHJp 
dmVyIChDR0EpIDMuMDAgLSBKdWwgMTUgMTk5Mg0KQ29weXJpZ2h0IChjKSAxOTg3LDE5OTIgQm9y 
bGFuZCBJbnRlcm5hdGlvbmFsDQoAGqAAAABQEgMAAwBQEnoFAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAKAAAABQEgMA 
AwBQEnoFA0NHQQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAHi6OHhAA/FX/lB8AXR/LAAAAwwAAAADDwwAAAACjywGJ 
Hs0BiQ7PAYkW0QHDLo4GEAC7ewDDHi6OHhAA6IsBH8seLo4eEAC4AQCAPosAAHUBQB/Ly8u0Bc0Q 
yx4ujh4QACQBoo8AH8voAwDpwgmL8Yv6JgMPQ0MmAxdDQ8Po7v/pLAqL8Iv7sv+gkAE8AnMKMtIi 
wHQEihaOAIrxMtvpZgyK+4rYIuR5BfbEQHUBw4DnD3UIgD6LAAB0AcOAPpEAAHUDgM8QiD6QAOmw 
AiaKP+vdPP91ErkIAL/QAiaKB4gFR0Pi97gMDOgyAcOLwfcmlgCL2IsOmADDPAF0EbsBALkBAIA+ 
iwAAdQO5AwDDLo4GEAC7lAHDPAF1BYsOCgHDHgc8AnUNsBT24YrYMv+BwwwBw4rFMuRAowoBisEy 
2zwEcwY8AnIE/sMsAogekQCKyKKMAMYGiwD/PAJzBcYGiwAAitnQ4zL/i58CAYkeqADGBo8AAMMm 
igckD4A+kQAAdQIMEKKQAKCMAOmjAaDCATwDchg8A3Qj/zbPAf820QHo5P+PBtEBjwbPAcMzybYY 
sk8y/zLAtAbNEMOOBhEAuQBL/DPAi/jzq8OAPosAAHQTM9si5HQC/sciwHQC/sOJHo0Aw7MDOuN2 
AorjOsN2AorDo40Aw6OSAIkelADDUVKLyIvThwaSAIcelADoAwBaWcOLNo0Aiz6EAel/AqOQAYoe 
jgAujgYQAPw8AnJVLAIy5LED0+C+gAID8L+nAYA+iwAAdAy5BADzpccGpQEIAMPHBqUBEACKPo4A 
uQgArOgOAIbQqorC6AYAisKq4u/DMtKzBNDC0MLQ0HMCCtf+y3Xyw4A+iwAAdAci23QDuwMAPAF0 
AjPbg+MDiodwAr+nAbkQAPOqw4A+mwABdQMD2UsmigciwHQqBlNRix6SAIsOlADo8gVZWweLFpYA 
gD6bAAF1BwEWlABL6wUBFpIAQ+LPwyLkeC2imgCIJpsAgeP4AIkelgCB4fgAiQ6YAFNRoI0A0OvQ 
69Dr0OnQ6dDp6G4FWVvDPAR0CjLk0OCL2IufiAGJHoQBiQ6GAcMAAAAAPAdyArACosIBtAr25IvY 
gcPTAYsHo8cBo88Bi0cCo8kBo9EBi0cEo8MBU4tfBosHo8ABW/9XCMMywOsCsAFQuAQAzRBYtwGK 
2LQLzRCAPsIBBHQNoJAAtAsy/yQfitjNEMO4BgDNEMO4EQDNEMO4QADNEMP8uDAAzRCOBhUAM8Az 
//y5AEDzq8OwA7q/A+6wAr4ZAjPbuQCAUFNRurgD7ozYjsC6tAO5DAAy5IrE7kKs7v7ESuL1WfyO 
BsABM/9Y86u6uANYDArujgYPALtlACaIB8M0AagBdAWBwwAgw4HrsB/DNAGoAXQFgcOwH8OB6wAg 
wwMewwHDKx7DAcNRisj+wYDhA3UDg8NaUyT8CsGK2dDjMv+Ljz8CW4Hj/x8D2VnDUYrI/smA4QOA 
+QN124PrWuvWUYrI/sGA4QN1A4PDUFMk/ArBitnQ4zL/i49HAluB4/8fA9lZw1GKyP7JgOEDgPkD 
dduD61Dr1jsGxwF3EjsOxwF3DDseyQF3BjsWyQF2AcOL7IPsFIl2/ok+xQE7wXIDkYfaiUb8iV76 
xkbsADvacgaH2sZG7ICRK8GJRvSH2ivaiV7y6C8Bi0b0i17yO8NyGIlG9tHjiV7yK9iJXvgr2Ile 
9OgbAOmHAIle9tHgiUb0K8OJRvgrw4lG8ugDAOmyAIte8ItW+It+9It28otG+iQDgD6MAARzAiQB 
CkbsgD6LAAB0AgxAgD6PAAB0Agwgimb+im7ui272RdEGxQFzE6ggdAUmMCfrCiaKDyLNCswmiA9T 
ih6MANDj0OMy/4HDJwIiwHkCQ0OLH4keJQJbw011BIPEFMP2xoB1CAPX/xYlAusCA9aoQHUE0MzQ 
zdDM0M32xYB1AUPRBsUBcxOoIHQFJjAn6womig8izQrMJogP671NdQSDxBTD9saAdRYD1qhAdQTQ 
zNDN0MzQzfbFgHUBQ+sCA9f/FiUC0QbFAXMTqCB0BSYwJ+sKJooPIs0KzCaID+u9i078i1b6oIwA 
PANzBIHi/gA8BHIE0erR6qHDAffii/CL0YA+iwAAdAe5Awew/usFuQIDsPwi6tPqA/L+xYpm/orw 
oIsA0MzQziLAdQTQzNDO/s118KCMAIhm/oh27ovePANzC/dG+gEAdASBwwAgiV7wjgbAATwEcheL 
XvqD4wPR44ufPwI8BXUEi59HAgFe8MMmCAXDJjAFw/bTCsMmIAXD9tAiw/bTJiIdCsMmiAXDO8Fy 
AZE72nICh9qL8KJVAov7sAAujgYQAIPjB4A+iwAAdQLR44HDpwEr10KJFk8CUzL/itjQ44ufVgKJ 
HlICi96LwSvDolQC0ejR6IA+iwAAdALR6EBbUFZRBlPo0gCIHlEC/F4fishb6LMAgD6LAAB1Av7D 
iq9oAlvoogCKv2ACit1doFECUFNVV4A+iwAAdAWsiuDrCq32BlUCBHUChuBWi9DoKwBeuBAAgD6L 
AAB0A7gIAAWnATvwcgO+pwFfXVtYh9//FiUCh9//Dk8CdbbDU4rCTYrfI+10Dv8WUgKz/0eG8orC 
TXXyiua2A4A+iwAAdAK2B4oWVAIi1iryitGAPosAAHUC0Oo68lp9Cf8WUgJHisSz/yLa/xZSAsOD 
4weAPosAAHUFgOMD0OOKw8MywOh2/YvXV6CMADwDcwSB4v4APARyBNHq0eqhwwH34ovYi9a5AgOw 
P4omiwAi5HQFuQMHsH8i6tPqA9oi5HUC0OWKzdLIhsGL+44GwAFbiiaMAID8A3MKgOMBdASBxwAg 
w4D8BHIUg+MD0OMDvz8CgPwFdQQDv0cC0OvDAAAAAAAAAIgm5QKK4IDkgIgm4AIkAyLbdQL+w4ge 
4QIiyXUC/sGIDuICsAj24y0CAKPmArAI9uEtAgCj6ALDOx7LAXz5iz7PASs+5gI733PtOw7NAXzn 
iz7RASs+6AI7z3PbVYvsg+wKU1HobQBfXugMAb74/7UIUYou4gJQU4oSxkb2CIoO4QLoGgDQwv5O 
9nXyW+g5AFj+zXXhRln+zXXWi+Vdw/bCgHUC6womijci9ArwJog30MjQzIA+iwAAdQTQyNDMIuR4 
AUP+yXXXw6DjAv8WJQKi4wLDPDB1ArBPMuSL2NHj0ePR4zxBcgQ8e3IpPIByG6EbAAsGHQB0D4Hr 
AAQDHhsAjgYdAOsUkLsAAYHDbvqOBhcA6wYeB4HD6wCAPuUCAHREJosHJotPBCaLVwYmi18CFgeN 
fvjGRvYI0OjR1tDs0dbQ69HW0O/R1tDp0dbQ7dHW0OrR1tDu0daWqpb+TvZ12Ite+MO++P+5BAAm 
iweJAkZGQ0Pi9cPoAv6IHuMCsP+KHo0Ag+MDgD6LAAB0BiLbdAKzA4qHcAKK4fbUIsSK4YvfwwAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAFWL7IPsBivOK9dCiVb+UQZT6Ln9iF78/IxG+ov3XweKyFuL0+g0Af7D0erR6oA+ 
iwAAdAT+y9Hqip9oAopG/I5e+lBSVugbAF5aWC6OHhAAh97/FiUCh97/Tv514ovfi+Vdw6yK4KyK 
6NPgI9J0CSaIJUeK5Urr7iLjJoglR8NVi+yD7Aor10KJVv5Tih6LAIhe9jL/itjQ44ufVgKJXviL 
3ovBK8OIRvfR6NHogH72AHQC0ehAW1BWUYxG+lPoDP2IXvz8XorIW+iPAIB+9gB1Av7Diq9oAlvo 
fwCKv2ACit1aikb8jl76UFNSV+gcAF9aW1gujh4QAIff/xYlAoff/07+deCL3ovlXcNTrEoy5Iro 
it/T6CPSdA7/Vviz/0eK5ayK6Err7LYDgH72AHQCtgeKVvci1iryitGAfvYAdQLQ6jryWn0M/1b4 
R4rlMsDT6LP/Itr/VvjDg+MHgD6LAAB1BYDjA9DjisPDi/CL+44GwAGKHsIBMv/Q4/+XbAWK0DL2 
w4PiA4A+iwAAdAOA4gGL8Iv7jgbAAYoewgEy/9Dj/6deBegYAYvG0ejR6AP4g+YD0ebR5gPy0eaL 
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hAIFJiIFCsQmiAXDi9qLx4PnA9Hni41HAtHo0ei/UADrFIvai8eD5wPR54uNPwLR6NHov1oA9+eL 
+AP5i8bR6NHo0egD+IPmB9HmA/PR5ouEIgUmIgUKxCaIBcO4WgDrA7hQAFL351qL+OsD6JUAi8bR 
6NHo0egD+IPmB9HmA/LR5ouEIgUmIgUKxCaIBcPocgCLxtHo0egD+IvOg+EDQdHhJooF0sAkA8OL 
x4PnA9Hni41HAtHo0ei/UADrEovHg+cD0eeLjT8C0ejR6L9aAPfni/gD+YvG0ejR6NHoA/iLzoDh 
B/7BJooF0sAkAcO4WgDrA7hQAFL351qL+OvX6AIA69JSi8fR6Jy/UAD3551zAwUAIIv4WsMujh4Q 
AOiFBOgeBID6/3QVgPoEcgKyA4A+iwAAdAeA+gJyArIBiBbyBIr4iR7zBIkm3gTGBvoEAIvsge2A 
AIreg+MDirdwAoA+iwAAdAYi9nQCtv9SuP//TU2JRgChyQErx01NiUYAo+YExwbqBAAAoc8Bo+4E 
TU2JdgDGBvYEAOjIA01NiX4A9tFa6GsD6PQCJooFIsGK5iLhOsR0HzLt6yVbiR7mBKHiBKPqBKHg 
BKPuBItOAEVFg/n/dQqLJt4EoPoE0MjDi34ARUWLdgBFRYteAEVF6AYEU4rFUOgkAeh4AFioAnQG 
qIB1DusZgD72BAB1D+gUAHMF6DUA66PoJQByA+grAOg7AOuWoeYEQDvDdRuh6gRIOQbiBH4Roe4E 
QDkG4ATDoeYESDvDdOUywMM7HtoEcwz/FtIE6EYCtYDoNAHD6JcCOx7YBHQM/xbQBOgwAjLt6B4B 
wyaKLTs2ywF0GU7QwYA+iwAAdQLQwfbBAXQIT4YW9wQmii2KxSLBiuYi4TrEdDiKwiLBiuH21CLs 
Cug7NssBdCZO0MGAPosAAHUC0MH2wQF0CyaILU+GFvcEJoot9sEBdMHoJgDrvCaILUbQyYA+iwAA 
dQLQyfbBgHQIR4YW9wQmii2JNuIE6IQBw6D1BCaKLTrodRQmiBU7NtQEfAsrNtwET4YW9wTr5cPo 
YQEmii2KxSLBiuYi4TrEdDiKwiLBiuH21CLsCug7Ns8BfSZG0MmAPosAAHUC0Mn2wYB0CyaILUeG 
FvcEJoot9sGAdMHoDQDrvCaILU6JNuAE6YYBoPUEJootOuh1FCaIFTs21gRzCwM23ARHhhb3BOvl 
w4DlgOsZRtDJgD6LAAB1AtDJ9sGAdAiGFvcER+irACaKBSLBiuYi4TrEdQWA5f7rXoA+8gT/dQiK 
4gom9wR0DYA+8wQAdBA6FvQEdQqAzQLGBvYE/+sX9sGAdAroPwB1BYDl/uspiuIi4TrgdCH2xQF1 
HIDNAYP9DnIdTU2JXgBNTYl2AE1NiX4ATU2JTgA7NuAEcwjpbv/GBvoE/8MmOhV1JqHgBCsG3AQm 
OhV1DzvwfwsDNtwER4YW9wTr7CaKBSLBiuYi4Trgw/bFAXQhoeAEKwbcBFGKLvUEJjotdQ878HML 
AzbcBEeGFvcE6+xZw4k2+wSJHv0EiT7/BIgOAQXoCgCKwoom9wSj+ATDi8OKHvIEgPv/dBuD4wOK 
l3ACi9iAPosAAHQGItJ0ArL/iBb3BMNQUvfYAwbJASUHAIA+iwAAdQLR4IvYWouHpwGK0IA+iwAA 
dAKK4PfGBAB1AobiiCb3BFvDizb7BIse/QSLPv8Eig4BBaH4BIgm9wSK0MMmigWAPosAAHUYovUE 
Msa0A4TEdBHQ5NDkc/bDxgb1BADDIsB09iL2dfLGBvUE/8OA+v91HFNRULunAYsOpQHjCzLACgdD 
4vsiwHUCMtJYWVvD6Kr2UMcG3AQEAIA+iwAAdAbHBtwECAChywEDBtwEo9QEoc8BKwbcBECj1gSh 
yQErBtEBo9gEockBKwbNAaPaBFjDUFOKHsIB0OPQ4zL/gcNCBYsHo9AEi0cCo9IEW1jDS/bDAXUF 
gccAIMOB77Afw0P2wwF1BYHHsB/Dge8AIMNLg8dQw0OD71DDS4PHWsNDg+9aw6DCATwEcic8BnMj 
U/bTg+MDPAV0N+sMS1P204PjA3UDg8da0OOB5/8fA78/AlvDQ1P204PjA4D7A3Xog+9a6+NLU/bT 
g+MDdQODx1DQ44Hn/x8Dv0cCW8NDU/bTg+MDgPsDdeiD71Dr4wAHDQABGwAAAAAAAAAAAABAAACg 
ALAAuADwAP4fAAAAFwF2AY0BFwD2Af4BEgISABIAzAYSABIAEgChAM0AygHSABUD4wKnAuwAEgCD 
AJ0LtgstAGgAfQAdAPkAFwAXABcAFwAXABcAFwAXABcAFwAXABcAFwAXABcAFwA2AFQAVABUAEEA 
VQBWAFsAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAIAAgAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAPwHHAD8BxwAoI1gbjSAICAMC 
BA6QAAA/AccAPwHHACgjWBuNIAgIAwMFB5AAAH8CxwB/AscAKCNYG0cQCAgBB5AAAH8C3wF/At8B 
KCNYGxAnCAgBB5CqAMEA2ADtAAYAEjMyMCB4IDIwMCBDR0EgQzAgIAASMzIwIHggMjAwIENHQSBD 
MSAgABIzMjAgeCAyMDAgQ0dBIEMyICAAEjMyMCB4IDIwMCBDR0EgQzMgIAASNjQwIHggMjAwIENH 
QSAgICAgABI2NDAgeCA0ODAgTUNHQSAgICAA//8BAP//zMx4/Pj4AAAAABAAAQIDBAUGBwgJCgsM 
DQ4PCAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAALgAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAfwLHAD8BxwAoABUA 
aAM/AccAKAAVAGwDfwLHACgAFQCSA38C3wFQABEAmAPPAlsBWgATALkDfwKPAVAAFQCeA88CXQFa 
ABUApAM1LS4HWwJXVwIDAAAEBAQEFAQEBBQEBAQUBCQEKQQuBFMEZQSKBAAAACAAQABgAAAAIABA 
AGAAAAC/BgAAvwaxBq0GtQa9Bv9/Px8PBwMBgMDg8Pj8/v8AVar/AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA//8AAP// 
AAABAgQIECBAgODBgwcOHDhw8Hg8Hg+Hw+Gl0mm0Wi2WS/+IiIj/iIiIgUIkGBgkQoHMM8wzzDPM 
M4AACACAAAgAiAAiAIgAIgD//////////wAAAAAAAAAAAAEBAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAADhsxsb+ 
xsYA/MbG/MbG/AB8xsbAwMZ8APjMxsbGzPgA/sDA/MDA/gD+wMD8wMDAAHzGwM7Gxn4AxsbG/sbG 
xgB4MDAwMDB4AB4GBgbGxnwAxszY8NjMxgDAwMDAwMD+AMbu/tbGxsYAxub23s7GxgB8xsbGxsZ8 
APzGxvzAwMAAfMbGxsbGfAb8xsb8xsbGAHjMYDAYzHgA/DAwMDAwMADGxsbGxsZ8AMbGxsbGbDgA 
xsbG1v7uxgDGxmw4bMbGAMPDZjwYGBgA/gwYMGDA/gA8MDAwMDA8AMBgMBgMBgMAPAwMDAwMPAAA 
OGzGAAAAAAAAAAAAAAD/MDAYAAAAAAAAAHwGfsZ+AMDA/MbG5twAAAB8xsDAfgAGBn7Gxs52AAAA 
fMb+wH4AHjB8MDAwMAAAAH7GznYGfMDA/MbGxsYAGAA4GBgYPAAYADgYGBgY8MDAzNjw2MwAOBgY 
GBgYPAAAAMz+1sbGAAAA/MbGxsYAAAB8xsbGfAAAAPzGxubcwAAAfsbGznYGAABucGBgYAAAAHzA 
fAb8ADAwfDAwMBwAAADGxsbGfgAAAMbGxmw4AAAAxsbW/mwAAADGbDhsxgAAAMbGznYGfAAA/Bgw 
YPwAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAPwA/QD+AP8DPAM8QzyDPMPMA8wTzCPMM/AD8AfwC/AN/AH+AvwC/QN8A3yDvAO8Q 
9wD3CPsA+wT9AP0C/gD+AbIRwhGyEcIRshHCEdIR1xH9ERUSJhI+EtwR4RHXC9cLWgxPDBAM+gtK 
DH0MfQztDOIMrAyYDN0MRkJHRAgICAhCR0kgRGV2aWNlIERyaXZlciAoRUdBVkdBKSAzLjAwIC0g 
SnVsIDE1IDE5OTINCkNvcHlyaWdodCAoYykgMTk4NywxOTkyIEJvcmxhbmQgSW50ZXJuYXRpb25h 
bA0KABqgAAEAYBADAAMAYBCXBAAAAAAAAAAAAACgAAEAYBADAAMAYBCXBAZFR0FWR0EAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAB4ujh4QAPxV/5QfAF0fywAAAMMAAAAAw8MAAAAAo9ABiR7SAYkO1AGJFtYBwy6OBhAAu3sA 
w7gEAMseLo4eEAAy5KPaAei6Ax/LtAXNEMseLo4eEADGBosA/+jMAx/LHi6OHhAA6NcDxgaLAAAf 
y8seLo4eEAAkAaLzAB/L6AMA6d0Hi/GL+iYDD0NDJgMXQ0PD6O7/6UgIi/CL+7L/oLIBPAJzCjLS 
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IsB0BIoW8gCK8TLb6foJivuK2CLkeQv2xEB0DTLbiD70ADLAtBDNEMOK9zL/iumKyrgQEM0Qw7AC 
i9Pr5zz/dRK5CAC/YAImigeIBUdD4ve4DAzoigG+tgG/jACKFvIAHge5CACsitiK4rYEMsDQzHMC 
isOq/s518+Lqw1G5CADQ4NDc4vqKxFnDi8H3JvkAi9iLDvsAw4vwi/vo5ALo9AhQ6PMCWsOL8Iv7 
gD6LAAB0A+nWCIrC6MgCitDozAjo1gLDPAF0FLsQALkPAIA+4gEAdAa7BAC5AwDDHge7rACg8AAi 
wHQUu98APAN0Dbu9AIA+4gEAdAO7zgDDJooHJA+i9ACKHvAAgPsEcxQy/9Dj/5eqAYo+9AAywDLb 
tBDNEMPoXQK6zwOw/+6OBhEAiw7cAdHh0eHR4TPAi/gDPuQB/POr6FECwzwBdQWLDg0Bwx4HPAJ1 
F7s8AYA+8AADdAywD/bhitgy/4HDDwHDgPkDdAWA/QN1CscGDQEBALED6wiKxTLkQKMNAccG2gEA 
AIgO8ACK2dDjMv+Ln1ABiR4LAcYG8wAAwyUPD4A+4gH/dQMlAwOj8QDDo/UAiR73AMNRUovIi9OH 
BvUAhx73AOgDAFpZw4s28QCLPr4B6fABo7IBih7yAC6OBhAA/DwCchYsAjLksQPT4L4QAgPwv7YB 
uQQA86XDPAGw/3QCMsC/tgG5CADzqsOAPv4AAXUDA9lLJooHIsB0KgZTUYse9QCLDvcA6D8EWVsH 
ixb5AIA+/gABdQcBFvcAS+sFARb1AEPiz8Mi5Hgtov0AiCb+AIHj+ACJHvkAgeH4AIkO+wBTUaDx 
ANDr0OvQ69Dp0OnQ6ejGA1lbwzwEdAoy5NDgi9iLn8IBiR6+AYkOwAHDAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAgD7e 
ASh0AtHni9+xAtPnA/v+wdPni97T7gP+g+MHiq/6AYrKAz7kAY4GEQDDuscAsA3HBt4BKAC/AALr 
K7rHALAOvwAE6xu6XQGwEOsRul0BsA/rCrrfAbASv2AJ6wO/AAjHBt4BUACi4wG5fwI8DXUDuT8B 
iQ7UAYkW1gGJFtgBxgbiAQA8D3QUPBB1FQaOBg8Au4cAJooHByRgdQXGBuIB/4k+3AHoCACg4wEy 
5M0Qw6HcAfcm2gGxBNPgo+QBw4A+4gEAdBBTPARyArADitgy/4qH5gFbw+jl/1BSus4DsAXuQrAC 
7kqwCO5aWMNSus4DsAUy5IA+4gEAdAOAxBDvuAMA77gI/++4Ag+6xAPvWsOAPvMAAHQMUFK6zgOw 
A7QY71pYw5bolv+WV1ZSUVNQ6AQAg8QMw1WL7IPsBB6h5AGJRv7oyv+OHhEAus4DsADuQopGDO5K 
sAHuQrD/7ot2Cit2BnkUi0YGh0YKiUYGi0YEh0YIiUYE996LRgbR4NHg0eDR4Iv40eDR4AP4i1YE 
isqA4QfR6tHq0eoD+gN+/rrOA7AI7kKwgNLoi14IK14EeQPphAA73nJLi8tB0eaJdvwpXvzR4yvz 
A96K4CrA0U4OcwIKxINO/AB5BQFe/OsS7oYFKsCDx1ABdvzQzIPXAOsK0MxzBu6GBUcqwOLQ7oYF 
6bgAi85B0eOJXvwpdvzR5iveA/Pu0U4OcwKGJYNO/AB5BQF2/OsJ0MiD1wDuAV78g8dQ4uDpgwD3 
2zveckuLy0HR5ol2/Cle/NHjK/MD3orgKsDRTg5zAgrEg078AHkFAV786xLuhgUqwIPHUAF2/NDE 
g98A6wrQxHMG7oYFTyrA4tDuhgXrM5CLzkHR44le/Cl2/NHmK94D8+7RTg5zAoYlg078AHkFAXb8 
6wnQwIPfAO4BXvyDx1Di4B/oLP6w/+5KsAHuQirA7ovlXcM7wXIBkTvacgKH2ovwi/uwA4PjB4HD 
tgEr10KJFgICU4vei8FRsQPT6NPrWSvDW1BWUVPo+Pz8XorLW4PjB4rDiq/yAVuD4weKw4q/6gGK 
3ei3/V2g8gDolf2K4FNXrOgYAF9bgf6+AXIDvrYBAz7eAf8OAgJ15emj/YvNus8DU4rfivjjC+gL 
ALP/SeMD6BsAWSLZisciw+6KxCaGBYrH9tAiw+4ywCaGBUfDsP/uOvh1BYrE86rDUVcywPOqX1mK 
x+6KxCaGBUfi+MMAAIgmcgIi23UC/sOIHnACIsl1Av7BiA5xArAI9uMtAgCjcwKwCPbhLQIAo3UC 
wzse0AF8+Ys+1AErPnMCO99z7TsO0gF854s+1gErPnUCO89z21WL7IPsCh5TUehpAF9eHuj9+6Dx 
AOjQ/AYfB7rPA4rgisW++P+1CFEmii5xAlFXUOgaAFhfJgM+3gFZ/s117kZZ/s114h/otfyL5V3D 
ihrGRvYIJooOcALuij32w4B0Aogl0MgiwHkBR/7JdevQw/5O9nXfwzwwdQKwTzLki9jR49Hj0eM8 
QXIEPHtyKTyAchuhGwALBh0AdA+B6wAEAx4bAI4GHQDrFJC7AAGBw276jgYXAOsGHgeBw3cAgD5y 
AgB0RCaLByaLTwQmi1cGJotfAhYHjX74xkb2CNDo0dbQ7NHW0OvR1tDv0dbQ6dHW0O3R1tDq0dbQ 
7tHWlqqW/k72ddiLXvjDvvj/uQQAJosHiQJGRkND4vXDAAAAAAAAVYvsg+wEK84r10KJVv6h3gGJ 
RvxRBlPo1vr8Bh+L918Histbi9PoXQEeLo4eEACKn/IBH9Hq0erR6rUEUVJW6EoB6B8AXlpZ/s11 
8AN2/P9O/nXmi98ujh4QAFPogPtbi+Vdw6yK4KyK6NPgI9J0CSaIJUeK5Urr7iLjJoglR8NVi+yD 
7AiIRvgr10KJVv6h3gGJRvpTi96LwSvDiEb50ejR6NHoQFuJRvwGVlFT6D/6/F6Ky1vozQCKr/IB 
W+jFAIq/6gGK3R/o1QC6zgOwCO61BFNR/3b8V+jdALrPA+giAF+PRvxZW/7NdecDfvr/Tv513Yve 
Lo4eEABT6OD6W4vlXcNTrP9O/DLkiuiK39Po90b8/wB0IorgisPuisSAfvgEdQL20CaKJSaIBbP/ 
R4rlrIro/07869W2B4pW+SLWKvI68Vp9I1K6zwOK4IrD7orEgH74BHUC9tAmiiUmiAVaR4rlMsDT 
6LP/Itq6zwOK4IrD7orEgH74BHUC9tAmiiUmiAXDg+MHisPDUlC6zgOwBIrl/szvWFrDABgQCABT 
UrrOA7ADil74Mv8uiqf7Ce9aW8MBAgQIU7rEA7ACit3+yzL/LoqnFQrvW8PoKfnrD+gi+esK6B/5 
6xToGPnrD1K6zwOKxe4migUmiA1aw7EHKsu6zgOwBLQDtQHS5TLb7yaKPSL90u/Q4wrf/sx98IA+ 
4gEAdBT3xwEAdALQ64rDgOMBqAR0A4DLAorDw07+yXkNsQdPgD7iAQB0A+h5BYrB14vaus8D7ovT 
u3oEw+iEBYgWZgSIHpAEo5EEiQ6TBArSeAPobwSJJlIExgZqBACL7IHtgACKxug0+YrwUrj//01N 
iUYA6JgEodgBK8dNTYlGAKNaBMcGXgQAAKHUAaNiBE1NiXYAxgZpBADoYARNTYl+AFrosAQmIgV1 
HzLt6yhbiR5aBKFWBKNeBKFUBKNiBItOAEVFg/n/dQ3o/viLJlIEoGoE0MjDi34ARUWLdgBFRYte 
AEVFU4keZwSKxVC7egSKwdfonATo3QDoigBYqAJ0BqgEdQ7rGYA+aQQAdQ/oFABzBeg5AOuW6CcA 
cgPoLwDoRgDriaFaBEA7BmcEdR2hXgRIOQZWBH4ToWIEQDkGVATDoVoESDsGZwR04zLAw6FxBDkG 
ZwRzEP8GZwQrPt4B6M8CtQTpnwHD6KkCoWcEOwZvBHQQ/w5nBAM+3gHosgIy7emCAcM7NtABdCDo 
i/6KwdcmIgV1FYrBBAjXitAmiBU7NtABdAXocP7r40b+wYD5CHUNMslHgD7iAQB0A+jkA4rB14va 
us8D7ovTu3oEiTZWBOksAugpAuhWAorB1yYiBXU8isEECNeK0CaIFTs21AF9LEb+wYD5CHUNMslH 
gD7iAQB0A+icA4rB14vaus8D7ovTu3oEIsl1wegKAOu8Tok2VATp7QEmgD0AdAHDgD7iAQB1Q/xS 
6CQAM8mhbQRXJoA9AHULO/BzB4PGCEdB6+9f4wPodAD8Msla6fYCUrrOA7AF7kKwCIA+4gEAdAIE 
EO5asP/pGQNS6OL/us4DsAfuJoA9AHXSOzZtBHPM6BQAg8YIR7AK98cBAHUCsAW6zwPu6926xAOw 
Au5CsAHuoYsEJogFsALuJoglsATuoY0EJogFsAjuJoglw/xVVrrEA7AC7kKwAe6hiwSL94vp86qL 
zYv+sALuisTzqrAE7qGNBIvNi/7zqrAI7ovNi/6KxPOqXl3DsP/ohgJSus4DsALuWoDlBOspOzZU 
BHIGisHX6W0CRv7BgPkIdRUyyUeAPuIBAHQD6GcC9sWBdAPogACKwdcmIgV0BYDlBuvK9sUBdcUy 
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wDgGigR0DDgGkAR0EDgGjwR0CoDNAsYGaQT/6yb2xYB1oorB14rgisEECNeK0Ivaus8D7iYiJZ+K 
x+6L07t6BJ51H4DNAYP9DnIaoWcETU2JRgBNTYl2AE1NiX4ATU2JTgDpX//GBmoE/+ld/yaAPQB1 
OVK6zgOwB+5Cix5UBIPrCCaAPQB1HDvzcxiDxghHgD7iAQB067AK98cBAHUCsAXu696wAkruWrt6 
BMOJNnMEoWcEo3UEiT53BIgOeQTDizZzBKF1BKNnBIs+dwSKDnkEgD7iAQB0A+h0AcOgZgQ8/3QD 
63qQUVKh2AErBmcEM9KLDrQBQYPBAtHp0en38dHi0eK7jAAD2osPi1cCgD7iAf91BorViumK8okO 
iwSJFo0EMsA7DpEEdQg7FpMEdQKw/6KPBIvCC8EK4IgmigS7ggS0CDLA0NbQ0NDS0NDQ1dDQ0NHQ 
0IgHQ/7MdedaWbt6BIA+4gEAdAPo4wDDUldWoGYEoooE6M30iuC7ggSJB4lHAolHBIlHBruLBLQE 
0OhzBcYH/+sDxgcAQ/7Mde+7egReX1rDgD7jAQ10Bejc8+sD6NnzisvDxwbYAd8BgD7jARFzE8cG 
2AFdAYA+4wEPcwbHBtgBxwCh0AEFCACjawSh1AEtBwCjbQSh2AErBtYBo28EodgBKwbSAaNxBMNS 
usQDsALuQrAP7rrOA7AF7kKwCoA+4gEAdAIEEO5aisZSULrOA7AC7kJY7oA+4gEAdAPoGgBaisG7 
egTXUorgus4DsAjuQorE7lrDtALrArQIUrrOA7AH7rAK98cBAHUCsAVC7rrOA4rE7lrDgPr/dRxT 
UVC7jACLDrQB4wsywAoHQ+L7IsB1AjLSWFlbwwAAAAAAAAAHDQABGwAAAAAAAAAAAABAAACgALAA 
uADwAP4fAAAA7wGjAckBFwBgAmgCfAISABIAIgYSABIAEgC2AN4ATwLkAC0D+wK/AjEBEgCYAD4B 
TgEtAH0AkgAdAGoBFwAXABcAFwAXABcAFwAXABcAFwAXABcAFwAXABcAFwBPAF8AbwBvADYAOgBK 
AHAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAEAABAgMEBQYHEBESExQVFhcQAAEC 
AwQFFAc4OTo7PD0+PxAAAQAABAcAAAABAAAEBwAAEAAIAAAYGAAAAAgAAAAYAD8AAQEAAAAAAAAI 
AAgAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAMADTY0MCB4IDIwMCBFR0EADTY0MCB4IDM1MCBFR0EADTY0MCB4 
IDQ4MCBWR0EAEjY0MCBYIDM1MCBFR0EgTU9OTwBYAWwBgAGUAQAAfwLHAH8CxwAoI1gblBEICJCQ 
AAB/Al0BfwJdASgjWBtGHggIkJAAAH8C3wF/At8BKCNYGxAnCAiQkAAAfwJdAX8CXQEoI1gbRh4I 
CAEHAQeNA5cDpQOeAwEBIAAAAAAAAAAAAP//AQD//8zMePz4+AAAAAAAAAAAAAB/Al0BAAAAAAAA 
KAD//wANAAAAAwwP/38/Hw8HAwGAwODw+Pz+/4BAIBAIBAIBAAAAAwAAAAAAAAAAAAD//wAA//8A 
AAECBAgQIECA4MGDBw4cOHDweDweD4fD4aXSabRaLZZL/4iIiP+IiIiBQiQYGCRCgcwzzDPMM8wz 
gAAIAIAACACIACIAiAAiAP//////////AAAAAAAAAAABAQAAAAAADgAAAAAAAAA4bMbG/sbGAPzG 
xvzGxvwAfMbGwMDGfAD4zMbGxsz4AP7AwPzAwP4A/sDA/MDAwAB8xsDOxsZ+AMbGxv7GxsYAeDAw 
MDAweAAeBgYGxsZ8AMbM2PDYzMYAwMDAwMDA/gDG7v7WxsbGAMbm9t7OxsYAfMbGxsbGfAD8xsb8 
wMDAAHzGxsbGxnwG/MbG/MbGxgB4zGAwGMx4APwwMDAwMDAAxsbGxsbGfADGxsbGxmw4AMbGxtb+ 
7sYAxsZsOGzGxgDDw2Y8GBgYAP4MGDBgwP4APDAwMDAwPADAYDAYDAYDADwMDAwMDDwAADhsxgAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAA/zAwGAAAAAAAAAB8Bn7GfgDAwPzGxubcAAAAfMbAwH4ABgZ+xsbOdgAAAHzG/sB+ 
AB4wfDAwMDAAAAB+xs52BnzAwPzGxsbGABgAOBgYGDwAGAA4GBgYGPDAwMzY8NjMADgYGBgYGDwA 
AADM/tbGxgAAAPzGxsbGAAAAfMbGxnwAAAD8xsbm3MAAAH7Gxs52BgAAbnBgYGAAAAB8wHwG/AAw 
MHwwMDAcAAAAxsbGxn4AAADGxsZsOAAAAMbG1v5sAAAAxmw4bMYAAADGxs52BnwAAPwYMGD8AAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAACAQCAQCAQCAQAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAFWJ5YPsCP92Bv92BDHAUI1++BZXuAYAUJq0F4wH 
jX74FlfEfggGV7j/AFCaGQyMB4nsXcIEADNCR0kgRXJyb3I6IEdyYXBoaWNzIG5vdCBpbml0aWFs 
aXplZCAodXNlIEluaXRHcmFwaCkgQkdJIEVycm9yOiAgTm90IGluIGdyYXBoaWNzIG1vZGVVieWA 
PpIEAHUev/4FHle/NgAOVzHAUJrTCIwHmkAIjAea9ASMB+scv/4FHle/agAOVzHAUJrTCIwHmkAI 
jAea9ASMB7gBAJoWAYwHXcsITm8gZXJyb3IcKEJHSSkgZ3JhcGhpY3Mgbm90IGluc3RhbGxlZB5H 
cmFwaGljcyBoYXJkd2FyZSBub3QgZGV0ZWN0ZWQeRGV2aWNlIGRyaXZlciBmaWxlIG5vdCBmb3Vu 
ZCAoASkcSW52YWxpZCBkZXZpY2UgZHJpdmVyIGZpbGUgKCBOb3QgZW5vdWdoIG1lbW9yeSB0byBs 
b2FkIGRyaXZlchpPdXQgb2YgbWVtb3J5IGluIHNjYW4gZmlsbBtPdXQgb2YgbWVtb3J5IGluIGZs 
b29kIGZpbGwVRm9udCBmaWxlIG5vdCBmb3VuZCAoHk5vdCBlbm91Z2ggbWVtb3J5IHRvIGxvYWQg 
Zm9udClJbnZhbGlkIGdyYXBoaWNzIG1vZGUgZm9yIHNlbGVjdGVkIGRyaXZlcg5HcmFwaGljcyBl 
cnJvchJHcmFwaGljcyBJL08gZXJyb3ITSW52YWxpZCBmb250IGZpbGUgKBNJbnZhbGlkIGZvbnQg 
bnVtYmVyD0ludmFsaWQgdmVyc2lvbhBHcmFwaGljcyBlcnJvciAoVYnlgewAAotGBj0AAHUWv9kA 
DlfEfggGV7j/AFCaGQyMB+lKAj3//3UWv+IADlfEfggGV7j/AFCaGQyMB+kvAj3+/3UWv/8ADlfE 
fggGV7j/AFCaGQyMB+kUAj39/3U1jb4A/xZXvx4BDlea/wuMB7+aAx5Xmn4MjAe/PQEOV5p+DIwH 
xH4IBle4/wBQmhkMjAfp2gE9/P91NY2+AP8WV78/AQ5Xmv8LjAe/mgMeV5p+DIwHvz0BDleafgyM 
B8R+CAZXuP8AUJoZDIwH6aABPfv/dRa/XAEOV8R+CAZXuP8AUJoZDIwH6YUBPfr/dRa/fQEOV8R+ 
CAZXuP8AUJoZDIwH6WoBPfn/dRa/mAEOV8R+CAZXuP8AUJoZDIwH6U8BPfj/dTWNvgD/Fle/tAEO 
V5r/C4wHv5ADHleafgyMB789AQ5Xmn4MjAfEfggGV7j/AFCaGQyMB+kVAT33/3UWv8oBDlfEfggG 
V7j/AFCaGQyMB+n6AD32/3UWv+kBDlfEfggGV7j/AFCaGQyMB+nfAD31/3UWvxMCDlfEfggGV7j/ 
AFCaGQyMB+nEAD30/3UWvyICDlfEfggGV7j/AFCaGQyMB+mpAD3z/3U0jb4A/xZXvzUCDlea/wuM 
B7+QAx5Xmn4MjAe/PQEOV5p+DIwHxH4IBle4/wBQmhkMjAfrcD3y/3UVv0kCDlfEfggGV7j/AFCa 
GQyMB+tWPe7/dRW/XQIOV8R+CAZXuP8AUJoZDIwH6zyNvgD+Fle/bQIOV5r/C4wHjb4A/xZXi0YG 
mVJQ6DD7mn4MjAe/PQEOV5p+DIwHxH4IBle4/wBQmhkMjAeJ7F3KAgBVieWD7AKhXASJRv4xwKNc 
BItG/onsXctVieWD7ALHRv4BAItG/onsXcoCAFWJ5YPsBItGBgUHACX4/4lGBotGBgUIAFCaigKM 
B8R+CCaJBSaJVQImiwUmC0UCdEgmgz0AdRqLRgYlDwCJRvyLRga5BADT6CYDRQKJRv7rGcR+CCaL 
BSaLVQKJRvyJVv4xwCaJBSb/RQL/dv7/dvy4CABQmp8CjAeJ7F3KBgBVieXEfggmiwUmC0UCdA8m 
/3UCJv81/3YGmp8CjAfEfggxwCaJBSaJRQJdygYAVYnlg+wIxH4GJosFAUYKi0YKuQQA0+gDRgyL 
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0DHAiUb4iVb6i0YKJQ8ACcB0HsR+CgZXxH74Blf/dgSavBiMB4tGCiUPAMR+BiYpBYtG+ItW+olG 
/IlW/otG/ItW/onsXcIKAFWJ5YtGBF3CAgBVieWKRgS0Nc0hidiMwl3CAgBVieXEfgQxwInCJvdF 
Av//dRyD7ASJ4BZQJosFsQTT4FD/HgYDxH4Ei0b+g8QEJolFAiaJRQRdwgQAVYnlg+waxH4GgceA 
ACaLRQSJRu4mi0UMiUbsJotFBANGBANGBolG+InHiUb0MO0mig3jFiYDfQEGV1Em/zXoaf9ZXwer 
4vGLfvQmik0D4xkmA30EBldRJv816Ff/WV8Hq4nQq+Lui370JopNBuMUJgN9BwZXUQZX6Ev/WV8H 
g8cG4vD/dgj/dgaNfgQWV4tG7gNG7FDorv6JRviJVvrEfviLRu6xBNPoA0b6JolFEI7AJolFCibG 
RQwAi0b4i1b6iUb8iVb+i0b8i1b+iexdwgYABEZCR0QCcGtVieWB7BQCgD6SBAB0DscGXAT1/8dG 
/vX/6Y0BxwZcBPz/x0b+/P+NvvL+FlfEfgYGV7gEAFCaLQ2MB79YBw5XmvAMjAd0A+mfAItGBgWA 
AItWCIlG9olW+MR+9om+7v6MhvD+JoB9BgNyByaAfQgDdgPpNAGh/AOJhuz+McA7huz+f2KJRvTr 
A/9G9LgaAPdm9Iv4gccCAB5XxL7u/oHHDgAGV5rwDIwHdTL/dgj/dgbEvu7+Jv816Gv+i8iL2rga 
APdm9Iv4iY0YAImdGgCLRvSJRv4xwKNcBOnMAItG9DuG7P51o+nAAI2+8v0WV8R+BgZXuAIAUJot 
DYwHv10HDlea8AyMB3QD6Z0Ai0YGBYAAi1YIiUb6iVb8xH76ib7u/YyG8P0mgH0GAnIHJoB9CAF2 
AutzofwDiYbs/THAO4bs/X9kiUb06wP/RvS4GgD3ZvSL+IHHAgAeV8S+7v2BxwoABlea8AyMB3U0 
/3YI/3YGxL7u/QZXJv91BOjt/IvIi9q4GgD3ZvSL+ImNGACJnRoAi0b0iUb+McCjXATrCYtG9DuG 
7P11oYtG/onsXcoEAAJQS1WJ5YHsEgHHBlwE8/+hXASJRv6Nvvb+FlfEfgYGV7gCAFCaLQ2MB78S 
CQ5XmvAMjAd0A+n1ADHAiUb2i0b2xH4GA/gmgD0adAyBfvYBAXMF/0b26+aBfvYAAXID6cwAxH4G 
ifgDRvZAxH4GjMKJRvqJVvzEfvqJfvKMRvQmgH0IAXIHJoB9CgF2A+meAMdG+AEA6wP/Rvi4DwD3 
ZviL+IHHGwEeV42+8v4WV8R+8oHHAgAGV7gEAFCaLQ2MB5rwDIwHdV64DwD3ZviL+IHHEQEeB4m+ 
7v6MhvD+Blcm/3UI/x4KA8S+7v4xwCaJBSaJRQL/dgj/dgbEfvIGVyb/dQbotPvEvu7+JolFBCaJ 
VQYxwCaJRQiLRviJRv4xwKNcBOsJg374FHQD6Wn/i0b+iexdygQAVYnluIsAupgDo2QEiRZmBLiL 
ALqYA6N2BIkWeAQxwKNoBKNqBDHAo3oEo3wEMcCjbASjbgQxwKNyBKN0BDHAoyQEoyYEMcCjKAQx 
wKM+BKNABDHAo0IExgYuBADHBo4EAQDHBpAEAQAxwKOOA8YGkgQAXcNVieWB7AIDjNOOw4zb/I2+ 
/v7Fdg6sqpEw7fOkjb7+/cV2CqyqkTDt86SO28ZG/wDHBlwE/f/EfgYxwCaJBb8OAx5Xjb7+/BZX 
jb7+/hZXmv8LjAeNvv79FleafgyMB5oACYwHvw4DHle4AQBQmjsJjAea7QSMBwnAdDSAvv7+AHUE 
61zrKb8OAx5Xjb7+/RZXmgAJjAe/DgMeV7gBAFCaOwmMB5rtBIwHCcB0AusxMcCjXAS/DgMeV5pH 
GIwHxH4GJokFJoM9/3YSi0YEo1wEvw4DHleavAmMB+sExkb/AYpG/4nsXcIOAAQuQkdJVYnlgewu 
AozTjsOM2/yNvv7+xXYErKqRMO3zpI7bxkb/AI2+0v0WV7gaAPdmCIv4gccCAB5Xmv8LjAe/pgsO 
V5p+DIwHv5oDHle4DABQmhkMjAe4GgD3ZgiL+IuFGAALhRoAdCu4GgD3ZgiL+IuFGACLlRoAo3YE 
iRZ4BDHAo2wEo24EMcCjcATGRv8B6d0Ajb7+/hZXv5oDHle/cAQeV7j8/1Doa/4IwHUD6b8AoXQC 
ixZ2AqMABIkWAgS4CwW6mAOjdAKJFnYCv2wEHlf/NnAE/x4GA6EABIsWAgSjdAKJFnYCoWwECwZu 
BHUIxwZcBPv/63i/DgMeV8Q+bAQGV/82cASNvvb+FleaJgqMB78OAx5XmrwJjAea7QSMBwnAdRuL 
hvb+OwZwBHUR/zZuBP82bAQO6H36O0YIdBXHBlwE/P+/bAQeV/82cAT/HgoD6xu4GgD3ZgiL+IuF 
GACLlRoAo3YEiRZ4BMZG/wGKRv+J7F3CBgBVieWD7AiAPpIEAHUEDuhZ8zHAUDHAUP82BgT/NggE 
sAFQDuhyA7++BB5XDug/Br++BB5XDuiRBQ7ofg09AQB0BzHAUA7oTAXGBoQEAA7oWQ1QDug8DY1+ 
+BZXuAgAULD/UJrgGIwHjX74FlcO6DoNUA7owwS4AQBQDugtDVAO6IsEMcBQMcBQuAEAUA7oQwQx 
wFAxwFC4AQBQDugxBjHAULgCAFAO6OQFMcBQDuj+CTHAUDHAUA7o1gOJ7F3LAVxVieWB7AgCjNOO 
w4zb/I2+AP/FdgasqpEw7fOkjtuNvgD/Fle/qAMeV7hQAFCaGQyMB4A+qAMAdEagqAMw5Iv4ioWo 
A4iG//6Avv/+OnQwgL7//lx0KY2++P0WV42+AP8WV5r/C4wHv98NDleafgyMB7+oAx5XuFAAUJoZ 
DIwHuAIfupgDo2QEiRZmBP82ZgT/NmQExD5kBAZXxD5kBCb/dQLoRvejZASJFmYExob5/gDEfg4m 
gz0AdAPpfQAxwImG/P7Hhvr+//+Lhvz+Owb8A31ng776/gB9YLgaAPem/P6L+IuFFAALhRYAdEe4 
GgD3pvz+i/iLhRQAi5UWAKPaBIkW3AT/HtoEiYb6/oO++v4AfCCLhvz+o1gEi4b8/sR+DiaJBYuG 
+v7EfgomiQXGhvn+Af+G/P7rj4C++f4AdRW/WAQeV8R+DgZXxH4KBlcO6DoJ6ymhWASJhvz+xH4O 
JosFBYAAiYb6/o2+/P4WV42++v4WV8R+CgZXDugPCcR+DiaDPQB9EccGXAT+/ybHBf7/6NL66TkB 
xH4KJosFo1oE/zZYBL+oAx5X6Bz8CMB1D6FcBMR+DiaJBeiq+ukRAb8YBB5XuD8AULAAUJrgGIwH 
oXQCixZ2AqMABIkWAgS4CwW6mAOjdAKJFnYCvyQEHlf/NvoD/x4GA6EABIsWAgSjdAKJFnYCoSQE 
CwYmBHUhxwZcBPv/xH4OJscF+/+/bAQeV/82cAT/HgoD6Dn66aAAxgYZBADGBi4EAKEkBIsWJgSj 
cgSJFnQEofoDoygEoSQEixYmBKM+BIkWQASh+gOjQgS4XASM2qMyBIkWNAS/GAQeVw7ofAahfgSL 
FoAEiceOwgZXvwQEHle4EwBQmrwYjAe/GAQeVw7oqQiAPgQEAHQNoAQEMOSjXAToufnrIQ7ofgqj 
jAShEgSjjgTHBpAEECfGBpIEAQ7oc/wxwKNcBInsXcoMAFWJ5YN+DgB8RIN+DAB8PqEGBDHSi8iL 
2otGCpk7038tfAQ7wXcnoQgEMdKLyIvai0YImTvTfxZ8BDvBdxCLRgo7Rg58CItGCDtGDH0IxwZc 
BPX/6zyLRg6jlgSLRgyjmASLRgqjmgSLRgijnASKRgaingT/dg7/dgz/dgr/dgiKRgZQDujWBTHA 
UDHAUA7oZwBdygoAVYnlg+wEoaYEixaoBIlG/IlW/jHAUDHAUA7owwAxwFAxwFChmgQrBpYEUKGc 
BCsGmARQDug6CIN+/Ax1Dr+qBB5X/3b+DujCAOsK/3b8/3b+DuiLADHAUDHAUA7oBACJ7F3LVYnl 
/3YI/3YGDuiRB4tGCKOIBItGBqOKBF3KBABVieWD7AKhBgSJRv6LRv6J7F3LVYnlg+wCoQgEiUb+ 
i0b+iexdy1WJ5YN+CgR3BoN+BgN2CMcGXAT1/+sfi0YKo6AEi0YIo6IEi0YGo6QE/3YK/3YI/3YG 
DuhWCV3KBgBVieWDfggLdgjHBlwE9f/rFotGCKOmBItGBqOoBP92CP92Bg7ojgldygQAVYnlg+wI 
jNOOw4zb/I1++MV2CLkIAPOkjtsO6FQIO0YGcwjHBlwE9f/rK8cGpgQMAItGBqOoBI1++BZXv6oE 
Hle4CABQmr4KjAeNfvgWV/92Bg7oOgWJ7F3KBgBVieWDfgYPdgLrJopGBqKEBIN+BgB1B8YGvwQA 
6wqLfgaKhb8Eor8EoL8EmFAO6D8IXcoCAFWJ5YPsHIA+kgQAdQPpjwDEfgaJfuaMRugmgD0QdgbG 
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Rv0Q6wnEfuYmigWIRv2KRv0w5EiJRuQxwDtG5H8yiUb+6wP/Rv6LRv7EfuYD+CaAfQH/fhOLRv7E 
fuYD+CaKRQGLfv6Ihb8Ei0b+O0bkddPEfuYmgH0B/3QFxgaEBAC/vgQeV41+6hZXuBEAUJq8GIwH 
xkb7AI1+6hZXDujlB4nsXcoEAFWJ5Q7oVQeJx47CBlfEfgYGV7gRAFCavgqMB13KBABVieWDfggA 
chKDfggCdwyDfgYAcgaDfgYCdgjHBlwE9f/rFotGCKPWBItGBqPYBP92CP92Bg7oLARdygQABC5D 
SFJVieWB7AoBg34KFHcbg34KAHIVg34KAHQiuA8A92YKi/iAvRsBAHUTxwZcBPL/McCJRgrHRgYB 
AOncAYN+CgB1A+nTAYtGCjsG0AR1A+nHAYtGCjsGjgN1A+mkAYM+jgMAdEK4DwD3Jo4Di/iBxxEB 
HgeJfvaMRvgmg30IAHQmBlcm/3UI/x4KA8R+9jHAJokFJolFAjHAJolFBCaJRQYxwCaJRQi4DwD3 
ZgqL+IHHEQEeB4l+9oxG+CaLRQQmC0UGdAPpNAGNvvb+FlfEfvaBxwoABlea/wuMB7/rEw5Xmn4M 
jAe/kAMeV7gIAFCaGQyMB7+oAx5Xv5ADHleNfv4WV7jz/1DoxfUIwHUagz5cBP11BscGXAT4/zHA 
iUYKx0YGAQDp8QChdAKLFnYCowAEiRYCBLgLBbqYA6N0AokWdgKNfvoWV/92/v8eBgOhAASLFgIE 
o3QCiRZ2AotG+gtG/HUdvw4DHleavAmMB8cGXAT3/zHAiUYKx0YGAQDplwC/DgMeV8R++gZX/3b+ 
McBQUJomCowHvw4DHleavAmMB5rtBIwHCcB1HP92/P92+g7ocvOZi8iL2otGCjHSO9N1BDvBdB7H 
BlwE8/+NfvoWV/92/v8eCgMxwIlGCsdGBgEA6zSLRv7EfvYmiUUIi0b6i1b8JokFJolVAotGCqOO 
A7gPAPdmCov4i4UVAYuVFwGjegSJFnwEi0YKo9AEi0YIo9IEi0YGo9QE/3YK/3YI/3YGDugIBons 
XcoGAFWJ5THAo1wExwb6AwAQDujHAugI9LgfBbqYA6MGA4kWCAO4ngW6mAOjCgOJFgwDxgaQAwDG 
BpoDAMcG/AMGAMcG/gMKAMcGlAQBAMcGjgQBAMcGkAQBAF3L/zZ4BFPLgD7nBP91N4A+lASldQbG 
BucEAMO0D80QoucEoY4CjsC7EAAmigei6ASAPuAEBXQOgD7gBAd0ByTPDCAmiAfDVYvsvgYA/x5k 
BF3LxgbnBP9Vi+wzwIou4QSAPuAEBXUCtQOKDt8ExF4GtAEmgH8WAHUGMuTEHnYEvgAA/x5kBIke 
fgSMBoAEXcoEAFWL7ItGDoteDItOCotWCIB+BgB1A4DMgL44AP8eZARdygoAVYvs6Ez/ikYGPApz 
D6LfBP825QT/NuMEDuiG/8Qe4wS+AgD/HmQEXcoCAFWL7IA+5wT/dCO+BgD/HmQEgD6UBKV0FaGO 
Ao7AuxAAoOgEJogHMuSg5wTNEMYG5wT/XctVi+yKRgYy5FC+MgD/HmQEJotfDOsYXcoCAFWL7IpG 
BjLkUL4yAP8eZAQmi18KWA7ouv5dygIAVYvsikYGMuRQvjIA/x5kBCaLXw7r4V3KAgBVi+yKZgaI 
JoMEoIIEvh4A/x5kBMYGhgQMxF4IuP//viAA/x5kBF3KBgBVi+yKZgiKRga+KgD/HmQEXcoEAFWL 
7ItGCCtGDHkC99hABQcA0ejR6NHoUL4yAP8eZAQmi18IDug3/lv344tOBitOCnkC99lB9+EFBgBy 
BCPSdAQzwIvQXcoIAFWL7MYG3gT/xgbfBADGBuEECsR+CiaKBaLgBCLAdQjoUgCg3gTrL8R+BiaK 
BaLfBMR+CiaKHSLbeCSwCirDcwT22OsSMv8uioddHaLhBC6Kh0Edot4ExH4OMuQmiQVdygwAVYvs 
/zbeBOgIAI8G3gRdyggAVeiEBF3Efgqg4AQy5Dz/dQKK4CaJBTLkoN8ExH4GJokFwzPAxgbeBP+i 
3wSi4ASi4QSi4gSj4wSj5QTGBucE/6LoBMtVi+zoXv3EXgaJHuMEjAblBL4CAP8eZARdygQAVYvs 
vgQA/x5kBF3LVYvsi0YIi14GvggA/x5kBF3KBABVi+yLRgiLXga+CgD/HmQEXcoEAFWL7ItGDIte 
CotOCItWBr4MAP8eZARdyggAVYvsi04KxF4GuAYAvg4A/x5kBF3KBgBVi+yLTgrEXga4BwC+DgD/ 
HmQEXcoGAFWL7ItGDIteCotOCItWBr4SAP8eZARdyggAVYvsi0YQi14Oi04Mi1YKO8FyAZE72nMC 
h9pRUr4IAP8eZARbWItOCIpWBjL2vhAA/x5kBF3KDABVi+yLRhCLXg6+CAD/HmQEi0YMi14Ki04I 
i1YGvhQA/x5kBF3KDABVi+yLRgyLXgq+CAD/HmQEi0YIi14GvhgA/x5kBLgAALtoAYtOCItWBr4U 
AP8eZARdyggAVYvsi0YQi14OvggA/x5kBItGDIteCotOCItWBr4WAP8eZARdygwAVYvsHrj//74U 
AP8eZASL8wYfxH4G/LkGAPOlH13KBABVi+yKRgaiggSKJoMEvh4A/x5kBF3KAgBVi+wywL46AP8e 
ZASLwV3LVYvsMsC+OgD/HmQEi8Ndy1WL7LABvjoA/x5kBIzCi8Ndy1WL7LACi04GvgAA/x5kBIzC 
i8NdygIAVYvssAG+AAD/HmQEi8FIXctVi+yKXgYy/7j//74aAP8eZARdygIAVYvsi0YMgMyAi14K 
i04Ii1YGvhoA/x5kBF3KCABVi+yLRggy5IteBr4aAP8eZARdygQAVYvsxF4GQ74cAP8eZARdygQA 
VYvsi0YKooUEi14Iik4GiA7iBDLtviIA/x5kBF3KBgBVi+yLRgqLXgiLTgbENuMEJot8DCaLVA4m 
A3wQg+8CjsImxwUAAPqH54zVjtL7V1W+LAD/HmQEW1j6jtOL4PtdygYAVYvsimYGiCaDBKCCBL4e 
AP8eZASKRgiihgSK4L4gAP8eZARdygQAVYvsi0YMi14KvggA/x5kBMReBiaKDzLtQ74mAP8eZARd 
yggAVYvsxB5+BCaLXxCB439/ilYGisf24ovIisP24ovYikYKimYIIsB0FcQ+fgQmgH0BA3QKisoy 
7YvZixZ8BL4kAP8eZARdygYAVYvsi0YMi14Ki04Ii1YGgMyAviQA/x5kBF3KCABVi+zEXgYmig8y 
7UO+KAD/HmQEi8NdygQATQBVi+y5AQAOB7usHL4oAP8eZASLwV3LVYvsi0YIi14Gvi4A/x5kBDLk 
isJdygQAVYvsi0YKi14IilYGvjAA/x5kBF3KBgBVi+zEXgaLThCLVg6LdgyLfgo7znICh/E713IC 
h/or8SaJNyv6Jol/Ar40AP8eZARdygwAVYvsxF4Ii04Oi1YMikYGvjYA/x5kBF3KCgAAAAABAQEC 
AwQBBQYH/wAEBQEAAAAABQIAAAAAAAQFAQEAAQAFAgAAAH/GBt4E/8YG4AT/xgbfBADoJACKHuAE 
gPv/dBoy/y6Kh0Edot4ELoqHTx2i3wQuioddHaLhBMO0D80QPAd0MejxAHMGxgbgBAbD6FIAcwTo 
awDD6BIBI8B0BsYG4AQKw8YG4AQB6KoAcwXGBuAEAsPoLABy2ui+ACLAdAbGBuAEB8OLNpQCjsYz 
9iaLBPfQJvcUkJAmOwR1BcYG4AQBw7gAErMQt/+xD80QgPkMfQyA/wF/B4D7A38C+cP4w8YG4AQE 
gP8BdDboOQByMCLbdCzGBuAEA+g6AHMGxgbgBAnDuwDAjsO7OQAmgT9aNHUNJoF/AjQ5dQXGBuAE 
CcPGBuAEBcOA+QJyCYD5BvVzA4D5CMO4ABrNEDwadRaA+wd0D4D7CHQKgPsLcgeA+wx3AvnD+MMy 
wMO6ugMy2+wkgIrguQCA7CSAOsR0B/7DgPsKcwXi8DLAw7kAgOwkMDwQdQXi97ACw7ABw7AGM8kz 
0rQwzRCLwQvCdB0ejtmL2opHAh8KwHQEPAJ1DLqIAeyoBHQEuAEAwzPAwyAA+hkAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAHg4fVv+UEwBeHy7/LnEAkCAgANYBlwKoAKgABAEPAVwBqgBTAXIB 
ewGoAKgAqACoAOIC8QIiA0AUogGoAcwBKwFTAUoBqABoAWgBsQCoAKkArwCoAKgAqACoAKgAqACo 
AKgAqACoAKgAqACoAKgAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABAnAAAAAAAAAAAAAAgACAEAAAAAZABk 
AAABAAAAAAEAAABeXh/Lw8PoQATr9evzUMcGhQAAAMcGhwAAAIDkfzvBcgGRO9pyAofaI8B4FyPb 
eBOjhQCJHocA6BYAWCLkeQPoAgDDWDPAi9iLDn4AixaAAKOJAIkeiwCJDo0AiRaPAMPoTACjMAOJ 
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HjIDw4sOMAOLFjID6Or/UFPoZgNbWL4IAP8ecQDpef/oJQDovxJzFL4sAP8ecQA8/3UJxB55ACbH 
B/n/6Vr/6AYA6KASc/XDAwaFAAMehwDD6AYA6CMD6T//6Ov/kYfa6OX/kYfaw+jw/+gREnPNwz3/ 
/3Qa/zYwA/82MgO+FAD/HnEAjwYyA48GMAPpCv8OB7s0A+kC/+iIEun8/oA+mgAAdAbofBXp7/6A 
PnAAAHQPi8H3JiQUi9iLDiYU6dn+w4gmIhSiIxTpzv4iwHQBw8YGkwAAxgZ9AACJHnEAjAZzAKJw 
ADPAi/D/HnEAiR51AIwGdwAGU8Q+cQAmix2B+x4OdQWDxxDrKCaBfQj/lHUHJotdCusFkCaLXR8e 
Jo4eEACDfw4SH3QFxgZvAP+/EgCwmvyquHgDq4zIq4s+cQAuxDZ1AIPGAiaLBKN+AC7ENnUAg8YE 
JosEo4AAoX4AuegD9+EuxDZ1AIPGCib3NECjlgChgAD34S7ENnUAg8YMJvc0QKOYAFsH6Q3+UFNR 
UgYmi0cMQECj4wQmi0cOo+UEJotHEDPSuQYA9/Gj3wQmxF8aiR55AIwGewAHWllbWP8ecQDGBpoA 
AOnN/aObAL4eAP8ecQDDo5sAw6ORAL4gAP8ecQDDPP91B8cGkQAMDMOjkQDDMsCLHqIAuQEA6wUy 
wLkDAKKfAIgOoAC5AQC+IgD/HnEAw6KfAIgOoACJHqIAwwAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAEADUBhIAQwQgAAoEJgDkGCQAVxQoAC4XFgBjCBgAQAgOAHMLFADdBwAAHg4fUIv+ 
vk4DrSPAdAw7x6119ov4WP/XH8tYH8uhMAOLHjID6wouozADLokeMgPD6KQCcg6jMAOJHjIDvggA 
/x5xAMMDBjADAx4yA6MwA4keMgPr2wMGMAMDHjIDUFPoCgBbWKMwA4keMgPD6GgCchNRUovIi9OH 
BjADhx4yA+iLAFpZw+iJD3MHvhIA/x5xAMOjkQDGBnIL/8MAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAOB0NBi/u7EwSJB4l/AolHBIlXBolPCIlXColPDIl/ 
DolHEIl/ErgAgIlHFIlHFrgGALkIAL4OAP8ecQDD6MwBchOAPqAAA3MN6E0Ncwe+DAD/HnEAw+g0 
AIv4K/l5Avffi/Mr8nkC9947/os+cAtzDyvHK8/oFQDR5wPHA8/rDSvfK9foBgDR5wPfA9dQU1FS 
V+i0/19aWVtYwwAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAADwIcgKwBTLk0OCL+P+l/QQNBXEFsgV2BR8FngUlBSkF 
xgbeBAHHBuEEAADHBucEAADDxgbeBALDMsDrArD/40NQBlNRM8Dot/9ZXwfo+gDoFPzo6gAjyXXz 
WCLAuAEAdB/EHuMEJosHJotfAscG5wQAAOhG/rgDAIA+mwAAdAFI6H3/w+gwAOti6CsAoeEEOwbf 
BHMcPQQAchfEHuMEiw7fBMYG3gQAgMyAvg4A/x5xAMYG3gQAw7gAgIvY6Pz9xgbeBADDgz5vAAB1 
HIE+mAC0AHIFxgZyC/+APnILAHQI6NT/6AUA66Tonv/GBt4EAMQ+4wSLDuEEOw7fBHID6dcAg/kC 
cqv/NjAD/zYyA+grAOg1AID/gHUNItt0FugcACPJde3rDQZXUejL/VlfByPJdd6PBjIDjwYwA8Po 
CgAGV1Hodv1ZXwfDuwCA4wsmiwVHRyaLHUdHScMeDh/oAgAfw4A+3gQAdG6APt4EAnQQgz7nBAB1 
GqPpBIke6wTrNooWmwDofA1zB74wAP8ecQDDOwbpBHUfOx7rBHUZgz7nBAF0MugPALgBgIvY6AcA 
xwbnBAAAw/8G5wSLPuEEOz7fBHMU0efR58Q24wQD/qsmiR3/BuEE+cMGU8QeeQAmxwf6/1sH+cNR 
UqNEA4keRgOLDjADixYyA4kOQAOJFkID6NEAoZsAcgmG4L4eAP8ecQCLHkYDU6FAA+jb/KFEA1tQ 
6NP8WIseQgNT6Mr8W6FAA+jD/KFEA4seQgNQ6Hz8WFpZC8l0P1KL0Yv60eID19Hq0eqAPpMAAHQP 
i8r32V8j/3UF6E8A6x1XA8Er2lDohvxYix5GAyvaU+h7/FtfI/90A+gLAKGbAL4eAP8ecQDDoUAD 
A8HoX/yhQAOLHkYDU+hU/FuhRANQU+gP/FtYA8Er2ulC/KFAA4seRgNTUOj6+1hbK9oDwVPoLPyh 
RAMDwVvpI/w7wXwBkTvafQKH2kBJS0LoKvz5w/jDAAAAAAD/xgbcBwDoUgGAPqAAA3MZvgQAgD5v 
AAB1D4A+cgsAdQiBPpgAtAByL1BTMsC5AQC+IgD/HnEAM8Do1fxbWOisAuh9ArgBAOjH/KCfALkB 
AL4iAP8ecQDD6BcB6GMCuAUA6a38/zYwA/82MgNQU/82mwAz/1eLPjADA/iLNjIDV1ZXVuh+BcPG 
BtwH/4A+kwAAdAKHyujDAIA+bwAAdQ+APnILAHUIgT6YALQAcgPpswIz0ogW2weJFtcHiRbZB4kW 
RAOJFkYDiRZIA4kWSgPo0AFQUzPSuVoA9/GL+IvDM9L38T0EAHIDuAMAi/BbWDv3dB5TULhaAEf3 
54vYWFMz9jvDnOhrAJ10A+gOAVhb68Ez9jvDnOhZAJ10A+j8AKEwA4seMgOLDtcHiQ5EA4sW2QeJ 
FkYDgD7cBwB0GgPIA9NQU+he+1tYiw5IA4sWSgMDyAPT6E376GcBw4kOQAOJFkIDUKEwA6M0A6Ey 
A6M2A1jDiw5AA4sWQgOAPpMAAHQGBVoAg8Nai/sr+Ik+lAAj/3UD6b8A/zYwA/82MgNRUv82mwC/ 
//9XVlNTUFDovgCjRANY6MQAo0YDWOiwAKNIA1jotgCjSgNeXv82RAP/NkYD/zZIA1CLxug1+6FE 
AzsGSAN1FqFGAzsGSgN1DYE+lABeAXMhg8QU6wqDPpQAAnMVg8QUoUgDix5KAwMGMAMDHjID6bX5 
6OoDw4A+3AcAdQi4AQDo6frrK+iM+cQe4wQmiwcmi18CxwbnBAAA6Iv5uAMA6Mr6oeEELQMAcgaj 
4QTop/uAPtsHAHURxgbbB/+hRAOj1wehRgOj2QfDX+gJB4sOQAPoEQD/51/oCQeLDkID6AQA99j/ 
54vQi8OL2egDAIvCw4vIi8L345H34wPRw1FSuWgBM9L38VI72XQIM9KLw/fxi9pYO8NyAZNaWcMO 
B/y+NAOL/q0rBoUAq4vYrSsGhwCri8i+RAOtA8OrrQPBq60Dw6utA8GrwzvDcguBw2gB6wU7w3IB 
k4A+kwAAdAYFWgCDw1qLDkADiQ5AA4sOQgOJDkIDUFNTU1BQ6Ez/o0QDWOhS/6NGA1joPv+jSANY 
6ET/o0oDXltYU1BQUOgq/6NMA1joMP+L2KFMAwMGMAMDHjID6HH4WFhbQDvDftrDUFMzwOim+VtY 
6If/6Eb4xB7jBCaLByaLXwLoS/i4AgDpivkAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAQAAgT6YALQAcgXGBnIL/4vs 
g+wYgOR/PQMAciaJTvCJXv6JRvjR4NHgA9iJXvz/NpsA6NIBcwvoDwDoKgJzA+gHAFiDxBjpHfcG 
H+jaAItG9IlG9sdG7gAA6C4A6PgAi0bsgH7oAnIS/0bui17qO17udQfHRu4AAPfrAUb2i0b2O0by 
fNQeBw4fw8dG+gAAi17+Q0OLD4tG9oPDBIv5ixeLyoD+gHQaO9d8AofXO8J86DvHfeRTUegXAOg7 
AFlb69WA+gF1CoPDBIsPgP2AdcbDi3f6i3/8i0/+ixc713wEh86H14vBK/p0DYtG9ivCK/H37vf/ 
A8HDi9CLdvyLRvo7RvBzIv9G+iPAdBVIi9jR44sIQDvKfAmL2NHjiQhIdeuL2NHjiRDDx0b0/3/H 
RvIAgIte/kNDiwdDQ4D8gHUFPAF08cM7RvR9A4lG9DtG8nzjiUby696LdvwzwItO+uMmi9jR41BW 
HlWpAQCLAIte9g4fdQXoFADrA+ghAF0fXlhAO0b6ctrDAAAAAIM+1g0AdAPo0QCj+QyJHvsMw4M+ 
1g0AdAPovwCLyIvThw75DIcW+ww7wXIBkYA+cgsAdQPpyfa+DAD/HnEAwwAAAQAAAgQCAFoAAArh 
hwIKAeGHAgIFh+EDAgWHhwFaCgAAAYcR4eEDBQEAAAMKAQAAAwUCAAAAAAEAAMcG1g0AAKCRAP7I 
+HhPgD5yCwB1AjLAitjQ49DjAtgy/4HDPA2L86yIRuisMuSJRuqs9y5wC4lG7Kwy5IA+kwAAdAiA 
PnILAHQBrOgSAAagnACK4L4eAP8ecQAH+cMAADLAwwAAAAAAVYvsg+wqi0YO6HICiUYOo5sAi0YK 
i14I6BUCiUbai0YGi14E6AkCxkbWADtG2n8ExkbW/4lG2PdGEv//dQP/RhL3RhD//3UD/0YQi0YQ 
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i14SO8N3AovD9+C7ZADoCgJzA+nRAIlG3IlW3oteEujnAejkAYlG+IlW+jPAiUb+iUbsiUbui0bc 
i1bei14QiV786MQB6MEBiUb0iVb26MoBcwPpkQCL8ov46L4BcwPphQArRtwbVt6JRvCJVvLR59HW 
iX7oiXbq6N4A6HIAi0bwi17yA8AT2wNG5BNe5gNG5BNe5jte4nwKdQU7RuByA+iUAOhvAItG7jtG 
6nzKdQiLRuw7RuhywOieAOgyAItG5Ite5tHr0dgDRvATXvI7XuJ/CnUFO0bgdwPoOADoVwD3RvwA 
gHTRi+Vd6FwBwhQAi0bsA0b4iUbki0buE0b6iUbmi0boK0b0iUbgi0bqG0b2iUbiw/9G/otG5AFG 
8ItG5hFG8otG5ANG+IlG7ItG5hNG+olG7sP/TvyLRuApRvCLRuIZRvKLRuArRvSJRuiLRuIbRvaJ 
RurDi1YOi3b+i37890YMAIB1N1ZXi8aL34vIi9P32OgWAF9eVlf334vGi9+LyIvT99joAwBfXsMD 
RhYDXhQDThYDVhRV6DH0XcPoDgD33ugJAPfe99/oAgD33ovGi9/oKgCAftYAdQs7Rtp8BTtG2H4M 
wztG2n0GO0bYfgHDV1YDdhYDfhToSgBeX8P32wrkeA8K/3gFK9iLw8MFcBcDw8MK/3gI99gF0Acr 
w8MFoA8rw8ML2/l0DDPJh8qR9/OR9/OHysOLyIvC9+NyBZH34wPRw4vGi9/pSvOAPnAAAHUsUL4y 
AP8ecQAmix+OBnMAWOsWgD5wAAB1E74yAP8ecQAmi18CjgZzAA7oAQDDBlPLAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAA7AncEsgbtCCcLYQ2ZD9ARBhQ6FmwYnBrLHPceICFII2wljSesKccr3y3zLwMyDzQYNhw4HDoX 
PA4+AEDsQdRDtkWTR2pJPEsITc1OjVBGUvlTplVLV+pYgloTXJxdH1+aYA1ieWPdZDlmjWfZaB1q 
WWuMbLdt2W7zbwRxDHILcwF073TTda12f3dHeAZ5vHloegp7o3syfLh8M32lfQ5+bH7Bfgt/TH+D 
f7B/03/sf/t/AIBVg+wAi+yDRgRa6weQVYPsAIvsxgagEACLRgSFwH0G99j2FqAQM9K5aAH3+YvC 
PbQAfgcttAD2FqAQPVoAfgX32AW0ANHgi/CLnKEQi8szwPjR09HQgD6gEAB0CvfT99CDwwEVAACD 
xABdwwAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAxgaEAAHoDAJzDJGH2ugEApGH2nMBw6PUEYke 
1hGJDtgRiRbaEegoAIA+hAAAdBGh1BGLHtYRiw7YEYsW2hH5w7j//4vYi8iL0MYGhAAA+MO71BHo 
9ACK6LvYEejsAArFdQHDodgRKwbUEXDUo9ARodoRKwbWEXDIo9IRu9QR6MkAiui72BHowQCK0ArF 
dQHDItV0BsYGhAAAwyLtdQPo1QDGBoQAAoM+0BEAdR6h1hE7BosAfQahiwCj1hGhjwA7BtYRfQOj 
1hHrdpCDPtIRAHUeodQROwaJAH0GoYkAo9QRoY0AOwbUEX0Do9QR61GQodQROwaJAH0NoYkAUOic 
AI8G1BHrOqGNADsG1BF9ClDoiQCPBtQR6yeh1hE7BosAfQ2hiwBQ6GIAjwbWEesRoY8AOwbWEX0I 
UOhPAI8G1hEi7XUD6C8A6TH/MtKLBzsGiQB9ArIBOwaNAH4CsgKLRwI7BosAfQOAwgQ7Bo8AfgOA 
wgiKwsOh1BGHBtgRo9QRodYRhwbaEaPWEcMrBtYR9y7QEfc+0hEBBtQRwysG1BH3LtIR9z7QEQEG 
1hHD6IAAiz6JADvHfQQ7z3xIiz6NADvHfgQ7z388iz6LADvffQQ713wwiz6PADvffgQ7138kiz6J 
AIs2jQDoGwCR6BcAkYs+iwCLNo8Ak+gKAJOS6AUAkvnD+MM7x30Di8fDO8Z+AovGwzsGjQB3FDse 
jwB3DjsGiQB8CDseiwB8AvnD+MM7wXwBkTvafAKH2sMAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAACAAAAAAy7eMO 
UwaIDiwU6A4BB1voOwHDgD5wAAB1BugNAOlX7L4kAP8ecQDpTewi5HkogD5wAAB1GFBTUVK+JAD/ 
HnEA6AoAWllbWIDkf+nbAYkeJBSJDiYUw6MgFIkeJBSJDiYUxwYoFAgAxgaaAADHBioUAADHBigW 
AACAPn0AA3QXIsB0GehKAoM+KBYAdA/GBpoA/4keKBTHBioU//+LHiQUiw4mFIA+mgAAdAPoVACh 
IBSLFiIUgD6aAAB0BehGAesZC9t1BbsIAIvLM9KAPnAAAHUHviQA/x5xAIkeJBSJDiYUwwAAAwUC 
AwMEAQEEAwUDAgEFAgMBBAHoBgChIBTpAwGLHigUg/sKcgO7CgDQ44ufEBWKzzLtMv/DoTADix4y 
A1OL2IA+KhQAdQPoTwBYU4vYgD4rFAB1A+hoAFijMAOJHjIDvggA/x5xAMOAPioUAHUIoTADI8B5 
AcOKDiwUMu2hIhSAPn0AAHUKgD6aAAB0A+lBA74mAP8ecQDDoSYUgD4hFAF0EIA+IhQAdBWgLBQy 
5PcmJBSAPiIUAXUD0ehIK9jDoSYUgD4hFAF1CaAsFDLk9yYkFIA+IxQCdAuAPiMUAXUC0egr2MMA 
AAAAAAAAAP8AAQABAAEAAQABAAEAAQABACsAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
gD59AAN0G4gmARY6BgAWdCeiABZTUeiFAFlbchvGBgAW/8OjChaJHgwWiQ4OFokWEBYz24keKBQj 
23UkoQoWowIWoQ4WowYWoQwWI8B1AUCjBBahEBYjwHUBQKMIFusxiR4CFokeBhaJDgQWiQ4IFoA+ 
ARYAdRqLHoIAuRAnO9lzD/fh9/OL2CPbdQFDiR4CFuhGAIseKhaLDiwW+cOhKBYjwHUGxgYAFv/D 
xwYmFgAAxTYmFrkQAL8SFg4H86QOH4A+EhYr+XQB9cOOwjP2JoA8K3UEiRYoFsOgGhYqBhwWMuRQ 
9yYCFvc2BBajKhZY9yYGFvc2CBajLBbD6AkAix4uFosOLBbDU1Hozf+hExbR4AUQAMU+JhYD+DPS 
4x4migdDLioGFhYuOgYTFnMMMuSL9wPwAhRzAv7G4uIOH4vC9yYCFvc2BBajLhZZW8PHBiIWAADH 
BiQWAAAqBhYWOgYTFnIBwzLk0eDEPiYWi9+DwxAD2CYDPwM+FxaAPhkWAHQF63eQXwfoWQAGV9Dg 
MuSL+P+lyRfRFwAY9hcCGKEiFoseJBaKDpMAgOEBii4BFjrNdQgiyXQF99jrAZPougFfB8PokwCj 
IhaJHiQW67bohwCLyIvThw4iFocWJBbopAHroiaLDYbpR0cywPbFgHQCBAL2wYB0Av7AwwZXM8Do 
uOxfB+jc/wZX0OAy5Iv4/5VKGF8H6+1SGGAYaxhrGP8O4QS4AwDokexY6XH/uAMA6IfsM8Dpguzo 
HgCjIhaJHiQW99uAPpMAAHQD99iTAwYwAwMeMgPpHOuKxegQAOgiAFCKwegHAOgwAIvYWMMz0iR/ 
itgy/yRAdAb+z0qAy4CLw8OLHgIWg/sBdAL364seBBaD+wF0Avf7w4seBhaD+wF0Avfrix4IFoP7 
AXQC9/vDgD4AFv90VONS/zafAKMwFgZT6EcAUTLAuQEA6ADqgD4ZFgB0CKGbAIbE6MbpWVsHJooH 
IsB0DAZTUehg/llbB0Pi7VhQ6NbpgD4ZFgB0CKGbAIbE6JzpjwafAMNR6Pb96AUA6DUAWcOhLhaA 
PgEWAHQHoSwWAQYwA4A+MBYAdBqAPjAWAXUD0ehIgD6TAAB0BQEGMgPDKQYwA8OhLhaAPgEWAHUD 
oSwWgD4xFgB0GYA+MRYBdQLR6IA+kwAAdAUBBjADwwEGMgPD99sBHjIDAQYwA8NQoJMAJAGKJgEW 
OsR1CyLAWHQO99j32esMWJOHyvfY99n32/faAwYwAwMeMgMDDjADAxYyA+js93MHvgwA/x5xAMMA 
AAAAVYnluP8AmhYBjAddw1WJ5egoAL/+BB5XDuggA7/+BB5XmscFjAe//gUeVw7oDQO//gUeV5rM 
BYwHXcu0D+jUBTwHdAo8A3YGuAMA6FUA6J8AtAgy/+i8BYrEJH+i+gSi8AQzwKLrBKL7BKL8BECi 
6gSOBo4Cv2wAJoodJjoddPsmih245P+Z6DwC99D30rk3APfxo/YEHg4fujgBuBslzSEfw44GjgIm 
gCaHAP48B3QGPARyArADULQA6FcFWArkdC24EhGzAOhKBbgwEbcAsgDoQAWA+ip1FiaADocAAbgA 
AbkABugsBbQSsyDoJQXDtA/oHwVQuDARtwCyAOgUBVixAArSdQiyGDwDdwKxAYryitT+yrQAgP4Y 
dgK0AaPuBIkW+ASIDu0ExgbsBAEzwKPyBIkW9ATDUB64HQmO2IA+6gQAdAXGBvwEAR9Yz4A+/AQA 
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dQHDxgb8BAC0Ac0WdAa0AM0W6/SwXugdA7BD6BgD6A4D6Yn+i9w2i0cE6CP/6G3/oPoEovAEygIA 
i9w2ilcKNop3CDaKTwY2im8EOtF3Jzr1dyP+yngf/s54G/7JOg74BHcT/s06LvkEdwuJFvIEiQ70 
BOhBA8oIALgABoo+8ASLDvIEixb0BOg2BIsW8gToJQPL6BoDuAAGij7wBIvKihb0BOgbBMu4AQfr 
A7gBBlDo/QJYij7wBIoO8gSK7osW9AQ67nUCMsDo9gPLi9w2ilcGNop3BP7KAhbyBHIXOhb0BHcR 
/s4CNvMEcgk6NvUEdwPowgLKBADotQKKwioG8gT+wMvoqQKKxioG8wT+wMuL3DaKRwSo8HQEJA8M 
gIAm8ARwCAbwBMoCAIvcNopHBCQHsQTS4IAm8ASPCAbwBMoCAIAm8AT3y4AO8AQIy6D6BKLwBMuL 
3DaLTwTjE44GjgIz/yaKHaH2BDPS6AUA4vbKAgAtAQCD2gByBSY6HXTzw4vcNotfBLjdNLoSADvT 
cxr384vY5GGoA3UIDAPmYbC25kOKw+ZCisfmQsoCAORhJPzmYcuAPvsEAHUItAHNFrAAdAKwAcug 
+wTGBvsEAArAdRIy5M0WCsB1Cogm+wQK5HUCsAPoE/7Li9weNsV/BMdFArDXx0UEgACNhYAAiUUM 
jF0Ox0UQZwOMTRLGRTAAH8oEAIvcHjbFfwS4nwO7fQSLy4F9ArHXdArHRQKy17hMBIvYiUUUjE0W 
iV0YjE0aiU0cjE0eM8AfygQAVYvsxH4GJotVBEpKJot1CCbEfQwz28YG+wQADuhc/7kBADwIdDQ8 
E3QwPAR0REk8G3QnPAF0IzwGdDc8GnRGPA10Tzwgcs872nTLJogBQ+iYADvedsCL8+u8C9t0uLAI 
6IcAsCDoggCwCOh9AEvi6uukO950oCaKATwgcpnoagBD4u/rkYA+6wQAdIomiAFD6wroTgAmxwEN 
CkNDxH4GM8AmiUUIJoldCl3KBACL3DbEfwQmi00IJilNCOMZJsR9DIA+7AQAdQsmigXoHABH4vfr 
A+icAOjW/DPAygQAM8DKBACwDegCALAKU1FSBlDocgBYPAd0KjwIdC08DXQzPAp0NbQJih7wBDL/ 
uQEAUuhjAVr+wjoW9AR2IIoW8gTrF7QO6E8B6xM6FvIEdA3+yusJihbyBOsD6AgA6C0AB1pZW8P+ 
xjo29QR2GP7OUVK4AQaKPvAEiw7yBIsW9AToFAFaWcO0AzL/6QoBtAIy/+kDAR6OHo4CixZQAB+L 
2ov3JooFPAd0ITwIdCw8CnQ1PA10OUf+wjoW9AR2POhuAOih/4oW8gTrLOhiAFFSuAcO6MIAWlnr 
HOhTADoW8gR0E/7K6w/oRgDoef/rB+g+AIoW8gRHi/eL2uKm6DAAHo4ejgKJFlAAisb2JkoAMvYD 
wovIixZjALAO7usAisVC7usASrAP7usAisFC7h/DO/d0Y1FSVx4Gi88rzh6OHo4Cisf2JkoAMv8D 
w9Hgi/iLFmMAg8IGgD5JAAcfoZQCdQOhkgKKHu0Eij7wBAYfjsD8Ctt0FqyK2OyoAXX7+uyoAXT7 
i8Or++Ls6waK56yr4vwHH19aWcNWV1UGzRAHXV9ewwC6HQmO2owGggIz7ejmGOigAIvEBRMAsQTT 
6IzSA8KjVAKjVgIDBk4Co1gCo2ICo2YCo24CjgaCAiahAgCjagLHBnQC1gCMDnYCv/4GvjkCuRMA 
kPwurLQ1zSGJHYxFAoPHBOLvHg4fugwBuAAlzSG6EwG4IyXNIbrbALgkJc0hugQBuD8lzSEfuP4E 
HlAeULhjAg5QDuixBA7oKwW4/gUeUB5QuGMCDlAO6J0EDugcBcszwJxbgOcPU52cWYDl8ID98HQO 
QIDP8FOdnFmA5fB0AUCilgLDM8DKAgD7g8QGWIPnH4HHlgCA/DlzA7///1e0VM0hi+yAThYBWFtZ 
Wl5fXR8Hz7jQAIPEBusDuMgAWVvrB7j/ADPJM9u6HQmO2vujfAKLwQvDdD2hWgILwHQvjsAmoRAA 
C8B0GyvDdxf32D0AEHMQuhAA9+IDwXIHJjsGCAByBiahFADr0YvIjMMrHoICg+sQiQ5+AokegALE 
HngCjMALw3QTM8CjeAKjegKjhgK4bgEOUAZTy7j+BB5QDuiNBLj+BR5QDuiEBL/+Br45ArkTAJD8 
Lqy0JR7FFc0hH4PHBOLwoX4CCwaAAnQpu0wC6CoAoXwC6DIAu1sC6B4AoYAC6EAAsDroVQChfgLo 
NQC7YALoBwChfAK0TM0hLooHCsB0Bug4AEPr88OxZOgHALEK6AIA6wQy5PbxBDBQ6B4AWIrEw1CK 
xOgBAFhQsQTS6OgDAFgkDwQwPDpyAgQHitC0Bs0hwwACGyEjJDQ1Njc4OTo7PD0+P3VSdW50aW1l 
IGVycm9yIAAgYXQgAC4NCgBQb3J0aW9ucyBDb3B5cmlnaHQgKGMpIDE5ODMsOTIgQm9ybGFuZFWL 
7ItGBujAAF1yA8oCALjLAOlw/lWL7ItGBsROCIzD6HEBXXIDygYAuMwA6Vb+i9w2xH8E/KFkAquh 
ZgKrygQAi9w2xH8EJsQ9iT5kAowGZgKJPmwCjAZuAsoEALv8Aus3gcIAEOsFA0QEcvUDVAbFNIzb 
O9918MO7HAPrGztUBncNcgU7RARzBotEBItUBsU0jNs733Xmw6FoAosWagIrBmQCGxZmAiUPAB6L 
PmYCxTZsAv/TH7EE08KLyoDh8IPiDwPBg9IAywvAdHejSgfofwG/bAKM2Y7Bi8+MwybEPYzGOzZm 
AnRfJjtVBnfrcgYmO0UEd+MGV1NRJosNJotdAnQzU1Emi00EJotdBivIG9qD4Q8DxwPWBPCD0gAk 
D4v4jsImjwUmj0UCJolNBCaJXQaLz4zDXwcmiQ0miV0CWFr4wzPAmcMDxwPWBPCD0gAkDzsWagJy 
CHclOwZoAncfBleL+Y7Do2QCiRZmAiaJBSaJVQIzwFD/HnQCWFr4w/82Sgf/HnQCPAFyt3S2oUoH 
6Tz/C8B0WvfB9/91UzseYgJ3CHJLOw5gAnJFOx5mAnIIdz07DmQCczfolQCL+Y7DJolFBCaJVQa/ 
bAKM2I7Ai8eMwibEPYzGO95383IGO8937XQMUlDoCQBZW+gEAPjD+cOLx4zCi/mOwyYDTQQmA10G 
gMHwg9MAgOEPO9p1OjvIdTY7FmYCdQ87BmQCdQmJPmQCjAZmAsMeV4vwjtr8paWtkq2SJgMFJgNV 
AgTwg9IAJA+rkqtfH8MmiQUmiVUCwwUHAIvQ0drR6tHq0eolCADDM8CHBoYCy4M+hgIAdQHLoYYC 
6Q38i/Q2jkQCJjtVAn8HfBQmOwVyDyY7VQZ8CH8HJjtFBHcBy7jJAOnl+7jXAOnf+wUAAnINK8Rz 
CffYOwaEAnIBy7jKAOnH+7oz0ovcHjbEfwg2xXcE/DPAq7iw16u4gACrM8Crq6uNRXSrjMCruBYO 
q7iMB6szwLkOAPOruU8AC9J1Caw6yHYEisjjCKwKwHQDquL4MsCqH8oIAIvcNsR/CjaLRwQmiUUE 
NotHBiaJRQw2i0cIJolFDjPAJolFCCaJRQrKCgC6sdfrCLqy1+sDurPXVYvsxH4GJotFAj2x13QS 
PbLXdA09sNd0EMcGhgJmAOskUgZXDuglAFozwCaJVQImiUUIJolFCrsQAOhMAHQGJsdFArDXXcoE 
ALAA6wKwAVWL7MR+BiaBfQKx13QYJoF9ArLXdAjHBoYCZwDrGFC7FADoFQBYCsB0DLscAOgKACbH 
RQKw113KBAAGVwZXJv8ZC8B0A6OGAl8Hw4vcHjbEfwQmxVUMJotNBCaLHbQ/zSFyECaJRQozwCbH 
RQgAAB/KBAAmx0UKAADr7ovcHjbEfwQmxVUMM8kmh00IJosdtEDNIXIHK8F0A7hlAB/KBACL3B42 
xH8EJsVVDDPJJodNCCaLHbRAzSFyAjPAH8oEAIvcNsR/BCaLHYP7BHYGtD7NIXICM8DKBACDPoYC 
AHU1JoF/ArHXdS4mi3cIJjt3CnQrHgZTUibFVwwmi18KBwPaA/L8/9Ar8ozCWwcfJol3CAvAdQjD 
xwaGAmgAw1BRUlcGU+gzAVsHX1pZWCaLdwgmO3cKdbzDgz6GAgB1QCaBfwKy13U5JotPBCaLfwgr 
zyvRcwQDyjPSBibEdwwD/rAg/POqK/4HJol/CCY7fwR1CVIGU+jiAFsHWgvSdcjDxwaGAmkAw4M+ 
hgIAdUgmgX8Cstd1QSaLTwQmi38IK88rwXMEA8gzwB4GU47aJsRfDAP7/POkK/tbBx8miX8IJjt/ 
BHUNUFJWBlPojQBbB15aWAvAdcDDxwaGAmkAw1WL7MReBrgeCDPS6O7+dQomg38aAHQD6HAAXcoE 
AKw8DXQMPBp0ETvzdfO4HgjDO/N0Caw8CnQBTjPAw7gzCMNVi+zEXga4AgC+mgKM2uhY/3UKJoN/ 
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GgB0A+gtAF3KBABVi+zEXgYmg38aAHQKgz6GAgB1A+gSAF3KBAAGUyb/XxQLwHQDo4YCwwZTJv9f 
GAvAdAOjhgLDVYvsxF4MuLsIi04Gi34Ii1YKR+hO/ovHxH4IK8dIql3KBgCsPA10DzwadAuqO/Pg 
8uMFuLsIw04zwMNVi+zEXggmigcy5MReDItWBivQfgVQ6G7+WAvAdAqLdgiLVgpG6K7+XcoGALoz 
0ovcHjbEfwg2xXcE/DPAq7iw16szwLkWAPOruU8AC9J1Caw6yHYEisjjCKwKwHQDquL4MsCqH8oI 
AKCYArQ9M9LrBrgAPLoBAFWL7MR+CCaBfQKw13QaJoF9ArPXdAjHBoYCZgDrNFBSBlcO6EwAWlgm 
gH0wAHQSHo1VMAYfM8nNIR9zBqOGAusRkibHRQKz1yaJBYtGBiaJRQRdygYAi9w2xH8E6DgAdQ4z 
ySaLHbRAzSFzA6OGAsoEAIvcNsR/BOgcAHUXJosdg/sEdgm0Ps0hcwOjhgImx0UCsNfKBAAmgX0C 
s9d0BscGhgJnAMO0P7pkAOsFtEC6ZQBVi+zEfgro3P91Gx5SxVYGJotNBCaLHc0hWh9yBjvBdAWL 
wqOGAl3KBACzP7lkAOsFs0C5ZQBVi+zEfhDopv91P4tGCgvAdBweUSb3ZQSLyMVWDIrjJosdzSFZ 
H3IfM9Im93UExH4GjMIL13QFJokF6xw7Rgp0F4kOhgLrEaOGAsR+BozCC9d0BTPAJokFXcoOAFWL 
7MR+CuhK/3Uhi0YIJvdlBIvIi0YGJvdlBAPKi9Amix24AELNIXMDo4YCXcoIAIvcjNo2xXcKNsR/ 
BjaLTwT886SO2soKAIA+lgICchtmweAQZg+s0BBmweEQZg+s2RBm9+lmD6TCEMuL8Iv69+FQUovG 
9+OL2IvH9+GLyFpYA9MD0cuAPpYCAnInZsHgEGYPrNAQZsHhEGYPrNkQdF5mmWb3+WaLymYPpMIQ 
Zg+kyxDLVTPtC9J5CEX32IPSAPfaC9t0PnkLRUX32YPTAPfbdDNVi/GL+zPbi8qL0DPAvRAA0eDR 
0tHR0dNAK84b33MFSAPOE99Ndeld6xZduMgA6X314/eTkvfxk/fxi8qL0zPb0e1zCPfZg9MA99tF 
TXUH99iD0gD32l3LgD6WAgJyEGbB4hCL0GbT6ovCZsHqEMuD4R90BtHq0dji+suAPpYCAnIQZsHi 
EIvQZtPii8JmweoQy4PhH3QG0eDR0uL6y/yL3IzaNsR/CDbFdwSsqorIMu3zpI7aygQA/IvcjNo2 
xXcKNsR/BjaLTwSsOsF2AorBqorIMu3zpI7aygoA/IvcjNo2xH8MNsV3CIoEMuQ2i08GC8l/A7kB 
AAPxK8FyE0A2i08EC8l9AjPJO8F2BovB6wIzwKqLyPOkjtrKCAD8i9yM2jbEfwg2xXcEJooNMu2s 
JgAFcwgmxgX/isH20AP5R4rI86SO2soEAFWL7B7Fdgr8rArAdCyK0DL2xH4GJooNMu0rynIcQUes 
8q51FYvHi9mLyknzpnQOi/iLy4t2Ckbr5jPA6wRIK0YGH13KCAD8i9yM2jbFdwg2xH8ErCaKJUeK 
yDrMdgKKzArJdAYy7fOmdQI6xI7ayggA/IvcNsR/BrABqjaKRwSqygIA/IvcjNo2xH8KNsV3BjaL 
RwSqi8jzpI7aygYAVYvsgewAAoN+BgF9BcdGBgEAjb4A/xZXxH4KBle4AQBQi0YGSFAO6Mv+xH4O 
BlcO6AP/jb4A/hZXxH4KBlf/dga4/wBQDuis/g7o6f7EfgoGV/92CA7oeP6L5V3KDABVi+yB7AAC 
g34GAH5cg34IAH5WgX4I/wB/T4F+Bv8AfgXHRgb/AI2+AP8WV8R+CgZXuAEAUItGCEhQDuhY/o2+ 
AP4WV8R+CgZXi0YIA0YGULj/AFAO6D7+Duh7/sR+CgZXuP8AUA7oCf6L5V3KCACL3B42xX8EM8mJ 
DbgAPYF9ArHXdA2wAv8FgX0Cs9d0ArQ8gH0wAHQJjVUwzSFyWokFuG4GuowHM8kz24F9ArHXdC+L 
HbgARM0h9sKAuMMGuowHi8iL2nUUgX0Cs9d1A+grALieBrqMBzPJM9vHRQKy14lFFIlVFolNGIld 
GsdFHOMGx0UejAczwB/KBAAz0jPJix24AkLNIS2AAIPaAHMEM8Az0ovKi9CLHbgAQs0hjZWAALmA 
AIsdtD/NIXMCM8Az2zvYdCCAuYAAGnQDQ+vyi9Mr0Ln//4sduAJCzSEzyYsdtEDNIcOB9wCACsl0 
ewrAdHg6wXYFkYfeh9cqwfbYPClzZ4bBVVCK5oDkgIvoM8dYnLAAgM6Agc8AgID5CHIRisSK44rf 
ivqK1jL2gOkI6+oKyXQK0erR29HY/sl19p14NwPBE94T14vNXXMK0drR29HY/sF0IAWAAIPTAIPS 
AHIPisGA5n8K9cOLwYvei9fD0dr+wXXr+cMrwRveG9eLzV1zEPfS99P32PWD0wCD0gCA9YCL+gv7 
C/h0zQr2eLfR4NHT0dL+yXXy6fwACsB0+QrJdPVVi+oz14HiAICG0ALREvCKyIHNAICBzwCAUgrk 
dQQL23QNCu11Jgv2dSKRh96H74vB9+WL2ovG9+UD2IPSAIvKi8f35QPBg9IA63yQV1ZRVVNQi+wz 
yYpGAfZmB4vwi/mL2YtGAPdmCAPwE/oT2YtGAvdmBgPwE/oT2Yvxi0YA92YKA/gT2hPxi0YC92YI 
A/gT2hPxi0YE92YGA/gT2hPxi/mLRgL3ZgoD2BPyE/mLRgT3ZggD2BPyE/mLRgT3ZgoDxhPXg8QM 
k1ldCvZ4B9Hg0dPR0kmB6YGABYAAg9MAg9IAcwPR2kH2xUB1CEGKwTL10O3DM8CL2IvQwwrAdPVV 
i+oz14HPAICBzQCAgeIAgIbCKtEa8FKwAroBADvvdQY73nUCOuVyBirlG94b79HSchHQ5NHT0dVz 
4irlG94b7/jr6/7IeApSugEAdeWyQOvhi8KxBtPgW1pZXffQ99OD8v94B9HQ0dPR0kmBwYCA6Wf/ 
UjPXWnkFUtHSWsP2xoB0B+gEAHQU9cM6wXUOCsB0CjvXdQY73nUCOuXDi9gL2nQ1iu4L0nkH99r3 
2IPaAIvYuKAAC9J1DIfTsJAK9nUEhvKwiAvSeAj+yAPbE9J5+ArteAOA5n/Dk7GgKstyW4regM6A 
gPkgc1KA+RByCYr8i8Iz0oDpEID5CHINiviKxIriitYy9oDpCArJdArR6tHY0N/+yXX2Cu10CgL/ 
FQAAg9IAchWLyAvKdA8K23kH99r32IPaADLeAtvDiv64AAC6AAB00sPo7PxyO8vo4vxyNcuLyIvz 
i/ronf1yKcsKyXQq6Jb+ch/L6Af/y+gt/8u1AOhj/3IJy7UB6Fv/cgHLuM8A6b3uuM0A6bfuuMgA 
6bHuV1ZR6J38WV5fw1dWUeiP/FleX8NXVlHoTP1ZXl/DV1ZR6EX+WV5fwzyoc0mLyIvzi/oy5DPb 
M9KA6YB2OYD5EHIMiueL2rr//4DpEOvvgPkIcg2K44rfivqK1rb/gOkICsl0C/nR2tHb0Nz+yXX1 
I9cj3iLlyzLAy1JTUA7oqP+LyIvzi/pYW1roE/zLVYvsg+wIi8iL84v6CsB0PPbGgHVBiUb4iV76 
iVb8gMGA0PmAwYCKwSwUiEb+i0b4i176i1b86Fj/6Df//shSU1Dozvs6Rv5ZXl9z4YvBi96L14vl 
XcuL5V24zwDpxe25gSG+otq/D8noq/sKwHQDgPaAPGxyXLmDIb6i2r8PSVKA5n/ozf1achDoBf9X 
VlEO6Fn/WV5f6O7+9saAdAPo0v7+yeit/ZxyA+jR/v7J6KL9cgj+wYDOgOhb+zxscgm/vhO5BwDo 
tgKdcgcKwHQDgPaAy1idOZ8/12BDnTCSMGeqPygy1262Kh3vOHQN0AAN0HqIiIiICH6rqqqqqgrA 
dAX2xoB0BrjPAOkY7bGBKsFQisG5gPu+M/O/BDXouvuLyIvzi/q4gQAz2zPS6ET+UlNQuIEAM9u6 
AIDo2fpZXl/omfy/bRS5BgDoMgL+wLl/0r73F79yMei8+llSU1CKwZiZ6Bj9uYDSvvcXv3Ix6Gj7 
WV5f6J/6PGdzBjPAM9sz0st9ip3YiR196aKLLjp9juM4jmN+SZIkSRJ+zczMzEx/q6qqqir2xoCc 
gOZ/uYDSvvcXv3Ix6CP8PIhzVVJTUP7Atf/o8vxZXl9QUeiu/FkKwHQC/siRh96H1+g0+r8EFbkI 
AOiwAVnR6XMOUbmB+74z878ENejg+lkCwXIUnXQQi8iL84v6uIEAM9sz0ujL+8tYuM0A6QvsbS4d 
EWAxcEYs/uV/dDZ8iYQhd1M8/8MuetJ9W5UdfCW4Rlhjfhb87/11gNL3F3IxVYvsg+wGCsB1A+nQ 
ADPJ9saAdARBgOZ/UbmBADP2M//o5/tyDJGH3ofX6Gb7WUFBUbl+Sr6O6b9vDOjN+3MF6O0A63e/ 
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FRa5AgBRVy6LDS6LdQIui30E6LD7X1lyCIPHEuLng+8Gg8cGiUb6iV78iVb+Vy6LDS6LdQIui30E 
6LP8UlNQi0b6i178i1b+6AD6uYEAM/Yz/+gz+YvIi/OL+lhbWujt+uiGAF+DxwYuiw0ui3UCLot9 
BOgS+Vn2wQJ0FFGLyIvzi/q4gSG7otq6D0no9fhZ9sEBdAOAzoCL5V3Lf+fPzBNUf/b0ojAJf2rB 
kQoGgLWeim9EgIIsOs0TgGrBkQoGgQAAAAAAgCGi2g9Jfeiiiy66fY7jOI5jfkmSJEmSfs3MzMxM 
f6uqqqqqv0UWuQUAUlNQUVeLyIvzi/roTflfWegGAFleX+lC+VWL7IPsBolG+ole/IlW/i6LBS6L 
XQIui1UEUVfrEFFXLosNLot1Ai6LfQToUfiLTvqLdvyLfv7oCPlfWYPHBuLduYEAM/Yz/+g0+Ivl 
XcOLz74KAIvaC9t5Effb99iD2wDoBwBPJsYFLUHDM9KT9/aT9/aAwjCA+jpyA4DCB08miBWL0AvT 
deMrz8MzwDPSM/bjXSaAPSt0ByaAPS11BU5HSXRMJoA9JHRIJoodgOs6gMMKcyX2xvB1NlPR4NHS 
UlDR4NHS0eDR0lsDw1sT01sy/wPDg9IAR+LQi9gL2nQPC/Z5B/fa99iD2gAz8ngBw/nDR0l0+iaK 
HYD7YXIDgOsggOs6gMMKcguA6xeAwwZzyYDDCrcE0eDR0nLU/s919grDR+LRC/Z5B/fa99iD2gD4 
w1WL7IPsIItGDotWEI1+ABYH6An/Hov3Fh/EfgiLVgaLRgw7wn4Ci8I7yn4Ci8o7wX0Ci8H8qivB 
dAhRi8iwIPOqWfOkH4vlXcoMAFWL7MR+CiaKDTLtR+MJJoA9IHUDR+L36PT+cgLjCYvPK04KM8Az 
0sR+BiaJDV3KCADoRAByDyaLTQSD+QF0BjPbDujP8soEAOgtAHITi8GL0yaLTQSD+QF0BjPbDui0 
8soEAOgSAHILK8Eb03IFsAHKBAAywMoEAIvcNsR/BiaBfQKz13UrM8kz0iaLHbgBQs0hUlAzyTPS 
JosduAJCzSFbWVJQi9Mmix24AELNIVlbw8cGhgJnADPAM9L5w4vcjNo2xXcKNsR/BjaLTwT8O/dz 
BwPxA/lOT/3zpPyO2soKAIvcNsR/CDaLTwY2ikcE/POqyggAv5wCHge5TAcrz9HpM8D886vDAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAA0NHQQAAAAAAA0NHQQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGRUdBVkdBAAAGRUdBVkdBAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAdJQk04NTE0AAdJQk04NTE0AAAAAAAAAAAABEhFUkMAAAAABEhFUkMAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAD 
QVRUAAAAAAADQVRUAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAZQQzMyNzAAAAZQQzMyNzAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAEVFJJUAAAAAAAAAAAAAAETElUVAAAAAAAAAAAAAAEU0FOUwAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAER09USAAAAAAAAAAAAAAEU0NSSQAAAAAAAAAAAAAEU0lNUAAAAAAAAAAAAAAEVFND 
UgAAAAAAAAAAAAAETENPTQAAAAAAAAAAAAAERVVSTwAAAAAAAAAAAAAEQk9MRAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAP//AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAEEAAAKAAsAC4AAACAA0KAAAAAA== 
--=====================_851203435==_-- 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Sat, 21 Dec 1996 11:56:19 -0600 
From:    Bruce Abbott <abbott@CVAX.IPFW.INDIANA.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Driving blind; wearing coats 
 
[From Bruce Abbott (961221.1255 EST)] 
 
>Bruce Gregory (961220.1620) -- 
 
>>Bruce Abbott (961220.1405 EST) 
 
>> You have chosen for your illustration just the sort of situation in which 
>> model-based control would be at its worst, with fast-acting and 
>> unpredictable disturbances acting continuously.  This of course ignores 
>> entirely the content of the paragraph to which this is supposedly a reply. 
 
>Really? I had in mind a smooth flat section of highway without 
>any traffic. Normally, the disturbances would not even be 
>noticable. If these are fast acting unpredictable disturbances, 
>you must have a _very_ isolated system in mind. 
 
There are plenty of large, fast-acting disturbances acting on the car's 
direction of travel even on supposedly smooth, flat section of empty 
highway.  It's not the sort of situation I'd want to rely on model-based 
control for long in.  However, when I drive around town I do seem to have 
some sort of internal representation of the layout of the city streets. 
That representation usually allows me to get from Point A to Point B without 
a map, usually without a hitch, even if I've never followed that particular 
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route before.  The reason is that disturbances of this variable are for all 
practical purposes absent.  Not once have I arrived in my neighborhood to 
discover, much to my shock, that my house is no longer there.  (California 
residents may have a different experience!) 
 
>> But _why_ do you want to go outdoors with your coat on?  Clearly there is no 
>> current temperature-disturbance acting on your system, for which setting a 
>> reference for putting on your coat would be an appropriate action, so it 
>> would appear that there is no reason for you to do so. 
 
>Many of my actions are not taken in response to disturbances. 
>(That's because I'm an autonomous perceptual control system ;-)) 
>I assume you are too. Therefore I assume you establish your 
>reference levels levels and then act so that your perceptions 
>match them. I want to go home home at the end of the day. I set 
>a reference level for perceiving myself leaving the office. It 
>is December. I set a reference level for putting on my coat 
>before I leave my office. If setting reference levels is what 
>you mean by acting on the basis of a model, then we work in the 
>same way ;-) 
 
I, I, I.  What is this "I" of which you speak?  How does it set reference 
levels?  How does it know what reference levels will need to be set to 
achieve its various goals?  How does it know that it will probably be cold 
outside, and that being exposed to the cold will bring about a discomfort it 
wishes to avoid?  How does it know that putting on a coat will help to 
minimize the effect of this disturbance to comfort? 
 
As for me, I'm _not_ an autonomous perceptual control system, if by 
"autonomous" you mean "acting independently of physical causes," I'm a 
completely determinate machine, down to (but not including) the quantum 
level.  I'm autonomous only in the sense of having internal references that 
determine which variables I will control at what levels. 
 
Regards, 
 
RoboBruce 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Sat, 21 Dec 1996 13:02:38 -0500 
From:    Bruce Gregory <gregory@CF4.HARVARD.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Lies, damned lies and non-control 
 
[From Bruce Gregory (961221.1300 EST)] 
 
> Hi, David -- 
> 
> I'm sending you my latest revision of Bruce's program as an executable file, 
> attached to this post. Hope it works. 
> Best, 
> Bill P. 
> 
This went out to everybody, Bill. Bruce's program ran, but so fast that 
I couldn't make sense of it. Either I'm too slow (very likely) or my 133 MHz 
Pentium is too fast. 
 
 
Bruce Gregory 
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------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Sat, 21 Dec 1996 13:12:33 -0500 
From:    Bruce Gregory <gregory@CF4.HARVARD.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Driving blind; wearing coats 
 
[From Bruce Gregory (961221.1310 EST)] 
 
Bruce Abbott (961221.1255 EST)] 
 
> There are plenty of large, fast-acting disturbances acting on the car's 
> direction of travel even on supposedly smooth, flat section of empty 
> highway.  It's not the sort of situation I'd want to rely on model-based 
> control for long in.  However, when I drive around town I do seem to have 
> some sort of internal representation of the layout of the city streets. 
> That representation usually allows me to get from Point A to Point B without 
> a map, usually without a hitch, even if I've never followed that particular 
> route before.  The reason is that disturbances of this variable are for all 
> practical purposes absent.  Not once have I arrived in my neighborhood to 
> discover, much to my shock, that my house is no longer there.  (California 
> residents may have a different experience!) 
 
I would say that you use your internal map to set reference levels, but 
since 
 
> As for me, I'm _not_ an autonomous perceptual control system, if by 
> "autonomous" you mean "acting independently of physical causes," I'm a 
> completely determinate machine, down to (but not including) the quantum 
> level.  I'm autonomous only in the sense of having internal references that 
> determine which variables I will control at what levels. 
 
I can see that my explanation would make no sense to you. Your self 
image will also make it clear to Rick why he has so little success in 
communicating with you -- you really _are_ a stimulus response 
machine ;-) 
 
 
Bruce Gregory 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Sat, 21 Dec 1996 11:32:08 -0700 
From:    "T. B. Harms" <tbh@TESSER.COM> 
Subject: Re: Driving blind; wearing coats 
 
*From  Tracy Harms 1996;12,21.11:30 
 
 
RoboBruce Abbott (961221.1255 EST) 
 
>As for me, I'm _not_ an autonomous perceptual control system, if by 
>"autonomous" you mean "acting independently of physical causes," I'm a 
>completely determinate machine, down to (but not including) the quantum 
>level.  I'm autonomous only in the sense of having internal references that 
>determine which variables I will control at what levels. 
 
I don't think Bruce G. brought up the question of the nature of autonomy in 
relation to material cause, and it seems pointless for you to do so, 
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RoboBruce.  CSGnet strikes me as a neutral ground where those who wish to 
entertain delusions of Laplacian determinism may join fruitfully in 
discussion of autonomy with vehement anti-determinists such as myself. 
Insofar as we all agree that autonomy shall be spoken of on this list as a 
property of perceptual control systems, there is no need to feud.  Your 
jump to interpret it to mean "acting independently of physical causes" was 
unwarranted and inflamatory. 
 
 
Tracy Bruce Harms                                        tbh@tesser.com 
Boulder, Colorado 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Sat, 21 Dec 1996 12:40:51 -0600 
From:    Bruce Abbott <abbott@CVAX.IPFW.INDIANA.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Driving blind; wearing coats 
 
[From Bruce Abbott (961221.1340 EST)] 
 
>Bruce Gregory (961221.1310 EST) -- 
 
>>Bruce Abbott (961221.1255 EST) 
 
>> That representation usually allows me to get from Point A to Point B without 
>> a map, usually without a hitch, even if I've never followed that particular 
>> route before.  The reason is that disturbances of this variable are for all 
>> practical purposes absent.  Not once have I arrived in my neighborhood to 
>> discover, much to my shock, that my house is no longer there.  (California 
>> residents may have a different experience!) 
 
>I would say that you use your internal map to set reference levels, 
 
And what is an internal map if not a model of some aspect of the external world? 
 
>> As for me, I'm _not_ an autonomous perceptual control system, if by 
>> "autonomous" you mean "acting independently of physical causes," I'm a 
>> completely determinate machine, down to (but not including) the quantum 
>> level.  I'm autonomous only in the sense of having internal references that 
>> determine which variables I will control at what levels. 
 
>I can see that my explanation would make no sense to you. Your self 
>image will also make it clear to Rick why he has so little success in 
>communicating with you -- you really _are_ a stimulus response 
>machine ;-) 
 
Come'on, even us determinate machines are capable of thought!  Give it a 
shot!  Besides, you missed something: I did admit to being a perceptual 
control system.  That's _hardly_ an S-R machine, would't you agree? 
 
>>I, I, I.  What is this "I" of which you speak?  How does it set reference 
>>levels?  How does it know what reference levels will need to be set to 
>>achieve its various goals?  How does it know that it will probably be cold 
>>outside, and that being exposed to the cold will bring about a discomfort it 
>>wishes to avoid?  How does it know that putting on a coat will help to 
>>minimize the effect of this disturbance to comfort? 
 
I missed your response to the above.  You're not ducking the issue are you, 
you cagy country boy? (;-> 
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Regards, 
 
Bruce 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Sat, 21 Dec 1996 13:00:48 -0600 
From:    Bruce Abbott <abbott@CVAX.IPFW.INDIANA.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Autonomy 
 
[From Bruce Abbott (961221.1400)] 
 
>I don't think Bruce G. brought up the question of the nature of autonomy in 
>relation to material cause, and it seems pointless for you to do so, 
>RoboBruce.  CSGnet strikes me as a neutral ground where those who wish to 
>entertain delusions of Laplacian determinism may join fruitfully in 
>discussion of autonomy with vehement anti-determinists such as myself. 
>Insofar as we all agree that autonomy shall be spoken of on this list as a 
>property of perceptual control systems, there is no need to feud.  Your 
>jump to interpret it to mean "acting independently of physical causes" was 
>unwarranted and inflamatory. 
 
I didn't mean to be inflamatory; rather, I'm enquiring into Bruce Gregory's 
understanding of HPCT as a scientific construct.  I did not jump to 
interpret "autonomy" to mean "acting independently of physical causes," I 
merely asked Bruce _whether_ this is what he meant by it. 
 
This is the second time you have attempted to control my behavior with 
respect to posts on CSGnet.  I leave it to you to judge what implications 
this has for your philosophy. 
 
Regards, 
 
Bruce 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Sat, 21 Dec 1996 12:08:14 +0000 
From:    Richard marken <marken@AERO.ORG> 
Subject: Control of perception 
 
[From Rick Marken (961221.1100)] 
 
Me: 
 
>The environmental variable in a control loop is controlled. Try it 
>and see for yourself. 
 
Bruce Abbott (961220.1810 EST)-- 
 
> Well, sure had ME fooled!  Guess lil' ol' me was misled by the name >of the 
theory -- _perceptual_ control theory -- into the mistaken 
>belief that  _perceptions_ are under control. 
 
Yes, you have been fooled. But I think you have managed to fool 
yourself. It's all part of your efforts to see PCT as compatible with 
the fundamental cause-effect assumptions of conventional experimental 
psychology. If you would stop trying to control for such compatibility, 
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you would be _there_ -- in spades. 
 
At the risk (or hope;-)) of sounding condescending, I will explain 
why _control of perception_ does not mean _no control (or accidental 
"stabilization", to use Martin's felicitous term, which you liked so 
much) of environmental variables_. I am developing a demo to illustrate 
my point. When it is completed (hopefully by tommorrow) I'll give you 
the lecture. I'm sure you'll want to be there;-) 
 
Best 
 
Rick 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Sat, 21 Dec 1996 12:18:01 -0700 
From:    Bill Powers <powers_w@FRONTIER.NET> 
Subject: Re: Lies, damned lies and non-control 
 
--=====================_851221081==_ 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii" 
 
[From Bill Powers (961221.1200 MST)] 
 
Bruce Gregory (961221.1300 EST)] 
> 
>> Hi, David -- 
>> 
>> I'm sending you my latest revision of Bruce's program as an executable 
>>file, attached to this post. Hope it works. 
>> Best, 
>> Bill P. 
>> 
>This went out to everybody, Bill. Bruce's program ran, but so fast that 
>I couldn't make sense of it. Either I'm too slow (very likely) or my 133 
>MHz Pentium is too fast. 
 
Software, thy name is incompatibility. 
 
I meant it to go to everybody, since some people can't compile the source 
code. I didn't mean the program to leave the screen in graphics mode 
(thanks, Bruce A.), or to run too fast. 
 
In this version, you need a command line argument that tells how many 
milliseconds to delay during each iteration. To make it slow, use a number 
like 50; 10 works on my machine. If it's too fast, just hit Esc to exit and 
try it with a larger number. 
 
The command for a delay of 50 looks like this: 
 
runblnd3 50 
 
This version has somewhat higher control gain, and you can also toggle 
control on and off using 'c'. When control is off, the output of the control 
system is simply clamped to zero, so you can see the effect the disturbances 
would have on CV and CVm in the absence of control. 
 
Best, 
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Bill P. 
 
--=====================_851221081==_ 
Content-Type: application/octet-stream; name="runblnd3.exe" 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: base64 
Content-Disposition: attachment; filename="runblnd3.exe" 
 
TVoAAU4ABQFDAFsEW6TICQBAAAA0CQAAHAAAAPQAAAAGAQAADwEAACEBAAAzAQAAPAEAAE4BAABX 
AQAAaQEAAHIBAACEAQAAjQEAAJ8BAACoAQAAugEAAMMBAADVAQAA3gEAAO8BAAABAgAABwIAABgC 
AAAqAgAAMAIAAEECAABTAgAAWQIAAGoCAAB8AgAAggIAAJMCAACeAgAArwIAALoCAADLAgAA1gIA 
AOcCAADyAgAAAwMAAA4DAAAfAwAAKgMAADYDAAACBAAAJAQAAHUEAACjBAAAtAQAAMUEAADWBAAA 
5wQAACAFAAAlBQAAMgUAAFcFAABcBQAAaQUAAIYFAACLBQAAmAUAALUFAAC6BQAAxwUAAM8FAADX 
BQAA/gUAACUGAABMBgAAcwYAAK8GAADABgAA0gYAANgGAADwBgAA+wYAAA4HAAAZBwAAMQcAADwH 
AABPBwAAWgcAAGYHAAB5BwAAjwcAAKIHAACvBwAAwgcAANUHAADiBwAA9QcAAAgIAAAVCAAAKAgA 
ADsIAABICAAAWwgAAG4IAAB7CAAAkggAAKMIAACvCAAAuQgAAMYIAADUCAAA4QgAAO8IAAAACQAA 
EQkAAB4JAAAsCQAANwkAADwJAABBCQAARgkAAFEJAABkCQAAcgkAAIEJAACJCQAAjgkAAJMJAACb 
CQAAowkAALkJAAAyCgAANwoAAEAKAACXCgAAnAoAAKYKAAAMAKsAOgCrAEcAqwBSAKsAWACrAGAA 
qwBlAKsAagCrAHIAqwCmAKsAsACrALcAqwDJAKsA0ACrAPUAqwD6AKsAEAGrAB8BqwAnAasALAGr 
ADEBqwA5AasARwGrABsAoQMuAKEDpQChA6oAoQOvAKEDwwChA8gAoQPNAKED1QChA54CoQO5AqED 
1AKhA+wCoQP2AqEDAAOhAw4DoQMmA6EDMAOhAzoDoQNIA6EDYwOhA34DoQOZA6EDsQOhA7sDoQPF 
A6ED0wOhA+4DoQMJBKEDJAShAz8EoQNXBKEDYQShA2sEoQN5BKEDkwShA60EoQO/BKED0wShA90E 
oQPrBKEDOwWhA5YFoQO6BaEDCgahA/sHoQMFCKEDaQihA70IoQPHCKEDKgmhA5wJoQOmCaEDMgqh 
AzcKoQOyCqEDvwqhA3ELoQN8C6EDgQuhA48LoQOUC6EDswuhA8ELoQPGC6ED2wuhA/cLoQNGDKED 
UAyhA14MoQPNDKEDGg2hAyQNoQMpDaED6A2hA3MOoQOoDqEDsg6hA8AOoQPGDqEDExChAycQoQPV 
EKEDPRGhA+sToQPEFKED8hShAxIWoQMcFqEDKhahA3IWoQOlFqEDzhahA9gWoQPdFqEDjxehA5wX 
oQMJAEgHJABIBzcASAc7AUgHAQCqBxsBqgdzBaoH0w6qB+4OqgcED6oHIw+qBxhSdW5CbG5kMiBD 
b250cm9sbGVyIERlbW8mUHJlc3MgU3BhY2ViYXIgdG8gdG9nZ2xlIFNpZ2h0ZWQvQmxpbmQiUHJl 
c3MgImMiIHRvIHRvZ2dsZSBjb250cm9sIG9uL29mZh5Db250cm9sbGVkIFBlcmNlcHR1YWwgVmFy 
aWFibGUWRW52aXJvbm1lbnRhbCBWYXJpYWJsZQ9SZWZlcmVuY2UgbGV2ZWwRQ29udHJvbGxlciBP 
dXRwdXQSQWN0dWFsIERpc3R1cmJhbmNlE01vZGVsZWQgRGlzdHVyYmFuY2UBMAMxMDADMjAwVYnl 
McCaMAWqB7jIAFC4CgBQvwAADleaVB2hA7gOAFCa/RuhA7iRAFC4HgBQvxkADleaVB2hA7iRAFC4 
KABQv0AADleaVB2hA7gLAFCa/RuhA7gKAFC4PABQv2MADleaVB2hA7gMAFCa/RuhA7gKAFC4SwBQ 
v4IADleaVB2hA7gPAFCa/RuhA7gKAFC4WgBQv5kADleaVB2hA7gPAFCa/RuhA7heAVC4PABQv6kA 
DleaVB2hA7gMAFCa/RuhA7heAVC4SwBQv7sADleaVB2hA7gHAFCa/RuhA7heAVC4WgBQv84ADlea 
VB2hA7gPAFCa/RuhA7gyAFCh8AItZABxBZoqBaoHULhAAVCh8AItZABxBZoqBaoHUJrBGqEDuHIB 
UKHwAi1kAHEFmioFqgdQuH8CUKHwAi1kAHEFmioFqgdQmsEaoQO4MgBQofACLWQAcQWaKgWqB1C4 
MgBQofACLSwBcQWaKgWqB1CawRqhA7hyAVCh8AItZABxBZoqBaoHULhyAVCh8AItLAFxBZoqBaoH 
UJrBGqEDuCAAUKHwAi1oAHEFmioFqgdQv+IADleaVB2hA7hiAVCh8AItaABxBZoqBaoHUL/iAA5X 
mlQdoQO4EABQofACLcwAcQWaKgWqB1C/5AAOV5pUHaEDuFIBUKHwAi3MAHEFmioFqgdQv+QADlea 
VB2hA7gQAFCh8AItMAFxBZoqBaoHUL/oAA5XmlQdoQO4UgFQofACLTABcQWaKgWqB1C/6AAOV5pU 
HaEDXcNVieUxwJowBaoHxgaeAgHGBp8CAccG6AIAAMcG6gIAAMcG7AIAAMcG4gJ4cccG5AI9CscG 
5gLXI8cGvgKAAMcGwAIAAMcGwgIAAMcGxAKHAMcGxgIAAMcGyAIANKHEAosexgKLFsgCo7gCiR66 
AokWvALHBqYChwDHBqgCAADHBqoCAEjHBrICiQDHBrQCAADHBrYCAHrHBtYCAADHBtgCAADHBtoC 
AADHBtwCAADHBt4CAADHBuACAACh1gKLHtgCixbaAosO3AKLNt4Ciz7gApqaEqoHo9ACiR7SAokW 
1ALGBp4CAccG9AIzAF3DVYnlMcCaMAWqB4A+ngIAdBihxAKLHsYCixbIAqOgAokeogKJFqQC6xah 
ygKLHswCixbOAqOgAokeogKJFqQCoaYCix6oAosWqgKLDqACizaiAos+pAKaoBKqB6OsAokergKJ 
FrACgD6fAgB0baGyAosetAKLFrYCiw6sAos2rgKLPrACmqwSqgeLDrgCiza6Aos+vAKaoBKqB4sO 
vgKLNsACiz7CApqsEqoHiw7iAos25AKLPuYCmqwSqgeLDrgCiza6Aos+vAKamhKqB6O4AokeugKJ 
FrwC6xLHBrgCAADHBroCAADHBrwCAAC4hM27zMy6zByLDugCizbqAos+7AKarBKqB5rlE6oHuYcA 
Mfa/ABaarBKqB6PWAoke2AKJFtoCuISau5mZuplJiw7oAos26gKLPuwCmqwSqgea0hOqB7mFADH2 
vwBImqwSqgdSU1C4hM27zMy6zCyLDugCizbqAos+7AKarBKqB5rlE6oHuYUAMfa/AEiarBKqB1JT 
ULiEzbvMzLrMDIsO6AKLNuoCiz7sApqsEqoHmuUTqge5hQAx9r8ASJqsEqoHWV5fmpoSqgdZXl+a 
mhKqB6PcAoke3gKJFuACodYCix7YAosW2gKLDtwCizbeAos+4AKamhKqB6PQAoke0gKJFtQCobgC 
ix66AosWvAKLDtACizbSAos+1AKamhKqB6PEAokexgKJFsgCobgCix66AosWvAKLDtYCizbYAos+ 
2gKamhKqB6PKAokezAKJFs4CoegCix7qAosW7AKLDuICizbkAos+5gKamhKqB6PoAoke6gKJFuwC 
XcMHU2lnaHRlZAVCbGluZApDb250cm9sIE9uC0NvbnRyb2wgT2ZmVYnlMcCaMAWqB7j6AFCh8AIt 
GQBxBZoqBaoHULjCAVCh8AItDwBxBZoqBaoHUJoJG6EDgD6eAgB0Hrj6AFCh8AItGQBxBZoqBaoH 
UL+CBg5XmlQdoQPrHLj6AFCh8AItGQBxBZoqBaoHUL+KBg5XmlQdoQOAPp8CAHQeuF4BUKHwAi0Z 
AHEFmioFqgdQv5AGDleaVB2hA+scuF4BUKHwAi0ZAHEFmioFqgdQv5sGDleaVB2hA13DVYnlMcCa 
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MAWqB4E+9AIsAXURxwb0AjMAmpgSoQPobvnoJv+huAKLHroCixa8AprMEqoHi8iL2qHwApkrwRvT 
cQWaKgWqBy1kAIPaAHEFmioFqgej9gKh0AKLHtICixbUAprMEqoHi8iL2qHwApkrwRvTcQWaKgWq 
By1kAIPaAHEFmioFqgej+AKhoAKLHqICixakAprMEqoHi8iL2qHwApkrwRvTcQWaKgWqBy1kAIPa 
AHEFmioFqgej+gKhxAKLHsYCixbIAprMEqoHi8iL2qHwApkrwRvTcQWaKgWqBy1kAIPaAHEFmioF 
qgej/AKh1gKLHtgCixbaAprMEqoHi8iL2qHwApkrwRvTcQWaKgWqBy1kAIPaAHEFmioFqgej/gL/ 
NvQCoaYCix6oAosWqgKazBKqB4vIi9qh8AItZABxBZoqBaoHmSvBG9NxBZoqBaoHULgPAFCaJh6h 
A6H0AgVAAXEFmioFqgdQ/zb2ArgPAFCaJh6hA6H0AgVAAXEFmioFqgdQ/zb4ArgMAFCaJh6hA/82 
9AL/NvoCuAsAUJomHqED/zb0Av82/AK4DABQmiYeoQOh9AIFQAFxBZoqBaoHUP82/gK4AQBQmiYe 
oQP/BvQCXcOaAACqB5oNAEgHmnYXoQOaPwGrAFWJ5bgAAZowBaoHgewAAY2+AP8WV7gBAFCavgqq 
B78AAx5XuP8AUJqhDKoHvwADHle/AgQeV5qHGKoHowAEmswBSAeanQCrAJoYE6EDo+4CmisToQOj 
8AKaFRyhA6PyAsYGnQIA6H75McBQMcBQmngToQPo6fzoK/eDPvQCUH0UxwamAocAxwaoAgAAxwaq 
AgBI60mDPvQCeH0UxwamAogAxwaoAgAAxwaqAgAv6y6BPvQC3AB9FMcGpgKGAMcGqAIAAMcGqgIA 
SOsSxwamAocAxwaoAgAAxwaqAgBI6PT56DP9/zYABJqoAkgHmggDSAcIwHRNmhoDSAeinAKgnAI8 
G3UHxgadAgHrNzwgdRuAPp4CAXUKxgaeAgDoQfzrCMYGngIB6Df86xg8Y3QEPEN1EIA+nwIAsAB1 
AUCinwLoHfyAPp0CAHUD6S3/mhsRoQOaSBGhA4nsXTHAmhYBqgcAAAAAAAAAAAI6IFWJ5bgAApow 
BaoHgewAAozTjsOM2/yNvgD/xXYErKqRMO3zpI7bvwIHHleNvgD/FlcxwFCa0wiqB78AAA5XMcBQ 
mtMIqgeNvgD+Flea8wShA1CafgKhAzHAUJrTCKoHmkAIqgea9ASqB7gBAJoWAaoHiexdwgQAA0NH 
QQdFR0EvVkdBABVHcmFwaGljcyBpbml0IGVycm9yOiBVieW4AAGaMAWqB4HsAAG/AAC4wABQV5rC 
B6EDCcB9CL96AA5X6D7/v2oYuMAAUFeawgehAwnAfQi/fgAOV+gl/zHAowQEvwQEHle/BgQeV7+G 
AA5XmkMOoQOa8wShAwnAdDu/AgceV7+HAA5XMcBQmtMIqgeNvgD/Flf/NgQEmn4CoQMxwFCa0wiq 
B5pACKoHmvQEqge4AQCaFgGqB4nsXctVieUxwJowBaoHXcsAAAAAAEZCR0QICAgIQkdJIERldmlj 
ZSBEcml2ZXIgKENHQSkgMy4wMCAtIEp1bCAxNSAxOTkyDQpDb3B5cmlnaHQgKGMpIDE5ODcsMTk5 
MiBCb3JsYW5kIEludGVybmF0aW9uYWwNCgAaoAAAAFASAwADAFASegUAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAoAAA 
AFASAwADAFASegUDQ0dBAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAeLo4eEAD8Vf+UHwBdH8sAAADDAAAAAMPDAAAA 
AKPLAYkezQGJDs8BiRbRAcMujgYQALt7AMMeLo4eEADoiwEfyx4ujh4QALgBAIA+iwAAdQFAH8vL 
y7QFzRDLHi6OHhAAJAGijwAfy+gDAOnCCYvxi/omAw9DQyYDF0NDw+ju/+ksCovwi/uy/6CQATwC 
cwoy0iLAdASKFo4AivEy2+lmDIr7itgi5HkF9sRAdQHDgOcPdQiAPosAAHQBw4A+kQAAdQOAzxCI 
PpAA6bACJoo/6908/3USuQgAv9ACJooHiAVHQ+L3uAwM6DIBw4vB9yaWAIvYiw6YAMM8AXQRuwEA 
uQEAgD6LAAB1A7kDAMMujgYQALuUAcM8AXUFiw4KAcMeBzwCdQ2wFPbhitgy/4HDDAHDisUy5ECj 
CgGKwTLbPARzBjwCcgT+wywCiB6RAIrIoowAxgaLAP88AnMFxgaLAACK2dDjMv+LnwIBiR6oAMYG 
jwAAwyaKByQPgD6RAAB1AgwQopAAoIwA6aMBoMIBPANyGDwDdCP/Ns8B/zbRAejk/48G0QGPBs8B 
wzPJthiyTzL/MsC0Bs0Qw44GEQC5AEv8M8CL+POrw4A+iwAAdBMz2yLkdAL+xyLAdAL+w4kejQDD 
swM643YCiuM6w3YCisOjjQDDo5IAiR6UAMNRUovIi9OHBpIAhx6UAOgDAFpZw4s2jQCLPoQB6X8C 
o5ABih6OAC6OBhAA/DwCclUsAjLksQPT4L6AAgPwv6cBgD6LAAB0DLkEAPOlxwalAQgAw8cGpQEQ 
AIo+jgC5CACs6A4AhtCqisLoBgCKwqri78My0rME0MLQwtDQcwIK1/7LdfLDgD6LAAB0ByLbdAO7 
AwA8AXQCM9uD4wOKh3ACv6cBuRAA86rDgD6bAAF1AwPZSyaKByLAdCoGU1GLHpIAiw6UAOjyBVlb 
B4sWlgCAPpsAAXUHARaUAEvrBQEWkgBD4s/DIuR4LaKaAIgmmwCB4/gAiR6WAIHh+ACJDpgAU1Gg 
jQDQ69Dr0OvQ6dDp0OnobgVZW8M8BHQKMuTQ4IvYi5+IAYkehAGJDoYBwwAAAAA8B3ICsAKiwgG0 
Cvbki9iBw9MBiwejxwGjzwGLRwKjyQGj0QGLRwSjwwFTi18GiwejwAFb/1cIwzLA6wKwAVC4BADN 
EFi3AYrYtAvNEIA+wgEEdA2gkAC0CzL/JB+K2M0Qw7gGAM0Qw7gRAM0Qw7hAAM0Qw/y4MADNEI4G 
FQAzwDP//LkAQPOrw7ADur8D7rACvhkCM9u5AIBQU1G6uAPujNiOwLq0A7kMADLkisTuQqzu/sRK 
4vVZ/I4GwAEz/1jzq7q4A1gMCu6OBg8Au2UAJogHwzQBqAF0BYHDACDDgeuwH8M0AagBdAWBw7Af 
w4HrACDDAx7DAcMrHsMBw1GKyP7BgOEDdQODw1pTJPwKwYrZ0OMy/4uPPwJbgeP/HwPZWcNRisj+ 
yYDhA4D5A3Xbg+ta69ZRisj+wYDhA3UDg8NQUyT8CsGK2dDjMv+Lj0cCW4Hj/x8D2VnDUYrI/smA 
4QOA+QN124PrUOvWOwbHAXcSOw7HAXcMOx7JAXcGOxbJAXYBw4vsg+wUiXb+iT7FATvBcgORh9qJ 
RvyJXvrGRuwAO9pyBofaxkbsgJErwYlG9IfaK9qJXvLoLwGLRvSLXvI7w3IYiUb20eOJXvIr2Ile 
+CvYiV706BsA6YcAiV720eCJRvQrw4lG+CvDiUby6AMA6bIAi17wi1b4i370i3byi0b6JAOAPowA 
BHMCJAEKRuyAPosAAHQCDECAPo8AAHQCDCCKZv6Kbu6LbvZF0QbFAXMTqCB0BSYwJ+sKJooPIs0K 
zCaID1OKHowA0OPQ4zL/gcMnAiLAeQJDQ4sfiR4lAlvDTXUEg8QUw/bGgHUIA9f/FiUC6wID1qhA 
dQTQzNDN0MzQzfbFgHUBQ9EGxQFzE6ggdAUmMCfrCiaKDyLNCswmiA/rvU11BIPEFMP2xoB1FgPW 
qEB1BNDM0M3QzNDN9sWAdQFD6wID1/8WJQLRBsUBcxOoIHQFJjAn6womig8izQrMJogP672LTvyL 
VvqgjAA8A3MEgeL+ADwEcgTR6tHqocMB9+KL8IvRgD6LAAB0B7kDB7D+6wW5AgOw/CLq0+oD8v7F 
imb+ivCgiwDQzNDOIsB1BNDM0M7+zXXwoIwAiGb+iHbui948A3ML90b6AQB0BIHDACCJXvCOBsAB 
PARyF4te+oPjA9Hji58/AjwFdQSLn0cCAV7wwyYIBcMmMAXD9tMKwyYgBcP20CLD9tMmIh0KwyaI 
BcM7wXIBkTvacgKH2ovwolUCi/uwAC6OBhAAg+MHgD6LAAB1AtHjgcOnASvXQokWTwJTMv+K2NDj 
i59WAokeUgKL3ovBK8OiVALR6NHogD6LAAB0AtHoQFtQVlEGU+jSAIgeUQL8Xh+KyFvoswCAPosA 
AHUC/sOKr2gCW+iiAIq/YAKK3V2gUQJQU1VXgD6LAAB0BayK4OsKrfYGVQIEdQKG4FaL0OgrAF64 
EACAPosAAHQDuAgABacBO/ByA76nAV9dW1iH3/8WJQKH3/8OTwJ1tsNTisJNit8j7XQO/xZSArP/ 
R4byisJNdfKK5rYDgD6LAAB0ArYHihZUAiLWKvKK0YA+iwAAdQLQ6jryWn0J/xZSAkeKxLP/Itr/ 
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FlICw4PjB4A+iwAAdQWA4wPQ44rDwzLA6Hb9i9dXoIwAPANzBIHi/gA8BHIE0erR6qHDAffii9iL 
1rkCA7A/iiaLACLkdAW5AwewfyLq0+oD2iLkdQLQ5YrN0siGwYv7jgbAAVuKJowAgPwDcwqA4wF0 
BIHHACDDgPwEchSD4wPQ4wO/PwKA/AV1BAO/RwLQ68MAAAAAAAAAiCblAorggOSAiCbgAiQDItt1 
Av7DiB7hAiLJdQL+wYgO4gKwCPbjLQIAo+YCsAj24S0CAKPoAsM7HssBfPmLPs8BKz7mAjvfc+07 
Ds0BfOeLPtEBKz7oAjvPc9tVi+yD7ApTUehtAF9e6AwBvvj/tQhRii7iAlBTihLGRvYIig7hAuga 
ANDC/k72dfJb6DkAWP7NdeFGWf7NddaL5V3D9sKAdQLrCiaKNyL0CvAmiDfQyNDMgD6LAAB1BNDI 
0Mwi5HgBQ/7JddfDoOMC/xYlAqLjAsM8MHUCsE8y5IvY0ePR49HjPEFyBDx7cik8gHIboRsACwYd 
AHQPgesABAMeGwCOBh0A6xSQuwABgcNu+o4GFwDrBh4HgcPrAIA+5QIAdEQmiwcmi08EJotXBiaL 
XwIWB41++MZG9gjQ6NHW0OzR1tDr0dbQ79HW0OnR1tDt0dbQ6tHW0O7R1paqlv5O9nXYi174w774 
/7kEACaLB4kCRkZDQ+L1w+gC/oge4wKw/4oejQCD4wOAPosAAHQGItt0ArMDiodwAorh9tQixIrh 
i9/DAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAVYvsg+wGK84r10KJVv5RBlPouf2IXvz8jEb6i/dfB4rIW4vT6DQB/sPR 
6tHqgD6LAAB0BP7L0eqKn2gCikb8jl76UFJW6BsAXlpYLo4eEACH3v8WJQKH3v9O/nXii9+L5V3D 
rIrgrIro0+Aj0nQJJoglR4rlSuvuIuMmiCVHw1WL7IPsCivXQolW/lOKHosAiF72Mv+K2NDji59W 
Aole+Ivei8Erw4hG99Ho0eiAfvYAdALR6EBbUFZRjEb6U+gM/Yhe/Pxeishb6I8AgH72AHUC/sOK 
r2gCW+h/AIq/YAKK3VqKRvyOXvpQU1JX6BwAX1pbWC6OHhAAh9//FiUCh9//Tv514Ivei+Vdw1Os 
SjLkiuiK39PoI9J0Dv9W+LP/R4rlrIroSuvstgOAfvYAdAK2B4pW9yLWKvKK0YB+9gB1AtDqOvJa 
fQz/VvhHiuUywNPos/8i2v9W+MOD4weAPosAAHUFgOMD0OOKw8OL8Iv7jgbAAYoewgEy/9Dj/5ds 
BYrQMvbDg+IDgD6LAAB0A4DiAYvwi/uOBsABih7CATL/0OP/p14F6BgBi8bR6NHoA/iD5gPR5tHm 
A/LR5ouEAgUmIgUKxCaIBcOL2ovHg+cD0eeLjUcC0ejR6L9QAOsUi9qLx4PnA9Hni40/AtHo0ei/ 
WgD354v4A/mLxtHo0ejR6AP4g+YH0eYD89Hmi4QiBSYiBQrEJogFw7haAOsDuFAAUvfnWov46wPo 
lQCLxtHo0ejR6AP4g+YH0eYD8tHmi4QiBSYiBQrEJogFw+hyAIvG0ejR6AP4i86D4QNB0eEmigXS 
wCQDw4vHg+cD0eeLjUcC0ejR6L9QAOsSi8eD5wPR54uNPwLR6NHov1oA9+eL+AP5i8bR6NHo0egD 
+IvOgOEH/sEmigXSwCQBw7haAOsDuFAAUvfnWov469foAgDr0lKLx9HonL9QAPfnnXMDBQAgi/ha 
wy6OHhAA6IUE6B4EgPr/dBWA+gRyArIDgD6LAAB0B4D6AnICsgGIFvIEiviJHvMEiSbeBMYG+gQA 
i+yB7YAAit6D4wOKt3ACgD6LAAB0BiL2dAK2/1K4//9NTYlGAKHJASvHTU2JRgCj5gTHBuoEAACh 
zwGj7gRNTYl2AMYG9gQA6MgDTU2JfgD20VroawPo9AImigUiwYrmIuE6xHQfMu3rJVuJHuYEoeIE 
o+oEoeAEo+4Ei04ARUWD+f91Cosm3gSg+gTQyMOLfgBFRYt2AEVFi14ARUXoBgRTisVQ6CQB6HgA 
WKgCdAaogHUO6xmAPvYEAHUP6BQAcwXoNQDro+glAHID6CsA6DsA65ah5gRAO8N1G6HqBEg5BuIE 
fhGh7gRAOQbgBMOh5gRIO8N05TLAwzse2gRzDP8W0gToRgK1gOg0AcPolwI7HtgEdAz/FtAE6DAC 
Mu3oHgHDJootOzbLAXQZTtDBgD6LAAB1AtDB9sEBdAhPhhb3BCaKLYrFIsGK5iLhOsR0OIrCIsGK 
4fbUIuwK6Ds2ywF0Jk7QwYA+iwAAdQLQwfbBAXQLJogtT4YW9wQmii32wQF0wegmAOu8JogtRtDJ 
gD6LAAB1AtDJ9sGAdAhHhhb3BCaKLYk24gTohAHDoPUEJootOuh1FCaIFTs21AR8Cys23ARPhhb3 
BOvlw+hhASaKLYrFIsGK5iLhOsR0OIrCIsGK4fbUIuwK6Ds2zwF9JkbQyYA+iwAAdQLQyfbBgHQL 
JogtR4YW9wQmii32wYB0wegNAOu8JogtTok24ATphgGg9QQmii066HUUJogVOzbWBHMLAzbcBEeG 
FvcE6+XDgOWA6xlG0MmAPosAAHUC0Mn2wYB0CIYW9wRH6KsAJooFIsGK5iLhOsR1BYDl/utegD7y 
BP91CIriCib3BHQNgD7zBAB0EDoW9AR1CoDNAsYG9gT/6xf2wYB0Cug/AHUFgOX+6ymK4iLhOuB0 
IfbFAXUcgM0Bg/0Och1NTYleAE1NiXYATU2JfgBNTYlOADs24ARzCOlu/8YG+gT/wyY6FXUmoeAE 
KwbcBCY6FXUPO/B/CwM23ARHhhb3BOvsJooFIsGK5iLhOuDD9sUBdCGh4AQrBtwEUYou9QQmOi11 
DzvwcwsDNtwER4YW9wTr7FnDiTb7BIke/QSJPv8EiA4BBegKAIrCiib3BKP4BMOLw4oe8gSA+/90 
G4PjA4qXcAKL2IA+iwAAdAYi0nQCsv+IFvcEw1BS99gDBskBJQcAgD6LAAB1AtHgi9hai4enAYrQ 
gD6LAAB0Aorg98YEAHUChuKIJvcEW8OLNvsEix79BIs+/wSKDgEFofgEiCb3BIrQwyaKBYA+iwAA 
dRii9QQyxrQDhMR0EdDk0ORz9sPGBvUEAMMiwHT2IvZ18sYG9QT/w4D6/3UcU1FQu6cBiw6lAeML 
MsAKB0Pi+yLAdQIy0lhZW8PoqvZQxwbcBAQAgD6LAAB0BscG3AQIAKHLAQMG3ASj1AShzwErBtwE 
QKPWBKHJASsG0QGj2AShyQErBs0Bo9oEWMNQU4oewgHQ49DjMv+Bw0IFiwej0ASLRwKj0gRbWMNL 
9sMBdQWBxwAgw4HvsB/DQ/bDAXUFgcewH8OB7wAgw0uDx1DDQ4PvUMNLg8daw0OD71rDoMIBPARy 
JzwGcyNT9tOD4wM8BXQ36wxLU/bTg+MDdQODx1rQ44Hn/x8Dvz8CW8NDU/bTg+MDgPsDdeiD71rr 
40tT9tOD4wN1A4PHUNDjgef/HwO/RwJbw0NT9tOD4wOA+wN16IPvUOvjAAcNAAEbAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AEAAAKAAsAC4APAA/h8AAAAXAXYBjQEXAPYB/gESAhIAEgDMBhIAEgASAKEAzQDKAdIAFQPjAqcC 
7AASAIMAnQu2Cy0AaAB9AB0A+QAXABcAFwAXABcAFwAXABcAFwAXABcAFwAXABcAFwAXADYAVABU 
AFQAQQBVAFYAWwAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAgACAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA/AccAPwHHACgjWBuN 
IAgIAwIEDpAAAD8BxwA/AccAKCNYG40gCAgDAwUHkAAAfwLHAH8CxwAoI1gbRxAICAEHkAAAfwLf 
AX8C3wEoI1gbECcICAEHkKoAwQDYAO0ABgASMzIwIHggMjAwIENHQSBDMCAgABIzMjAgeCAyMDAg 
Q0dBIEMxICAAEjMyMCB4IDIwMCBDR0EgQzIgIAASMzIwIHggMjAwIENHQSBDMyAgABI2NDAgeCAy 
MDAgQ0dBICAgICAAEjY0MCB4IDQ4MCBNQ0dBICAgIAD//wEA///MzHj8+PgAAAAAEAABAgMEBQYH 
CAkKCwwNDg8IAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAuAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAB/AscAPwHH 
ACgAFQBoAz8BxwAoABUAbAN/AscAKAAVAJIDfwLfAVAAEQCYA88CWwFaABMAuQN/Ao8BUAAVAJ4D 
zwJdAVoAFQCkAzUtLgdbAldXAgMAAAQEBAQUBAQEFAQEBBQEJAQpBC4EUwRlBIoEAAAAIABAAGAA 
AAAgAEAAYAAAAL8GAAC/BrEGrQa1Br0G/38/Hw8HAwGAwODw+Pz+/wBVqv8AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAD/ 
/wAA//8AAAECBAgQIECA4MGDBw4cOHDweDweD4fD4aXSabRaLZZL/4iIiP+IiIiBQiQYGCRCgcwz 
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zDPMM8wzgAAIAIAACACIACIAiAAiAP//////////AAAAAAAAAAAAAQEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
OGzGxv7GxgD8xsb8xsb8AHzGxsDAxnwA+MzGxsbM+AD+wMD8wMD+AP7AwPzAwMAAfMbAzsbGfgDG 
xsb+xsbGAHgwMDAwMHgAHgYGBsbGfADGzNjw2MzGAMDAwMDAwP4Axu7+1sbGxgDG5vbezsbGAHzG 
xsbGxnwA/MbG/MDAwAB8xsbGxsZ8BvzGxvzGxsYAeMxgMBjMeAD8MDAwMDAwAMbGxsbGxnwAxsbG 
xsZsOADGxsbW/u7GAMbGbDhsxsYAw8NmPBgYGAD+DBgwYMD+ADwwMDAwMDwAwGAwGAwGAwA8DAwM 
DAw8AAA4bMYAAAAAAAAAAAAAAP8wMBgAAAAAAAAAfAZ+xn4AwMD8xsbm3AAAAHzGwMB+AAYGfsbG 
znYAAAB8xv7AfgAeMHwwMDAwAAAAfsbOdgZ8wMD8xsbGxgAYADgYGBg8ABgAOBgYGBjwwMDM2PDY 
zAA4GBgYGBg8AAAAzP7WxsYAAAD8xsbGxgAAAHzGxsZ8AAAA/MbG5tzAAAB+xsbOdgYAAG5wYGBg 
AAAAfMB8BvwAMDB8MDAwHAAAAMbGxsZ+AAAAxsbGbDgAAADGxtb+bAAAAMZsOGzGAAAAxsbOdgZ8 
AAD8GDBg/AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA/AD9AP4A/wM8AzxDPIM8w8wDzBPMI8wz8APwB/AL8A38Af4C/AL9A3wDf 
IO8A7xD3APcI+wD7BP0A/QL+AP4BshHCEbIRwhGyEcIR0hHXEf0RFRImEj4S3BHhEdcL1wtaDE8M 
EAz6C0oMfQx9DO0M4gysDJgM3QxGQkdECAgICEJHSSBEZXZpY2UgRHJpdmVyIChFR0FWR0EpIDMu 
MDAgLSBKdWwgMTUgMTk5Mg0KQ29weXJpZ2h0IChjKSAxOTg3LDE5OTIgQm9ybGFuZCBJbnRlcm5h 
dGlvbmFsDQoAGqAAAQBgEAMAAwBgEJcEAAAAAAAAAAAAAKAAAQBgEAMAAwBgEJcEBkVHQVZHQQAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAHi6OHhAA/FX/lB8AXR/LAAAAwwAAAADDwwAAAACj0AGJHtIBiQ7UAYkW1gHDLo4G 
EAC7ewDDuAQAyx4ujh4QADLko9oB6LoDH8u0Bc0Qyx4ujh4QAMYGiwD/6MwDH8seLo4eEADo1wPG 
BosAAB/Lyx4ujh4QACQBovMAH8voAwDp3QeL8Yv6JgMPQ0MmAxdDQ8Po7v/pSAiL8Iv7sv+gsgE8 
AnMKMtIiwHQEihbyAIrxMtvp+gmK+4rYIuR5C/bEQHQNMtuIPvQAMsC0EM0Qw4r3Mv+K6YrKuBAQ 
zRDDsAKL0+vnPP91ErkIAL9gAiaKB4gFR0Pi97gMDOiKAb62Ab+MAIoW8gAeB7kIAKyK2IritgQy 
wNDMcwKKw6r+znXz4urDUbkIANDg0Nzi+orEWcOLwfcm+QCL2IsO+wDDi/CL++jkAuj0CFDo8wJa 
w4vwi/uAPosAAHQD6dYIisLoyAKK0OjMCOjWAsM8AXQUuxAAuQ8AgD7iAQB0BrsEALkDAMMeB7us 
AKDwACLAdBS73wA8A3QNu70AgD7iAQB0A7vOAMMmigckD6L0AIoe8ACA+wRzFDL/0OP/l6oBij70 
ADLAMtu0EM0Qw+hdArrPA7D/7o4GEQCLDtwB0eHR4dHhM8CL+AM+5AH886voUQLDPAF1BYsODQHD 
Hgc8AnUXuzwBgD7wAAN0DLAP9uGK2DL/gcMPAcOA+QN0BYD9A3UKxwYNAQEAsQPrCIrFMuRAow0B 
xwbaAQAAiA7wAIrZ0OMy/4ufUAGJHgsBxgbzAADDJQ8PgD7iAf91AyUDA6PxAMOj9QCJHvcAw1FS 
i8iL04cG9QCHHvcA6AMAWlnDizbxAIs+vgHp8AGjsgGKHvIALo4GEAD8PAJyFiwCMuSxA9PgvhAC 
A/C/tgG5BADzpcM8AbD/dAIywL+2AbkIAPOqw4A+/gABdQMD2UsmigciwHQqBlNRix71AIsO9wDo 
PwRZWweLFvkAgD7+AAF1BwEW9wBL6wUBFvUAQ+LPwyLkeC2i/QCIJv4AgeP4AIke+QCB4fgAiQ77 
AFNRoPEA0OvQ69Dr0OnQ6dDp6MYDWVvDPAR0CjLk0OCL2IufwgGJHr4BiQ7AAcMAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AACAPt4BKHQC0eeL37EC0+cD+/7B0+eL3tPuA/6D4weKr/oBisoDPuQBjgYRAMO6xwCwDccG3gEo 
AL8AAusruscAsA6/AATrG7pdAbAQ6xG6XQGwD+sKut8BsBK/YAnrA78ACMcG3gFQAKLjAbl/AjwN 
dQO5PwGJDtQBiRbWAYkW2AHGBuIBADwPdBQ8EHUVBo4GDwC7hwAmigcHJGB1BcYG4gH/iT7cAegI 
AKDjATLkzRDDodwB9ybaAbEE0+Cj5AHDgD7iAQB0EFM8BHICsAOK2DL/iofmAVvD6OX/UFK6zgOw 
Be5CsALuSrAI7lpYw1K6zgOwBTLkgD7iAQB0A4DEEO+4AwDvuAj/77gCD7rEA+9aw4A+8wAAdAxQ 
UrrOA7ADtBjvWljDluiW/5ZXVlJRU1DoBACDxAzDVYvsg+wEHqHkAYlG/ujK/44eEQC6zgOwAO5C 
ikYM7kqwAe5CsP/ui3YKK3YGeRSLRgaHRgqJRgaLRgSHRgiJRgT33otGBtHg0eDR4NHgi/jR4NHg 
A/iLVgSKyoDhB9Hq0erR6gP6A37+us4DsAjuQrCA0uiLXggrXgR5A+mEADveckuLy0HR5ol2/Cle 
/NHjK/MD3orgKsDRTg5zAgrEg078AHkFAV786xLuhgUqwIPHUAF2/NDMg9cA6wrQzHMG7oYFRyrA 
4tDuhgXpuACLzkHR44le/Cl2/NHmK94D8+7RTg5zAoYlg078AHkFAXb86wnQyIPXAO4BXvyDx1Di 
4OmDAPfbO95yS4vLQdHmiXb8KV780eMr8wPeiuAqwNFODnMCCsSDTvwAeQUBXvzrEu6GBSrAg8dQ 
AXb80MSD3wDrCtDEcwbuhgVPKsDi0O6GBeszkIvOQdHjiV78KXb80eYr3gPz7tFODnMChiWDTvwA 
eQUBdvzrCdDAg98A7gFe/IPHUOLgH+gs/rD/7kqwAe5CKsDui+VdwzvBcgGRO9pyAofai/CL+7AD 
g+MHgcO2ASvXQokWAgJTi96LwVGxA9Po0+tZK8NbUFZRU+j4/Pxeistbg+MHisOKr/IBW4PjB4rD 
ir/qAYrd6Lf9XaDyAOiV/YrgU1es6BgAX1uB/r4BcgO+tgEDPt4B/w4CAnXl6aP9i826zwNTit+K 
+OML6AsAs/9J4wPoGwBZItmKxyLD7orEJoYFisf20CLD7jLAJoYFR8Ow/+46+HUFisTzqsNRVzLA 
86pfWYrH7orEJoYFR+L4wwAAiCZyAiLbdQL+w4gecAIiyXUC/sGIDnECsAj24y0CAKNzArAI9uEt 
AgCjdQLDOx7QAXz5iz7UASs+cwI733PtOw7SAXzniz7WASs+dQI7z3PbVYvsg+wKHlNR6GkAX14e 
6P37oPEA6ND8Bh8Hus8DiuCKxb74/7UIUSaKLnECUVdQ6BoAWF8mAz7eAVn+zXXuRln+zXXiH+i1 
/IvlXcOKGsZG9ggmig5wAu6KPfbDgHQCiCXQyCLAeQFH/sl169DD/k72dd/DPDB1ArBPMuSL2NHj 
0ePR4zxBcgQ8e3IpPIByG6EbAAsGHQB0D4HrAAQDHhsAjgYdAOsUkLsAAYHDbvqOBhcA6wYeB4HD 
dwCAPnICAHREJosHJotPBCaLVwYmi18CFgeNfvjGRvYI0OjR1tDs0dbQ69HW0O/R1tDp0dbQ7dHW 
0OrR1tDu0daWqpb+TvZ12Ite+MO++P+5BAAmiweJAkZGQ0Pi9cMAAAAAAABVi+yD7AQrzivXQolW 
/qHeAYlG/FEGU+jW+vwGH4v3XweKy1uL0+hdAR4ujh4QAIqf8gEf0erR6tHqtQRRUlboSgHoHwBe 
Wln+zXXwA3b8/07+deaL3y6OHhAAU+iA+1uL5V3DrIrgrIro0+Aj0nQJJoglR4rlSuvuIuMmiCVH 
w1WL7IPsCIhG+CvXQolW/qHeAYlG+lOL3ovBK8OIRvnR6NHo0ehAW4lG/AZWUVPoP/r8XorLW+jN 
AIqv8gFb6MUAir/qAYrdH+jVALrOA7AI7rUEU1H/dvxX6N0Aus8D6CIAX49G/Flb/s115wN++v9O 
/nXdi94ujh4QAFPo4Ppbi+Vdw1Os/078MuSK6Irf0+j3Rvz/AHQiiuCKw+6KxIB++AR1AvbQJool 
JogFs/9HiuWsiuj/Tvzr1bYHilb5ItYq8jrxWn0jUrrPA4rgisPuisSAfvgEdQL20CaKJSaIBVpH 
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iuUywNPos/8i2rrPA4rgisPuisSAfvgEdQL20CaKJSaIBcOD4weKw8NSULrOA7AEiuX+zO9YWsMA 
GBAIAFNSus4DsAOKXvgy/y6Kp/sJ71pbwwECBAhTusQDsAKK3f7LMv8uiqcVCu9bw+gp+esP6CL5 
6wroH/nrFOgY+esPUrrPA4rF7iaKBSaIDVrDsQcqy7rOA7AEtAO1AdLlMtvvJoo9Iv3S79DjCt/+ 
zH3wgD7iAQB0FPfHAQB0AtDrisOA4wGoBHQDgMsCisPDTv7JeQ2xB0+APuIBAHQD6HkFisHXi9q6 
zwPui9O7egTD6IQFiBZmBIgekASjkQSJDpMECtJ4A+hvBIkmUgTGBmoEAIvsge2AAIrG6DT5ivBS 
uP//TU2JRgDomASh2AErx01NiUYAo1oExwZeBAAAodQBo2IETU2JdgDGBmkEAOhgBE1NiX4AWuiw 
BCYiBXUfMu3rKFuJHloEoVYEo14EoVQEo2IEi04ARUWD+f91Dej++IsmUgSgagTQyMOLfgBFRYt2 
AEVFi14ARUVTiR5nBIrFULt6BIrB1+icBOjdAOiKAFioAnQGqAR1DusZgD5pBAB1D+gUAHMF6DkA 
65boJwByA+gvAOhGAOuJoVoEQDsGZwR1HaFeBEg5BlYEfhOhYgRAOQZUBMOhWgRIOwZnBHTjMsDD 
oXEEOQZnBHMQ/wZnBCs+3gHozwK1BOmfAcPoqQKhZwQ7Bm8EdBD/DmcEAz7eAeiyAjLt6YIBwzs2 
0AF0IOiL/orB1yYiBXUVisEECNeK0CaIFTs20AF0Behw/uvjRv7BgPkIdQ0yyUeAPuIBAHQD6OQD 
isHXi9q6zwPui9O7egSJNlYE6SwC6CkC6FYCisHXJiIFdTyKwQQI14rQJogVOzbUAX0sRv7BgPkI 
dQ0yyUeAPuIBAHQD6JwDisHXi9q6zwPui9O7egQiyXXB6AoA67xOiTZUBOntASaAPQB0AcOAPuIB 
AHVD/FLoJAAzyaFtBFcmgD0AdQs78HMHg8YIR0Hr71/jA+h0APwyyVrp9gJSus4DsAXuQrAIgD7i 
AQB0AgQQ7lqw/+kZA1Lo4v+6zgOwB+4mgD0AddI7Nm0Ec8zoFACDxghHsAr3xwEAdQKwBbrPA+7r 
3brEA7AC7kKwAe6hiwQmiAWwAu4miCWwBO6hjQQmiAWwCO4miCXD/FVWusQDsALuQrAB7qGLBIv3 
i+nzqovNi/6wAu6KxPOqsATuoY0Ei82L/vOqsAjui82L/orE86peXcOw/+iGAlK6zgOwAu5agOUE 
6yk7NlQEcgaKwdfpbQJG/sGA+Qh1FTLJR4A+4gEAdAPoZwL2xYF0A+iAAIrB1yYiBXQFgOUG68r2 
xQF1xTLAOAaKBHQMOAaQBHQQOAaPBHQKgM0CxgZpBP/rJvbFgHWiisHXiuCKwQQI14rQi9q6zwPu 
JiIln4rH7ovTu3oEnnUfgM0Bg/0OchqhZwRNTYlGAE1NiXYATU2JfgBNTYlOAOlf/8YGagT/6V3/ 
JoA9AHU5UrrOA7AH7kKLHlQEg+sIJoA9AHUcO/NzGIPGCEeAPuIBAHTrsAr3xwEAdQKwBe7r3rAC 
Su5au3oEw4k2cwShZwSjdQSJPncEiA55BMOLNnMEoXUEo2cEiz53BIoOeQSAPuIBAHQD6HQBw6Bm 
BDz/dAPrepBRUqHYASsGZwQz0osOtAFBg8EC0enR6ffx0eLR4ruMAAPaiw+LVwKAPuIB/3UGitWK 
6YryiQ6LBIkWjQQywDsOkQR1CDsWkwR1ArD/oo8Ei8ILwQrgiCaKBLuCBLQIMsDQ1tDQ0NLQ0NDV 
0NDQ0dDQiAdD/sx151pZu3oEgD7iAQB0A+jjAMNSV1agZgSiigTozfSK4LuCBIkHiUcCiUcEiUcG 
u4sEtATQ6HMFxgf/6wPGBwBD/sx177t6BF5fWsOAPuMBDXQF6Nzz6wPo2fOKy8PHBtgB3wGAPuMB 
EXMTxwbYAV0BgD7jAQ9zBscG2AHHAKHQAQUIAKNrBKHUAS0HAKNtBKHYASsG1gGjbwSh2AErBtIB 
o3EEw1K6xAOwAu5CsA/uus4DsAXuQrAKgD7iAQB0AgQQ7lqKxlJQus4DsALuQljugD7iAQB0A+ga 
AFqKwbt6BNdSiuC6zgOwCO5CisTuWsO0AusCtAhSus4DsAfusAr3xwEAdQKwBULuus4DisTuWsOA 
+v91HFNRULuMAIsOtAHjCzLACgdD4vsiwHUCMtJYWVvDAAAAAAAAAAcNAAEbAAAAAAAAAAAAAEAA 
AKAAsAC4APAA/h8AAADvAaMByQEXAGACaAJ8AhIAEgAiBhIAEgASALYA3gBPAuQALQP7Ar8CMQES 
AJgAPgFOAS0AfQCSAB0AagEXABcAFwAXABcAFwAXABcAFwAXABcAFwAXABcAFwAXAE8AXwBvAG8A 
NgA6AEoAcAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAQAAECAwQFBgcQERITFBUW 
FxAAAQIDBAUUBzg5Ojs8PT4/EAABAAAEBwAAAAEAAAQHAAAQAAgAABgYAAAACAAAABgAPwABAQAA 
AAAAAAgACAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAwANNjQwIHggMjAwIEVHQQANNjQwIHggMzUwIEVHQQAN 
NjQwIHggNDgwIFZHQQASNjQwIFggMzUwIEVHQSBNT05PAFgBbAGAAZQBAAB/AscAfwLHACgjWBuU 
EQgIkJAAAH8CXQF/Al0BKCNYG0YeCAiQkAAAfwLfAX8C3wEoI1gbECcICJCQAAB/Al0BfwJdASgj 
WBtGHggIAQcBB40DlwOlA54DAQEgAAAAAAAAAAAA//8BAP//zMx4/Pj4AAAAAAAAAAAAAH8CXQEA 
AAAAAAAoAP//AA0AAAADDA//fz8fDwcDAYDA4PD4/P7/gEAgEAgEAgEAAAADAAAAAAAAAAAAAP// 
AAD//wAAAQIECBAgQIDgwYMHDhw4cPB4PB4Ph8PhpdJptFotlkv/iIiI/4iIiIFCJBgYJEKBzDPM 
M8wzzDOAAAgAgAAIAIgAIgCIACIA//////////8AAAAAAAAAAAEBAAAAAAAOAAAAAAAAADhsxsb+ 
xsYA/MbG/MbG/AB8xsbAwMZ8APjMxsbGzPgA/sDA/MDA/gD+wMD8wMDAAHzGwM7Gxn4AxsbG/sbG 
xgB4MDAwMDB4AB4GBgbGxnwAxszY8NjMxgDAwMDAwMD+AMbu/tbGxsYAxub23s7GxgB8xsbGxsZ8 
APzGxvzAwMAAfMbGxsbGfAb8xsb8xsbGAHjMYDAYzHgA/DAwMDAwMADGxsbGxsZ8AMbGxsbGbDgA 
xsbG1v7uxgDGxmw4bMbGAMPDZjwYGBgA/gwYMGDA/gA8MDAwMDA8AMBgMBgMBgMAPAwMDAwMPAAA 
OGzGAAAAAAAAAAAAAAD/MDAYAAAAAAAAAHwGfsZ+AMDA/MbG5twAAAB8xsDAfgAGBn7Gxs52AAAA 
fMb+wH4AHjB8MDAwMAAAAH7GznYGfMDA/MbGxsYAGAA4GBgYPAAYADgYGBgY8MDAzNjw2MwAOBgY 
GBgYPAAAAMz+1sbGAAAA/MbGxsYAAAB8xsbGfAAAAPzGxubcwAAAfsbGznYGAABucGBgYAAAAHzA 
fAb8ADAwfDAwMBwAAADGxsbGfgAAAMbGxmw4AAAAxsbW/mwAAADGbDhsxgAAAMbGznYGfAAA/Bgw 
YPwAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAIBAIBAIBAIBAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAVYnlg+wI/3YG/3YEMcBQjX74Fle4BgBQ 
mjwYqgeNfvgWV8R+CAZXuP8AUJqhDKoHiexdwgQAM0JHSSBFcnJvcjogR3JhcGhpY3Mgbm90IGlu 
aXRpYWxpemVkICh1c2UgSW5pdEdyYXBoKSBCR0kgRXJyb3I6ICBOb3QgaW4gZ3JhcGhpY3MgbW9k 
ZVWJ5YA+lgUAdR6/AgceV782AA5XMcBQmtMIqgeaQAiqB5r0BKoH6xy/AgceV79qAA5XMcBQmtMI 
qgeaQAiqB5r0BKoHuAEAmhYBqgddywhObyBlcnJvchwoQkdJKSBncmFwaGljcyBub3QgaW5zdGFs 
bGVkHkdyYXBoaWNzIGhhcmR3YXJlIG5vdCBkZXRlY3RlZB5EZXZpY2UgZHJpdmVyIGZpbGUgbm90 
IGZvdW5kICgBKRxJbnZhbGlkIGRldmljZSBkcml2ZXIgZmlsZSAoIE5vdCBlbm91Z2ggbWVtb3J5 
IHRvIGxvYWQgZHJpdmVyGk91dCBvZiBtZW1vcnkgaW4gc2NhbiBmaWxsG091dCBvZiBtZW1vcnkg 
aW4gZmxvb2QgZmlsbBVGb250IGZpbGUgbm90IGZvdW5kICgeTm90IGVub3VnaCBtZW1vcnkgdG8g 
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bG9hZCBmb250KUludmFsaWQgZ3JhcGhpY3MgbW9kZSBmb3Igc2VsZWN0ZWQgZHJpdmVyDkdyYXBo 
aWNzIGVycm9yEkdyYXBoaWNzIEkvTyBlcnJvchNJbnZhbGlkIGZvbnQgZmlsZSAoE0ludmFsaWQg 
Zm9udCBudW1iZXIPSW52YWxpZCB2ZXJzaW9uEEdyYXBoaWNzIGVycm9yIChVieWB7AACi0YGPQAA 
dRa/2QAOV8R+CAZXuP8AUJqhDKoH6UoCPf//dRa/4gAOV8R+CAZXuP8AUJqhDKoH6S8CPf7/dRa/ 
/wAOV8R+CAZXuP8AUJqhDKoH6RQCPf3/dTWNvgD/Fle/HgEOV5qHDKoHv54EHleaBg2qB789AQ5X 
mgYNqgfEfggGV7j/AFCaoQyqB+naAT38/3U1jb4A/xZXvz8BDleahwyqB7+eBB5XmgYNqge/PQEO 
V5oGDaoHxH4IBle4/wBQmqEMqgfpoAE9+/91Fr9cAQ5XxH4IBle4/wBQmqEMqgfphQE9+v91Fr99 
AQ5XxH4IBle4/wBQmqEMqgfpagE9+f91Fr+YAQ5XxH4IBle4/wBQmqEMqgfpTwE9+P91NY2+AP8W 
V7+0AQ5XmocMqge/lAQeV5oGDaoHvz0BDleaBg2qB8R+CAZXuP8AUJqhDKoH6RUBPff/dRa/ygEO 
V8R+CAZXuP8AUJqhDKoH6foAPfb/dRa/6QEOV8R+CAZXuP8AUJqhDKoH6d8APfX/dRa/EwIOV8R+ 
CAZXuP8AUJqhDKoH6cQAPfT/dRa/IgIOV8R+CAZXuP8AUJqhDKoH6akAPfP/dTSNvgD/Fle/NQIO 
V5qHDKoHv5QEHleaBg2qB789AQ5XmgYNqgfEfggGV7j/AFCaoQyqB+twPfL/dRW/SQIOV8R+CAZX 
uP8AUJqhDKoH61Y97v91Fb9dAg5XxH4IBle4/wBQmqEMqgfrPI2+AP4WV79tAg5XmocMqgeNvgD/ 
FleLRgaZUlDoMPuaBg2qB789AQ5XmgYNqgfEfggGV7j/AFCaoQyqB4nsXcoCAFWJ5YPsAqFgBYlG 
/jHAo2AFi0b+iexdy1WJ5YPsAsdG/gEAi0b+iexdygIAVYnlg+wEi0YGBQcAJfj/iUYGi0YGBQgA 
UJqKAqoHxH4IJokFJolVAiaLBSYLRQJ0SCaDPQB1GotGBiUPAIlG/ItGBrkEANPoJgNFAolG/usZ 
xH4IJosFJotVAolG/IlW/jHAJokFJv9FAv92/v92/LgIAFCanwKqB4nsXcoGAFWJ5cR+CCaLBSYL 
RQJ0Dyb/dQIm/zX/dgaanwKqB8R+CDHAJokFJolFAl3KBgBVieWD7AjEfgYmiwUBRgqLRgq5BADT 
6ANGDIvQMcCJRviJVvqLRgolDwAJwHQexH4KBlfEfvgGV/92BJpEGaoHi0YKJQ8AxH4GJikFi0b4 
i1b6iUb8iVb+i0b8i1b+iexdwgoAVYnli0YEXcICAFWJ5YpGBLQ1zSGJ2IzCXcICAFWJ5cR+BDHA 
icIm90UC//91HIPsBIngFlAmiwWxBNPgUP8eCgTEfgSLRv6DxAQmiUUCJolFBF3CBABVieXEfgQm 
90UC//90IoPsBMdG/AAAJotFAolG/ongFlAmiwWxBNPgUP8eDgSDxARdwgQAVYnlg+waxH4GgceA 
ACaLRQSJRu4mi0UMiUbsJotFBANGBANGBolG+InHiUb0MO0mig3jFiYDfQEGV1Em/zXoNf9ZXwer 
4vGLfvQmik0D4xkmA30EBldRJv816CP/WV8Hq4nQq+Lui370JopNBuMUJgN9BwZXUQZX6Bf/WV8H 
g8cG4vD/dgj/dgaNfgQWV4tG7gNG7FDoev6JRviJVvrEfviLRu6xBNPoA0b6JolFEI7AJolFCibG 
RQwAi0b4i1b6iUb8iVb+i0b8i1b+iexdwgYAxD56BSaBPR4OdCImjkUQMO0mik0G4xYmi30HBldR 
Blfo1/5ZXweDxwbi8DH/wwRGQkdEAnBrVYnlgewUAoA+lgUAdA7HBmAF9f/HRv71/+mNAccGYAX8 
/8dG/vz/jb7y/hZXxH4GBle4BABQmrUNqge/ugcOV5p4DaoHdAPpnwCLRgYFgACLVgiJRvaJVvjE 
fvaJvu7+jIbw/iaAfQYDcgcmgH0IA3YD6TQBoQAFiYbs/jHAO4bs/n9iiUb06wP/RvS4GgD3ZvSL 
+IHHAgAeV8S+7v6Bxw4ABleaeA2qB3Uy/3YI/3YGxL7u/ib/Neg9/ovIi9q4GgD3ZvSL+ImNGACJ 
nRoAi0b0iUb+McCjYAXpzACLRvQ7huz+daPpwACNvvL9FlfEfgYGV7gCAFCatQ2qB7+/Bw5XmngN 
qgd0A+mdAItGBgWAAItWCIlG+olW/MR++om+7v2MhvD9JoB9BgJyByaAfQgBdgLrc6EABYmG7P0x 
wDuG7P1/ZIlG9OsD/0b0uBoA92b0i/iBxwIAHlfEvu79gccKAAZXmngNqgd1NP92CP92BsS+7v0G 
Vyb/dQToi/yLyIvauBoA92b0i/iJjRgAiZ0aAItG9IlG/jHAo2AF6wmLRvQ7huz9daGLRv6J7F3K 
BAACUEtVieWB7BIBxwZgBfP/oWAFiUb+jb72/hZXxH4GBle4AgBQmrUNqge/dAkOV5p4DaoHdAPp 
9QAxwIlG9otG9sR+BgP4JoA9GnQMgX72AQFzBf9G9uvmgX72AAFyA+nMAMR+Bon4A0b2QMR+BozC 
iUb6iVb8xH76iX7yjEb0JoB9CAFyByaAfQoBdgPpngDHRvgBAOsD/0b4uA8A92b4i/iBxxsBHleN 
vvL+FlfEfvKBxwIABle4BABQmrUNqgeaeA2qB3VeuA8A92b4i/iBxxEBHgeJvu7+jIbw/gZXJv91 
CP8eDgTEvu7+McAmiQUmiUUC/3YI/3YGxH7yBlcm/3UG6FL7xL7u/iaJRQQmiVUGMcAmiUUIi0b4 
iUb+McCjYAXrCYN++BR0A+lp/4tG/onsXcoEAFWJ5biLALqhA6NoBYkWagW4iwC6oQOjegWJFnwF 
McCjbAWjbgUxwKN+BaOABTHAo3AFo3IFMcCjdgWjeAUxwKMoBaMqBTHAoywFMcCjQgWjRAUxwKNG 
BcYGMgUAxwaSBQEAxwaUBQEAMcCjkgTGBpYFAF3DVYnlgewCA4zTjsOM2/yNvv7+xXYOrKqRMO3z 
pI2+/v3FdgqsqpEw7fOkjtvGRv8AxwZgBf3/xH4GMcAmiQW/EgQeV42+/vwWV42+/v4WV5qHDKoH 
jb7+/RZXmgYNqgeaAAmqB78SBB5XuAEAUJo7CaoHmu0EqgcJwHQ0gL7+/gB1BOtc6ym/EgQeV42+ 
/v0WV5oACaoHvxIEHle4AQBQmjsJqgea7QSqBwnAdALrMTHAo2AFvxIEHleazxiqB8R+BiaJBSaD 
Pf92EotGBKNgBb8SBB5XmrwJqgfrBMZG/wGKRv+J7F3CDgAELkJHSVWJ5YHsLgKM047DjNv8jb7+ 
/sV2BKyqkTDt86SO28ZG/wCNvtL9Fle4GgD3ZgiL+IHHAgAeV5qHDKoHvwgMDleaBg2qB7+eBB5X 
uAwAUJqhDKoHuBoA92YIi/iLhRgAC4UaAHQruBoA92YIi/iLhRgAi5UaAKN6BYkWfAUxwKNwBaNy 
BTHAo3QFxkb/AendAI2+/v4WV7+eBB5Xv3QFHle4/P9Q6Gv+CMB1A+m/AKF0AosWdgKjBAWJFgYF 
uAsFuqEDo3QCiRZ2Ar9wBR5X/zZ0Bf8eCgShBAWLFgYFo3QCiRZ2AqFwBQsGcgV1CMcGYAX7/+t4 
vxIEHlfEPnAFBlf/NnQFjb72/hZXmiYKqge/EgQeV5q8CaoHmu0EqgcJwHUbi4b2/jsGdAV1Ef82 
cgX/NnAFDuh9+jtGCHQVxwZgBfz/v3AFHlf/NnQF/x4OBOsbuBoA92YIi/iLhRgAi5UaAKN6BYkW 
fAXGRv8Bikb/iexdwgYAVYnlg+wIgD6WBQB1BA7o9/IxwFAxwFD/NgoF/zYMBbABUA7oWgS/wgUe 
Vw7oJwe/wgUeVw7oeQYO6GYOPQEAdAcxwFAO6DQGxgaIBQAO6EEOUA7oJA6NfvgWV7gIAFCw/1Ca 
aBmqB41++BZXDugiDlAO6KsFuAEAUA7oFQ5QDuhzBTHAUDHAULgBAFAO6CsFMcBQMcBQuAEAUA7o 
GQcxwFC4AgBQDujMBjHAUA7o5goxwFAxwFAO6L4EiexdywFcVYnlgewIAozTjsOM2/yNvgD/xXYG 
rKqRMO3zpI7bjb4A/xZXv6wEHle4UABQmqEMqgeAPqwEAHRGoKwEMOSL+IqFrASIhv/+gL7//jp0 
MIC+//5cdCmNvvj9FleNvgD/FleahwyqB79BDg5XmgYNqge/rAQeV7hQAFCaoQyqB7hMILqhA6No 
BYkWagX/NmoF/zZoBcQ+aAUGV8Q+aAUm/3UC6OT2o2gFiRZqBcaG+f4AxH4OJoM9AHQD6X0AMcCJ 
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hvz+x4b6/v//i4b8/jsGAAV9Z4O++v4AfWC4GgD3pvz+i/iLhRQAC4UWAHRHuBoA96b8/ov4i4UU 
AIuVFgCj3gWJFuAF/x7eBYmG+v6Dvvr+AHwgi4b8/qNcBYuG/P7Efg4miQWLhvr+xH4KJokFxob5 
/gH/hvz+64+Avvn+AHUVv1wFHlfEfg4GV8R+CgZXDugiCuspoVwFiYb8/sR+DiaLBQWAAImG+v6N 
vvz+FleNvvr+FlfEfgoGVw7o9wnEfg4mgz0AfRHHBmAF/v8mxwX+/+jS+uk5AcR+CiaLBaNeBf82 
XAW/rAQeV+gc/AjAdQ+hYAXEfg4miQXoqvrpEQG/HAUeV7g/AFCwAFCaaBmqB6F0AosWdgKjBAWJ 
FgYFuAsFuqEDo3QCiRZ2Ar8oBR5X/zb+BP8eCgShBAWLFgYFo3QCiRZ2AqEoBQsGKgV1IccGYAX7 
/8R+DibHBfv/v3AFHlf/NnQF/x4OBOg5+umgAMYGHQUAxgYyBQChKAWLFioFo3YFiRZ4BaH+BKMs 
BaEoBYsWKgWjQgWJFkQFof4Eo0YFuGAFjNqjNgWJFjgFvxwFHlcO6GQHoYIFixaEBYnHjsIGV78I 
BR5XuBMAUJpEGaoHvxwFHlcO6JEJgD4IBQB0DaAIBTDko2AF6Ln56yEO6GYLo5AFoRYFo5IFxwaU 
BRAnxgaWBQEO6HP8McCjYAWJ7F3KDABVieUO6IwHoWwFCwZuBXUboWgFixZqBaNsBYkWbgW4iwC6 
oQOjaAWJFmoFXctVieWD7AaAPpYFAHUJxwZgBf//6aEADui5/792BR5X/zb+BP8eDgShcAULBnIF 
dBa4GgD3JlwFi/gxwImFGACJhRoA6P71v3AFHlf/NnQF/x4OBOgN+cdG/gEA6wP/Rv64DwD3Zv6L 
+IHHEQEeB4l++oxG/CaAfQoAdDYmg30IAHQvJosFJgtFAnQmBlcm/3UI/x4OBMR++jHAJolFCDHA 
JokFJolFAjHAJolFBCaJRQaDfv4UdaaJ7F3LVYnlg34OAHxEg34MAHw+oQoFMdKLyIvai0YKmTvT 
fy18BDvBdyehDAUx0ovIi9qLRgiZO9N/FnwEO8F3EItGCjtGDnwIi0YIO0YMfQjHBmAF9f/rPItG 
DqOaBYtGDKOcBYtGCqOeBYtGCKOgBYpGBqKiBf92Dv92DP92Cv92CIpGBlAO6NYFMcBQMcBQDuhn 
AF3KCgBVieWD7AShqgWLFqwFiUb8iVb+McBQMcBQDujDADHAUDHAUKGeBSsGmgVQoaAFKwacBVAO 
6DoIg378DHUOv64FHlf/dv4O6MIA6wr/dvz/dv4O6IsAMcBQMcBQDugEAInsXctVieX/dgj/dgYO 
6JEHi0YIo4wFi0YGo44FXcoEAFWJ5YPsAqEKBYlG/otG/onsXctVieWD7AKhDAWJRv6LRv6J7F3L 
VYnlg34KBHcGg34GA3YIxwZgBfX/6x+LRgqjpAWLRgijpgWLRgajqAX/dgr/dgj/dgYO6FYJXcoG 
AFWJ5YN+CAt2CMcGYAX1/+sWi0YIo6oFi0YGo6wF/3YI/3YGDuiOCV3KBABVieWD7AiM047DjNv8 
jX74xXYIuQgA86SO2w7oVAg7RgZzCMcGYAX1/+srxwaqBQwAi0YGo6wFjX74Fle/rgUeV7gIAFCa 
RguqB41++BZX/3YGDug6BYnsXcoGAFWJ5YN+Bg92AusmikYGoogFg34GAHUHxgbDBQDrCot+BoqF 
wwWiwwWgwwWYUA7oPwhdygIAVYnlg+wcgD6WBQB1A+mPAMR+Bol+5oxG6CaAPRB2BsZG/RDrCcR+ 
5iaKBYhG/YpG/TDkSIlG5DHAO0bkfzKJRv7rA/9G/otG/sR+5gP4JoB9Af9+E4tG/sR+5gP4JopF 
AYt+/oiFwwWLRv47RuR108R+5iaAfQH/dAXGBogFAL/CBR5XjX7qFle4EQBQmkQZqgfGRvsAjX7q 
FlcO6OUHiexdygQAVYnlDuhVB4nHjsIGV8R+BgZXuBEAUJpGC6oHXcoEAFWJ5YN+CAByEoN+CAJ3 
DIN+BgByBoN+BgJ2CMcGYAX1/+sWi0YIo9oFi0YGo9wF/3YI/3YGDugsBF3KBAAELkNIUlWJ5YHs 
CgGDfgoUdxuDfgoAchWDfgoAdCK4DwD3ZgqL+IC9GwEAdRPHBmAF8v8xwIlGCsdGBgEA6dwBg34K 
AHUD6dMBi0YKOwbUBXUD6ccBi0YKOwaSBHUD6aQBgz6SBAB0QrgPAPcmkgSL+IHHEQEeB4l+9oxG 
+CaDfQgAdCYGVyb/dQj/Hg4ExH72McAmiQUmiUUCMcAmiUUEJolFBjHAJolFCLgPAPdmCov4gccR 
AR4HiX72jEb4JotFBCYLRQZ0A+k0AY2+9v4WV8R+9oHHCgAGV5qHDKoHvzUVDleaBg2qB7+UBB5X 
uAgAUJqhDKoHv6wEHle/lAQeV41+/hZXuPP/UOjd9AjAdRqDPmAF/XUGxwZgBfj/McCJRgrHRgYB 
AOnxAKF0AosWdgKjBAWJFgYFuAsFuqEDo3QCiRZ2Ao1++hZX/3b+/x4KBKEEBYsWBgWjdAKJFnYC 
i0b6C0b8dR2/EgQeV5q8CaoHxwZgBff/McCJRgrHRgYBAOmXAL8SBB5XxH76Blf/dv4xwFBQmiYK 
qge/EgQeV5q8CaoHmu0EqgcJwHUc/3b8/3b6DuiK8pmLyIvai0YKMdI703UEO8F0HscGYAXz/41+ 
+hZX/3b+/x4OBDHAiUYKx0YGAQDrNItG/sR+9iaJRQiLRvqLVvwmiQUmiVUCi0YKo5IEuA8A92YK 
i/iLhRUBi5UXAaN+BYkWgAWLRgqj1AWLRgij1gWLRgaj2AX/dgr/dgj/dgYO6AgGiexdygYAVYnl 
McCjYAXHBv4EABAO6McC6CDzuB8FuqEDowoEiRYMBLieBbqhA6MOBIkWEATGBpQEAMYGngQAxwYA 
BQYAxwYCBQoAxwaYBQEAxwaSBQEAxwaUBQEAXcv/NnwFU8uAPusF/3U3gD6YBaV1BsYG6wUAw7QP 
zRCi6wWhjgKOwLsQACaKB6LsBYA+5AUFdA6APuQFB3QHJM8MICaIB8NVi+y+BgD/HmgFXcvGBusF 
/1WL7DPAii7lBYA+5AUFdQK1A4oO4wXEXga0ASaAfxYAdQYy5MQeegW+AAD/HmgFiR6CBYwGhAVd 
ygQAVYvsi0YOi14Mi04Ki1YIgH4GAHUDgMyAvjgA/x5oBV3KCgBVi+zoTP+KRgY8CnMPouMF/zbp 
Bf825wUO6Ib/xB7nBb4CAP8eaAVdygIAVYvsgD7rBf90I74GAP8eaAWAPpgFpXQVoY4CjsC7EACg 
7AUmiAcy5KDrBc0QxgbrBf9dy1WL7IpGBjLkUL4yAP8eaAUmi18M6xhdygIAVYvsikYGMuRQvjIA 
/x5oBSaLXwpYDui6/l3KAgBVi+yKRgYy5FC+MgD/HmgFJotfDuvhXcoCAFWL7IpmBogmhwWghgW+ 
HgD/HmgFxgaKBQzEXgi4//++IAD/HmgFXcoGAFWL7IpmCIpGBr4qAP8eaAVdygQAVYvsi0YIK0YM 
eQL32EAFBwDR6NHo0ehQvjIA/x5oBSaLXwgO6Df+W/fji04GK04KeQL32UH34QUGAHIEI9J0BDPA 
i9BdyggAVYvsxgbiBf/GBuMFAMYG5QUKxH4KJooFouQFIsB1COhSAKDiBesvxH4GJooFouMFxH4K 
JoodItt4JLAKKsNzBPbY6xIy/y6Kh6ceouUFLoqHix6i4gXEfg4y5CaJBV3KDABVi+z/NuIF6AgA 
jwbiBV3KCABV6IQEXcR+CqDkBTLkPP91AorgJokFMuSg4wXEfgYmiQXDM8DGBuIF/6LjBaLkBaLl 
BaLmBaPnBaPpBcYG6wX/ouwFy1WL7Ohe/cReBoke5wWMBukFvgIA/x5oBV3KBABVi+y+BAD/HmgF 
XctVi+yLRgiLXga+CAD/HmgFXcoEAFWL7ItGCIteBr4KAP8eaAVdygQAVYvsi0YMi14Ki04Ii1YG 
vgwA/x5oBV3KCABVi+yLTgrEXga4BgC+DgD/HmgFXcoGAFWL7ItOCsReBrgHAL4OAP8eaAVdygYA 
VYvsi0YMi14Ki04Ii1YGvhIA/x5oBV3KCABVi+yLRhCLXg6LTgyLVgo7wXIBkTvacwKH2lFSvggA 
/x5oBVtYi04IilYGMva+EAD/HmgFXcoMAFWL7ItGEIteDr4IAP8eaAWLRgyLXgqLTgiLVga+FAD/ 
HmgFXcoMAFWL7ItGDIteCr4IAP8eaAWLRgiLXga+GAD/HmgFuAAAu2gBi04Ii1YGvhQA/x5oBV3K 
CABVi+yLRhCLXg6+CAD/HmgFi0YMi14Ki04Ii1YGvhYA/x5oBV3KDABVi+weuP//vhQA/x5oBYvz 
Bh/Efgb8uQYA86UfXcoEAFWL7IpGBqKGBYomhwW+HgD/HmgFXcoCAFWL7DLAvjoA/x5oBYvBXctV 
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i+wywL46AP8eaAWLw13LVYvssAG+OgD/HmgFjMKLw13LVYvssAKLTga+AAD/HmgFjMKLw13KAgBV 
i+ywAb4AAP8eaAWLwUhdy1WL7IpeBjL/uP//vhoA/x5oBV3KAgBVi+yLRgyAzICLXgqLTgiLVga+ 
GgD/HmgFXcoIAFWL7ItGCDLki14GvhoA/x5oBV3KBABVi+zEXgZDvhwA/x5oBV3KBABVi+yLRgqi 
iQWLXgiKTgaIDuYFMu2+IgD/HmgFXcoGAFWL7ItGCoteCItOBsQ25wUmi3wMJotUDiYDfBCD7wKO 
wibHBQAA+ofnjNWO0vtXVb4sAP8eaAVbWPqO04vg+13KBgBVi+yKZgaIJocFoIYFvh4A/x5oBYpG 
CKKKBYrgviAA/x5oBV3KBABVi+yLRgyLXgq+CAD/HmgFxF4GJooPMu1DviYA/x5oBV3KCABVi+zE 
HoIFJotfEIHjf3+KVgaKx/bii8iKw/bii9iKRgqKZggiwHQVxD6CBSaAfQEDdAqKyjLti9mLFoAF 
viQA/x5oBV3KBgBVi+yLRgyLXgqLTgiLVgaAzIC+JAD/HmgFXcoIAFWL7MReBiaKDzLtQ74oAP8e 
aAWLw13KBABNAFWL7LkBAA4Hu/YdvigA/x5oBYvBXctVi+yLRgiLXga+LgD/HmgFMuSKwl3KBABV 
i+yLRgqLXgiKVga+MAD/HmgFXcoGAFWL7MReBotOEItWDot2DIt+CjvOcgKH8TvXcgKH+ivxJok3 
K/omiX8CvjQA/x5oBV3KDABVi+zEXgiLTg6LVgyKRga+NgD/HmgFXcoKAAAAAAEBAQIDBAEFBgf/ 
AAQFAQAAAAAFAgAAAAAABAUBAQABAAUCAAAAf8YG4gX/xgbkBf/GBuMFAOgkAIoe5AWA+/90GjL/ 
LoqHix6i4gUuioeZHqLjBS6Kh6ceouUFw7QPzRA8B3Qx6PEAcwbGBuQFBsPoUgBzBOhrAMPoEgEj 
wHQGxgbkBQrDxgbkBQHoqgBzBcYG5AUCw+gsAHLa6L4AIsB0BsYG5AUHw4s2lAKOxjP2JosE99Am 
9xSQkCY7BHUFxgbkBQHDuAASsxC3/7EPzRCA+Qx9DID/AX8HgPsDfwL5w/jDxgbkBQSA/wF0Nug5 
AHIwItt0LMYG5AUD6DoAcwbGBuQFCcO7AMCOw7s5ACaBP1o0dQ0mgX8CNDl1BcYG5AUJw8YG5AUF 
w4D5AnIJgPkG9XMDgPkIw7gAGs0QPBp1FoD7B3QPgPsIdAqA+wtyB4D7DHcC+cP4wzLAw7q6AzLb 
7CSAiuC5AIDsJIA6xHQH/sOA+wpzBeLwMsDDuQCA7CQwPBB1BeL3sALDsAHDsAYzyTPStDDNEIvB 
C8J0HR6O2YvaikcCHwrAdAQ8AnUMuogB7KgEdAS4AQDDM8DDIAD6GQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAeDh9W/5QTAF4fLv8ucQCQICAA1gGXAqgAqAAEAQ8BXAGqAFMBcgF7AagAqACo 
AKgA4gLxAiIDQBSiAagBzAErAVMBSgGoAGgBaAGxAKgAqQCvAKgAqACoAKgAqACoAKgAqACoAKgA 
qACoAKgAqAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAECcAAAAAAAAAAAAACAAIAQAAAABkAGQAAAEAAAAA 
AQAAAF5eH8vDw+hABOv16/NQxwaFAAAAxwaHAAAAgOR/O8FyAZE72nICh9ojwHgXI9t4E6OFAIke 
hwDoFgBYIuR5A+gCAMNYM8CL2IsOfgCLFoAAo4kAiR6LAIkOjQCJFo8Aw+hMAKMwA4keMgPDiw4w 
A4sWMgPo6v9QU+hmA1tYvggA/x5xAOl5/+glAOi/EnMUviwA/x5xADz/dQnEHnkAJscH+f/pWv/o 
BgDooBJz9cMDBoUAAx6HAMPoBgDoIwPpP//o6/+Rh9ro5f+Rh9rD6PD/6BESc83DPf//dBr/NjAD 
/zYyA74UAP8ecQCPBjIDjwYwA+kK/w4HuzQD6QL/6IgS6fz+gD6aAAB0Buh8Fenv/oA+cAAAdA+L 
wfcmJBSL2IsOJhTp2f7DiCYiFKIjFOnO/iLAdAHDxgaTAADGBn0AAIkecQCMBnMAonAAM8CL8P8e 
cQCJHnUAjAZ3AAZTxD5xACaLHYH7Hg51BYPHEOsoJoF9CP+UdQcmi10K6wWQJotdHx4mjh4QAIN/ 
DhIfdAXGBm8A/78SALCa/Kq4eAOrjMiriz5xAC7ENnUAg8YCJosEo34ALsQ2dQCDxgQmiwSjgACh 
fgC56AP34S7ENnUAg8YKJvc0QKOWAKGAAPfhLsQ2dQCDxgwm9zRAo5gAWwfpDf5QU1FSBiaLRwxA 
QKPjBCaLRw6j5QQmi0cQM9K5BgD38aPfBCbEXxqJHnkAjAZ7AAdaWVtY/x5xAMYGmgAA6c39o5sA 
vh4A/x5xAMOjmwDDo5EAviAA/x5xAMM8/3UHxwaRAAwMw6ORAMMywIseogC5AQDrBTLAuQMAop8A 
iA6gALkBAL4iAP8ecQDDop8AiA6gAIkeogDDAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAQANQGEgBDBCAACgQmAOQYJABXFCgALhcWAGMIGABACA4AcwsUAN0HAAAeDh9Qi/6+TgOtI8B0 
DDvHrXX2i/hY/9cfy1gfy6EwA4seMgPrCi6jMAMuiR4yA8PopAJyDqMwA4keMgO+CAD/HnEAwwMG 
MAMDHjIDozADiR4yA+vbAwYwAwMeMgNQU+gKAFtYozADiR4yA8PoaAJyE1FSi8iL04cGMAOHHjID 
6IsAWlnD6IkPcwe+EgD/HnEAw6ORAMYGcgv/wwAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA4HQ0GL+7sTBIkHiX8CiUcEiVcGiU8IiVcKiU8MiX8OiUcQiX8S 
uACAiUcUiUcWuAYAuQgAvg4A/x5xAMPozAFyE4A+oAADcw3oTQ1zB74MAP8ecQDD6DQAi/gr+XkC 
99+L8yvyeQL33jv+iz5wC3MPK8crz+gVANHnA8cDz+sNK98r1+gGANHnA98D11BTUVJX6LT/X1pZ 
W1jDAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAPAhyArAFMuTQ4Iv4/6X9BA0FcQWyBXYFHwWeBSUFKQXGBt4EAccG 
4QQAAMcG5wQAAMPGBt4EAsMywOsCsP/jQ1AGU1EzwOi3/1lfB+j6AOgU/OjqACPJdfNYIsC4AQB0 
H8Qe4wQmiwcmi18CxwbnBAAA6Eb+uAMAgD6bAAB0AUjoff/D6DAA62LoKwCh4QQ7Bt8Ecxw9BABy 
F8Qe4wSLDt8ExgbeBACAzIC+DgD/HnEAxgbeBADDuACAi9jo/P3GBt4EAMODPm8AAHUcgT6YALQA 
cgXGBnIL/4A+cgsAdAjo1P/oBQDrpOie/8YG3gQAxD7jBIsO4QQ7Dt8EcgPp1wCD+QJyq/82MAP/ 
NjID6CsA6DUAgP+AdQ0i23QW6BwAI8l17esNBldR6Mv9WV8HI8l13o8GMgOPBjADw+gKAAZXUeh2 
/VlfB8O7AIDjCyaLBUdHJosdR0dJwx4OH+gCAB/DgD7eBAB0boA+3gQCdBCDPucEAHUao+kEiR7r 
BOs2ihabAOh8DXMHvjAA/x5xAMM7BukEdR87HusEdRmDPucEAXQy6A8AuAGAi9joBwDHBucEAADD 
/wbnBIs+4QQ7Pt8EcxTR59HnxDbjBAP+qyaJHf8G4QT5wwZTxB55ACbHB/r/Wwf5w1FSo0QDiR5G 
A4sOMAOLFjIDiQ5AA4kWQgPo0QChmwByCYbgvh4A/x5xAIseRgNToUAD6Nv8oUQDW1Do0/xYix5C 
A1PoyvxboUAD6MP8oUQDix5CA1DofPxYWlkLyXQ/UovRi/rR4gPX0erR6oA+kwAAdA+LyvfZXyP/ 
dQXoTwDrHVcDwSvaUOiG/FiLHkYDK9pT6Hv8W18j/3QD6AsAoZsAvh4A/x5xAMOhQAMDwehf/KFA 
A4seRgNT6FT8W6FEA1BT6A/8W1gDwSva6UL8oUADix5GA1NQ6Pr7WFsr2gPBU+gs/KFEAwPBW+kj 
/DvBfAGRO9p9AofaQElLQugq/PnD+MMAAAAAAP/GBtwHAOhSAYA+oAADcxm+BACAPm8AAHUPgD5y 
CwB1CIE+mAC0AHIvUFMywLkBAL4iAP8ecQAzwOjV/FtY6KwC6H0CuAEA6Mf8oJ8AuQEAviIA/x5x 
AMPoFwHoYwK4BQDprfz/NjAD/zYyA1BT/zabADP/V4s+MAMD+Is2MgNXVldW6H4Fw8YG3Af/gD6T 
AAB0AofK6MMAgD5vAAB1D4A+cgsAdQiBPpgAtAByA+mzAjPSiBbbB4kW1weJFtkHiRZEA4kWRgOJ 
FkgDiRZKA+jQAVBTM9K5WgD38Yv4i8Mz0vfxPQQAcgO4AwCL8FtYO/d0HlNQuFoAR/fni9hYUzP2 
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O8Oc6GsAnXQD6A4BWFvrwTP2O8Oc6FkAnXQD6PwAoTADix4yA4sO1weJDkQDixbZB4kWRgOAPtwH 
AHQaA8gD01BT6F77W1iLDkgDixZKAwPIA9PoTfvoZwHDiQ5AA4kWQgNQoTADozQDoTIDozYDWMOL 
DkADixZCA4A+kwAAdAYFWgCDw1qL+yv4iT6UACP/dQPpvwD/NjAD/zYyA1FS/zabAL///1dWU1NQ 
UOi+AKNEA1joxACjRgNY6LAAo0gDWOi2AKNKA15e/zZEA/82RgP/NkgDUIvG6DX7oUQDOwZIA3UW 
oUYDOwZKA3UNgT6UAF4BcyGDxBTrCoM+lAACcxWDxBShSAOLHkoDAwYwAwMeMgPptfno6gPDgD7c 
BwB1CLgBAOjp+usr6Iz5xB7jBCaLByaLXwLHBucEAADoi/m4AwDoyvqh4QQtAwByBqPhBOin+4A+ 
2wcAdRHGBtsH/6FEA6PXB6FGA6PZB8Nf6AkHiw5AA+gRAP/nX+gJB4sOQgPoBAD32P/ni9CLw4vZ 
6AMAi8LDi8iLwvfjkffjA9HDUVK5aAEz0vfxUjvZdAgz0ovD9/GL2lg7w3IBk1pZww4H/L40A4v+ 
rSsGhQCri9itKwaHAKuLyL5EA60Dw6utA8GrrQPDq60DwavDO8NyC4HDaAHrBTvDcgGTgD6TAAB0 
BgVaAIPDWosOQAOJDkADiw5CA4kOQgNQU1NTUFDoTP+jRANY6FL/o0YDWOg+/6NIA1joRP+jSgNe 
W1hTUFBQ6Cr/o0wDWOgw/4vYoUwDAwYwAwMeMgPocfhYWFtAO8N+2sNQUzPA6Kb5W1joh//oRvjE 
HuMEJosHJotfAuhL+LgCAOmK+QAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABAACBPpgAtAByBcYGcgv/i+yD7BiA5H89 
AwByJolO8Ile/olG+NHg0eAD2Ile/P82mwDo0gFzC+gPAOgqAnMD6AcAWIPEGOkd9wYf6NoAi0b0 
iUb2x0buAADoLgDo+ACLRuyAfugCchL/Ru6LXuo7Xu51B8dG7gAA9+sBRvaLRvY7RvJ81B4HDh/D 
x0b6AACLXv5DQ4sPi0b2g8MEi/mLF4vKgP6AdBo713wCh9c7wnzoO8d95FNR6BcA6DsAWVvr1YD6 
AXUKg8MEiw+A/YB1xsOLd/qLf/yLT/6LFzvXfASHzofXi8Er+nQNi0b2K8Ir8ffu9/8DwcOL0It2 
/ItG+jtG8HMi/0b6I8B0FUiL2NHjiwhAO8p8CYvY0eOJCEh164vY0eOJEMPHRvT/f8dG8gCAi17+ 
Q0OLB0NDgPyAdQU8AXTxwztG9H0DiUb0O0byfOOJRvLr3ot2/DPAi0764yaL2NHjUFYeVakBAIsA 
i172Dh91BegUAOsD6CEAXR9eWEA7Rvpy2sMAAAAAgz7WDQB0A+jRAKP5DIke+wzDgz7WDQB0A+i/ 
AIvIi9OHDvkMhxb7DDvBcgGRgD5yCwB1A+nJ9r4MAP8ecQDDAAABAAACBAIAWgAACuGHAgoB4YcC 
AgWH4QMCBYeHAVoKAAABhxHh4QMFAQAAAwoBAAADBQIAAAAAAQAAxwbWDQAAoJEA/sj4eE+APnIL 
AHUCMsCK2NDj0OMC2DL/gcM8DYvzrIhG6Kwy5IlG6qz3LnALiUbsrDLkgD6TAAB0CIA+cgsAdAGs 
6BIABqCcAIrgvh4A/x5xAAf5wwAAMsDDAAAAAABVi+yD7CqLRg7ocgKJRg6jmwCLRgqLXgjoFQKJ 
RtqLRgaLXgToCQLGRtYAO0bafwTGRtb/iUbY90YS//91A/9GEvdGEP//dQP/RhCLRhCLXhI7w3cC 
i8P34LtkAOgKAnMD6dEAiUbciVbei14S6OcB6OQBiUb4iVb6M8CJRv6JRuyJRu6LRtyLVt6LXhCJ 
XvzoxAHowQGJRvSJVvboygFzA+mRAIvyi/jovgFzA+mFACtG3BtW3olG8IlW8tHn0daJfuiJduro 
3gDocgCLRvCLXvIDwBPbA0bkE17mA0bkE17mO17ifAp1BTtG4HID6JQA6G8Ai0buO0bqfMp1CItG 
7DtG6HLA6J4A6DIAi0bki17m0evR2ANG8BNe8jte4n8KdQU7RuB3A+g4AOhXAPdG/ACAdNGL5V3o 
XAHCFACLRuwDRviJRuSLRu4TRvqJRuaLRugrRvSJRuCLRuobRvaJRuLD/0b+i0bkAUbwi0bmEUby 
i0bkA0b4iUbsi0bmE0b6iUbuw/9O/ItG4ClG8ItG4hlG8otG4CtG9IlG6ItG4htG9olG6sOLVg6L 
dv6Lfvz3RgwAgHU3VleLxovfi8iL0/fY6BYAX15WV/ffi8aL34vIi9P32OgDAF9ewwNGFgNeFANO 
FgNWFFXoMfRdw+gOAPfe6AkA99733+gCAPfei8aL3+gqAIB+1gB1CztG2nwFO0bYfgzDO0bafQY7 
Rth+AcNXVgN2FgN+FOhKAF5fw/fbCuR4Dwr/eAUr2IvDwwVwFwPDwwr/eAj32AXQByvDwwWgDyvD 
wwvb+XQMM8mHypH385H384fKw4vIi8L343IFkffjA9HDi8aL3+lK84A+cAAAdSxQvjIA/x5xACaL 
H44GcwBY6xaAPnAAAHUTvjIA/x5xACaLXwKOBnMADugBAMMGU8sAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAADsCdwSy 
Bu0IJwthDZkP0BEGFDoWbBicGssc9x4gIUgjbCWNJ6wpxyvfLfMvAzIPNBg2HDgcOhc8Dj4AQOxB 
1EO2RZNHakk8SwhNzU6NUEZS+VOmVUtX6liCWhNcnF0fX5pgDWJ5Y91kOWaNZ9loHWpZa4xst23Z 
bvNvBHEMcgtzAXTvdNN1rXZ/d0d4Bnm8eWh6CnujezJ8uHwzfaV9Dn5sfsF+C39Mf4N/sH/Tf+x/ 
+38AgFWD7ACL7INGBFrrB5BVg+wAi+zGBqAQAItGBIXAfQb32PYWoBAz0rloAff5i8I9tAB+By20 
APYWoBA9WgB+BffYBbQA0eCL8IucoRCLyzPA+NHT0dCAPqAQAHQK99P30IPDARUAAIPEAF3DAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAADGBoQAAegMAnMMkYfa6AQCkYfacwHDo9QRiR7WEYkO2BGJ 
FtoR6CgAgD6EAAB0EaHUEYse1hGLDtgRixbaEfnDuP//i9iLyIvQxgaEAAD4w7vUEej0AIrou9gR 
6OwACsV1AcOh2BErBtQRcNSj0BGh2hErBtYRcMij0hG71BHoyQCK6LvYEejBAIrQCsV1AcMi1XQG 
xgaEAADDIu11A+jVAMYGhAACgz7QEQB1HqHWETsGiwB9BqGLAKPWEaGPADsG1hF9A6PWEet2kIM+ 
0hEAdR6h1BE7BokAfQahiQCj1BGhjQA7BtQRfQOj1BHrUZCh1BE7BokAfQ2hiQBQ6JwAjwbUEes6 
oY0AOwbUEX0KUOiJAI8G1BHrJ6HWETsGiwB9DaGLAFDoYgCPBtYR6xGhjwA7BtYRfQhQ6E8AjwbW 
ESLtdQPoLwDpMf8y0osHOwaJAH0CsgE7Bo0AfgKyAotHAjsGiwB9A4DCBDsGjwB+A4DCCIrCw6HU 
EYcG2BGj1BGh1hGHBtoRo9YRwysG1hH3LtAR9z7SEQEG1BHDKwbUEfcu0hH3PtARAQbWEcPogACL 
PokAO8d9BDvPfEiLPo0AO8d+BDvPfzyLPosAO999BDvXfDCLPo8AO99+BDvXfySLPokAizaNAOgb 
AJHoFwCRiz6LAIs2jwCT6AoAk5LoBQCS+cP4wzvHfQOLx8M7xn4Ci8bDOwaNAHcUOx6PAHcOOwaJ 
AHwIOx6LAHwC+cP4wzvBfAGRO9p8AofawwAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAIAAAAADLt4w5TBogOLBTo 
DgEHW+g7AcOAPnAAAHUG6A0A6VfsviQA/x5xAOlN7CLkeSiAPnAAAHUYUFNRUr4kAP8ecQDoCgBa 
WVtYgOR/6dsBiR4kFIkOJhTDoyAUiR4kFIkOJhTHBigUCADGBpoAAMcGKhQAAMcGKBYAAIA+fQAD 
dBciwHQZ6EoCgz4oFgB0D8YGmgD/iR4oFMcGKhT//4seJBSLDiYUgD6aAAB0A+hUAKEgFIsWIhSA 
PpoAAHQF6EYB6xkL23UFuwgAi8sz0oA+cAAAdQe+JAD/HnEAiR4kFIkOJhTDAAADBQIDAwQBAQQD 
BQMCAQUCAwEEAegGAKEgFOkDAYseKBSD+wpyA7sKANDji58QFYrPMu0y/8OhMAOLHjIDU4vYgD4q 
FAB1A+hPAFhTi9iAPisUAHUD6GgAWKMwA4keMgO+CAD/HnEAw4A+KhQAdQihMAMjwHkBw4oOLBQy 
7aEiFIA+fQAAdQqAPpoAAHQD6UEDviYA/x5xAMOhJhSAPiEUAXQQgD4iFAB0FaAsFDLk9yYkFIA+ 
IhQBdQPR6Egr2MOhJhSAPiEUAXUJoCwUMuT3JiQUgD4jFAJ0C4A+IxQBdQLR6CvYwwAAAAAAAAAA 
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/wABAAEAAQABAAEAAQABAAEAKwAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAACAPn0AA3Qb 
iCYBFjoGABZ0J6IAFlNR6IUAWVtyG8YGABb/w6MKFokeDBaJDg4WiRYQFjPbiR4oFCPbdSShChaj 
AhahDhajBhahDBYjwHUBQKMEFqEQFiPAdQFAowgW6zGJHgIWiR4GFokOBBaJDggWgD4BFgB1Gose 
ggC5ECc72XMP9+H384vYI9t1AUOJHgIW6EYAix4qFosOLBb5w6EoFiPAdQbGBgAW/8PHBiYWAADF 
NiYWuRAAvxIWDgfzpA4fgD4SFiv5dAH1w47CM/YmgDwrdQSJFigWw6AaFioGHBYy5FD3JgIW9zYE 
FqMqFlj3JgYW9zYIFqMsFsPoCQCLHi4Wiw4sFsNTUejN/6ETFtHgBRAAxT4mFgP4M9LjHiaKB0Mu 
KgYWFi46BhMWcwwy5Iv3A/ACFHMC/sbi4g4fi8L3JgIW9zYEFqMuFllbw8cGIhYAAMcGJBYAACoG 
FhY6BhMWcgHDMuTR4MQ+JhaL34PDEAPYJgM/Az4XFoA+GRYAdAXrd5BfB+hZAAZX0OAy5Iv4/6XJ 
F9EXABj2FwIYoSIWix4kFooOkwCA4QGKLgEWOs11CCLJdAX32OsBk+i6AV8Hw+iTAKMiFokeJBbr 
tuiHAIvIi9OHDiIWhxYkFuikAeuiJosNhulHRzLA9sWAdAIEAvbBgHQC/sDDBlczwOi47F8H6Nz/ 
BlfQ4DLki/j/lUoYXwfr7VIYYBhrGGsY/w7hBLgDAOiR7Fjpcf+4AwDoh+wzwOmC7OgeAKMiFoke 
JBb324A+kwAAdAP32JMDBjADAx4yA+kc64rF6BAA6CIAUIrB6AcA6DAAi9hYwzPSJH+K2DL/JEB0 
Bv7PSoDLgIvDw4seAhaD+wF0Avfrix4EFoP7AXQC9/vDix4GFoP7AXQC9+uLHggWg/sBdAL3+8OA 
PgAW/3RU41L/Np8AozAWBlPoRwBRMsC5AQDoAOqAPhkWAHQIoZsAhsToxulZWwcmigciwHQMBlNR 
6GD+WVsHQ+LtWFDo1umAPhkWAHQIoZsAhsTonOmPBp8Aw1Ho9v3oBQDoNQBZw6EuFoA+ARYAdAeh 
LBYBBjADgD4wFgB0GoA+MBYBdQPR6EiAPpMAAHQFAQYyA8MpBjADw6EuFoA+ARYAdQOhLBaAPjEW 
AHQZgD4xFgF1AtHogD6TAAB0BQEGMAPDAQYyA8P32wEeMgMBBjADw1CgkwAkAYomARY6xHULIsBY 
dA732PfZ6wxYk4fK99j32ffb99oDBjADAx4yAwMOMAMDFjID6Oz3cwe+DAD/HnEAwwAAAAAAAAAA 
AABVieW4/wCaFgGqB13DVYnl6CgAvwIGHlcO6CADvwIGHleaxwWqB78CBx5XDugNA78CBx5XmswF 
qgddy7QP6NQFPAd0CjwDdga4AwDoVQDonwC0CDL/6LwFisQkf6L+BaL0BTPAou8Fov8FogAGQKLu 
BY4GjgK/bAAmih0mOh10+yaKHbjk/5noPAL30PfSuTcA9/Gj+gUeDh+6OAG4GyXNIR/DjgaOAiaA 
JocA/jwHdAY8BHICsANQtADoVwVYCuR0LbgSEbMA6EoFuDARtwCyAOhABYD6KnUWJoAOhwABuAAB 
uQAG6CwFtBKzIOglBcO0D+gfBVC4MBG3ALIA6BQFWLEACtJ1CLIYPAN3ArEBivKK1P7KtACA/hh2 
ArQBo/IFiRb8BYgO8QXGBvAFATPAo/YFiRb4BcNQHrhDCY7YgD7uBQB0BcYGAAYBH1jPgD4ABgB1 
AcPGBgAGALQBzRZ0BrQAzRbr9LBe6B0DsEPoGAPoDgPpif6L3DaLRwToI//obf+g/gWi9AXKAgCL 
3DaKVwo2incINopPBjaKbwQ60XcnOvV3I/7KeB/+zngb/sk6DvwFdxP+zTou/QV3C4kW9gWJDvgF 
6EEDyggAuAAGij70BYsO9gWLFvgF6DYEixb2BeglA8voGgO4AAaKPvQFi8qKFvgF6BsEy7gBB+sD 
uAEGUOj9AliKPvQFig72BYruixb4BTrudQIywOj2A8uL3DaKVwY2incE/soCFvYFchc6FvgFdxH+ 
zgI29wVyCTo2+QV3A+jCAsoEAOi1AorCKgb2Bf7Ay+ipAorGKgb3Bf7Ay4vcNopHBKjwdAQkDwyA 
gCb0BXAIBvQFygIAi9w2ikcEJAexBNLggCb0BY8IBvQFygIAgCb0BffLgA70BQjLoP4FovQFy4vc 
NotPBOMTjgaOAjP/JoodofoFM9LoBQDi9soCAC0BAIPaAHIFJjoddPPDi9w2i18EuN00uhIAO9Nz 
Gvfzi9jkYagDdQgMA+ZhsLbmQ4rD5kKKx+ZCygIA5GEk/OZhy4A+/wUAdQi0Ac0WsAB0ArABy6D/ 
BcYG/wUACsB1EjLkzRYKwHUKiCb/BQrkdQKwA+gT/suL3B42xX8Ex0UCsNfHRQSAAI2FgACJRQyM 
XQ7HRRBnA4xNEsZFMAAfygQAi9weNsV/BLifA7t9BIvLgX0Csdd0CsdFArLXuEwEi9iJRRSMTRaJ 
XRiMTRqJTRyMTR4zwB/KBABVi+zEfgYmi1UESkomi3UIJsR9DDPbxgb/BQAO6Fz/uQEAPAh0NDwT 
dDA8BHRESTwbdCc8AXQjPAZ0NzwadEY8DXRPPCByzzvadMsmiAFD6JgAO952wIvz67wL23S4sAjo 
hwCwIOiCALAI6H0AS+Lq66Q73nSgJooBPCBymehqAEPi7+uRgD7vBQB0iiaIAUPrCuhOACbHAQ0K 
Q0PEfgYzwCaJRQgmiV0KXcoEAIvcNsR/BCaLTQgmKU0I4xkmxH0MgD7wBQB1CyaKBegcAEfi9+sD 
6JwA6Nb8M8DKBAAzwMoEALAN6AIAsApTUVIGUOhyAFg8B3QqPAh0LTwNdDM8CnQ1tAmKHvQFMv+5 
AQBS6GMBWv7COhb4BXYgihb2BesXtA7oTwHrEzoW9gV0Df7K6wmKFvYF6wPoCADoLQAHWllbw/7G 
Ojb5BXYY/s5RUrgBBoo+9AWLDvYFixb4BegUAVpZw7QDMv/pCgG0AjL/6QMBHo4ejgKLFlAAH4va 
i/cmigU8B3QhPAh0LDwKdDU8DXQ5R/7COhb4BXY86G4A6KH/ihb2Bess6GIAUVK4Bw7owgBaWesc 
6FMAOhb2BXQT/srrD+hGAOh5/+sH6D4Aihb2BUeL94va4qboMAAejh6OAokWUACKxvYmSgAy9gPC 
i8iLFmMAsA7u6wCKxULu6wBKsA/u6wCKwULuH8M793RjUVJXHgaLzyvOHo4ejgKKx/YmSgAy/wPD 
0eCL+IsWYwCDwgaAPkkABx+hlAJ1A6GSAooe8QWKPvQFBh+OwPwK23QWrIrY7KgBdfv67KgBdPuL 
w6v74uzrBornrKvi/AcfX1pZw1ZXVQbNEAddX17DALpDCY7ajAaCAjPt6G4Z6KAAi8QFEwCxBNPo 
jNIDwqNUAqNWAgMGTgKjWAKjYgKjZgKjbgKOBoICJqECAKNqAscGdALWAIwOdgK/Agi+OQK5EwCQ 
/C6stDXNIYkdjEUCg8cE4u8eDh+6DAG4ACXNIboTAbgjJc0hutsAuCQlzSG6BAG4PyXNIR+4AgYe 
UB5QuGMCDlAO6LEEDugrBbgCBx5QHlC4YwIOUA7onQQO6BwFyzPAnFuA5w9TnZxZgOXwgP3wdA5A 
gM/wU52cWYDl8HQBQKKWAsMzwMoCAPuDxAZYg+cfgceWAID8OXMDv///V7RUzSGL7IBOFgFYW1la 
Xl9dHwfPuNAAg8QG6wO4yABZW+sHuP8AM8kz27pDCY7a+6N8AovBC8N0PaFaAgvAdC+OwCahEAAL 
wHQbK8N3F/fYPQAQcxC6EAD34gPBcgcmOwYIAHIGJqEUAOvRi8iMwyseggKD6xCJDn4CiR6AAsQe 
eAKMwAvDdBMzwKN4AqN6AqOGArhuAQ5QBlPLuAIGHlAO6I0EuAIHHlAO6IQEvwIIvjkCuRMAkPwu 
rLQlHsUVzSEfg8cE4vChfgILBoACdCm7TALoKgChfALoMgC7WwLoHgChgALoQACwOuhVAKF+Aug1 
ALtgAugHAKF8ArRMzSEuigcKwHQG6DgAQ+vzw7Fk6AcAsQroAgDrBDLk9vEEMFDoHgBYisTDUIrE 
6AEAWFCxBNLo6AMAWCQPBDA8OnICBAeK0LQGzSHDAAIbISMkNDU2Nzg5Ojs8PT4/dVJ1bnRpbWUg 
ZXJyb3IgACBhdCAALg0KAFBvcnRpb25zIENvcHlyaWdodCAoYykgMTk4Myw5MiBCb3JsYW5kVYvs 
i0YG6MAAXXIDygIAuMsA6XD+VYvsi0YGxE4IjMPocQFdcgPKBgC4zADpVv6L3DbEfwT8oWQCq6Fm 
AqvKBACL3DbEfwQmxD2JPmQCjAZmAok+bAKMBm4CygQAu/wC6zeBwgAQ6wUDRARy9QNUBsU0jNs7 
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33Xww7scA+sbO1QGdw1yBTtEBHMGi0QEi1QGxTSM2zvfdebDoWgCixZqAisGZAIbFmYCJQ8AHos+ 
ZgLFNmwC/9MfsQTTwovKgOHwg+IPA8GD0gDLC8B0d6NOCOh/Ab9sAozZjsGLz4zDJsQ9jMY7NmYC 
dF8mO1UGd+tyBiY7RQR34wZXU1Emiw0mi10CdDNTUSaLTQQmi10GK8gb2oPhDwPHA9YE8IPSACQP 
i/iOwiaPBSaPRQImiU0EJoldBovPjMNfByaJDSaJXQJYWvjDM8CZwwPHA9YE8IPSACQPOxZqAnII 
dyU7BmgCdx8GV4v5jsOjZAKJFmYCJokFJolVAjPAUP8edAJYWvjD/zZOCP8edAI8AXK3dLahTgjp 
PP8LwHRa98H3/3VTOx5iAncIcks7DmACckU7HmYCcgh3PTsOZAJzN+iVAIv5jsMmiUUEJolVBr9s 
AozYjsCLx4zCJsQ9jMY73nfzcgY7z3ftdAxSUOgJAFlb6AQA+MP5w4vHjMKL+Y7DJgNNBCYDXQaA 
wfCD0wCA4Q872nU6O8h1NjsWZgJ1DzsGZAJ1CYk+ZAKMBmYCwx5Xi/CO2vylpa2SrZImAwUmA1UC 
BPCD0gAkD6uSq18fwyaJBSaJVQLDBQcAi9DR2tHq0erR6iUIAMMzwIcGhgLLgz6GAgB1AcuhhgLp 
DfyL9DaORAImO1UCfwd8FCY7BXIPJjtVBnwIfwcmO0UEdwHLuMkA6eX7uNcA6d/7BQACcg0rxHMJ 
99g7BoQCcgHLuMoA6cf7ujPSi9weNsR/CDbFdwT8M8CruLDXq7iAAKszwKurq41FdKuMwKu4ng6r 
uKoHqzPAuQ4A86u5TwAL0nUJrDrIdgSKyOMIrArAdAOq4vgywKofyggAi9w2xH8KNotHBCaJRQQ2 
i0cGJolFDDaLRwgmiUUOM8AmiUUIJolFCsoKALqx1+sIurLX6wO6s9dVi+zEfgYmi0UCPbHXdBI9 
std0DT2w13QQxwaGAmYA6yRSBlcO6CUAWjPAJolVAiaJRQgmiUUKuxAA6EwAdAYmx0UCsNddygQA 
sADrArABVYvsxH4GJoF9ArHXdBgmgX0Cstd0CMcGhgJnAOsYULsUAOgVAFgKwHQMuxwA6AoAJsdF 
ArDXXcoEAAZXBlcm/xkLwHQDo4YCXwfDi9weNsR/BCbFVQwmi00EJosdtD/NIXIQJolFCjPAJsdF 
CAAAH8oEACbHRQoAAOvui9weNsR/BCbFVQwzySaHTQgmix20QM0hcgcrwXQDuGUAH8oEAIvcHjbE 
fwQmxVUMM8kmh00IJosdtEDNIXICM8AfygQAi9w2xH8EJosdg/sEdga0Ps0hcgIzwMoEAIM+hgIA 
dTUmgX8Csdd1LiaLdwgmO3cKdCseBlNSJsVXDCaLXwoHA9oD8vz/0CvyjMJbBx8miXcIC8B1CMPH 
BoYCaADDUFFSVwZT6DMBWwdfWllYJot3CCY7dwp1vMODPoYCAHVAJoF/ArLXdTkmi08EJot/CCvP 
K9FzBAPKM9IGJsR3DAP+sCD886or/gcmiX8IJjt/BHUJUgZT6OIAWwdaC9J1yMPHBoYCaQDDgz6G 
AgB1SCaBfwKy13VBJotPBCaLfwgrzyvBcwQDyDPAHgZTjtomxF8MA/v886Qr+1sHHyaJfwgmO38E 
dQ1QUlYGU+iNAFsHXlpYC8B1wMPHBoYCaQDDVYvsxF4GuB4IM9Lo7v51CiaDfxoAdAPocABdygQA 
rDwNdAw8GnQRO/N187geCMM783QJrDwKdAFOM8DDuDMIw1WL7MReBrgCAL6aAoza6Fj/dQomg38a 
AHQD6C0AXcoEAFWL7MReBiaDfxoAdAqDPoYCAHUD6BIAXcoEAAZTJv9fFAvAdAOjhgLDBlMm/18Y 
C8B0A6OGAsNVi+zEXgy4uwiLTgaLfgiLVgpH6E7+i8fEfggrx0iqXcoGAKw8DXQPPBp0C6o78+Dy 
4wW4uwjDTjPAw1WL7MReCCaKBzLkxF4Mi1YGK9B+BVDobv5YC8B0Cot2CItWCkborv5dygYAujPS 
i9weNsR/CDbFdwT8M8CruLDXqzPAuRYA86u5TwAL0nUJrDrIdgSKyOMIrArAdAOq4vgywKofyggA 
oJgCtD0z0usGuAA8ugEAVYvsxH4IJoF9ArDXdBomgX0Cs9d0CMcGhgJmAOs0UFIGVw7oTABaWCaA 
fTAAdBIejVUwBh8zyc0hH3MGo4YC6xGSJsdFArPXJokFi0YGJolFBF3KBgCL3DbEfwToOAB1DjPJ 
JosdtEDNIXMDo4YCygQAi9w2xH8E6BwAdRcmix2D+wR2CbQ+zSFzA6OGAibHRQKw18oEACaBfQKz 
13QGxwaGAmcAw7Q/umQA6wW0QLplAFWL7MR+Cujc/3UbHlLFVgYmi00EJosdzSFaH3IGO8F0BYvC 
o4YCXcoEALM/uWQA6wWzQLllAFWL7MR+EOim/3U/i0YKC8B0HB5RJvdlBIvIxVYMiuMmix3NIVkf 
ch8z0ib3dQTEfgaMwgvXdAUmiQXrHDtGCnQXiQ6GAusRo4YCxH4GjMIL13QFM8AmiQVdyg4AVYvs 
xH4K6Er/dSGLRggm92UEi8iLRgYm92UEA8qL0CaLHbgAQs0hcwOjhgJdyggAVYvsi1YGC9J0BehJ 
AOswtDDNITwDuAAAciWOBoICJo4GLAAz//wmOgV0B7n///Ku6/SDxwOL97kAAfKukfbQHgYfxH4I 
/KqR86QfXcoCADPS6AIAk8uOBoICv4AAJooNMu1HM9vjCSaAPSB3A0fi94v34wkmgD0gdgNH4veL 
xyvGdARDSnXew4vcjNo2xXcKNsR/BjaLTwT886SO2soKAIA+lgICchtmweAQZg+s0BBmweEQZg+s 
2RBm9+lmD6TCEMuL8Iv69+FQUovG9+OL2IvH9+GLyFpYA9MD0cuAPpYCAnInZsHgEGYPrNAQZsHh 
EGYPrNkQdF5mmWb3+WaLymYPpMIQZg+kyxDLVTPtC9J5CEX32IPSAPfaC9t0PnkLRUX32YPTAPfb 
dDNVi/GL+zPbi8qL0DPAvRAA0eDR0tHR0dNAK84b33MFSAPOE99Ndeld6xZduMgA6fX04/eTkvfx 
k/fxi8qL0zPb0e1zCPfZg9MA99tFTXUH99iD0gD32l3LgD6WAgJyEGbB4hCL0GbT6ovCZsHqEMuD 
4R90BtHq0dji+suAPpYCAnIQZsHiEIvQZtPii8JmweoQy4PhH3QG0eDR0uL6y/yL3IzaNsR/CDbF 
dwSsqorIMu3zpI7aygQA/IvcjNo2xXcKNsR/BjaLTwSsOsF2AorBqorIMu3zpI7aygoA/IvcjNo2 
xH8MNsV3CIoEMuQ2i08GC8l/A7kBAAPxK8FyE0A2i08EC8l9AjPJO8F2BovB6wIzwKqLyPOkjtrK 
CAD8i9yM2jbEfwg2xXcEJooNMu2sJgAFcwgmxgX/isH20AP5R4rI86SO2soEAFWL7B7Fdgr8rArA 
dCyK0DL2xH4GJooNMu0rynIcQUes8q51FYvHi9mLyknzpnQOi/iLy4t2Ckbr5jPA6wRIK0YGH13K 
CAD8i9yM2jbFdwg2xH8ErCaKJUeKyDrMdgKKzArJdAYy7fOmdQI6xI7ayggA/IvcNsR/BrABqjaK 
RwSqygIA/IvcjNo2xH8KNsV3BjaLRwSqi8jzpI7aygYAVYvsgewAAoN+BgF9BcdGBgEAjb4A/xZX 
xH4KBle4AQBQi0YGSFAO6Mv+xH4OBlcO6AP/jb4A/hZXxH4KBlf/dga4/wBQDuis/g7o6f7EfgoG 
V/92CA7oeP6L5V3KDABVi+yB7AACg34GAH5cg34IAH5WgX4I/wB/T4F+Bv8AfgXHRgb/AI2+AP8W 
V8R+CgZXuAEAUItGCEhQDuhY/o2+AP4WV8R+CgZXi0YIA0YGULj/AFAO6D7+Duh7/sR+CgZXuP8A 
UA7oCf6L5V3KCACL3B42xX8EM8mJDbgAPYF9ArHXdA2wAv8FgX0Cs9d0ArQ8gH0wAHQJjVUwzSFy 
WokFuG4GuqoHM8kz24F9ArHXdC+LHbgARM0h9sKAuMMGuqoHi8iL2nUUgX0Cs9d1A+grALieBrqq 
BzPJM9vHRQKy14lFFIlVFolNGIldGsdFHOMGx0UeqgczwB/KBAAz0jPJix24AkLNIS2AAIPaAHME 
M8Az0ovKi9CLHbgAQs0hjZWAALmAAIsdtD/NIXMCM8Az2zvYdCCAuYAAGnQDQ+vyi9Mr0Ln//4sd 
uAJCzSEzyYsdtEDNIcOB9wCACsl0ewrAdHg6wXYFkYfeh9cqwfbYPClzZ4bBVVCK5oDkgIvoM8dY 
nLAAgM6Agc8AgID5CHIRisSK44rfivqK1jL2gOkI6+oKyXQK0erR29HY/sl19p14NwPBE94T14vN 
XXMK0drR29HY/sF0IAWAAIPTAIPSAHIPisGA5n8K9cOLwYvei9fD0dr+wXXr+cMrwRveG9eLzV1z 
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EPfS99P32PWD0wCD0gCA9YCL+gv7C/h0zQr2eLfR4NHT0dL+yXXy6fwACsB0+QrJdPVVi+oz14Hi 
AICG0ALREvCKyIHNAICBzwCAUgrkdQQL23QNCu11Jgv2dSKRh96H74vB9+WL2ovG9+UD2IPSAIvK 
i8f35QPBg9IA63yQV1ZRVVNQi+wzyYpGAfZmB4vwi/mL2YtGAPdmCAPwE/oT2YtGAvdmBgPwE/oT 
2Yvxi0YA92YKA/gT2hPxi0YC92YIA/gT2hPxi0YE92YGA/gT2hPxi/mLRgL3ZgoD2BPyE/mLRgT3 
ZggD2BPyE/mLRgT3ZgoDxhPXg8QMk1ldCvZ4B9Hg0dPR0kmB6YGABYAAg9MAg9IAcwPR2kH2xUB1 
CEGKwTL10O3DM8CL2IvQwwrAdPVVi+oz14HPAICBzQCAgeIAgIbCKtEa8FKwAroBADvvdQY73nUC 
OuVyBirlG94b79HSchHQ5NHT0dVz4irlG94b7/jr6/7IeApSugEAdeWyQOvhi8KxBtPgW1pZXffQ 
99OD8v94B9HQ0dPR0kmBwYCA6Wf/UjPXWnkFUtHSWsP2xoB0B+gEAHQU9cM6wXUOCsB0CjvXdQY7 
3nUCOuXDi9gL2nQ1iu4L0nkH99r32IPaAIvYuKAAC9J1DIfTsJAK9nUEhvKwiAvSeAj+yAPbE9J5 
+ArteAOA5n/Dk7GgKstyW4regM6AgPkgc1KA+RByCYr8i8Iz0oDpEID5CHINiviKxIriitYy9oDp 
CArJdArR6tHY0N/+yXX2Cu10CgL/FQAAg9IAchWLyAvKdA8K23kH99r32IPaADLeAtvDiv64AAC6 
AAB00sPo7PxyO8vo4vxyNcuLyIvzi/ronf1yKcsKyXQq6Jb+ch/L6Af/y+gt/8u1AOhj/3IJy7UB 
6Fv/cgHLuM8A6TXuuM0A6S/uuMgA6SnuV1ZR6J38WV5fw1dWUeiP/FleX8NXVlHoTP1ZXl/DV1ZR 
6EX+WV5fwzyoc0mLyIvzi/oy5DPbM9KA6YB2OYD5EHIMiueL2rr//4DpEOvvgPkIcg2K44rfivqK 
1rb/gOkICsl0C/nR2tHb0Nz+yXX1I9cj3iLlyzLAy1JTUA7oqP+LyIvzi/pYW1roE/zLVYvsg+wI 
i8iL84v6CsB0PPbGgHVBiUb4iV76iVb8gMGA0PmAwYCKwSwUiEb+i0b4i176i1b86Fj/6Df//shS 
U1Dozvs6Rv5ZXl9z4YvBi96L14vlXcuL5V24zwDpPe25gSG+otq/D8noq/sKwHQDgPaAPGxyXLmD 
Ib6i2r8PSVKA5n/ozf1achDoBf9XVlEO6Fn/WV5f6O7+9saAdAPo0v7+yeit/ZxyA+jR/v7J6KL9 
cgj+wYDOgOhb+zxscgm/RhS5BwDotgKdcgcKwHQDgPaAy1idOZ8/12BDnTCSMGeqPygy1262Kh3v 
OHQN0AAN0HqIiIiICH6rqqqqqgrAdAX2xoB0BrjPAOmQ7LGBKsFQisG5gPu+M/O/BDXouvuLyIvz 
i/q4gQAz2zPS6ET+UlNQuIEAM9u6AIDo2fpZXl/omfy/9RS5BgDoMgL+wLl/0r73F79yMei8+llS 
U1CKwZiZ6Bj9uYDSvvcXv3Ix6Gj7WV5f6J/6PGdzBjPAM9sz0st9ip3YiR196aKLLjp9juM4jmN+ 
SZIkSRJ+zczMzEx/q6qqqir2xoCcgOZ/uYDSvvcXv3Ix6CP8PIhzVVJTUP7Atf/o8vxZXl9QUeiu 
/FkKwHQC/siRh96H1+g0+r+MFbkIAOiwAVnR6XMOUbmB+74z878ENejg+lkCwXIUnXQQi8iL84v6 
uIEAM9sz0ujL+8tYuM0A6YPrbS4dEWAxcEYs/uV/dDZ8iYQhd1M8/8MuetJ9W5UdfCW4Rlhjfhb8 
7/11gNL3F3IxVYvsg+wGCsB1A+nQADPJ9saAdARBgOZ/UbmBADP2M//o5/tyDJGH3ofX6Gb7WUFB 
Ubl+Sr6O6b9vDOjN+3MF6O0A63e/nRa5AgBRVy6LDS6LdQIui30E6LD7X1lyCIPHEuLng+8Gg8cG 
iUb6iV78iVb+Vy6LDS6LdQIui30E6LP8UlNQi0b6i178i1b+6AD6uYEAM/Yz/+gz+YvIi/OL+lhb 
Wujt+uiGAF+DxwYuiw0ui3UCLot9BOgS+Vn2wQJ0FFGLyIvzi/q4gSG7otq6D0no9fhZ9sEBdAOA 
zoCL5V3Lf+fPzBNUf/b0ojAJf2rBkQoGgLWeim9EgIIsOs0TgGrBkQoGgQAAAAAAgCGi2g9Jfeii 
iy66fY7jOI5jfkmSJEmSfs3MzMxMf6uqqqqqv80WuQUAUlNQUVeLyIvzi/roTflfWegGAFleX+lC 
+VWL7IPsBolG+ole/IlW/i6LBS6LXQIui1UEUVfrEFFXLosNLot1Ai6LfQToUfiLTvqLdvyLfv7o 
CPlfWYPHBuLduYEAM/Yz/+g0+IvlXcOLz74KAIvaC9t5Effb99iD2wDoBwBPJsYFLUHDM9KT9/aT 
9/aAwjCA+jpyA4DCB08miBWL0AvTdeMrz8MzwDPSM/bjXSaAPSt0ByaAPS11BU5HSXRMJoA9JHRI 
JoodgOs6gMMKcyX2xvB1NlPR4NHSUlDR4NHS0eDR0lsDw1sT01sy/wPDg9IAR+LQi9gL2nQPC/Z5 
B/fa99iD2gAz8ngBw/nDR0l0+iaKHYD7YXIDgOsggOs6gMMKcguA6xeAwwZzyYDDCrcE0eDR0nLU 
/s919grDR+LRC/Z5B/fa99iD2gD4w1WL7IPsIItGDotWEI1+ABYH6An/Hov3Fh/EfgiLVgaLRgw7 
wn4Ci8I7yn4Ci8o7wX0Ci8H8qivBdAhRi8iwIPOqWfOkH4vlXcoMAFWL7MR+CiaKDTLtR+MJJoA9 
IHUDR+L36PT+cgLjCYvPK04KM8Az0sR+BiaJDV3KCADoRAByDyaLTQSD+QF0BjPbDujP8soEAOgt 
AHITi8GL0yaLTQSD+QF0BjPbDui08soEAOgSAHILK8Eb03IFsAHKBAAywMoEAIvcNsR/BiaBfQKz 
13UrM8kz0iaLHbgBQs0hUlAzyTPSJosduAJCzSFbWVJQi9Mmix24AELNIVlbw8cGhgJnADPAM9L5 
w4vcjNo2xXcKNsR/BjaLTwT8O/dzBwPxA/lOT/3zpPyO2soKAIvcNsR/CDaLTwY2ikcE/POqyggA 
v5wCHge5UAgrz9HpM8D886vDAAAAAANDR0EAAAAAAANDR0EAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABkVHQVZHQQAA 
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AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABFRSSVAAAAAAAAAAAAAABExJVFQAAAAA 
AAAAAAAABFNBTlMAAAAAAAAAAAAABEdPVEgAAAAAAAAAAAAABFNDUkkAAAAAAAAAAAAABFNJTVAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAABFRTQ1IAAAAAAAAAAAAABExDT00AAAAAAAAAAAAABEVVUk8AAAAAAAAAAAAABEJP 
TEQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAD/ 
/wAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABBAAACgALAAuAAA 
AgANCgAAAAA= 
--=====================_851221081==_-- 
 
------------------------------ 
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Date:    Sat, 21 Dec 1996 12:47:03 -0700 
From:    Bill Powers <powers_w@FRONTIER.NET> 
Subject: Re: Driving blind; wearing coats 
 
[From Bill Powers (961221.1215 MST)] 
 
Bruce Abbott (961221.1255 EST)] 
 
>I, I, I.  What is this "I" of which you speak?  How does it set reference 
>levels?  How does it know what reference levels will need to be set to 
>achieve its various goals?  How does it know that it will probably be cold 
>outside, and that being exposed to the cold will bring about a discomfort 
>it wishes to avoid?  How does it know that putting on a coat will help to 
>minimize the effect of this disturbance to comfort? 
 
That's what we're trying to model, isn't it? 
 
>As for me, I'm _not_ an autonomous perceptual control system, if by 
>"autonomous" you mean "acting independently of physical causes," I'm a 
>completely determinate machine, down to (but not including) the quantum 
>level.  I'm autonomous only in the sense of having internal references 
>that determine which variables I will control at what levels. 
 
Assuming that we're completely determinate machines doesn't help us much 
when most of the "determining" processes occurred anywhere up to 3.8 billion 
years ago. We are certainly not "determinate machines" with respect to the 
_present_ physical world. It is not the present physical world that tells us 
that pain hurts, pleasure feels good, and sex is fun. 
 
Furthermore, it is perfectly possible that some of the internal processes we 
have accumulated through the course of evolution contain indeterminacies. A 
reorganizing system needs a source of variation that is not systematic; such 
a source could be provided in many ways, for example a detector of cosmic 
rays (our eyes can detect them) or simply a high-gain neural amplifier with 
its input set so close to threshold that thermal agitation produces impulses 
that are, for any practical purposes, randomly distributed. 
 
Perhaps you're saying that you don't believe there are any causal factors in 
behavior that can't in principle be traced back to the physical world (the 
standard behavioristic assumption, I presume). If this is what you're 
saying, I have to ask which physics you're talking about -- the physics of 
1400 AD, 1750, 1850, 1996, or 2996. I, for one, am quite sure there there is 
a physical explanation for everything. However, I am not so sure that 
physics (1996) contains all those explanations. For example, I'm still 
waiting for someone to explain consciousness, or better, awareness. Physics 
isn't quite up to that yet, is it? I'm sure it will be able to explain such 
things some day, but I doubt that physics will then much resemble our 
present understanding of it. 
 
Best, 
 
Bill P. 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Sat, 21 Dec 1996 13:54:13 -0600 
From:    Bruce Abbott <abbott@CVAX.IPFW.INDIANA.EDU> 
Subject: Re: ECT 
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[From Bruce Abbott (961221.1455 EST)] 
 
>Rick Marken (961221.1100) 
 
>At the risk (or hope;-)) of sounding condescending, I will explain 
>why _control of perception_ does not mean _no control (or accidental 
>"stabilization", to use Martin's felicitous term, which you liked so 
>much) of environmental variables_. I am developing a demo to illustrate 
>my point. When it is completed (hopefully by tommorrow) I'll give you 
>the lecture. I'm sure you'll want to be there;-) 
 
That will be me in the front row, center seat. 
 
But let me guess at what your lecture will have to say about environmental 
control theory (ECT).  I'm guessing it will say that, so long as p is a 
stable function of CV, controlling p will control CV, too.  That is, CV will 
be maintained at some reasonably stable value (depending on gain etc.) 
against disturbances to CV.  If this is what you mean by "control," then the 
CV is controlled.  However, note that the CV may be brought to a value that 
is not what is needed, due to an error in the perceptual input function. 
The temperature of the room is controlled, but not at the temperature you 
wanted. 
 
However, if the level to which CV is brought is such that the controlled 
perception of the higher-level system (whose output defines the reference 
level for the lower-level system) is _not_ brought near its own reference 
level, then reorganization will take place until control at the higher level 
is restored.  The reference for the lower-level p produced by a given 
higher-level error may be changed, or the input function may be altered; the 
result is that CV will be brought to right value that will permit the 
higher-level system to do its job.  You (the higher-level system) will alter 
the way you set the thermostat so as to bring your perception of comfort 
near its own reference. 
 
Just in case I've missed the boat (again!), please keep my seat reserved for 
the show. Some of us are mighty slow learners . . . (:-> 
 
Regards, 
 
Bruce 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Sat, 21 Dec 1996 13:36:31 +0000 
From:    Richard marken <marken@AERO.ORG> 
Subject: Re: ECT 
 
[From Rick Marken (961221.1230)] 
 
Bruce Abbott (961221.1455 EST) -- 
 
> But let me guess at what your lecture will have to say about 
> environmental control theory (ECT).  I'm guessing it will say... 
 
Not even close;-) 
 
>Some of us are mighty slow learners ... (:-> 
 
That's certainly not because of any shortage of intelligence on 
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your part! 
 
Best 
 
Rick 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Sat, 21 Dec 1996 15:18:13 -0600 
From:    Bruce Abbott <abbott@CVAX.IPFW.INDIANA.EDU> 
Subject: Determinacy 
 
[From Bruce Abbott (961221.1620 EST)] 
 
>Bill Powers (961221.1215 MST) -- 
 
>>Bruce Abbott (961221.1255 EST) 
 
>>I, I, I.  What is this "I" of which you speak?  How does it set reference 
>>levels?  How does it know what reference levels will need to be set to 
>>achieve its various goals?  How does it know that it will probably be cold 
>>outside, and that being exposed to the cold will bring about a discomfort 
>>it wishes to avoid?  How does it know that putting on a coat will help to 
>>minimize the effect of this disturbance to comfort? 
 
>That's what we're trying to model, isn't it? 
 
Yes, exactly. 
 
>Assuming that we're completely determinate machines doesn't help us much 
>when most of the "determining" processes occurred anywhere up to 3.8 billion 
>years ago. We are certainly not "determinate machines" with respect to the 
>_present_ physical world. It is not the present physical world that tells us 
>that pain hurts, pleasure feels good, and sex is fun. 
 
See below. 
 
>Furthermore, it is perfectly possible that some of the internal processes we 
>have accumulated through the course of evolution contain indeterminacies. 
 
I rather expect that they do (although I would prefer the phrase "random 
elements" to "indeterminacies," as random elements can be fully determined 
by physical processes); however, that's not what I'm getting at. 
 
>Perhaps you're saying that you don't believe there are any causal factors in 
>behavior that can't in principle be traced back to the physical world (the 
>standard behavioristic assumption, I presume). If this is what you're 
>saying, I have to ask which physics you're talking about -- the physics of 
>1400 AD, 1750, 1850, 1996, or 2996. I, for one, am quite sure there there is 
>a physical explanation for everything. 
 
That last line -- that's my viewpoint.  It is not a viewpoint derived from 
behaviorism, or even physics (no matter what the century).  It is just that, 
if we start with the assumption of _indeterminism_, then there is no reason 
to believe that there are any physical explanations to be found -- things 
just happen, and that's that.  This is especially important for a science 
dealing with human mind and behavior, where it is all too easy to fall back 
on appeal to the homunculus -- the "little man in the head" -- for 
"explanations."  Having satisfied ourselves that we have our answer, we stop 
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looking for one. 
 
I may personally believe that I possess an autonomous soul whose thoughts 
are not constrained by the physical interactions going on in my brain, but 
as a scientist I must assume the contrary; otherwise it makes no sense to 
search for the "causes" of behavior, either internally, in the workings of 
the brain, or externally.  It may very well be that my thoughts, feelings, 
decisions emanate from an unconstrained "free will," which somehow sets the 
references for high-level physical systems of the brain, but for research 
purposes I should not allow such a belief to prevent me from attempting to 
find physical mechanisms to account for even the highest level actions.  If 
free will is there, I will simply be unable to find such mechanisms at the 
highest levels. 
 
Regards, 
 
Bruce 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Sat, 21 Dec 1996 15:24:58 -0600 
From:    Bruce Abbott <abbott@CVAX.IPFW.INDIANA.EDU> 
Subject: Re: ECT 
 
[From Bruce Abbott (961221.1625 EST)] 
 
>Rick Marken (961221.1230) -- 
 
>>Bruce Abbott (961221.1455 EST) 
 
>> But let me guess at what your lecture will have to say about 
>> environmental control theory (ECT).  I'm guessing it will say... 
 
>Not even close;-) 
 
Ulp.  I hope you saved my seat. . . 
 
>>Some of us are mighty slow learners ... (:-> 
 
>That's certainly not because of any shortage of intelligence on 
>your part! 
 
You're not exactly slow, Rick.  I'm running flat out just trying to keep up 
with you. 
 
Regards, 
 
Bruce 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Sat, 21 Dec 1996 15:03:32 -0700 
From:    "T. B. Harms" <tbh@TESSER.COM> 
Subject: Re: Autonomy 
 
*From Tracy Harms 1996;12,21.14:40 
 
 
Bruce Abbott (961221.1400) 
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>This is the second time you have attempted to control my behavior with 
>respect to posts on CSGnet.  I leave it to you to judge what implications 
>this has for your philosophy. 
> 
>Regards, 
> 
>Bruce 
 
 
It seems to me that any disagreement could be (mis)interpreted as an 
attempt to control anothers behavior.  Or is there something special about 
my remarks which somehow make it clear that this was my intent, whereas the 
objections of others are nonmanipulative? 
 
If I were to put it in PCT terminology I'd say I was controlling for the 
peace of mind which comes with my imagining that readers of CSGnet 
encounter these discussions without thinking that PCT necessarily involves 
a deterministic interpretation. 
 
If you *desire* to go head-to-head over this, perhaps I'll join in.  My 
point was that I think such a matter is outside of PCT to a degree that it 
would be considered unproductive for this list.  If you think that topic is 
productive to better understanding PCT, make a claim along those lines, or 
criticize my assertions of compatability.  My philosophy is not 
authoritarian, my motives were not manipulative.  I simply reject the 
interpretation of autonomy you brought before us, and deny the relevance to 
PCT of disputes over determinism.  In this I may have erred, but not for 
attempting to control your behavior.  If you still think that was my 
motive, significant persuasion remains to be done. 
 
 
Tracy Bruce Harms                                        tbh@tesser.com 
Boulder, Colorado 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Sat, 21 Dec 1996 18:18:38 -0500 
From:    Bruce Gregory <gregory@CF4.HARVARD.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Driving blind; wearing coats 
 
[From Bruce Gregory (961221.1815 EST)] 
 
 
Bruce Abbott (961221.1340 EST) 
> 
> >Bruce Gregory (961221.1310 EST) -- 
> 
> >I would say that you use your internal map to set reference levels, 
> 
> And what is an internal map if not a model of some aspect of the external 
world? 
 
An internal map is certainly a model of the world. The debate _seems_ 
to be about the role that such models play in control. My position is 
that we use them to help set reference levels. 
 
> Come'on, even us determinate machines are capable of thought!  Give it a 
> shot!  Besides, you missed something: I did admit to being a perceptual 
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> control system.  That's _hardly_ an S-R machine, would't you agree? 
 
True. You are just more like my thermostat then I realized. 
 
> >>I, I, I.  What is this "I" of which you speak?  How does it set reference 
> >>levels?  How does it know what reference levels will need to be set to 
> >>achieve its various goals?  How does it know that it will probably be cold 
> >>outside, and that being exposed to the cold will bring about a discomfort 
it 
> >>wishes to avoid?  How does it know that putting on a coat will help to 
> >>minimize the effect of this disturbance to comfort? 
> 
> I missed your response to the above.  You're not ducking the issue are you, 
> you cagy country boy? (;-> 
 
I'll go with Dad's answer. (There I am, currying favor again ;-) ) 
 
 
Bruce Gregory 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Sat, 21 Dec 1996 18:25:58 -0500 
From:    Bruce Gregory <gregory@CF4.HARVARD.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Lies, damned lies and non-control 
 
 [From Bruce Gregory (961221.1825 EST)] 
 
Bill Powers (961221.1200 MST)] 
> 
> I meant it to go to everybody, since some people can't compile the source 
> code. I didn't mean the program to leave the screen in graphics mode 
> (thanks, Bruce A.), or to run too fast. 
 
The lack of a header misled me. 
 
> In this version, you need a command line argument that tells how many 
> milliseconds to delay during each iteration. To make it slow, use a number 
> like 50; 10 works on my machine. If it's too fast, just hit Esc to exit and 
> try it with a larger number. 
 
Thanks. It looks fine with 100 as the delay on my machine. 
 
 
Bruce Gregory 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Sat, 21 Dec 1996 17:47:14 -0600 
From:    Bruce Abbott <abbott@CVAX.IPFW.INDIANA.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Autonomy 
 
[From Bruce Abbott (961221.1850 EST)] 
 
>Tracy Harms 1996;12,21.14:40 -- 
 
>It seems to me that any disagreement could be (mis)interpreted as an 
>attempt to control anothers behavior.  Or is there something special about 
>my remarks which somehow make it clear that this was my intent, whereas the 
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>objections of others are nonmanipulative? 
 
It seems to me that there is an important distinction to be made between 
criticizing one's ideas and one's actions.  I don't mind -- indeed I welcome 
-- the former, but the latter represents an infringement on my autonomy -- 
an attempt to control by behavior through contingent scolding words.  The 
Skinnerian term for it is "punishment."  You may not have intended your 
words to be perceived in this way, but that is how you came across to me. 
 
Put another way, when you attack my ideas, you do not attack me.  When you 
attack my behavior, your attack is directed against me, personally, for I am 
the originator of those actions. 
 
Furthermore, no one, to my knowledge, has made you the gatekeeper of CSGnet. 
If no one wishes to discuss a topic that is raised, it dies for lack of 
nourishment; there is generally no need for self-appointed censors to 
"police" the posts.  If anyone doesn't like what I or anyone else on CSGnet 
has to say, they have a simple option available to them: don't read the 
posts of those people. 
 
>If you *desire* to go head-to-head over this, perhaps I'll join in.  My 
>point was that I think such a matter is outside of PCT to a degree that it 
>would be considered unproductive for this list.  If you think that topic is 
>productive to better understanding PCT, make a claim along those lines, or 
>criticize my assertions of compatability.  My philosophy is not 
>authoritarian, my motives were not manipulative.  I simply reject the 
>interpretation of autonomy you brought before us, and deny the relevance to 
>PCT of disputes over determinism.  In this I may have erred, but not for 
>attempting to control your behavior.  If you still think that was my 
>motive, significant persuasion remains to be done. 
 
Tracy, I'm quite willing to accept that your intent was as you describe.  I 
hope you understand that my intent was not to inflame passions, but to point 
out that commonsense answers in terms of "I" do not provide satisfactory 
_scientific_ explanations, but rather, only raise more questions. 
 
As for our going "head to head" on this topic, I've already said everything 
I have to say about it in my piece entitled "Determinacy" (961221.1620 EST). 
But if you'd like to talk about it privately (which seems appropriate given 
your feelings about its relevance to PCT), I wouldn't mind hearing you out. 
 
Regards, 
 
Bruce 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Sat, 21 Dec 1996 23:42:18 -0500 
From:    David <dgoldstein@P3.NET> 
Subject: Bruce's runblind compiled program 
 
From:  David Goldstein 
To:  Bruce Abbott 
Date:  12/21/96 
Subject:  Bruce's runblind compiled program 
 
The program worked fine.  Thanks Bruce. 
 
What I saw was that the main difference between the blind versus sighted 
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condition was in the variability of the actual environmental variable. 
It was greater under the blind than the sighted condition. 
 
The controlled perceptual variable line seemed to stay about the same 
under both conditons. 
 
The output variable and disturbance curves seemed to be just as out of 
phase under both conditions. 
 
So it seems that the person would be convinced that the subjective sense 
of control would be the same under both conditions but that the 
objective viewpoint would be different.  Is this an example of an 
illusion? 
 
------------------------------ 
 
End of CSGNET Digest - 21 Dec 1996 to 22 Dec 1996 
************************************************* 
 
Date:     Mon, 23 Dec 1996 08:01:40 +1800 
Subject:  CSGNET Digest - 22 Dec 1996 to 23 Dec 1996 
 
There are 18 messages totalling 1832 lines in this issue. 
 
Topics of the day: 
 
  1. Driving blind; wearing coats (2) 
  2. Bruce's runblind compiled program 
  3. Lecture and demo (3) 
  4. Autonomy (7) 
  5. RunBlnd4.pas -- human experiment 
  6. Fw: Driving blind; wearing coats (3) 
  7. PCT 
 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Date:    Sun, 22 Dec 1996 10:47:33 -0600 
From:    Bruce Abbott <abbott@CVAX.IPFW.INDIANA.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Driving blind; wearing coats 
 
[From Bruce Abbott (961222.1150 EST)] 
 
>Bruce Gregory (961221.1815 EST) -- 
 
>>Bruce Abbott (961221.1340 EST) 
 
>I would say that you use your internal map to set reference levels, 
 
>> And what is an internal map if not a model of some aspect of the external 
>world? 
 
>An internal map is certainly a model of the world. The debate _seems_ 
>to be about the role that such models play in control. My position is 
>that we use them to help set reference levels. 
 
Apparently I misunderstood you:  I thought your position was that models are 
not used at all.  I can easily imagine a two-level system in which the 
upper-level uses its model (when information is not available directly from 
sensors) to set the lower-level reference.  Is this what you have in mind? 
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>> Come'on, even us determinate machines are capable of thought!  Give it a 
>> shot!  Besides, you missed something: I did admit to being a perceptual 
>> control system.  That's _hardly_ an S-R machine, would't you agree? 
 
>True. You are just more like my thermostat then I realized. 
 
That's a bit like calling Intel's new teraflop parallel supercomputer a 
two-dollar calculator.  True, both are built on the same principles, but . . . 
And the human brain makes the today's most advanced supercomputers look like 
counting-stones by comparison.  Also, the true comparison would be with the 
whole heating system, not the thermostat.  We all come equipped with such a 
system, by the way; the comparator is located in the hypothalamus, whose 
outputs run both to the autonomic nervous system and to the pituitary gland 
(the so-called "master endocrine gland").  The system usually does an 
excellent job of keeping core body temperature near its reference value. 
 
>> I missed your response to the above.  You're not ducking the issue are you, 
>> you cagy country boy? (;-> 
 
>I'll go with Dad's answer. (There I am, currying favor again ;-) ) 
 
_Always_ a good tactic! 
 
Regards, 
 
Bruce 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Sun, 22 Dec 1996 11:14:20 -0600 
From:    Bruce Abbott <abbott@CVAX.IPFW.INDIANA.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Bruce's runblind compiled program 
 
[From Bruce Abbott (961222.1215 EST)] 
 
>David Goldstein (21 Dec 1996 23:42:18) -- 
 
>The program worked fine.  Thanks Bruce. 
 
Glad to hear that. 
 
>What I saw was that the main difference between the blind versus sighted 
>condition was in the variability of the actual environmental variable. 
>It was greater under the blind than the sighted condition. 
 
Yes.  In the blind condition, the controller can only counteract the 
predictable (modeled) portion of the disturbance.  Under the best possible 
condition, in which the entire disturbance is accurately modeled, the 
system's operation when running blind or sighted would be indistinguishable. 
As the proportion of variation in the disturbance that is accurately modeled 
decreases, the variability of the environmetal variable (CV) becomes 
correspondingly greater. 
 
>The controlled perceptual variable line seemed to stay about the same 
>under both conditons. 
 
Yes.  That is because the controlled preception remains under control at all 
times, whether the controller is in sighted or blind mode.  In sighted mode, 
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the controlled perception = CV; in blind mode it equals CVm. 
 
>The output variable and disturbance curves seemed to be just as out of 
>phase under both conditions. 
 
Yes.  Remember, the output acts to counter the disturbance, so (at least in 
the sighted condition) it will be a near mirror image of the disturbance. 
In the blind condition, the output will be a near mirror image of the 
modeled portion of the disturbance. 
 
>So it seems that the person would be convinced that the subjective sense 
>of control would be the same under both conditions but that the 
>objective viewpoint would be different.  Is this an example of an 
>illusion? 
 
I suppose this would be true if there were no way for the person to tell 
that normal input was lost, but of course this normally is far from the 
case.  It's usually pretty clear what is "real" and what is imaginary.  A 
person who was unable to distinguish the two would indeed have the illusion 
that control was being maintained in the blind condition. 
 
Regards, 
 
Bruce 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Sun, 22 Dec 1996 11:19:14 -0600 
From:    Bruce Abbott <abbott@CVAX.IPFW.INDIANA.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Lecture and demo 
 
[From Bruce Abbott (961222.1220 EST)] 
 
>Rick Marken (961221.1100) -- 
 
>I am developing a demo to illustrate 
>my point. When it is completed (hopefully by tommorrow) I'll give you 
>the lecture. I'm sure you'll want to be there;-) 
 
Will the show be starting soon?  I'm running out of popcorn . . . 
 
Regards, 
 
Bruce 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Sun, 22 Dec 1996 10:50:47 -0700 
From:    "T. B. Harms" <tbh@TESSER.COM> 
Subject: Re: Autonomy 
 
*From Tracy Harms 1996;12,22.10:47 
 
Bruce Abbott (961221.1850 EST) 
 
I've reconsidered my hot retort, especially where I called your choice 
inflamatory.  This did go beyond criticism either of your ideas or your 
actions, and impugned your motives.  I apologize.  (There is a difference 
between our standards regarding criticism of action, which you see as an 
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infringement on autonomy whereas I don't.  Nevertheless, I strayed beyond 
even those bounds.) 
 
I have also been reconsidering whether and how the general questions of 
causal regularity apply to HPCT.  The difference still seems to be subtle 
enough that I think practical questions can be addressed despite huge 
disagreement on that matter, but I'm now seeing that opinion here will make 
an enormous difference at some point where implications become 
consequential to action.  I think somebody (Rick?) already made a call 
along these lines: an important difference between  non-deterministic and 
deterministic cosmological views is whether HPCT explains autonomy, or 
merely the *illusory impression of* autonomy.  In light of that I must 
retract my principal statement as well; this dispute *is* relevant to this 
list. 
 
 
Tracy Bruce Harms                                        tbh@tesser.com 
Boulder, Colorado 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Sun, 22 Dec 1996 11:30:49 +0000 
From:    Richard marken <marken@AERO.ORG> 
Subject: Re: Lecture and demo 
 
[From Rick Marken (961222.1030)] 
 
Bruce Abbott (961222.1220 EST) -- 
 
> Will the show be starting soon?  I'm running out of popcorn . . . 
 
Welcome to the breakfast show;-) 
 
OK. The "Control of Perception" Demo is completed 
(http://www.leonardo.net/Marken/ControlDemo/ControlP.html) so here is my 
take on why we say "Behavior: The control of perception" rather 
than  "Behavior: The control of the environment". 
 
I assume that we all know why we say that behavior is the control of 
_something_. I also assume that we all (with the possible exception 
of Hans) know that it's not _output_ that is controlled. But why do 
we say that the “something” we control is perception rather than the 
environment that most of us are comfortably confident that perception is 
a function of? 
 
Bruce Abbott (961221.1455 EST) guessed that its because 
 
>the CV [environmental correlate of a controlled perception] 
>may be brought to a value that is not what is needed, due to 
>an error in the perceptual input function. 
 
This is certainly a possibility. The observer could guess that the 
system is controlling its perceptions if the system explicitly said 
“I’m trying to control CV (a particular environmental variable)” and 
the observer, measuring CV, could see that CV was not under control. 
But this assumes that the system can accurately report on the assumed 
environmental correlates of its own perceptions. I don’t think we 
have to make this assumption in order to show that behavior is the 
control of perception. 
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I think that we can see that behavior is the control of perception (not 
the environment) because we can see organisms controlling _different_ 
perceptual representations of the _same_ environmental state of affairs. 
Of course, the “environmental state of affairs” 
is a _model_ of the environment; this model is _part_ of the PCT model; 
the part that is in the loop between output and input. It 
is the physics model of what is “out there” causing our perceptions. 
I think that model is so accurate that it is safe to talk about it 
as if it _were_ the environment. 
 
In my demo, the environment is a quadrilateral arrangement of four 
lines. I will refer to this environment as though it consists of 
two variables; x (the length of the horizontal lines) and y (the length 
of the vertical lines). Physics tells me that these lines 
are really strings of varying numbers of equal sized pixels and 
I’m confident that the values of x and y are reasonably accurate 
measures of the length of the strings of pixels that are _really_ 
out there. 
 
In this demo, the subject can control any one of three _perceptual_ 
representations of an environmental state of affairs (the quadrilateral 
arrangement of x and y). The subject can control the 
width of the quadrilateral (x), the size (area) of the quadrilateral 
(x*y) or the shape of the quadrilateral (x/y). I have set up the demo 
so that all three variables are affected by disturbances that can be 
offset by the subjects actions. For example, x = o + d (where o is 
the subject’s output, which is proportional to mouse position and d 
is a time varying disturbance). In order to control width x (keep it 
constant) the subject must vary o so that o = -d. Since y varies 
independent of the subject’s actions it is a disturbance too. In 
order to control x*y the subject must vary o so that o is 
proportional to (1/y)-d. 
 
The demo shows that the subject can control any one of these 
three perceptual representations of the _same_ objective situation 
_at will_. Some perceptions (like shape) can be controlled more 
skillfully than others (like area). But all three perceptions can 
be controlled. You can see this in a graph of the state of the 
three perceptual variables over time. The controlled perceptual 
variable remains relatively stable while the uncontrolled 
variables vary all over the place. 
 
Note that all three perceptual representations are still “there” 
even when they are not controlled. The quadrilateral still has 
area (x*y) when the subject is controlling shape (x/y). There are 
an infinite number of other perceptual aspects of the quadrilateral 
(besides the three calculated in the demo) that _could_ be 
controlled; indeed, any function of two variables (x,y) is a 
possible controlled perceptual variable. My guess, however, is 
that people can’t perceive (and, hence, control) most of the 
possible perceptual representations of the quadrilateral -- 
functions like ax^3/y, say. 
 
Note also that when we control a perceptual representation of 
the environment we are also controlling the aspects of the 
environment that correspond to that perceptual representation. 
When we control x/y (keeping it 1.0 -- a square) the lines of 
the quadrilateral remain in a square. Is the square shpae “really” 
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there? I would say “no”. What is “really” there is strings of 
pixels -- x and y; x/y = 1.0 is just one way of representing this 
(modeled) reality. The square shape doesn’t exist until a system 
that can represent shape (x/y) as a perceptual variable and bring 
it to the reference state (1.0 = “square”). 
 
The demo illustrates a point that Bill Powers has made in many 
contexts: we don’t control things (like cars, houses, people etc.); 
we control variable perceptual _aspects_ of things; the color or 
speed of the car; the location or shape of the house, the 
politeness or ideas expressed by people. Behavior is the control 
of perception. But the environment is in the control loop; and 
the environmental reality that corresponds to computed perceptions 
is also being controlled. 
 
Best 
 
Rick 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Sun, 22 Dec 1996 12:16:08 -0700 
From:    Bill Powers <powers_w@FRONTIER.NET> 
Subject: RunBlnd4.pas -- human experiment 
 
--=====================_851307368==_ 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii" 
 
[From Bill Powers (961222.1100 MST)] 
 
The attached executable program for PC compatibles (MIME encoded) is a first 
version of a tracking experiment to test the idea that human beings can 
model disturbances and maintain an approximately correct output for some 
time after the controlled variable becomes invisible. 
 
The basic task is to maintain a cursor underneath a stationary target mark, 
while a slow sine-wave of constant frequency and amplitude disturbs the 
cursor. Left and right movements only of the mouse are required. The 
experiment is intended to last about one minute. Halfway through the 
experiment, the cursor is blanked out; the subject is asked to try to keep 
moving the mouse in a way that would keep the cursor under the target if it 
were visible. The run is terminated automatically and the results are displayed. 
 
I recommend running this program under the DOS prompt for Windows machines. 
The speed of the program is set by using a command-line argument that 
specifies an extra delay in milliseconds inserted on each iteration. On my 
machine I use a value of 35, which makes the run last close to 1 minute. 
Faster machines will need a larger value, slower machines a smaller one. The 
program is started by the command 
 
runblnd3 xx 
 
where xx is the value of the delay to be used. I recommend running the 
program several times to find the right value for your machine to get about 
a 1-minute run. You can just space through the mouse calibration sequence 
when adjusting timing -- if the mouse doesn't move a default calibration is 
used. 
 
WHAT TO LOOK FOR: 
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There are four full sine waves in each 30-second half of the experiment. 
In the data display, time runs from left to right. The red trace shows 
handle position, the green trace the disturbance. When you're tracking well, 
these two traces look equal and opposite. The white trace shows the tracking 
error (how far the cursor is from the target at all times). 
 
At the center is a vertical line separating the cursor-visible condition 
from the cursor-invisible condition. If the subject is using an accurate 
internal simulation of the disturbance, the handle movements should simply 
continue as before, opposing the disturbance, with the error remaining about 
the same. The usefulness of an internal world-model or simulation will 
depend on how accurately the person can model the disturbance. 
 
As you do this experiment, try to see what you're paying attention to in 
both the visible and invisible conditions. What information are you 
conscious of using during the tracking process? When the cursor is not 
visible, are you imagining a moving cursor? Is there any difference in the 
amount of attention you pay to your arm, hand, and mouse in the two 
conditions? Any other comments on what you experience during this experiment 
will be appreciated. 
 
It is to be expected that your performance will improve with practice, so 
please do as many runs as you can stand to do before you think about 
evaluating your performance. It would probably be a good idea to use spaced 
practice, doing a series of runs, going away and doing something else for a 
while, and coming back at intervals to do more. Whatever you say about the 
results should be said after you're reasonably sure you won't improve a 
great deal more. 
 
If anyone wants to make a research project out of this, I can add a routine 
to the program that will output the data as an ASCII file which could be 
used as input to any analysis program. 
 
Best, 
 
Bill P. 
 
 
--=====================_851307368==_ 
Content-Type: application/octet-stream; name="runblnd4.exe" 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: base64 
Content-Disposition: attachment; filename="runblnd4.exe" 
 
TVrAAWQAAQFCABwGHKZWDgBAAAANBwAAHAAAAPgAAAAQAQAAFQEAACgBAAA8AQAARwEAAF4BAAB0 
AQAAfwEAAJUBAACgAQAApQEAAK0BAAC2AQAA5wEAAO0BAAD3AQAAEAIAACQCAAAzAgAAQQIAAE4C 
AABTAgAAXwIAAG0CAAB1AgAAmAIAAKkCAADAAgAA1wIAAOkCAADxAgAAFAMAABoDAAA+AwAARwMA 
AFIDAAB1AwAAewMAANYDAADeAwAA5wMAAPcDAAAABAAAEQQAABoEAAArBAAAWAQAAGIEAACFBAAA 
jwQAAL0EAADGBAAA0AQAAO0EAAAABQAAFAUAACUFAAAwBQAAQQUAAEwFAABRBQAAugUAAMIFAADg 
BQAA/QUAAAgGAAANBgAAFQYAAB4GAABEBgAATwYAAGwGAAB3BgAAfAYAAIQGAACNBgAArQYAALgG 
AADEBgAA6AYAAPQGAAD8BgAAEAcAABUHAAAaBwAAHwcAACQHAAAvBwAAOAcAAEMHAABSBwAAYAcA 
AG8HAAB3BwAAfAcAAIEHAACJBwAAkQcAAKEHAACsBwAAsQcAALsHAAAMAHwAOgB8AEcAfABSAHwA 
WAB8AGAAfABlAHwAagB8AHIAfACmAHwAsAB8ALcAfADJAHwA0AB8APUAfAD6AHwAEAF8AB8BfAAn 
AXwALAF8ADEBfAA5AXwARwF8AB0AcgNfAHIDdwByA3wAcgOBAHIDiQByA7cAcgPJAHID2QByA+4A 
cgMCAXIDHQFyAzIBcgNGAXIDYQFyA2YBcgN5AXIDgQFyA5QBcgOZAXIDrAFyA7QBcgMbAI4DLgCO 
A6UAjgOqAI4DrwCOA8MAjgPIAI4DzQCOA9UAjgOeAo4DuQKOA9QCjgPsAo4D9gKOAwADjgMOA44D 
JgOOAzADjgM6A44DSAOOA2MDjgN+A44DmQOOA7EDjgO7A44DxQOOA9MDjgPuA44DCQSOAyQEjgM/ 
BI4DVwSOA2EEjgNrBI4DeQSOA5MEjgOtBI4DvwSOA9MEjgPdBI4D6wSOAzsFjgOWBY4DugWOAwoG 
jgP7B44DBQiOA2kIjgO9CI4DxwiOAyoJjgOcCY4DpgmOAzIKjgM3Co4DsgqOA78KjgNxC44DfAuO 
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A4ELjgOPC44DlAuOA7MLjgPBC44DxguOA9sLjgP3C44DRgyOA1AMjgNeDI4DzQyOAxoNjgMkDY4D 
KQ2OA+gNjgNzDo4DqA6OA7IOjgPADo4Dxg6OAxMQjgMnEI4D1RCOAz0RjgPrE44DxBSOA/IUjgMS 
Fo4DHBaOAyoWjgNyFo4DpRaOA84WjgPYFo4D3RaOA48XjgOcF44DCQA1ByQANQc3ADUHOwE1BwEA 
ngcbAZ4HozCeB/4yngdePJ4HeTyeB488ngeuPJ4HI0NFTlRFUiBNT1VTRSBPTiBQQUQsIFNQQUNF 
IFRPIFNUQVJUSCAgICBOT1RFOiBDVVJTT1IgV0lMTCBESVNBUFBFQVIgSEFMRldBWSBUSFJPVUdI 
IFJVTi4gVFJZIFRPIEVTVElNQVRFIFRIRUogICBTSURFV0FZUyBNT1VTRSBNT1ZFTUVOVFMgUkVR 
VUlSRUQgVE8gS0VFUCBUSEUgSU5WSVNJQkxFIE1PVVNFIFVOREVSIFRIRTYgICAgICAgICAgICAg 
ICBUQVJHRVQgVU5USUwgVEhFIFJVTiBBVVRPTUFUSUNBTExZIEVORFNVieW4FACaMAWeB4PsFKGg 
Apm5AgD3+YlG7rgPAFCa/RuOA5qYEo4DoaACmbkCAPf5LYwAcQWaKgWeB1ChogKZuQIA9/kFRgBx 
BZoqBZ4HUL8AAA5XmlQdjgMxwFChogKZuQIA9/lQvyQADleaVB2OAzHAUKGiApm5AgD3+QUPAHEF 
mioFngdQv20ADleaVB2OAzHAUKGiApm5AgD3+QUeAHEFmioFngdQv7gADleaVB2OA5oaAzUHopwC 
mpgSjgO4DABQmv0bjgOhoAKZuQIA9/lQoaICmbkCAPf5UKGgApm5AgD3+VChogKZuQIA9/ktFABx 
BZoqBZ4HUJrBGo4Dx0bsDwCaFAByA8dG8Ij/6wP/RvCLRvCZMdAp0HEFmioFngeJRvKBfvCDA34F 
McCJRuyarwByA4N+8AB8VotG8pmaS0CeB7mDIb6i2r8PSZo3QJ4HuYgAMfa/AGGaPUCeB5pwQZ4H 
UlNQoaACmZpLQJ4HuX4zvjMzvzMzmjdAngdZXl+aN0CeB4lG9Ile9olW+OsPx0b0AADHRvYAAMdG 
+AAAodYfmZpLQJ4Hiw6mAos2qAKLPqoCmjdAngeJRvqJXvyJVv6LRvqLXvyLVv6aV0CeB4t+8tHn 
iYWuA4tG9Ite9otW+JpXQJ4Hi37y0eeJhb4R/zasA5qoAjUHMcBQmv0bjgP/du6hogKZuQIA9/lQ 
/3buoaICmbkCAPf5BRQAcQWaKgWeB1CawRqOA6GgApm5AgD3+YvQi37y0eeLha4Di37y0ecDhb4R 
cQWaKgWeBwPCcQWaKgWeB4lG7v927Jr9G44D/3buoaICmbkCAPf5UP927qGiApm5AgD3+QUUAHEF 
mioFngdQmsEajgOBfvAIB3QD6Xn+iexdww9IQU5ETEUgUE9TSVRJT04LRElTVFVSQkFOQ0UFRVJS 
T1IOQ1VSU09SIFZJU0lCTEUQQ1VSU09SIElOVklTSUJMRVWJ5bgCAJowBZ4Hg+wCmpgSjgO4DABQ 
mv0bjgMxwFAxwFC/iwMOV5pUHY4DuAoAUJr9G44DMcBQuA8AUL+bAw5XmlQdjgO4DwBQmv0bjgMx 
wFC4HgBQv6cDDleaVB2OA8dG/gEA6wP/Rv6LRv6ZuQMA9/lQoaICmbkCAPf5i37+0ecDha4DcQWa 
KgWeB1C4DABQmiYejgOLRv6ZuQMA9/lQoaICmbkCAPf5i37+0ecDhb4RcQWaKgWeB1C4CgBQmiYe 
jgOLRv6ZuQMA9/lQoaICmbkCAPf5i9CLfv7R54uFrgOLfv7R5wOFvhFxBZoqBZ4HA8JxBZoqBZ4H 
ULgPAFCaJh6OA4tG/pm5AwD3+VChogKZuQIA9/lQuAcAUJomHo4DgX7+CAd0A+k7/7gHAFCa/RuO 
A7gsAVD/NqICuCwBUDHAUJrBGo4DuGQAUKGiAi0yAHEFmioFngdQv60DDleaVB2OA7iQAVChogIt 
MgBxBZoqBZ4HUL+8Aw5XmlQdjgOaGgM1B6KcAonsXcMeU2V0IG1vdXNlIHRvIGxlZnQgZWRnZSBv 
ZiBwYWQsFVByZXNzIHNwYWNlIHdoZW4gZG9uZSFTTElERSBtb3VzZSB0byByaWdodCBlZGdlIG9m 
IHBhZCxVieW4DACaMAWeB4PsDJqYEo4DoaACmbkDAPf5UKGiApm5AgD3+VC/WgUOV5pUHY4DoaAC 
mbkDAPf5UKGiApm5AgD3+QUKAHEFmioFngdQv3kFDleaVB2OA5oaAzUHopwCmq8AcgOh1h+ZmktA 
ngeJRvSJXvaJVvihoAKZuQMA9/lQoaICmbkCAPf5BSgAcQWaKgWeB1C/jwUOV5pUHY4DoaACmbkD 
APf5UKGiApm5AgD3+QUyAHEFmioFngdQv3kFDleaVB2OA5oaAzUHopwCmq8AcgOh1h+ZmktAngeJ 
RvqJXvyJVv6LRvqLXvyLVv6LTvSLdvaLfviaR0CeB3UioaACmZpLQJ4HuYoAMfYx/5o9QJ4Ho6YC 
iR6oAokWqgLrNotG+ote/ItW/otO9It29ot++JorQJ4HUlNQoaACmZpLQJ4HWV5fmj1AngejpgKJ 
HqgCiRaqAonsXcOaAACeB5pIBZ4Hmg0ANQeadheOA5o/AXwAVYnluAABmjAFngeB7AABmhQAcgMI 
wHUHMcCaFgGeB42+AP8WV7gBAFCaSTieB7+sAh5XuP8AUJosOp4Hv6wCHle/rgMeV5oSRp4Ho6wD 
mswBNQeanQB8AJoYE44Do6ACmisTjgOjogKaFRyOA6OkAsYGnQIA6BP+mpgSjgPoSfnoJPyaGxGO 
A5pIEY4DiexdMcCaFgGeBwAAAAI6IFWJ5bgAApowBZ4HgewAAozTjsOM2/yNvgD/xXYErKqRMO3z 
pI7bv/IiHleNvgD/FlcxwFCaXjaeB78AAA5XMcBQml42ngeNvgD+Flea8wSOA1CafgKOAzHAUJpe 
Np4Hmss1ngea9ASeB7gBAJoWAZ4HiexdwgQAA0NHQQdFR0EvVkdBABVHcmFwaGljcyBpbml0IGVy 
cm9yOiBVieW4AAGaMAWeB4HsAAG/AAC4kQBQV5rCB44DCcB9CL96AA5X6D7/v2oYuJEAUFeawgeO 
AwnAfQi/fgAOV+gl/zHAo9Afv9AfHle/0h8eV7+GAA5XmkMOjgOa8wSOAwnAdDu/8iIeV7+HAA5X 
McBQml42ngeNvgD/Flf/NtAfmn4CjgMxwFCaXjaeB5rLNZ4HmvQEnge4AQCaFgGeB4nsXctVieUx 
wJowBZ4HXcsAAAAAAEZCR0QICAgIQkdJIERldmljZSBEcml2ZXIgKENHQSkgMy4wMCAtIEp1bCAx 
NSAxOTkyDQpDb3B5cmlnaHQgKGMpIDE5ODcsMTk5MiBCb3JsYW5kIEludGVybmF0aW9uYWwNCgAa 
oAAAAFASAwADAFASegUAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAoAAAAFASAwADAFASegUDQ0dBAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAeLo4eEAD8Vf+UHwBdH8sAAADDAAAAAMPDAAAAAKPLAYkezQGJDs8BiRbRAcMujgYQALt7AMMe 
Lo4eEADoiwEfyx4ujh4QALgBAIA+iwAAdQFAH8vLy7QFzRDLHi6OHhAAJAGijwAfy+gDAOnCCYvx 
i/omAw9DQyYDF0NDw+ju/+ksCovwi/uy/6CQATwCcwoy0iLAdASKFo4AivEy2+lmDIr7itgi5HkF 
9sRAdQHDgOcPdQiAPosAAHQBw4A+kQAAdQOAzxCIPpAA6bACJoo/6908/3USuQgAv9ACJooHiAVH 
Q+L3uAwM6DIBw4vB9yaWAIvYiw6YAMM8AXQRuwEAuQEAgD6LAAB1A7kDAMMujgYQALuUAcM8AXUF 
iw4KAcMeBzwCdQ2wFPbhitgy/4HDDAHDisUy5ECjCgGKwTLbPARzBjwCcgT+wywCiB6RAIrIoowA 
xgaLAP88AnMFxgaLAACK2dDjMv+LnwIBiR6oAMYGjwAAwyaKByQPgD6RAAB1AgwQopAAoIwA6aMB 
oMIBPANyGDwDdCP/Ns8B/zbRAejk/48G0QGPBs8BwzPJthiyTzL/MsC0Bs0Qw44GEQC5AEv8M8CL 
+POrw4A+iwAAdBMz2yLkdAL+xyLAdAL+w4kejQDDswM643YCiuM6w3YCisOjjQDDo5IAiR6UAMNR 
UovIi9OHBpIAhx6UAOgDAFpZw4s2jQCLPoQB6X8Co5ABih6OAC6OBhAA/DwCclUsAjLksQPT4L6A 
AgPwv6cBgD6LAAB0DLkEAPOlxwalAQgAw8cGpQEQAIo+jgC5CACs6A4AhtCqisLoBgCKwqri78My 
0rME0MLQwtDQcwIK1/7LdfLDgD6LAAB0ByLbdAO7AwA8AXQCM9uD4wOKh3ACv6cBuRAA86rDgD6b 
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AAF1AwPZSyaKByLAdCoGU1GLHpIAiw6UAOjyBVlbB4sWlgCAPpsAAXUHARaUAEvrBQEWkgBD4s/D 
IuR4LaKaAIgmmwCB4/gAiR6WAIHh+ACJDpgAU1GgjQDQ69Dr0OvQ6dDp0OnobgVZW8M8BHQKMuTQ 
4IvYi5+IAYkehAGJDoYBwwAAAAA8B3ICsAKiwgG0Cvbki9iBw9MBiwejxwGjzwGLRwKjyQGj0QGL 
RwSjwwFTi18GiwejwAFb/1cIwzLA6wKwAVC4BADNEFi3AYrYtAvNEIA+wgEEdA2gkAC0CzL/JB+K 
2M0Qw7gGAM0Qw7gRAM0Qw7hAAM0Qw/y4MADNEI4GFQAzwDP//LkAQPOrw7ADur8D7rACvhkCM9u5 
AIBQU1G6uAPujNiOwLq0A7kMADLkisTuQqzu/sRK4vVZ/I4GwAEz/1jzq7q4A1gMCu6OBg8Au2UA 
JogHwzQBqAF0BYHDACDDgeuwH8M0AagBdAWBw7Afw4HrACDDAx7DAcMrHsMBw1GKyP7BgOEDdQOD 
w1pTJPwKwYrZ0OMy/4uPPwJbgeP/HwPZWcNRisj+yYDhA4D5A3Xbg+ta69ZRisj+wYDhA3UDg8NQ 
UyT8CsGK2dDjMv+Lj0cCW4Hj/x8D2VnDUYrI/smA4QOA+QN124PrUOvWOwbHAXcSOw7HAXcMOx7J 
AXcGOxbJAXYBw4vsg+wUiXb+iT7FATvBcgORh9qJRvyJXvrGRuwAO9pyBofaxkbsgJErwYlG9Ifa 
K9qJXvLoLwGLRvSLXvI7w3IYiUb20eOJXvIr2Ile+CvYiV706BsA6YcAiV720eCJRvQrw4lG+CvD 
iUby6AMA6bIAi17wi1b4i370i3byi0b6JAOAPowABHMCJAEKRuyAPosAAHQCDECAPo8AAHQCDCCK 
Zv6Kbu6LbvZF0QbFAXMTqCB0BSYwJ+sKJooPIs0KzCaID1OKHowA0OPQ4zL/gcMnAiLAeQJDQ4sf 
iR4lAlvDTXUEg8QUw/bGgHUIA9f/FiUC6wID1qhAdQTQzNDN0MzQzfbFgHUBQ9EGxQFzE6ggdAUm 
MCfrCiaKDyLNCswmiA/rvU11BIPEFMP2xoB1FgPWqEB1BNDM0M3QzNDN9sWAdQFD6wID1/8WJQLR 
BsUBcxOoIHQFJjAn6womig8izQrMJogP672LTvyLVvqgjAA8A3MEgeL+ADwEcgTR6tHqocMB9+KL 
8IvRgD6LAAB0B7kDB7D+6wW5AgOw/CLq0+oD8v7Fimb+ivCgiwDQzNDOIsB1BNDM0M7+zXXwoIwA 
iGb+iHbui948A3ML90b6AQB0BIHDACCJXvCOBsABPARyF4te+oPjA9Hji58/AjwFdQSLn0cCAV7w 
wyYIBcMmMAXD9tMKwyYgBcP20CLD9tMmIh0KwyaIBcM7wXIBkTvacgKH2ovwolUCi/uwAC6OBhAA 
g+MHgD6LAAB1AtHjgcOnASvXQokWTwJTMv+K2NDji59WAokeUgKL3ovBK8OiVALR6NHogD6LAAB0 
AtHoQFtQVlEGU+jSAIgeUQL8Xh+KyFvoswCAPosAAHUC/sOKr2gCW+iiAIq/YAKK3V2gUQJQU1VX 
gD6LAAB0BayK4OsKrfYGVQIEdQKG4FaL0OgrAF64EACAPosAAHQDuAgABacBO/ByA76nAV9dW1iH 
3/8WJQKH3/8OTwJ1tsNTisJNit8j7XQO/xZSArP/R4byisJNdfKK5rYDgD6LAAB0ArYHihZUAiLW 
KvKK0YA+iwAAdQLQ6jryWn0J/xZSAkeKxLP/Itr/FlICw4PjB4A+iwAAdQWA4wPQ44rDwzLA6Hb9 
i9dXoIwAPANzBIHi/gA8BHIE0erR6qHDAffii9iL1rkCA7A/iiaLACLkdAW5AwewfyLq0+oD2iLk 
dQLQ5YrN0siGwYv7jgbAAVuKJowAgPwDcwqA4wF0BIHHACDDgPwEchSD4wPQ4wO/PwKA/AV1BAO/ 
RwLQ68MAAAAAAAAAiCblAorggOSAiCbgAiQDItt1Av7DiB7hAiLJdQL+wYgO4gKwCPbjLQIAo+YC 
sAj24S0CAKPoAsM7HssBfPmLPs8BKz7mAjvfc+07Ds0BfOeLPtEBKz7oAjvPc9tVi+yD7ApTUeht 
AF9e6AwBvvj/tQhRii7iAlBTihLGRvYIig7hAugaANDC/k72dfJb6DkAWP7NdeFGWf7NddaL5V3D 
9sKAdQLrCiaKNyL0CvAmiDfQyNDMgD6LAAB1BNDI0Mwi5HgBQ/7JddfDoOMC/xYlAqLjAsM8MHUC 
sE8y5IvY0ePR49HjPEFyBDx7cik8gHIboRsACwYdAHQPgesABAMeGwCOBh0A6xSQuwABgcNu+o4G 
FwDrBh4HgcPrAIA+5QIAdEQmiwcmi08EJotXBiaLXwIWB41++MZG9gjQ6NHW0OzR1tDr0dbQ79HW 
0OnR1tDt0dbQ6tHW0O7R1paqlv5O9nXYi174w774/7kEACaLB4kCRkZDQ+L1w+gC/oge4wKw/4oe 
jQCD4wOAPosAAHQGItt0ArMDiodwAorh9tQixIrhi9/DAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAVYvsg+wGK84r10KJ 
Vv5RBlPouf2IXvz8jEb6i/dfB4rIW4vT6DQB/sPR6tHqgD6LAAB0BP7L0eqKn2gCikb8jl76UFJW 
6BsAXlpYLo4eEACH3v8WJQKH3v9O/nXii9+L5V3DrIrgrIro0+Aj0nQJJoglR4rlSuvuIuMmiCVH 
w1WL7IPsCivXQolW/lOKHosAiF72Mv+K2NDji59WAole+Ivei8Erw4hG99Ho0eiAfvYAdALR6EBb 
UFZRjEb6U+gM/Yhe/Pxeishb6I8AgH72AHUC/sOKr2gCW+h/AIq/YAKK3VqKRvyOXvpQU1JX6BwA 
X1pbWC6OHhAAh9//FiUCh9//Tv514Ivei+Vdw1OsSjLkiuiK39PoI9J0Dv9W+LP/R4rlrIroSuvs 
tgOAfvYAdAK2B4pW9yLWKvKK0YB+9gB1AtDqOvJafQz/VvhHiuUywNPos/8i2v9W+MOD4weAPosA 
AHUFgOMD0OOKw8OL8Iv7jgbAAYoewgEy/9Dj/5dsBYrQMvbDg+IDgD6LAAB0A4DiAYvwi/uOBsAB 
ih7CATL/0OP/p14F6BgBi8bR6NHoA/iD5gPR5tHmA/LR5ouEAgUmIgUKxCaIBcOL2ovHg+cD0eeL 
jUcC0ejR6L9QAOsUi9qLx4PnA9Hni40/AtHo0ei/WgD354v4A/mLxtHo0ejR6AP4g+YH0eYD89Hm 
i4QiBSYiBQrEJogFw7haAOsDuFAAUvfnWov46wPolQCLxtHo0ejR6AP4g+YH0eYD8tHmi4QiBSYi 
BQrEJogFw+hyAIvG0ejR6AP4i86D4QNB0eEmigXSwCQDw4vHg+cD0eeLjUcC0ejR6L9QAOsSi8eD 
5wPR54uNPwLR6NHov1oA9+eL+AP5i8bR6NHo0egD+IvOgOEH/sEmigXSwCQBw7haAOsDuFAAUvfn 
Wov469foAgDr0lKLx9HonL9QAPfnnXMDBQAgi/hawy6OHhAA6IUE6B4EgPr/dBWA+gRyArIDgD6L 
AAB0B4D6AnICsgGIFvIEiviJHvMEiSbeBMYG+gQAi+yB7YAAit6D4wOKt3ACgD6LAAB0BiL2dAK2 
/1K4//9NTYlGAKHJASvHTU2JRgCj5gTHBuoEAAChzwGj7gRNTYl2AMYG9gQA6MgDTU2JfgD20Vro 
awPo9AImigUiwYrmIuE6xHQfMu3rJVuJHuYEoeIEo+oEoeAEo+4Ei04ARUWD+f91Cosm3gSg+gTQ 
yMOLfgBFRYt2AEVFi14ARUXoBgRTisVQ6CQB6HgAWKgCdAaogHUO6xmAPvYEAHUP6BQAcwXoNQDr 
o+glAHID6CsA6DsA65ah5gRAO8N1G6HqBEg5BuIEfhGh7gRAOQbgBMOh5gRIO8N05TLAwzse2gRz 
DP8W0gToRgK1gOg0AcPolwI7HtgEdAz/FtAE6DACMu3oHgHDJootOzbLAXQZTtDBgD6LAAB1AtDB 
9sEBdAhPhhb3BCaKLYrFIsGK5iLhOsR0OIrCIsGK4fbUIuwK6Ds2ywF0Jk7QwYA+iwAAdQLQwfbB 
AXQLJogtT4YW9wQmii32wQF0wegmAOu8JogtRtDJgD6LAAB1AtDJ9sGAdAhHhhb3BCaKLYk24gTo 
hAHDoPUEJootOuh1FCaIFTs21AR8Cys23ARPhhb3BOvlw+hhASaKLYrFIsGK5iLhOsR0OIrCIsGK 
4fbUIuwK6Ds2zwF9JkbQyYA+iwAAdQLQyfbBgHQLJogtR4YW9wQmii32wYB0wegNAOu8JogtTok2 
4ATphgGg9QQmii066HUUJogVOzbWBHMLAzbcBEeGFvcE6+XDgOWA6xlG0MmAPosAAHUC0Mn2wYB0 
CIYW9wRH6KsAJooFIsGK5iLhOsR1BYDl/utegD7yBP91CIriCib3BHQNgD7zBAB0EDoW9AR1CoDN 
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AsYG9gT/6xf2wYB0Cug/AHUFgOX+6ymK4iLhOuB0IfbFAXUcgM0Bg/0Och1NTYleAE1NiXYATU2J 
fgBNTYlOADs24ARzCOlu/8YG+gT/wyY6FXUmoeAEKwbcBCY6FXUPO/B/CwM23ARHhhb3BOvsJooF 
IsGK5iLhOuDD9sUBdCGh4AQrBtwEUYou9QQmOi11DzvwcwsDNtwER4YW9wTr7FnDiTb7BIke/QSJ 
Pv8EiA4BBegKAIrCiib3BKP4BMOLw4oe8gSA+/90G4PjA4qXcAKL2IA+iwAAdAYi0nQCsv+IFvcE 
w1BS99gDBskBJQcAgD6LAAB1AtHgi9hai4enAYrQgD6LAAB0Aorg98YEAHUChuKIJvcEW8OLNvsE 
ix79BIs+/wSKDgEFofgEiCb3BIrQwyaKBYA+iwAAdRii9QQyxrQDhMR0EdDk0ORz9sPGBvUEAMMi 
wHT2IvZ18sYG9QT/w4D6/3UcU1FQu6cBiw6lAeMLMsAKB0Pi+yLAdQIy0lhZW8PoqvZQxwbcBAQA 
gD6LAAB0BscG3AQIAKHLAQMG3ASj1AShzwErBtwEQKPWBKHJASsG0QGj2AShyQErBs0Bo9oEWMNQ 
U4oewgHQ49DjMv+Bw0IFiwej0ASLRwKj0gRbWMNL9sMBdQWBxwAgw4HvsB/DQ/bDAXUFgcewH8OB 
7wAgw0uDx1DDQ4PvUMNLg8daw0OD71rDoMIBPARyJzwGcyNT9tOD4wM8BXQ36wxLU/bTg+MDdQOD 
x1rQ44Hn/x8Dvz8CW8NDU/bTg+MDgPsDdeiD71rr40tT9tOD4wN1A4PHUNDjgef/HwO/RwJbw0NT 
9tOD4wOA+wN16IPvUOvjAAcNAAEbAAAAAAAAAAAAAEAAAKAAsAC4APAA/h8AAAAXAXYBjQEXAPYB 
/gESAhIAEgDMBhIAEgASAKEAzQDKAdIAFQPjAqcC7AASAIMAnQu2Cy0AaAB9AB0A+QAXABcAFwAX 
ABcAFwAXABcAFwAXABcAFwAXABcAFwAXADYAVABUAFQAQQBVAFYAWwAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAgACAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA/AccAPwHHACgjWBuNIAgIAwIEDpAAAD8BxwA/AccAKCNYG40gCAgD 
AwUHkAAAfwLHAH8CxwAoI1gbRxAICAEHkAAAfwLfAX8C3wEoI1gbECcICAEHkKoAwQDYAO0ABgAS 
MzIwIHggMjAwIENHQSBDMCAgABIzMjAgeCAyMDAgQ0dBIEMxICAAEjMyMCB4IDIwMCBDR0EgQzIg 
IAASMzIwIHggMjAwIENHQSBDMyAgABI2NDAgeCAyMDAgQ0dBICAgICAAEjY0MCB4IDQ4MCBNQ0dB 
ICAgIAD//wEA///MzHj8+PgAAAAAEAABAgMEBQYHCAkKCwwNDg8IAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAuAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAB/AscAPwHHACgAFQBoAz8BxwAoABUAbAN/AscAKAAVAJID 
fwLfAVAAEQCYA88CWwFaABMAuQN/Ao8BUAAVAJ4DzwJdAVoAFQCkAzUtLgdbAldXAgMAAAQEBAQU 
BAQEFAQEBBQEJAQpBC4EUwRlBIoEAAAAIABAAGAAAAAgAEAAYAAAAL8GAAC/BrEGrQa1Br0G/38/ 
Hw8HAwGAwODw+Pz+/wBVqv8AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAD//wAA//8AAAECBAgQIECA4MGDBw4cOHDweDwe 
D4fD4aXSabRaLZZL/4iIiP+IiIiBQiQYGCRCgcwzzDPMM8wzgAAIAIAACACIACIAiAAiAP////// 
////AAAAAAAAAAAAAQEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAOGzGxv7GxgD8xsb8xsb8AHzGxsDAxnwA+MzG 
xsbM+AD+wMD8wMD+AP7AwPzAwMAAfMbAzsbGfgDGxsb+xsbGAHgwMDAwMHgAHgYGBsbGfADGzNjw 
2MzGAMDAwMDAwP4Axu7+1sbGxgDG5vbezsbGAHzGxsbGxnwA/MbG/MDAwAB8xsbGxsZ8BvzGxvzG 
xsYAeMxgMBjMeAD8MDAwMDAwAMbGxsbGxnwAxsbGxsZsOADGxsbW/u7GAMbGbDhsxsYAw8NmPBgY 
GAD+DBgwYMD+ADwwMDAwMDwAwGAwGAwGAwA8DAwMDAw8AAA4bMYAAAAAAAAAAAAAAP8wMBgAAAAA 
AAAAfAZ+xn4AwMD8xsbm3AAAAHzGwMB+AAYGfsbGznYAAAB8xv7AfgAeMHwwMDAwAAAAfsbOdgZ8 
wMD8xsbGxgAYADgYGBg8ABgAOBgYGBjwwMDM2PDYzAA4GBgYGBg8AAAAzP7WxsYAAAD8xsbGxgAA 
AHzGxsZ8AAAA/MbG5tzAAAB+xsbOdgYAAG5wYGBgAAAAfMB8BvwAMDB8MDAwHAAAAMbGxsZ+AAAA 
xsbGbDgAAADGxtb+bAAAAMZsOGzGAAAAxsbOdgZ8AAD8GDBg/AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA/AD9AP4A/wM8AzxDP 
IM8w8wDzBPMI8wz8APwB/AL8A38Af4C/AL9A3wDfIO8A7xD3APcI+wD7BP0A/QL+AP4BshHCEbIR 
whGyEcIR0hHXEf0RFRImEj4S3BHhEdcL1wtaDE8MEAz6C0oMfQx9DO0M4gysDJgM3QxGQkdECAgI 
CEJHSSBEZXZpY2UgRHJpdmVyIChFR0FWR0EpIDMuMDAgLSBKdWwgMTUgMTk5Mg0KQ29weXJpZ2h0 
IChjKSAxOTg3LDE5OTIgQm9ybGFuZCBJbnRlcm5hdGlvbmFsDQoAGqAAAQBgEAMAAwBgEJcEAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAKAAAQBgEAMAAwBgEJcEBkVHQVZHQQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAHi6OHhAA/FX/lB8AXR/LAAAA 
wwAAAADDwwAAAACj0AGJHtIBiQ7UAYkW1gHDLo4GEAC7ewDDuAQAyx4ujh4QADLko9oB6LoDH8u0 
Bc0Qyx4ujh4QAMYGiwD/6MwDH8seLo4eEADo1wPGBosAAB/Lyx4ujh4QACQBovMAH8voAwDp3QeL 
8Yv6JgMPQ0MmAxdDQ8Po7v/pSAiL8Iv7sv+gsgE8AnMKMtIiwHQEihbyAIrxMtvp+gmK+4rYIuR5 
C/bEQHQNMtuIPvQAMsC0EM0Qw4r3Mv+K6YrKuBAQzRDDsAKL0+vnPP91ErkIAL9gAiaKB4gFR0Pi 
97gMDOiKAb62Ab+MAIoW8gAeB7kIAKyK2IritgQywNDMcwKKw6r+znXz4urDUbkIANDg0Nzi+orE 
WcOLwfcm+QCL2IsO+wDDi/CL++jkAuj0CFDo8wJaw4vwi/uAPosAAHQD6dYIisLoyAKK0OjMCOjW 
AsM8AXQUuxAAuQ8AgD7iAQB0BrsEALkDAMMeB7usAKDwACLAdBS73wA8A3QNu70AgD7iAQB0A7vO 
AMMmigckD6L0AIoe8ACA+wRzFDL/0OP/l6oBij70ADLAMtu0EM0Qw+hdArrPA7D/7o4GEQCLDtwB 
0eHR4dHhM8CL+AM+5AH886voUQLDPAF1BYsODQHDHgc8AnUXuzwBgD7wAAN0DLAP9uGK2DL/gcMP 
AcOA+QN0BYD9A3UKxwYNAQEAsQPrCIrFMuRAow0BxwbaAQAAiA7wAIrZ0OMy/4ufUAGJHgsBxgbz 
AADDJQ8PgD7iAf91AyUDA6PxAMOj9QCJHvcAw1FSi8iL04cG9QCHHvcA6AMAWlnDizbxAIs+vgHp 
8AGjsgGKHvIALo4GEAD8PAJyFiwCMuSxA9PgvhACA/C/tgG5BADzpcM8AbD/dAIywL+2AbkIAPOq 
w4A+/gABdQMD2UsmigciwHQqBlNRix71AIsO9wDoPwRZWweLFvkAgD7+AAF1BwEW9wBL6wUBFvUA 
Q+LPwyLkeC2i/QCIJv4AgeP4AIke+QCB4fgAiQ77AFNRoPEA0OvQ69Dr0OnQ6dDp6MYDWVvDPAR0 
CjLk0OCL2IufwgGJHr4BiQ7AAcMAAAAAAAAAAAAAAACAPt4BKHQC0eeL37EC0+cD+/7B0+eL3tPu 
A/6D4weKr/oBisoDPuQBjgYRAMO6xwCwDccG3gEoAL8AAusruscAsA6/AATrG7pdAbAQ6xG6XQGw 
D+sKut8BsBK/YAnrA78ACMcG3gFQAKLjAbl/AjwNdQO5PwGJDtQBiRbWAYkW2AHGBuIBADwPdBQ8 
EHUVBo4GDwC7hwAmigcHJGB1BcYG4gH/iT7cAegIAKDjATLkzRDDodwB9ybaAbEE0+Cj5AHDgD7i 
AQB0EFM8BHICsAOK2DL/iofmAVvD6OX/UFK6zgOwBe5CsALuSrAI7lpYw1K6zgOwBTLkgD7iAQB0 
A4DEEO+4AwDvuAj/77gCD7rEA+9aw4A+8wAAdAxQUrrOA7ADtBjvWljDluiW/5ZXVlJRU1DoBACD 
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xAzDVYvsg+wEHqHkAYlG/ujK/44eEQC6zgOwAO5CikYM7kqwAe5CsP/ui3YKK3YGeRSLRgaHRgqJ 
RgaLRgSHRgiJRgT33otGBtHg0eDR4NHgi/jR4NHgA/iLVgSKyoDhB9Hq0erR6gP6A37+us4DsAju 
QrCA0uiLXggrXgR5A+mEADveckuLy0HR5ol2/Cle/NHjK/MD3orgKsDRTg5zAgrEg078AHkFAV78 
6xLuhgUqwIPHUAF2/NDMg9cA6wrQzHMG7oYFRyrA4tDuhgXpuACLzkHR44le/Cl2/NHmK94D8+7R 
Tg5zAoYlg078AHkFAXb86wnQyIPXAO4BXvyDx1Di4OmDAPfbO95yS4vLQdHmiXb8KV780eMr8wPe 
iuAqwNFODnMCCsSDTvwAeQUBXvzrEu6GBSrAg8dQAXb80MSD3wDrCtDEcwbuhgVPKsDi0O6GBesz 
kIvOQdHjiV78KXb80eYr3gPz7tFODnMChiWDTvwAeQUBdvzrCdDAg98A7gFe/IPHUOLgH+gs/rD/ 
7kqwAe5CKsDui+VdwzvBcgGRO9pyAofai/CL+7ADg+MHgcO2ASvXQokWAgJTi96LwVGxA9Po0+tZ 
K8NbUFZRU+j4/Pxeistbg+MHisOKr/IBW4PjB4rDir/qAYrd6Lf9XaDyAOiV/YrgU1es6BgAX1uB 
/r4BcgO+tgEDPt4B/w4CAnXl6aP9i826zwNTit+K+OML6AsAs/9J4wPoGwBZItmKxyLD7orEJoYF 
isf20CLD7jLAJoYFR8Ow/+46+HUFisTzqsNRVzLA86pfWYrH7orEJoYFR+L4wwAAiCZyAiLbdQL+ 
w4gecAIiyXUC/sGIDnECsAj24y0CAKNzArAI9uEtAgCjdQLDOx7QAXz5iz7UASs+cwI733PtOw7S 
AXzniz7WASs+dQI7z3PbVYvsg+wKHlNR6GkAX14e6P37oPEA6ND8Bh8Hus8DiuCKxb74/7UIUSaK 
LnECUVdQ6BoAWF8mAz7eAVn+zXXuRln+zXXiH+i1/IvlXcOKGsZG9ggmig5wAu6KPfbDgHQCiCXQ 
yCLAeQFH/sl169DD/k72dd/DPDB1ArBPMuSL2NHj0ePR4zxBcgQ8e3IpPIByG6EbAAsGHQB0D4Hr 
AAQDHhsAjgYdAOsUkLsAAYHDbvqOBhcA6wYeB4HDdwCAPnICAHREJosHJotPBCaLVwYmi18CFgeN 
fvjGRvYI0OjR1tDs0dbQ69HW0O/R1tDp0dbQ7dHW0OrR1tDu0daWqpb+TvZ12Ite+MO++P+5BAAm 
iweJAkZGQ0Pi9cMAAAAAAABVi+yD7AQrzivXQolW/qHeAYlG/FEGU+jW+vwGH4v3XweKy1uL0+hd 
AR4ujh4QAIqf8gEf0erR6tHqtQRRUlboSgHoHwBeWln+zXXwA3b8/07+deaL3y6OHhAAU+iA+1uL 
5V3DrIrgrIro0+Aj0nQJJoglR4rlSuvuIuMmiCVHw1WL7IPsCIhG+CvXQolW/qHeAYlG+lOL3ovB 
K8OIRvnR6NHo0ehAW4lG/AZWUVPoP/r8XorLW+jNAIqv8gFb6MUAir/qAYrdH+jVALrOA7AI7rUE 
U1H/dvxX6N0Aus8D6CIAX49G/Flb/s115wN++v9O/nXdi94ujh4QAFPo4Ppbi+Vdw1Os/078MuSK 
6Irf0+j3Rvz/AHQiiuCKw+6KxIB++AR1AvbQJoolJogFs/9HiuWsiuj/Tvzr1bYHilb5ItYq8jrx 
Wn0jUrrPA4rgisPuisSAfvgEdQL20CaKJSaIBVpHiuUywNPos/8i2rrPA4rgisPuisSAfvgEdQL2 
0CaKJSaIBcOD4weKw8NSULrOA7AEiuX+zO9YWsMAGBAIAFNSus4DsAOKXvgy/y6Kp/sJ71pbwwEC 
BAhTusQDsAKK3f7LMv8uiqcVCu9bw+gp+esP6CL56wroH/nrFOgY+esPUrrPA4rF7iaKBSaIDVrD 
sQcqy7rOA7AEtAO1AdLlMtvvJoo9Iv3S79DjCt/+zH3wgD7iAQB0FPfHAQB0AtDrisOA4wGoBHQD 
gMsCisPDTv7JeQ2xB0+APuIBAHQD6HkFisHXi9q6zwPui9O7egTD6IQFiBZmBIgekASjkQSJDpME 
CtJ4A+hvBIkmUgTGBmoEAIvsge2AAIrG6DT5ivBSuP//TU2JRgDomASh2AErx01NiUYAo1oExwZe 
BAAAodQBo2IETU2JdgDGBmkEAOhgBE1NiX4AWuiwBCYiBXUfMu3rKFuJHloEoVYEo14EoVQEo2IE 
i04ARUWD+f91Dej++IsmUgSgagTQyMOLfgBFRYt2AEVFi14ARUVTiR5nBIrFULt6BIrB1+icBOjd 
AOiKAFioAnQGqAR1DusZgD5pBAB1D+gUAHMF6DkA65boJwByA+gvAOhGAOuJoVoEQDsGZwR1HaFe 
BEg5BlYEfhOhYgRAOQZUBMOhWgRIOwZnBHTjMsDDoXEEOQZnBHMQ/wZnBCs+3gHozwK1BOmfAcPo 
qQKhZwQ7Bm8EdBD/DmcEAz7eAeiyAjLt6YIBwzs20AF0IOiL/orB1yYiBXUVisEECNeK0CaIFTs2 
0AF0Behw/uvjRv7BgPkIdQ0yyUeAPuIBAHQD6OQDisHXi9q6zwPui9O7egSJNlYE6SwC6CkC6FYC 
isHXJiIFdTyKwQQI14rQJogVOzbUAX0sRv7BgPkIdQ0yyUeAPuIBAHQD6JwDisHXi9q6zwPui9O7 
egQiyXXB6AoA67xOiTZUBOntASaAPQB0AcOAPuIBAHVD/FLoJAAzyaFtBFcmgD0AdQs78HMHg8YI 
R0Hr71/jA+h0APwyyVrp9gJSus4DsAXuQrAIgD7iAQB0AgQQ7lqw/+kZA1Lo4v+6zgOwB+4mgD0A 
ddI7Nm0Ec8zoFACDxghHsAr3xwEAdQKwBbrPA+7r3brEA7AC7kKwAe6hiwQmiAWwAu4miCWwBO6h 
jQQmiAWwCO4miCXD/FVWusQDsALuQrAB7qGLBIv3i+nzqovNi/6wAu6KxPOqsATuoY0Ei82L/vOq 
sAjui82L/orE86peXcOw/+iGAlK6zgOwAu5agOUE6yk7NlQEcgaKwdfpbQJG/sGA+Qh1FTLJR4A+ 
4gEAdAPoZwL2xYF0A+iAAIrB1yYiBXQFgOUG68r2xQF1xTLAOAaKBHQMOAaQBHQQOAaPBHQKgM0C 
xgZpBP/rJvbFgHWiisHXiuCKwQQI14rQi9q6zwPuJiIln4rH7ovTu3oEnnUfgM0Bg/0OchqhZwRN 
TYlGAE1NiXYATU2JfgBNTYlOAOlf/8YGagT/6V3/JoA9AHU5UrrOA7AH7kKLHlQEg+sIJoA9AHUc 
O/NzGIPGCEeAPuIBAHTrsAr3xwEAdQKwBe7r3rACSu5au3oEw4k2cwShZwSjdQSJPncEiA55BMOL 
NnMEoXUEo2cEiz53BIoOeQSAPuIBAHQD6HQBw6BmBDz/dAPrepBRUqHYASsGZwQz0osOtAFBg8EC 
0enR6ffx0eLR4ruMAAPaiw+LVwKAPuIB/3UGitWK6YryiQ6LBIkWjQQywDsOkQR1CDsWkwR1ArD/ 
oo8Ei8ILwQrgiCaKBLuCBLQIMsDQ1tDQ0NLQ0NDV0NDQ0dDQiAdD/sx151pZu3oEgD7iAQB0A+jj 
AMNSV1agZgSiigTozfSK4LuCBIkHiUcCiUcEiUcGu4sEtATQ6HMFxgf/6wPGBwBD/sx177t6BF5f 
WsOAPuMBDXQF6Nzz6wPo2fOKy8PHBtgB3wGAPuMBEXMTxwbYAV0BgD7jAQ9zBscG2AHHAKHQAQUI 
AKNrBKHUAS0HAKNtBKHYASsG1gGjbwSh2AErBtIBo3EEw1K6xAOwAu5CsA/uus4DsAXuQrAKgD7i 
AQB0AgQQ7lqKxlJQus4DsALuQljugD7iAQB0A+gaAFqKwbt6BNdSiuC6zgOwCO5CisTuWsO0AusC 
tAhSus4DsAfusAr3xwEAdQKwBULuus4DisTuWsOA+v91HFNRULuMAIsOtAHjCzLACgdD4vsiwHUC 
MtJYWVvDAAAAAAAAAAcNAAEbAAAAAAAAAAAAAEAAAKAAsAC4APAA/h8AAADvAaMByQEXAGACaAJ8 
AhIAEgAiBhIAEgASALYA3gBPAuQALQP7Ar8CMQESAJgAPgFOAS0AfQCSAB0AagEXABcAFwAXABcA 
FwAXABcAFwAXABcAFwAXABcAFwAXAE8AXwBvAG8ANgA6AEoAcAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAQAAECAwQFBgcQERITFBUWFxAAAQIDBAUUBzg5Ojs8PT4/EAABAAAEBwAA 
AAEAAAQHAAAQAAgAABgYAAAACAAAABgAPwABAQAAAAAAAAgACAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAwAN 
NjQwIHggMjAwIEVHQQANNjQwIHggMzUwIEVHQQANNjQwIHggNDgwIFZHQQASNjQwIFggMzUwIEVH 
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QSBNT05PAFgBbAGAAZQBAAB/AscAfwLHACgjWBuUEQgIkJAAAH8CXQF/Al0BKCNYG0YeCAiQkAAA 
fwLfAX8C3wEoI1gbECcICJCQAAB/Al0BfwJdASgjWBtGHggIAQcBB40DlwOlA54DAQEgAAAAAAAA 
AAAA//8BAP//zMx4/Pj4AAAAAAAAAAAAAH8CXQEAAAAAAAAoAP//AA0AAAADDA//fz8fDwcDAYDA 
4PD4/P7/gEAgEAgEAgEAAAADAAAAAAAAAAAAAP//AAD//wAAAQIECBAgQIDgwYMHDhw4cPB4PB4P 
h8PhpdJptFotlkv/iIiI/4iIiIFCJBgYJEKBzDPMM8wzzDOAAAgAgAAIAIgAIgCIACIA//////// 
//8AAAAAAAAAAAEBAAAAAAAOAAAAAAAAADhsxsb+xsYA/MbG/MbG/AB8xsbAwMZ8APjMxsbGzPgA 
/sDA/MDA/gD+wMD8wMDAAHzGwM7Gxn4AxsbG/sbGxgB4MDAwMDB4AB4GBgbGxnwAxszY8NjMxgDA 
wMDAwMD+AMbu/tbGxsYAxub23s7GxgB8xsbGxsZ8APzGxvzAwMAAfMbGxsbGfAb8xsb8xsbGAHjM 
YDAYzHgA/DAwMDAwMADGxsbGxsZ8AMbGxsbGbDgAxsbG1v7uxgDGxmw4bMbGAMPDZjwYGBgA/gwY 
MGDA/gA8MDAwMDA8AMBgMBgMBgMAPAwMDAwMPAAAOGzGAAAAAAAAAAAAAAD/MDAYAAAAAAAAAHwG 
fsZ+AMDA/MbG5twAAAB8xsDAfgAGBn7Gxs52AAAAfMb+wH4AHjB8MDAwMAAAAH7GznYGfMDA/MbG 
xsYAGAA4GBgYPAAYADgYGBgY8MDAzNjw2MwAOBgYGBgYPAAAAMz+1sbGAAAA/MbGxsYAAAB8xsbG 
fAAAAPzGxubcwAAAfsbGznYGAABucGBgYAAAAHzAfAb8ADAwfDAwMBwAAADGxsbGfgAAAMbGxmw4 
AAAAxsbW/mwAAADGbDhsxgAAAMbGznYGfAAA/BgwYPwAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAIBAIBAIBAIBAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAE01PVVNFIE5PVCBJTlNUQUxMRURVieW4AgCaMAWeB4PsAjHAo9YfMcCj2B/HBu4fAADH 
BvAfAADHBvIfAADHBvQfAADHBvYfAADHBvgfAAAxwKPaH2ozv9ofHleaCwCXB4M+2h//dCO/8iIe 
V78AAA5XagCaXjaeB5rLNZ4HmvQEngdo6AOaqAI1B4M+2h//sAB1AUCIRv+KRv/Jy83MzMzMzMzM 
/T8AgP///38AAFWJ5THAmjAFngfHBtofCwBqM7/aHx5XmgsAlweh7h+LHvAfixbyH5rlMZ4HzTsG 
3h+h7h+LHvAfixbyH5rlMZ4HzTrpzTybLp0AzTrJzTrBmg8yngej7h+JHvAfiRbyH6H0H4se9h+L 
FvgfmuUxngfNOwbgH6H0H4se9h+LFvgfmuUxngfNOunNPJsunQDNOsnNOsGaDzKeB6P0H4ke9h+J 
Fvgfoe4fix7wH4sW8h+a5TGeB5p1Mp4Hi8iL2qHWH5kDwRPTcQWaKgWeB7+nAJoCBZ4Ho9YfofQf 
ix72H4sW+B+a5TGeB5p1Mp4Hi8iL2qHYH5krwRvTcQWaKgWeB7+nAJoCBZ4Ho9gfycsAAAAAAFWJ 
5YPsCP92Bv92BDHAUI1++BZXuAYAUJrHRZ4HjX74FlfEfggGV7j/AFCaLDqeB4nsXcIEADNCR0kg 
RXJyb3I6IEdyYXBoaWNzIG5vdCBpbml0aWFsaXplZCAodXNlIEluaXRHcmFwaCkgQkdJIEVycm9y 
OiAgTm90IGluIGdyYXBoaWNzIG1vZGVVieWAPoYhAHUev/IiHle/NgAOVzHAUJpeNp4Hmss1ngea 
9ASeB+scv/IiHle/agAOVzHAUJpeNp4Hmss1ngea9ASeB7gBAJoWAZ4HXcsITm8gZXJyb3IcKEJH 
SSkgZ3JhcGhpY3Mgbm90IGluc3RhbGxlZB5HcmFwaGljcyBoYXJkd2FyZSBub3QgZGV0ZWN0ZWQe 
RGV2aWNlIGRyaXZlciBmaWxlIG5vdCBmb3VuZCAoASkcSW52YWxpZCBkZXZpY2UgZHJpdmVyIGZp 
bGUgKCBOb3QgZW5vdWdoIG1lbW9yeSB0byBsb2FkIGRyaXZlchpPdXQgb2YgbWVtb3J5IGluIHNj 
YW4gZmlsbBtPdXQgb2YgbWVtb3J5IGluIGZsb29kIGZpbGwVRm9udCBmaWxlIG5vdCBmb3VuZCAo 
Hk5vdCBlbm91Z2ggbWVtb3J5IHRvIGxvYWQgZm9udClJbnZhbGlkIGdyYXBoaWNzIG1vZGUgZm9y 
IHNlbGVjdGVkIGRyaXZlcg5HcmFwaGljcyBlcnJvchJHcmFwaGljcyBJL08gZXJyb3ITSW52YWxp 
ZCBmb250IGZpbGUgKBNJbnZhbGlkIGZvbnQgbnVtYmVyD0ludmFsaWQgdmVyc2lvbhBHcmFwaGlj 
cyBlcnJvciAoVYnlgewAAotGBj0AAHUWv9kADlfEfggGV7j/AFCaLDqeB+lKAj3//3UWv+IADlfE 
fggGV7j/AFCaLDqeB+kvAj3+/3UWv/8ADlfEfggGV7j/AFCaLDqeB+kUAj39/3U1jb4A/xZXvx4B 
DleaEjqeB7+OIB5XmpE6nge/PQEOV5qROp4HxH4IBle4/wBQmiw6ngfp2gE9/P91NY2+AP8WV78/ 
AQ5XmhI6nge/jiAeV5qROp4Hvz0BDleakTqeB8R+CAZXuP8AUJosOp4H6aABPfv/dRa/XAEOV8R+ 
CAZXuP8AUJosOp4H6YUBPfr/dRa/fQEOV8R+CAZXuP8AUJosOp4H6WoBPfn/dRa/mAEOV8R+CAZX 
uP8AUJosOp4H6U8BPfj/dTWNvgD/Fle/tAEOV5oSOp4Hv4QgHleakTqeB789AQ5XmpE6ngfEfggG 
V7j/AFCaLDqeB+kVAT33/3UWv8oBDlfEfggGV7j/AFCaLDqeB+n6AD32/3UWv+kBDlfEfggGV7j/ 
AFCaLDqeB+nfAD31/3UWvxMCDlfEfggGV7j/AFCaLDqeB+nEAD30/3UWvyICDlfEfggGV7j/AFCa 
LDqeB+mpAD3z/3U0jb4A/xZXvzUCDleaEjqeB7+EIB5XmpE6nge/PQEOV5qROp4HxH4IBle4/wBQ 
miw6ngfrcD3y/3UVv0kCDlfEfggGV7j/AFCaLDqeB+tWPe7/dRW/XQIOV8R+CAZXuP8AUJosOp4H 
6zyNvgD+Fle/bQIOV5oSOp4Hjb4A/xZXi0YGmVJQ6DD7mpE6nge/PQEOV5qROp4HxH4IBle4/wBQ 
miw6ngeJ7F3KAgBVieWD7AKhUCGJRv4xwKNQIYtG/onsXctVieWD7ALHRv4BAItG/onsXcoCAFWJ 
5YPsBItGBgUHACX4/4lGBotGBgUIAFCaigKeB8R+CCaJBSaJVQImiwUmC0UCdEgmgz0AdRqLRgYl 
DwCJRvyLRga5BADT6CYDRQKJRv7rGcR+CCaLBSaLVQKJRvyJVv4xwCaJBSb/RQL/dv7/dvy4CABQ 
mp8CngeJ7F3KBgBVieXEfggmiwUmC0UCdA8m/3UCJv81/3YGmp8CngfEfggxwCaJBSaJRQJdygYA 
VYnlg+wIxH4GJosFAUYKi0YKuQQA0+gDRgyL0DHAiUb4iVb6i0YKJQ8ACcB0HsR+CgZXxH74Blf/ 
dgSaz0aeB4tGCiUPAMR+BiYpBYtG+ItW+olG/IlW/otG/ItW/onsXcIKAFWJ5YtGBF3CAgBVieWK 
RgS0Nc0hidiMwl3CAgBVieXEfgQxwInCJvdFAv//dRyD7ASJ4BZQJosFsQTT4FD/HvofxH4Ei0b+ 
g8QEJolFAiaJRQRdwgQAVYnlxH4EJvdFAv//dCKD7ATHRvwAACaLRQKJRv6J4BZQJosFsQTT4FD/ 
Hv4fg8QEXcIEAFWJ5YPsGsR+BoHHgAAmi0UEiUbuJotFDIlG7CaLRQQDRgQDRgaJRviJx4lG9DDt 
JooN4xYmA30BBldRJv816DX/WV8Hq+Lxi370JopNA+MZJgN9BAZXUSb/Negj/1lfB6uJ0Kvi7ot+ 
9CaKTQbjFCYDfQcGV1EGV+gX/1lfB4PHBuLw/3YI/3YGjX4EFleLRu4DRuxQ6Hr+iUb4iVb6xH74 
i0busQTT6ANG+iaJRRCOwCaJRQomxkUMAItG+ItW+olG/IlW/otG/ItW/onsXcIGAMQ+aiEmgT0e 
DnQiJo5FEDDtJopNBuMWJot9BwZXUQZX6Nf+WV8Hg8cG4vAx/8MERkJHRAJwa1WJ5YHsFAKAPoYh 
AHQOxwZQIfX/x0b+9f/pjQHHBlAh/P/HRv78/42+8v4WV8R+BgZXuAQAUJpAO54Hv7oHDleaAzue 
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B3QD6Z8Ai0YGBYAAi1YIiUb2iVb4xH72ib7u/oyG8P4mgH0GA3IHJoB9CAN2A+k0AaHwIImG7P4x 
wDuG7P5/YolG9OsD/0b0uBoA92b0i/iBxwIAHlfEvu7+gccOAAZXmgM7ngd1Mv92CP92BsS+7v4m 
/zXoPf6LyIvauBoA92b0i/iJjRgAiZ0aAItG9IlG/jHAo1Ah6cwAi0b0O4bs/nWj6cAAjb7y/RZX 
xH4GBle4AgBQmkA7nge/vwcOV5oDO54HdAPpnQCLRgYFgACLVgiJRvqJVvzEfvqJvu79jIbw/SaA 
fQYCcgcmgH0IAXYC63Oh8CCJhuz9McA7huz9f2SJRvTrA/9G9LgaAPdm9Iv4gccCAB5XxL7u/YHH 
CgAGV5oDO54HdTT/dgj/dgbEvu79Blcm/3UE6Iv8i8iL2rgaAPdm9Iv4iY0YAImdGgCLRvSJRv4x 
wKNQIesJi0b0O4bs/XWhi0b+iexdygQAAlBLVYnlgewSAccGUCHz/6FQIYlG/o2+9v4WV8R+BgZX 
uAIAUJpAO54Hv3QJDleaAzueB3QD6fUAMcCJRvaLRvbEfgYD+CaAPRp0DIF+9gEBcwX/Rvbr5oF+ 
9gABcgPpzADEfgaJ+ANG9kDEfgaMwolG+olW/MR++ol+8oxG9CaAfQgBcgcmgH0KAXYD6Z4Ax0b4 
AQDrA/9G+LgPAPdm+Iv4gccbAR5Xjb7y/hZXxH7ygccCAAZXuAQAUJpAO54HmgM7ngd1XrgPAPdm 
+Iv4gccRAR4Hib7u/oyG8P4GVyb/dQj/Hv4fxL7u/jHAJokFJolFAv92CP92BsR+8gZXJv91BuhS 
+8S+7v4miUUEJolVBjHAJolFCItG+IlG/jHAo1Ah6wmDfvgUdAPpaf+LRv6J7F3KBABVieW4iwC6 
jgOjWCGJFlohuIsAuo4Do2ohiRZsITHAo1who14hMcCjbiGjcCExwKNgIaNiITHAo2Yho2ghMcCj 
GCGjGiExwKMcITHAozIhozQhMcCjNiHGBiIhAMcGgiEBAMcGhCEBADHAo4IgxgaGIQBdw1WJ5YHs 
AgOM047DjNv8jb7+/sV2DqyqkTDt86SNvv79xXYKrKqRMO3zpI7bxkb/AMcGUCH9/8R+BjHAJokF 
vwIgHleNvv78FleNvv7+FleaEjqeB42+/v0WV5qROp4Hmos2nge/AiAeV7gBAFCaxjaeB5rtBJ4H 
CcB0NIC+/v4AdQTrXOspvwIgHleNvv79FleaizaeB78CIB5XuAEAUJrGNp4Hmu0EngcJwHQC6zEx 
wKNQIb8CIB5XmlpGngfEfgYmiQUmgz3/dhKLRgSjUCG/AiAeV5pHN54H6wTGRv8Bikb/iexdwg4A 
BC5CR0lVieWB7C4CjNOOw4zb/I2+/v7FdgSsqpEw7fOkjtvGRv8Ajb7S/RZXuBoA92YIi/iBxwIA 
HleaEjqeB78IDA5XmpE6nge/jiAeV7gMAFCaLDqeB7gaAPdmCIv4i4UYAAuFGgB0K7gaAPdmCIv4 
i4UYAIuVGgCjaiGJFmwhMcCjYCGjYiExwKNkIcZG/wHp3QCNvv7+Fle/jiAeV79kIR5XuPz/UOhr 
/gjAdQPpvwChdAKLFnYCo/QgiRb2ILgLBbqOA6N0AokWdgK/YCEeV/82ZCH/HvofofQgixb2IKN0 
AokWdgKhYCELBmIhdQjHBlAh+//reL8CIB5XxD5gIQZX/zZkIY2+9v4WV5qxN54HvwIgHleaRzee 
B5rtBJ4HCcB1G4uG9v47BmQhdRH/NmIh/zZgIQ7offo7Rgh0FccGUCH8/79gIR5X/zZkIf8e/h/r 
G7gaAPdmCIv4i4UYAIuVGgCjaiGJFmwhxkb/AYpG/4nsXcIGAFWJ5YPsCIA+hiEAdQQO6PfyMcBQ 
McBQ/zb6IP82/CCwAVAO6FoEv7IhHlcO6CcHv7IhHlcO6HkGDuhmDj0BAHQHMcBQDug0BsYGeCEA 
DuhBDlAO6CQOjX74Fle4CABQsP9QmvNGngeNfvgWVw7oIg5QDuirBbgBAFAO6BUOUA7ocwUxwFAx 
wFC4AQBQDugrBTHAUDHAULgBAFAO6BkHMcBQuAIAUA7ozAYxwFAO6OYKMcBQMcBQDui+BInsXcsB 
XFWJ5YHsCAKM047DjNv8jb4A/8V2BqyqkTDt86SO242+AP8WV7+cIB5XuFAAUJosOp4HgD6cIAB0 
RqCcIDDki/iKhZwgiIb//oC+//46dDCAvv/+XHQpjb74/RZXjb4A/xZXmhI6nge/QQ4OV5qROp4H 
v5wgHle4UABQmiw6nge4TCC6jgOjWCGJFloh/zZaIf82WCHEPlghBlfEPlghJv91Aujk9qNYIYkW 
WiHGhvn+AMR+DiaDPQB0A+l9ADHAiYb8/seG+v7//4uG/P47BvAgfWeDvvr+AH1guBoA96b8/ov4 
i4UUAAuFFgB0R7gaAPem/P6L+IuFFACLlRYAo84hiRbQIf8eziGJhvr+g776/gB8IIuG/P6jTCGL 
hvz+xH4OJokFi4b6/sR+CiaJBcaG+f4B/4b8/uuPgL75/gB1Fb9MIR5XxH4OBlfEfgoGVw7oIgrr 
KaFMIYmG/P7Efg4miwUFgACJhvr+jb78/hZXjb76/hZXxH4KBlcO6PcJxH4OJoM9AH0RxwZQIf7/ 
JscF/v/o0vrpOQHEfgomiwWjTiH/Nkwhv5wgHlfoHPwIwHUPoVAhxH4OJokF6Kr66REBvwwhHle4 
PwBQsABQmvNGngehdAKLFnYCo/QgiRb2ILgLBbqOA6N0AokWdgK/GCEeV/827iD/HvofofQgixb2 
IKN0AokWdgKhGCELBhohdSHHBlAh+//Efg4mxwX7/79gIR5X/zZkIf8e/h/oOfrpoADGBg0hAMYG 
IiEAoRghixYaIaNmIYkWaCGh7iCjHCGhGCGLFhohozIhiRY0IaHuIKM2IbhQIYzaoyYhiRYoIb8M 
IR5XDuhkB6FyIYsWdCGJx47CBle/+CAeV7gTAFCaz0aeB78MIR5XDuiRCYA++CAAdA2g+CAw5KNQ 
Iei5+eshDuhmC6OAIaEGIaOCIccGhCEQJ8YGhiEBDuhz/DHAo1AhiexdygwAVYnlDuiMB6FcIQsG 
XiF1G6FYIYsWWiGjXCGJFl4huIsAuo4Do1ghiRZaIV3LVYnlg+wGgD6GIQB1CccGUCH//+mhAA7o 
uf+/ZiEeV/827iD/Hv4foWAhCwZiIXQWuBoA9yZMIYv4McCJhRgAiYUaAOj+9b9gIR5X/zZkIf8e 
/h/oDfnHRv4BAOsD/0b+uA8A92b+i/iBxxEBHgeJfvqMRvwmgH0KAHQ2JoN9CAB0LyaLBSYLRQJ0 
JgZXJv91CP8e/h/EfvoxwCaJRQgxwCaJBSaJRQIxwCaJRQQmiUUGg37+FHWmiexdy1WJ5YN+DgB8 
RIN+DAB8PqH6IDHSi8iL2otGCpk7038tfAQ7wXcnofwgMdKLyIvai0YImTvTfxZ8BDvBdxCLRgo7 
Rg58CItGCDtGDH0IxwZQIfX/6zyLRg6jiiGLRgyjjCGLRgqjjiGLRgijkCGKRgaikiH/dg7/dgz/ 
dgr/dgiKRgZQDujWBTHAUDHAUA7oZwBdygoAVYnlg+wEoZohixacIYlG/IlW/jHAUDHAUA7owwAx 
wFAxwFChjiErBoohUKGQISsGjCFQDug6CIN+/Ax1Dr+eIR5X/3b+DujCAOsK/3b8/3b+DuiLADHA 
UDHAUA7oBACJ7F3LVYnl/3YI/3YGDuiRB4tGCKN8IYtGBqN+IV3KBABVieWD7AKh+iCJRv6LRv6J 
7F3LVYnlg+wCofwgiUb+i0b+iexdy1WJ5YN+CgR3BoN+BgN2CMcGUCH1/+sfi0YKo5Qhi0YIo5Yh 
i0YGo5gh/3YK/3YI/3YGDuhWCV3KBgBVieWDfggLdgjHBlAh9f/rFotGCKOaIYtGBqOcIf92CP92 
Bg7ojgldygQAVYnlg+wIjNOOw4zb/I1++MV2CLkIAPOkjtsO6FQIO0YGcwjHBlAh9f/rK8cGmiEM 
AItGBqOcIY1++BZXv54hHle4CABQmtE4ngeNfvgWV/92Bg7oOgWJ7F3KBgBVieWDfgYPdgLrJopG 
BqJ4IYN+BgB1B8YGsyEA6wqLfgaKhbMhorMhoLMhmFAO6D8IXcoCAFWJ5YPsHIA+hiEAdQPpjwDE 
fgaJfuaMRugmgD0QdgbGRv0Q6wnEfuYmigWIRv2KRv0w5EiJRuQxwDtG5H8yiUb+6wP/Rv6LRv7E 
fuYD+CaAfQH/fhOLRv7EfuYD+CaKRQGLfv6IhbMhi0b+O0bkddPEfuYmgH0B/3QFxgZ4IQC/siEe 
V41+6hZXuBEAUJrPRp4Hxkb7AI1+6hZXDujlB4nsXcoEAFWJ5Q7oVQeJx47CBlfEfgYGV7gRAFCa 
0TieB13KBABVieWDfggAchKDfggCdwyDfgYAcgaDfgYCdgjHBlAh9f/rFotGCKPKIYtGBqPMIf92 
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CP92Bg7oLARdygQABC5DSFJVieWB7AoBg34KFHcbg34KAHIVg34KAHQiuA8A92YKi/iAvRsBAHUT 
xwZQIfL/McCJRgrHRgYBAOncAYN+CgB1A+nTAYtGCjsGxCF1A+nHAYtGCjsGgiB1A+mkAYM+giAA 
dEK4DwD3JoIgi/iBxxEBHgeJfvaMRvgmg30IAHQmBlcm/3UI/x7+H8R+9jHAJokFJolFAjHAJolF 
BCaJRQYxwCaJRQi4DwD3ZgqL+IHHEQEeB4l+9oxG+CaLRQQmC0UGdAPpNAGNvvb+FlfEfvaBxwoA 
BleaEjqeB781FQ5XmpE6nge/hCAeV7gIAFCaLDqeB7+cIB5Xv4QgHleNfv4WV7jz/1Do3fQIwHUa 
gz5QIf11BscGUCH4/zHAiUYKx0YGAQDp8QChdAKLFnYCo/QgiRb2ILgLBbqOA6N0AokWdgKNfvoW 
V/92/v8e+h+h9CCLFvYgo3QCiRZ2AotG+gtG/HUdvwIgHleaRzeeB8cGUCH3/zHAiUYKx0YGAQDp 
lwC/AiAeV8R++gZX/3b+McBQUJqxN54HvwIgHleaRzeeB5rtBJ4HCcB1HP92/P92+g7oivKZi8iL 
2otGCjHSO9N1BDvBdB7HBlAh8/+NfvoWV/92/v8e/h8xwIlGCsdGBgEA6zSLRv7EfvYmiUUIi0b6 
i1b8JokFJolVAotGCqOCILgPAPdmCov4i4UVAYuVFwGjbiGJFnAhi0YKo8Qhi0YIo8Yhi0YGo8gh 
/3YK/3YI/3YGDugIBonsXcoGAFWJ5THAo1AhxwbuIAAQDujHAugg87gfBbqOA6P6H4kW/B+4ngW6 
jgOj/h+JFgAgxgaEIADGBo4gAMcG8CAGAMcG8iAKAMcGiCEBAMcGgiEBAMcGhCEBAF3L/zZsIVPL 
gD7bIf91N4A+iCGldQbGBtshAMO0D80QotshoY4CjsC7EAAmigei3CGAPtQhBXQOgD7UIQd0ByTP 
DCAmiAfDVYvsvgYA/x5YIV3LxgbbIf9Vi+wzwIou1SGAPtQhBXUCtQOKDtMhxF4GtAEmgH8WAHUG 
MuTEHmohvgAA/x5YIYkeciGMBnQhXcoEAFWL7ItGDoteDItOCotWCIB+BgB1A4DMgL44AP8eWCFd 
ygoAVYvs6Ez/ikYGPApzD6LTIf822SH/NtchDuiG/8Qe1yG+AgD/HlghXcoCAFWL7IA+2yH/dCO+ 
BgD/HlghgD6IIaV0FaGOAo7AuxAAoNwhJogHMuSg2yHNEMYG2yH/XctVi+yKRgYy5FC+MgD/Hlgh 
JotfDOsYXcoCAFWL7IpGBjLkUL4yAP8eWCEmi18KWA7ouv5dygIAVYvsikYGMuRQvjIA/x5YISaL 
Xw7r4V3KAgBVi+yKZgaIJnchoHYhvh4A/x5YIcYGeiEMxF4IuP//viAA/x5YIV3KBgBVi+yKZgiK 
Rga+KgD/HlghXcoEAFWL7ItGCCtGDHkC99hABQcA0ejR6NHoUL4yAP8eWCEmi18IDug3/lv344tO 
BitOCnkC99lB9+EFBgByBCPSdAQzwIvQXcoIAFWL7MYG0iH/xgbTIQDGBtUhCsR+CiaKBaLUISLA 
dQjoUgCg0iHrL8R+BiaKBaLTIcR+CiaKHSLbeCSwCirDcwT22OsSMv8uioenHqLVIS6Kh4seotIh 
xH4OMuQmiQVdygwAVYvs/zbSIegIAI8G0iFdyggAVeiEBF3Efgqg1CEy5Dz/dQKK4CaJBTLkoNMh 
xH4GJokFwzPAxgbSIf+i0yGi1CGi1SGi1iGj1yGj2SHGBtsh/6LcIctVi+zoXv3EXgaJHtchjAbZ 
Ib4CAP8eWCFdygQAVYvsvgQA/x5YIV3LVYvsi0YIi14GvggA/x5YIV3KBABVi+yLRgiLXga+CgD/ 
HlghXcoEAFWL7ItGDIteCotOCItWBr4MAP8eWCFdyggAVYvsi04KxF4GuAYAvg4A/x5YIV3KBgBV 
i+yLTgrEXga4BwC+DgD/HlghXcoGAFWL7ItGDIteCotOCItWBr4SAP8eWCFdyggAVYvsi0YQi14O 
i04Mi1YKO8FyAZE72nMCh9pRUr4IAP8eWCFbWItOCIpWBjL2vhAA/x5YIV3KDABVi+yLRhCLXg6+ 
CAD/Hlghi0YMi14Ki04Ii1YGvhQA/x5YIV3KDABVi+yLRgyLXgq+CAD/Hlghi0YIi14GvhgA/x5Y 
IbgAALtoAYtOCItWBr4UAP8eWCFdyggAVYvsi0YQi14OvggA/x5YIYtGDIteCotOCItWBr4WAP8e 
WCFdygwAVYvsHrj//74UAP8eWCGL8wYfxH4G/LkGAPOlH13KBABVi+yKRgaidiGKJnchvh4A/x5Y 
IV3KAgBVi+wywL46AP8eWCGLwV3LVYvsMsC+OgD/Hlghi8Ndy1WL7LABvjoA/x5YIYzCi8Ndy1WL 
7LACi04GvgAA/x5YIYzCi8NdygIAVYvssAG+AAD/Hlghi8FIXctVi+yKXgYy/7j//74aAP8eWCFd 
ygIAVYvsi0YMgMyAi14Ki04Ii1YGvhoA/x5YIV3KCABVi+yLRggy5IteBr4aAP8eWCFdygQAVYvs 
xF4GQ74cAP8eWCFdygQAVYvsi0YKonkhi14Iik4GiA7WITLtviIA/x5YIV3KBgBVi+yLRgqLXgiL 
TgbENtchJot8DCaLVA4mA3wQg+8CjsImxwUAAPqH54zVjtL7V1W+LAD/HlghW1j6jtOL4PtdygYA 
VYvsimYGiCZ3IaB2Ib4eAP8eWCGKRgiieiGK4L4gAP8eWCFdygQAVYvsi0YMi14KvggA/x5YIcRe 
BiaKDzLtQ74mAP8eWCFdyggAVYvsxB5yISaLXxCB439/ilYGisf24ovIisP24ovYikYKimYIIsB0 
FcQ+ciEmgH0BA3QKisoy7YvZixZwIb4kAP8eWCFdygYAVYvsi0YMi14Ki04Ii1YGgMyAviQA/x5Y 
IV3KCABVi+zEXgYmig8y7UO+KAD/Hlghi8NdygQATQBVi+y5AQAOB7v2Hb4oAP8eWCGLwV3LVYvs 
i0YIi14Gvi4A/x5YITLkisJdygQAVYvsi0YKi14IilYGvjAA/x5YIV3KBgBVi+zEXgaLThCLVg6L 
dgyLfgo7znICh/E713ICh/or8SaJNyv6Jol/Ar40AP8eWCFdygwAVYvsxF4Ii04Oi1YMikYGvjYA 
/x5YIV3KCgAAAAABAQECAwQBBQYH/wAEBQEAAAAABQIAAAAAAAQFAQEAAQAFAgAAAH/GBtIh/8YG 
1CH/xgbTIQDoJACKHtQhgPv/dBoy/y6Kh4seotIhLoqHmR6i0yEuioenHqLVIcO0D80QPAd0Mejx 
AHMGxgbUIQbD6FIAcwToawDD6BIBI8B0BsYG1CEKw8YG1CEB6KoAcwXGBtQhAsPoLABy2ui+ACLA 
dAbGBtQhB8OLNpQCjsYz9iaLBPfQJvcUkJAmOwR1BcYG1CEBw7gAErMQt/+xD80QgPkMfQyA/wF/ 
B4D7A38C+cP4w8YG1CEEgP8BdDboOQByMCLbdCzGBtQhA+g6AHMGxgbUIQnDuwDAjsO7OQAmgT9a 
NHUNJoF/AjQ5dQXGBtQhCcPGBtQhBcOA+QJyCYD5BvVzA4D5CMO4ABrNEDwadRaA+wd0D4D7CHQK 
gPsLcgeA+wx3AvnD+MMywMO6ugMy2+wkgIrguQCA7CSAOsR0B/7DgPsKcwXi8DLAw7kAgOwkMDwQ 
dQXi97ACw7ABw7AGM8kz0rQwzRCLwQvCdB0ejtmL2opHAh8KwHQEPAJ1DLqIAeyoBHQEuAEAwzPA 
wyAA+hkAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAHg4fVv+UEwBeHy7/LnEAkCAgANYBlwKo 
AKgABAEPAVwBqgBTAXIBewGoAKgAqACoAOIC8QIiA0AUogGoAcwBKwFTAUoBqABoAWgBsQCoAKkA 
rwCoAKgAqACoAKgAqACoAKgAqACoAKgAqACoAKgAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABAnAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAgACAEAAAAAZABkAAABAAAAAAEAAABeXh/Lw8PoQATr9evzUMcGhQAAAMcGhwAAAIDkfzvB 
cgGRO9pyAofaI8B4FyPbeBOjhQCJHocA6BYAWCLkeQPoAgDDWDPAi9iLDn4AixaAAKOJAIkeiwCJ 
Do0AiRaPAMPoTACjMAOJHjIDw4sOMAOLFjID6Or/UFPoZgNbWL4IAP8ecQDpef/oJQDovxJzFL4s 
AP8ecQA8/3UJxB55ACbHB/n/6Vr/6AYA6KASc/XDAwaFAAMehwDD6AYA6CMD6T//6Ov/kYfa6OX/ 
kYfaw+jw/+gREnPNwz3//3Qa/zYwA/82MgO+FAD/HnEAjwYyA48GMAPpCv8OB7s0A+kC/+iIEun8 
/oA+mgAAdAbofBXp7/6APnAAAHQPi8H3JiQUi9iLDiYU6dn+w4gmIhSiIxTpzv4iwHQBw8YGkwAA 
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xgZ9AACJHnEAjAZzAKJwADPAi/D/HnEAiR51AIwGdwAGU8Q+cQAmix2B+x4OdQWDxxDrKCaBfQj/ 
lHUHJotdCusFkCaLXR8eJo4eEACDfw4SH3QFxgZvAP+/EgCwmvyquHgDq4zIq4s+cQAuxDZ1AIPG 
AiaLBKN+AC7ENnUAg8YEJosEo4AAoX4AuegD9+EuxDZ1AIPGCib3NECjlgChgAD34S7ENnUAg8YM 
Jvc0QKOYAFsH6Q3+UFNRUgYmi0cMQECj4wQmi0cOo+UEJotHEDPSuQYA9/Gj3wQmxF8aiR55AIwG 
ewAHWllbWP8ecQDGBpoAAOnN/aObAL4eAP8ecQDDo5sAw6ORAL4gAP8ecQDDPP91B8cGkQAMDMOj 
kQDDMsCLHqIAuQEA6wUywLkDAKKfAIgOoAC5AQC+IgD/HnEAw6KfAIgOoACJHqIAwwAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAEADUBhIAQwQgAAoEJgDkGCQAVxQoAC4XFgBjCBgAQAgO 
AHMLFADdBwAAHg4fUIv+vk4DrSPAdAw7x6119ov4WP/XH8tYH8uhMAOLHjID6wouozADLokeMgPD 
6KQCcg6jMAOJHjIDvggA/x5xAMMDBjADAx4yA6MwA4keMgPr2wMGMAMDHjIDUFPoCgBbWKMwA4ke 
MgPD6GgCchNRUovIi9OHBjADhx4yA+iLAFpZw+iJD3MHvhIA/x5xAMOjkQDGBnIL/8MAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAOB0NBi/u7EwSJB4l/AolH 
BIlXBolPCIlXColPDIl/DolHEIl/ErgAgIlHFIlHFrgGALkIAL4OAP8ecQDD6MwBchOAPqAAA3MN 
6E0Ncwe+DAD/HnEAw+g0AIv4K/l5Avffi/Mr8nkC9947/os+cAtzDyvHK8/oFQDR5wPHA8/rDSvf 
K9foBgDR5wPfA9dQU1FSV+i0/19aWVtYwwAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAADwIcgKwBTLk0OCL+P+l/QQN 
BXEFsgV2BR8FngUlBSkFxgbeBAHHBuEEAADHBucEAADDxgbeBALDMsDrArD/40NQBlNRM8Dot/9Z 
Xwfo+gDoFPzo6gAjyXXzWCLAuAEAdB/EHuMEJosHJotfAscG5wQAAOhG/rgDAIA+mwAAdAFI6H3/ 
w+gwAOti6CsAoeEEOwbfBHMcPQQAchfEHuMEiw7fBMYG3gQAgMyAvg4A/x5xAMYG3gQAw7gAgIvY 
6Pz9xgbeBADDgz5vAAB1HIE+mAC0AHIFxgZyC/+APnILAHQI6NT/6AUA66Tonv/GBt4EAMQ+4wSL 
DuEEOw7fBHID6dcAg/kCcqv/NjAD/zYyA+grAOg1AID/gHUNItt0FugcACPJde3rDQZXUejL/Vlf 
ByPJdd6PBjIDjwYwA8PoCgAGV1Hodv1ZXwfDuwCA4wsmiwVHRyaLHUdHScMeDh/oAgAfw4A+3gQA 
dG6APt4EAnQQgz7nBAB1GqPpBIke6wTrNooWmwDofA1zB74wAP8ecQDDOwbpBHUfOx7rBHUZgz7n 
BAF0MugPALgBgIvY6AcAxwbnBAAAw/8G5wSLPuEEOz7fBHMU0efR58Q24wQD/qsmiR3/BuEE+cMG 
U8QeeQAmxwf6/1sH+cNRUqNEA4keRgOLDjADixYyA4kOQAOJFkID6NEAoZsAcgmG4L4eAP8ecQCL 
HkYDU6FAA+jb/KFEA1tQ6NP8WIseQgNT6Mr8W6FAA+jD/KFEA4seQgNQ6Hz8WFpZC8l0P1KL0Yv6 
0eID19Hq0eqAPpMAAHQPi8r32V8j/3UF6E8A6x1XA8Er2lDohvxYix5GAyvaU+h7/FtfI/90A+gL 
AKGbAL4eAP8ecQDDoUADA8HoX/yhQAOLHkYDU+hU/FuhRANQU+gP/FtYA8Er2ulC/KFAA4seRgNT 
UOj6+1hbK9oDwVPoLPyhRAMDwVvpI/w7wXwBkTvafQKH2kBJS0LoKvz5w/jDAAAAAAD/xgbcBwDo 
UgGAPqAAA3MZvgQAgD5vAAB1D4A+cgsAdQiBPpgAtAByL1BTMsC5AQC+IgD/HnEAM8Do1fxbWOis 
Auh9ArgBAOjH/KCfALkBAL4iAP8ecQDD6BcB6GMCuAUA6a38/zYwA/82MgNQU/82mwAz/1eLPjAD 
A/iLNjIDV1ZXVuh+BcPGBtwH/4A+kwAAdAKHyujDAIA+bwAAdQ+APnILAHUIgT6YALQAcgPpswIz 
0ogW2weJFtcHiRbZB4kWRAOJFkYDiRZIA4kWSgPo0AFQUzPSuVoA9/GL+IvDM9L38T0EAHIDuAMA 
i/BbWDv3dB5TULhaAEf354vYWFMz9jvDnOhrAJ10A+gOAVhb68Ez9jvDnOhZAJ10A+j8AKEwA4se 
MgOLDtcHiQ5EA4sW2QeJFkYDgD7cBwB0GgPIA9NQU+he+1tYiw5IA4sWSgMDyAPT6E376GcBw4kO 
QAOJFkIDUKEwA6M0A6EyA6M2A1jDiw5AA4sWQgOAPpMAAHQGBVoAg8Nai/sr+Ik+lAAj/3UD6b8A 
/zYwA/82MgNRUv82mwC///9XVlNTUFDovgCjRANY6MQAo0YDWOiwAKNIA1jotgCjSgNeXv82RAP/ 
NkYD/zZIA1CLxug1+6FEAzsGSAN1FqFGAzsGSgN1DYE+lABeAXMhg8QU6wqDPpQAAnMVg8QUoUgD 
ix5KAwMGMAMDHjID6bX56OoDw4A+3AcAdQi4AQDo6frrK+iM+cQe4wQmiwcmi18CxwbnBAAA6Iv5 
uAMA6Mr6oeEELQMAcgaj4QTop/uAPtsHAHURxgbbB/+hRAOj1wehRgOj2QfDX+gJB4sOQAPoEQD/ 
51/oCQeLDkID6AQA99j/54vQi8OL2egDAIvCw4vIi8L345H34wPRw1FSuWgBM9L38VI72XQIM9KL 
w/fxi9pYO8NyAZNaWcMOB/y+NAOL/q0rBoUAq4vYrSsGhwCri8i+RAOtA8OrrQPBq60Dw6utA8Gr 
wzvDcguBw2gB6wU7w3IBk4A+kwAAdAYFWgCDw1qLDkADiQ5AA4sOQgOJDkIDUFNTU1BQ6Ez/o0QD 
WOhS/6NGA1joPv+jSANY6ET/o0oDXltYU1BQUOgq/6NMA1joMP+L2KFMAwMGMAMDHjID6HH4WFhb 
QDvDftrDUFMzwOim+VtY6If/6Eb4xB7jBCaLByaLXwLoS/i4AgDpivkAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAQAA 
gT6YALQAcgXGBnIL/4vsg+wYgOR/PQMAciaJTvCJXv6JRvjR4NHgA9iJXvz/NpsA6NIBcwvoDwDo 
KgJzA+gHAFiDxBjpHfcGH+jaAItG9IlG9sdG7gAA6C4A6PgAi0bsgH7oAnIS/0bui17qO17udQfH 
Ru4AAPfrAUb2i0b2O0byfNQeBw4fw8dG+gAAi17+Q0OLD4tG9oPDBIv5ixeLyoD+gHQaO9d8AofX 
O8J86DvHfeRTUegXAOg7AFlb69WA+gF1CoPDBIsPgP2AdcbDi3f6i3/8i0/+ixc713wEh86H14vB 
K/p0DYtG9ivCK/H37vf/A8HDi9CLdvyLRvo7RvBzIv9G+iPAdBVIi9jR44sIQDvKfAmL2NHjiQhI 
deuL2NHjiRDDx0b0/3/HRvIAgIte/kNDiwdDQ4D8gHUFPAF08cM7RvR9A4lG9DtG8nzjiUby696L 
dvwzwItO+uMmi9jR41BWHlWpAQCLAIte9g4fdQXoFADrA+ghAF0fXlhAO0b6ctrDAAAAAIM+1g0A 
dAPo0QCj+QyJHvsMw4M+1g0AdAPovwCLyIvThw75DIcW+ww7wXIBkYA+cgsAdQPpyfa+DAD/HnEA 
wwAAAQAAAgQCAFoAAArhhwIKAeGHAgIFh+EDAgWHhwFaCgAAAYcR4eEDBQEAAAMKAQAAAwUCAAAA 
AAEAAMcG1g0AAKCRAP7I+HhPgD5yCwB1AjLAitjQ49DjAtgy/4HDPA2L86yIRuisMuSJRuqs9y5w 
C4lG7Kwy5IA+kwAAdAiAPnILAHQBrOgSAAagnACK4L4eAP8ecQAH+cMAADLAwwAAAAAAVYvsg+wq 
i0YO6HICiUYOo5sAi0YKi14I6BUCiUbai0YGi14E6AkCxkbWADtG2n8ExkbW/4lG2PdGEv//dQP/ 
RhL3RhD//3UD/0YQi0YQi14SO8N3AovD9+C7ZADoCgJzA+nRAIlG3IlW3oteEujnAejkAYlG+IlW 
+jPAiUb+iUbsiUbui0bci1bei14QiV786MQB6MEBiUb0iVb26MoBcwPpkQCL8ov46L4BcwPphQAr 
RtwbVt6JRvCJVvLR59HWiX7oiXbq6N4A6HIAi0bwi17yA8AT2wNG5BNe5gNG5BNe5jte4nwKdQU7 
RuByA+iUAOhvAItG7jtG6nzKdQiLRuw7RuhywOieAOgyAItG5Ite5tHr0dgDRvATXvI7XuJ/CnUF 
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O0bgdwPoOADoVwD3RvwAgHTRi+Vd6FwBwhQAi0bsA0b4iUbki0buE0b6iUbmi0boK0b0iUbgi0bq 
G0b2iUbiw/9G/otG5AFG8ItG5hFG8otG5ANG+IlG7ItG5hNG+olG7sP/TvyLRuApRvCLRuIZRvKL 
RuArRvSJRuiLRuIbRvaJRurDi1YOi3b+i37890YMAIB1N1ZXi8aL34vIi9P32OgWAF9eVlf334vG 
i9+LyIvT99joAwBfXsMDRhYDXhQDThYDVhRV6DH0XcPoDgD33ugJAPfe99/oAgD33ovGi9/oKgCA 
ftYAdQs7Rtp8BTtG2H4MwztG2n0GO0bYfgHDV1YDdhYDfhToSgBeX8P32wrkeA8K/3gFK9iLw8MF 
cBcDw8MK/3gI99gF0Acrw8MFoA8rw8ML2/l0DDPJh8qR9/OR9/OHysOLyIvC9+NyBZH34wPRw4vG 
i9/pSvOAPnAAAHUsUL4yAP8ecQAmix+OBnMAWOsWgD5wAAB1E74yAP8ecQAmi18CjgZzAA7oAQDD 
BlPLAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA7AncEsgbtCCcLYQ2ZD9ARBhQ6FmwYnBrLHPceICFII2wljSesKccr 
3y3zLwMyDzQYNhw4HDoXPA4+AEDsQdRDtkWTR2pJPEsITc1OjVBGUvlTplVLV+pYgloTXJxdH1+a 
YA1ieWPdZDlmjWfZaB1qWWuMbLdt2W7zbwRxDHILcwF073TTda12f3dHeAZ5vHloegp7o3syfLh8 
M32lfQ5+bH7Bfgt/TH+Df7B/03/sf/t/AIBVg+wAi+yDRgRa6weQVYPsAIvsxgagEACLRgSFwH0G 
99j2FqAQM9K5aAH3+YvCPbQAfgcttAD2FqAQPVoAfgX32AW0ANHgi/CLnKEQi8szwPjR09HQgD6g 
EAB0CvfT99CDwwEVAACDxABdwwAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAxgaEAAHoDAJzDJGH 
2ugEApGH2nMBw6PUEYke1hGJDtgRiRbaEegoAIA+hAAAdBGh1BGLHtYRiw7YEYsW2hH5w7j//4vY 
i8iL0MYGhAAA+MO71BHo9ACK6LvYEejsAArFdQHDodgRKwbUEXDUo9ARodoRKwbWEXDIo9IRu9QR 
6MkAiui72BHowQCK0ArFdQHDItV0BsYGhAAAwyLtdQPo1QDGBoQAAoM+0BEAdR6h1hE7BosAfQah 
iwCj1hGhjwA7BtYRfQOj1hHrdpCDPtIRAHUeodQROwaJAH0GoYkAo9QRoY0AOwbUEX0Do9QR61GQ 
odQROwaJAH0NoYkAUOicAI8G1BHrOqGNADsG1BF9ClDoiQCPBtQR6yeh1hE7BosAfQ2hiwBQ6GIA 
jwbWEesRoY8AOwbWEX0IUOhPAI8G1hEi7XUD6C8A6TH/MtKLBzsGiQB9ArIBOwaNAH4CsgKLRwI7 
BosAfQOAwgQ7Bo8AfgOAwgiKwsOh1BGHBtgRo9QRodYRhwbaEaPWEcMrBtYR9y7QEfc+0hEBBtQR 
wysG1BH3LtIR9z7QEQEG1hHD6IAAiz6JADvHfQQ7z3xIiz6NADvHfgQ7z388iz6LADvffQQ713ww 
iz6PADvffgQ7138kiz6JAIs2jQDoGwCR6BcAkYs+iwCLNo8Ak+gKAJOS6AUAkvnD+MM7x30Di8fD 
O8Z+AovGwzsGjQB3FDsejwB3DjsGiQB8CDseiwB8AvnD+MM7wXwBkTvafAKH2sMAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAACAAAAAAy7eMOUwaIDiwU6A4BB1voOwHDgD5wAAB1BugNAOlX7L4kAP8ecQDpTewi5Hko 
gD5wAAB1GFBTUVK+JAD/HnEA6AoAWllbWIDkf+nbAYkeJBSJDiYUw6MgFIkeJBSJDiYUxwYoFAgA 
xgaaAADHBioUAADHBigWAACAPn0AA3QXIsB0GehKAoM+KBYAdA/GBpoA/4keKBTHBioU//+LHiQU 
iw4mFIA+mgAAdAPoVAChIBSLFiIUgD6aAAB0BehGAesZC9t1BbsIAIvLM9KAPnAAAHUHviQA/x5x 
AIkeJBSJDiYUwwAAAwUCAwMEAQEEAwUDAgEFAgMBBAHoBgChIBTpAwGLHigUg/sKcgO7CgDQ44uf 
EBWKzzLtMv/DoTADix4yA1OL2IA+KhQAdQPoTwBYU4vYgD4rFAB1A+hoAFijMAOJHjIDvggA/x5x 
AMOAPioUAHUIoTADI8B5AcOKDiwUMu2hIhSAPn0AAHUKgD6aAAB0A+lBA74mAP8ecQDDoSYUgD4h 
FAF0EIA+IhQAdBWgLBQy5PcmJBSAPiIUAXUD0ehIK9jDoSYUgD4hFAF1CaAsFDLk9yYkFIA+IxQC 
dAuAPiMUAXUC0egr2MMAAAAAAAAAAP8AAQABAAEAAQABAAEAAQABACsAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAgD59AAN0G4gmARY6BgAWdCeiABZTUeiFAFlbchvGBgAW/8OjChaJHgwW 
iQ4OFokWEBYz24keKBQj23UkoQoWowIWoQ4WowYWoQwWI8B1AUCjBBahEBYjwHUBQKMIFusxiR4C 
FokeBhaJDgQWiQ4IFoA+ARYAdRqLHoIAuRAnO9lzD/fh9/OL2CPbdQFDiR4CFuhGAIseKhaLDiwW 
+cOhKBYjwHUGxgYAFv/DxwYmFgAAxTYmFrkQAL8SFg4H86QOH4A+EhYr+XQB9cOOwjP2JoA8K3UE 
iRYoFsOgGhYqBhwWMuRQ9yYCFvc2BBajKhZY9yYGFvc2CBajLBbD6AkAix4uFosOLBbDU1Hozf+h 
ExbR4AUQAMU+JhYD+DPS4x4migdDLioGFhYuOgYTFnMMMuSL9wPwAhRzAv7G4uIOH4vC9yYCFvc2 
BBajLhZZW8PHBiIWAADHBiQWAAAqBhYWOgYTFnIBwzLk0eDEPiYWi9+DwxAD2CYDPwM+FxaAPhkW 
AHQF63eQXwfoWQAGV9DgMuSL+P+lyRfRFwAY9hcCGKEiFoseJBaKDpMAgOEBii4BFjrNdQgiyXQF 
99jrAZPougFfB8PokwCjIhaJHiQW67bohwCLyIvThw4iFocWJBbopAHroiaLDYbpR0cywPbFgHQC 
BAL2wYB0Av7AwwZXM8DouOxfB+jc/wZX0OAy5Iv4/5VKGF8H6+1SGGAYaxhrGP8O4QS4AwDokexY 
6XH/uAMA6IfsM8DpguzoHgCjIhaJHiQW99uAPpMAAHQD99iTAwYwAwMeMgPpHOuKxegQAOgiAFCK 
wegHAOgwAIvYWMMz0iR/itgy/yRAdAb+z0qAy4CLw8OLHgIWg/sBdAL364seBBaD+wF0Avf7w4se 
BhaD+wF0Avfrix4IFoP7AXQC9/vDgD4AFv90VONS/zafAKMwFgZT6EcAUTLAuQEA6ADqgD4ZFgB0 
CKGbAIbE6MbpWVsHJooHIsB0DAZTUehg/llbB0Pi7VhQ6NbpgD4ZFgB0CKGbAIbE6JzpjwafAMNR 
6Pb96AUA6DUAWcOhLhaAPgEWAHQHoSwWAQYwA4A+MBYAdBqAPjAWAXUD0ehIgD6TAAB0BQEGMgPD 
KQYwA8OhLhaAPgEWAHUDoSwWgD4xFgB0GYA+MRYBdQLR6IA+kwAAdAUBBjADwwEGMgPD99sBHjID 
AQYwA8NQoJMAJAGKJgEWOsR1CyLAWHQO99j32esMWJOHyvfY99n32/faAwYwAwMeMgMDDjADAxYy 
A+js93MHvgwA/x5xAMMAAAAAAAAAAAAAVYnluP8AmhYBngddw1WJ5egoAL/yIR5XDuggA7/yIR5X 
mlIznge/8iIeVw7oDQO/8iIeV5pXM54HXcu0D+jUBTwHdAo8A3YGuAMA6FUA6J8AtAgy/+i8BYrE 
JH+i7iGi5CEzwKLfIaLvIaLwIUCi3iGOBo4Cv2wAJoodJjoddPsmih245P+Z6DwC99D30rk3APfx 
o+ohHg4fujgBuBslzSEfw44GjgImgCaHAP48B3QGPARyArADULQA6FcFWArkdC24EhGzAOhKBbgw 
EbcAsgDoQAWA+ip1FiaADocAAbgAAbkABugsBbQSsyDoJQXDtA/oHwVQuDARtwCyAOgUBVixAArS 
dQiyGDwDdwKxAYryitT+yrQAgP4YdgK0AaPiIYkW7CGIDuEhxgbgIQEzwKPmIYkW6CHDUB64EAyO 
2IA+3iEAdAXGBvAhAR9Yz4A+8CEAdQHDxgbwIQC0Ac0WdAa0AM0W6/SwXugdA7BD6BgD6A4D6Yn+ 
i9w2i0cE6CP/6G3/oO4houQhygIAi9w2ilcKNop3CDaKTwY2im8EOtF3Jzr1dyP+yngf/s54G/7J 
Og7sIXcT/s06Lu0hdwuJFuYhiQ7oIehBA8oIALgABoo+5CGLDuYhixboIeg2BIsW5iHoJQPL6BoD 
uAAGij7kIYvKihboIegbBMu4AQfrA7gBBlDo/QJYij7kIYoO5iGK7osW6CE67nUCMsDo9gPLi9w2 
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ilcGNop3BP7KAhbmIXIXOhboIXcR/s4CNuchcgk6NukhdwPowgLKBADotQKKwioG5iH+wMvoqQKK 
xioG5yH+wMuL3DaKRwSo8HQEJA8MgIAm5CFwCAbkIcoCAIvcNopHBCQHsQTS4IAm5CGPCAbkIcoC 
AIAm5CH3y4AO5CEIy6DuIaLkIcuL3DaLTwTjE44GjgIz/yaKHaHqITPS6AUA4vbKAgAtAQCD2gBy 
BSY6HXTzw4vcNotfBLjdNLoSADvTcxr384vY5GGoA3UIDAPmYbC25kOKw+ZCisfmQsoCAORhJPzm 
YcuAPu8hAHUItAHNFrAAdAKwAcug7yHGBu8hAArAdRIy5M0WCsB1Cogm7yEK5HUCsAPoE/7Li9we 
NsV/BMdFArDXx0UEgACNhYAAiUUMjF0Ox0UQZwOMTRLGRTAAH8oEAIvcHjbFfwS4nwO7fQSLy4F9 
ArHXdArHRQKy17hMBIvYiUUUjE0WiV0YjE0aiU0cjE0eM8AfygQAVYvsxH4GJotVBEpKJot1CCbE 
fQwz28YG7yEADuhc/7kBADwIdDQ8E3QwPAR0REk8G3QnPAF0IzwGdDc8GnRGPA10Tzwgcs872nTL 
JogBQ+iYADvedsCL8+u8C9t0uLAI6IcAsCDoggCwCOh9AEvi6uukO950oCaKATwgcpnoagBD4u/r 
kYA+3yEAdIomiAFD6wroTgAmxwENCkNDxH4GM8AmiUUIJoldCl3KBACL3DbEfwQmi00IJilNCOMZ 
JsR9DIA+4CEAdQsmigXoHABH4vfrA+icAOjW/DPAygQAM8DKBACwDegCALAKU1FSBlDocgBYPAd0 
KjwIdC08DXQzPAp0NbQJih7kITL/uQEAUuhjAVr+wjoW6CF2IIoW5iHrF7QO6E8B6xM6FuYhdA3+ 
yusJihbmIesD6AgA6C0AB1pZW8P+xjo26SF2GP7OUVK4AQaKPuQhiw7mIYsW6CHoFAFaWcO0AzL/ 
6QoBtAIy/+kDAR6OHo4CixZQAB+L2ov3JooFPAd0ITwIdCw8CnQ1PA10OUf+wjoW6CF2POhuAOih 
/4oW5iHrLOhiAFFSuAcO6MIAWlnrHOhTADoW5iF0E/7K6w/oRgDoef/rB+g+AIoW5iFHi/eL2uKm 
6DAAHo4ejgKJFlAAisb2JkoAMvYDwovIixZjALAO7usAisVC7usASrAP7usAisFC7h/DO/d0Y1FS 
Vx4Gi88rzh6OHo4Cisf2JkoAMv8Dw9Hgi/iLFmMAg8IGgD5JAAcfoZQCdQOhkgKKHuEhij7kIQYf 
jsD8Ctt0FqyK2OyoAXX7+uyoAXT7i8Or++Ls6waK56yr4vwHH19aWcNWV1UGzRAHXV9ewwBeWllb 
sCFQU1FSVlUei+wu/zY6AIpGDC6iOwDFdgj8rVCti9iti8iti9Cti+itUK2L+K1QrY7AH15YzQCc 
BldVi+zEfhL8q4vDq4vBq4vCq1iri8arWKuM2KtYq1irLo8GOgAfXcoGAAAAAAAAAAAAuhAMjtqM 
BoICM+3o+UbooACLxAUTALEE0+iM0gPCo1QCo1YCAwZOAqNYAqNiAqNmAqNuAo4GggImoQIAo2oC 
xwZ0AtYAjA52Ar/yI745ArkTAJD8Lqy0Nc0hiR2MRQKDxwTi7x4OH7oMAbgAJc0huhMBuCMlzSG6 
2wC4JCXNIboEAbg/Jc0hH7jyIR5QHlC4YwIOUA7oPDIO6LYyuPIiHlAeULhjAg5QDugoMg7opzLL 
M8CcW4DnD1OdnFmA5fCA/fB0DkCAz/BTnZxZgOXwdAFAopYCwzPAygIA+4PEBliD5x+Bx5YAgPw5 
cwO///9XtFTNIYvsgE4WAVhbWVpeX10fB8+40ACDxAbrA7jIAFlb6we4/wAzyTPbuhAMjtr7o3wC 
i8ELw3Q9oVoCC8B0L47AJqEQAAvAdBsrw3cX99g9ABBzELoQAPfiA8FyByY7BggAcgYmoRQA69GL 
yIzDKx6CAoPrEIkOfgKJHoACxB54AozAC8N0EzPAo3gCo3oCo4YCuG4BDlAGU8u48iEeUA7oGDK4 
8iIeUA7oDzK/8iO+OQK5EwCQ/C6stCUexRXNIR+DxwTi8KF+AgsGgAJ0KbtMAugqAKF8AugyALtb 
AugeAKGAAuhAALA66FUAoX4C6DUAu2AC6AcAoXwCtEzNIS6KBwrAdAboOABD6/PDsWToBwCxCugC 
AOsEMuT28QQwUOgeAFiKxMNQisToAQBYULEE0ujoAwBYJA8EMDw6cgIEB4rQtAbNIcMAAhshIyQ0 
NTY3ODk6Ozw9Pj91UnVudGltZSBlcnJvciAAIGF0IAAuDQoAUG9ydGlvbnMgQ29weXJpZ2h0IChj 
KSAxOTgzLDkyIEJvcmxhbmRVi+yLRgbowABdcgPKAgC4ywDpcP5Vi+yLRgbETgiMw+hxAV1yA8oG 
ALjMAOlW/ovcNsR/BPyhZAKroWYCq8oEAIvcNsR/BCbEPYk+ZAKMBmYCiT5sAowGbgLKBAC7/ALr 
N4HCABDrBQNEBHL1A1QGxTSM2zvfdfDDuxwD6xs7VAZ3DXIFO0QEcwaLRASLVAbFNIzbO9915sOh 
aAKLFmoCKwZkAhsWZgIlDwAeiz5mAsU2bAL/0x+xBNPCi8qA4fCD4g8DwYPSAMsLwHR3oz4k6H8B 
v2wCjNmOwYvPjMMmxD2Mxjs2ZgJ0XyY7VQZ363IGJjtFBHfjBldTUSaLDSaLXQJ0M1NRJotNBCaL 
XQYryBvag+EPA8cD1gTwg9IAJA+L+I7CJo8FJo9FAiaJTQQmiV0Gi8+Mw18HJokNJoldAlha+MMz 
wJnDA8cD1gTwg9IAJA87FmoCcgh3JTsGaAJ3HwZXi/mOw6NkAokWZgImiQUmiVUCM8BQ/x50Alha 
+MP/Nj4k/x50AjwBcrd0tqE+JOk8/wvAdFr3wff/dVM7HmICdwhySzsOYAJyRTseZgJyCHc9Ow5k 
AnM36JUAi/mOwyaJRQQmiVUGv2wCjNiOwIvHjMImxD2Mxjved/NyBjvPd+10DFJQ6AkAWVvoBAD4 
w/nDi8eMwov5jsMmA00EJgNdBoDB8IPTAIDhDzvadTo7yHU2OxZmAnUPOwZkAnUJiT5kAowGZgLD 
HleL8I7a/KWlrZKtkiYDBSYDVQIE8IPSACQPq5KrXx/DJokFJolVAsMFBwCL0NHa0erR6tHqJQgA 
wzPAhwaGAsuDPoYCAHUBy6GGAukN/Iv0No5EAiY7VQJ/B3wUJjsFcg8mO1UGfAh/ByY7RQR3Acu4 
yQDp5fu41wDp3/sFAAJyDSvEcwn32DsGhAJyAcu4ygDpx/vogiq+lC6/FC8KwHUMxwaEAuYAvkQm 
vxQj6fYqh+IADBgkMDxIVGBseISQnKi0AAAAAAAAAIABAAAAuHYF62T+ihvNS3ia1AIAAAC4hwXr 
U7vwF1wpO6q4AQAAALiYBetCNcJoIaLaD8kCAAAAuKkF6zGZ98/7hJogmv//AAC4ugXrIKx5z9H3 
F3KxAAAAALjLBesPAAAAAAAAAAABwAAAuNwFHozJjtmW/LkGAPOlg+8Mlh/DV1ArwPyrq6urWKuK 
wbQAq1/DtQHoTR1XK8D8q6urtMCruAFAq7gBAKtfw1ZXiz7YAIPvDIk+2AAGHgf8uQYA86UHX17D 
VleLPtgAg+8MiT7YAB4GHgcOH/y5BgDzpQcfX17DVleLNtgA/LkGAPOliTbYAF9ew1ZXizbYAI18 
9Ik+2AD8Bh4HuQYA86UHX17DVleLNtgAi/78Bh4HuQYArYdFDKvi+QdfXsMmiwQryboAAAvAfAd/ 
CbsBwOsQ99iyASvbkUPR6dHY4wLr94lVColdCIlFBolNBIlNAokNw4tMCIP5EH8KgfkBwH8OK8Dr 
ebUI6G4cuACA62+LXAYrwIP5AH0E0evR2otUBIP5AH4I0eLR09HQ4vgLFAtUAgreCtqxDCIO1wCA 
+Qx0MoD5AHQhAkwKgPkEdCWA+Ql0IPfbFQAAeRyAfAoBdaU9AIB1oOsPsgEi0AragcP/f+vi+Ovf 
gHwKAXUC99gmiQXDVlf8uQYA86VfXof3jXQIgTwBwH4PgTwBQH0K/wzoHP/HBAEAw8cEAcDHRQgN 
AMZFB4Dr8FWL7FZXi0wIg/kPfwgLyX8OK8DrHLUI6KgbuP9/6wqLRAb22YDBENPogHwKAXUC99iL 
TQiB+QHAfhWB+QFAfQ8DwT0BwH4WPQFAfQeJRQhfXl3DtQjoahu4AUDrCLUQ6GAbuAHA6Pb96+Um 
ixwmi1QCK8C5AAAL0nkJ99L324Pa/7EBiU0KuRAAC9J1BIfasQAL0nQMQdHq0dvR2OvzuQHA4/uJ 
TQiJXQaJRQSJVQKJFcOLTAiD+SB/MwvJfTyB+QHAfhOzDCIe1wACXAqA+wV0C4D7CHQGK9KLwusa 
K9K4AQCA+wV1EPfY99LrCrUI6NAaugCAK8DprQCLXAIKHApcAYtEBItUBoDpEHcQCsMKx5OSK9KA 
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wRB+84DhD+MdVr7//9PC08DT5ovOI8gzwSPyM9YLxgrfCtmK/V6xDCIO1wCA+Qx0UID5AHQTAkwK 
gPkEdEOA+Ql0PvfbcgzrCrEBIsgK2YHD/38VAACD0gB5KYB8CgF1DoH6AIB1CD0AAHUD6xaQ6WX/ 
is7QwTJMCvbBAXQG6Vb/+OvPgHwKAXUH99L32IPa/yaJBSaJVQLDVVYmiwQmi1wCJotMBCaLVAa9 
AAAL0nwTfyYLyXUiC9t1HgvAdRq+AcDrM/fS99H30/fY9YPTAIPRAIPSAL0BAL5AAAvSdQqH0YfL 
k4PuEOvyeAtOA8AT2xPJE9J59YltCol1CIlVBolNBIldAokFXl3DVVeLTAiD+T9/OQvJfUaB+QHA 
fhOzDCIe1wACXAqA+wV0CYD7CHQEK+3rICvti9W4AQCA+wWL3XUY99j30/fS99XrDrUI6FkZvQCA 
K9KL2ovD6ZEAi2wGi1QEi1wCizwrwIDpMHcWCsS0AAvHi/uL2ovVK+2AwRB+7YDhD/bZdBGAwRAK 
xNHt0drR29Hf0Nzi8rEMIg7XAID5DHQwgPkAdBUCTAqA+QR0I4D5CXQe99hyDesY642xASPPCsEF 
/3+5AAAT+RPZE9ET6Xjol4B8CgF1EvfV99L30/fY9YPTAIPSAIPVAF+rk6uSq5Wrg+8IXcNVVleH 
7otOCIP5QH0sC8l9RYH5AcB+E7EMIg7XAAJOCoD5BXQMgPkIdAcr274BwOsRvgEAuwCA6wl0GLUg 
6G8Y6xErwIlGAIlGAolGBIleBol2COmwAL44ACPxM87R7tHu0e733oPGB4P+B3UGtACKAusCiwIr 
24v+T3wGChuIO+v3uv8AgOEH0+qL+kcj0HUECtt0cbUg6BUYM8KxDCIO1wCA+Qx0GID5AHQeAk4K 
gPkEdAuA+Ql0BgradSPrR4gCgH4HAHU/6WD/Ctt1DIXHdQgD0jvXdufrBgPSO9dy34PuB3wJA8eI 
Qgf23OsPA8eJQgdGRn8GgFIHAHL3cwf50V4G/0YIX15dw4tEBItUBotcCIpMCoM8AHUPg3wCAHUJ 
qH91BfbEAXQPAsCA1ACD0gBzBdHa0dhDg8N+fjKB+/8AfRfR4tDp0NvR2orEiuKK1orzq5Krg+8E 
w4F8CAFAfQm1COhIFyvSK8C7/wDr1IF8CAHAfgW1EOgzFyvbi9OLw+vAVlcG/CaLBCaLVAIr9tHi 
0dYr2wLedDCA/v90IIPrfvnQ2oryitSK6LEAHgcrwKurkauSq5OrlqsHX17Di9gK2vfbuwFA69iL 
ygvIdA6D637Q6gPAE9J4ykvr97sBwOvCV4tEAYt8A4tMBYpUB4tcCLYDIvAKNHUEqAh0EQUEAIPX 
AIPRAIDSAHMD0NpDgcP+A35Cgfv/B31KJPjQ4tHr0NoKx4rzi9/R79HY0drR2dHb0e/R2NHa0dnR 
2wpECtHv0djR2tHZ0dtf/KuTq5GrkquD7wjDugAAgXwIAcB+E7UQ6wyBfAgBQH0VuuD/tQjoORYK 
VArRyivJi9mLwevJu/8H65VXjNiMw47bjsCLVAYrwNHi0dD9jX0Kq7EF0+p0YIH6/wd0RLMQger+ 
A5Kri1QFgOYPCvOLTAOLXAGKJLAA0eDR09HR0dLR4NHT0dHR0tHg0dPR0dHSkquRq5OrkquM2IzD 
jtuOwF/DilwGg+MPC1wEC1wCCxy6AUCAyxDrrIpcBoPjDwtcBAtcAgscdQW6AcDrl4tUBYDmD4tM 
A4tcAYoksAT+yNDk0dPR0RPSefRQtAAt/gOrWLAA65tWV/ylpaWlrYsMPQFAfQ8F/j98D9Hg0enR 
2KtfXsO4/3/r8SvA6+1WVx4GjNiMw47Ajtv9jXQIjX0KrZMrwNHj0dCr0et0EIHr/j+Tq6WlpaX8 
Bx9fXsO4AcCrK8Crq6ur6+5SVotUBoHi/38LFAtUAgtUBHUhg/v/dBiBfwgBQHwRi1cGgeL/fwsX 
C1cCC1cEdUX4XlrDg/v/dD6BfwgBQHw3i1cGgeL/fwsXC1cCC1cEdCaLVAY7VwZ3HnIai1QEO1cE 
dxRyEItUAjtXAncKcgaLFDsXdwKL81e1AeiNFLkGAPzzpflf66qxAesCsQBVi+yNZvpWV4t2CIt+ 
BorBMkUKMkQKiEb6i0QIi10IPQFAfTmB+wFAfVA7w30IMk0Kk4f36wOKTAqITvuLTAiJTvyB+wHA 
fgcrwz1AAH5ViwSLXAKLTASLVAbpKgFTV4vfi34E6Az/X1tyNoH7AUB8HYpG+grAdSPrFLv//4pF 
CjLBi/eLfgTo6f5yFesDikQKiEb7x0b8AUDrtIt+BOiK9un2AIhG/4sFi10Ci00Ei1UGxkb+AIBu 
/wh8GYhG/orEiuOK34r5is2K6orWtgCAbv8IfeeAZv8HdBDR6tHZ0dvR2NBe/v5O/3XwK/+AfvoA 
dR0DBBNcAhNMBBNUBnNn0drR2dHb0djQXv7/RvzrV4B2+wErBBtcAhtMBBtUBnMYgHb7AffS99H3 
0/fQ9l7+9RPHE98TzxPXvkAACvZ4J050FdBm/tHQ0dPR0RPSefCD7kABdvzrDwvSdefHRvwBwMZG 
+wDrINBm/hPHE98TzxPXcwXR2v9G/IF+/AFAfSKBfvwBwH4k/It+BKuTq5GrkquLRvyrikb7ql9e 
i+VdwgYAtQjHRvwBQOsHtRDHRvwBwOjIEsZG+wArwIvYi8iL0OvEVYvsjWb+Vlf8i3YIi34GikwK 
Mk0KiE7+i10Ii0QIPQFAfSiB+wFAfTc7w3wBkz0BwH4TA8NIPQFAfUNAPQHAf1C1EOh0ErgBwOs7 
V4vfi34E6Fz9X3I4gX0IAcB+GOsjVrv//4v3i34E6ET9XnIggXwIAcB/DYt+BOjs9OtjtQjoNxK4 
AUCLfgSKTv7ox/TrUFDo7PSH9+jn9OhMAIMG2AAYXwvSeAtP0ebR0NHT0dHR0tHmFQAAg9MAg9EA 
g9IAcwPR2keB/wFAfALrsYv3i34Eq5OrkauSq5arikb+tACrX16L5V3CBgBVV4su2AAr/4vPi/f2 
Rg+AdAaLTgCLdgL2RgOAdA8DTgwTdg4T//ZGD4B0AU8r24tGDPdmBAPIE/KD1wCLRhALwHQX92YA 
A8gT8oPXAItGEPdmAgPwE/qD0wCLRgz3ZgYD8BP6g9MAi0YO92YEA/AT+oPTAItGEgvAdAr3ZgAD 
8BP6g9MAK8lWi/GLRg73ZgYD+BPag9EAi0YQC8B0F/dmBAP4E9qD0QCLRhD3ZgYD2BPKg9YAi0YS 
C8B0JPdmAgP4E9qD0QCD1gCLRhL3ZgQD2BPKg9YAi0YS92YGA8gT8ovWl15fXcNVi+yNZviLXgj/ 
dwb/dwT/dwL/NyvAUFZX/It+BopHCjJFCohG/Yt1CItHCIH+AUB9Pj0BQH1Pgf4BwH4fPQHAfhEr 
xj0BQH0PPQHAf0e1EOiXELgBwOsMtQjrArUE6IkQuAFAik79i34E6Bnz6dUBi/eLfgToaPty84F/ 
CAFAfNLoFPPr54vzu///i34E6E/7ctrrzIlG/ivJi1b2i3UGO/J3AyvWQYtG9Pf2FQEAEs2ITvyJ 
RvpQiwWLXQLjEYtVBClG8Ble8hlW9Bl29uLyXvfmiUbukpP35gPYE8qLRQT35gPIg9IAkpb3ZQYD 
xoPSACte8BtO8htG9BtW9ole8IlO8olG9It1Bvf2kff2K9L5E8ITyivQiVb4GU76gF78AFCLBYtd 
AuMRi1UEKUbuGV7wGVbyGXb04vJe9+aSk/fmA9gTyotFBPfmA8iD0gCSlvdlBgPGg9IAK17uG07w 
G0byG1b0iV7uiU7wiUbyi3UG9/aR9/Yr0vkTwhPKiUb2AU74EVb6EFb8lotVApKLXQTjCylG7hle 
8BlW8uL19+aSk/fmA9gTyotFBvfmA8GD0gArXu4bRvAbVvKJXu6JRvCLdQQD9ot1BoPWAHMEh9rr 
EdHj0dDR0vf2k/f20evR2NDeuf//i/GK0ffT99D23vUVAAATXvYTTvgTdvoSVvzQ6nMN0d7R2dHb 
0djQ3v9G/iv/AvYTxxPfE88T94DSAItW/nQEvgCAQoH6AUB8A+ku/ot+BPyrk6uRq5arkquKRv2Y 
q19ei+VdwgYAVYvsVleLRAg9AcB+KT0BQH0ogHwKAHUs6Enx6DcAiz7YAFZXVuiL/VdWVujw+f9M 
CIMG2AAMX15dw7v//4v+6FH56/K1AehUDov+6Nbwx0UIAUDr4VZXiz7YAItdCItVBotFBItNAtH7 
cwdD0erR2NHZg/r+cx1TUYvKi9iL8vnR3vf2TjvwdhJGA/DR3ovRi8Pr7vnR2tHY6xdGO/BzAZZZ 
W5H39ivSA/HR3tHYE8IT1vwryZGrq5GrkquTq7gAAKtfXsMAAkBCAQNBQ1WL7P91Co1m+lZXiwWL 
XQKLTQSLVQbHRvwAAIt9CCt8CH0Y61KQR+s9T3z60Wb80eDR09HRE9JyG3nuO1QGdxRy5ztMBHcN 
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cuA7XAJ3BnLZOwRy1f9G/CsEG1wCG0wEG1QGC/9/wwvSeA10RE/R4NHT0dET0nn1A3wIV4t+9quT 
q5GrkqtYq4pG/pirgCbVALy/BwCLRvyAfv4BdQL32CP4LoqViRUIFtUAX16L5V3Dh9GHy5OD7xAL 
0nWqh9GHy4PvEIfRg+8QC9J1mr8BwCvSK8kr2yvA66GLVAaB4v9/CxQLVAILVAR0NLUB6OEMuABF 
6ZEAi1UGgeL/fwsVC1UCC1UEdeTrHFWL7FZXi3YGi34Ei0QIi10IPQFAfbuB+wFAfdGL0DvDfwKL 
04H6AcB+O4pMCjpNCnxJfz07w3w0fzyLRAY7RQZ1KLUDIi7XAHQ+i0QEO0UEdRiLRAI7RQJ1EID9 
AnRLiwQ7BXUFuABA6xR3CoD5AHUKuAAB6wiA+QB19rgAAIgm1QBfXl3CBACLHCsdi1wCG10Ci1wE 
G10Edwn324PjgHTE68mD44B0vevMixwrHXcJ99uA5/x0ruuzgOf8dKfrtrgAQIF8CAHAfhOBfAgB 
QH0RuAABgHwKAXQDuAAAiCbVAMOLVAaB4v9/CxQLVAILVAR03rUB6NALuABF6+C4AECBfAgBwH4T 
gXwIAUB9EbgABIB8CgF1Aw0AAogm1QDDuAAFi1QGgeL/fwsUC1QCC1QEdN64AAHr2VVWV4su2ACL 
RgCLXgKLTgSLVgYr/4t2CIH+AcB0IYP+8H8Ni/iLw4vZi8or0oPGEEZ/DNHq0dnR29HY0d/r8dHn 
vwAAE8cT3xPPE9eJRgCJXgKJTgSJVgaL34vPi/f2RgOAdAqLXgCLTgLR49HRi0YA92YEA9gTyhP3 
A9gTyhP3i9mLziv2i0YC92YEA9gTyhP3A9gTyhP3i0YA92YGA9gTyhP3A9gTyhP30eMTzxP3i9mL 
ziv2i0YE9+AD2BPKE/eLRgb3ZgID2BPKE/cD2BPKE/eLRgb3ZgQDyBPyE/8DyBPyg9cAi0YG9+AD 
8BP6iV4AiU4CiXYEiX4GxkYKAMdGCAAAX15dw1WL7FZXHgawDPZmBi0MAJYDdgToU+2L/v5OBn5+ 
V4s+2ACKRRYwRQrojPiJBYldAolNBIlVBl+D7wxViy7YAC6LHS6LTQIui1UELot1Bi6KRQo6Rgp0 
NCteABtOAhtWBBt2BnMU99b30vfR99v1g9EAg9IAg9YANAGJXgCJTgKJVgSJdgaIRgpd640BXgAR 
TgIRVgQRdgZd6X3/izbYAPytk62RrZKtl62tiTbYAIf3K/88AXUR99b30vfR99v1E88T1xP36xL5 
0d7R2tHZ0dsT3xPPE9cT90eh2ACXk6uRq5KrlquTq7gAAKsHH19eXcIEAAgAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
tqqqqqqqqioAAAEAAyQiIiIiIgIAAAAAs+QADdAADQAAAAEAbghLxzsuAAAAAAAAxkAWmWsAAAAA 
AAEADEWSsAAAAAAAAAAA1UXWAAAAAAAAAAEACAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAACI////////fwAAAQCmmqqq 
qqqqCgAAAAB/5gRbsAVbAAAAAQDvJpsBGqABAAAAAAAdztyTnwQAAAAAAQAPsUv3CAAAAAAAAAAD 
2HsMAAAAAAAAAQDolevoO/0u/zbMGbjOGVDoN/7/NtgAVlbo/PWDBtgADMPoHf0u/zYuGrgwGlDo 
Gf7D6GTr6Ar96Knr6Mn/6OT/wzXCaCGi2g/JAQAAAAgAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAV1VVVVVVVQEAAAEA 
vjIzMzMzAwAAAAAAfR5JkiQJAAAAAAEAvP7GcRwAAAAAAAAAXP8WXQAAAAAAAAEA2Ls6AQAAAAAA 
AAAACgwEAAAAAAAAAAEAAAAAAAAAAOf9/wAAvaTWe+5kXLP//wAAtYVH/HQwEaEAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AIABAAAAnPpksLIdB+b+/wAAnPpksLIdB+b//wAA9btLBEZWhawAAAAA5m7ZH70J+un+/wAAjXs1 
vVuE3fb//wAAf9U1AtuAc8wAAAAAVYvsjWb+VldWV1bosvbHRv4AAL8/G4N+/gNzIYf36Grqh/5W 
/zbYAOi3+oMG2AAMPQAAdQj/Rv6Dxwzr2YN+/gB1BehtAOtli17+Sy6Kn2YFiV7+gcOTG4v7h/fo 
LOqH/laLPtgAV41F9KPYAFDotvJWV1boefToUelXVlboq/L/NtgAVlboN/aDBtgAGOgiAIt+/oHH 
bxuH9+ju6Yf+/zbYAFZW6IPygwbYAAxfXovlXcNWV+i56YN8COB/B4v+6Obp6yKLPtgAg0UIA+hK 
+y7/Nt0auN8aUOhG/FdWVugO9IMG2AAMX17DDQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAADAAAAAAAAQAAAAACpqqqq 
qqqqCgAAAAB4VVVVVVVVAQAAAAAmIyIiIiIiAAAAAAAcK9iCLdgCAAAAAAD8+TNAAzQAAAAAAAAU 
UgM0QAMAAAAAAAAebMc7LgAAAAAAAABMsMlPAgAAAAAAAACRDuYaAAAAAAAAAABRdh8BAAAAAAAA 
AADFLAsAAAAAAAAAAABVVleLLtgAjX70iT7YAOiH6FdWVuhR84ku2ACLfAiD/+B+V4sEi1wCi0wE 
i1QGR30X0erR2dHb0dhHfPUVAACD0wCD0QCD0gCDLtgADPyLPtgAq5OrkauSqyvAq6uD7wwu/zah 
HLijHFDoLvuh2ABQVlbo8/KDBtgADF9eXcO78BdcKTuquAEAAAAJAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGhVVVVV 
VVUFAAAAALo0MzMzMzMAAAAAAKfDSJIkSQIAAAAAAE1dIsdxHAAAAAAAACRW61x0AQAAAAAAADmt 
7LETAAAAAAAAAP3WgA8BAAAAAAAAALV65BAAAAAAAAAAAFWL7P91CFZXiwWLXQKLTQSLVQaB+gW1 
dxDR4NHT0dHR0r4AAP9O/usV99L30ffT99j1g9MAg9EAg9IAvgEAK/8L0nUZk5GSg+8Qg//Af/GD 
LtgADIs+2ADoVufrLXgLT9Hg0dPR0RPSefVWV1JRU1CL9Oh7AL69HeiQ54s22ACLxFZQVujp8YPE 
DI12/oMu2AAMiz7YAOjX5411DFZXV+gJ8Ff/dvz/dvzoxPGDBtgAGF9ei+Vdw1WL7FZXi/foMOeL 
NtgA6CgAvr0d6D3nizbYAFaNdAxWVuiV8Vb/dv7/dv7oi/GDBtgAGF9ei+Vdw1WL7FZXg3wIwH5G 
gy7YAAyLPtgA6ETm/0UIVldX6JvvVldX6Crz6CPnix7YAINHCALodvgu/zbJHbjLHVDocvn/NtgA 
V1boN/H/RAiDBtgAGF9ei+Vdw7EA6waxAusCsQSOx4vsiz7YAIptClFQg30I4H8LgPkCdQPo3+Xp 
ugCDfQhAfgvoYObHRQYhAOmpAMZFCgCNdfSJNtgAh/7o7uWH/oNsCALowfUkB4hG/Ipe/oD7BHQ7 
Al78gOMHiF780etzEYf+6Mblh/6DbAgCVldX6OPuiT7YAIv39kb8A3oF6Kf66wPogfqKXvzQ69Dr 
6zz2RvwBdBGH9+iS5Yf3g2wIAlZXV+iv7ok+2ACL9+iJ+o189IvG9kb8A3oCh/eXVlBX6Cvyil78 
0OuA4wGAfv4CdAMyXv+IXQqJPtgAi+XDjseLNtgAjXz0iT7YAOgL5YtECD0BQH04PQHAfi6xAIve 
SHwH6P/li9+xAbUAhm8KUegc+1mA+QF1DlHoEOX/TQhXVlboMO5ZiGwKiTbYAMOL/v90Cuj25I9E 
Cv9MCOvrjseLNtgAjXz0iT7YAOgA5esijseLNtgAjXz0iT7YAOiZ5OsQjseLNtgAjXz0iT7YAOjL 
5OiP5YB9CgB1GYtFCD0BwH4NPQFAfQzoI/2JNtgAw7UE6wK1Aeg/ArgBQIv+sQDo0eTr5rikBesO 
jseLNtgAjXz06xy4kwWOx4s22ACNfPSJPtgA/9BWV1boUe+JNtgAi+y4AABQi0QIPQ4Af049wP9+ 
WugD5f9FCP821gCAJtcA84AO1wAEi/foLOmPBtYAUIv86Ezl/0wIjXwMV1ZX6ELtWNH4cy3HBIVk 
x0QC3vnHRAQz88dEBgS16yuL/rUI6KQBuAFAsQDoOOTrQIv+6Lbj6znHBAAAx0QCAADHRAQAAMdE 
BgCAQIlECMZECgCL/o11DOhO+1ZXVuiw7lZXVujl7IB+/gF1BIB0CgGJNtgAi+XDjseNfhi1AIvp 
sAr24QP4vsAAg+4Mg+8K6MvrTX/0i84rDtgAg+4Cv74A/dHpdALzpUdHiT7YAMOOx7UAi+mK2bcA 
LoqfZgWLNtgAi/4r+4k+2AC5wAArznQF/NHp86WNdhjoqOuDxwyDxgpNf/TDix7YAFONdwxWg8YM 
6xSLHtgAU413DFbrCYs22ABWjVwMU47H6PXziTbYAIhmFsOAJtcA/OsFgCbXAP6Ox4se2ABTjXcM 
VujT84AO1wADg8YMiTbYAIhmFsOOx4s22ADoevSIZhbDjseLNtgA6Kr0iUYOww4iRiKsIrMifSKL 
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ItYi4yJ+H4Ifhh9nIMcg2SDrIC4hMyE+Ifv8UlBTVVZXBlEei+w2iS7eAMV2Eq2JdhKM147fisyY 
k4D73HIdLv+XFCM2gT7YAMAAdxY2iybeAB9ZB19eXVtYWs+1AegFAOvqzOvnUFEeFh+g1ACKDtYA 
gOE/gPE/CsWK4CLhMuD2xAh0AgwghMF0DwyAotQAIsE8IHUNH1lYwyR/otQAH1lYw7gCNc0hNoke 
0AA2jAbSADaLJt4AH1kHX15dW1haNv8u0ABTUVKxBLUKJoscisfS6Pblsg8i1wLC9uW68AAi09Pq 
A8K5CgD34YPjDwPDWllbw1WL7FZXJopECSWAANDAiUUKsQQmikQI0+DS6NUKvxAn9+eTjXQG6Kj/ 
A8MS1ova9+eTi8r35wPIEtaD7gLokf8Dw4PRABLWVova9+eRi/L355OH+vfiA94T+F6D7gLocP8D 
wRPaE/q+ECf35pOLyvfmlof69+IDzhP4g9IAi3b+6E7/A9iD0QCD1wCD0gC4QAAL0nUNLRAAdCyH 
14f5h8vr73gLSNHj0dHR1xPSefWLdvyJHIlMAol8BIlUBolECF9ei+Vdw7gBwOvkUFGwZLEEkvby 
itTUCtLkCuCS1ArS5ArEiuarWVjDVYvsVlf8i0QIixyLTAKLVAaLdAQ9AAB8OC08AHwffzOB+gve 
chd3K4H+OmtyD3cjgfk/dnIHdxuD+/B3FrQALAQEEH8QiueL2YvOi/Ir0uvw62frbiwQfQ7R6tHe 
0dnR29Dc/sB88gLkg9MAg9EAg9YAg9IAlr4QJ/f2kff2k/f26F7/K9KR9/aT9/aR9/boUP+L05H3 
9pH39uhF/4vR9/boPv/UCrEE0uQKxKqLdv6KRArQyKpfXl3DsAC5CQDzquvqtQjowf2wmevwmyal 
Jq8muSbDJsom6CbRJm4q4ypJK0srNgwJCDoNpwZ5J4AniieHJ5EnkCeZJ5gnNgwJCDoNpwa8C1EI 
lgzcBhEoCyioKDUoGihFKAsoJShVKAsodigMKd4oGSnjKP8otQHoWP3pbQV3JPbEIHXxQorEjN8k 
wHQOPICM13IIi34EdwOLfhQmrIbgJAfrMjwJdQkmx0T9ieTpOgXpXP3gAPv8UlBTVVZXBlEei+w2 
iS7eAMR2Ek6yACatLDQ8CHOouwfAItwi/JGA/8BzZ4D/QHcSdBQrwID7BnUQJq2JdhKM3utlJq3r 
AyasmIl2ErcA0eMu/6ekJQNGDANGCIze60gDRgwDRgaM3us+A0YKA0YIjNbrNANGCgNGBozW6yoD 
RgiM3usjA0YGjN7rHANGDIze6xWJdhKM0I7YjsD2wQF0M+sXA0YKjNaWgPoBdQGXjsCM0I7Y9sEB 
dBqA/cBzA+mZAPbFIHUD6TcCuwYAItku/6e0Jbg4ACLF0ejR6JWA/cBzKos+2ACD7wyJPtgAuwYA 
Itku/5e8JYzRjsG+DACL340Ai9C5dCsu/6bEJbcALoqfZgWh2AAD2PbBBIvQdAKL0yv29sECdAO+ 
DAC5dCsu/6bEJVBTUlHpYudQU1JR6SDpg8YMUFNR6Qnvk1BTUlHpRueTUFNSUenX6r0GACPp9sUg 
dUL2xRB1GvbFCHVUiz7YALj0/wP4o9oAuG8rUC7/ptQliz7YAIf39sUIdQm4eStQLv+m3CXHBtoA 
DAC4bytQLv+m3CW4CAAixQvouHkrUPbFEHUFLv+m5CWH9y7/pvQl6W4DtQHoUfvDsQQmi0QCo9QA 
JosEo9YAtQDpPPuLPtgAg+8M6B/hgy7YAAzDiz7YAIPvDOiw+4Mu2AAMw4s+2ACD7wzozOWDLtgA 
DMPohgDoiAC4wAArBtgAsgz28rn//5EDydPoqyvAq6urq8Po3P+LNtgAJott9oHNVVXrD+hq5YPG 
DIPHCtHl0eV0EXnv6wsrwLkFAPOr0eXR5XXzw7/AACaLbASDxlSBzVVV0e3R7XMLg+4KC+118+sP 
0e2D7wzoTuWD7grR7XLxiT7YAIPG/Okz/6HWAKvDodgALcAAsQz2+SQHsQPS4IsO1ACA5ccK6JGr 
w4s22ADouuCDBtgADMOLNtgA6MX7gwbYAAzDizbYAOjU5IMG2AAMw2UpuCl5KXMpvym4Kb8pvymz 
Kbgp0CnbKdspuCnbKdsptwAuip9mBYs22AAD87MYIt2A4QYK2fy5BgAu/6cmKYMu2AAMiz7YAPOl 
6QYCvwwA6wSQvwAAgf60AHQQh/64AUCxAOhx3AE22ADrVYPHDIvXi84rDtgAdA4WB4PuAr++AP3R 
6fOl/AEW2ADrNPbFB3QvtQHopPnrKIs+2ACLBYcEq4PGAuL26akBi/6LNtgA86XpngGL/os22ADz 
pYk22ADpjwEEBAQEBAQEBAAAAAAAAAAEBAgGCAYEAgAKCAQEBAoEBEoqTypcKlwqWReWF1wqXCqC 
BZMFpAW1BcYF1wXoBVwqPx03HsEatxtUKlwqXCpcKpEV7h7EFFwqsgqfB1wqXCqAdAoBw8ZECgDD 
VlfoEt1fXsO1AekA+cOBKrgqlCqjKsAq0yq7HwAi3S6Kh+opmJfR4y7/pWIqiz7YAIPvDC7/lwoq 
iT7YAOnlAIs22ACL/rh5K1Au/6cKKos22ACL/oPvDC7/lwoqiT7YAOnBAIMG2AAM6bkAiz7YAI11 
DC7/lwoqiTbYAOmmAIs+2ACNdQy4eStQLv+nCiqA5R+A/QN1Sr/AAIk+2AC4AUCxAOgD2411CoPv 
Av2D7GC5MADzpccG1AAAQccG1gA/A8cG2gAAAMcG2ADAAMcG4ABlbccG4gB1h8cG5AABAOsRgP0C 
dQfGBtQAAOsFtQHoG/jrMZDr9vbFH3XxodgALcAAsQz2+SQHsQPS4IsO1ACA5ccK6IlODusLkDaL 
NtoANgE22AA2gz7YAAB2GDaBPtgAwAB3DzaLJt4AH1kHX15dW1hazzbHBtgAwAC1Aei89+vjNcJo 
IaLaD8n+PzXCaCGi2g/J/z8AQsD/AEjA/wBKwP8AAAA/hWTe+TPzBLX/PwAAgH+xAOsGsQLrArEE 
m9nlVYvsjWb+m91+/puKZv+ecg91LoD5AnUGm93Ym9no6x50DnsMm93Ymy7ZBrsrm9nk6wyb3tmb 
LtkGuyub2eTppwCb2eGbLtsupyub2cmb2fi1AiLs0O2b3X7+m4pm/5560bADIsTQ5NDk0NAE/NDQ 
gPkCdQQCwbUAJAeoAXQFm97p6wOb3dmb2fKA+QR0KagDegOb2cmb2cGb2Mib2cmb2Mib3sGb2frQ 
6NDoMsV0A5vZ4Jve+esxiuDQ7IDkATLldAOb2eCoA3ocm9nJm9nkm91+/pv2Rv9AdAub3tmbLtkG 
1SvrA5ve+YvlXcOb2eVVi+yNZv6b3X7+m4pm/56RcgR1HOtMdEp7SJvd2Jsu2y6xK+s1m97Zmy7b 
Lqcr6yqb2eGb2eib2NGb3X7+m4pm/5504XMDm9nJm9nzcwybLtsusSub3umA9QL2xQJ0A5vZ4Ivl 
XcOb2ejrCJvZ7OsDm9ntm9nJVYvsm9nljWb2m91+9puKZveecgx0BfbEAnQam93Y6web3dh0C3sJ 
m93Ymy7ZBr8rm9nk6ySb2cCb2372m4F+/v8/dRKBfvwAgHULm9nom97pm9n56wOb2fGL5V3Dm9nq 
sQHrCyvJ6web2emxAesA4wOb2cmb2eVVi+yNZvqb3X764wOb2cmbimb7npNyEHUmm93Y4wOb3dib 
2ejppwDjA5vd2HQLewmb3dibLtkGwyub2eTpjwDjA5veyZvZ4Zsu2BbHK5vdfvqb9kb7QXQLm9nw 
m9nom97B62Cb2eib2cGb2X76m9n9gE77D5vZbvqb2fyAZvvzm9lu+pvbVvyb2cmb2eCb2cmb2f2b 
3dmb3umDfv4Af5Gb2fCb2eib3sHRbvxzCZsu2y7LK5veyZvfRvyb2cmb2f2b3dn2xwJ0BpvZ6Jve 
8YvlXcNVi+xQVh72RgcCdAH7xXYCi0T/LDQ8CHMMg+4CgQTOo4l2Ausjdyb2xCB1LoPuAol2AsYE 
m0aKxCXAB9Do0OjQ6DQYBSbYiQQfXlhdzzwJdwmD7gLHBJCb68br7DYvSi9bL2Avly+pL7MvuC/Z 
K90r4SvSLEUtOy1ALagtry2zLfv8UFYGVYvsxHYIJq2Jdgg83HIJi/CYli7/lBQvXQdeWM/+zHwO 
sAr25Jab23oOg+4Kffebwyv2/sx8CZvbag6Dxgrr85vDsADrA5CwAlVQi+yb2X4Am4t2AIBmAfwI 
RgGb2W4Am9num9zqm97BiXYAm9luAJve2ZvdfgCbWF2IZgzDm97ZimYNm91+DJuKRg2JRgzDm9jZ 
6+yb2NHr55vZ5Ovim9nlm91+BpvDPx8AAAAAAAAAgP9/u0IkM/+OBoICJo4GLAC5/3/8JosFCsB0 
Gz04N3UQJotFAjw9dQiA5N+A/FnrIzPA8q503jPAVFo71HUC5vDb44kH2T+5FADi/osHJT8PPT8D 
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ujATsAB1LVRYO8SwAXUlm9vjm9nom9num975m9nAm9ngm97Zm90/m4sHnrACdAW6MhOwA6KXAokW 
QCTDHg4fuDQluQoAi9bNIUDi+4vXzSG6oDCwAs0hupQwsHXNIR+h9iMuowUxofgjLqMHMc034801 
LkAky1AywObwsCDmoOYgWFAeuBAMjtiAPpcCAHUHzTU2RiTrBdk2RiSboEYk9tAiBkgkeT37qD11 
BuhjAB9Yz8034801LkAk6C4AWVlZW4A+lwIAdBmLFkwksQTT6oseTiSB4wDwA9qLDkwkg+EP6RjQ 
H1jqAAAAAKgBdRK0yKgEdQ60zagIdQi0zqgQdQK0z4rEMuTDHsUeUCSbkJAfw1OhTiSK2IDjwID7 
wHQEJDgMB4bEJAcM2C6jLDE92Qd0UD3dB3RLPdsvdEY92Bd0RD3cF3Q/PdgfdDo93B90NT3YN3QN 
Pdw3dAib2+Lop//rEy6BLiwx/y/om//oJQCb2+Kb3vmb3T5CJJugQiQIBkgk6A8Am9vigCZIJP2b 
2SZGJFvDm9nlm90+QiSboUIkqQBFdBGpAEB0G6kABHQWm93Ym9nuw5su2y7DL5vZyZvZ+Jvd2cMK 
wHQiMsmK7IrmgOSABX4/gM6AUFJTUTPJUYvczTxbL809g8QKy8017suD7AqL3M08Wz/NPYPEAllb 
WliL+CX/fy1+P3YaCuR1IYrl0OGA1ACD0wCD0gByDtHi0efR2sszwDPbM9LL/sB17rjNAOm5zs01 
PkYkzTyZLsEvzTceQiTNPc01LkYkoUIkixZEJMvNNx5CJM09oUIkixZEJMvNNT5GJM08mS7BL801 
/M09zTUuRiTLzTU+RiTNPJkuwS/NNcDNNfzNOunNPc01LkYky801+svNPuyQy80+7pDLzT7ykMvN 
PvSQy80++pDLujPSi9weNsR/CDbFdwT8M8CruLDXq7iAAKszwKurq41FdKuMwKu4KTyruJ4HqzPA 
uQ4A86u5TwAL0nUJrDrIdgSKyOMIrArAdAOq4vgywKofyggAi9w2xH8KNotHBCaJRQQ2i0cGJolF 
DDaLRwgmiUUOM8AmiUUIJolFCsoKALqx1+sIurLX6wO6s9dVi+zEfgYmi0UCPbHXdBI9std0DT2w 
13QQxwaGAmYA6yRSBlcO6CUAWjPAJolVAiaJRQgmiUUKuxAA6EwAdAYmx0UCsNddygQAsADrArAB 
VYvsxH4GJoF9ArHXdBgmgX0Cstd0CMcGhgJnAOsYULsUAOgVAFgKwHQMuxwA6AoAJsdFArDXXcoE 
AAZXBlcm/xkLwHQDo4YCXwfDi9weNsR/BCbFVQwmi00EJosdtD/NIXIQJolFCjPAJsdFCAAAH8oE 
ACbHRQoAAOvui9weNsR/BCbFVQwzySaHTQgmix20QM0hcgcrwXQDuGUAH8oEAIvcHjbEfwQmxVUM 
M8kmh00IJosdtEDNIXICM8AfygQAi9w2xH8EJosdg/sEdga0Ps0hcgIzwMoEAIM+hgIAdTUmgX8C 
sdd1LiaLdwgmO3cKdCseBlNSJsVXDCaLXwoHA9oD8vz/0CvyjMJbBx8miXcIC8B1CMPHBoYCaADD 
UFFSVwZT6DMBWwdfWllYJot3CCY7dwp1vMODPoYCAHVAJoF/ArLXdTkmi08EJot/CCvPK9FzBAPK 
M9IGJsR3DAP+sCD886or/gcmiX8IJjt/BHUJUgZT6OIAWwdaC9J1yMPHBoYCaQDDgz6GAgB1SCaB 
fwKy13VBJotPBCaLfwgrzyvBcwQDyDPAHgZTjtomxF8MA/v886Qr+1sHHyaJfwgmO38EdQ1QUlYG 
U+iNAFsHXlpYC8B1wMPHBoYCaQDDVYvsxF4GuKk1M9Lo7v51CiaDfxoAdAPocABdygQArDwNdAw8 
GnQRO/N187ipNcM783QJrDwKdAFOM8DDuL41w1WL7MReBrgCAL6aAoza6Fj/dQomg38aAHQD6C0A 
XcoEAFWL7MReBiaDfxoAdAqDPoYCAHUD6BIAXcoEAAZTJv9fFAvAdAOjhgLDBlMm/18YC8B0A6OG 
AsNVi+zEXgy4RjaLTgaLfgiLVgpH6E7+i8fEfggrx0iqXcoGAKw8DXQPPBp0C6o78+Dy4wW4RjbD 
TjPAw1WL7MReCCaKBzLkxF4Mi1YGK9B+BVDobv5YC8B0Cot2CItWCkborv5dygYAujPSi9weNsR/ 
CDbFdwT8M8CruLDXqzPAuRYA86u5TwAL0nUJrDrIdgSKyOMIrArAdAOq4vgywKofyggAoJgCtD0z 
0usGuAA8ugEAVYvsxH4IJoF9ArDXdBomgX0Cs9d0CMcGhgJmAOs0UFIGVw7oTABaWCaAfTAAdBIe 
jVUwBh8zyc0hH3MGo4YC6xGSJsdFArPXJokFi0YGJolFBF3KBgCL3DbEfwToOAB1DjPJJosdtEDN 
IXMDo4YCygQAi9w2xH8E6BwAdRcmix2D+wR2CbQ+zSFzA6OGAibHRQKw18oEACaBfQKz13QGxwaG 
AmcAw7Q/umQA6wW0QLplAFWL7MR+Cujc/3UbHlLFVgYmi00EJosdzSFaH3IGO8F0BYvCo4YCXcoE 
ALM/uWQA6wWzQLllAFWL7MR+EOim/3U/i0YKC8B0HB5RJvdlBIvIxVYMiuMmix3NIVkfch8z0ib3 
dQTEfgaMwgvXdAUmiQXrHDtGCnQXiQ6GAusRo4YCxH4GjMIL13QFM8AmiQVdyg4AVYvsxH4K6Er/ 
dSGLRggm92UEi8iLRgYm92UEA8qL0CaLHbgAQs0hcwOjhgJdyggAVYvsi1YGC9J0BehJAOswtDDN 
ITwDuAAAciWOBoICJo4GLAAz//wmOgV0B7n///Ku6/SDxwOL97kAAfKukfbQHgYfxH4I/KqR86Qf 
XcoCADPS6AIAk8uOBoICv4AAJooNMu1HM9vjCSaAPSB3A0fi94v34wkmgD0gdgNH4veLxyvGdARD 
SnXew4vcjNo2xXcKNsR/BjaLTwT886SO2soKAIA+lgICchtmweAQZg+s0BBmweEQZg+s2RBm9+lm 
D6TCEMuL8Iv69+FQUovG9+OL2IvH9+GLyFpYA9MD0cuAPpYCAnInZsHgEGYPrNAQZsHhEGYPrNkQ 
dF5mmWb3+WaLymYPpMIQZg+kyxDLVTPtC9J5CEX32IPSAPfaC9t0PnkLRUX32YPTAPfbdDNVi/GL 
+zPbi8qL0DPAvRAA0eDR0tHR0dNAK84b33MFSAPOE99Ndeld6xZduMgA6WrH4/eTkvfxk/fxi8qL 
0zPb0e1zCPfZg9MA99tFTXUH99iD0gD32l3LgD6WAgJyEGbB4hCL0GbT6ovCZsHqEMuD4R90BtHq 
0dji+suAPpYCAnIQZsHiEIvQZtPii8JmweoQy4PhH3QG0eDR0uL6y/yL3IzaNsR/CDbFdwSsqorI 
Mu3zpI7aygQA/IvcjNo2xXcKNsR/BjaLTwSsOsF2AorBqorIMu3zpI7aygoA/IvcjNo2xH8MNsV3 
CIoEMuQ2i08GC8l/A7kBAAPxK8FyE0A2i08EC8l9AjPJO8F2BovB6wIzwKqLyPOkjtrKCAD8i9yM 
2jbEfwg2xXcEJooNMu2sJgAFcwgmxgX/isH20AP5R4rI86SO2soEAFWL7B7Fdgr8rArAdCyK0DL2 
xH4GJooNMu0rynIcQUes8q51FYvHi9mLyknzpnQOi/iLy4t2Ckbr5jPA6wRIK0YGH13KCAD8i9yM 
2jbFdwg2xH8ErCaKJUeKyDrMdgKKzArJdAYy7fOmdQI6xI7ayggA/IvcNsR/BrABqjaKRwSqygIA 
/IvcjNo2xH8KNsV3BjaLRwSqi8jzpI7aygYAVYvsgewAAoN+BgF9BcdGBgEAjb4A/xZXxH4KBle4 
AQBQi0YGSFAO6Mv+xH4OBlcO6AP/jb4A/hZXxH4KBlf/dga4/wBQDuis/g7o6f7EfgoGV/92CA7o 
eP6L5V3KDABVi+yB7AACg34GAH5cg34IAH5WgX4I/wB/T4F+Bv8AfgXHRgb/AI2+AP8WV8R+CgZX 
uAEAUItGCEhQDuhY/o2+AP4WV8R+CgZXi0YIA0YGULj/AFAO6D7+Duh7/sR+CgZXuP8AUA7oCf6L 
5V3KCACL3B42xX8EM8mJDbgAPYF9ArHXdA2wAv8FgX0Cs9d0ArQ8gH0wAHQJjVUwzSFyWokFuPkz 
up4HM8kz24F9ArHXdC+LHbgARM0h9sKAuE40up4Hi8iL2nUUgX0Cs9d1A+grALgpNLqeBzPJM9vH 
RQKy14lFFIlVFolNGIldGsdFHG40x0UengczwB/KBAAz0jPJix24AkLNIS2AAIPaAHMEM8Az0ovK 
i9CLHbgAQs0hjZWAALmAAIsdtD/NIXMCM8Az2zvYdCCAuYAAGnQDQ+vyi9Mr0Ln//4sduAJCzSEz 
yYsdtEDNIcOB9wCACsl0ewrAdHg6wXYFkYfeh9cqwfbYPClzZ4bBVVCK5oDkgIvoM8dYnLAAgM6A 
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gc8AgID5CHIRisSK44rfivqK1jL2gOkI6+oKyXQK0erR29HY/sl19p14NwPBE94T14vNXXMK0drR 
29HY/sF0IAWAAIPTAIPSAHIPisGA5n8K9cOLwYvei9fD0dr+wXXr+cMrwRveG9eLzV1zEPfS99P3 
2PWD0wCD0gCA9YCL+gv7C/h0zQr2eLfR4NHT0dL+yXXy6fwACsB0+QrJdPVVi+oz14HiAICG0ALR 
EvCKyIHNAICBzwCAUgrkdQQL23QNCu11Jgv2dSKRh96H74vB9+WL2ovG9+UD2IPSAIvKi8f35QPB 
g9IA63yQV1ZRVVNQi+wzyYpGAfZmB4vwi/mL2YtGAPdmCAPwE/oT2YtGAvdmBgPwE/oT2Yvxi0YA 
92YKA/gT2hPxi0YC92YIA/gT2hPxi0YE92YGA/gT2hPxi/mLRgL3ZgoD2BPyE/mLRgT3ZggD2BPy 
E/mLRgT3ZgoDxhPXg8QMk1ldCvZ4B9Hg0dPR0kmB6YGABYAAg9MAg9IAcwPR2kH2xUB1CEGKwTL1 
0O3DM8CL2IvQwwrAdPVVi+oz14HPAICBzQCAgeIAgIbCKtEa8FKwAroBADvvdQY73nUCOuVyBirl 
G94b79HSchHQ5NHT0dVz4irlG94b7/jr6/7IeApSugEAdeWyQOvhi8KxBtPgW1pZXffQ99OD8v94 
B9HQ0dPR0kmBwYCA6Wf/UjPXWnkFUtHSWsP2xoB0B+gEAHQU9cM6wXUOCsB0CjvXdQY73nUCOuXD 
i9gL2nQ1iu4L0nkH99r32IPaAIvYuKAAC9J1DIfTsJAK9nUEhvKwiAvSeAj+yAPbE9J5+ArteAOA 
5n/Dk7GgKstyW4regM6AgPkgc1KA+RByCYr8i8Iz0oDpEID5CHINiviKxIriitYy9oDpCArJdArR 
6tHY0N/+yXX2Cu10CgL/FQAAg9IAchWLyAvKdA8K23kH99r32IPaADLeAtvDiv64AAC6AAB00sPo 
7PxyO8vo4vxyNcuLyIvzi/ronf1yKcsKyXQq6Jb+ch/L6Af/y+gt/8u1AOhj/3IJy7UB6Fv/cgHL 
uM8A6arAuM0A6aTAuMgA6Z7AV1ZR6J38WV5fw1dWUeiP/FleX8NXVlHoTP1ZXl/DV1ZR6EX+WV5f 
wzyoc0mLyIvzi/oy5DPbM9KA6YB2OYD5EHIMiueL2rr//4DpEOvvgPkIcg2K44rfivqK1rb/gOkI 
Csl0C/nR2tHb0Nz+yXX1I9cj3iLlyzLAy1JTUA7oqP+LyIvzi/pYW1roE/zLVYvsg+wIi8iL84v6 
CsB0PPbGgHVBiUb4iV76iVb8gMGA0PmAwYCKwSwUiEb+i0b4i176i1b86Fj/6Df//shSU1Dozvs6 
Rv5ZXl9z4YvBi96L14vlXcuL5V24zwDpsr+5gSG+otq/D8noq/sKwHQDgPaAPGxyXLmDIb6i2r8P 
SVKA5n/ozf1achDoBf9XVlEO6Fn/WV5f6O7+9saAdAPo0v7+yeit/ZxyA+jR/v7J6KL9cgj+wYDO 
gOhb+zxscgm/0UG5BwDotgKdcgcKwHQDgPaAy1idOZ8/12BDnTCSMGeqPygy1262Kh3vOHQN0AAN 
0HqIiIiICH6rqqqqqgrAdAX2xoB0BrjPAOkFv7GBKsFQisG5gPu+M/O/BDXouvuLyIvzi/q4gQAz 
2zPS6ET+UlNQuIEAM9u6AIDo2fpZXl/omfy/gEK5BgDoMgL+wLl/0r73F79yMei8+llSU1CKwZiZ 
6Bj9uYDSvvcXv3Ix6Gj7WV5f6J/6PGdzBjPAM9sz0st9ip3YiR196aKLLjp9juM4jmN+SZIkSRJ+ 
zczMzEx/q6qqqir2xoCcgOZ/uYDSvvcXv3Ix6CP8PIhzVVJTUP7Atf/o8vxZXl9QUeiu/FkKwHQC 
/siRh96H1+g0+r8XQ7kIAOiwAVnR6XMOUbmB+74z878ENejg+lkCwXIUnXQQi8iL84v6uIEAM9sz 
0ujL+8tYuM0A6fi9bS4dEWAxcEYs/uV/dDZ8iYQhd1M8/8MuetJ9W5UdfCW4Rlhjfhb87/11gNL3 
F3IxVYvsg+wGCsB1A+nQADPJ9saAdARBgOZ/UbmBADP2M//o5/tyDJGH3ofX6Gb7WUFBUbl+Sr6O 
6b9vDOjN+3MF6O0A63e/KES5AgBRVy6LDS6LdQIui30E6LD7X1lyCIPHEuLng+8Gg8cGiUb6iV78 
iVb+Vy6LDS6LdQIui30E6LP8UlNQi0b6i178i1b+6AD6uYEAM/Yz/+gz+YvIi/OL+lhbWujt+uiG 
AF+DxwYuiw0ui3UCLot9BOgS+Vn2wQJ0FFGLyIvzi/q4gSG7otq6D0no9fhZ9sEBdAOAzoCL5V3L 
f+fPzBNUf/b0ojAJf2rBkQoGgLWeim9EgIIsOs0TgGrBkQoGgQAAAAAAgCGi2g9Jfeiiiy66fY7j 
OI5jfkmSJEmSfs3MzMxMf6uqqqqqv1hEuQUAUlNQUVeLyIvzi/roTflfWegGAFleX+lC+VWL7IPs 
BolG+ole/IlW/i6LBS6LXQIui1UEUVfrEFFXLosNLot1Ai6LfQToUfiLTvqLdvyLfv7oCPlfWYPH 
BuLduYEAM/Yz/+g0+IvlXcOLz74KAIvaC9t5Effb99iD2wDoBwBPJsYFLUHDM9KT9/aT9/aAwjCA 
+jpyA4DCB08miBWL0AvTdeMrz8MzwDPSM/bjXSaAPSt0ByaAPS11BU5HSXRMJoA9JHRIJoodgOs6 
gMMKcyX2xvB1NlPR4NHSUlDR4NHS0eDR0lsDw1sT01sy/wPDg9IAR+LQi9gL2nQPC/Z5B/fa99iD 
2gAz8ngBw/nDR0l0+iaKHYD7YXIDgOsggOs6gMMKcguA6xeAwwZzyYDDCrcE0eDR0nLU/s919grD 
R+LRC/Z5B/fa99iD2gD4w1WL7IPsIItGDotWEI1+ABYH6An/Hov3Fh/EfgiLVgaLRgw7wn4Ci8I7 
yn4Ci8o7wX0Ci8H8qivBdAhRi8iwIPOqWfOkH4vlXcoMAFWL7MR+CiaKDTLtR+MJJoA9IHUDR+L3 
6PT+cgLjCYvPK04KM8Az0sR+BiaJDV3KCADoRAByDyaLTQSD+QF0BjPbDujP8soEAOgtAHITi8GL 
0yaLTQSD+QF0BjPbDui08soEAOgSAHILK8Eb03IFsAHKBAAywMoEAIvcNsR/BiaBfQKz13UrM8kz 
0iaLHbgBQs0hUlAzyTPSJosduAJCzSFbWVJQi9Mmix24AELNIVlbw8cGhgJnADPAM9L5w4vcjNo2 
xXcKNsR/BjaLTwT8O/dzBwPxA/lOT/3zpPyO2soKAIvcNsR/CDaLTwY2ikcE/POqyggAv5wCHge5 
VCQrz9HpM8D886vDAAAAAAAAAAAAA0NHQQAAAAAAA0NHQQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGRUdBVkdBAAAG 
RUdBVkdBAAAAAAAAAAAAAAdJQk04NTE0AAdJQk04NTE0AAAAAAAAAAAABEhFUkMAAAAABEhFUkMA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAADQVRUAAAAAAADQVRUAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAZQQzMyNzAAAAZQQzMyNzAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAEVFJJUAAAAAAAAAAAAAAETElUVAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAEU0FOUwAAAAAAAAAAAAAER09USAAAAAAAAAAAAAAEU0NSSQAAAAAAAAAAAAAEU0lNUAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAEVFNDUgAAAAAAAAAAAAAETENPTQAAAAAAAAAAAAAERVVSTwAAAAAAAAAAAAAEQk9M 
RAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAP// 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAEEAAAKAAsAC4AAAC 
AA0KAAAAAA== 
--=====================_851307368==_-- 
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------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Sun, 22 Dec 1996 13:19:40 -0600 
From:    Bruce Abbott <abbott@CVAX.IPFW.INDIANA.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Autonomy 
 
[From Bruce Abbott (961222.1420 EST)] 
 
>Tracy Harms 1996;12,22.10:47 -- 
 
>I've reconsidered my hot retort, especially where I called your choice 
>inflamatory.  This did go beyond criticism either of your ideas or your 
>actions, and impugned your motives.  I apologize.  (There is a difference 
>between our standards regarding criticism of action, which you see as an 
>infringement on autonomy whereas I don't.  Nevertheless, I strayed beyond 
>even those bounds.) 
 
Apology accepted. (:-> 
 
>I have also been reconsidering whether and how the general questions of 
>causal regularity apply to HPCT.  The difference still seems to be subtle 
>enough that I think practical questions can be addressed despite huge 
>disagreement on that matter, but I'm now seeing that opinion here will make 
>an enormous difference at some point where implications become 
>consequential to action.  I think somebody (Rick?) already made a call 
>along these lines: an important difference between  non-deterministic and 
>deterministic cosmological views is whether HPCT explains autonomy, or 
>merely the *illusory impression of* autonomy.  In light of that I must 
>retract my principal statement as well; this dispute *is* relevant to this 
>list. 
 
Do you wish to discuss this issue?  I'd be interested to hear what you have 
to say along those lines. 
 
Regards, 
 
Bruce 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Sun, 22 Dec 1996 16:12:43 -0500 
From:    Bruce Gregory <gregory@CF4.HARVARD.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Driving blind; wearing coats 
 
 [From Bruce Gregory (961222.1615 EST)] 
 
Bruce Abbott (961222.1150 EST)] 
 
> Apparently I misunderstood you:  I thought your position was that models are 
> not used at all.  I can easily imagine a two-level system in which the 
> upper-level uses its model (when information is not available directly from 
> sensors) to set the lower-level reference.  Is this what you have in mind? 
 
Yes. 
 
> >True. You are just more like my thermostat then I realized. 
> 
> That's a bit like calling Intel's new teraflop parallel supercomputer a 
> two-dollar calculator.  True, both are built on the same principles, but . . 
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------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Sun, 22 Dec 1996 18:26:24 -0500 
From:    Bruce Gregory <gregory@CF4.HARVARD.EDU> 
Subject: Fw: Driving blind; wearing coats 
 
Apparently the Internet butchered this so I'm trying again. 
 
 [From Bruce Gregory (961222.1615 EST)] 
 
 Bruce Abbott (961222.1150 EST)] 
 
 > Apparently I misunderstood you:  I thought your position was that models are 
 > not used at all.  I can easily imagine a two-level system in which the 
 > upper-level uses its model (when information is not available directly from 
 > sensors) to set the lower-level reference.  Is this what you have in mind? 
 
 Yes. 
 
 > >True. You are just more like my thermostat then I realized. 
 > 
 > That's a bit like calling Intel's new teraflop parallel supercomputer a 
 > two-dollar calculator.  True, both are built on the same principles, but . . 
 . 
 > And the human brain makes the today's most advanced supercomputers look like 
 > counting-stones by comparison.  Also, the true comparison would be with the 
 > whole heating system, not the thermostat.  We all come equipped with such a 
 > system, by the way; the comparator is located in the hypothalamus, whose 
 > outputs run both to the autonomic nervous system and to the pituitary gland 
 > (the so-called "master endocrine gland").  The system usually does an 
 > excellent job of keeping core body temperature near its reference value. 
 
 I likened you to my thermostat because something _outside_ the heating 
 system sets the reference value for the temperature -- me. The thermostat 
 is _not_ part of an autonomous control system. You tell me this is true of 
 you as well. Having a direct experience of my ability to set reference 
 levels, I am compelled to admit that I _am_ autonomous. You must have 
 a very different experience than I do, or you are letting your model 
 invalidate your experience ;-) 
 
 
Bruce Gregory 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Sun, 22 Dec 1996 21:13:30 -0500 
From:    Bruce Abbott <abbott@CVAX.IPFW.INDIANA.EDU> 
Subject: Autonomy 
 
[From Bruce Abbott (961222.2110 EST)] 
 
>Bruce Gregory (961222.1615 EST) -- 
 
> I likened you to my thermostat because something _outside_ the heating 
> system sets the reference value for the temperature -- me. The thermostat 
> is _not_ part of an autonomous control system. You tell me this is true of 
> you as well. Having a direct experience of my ability to set reference 
> levels, I am compelled to admit that I _am_ autonomous. You must have 
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> a very different experience than I do, or you are letting your model 
> invalidate your experience ;-) 
 
I'm sure I feel just as autonomous as you do.  But when you decide to set 
some reference level, why (not to mention how) do you do it?  According to 
HPCT, you do it because your history of experience has resulted in the 
building of certain control systems which in the past have been reasonably 
successful in stabilizing your "intrinsic" variables.  You may have learned 
many alternative ways to keep your various controlled variables near their 
reference levels, and it may be little more than what is more convenient, or 
what is possible at the time, or even "noise" in the neural circuitry, that 
results in a given high-level control system setting one lower-level 
reference over another at any given moment.  The system has a lot of 
choices; determinism does not imply that there is one and only one course of 
action open to a system at any given time, but only that the choices made 
are themselves the products of physical interactions.  I can feel that those 
choices were made autonomously, simply because I have no other conscious 
experience that informs me of the physical interactions whereby those 
choices were determined, in the same way that I have no idea how I manage to 
fetch up a memory.  Both the decision and the memory just seem to happen 
because I will them, but that does not prove that they happen without 
physical cause. 
 
Regards, 
 
Bruce 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Sun, 22 Dec 1996 22:02:38 -0700 
From:    "T. B. Harms" <tbh@TESSER.COM> 
Subject: Re: Autonomy 
 
*From Tracy Harms 1996;12,22.22:00 
 
 
Bruce Abbott (961222.2110 EST) 
 
It appears that you hold a presumption that genuine autonomy implies a 
source or manner of change somehow outside the bounds of physical 
contingency.  I do not share this supposition.  My initial guess is that 
this reflects a difference in conceptualizing the nature of nature. 
 
The scientific traditions have tended to teach causality in terms of 
positive laws, i.e. in terms of processions of specific transformations. 
In contrast with this I think of things in terms of the metaphor of 
prohibitory laws, and thus a nature of limits which constrain what occurs 
from a manifold of impossible states.  But within these limits, what occurs 
is spontaneous -- and local in its spontaneity.  For me there is no 
exception to the status of quantum mechanics, nor does indeterminacy at 
larger scales occur only by means of a ripple-effect from sub-atomic 
quantum states.  Rather, quantum indeterminacy is indicative of universally 
pervasive indeterminacy which has unique properties at every scale. 
 
At the scale of our bodies, in the context of our nervous systems and our 
literate culture, one property is human autonomy as we know it:  People are 
genuinely self-directed.  The choices we make within our personhood are, 
like all changes, constrained by the historical limits of physical reality. 
But within those limits, what we become is an artifact of our unique, 
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independent, immediate being.  The autonomy this involves is as rich, 
satisfying, and frightening as any vision of human autonomy imagined to 
date.  It means that we each truly do make a difference, and that personal 
choice by strength of will is a product of individual identity. 
 
Perhaps what I've written here is closer to poetry than to methodical 
explanation, but I hope it serves to give you some sense of my thoughts on 
this topic. 
 
 
Tracy Bruce Harms                                        tbh@tesser.com 
Boulder, Colorado                                        caveat lector! 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Mon, 23 Dec 1996 01:42:29 -0700 
From:    Bill Powers <powers_w@FRONTIER.NET> 
Subject: Re: Fw: Driving blind; wearing coats 
 
[From Bill Powers (961223.0100 MST)] 
 
Bruce Gregory (961222.1615 EST)-- 
 
>Having a direct experience of my ability to set reference 
>levels, I am compelled to admit that I _am_ autonomous. 
 
Autonomy isn't that easily handled. If you are compelled by evidence to 
admit that you are autonomous, you're demonstrating that your view is a 
logical conclusion, and thus forced by your premises and your experiences -- 
not by "you." 
 
This is a peculiarity of rational argument. When you try to demonstrate 
rationally that something is true, you're saying, in effect, that anyone 
presented with the same facts would have to agree with you. But if that is 
so, you're saying that no rational person has a choice about what to 
believe: once the observations and the logic have been understood, the 
conclusion is foregone and no longer a matter of free choice. So where is 
your autonomy then? It's simply the computer in your head that reasons as it 
must, and its conclusions are out of your control. 
 
Autonomy can't be understood in terms of just one or two levels of 
perception. In fact I don't think it can be understood until you've 
identified your own levels of perception in some kind of detail, so you can 
see that the logical, reasoning part of your mind is not the highest level 
that there is. 
 
You say "I am compelled to admit that I am autonomous."  To see that this is 
not your highest level of organization speaking, all you have to do is ask 
yourself what you think about this conclusion. Is being compelled to admit 
that you're autonomous OK with you? Would it be less acceptable if reason 
compelled you to go along with Bruce Abbott when he says we are NOT autonomous? 
 
The question then becomes, "What is satisfied, or not satisfied, by 
concluding that human beings are autonomous?" The conclusion itself now 
becomes unimportant; whether I'm speaking to you or Tracy or Bruce Abbott 
(I'm addressing all of you), the question is the same. Wherever your line of 
reasoning leads you with respect to autonomy, you have to decide whether 
this reasoning is valid or invalid, and whether the conclusion is 
satisfactory or unsatisfactory. And in making that decision, you have to 
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consider something ABOUT the reasoning process, something that is a 
different kind of reason. 
 
There's no way to answer the kind of question I'm posing without basically 
changing the subject. You must, in fact, go up a level. What happens when 
you look at it that way? 
 
Best, 
 
Bill P. 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Mon, 23 Dec 1996 06:46:58 -0500 
From:    Bruce Abbott <abbott@CVAX.IPFW.INDIANA.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Autonomy 
 
[From Bruce Abbott (961223.0645 EST)] 
 
>Tracy Harms 1996;12,22.22:00 -- 
 
Re Autonomy: thanks.  I have a much better appreciation of your position now. 
 
>It appears that you hold a presumption that genuine autonomy implies a 
>source or manner of change somehow outside the bounds of physical 
>contingency.  I do not share this supposition.  My initial guess is that 
>this reflects a difference in conceptualizing the nature of nature. 
 
Quite possibly true, although it is also possible that we hold somewhat 
different definitions of "autonomy." 
 
>The scientific traditions have tended to teach causality in terms of 
>positive laws, i.e. in terms of processions of specific transformations. 
>In contrast with this I think of things in terms of the metaphor of 
>prohibitory laws, and thus a nature of limits which constrain what occurs 
>from a manifold of impossible states.  But within these limits, what occurs 
>is spontaneous -- and local in its spontaneity.  For me there is no 
>exception to the status of quantum mechanics, nor does indeterminacy at 
>larger scales occur only by means of a ripple-effect from sub-atomic 
>quantum states.  Rather, quantum indeterminacy is indicative of universally 
>pervasive indeterminacy which has unique properties at every scale. 
 
What empirical evidence supports this belief in a "universally pervasive 
indeterminacy which has unique properties at every scale"?  I am fairly well 
versed in the current view of the universe as seen at the atomic level and 
below, with its virtual particles and quantum fluctuations and all, but it 
seems to require very special conditions to observe quantum effects at the 
macroscopic level.  I would grant you that indeterminacy at the subatomic 
level rules out predestiny, but that to my mind is not the same as ruling in 
autonomy.  When I try to adopt your viewpoint, I am left wondering why 
autonomy shouldn't be granted to any complex system -- the atmosphere, for 
example. 
 
>At the scale of our bodies, in the context of our nervous systems and our 
>literate culture, one property is human autonomy as we know it:  People are 
>genuinely self-directed. 
 
To my mind, self-directed is not the same as autonomous.  The cruise control 
on my car is self-directed.  Once I switch it on and set the speed, it 
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decides from moment to moment what position to hold the throttle at, not me. 
But perhaps this is what you mean by "autonomous." 
 
>The choices we make within our personhood are, 
>like all changes, constrained by the historical limits of physical reality. 
>But within those limits, what we become is an artifact of our unique, 
>independent, immediate being. 
 
You'll get no argument from me on that point.  What we become is a product 
of uncountable accidents which have given us our unique genetic structures, 
developmental histories, and experiences.  But I have the feeling you mean 
something more than that. 
 
>The autonomy this involves is as rich, 
>satisfying, and frightening as any vision of human autonomy imagined to 
>date.  It means that we each truly do make a difference, and that personal 
>choice by strength of will is a product of individual identity. 
 
I agree that we each truly do make a difference, but I would argue that 
strength of will is itself a product of brain organization as given by those 
same genetic structures, developmental histories, and experiences.  Why have 
you chosen to adopt this particular viewpoint?  The very question suggests 
that this choice was not truly free. 
 
>Perhaps what I've written here is closer to poetry than to methodical 
>explanation, but I hope it serves to give you some sense of my thoughts on 
>this topic. 
 
Yes, thank you again.  I appreciate the poetry. 
 
Regards, 
 
Bruce 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Mon, 23 Dec 1996 06:39:03 -0500 
From:    Bruce Gregory <gregory@CF4.HARVARD.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Autonomy 
 
 [From Bruce Gregory (961223.0640 EST)] 
 
Bruce Abbott (961222.2110 EST) 
> 
> I'm sure I feel just as autonomous as you do. 
 
I'm relieved ;-) 
 
> But when you decide to set 
> some reference level, why (not to mention how) do you do it?  According to 
> HPCT, you do it because your history of experience has resulted in the 
> building of certain control systems which in the past have been reasonably 
> successful in stabilizing your "intrinsic" variables.  You may have learned 
> many alternative ways to keep your various controlled variables near their 
> reference levels, and it may be little more than what is more convenient, or 
> what is possible at the time, or even "noise" in the neural circuitry, that 
> results in a given high-level control system setting one lower-level 
> reference over another at any given moment.  The system has a lot of 
> choices; determinism does not imply that there is one and only one course of 
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> action open to a system at any given time, but only that the choices made 
> are themselves the products of physical interactions.  I can feel that those 
> choices were made autonomously, simply because I have no other conscious 
> experience that informs me of the physical interactions whereby those 
> choices were determined, in the same way that I have no idea how I manage to 
> fetch up a memory.  Both the decision and the memory just seem to happen 
> because I will them, but that does not prove that they happen without 
> physical cause. 
 
I'm sorry that I left the impression that I think that autonomous actions 
have no causes. I prefer to reserve causes for attributes of models, however. 
When you ask me for the cause of something, you are asking me for a model 
whose mechanism can explain the phenomenon in question. Lacking such 
a model, I demur when it comes to giving causal explanations. I think it was 
Popper who said somethwhere, "There are no promotions for coast guarders 
who cry out, 'Ships in distress exist!'" Details are needed. Since learning a 
little PCT I am increasing aware of this requirement. 
 
 
Bruce Gregory 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Mon, 23 Dec 1996 06:51:36 -0500 
From:    Bruce Gregory <gregory@CF4.HARVARD.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Fw: Driving blind; wearing coats 
 
 [From Bruce Gregory (961223.0650 EST)] 
 
Bill Powers (961223.0100 MST)] 
 
> Bruce Gregory (961222.1615 EST)-- 
> 
> >Having a direct experience of my ability to set reference 
> >levels, I am compelled to admit that I _am_ autonomous. 
> 
> Autonomy isn't that easily handled. If you are compelled by evidence to 
> admit that you are autonomous, you're demonstrating that your view is a 
> logical conclusion, and thus forced by your premises and your experiences -- 
> not by "you." 
 
In meant that I am compelled by my experience, not by logic. You 
are doubtless equally compelled to acknowledge that you can 
send messages via the Net. If you said that you were uncertain 
about this, I would have no choice but to assume that your experience 
looks much different from mine. 
 
> This is a peculiarity of rational argument. When you try to demonstrate 
> rationally that something is true, you're saying, in effect, that anyone 
> presented with the same facts would have to agree with you. But if that is 
> so, you're saying that no rational person has a choice about what to 
> believe: once the observations and the logic have been understood, the 
> conclusion is foregone and no longer a matter of free choice. So where is 
> your autonomy then? It's simply the computer in your head that reasons as it 
> must, and its conclusions are out of your control. 
> 
> Autonomy can't be understood in terms of just one or two levels of 
> perception. In fact I don't think it can be understood until you've 
> identified your own levels of perception in some kind of detail, so you can 
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> see that the logical, reasoning part of your mind is not the highest level 
> that there is. 
 
I agree. In fact, I don't understand autonomy at all! 
 
> You say "I am compelled to admit that I am autonomous."  To see that this is 
> not your highest level of organization speaking, all you have to do is ask 
> yourself what you think about this conclusion. Is being compelled to admit 
> that you're autonomous OK with you? Would it be less acceptable if reason 
> compelled you to go along with Bruce Abbott when he says we are NOT 
autonomous? 
 
If reason compelled me to the conclusion that I was _not_ autonomous, 
I would question my reasoning, not my autonomy. Not because I am 
unwilling to question autonomy, but simply because I get nowhere doing so. 
Like solipsism (did I get it right that time?) imaging that everything you 
do has a cause over which you ultimately lack "control" seems to solve 
a problem that no one outside an institution has. 
 
> The question then becomes, "What is satisfied, or not satisfied, by 
> concluding that human beings are autonomous?" The conclusion itself now 
> becomes unimportant; whether I'm speaking to you or Tracy or Bruce Abbott 
> (I'm addressing all of you), the question is the same. Wherever your line of 
> reasoning leads you with respect to autonomy, you have to decide whether 
> this reasoning is valid or invalid, and whether the conclusion is 
> satisfactory or unsatisfactory. And in making that decision, you have to 
> consider something ABOUT the reasoning process, something that is a 
> different kind of reason. 
 
Yes, indeed. 
 
> There's no way to answer the kind of question I'm posing without basically 
> changing the subject. You must, in fact, go up a level. What happens when 
> you look at it that way? 
 
Eventually, the monkey chatter stops. But it always picks up again! 
 
 
Bruce Gregory 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Mon, 23 Dec 1996 07:02:16 -0600 
From:    Bruce Abbott <abbott@CVAX.IPFW.INDIANA.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Autonomy 
 
[From Bruce Abbott (961223.0800 EST)] 
 
>Bruce Gregory (961223.0640 EST) -- 
 
>I'm sorry that I left the impression that I think that autonomous actions 
>have no causes. I prefer to reserve causes for attributes of models, however. 
>When you ask me for the cause of something, you are asking me for a model 
>whose mechanism can explain the phenomenon in question. Lacking such 
>a model, I demur when it comes to giving causal explanations. I think it was 
>Popper who said somethwhere, "There are no promotions for coast guarders 
>who cry out, 'Ships in distress exist!'" Details are needed. Since learning a 
>little PCT I am increasing aware of this requirement. 
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I can accept that. (:->  I do have such a model; it's called PCT. 
 
Regards, 
 
Bruce 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Mon, 23 Dec 1996 08:04:44 -0500 
From:    SjoshH@AOL.COM 
Subject: PCT 
 
Dear Mary Powers, 
     Thank you for your letter of Dec. 10.  It was forwarded to me at my new 
address, 14 Babson St., Gloucester,MA 01930. 
     You write about the work of William Powers, presumably a relative of 
yours, who is now 70.  That is approximately my age as well. 
     I might find "Perceptual Control Theory" of interest but cannot tell 
from your letter.  Frankly I am kept busy with my own projects and current 
interests (mostly not related to cybernetics).  I am not connected to any 
university with a big library.  If you want to send me a reprint of one of W. 
Powers'  writings in which his basic ideas are developed, I will read it.  If 
it interests me sufficiently, I will contact William Powers. 
     I can be reached by letter or email -- but have not signed up for the 
Internet otherwise. 
    Sincerely,      Steve J. Heims 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Mon, 23 Dec 1996 07:34:42 -0600 
From:    Bruce Abbott <abbott@CVAX.IPFW.INDIANA.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Lecture and demo 
 
[From Bruce Abbott (961223.0835 EST)] 
 
>Rick Marken (961222.1030) -- 
 
>OK. The "Control of Perception" Demo is completed 
>(http://www.leonardo.net/Marken/ControlDemo/ControlP.html) so here is my 
>take on why we say "Behavior: The control of perception" rather 
>than  "Behavior: The control of the environment". 
 
By a happy coincidence I just managed to get a new computer up and running 
with Windows 95, and was able to run through the JAVA demos.  Great stuff, 
Rick!  You'll have to show me how to do that. 
 
>I think that we can see that behavior is the control of perception (not 
>the environment) because we can see organisms controlling _different_ 
>perceptual representations of the _same_ environmental state of affairs. 
 
Now hold on.  _I_ was arguing that perception is controlled; _you_ were 
arguing that the environment is controlled.  Let's not get confused about 
that!  Which aspect of the environment you select for control is up to you. 
The fact that you are able to select different aspects for control at 
different times has no bearing on the question of whether it is your 
perception that is under control or some aspect of external reality. 
 
>In my demo, the environment is a quadrilateral arrangement of four 
>lines.  . . . 
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>In this demo, the subject can control any one of three _perceptual_ 
>representations of an environmental state of affairs (the quadrilateral 
>arrangement of x and y). 
 
I would say that these are aspects of the objective environment.  How you 
perceive them will depend on the nature of your perceptual mechanisms; what 
you attempt to control in the demo is one or another of those perceptual 
variables. 
 
You were arguing that what you control are the objective aspects of the 
environment that give rise to those perceptions.  I was arguing that this is 
true only as long as there is a predictable linkage between the perception 
and the environmental aspect of which the perception is supposedly a 
function.  Your demo does not allow us to decide which is correct. 
 
>The demo illustrates a point that Bill Powers has made in many 
>contexts: we don't control things (like cars, houses, people etc.); 
>we control variable perceptual _aspects_ of things; the color or 
>speed of the car; the location or shape of the house, the 
>politeness or ideas expressed by people. Behavior is the control 
>of perception. But the environment is in the control loop; and 
>the environmental reality that corresponds to computed perceptions 
>is also being controlled. 
 
That's what the operators at Three Mile Island thought.  Because of a stuck 
valve (of which they were unaware), they were wrong.  Your last sentence is 
simply an unsupported assertion of what you were supposed to be establishing 
in your argument. 
 
Thanks for the lecture and the demo.  Unfortunately, neither were relevant 
to the issue at hand. 
 
Regards, 
 
Bruce 
 
------------------------------ 
 
End of CSGNET Digest - 22 Dec 1996 to 23 Dec 1996 
************************************************* 
 
Date:     Tue, 24 Dec 1996 08:00:13 +1800 
Subject:  CSGNET Digest - 23 Dec 1996 to 24 Dec 1996 
 
There are 20 messages totalling 1301 lines in this issue. 
 
Topics of the day: 
 
  1. *SPECIAL HOLIDAY STORY* "The Fable of the Radio" (2) 
  2. Lies, damned lies and non-control (2) 
  3. DIRECT Re: Lies, damned lies and non-control 
  4. Driving blind; wearing coats (2) 
  5. Lecture and demo (7) 
  6. Autonomy (3) 
  7. somehow seems relevant... 
  8. the Vancouver experiment, etc. 
  9. reply to Martin: combining goals 
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---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Date:    Mon, 23 Dec 1996 09:15:07 -0600 
From:    Gary Cziko <g-cziko@UIUC.EDU> 
Subject: *SPECIAL HOLIDAY STORY* "The Fable of the Radio" 
 
[from Gary Cziko 961223.1509 GMT] 
 
As I have done a few times in the past during this time of year, I am 
posting below Greg Williams's story "The Fable of the Radio." 
 
It may not be "A Christmas Carol," but it is one of my favorite short 
stories and for some reason it seems to me quite apppropriate for this time 
of year. 
 
Happy Holidays to all!--Gary 
 
P.S. Greg's new e-mail address is rareideas@juno.com.  His still current 
road address is 460 Black Lick Road, Gravel Switch, KY 40328 
(606/332-7606).  He is still very much interested in receiving any papers, 
book chapters or books related to PCT to add to his archives of PCT-related 
materials that he keeps on the banks of Black Lick Creek in Kentucky. 
 
========================================================================= 
THE FABLE OF THE RADIO 
 
By Greg Williams, Rt. 1, Box 302, Gravel Switch, KY 40328 
 
Distributed at the Control Systems Group Meeting, Durango, CO, August 1991 
 
Note: This is a work of fiction. Any similarity between characters in this 
story and real individuals, living or dead, is purely contingent, whatever 
that means. [Insiders realize, of course, that Fred refers to B.F. Skinner 
and Bill to William T. Powers]. 
 
Once upon a time, a well-off little boy named Fred bought a radio with 
money his parents gave him (usually, but not always) when he took out the 
trash. Why Fred wanted a radio isn't important. What's important is that it 
didn't take him very long to figure out how to work the radio. When he 
turned the knob marked "ON- VOLUME" clockwise until there was a click, he 
sometimes could hear soft sounds from the radio. He discovered that the 
sounds got louder if he kept turning the "ON- VOLUME" knob clockwise, as 
far as it would go without a lot of force. If he then turned the knob 
counterclockwise, the sounds got softer. He also discovered that whether 
the radio made sounds at all (other than a hissing which also got louder 
when he moved the "ON-VOLUME" knob clockwise, and softer when he moved the 
knob counterclockwise) depended on the position of another knob, marked 
"TUNING." 
 
Fred was happy with his radio--at least he stayed near it much of the time, 
moved both knobs occasionally (according to a schedule which his parents 
decided was sometimes "essentially random" and sometimes correlated with 
the sounds produced by the radio before and/or after the knobs were moved), 
and evidenced facial expressions and limb movements correlated with the 
intensity and frequency patternings of the sounds coming from the radio. 
Soon Fred could get his radio to make sounds that wouldn't result in his 
parents leaving the room; this occurred more frequently as allowance-paying 
day approached. 
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By and by, Fred's friends got radios, too, and Fred discovered that he 
could work those radios in the "same" (Fred's word) way as he worked his 
own; in truth, there were some differences, which Fred said were "of no 
consequence," between working his radio and working his friends' radio--for 
example, some of the latter had "ON" knobs, rather than "ON- VOLUME" knobs, 
and some made louder sounds when their "ON- VOLUME" knobs were turned 
counterclockwise, rather than clockwise. Still, it took Fred only a little 
while (with a bit of screaming from his friends' parents) to be able to 
work all of the radios equally well. Fred exclaimed to his parents, "I 
really know how to work radios well!" His parents agreed with him, not 
because of his claim, but because they saw him working the various radios 
in ways which, to them, could be classified, if not as "good," then at 
least as "correct." 
 
Alas, one day about six weeks after he got his radio, Fred could not work 
it. He moved the knobs as he had before, but the radio made no sounds at 
all. Fred moved them again. No sounds. And again. Still no sounds. 
Gradually, Fred moved the knobs less and less frequently. (However, 
whenever he came home from working a friend's radio, he moved the knobs on 
his own radio quite frequently for awhile, even though the radio produced 
no sounds.) But eventually, none of his friends' radios could be worked, 
either, and Fred didn't move the knobs on his radio at all--the radio just 
sat silently in his room. Exactly 83 days after the last time he moved the 
knobs (on a day not noticeably different to his parents than those before 
or after it), Fred threw the radio out with the trash, muttering 
obscenities. (His parents, hearing the cursing, washed Fred's mouth out 
with soap. Fred kept on cursing, and his parents kept on using soap "to 
deal with his inappropriate verbal behavior." Fred confided to his closest 
pals, but not to his parents, that he had discovered he "liked" the taste 
of soap.) 
 
Now, it happened that Fred's radio was found at the local dump by Bill, a 
street- smart kid who appreciated gadgets--the more complicated, the 
better. Bill had never seen the insides of a radio before, and he was 
delighted when he pried off the back and gazed upon the maze of wires and 
little objects interconnected inside. "Wow!" he exclaimed. "I wonder how it 
works?" Bill took the radio home, where he hid it from his father, who 
would probably try to prevent Bill from "breaking it by messing with its 
guts" enough to find out how it worked. Excitedly, Bill went to the public 
library and began looking for books on radios. He found a book with 
pictures of a radio being taken apart and put back together, in steps, but 
the radio in the book wasn't the same kind as the radio he had found, and 
he wanted to know how radios work in general, not just how the one he found 
or the one in the book could be repaired (which generally involved 
replacing "defective" parts with little understanding of how those parts 
worked). Then he came across a book titled BASIC ELECTRONICS: RADIO 
CIRCUITRY, VOLUME 1 and perked up; even though he didn't know what 
"electronics" meant, the words "basic" and "radio" so close together seemed 
encouraging. To make a long story short, Bill read that book (and also 
VOLUME 2 and VOLUME 3), spent hours looking at the construction of the 
radio he had found, and finally announced to his father that he had learned 
how radios work. (To which his father replied "so what?" but Bill didn't 
let that bother him.) Bill was so happy about knowing how radios work, he 
told his father about the radio he had found, currently hidden under a heap 
of broken concrete blocks. "Give it to me!" demanded his father. Bill got 
the radio and meekly gave it to his father. Of course, when his father 
tried to work it, he found that it was no use - - Bill hadn't changed 
anything inside the radio, and it still wouldn't make a sound. "Bah! What 
good is it?" Bill's father shouted, as he threw the radio down. As his 
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father walked away, Bill calmly walked over to the radio and took off its 
back. He speculated about why the radio didn't work. "It probably needs a 
new battery," he thought, and then he saw that one wire to the RF-coil was 
loose, probably due to his father's anger. 
 
Bill took $3 from under his father's mattress, wrote out an I.O.U. (with 
interest) and stuffed it under the mattress, and headed for the local Radio 
Shack store with the radio in hand. On the way, as fate would have it, his 
path crossed that of Fred, who warily approached Bill, eyeing his 
non-designer jeans as if in disgust (or so Bill supposed). For a reason 
which Fred himself, to this day, says he "cannot explain--apparently, 
random variability," Fred began yelling "That's my radio! That's my radio! 
That's my radio!" over and over. Bill dropped the radio and took off 
running. When Fred recovered his composure, he did not stoop to pick up the 
radio; rather, he kept on walking and never so much as looked back at the 
radio lying on the sidewalk. But he emitted, almost inaudibly, "I'll fix 
that peon!" and his course changed slightly from its direction prior to 
encountering Bill. 
 
>From a hidden vantage point up the block, Bill saw Fred walk 
away--strangely, without the radio. As soon Fred disappeared in the 
distance, Bill hurried back to the radio, grabbed it, and hurried to Radio 
Shack. On the way, he got to thinking about Fred's claim that the radio was 
Fred's. Well, maybe it was... maybe it had ended up at the dump by some 
crazy mistake or weird misunderstanding... and maybe getting it back in 
good working order would make Fred feel better... and maybe Fred, who 
looked pretty upscale, might thank Bill and introduce him to one of those 
fancy uptown girls. It would be worth a try, and $3. 
 
The Radio Shack clerk didn't seem to know an RF- coil from his rear end, 
but he did show Bill how to use the soldering gun which he kept hot for 
repairing speaker leads and such. Bill paid for a new (overpriced) battery 
and moved the radio's knobs gingerly. The resulting chorus of "Louie, 
Louie" resounded throughout the store! The clerk yelled, "Get outside with 
that noise!" Bill complied. And just then, Fred appeared! With two cops!! 
Before Bill had a chance to run, one of the policemen grabbed him around 
the waist and threw him to the ground. Bill, who had never been in such a 
situation before, knew exactly what to do: he tried not to move a muscle 
(which was only partly successful; his left eye started to twitch 
uncontrollably). The radio continued to produce loud sounds (something 
about a "very last chance sale" at Harry's Carpet Barn) while the other 
policeman searched Bill for crack and Fred, with a strange look (at least 
it seemed strange to Bill), grabbed the radio. 
 
It all turned out better than Bill expected. No, he didn't get introduced 
by Fred to any uptown girls; he never even spoke to Fred. Fred was 
immediately and rather mysteriously influenced by the (sound of the? sight 
of the? sound and sight of the?) again- working radio, and the again- 
working radio was immediately and rather mysteriously influenced by Fred 
(or Fred's muscles?). The upshot was that Fred scampered away with the 
radio, rapturously twiddling its knobs in an incredibly sophisticated way 
(or so it seemed to Bill). With nobody around to press charges, the 
policemen had to release Bill with a warning against "fooling around with 
somebody else's property in ways they wouldn't approve of." 
 
Bill thought that, as they parted company, Fred had seemed very happy. Bill 
was happy that he had helped Fred become so happy. And Bill was also happy 
because he knew how radios work, even if he didn't know as well as Fred how 
to work radios (although he suspected that he could figure out how to work 
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radios as well as, and maybe even better than Fred, if he wanted). In fact, 
for the rest of his life, Bill remained very happy. (He even married an 
uptown girl, but that's another story). 
 
For six weeks after the fateful meeting of Fred and Bill, Fred told his 
parents (with an annoyingly high frequency) that he was "very happy." They 
believed Fred, not because he said so, but because he took out the trash so 
regularly, even on the day after allowance-paying day, during every one of 
the six weeks. (And after those six weeks? Well, that's another story, 
too.) 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Mon, 23 Dec 1996 10:58:14 -0500 
From:    Martin Taylor <mmt@DCIEM.DND.CA> 
Subject: Re: Lies, damned lies and non-control 
 
[Martin Taylor 961223 11:00] 
> Bruce Gregory (961220.1530 EST) 
 
> 
> Martin Taylor 961220 14:30 
> 
> > If we can keep straight that _both_ perceptual control _and_ model-based 
> > output can, under different curcumstances, be useful in stabilizing 
> > important environmental variables, then perhaps we can deal with them 
> > not as conflicting propositions but as complementary possible strategies 
> > that could support each other. A control loop in a model-based system 
> > could reduce the "unmodelled deviation" (not "disturbance") to the 
> > stabilized variable; a good model (such as the Artificial Cerebellum) 
somewhere 
> > in a control loop could reduce the effect of the disturbance and enhance 
> > control, if the environmental feedback loop or the disturbance had 
> > partly predictable characteristics. 
> > 
> > Perhaps it would be a good idea if we were to use "control" for perceptual 
> > control, and "stabilization" for what happens to an environmental variable 
> > whose perceptual correlate is controlled. Stabilization, but not control, 
> > also happens when a good outflow model opposes a well-predicted disturbance. 
> 
> Could it not be that, as far as living control systems are 
> concerned, the time scale for the results of outflow models 
> such as the thickness of turtle shells or the behavior of 
> deciduous trees is much much longer than the time scales for 
> perceptual control? In which case might the former be of limited 
> value in understanding the behavior of living systems? 
> 
Sorry to quote the whole message, but I'm afraid I see nothing in my message 
to which your comment relates. 
 
In an earlier message I had mentioned turtle shells as a somewhat self-evident 
comment on a Marken statement that evolution didn't provide protective 
walls, but you quoted a quite different message. 
 
Martin 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Mon, 23 Dec 1996 11:02:29 -0500 
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From:    Martin Taylor <mmt@DCIEM.DND.CA> 
Subject: Re: DIRECT Re: Lies, damned lies and non-control 
 
Tracy, 
 
Thank you for your encouragement. It's always nice when someone agrees, 
even though it can be fun when someone doesn't. 
 
Martin 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Mon, 23 Dec 1996 11:11:18 -0500 
From:    Martin Taylor <mmt@DCIEM.DND.CA> 
Subject: Re: Lies, damned lies and non-control 
 
[Martin Taylor 961223 11:00] 
> Rick Marken (961220.1330)] 
> 
> >Perhaps it would be a good idea if we were to use "control" for perceptual 
> >control, and "stabilization" for what happens to an environmental variable 
> >whose perceptual correlate is controlled. 
> 
> I don't think so. Martin. Nice try. I think we should call control "control". 
> 
> The environmental variable in a control loop is controlled. Try it and see 
> for yourself. Do what I now call the "Nature of Control" tracking demo at my 
> web site. I now provide two measures of control: RMS Error and Stability. 
> Both of these measures are computed on the basis of the value of an 
> environmental variable (cursor position in pixels) _not_ a perceptual 
> variable (the neural correlate of cursor position or whatever the "real" 
> controlled variable is in your brain). Lo and behold you will see that the 
> cursor, an environmental variable -- the variable that you and Bruce Abbott 
> seem to think is _not_ controlled by a control system -- is under control. 
 
I'm afraid I don't understand this. You provide a demonstration that an 
environmental variable is stabilized by the process of perceptual control, 
and use this to assert that we should not use the word "stabilize" to 
refer to it. And furthermore, you deny the whole premise of PCT to assert 
that it is the environmental variable, and not the perceptual variable, 
that is controlled. 
 
It's hard enough to argue with you when you twist and turn your own statements 
to mean different things three times per day, but when you say that 
"perceptual control" means "control of environmental variables", even I 
tend to get lost in the wilderness. 
 
My proposal was based on the notion that "perceptual control" means "control 
of a perceptual variable." The result of perceptual control is the 
stabilization of an environmental variable. If there are other ways 
environmental variables can be stabilized, I don't think they should be 
called "control."  That was my point. Now you say that if an environmental 
variable is stabilized, it must be "control," which is what you have been 
railing against Hans Blom for saying. 
 
All I want for Christmas is some way of understanding Rick Marken:-) 
 
Martin 
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Martin 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Mon, 23 Dec 1996 11:28:46 -0500 
From:    Martin Taylor <mmt@DCIEM.DND.CA> 
Subject: Re: Driving blind; wearing coats 
 
[Martin Taylor 961223 11:30] 
> Bruce Gregory (961221.1815 EST)] 
> 
> 
> Bruce Abbott (961221.1340 EST) 
> > 
> > >Bruce Gregory (961221.1310 EST) -- 
> > 
> > >I would say that you use your internal map to set reference levels, 
> > 
> > And what is an internal map if not a model of some aspect of the external 
> world? 
> 
> An internal map is certainly a model of the world. The debate _seems_ 
> to be about the role that such models play in control. My position is 
> that we use them to help set reference levels. 
 
Is there any other option, except using them to act on the world directly? 
And if that were the case, how would it be done, if not by setting reference 
levels for muscle tensions? 
 
If one leaves any shred of PCT in one's theory of behaviour, one MUST believe 
that the role of models is, in some way, to set reference levels. But there 
may be issues as to whether models have _any_ role, and if they do, how they 
go about affecting reference levels. 
 
I don't think your statement of position refined very much anyone's (my, 
anyway) understanding of what you think models do, except for the fact that 
you do think they have a role. 
 
Martin 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Mon, 23 Dec 1996 11:43:56 -0500 
From:    Martin Taylor <mmt@DCIEM.DND.CA> 
Subject: Re: Lecture and demo 
 
[Martin Taylor 961223 11:35] 
> Rick Marken (961222.1030)] 
> 
> OK. The "Control of Perception" Demo is completed 
> (http://www.leonardo.net/Marken/ControlDemo/ControlP.html) so here is my 
> take on why we say "Behavior: The control of perception" rather 
> than  "Behavior: The control of the environment". 
> 
> I assume that we all know why we say that behavior is the control of 
> _something_. 
>.... 
> The demo illustrates a point that Bill Powers has made in many 
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> contexts: we don’t control things (like cars, houses, people etc.); 
> we control variable perceptual _aspects_ of things; the color or 
> speed of the car; the location or shape of the house, the 
> politeness or ideas expressed by people. Behavior is the control 
> of perception. But the environment is in the control loop; and 
> the environmental reality that corresponds to computed perceptions 
> is also being controlled. 
> 
I'm afraid your demo, nice though it may be, is far from addresing the 
point you hoped to address--whether to call the stabilization of an 
environmental variable "control" when there is no perceptual control 
process in action in respect of that variable.. 
 
(Rick, note the way your quote marks came out in this message, illustrated 
in the following quote) 
 
>But all three perceptions can 
>be controlled. You can see this in a graph of the state of the 
>three perceptual variables over time. The controlled perceptual 
>variable remains relatively stable while the uncontrolled 
>variables vary all over the place. 
> 
>Note that all three perceptual representations are still “there” 
>even when they are not controlled. The quadrilateral still has 
>area (x*y) when the subject is controlling shape (x/y). 
 
Whoops! At what point did you demonstrate that the three perceptual 
repreentations exist within the viewer's head when they are not being 
controlled? 
 
Whoops again...Isn't it the geometrical analysis of the _environmental_ 
variable that says that the quadrilateral still has area when the subject is 
controlling shape? 
 
Whoops again, again...Didn't someone called (I think it might have been) 
Rick Marken do some studies to check whether it was "really" (i.e. as 
analyzed by measuring the environmental variable) area that was controlled 
when the subject claimed to be controlling area in this situation? 
 
Oh, whoopsy dooo! 
 
Martin 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Mon, 23 Dec 1996 10:21:47 -0700 
From:    Bill Powers <powers_w@FRONTIER.NET> 
Subject: Re: Autonomy 
 
[From Bill Powers (961222.0830 MST)] 
 
Bruce Gregory (961223.0650 EST) -- 
 
>Eventually, the monkey chatter stops. But it always picks up >again! 
 
"I am compelled to admit that I _am_ autonomous" is part of the "monkey 
chatter", isn't it? Just as is Bruce Abbott's "What we become is a product 
of uncountable accidents which have given us our unique genetic structures, 
developmental histories, and experiences." 
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All such statements are products of the categorizing, sequencing, and 
logical/programming parts of our minds. So says the PCT model to which we 
have all lent, in various degrees, provisional acceptance. It seems to be a 
fact of experience that we can be aware of the products of these mental 
processes (one of which is a statement that mental processes result from 
brain operations). 
 
But we can also change these mental processes: Bruce Abbott can think "I am 
Bruce Gregory" and Bruce Gregory can think "I am Eleanor Roosevelt." If that 
can be done, there's a higher level operating. I claim it's the level where 
we fit our logic into a set of principles. And the principles, it seems to 
me, fit into and are adjusted to fit various system concepts, world-views. 
 
So, why do we have world-views? I can't see any explanation other than that 
we want to make sense of experience, to see it all fit into a system of some 
kind where all the parts make sense in terms of each other. People who say 
we are autonomous and people who say we are not all all trying to do the 
same thing: to get a picture of the whole system that is made of all their 
experiences and thoughts about experience. They will think whatever it takes 
to generate this overall sense of consistency or harmony. 
 
To me, this need for consistency or harmony is a dominating requirement of 
life. It seems to function just like an intrinsic reference signal. I can 
see it in all sorts of people, from street gangs to academics. How does it 
fit into evolution, learning, and all that? I don't know. To me, it seems to 
be an observation that still lacks an explanation. 
 
Best, 
 
Bill P. 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Mon, 23 Dec 1996 11:34:29 -0700 
From:    "T. B. Harms" <tbh@TESSER.COM> 
Subject: Re: *SPECIAL HOLIDAY STORY* "The Fable of the Radio" 
 
*from T. Harms 1996;12,23.11: 
 
 
Gary Cziko 961223.1509 GMT 
 
I read Greg Williams's story aloud to my eight-year old son, and he thinks 
the title should be "The Fable of the Stupid Radio, A Special Radio Story". 
He says it has absolutely nothing to do with Christmas. 
 
We had fun with it, getting very silly. 
 
 
Tracy Bruce Harms                                        tbh@tesser.com 
Boulder, Colorado                                        caveat lector! 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Mon, 23 Dec 1996 12:50:27 +0000 
From:    Richard marken <marken@AERO.ORG> 
Subject: Re: Lecture and demo 
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[From Rick Marken (961223.1140 PST)] 
 
Me: 
 
>I think that we can see that behavior is the control of 
>perception (not the environment) because we can see 
>organisms controlling _different_ perceptual representations 
>of the _same_ environmental state of affairs. 
 
Bruce Abbott (961223.0835 EST) -- 
 
>Now hold on.  _I_ was arguing that perception is controlled; 
>_you_ were arguing that the environment is controlled. Let's 
>not get confused about that! 
 
My statement above explained _why_ we might suspect that it 
is perception that is controlled. Also, my point it not that it 
is the environment _rather than_ perception that is controlled. 
My point is that the environment is part of the perceptual 
control loop; when you control a perceptual function of the environment 
you are also controlling the aspect of the environment that is 
represented by the function. When you control your 
perception of width you are also controlling the aspect of 
the environment (x in my demo) of which your perception is a 
function. When you control your perception of shape you also 
control the aspect of the environment (x/y in my demo) of which 
your perception is a function. 
 
You seemed to understand _control of perception_ to mean that the 
environmental variable (CV), of which the controlled perceptual 
variable, p, is a function, is not controlled; you seemed to 
agree with Martin, who said that that the CV was "stabilized" by output, 
but not controlled. My demo shows that this is not the 
case. The CV (the environmental correlate of the controlled perception) 
is controlled when the perception is controlled. The 
fact that x/y (a measure of an aspect of the environment) remains under 
control when the subject controls his perception of shape, 
shows that the CV is controlled when the perception of the CV is 
controlled. 
 
The fact that controlled aspects of the environment correspond to 
controlled _perceptual_ variables is the reason why we are able 
to use The Test (disturbing variable aspects of the environment and 
determining whether these disturbances change the state of these 
variables) to determine what variables are under control. 
 
>The fact that you are able to select different aspects for 
>control at different times has no bearing on the question of 
>whether it is your perception that is under control or some 
>aspect of external reality. 
 
That's correct. What has a bearing on this question is the fact 
that you can control _different_ perceptual aspects of the _same_ 
objective state of affairs. When you do this, you are controlling 
different perceptions _and_ you are controlling the different 
aspects of the environment that _correspond_ to these perceptions. 
 
>You were arguing that what you control are the objective 
>aspects of the environment that give rise to those 
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>perceptions. 
 
Not quite. I am arguing that you are controlling perceptions and, 
as a result, that you are also controlling the measurable aspects 
of the objective environment that correspond to those perceptions. When 
you control a perception of x/y (where p = f(x/y)) you are 
also controlling x/y (the ratio of the lines in the environment 
that make up the quadrilateral). 
 
> I was arguing that this is true only as long as there is a 
> predictable linkage between the perception and the 
> environmental aspect of which the perception is supposedly 
> a function. 
 
I guess my reply to this is that we always control _some_ 
objective aspect of the environment; the aspect that corresponds 
to the controlled perception. Your argument seems to be that we 
are not controlling an objective aspect of the environment (like 
x/y) if the perception we are controlling (say, x) does not 
correspond to the aspect of the environment that we suppose 
ourselves to be controlling (x/y, perhaps). But I argue that 
even if we are controlling, say, a perception of x under the assumption 
that we are really controlling the environmental 
variable, x/y, we are still controlling an objective aspect of 
the environment, viz. the environmental correlate of the 
perception of x, which is x. 
 
>Thanks for the lecture and the demo.  Unfortunately, neither 
>were relevant to the issue at hand. 
 
I can only provide the _opportunity_ for learning. 
 
Martin Taylor (961223 11:35) -- 
 
>I'm afraid your demo, nice though it may be, is far from 
>addresing the point you hoped to address--whether to call 
>the stabilization of an environmental variable "control" 
>when there is no perceptual control process in action in 
>respect of that variable. 
 
See my reply to Bruce. I think the demo does address this point 
rather clearly and shows (in the graph) that the environmental 
correlates of controlled perceptual variables are under control. 
 
>(Rick, note the way your quote marks came out in this 
>message, illustrated in the following quote) 
 
It’s those damn smart quotes in Word, I think. I’ll try to fix 
that up. 
 
Me: 
 
>Note that all three perceptual representations are still 
>there even when they are not controlled. The quadrilateral 
>still has area (x*y) when the subject is controlling shape 
>(x/y). 
 
Ye: 
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>Whoops! At what point did you demonstrate that the three 
>perceptual representations exist within the viewer's head 
>when they are not being more controlled? 
 
 
I agree that my statement above was not clear. What I should 
have said is that the _environmental correlates_ of the three perceptual 
representations (width, area and shape) are measurable aspects of the 
environment that exist even when they are not 
being perceived and controlled. 
 
>Isn't it the geometrical analysis of the _environmental_ 
>variable that says that the quadrilateral still has area 
>when the subject is controlling shape? 
 
Yes. The point is that aspects of the environment (like shape, humidity, 
the taste of lemonade, the color of a leaf) are 
_available_ to be measured even when people are _not_ there to perceive 
them. In this sense I consider them objective. The 
physics model of the environment, for example, tells me that 
color doesn’t exist; just different wavelengths of electromagnetic 
energy. But I can monitor what corresponds to color (and Test to 
determine whether color is being controlled by a person) when I 
have a reasonably good idea of the perceptual (weighting) function that 
produces a color perception as a function of wavelength. 
 
When Leonardo controlled his perception of the color at each point 
on the Last Supper he was also controlling the objective correlate 
of these perceptions -- the relative reflectance of different 
wavelengths from the fresco pigments. 
 
Me: 
 
> The environmental variable in a control loop is controlled. 
>Try it and see for yourself. 
 
Martin Taylor (961223 11:00) -- 
 
>I'm afraid I don't understand this. You provide a 
>demonstration that an environmental variable is stabilized 
>by the process of perceptual control, and use this to assert 
>that we should not use the word " stabilize" to refer to it. 
 
The stability measure in this demo shows that the environmental variable 
is protected from the effects of disturbance; it is controlled. 
 
>And furthermore, you deny the whole premise of PCT to assert 
>that it is the environmental variable, and not the >perceptual variable, that is 
controlled. 
 
Not at all. I have never "denied" that it is perception that is 
controlled. All I am saying is that, when a perception is 
controlled, the aspect of the environment (CV) that corresponds 
to that perception is _also_ controlled. If this were not true, 
then an objective study of control (purposeful behavior) would 
be impossible (something that possibly wouldn’t trouble you but 
would put me out of business). 
 
>All I want for Christmas is some way of understanding Rick 
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>Marken:-) 
 
With all due respect, I think it might help if you were able to 
get out of the mode of teaching PCT for a while and get into the 
model of trying to learn it. 
 
Best 
 
Rick 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Mon, 23 Dec 1996 12:57:52 -0700 
From:    "T. B. Harms" <tbh@TESSER.COM> 
Subject: somehow seems relevant... 
 
*from T. Harms 1996;12,23.13 
 
 
I was inspired to forward the following msg to the CSGnet because it struck 
me as instructive regarding the fact that even fights involve a mutuality 
of interests.  Bill wrote directly to that in B:CP.  In regard to hockey, 
rugby, and boxing this is of course no surprise.  Still, it is easy to 
overlook, and kinda fun to be reminded. 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Date: Mon, 23 Dec 1996 05:50:02 -0700 
From: qotd-request@ensu.ucalgary.ca (Quote of the day) 
To: qotd@ensu.ucalgary.ca (Quote of the day mailing list) 
Subject: Quote of the day 
X-Qotd-Incoming: 1514 
 
 Ever wonder what [hockey] players say during a fight? Here's a 
 blow-by-blow account of the conversation between Dallas' Todd Harvey 
 and Colorado's Mike Keane late in the fight last week. 
 
 Keane: "You finished?" 
 
 Harvey: "Yeah." 
 
 Keane: "Good fight, man." 
 
 Harvey: "Thanks." 
 
 - From ESPNET SportsZone, 12 October 1996 
 
    Submitted by: "William Wisner" <wisner@gryphon.com> 
                  Oct. 12, 1996 
       -------------------------------------------------------------- 
            Send quotation submissions to qotd@ensu.ucalgary.ca 
       Send list changes or requests to qotd-request@ensu.ucalgary.ca 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Mon, 23 Dec 1996 15:26:09 -0500 
From:    Jeff Vancouver <jeffv@PSYCH.NYU.EDU> 
Subject: the Vancouver experiment, etc. 
 
[from Jeff Vancouver 961223.15:00 EST] 
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I clearly need to reorganize something.  I just delete 1800 messages from 
my e-mail in-basket.  Most I never read.  Any with the subject "Vancouver 
experiment" I printed.  The Fall term just ended last week and I have been 
completely swamped with my job search, teaching, research, etc.  I am 
leaving for break in a few hours and will not be back until Jan 6.  So 
there is sure to be a hugh list when I return. 
 
One of my planned (but unlikely to occur) activities for the break is to 
summarize where we are on the model-based control issue.  Unfortunately I 
may have deleted some key posts on the topic, but I am at my information 
overload end. 
 
Let me tell you all the perception I am seeking to control.  I have not 
given up on the larger academic community.  For me, the goal is to develop 
a paper that can be submitted and published in APA acredited, 
peer-reviewed journals.  That means that the antagonists in this debate (or 
some subset of them) must cooperate enough to create a coherent set of 
questions and data that address the questions.  I have ideas of how this 
might look, but I need to read the more recent posts (that I printed) to 
see where we are. 
 
I am not sure anyone else will be controlling for the same perception as 
me.  If that is true, I will move on.  But much in the way of good theory, 
data, and simulations are not making their way to a larger audience. 
Given that I must please this larger audience to control the variables of 
central interest to me, I want to work toward translating some of this 
good work from here to there.  Of course, my pace is much slower than most 
on this net (for reasons I cannot quite understand).  Please bare (bear?) 
with me. 
 
Happy holidays 
 
Jeff 
 
 
_________________________________________________________________________ 
                           Jeffrey B. Vancouver 
Assistant Professor                                  Phone: (212)998-7816 
Department of Psychology                               Fax: (212)995-4018 
New York University                           e-mail: jeffv@psych.nyu.edu 
6 Washington Pl., Rm 578 
New York, NY 10003 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Mon, 23 Dec 1996 15:59:22 -0500 
From:    Bruce Gregory <gregory@CF4.HARVARD.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Autonomy 
 
[From Bruce Gregory (961223.1600 EST)] 
 
(Bill Powers (961222.0830 MST) 
 
> So, why do we have world-views? I can't see any explanation other than that 
> we want to make sense of experience, to see it all fit into a system of some 
> kind where all the parts make sense in terms of each other. People who say 
> we are autonomous and people who say we are not all all trying to do the 
> same thing: to get a picture of the whole system that is made of all their 
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> experiences and thoughts about experience. They will think whatever it takes 
> to generate this overall sense of consistency or harmony. 
> 
> To me, this need for consistency or harmony is a dominating requirement of 
> life. It seems to function just like an intrinsic reference signal. I can 
> see it in all sorts of people, from street gangs to academics. How does it 
> fit into evolution, learning, and all that? I don't know. To me, it seems to 
> be an observation that still lacks an explanation. 
 
A very interesting point. I suspect, however, that I have less invested 
in my world view than you might infer. All I know is that I must decide 
where to set the thermostat level, whereas the thermostat has no such 
problem. Bruce Abbott's worldview doesn't provide much help in the 
process. He may of course have a better model than I do, but I still 
have no idea how to use it fruitfully. No doubt my limited imagination. 
 
 
Bruce Gregory 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Mon, 23 Dec 1996 15:51:01 -0500 
From:    Bruce Gregory <gregory@CF4.HARVARD.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Driving blind; wearing coats 
 
[From Bruce Gregory (961223.1550 EST)] 
 
Martin Taylor 961223 11:30 
 
> > Bruce Gregory (961221.1815 EST)] 
 
> > An internal map is certainly a model of the world. The debate _seems_ 
> > to be about the role that such models play in control. My position is 
> > that we use them to help set reference levels. 
> 
> Is there any other option, except using them to act on the world directly? 
> And if that were the case, how would it be done, if not by setting reference 
> levels for muscle tensions? 
 
My thoughts exactly. I'm delighted we all agree. Must be the season ;-) 
 
> If one leaves any shred of PCT in one's theory of behaviour, one MUST believe 
> that the role of models is, in some way, to set reference levels. But there 
> may be issues as to whether models have _any_ role, and if they do, how they 
> go about affecting reference levels. 
 
Suppose I give you the following set of instructions, "Take the Mass. 
Turnpike west. Leave at the Auburn exit, Exit 10. Turn south on Rout 395. 
Cross the Massachusetts-Connecticut border and take exit 97 to 
Putnam..." You now have a map or a model. Surely this is a model 
of the world and surely you would make some use of it in setting 
references levels for perceptions, such as the Ext 10 sign at Auburn. 
This is all I was saying. _How_ you are able to follow my instructions 
using this model is something I leave for those who understand these 
things better than I. 
 
> I don't think your statement of position refined very much anyone's (my, 
> anyway) understanding of what you think models do, except for the fact that 
> you do think they have a role. 
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Martin, few of us seem to refine your understanding of anything. Still, 
it's nice to agree from time to time... 
 
 
Bruce Gregory 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Mon, 23 Dec 1996 16:46:45 -0700 
From:    Bill Powers <powers_w@FRONTIER.NET> 
Subject: Re: Lecture and demo 
 
[From Bill Powers (961222.1515 MST)] 
 
Rick Marken (961223.1140 PST) -- 
 
>I have never "denied" that it is perception that is 
>controlled. All I am saying is that, when a perception is 
>controlled, the aspect of the environment (CV) that >corresponds to that 
perception is _also_ controlled. If this >were not true, then an objective 
study of control (purposeful >behavior) would be impossible (something that 
possibly >wouldn't trouble you but would put me out of business). 
 
I've meant for some years to write a program illustrating the figure in my 
'73 Science article that showed the organization of a control system. This 
diagram has implications that I hoped at the time (in vain) might arouse 
some discussion. Maybe you'd like to give it a try, Rick. 
 
In that figure, there is no "CEV" shown in the environment. Instead, there 
is a collection of individual variables in a sort of cloud. This cloud is 
affected through multiple paths by the output of the control system, and the 
perceptual function is affected in multiple ways by the same cloud of 
variables, shown as "v's". 
 
What I had in mind for the demo program (when I thought about it today) was 
to create a bunch of connections among the v's more or less at random, each 
v being affected (through weighting factors less than 1) by some subset of 
the other v's. For example, 
 
  v1 = 0.1*v2 + 0.3*v3 - 0.2*v5 
  v2 = 0.2*v4 - 0.3*v1 
  v3 = 0.2*v4 + 0.1*v1 + 0.7*v2 - 0.4*v1 
  v4 = ... 
 
and so on. It's not supposed to make sense -- just a random bunch of 
effects, so changing any one variable would have effects on all the others. 
 
Now you create an input function such that, for example, 
 
p = 9 * v1 - 3 * v4 + 4 * v6, 
 
and you create some effects of the output signal o such that, for example, 
 
  v1 = 0.1*v2 + 0.3*v3 - 0.2*v5 + 20* o 
  v3 = 0.2*v4 + 0.1*v1 + 0.7*v2 - 0.4*v1 - 12*o 
  ... 
 
Now you have to determine the net effect of o on p, and adjust the sign of 
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the (integrating) output function accordingly. You can do this quickly by 
varying o and determining which way p is affected (this is a linear system 
so there will only be either a positive or a negative effect). You adjust 
the effect of the error signal on the integrator to have the same sign, 
since there will be a sign inversion in the comparator. 
 
This will give you a control system that controls some "aspect" of the 
collection of v's. To complete the demo we need a disturbance d, which also 
affects the cloud of v's: for example 
 
  v1 = 0.1*v2 + 0.3*v3 - 0.2*v5 + 20 * o - 0.3*d 
  v2 = 0.2*v4 - 0.3*v1 + 0.9*d 
  v3 = 0.2*v4 + 0.1*v1 + 0.7*v2 - 0.4*v1 - 12*o - 0.2*d 
  ... etc. 
 
In an even more general demo you could use multiple d's (d1,. d2, ... dn), 
each affecting several randomly-selected v's through different weighting 
factors. 
 
You'll have to fiddle with the mutual effects of the v's so that when you 
iterate the whole environment system over and over with constant o and d, 
the states of the variables come to some steady state. 
 
OK, so what's the relevance of this demo to the subject under discussion? 
 
When you run this demo, you'll find that all the usual laws of control hold 
true. Varying the reference signal will make the perceptual signal follow 
it. Varying any disturbance affecting the v's will result in variations of 
the output that keep the perceptual signal from changing as much as it would 
change if there were no control; that is, the effect of the output on the 
perceptual signal will be proportional and opposite to the effects of 
variations in the disturbance, given a constant reference signal. 
 
The only thing missing from this demo is any environmental variable that is 
the "correlate" of the perceptual signal. In order to do the test for the 
controlled variable, you would somehow have to come up with a perceptual 
function of your own, which would generate a signal p' such that 
 
p' = 9 * v1 - 3 * v4 + 4 * v6, 
 
the same function of the v's that was put into the control system's 
perceptual function. 
 
Now you would find that the effect of o on p' is equal and opposite to the 
effect of d on p'. In other words, you would have to be perceiving the 
environment the same way that the control system perceives it: then and only 
then would you be able to see an "objective" correlate of what the control 
system is controlling. 
 
Well, I shouldn't say "only" then. In fact there is probably a large number 
of forms for p' that would give an apparent model of what is being 
controlled. However, it seems to me that there is a theorem hidden in here 
somewhere, which perhaps some of our more sophisticated mathematicians could 
work out. 
 
Suppose you have a set of n control systems, each controlling a different 
"aspect" of the set of v's. While the definition of the controlled variable 
for each system, found through the Test, might be ambiguous, when you have 
multiple control systems the definitions have to be mutually compatible. The 
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final states of the v's have to satisfy all the reference conditions at 
once, in terms of the way each system's p is derived from the set of v's. 
When you apply n Tests at the same time, the set of controlled variables you 
come up with must fit the behavior of the whole collection of v's under all 
possible combinations of disturbances, in proper relation to the set of o's, 
and over all possible values of the reference signals. It's assumed, of 
course, that you have a way to observe the state of each v. 
 
The theorem I have vaguely in mind would say that the range of possible 
definitions of controlled variables becomes smaller as the number of 
parallel control systems (assumed orthogonal) becomes larger. I don't think 
that a unique set of definitions would ever become possible except in the 
most unlikely case where the number of v's was equal to the number of 
control systems. Since the number of v's must be assumed, in general, to be 
much larger than the number of control systems, the best we can hope for is 
to narrow the possibilities to families of possible controlled variables and 
associated control systems. 
 
All this, I think, throws a different light on what we mean by "controlling 
the environment." When I first thought of this demo, quite a few years ago, 
I wondered what would happen if the environment were modeled as a completely 
random set of connections, connections that remain fixed but which have no 
particular ordering scheme behind them. Everything affects everything, 
although local effects are stronger than remote effects (because the 
coefficients are all less than 1). Could a set of control systems exist in 
which different aspects of this environment, literally created by the 
weightings assigned in the input functions, are brought under systematic 
control? Could a _hierarchy_ of control systems arise, in which there would 
be low-level and high-level controlled variables of the usual kind? Would 
such a hierarchy be able to derive theories about the environment, physical 
laws based on the regularities _created_ by each level of perceptual input 
functions? Could such a hierarchy, by controlling its own perceptions, 
impose order on an environment which, while regular, otherwise contains no 
ordering principles at all? 
 
At the moment, my guess is "yes." While this guess might not be provable, 
perhaps it might be DISprovable. Anything that could be said about it 
mathematically would almost have to have profound implications regarding 
epistemology. 
 
Best, 
 
Bill P. 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Mon, 23 Dec 1996 16:55:35 -0700 
From:    Bill Powers <powers_w@FRONTIER.NET> 
Subject: Re: Autonomy 
 
[From Bill Powers (961222.1700 MST)] 
 
Bruce Gregory (961223.1600 EST) -- 
 
>All I know is that I must decide 
>where to set the thermostat level, whereas the thermostat has no such 
>problem. 
 
But you don't decide whether you feel too warm or too cold. Normally, you 
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turn the thermostat up or down so your own temperature feels just right. And 
you don't decide what feels just right. That reference signal (among many 
others) is not under your conscious control. 
 
Best, 
 
Bill P. 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Mon, 23 Dec 1996 20:19:26 +0000 
From:    Richard marken <marken@AERO.ORG> 
Subject: Re: Lecture and demo 
 
[From Rick Marken (961223.1910 PST)] 
 
Bill Powers (961222.1515 MST)-- 
 
> What I had in mind for the demo program...was to create a bunch 
> of connections among the v's more or less at random...Now you 
> create an input function such that, for example, 
> 
> p = 9 * v1 - 3 * v4 + 4 * v6... 
> 
> The only thing missing from this demo is any environmental 
> variable that is the "correlate" of the perceptual signal. 
> In order to do the test for the controlled variable, you 
> would somehow have to come up with a perceptual function of 
> your own, which would generate a signal p'... the same function 
> of the v's that was put into the control system's perceptual 
> function...All this, I think, throws a different light on what 
> we mean by "controlling the environment." 
 
It's not clear to me how the point you are trying to make with your very 
interesting suggestion for a demo differs from the point I 
was trying to make with my demo. 
 
I think of x/y, x*y or x as "correlates" of controlled perceptual 
signals in my demo in the same sense that p' = 9 * v1 - 3 * v4 + 4 * v6 
is a correlate of the controlled perceptual signal (p) in yours. 
 
When I say "environmental variable" I am including _functions_ of 
what I think of as "real" environmental variables (the v's in your 
demo). I refer to x/y as an "environmental variable" because it is 
a function of what I am assuming to be the "real" environmental 
variables" in my demo. 
 
I don't think that there are really shapes, widths, and areas 
"out there" in the environment, independent of systems that can 
construct these perceptions. What I am trying to do is verbally 
discriminate between a _perceptual variable_ (p) that is actually being 
controlled by a control system and a function (p') of variables in the 
control system's environment that seems to correlate with 
what the system is controlling. 
 
So I am prepared to call p'-- a function of environmental variables -- 
an "environmental controlled variable" (CV) even though I know that 
there is no p' variable _in the environment_. This seems like reasonable 
terminology to me since p' is, from the modeler's perspective, a 
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representation of the controlled aspect of the _environmental component_ 
of the model of a control system. 
 
Does this make sense to you? 
 
Best 
 
Rick 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Mon, 23 Dec 1996 20:34:40 -0700 
From:    Bill Powers <powers_w@FRONTIER.NET> 
Subject: Re: Lecture and demo 
 
[From Bill Powers (961222.2030 MST)] 
 
Rick Marken (961223.1910 PST)-- 
 
>I think of x/y, x*y or x as "correlates" of controlled perceptual 
>signals in my demo in the same sense that p' = 9 * v1 - 3 * v4 + 4 * v6 
>is a correlate of the controlled perceptual signal (p) in yours. 
> 
>When I say "environmental variable" I am including _functions_ of 
>what I think of as "real" environmental variables (the v's in your 
>demo). I refer to x/y as an "environmental variable" because it is 
>a function of what I am assuming to be the "real" environmental 
>variables" in my demo. 
 
This is a confusing issue, because we're trying to say that there is REALLY 
a real environment out there, and at the same time say that it is not the 
environment being represented by perceptual signals. The "real" environment, 
one could say, contains the real ingredients of lemonade (quarks), but the 
sensed environment (sweetness, tartness) is created by perceptual input 
functions. 
 
>I don't think that there are really shapes, widths, and areas 
>"out there" in the environment, independent of systems that can 
>construct these perceptions. What I am trying to do is verbally 
>discriminate between a _perceptual variable_ (p) that is actually being 
>controlled by a control system and a function (p') of variables in the 
>control system's environment that seems to correlate with 
>what the system is controlling. 
> 
>So I am prepared to call p'-- a function of environmental variables -- 
>an "environmental controlled variable" (CV) even though I know that 
>there is no p' variable _in the environment_. This seems like reasonable 
>terminology to me since p' is, from the modeler's perspective, a 
>representation of the controlled aspect of the _environmental component_ 
>of the model of a control system. 
> 
>Does this make sense to you? 
 
Every even-numbered day except Tuesdays. 
 
Best, 
 
Bill P. 
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------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Tue, 24 Dec 1996 05:46:19 -0500 
From:    Bruce Gregory <gregory@CF4.HARVARD.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Lecture and demo 
 
[From Bruce Gregory (961224.0545 EST)] 
 
Bill Powers (961222.2030 MST) 
> 
> Rick Marken (961223.1910 PST)-- 
> 
> >I think of x/y, x*y or x as "correlates" of controlled perceptual 
> >signals in my demo in the same sense that p' = 9 * v1 - 3 * v4 + 4 * v6 
> >is a correlate of the controlled perceptual signal (p) in yours. 
> > 
> >When I say "environmental variable" I am including _functions_ of 
> >what I think of as "real" environmental variables (the v's in your 
> >demo). I refer to x/y as an "environmental variable" because it is 
> >a function of what I am assuming to be the "real" environmental 
> >variables" in my demo. 
> 
> This is a confusing issue, because we're trying to say that there is REALLY 
> a real environment out there, and at the same time say that it is not the 
> environment being represented by perceptual signals. The "real" environment, 
> one could say, contains the real ingredients of lemonade (quarks), but the 
> sensed environment (sweetness, tartness) is created by perceptual input 
> functions. 
 
The REAL environment is, of course, a component of our model. 
That is, we are saying that we can account for our experience _if_ there is 
a real environment with certain properties that interacts with our 
perceptions in such a way. The REALLY REAL environment is the 
one we cannot talk about, because talking about it makes it a 
representation -- part of a model. 
 
> >Does this make sense to you? 
> 
> Every even-numbered day except Tuesdays. 
 
Damn. It's an even-numbered Tuesday.... 
 
 
Bruce Gregory 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Tue, 24 Dec 1996 05:48:06 -0500 
From:    Bruce Gregory <gregory@CF4.HARVARD.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Lecture and demo 
 
[From Bruce Gregory (961224.0545 EST)] 
 
 
Rick Marken (961223.1910 PST) 
 
The demos look great! 
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Bruce Gregory 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Tue, 24 Dec 1996 14:01:36 +0100 
From:    "J.A. Blom" <J.A.Blom@ELE.TUE.NL> 
Subject: Re: reply to Martin: combining goals 
 
[Hans Blom, 961224] 
 
(Martin Taylor 961220 14:00) 
 
>>... your construction seems to have an implication ("unintended 
>>side effect"?) that you neither intended nor now wish to intend. 
>>And therefore you cannot -- and do not want to -- see that 
>>super-goal as something that _causes_ the behavior. And it doesn't, 
>>of course; the 3 goals that you specified for and designed into the 
>>controller cause its behavior. In that sense, the super-goal is not 
>>causal; it is only mathematically equivalent to your 3 causal 
>>parallel goals combined. Or does that make the super-goal causal by 
>>implication? 
 
>No it doesn't, because (by design), there is no representation 
>anywhere except in the analyst's mind of the value of the 
>super-goal. If the fact that the system is being observed and 
>analyzed makes the variables in the analysis causal for the system, 
>then you and I have very different views on the meaning of 
>causality. 
 
Causality plays, I think, a dual role. Top down: In the design of a 
process, we specify a goal (or more goals, if you want), which can be 
instrumented in a mechanism and thus can be considered the "cause" of 
the system's behavior. Bottom up: In the analysis of a process, we 
have to discover its goal(s) and the mechanism that realizes it; in 
this case, the goal(s) are in the eyes of the beholder; mental 
constructions or perceptions. Together, we may have the strange 
situation where _you_ construct a system with three goals, but _I_ 
"see" one goal at a higher hierarchical level, which is causally 
equivalent because it subsumes your three goals. We had this in our 
example: your system, for example, controls for x=1 AND for y=2 AND 
for z=3, whereas in my analysis it controls for (x,y,z) = (1,2,3). No 
difference in practice, just in words. 
 
>>Beautiful! Here we have the raw contrast between "as if" and "in 
>>fact" ;-). We see one and the same thing, the 3-goal controller 
>>that you designed. You see that it has properties P1, P2, ..., PN. 
>>I see an additional property PN+1. Is that property "in fact" 
>>there, or is it only "as if" it is there, but not really? What kind 
>>of test would you propose to make this question decidable? 
 
>I would have to dissect the system and see whether I could find any 
>representation of property PN+1 of the same kind as the 
>representations that I will find of P1, P2, ... PN. 
 
Is property PN+1 _really_ there or will you have to construct a 
perceptual input function to see it? If the latter, you may fail, or 
you may not want to construct one. 
 
>Look, the issue wasn't whether one can determine whether a control 
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>hierarchy has a single top level goal in any particular case, but 
>whether ALL control hierarchies must be BUILT so that they support 
>one top-level goal. 
 
In engineering design, that's a good strategy. If you build a 
controller with multiple (lower level) goals, their interactions will 
not be part of the design. Thus, the behavior of the overall system 
may still present some surprises. Surprises are what is to be 
excluded, as far as possible, in a design process. 
 
>We know, for example, that all living control systems had as 
>ancestors control systems that survived long enough to propagate 
>their genes. We do NOT know that any of these ancestral control 
>hierarchies were built so that they had a single top-level 
>elementary control unit whose reference level for a perception of 
>surviving had the value "long enough to propagate my genes." 
 
This type of knowledge is by inference, by construction of perceptual 
input functions. I may "see" it but not you, or the other way around. 
 
>But we do know that they ALL, over billions of years, without 
>exception, behaved as if they did have such a goal. 
 
Again the "as if". What would it mean to say that "it is as if a 
system has a goal, but in reality it doesn't"? 
 
>> - does your controller have 3 goals whereas mine has one? 
 
>Yours has four, mine has three. The referents for three of your 
>goals are set by the control system for the top one. 
 
Isn't that kind of funny? Exactly the same behavior in all respects, 
but a different number of goals? In that case, how "real" are goals? 
 
>It's not the location of Rome that has extra degrees of freedom, but 
>the ability to describe the behaviour used in getting to Rome--the 
>behaviour you use to determine whether Rome is a "top-level goal" or 
>simply the place arrived at because you wanted to get to longitude X 
>and latitude Y for two irrelevant reasons. Your weights correspond 
>to differences in the gain functions for X and Y control at the 
>top-level of a hierarchy with no single (multidimensional) "Rome" 
>("perceiving myself to be at x,y") goal. 
 
Right: different weights will result in different gains for the 
subgoals, and thus in different "roads" toward the overall goal. For 
example, in 
 
  minimize 1000000 * (x-1)^2 + (y-2)^2 
 
the road towards the goal (x,y)=(1,2) will be pretty much constrained 
to where x is very close to 1, whereas in 
 
  minimize (x-1)^2 + 1000000 * (y-2)^2 
 
the road will run along y=2. 
 
Thus, the weights translate into loop gains, and the single goal 
makes this explicit. How do you choose the three individual loop 
gains when you have three non-interacting goals? 
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Greetings, 
 
Hans 
 
------------------------------ 
 
End of CSGNET Digest - 23 Dec 1996 to 24 Dec 1996 
************************************************* 
 
Date:     Wed, 25 Dec 1996 08:00:06 +1800 
Subject:  CSGNET Digest - 24 Dec 1996 to 25 Dec 1996 
 
There are 19 messages totalling 796 lines in this issue. 
 
Topics of the day: 
 
  1. Driving blind; wearing coats (2) 
  2. Autonomy (6) 
  3. Lecture and demo (6) 
  4. Demos 
  5. Test for the Stabilized Variable 
  6. thanks; schools 
  7. Lecture and demo, Autonomy (2) 
 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Date:    Tue, 24 Dec 1996 07:34:30 -0700 
From:    Bill Powers <powers_w@FRONTIER.NET> 
Subject: Re: Driving blind; wearing coats 
 
[From Bill Powers (961224.0530 MST)] 
 
Bruce Gregory (961223.1550 EST)] 
 
>Suppose I give you the following set of instructions, "Take the Mass. 
>Turnpike west. Leave at the Auburn exit, Exit 10. Turn south on Rout 395. 
>Cross the Massachusetts-Connecticut border and take exit 97 to 
>Putnam..." You now have a map or a model. Surely this is a model 
>of the world and surely you would make some use of it in setting 
>references levels for perceptions, such as the Ext 10 sign at Auburn. 
>This is all I was saying. _How_ you are able to follow my instructions 
>using this model is something I leave for those who understand these 
>things better than I. 
 
I think it's important to recognize that these apparent prescriptions for 
action are actually descriptions of perceptions. "Take the Mass. Turnpike 
west" means "Do what is necessary to be on the Mass Turnpike travelling 
west," which is a description of an experience, not an action. The actions 
that will be necessary to create this perceptual result are not predictable. 
You can't tell the person "Slow down until the oncoming truck has cleared 
the merge lane." This means that the model is not the sort that converts an 
action into an outcome: it is not a model of the environment in the sense 
Hans Blom means. 
 
You say " _How_ you are able to follow my instructions 
using this model is something I leave for those who understand these 
things better than I." You are as much an authority on this matter as 
anyone. The point of the HPCT model is exactly to explain HOW we can do 
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things like following instructions. What you have to do is pay attention the 
next time you're following instructions, to see how you translate the words 
into reference images. Try this: 
 
1. Seat yourself in the usual place in front of your computer. Note that if 
you're already there, the actual perception matches the reference perception 
so there is no action necessary. 
 
2. Place your right forefinger four inches above the keyboard and on a 
vertical line equidistant from the 'i' and the 'p' keys. 
 
3. Keeping your forefinger on this line, lower it until it meets substantial 
resistance. 
 
If you imagine doing this, you will turn the words into a series of 
reference images. At some point, either while you're setting up the 
appropriate series of reference images or when you create the corresponding 
perceptions, you will realize that these instructions result in typing an 
'o' (on a standard keyboard). When you _feel_ "substantial resistance," you 
will _see_ your finger on the 'o' key -- and you will _see_ an 'o' (or a 
string of o's) appear on the screen if you're in a text editor. 
 
In order to follow verbal instructions we have to convert the words and 
sentences into imagined perceptions. The words themselves don't cause 
anything to happen. "Turn south on Route 395" is not as clear as "When you 
see the sign for the Auburn exit, exit 10, get into the right lane and take 
the off ramp. When you reach Route 395 at the underpass turn left, which is 
south." The reason is that when the instruction starts out "turn south," you 
are not in a position to do that yet, and you have to re-order the images so 
turning south happens in the right place in the sequence. "South" means 
"left" if you're heading west (which you have to figure out), but the first 
thing you have to do, after seeing Exit 10 or the Auburn exit, is to bear 
right to take the off ramp. 
 
To give good instructions you have to imagine the perceptions as they will 
occur and describe them in that order. To _follow_ instructions, you have to 
convert the descriptions into perceptions and set them up in sequence; when 
you have trouble doing this you know the instructions are poor and you have 
to ask questions to clarify them. You don't need to ask _how_ to create the 
perceptions -- that will normally become clear when you get to that point in 
the actual sequence and see what's going on. 
 
If you understand that instructions are _descriptions of perceptions_ and 
not _prescriptions for actions_ I don't think you'll have any trouble 
figuring out how giving and following instructions work. 
 
Best, 
 
Bill P. 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Tue, 24 Dec 1996 10:56:44 -0600 
From:    Bruce Abbott <abbott@CVAX.IPFW.INDIANA.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Autonomy 
 
[From Bruce Abbott (961224.1200 EST)] 
 
>>Tracy Harms 1996;12,22.22:00 -- 
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>Bruce Abbott (961223.0645 EST) 
 
>>The scientific traditions have tended to teach causality in terms of 
>>positive laws, i.e. in terms of processions of specific transformations. 
>>In contrast with this I think of things in terms of the metaphor of 
>>prohibitory laws, and thus a nature of limits which constrain what occurs 
>>from a manifold of impossible states.  But within these limits, what occurs 
>>is spontaneous -- and local in its spontaneity.  For me there is no 
>>exception to the status of quantum mechanics, nor does indeterminacy at 
>>larger scales occur only by means of a ripple-effect from sub-atomic 
>>quantum states.  Rather, quantum indeterminacy is indicative of universally 
>>pervasive indeterminacy which has unique properties at every scale. 
 
>What empirical evidence supports this belief in a "universally pervasive 
>indeterminacy which has unique properties at every scale"? 
 
Having heard no reply, may I assume that the answer is "none"? (:-> 
 
Regards, 
 
Bruce 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Tue, 24 Dec 1996 10:22:08 +0000 
From:    Richard marken <marken@AERO.ORG> 
Subject: Re: Lecture and demo 
 
[From Rick Marken (961224.0910 PST)] 
 
Me: 
 
>Does this make sense to you? 
 
Bill Powers (961222.2030 MST) -- 
 
>Every even-numbered day except Tuesdays. 
 
So what do you think of my "Control of perception" demo? (Please answer 
the day after tommorrow;-)) 
 
Best 
 
Rick 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Tue, 24 Dec 1996 10:25:14 +0000 
From:    Richard marken <marken@AERO.ORG> 
Subject: Re: Lecture and demo 
 
[From Rick Marken (961224.0915)] 
 
Bruce Gregory (961224.0545 EST)-- 
 
> The demos look great! 
 
Thank you. Thank you. I'm glad to see that someone's evaluation skills 
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are intact on even-numbered Tuesdays;-) 
 
Season's Greetings 
 
Rick 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Tue, 24 Dec 1996 12:07:31 -0600 
From:    Bruce Abbott <abbott@CVAX.IPFW.INDIANA.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Lecture and demo 
 
[From Bruce Abbott (961224.1310 EST)] 
 
>Bill Powers (961222.1515 MST) -- 
 
>In that figure, there is no "CEV" shown in the environment. Instead, there 
>is a collection of individual variables in a sort of cloud. This cloud is 
>affected through multiple paths by the output of the control system, and the 
>perceptual function is affected in multiple ways by the same cloud of 
>variables, shown as "v's". 
 
>When you run this demo, you'll find that all the usual laws of control hold 
>true. Varying the reference signal will make the perceptual signal follow 
>it. Varying any disturbance affecting the v's will result in variations of 
>the output that keep the perceptual signal from changing as much as it would 
>change if there were no control; that is, the effect of the output on the 
>perceptual signal will be proportional and opposite to the effects of 
>variations in the disturbance, given a constant reference signal. 
 
>The only thing missing from this demo is any environmental variable that is 
>the "correlate" of the perceptual signal. 
 
I can see that this is true without having to run the demo.  Perceptual 
variables may be constructed in various ways from the input, and the result 
may have no direct correspondence to any physical variable.  However, the 
particular combination of physical variables represented in the perceptual 
input function is an objectively measurable quantity, given that one knows 
the formula.  This is exactly what I expect based on my conception of how 
control systems work. 
 
The original issue under discussion was whether a simulation-based system in 
which CVm matched CV (i.e., perfect modeling) could be considered to be 
controlling CV when running in blind mode.  Martin's elegant contribution 
was to suggest that in this case the CV would be "stabilized" but not 
controlled.  My suggestion was that, so long as CVm remained a pefect match 
to CV, it would not be possible to tell the difference, because 
mathematically the effects of system output and disturbance on CV would be 
identical to those on CVm. 
 
Rick's response was to deny that the distinction Martin was making between 
"stabilized" and "controlled" was useful.  CV, he said, either is controlled 
or is not controlled.  I noted in response that CV (the environmental 
correlate of p in the "sighted" condition) is not what is actually 
controlled in a control system, p is.  However I granted that if the 
function relating CV to p is stable, then CV will be controlled along with 
p.  Rick apparently saw  something wrong with this statement; after alluding 
for the umteenth time that I don't quite "get it," he offered to demonstrate 
why CV is "really" under control, and offered to provide a lecture and demo 
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that would show why Martin and I were wrong.  The said demo and lecture were 
provided, and both Martin and I independently concluded that they are not 
relevant to the issue.  While they show that the environmental correlate of 
p is controlled when there is a reliable function relating p to CV, they 
fail to demonstrate any difference between the case in which CV is directly 
controlled and the case in which CV is stabilized by model-based control 
when CVm is a perfect model of CV.  Instead, the lecture and demo show only 
what I had granted in the first place: that when p is a reliable function of 
CV, that CV is controlled with p. 
 
What I have heard since has only strengthened my conviction that Martin and 
I are correct in our analysis.  I don't disagree with what Rick has asserted 
in his lecture, but then I never did.  It is an entirely different assertion 
from the one we were actually debating. 
 
Regards, 
 
Bruce 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Tue, 24 Dec 1996 12:18:40 -0600 
From:    Bruce Abbott <abbott@CVAX.IPFW.INDIANA.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Demos 
 
[From Bruce Abbott (961224.1320)] 
 
>>Me (961223.0835 EST): 
 
>>By a happy coincidence I just managed to get a new computer up and running 
>>with Windows 95, and was able to run through the JAVA demos.  Great stuff, 
>>Rick!  You'll have to show me how to do that. 
 
>Rick Marken 
 
> 
 
>>Bruce Gregory (961224.0545 EST) 
 
>> The demos look great! 
 
>Rick Marken (961224.0915) 
 
>Thank you. Thank you. I'm glad to see that someone's evaluation skills 
>are intact on even-numbered Tuesdays;-) 
 
Bruce, I think you can see why I don't try to curry favor more often around 
here: when I try it, it doesn't seem to work! (:-( 
 
(;-> 
 
Regards, 
 
Bruce 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Tue, 24 Dec 1996 12:07:14 +0000 
From:    Richard marken <marken@AERO.ORG> 
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Subject: Test for the Stabilized Variable 
 
[From Rick Marken (961224.1100 PST)] 
 
Bruce Abbott (961224.1310 EST)-- 
 
> The original issue under discussion was whether a simulation-based 
> system in which CVm matched CV (i.e., perfect modeling) could be 
> considered to be controlling CV when running in blind mode... 
 
> Rick's response was to deny that the distinction Martin was making 
> between "stabilized" and "controlled" was useful...I noted in 
> response that CV (the environmental correlate of p in the "sighted" 
> condition) is not what is actually controlled in a control system, 
> p is.  However I granted that if the function relating CV to p is 
> stable, then CV will be controlled along with p.  Rick apparently 
> saw  something wrong with this statement; 
 
Maybe I missed your (and Martin's) point. It seemed to me that you 
guys were saying that, in general, perception is controlled and the 
environmental correlate of perception (the CV) is stabilized. The stuff 
about the reliability of the function relating CV to p is irrelevant to 
the quesiton of whether CV is stabilized or controlled. If p is not a 
function of CV then CV is not the variable under 
control (CV is not the CV -- controlled variable); some other CV 
(the one that p is actually a function of) is the controlled variable 
(CV). 
 
If you agree than, in a control loop, CV is controlled when when p (the 
function of CV) is controlled, then we have no problem. The 
term "stabilization" is only appropriatly applied to the (impossible) 
situation where the control system has _no_ perceptual representation of 
the CV but is able to generate outputs (based on a model of everything 
that is happening, will happen and can happen to that variable) that 
keep CV in a stable state. If systems were able to generate model based 
outputs that were this successful at 
stabilizing environmental variables then it would, indeed, be 
impossible to distinguish stabilized variables (SVs) from controlled 
variables (CVs). Fortunately, in the real world (where Martin spends so 
little of his time;-)) The Test makes it easy to distinguish SVs from 
CVs. 
 
Best 
 
Rick 
 
Oh. And thanks for the nice words about the demos, Bruce. I should have 
ackowledged them but I was too busy thinking that you might actually 
believe that CVs are stabilized by computed output and not controlled;-) 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Tue, 24 Dec 1996 12:28:53 -0700 
From:    Bill Powers <powers_w@FRONTIER.NET> 
Subject: Re: Autonomy 
 
[From Bill Powers (961224.1120 MST)] 
 
Bruce Abbott (961224.1200 EST)] 
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>>What empirical evidence supports this belief in a "universally pervasive 
>>indeterminacy which has unique properties at every scale"? 
> 
>Having heard no reply, may I assume that the answer is "none"? (:-> 
 
No. 
 
However, "universally pervasive indeterminacy" would be an overstatement of 
my view. It seems to imply that you can't predict anything, which isn't 
true. I would say that indeterminacies can be found on every scale. Some 
obvious ones are the phenomena of chaos, where an orderly causal system has 
states which are literally indeterminate. 
 
Best, 
 
Bill P. 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Tue, 24 Dec 1996 12:28:58 -0700 
From:    Bill Powers <powers_w@FRONTIER.NET> 
Subject: Re: Lecture and demo 
 
[From Bill Powers (961224.1145 MST)] 
 
Bruce Abbott (961224.1310 EST)-- 
 
>Perceptual 
>variables may be constructed in various ways from the input, and the 
>result may have no direct correspondence to any physical variable. 
>However, the particular combination of physical variables represented in 
>the perceptual input function is an objectively measurable quantity, given 
>that one knows the formula.  This is exactly what I expect based on my 
>conception of how control systems work. 
 
The term "objective" is questionable here, because there's nothing in the 
environment that corresponds to the formula. As long as the control system 
and the observer use the same formula, they both perceive the same thing, 
but there is nothing _independent of the observer(s)_ that indicates what 
the right formula is. I've always thought of the word objective as meaning 
something independent of _any_ observer. How do you define it? 
 
>The original issue under discussion was whether a simulation-based system 
>in which CVm matched CV (i.e., perfect modeling) could be considered to be 
>controlling CV when running in blind mode.  Martin's elegant contribution 
>was to suggest that in this case the CV would be "stabilized" but not 
>controlled.  My suggestion was that, so long as CVm remained a pefect 
>match to CV, it would not be possible to tell the difference, because 
>mathematically the effects of system output and disturbance on CV would be 
>identical to those on CVm. 
 
When I speak of control as resistance to disturbance, I have in mind an 
_arbitrary_ disturbance. By that I mean a disturbance which the system 
should be physically capable of resisting (neither too large nor too fast) 
but of an unpredictable waveform and time of occurrance. I want to be able 
to walk up to the system at any time, apply a disturbance of my choosing to 
the controlled variable, and see the action of the system change immediately 
to oppose the effect of my disturbance. A real control system can do this. 
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In thought-experiments, you have control of all the conditions both inside 
and outside the system. Your example might have used a disturbance of the 
form 10*sin(t/2)*(1 - exp(-0.01t)) + 20*t^-(2/7). If you say that the model 
inside the system contains exactly the same form of disturbance, then it 
will be true that CV and CVm will behave exactly the same way. But so what? 
It's a put-up job all the way. The critical question is how the model came 
to have exactly the same form of disturbance in it that the external world has. 
 
Also, don't forget that the entire question may be moot: if people can't go 
on "stabilizing" CV in the absence of input, even with just a simple 
sine-wave disturbance, then obviously for them CV does not equal CVm, and 
the whole model is incorrect. I suspect that when the results come in from 
RunBlnd4, we will see that people can't even control or stabilize a 
controlled variable when the reference level is constant and the only 
disturbance is a simple, slow, completely predictable sine wave. If that 
proves to be true, my interest in a thought-experiment that assumes what 
seems to me an impossibility will wane very rapidly. It's already pretty low. 
 
>Rick's response was to deny that the distinction Martin was making between 
>"stabilized" and "controlled" was useful.  CV, he said, either is 
>controlled or is not controlled. 
 
I would tend to agree with Rick, because of my definition of control given 
above. Remember that as far as the observer is concerned, what is controlled 
is ONLY the CV. The idea that this CV is represented by a perceptual signal 
inside the other system is theoretical. We can observe CV, but not p. When 
we apply a disturbance, we apply it to CV, not to p. The action that opposes 
the effect of the disturbance acts on CV, not p. The Test does not involve p 
at all. It involves only observables -- i.e., the observer's perceptions. 
 
The observations have priority; the model comes second, and its only reason 
for existence is to explain the observations. When you fool around with 
thought-experiments too much, you tend to get the priorities reversed. 
 
Best, 
 
Bill P. 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Tue, 24 Dec 1996 12:28:55 -0700 
From:    Bill Powers <powers_w@FRONTIER.NET> 
Subject: Re: Lecture and demo 
 
[From Bill Powers (961224.1130 MST)] 
 
Rick Marken (961224.0910 PST)] 
 
>So what do you think of my "Control of perception" demo? (Please answer 
>the day after tommorrow;-)) 
 
It's a nice idea, but I think you need to discriminate more sharply among 
the alternative perceptions. When I tried keeping width constant, the 
"shape" trace (y/x) varied less than my "width" trace, because I wasn't 
doing too well at controlling width. And I'm no good at all at controlling 
"perimeter." I'm best at keeping the figure square, because I can perceive 
deviations from squareness very clearly. 
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Suppose you started with an "H" in which the vertical scale, the horizontal 
scale, and the tilt of the sides of the H around the place where they're 
attached to the crossbar could be varied by three disturbances. A person 
could pick the height, the width, or the resemblance to either the letter H 
or the letter A as the controlled variable, with the handle affecting the 
same three variables that the disturbances affect. 
 
In general, for this demo to work best, each of the possible controlled 
variables should be easily seen and controlled. 
 
Best, 
 
Bill P. 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Tue, 24 Dec 1996 12:56:03 -0700 
From:    "T. B. Harms" <tbh@TESSER.COM> 
Subject: Re: Autonomy 
 
*From Tracy Harms 1996;12,24.13:00 
 
 
>Bruce Abbott (961224.1200 EST) 
>>Bruce Abbott (961223.0645 EST) 
>>What empirical evidence supports this belief in a "universally pervasive 
>>indeterminacy which has unique properties at every scale"? 
> 
>Having heard no reply, may I assume that the answer is "none"? (:-> 
 
 
That way of asking the question tends to result in a loss of my interest. 
Because these are high-level metaphysical claims they are only susceptible 
to logical challenges, not empirical ones.  (I can imagine no laboratory 
testing which would not be equally compatable with determinism and 
indeterminism both.)  Furthermore, a request for empirical evidence strikes 
me as misplaced attention:  Instead of asking for something useless we 
should be look for a history of clever and cogent attempts at exposing 
flaws and inadequacies. 
 
The strength I see to indeterminism over determinism lies something like 
this:  Rather than having two physical claims about the world (sub-atomic 
changes are indeterministic + larger changes are deterministic) we have a 
single claim.  More importantly, if changes are rigidly deterministic we 
can expect that larger-scale changes will be able to be explained in terms 
of our understanding of the causality of small-scale change; but if change 
is inherently indeterminate at all scales, causal limits may differ for 
every subject matter such that distinct explanations must be forged for 
each.  The intractability of explaining all phenomena by reductionist 
appeal to physics is more suggestive of indeterminism than determinism. 
 
 
Tracy Bruce Harms                                        tbh@tesser.com 
Boulder, Colorado                                        caveat lector! 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Tue, 24 Dec 1996 13:12:08 -0700 
From:    "T. B. Harms" <tbh@TESSER.COM> 
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Subject: Re: Autonomy 
 
*From Tracy Harms 1996;12,24.13:11 
 
 
Bill Powers (961224.1120 MST) 
 
>However, "universally pervasive indeterminacy" would be an overstatement of 
>my view. It seems to imply that you can't predict anything, which isn't 
>true. I would say that indeterminacies can be found on every scale. Some 
>obvious ones are the phenomena of chaos, where an orderly causal system has 
>states which are literally indeterminate. 
 
"Pervasive" is meant to indicate intrinsic or fundamental, not infinite. 
(Note this: a world where indeterminacy is finite is indeterministic, 
whereas a world where determinacy is finite is also indeterministic.) 
 
The difference between determinist and non-determinist frameworks is 
especially interesting in regard to the sort of explanation each requires 
in the face of phenomena of chaos.  Indeterminism need only explain the 
emergence of indeterminacy in relation to the regularities which contrast 
with it at the same scale where it is seen.  (The recent mathematics of 
"chaos" involve just this sort of explanation.)  A full-fledged 
determinism, on the other hand, needs to come up with an explanation which 
shows a strict consequence somewhere else which would expose the apparent 
indeterminacy as illusory -- and that's a far taller bill to fill. 
 
 
Tracy Bruce Harms                                        tbh@tesser.com 
Boulder, Colorado                                        caveat lector! 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Tue, 24 Dec 1996 15:12:15 -0500 
From:    Bruce Gregory <gregory@CF4.HARVARD.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Lecture and demo 
 
[From Bruce Gregory (961224.1510 EST)] 
 
Bill Powers (961224.1145 MST)] 
 
> The observations have priority; the model comes second, and its only reason 
> for existence is to explain the observations. When you fool around with 
> thought-experiments too much, you tend to get the priorities reversed. 
 
I would like to add my fervent agreement. I suggest we adopt the 
thought as a New Year's resolution! 
 
 
Bruce Gregory 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Tue, 24 Dec 1996 15:20:36 -0500 
From:    Bruce Gregory <gregory@CF4.HARVARD.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Driving blind; wearing coats 
 
[From Bruce Gregory 9961224.1520 EST)] 
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Bill Powers (961224.0530 MST)] 
> 
> Bruce Gregory (961223.1550 EST)] 
> 
> >Suppose I give you the following set of instructions, "Take the Mass. 
> >Turnpike west. Leave at the Auburn exit, Exit 10. Turn south on Rout 395. 
> >Cross the Massachusetts-Connecticut border and take exit 97 to 
> >Putnam..." You now have a map or a model. Surely this is a model 
> >of the world and surely you would make some use of it in setting 
> >references levels for perceptions, such as the Ext 10 sign at Auburn. 
> >This is all I was saying. _How_ you are able to follow my instructions 
> >using this model is something I leave for those who understand these 
> >things better than I. 
> 
> I think it's important to recognize that these apparent prescriptions for 
> action are actually descriptions of perceptions. "Take the Mass. Turnpike 
> west" means "Do what is necessary to be on the Mass Turnpike travelling 
> west," which is a description of an experience, not an action. The actions 
> that will be necessary to create this perceptual result are not predictable. 
> You can't tell the person "Slow down until the oncoming truck has cleared 
> the merge lane." This means that the model is not the sort that converts an 
> action into an outcome: it is not a model of the environment in the sense 
> Hans Blom means. 
 
I agree. That's why I said "setting reference levels for perceptions". 
Apparently 
ifrom what I ubderstand of model-based control theories, the model is used to 
set reference levels for perceptions of actions regardless of their effects on 
the CV. 
 
> You say " _How_ you are able to follow my instructions 
> using this model is something I leave for those who understand these 
> things better than I." You are as much an authority on this matter as 
> anyone. The point of the HPCT model is exactly to explain HOW we can do 
> things like following instructions. What you have to do is pay attention the 
> next time you're following instructions, to see how you translate the words 
> into reference images. 
> 
> To give good instructions you have to imagine the perceptions as they will 
> occur and describe them in that order. To _follow_ instructions, you have to 
> convert the descriptions into perceptions and set them up in sequence; when 
> you have trouble doing this you know the instructions are poor and you have 
> to ask questions to clarify them. You don't need to ask _how_ to create the 
> perceptions -- that will normally become clear when you get to that point in 
> the actual sequence and see what's going on. 
> 
> If you understand that instructions are _descriptions of perceptions_ and 
> not _prescriptions for actions_ I don't think you'll have any trouble 
> figuring out how giving and following instructions work. 
 
Thanks. A very clear set of instructions. I had no trouble with the 
perceptions ;-) 
 
 
Bruce Gregory 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Tue, 24 Dec 1996 15:08:38 -0500 
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From:    Bruce Gregory <gregory@CF4.HARVARD.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Autonomy 
 
[From Bruce Gregory (961224.1510 EST)] 
 
Bill Powers (961224.1120 MST)] 
> 
> Bruce Abbott (961224.1200 EST)] 
> 
> >>What empirical evidence supports this belief in a "universally pervasive 
> >>indeterminacy which has unique properties at every scale"? 
> > 
> >Having heard no reply, may I assume that the answer is "none"? (:-> 
> 
> No. 
> 
> However, "universally pervasive indeterminacy" would be an overstatement of 
> my view. It seems to imply that you can't predict anything, which isn't 
> true. I would say that indeterminacies can be found on every scale. Some 
> obvious ones are the phenomena of chaos, where an orderly causal system has 
> states which are literally indeterminate. 
 
I think the problem is "unique properties at every scale." Isn't chaos scale 
invariant? 
 
 
Bruce Gregory 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Tue, 24 Dec 1996 13:38:59 -0700 
From:    "T. B. Harms" <tbh@TESSER.COM> 
Subject: thanks; schools 
 
*from  Tracy Harms 1996;12,24.13:30 
 
 
I'd just like to offer my general thanks to the participants in this group, 
and to cybernetic theorists more generally, for showing me a field where my 
interests in epistemology and engineering appear to come into closer union 
than I've found elsewhere.  My love of philosophy has always been driven by 
my sense that general understanding is always relevant to specific 
situations, but there is something special about the way system theory ties 
epistemology with operating instances.  I get a great deal out of the 
discussion which occurs here on the Control Systems Group Network. 
 
I'm curious regarding the academic situation for control theory, 
cybernetics, and system science.  Are there universities which stand as 
especially good in these fields of study?  What trends or concentrations of 
scholarship can be found?  Are there places where things are especially 
"happening," or are the hot studies happening with a scatteredness which 
elevates no school or foundation above others? 
 
 
Tracy Bruce Harms                                        tbh@tesser.com 
Boulder, Colorado                                        caveat lector! 
 
------------------------------ 
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Date:    Tue, 24 Dec 1996 16:09:13 -0500 
From:    Bruce Gregory <gregory@CF4.HARVARD.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Autonomy 
 
[From Bruce Gregory (961224.1610 EST)] 
 
Tracy Harms 1996;12,24.13:00 
 
> The strength I see to indeterminism over determinism lies something like 
> this:  Rather than having two physical claims about the world (sub-atomic 
> changes are indeterministic + larger changes are deterministic) we have a 
> single claim.  More importantly, if changes are rigidly deterministic we 
> can expect that larger-scale changes will be able to be explained in terms 
> of our understanding of the causality of small-scale change; but if change 
> is inherently indeterminate at all scales, causal limits may differ for 
> every subject matter such that distinct explanations must be forged for 
> each.  The intractability of explaining all phenomena by reductionist 
> appeal to physics is more suggestive of indeterminism than determinism. 
 
It may be a good idea to keep in mind that both determinism and 
indeterminism are properties of models. Whenever we push models far 
beyond the realms where they have been tested we are in danger of 
going astray. 
 
 
Bruce Gregory 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Tue, 24 Dec 1996 18:55:44 +0000 
From:    Richard marken <marken@AERO.ORG> 
Subject: Re: Lecture and demo, Autonomy 
 
[From Rick Marken (961224.1750 PST)] 
 
Bill Powers (961224.1130 MST) re: Control of Perception demo 
 
> It's a nice idea, but I think you need to discriminate more 
> sharply among the alternative perceptions. When I tried keeping 
> width constant, the "shape" trace (y/x) varied less than my 
> "width" trace, because I wasn't doing too well at controlling 
> width.... In general, for this demo to work best, each of the 
> possible controlled variables should be easily seen and controlled. 
 
I agree completely. Thanks for the very helpful ideas. I know 
exactly what you mean and I will work on creating an improved 
version  of the demo based on your suggestions. 
 
Tracy Harms (1996;12,24.13:00) -- 
 
> The strength I see to indeterminism over determinism lies 
> something like this.. 
 
I think that casting the discussion of autonomy in the context of 
an argument over determinism vs indeterminism misses one of the main 
contributions that PCT might be able to make to the discussion. PCT 
shows that the determinism that exists in closed loop systems, like 
organisms, is quite different than the kind that exists in open loop 
systems, such as inanimate objects. 
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Open-loop determinism is good old "cause-effect"; closed-loop 
determinism, when the feedback in the loop is negative and the gain 
is high, is "control". 
 
The difference between objects that respond to causes and those that 
control their inputs is illustrated in my "Detection of Purpose" demo. 
The difference is that the cause-effect objects "go with the flow" (your 
disturbance); the controlling objects "do their own thing" (despite your 
disturbance). It seems to me that simple, closed-loop control systems 
exhibits many of the charateristics that we call "autonomy", even though 
such systems are not "indeterminate". 
 
Best 
 
Rick 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Tue, 24 Dec 1996 21:02:55 -0500 
From:    Bruce Gregory <gregory@CF4.HARVARD.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Lecture and demo, Autonomy 
 
[From Bruce Gregory (961224.2100 EST)] 
 
Rick Marken (961224.1750 PST) 
 
> I think that casting the discussion of autonomy in the context of 
> an argument over determinism vs indeterminism misses one of the main 
> contributions that PCT might be able to make to the discussion. PCT 
> shows that the determinism that exists in closed loop systems, like 
> organisms, is quite different than the kind that exists in open loop 
> systems, such as inanimate objects. 
> 
> Open-loop determinism is good old "cause-effect"; closed-loop 
> determinism, when the feedback in the loop is negative and the gain 
> is high, is "control". 
> 
> The difference between objects that respond to causes and those that 
> control their inputs is illustrated in my "Detection of Purpose" demo. 
> The difference is that the cause-effect objects "go with the flow" (your 
> disturbance); the controlling objects "do their own thing" (despite your 
> disturbance). It seems to me that simple, closed-loop control systems 
> exhibits many of the charateristics that we call "autonomy", even though 
> such systems are not "indeterminate". 
 
Nicely said. I feel exactly the same way. The autonomous nature of 
living control systems is quite outside the determinism-indeterminism 
dichotomy. Radioactive decay is indeterminate, but hardly a model I 
want to emulate! 
 
 
Bruce Gregory 
 
------------------------------ 
 
End of CSGNET Digest - 24 Dec 1996 to 25 Dec 1996 
************************************************* 
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Date:     Thu, 26 Dec 1996 08:00:15 +1800 
Subject:  CSGNET Digest - 25 Dec 1996 to 26 Dec 1996 
 
There are 2 messages totalling 187 lines in this issue. 
 
Topics of the day: 
 
  1. Lecture and demo 
  2. Motivation on Trial 
 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Date:    Wed, 25 Dec 1996 15:38:17 -0500 
From:    Bruce Abbott <abbott@CVAX.IPFW.INDIANA.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Lecture and demo 
 
[From Bruce Abbott (961225.1540 EST)] 
 
>Bill Powers (961224.1145 MST) -- 
 
>>Bruce Abbott (961224.1310 EST) 
 
>>Perceptual 
>>variables may be constructed in various ways from the input, and the 
>>result may have no direct correspondence to any physical variable. 
>>However, the particular combination of physical variables represented in 
>>the perceptual input function is an objectively measurable quantity, given 
>>that one knows the formula.  This is exactly what I expect based on my 
>>conception of how control systems work. 
 
>The term "objective" is questionable here, because there's nothing in the 
>environment that corresponds to the formula. As long as the control system 
>and the observer use the same formula, they both perceive the same thing, 
>but there is nothing _independent of the observer(s)_ that indicates what 
>the right formula is. I've always thought of the word objective as meaning 
>something independent of _any_ observer. How do you define it? 
 
I define "objective" as public and reproducable.  That is, if you and I both 
conduct our observations under the same conditions, our observations will 
agree, within the limits of experimental error.  In this sense the 
difference in the areas of two given rectangles are as objective their 
lengths, widths, areas, or the temperature of the paper on which they are drawn. 
 
>>The original issue under discussion was whether a simulation-based system 
>>in which CVm matched CV (i.e., perfect modeling) could be considered to be 
>>controlling CV when running in blind mode.  Martin's elegant contribution 
>>was to suggest that in this case the CV would be "stabilized" but not 
>>controlled.  My suggestion was that, so long as CVm remained a pefect 
>>match to CV, it would not be possible to tell the difference, because 
>>mathematically the effects of system output and disturbance on CV would be 
>>identical to those on CVm. 
 
>When I speak of control as resistance to disturbance, I have in mind an 
>_arbitrary_ disturbance. By that I mean a disturbance which the system 
>should be physically capable of resisting (neither too large nor too fast) 
>but of an unpredictable waveform and time of occurrance. I want to be able 
>to walk up to the system at any time, apply a disturbance of my choosing to 
>the controlled variable, and see the action of the system change immediately 
>to oppose the effect of my disturbance. A real control system can do this. 
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Yes.  Hence the distinction to be made between controlled and stabilized.  A 
variable may be stablized against some predictable disturbance waveform 
without being controlled. 
 
>In thought-experiments, you have control of all the conditions both inside 
>and outside the system. Your example might have used a disturbance of the 
>form 10*sin(t/2)*(1 - exp(-0.01t)) + 20*t^-(2/7). If you say that the model 
>inside the system contains exactly the same form of disturbance, then it 
>will be true that CV and CVm will behave exactly the same way. But so what? 
>It's a put-up job all the way. The critical question is how the model came 
>to have exactly the same form of disturbance in it that the external world has. 
 
This example was intended to provide a starting point for discussion -- an 
_optimal situation_ for model-based control.  Thus far I have not been able 
to proceed beyond trying to get the participants in this debate to agree to 
what you just stated -- that CV and Cm will behave in exactly the same way, 
so that it would be impossible to tell, just by observing this "put up" 
system, whether CV is or is not under control.  Lacking agreement on this 
point (which I thought was an obvious one that would meet no opposition), I 
have been unable to proceed further. 
 
>Also, don't forget that the entire question may be moot: if people can't go 
>on "stabilizing" CV in the absence of input, even with just a simple 
>sine-wave disturbance, then obviously for them CV does not equal CVm, and 
>the whole model is incorrect. I suspect that when the results come in from 
>RunBlnd4, we will see that people can't even control or stabilize a 
>controlled variable when the reference level is constant and the only 
>disturbance is a simple, slow, completely predictable sine wave. If that 
>proves to be true, my interest in a thought-experiment that assumes what 
>seems to me an impossibility will wane very rapidly. It's already pretty low. 
 
It would be my guess that people will tend to do poorly at this task, even 
with considerable practice at it, because it demands not only variation of 
the correct approximate form and amplitude (which I suspect people can learn 
to produce fairly well, although perhaps not via a mouse), but also (and 
critically) the correct phase (even relatively small phase errors can 
produce high rms errors), and this must be maintained over several cycles of 
the disturbance waveform.  However, I've already noted biological systems in 
which internally-generated regular cycles -- the so-called biological clocks 
-- do produce excellent stabilization against some forms of predictable 
disturbance.  Thus I think it would be a mistake to conclude that poor 
performance under the conditions imposed by RunBlnd4 would rule out 
simulation-based stabilization as an operative feature of biological 
systems.  If people do poorly, all you will know is that they are not good 
at using simulation-based control in this situation. 
 
>>Rick's response was to deny that the distinction Martin was making between 
>>"stabilized" and "controlled" was useful.  CV, he said, either is 
>>controlled or is not controlled. 
 
>I would tend to agree with Rick, because of my definition of control given 
>above. Remember that as far as the observer is concerned, what is controlled 
>is ONLY the CV. The idea that this CV is represented by a perceptual signal 
>inside the other system is theoretical. We can observe CV, but not p. When 
>we apply a disturbance, we apply it to CV, not to p. The action that opposes 
>the effect of the disturbance acts on CV, not p. The Test does not involve p 
>at all. It involves only observables -- i.e., the observer's perceptions. 
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But this is not an "either - or" proposition.  A variable can be stable 
although not controlled.  The question then be comes whether the observed 
stability is a result of control or of some other process.  So I'm afraid 
that I'm going to have to disagree with both you _and_ Rick on this one, and 
continue to side with Martin.  The distinction _is_ useful. 
 
The Test can, of course, distinguish between a system stabilized by control 
or by some other means.  This is important, but not relevant to the issue at 
hand, which concerns the degree to which an internal model of the 
predictable portion of the disturbance acting on a CV can be employed to 
reduce the variation in the CV, thus conferring upon it a degree of 
stability, although not control. 
 
Regards, 
 
Bruce 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Wed, 25 Dec 1996 15:48:42 EST 
From:    "Kenneth J. Kitzke" <71042.2733@COMPUSERVE.COM> 
Subject: Motivation on Trial 
 
We wish all PCT believers a very Happy, Prosperous and "Purposeful" New Year! 
 
Although we mostly lurk and never get much of a chance to promote PCT, I thought 
you might enjoy a feeble attempt that Chris and I will be doing January 15, 
1997.  In fact, if any of you have PCT insights or group demos or stories 
regarding motivating others or ourselves, we would like to hear from you and 
we'll use it in this speech or "trial" in State College, Pennsylvania. 
 
<this is paraphrased from a flyer of the Society of Human Resource Management, 
Chapter #265, Human Resource Association of Centre County (near Penn State 
University). 
 
NEWS FLASH! 
 
MOTIVATION ON TRIAL 
 
In one of the strangest cases to hit the State College area in years, a local 
manager has been charged with failing to motivate her employees.  The manager is 
pleading innocent based on Perceptual Control Theory, a radical new scientific 
discovery in the field of human behavior that governs all relationships between 
people. 
 
A special prosecutor, Christopher Carrot, has been named.  The presiding Judge 
will be the Honorable Kenneth J. Stick.  Courtroom seating is limited.  Final 
word has not yet been received form CNN on their possible live coverage of this 
historic hearing. 
 
Carrot and Stick have tried to downplay rumors that the verdict may reveal the 
truth about motivation and change the role of management for ever. 
 
About the Speaker: 
 
Judge Stick is actually Kenneth J. Kitzke, a real judge for the Pennsylvania 
Quality Leadership Awards and a member of the Control Systems Group.  Helping 
him as Christopher Carrot is his son Chris, an associate in Quality Dynamics, a 
quality management system consulting firm in Pittsburgh.  While this luncheon 
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program will be lighthearted, Ken takes quality, performance, management and 
motivation seriously. 
 
Ken was an original examiner for the Malcolm Baldrige National Quality Award. 
The quality system he managed won a MBNQA along with Motorola in 1988, the first 
year it was bestowed.  Founded in 1987, Quality Dynamics is the retained quality 
consultant for some of the most successful companies in Western Pennsylvania 
including Adtranz, Bricmont, Medrad, Respironics and Thrift Drug (now a unit of 
Eckert owned by J. C. Penney Company).> 
 
BTW, I'll be doing something new for New Year's Eve.  It's called First Night 
and we understand many cites are controlling their collective perceptions this 
way.  Our Pittsburgh cultural district will be offering numerous musical 
entertainment events and we'll be down there eating and enjoying it all with 
good friends to welcome 1997.  What will you be doing for New Year's Eve? 
 
Blessings, 
 
Ken Kitzke and Chris 
 
------------------------------ 
 
End of CSGNET Digest - 25 Dec 1996 to 26 Dec 1996 
************************************************* 
 
Date:     Fri, 27 Dec 1996 08:00:17 +1800 
Subject:  CSGNET Digest - 26 Dec 1996 to 27 Dec 1996 
 
There are 10 messages totalling 716 lines in this issue. 
 
Topics of the day: 
 
  1. Lecture and demo (4) 
  2. Autonomy 
  3. Observations come first (2) 
  4. Lecture and demo. motivation 
  5. Webchat Broadcasting System 
  6. Lecture and demo, Autonomy 
 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Date:    Thu, 26 Dec 1996 10:15:29 -0600 
From:    Bruce Abbott <abbott@CVAX.IPFW.INDIANA.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Lecture and demo 
 
[From Bruce Abbott (961226.1115 EST)] 
 
To understand why Rick's lecture and demo are irrelevant to the issue they 
were recently offered to address, it helps first to understand what issue 
Rick's lecture and demo does address.  The demo is a JAVA recode of an 
earlier version Rick wrote in Hypercard for the Macintosh (and which I had 
seen over a year ago, if memory serves).  It was written to demonstrate that 
the person controls the environment, rather than the other way around.  The 
same environmental "stimulus" (the rectangle) is always present, yet the 
participant can choose to control different perceptions related to that 
stimulus.  It is thus evident that the "stimulus" does not control behavior: 
the behavior is not "stimulus bound," since different behaviors can occur in 
"response" to the same stimulus, and for reasons that lie inside the organism. 
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But this is not the issue presently at hand.  No one is arguing here that 
the environment controls behavior.  What is being argued is that there are 
conditions under which an environmental variable can be stabilized even 
though it is not being controlled, by actually controlling another 
perception based on an internal model of the CV, which we have been calling 
CVm.  The conditions are that the controller has an accurate model of the 
EFF (environmental feedback function) relating controller output to change 
in CV, that the disturbance to CV is predictable, and that the system has an 
accurate model of the disturbance. 
 
To the extent that these conditions hold or fail, simulation-based 
stabilization will succeed or fail.  Even where the disturbance waveform is 
only partially predictable, if the model of this predictable component is 
adequate, CV will be partially stabilized (i.e., will vary less than it 
otherwise would). 
 
No one is claiming that this form of stabilization will work against 
unpredictable disturbances, or that it is as good as control (it isn't) when 
the latter is possible. 
 
So Rick's lecture and demo is a bit like the following: 
 
     Question:      Why does a fireman wear red suspenders? 
     Rick's reply:  To get to the other side. 
 
It's a great answer to another question (Why does the chicken cross the 
road?), but bears no relation to the question that was actually asked. 
 
Regards, 
 
Bruce 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Thu, 26 Dec 1996 10:50:40 -0600 
From:    Bruce Abbott <abbott@CVAX.IPFW.INDIANA.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Autonomy 
 
[From Bruce Abbott (961226.1150 EST)] 
 
>Tracy Harms 1996;12,24.13:00 
 
>>Bruce Abbott (961224.1200 EST) 
>>>Bruce Abbott (961223.0645 EST) 
>>>What empirical evidence supports this belief in a "universally pervasive 
>>>indeterminacy which has unique properties at every scale"? 
 
>>Having heard no reply, may I assume that the answer is "none"? (:-> 
 
>That way of asking the question tends to result in a loss of my interest. 
>Because these are high-level metaphysical claims they are only susceptible 
>to logical challenges, not empirical ones.  (I can imagine no laboratory 
>testing which would not be equally compatable with determinism and 
>indeterminism both.) 
 
That way of _answering_ the question tends to result in a loss of _my_ 
interest.  If I understand correctly,  the indeterminism found at the 
quantum level is revealed by empirical demonstration;  that is why it is of 
such interest to scientists.  If your claim is not susceptible to any 
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conceivable empirical test, then it is not a scientific theory.  In fact, I 
might claim that it is an anti-scientific theory in that it appears to 
presuppose limits to what science will be able to discover about the 
workings of the human mind, and thus tends to remove the motivation to do 
the research. 
 
>Furthermore, a request for empirical evidence strikes 
>me as misplaced attention:  Instead of asking for something useless we 
>should be look for a history of clever and cogent attempts at exposing 
>flaws and inadequacies. 
 
I am all in favor doing the latter whether the theory under scrutiny is 
scientific or purely philosophical.  But I was under the impression that you 
were offering a view with testable empirical consequences.  If it has none, 
then as a scientist I find it uninteresting. 
 
Regards, 
 
Bruce 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Thu, 26 Dec 1996 11:13:47 -0600 
From:    Bruce Abbott <abbott@CVAX.IPFW.INDIANA.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Observations come first 
 
[From Bruce Abbott (961226.1215 EST)] 
 
>Bruce Gregory (961224.1510 EST) -- 
 
>>Bill Powers (961224.1145 MST) 
 
>> The observations have priority; the model comes second, and its only reason 
>> for existence is to explain the observations. 
 
I've already noted observations in which simulation-based stabilization may 
be at work.  Generally speaking, if it _can_ be done to advantage, then 
there will probably be some organism that does it.  This makes it worth 
exploring whether such a tactic can be made to work and, if so, what its 
requirements are. 
 
>>When you fool around with 
>> thought-experiments too much, you tend to get the priorities reversed. 
 
>I would like to add my fervent agreement. I suggest we adopt the 
>thought as a New Year's resolution! 
 
Meaning what?  That one should not examine the implications of one's models? 
What is "fooling around with thought experiments too much"?  Tell that to 
Einstein. 
 
I think that there is quite a bit to be learned from examining the logical 
(and mathematical) implications of one's assumptions, to see where they 
lead.  In this case I think it might save quite a bit of empirical work, 
because what can be shown to be logically true (or false) need not be 
demonstrated empirically.  Furthermore, you are not going to be able to 
empirically demonstrate that simulation-based stabilization is _not_ 
employed by living organisms for _any_ purpose merely by showing that human 
beings are not able to use it effectively to counteract the influence of a 
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sine-wave disturbance over several cycles. 
 
Regards, 
 
Bruce 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Thu, 26 Dec 1996 10:39:03 +0000 
From:    Richard marken <marken@AERO.ORG> 
Subject: Re: Lecture and demo. motivation 
 
[From Rick Marken (961226.0930)] 
 
Bruce Abbott (961226.1115 EST)] 
 
> It [Marken's demo] was written to demonstrate that the person 
> controls the environment, rather than the other way around.  The 
> same environmental "stimulus" (the rectangle) is always present, 
> yet the participant can choose to control different perceptions 
> related to that stimulus.  It is thus evident that the "stimulus" 
> does not control behavior: the behavior is not "stimulus bound," 
> since different behaviors can occur in "response" to the same 
> stimulus, and for reasons that lie inside the organism. 
 
Nothing personal (I know the system concept for which you control) 
but this has to be the worst restatement of the aim of my demo that 
I have ever heard. The aim was not to show that "the person controls the 
environment, rather than the other way around". Nor was the aim 
to show that "behavior is not stimulus bound" (whatever that means). The 
aim was what I said it was -- to show that control systems 
control perceptual representations of objective states of affairs. 
It did this by showing that a person (control system) can control 
_different_ representations of the _same_ objective state of affairs. 
 
> But this is not the issue presently at hand...What is being argued 
> is that there are conditions under which an environmental variable 
> can be stabilized even though it is not being controlled, by 
> actually controlling another perception based on an internal 
> model of the CV, which we have been calling CVm. 
 
I have never disputed this. Here's one for your PCT scrapbook: 
 
In Bruce Abbott's ridiculously unrealistic model-based controller, 
CV is _stabilized_ by computed outputs; it is not 
_controlled_.                                                                                
Richard S. Marken 
 
You may copy the above sentence and keep it close to your heart if 
it will help you move on to the next phase of development in your 
understanding of PCT. 
 
What I have disputed is the idea that the CV in a _normal_ control loop 
is _stabilized_. Under normal cirsumstances, the CV is controlled, not 
stabilized. 
 
I will also note that if your model based controller were able to 
predict every arbitrary disturbance that were being applied to the CV 
(that is, if your model based controlled lived in the Twilight Zone) 
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then it would be impossible for an observer to tell that CV is being 
stabilized rather than controlled. This is possibly the most useless 
observation that could possibly be made about model-based control. 
 
> No one is claiming that this form of stabilization will work 
> against unpredictable disturbances, or that it is as good as 
> control (it isn't) when the latter is possible. 
 
Now this is actually a useful statement. The question, then, is "to what 
degree do organisms use model-based control when they lose input". Since 
you [Bruce Abbott (961225.1540 EST)] have declared 
that this cannot, in general, be determined by experiment, I guess you 
are in the cat-bird seat on this issue, eh?;-) 
 
Kenneth J. Kitzke (961225) -- 
 
> a local manager has been charged with failing to motivate her 
> employees.  The manager is pleading innocent based on Perceptual 
> Control Theory 
 
The verdict has to be that the manager is innocent, right? PCT shows 
that you can't really "motivate people" (set their references for 
them), right? I find for the defendant;-) 
 
Best 
 
Rick 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Thu, 26 Dec 1996 19:52:31 -0500 
From:    Bruce Abbott <abbott@CVAX.IPFW.INDIANA.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Lecture and demo 
 
[From Bruce Abbott (961226.1955 EST)] 
 
>Rick Marken (961226.0930)] 
 
>>Bruce Abbott (961226.1115 EST)] 
 
>> It [Marken's demo] was written to demonstrate that the person 
>> controls the environment, rather than the other way around.  The 
>> same environmental "stimulus" (the rectangle) is always present, 
>> yet the participant can choose to control different perceptions 
>> related to that stimulus.  It is thus evident that the "stimulus" 
>> does not control behavior: the behavior is not "stimulus bound," 
>> since different behaviors can occur in "response" to the same 
>> stimulus, and for reasons that lie inside the organism. 
 
>Nothing personal (I know the system concept for which you control) 
>but this has to be the worst restatement of the aim of my demo that 
>I have ever heard. The aim was not to show that "the person controls the 
>environment, rather than the other way around". Nor was the aim 
>to show that "behavior is not stimulus bound" (whatever that means). 
Well, that's how you described it when you _first_ suggested that I take a 
look at it, back when it was available only on hypercard.  It came up in the 
context of differentiating between behavior: the control of perception and 
behavior as response to stimulus.  [The term "stimulus bound" is contained 
within my conclusion, not my description of what your demo shows; it's 
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obviously not a term you would use.] 
 
What is the "system concept" you think I control for?  Rather than engaging 
in innuendo, how about stating it directly? 
 
>The 
>aim was what I said it was -- to show that control systems 
>control perceptual representations of objective states of affairs. 
>It did this by showing that a person (control system) can control 
>_different_ representations of the _same_ objective state of affairs. 
 
That's what you are using it for _now_, but that principle is self evident 
to me, and as I said before, irrelevant to this discussion. 
 
>> But this is not the issue presently at hand...What is being argued 
>> is that there are conditions under which an environmental variable 
>> can be stabilized even though it is not being controlled, by 
>> actually controlling another perception based on an internal 
>> model of the CV, which we have been calling CVm. 
 
>I have never disputed this. 
 
Oh, get off it.  You went so far as to deny the usefulness of the 
distinction between controlling a variable and stabilizing it. 
 
Here's one for your PCT scrapbook: 
 
>In Bruce Abbott's ridiculously unrealistic model-based controller, 
>CV is _stabilized_ by computed outputs; it is not 
>_controlled_. 
You've missed the point entirely.  The model is _intended_ to be 
ridiculously unrealistic! Now, how do the "computed outputs" of this 
controller differ from those of the usual type?  That is, in what sense are 
the outputs of a control system _not_ "computed"?  In both cases, o = f(r - 
p).  Does one of these formulas have the label "computed" attached to it, 
and the other not? 
 
>What I have disputed is the idea that the CV in a _normal_ control loop 
>is _stabilized_. Under normal cirsumstances, the CV is controlled, not 
>stabilized. 
 
Semantics.  I noted earlier that control is simply a method of 
stabilization.  They are not opposites; control is a type of stabilization. 
The CV in a normal control loop is stabilized against random disturbances 
that are within the control system's capacity to oppose (amplitude, bandwidth). 
 
>I will also note that if your model based controller were able to 
>predict every arbitrary disturbance that were being applied to the CV 
>(that is, if your model based controlled lived in the Twilight Zone) 
>then it would be impossible for an observer to tell that CV is being 
>stabilized rather than controlled. 
 
Glad you agree.  This agreement was to be my starting point for a further 
analysis and comparison between simulation-based stabilization and control; 
instead, you take it as the end-point.  I have taken the physicists "assume 
a frictionless pendulum" and have then had to spend the next five days 
arguing about whether one _can_ assume a frictionless pendlum, there being 
no such thing in the real world and so on.  By the time we're done with 
that, we've forgotten what the original debate was about.  By now no one is 
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even in a frame of mind to hear the rest. 
 
>> No one is claiming that this form of stabilization will work 
>> against unpredictable disturbances, or that it is as good as 
>> control (it isn't) when the latter is possible. 
 
>Now this is actually a useful statement. The question, then, is "to what 
>degree do organisms use model-based control when they lose input". Since 
>you [Bruce Abbott (961225.1540 EST)] have declared 
>that this cannot, in general, be determined by experiment, I guess you 
>are in the cat-bird seat on this issue, eh?;-) 
 
Now wait a minute, I never said that the question "_to what degree_ do 
organisms use model-based control when they lose input" is incapable of 
empirical test!  My claim is that such a question cannot be answered with 
one experiment, on one type of CV, with one method of acting on the CV.  If 
I claimed that "some fowl are white," you couldn't prove me wrong by showing 
me a black duck, could you?  That would only prove that _this_ fowl is not 
white.  I'm sorry, Rick, but that's just plain old-fashioned logic; I didn't 
make it up. 
 
Regards, 
 
Bruce 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Thu, 26 Dec 1996 21:01:04 -0500 
From:    "David M. Goldstein" <davidmg@JERSEY.NET> 
Subject: Webchat Broadcasting System 
 
From:  David Goldstein\ 
To:  All 
Date:  12/26/96 
 
 
I just discovered this website.  It provides an opportunity to chat 
online.  There is no charge.  Is anyone familiar with it?  It seems to 
open up some interesting possibilities for real time conversations.  I 
imagine that two or more CSGnet people could agree to meet in a certain 
room at a certain time and pursue a particular line of conversation. 
Much of the problem with the present format is that people monologue at 
each other,  for example Rick and Bruce,  instead of talking with each 
other. I expect that a more conversational format would result in more 
efficient communication and less aggressive talk. I would be interested 
in hearing from people who have more experience with websites such as 
the one I mentioned.  My inexperience with this kind of format could 
make me be more optimistic than is justified. 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Thu, 26 Dec 1996 19:57:42 +0000 
From:    Richard marken <marken@AERO.ORG> 
Subject: Re: Lecture and demo 
 
[From Rick Marken (961226.1850 PST)] 
 
An imporved version of the "Control of Perception" demo is now available 
at: 
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http://www.leonardo.net/Marken/ControlDemo/ControlP.html 
 
Comments will be greatly appreciated. 
 
Bruce Abbott (961226.1955 EST)-- 
 
> What is the "system concept" you think I control for? 
 
I would call it "science". Your "science" system concept requires 
that theories be alternative exlanations of existing facts. So PCT, from 
your point of view, can only be a new way of explaining the existing 
facts of behavior. The notion that PCT explains behavioral phenomena 
that were never before considered facts (and ignores most that are) is a 
disturbance to this concept. 
 
Me: 
 
> The aim [of the "Control of Perception" demo] was what I said it was > -- to 
show that control systems control perceptual representations 
> of objective states of affairs. 
 
Bruce: 
 
> That's what you are using it for _now_, but that principle is self 
> evident to me, and as I said before, irrelevant to this discussion. 
 
Here's the discussion, as I remember it. You presented your model- based 
controller that controls CV when it controls CVm. You then argued that 
the CV that corresponds to a controlled perception in a regular control 
loop is _stabilized_ in the same way as the CV is stabilized in your 
model-based control system. I said that was wrong; the CV _is_ 
controlled in a control loop. You said that in saying this I was denying 
that behavior is the control of perception; that I was saying that it is 
the environment (CV) and not perception that is controlled. I said 
"_no_, perception is controlled", but so is the CV. You then asked 
"well, then why does PCT say that behavior is the control of 
perception"? I developed and posted the "Control of Perception" demo to 
answer _that_ question. Behavior is the control 
of perception and (from the observer's perspective) control of the 
environmental correlate of the controlled perception (the CV). 
 
Bruce: 
 
> What is being argued is that there are conditions under which 
> an environmental variable can be stabilized even though it is 
> not being controlled 
 
Me: 
 
>I have never disputed this. 
 
Bruce: 
 
> Oh, get off it.  You went so far as to deny the usefulness of the 
> distinction between controlling a variable and stabilizing it. 
 
The distinction I was objecting to was calling perception "controlled" 
and the CV "stabilized" in a _normal_ control loop. I thought (and still 
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think, based on what you say below) that you thought that the 
CV is stabilized (not controlled) and that only the perception is 
controlled in a normal control loop. This is not only a useless 
distinction; it is an incorrect one. In your model-based system, the 
perception _and_ the CVm are controlled; the CV is stabilized 
(coincidentally kept in some reference state by the outputs that control 
CVm), _not_ controlled. 
 
>how do the "computed outputs" of this [model-based] controller 
>differ from those of the usual type? 
 
It's not "how the outputs are computed" that differentiates your 
model-based from the usual type of controller. It's whether the outputs 
are computed "in the loop" with the controlled variable (CV). In 
model-based control, CV is _not in the loop_ with the outputs that are 
added to it. So the computed value of the outputs have nothing to do 
with the value of CV. That's why the outputs of a model-based controller 
don't _control_ CV (it's not even appropriate to call the CV in a 
model-based controller a "CV"). The outputs that are part of the closed 
loop in the "usual controller" _do_ control CV -- that's why it's called 
the CV (controlled variable). 
 
Best 
 
Rick 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Fri, 27 Dec 1996 07:01:44 -0500 
From:    Bruce Gregory <gregory@CF4.HARVARD.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Observations come first 
 
[From Bruce Gregory (961227.0700 EST)] 
 
Bruce Abbott (961226.1215 EST) 
> 
> >Bruce Gregory (961224.1510 EST) -- 
> 
> >>Bill Powers (961224.1145 MST) 
> 
> >>When you fool around with 
> >> thought-experiments too much, you tend to get the priorities reversed. 
> 
> >I would like to add my fervent agreement. I suggest we adopt the 
> >thought as a New Year's resolution! 
> 
> Meaning what?  That one should not examine the implications of one's models? 
> What is "fooling around with thought experiments too much"?  Tell that to 
> Einstein. 
 
I knew Einstein, Bruce. And believe me, you're no Einstein. (Sorry, I just 
couldn't resist. Especially since I _did_ know Einstein, although admitedly 
I was only twelve at the time...) The critical element in a 
thought experiment is that its outcome must be uncontestable. To the 
extent that it is questioned, it fails in its purpose. Einstein was a 
master at envisioning thought experiments whose outcomes were not 
an issue. 
 
> I think that there is quite a bit to be learned from examining the logical 
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> (and mathematical) implications of one's assumptions, to see where they 
> lead.  In this case I think it might save quite a bit of empirical work, 
> because what can be shown to be logically true (or false) need not be 
> demonstrated empirically. 
 
Not so clear. Many of the "pardoxes" of quantum mechanics arise 
because they seemed logically impossible, at least to Einstein, who 
usedthought experiments in an attempt to show the limits of QM. 
 
> Furthermore, you are not going to be able to 
> empirically demonstrate that simulation-based stabilization is _not_ 
> employed by living organisms for _any_ purpose merely by showing that human 
> beings are not able to use it effectively to counteract the influence of a 
> sine-wave disturbance over several cycles. 
 
I would have thought that the existence of circadian rhythms would 
be reason enough to accept something like simulation-based 
stabilization, which we all agree is unrelated to control. Martin 
Moore-Ede (if I spelled his name correctly) has gather lots of data 
on this phenomenon. Perhaps you might want to model some of it. 
 
 
Bruce Gregory 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Fri, 27 Dec 1996 06:50:54 -0700 
From:    Bill Powers <powers_w@FRONTIER.NET> 
Subject: Re: Lecture and demo, Autonomy 
 
[From Bill Powers (961226.2020 MST)] 
 
Rick Marken (961224.1750 PST)-- 
 
>The difference between objects that respond to causes and those that 
>control their inputs is illustrated in my "Detection of Purpose" demo. 
>The difference is that the cause-effect objects "go with the flow" (your 
>disturbance); the controlling objects "do their own thing" (despite your 
>disturbance). It seems to me that simple, closed-loop control systems 
>exhibits many of the charateristics that we call "autonomy", even though 
>such systems are not "indeterminate". 
 
There's something else here that needs to be brought out. There is a class 
of systems that create behavior without anything else making them behave. A 
simple example is an oscillator. Acquire a couple of capacitors, a couple of 
resistors, and a little package with eight legs. Solder up a few 
connections. Attach a battery -- and out comes regular spontaneous behavior, 
a sine wave of voltage that will go on and on all by itself until you cut 
the power off. This is behavior with a material cause but no efficient cause 
or final cause. What creates the behavior is the physical construction of 
the components and the way they are physically connected, plus an 
unpatterned source of power. There are no behavioral events per se; the 
behavior simply proceeds endlessly. And because of that there are no 
antecedent causes of the behavior. It's simply the nature of certain 
organizations of matter to behave spontaneously, turning a steady supply of 
energy into organized, patterned actions. 
 
A control system is a special case of this type of spontaneously-acting 
system. Wire up a control system and connect it to a source of power, and it 
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will spontaneously begin trying to make its input match whatever reference 
input it is given (or an equivalent reference input of zero, if there is no 
external reference signal and no internal offset). It will keep trying to do 
this in any environment, although it can succeed only in some environments. 
Where it does succeed, no external agency needs to tell it what actions to 
produce or when to start and stop behaving. It is the physical nature of a 
control system to control. 
 
We're talking, therefore, about a type of mechanism that the mechanists of 
old would have considered magical. It was precisely this sort of mechanism 
that was rejected by those who thought that labeling a proposed kind of 
behavior spontaneous or self-generated was sufficient to prove its 
impossibility. 
 
Best, 
 
Bill P. 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Fri, 27 Dec 1996 06:51:10 -0700 
From:    Bill Powers <powers_w@FRONTIER.NET> 
Subject: Re: Lecture and demo 
 
[From Bill Powers (961226.2100)] 
 
Bruce Abbott (961225.1540 EST) -- 
 
>I define "objective" as public and reproducable.  That is, if you >and I 
both conduct our observations under the same conditions, our >observations 
will agree, within the limits of experimental error.  >In this sense the 
difference in the areas of two given rectangles >are as objective their 
lengths, widths, areas, or the temperature >of the paper on which they are 
>drawn. 
 
"The same conditions" means, of course, "conditions perceived by all to be 
the same." So "objective" observations still require observers who apply the 
same perceptual input functions to inputs from their environments. In some 
fields, observers have little difficulty in agreeing that they have 
established similar-enough conditions, and that they have made similar 
measurements. Unfortunately, psychology is not one of those fields. 
 
>> I want to be able 
>>to walk up to the system at any time, apply a disturbance of my >>choosing 
to the controlled variable, and see the action of the >>system change 
immediately to oppose the effect of my disturbance. >>A real control system 
>can do this. 
> 
>Yes.  Hence the distinction to be made between controlled and >stabilized. 
A variable may be stablized against some predictable >disturbance waveform 
without being controlled. 
 
Yes. But such examples are trivial, because they require the presence of a 
designer who can supply the necessary prediction. To say that CV and CVm 
will be the same when they are the outcomes of identical processes with 
identical inputs is not to say very much. The big problem is that of making 
sure that the processes and inputs are identical. And the slightest change 
of conditions will invalidate the model. 
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>This example was intended to provide a starting point for >discussion -- 
an_optimal situation_ for model-based control.  Thus >far I have not been 
able to proceed beyond trying to get the >participants in this debate to 
agree to what you just stated -- >that CV and Cm will behave in exactly the 
>same way, so that it >would be impossible to tell, just by observing this 
"put up" >system, whether CV is or is not under control.  Lacking agreement 
>on this point (which I thought was an obvious one that would meet >no 
opposition), I have been unable to proceed further. 
 
Well, I agree with it, except that because of the way you have set up the 
system, I don't think of it as a control process. This is probably why I am 
a poor mathematician: I may say that I'll go along with a hypothetical 
situation for the sake of the argument, but if I don't believe in the 
proposed conditions, I will only be pretending to pay attention to the rest 
of the argument. You're forbidding me to apply my own disturbance to the CV, 
and then claiming it would be impossible to tell if the CV was or was not 
under control. I have to agree with that, but by making this condition 
you've simply made the determination impossible. If the moon were made of 
green cheese, and I had a spaceship and a loaf of bread, I could have a 
cheese sandwich. Under those conditions I'd look somewhere else for lunch. 
 
>>Also, don't forget that the entire question may be moot: if people >>can't 
go on "stabilizing" CV in the absence of input, even with >>just a simple 
sine-wave disturbance, then obviously for them CV >>does not equal CVm, and 
the whole model is incorrect. I suspect >>that when the results come in from 
RunBlnd4, we will see that >>people can't even control OR stabilize a 
controlled variable when >>the reference level is constant and the only 
disturbance is a >>simple, slow, completely predictable sine wave. If that 
>>proves to be true, my interest in a thought-experiment that >>assumes what 
seems to me an impossibility will wane very rapidly. >>It's already pretty low. 
> 
>It would be my guess that people will tend to do poorly at this >task, even 
with considerable practice at it, because it demands not >only variation of 
the correct approximate form and amplitude (which >I suspect people can 
learn to produce fairly well, although perhaps >not via a mouse), but also 
(and critically) the correct phase (even >relatively small phase errors can 
produce high rms errors), and >this must be maintained over several cycles 
of the disturbance >waveform. 
 
This is what I observed in me, and expect others to observe, although the 
data are not in yet. I can't even produce a decent sine-wave. If the data do 
not support the possibility of model-based control in this experiment, why 
spend any more effort on it? Can you think of another experiment we could 
try where it might work better? 
>However, I've already noted biological systems in 
>which internally-generated regular cycles -- the so-called >biological 
clocks-- do produce excellent stabilization against some >forms of 
predictable disturbance. 
 
I think you're exaggerating the "stability" of these clocks. In fact, most 
of them tend to run too slowly, and they are so little stabilized that they 
can easily be bought into synchronism with diurnal driving events of a 
distinctly shorter period. If they were really stable, it would be hard to 
change their frequencies. 
 
When you say "excellent stabilization," I think you're making the wrong 
comparison. Whatever you're thinking of as being stabilized may be 
discernibly more stable compared with the case of no control at all, but 
compared to the multitude of variables that are stabilized by negative 
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feedback control they're hardly stabilized at all. There's a big obvious 
important phenomenon right in front of us, but we take it so much for 
granted that we don't even see it as a phenomenon. 
 
>Thus I think it would be a mistake to conclude that poor 
>performance under the conditions imposed by RunBlnd4 would rule out 
>simulation-based stabilization as an operative feature of >biological 
systems.  If people do poorly, all you will know is that >they are not good 
at using simulation-based control in this >situation. 
 
You haven't mentioned any evidence that would convince me it's a mistake. A 
vague reference to biological clocks doesn't do the trick. An experiment 
where it works would serve a lot better. 
 
Don't forget to look at the first half of the data from RunBlnd4. When you 
CAN see the controlled variable, you control it very well indeed, compared 
with how you do without a visible cursor. 
 
>But this is not an "either - or" proposition.  A variable can be >stable 
although not controlled. The question then becomes whether >the observed 
stability is a result of control or of some other >process. 
 
OK, I'll go along with that. A marble in a bowl is not a control system, 
although it has a stable state. But one of the points of PCT is that stable 
processes in organisms are NOT stabilized that way. 
 
>So I'm afraid 
>that I'm going to have to disagree with both you _and_ Rick on this one, 
>and continue to side with Martin.  The distinction _is_ >useful. 
 
>The Test can, of course, distinguish between a system stabilized by 
>control or by some other means.  This is important, but not >relevant to 
>the issue at hand, which concerns the degree to which >an internal model of 
the predictable portion of the disturbance >acting on a CV can be employed 
to reduce the variation in the CV, >thus conferring upon it a degree of 
stability, although not >control. 
 
Bruce, old pal, I am not going to buy that parrot. It's dead. I can see that 
its feet are nailed to the perch. I am not aware of any means of stabilizing 
a variable against arbitrary disturbances other than control. I am extremely 
unconvinced that an arrangement of the sort you propose for "stabilization" 
can be made to work at all in any practical sense, in an organism. Show me 
one little spontaneous move on the part of that parrot (and kindly get your 
thumb off the cage), and I might look at it again. 
 
Best, 
 
Bill P. 
 
------------------------------ 
 
End of CSGNET Digest - 26 Dec 1996 to 27 Dec 1996 
************************************************* 
 
Date:     Sat, 28 Dec 1996 08:00:16 +1800 
Subject:  CSGNET Digest - 27 Dec 1996 to 28 Dec 1996 
 
There are 6 messages totalling 243 lines in this issue. 
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Topics of the day: 
 
  1. Autonomy 
  2. Webchat Broadcasting System 
  3. thanks; schools 
  4. Observations come first 
  5. Re.:  Webchat Broadcasting 
  6. Searchable Archives for CSGnet 
 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Date:    Fri, 27 Dec 1996 10:44:29 -0600 
From:    Bruce Abbott <abbott@CVAX.IPFW.INDIANA.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Autonomy 
 
[From Bruce Abbott (961227.1145 EST)] 
 
>Bruce Gregory (961224.1610 EST) -- 
 
>>Tracy Harms 1996;12,24.13:00 
 
>> The strength I see to indeterminism over determinism lies something like 
>> this:  Rather than having two physical claims about the world (sub-atomic 
>> changes are indeterministic + larger changes are deterministic) we have a 
>> single claim.  More importantly, if changes are rigidly deterministic we 
>> can expect that larger-scale changes will be able to be explained in terms 
>> of our understanding of the causality of small-scale change; but if change 
>> is inherently indeterminate at all scales, causal limits may differ for 
>> every subject matter such that distinct explanations must be forged for 
>> each.  The intractability of explaining all phenomena by reductionist 
>> appeal to physics is more suggestive of indeterminism than determinism. 
 
>It may be a good idea to keep in mind that both determinism and 
>indeterminism are properties of models. Whenever we push models far 
>beyond the realms where they have been tested we are in danger of 
>going astray. 
 
I agree with the sentiment, but keep in mind that Tracy's model is, 
according to him, untestable. 
 
Regards, 
 
Bruce 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Fri, 27 Dec 1996 08:45:07 -0800 
From:    Richard Marken <marken@AEROSPACE.AERO.ORG> 
Subject: Re: Webchat Broadcasting System 
 
[From Rick Marken (961227.0840)] 
 
David Goldstein (12/26/96) -- 
 
>I just discovered this website [Webchat Broadcasting System]. 
 
I think the URL is http://www.webchat.net/ 
 
>Much of the problem with the present format is that people monologue at 
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>each other,  for example Rick and Bruce,  instead of talking with each 
>other. I expect that a more conversational format would result in more 
>efficient communication and less aggressive talk. 
 
Could you explain why you think this would be the case, from a PCT 
perspective? I keep getting hung up at the point where I realize that 
everyone involved in the "conversational format" would still be a 
control system. 
 
Best 
 
Rick 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Fri, 27 Dec 1996 12:54:38 -0800 
From:    Richard Marken <marken@AEROSPACE.AERO.ORG> 
Subject: Re: thanks; schools 
 
[From Rick Marken (961227.1300)] 
 
Tracy Harms (1996;12,24.13:30) -- 
 
>I'm curious regarding the academic situation for control theory, 
>cybernetics, and system science.  Are there universities which stand as 
>especially good in these fields of study?  What trends or concentrations of 
>scholarship can be found?  Are there places where things are especially 
>"happening," or are the hot studies happening with a scatteredness which 
>elevates no school or foundation above others? 
 
I know that the PCT approach to understanding living systems is not taught at 
_any_ university. There may be the occasional graduate seminar on PCT but 
that's about it. 
 
The only place to study PCT is right here on CSGNet and/or at CSG 
meetings.  They'll be turning out priests at the Yeshiva before they start 
turning out experts in PCT at Harvard;-). 
 
Best 
 
Rabbi John Paul II 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Fri, 27 Dec 1996 15:21:03 -0700 
From:    Bill Powers <powers_w@FRONTIER.NET> 
Subject: Re: Observations come first 
 
[From Bill Powers (961227.0700 MST)] 
 
Bruce Abbott (961226.1215 EST)-- 
 
>I've already noted observations in which simulation-based stabilization 
>may be at work.  Generally speaking, if it _can_ be done to advantage, 
>then there will probably be some organism that does it. 
 
Unless there is another way that accomplishes the same end even better, in 
which case, I am told, evolution will ruthlessly favor the better solution, 
even if it's only 2% better. 
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>This makes it worth exploring whether such a tactic can be made to work 
>and, if so, what its requirements are. 
 
I'd like to see some evidence that any organism uses this method for 
anything. That would give me some interest in exploring it further. 
> 
>>>When you fool around with 
>>> thought-experiments too much, you tend to get the priorities reversed. 
> 
>>I would like to add my fervent agreement. I suggest we adopt the 
>>thought as a New Year's resolution! 
> 
>Meaning what?  That one should not examine the implications of one's 
>models? What is "fooling around with thought experiments too much"?  Tell 
>that to Einstein. 
 
Einstein had a solid base of observational evidence to work with, including 
some anomalous but well-observed phenomena. We have nothing like that with 
regard to simulation-based control as a model of organisms. 
 
>I think that there is quite a bit to be learned from examining the logical 
>(and mathematical) implications of one's assumptions, to see where they 
>lead.  In this case I think it might save quite a bit of empirical work, 
>because what can be shown to be logically true (or false) need not be 
>demonstrated empirically. 
 
That's probably the most dangerous assumption you could make. You never know 
all the premises on which a "logical demonstration" is based, nor can you 
ever be sure that you haven't played some subtle logical trick on yourself. 
Once you've established your premises as factual, and once you've 
demonstrated that your logic predicts observable events correctly, there may 
be a lot to be learned by following the implications out -- that's what we 
mean by making a prediction from a model. But there is no prediction that'so 
infallible (unless it's trivial) that it doesn't require experimental test. 
 
>Furthermore, you are not going to be able to 
>empirically demonstrate that simulation-based stabilization is _not_ 
>employed by living organisms for _any_ purpose merely by showing that 
>human beings are not able to use it effectively to counteract the 
>influence of a sine-wave disturbance over several cycles. 
 
Quite right. Neither can I empirically demonstrate that it's _not_ produced 
by magic. However, one experiment at a time, I can determine whether it's 
used for one purpose, then for another purpose, and then for another. If 
this idea fails in all its applications, then I would feel justified in 
looking for a better explanation. You can save a lot of wasted mental effort 
by testing your ideas before you carry them so far that you become committed 
to them. 
 
Best, 
 
Bill P. 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Fri, 27 Dec 1996 19:25:59 -0500 
From:    "David M. Goldstein" <davidmg@JERSEY.NET> 
Subject: Re.:  Webchat Broadcasting 
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From:  David Goldstein 
Subject: Rick Marken 961227.0840 
Date:  12/27/96 
 
 
I said: 
I expect that a more conversational format would result in more 
efficient communication and less aggressive talk. 
 
Rick said: 
Could you explain why you think this would be the case, from a PCT 
perspective? I keep getting hung up at the point where I realize that 
everyone involved in the "conversational format" would still be a 
control system. 
 
I'll put on my PCT hat and try.  Yes,  each person remains a control 
system.  But the variables a person is controlling for is likely to 
change in important ways. 
 
What each person says is likely to be shorter. If too much time goes by 
before you answer,  one is likely to see:  Rick,  are you still there? 
The shorter,  simpler expressions are likely to help comprehension. 
 
What each person says is likely to be more polite.  If I don't like what 
you said,  or the way you said it,  I am more likely to let you know 
about it sooner before too many words have gone by.  I could always 
decide to stop the conversation if I feel that you are being too rude, 
or too aggressive.  Not wanting to end the conversation before a 
satisfactory point is reached seems more likely in a chat format than an 
email format. 
 
I could go on but the point is that different formats are likely to 
result in different variables which a person wants to control.  If God 
wanted us to communicate by email,  he would have given us keyboards 
instead of mouths and ears. 
 
 
 
 
 
" Could you explain why you think this would be the case, from a PCT 
perspective? I keep getting hung up at the point where I realize that 
everyone involved in the "conversational format" would still be a 
control system." 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Sat, 28 Dec 1996 08:25:44 -0500 
From:    "David M. Goldstein" <davidmg@JERSEY.NET> 
Subject: Re: Searchable Archives for CSGnet 
 
Gary Cziko wrote: 
> 
> [from Gary Cziko 962304.0120 GMT] 
> 
> I recently received the following notice about a searchable archive for CSGnet. 
> 
> I checked it out and it is pretty nifty.  The catch is that you will also 
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> get some advertising as you search, but since you don't have to look at it, 
> it doesn't seem too much of a price to pay.--Gary 
> 
> ---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
> - Reference.COM has begun archiving this list as of: 
>         Nov. 26, 1996 
> 
> - Searchable archives for the lists are available at: 
> 
> http://www.reference.com/cgi-bin/pn/listarch?list=CSGNET@postoffice.cso.uiuc 
> .e 
> du 
 
I tried this and there was nothing there to search.  Did anyone else try 
it and have better luck? 
 
------------------------------ 
 
End of CSGNET Digest - 27 Dec 1996 to 28 Dec 1996 
************************************************* 
 
Date:     Sun, 29 Dec 1996 08:00:04 +1800 
Subject:  CSGNET Digest - 28 Dec 1996 to 29 Dec 1996 
 
There are 6 messages totalling 394 lines in this issue. 
 
Topics of the day: 
 
  1. Simulation-based stabilization vs. control (2) 
  2. Searchable Archives for CSGnet 
  3. archives 
  4. Re.:  Webchat Broadcasting (2) 
 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Date:    Sat, 28 Dec 1996 08:35:50 -0600 
From:    Bruce Abbott <abbott@CVAX.IPFW.INDIANA.EDU> 
Subject: Simulation-based stabilization vs. control 
 
[From Bruce Abbott (961228.0940 EST)] 
 
>Bill Powers (961227.0700 MST) -- 
 
>Bruce Abbott (961226.1215 EST) 
 
>>I've already noted observations in which simulation-based stabilization 
>>may be at work.  Generally speaking, if it _can_ be done to advantage, 
>>then there will probably be some organism that does it. 
 
>Unless there is another way that accomplishes the same end even better, in 
>which case, I am told, evolution will ruthlessly favor the better solution, 
>even if it's only 2% better. 
 
Control is not always best.  For anti-predator defense, turtles have strong 
shells (passive stabilization) rather than the ability to run fast (active 
stabilization, i.e., control).  Presumably evolution favored this solution 
for the turtle, if not for the hare. 
 
When birds fly south for the winter, do they wait for their beaks to freeze 
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before taking wing?  If they did, would they be able to fly to safety before 
they froze to death?  Is this more efficient than responding to an 
internally generated biological change of reference for location? 
 
>>This makes it worth exploring whether such a tactic can be made to work 
>>and, if so, what its requirements are. 
 
>I'd like to see some evidence that any organism uses this method for 
>anything. That would give me some interest in exploring it further. 
 
I keep providing possible examples, and you keep dismissing them, a priori. 
One might almost think that you don't _want_ to see any evidence. 
 
>>I think that there is quite a bit to be learned from examining the logical 
>>(and mathematical) implications of one's assumptions, to see where they 
>>lead.  In this case I think it might save quite a bit of empirical work, 
>>because what can be shown to be logically true (or false) need not be 
>>demonstrated empirically. 
 
>That's probably the most dangerous assumption you could make. You never know 
>all the premises on which a "logical demonstration" is based, nor can you 
>ever be sure that you haven't played some subtle logical trick on yourself. 
>Once you've established your premises as factual, and once you've 
>demonstrated that your logic predicts observable events correctly, there may 
>be a lot to be learned by following the implications out -- that's what we 
>mean by making a prediction from a model. But there is no prediction that'so 
>infallible (unless it's trivial) that it doesn't require experimental test. 
 
Bill, I'm only talking about a simple analysis.  Here it is: 
 
Assume a disturbance waveform having both predictable and unpredicable 
components.  The changes in CV due to this disturbance can be resolved into 
orthogonal variance components, call them Vp (predictable variance) and Ve 
(error variance).  If the variance in CV is Vcv, then 
 
  Vcv = Vp + Ve. 
 
A good control system will nearly cancel Vcv by means of an action that 
opposes the effect of the entire disturbance (assuming that the system can 
react strongly enough and quickly enough), leaving Vcv nearly equal to zero. 
 
A good simulation-based stabilization system will nearly cancel Vp, leaving 
Vcv nearly equal to Ve. 
 
Certain conclusions follow: 
 
1.  If Ve is negligible, then the simulation-based system will work about as 
    well as the control system. 
 
2.  As Ve increases relative to Vp, the advantage of control over simulation- 
    based stabilization increases proportionately. 
 
3.  However, simulation-based stabilization will be better than _no_ 
    stabilization so long as Vp exists and can be modeled. 
 
4.  If Vp is negligible, or if the simulation-based system is unable to 
    accurately model the predictable disturbance component, then the 
    simulation-based system will fail or nearly fail to stabilize CV. 
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    [However, the system may be able to do well in the short run, so this 
    evaluation generally will depend on the time-frame over which the 
    system must maintain stability.] 
 
5.  To the extent that Vp is not accurately modeled, Vp will not be reduced 
    to nearly zero; the effect is the same as if a larger proportion of the 
    variance in CV were due to Ve. 
 
I'm sure that someone better versed in mathematics than I am could 
demonstrate these points rigorously, i.e., with proofs, but I think they are 
obvious enough as presented. 
 
>>Furthermore, you are not going to be able to 
>>empirically demonstrate that simulation-based stabilization is _not_ 
>>employed by living organisms for _any_ purpose merely by showing that 
>>human beings are not able to use it effectively to counteract the 
>>influence of a sine-wave disturbance over several cycles. 
 
>Quite right. Neither can I empirically demonstrate that it's _not_ produced 
>by magic. However, one experiment at a time, I can determine whether it's 
>used for one purpose, then for another purpose, and then for another. If 
>this idea fails in all its applications, then I would feel justified in 
>looking for a better explanation. 
 
I said the same thing in response to Rick [Bruce Abbott (961226.1955 EST)], 
to wit: 
 
+>Now wait a minute, I never said that the question "_to what degree_ do 
+>organisms use model-based control when they lose input" is incapable of 
+>empirical test!  My claim is that such a question cannot be answered with 
+>one experiment, on one type of CV, with one method of acting on the CV. 
 
>You can save a lot of wasted mental effort 
>by testing your ideas before you carry them so far that you become committed 
>to them. 
 
My interest was in evaluating model-based control from a theoretical 
perspective, to determine its feasibility and limitations.  I've done that, 
and suggested a few cases in which such a system _might_ play a role in 
biological systems.  That's as far as I care to take it. 
 
Regards, 
 
Bruce 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Sat, 28 Dec 1996 11:41:18 -0500 
From:    "John E. Anderson" <jander@OSPREY.UNF.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Searchable Archives for CSGnet 
 
[From John E. Anderson (961228.1145 EST)] 
 
David M. Goldstein wrote: 
> 
> Gary Cziko wrote: 
> > 
> > [from Gary Cziko 962304.0120 GMT] 
> > 
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> > - Searchable archives for the lists are available at: 
> > 
> > http://www.reference.com/cgi-bin/pn/listarch?list=CSGNET@postoffice.cso.uiuc 
> > .e 
> > du 
> 
> I tried this and there was nothing there to search.  Did anyone else try 
> it and have better luck? 
 
The problem is that the .edu domain name was left off the end of the URL 
in Gary's message.  Try the following one instead.  It works. 
 
http://www.reference.com/cgi-bin/pn/listarch?list=CSGNET@postoffice.cso.uiuc.edu 
 
John 
-- 
John E. Anderson 
jander@unf.edu 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Sat, 28 Dec 1996 11:58:58 -0700 
From:    Bill Powers <powers_w@FRONTIER.NET> 
Subject: Re: Simulation-based stabilization vs. control 
 
[From Bill Powers (961228.1025 MST)] 
 
Bruce Abbott (961228.0940 EST)] 
 
>>Bill Powers (961227.0700 MST) -- 
 
>Control is not always best.  For anti-predator defense, turtles have 
>strong shells (passive stabilization) ... 
 
Stabilization of _what_? You're using this word in a very strange way. 
 
>When birds fly south for the winter, do they wait for their beaks to 
>freeze before taking wing?  If they did, would they be able to fly to 
>safety before they froze to death?  Is this more efficient than responding 
>to an internally generated biological change of reference for location? 
 
What does that have to do with simulation-based control? And why on earth 
would birds wait for their beaks to freeze before flying to warmer climates? 
Aren't there any other perceptual variables they might be controlling for? 
 
>>I'd like to see some evidence that any organism uses this method for 
>>anything. That would give me some interest in exploring it further. 
> 
>I keep providing possible examples, and you keep dismissing them, a >>priori. 
 
But you're not giving any examples of simulation-based control, which is 
what I thought the subject was. And none of the examples you give is 
testable. Untestable examples are of no use. 
 
>One might almost think that you don't _want_ to see any evidence. 
 
On the contrary, that's what I keep asking you for, and you keep coming back 
with non-examples. Where in the turtle's shell is a simulation of the way 
the turtle's actions affect the environment? Where in the birds' migration 
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is a simulation of the environment? You keep SAYING that these phenomena are 
examples of simulation-based control, but you haven't said what is a 
simulation of what and how any such simulation fits into a model of the 
behaving system. In the case of the turtle's shell, how does the shell 
amount to a simulation that makes an imagined perception depend directly on 
the system's output in a way that mimics the perceived response of the 
environment to the same output? That, in case you've forgotten, is what 
"simulation-based control system" means. If you think your examples are 
relevant to simulation-based control you must be using some entirely 
different meaning for the term. 
 
>Bill, I'm only talking about a simple analysis.  Here it is: 
> 
>Assume a disturbance waveform having both predictable and unpredicable 
>components.  The changes in CV due to this disturbance can be resolved 
>into orthogonal variance components, call them Vp (predictable variance) 
>and Ve (error variance).  If the variance in CV is Vcv, then 
> 
>  Vcv = Vp + Ve. 
> 
>A good control system will nearly cancel Vcv by means of an action that 
>opposes the effect of the entire disturbance (assuming that the system can 
>react strongly enough and quickly enough), leaving Vcv nearly equal to >zero. 
 
>A good simulation-based stabilization system will nearly cancel Vp, 
>leaving Vcv nearly equal to Ve. 
> 
>Certain conclusions follow: 
> 
>1.  If Ve is negligible, then the simulation-based system will work about > 
as well as the control system. 
 
>2.  As Ve increases relative to Vp, the advantage of control over 
>    simulation-based stabilization increases proportionately. 
> 
>3.  However, simulation-based stabilization will be better than _no_ 
>    stabilization so long as Vp exists and can be modeled. 
 
> 
>4.  If Vp is negligible, or if the simulation-based system is unable to 
>    accurately model the predictable disturbance component, then the 
>    simulation-based system will fail or nearly fail to stabilize CV. 
> 
>    [However, the system may be able to do well in the short run, so this 
>    evaluation generally will depend on the time-frame over which the 
>    system must maintain stability.] 
> 
>5.  To the extent that Vp is not accurately modeled, Vp will not be 
>    reduced to nearly zero; the effect is the same as if a larger 
>    proportion of the variance in CV were due to Ve. 
> 
>    I'm sure that someone better versed in mathematics than I am could 
>    demonstrate these points rigorously, i.e., with proofs, but I think   > 
they are obvious enough as presented. 
 
OK, there's your logic all laid out and acknowledged. It's all quite 
air-tight -- except for the parts you have to assume are true in order to 
make the conclusions come out the way you want them to. 
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Is it really true that a little control is better than no control at all? 
What if a bird can control its position relative to a flying bug pretty well 
-- say, within ten inches. Is that good enough to get by on? Or could it be 
that a swallow needs _real control_ to avoid starvation? 
 
Is it really true that an organism can predict a "predictable" component of 
a disturbance? If so, how would it go about doing that? Some kind of 
prediction mechanism is needed -- how would it work, especially with 
disturbances that can't be directly sensed? Are you seriously proposing a 
model, or are you just fooling around? 
 
You brought up an example in which the only disturbance was a completely 
predictable sine-wave, yet when I tried that out experimentally, I found 
that my own predictions of the sine wave were useless. You complain that 
that doesn't prove there is no prediction for other kinds of disturbances, 
but if you want to assume there are disturbances that human beings can 
actually predict, it's up to you to come up with another example that we can 
test. Before I did the test, you ASSUMED that a sine wave was so predictable 
that OF COURSE people could predict it. After a test raised doubts about 
this example, you complained that it wasn't a fair test of the general idea. 
You can't keep moving the goal-posts, Bruce. You could wiggle out of any 
experimental disproof that way. If you'll propose testable examples, I'll 
keep testing them. But we have to have some sort of agreement that when 
experiment disproves an assertion, we will count the assertion as false, at 
least in the case tested. 
 
Are you willing yet to agree that human beings can't predict totally 
predictable sine-wave disturbances in any way that is useful for stabilizing 
a cursor against disturbances? Or do you want more data from others? How did 
your own trials of RunBlnd4 come out? If you're going to take 
counterexamples seriously, we can talk about this. Otherwise, what's the 
point of doing any tests at all? 
 
Best, 
 
Bill P. 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Sat, 28 Dec 1996 17:30:37 -0500 
From:    "David M. Goldstein" <davidmg@JERSEY.NET> 
Subject: archives 
 
From:  David Goldstein 
Date:  12/28/96 
Subject: Anderson 12/28/96 
 
John Anderson said: The problem is that the .edu domain name was left 
off the end of the URL in Gary's message.  Try the following one 
instead.  It works. 
 
http://www.reference.com/cgi-bin/pn/listarch?list=CSGNET@postoffice.cso.uiuc.edu 
 
Yes it does.  Thanks very much.  Thought others might want to know. 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Sat, 28 Dec 1996 16:41:39 +0000 
From:    Richard marken <marken@AERO.ORG> 
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Subject: Re: Re.:  Webchat Broadcasting 
 
[From Rick Marken (961228.1530)] 
 
David Goldstein (12/27/96) on why "Webchat" might be better than CSGNet: 
 
> I'll put on my PCT hat and try.  Yes,  each person remains a control 
> system.  But the variables a person is controlling for is likely to 
> change in important ways. 
 
You mean that if we go to the Webchat format I might stop 
controlling for the variables that are disturbed by so much 
of what Bruce Abbott says;-) 
 
> What each person says is likely to be shorter...The shorter, 
> simpler expressions are likely to help comprehension. 
 
So Bruce will comprehend what I am saying when I say short things 
like "Controlled variables are controlled" and I'll comprehend what 
Bruce is saying when he says short things like "No. They are 
stabilized"? What if we comprehend but don't agree? 
 
> What each person says is likely to be more polite.  If I don't 
> like what you said,  or the way you said it,  I am more likely to 
> let you know about it sooner before too many words have gone by. 
 
You mean people are impolite on CSGNet because they are not told 
soon enough that people don't like what they said? 
 
> I could always decide to stop the conversation if I feel that you 
> are being too rude, or too aggressive. 
 
And people can't do that on CSGNet? 
 
> I could go on but the point is that different formats are likely 
> to result in different variables which a person wants to control. 
 
Well, I think it would be a very interesting experiment. My guess 
is that the tone of the Webchat conversations would be exactly 
the same as the tone of the CSGNet conversations. 
 
> If God wanted us to communicate by email,  he would have given us 
> keyboards instead of mouths and ears. 
 
If God wanted us to do _anything_, we're doing it;-) 
 
Best 
 
Rick 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Sat, 28 Dec 1996 20:24:29 -0500 
From:    "David M. Goldstein" <davidmg@JERSEY.NET> 
Subject: Re.:  Webchat Broadcasting 
 
From:  David Goldstein 
Subject: Marken 12/28/96 
Date:  12/28/96 
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Rick said:  Well, I think it would be a very interesting experiment. My 
guess is that the tone of the Webchat conversations would be exactly 
the same as the tone of the CSGNet conversations. 
 
So who else is going to accept do this " very interesting experiment "? 
 
The steps needed:  One person(for example, Rick) has to say--Do you want 
to step outside and say that? Meet me at the corner of WBS on X date at 
X time.  The name of the private room is PCT (or whatever).  People have 
to remember about the time differences across the USA.  The other person 
(for example, Bruce) has to agree to the date/time or propose a 
different one.  Each person can bring their posse. 
 
------------------------------ 
 
End of CSGNET Digest - 28 Dec 1996 to 29 Dec 1996 
************************************************* 
 
Date:     Mon, 30 Dec 1996 08:00:21 +1800 
Subject:  CSGNET Digest - 29 Dec 1996 to 30 Dec 1996 
 
There are 5 messages totalling 1654 lines in this issue. 
 
Topics of the day: 
 
  1. Simulation-based stabilization vs. control (3) 
  2. Rat in Skinner Box Experiments 
  3. TrkBlnd1.pas 
 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Date:    Sun, 29 Dec 1996 10:21:04 -0600 
From:    Bruce Abbott <abbott@CVAX.IPFW.INDIANA.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Simulation-based stabilization vs. control 
 
[From Bruce Abbott (961229.1120 EST)] 
 
>Bill Powers (961228.1025 MST) -- 
 
>>Bruce Abbott (961228.0940 EST) 
 
>>Control is not always best.  For anti-predator defense, turtles have 
>>strong shells (passive stabilization) ... 
 
>Stabilization of _what_? You're using this word in a very strange way. 
 
Force exerted against the soft tissues, such as is produced when the 
predator grabs you between its jaws and squeezes down.  The turtle's hard 
shell tends to prevent those forces from reaching a level internally that 
can do serious damage to the turtle.  If the effects of a disturbance to a 
variable are minimized, does that not confer a degree of stability on that 
variable?  I would hardly call this a strange use of the term. 
 
>>When birds fly south for the winter, do they wait for their beaks to 
>>freeze before taking wing?  If they did, would they be able to fly to 
>>safety before they froze to death?  Is this more efficient than responding 
>>to an internally generated biological change of reference for location? 
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>What does that have to do with simulation-based control? 
 
A reference for location is keyed to an internally generated annual rhythm. 
The action taken (flying south for the Winter) opposes a predictable 
disturbance to the bird's body temperature and food supply. 
 
>And why on earth 
>would birds wait for their beaks to freeze before flying to warmer climates? 
 
Why _wouldn't_ they?  Until they get cold, or have trouble finding food, 
there is no disturbance. 
 
>Aren't there any other perceptual variables they might be controlling for? 
 
Such as?  I would hold that perceptual variables such as length of daylight 
would serve only to phase-lock the annual rhythm-generator. 
 
>But you're not giving any examples of simulation-based control, which is 
>what I thought the subject was. And none of the examples you give is 
>testable. Untestable examples are of no use. 
 
That's an unsupported assertion.  Explain why you think they are untestable. 
 
>>One might almost think that you don't _want_ to see any evidence. 
 
>On the contrary, that's what I keep asking you for, and you keep coming back 
>with non-examples. Where in the turtle's shell is a simulation of the way 
>the turtle's actions affect the environment? Where in the birds' migration 
>is a simulation of the environment? You keep SAYING that these phenomena are 
>examples of simulation-based control, but you haven't said what is a 
>simulation of what and how any such simulation fits into a model of the 
>behaving system. In the case of the turtle's shell, how does the shell 
>amount to a simulation that makes an imagined perception depend directly on 
>the system's output in a way that mimics the perceived response of the 
>environment to the same output? That, in case you've forgotten, is what 
>"simulation-based control system" means. If you think your examples are 
>relevant to simulation-based control you must be using some entirely 
>different meaning for the term. 
 
The turtle's shell was not provided an an example of simulation-based 
stabilization, but to support my claim that control is not the only way to 
stabilize a variable against disturbances. 
 
As for a test of simulation-based stabilization (NOT control), I did work on 
a program I thought might do the job.  It involved moving a "gun" that could 
fire a "projectile" at an "aircraft" flying overhead.  My idea was to use 
various forms of regular or irregular motion of the aircraft and practice 
hitting the aircraft as it moved across the screen.  (Owing to the relative 
speeds of aircraft and projectile, this requires "leading" the aircraft a 
bit, as in real gunnery.)  The next step was to have the aircraft disappear 
into the clouds for various durations; the question was, would I still be 
able to hit it, by estimating where the aircraft "should be" according to 
previous experience. 
 
Unfortunately, I found out that the aircraft was nearly impossible for me to 
hit even when in plain view!  The mouse was just too jerky for precise 
aiming.  So if we're going to give this sort of test a whirl, we're going to 
have to use something a bit more stable than a mouse -- a joystick, perhaps. 
I strongly suspect that this is a serious problem for the current RunBlind 
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experiment as well, providing an extremely challenging situation even for 
closed-loop control.  The mouse introduces a fairly significant random 
disturbance component all its own. 
 
>> [my comparison of simulation-based stabilization and control quoted] 
 
>>    I'm sure that someone better versed in mathematics than I am could 
>>    demonstrate these points rigorously, i.e., with proofs, but I think 
>>    they are obvious enough as presented. 
 
>OK, there's your logic all laid out and acknowledged. It's all quite 
>air-tight -- except for the parts you have to assume are true in order to 
>make the conclusions come out the way you want them to. 
 
What does "acknowledged" mean -- that you read it or that you agree with it? 
 
As for the second statement, for clarity we need to separate two ways of 
defining the "truth" of the conclusions.  In the first way, the conclusions 
are "true" if they follow from the assumptions.  This is a statement about 
the validity of the reasoning.  I believe that my reasoning is correct, so 
that, in this sense of "truth," my conclusions are true. 
 
The second way of defining "truth" is that the conclusions apply to reality. 
This is a statement about the validity of the assumptions.  You suggest that 
I adopted certain assumptions in order to make the conclusions come out the 
way I want them to.  In fact, I have only laid out the _conditions_ under 
which simulation-based stabilization will be of some benefit.  Whether those 
conditions hold in any given situation is an empirical matter, but at least 
as a result of this analysis we now know what those conditions are. 
 
>You brought up an example in which the only disturbance was a completely 
>predictable sine-wave, yet when I tried that out experimentally, I found 
>that my own predictions of the sine wave were useless. You complain that 
>that doesn't prove there is no prediction for other kinds of disturbances, 
>but if you want to assume there are disturbances that human beings can 
>actually predict, it's up to you to come up with another example that we can 
>test. 
 
I used the sine-wave disturbance to illustrate the properties of a system 
that used simulation-based stabilization of CV when the disturbance was only 
partly modeled.  That demonstration showed that simulation-based 
stabilization would be of benefit (reducing the effect of the disturbance on 
CV) during the "blind" phase _if_ the EFF and predictable component of the 
disturbance were accurately modeled.  I noted that in this case the 
requirements for modeling would be stringent in that the model would have to 
preserve not only the correct shape and amplitude of the disturbance, but 
its phase as well.  I never claimed that people would be good at this. 
 
>After a test raised doubts about 
>this example, you complained that it wasn't a fair test of the general idea. 
>You can't keep moving the goal-posts, Bruce. 
 
See above.  In fact, in an earlier post, I explicitly addressed this 
problem, stating that if simulation-based stabilization can be found at work 
in biological organisms at all, it probably will be at higher levels at 
which disturbances are likely to be much more regular (and slower) than at 
the motor level.  It's an empirical question, but I'm not surprised to find 
that people have difficulty tracking sine waves "blind" over several cycles 
with a mouse. 
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I should like to emphasize, once again, that I make no claim that 
simulation-based stabilization applies to any variable in any organism; I am 
not _advocating_ this model.  Rather, as a scientist I am interested in the 
possibilities.  My only intention when I stepped into this quicksand was to 
explore the conditions under which simulation-based, if it existed in 
biological systems, would actually work.  That I have done. 
 
I do have an idea for a somewhat different version of my "gunner" program 
that might work sufficiently well with a mouse; when I find some time I'll 
give it a try.  Rather than trying to hit an aircraft, I'm going to switch 
to aerial bombing.  That way all I'll have to do is move the "sights" to the 
position I expect a moving "tank" to be and drop the bomb. 
 
>Are you willing yet to agree that human beings can't predict totally 
>predictable sine-wave disturbances in any way that is useful for stabilizing 
>a cursor against disturbances? 
 
Try a much lower frequency sine wave, so that vision is lost through only a 
portion of the cycle.  If human beings can't do well then, I'll agree to 
your conclusion.  And Bill, either conclusion is acceptable to me.  My 
interest is in the _testing_, not in any particular outcome.  I have no 
theoretical axe to grind. 
 
Regards, 
 
Bruce 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Sun, 29 Dec 1996 11:18:15 +0000 
From:    Richard Marken <marken@AERO.ORG> 
Subject: Re: Simulation-based stabilization vs. control 
 
[From Rick Marken (961229.1000 PST)] 
 
Bruce Abbott (961229.1120 EST) -- 
 
>I have no theoretical axe to grind. 
 
I love it! 
 
As we enter the New Year, I would like to take this opportunity to 
thank Bruce for his consistently entertaining posts. You've made 
1996 a wonderful year on CSGNet for me. If you ever become a 
full-tilt PCTer, Bruce, then conventional psychology beware;-) 
 
Best 
 
Rick 
 
PS. To Bill Powers. Could you please re-send the Runblnd program. 
I seem to have saved your comments but not the attached Pascal 
source. 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Sun, 29 Dec 1996 14:27:54 -0500 
From:    "David M. Goldstein" <davidmg@JERSEY.NET> 
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Subject: Rat in Skinner Box Experiments 
 
From:  David Goldstein 
Subject:  Rat in Skinner Box Experiments 
Date: 12/29/96 
To: all 
 
I was trying to summarize the findings which appeared on CSGnet to my 
daughter who is a Psychology major. My recall was that looking at these 
experiments from a PCT perspective has resulted in some surprising 
findings but I wasn't able to remember them in enough detail to be 
useful. 
 
Can someone provide a brief summary of these studies so far?  Thanks. 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Sun, 29 Dec 1996 18:53:53 -0700 
From:    Bill Powers <powers_w@FRONTIER.NET> 
Subject: Re: Simulation-based stabilization vs. control 
 
--=====================_851936033==_ 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii" 
 
[From Bill Powers (961229.1445 MST)] 
 
Bruce Abbott (961229.1120 EST) -- 
> 
>>Stabilization of _what_? You're using this word in a very strange way. 
> 
>Force exerted against the soft tissues, such as is produced when the 
>predator grabs you between its jaws and squeezes down.  The turtle's hard 
>shell tends to prevent those forces from reaching a level internally that 
>can do serious damage to the turtle. 
 
OK, so there's a control system that grows a shell when predators grab and 
squeeze, which "stabilizes" tissue damage near zero. Is this a 
simulation-based control system? If so, what is simulating what? And exactly 
where does this system reside? It's not likely to work in any individual 
turtle, is it? 
 
>If the effects of a disturbance to a 
>variable are minimized, does that not confer a degree of stability on that 
>variable?  I would hardly call this a strange use of the term. 
 
Not every means of stabilizing something is interesting from a 
control-system point of view. For example, when a lake freezes to the 
bottom, it tends to stabilize the positions of any fish swimming in it. It's 
the _manner_ of stabilization that matters. 
 
>>>When birds fly south for the winter, do they wait for their beaks to 
>>>freeze before taking wing?  If they did, would they be able to fly to 
>>>safety before they froze to death?  Is this more efficient than responding 
>>>to an internally generated biological change of reference for location? 
> 
>>What does that have to do with simulation-based control? 
> 
>A reference for location is keyed to an internally generated annual 
>rhythm. The action taken (flying south for the Winter) opposes a 
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>predictable disturbance to the bird's body temperature and food supply. 
 
I see. An internal oscillator with a period of one year. Ingenious. 
 
>>And why on earth 
>>would birds wait for their beaks to freeze before flying to warmer climates? 
> 
>Why _wouldn't_ they?  Until they get cold, or have trouble finding food, 
>there is no disturbance. 
 
>>Aren't there any other perceptual variables they might be controlling for? 
 
>Such as? 
 
Why not suppose that there are perceptions and reference signals concerning 
the length of day, the mean temperature, the minimum or maximum or mean 
altitude of the sun at noon, the colors of leaves and plants, the 
availability of summer food supplies, the constellations that appear at 
night, and other equally likely possibilities? In Colorado (and I suppose 
elsewhere too) we are admonished to remove humming-bird feeders in the fall, 
because if "nectar" continues to be available, the birds will fail to 
migrate in time to survive. There are lots of perceptual variables that 
birds might control by migrating to different latitudes, with survival being 
a side-effect of doing so. An annual clock seems like one of the least 
plausible explanations. 
 
> I would hold that perceptual variables such as length of daylight 
>would serve only to phase-lock the annual rhythm-generator. 
 
But why do you need this rhythm generator if you can get the same effect by 
controlling the variables that change annually? The internal timer is 
superfluous, unless you can somehow directly demonstrate its existence. 
 
>>But you're not giving any examples of simulation-based control, which is 
>>what I thought the subject was. And none of the examples you give is 
>>testable. Untestable examples are of no use. 
> 
>That's an unsupported assertion.  Explain why you think they are >untestable. 
 
Perhaps you are even more ingenious than I thought. How would you test to 
see if a turtle (species, I assume) grows shells as a way of stabilizing 
tissue damage due to predators? An alternative hypothesis would be that 
turtles which have grown shells have survived in environments where 
predators are a problem, while few without shells have survived. Testing 
either hypothesis would be, to say the least, difficult and time-consuming 
(more time than you and I --combined -- have left). 
 
As to the bird migrations, I can forsee technical difficulties in measuring 
the behavior of an oscillator having a one-year period, particularly since 
measuring its period would require cutting it off from the environment while 
still allowing the migratory behavior to occur. In fact, all the experiments 
I have heard of concerning bird migration involve cutting off or distorting 
sensory input from the environment, and doing so seems to have a critical 
effect on time and direction of flight. 
 
>>>One might almost think that you don't _want_ to see any evidence. 
 
>>On the contrary, that's what I keep asking you for, and you keep coming 
>>back with non-examples. Where in the turtle's shell is a simulation of 
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>>the way the turtle's actions affect the environment? 
 
>The turtle's shell was not provided an an example of simulation-based 
>stabilization, but to support my claim that control is not the only way to 
>stabilize a variable against disturbances. 
 
Oh. I must have missed that disclaimer. But why do you think you need to 
prove that control is not the only way to stabilize a variable against 
disturbances? Doesn't everybody know that? Those nails through the parrot's 
feet stabilize it against disturbances that might make it fall off the 
perch. But that doesn't have much to do with the PARROT'S acting in such a 
way as to stabilize some external variable. 
 
>As for a test of simulation-based stabilization (NOT control), I did work 
>on a program I thought might do the job.  It involved moving a "gun" that 
>could fire a "projectile" at an "aircraft" flying overhead. ... 
>Unfortunately, I found out that the aircraft was nearly impossible for me 
>to hit even when in plain view!  The mouse was just too jerky for precise 
>aiming. 
 
Just reduce the mouse sensitivity, if "jerkiness" is really the problem. I 
suspect, however, that the problem is simply that you've set up a task that 
people aren't very good at. This control problem involves a time delay (a 
transport lag) which means that control movements have to be slow if the 
loop gain is to be high. If the angle of aim has to accelerate and 
decelerate to compensate for a changing distance to the target, that makes 
the task doubly difficult. 
 
The best way to hit the target is to ignore the "gun" and the "projectiles" 
on their way to the target, and focus on the stream of projectiles where 
they are crossing ahead of or behind the target. You have to move that 
stream until it intersects the position of the target. Because of the delay 
you have to make your movements slow -- reducing mouse sensitivity will help 
you do this. 
 
Remember the Gulf War telecasts, with airplanes flying serenely through the 
hail of anti-aircraft fire? Gunners in real combat situations (or good 
simulators) almost always miss the target. 
 
>So if we're going to give this sort of test a whirl, we're going to 
>have to use something a bit more stable than a mouse -- a joystick, perhaps. 
 
I very much doubt that the mouse is the problem; if it is, it's easy to fix. 
We use mouses all the time in tracking experiments, and they pretty 
faithfully reflect what the participant's hand is doing. Human movements 
(especially mine) are pretty jerky in themselves, and when you're working 
blind, they don't repeat very accurately. This doesn't matter for 
closed-loop control because control is based on monitoring the _outcome_, 
not the movements. If your movement is a little off, it's corrected just as 
if an external disturbance had occurred. 
 
>I strongly suspect that this is a serious problem for the current RunBlind 
>experiment as well, providing an extremely challenging situation even for 
>closed-loop control.  The mouse introduces a fairly significant random 
>disturbance component all its own. 
 
Quit blaming the mouse. It's YOU. Your hand is wobbling. The mouse is just 
picking up those wobbles and showing them to you. In RunBlnd4, during the 
sighted portion, my tracking errors are about 10% RMS of the peak-to-peak 
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excursion of the disturbance. They are perfectly real tracking errors, 
introduced largely by my aged nervous system. At the frequency of movement 
used, my tracking errors contain an obvioyus systematic lag of about 90 
degrees. The wobbles are not caused by the mouse: my mouse resolves about 
600 counts for a six-inch movement, or 100 counts per inch. I estimage that 
my wobbles cover a range of about 60 pixels plus and minus, of which 
probably 59 are real. The little slippages of the mouse show up only as a 
long-term drift, a pixel or two at a time, at random intervals. 
 
Anyway, the important thing about RunBlnd4 is the comparison between the 
tracking errors with and without sight. Without sight they are 20 times as 
large, AT LEAST. 
 
>>> [my comparison of simulation-based stabilization and control quoted] 
> 
>>>    I'm sure that someone better versed in mathematics than I am could 
>>>    demonstrate these points rigorously, i.e., with proofs, but I think 
>>>    they are obvious enough as presented. 
> 
>>OK, there's your logic all laid out and acknowledged. It's all quite 
>>air-tight -- except for the parts you have to assume are true in order to 
>>make the conclusions come out the way you want them to. 
> 
>What does "acknowledged" mean -- that you read it or that you agree with it? 
 
I agree that given your premises, your conclusions follow logically. I claim 
that several of your premises are false to fact, so the conclusions are 
irrelevant in the real world. 
> 
>As for the second statement, for clarity we need to separate two ways of 
>defining the "truth" of the conclusions.  In the first way, the 
>conclusions are "true" if they follow from the assumptions.  This is a 
>statement about the validity of the reasoning.  I believe that my 
>reasoning is correct, so that, in this sense of "truth," my conclusions 
>are true. 
 
Yes, I agree. 
 
>The second way of defining "truth" is that the conclusions apply to 
>reality. This is a statement about the validity of the assumptions.  You 
>suggest that I adopted certain assumptions in order to make the 
>conclusions come out the way I want them to.  In fact, I have only laid 
>out the _conditions_ under which simulation-based stabilization will be of 
>some benefit.  Whether those conditions hold in any given situation is an 
>empirical matter, but at least as a result of this analysis we now know 
>what those conditions are. 
 
Fine. I won't argue.  Let's get on with the empirical testing. 
 
>>You brought up an example in which the only disturbance was a completely 
>>predictable sine-wave, yet when I tried that out experimentally, I found 
>>that my own predictions of the sine wave were useless. You complain that 
>>that doesn't prove there is no prediction for other kinds of 
>>disturbances, but if you want to assume there are disturbances that human 
>>beings can actually predict, it's up to you to come up with another 
>>example that we can test. 
> 
>I used the sine-wave disturbance to illustrate the properties of a system 
>that used simulation-based stabilization of CV when the disturbance was 
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>only partly modeled.  That demonstration showed that simulation-based 
>stabilization would be of benefit (reducing the effect of the disturbance 
>on CV) during the "blind" phase _if_ the EFF and predictable component of 
>the disturbance were accurately modeled.  I noted that in this case the 
>requirements for modeling would be stringent in that the model would have 
>to preserve not only the correct shape and amplitude of the disturbance, 
>but its phase as well.  I never claimed that people would be good at this. 
 
Well, then, what sort of simulation-based control _would_ they be good at? 
 
>In fact, in an earlier post, I explicitly addressed this 
>problem, stating that if simulation-based stabilization can be found at 
>work in biological organisms at all, it probably will be at higher levels 
>at which disturbances are likely to be much more regular (and slower) than 
>at the motor level.  It's an empirical question, but I'm not surprised to 
>find that people have difficulty tracking sine waves "blind" over several 
>cycles with a mouse. 
 
I couldn't even track a quarter of a cycle accurately. How did you do? 
 
>I should like to emphasize, once again, that I make no claim that 
>simulation-based stabilization applies to any variable in any organism; I 
>am not _advocating_ this model. Rather, as a scientist I am interested in 
>the possibilities.  My only intention when I stepped into this quicksand 
>was to explore the conditions under which simulation-based, if it existed 
>in biological systems, would actually work.  That I have done. 
 
Roger. Now can we forget all this belaboring of the obvious, and do some 
actual testing that might tell us when people do and do not use 
simulation-based control? 
 
>I do have an idea for a somewhat different version of my "gunner" program 
>that might work sufficiently well with a mouse; when I find some time I'll 
>give it a try.  Rather than trying to hit an aircraft, I'm going to switch 
>to aerial bombing.  That way all I'll have to do is move the "sights" to 
>the position I expect a moving "tank" to be and drop the bomb. 
 
You'll have the same problems. When you miss, you'll have to make a 
correction. The correction has to be made slowly and in small increments 
because of the delay. The best way to do this is to ignore the "sight" and 
simply control the position where the successive bombs are dropping, 
relative to the "tank." You'll probably do better without any sight to 
distract you (unless you cheat and build a predictive capability into the 
sight, so it shows where the bombs will actually hit). 
 
>>Are you willing yet to agree that human beings can't predict totally 
>>predictable sine-wave disturbances in any way that is useful for 
>>stabilizing a cursor against disturbances? 
 
>Try a much lower frequency sine wave, so that vision is lost through only 
>a portion of the cycle. 
 
I'll attach the code and you can try it out easily. I look forward to your 
results. 
 
>If human beings can't do well then, I'll agree to 
>your conclusion. 
 
OK. 
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Best, 
 
Bill P. 
 
--=====================_851936033==_ 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii" 
 
program runblnd4; 
{ Simulation to demonstrate a controller capable of continuing to control 
  (to some degree) after its input has been lost. 
 
  Compile in Turbo Pascal 7.0 or Borland Pascal 7.0 or above 
  Written by Bruce Abbott 
  Indiana - Purdue Fort Wayne 
  (961218) 
 
  Revised version. Graph mode fixed; speed of display adjustment 
  added. WTP 961221 
 
  Test of human controller with loss of input and simple sine-wave 
  disturbance. WTP 961222 
 
} 
 
uses dos, crt, graph, mouse, grutils; 
 
var 
  ch: char; 
  Stop, CanSee: boolean; 
  MaxX, MaxY, MaxColor: integer; 
  mousecal: real; 
  delaystring: string; 
  delayval,code: word; 
  handle,dist: array[1..1800] of integer; 
 
Procedure Runexpt; 
var c,d: real; 
    i,j,oldx,curscolor: integer; 
begin 
 oldx := maxx div 2; 
 setcolor(white); 
 clearviewport; 
 outtextxy(maxx div 2 - 140, maxy div 2 + 70,'CENTER MOUSE ON PAD, SPACE TO 
START'); 
 outtextxy(0, maxy div 2, 
'    NOTE: CURSOR WILL DISAPPEAR HALFWAY THROUGH RUN. TRY TO ESTIMATE THE'); 
 outtextxy(0, maxy div 2 + 15, 
'   SIDEWAYS MOUSE MOVEMENTS REQUIRED TO KEEP THE INVISIBLE MOUSE UNDER THE'); 
 outtextxy(0, maxy div 2 + 30, 
'               TARGET UNTIL THE RUN AUTOMATICALLY ENDS'); 
 
 ch := readkey; 
 clearviewport; 
 setcolor(Lightred); 
 line(maxx div 2, maxy div 2,maxx div 2, maxy div 2 - 20); 
 curscolor := white; 
 initmouse; 
 for j := -120 to 1800 do 
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 begin 
  i := abs(j); 
  if j > 899 then curscolor := black; 
  readmouse; 
  if j >= 0 then 
   d := 0.175*maxx*sin(2*pi*i/225.0) 
  else d := 0.0; 
  c := mousex*mousecal; 
  handle[i] := round(c); 
  dist[i] := round(d); 
  delay(delayval); 
  setcolor(black); 
  line(oldx,maxy div 2,oldx,maxy div 2 + 20); 
  oldx := handle[i] + dist[i] + maxx div 2; 
  setcolor(curscolor); 
  line(oldx,maxy div 2,oldx,maxy div 2 + 20); 
 end; 
end; 
 
procedure showresults; 
var i: integer; 
begin 
 clearviewport; 
 setcolor(lightred); 
 outtextxy(0,0,'HANDLE POSITION'); 
 setcolor(lightgreen); 
 outtextxy(0,15,'DISTURBANCE'); 
 setcolor(white); 
 outtextxy(0,30,'ERROR'); 
 for i := 1 to 1800 do 
 begin 
  putpixel(i div 3, handle[i] + maxy div 2,lightred); 
  putpixel(i div 3, dist[i]  + maxy div 2,lightgreen); 
  putpixel(i div 3, handle[i] + dist[i]  + maxy div 2,white); 
  putpixel(i div 3, maxy div 2,lightgray); 
 end; 
 setcolor(lightgray); 
 line (300,maxy,300,0); 
 outtextxy(100,maxy - 50,'CURSOR VISIBLE'); 
 outtextxy(400,maxy - 50,'CURSOR INVISIBLE'); 
 ch := readkey; 
end; 
 
procedure calibratemousex; 
var mousemax, mousemin: real; 
begin 
 clearviewport; 
 outtextxy(maxx div 3, maxy div 2,'Set mouse to left edge of pad,'); 
 outtextxy(maxx div 3, maxy div 2 + 10,'Press space when done'); 
 ch := readkey; 
 readmouse; 
 mousemin := mousex; 
 outtextxy(maxx div 3, maxy div 2 + 40,'SLIDE mouse to right edge of pad,'); 
 outtextxy(maxx div 3, maxy div 2 + 50,'Press space when done'); 
 ch := readkey; 
 readmouse; 
 mousemax := mousex; 
 if mousemax = mousemin then mousecal := maxx/512.0 
 else 
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 mousecal :=  maxx/(mousemax - mousemin); 
end; 
 
begin 
  if not initmouse then halt; 
  delaystring := paramstr(1); 
  val(delaystring,delayval,code); 
  ClrScr; 
  InitGraphics; 
  MaxX := GetMaxX; MaxY := GetMaxY; 
  MaxColor := GetMaxColor; 
  Stop := false; 
  calibratemousex; 
  clearviewport; 
  Runexpt; 
  Showresults; 
  restorecrtmode; 
  closegraph; 
end. 
 
 
--=====================_851936033==_-- 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Sun, 29 Dec 1996 20:51:48 -0700 
From:    Bill Powers <powers_w@FRONTIER.NET> 
Subject: TrkBlnd1.pas 
 
--=====================_851943108==_ 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii" 
 
[From Bill Powers (961229.1945 MST)] 
 
Bruce Abbott (961229.1710 EST) -- 
 
I received and ran Trkblnd4. The mouse problem is as I thought: too 
sensitive. Go through it and replace "MouseX" by "MouseX div 6" (two 
places). Also, be sure your hand is not touching the mouse pad and that your 
arm is not touching the table: swing from the shoulder (or, I suppose, from 
the elbow -- I used the shoulder pivot). Don't press down on the mouse. You 
will get nice smooth traces. Most of the mouse problems I saw resulted from 
a combination of slip-stick friction of fingers against pad, and the tiny 
movements of the hand being magnified. 
 
After making this change, I first ran the sighted version four times: 
 
RMS   13.7  15.4  11.7  10.2 
TOT   97.5  95.1  98.7  100.0 
 
Having got 100 percent in Percent Time On Target and a 10 pixel RMS tracking 
error, I then did 20 runs in the blind condition (the following runs begin 
with the very first time I experienced the blind condition): 
 
RMS   30.2  24.4  14.8  17.2  22.9  24.6  15.5  19.6  16.3  20.7 
TOT   82.6  73.8  95.4  92.7  75.2  81.1  90.1  89.8  88.2  85.8 
 
RMS   20.1  14.4  26.4  17.0  17.5  17.9  18.6  19.9  16.5  22.2 
TOT   84.3  90.6  73.2  91.2  82.8  92.6  86.6  84.0  94.2  77.4 
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And finally, I did 10 more runs in the sighted condition: 
 
RMS   11.6  13.0   9.6  11.8  10.8  10.6  10.2  10.4  10.6  10.2 
TOT   99.1  97.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
 
The runs last 18 seconds on my machine. When I don't move the mouse at all 
during a run, the RMS error is 141.3 and the percent time on target is 9.5. 
 
In the sighted condition, most of the error came in the start-up transient 
when the target suddenly began to move. I learned to synchronize my tapping 
of the space bar to start the run and the initial leftward movement of the 
mouse, so I could keep the initial transients smaller than the target size. 
Without those initial transients, the RMS errors might have been a little 
smaller. 
 
In the blind condition, my best strategy seemed to be to try to generate a 
smooth sinusoidal movement of the cursor and mouse (the feel of moving the 
mouse was definitely part of it). When the target reappeared I was usually a 
bit off and had to make a quick correction before it disappeared again. I 
might have been able to do better with continued practice, but my problem 
seems to be that I can't generate a smooth regular sine wave -- it's always 
drifting in speed or amplitude or both. Maybe some of you slightly younger 
guys would do better. 
 
When the target wasn't present, I didn't get any feeling of imagining it. I 
tried once or twice but quickly got off the target and went back to the 
other way, which was just to try to reproduce the remembered sight and feel 
of the cursor and mouse when I was tracking well (as nearly as I could). 
 
In the blind condition, with the target invisible, I was tracking the cursor 
with my eyes. 
 
For those who can't compile Pascal code, I attach the executable program 
with the modification mentioned above. It will be MIME encoded, unless your 
program (like Eudora Light) automatically decodes it. 
 
Best, 
 
Bill P. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
--=====================_851943108==_ 
Content-Type: application/octet-stream; name="trkblnd1.exe" 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: base64 
Content-Disposition: attachment; filename="trkblnd1.exe" 
 
TVogAWcADAFFABoIGqinEABAAABZCAAAHAAAAHMAAAB8AAAAgQAAAIYAAACOAAAAlgAAAKsAAAC0 
AAAAxQAAANAAAADVAAAAGQEAAC8BAAA4AQAASQEAAFUBAABeAQAAcQEAAH8BAACKAQAAmQEAAKEB 
AAC+AQAAAAIAABECAAAiAgAANAIAADoCAABHAgAAWQIAAGMCAABsAgAAfQIAAMICAADHAgAAzwIA 
ANQCAADlAgAA9gIAAAgDAAAOAwAAGwMAAC0DAAA3AwAAQAMAAF0DAAB+AwAAjwMAAKEDAACnAwAA 
tAMAAMYDAADQAwAA3QMAAOgDAAAABAAAEwQAACwEAABHBAAAZgQAAGsEAACEBAAApAQAALUEAADL 
BAAA3AQAAPcEAABSBQAAWAUAAHgFAACYBQAApgUAAMgFAADzBQAAAQYAABUGAAA1BgAAOgYAAFAG 
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AABeBgAAawYAAL4GAADOBgAA8QYAAAkHAAAUBwAAGQcAADwHAABUBwAAXwcAAGQHAACdBwAAwwcA 
AOwHAAD7BwAAHQgAADoIAABICAAAUwgAAFwIAABhCAAAZggAAGsIAABwCAAAeggAAJYIAACnCAAA 
rwgAAM4IAAADCQAAFAkAAB8JAAAoCQAAWgkAAGIJAABxCQAAeQkAABoAmAAsAJgAPACYAFEAmABl 
AJgAgACYAJUAmACpAJgAxACYAMkAmADcAJgA5ACYAPcAmAD8AJgADwGYABcBmAAIAKoAgACqAK4A 
qgC7AKoAxgCqAMwAqgDUAKoA2QCqAN4AqgDmAKoAGgGqACQBqgArAaoAPQGqAEQBqgBpAaoAbgGq 
AIQBqgCTAaoAmwGqAKABqgClAaoArQGqALsBqgAbAKcDLgCnA6UApwOqAKcDrwCnA8MApwPIAKcD 
zQCnA9UApwOeAqcDuQKnA9QCpwPsAqcD9gKnAwADpwMOA6cDJgOnAzADpwM6A6cDSAOnA2MDpwN+ 
A6cDmQOnA7EDpwO7A6cDxQOnA9MDpwPuA6cDCQSnAyQEpwM/BKcDVwSnA2EEpwNrBKcDeQSnA5ME 
pwOtBKcDvwSnA9MEpwPdBKcD6wSnAzsFpwOWBacDugWnAwoGpwP7B6cDBQinA2kIpwO9CKcDxwin 
AyoJpwOcCacDpgmnAzIKpwM3CqcDsgqnA78KpwNxC6cDfAunA4ELpwOPC6cDlAunA7MLpwPBC6cD 
xgunA9sLpwP3C6cDRgynA1AMpwNeDKcDzQynAxoNpwMkDacDKQ2nA+gNpwNzDqcDqA6nA7IOpwPA 
DqcDxg6nAxMQpwMnEKcD1RCnAz0RpwPrE6cDHRSnAyQUpwMZFacDRxWnA2cWpwNxFqcDfxanA8cW 
pwP6FqcDIxenAy0XpwMyF6cD5BenA/EXpwMJAFoHJABaBzcAWgc7AVoHAQC8BxsBvAejMLwH/jK8 
B9Y7vAfxO7wHBzy8ByY8vAcAAAAAIU1vZGVsLUJhc2VkIFNpbXVsYXRpb24gRXhwZXJpbWVudCBQ 
cmVzcyBTIGZvciBTaWdodCwgQiBmb3IgQmxpbmQ6IAVCbGluZAdTaWdodGVkGFByZXNzIFNwYWNl 
IEJhciB0byBCZWdpblWJ5bgAAZowBbwHgewAAZrMAVoHmhEBqgCaGBOnA6OoAporE6cDo6oCmmoc 
pwOjrAK4rwBQuAoAUL8AAA5XmqkdpwO4DgBQmlIcpwO4KABQoaoCLUYAcQWaKgW8B1C/IgAOV5qp 
HacDmhoDWgeinAKgnAI8QnQEPGJ1B8YGnwIB6xQ8U3QEPHN1B8YGnwIA6wXGBp8CAIA+nwIAdBa/ 
QwAOV42+AP8WV7j/AFCapDm8B+sUv0kADleNvgD/Fle4/wBQmqQ5vAe4DABQmlIcpwO4LAFQoaoC 
LUYAcQWaKgW8B1CNvgD/FleaqR2nA7gOAFCaUhynA6GoApm5AgD3+S1kAHEFmioFvAdQoaoCLTIA 
cQWaKgW8B1C/UQAOV5qpHacDiexdw1WJ5bgCAJowBbwHg+wCmhIAmAChuj+ZuQYA9/mL2KGoApm5 
AgD3+QPDcQWaKgW8B6OgAqGqApm5AgD3+aOiAqGoApm5AgD3+aOkAqGqApm5AgD3+aOmAscGrgKC 
IccGsAKi2scGsgIPSbgPAFCaUhynA/82oAL/NqICuAoAUJoyFKcD/zagAqGiAgUNAHEFmioFvAdQ 
/zagAqGiAi0NAHEFmioFvAdQmhYbpwOhoAIFDQBxBZoqBbwHUP82ogKhoAItDQBxBZoqBbwHUP82 
ogKaFhunA7gNAFCaUhynA/82pAL/NqYCuB4AUJoyFKcDx0b+AQDrA/9G/ot+/tHnMcCJhcQCi37+ 
0ecxwImFFheLfv7R5zHAiYVoK4F+/igKddXGBp4CAYnsXcNVieUxwJowBbwHmhIAmAAxwFCaUhyn 
A5oAAKoA/zagAv82ogK4CgBQmjIUpwP/NqACoaICBQ0AcQWaKgW8B1D/NqACoaICLQ0AcQWaKgW8 
B1CaFhunA6GgAgUNAHEFmioFvAdQ/zaiAqGgAi0NAHEFmioFvAdQ/zaiApoWG6cDuA8AUJpSHKcD 
obo/mbkGAPf5i9ihqAKZuQIA9/kDw3EFmioFvAejoAKhoAKLPsAC0eeJhRYX/zagAv82ogK4CgBQ 
mjIUpwP/NqACoaICBQ0AcQWaKgW8B1D/NqACoaICLQ0AcQWaKgW8B1CaFhunA6GgAgUNAHEFmioF 
vAdQ/zaiAqGgAi0NAHEFmioFvAdQ/zaiApoWG6cDXcNVieW4BgCaMAW8B4PsBjHAUJpSHKcDgD6e 
AgB0E/82pAL/NqYCuB4AUJoyFKcD6xH/NqQCuGQAULgeAFCaMhSnA6GuAosesAKLFrICuXpxvj0K 
v9cjmp0/vAejrgKJHrACiRayAqGuAosesAKLFrICmuhAvAeJRvqJXvyJVv64iAAx27oASItO+ot2 
/It+/pqvP7wHms8/vAdSUKGoApm5AgD3+ZlZWwPBE9NxBZoqBbwHo6QCoaQCiz7AAtHniYXEAoA+ 
ngIAdCi4DQBQmlIcpwP/NqQC/zamArgeAFCaMhSnA4s+wALR58eFaCsBAOslMcBQmlIcpwP/NqQC 
uGQAULgeAFCaMhSnA4s+wALR5zHAiYVoK4nsXcNVieW4JACaMAW8B4PsJMdG9AAAx0b2AADHRvgA 
AMdG7gAAx0bwAADHRvIAADHAiUb6iUb8x0bcjADHRt4AAMdG4FAcx0b+ZADrA/9G/ot+/tHni4XE 
Aot+/tHnK4UWF3EFmioFvAeZmsM/vAeJRuKJXuSJVuaLRvSLXvaLVviLTuKLduSLfuaanT+8B4lG 
9Ile9olW+ItG4ote5ItW5otO4ot25It+5pqvP7wHi07ui3bwi37ymp0/vAeJRu6JXvCJVvKLRuKL 
XuSLVuaA5n+5hQAx9r8AcJq/P7wHcwiDRvoBg1b8AIF+/igKdAPpWv+LRvSLXvaLVviLTvSLdvaL 
fviarz+8B4tO3It23ot+4Jq1P7wHUlNQi0bui17wi1byWV5fmqM/vAeJRuiJXuqJVuyLRuiLXuqL 
VuyLTtyLdt6LfuCatT+8B5p2QLwHo7QCiR62AokWuAKLRvqLVvyawz+8B4tO3It23ot+4Jq1P7wH 
uYcAMfa/AEiarz+8B6O6AokevAKJFr4Ciexdww4gIFJNUyBlcnJvciA9IA4lIE9uIFRhcmdldCA9 
IBpQcmVzcyBFc2MgS2V5IHRvIGVuZCAuIC4gLlWJ5bgKApowBbwHgewKAugn/rgPAFCaUhynA/82 
uAL/NrYC/za0ArgIAFC4AQBQjb72/hZXuP8AUJoCSbwHuDIAULgyAFCNvvb9Fle/fAYOV5qKObwH 
jb72/hZXmgk6vAeaqR2nA/82vgL/NrwC/za6ArgIAFC4AQBQjb72/hZXuP8AUJoCSbwHuDIAULhB 
AFCNvvb9Fle/iwYOV5qKObwHjb72/hZXmgk6vAeaqR2nA8dG/gEA6wP/Rv6LRv6ZuQQA9/mJRvyL 
fv7R54uFFheZuQQA9/mL2KGqApm5AgD3+SvDcQWaKgW8B4lG+ot+/tHni4XEApm5BAD3+YvYoaoC 
mbkCAPf5K8NxBZoqBbwHiUb4i37+0eeDvWgrAXUHx0b2DwDrBcdG9g4A/3b8/3b6/3b2mnsepwP/ 
dvz/dvi4DQBQmnsepwOLfv7R54O9aCsAdRb/dvyhqgKZuQIA9/lQuA4AUJp7HqcDgX7+KAp0A+lE 
/6GoApm5AgD3+S2WAHEFmioFvAdQoaoCLTIAcQWaKgW8B1C/mgYOV5qpHacDiexdw5oAALwHmkgF 
vAeaDQBaB5rLF6cDmrMBqgBVieUxwJowBbwH6Ov36A75xgadAgAxwKPAAqPCArgFAFCaUhynA/82 
pAL/NqYCuB4AUJoyFKcD6A76mggDWgcIwHTagwbAAgGDFsICAKHAAosWwgK5oAAx25qeOLwHiciJ 
2gnQsAB1AUAiBp8CCMB0M4A+ngIAdAfGBp4CAOsFxgaeAgGAPp4CAHUZMcBQmlIcpwP/NqQC/zam 
ArgeAFCaMhSnA+ih+ei4+poIA1oHCMB0FJoaA1oHopwCoJwCPBt1BcYGnQIBgz7CAgB1DYE+wAIo 
CnUFxgadAgGAPp0CAHUD6V7/mpgSpwPoVv2aGgNaB6KcAoA+nAIbdfGaSBGnA10xwJoWAbwHAAAA 
AADNzMzMzMzMzP0/AID///9/AABVieUxwJowBbwHxwa+PwsAajO/vj8eV5oLAFMHodI/ix7UP4sW 
1j+a5TG8B807BsI/odI/ix7UP4sW1j+a5TG8B8066c08my4AAM06yc06wZoPMrwHo9I/iR7UP4kW 
1j+h2D+LHto/ixbcP5rlMbwHzTsGxD+h2D+LHto/ixbcP5rlMbwHzTrpzTybLgAAzTrJzTrBmg8y 
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vAej2D+JHto/iRbcP6HSP4se1D+LFtY/muUxvAeadTK8B4vIi9qhuj+ZA8ET03EFmioFvAe/CgCa 
AgW8B6O6P6HYP4se2j+LFtw/muUxvAeadTK8B4vIi9qhvD+ZK8Eb03EFmioFvAe/CgCaAgW8B6O8 
P8nLAABVieUxwJowBbwHod4/PQMAdA89CQB0Cj0EAHQFPQUAdRq62gPsJAg8CHUC6/S62gPsJAgI 
wHUC6/TrNz0HAHUauroD7CSACMB1Auv0uroD7CSAPIB1Auv06xi62gPsJAgIwHUC6/S62gPsJAg8 
CHUC6/RdywI6IFWJ5bgAApowBbwHgewAAozTjsOM2/yNvgD/xXYErKqRMO3zpI7bv9xCHleNvgD/ 
FlcxwFCaXja8B790AA5XMcBQml42vAeNvgD+Flea8wSnA1CafgKnAzHAUJpeNrwHmss1vAea9AS8 
B7gBAJoWAbwHiexdwgQAA0NHQQdFR0EvVkdBABVHcmFwaGljcyBpbml0IGVycm9yOiBVieW4AAGa 
MAW8B4HsAAG/AAC4xgBQV5rCB6cDCcB9CL/uAA5X6D7/v2oYuMYAUFeawgenAwnAfQi/8gAOV+gl 
/zHAo94/v94/Hle/4D8eV7/6AA5XmkMOpwOa8wSnAwnAdDu/3EIeV7/7AA5XMcBQml42vAeNvgD/ 
Flf/Nt4/mn4CpwMxwFCaXja8B5rLNbwHmvQEvAe4AQCaFgG8B4nsXctVieUxwJowBbwHXcsARkJH 
RAgICAhCR0kgRGV2aWNlIERyaXZlciAoQ0dBKSAzLjAwIC0gSnVsIDE1IDE5OTINCkNvcHlyaWdo 
dCAoYykgMTk4NywxOTkyIEJvcmxhbmQgSW50ZXJuYXRpb25hbA0KABqgAAAAUBIDAAMAUBJ6BQAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAACgAAAAUBIDAAMAUBJ6BQNDR0EAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAB4ujh4QAPxV/5QfAF0f 
ywAAAMMAAAAAw8MAAAAAo8sBiR7NAYkOzwGJFtEBwy6OBhAAu3sAwx4ujh4QAOiLAR/LHi6OHhAA 
uAEAgD6LAAB1AUAfy8vLtAXNEMseLo4eEAAkAaKPAB/L6AMA6cIJi/GL+iYDD0NDJgMXQ0PD6O7/ 
6SwKi/CL+7L/oJABPAJzCjLSIsB0BIoWjgCK8TLb6WYMivuK2CLkeQX2xEB1AcOA5w91CIA+iwAA 
dAHDgD6RAAB1A4DPEIg+kADpsAImij/r3Tz/dRK5CAC/0AImigeIBUdD4ve4DAzoMgHDi8H3JpYA 
i9iLDpgAwzwBdBG7AQC5AQCAPosAAHUDuQMAwy6OBhAAu5QBwzwBdQWLDgoBwx4HPAJ1DbAU9uGK 
2DL/gcMMAcOKxTLkQKMKAYrBMts8BHMGPAJyBP7DLAKIHpEAisiijADGBosA/zwCcwXGBosAAIrZ 
0OMy/4ufAgGJHqgAxgaPAADDJooHJA+APpEAAHUCDBCikACgjADpowGgwgE8A3IYPAN0I/82zwH/ 
NtEB6OT/jwbRAY8GzwHDM8m2GLJPMv8ywLQGzRDDjgYRALkAS/wzwIv486vDgD6LAAB0EzPbIuR0 
Av7HIsB0Av7DiR6NAMOzAzrjdgKK4zrDdgKKw6ONAMOjkgCJHpQAw1FSi8iL04cGkgCHHpQA6AMA 
WlnDizaNAIs+hAHpfwKjkAGKHo4ALo4GEAD8PAJyVSwCMuSxA9PgvoACA/C/pwGAPosAAHQMuQQA 
86XHBqUBCADDxwalARAAij6OALkIAKzoDgCG0KqKwugGAIrCquLvwzLSswTQwtDC0NBzAgrX/st1 
8sOAPosAAHQHItt0A7sDADwBdAIz24PjA4qHcAK/pwG5EADzqsOAPpsAAXUDA9lLJooHIsB0KgZT 
UYsekgCLDpQA6PIFWVsHixaWAIA+mwABdQcBFpQAS+sFARaSAEPiz8Mi5HgtopoAiCabAIHj+ACJ 
HpYAgeH4AIkOmABTUaCNANDr0OvQ69Dp0OnQ6ehuBVlbwzwEdAoy5NDgi9iLn4gBiR6EAYkOhgHD 
AAAAADwHcgKwAqLCAbQK9uSL2IHD0wGLB6PHAaPPAYtHAqPJAaPRAYtHBKPDAVOLXwaLB6PAAVv/ 
VwjDMsDrArABULgEAM0QWLcBiti0C80QgD7CAQR0DaCQALQLMv8kH4rYzRDDuAYAzRDDuBEAzRDD 
uEAAzRDD/LgwAM0QjgYVADPAM//8uQBA86vDsAO6vwPusAK+GQIz27kAgFBTUbq4A+6M2I7AurQD 
uQwAMuSKxO5CrO7+xEri9Vn8jgbAATP/WPOrurgDWAwK7o4GDwC7ZQAmiAfDNAGoAXQFgcMAIMOB 
67AfwzQBqAF0BYHDsB/DgesAIMMDHsMBwysewwHDUYrI/sGA4QN1A4PDWlMk/ArBitnQ4zL/i48/ 
AluB4/8fA9lZw1GKyP7JgOEDgPkDdduD61rr1lGKyP7BgOEDdQODw1BTJPwKwYrZ0OMy/4uPRwJb 
geP/HwPZWcNRisj+yYDhA4D5A3Xbg+tQ69Y7BscBdxI7DscBdww7HskBdwY7FskBdgHDi+yD7BSJ 
dv6JPsUBO8FyA5GH2olG/Ile+sZG7AA72nIGh9rGRuyAkSvBiUb0h9or2ole8ugvAYtG9Ite8jvD 
chiJRvbR44le8ivYiV74K9iJXvToGwDphwCJXvbR4IlG9CvDiUb4K8OJRvLoAwDpsgCLXvCLVviL 
fvSLdvKLRvokA4A+jAAEcwIkAQpG7IA+iwAAdAIMQIA+jwAAdAIMIIpm/opu7otu9kXRBsUBcxOo 
IHQFJjAn6womig8izQrMJogPU4oejADQ49DjMv+BwycCIsB5AkNDix+JHiUCW8NNdQSDxBTD9saA 
dQgD1/8WJQLrAgPWqEB1BNDM0M3QzNDN9sWAdQFD0QbFAXMTqCB0BSYwJ+sKJooPIs0KzCaID+u9 
TXUEg8QUw/bGgHUWA9aoQHUE0MzQzdDM0M32xYB1AUPrAgPX/xYlAtEGxQFzE6ggdAUmMCfrCiaK 
DyLNCswmiA/rvYtO/ItW+qCMADwDcwSB4v4APARyBNHq0eqhwwH34ovwi9GAPosAAHQHuQMHsP7r 
BbkCA7D8IurT6gPy/sWKZv6K8KCLANDM0M4iwHUE0MzQzv7NdfCgjACIZv6Idu6L3jwDcwv3RvoB 
AHQEgcMAIIle8I4GwAE8BHIXi176g+MD0eOLnz8CPAV1BIufRwIBXvDDJggFwyYwBcP20wrDJiAF 
w/bQIsP20yYiHQrDJogFwzvBcgGRO9pyAofai/CiVQKL+7AALo4GEACD4weAPosAAHUC0eOBw6cB 
K9dCiRZPAlMy/4rY0OOLn1YCiR5SAovei8Erw6JUAtHo0eiAPosAAHQC0ehAW1BWUQZT6NIAiB5R 
AvxeH4rIW+izAIA+iwAAdQL+w4qvaAJb6KIAir9gAordXaBRAlBTVVeAPosAAHQFrIrg6wqt9gZV 
AgR1AobgVovQ6CsAXrgQAIA+iwAAdAO4CAAFpwE78HIDvqcBX11bWIff/xYlAoff/w5PAnW2w1OK 
wk2K3yPtdA7/FlICs/9HhvKKwk118ormtgOAPosAAHQCtgeKFlQCItYq8orRgD6LAAB1AtDqOvJa 
fQn/FlICR4rEs/8i2v8WUgLDg+MHgD6LAAB1BYDjA9DjisPDMsDodv2L11egjAA8A3MEgeL+ADwE 
cgTR6tHqocMB9+KL2IvWuQIDsD+KJosAIuR0BbkDB7B/IurT6gPaIuR1AtDlis3SyIbBi/uOBsAB 
W4omjACA/ANzCoDjAXQEgccAIMOA/ARyFIPjA9DjA78/AoD8BXUEA79HAtDrwwAAAAAAAACIJuUC 
iuCA5ICIJuACJAMi23UC/sOIHuECIsl1Av7BiA7iArAI9uMtAgCj5gKwCPbhLQIAo+gCwzseywF8 
+Ys+zwErPuYCO99z7TsOzQF854s+0QErPugCO89z21WL7IPsClNR6G0AX17oDAG++P+1CFGKLuIC 
UFOKEsZG9giKDuEC6BoA0ML+TvZ18lvoOQBY/s114UZZ/s111ovlXcP2woB1AusKJoo3IvQK8CaI 
N9DI0MyAPosAAHUE0MjQzCLkeAFD/sl118Og4wL/FiUCouMCwzwwdQKwTzLki9jR49Hj0eM8QXIE 
PHtyKTyAchuhGwALBh0AdA+B6wAEAx4bAI4GHQDrFJC7AAGBw276jgYXAOsGHgeBw+sAgD7lAgB0 
RCaLByaLTwQmi1cGJotfAhYHjX74xkb2CNDo0dbQ7NHW0OvR1tDv0dbQ6dHW0O3R1tDq0dbQ7tHW 
lqqW/k72ddiLXvjDvvj/uQQAJosHiQJGRkND4vXD6AL+iB7jArD/ih6NAIPjA4A+iwAAdAYi23QC 
swOKh3ACiuH21CLEiuGL38MAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABVi+yD7AYrzivXQolW/lEGU+i5/Yhe/PyMRvqL 
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918Hishbi9PoNAH+w9Hq0eqAPosAAHQE/svR6oqfaAKKRvyOXvpQUlboGwBeWlgujh4QAIfe/xYl 
Aofe/07+deKL34vlXcOsiuCsiujT4CPSdAkmiCVHiuVK6+4i4yaIJUfDVYvsg+wKK9dCiVb+U4oe 
iwCIXvYy/4rY0OOLn1YCiV74i96LwSvDiEb30ejR6IB+9gB0AtHoQFtQVlGMRvpT6Az9iF78/F6K 
yFvojwCAfvYAdQL+w4qvaAJb6H8Air9gAordWopG/I5e+lBTUlfoHABfWltYLo4eEACH3/8WJQKH 
3/9O/nXgi96L5V3DU6xKMuSK6Irf0+gj0nQO/1b4s/9HiuWsiuhK6+y2A4B+9gB0ArYHilb3ItYq 
8orRgH72AHUC0Oo68lp9DP9W+EeK5TLA0+iz/yLa/1b4w4PjB4A+iwAAdQWA4wPQ44rDw4vwi/uO 
BsABih7CATL/0OP/l2wFitAy9sOD4gOAPosAAHQDgOIBi/CL+44GwAGKHsIBMv/Q4/+nXgXoGAGL 
xtHo0egD+IPmA9Hm0eYD8tHmi4QCBSYiBQrEJogFw4vai8eD5wPR54uNRwLR6NHov1AA6xSL2ovH 
g+cD0eeLjT8C0ejR6L9aAPfni/gD+YvG0ejR6NHoA/iD5gfR5gPz0eaLhCIFJiIFCsQmiAXDuFoA 
6wO4UABS9+dai/jrA+iVAIvG0ejR6NHoA/iD5gfR5gPy0eaLhCIFJiIFCsQmiAXD6HIAi8bR6NHo 
A/iLzoPhA0HR4SaKBdLAJAPDi8eD5wPR54uNRwLR6NHov1AA6xKLx4PnA9Hni40/AtHo0ei/WgD3 
54v4A/mLxtHo0ejR6AP4i86A4Qf+wSaKBdLAJAHDuFoA6wO4UABS9+dai/jr1+gCAOvSUovH0eic 
v1AA9+edcwMFACCL+FrDLo4eEADohQToHgSA+v90FYD6BHICsgOAPosAAHQHgPoCcgKyAYgW8gSK 
+Ike8wSJJt4Exgb6BACL7IHtgACK3oPjA4q3cAKAPosAAHQGIvZ0Arb/Urj//01NiUYAockBK8dN 
TYlGAKPmBMcG6gQAAKHPAaPuBE1NiXYAxgb2BADoyANNTYl+APbRWuhrA+j0AiaKBSLBiuYi4TrE 
dB8y7eslW4ke5gSh4gSj6gSh4ASj7gSLTgBFRYP5/3UKiybeBKD6BNDIw4t+AEVFi3YARUWLXgBF 
RegGBFOKxVDoJAHoeABYqAJ0BqiAdQ7rGYA+9gQAdQ/oFABzBeg1AOuj6CUAcgPoKwDoOwDrlqHm 
BEA7w3UboeoESDkG4gR+EaHuBEA5BuAEw6HmBEg7w3TlMsDDOx7aBHMM/xbSBOhGArWA6DQBw+iX 
Ajse2AR0DP8W0AToMAIy7egeAcMmii07NssBdBlO0MGAPosAAHUC0MH2wQF0CE+GFvcEJootisUi 
wYrmIuE6xHQ4isIiwYrh9tQi7AroOzbLAXQmTtDBgD6LAAB1AtDB9sEBdAsmiC1Phhb3BCaKLfbB 
AXTB6CYA67wmiC1G0MmAPosAAHUC0Mn2wYB0CEeGFvcEJootiTbiBOiEAcOg9QQmii066HUUJogV 
OzbUBHwLKzbcBE+GFvcE6+XD6GEBJootisUiwYrmIuE6xHQ4isIiwYrh9tQi7AroOzbPAX0mRtDJ 
gD6LAAB1AtDJ9sGAdAsmiC1Hhhb3BCaKLfbBgHTB6A0A67wmiC1OiTbgBOmGAaD1BCaKLTrodRQm 
iBU7NtYEcwsDNtwER4YW9wTr5cOA5YDrGUbQyYA+iwAAdQLQyfbBgHQIhhb3BEfoqwAmigUiwYrm 
IuE6xHUFgOX+616APvIE/3UIiuIKJvcEdA2APvMEAHQQOhb0BHUKgM0Cxgb2BP/rF/bBgHQK6D8A 
dQWA5f7rKYriIuE64HQh9sUBdRyAzQGD/Q5yHU1NiV4ATU2JdgBNTYl+AE1NiU4AOzbgBHMI6W7/ 
xgb6BP/DJjoVdSah4AQrBtwEJjoVdQ878H8LAzbcBEeGFvcE6+wmigUiwYrmIuE64MP2xQF0IaHg 
BCsG3ARRii71BCY6LXUPO/BzCwM23ARHhhb3BOvsWcOJNvsEiR79BIk+/wSIDgEF6AoAisKKJvcE 
o/gEw4vDih7yBID7/3Qbg+MDipdwAovYgD6LAAB0BiLSdAKy/4gW9wTDUFL32AMGyQElBwCAPosA 
AHUC0eCL2FqLh6cBitCAPosAAHQCiuD3xgQAdQKG4ogm9wRbw4s2+wSLHv0Eiz7/BIoOAQWh+ASI 
JvcEitDDJooFgD6LAAB1GKL1BDLGtAOExHQR0OTQ5HP2w8YG9QQAwyLAdPYi9nXyxgb1BP/DgPr/ 
dRxTUVC7pwGLDqUB4wsywAoHQ+L7IsB1AjLSWFlbw+iq9lDHBtwEBACAPosAAHQGxwbcBAgAocsB 
AwbcBKPUBKHPASsG3ARAo9YEockBKwbRAaPYBKHJASsGzQGj2gRYw1BTih7CAdDj0OMy/4HDQgWL 
B6PQBItHAqPSBFtYw0v2wwF1BYHHACDDge+wH8ND9sMBdQWBx7Afw4HvACDDS4PHUMNDg+9Qw0uD 
x1rDQ4PvWsOgwgE8BHInPAZzI1P204PjAzwFdDfrDEtT9tOD4wN1A4PHWtDjgef/HwO/PwJbw0NT 
9tOD4wOA+wN16IPvWuvjS1P204PjA3UDg8dQ0OOB5/8fA79HAlvDQ1P204PjA4D7A3Xog+9Q6+MA 
Bw0AARsAAAAAAAAAAAAAQAAAoACwALgA8AD+HwAAABcBdgGNARcA9gH+ARICEgASAMwGEgASABIA 
oQDNAMoB0gAVA+MCpwLsABIAgwCdC7YLLQBoAH0AHQD5ABcAFwAXABcAFwAXABcAFwAXABcAFwAX 
ABcAFwAXABcANgBUAFQAVABBAFUAVgBbAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAACAAIAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AD8BxwA/AccAKCNYG40gCAgDAgQOkAAAPwHHAD8BxwAoI1gbjSAICAMDBQeQAAB/AscAfwLHACgj 
WBtHEAgIAQeQAAB/At8BfwLfASgjWBsQJwgIAQeQqgDBANgA7QAGABIzMjAgeCAyMDAgQ0dBIEMw 
ICAAEjMyMCB4IDIwMCBDR0EgQzEgIAASMzIwIHggMjAwIENHQSBDMiAgABIzMjAgeCAyMDAgQ0dB 
IEMzICAAEjY0MCB4IDIwMCBDR0EgICAgIAASNjQwIHggNDgwIE1DR0EgICAgAP//AQD//8zMePz4 
+AAAAAAQAAECAwQFBgcICQoLDA0ODwgAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAC4AAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAH8CxwA/AccAKAAVAGgDPwHHACgAFQBsA38CxwAoABUAkgN/At8BUAARAJgDzwJbAVoA 
EwC5A38CjwFQABUAngPPAl0BWgAVAKQDNS0uB1sCV1cCAwAABAQEBBQEBAQUBAQEFAQkBCkELgRT 
BGUEigQAAAAgAEAAYAAAACAAQABgAAAAvwYAAL8GsQatBrUGvQb/fz8fDwcDAYDA4PD4/P7/AFWq 
/wAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAP//AAD//wAAAQIECBAgQIDgwYMHDhw4cPB4PB4Ph8PhpdJptFotlkv/iIiI 
/4iIiIFCJBgYJEKBzDPMM8wzzDOAAAgAgAAIAIgAIgCIACIA//////////8AAAAAAAAAAAABAQAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA4bMbG/sbGAPzGxvzGxvwAfMbGwMDGfAD4zMbGxsz4AP7AwPzAwP4A/sDA 
/MDAwAB8xsDOxsZ+AMbGxv7GxsYAeDAwMDAweAAeBgYGxsZ8AMbM2PDYzMYAwMDAwMDA/gDG7v7W 
xsbGAMbm9t7OxsYAfMbGxsbGfAD8xsb8wMDAAHzGxsbGxnwG/MbG/MbGxgB4zGAwGMx4APwwMDAw 
MDAAxsbGxsbGfADGxsbGxmw4AMbGxtb+7sYAxsZsOGzGxgDDw2Y8GBgYAP4MGDBgwP4APDAwMDAw 
PADAYDAYDAYDADwMDAwMDDwAADhsxgAAAAAAAAAAAAAA/zAwGAAAAAAAAAB8Bn7GfgDAwPzGxubc 
AAAAfMbAwH4ABgZ+xsbOdgAAAHzG/sB+AB4wfDAwMDAAAAB+xs52BnzAwPzGxsbGABgAOBgYGDwA 
GAA4GBgYGPDAwMzY8NjMADgYGBgYGDwAAADM/tbGxgAAAPzGxsbGAAAAfMbGxnwAAAD8xsbm3MAA 
AH7Gxs52BgAAbnBgYGAAAAB8wHwG/AAwMHwwMDAcAAAAxsbGxn4AAADGxsZsOAAAAMbG1v5sAAAA 
xmw4bMYAAADGxs52BnwAAPwYMGD8AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAD8AP0A/gD/AzwDPEM8gzzDzAPME8wjzDPwA/AH8 
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AvwDfwB/gL8Av0DfAN8g7wDvEPcA9wj7APsE/QD9Av4A/gGyEcIRshHCEbIRwhHSEdcR/REVEiYS 
PhLcEeER1wvXC1oMTwwQDPoLSgx9DH0M7QziDKwMmAzdDEZCR0QICAgIQkdJIERldmljZSBEcml2 
ZXIgKEVHQVZHQSkgMy4wMCAtIEp1bCAxNSAxOTkyDQpDb3B5cmlnaHQgKGMpIDE5ODcsMTk5MiBC 
b3JsYW5kIEludGVybmF0aW9uYWwNCgAaoAABAGAQAwADAGAQlwQAAAAAAAAAAAAAoAABAGAQAwAD 
AGAQlwQGRUdBVkdBAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAeLo4eEAD8Vf+UHwBdH8sAAADDAAAAAMPDAAAAAKPQAYke 
0gGJDtQBiRbWAcMujgYQALt7AMO4BADLHi6OHhAAMuSj2gHougMfy7QFzRDLHi6OHhAAxgaLAP/o 
zAMfyx4ujh4QAOjXA8YGiwAAH8vLHi6OHhAAJAGi8wAfy+gDAOndB4vxi/omAw9DQyYDF0NDw+ju 
/+lICIvwi/uy/6CyATwCcwoy0iLAdASKFvIAivEy2+n6CYr7itgi5HkL9sRAdA0y24g+9AAywLQQ 
zRDDivcy/4rpisq4EBDNEMOwAovT6+c8/3USuQgAv2ACJooHiAVHQ+L3uAwM6IoBvrYBv4wAihby 
AB4HuQgArIrYiuK2BDLA0MxzAorDqv7OdfPi6sNRuQgA0ODQ3OL6isRZw4vB9yb5AIvYiw77AMOL 
8Iv76OQC6PQIUOjzAlrDi/CL+4A+iwAAdAPp1giKwujIAorQ6MwI6NYCwzwBdBS7EAC5DwCAPuIB 
AHQGuwQAuQMAwx4Hu6wAoPAAIsB0FLvfADwDdA27vQCAPuIBAHQDu84AwyaKByQPovQAih7wAID7 
BHMUMv/Q4/+XqgGKPvQAMsAy27QQzRDD6F0Cus8DsP/ujgYRAIsO3AHR4dHh0eEzwIv4Az7kAfzz 
q+hRAsM8AXUFiw4NAcMeBzwCdRe7PAGAPvAAA3QMsA/24YrYMv+Bww8Bw4D5A3QFgP0DdQrHBg0B 
AQCxA+sIisUy5ECjDQHHBtoBAACIDvAAitnQ4zL/i59QAYkeCwHGBvMAAMMlDw+APuIB/3UDJQMD 
o/EAw6P1AIke9wDDUVKLyIvThwb1AIce9wDoAwBaWcOLNvEAiz6+AenwAaOyAYoe8gAujgYQAPw8 
AnIWLAIy5LED0+C+EAID8L+2AbkEAPOlwzwBsP90AjLAv7YBuQgA86rDgD7+AAF1AwPZSyaKByLA 
dCoGU1GLHvUAiw73AOg/BFlbB4sW+QCAPv4AAXUHARb3AEvrBQEW9QBD4s/DIuR4LaL9AIgm/gCB 
4/gAiR75AIHh+ACJDvsAU1Gg8QDQ69Dr0OvQ6dDp0OnoxgNZW8M8BHQKMuTQ4IvYi5/CAYkevgGJ 
DsABwwAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAIA+3gEodALR54vfsQLT5wP7/sHT54ve0+4D/oPjB4qv+gGKygM+5AGO 
BhEAw7rHALANxwbeASgAvwAC6yu6xwCwDr8ABOsbul0BsBDrEbpdAbAP6wq63wGwEr9gCesDvwAI 
xwbeAVAAouMBuX8CPA11A7k/AYkO1AGJFtYBiRbYAcYG4gEAPA90FDwQdRUGjgYPALuHACaKBwck 
YHUFxgbiAf+JPtwB6AgAoOMBMuTNEMOh3AH3JtoBsQTT4KPkAcOAPuIBAHQQUzwEcgKwA4rYMv+K 
h+YBW8Po5f9QUrrOA7AF7kKwAu5KsAjuWljDUrrOA7AFMuSAPuIBAHQDgMQQ77gDAO+4CP/vuAIP 
usQD71rDgD7zAAB0DFBSus4DsAO0GO9aWMOW6Jb/lldWUlFTUOgEAIPEDMNVi+yD7AQeoeQBiUb+ 
6Mr/jh4RALrOA7AA7kKKRgzuSrAB7kKw/+6LdgordgZ5FItGBodGColGBotGBIdGCIlGBPfei0YG 
0eDR4NHg0eCL+NHg0eAD+ItWBIrKgOEH0erR6tHqA/oDfv66zgOwCO5CsIDS6IteCCteBHkD6YQA 
O95yS4vLQdHmiXb8KV780eMr8wPeiuAqwNFODnMCCsSDTvwAeQUBXvzrEu6GBSrAg8dQAXb80MyD 
1wDrCtDMcwbuhgVHKsDi0O6GBem4AIvOQdHjiV78KXb80eYr3gPz7tFODnMChiWDTvwAeQUBdvzr 
CdDIg9cA7gFe/IPHUOLg6YMA99s73nJLi8tB0eaJdvwpXvzR4yvzA96K4CrA0U4OcwIKxINO/AB5 
BQFe/OsS7oYFKsCDx1ABdvzQxIPfAOsK0MRzBu6GBU8qwOLQ7oYF6zOQi85B0eOJXvwpdvzR5ive 
A/Pu0U4OcwKGJYNO/AB5BQF2/OsJ0MCD3wDuAV78g8dQ4uAf6Cz+sP/uSrAB7kIqwO6L5V3DO8Fy 
AZE72nICh9qL8Iv7sAOD4weBw7YBK9dCiRYCAlOL3ovBUbED0+jT61krw1tQVlFT6Pj8/F6Ky1uD 
4weKw4qv8gFbg+MHisOKv+oBit3ot/1doPIA6JX9iuBTV6zoGABfW4H+vgFyA762AQM+3gH/DgIC 
deXpo/2LzbrPA1OK34r44wvoCwCz/0njA+gbAFki2YrHIsPuisQmhgWKx/bQIsPuMsAmhgVHw7D/ 
7jr4dQWKxPOqw1FXMsDzql9ZisfuisQmhgVH4vjDAACIJnICItt1Av7DiB5wAiLJdQL+wYgOcQKw 
CPbjLQIAo3MCsAj24S0CAKN1AsM7HtABfPmLPtQBKz5zAjvfc+07DtIBfOeLPtYBKz51AjvPc9tV 
i+yD7AoeU1HoaQBfXh7o/fug8QDo0PwGHwe6zwOK4IrFvvj/tQhRJooucQJRV1DoGgBYXyYDPt4B 
Wf7Nde5GWf7NdeIf6LX8i+Vdw4oaxkb2CCaKDnAC7oo99sOAdAKIJdDIIsB5AUf+yXXr0MP+TvZ1 
38M8MHUCsE8y5IvY0ePR49HjPEFyBDx7cik8gHIboRsACwYdAHQPgesABAMeGwCOBh0A6xSQuwAB 
gcNu+o4GFwDrBh4HgcN3AIA+cgIAdEQmiwcmi08EJotXBiaLXwIWB41++MZG9gjQ6NHW0OzR1tDr 
0dbQ79HW0OnR1tDt0dbQ6tHW0O7R1paqlv5O9nXYi174w774/7kEACaLB4kCRkZDQ+L1wwAAAAAA 
AFWL7IPsBCvOK9dCiVb+od4BiUb8UQZT6Nb6/AYfi/dfB4rLW4vT6F0BHi6OHhAAip/yAR/R6tHq 
0eq1BFFSVuhKAegfAF5aWf7NdfADdvz/Tv515ovfLo4eEABT6ID7W4vlXcOsiuCsiujT4CPSdAkm 
iCVHiuVK6+4i4yaIJUfDVYvsg+wIiEb4K9dCiVb+od4BiUb6U4vei8Erw4hG+dHo0ejR6EBbiUb8 
BlZRU+g/+vxeistb6M0Aiq/yAVvoxQCKv+oBit0f6NUAus4DsAjutQRTUf92/Ffo3QC6zwPoIgBf 
j0b8WVv+zXXnA376/07+dd2L3i6OHhAAU+jg+luL5V3DU6z/Tvwy5Iroit/T6PdG/P8AdCKK4IrD 
7orEgH74BHUC9tAmiiUmiAWz/0eK5ayK6P9O/OvVtgeKVvki1iryOvFafSNSus8DiuCKw+6KxIB+ 
+AR1AvbQJoolJogFWkeK5TLA0+iz/yLaus8DiuCKw+6KxIB++AR1AvbQJoolJogFw4PjB4rDw1JQ 
us4DsASK5f7M71hawwAYEAgAU1K6zgOwA4pe+DL/Loqn+wnvWlvDAQIECFO6xAOwAord/ssy/y6K 
pxUK71vD6Cn56w/oIvnrCugf+esU6Bj56w9Sus8DisXuJooFJogNWsOxByrLus4DsAS0A7UB0uUy 
2+8mij0i/dLv0OMK3/7MffCAPuIBAHQU98cBAHQC0OuKw4DjAagEdAOAywKKw8NO/sl5DbEHT4A+ 
4gEAdAPoeQWKwdeL2rrPA+6L07t6BMPohAWIFmYEiB6QBKORBIkOkwQK0ngD6G8EiSZSBMYGagQA 
i+yB7YAAisboNPmK8FK4//9NTYlGAOiYBKHYASvHTU2JRgCjWgTHBl4EAACh1AGjYgRNTYl2AMYG 
aQQA6GAETU2JfgBa6LAEJiIFdR8y7esoW4keWgShVgSjXgShVASjYgSLTgBFRYP5/3UN6P74iyZS 
BKBqBNDIw4t+AEVFi3YARUWLXgBFRVOJHmcEisVQu3oEisHX6JwE6N0A6IoAWKgCdAaoBHUO6xmA 
PmkEAHUP6BQAcwXoOQDrlugnAHID6C8A6EYA64mhWgRAOwZnBHUdoV4ESDkGVgR+E6FiBEA5BlQE 
w6FaBEg7BmcEdOMywMOhcQQ5BmcEcxD/BmcEKz7eAejPArUE6Z8Bw+ipAqFnBDsGbwR0EP8OZwQD 
Pt4B6LICMu3pggHDOzbQAXQg6Iv+isHXJiIFdRWKwQQI14rQJogVOzbQAXQF6HD+6+NG/sGA+Qh1 
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DTLJR4A+4gEAdAPo5AOKwdeL2rrPA+6L07t6BIk2VgTpLALoKQLoVgKKwdcmIgV1PIrBBAjXitAm 
iBU7NtQBfSxG/sGA+Qh1DTLJR4A+4gEAdAPonAOKwdeL2rrPA+6L07t6BCLJdcHoCgDrvE6JNlQE 
6e0BJoA9AHQBw4A+4gEAdUP8UugkADPJoW0EVyaAPQB1CzvwcweDxghHQevvX+MD6HQA/DLJWun2 
AlK6zgOwBe5CsAiAPuIBAHQCBBDuWrD/6RkDUuji/7rOA7AH7iaAPQB10js2bQRzzOgUAIPGCEew 
CvfHAQB1ArAFus8D7uvdusQDsALuQrAB7qGLBCaIBbAC7iaIJbAE7qGNBCaIBbAI7iaIJcP8VVa6 
xAOwAu5CsAHuoYsEi/eL6fOqi82L/rAC7orE86qwBO6hjQSLzYv+86qwCO6LzYv+isTzql5dw7D/ 
6IYCUrrOA7AC7lqA5QTrKTs2VARyBorB1+ltAkb+wYD5CHUVMslHgD7iAQB0A+hnAvbFgXQD6IAA 
isHXJiIFdAWA5QbryvbFAXXFMsA4BooEdAw4BpAEdBA4Bo8EdAqAzQLGBmkE/+sm9sWAdaKKwdeK 
4IrBBAjXitCL2rrPA+4mIiWfisfui9O7egSedR+AzQGD/Q5yGqFnBE1NiUYATU2JdgBNTYl+AE1N 
iU4A6V//xgZqBP/pXf8mgD0AdTlSus4DsAfuQoseVASD6wgmgD0AdRw783MYg8YIR4A+4gEAdOuw 
CvfHAQB1ArAF7uvesAJK7lq7egTDiTZzBKFnBKN1BIk+dwSIDnkEw4s2cwShdQSjZwSLPncEig55 
BIA+4gEAdAPodAHDoGYEPP90A+t6kFFSodgBKwZnBDPSiw60AUGDwQLR6dHp9/HR4tHiu4wAA9qL 
D4tXAoA+4gH/dQaK1YrpivKJDosEiRaNBDLAOw6RBHUIOxaTBHUCsP+ijwSLwgvBCuCIJooEu4IE 
tAgywNDW0NDQ0tDQ0NXQ0NDR0NCIB0P+zHXnWlm7egSAPuIBAHQD6OMAw1JXVqBmBKKKBOjN9Irg 
u4IEiQeJRwKJRwSJRwa7iwS0BNDocwXGB//rA8YHAEP+zHXvu3oEXl9aw4A+4wENdAXo3PPrA+jZ 
84rLw8cG2AHfAYA+4wERcxPHBtgBXQGAPuMBD3MGxwbYAccAodABBQgAo2sEodQBLQcAo20EodgB 
KwbWAaNvBKHYASsG0gGjcQTDUrrEA7AC7kKwD+66zgOwBe5CsAqAPuIBAHQCBBDuWorGUlC6zgOw 
Au5CWO6APuIBAHQD6BoAWorBu3oE11KK4LrOA7AI7kKKxO5aw7QC6wK0CFK6zgOwB+6wCvfHAQB1 
ArAFQu66zgOKxO5aw4D6/3UcU1FQu4wAiw60AeMLMsAKB0Pi+yLAdQIy0lhZW8MAAAAAAAAABw0A 
ARsAAAAAAAAAAAAAQAAAoACwALgA8AD+HwAAAO8BowHJARcAYAJoAnwCEgASACIGEgASABIAtgDe 
AE8C5AAtA/sCvwIxARIAmAA+AU4BLQB9AJIAHQBqARcAFwAXABcAFwAXABcAFwAXABcAFwAXABcA 
FwAXABcATwBfAG8AbwA2ADoASgBwAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABAA 
AQIDBAUGBxAREhMUFRYXEAABAgMEBRQHODk6Ozw9Pj8QAAEAAAQHAAAAAQAABAcAABAACAAAGBgA 
AAAIAAAAGAA/AAEBAAAAAAAACAAIAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAADAA02NDAgeCAyMDAgRUdBAA02 
NDAgeCAzNTAgRUdBAA02NDAgeCA0ODAgVkdBABI2NDAgWCAzNTAgRUdBIE1PTk8AWAFsAYABlAEA 
AH8CxwB/AscAKCNYG5QRCAiQkAAAfwJdAX8CXQEoI1gbRh4ICJCQAAB/At8BfwLfASgjWBsQJwgI 
kJAAAH8CXQF/Al0BKCNYG0YeCAgBBwEHjQOXA6UDngMBASAAAAAAAAAAAAD//wEA///MzHj8+PgA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAfwJdAQAAAAAAACgA//8ADQAAAAMMD/9/Px8PBwMBgMDg8Pj8/v+AQCAQCAQCAQAA 
AAMAAAAAAAAAAAAA//8AAP//AAABAgQIECBAgODBgwcOHDhw8Hg8Hg+Hw+Gl0mm0Wi2WS/+IiIj/ 
iIiIgUIkGBgkQoHMM8wzzDPMM4AACACAAAgAiAAiAIgAIgD//////////wAAAAAAAAAAAQEAAAAA 
AA4AAAAAAAAAOGzGxv7GxgD8xsb8xsb8AHzGxsDAxnwA+MzGxsbM+AD+wMD8wMD+AP7AwPzAwMAA 
fMbAzsbGfgDGxsb+xsbGAHgwMDAwMHgAHgYGBsbGfADGzNjw2MzGAMDAwMDAwP4Axu7+1sbGxgDG 
5vbezsbGAHzGxsbGxnwA/MbG/MDAwAB8xsbGxsZ8BvzGxvzGxsYAeMxgMBjMeAD8MDAwMDAwAMbG 
xsbGxnwAxsbGxsZsOADGxsbW/u7GAMbGbDhsxsYAw8NmPBgYGAD+DBgwYMD+ADwwMDAwMDwAwGAw 
GAwGAwA8DAwMDAw8AAA4bMYAAAAAAAAAAAAAAP8wMBgAAAAAAAAAfAZ+xn4AwMD8xsbm3AAAAHzG 
wMB+AAYGfsbGznYAAAB8xv7AfgAeMHwwMDAwAAAAfsbOdgZ8wMD8xsbGxgAYADgYGBg8ABgAOBgY 
GBjwwMDM2PDYzAA4GBgYGBg8AAAAzP7WxsYAAAD8xsbGxgAAAHzGxsZ8AAAA/MbG5tzAAAB+xsbO 
dgYAAG5wYGBgAAAAfMB8BvwAMDB8MDAwHAAAAMbGxsZ+AAAAxsbGbDgAAADGxtb+bAAAAMZsOGzG 
AAAAxsbOdgZ8AAD8GDBg/AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAgEAgEAgEAgEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABVieWD7Aj/dgb/ 
dgQxwFCNfvgWV7gGAFCahki8B41++BZXxH4IBle4/wBQmqQ5vAeJ7F3CBAAzQkdJIEVycm9yOiBH 
cmFwaGljcyBub3QgaW5pdGlhbGl6ZWQgKHVzZSBJbml0R3JhcGgpIEJHSSBFcnJvcjogIE5vdCBp 
biBncmFwaGljcyBtb2RlVYnlgD5wQQB1Hr/cQh5XvzYADlcxwFCaXja8B5rLNbwHmvQEvAfrHL/c 
Qh5Xv2oADlcxwFCaXja8B5rLNbwHmvQEvAe4AQCaFgG8B13LCE5vIGVycm9yHChCR0kpIGdyYXBo 
aWNzIG5vdCBpbnN0YWxsZWQeR3JhcGhpY3MgaGFyZHdhcmUgbm90IGRldGVjdGVkHkRldmljZSBk 
cml2ZXIgZmlsZSBub3QgZm91bmQgKAEpHEludmFsaWQgZGV2aWNlIGRyaXZlciBmaWxlICggTm90 
IGVub3VnaCBtZW1vcnkgdG8gbG9hZCBkcml2ZXIaT3V0IG9mIG1lbW9yeSBpbiBzY2FuIGZpbGwb 
T3V0IG9mIG1lbW9yeSBpbiBmbG9vZCBmaWxsFUZvbnQgZmlsZSBub3QgZm91bmQgKB5Ob3QgZW5v 
dWdoIG1lbW9yeSB0byBsb2FkIGZvbnQpSW52YWxpZCBncmFwaGljcyBtb2RlIGZvciBzZWxlY3Rl 
ZCBkcml2ZXIOR3JhcGhpY3MgZXJyb3ISR3JhcGhpY3MgSS9PIGVycm9yE0ludmFsaWQgZm9udCBm 
aWxlICgTSW52YWxpZCBmb250IG51bWJlcg9JbnZhbGlkIHZlcnNpb24QR3JhcGhpY3MgZXJyb3Ig 
KFWJ5YHsAAKLRgY9AAB1Fr/ZAA5XxH4IBle4/wBQmqQ5vAfpSgI9//91Fr/iAA5XxH4IBle4/wBQ 
mqQ5vAfpLwI9/v91Fr//AA5XxH4IBle4/wBQmqQ5vAfpFAI9/f91NY2+AP8WV78eAQ5Xmoo5vAe/ 
eEAeV5oJOrwHvz0BDleaCTq8B8R+CAZXuP8AUJqkObwH6doBPfz/dTWNvgD/Fle/PwEOV5qKObwH 
v3hAHleaCTq8B789AQ5Xmgk6vAfEfggGV7j/AFCapDm8B+mgAT37/3UWv1wBDlfEfggGV7j/AFCa 
pDm8B+mFAT36/3UWv30BDlfEfggGV7j/AFCapDm8B+lqAT35/3UWv5gBDlfEfggGV7j/AFCapDm8 
B+lPAT34/3U1jb4A/xZXv7QBDleaijm8B79uQB5Xmgk6vAe/PQEOV5oJOrwHxH4IBle4/wBQmqQ5 
vAfpFQE99/91Fr/KAQ5XxH4IBle4/wBQmqQ5vAfp+gA99v91Fr/pAQ5XxH4IBle4/wBQmqQ5vAfp 
3wA99f91Fr8TAg5XxH4IBle4/wBQmqQ5vAfpxAA99P91Fr8iAg5XxH4IBle4/wBQmqQ5vAfpqQA9 
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8/91NI2+AP8WV781Ag5Xmoo5vAe/bkAeV5oJOrwHvz0BDleaCTq8B8R+CAZXuP8AUJqkObwH63A9 
8v91Fb9JAg5XxH4IBle4/wBQmqQ5vAfrVj3u/3UVv10CDlfEfggGV7j/AFCapDm8B+s8jb4A/hZX 
v20CDleaijm8B42+AP8WV4tGBplSUOgw+5oJOrwHvz0BDleaCTq8B8R+CAZXuP8AUJqkObwHiexd 
ygIAVYnlg+wCoTpBiUb+McCjOkGLRv6J7F3LVYnlg+wCx0b+AQCLRv6J7F3KAgBVieWD7ASLRgYF 
BwAl+P+JRgaLRgYFCABQmooCvAfEfggmiQUmiVUCJosFJgtFAnRIJoM9AHUai0YGJQ8AiUb8i0YG 
uQQA0+gmA0UCiUb+6xnEfggmiwUmi1UCiUb8iVb+McAmiQUm/0UC/3b+/3b8uAgAUJqfArwHiexd 
ygYAVYnlxH4IJosFJgtFAnQPJv91Aib/Nf92BpqfArwHxH4IMcAmiQUmiUUCXcoGAFWJ5YPsCMR+ 
BiaLBQFGCotGCrkEANPoA0YMi9AxwIlG+IlW+otGCiUPAAnAdB7EfgoGV8R++AZX/3YEmiRKvAeL 
RgolDwDEfgYmKQWLRviLVvqJRvyJVv6LRvyLVv6J7F3CCgBVieWLRgRdwgIAVYnlikYEtDXNIYnY 
jMJdwgIAVYnlxH4EMcCJwib3RQL//3Ucg+wEieAWUCaLBbEE0+BQ/x7kP8R+BItG/oPEBCaJRQIm 
iUUEXcIEAFWJ5cR+BCb3RQL//3Qig+wEx0b8AAAmi0UCiUb+ieAWUCaLBbEE0+BQ/x7oP4PEBF3C 
BABVieWD7BrEfgaBx4AAJotFBIlG7iaLRQyJRuwmi0UEA0YEA0YGiUb4iceJRvQw7SaKDeMWJgN9 
AQZXUSb/Neg1/1lfB6vi8Yt+9CaKTQPjGSYDfQQGV1Em/zXoI/9ZXweridCr4u6LfvQmik0G4xQm 
A30HBldRBlfoF/9ZXweDxwbi8P92CP92Bo1+BBZXi0buA0bsUOh6/olG+IlW+sR++ItG7rEE0+gD 
RvomiUUQjsAmiUUKJsZFDACLRviLVvqJRvyJVv6LRvyLVv6J7F3CBgDEPlRBJoE9Hg50IiaORRAw 
7SaKTQbjFiaLfQcGV1EGV+jX/llfB4PHBuLwMf/DBEZCR0QCcGtVieWB7BQCgD5wQQB0DscGOkH1 
/8dG/vX/6Y0BxwY6Qfz/x0b+/P+NvvL+FlfEfgYGV7gEAFCauDq8B7+6Bw5Xmns6vAd0A+mfAItG 
BgWAAItWCIlG9olW+MR+9om+7v6MhvD+JoB9BgNyByaAfQgDdgPpNAGh2kCJhuz+McA7huz+f2KJ 
RvTrA/9G9LgaAPdm9Iv4gccCAB5XxL7u/oHHDgAGV5p7OrwHdTL/dgj/dgbEvu7+Jv816D3+i8iL 
2rgaAPdm9Iv4iY0YAImdGgCLRvSJRv4xwKM6QenMAItG9DuG7P51o+nAAI2+8v0WV8R+BgZXuAIA 
UJq4OrwHv78HDleaezq8B3QD6Z0Ai0YGBYAAi1YIiUb6iVb8xH76ib7u/YyG8P0mgH0GAnIHJoB9 
CAF2AutzodpAiYbs/THAO4bs/X9kiUb06wP/RvS4GgD3ZvSL+IHHAgAeV8S+7v2BxwoABleaezq8 
B3U0/3YI/3YGxL7u/QZXJv91BOiL/IvIi9q4GgD3ZvSL+ImNGACJnRoAi0b0iUb+McCjOkHrCYtG 
9DuG7P11oYtG/onsXcoEAAJQS1WJ5YHsEgHHBjpB8/+hOkGJRv6Nvvb+FlfEfgYGV7gCAFCauDq8 
B790CQ5Xmns6vAd0A+n1ADHAiUb2i0b2xH4GA/gmgD0adAyBfvYBAXMF/0b26+aBfvYAAXID6cwA 
xH4GifgDRvZAxH4GjMKJRvqJVvzEfvqJfvKMRvQmgH0IAXIHJoB9CgF2A+meAMdG+AEA6wP/Rvi4 
DwD3ZviL+IHHGwEeV42+8v4WV8R+8oHHAgAGV7gEAFCauDq8B5p7OrwHdV64DwD3ZviL+IHHEQEe 
B4m+7v6MhvD+Blcm/3UI/x7oP8S+7v4xwCaJBSaJRQL/dgj/dgbEfvIGVyb/dQboUvvEvu7+JolF 
BCaJVQYxwCaJRQiLRviJRv4xwKM6QesJg374FHQD6Wn/i0b+iexdygQAVYnluIsAuqcDo0JBiRZE 
QbiLALqnA6NUQYkWVkExwKNGQaNIQTHAo1hBo1pBMcCjSkGjTEExwKNQQaNSQTHAowJBowRBMcCj 
BkExwKMcQaMeQTHAoyBBxgYMQQDHBmxBAQDHBm5BAQAxwKNsQMYGcEEAXcNVieWB7AIDjNOOw4zb 
/I2+/v7Fdg6sqpEw7fOkjb7+/cV2CqyqkTDt86SO28ZG/wDHBjpB/f/EfgYxwCaJBb/sPx5Xjb7+ 
/BZXjb7+/hZXmoo5vAeNvv79FleaCTq8B5qLNrwHv+w/Hle4AQBQmsY2vAea7QS8BwnAdDSAvv7+ 
AHUE61zrKb/sPx5Xjb7+/RZXmos2vAe/7D8eV7gBAFCaxja8B5rtBLwHCcB0AusxMcCjOkG/7D8e 
V5qvSbwHxH4GJokFJoM9/3YSi0YEozpBv+w/HleaRze8B+sExkb/AYpG/4nsXcIOAAQuQkdJVYnl 
gewuAozTjsOM2/yNvv7+xXYErKqRMO3zpI7bxkb/AI2+0v0WV7gaAPdmCIv4gccCAB5Xmoo5vAe/ 
CAwOV5oJOrwHv3hAHle4DABQmqQ5vAe4GgD3ZgiL+IuFGAALhRoAdCu4GgD3ZgiL+IuFGACLlRoA 
o1RBiRZWQTHAo0pBo0xBMcCjTkHGRv8B6d0Ajb7+/hZXv3hAHle/TkEeV7j8/1Doa/4IwHUD6b8A 
oXQCixZ2AqPeQIkW4EC4CwW6pwOjdAKJFnYCv0pBHlf/Nk5B/x7kP6HeQIsW4ECjdAKJFnYCoUpB 
CwZMQXUIxwY6Qfv/63i/7D8eV8Q+SkEGV/82TkGNvvb+FleasTe8B7/sPx5Xmkc3vAea7QS8BwnA 
dRuLhvb+OwZOQXUR/zZMQf82SkEO6H36O0YIdBXHBjpB/P+/SkEeV/82TkH/Hug/6xu4GgD3ZgiL 
+IuFGACLlRoAo1RBiRZWQcZG/wGKRv+J7F3CBgBVieWD7AiAPnBBAHUEDuj38jHAUDHAUP825ED/ 
NuZAsAFQDuhaBL+cQR5XDuh8B7+cQR5XDujOBg7ouw49AQB0BzHAUA7oiQbGBmJBAA7olg5QDuh5 
Do1++BZXuAgAULD/UJpISrwHjX74FlcO6HcOUA7oqwW4AQBQDuhqDlAO6HMFMcBQMcBQuAEAUA7o 
KwUxwFAxwFC4AQBQDuhuBzHAULgCAFAO6CEHMcBQDug7CzHAUDHAUA7ovgSJ7F3LAVxVieWB7AgC 
jNOOw4zb/I2+AP/FdgasqpEw7fOkjtuNvgD/Fle/hkAeV7hQAFCapDm8B4A+hkAAdEaghkAw5Iv4 
ioWGQIiG//6Avv/+OnQwgL7//lx0KY2++P0WV42+AP8WV5qKObwHv0EODleaCTq8B7+GQB5XuFAA 
UJqkObwHuKEguqcDo0JBiRZEQf82REH/NkJBxD5CQQZXxD5CQSb/dQLo5PajQkGJFkRBxob5/gDE 
fg4mgz0AdAPpfQAxwImG/P7Hhvr+//+Lhvz+OwbaQH1ng776/gB9YLgaAPem/P6L+IuFFAALhRYA 
dEe4GgD3pvz+i/iLhRQAi5UWAKO4QYkWukH/HrhBiYb6/oO++v4AfCCLhvz+ozZBi4b8/sR+DiaJ 
BYuG+v7EfgomiQXGhvn+Af+G/P7rj4C++f4AdRW/NkEeV8R+DgZXxH4KBlcO6HcK6ymhNkGJhvz+ 
xH4OJosFBYAAiYb6/o2+/P4WV42++v4WV8R+CgZXDuhMCsR+DiaDPQB9EccGOkH+/ybHBf7/6NL6 
6TkBxH4KJosFozhB/zY2Qb+GQB5X6Bz8CMB1D6E6QcR+DiaJBeiq+ukRAb/2QB5XuD8AULAAUJpI 
SrwHoXQCixZ2AqPeQIkW4EC4CwW6pwOjdAKJFnYCvwJBHlf/NthA/x7kP6HeQIsW4ECjdAKJFnYC 
oQJBCwYEQXUhxwY6Qfv/xH4OJscF+/+/SkEeV/82TkH/Hug/6Dn66aAAxgb3QADGBgxBAKECQYsW 
BEGjUEGJFlJBodhAowZBoQJBixYEQaMcQYkWHkGh2ECjIEG4OkGM2qMQQYkWEkG/9kAeVw7ouQeh 
XEGLFl5BiceOwgZXv+JAHle4EwBQmiRKvAe/9kAeVw7o5gmAPuJAAHQNoOJAMOSjOkHoufnrIQ7o 
uwujakGh8ECjbEHHBm5BECfGBnBBAQ7oc/wxwKM6QYnsXcoMAFWJ5Q7o4QehRkELBkhBdRuhQkGL 
FkRBo0ZBiRZIQbiLALqnA6NCQYkWREFdy1WJ5YPsBoA+cEEAdQnHBjpB///poQAO6Ln/v1BBHlf/ 
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NthA/x7oP6FKQQsGTEF0FrgaAPcmNkGL+DHAiYUYAImFGgDo/vW/SkEeV/82TkH/Hug/6A35x0b+ 
AQDrA/9G/rgPAPdm/ov4gccRAR4HiX76jEb8JoB9CgB0NiaDfQgAdC8miwUmC0UCdCYGVyb/dQj/ 
Hug/xH76McAmiUUIMcAmiQUmiUUCMcAmiUUEJolFBoN+/hR1ponsXctVieWDfg4AfESDfgwAfD6h 
5EAx0ovIi9qLRgqZO9N/LXwEO8F3J6HmQDHSi8iL2otGCJk7038WfAQ7wXcQi0YKO0YOfAiLRgg7 
Rgx9CMcGOkH1/+s8i0YOo3RBi0YMo3ZBi0YKo3hBi0YIo3pBikYGonxB/3YO/3YM/3YK/3YIikYG 
UA7oKwYxwFAxwFAO6GcAXcoKAFWJ5YPsBKGEQYsWhkGJRvyJVv4xwFAxwFAO6MMAMcBQMcBQoXhB 
KwZ0QVChekErBnZBUA7ojwiDfvwMdQ6/iEEeV/92/g7owgDrCv92/P92/g7oiwAxwFAxwFAO6AQA 
iexdy1WJ5f92CP92Bg7o5geLRgijZkGLRgajaEFdygQAVYnlg+wCoeRAiUb+i0b+iexdy1WJ5YPs 
AqHmQIlG/otG/onsXctVieWDfgoEdwaDfgYDdgjHBjpB9f/rH4tGCqN+QYtGCKOAQYtGBqOCQf92 
Cv92CP92Bg7oqwldygYAVYnlg34IC3YIxwY6QfX/6xaLRgijhEGLRgajhkH/dgj/dgYO6OMJXcoE 
AFWJ5YPsCIzTjsOM2/yNfvjFdgi5CADzpI7bDuipCDtGBnMIxwY6QfX/6yvHBoRBDACLRgajhkGN 
fvgWV7+IQR5XuAgAUJpJOLwHjX74Flf/dgYO6I8FiexdygYAVYnlg+wCoW5BMdJSUKFsQTHSi8iL 
2otGBDHSmmE4vAdZW5qeOLwHiUb+i0b+iexdwgIAVYnl/3YK/3YIMcBQuGgBUP92Bv92Bui0/1AO 
6GAHXcoGAFWJ5YN+Bg92AusmikYGomJBg34GAHUHxgadQQDrCot+BoqFnUGinUGgnUGYUA7oPwhd 
ygIAVYnlg+wcgD5wQQB1A+mPAMR+Bol+5oxG6CaAPRB2BsZG/RDrCcR+5iaKBYhG/YpG/TDkSIlG 
5DHAO0bkfzKJRv7rA/9G/otG/sR+5gP4JoB9Af9+E4tG/sR+5gP4JopFAYt+/oiFnUGLRv47RuR1 
08R+5iaAfQH/dAXGBmJBAL+cQR5XjX7qFle4EQBQmiRKvAfGRvsAjX7qFlcO6OUHiexdygQAVYnl 
DuhVB4nHjsIGV8R+BgZXuBEAUJpJOLwHXcoEAFWJ5YN+CAByEoN+CAJ3DIN+BgByBoN+BgJ2CMcG 
OkH1/+sWi0YIo7RBi0YGo7ZB/3YI/3YGDugsBF3KBAAELkNIUlWJ5YHsCgGDfgoUdxuDfgoAchWD 
fgoAdCK4DwD3ZgqL+IC9GwEAdRPHBjpB8v8xwIlGCsdGBgEA6dwBg34KAHUD6dMBi0YKOwauQXUD 
6ccBi0YKOwZsQHUD6aQBgz5sQAB0QrgPAPcmbECL+IHHEQEeB4l+9oxG+CaDfQgAdCYGVyb/dQj/ 
Hug/xH72McAmiQUmiUUCMcAmiUUEJolFBjHAJolFCLgPAPdmCov4gccRAR4HiX72jEb4JotFBCYL 
RQZ0A+k0AY2+9v4WV8R+9oHHCgAGV5qKObwHv4oVDleaCTq8B79uQB5XuAgAUJqkObwHv4ZAHle/ 
bkAeV41+/hZXuPP/UOiI9AjAdRqDPjpB/XUGxwY6Qfj/McCJRgrHRgYBAOnxAKF0AosWdgKj3kCJ 
FuBAuAsFuqcDo3QCiRZ2Ao1++hZX/3b+/x7kP6HeQIsW4ECjdAKJFnYCi0b6C0b8dR2/7D8eV5pH 
N7wHxwY6Qff/McCJRgrHRgYBAOmXAL/sPx5XxH76Blf/dv4xwFBQmrE3vAe/7D8eV5pHN7wHmu0E 
vAcJwHUc/3b8/3b6Dug18pmLyIvai0YKMdI703UEO8F0HscGOkHz/41++hZX/3b+/x7oPzHAiUYK 
x0YGAQDrNItG/sR+9iaJRQiLRvqLVvwmiQUmiVUCi0YKo2xAuA8A92YKi/iLhRUBi5UXAaNYQYkW 
WkGLRgqjrkGLRgijsEGLRgajskH/dgr/dgj/dgYO6AgGiexdygYAVYnlMcCjOkHHBthAABAO6McC 
6MvyuB8FuqcDo+Q/iRbmP7ieBbqnA6PoP4kW6j/GBm5AAMYGeEAAxwbaQAYAxwbcQAoAxwZyQQEA 
xwZsQQEAxwZuQQEAXcv/NlZBU8uAPsVB/3U3gD5yQaV1BsYGxUEAw7QPzRCixUGhjgKOwLsQACaK 
B6LGQYA+vkEFdA6APr5BB3QHJM8MICaIB8NVi+y+BgD/HkJBXcvGBsVB/1WL7DPAii6/QYA+vkEF 
dQK1A4oOvUHEXga0ASaAfxYAdQYy5MQeVEG+AAD/HkJBiR5cQYwGXkFdygQAVYvsi0YOi14Mi04K 
i1YIgH4GAHUDgMyAvjgA/x5CQV3KCgBVi+zoTP+KRgY8CnMPor1B/zbDQf82wUEO6Ib/xB7BQb4C 
AP8eQkFdygIAVYvsgD7FQf90I74GAP8eQkGAPnJBpXQVoY4CjsC7EACgxkEmiAcy5KDFQc0QxgbF 
Qf9dy1WL7IpGBjLkUL4yAP8eQkEmi18M6xhdygIAVYvsikYGMuRQvjIA/x5CQSaLXwpYDui6/l3K 
AgBVi+yKRgYy5FC+MgD/HkJBJotfDuvhXcoCAFWL7IpmBogmYUGgYEG+HgD/HkJBxgZkQQzEXgi4 
//++IAD/HkJBXcoGAFWL7IpmCIpGBr4qAP8eQkFdygQAVYvsi0YIK0YMeQL32EAFBwDR6NHo0ehQ 
vjIA/x5CQSaLXwgO6Df+W/fji04GK04KeQL32UH34QUGAHIEI9J0BDPAi9BdyggAVYvsxga8Qf/G 
Br1BAMYGv0EKxH4KJooFor5BIsB1COhSAKC8QesvxH4GJooFor1BxH4KJoodItt4JLAKKsNzBPbY 
6xIy/y6Kh/weor9BLoqH4B6ivEHEfg4y5CaJBV3KDABVi+z/NrxB6AgAjwa8QV3KCABV6IQEXcR+ 
CqC+QTLkPP91AorgJokFMuSgvUHEfgYmiQXDM8DGBrxB/6K9QaK+QaK/QaLAQaPBQaPDQcYGxUH/ 
osZBy1WL7Ohe/cReBokewUGMBsNBvgIA/x5CQV3KBABVi+y+BAD/HkJBXctVi+yLRgiLXga+CAD/ 
HkJBXcoEAFWL7ItGCIteBr4KAP8eQkFdygQAVYvsi0YMi14Ki04Ii1YGvgwA/x5CQV3KCABVi+yL 
TgrEXga4BgC+DgD/HkJBXcoGAFWL7ItOCsReBrgHAL4OAP8eQkFdygYAVYvsi0YMi14Ki04Ii1YG 
vhIA/x5CQV3KCABVi+yLRhCLXg6LTgyLVgo7wXIBkTvacwKH2lFSvggA/x5CQVtYi04IilYGMva+ 
EAD/HkJBXcoMAFWL7ItGEIteDr4IAP8eQkGLRgyLXgqLTgiLVga+FAD/HkJBXcoMAFWL7ItGDIte 
Cr4IAP8eQkGLRgiLXga+GAD/HkJBuAAAu2gBi04Ii1YGvhQA/x5CQV3KCABVi+yLRhCLXg6+CAD/ 
HkJBi0YMi14Ki04Ii1YGvhYA/x5CQV3KDABVi+weuP//vhQA/x5CQYvzBh/Efgb8uQYA86UfXcoE 
AFWL7IpGBqJgQYomYUG+HgD/HkJBXcoCAFWL7DLAvjoA/x5CQYvBXctVi+wywL46AP8eQkGLw13L 
VYvssAG+OgD/HkJBjMKLw13LVYvssAKLTga+AAD/HkJBjMKLw13KAgBVi+ywAb4AAP8eQkGLwUhd 
y1WL7IpeBjL/uP//vhoA/x5CQV3KAgBVi+yLRgyAzICLXgqLTgiLVga+GgD/HkJBXcoIAFWL7ItG 
CDLki14GvhoA/x5CQV3KBABVi+zEXgZDvhwA/x5CQV3KBABVi+yLRgqiY0GLXgiKTgaIDsBBMu2+ 
IgD/HkJBXcoGAFWL7ItGCoteCItOBsQ2wUEmi3wMJotUDiYDfBCD7wKOwibHBQAA+ofnjNWO0vtX 
Vb4sAP8eQkFbWPqO04vg+13KBgBVi+yKZgaIJmFBoGBBvh4A/x5CQYpGCKJkQYrgviAA/x5CQV3K 
BABVi+yLRgyLXgq+CAD/HkJBxF4GJooPMu1DviYA/x5CQV3KCABVi+zEHlxBJotfEIHjf3+KVgaK 
x/bii8iKw/bii9iKRgqKZggiwHQVxD5cQSaAfQEDdAqKyjLti9mLFlpBviQA/x5CQV3KBgBVi+yL 
RgyLXgqLTgiLVgaAzIC+JAD/HkJBXcoIAFWL7MReBiaKDzLtQ74oAP8eQkGLw13KBABNAFWL7LkB 
AA4Hu0sevigA/x5CQYvBXctVi+yLRgiLXga+LgD/HkJBMuSKwl3KBABVi+yLRgqLXgiKVga+MAD/ 
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HkJBXcoGAFWL7MReBotOEItWDot2DIt+CjvOcgKH8TvXcgKH+ivxJok3K/omiX8CvjQA/x5CQV3K 
DABVi+zEXgiLTg6LVgyKRga+NgD/HkJBXcoKAAAAAAEBAQIDBAEFBgf/AAQFAQAAAAAFAgAAAAAA 
BAUBAQABAAUCAAAAf8YGvEH/xga+Qf/GBr1BAOgkAIoevkGA+/90GjL/LoqH4B6ivEEuiofuHqK9 
QS6Kh/weor9Bw7QPzRA8B3Qx6PEAcwbGBr5BBsPoUgBzBOhrAMPoEgEjwHQGxga+QQrDxga+QQHo 
qgBzBcYGvkECw+gsAHLa6L4AIsB0BsYGvkEHw4s2lAKOxjP2JosE99Am9xSQkCY7BHUFxga+QQHD 
uAASsxC3/7EPzRCA+Qx9DID/AX8HgPsDfwL5w/jDxga+QQSA/wF0Nug5AHIwItt0LMYGvkED6DoA 
cwbGBr5BCcO7AMCOw7s5ACaBP1o0dQ0mgX8CNDl1BcYGvkEJw8YGvkEFw4D5AnIJgPkG9XMDgPkI 
w7gAGs0QPBp1FoD7B3QPgPsIdAqA+wtyB4D7DHcC+cP4wzLAw7q6AzLb7CSAiuC5AIDsJIA6xHQH 
/sOA+wpzBeLwMsDDuQCA7CQwPBB1BeL3sALDsAHDsAYzyTPStDDNEIvBC8J0HR6O2YvaikcCHwrA 
dAQ8AnUMuogB7KgEdAS4AQDDM8DDIAD6GQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAeDh9W 
/5QTAF4fLv8ucQCQICAA1gGXAqgAqAAEAQ8BXAGqAFMBcgF7AagAqACoAKgA4gLxAiIDQBSiAagB 
zAErAVMBSgGoAGgBaAGxAKgAqQCvAKgAqACoAKgAqACoAKgAqACoAKgAqACoAKgAqAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAECcAAAAAAAAAAAAACAAIAQAAAABkAGQAAAEAAAAAAQAAAF5eH8vDw+hABOv1 
6/NQxwaFAAAAxwaHAAAAgOR/O8FyAZE72nICh9ojwHgXI9t4E6OFAIkehwDoFgBYIuR5A+gCAMNY 
M8CL2IsOfgCLFoAAo4kAiR6LAIkOjQCJFo8Aw+hMAKMwA4keMgPDiw4wA4sWMgPo6v9QU+hmA1tY 
vggA/x5xAOl5/+glAOi/EnMUviwA/x5xADz/dQnEHnkAJscH+f/pWv/oBgDooBJz9cMDBoUAAx6H 
AMPoBgDoIwPpP//o6/+Rh9ro5f+Rh9rD6PD/6BESc83DPf//dBr/NjAD/zYyA74UAP8ecQCPBjID 
jwYwA+kK/w4HuzQD6QL/6IgS6fz+gD6aAAB0Buh8Fenv/oA+cAAAdA+LwfcmJBSL2IsOJhTp2f7D 
iCYiFKIjFOnO/iLAdAHDxgaTAADGBn0AAIkecQCMBnMAonAAM8CL8P8ecQCJHnUAjAZ3AAZTxD5x 
ACaLHYH7Hg51BYPHEOsoJoF9CP+UdQcmi10K6wWQJotdHx4mjh4QAIN/DhIfdAXGBm8A/78SALCa 
/Kq4eAOrjMiriz5xAC7ENnUAg8YCJosEo34ALsQ2dQCDxgQmiwSjgAChfgC56AP34S7ENnUAg8YK 
Jvc0QKOWAKGAAPfhLsQ2dQCDxgwm9zRAo5gAWwfpDf5QU1FSBiaLRwxAQKPjBCaLRw6j5QQmi0cQ 
M9K5BgD38aPfBCbEXxqJHnkAjAZ7AAdaWVtY/x5xAMYGmgAA6c39o5sAvh4A/x5xAMOjmwDDo5EA 
viAA/x5xAMM8/3UHxwaRAAwMw6ORAMMywIseogC5AQDrBTLAuQMAop8AiA6gALkBAL4iAP8ecQDD 
op8AiA6gAIkeogDDAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAQANQGEgBDBCAACgQm 
AOQYJABXFCgALhcWAGMIGABACA4AcwsUAN0HAAAeDh9Qi/6+TgOtI8B0DDvHrXX2i/hY/9cfy1gf 
y6EwA4seMgPrCi6jMAMuiR4yA8PopAJyDqMwA4keMgO+CAD/HnEAwwMGMAMDHjIDozADiR4yA+vb 
AwYwAwMeMgNQU+gKAFtYozADiR4yA8PoaAJyE1FSi8iL04cGMAOHHjID6IsAWlnD6IkPcwe+EgD/ 
HnEAw6ORAMYGcgv/wwAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAA4HQ0GL+7sTBIkHiX8CiUcEiVcGiU8IiVcKiU8MiX8OiUcQiX8SuACAiUcUiUcWuAYAuQgA 
vg4A/x5xAMPozAFyE4A+oAADcw3oTQ1zB74MAP8ecQDD6DQAi/gr+XkC99+L8yvyeQL33jv+iz5w 
C3MPK8crz+gVANHnA8cDz+sNK98r1+gGANHnA98D11BTUVJX6LT/X1pZW1jDAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAPAhyArAFMuTQ4Iv4/6X9BA0FcQWyBXYFHwWeBSUFKQXGBt4EAccG4QQAAMcG5wQAAMPGBt4E 
AsMywOsCsP/jQ1AGU1EzwOi3/1lfB+j6AOgU/OjqACPJdfNYIsC4AQB0H8Qe4wQmiwcmi18Cxwbn 
BAAA6Eb+uAMAgD6bAAB0AUjoff/D6DAA62LoKwCh4QQ7Bt8Ecxw9BAByF8Qe4wSLDt8ExgbeBACA 
zIC+DgD/HnEAxgbeBADDuACAi9jo/P3GBt4EAMODPm8AAHUcgT6YALQAcgXGBnIL/4A+cgsAdAjo 
1P/oBQDrpOie/8YG3gQAxD7jBIsO4QQ7Dt8EcgPp1wCD+QJyq/82MAP/NjID6CsA6DUAgP+AdQ0i 
23QW6BwAI8l17esNBldR6Mv9WV8HI8l13o8GMgOPBjADw+gKAAZXUeh2/VlfB8O7AIDjCyaLBUdH 
JosdR0dJwx4OH+gCAB/DgD7eBAB0boA+3gQCdBCDPucEAHUao+kEiR7rBOs2ihabAOh8DXMHvjAA 
/x5xAMM7BukEdR87HusEdRmDPucEAXQy6A8AuAGAi9joBwDHBucEAADD/wbnBIs+4QQ7Pt8EcxTR 
59HnxDbjBAP+qyaJHf8G4QT5wwZTxB55ACbHB/r/Wwf5w1FSo0QDiR5GA4sOMAOLFjIDiQ5AA4kW 
QgPo0QChmwByCYbgvh4A/x5xAIseRgNToUAD6Nv8oUQDW1Do0/xYix5CA1PoyvxboUAD6MP8oUQD 
ix5CA1DofPxYWlkLyXQ/UovRi/rR4gPX0erR6oA+kwAAdA+LyvfZXyP/dQXoTwDrHVcDwSvaUOiG 
/FiLHkYDK9pT6Hv8W18j/3QD6AsAoZsAvh4A/x5xAMOhQAMDwehf/KFAA4seRgNT6FT8W6FEA1BT 
6A/8W1gDwSva6UL8oUADix5GA1NQ6Pr7WFsr2gPBU+gs/KFEAwPBW+kj/DvBfAGRO9p9AofaQElL 
Qugq/PnD+MMAAAAAAP/GBtwHAOhSAYA+oAADcxm+BACAPm8AAHUPgD5yCwB1CIE+mAC0AHIvUFMy 
wLkBAL4iAP8ecQAzwOjV/FtY6KwC6H0CuAEA6Mf8oJ8AuQEAviIA/x5xAMPoFwHoYwK4BQDprfz/ 
NjAD/zYyA1BT/zabADP/V4s+MAMD+Is2MgNXVldW6H4Fw8YG3Af/gD6TAAB0AofK6MMAgD5vAAB1 
D4A+cgsAdQiBPpgAtAByA+mzAjPSiBbbB4kW1weJFtkHiRZEA4kWRgOJFkgDiRZKA+jQAVBTM9K5 
WgD38Yv4i8Mz0vfxPQQAcgO4AwCL8FtYO/d0HlNQuFoAR/fni9hYUzP2O8Oc6GsAnXQD6A4BWFvr 
wTP2O8Oc6FkAnXQD6PwAoTADix4yA4sO1weJDkQDixbZB4kWRgOAPtwHAHQaA8gD01BT6F77W1iL 
DkgDixZKAwPIA9PoTfvoZwHDiQ5AA4kWQgNQoTADozQDoTIDozYDWMOLDkADixZCA4A+kwAAdAYF 
WgCDw1qL+yv4iT6UACP/dQPpvwD/NjAD/zYyA1FS/zabAL///1dWU1NQUOi+AKNEA1joxACjRgNY 
6LAAo0gDWOi2AKNKA15e/zZEA/82RgP/NkgDUIvG6DX7oUQDOwZIA3UWoUYDOwZKA3UNgT6UAF4B 
cyGDxBTrCoM+lAACcxWDxBShSAOLHkoDAwYwAwMeMgPptfno6gPDgD7cBwB1CLgBAOjp+usr6Iz5 
xB7jBCaLByaLXwLHBucEAADoi/m4AwDoyvqh4QQtAwByBqPhBOin+4A+2wcAdRHGBtsH/6FEA6PX 
B6FGA6PZB8Nf6AkHiw5AA+gRAP/nX+gJB4sOQgPoBAD32P/ni9CLw4vZ6AMAi8LDi8iLwvfjkffj 
A9HDUVK5aAEz0vfxUjvZdAgz0ovD9/GL2lg7w3IBk1pZww4H/L40A4v+rSsGhQCri9itKwaHAKuL 
yL5EA60Dw6utA8GrrQPDq60DwavDO8NyC4HDaAHrBTvDcgGTgD6TAAB0BgVaAIPDWosOQAOJDkAD 
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iw5CA4kOQgNQU1NTUFDoTP+jRANY6FL/o0YDWOg+/6NIA1joRP+jSgNeW1hTUFBQ6Cr/o0wDWOgw 
/4vYoUwDAwYwAwMeMgPocfhYWFtAO8N+2sNQUzPA6Kb5W1joh//oRvjEHuMEJosHJotfAuhL+LgC 
AOmK+QAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABAACBPpgAtAByBcYGcgv/i+yD7BiA5H89AwByJolO8Ile/olG+NHg 
0eAD2Ile/P82mwDo0gFzC+gPAOgqAnMD6AcAWIPEGOkd9wYf6NoAi0b0iUb2x0buAADoLgDo+ACL 
RuyAfugCchL/Ru6LXuo7Xu51B8dG7gAA9+sBRvaLRvY7RvJ81B4HDh/Dx0b6AACLXv5DQ4sPi0b2 
g8MEi/mLF4vKgP6AdBo713wCh9c7wnzoO8d95FNR6BcA6DsAWVvr1YD6AXUKg8MEiw+A/YB1xsOL 
d/qLf/yLT/6LFzvXfASHzofXi8Er+nQNi0b2K8Ir8ffu9/8DwcOL0It2/ItG+jtG8HMi/0b6I8B0 
FUiL2NHjiwhAO8p8CYvY0eOJCEh164vY0eOJEMPHRvT/f8dG8gCAi17+Q0OLB0NDgPyAdQU8AXTx 
wztG9H0DiUb0O0byfOOJRvLr3ot2/DPAi0764yaL2NHjUFYeVakBAIsAi172Dh91BegUAOsD6CEA 
XR9eWEA7Rvpy2sMAAAAAgz7WDQB0A+jRAKP5DIke+wzDgz7WDQB0A+i/AIvIi9OHDvkMhxb7DDvB 
cgGRgD5yCwB1A+nJ9r4MAP8ecQDDAAABAAACBAIAWgAACuGHAgoB4YcCAgWH4QMCBYeHAVoKAAAB 
hxHh4QMFAQAAAwoBAAADBQIAAAAAAQAAxwbWDQAAoJEA/sj4eE+APnILAHUCMsCK2NDj0OMC2DL/ 
gcM8DYvzrIhG6Kwy5IlG6qz3LnALiUbsrDLkgD6TAAB0CIA+cgsAdAGs6BIABqCcAIrgvh4A/x5x 
AAf5wwAAMsDDAAAAAABVi+yD7CqLRg7ocgKJRg6jmwCLRgqLXgjoFQKJRtqLRgaLXgToCQLGRtYA 
O0bafwTGRtb/iUbY90YS//91A/9GEvdGEP//dQP/RhCLRhCLXhI7w3cCi8P34LtkAOgKAnMD6dEA 
iUbciVbei14S6OcB6OQBiUb4iVb6M8CJRv6JRuyJRu6LRtyLVt6LXhCJXvzoxAHowQGJRvSJVvbo 
ygFzA+mRAIvyi/jovgFzA+mFACtG3BtW3olG8IlW8tHn0daJfuiJduro3gDocgCLRvCLXvIDwBPb 
A0bkE17mA0bkE17mO17ifAp1BTtG4HID6JQA6G8Ai0buO0bqfMp1CItG7DtG6HLA6J4A6DIAi0bk 
i17m0evR2ANG8BNe8jte4n8KdQU7RuB3A+g4AOhXAPdG/ACAdNGL5V3oXAHCFACLRuwDRviJRuSL 
Ru4TRvqJRuaLRugrRvSJRuCLRuobRvaJRuLD/0b+i0bkAUbwi0bmEUbyi0bkA0b4iUbsi0bmE0b6 
iUbuw/9O/ItG4ClG8ItG4hlG8otG4CtG9IlG6ItG4htG9olG6sOLVg6Ldv6Lfvz3RgwAgHU3VleL 
xovfi8iL0/fY6BYAX15WV/ffi8aL34vIi9P32OgDAF9ewwNGFgNeFANOFgNWFFXoMfRdw+gOAPfe 
6AkA99733+gCAPfei8aL3+gqAIB+1gB1CztG2nwFO0bYfgzDO0bafQY7Rth+AcNXVgN2FgN+FOhK 
AF5fw/fbCuR4Dwr/eAUr2IvDwwVwFwPDwwr/eAj32AXQByvDwwWgDyvDwwvb+XQMM8mHypH385H3 
84fKw4vIi8L343IFkffjA9HDi8aL3+lK84A+cAAAdSxQvjIA/x5xACaLH44GcwBY6xaAPnAAAHUT 
vjIA/x5xACaLXwKOBnMADugBAMMGU8sAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAADsCdwSyBu0IJwthDZkP0BEGFDoW 
bBicGssc9x4gIUgjbCWNJ6wpxyvfLfMvAzIPNBg2HDgcOhc8Dj4AQOxB1EO2RZNHakk8SwhNzU6N 
UEZS+VOmVUtX6liCWhNcnF0fX5pgDWJ5Y91kOWaNZ9loHWpZa4xst23ZbvNvBHEMcgtzAXTvdNN1 
rXZ/d0d4Bnm8eWh6CnujezJ8uHwzfaV9Dn5sfsF+C39Mf4N/sH/Tf+x/+38AgFWD7ACL7INGBFrr 
B5BVg+wAi+zGBqAQAItGBIXAfQb32PYWoBAz0rloAff5i8I9tAB+By20APYWoBA9WgB+BffYBbQA 
0eCL8IucoRCLyzPA+NHT0dCAPqAQAHQK99P30IPDARUAAIPEAF3DAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAADGBoQAAegMAnMMkYfa6AQCkYfacwHDo9QRiR7WEYkO2BGJFtoR6CgAgD6EAAB0EaHU 
EYse1hGLDtgRixbaEfnDuP//i9iLyIvQxgaEAAD4w7vUEej0AIrou9gR6OwACsV1AcOh2BErBtQR 
cNSj0BGh2hErBtYRcMij0hG71BHoyQCK6LvYEejBAIrQCsV1AcMi1XQGxgaEAADDIu11A+jVAMYG 
hAACgz7QEQB1HqHWETsGiwB9BqGLAKPWEaGPADsG1hF9A6PWEet2kIM+0hEAdR6h1BE7BokAfQah 
iQCj1BGhjQA7BtQRfQOj1BHrUZCh1BE7BokAfQ2hiQBQ6JwAjwbUEes6oY0AOwbUEX0KUOiJAI8G 
1BHrJ6HWETsGiwB9DaGLAFDoYgCPBtYR6xGhjwA7BtYRfQhQ6E8AjwbWESLtdQPoLwDpMf8y0osH 
OwaJAH0CsgE7Bo0AfgKyAotHAjsGiwB9A4DCBDsGjwB+A4DCCIrCw6HUEYcG2BGj1BGh1hGHBtoR 
o9YRwysG1hH3LtAR9z7SEQEG1BHDKwbUEfcu0hH3PtARAQbWEcPogACLPokAO8d9BDvPfEiLPo0A 
O8d+BDvPfzyLPosAO999BDvXfDCLPo8AO99+BDvXfySLPokAizaNAOgbAJHoFwCRiz6LAIs2jwCT 
6AoAk5LoBQCS+cP4wzvHfQOLx8M7xn4Ci8bDOwaNAHcUOx6PAHcOOwaJAHwIOx6LAHwC+cP4wzvB 
fAGRO9p8AofawwAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAIAAAAADLt4w5TBogOLBToDgEHW+g7AcOAPnAAAHUG 
6A0A6VfsviQA/x5xAOlN7CLkeSiAPnAAAHUYUFNRUr4kAP8ecQDoCgBaWVtYgOR/6dsBiR4kFIkO 
JhTDoyAUiR4kFIkOJhTHBigUCADGBpoAAMcGKhQAAMcGKBYAAIA+fQADdBciwHQZ6EoCgz4oFgB0 
D8YGmgD/iR4oFMcGKhT//4seJBSLDiYUgD6aAAB0A+hUAKEgFIsWIhSAPpoAAHQF6EYB6xkL23UF 
uwgAi8sz0oA+cAAAdQe+JAD/HnEAiR4kFIkOJhTDAAADBQIDAwQBAQQDBQMCAQUCAwEEAegGAKEg 
FOkDAYseKBSD+wpyA7sKANDji58QFYrPMu0y/8OhMAOLHjIDU4vYgD4qFAB1A+hPAFhTi9iAPisU 
AHUD6GgAWKMwA4keMgO+CAD/HnEAw4A+KhQAdQihMAMjwHkBw4oOLBQy7aEiFIA+fQAAdQqAPpoA 
AHQD6UEDviYA/x5xAMOhJhSAPiEUAXQQgD4iFAB0FaAsFDLk9yYkFIA+IhQBdQPR6Egr2MOhJhSA 
PiEUAXUJoCwUMuT3JiQUgD4jFAJ0C4A+IxQBdQLR6CvYwwAAAAAAAAAA/wABAAEAAQABAAEAAQAB 
AAEAKwAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAACAPn0AA3QbiCYBFjoGABZ0J6IAFlNR 
6IUAWVtyG8YGABb/w6MKFokeDBaJDg4WiRYQFjPbiR4oFCPbdSShChajAhahDhajBhahDBYjwHUB 
QKMEFqEQFiPAdQFAowgW6zGJHgIWiR4GFokOBBaJDggWgD4BFgB1GoseggC5ECc72XMP9+H384vY 
I9t1AUOJHgIW6EYAix4qFosOLBb5w6EoFiPAdQbGBgAW/8PHBiYWAADFNiYWuRAAvxIWDgfzpA4f 
gD4SFiv5dAH1w47CM/YmgDwrdQSJFigWw6AaFioGHBYy5FD3JgIW9zYEFqMqFlj3JgYW9zYIFqMs 
FsPoCQCLHi4Wiw4sFsNTUejN/6ETFtHgBRAAxT4mFgP4M9LjHiaKB0MuKgYWFi46BhMWcwwy5Iv3 
A/ACFHMC/sbi4g4fi8L3JgIW9zYEFqMuFllbw8cGIhYAAMcGJBYAACoGFhY6BhMWcgHDMuTR4MQ+ 
JhaL34PDEAPYJgM/Az4XFoA+GRYAdAXrd5BfB+hZAAZX0OAy5Iv4/6XJF9EXABj2FwIYoSIWix4k 
FooOkwCA4QGKLgEWOs11CCLJdAX32OsBk+i6AV8Hw+iTAKMiFokeJBbrtuiHAIvIi9OHDiIWhxYk 
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FuikAeuiJosNhulHRzLA9sWAdAIEAvbBgHQC/sDDBlczwOi47F8H6Nz/BlfQ4DLki/j/lUoYXwfr 
7VIYYBhrGGsY/w7hBLgDAOiR7Fjpcf+4AwDoh+wzwOmC7OgeAKMiFokeJBb324A+kwAAdAP32JMD 
BjADAx4yA+kc64rF6BAA6CIAUIrB6AcA6DAAi9hYwzPSJH+K2DL/JEB0Bv7PSoDLgIvDw4seAhaD 
+wF0Avfrix4EFoP7AXQC9/vDix4GFoP7AXQC9+uLHggWg/sBdAL3+8OAPgAW/3RU41L/Np8AozAW 
BlPoRwBRMsC5AQDoAOqAPhkWAHQIoZsAhsToxulZWwcmigciwHQMBlNR6GD+WVsHQ+LtWFDo1umA 
PhkWAHQIoZsAhsTonOmPBp8Aw1Ho9v3oBQDoNQBZw6EuFoA+ARYAdAehLBYBBjADgD4wFgB0GoA+ 
MBYBdQPR6EiAPpMAAHQFAQYyA8MpBjADw6EuFoA+ARYAdQOhLBaAPjEWAHQZgD4xFgF1AtHogD6T 
AAB0BQEGMAPDAQYyA8P32wEeMgMBBjADw1CgkwAkAYomARY6xHULIsBYdA732PfZ6wxYk4fK99j3 
2ffb99oDBjADAx4yAwMOMAMDFjID6Oz3cwe+DAD/HnEAwwAAAAAAXlpZW7AhUFNRUlZVHovsLv82 
OgCKRgwuojsAxXYI/K1QrYvYrYvIrYvQrYvorVCti/itUK2OwB9eWM0AnAZXVYvsxH4S/KuLw6uL 
wauLwqtYq4vGq1irjNirWKtYqy6PBjoAH13KBgAAAAAAAAAAAFWJ5bj/AJoWAbwHXcNVieXoKAC/ 
3EEeVw7oIAO/3EEeV5pSM7wHv9xCHlcO6A0Dv9xCHleaVzO8B13LtA/o1AU8B3QKPAN2BrgDAOhV 
AOifALQIMv/ovAWKxCR/othBos5BM8CiyUGi2UGi2kFAoshBjgaOAr9sACaKHSY6HXT7JooduOT/ 
meg8AvfQ99K5NwD38aPUQR4OH7o4AbgbJc0hH8OOBo4CJoAmhwD+PAd0BjwEcgKwA1C0AOhXBVgK 
5HQtuBIRswDoSgW4MBG3ALIA6EAFgPoqdRYmgA6HAAG4AAG5AAboLAW0ErMg6CUFw7QP6B8FULgw 
EbcAsgDoFAVYsQAK0nUIshg8A3cCsQGK8orU/sq0AID+GHYCtAGjzEGJFtZBiA7LQcYGykEBM8Cj 
0EGJFtJBw1AeuGMMjtiAPshBAHQFxgbaQQEfWM+APtpBAHUBw8YG2kEAtAHNFnQGtADNFuv0sF7o 
HQOwQ+gYA+gOA+mJ/ovcNotHBOgj/+ht/6DYQaLOQcoCAIvcNopXCjaKdwg2ik8GNopvBDrRdyc6 
9Xcj/sp4H/7OeBv+yToO1kF3E/7NOi7XQXcLiRbQQYkO0kHoQQPKCAC4AAaKPs5Biw7QQYsW0kHo 
NgSLFtBB6CUDy+gaA7gABoo+zkGLyooW0kHoGwTLuAEH6wO4AQZQ6P0CWIo+zkGKDtBBiu6LFtJB 
Ou51AjLA6PYDy4vcNopXBjaKdwT+ygIW0EFyFzoW0kF3Ef7OAjbRQXIJOjbTQXcD6MICygQA6LUC 
isIqBtBB/sDL6KkCisYqBtFB/sDLi9w2ikcEqPB0BCQPDICAJs5BcAgGzkHKAgCL3DaKRwQkB7EE 
0uCAJs5BjwgGzkHKAgCAJs5B98uADs5BCMug2EGizkHLi9w2i08E4xOOBo4CM/8mih2h1EEz0ugF 
AOL2ygIALQEAg9oAcgUmOh1088OL3DaLXwS43TS6EgA703Ma9/OL2ORhqAN1CAwD5mGwtuZDisPm 
QorH5kLKAgDkYST85mHLgD7ZQQB1CLQBzRawAHQCsAHLoNlBxgbZQQAKwHUSMuTNFgrAdQqIJtlB 
CuR1ArAD6BP+y4vcHjbFfwTHRQKw18dFBIAAjYWAAIlFDIxdDsdFEGcDjE0SxkUwAB/KBACL3B42 
xX8EuJ8Du30Ei8uBfQKx13QKx0UCste4TASL2IlFFIxNFoldGIxNGolNHIxNHjPAH8oEAFWL7MR+ 
BiaLVQRKSiaLdQgmxH0MM9vGBtlBAA7oXP+5AQA8CHQ0PBN0MDwEdERJPBt0JzwBdCM8BnQ3PBp0 
RjwNdE88IHLPO9p0yyaIAUPomAA73nbAi/PrvAvbdLiwCOiHALAg6IIAsAjofQBL4urrpDvedKAm 
igE8IHKZ6GoAQ+Lv65GAPslBAHSKJogBQ+sK6E4AJscBDQpDQ8R+BjPAJolFCCaJXQpdygQAi9w2 
xH8EJotNCCYpTQjjGSbEfQyAPspBAHULJooF6BwAR+L36wPonADo1vwzwMoEADPAygQAsA3oAgCw 
ClNRUgZQ6HIAWDwHdCo8CHQtPA10MzwKdDW0CYoezkEy/7kBAFLoYwFa/sI6FtJBdiCKFtBB6xe0 
DuhPAesTOhbQQXQN/srrCYoW0EHrA+gIAOgtAAdaWVvD/sY6NtNBdhj+zlFSuAEGij7OQYsO0EGL 
FtJB6BQBWlnDtAMy/+kKAbQCMv/pAwEejh6OAosWUAAfi9qL9yaKBTwHdCE8CHQsPAp0NTwNdDlH 
/sI6FtJBdjzobgDoof+KFtBB6yzoYgBRUrgHDujCAFpZ6xzoUwA6FtBBdBP+yusP6EYA6Hn/6wfo 
PgCKFtBBR4v3i9ripugwAB6OHo4CiRZQAIrG9iZKADL2A8KLyIsWYwCwDu7rAIrFQu7rAEqwD+7r 
AIrBQu4fwzv3dGNRUlceBovPK84ejh6OAorH9iZKADL/A8PR4Iv4ixZjAIPCBoA+SQAHH6GUAnUD 
oZICih7LQYo+zkEGH47A/ArbdBasitjsqAF1+/rsqAF0+4vDq/vi7OsGiuesq+L8Bx9fWlnDVldV 
Bs0QB11fXsMAumMMjtqMBoICM+3oTkrooACLxAUTALEE0+iM0gPCo1QCo1YCAwZOAqNYAqNiAqNm 
AqNuAo4GggImoQIAo2oCxwZ0AtYAjA52Ar/cQ745ArkTAJD8Lqy0Nc0hiR2MRQKDxwTi7x4OH7oM 
AbgAJc0huhMBuCMlzSG62wC4JCXNIboEAbg/Jc0hH7jcQR5QHlC4YwIOUA7oPDIO6LYyuNxCHlAe 
ULhjAg5QDugoMg7opzLLM8CcW4DnD1OdnFmA5fCA/fB0DkCAz/BTnZxZgOXwdAFAopYCwzPAygIA 
+4PEBliD5x+Bx5YAgPw5cwO///9XtFTNIYvsgE4WAVhbWVpeX10fB8+40ACDxAbrA7jIAFlb6we4 
/wAzyTPbumMMjtr7o3wCi8ELw3Q9oVoCC8B0L47AJqEQAAvAdBsrw3cX99g9ABBzELoQAPfiA8Fy 
ByY7BggAcgYmoRQA69GLyIzDKx6CAoPrEIkOfgKJHoACxB54AozAC8N0EzPAo3gCo3oCo4YCuG4B 
DlAGU8u43EEeUA7oGDK43EIeUA7oDzK/3EO+OQK5EwCQ/C6stCUexRXNIR+DxwTi8KF+AgsGgAJ0 
KbtMAugqAKF8AugyALtbAugeAKGAAuhAALA66FUAoX4C6DUAu2AC6AcAoXwCtEzNIS6KBwrAdAbo 
OABD6/PDsWToBwCxCugCAOsEMuT28QQwUOgeAFiKxMNQisToAQBYULEE0ujoAwBYJA8EMDw6cgIE 
B4rQtAbNIcMAAhshIyQ0NTY3ODk6Ozw9Pj91UnVudGltZSBlcnJvciAAIGF0IAAuDQoAUG9ydGlv 
bnMgQ29weXJpZ2h0IChjKSAxOTgzLDkyIEJvcmxhbmRVi+yLRgbowABdcgPKAgC4ywDpcP5Vi+yL 
RgbETgiMw+hxAV1yA8oGALjMAOlW/ovcNsR/BPyhZAKroWYCq8oEAIvcNsR/BCbEPYk+ZAKMBmYC 
iT5sAowGbgLKBAC7/ALrN4HCABDrBQNEBHL1A1QGxTSM2zvfdfDDuxwD6xs7VAZ3DXIFO0QEcwaL 
RASLVAbFNIzbO9915sOhaAKLFmoCKwZkAhsWZgIlDwAeiz5mAsU2bAL/0x+xBNPCi8qA4fCD4g8D 
wYPSAMsLwHR3oyhE6H8Bv2wCjNmOwYvPjMMmxD2Mxjs2ZgJ0XyY7VQZ363IGJjtFBHfjBldTUSaL 
DSaLXQJ0M1NRJotNBCaLXQYryBvag+EPA8cD1gTwg9IAJA+L+I7CJo8FJo9FAiaJTQQmiV0Gi8+M 
w18HJokNJoldAlha+MMzwJnDA8cD1gTwg9IAJA87FmoCcgh3JTsGaAJ3HwZXi/mOw6NkAokWZgIm 
iQUmiVUCM8BQ/x50Alha+MP/NihE/x50AjwBcrd0tqEoROk8/wvAdFr3wff/dVM7HmICdwhySzsO 
YAJyRTseZgJyCHc9Ow5kAnM36JUAi/mOwyaJRQQmiVUGv2wCjNiOwIvHjMImxD2Mxjved/NyBjvP 
d+10DFJQ6AkAWVvoBAD4w/nDi8eMwov5jsMmA00EJgNdBoDB8IPTAIDhDzvadTo7yHU2OxZmAnUP 
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OwZkAnUJiT5kAowGZgLDHleL8I7a/KWlrZKtkiYDBSYDVQIE8IPSACQPq5KrXx/DJokFJolVAsMF 
BwCL0NHa0erR6tHqJQgAwzPAhwaGAsuDPoYCAHUBy6GGAukN/Iv0No5EAiY7VQJ/B3wUJjsFcg8m 
O1UGfAh/ByY7RQR3Acu4yQDp5fu41wDp3/sFAAJyDSvEcwn32DsGhAJyAcu4ygDpx/vogiq+lC6/ 
FC8KwHUMxwaEAuYAvkQmvxQj6fYqh+IADBgkMDxIVGBseISQnKi0AAAAAAAAAIABAAAAuHYF62T+ 
ihvNS3ia1AIAAAC4hwXrU7vwF1wpO6q4AQAAALiYBetCNcJoIaLaD8kCAAAAuKkF6zGZ98/7hJog 
mv//AAC4ugXrIKx5z9H3F3KxAAAAALjLBesPAAAAAAAAAAABwAAAuNwFHozJjtmW/LkGAPOlg+8M 
lh/DV1ArwPyrq6urWKuKwbQAq1/DtQHoTR1XK8D8q6urtMCruAFAq7gBAKtfw1ZXiz7YAIPvDIk+ 
2AAGHgf8uQYA86UHX17DVleLPtgAg+8MiT7YAB4GHgcOH/y5BgDzpQcfX17DVleLNtgA/LkGAPOl 
iTbYAF9ew1ZXizbYAI189Ik+2AD8Bh4HuQYA86UHX17DVleLNtgAi/78Bh4HuQYArYdFDKvi+Qdf 
XsMmiwQryboAAAvAfAd/CbsBwOsQ99iyASvbkUPR6dHY4wLr94lVColdCIlFBolNBIlNAokNw4tM 
CIP5EH8KgfkBwH8OK8DrebUI6G4cuACA62+LXAYrwIP5AH0E0evR2otUBIP5AH4I0eLR09HQ4vgL 
FAtUAgreCtqxDCIO1wCA+Qx0MoD5AHQhAkwKgPkEdCWA+Ql0IPfbFQAAeRyAfAoBdaU9AIB1oOsP 
sgEi0AragcP/f+vi+OvfgHwKAXUC99gmiQXDVlf8uQYA86VfXof3jXQIgTwBwH4PgTwBQH0K/wzo 
HP/HBAEAw8cEAcDHRQgNAMZFB4Dr8FWL7FZXi0wIg/kPfwgLyX8OK8DrHLUI6KgbuP9/6wqLRAb2 
2YDBENPogHwKAXUC99iLTQiB+QHAfhWB+QFAfQ8DwT0BwH4WPQFAfQeJRQhfXl3DtQjoahu4AUDr 
CLUQ6GAbuAHA6Pb96+Umixwmi1QCK8C5AAAL0nkJ99L324Pa/7EBiU0KuRAAC9J1BIfasQAL0nQM 
QdHq0dvR2OvzuQHA4/uJTQiJXQaJRQSJVQKJFcOLTAiD+SB/MwvJfTyB+QHAfhOzDCIe1wACXAqA 
+wV0C4D7CHQGK9KLwusaK9K4AQCA+wV1EPfY99LrCrUI6NAaugCAK8DprQCLXAIKHApcAYtEBItU 
BoDpEHcQCsMKx5OSK9KAwRB+84DhD+MdVr7//9PC08DT5ovOI8gzwSPyM9YLxgrfCtmK/V6xDCIO 
1wCA+Qx0UID5AHQTAkwKgPkEdEOA+Ql0PvfbcgzrCrEBIsgK2YHD/38VAACD0gB5KYB8CgF1DoH6 
AIB1CD0AAHUD6xaQ6WX/is7QwTJMCvbBAXQG6Vb/+OvPgHwKAXUH99L32IPa/yaJBSaJVQLDVVYm 
iwQmi1wCJotMBCaLVAa9AAAL0nwTfyYLyXUiC9t1HgvAdRq+AcDrM/fS99H30/fY9YPTAIPRAIPS 
AL0BAL5AAAvSdQqH0YfLk4PuEOvyeAtOA8AT2xPJE9J59YltCol1CIlVBolNBIldAokFXl3DVVeL 
TAiD+T9/OQvJfUaB+QHAfhOzDCIe1wACXAqA+wV0CYD7CHQEK+3rICvti9W4AQCA+wWL3XUY99j3 
0/fS99XrDrUI6FkZvQCAK9KL2ovD6ZEAi2wGi1QEi1wCizwrwIDpMHcWCsS0AAvHi/uL2ovVK+2A 
wRB+7YDhD/bZdBGAwRAKxNHt0drR29Hf0Nzi8rEMIg7XAID5DHQwgPkAdBUCTAqA+QR0I4D5CXQe 
99hyDesY642xASPPCsEF/3+5AAAT+RPZE9ET6Xjol4B8CgF1EvfV99L30/fY9YPTAIPSAIPVAF+r 
k6uSq5Wrg+8IXcNVVleH7otOCIP5QH0sC8l9RYH5AcB+E7EMIg7XAAJOCoD5BXQMgPkIdAcr274B 
wOsRvgEAuwCA6wl0GLUg6G8Y6xErwIlGAIlGAolGBIleBol2COmwAL44ACPxM87R7tHu0e733oPG 
B4P+B3UGtACKAusCiwIr24v+T3wGChuIO+v3uv8AgOEH0+qL+kcj0HUECtt0cbUg6BUYM8KxDCIO 
1wCA+Qx0GID5AHQeAk4KgPkEdAuA+Ql0BgradSPrR4gCgH4HAHU/6WD/Ctt1DIXHdQgD0jvXdufr 
BgPSO9dy34PuB3wJA8eIQgf23OsPA8eJQgdGRn8GgFIHAHL3cwf50V4G/0YIX15dw4tEBItUBotc 
CIpMCoM8AHUPg3wCAHUJqH91BfbEAXQPAsCA1ACD0gBzBdHa0dhDg8N+fjKB+/8AfRfR4tDp0NvR 
2orEiuKK1orzq5Krg+8Ew4F8CAFAfQm1COhIFyvSK8C7/wDr1IF8CAHAfgW1EOgzFyvbi9OLw+vA 
VlcG/CaLBCaLVAIr9tHi0dYr2wLedDCA/v90IIPrfvnQ2oryitSK6LEAHgcrwKurkauSq5OrlqsH 
X17Di9gK2vfbuwFA69iLygvIdA6D637Q6gPAE9J4ykvr97sBwOvCV4tEAYt8A4tMBYpUB4tcCLYD 
IvAKNHUEqAh0EQUEAIPXAIPRAIDSAHMD0NpDgcP+A35Cgfv/B31KJPjQ4tHr0NoKx4rzi9/R79HY 
0drR2dHb0e/R2NHa0dnR2wpECtHv0djR2tHZ0dtf/KuTq5GrkquD7wjDugAAgXwIAcB+E7UQ6wyB 
fAgBQH0VuuD/tQjoORYKVArRyivJi9mLwevJu/8H65VXjNiMw47bjsCLVAYrwNHi0dD9jX0Kq7EF 
0+p0YIH6/wd0RLMQger+A5Kri1QFgOYPCvOLTAOLXAGKJLAA0eDR09HR0dLR4NHT0dHR0tHg0dPR 
0dHSkquRq5OrkquM2IzDjtuOwF/DilwGg+MPC1wEC1wCCxy6AUCAyxDrrIpcBoPjDwtcBAtcAgsc 
dQW6AcDrl4tUBYDmD4tMA4tcAYoksAT+yNDk0dPR0RPSefRQtAAt/gOrWLAA65tWV/ylpaWlrYsM 
PQFAfQ8F/j98D9Hg0enR2KtfXsO4/3/r8SvA6+1WVx4GjNiMw47Ajtv9jXQIjX0KrZMrwNHj0dCr 
0et0EIHr/j+Tq6WlpaX8Bx9fXsO4AcCrK8Crq6ur6+5SVotUBoHi/38LFAtUAgtUBHUhg/v/dBiB 
fwgBQHwRi1cGgeL/fwsXC1cCC1cEdUX4XlrDg/v/dD6BfwgBQHw3i1cGgeL/fwsXC1cCC1cEdCaL 
VAY7VwZ3HnIai1QEO1cEdxRyEItUAjtXAncKcgaLFDsXdwKL81e1AeiNFLkGAPzzpflf66qxAesC 
sQBVi+yNZvpWV4t2CIt+BorBMkUKMkQKiEb6i0QIi10IPQFAfTmB+wFAfVA7w30IMk0Kk4f36wOK 
TAqITvuLTAiJTvyB+wHAfgcrwz1AAH5ViwSLXAKLTASLVAbpKgFTV4vfi34E6Az/X1tyNoH7AUB8 
HYpG+grAdSPrFLv//4pFCjLBi/eLfgTo6f5yFesDikQKiEb7x0b8AUDrtIt+BOiK9un2AIhG/4sF 
i10Ci00Ei1UGxkb+AIBu/wh8GYhG/orEiuOK34r5is2K6orWtgCAbv8IfeeAZv8HdBDR6tHZ0dvR 
2NBe/v5O/3XwK/+AfvoAdR0DBBNcAhNMBBNUBnNn0drR2dHb0djQXv7/RvzrV4B2+wErBBtcAhtM 
BBtUBnMYgHb7AffS99H30/fQ9l7+9RPHE98TzxPXvkAACvZ4J050FdBm/tHQ0dPR0RPSefCD7kAB 
dvzrDwvSdefHRvwBwMZG+wDrINBm/hPHE98TzxPXcwXR2v9G/IF+/AFAfSKBfvwBwH4k/It+BKuT 
q5GrkquLRvyrikb7ql9ei+VdwgYAtQjHRvwBQOsHtRDHRvwBwOjIEsZG+wArwIvYi8iL0OvEVYvs 
jWb+Vlf8i3YIi34GikwKMk0KiE7+i10Ii0QIPQFAfSiB+wFAfTc7w3wBkz0BwH4TA8NIPQFAfUNA 
PQHAf1C1EOh0ErgBwOs7V4vfi34E6Fz9X3I4gX0IAcB+GOsjVrv//4v3i34E6ET9XnIggXwIAcB/ 
DYt+BOjs9OtjtQjoNxK4AUCLfgSKTv7ox/TrUFDo7PSH9+jn9OhMAIMG2AAYXwvSeAtP0ebR0NHT 
0dHR0tHmFQAAg9MAg9EAg9IAcwPR2keB/wFAfALrsYv3i34Eq5OrkauSq5arikb+tACrX16L5V3C 
BgBVV4su2AAr/4vPi/f2Rg+AdAaLTgCLdgL2RgOAdA8DTgwTdg4T//ZGD4B0AU8r24tGDPdmBAPI 
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E/KD1wCLRhALwHQX92YAA8gT8oPXAItGEPdmAgPwE/qD0wCLRgz3ZgYD8BP6g9MAi0YO92YEA/AT 
+oPTAItGEgvAdAr3ZgAD8BP6g9MAK8lWi/GLRg73ZgYD+BPag9EAi0YQC8B0F/dmBAP4E9qD0QCL 
RhD3ZgYD2BPKg9YAi0YSC8B0JPdmAgP4E9qD0QCD1gCLRhL3ZgQD2BPKg9YAi0YS92YGA8gT8ovW 
l15fXcNVi+yNZviLXgj/dwb/dwT/dwL/NyvAUFZX/It+BopHCjJFCohG/Yt1CItHCIH+AUB9Pj0B 
QH1Pgf4BwH4fPQHAfhErxj0BQH0PPQHAf0e1EOiXELgBwOsMtQjrArUE6IkQuAFAik79i34E6Bnz 
6dUBi/eLfgToaPty84F/CAFAfNLoFPPr54vzu///i34E6E/7ctrrzIlG/ivJi1b2i3UGO/J3AyvW 
QYtG9Pf2FQEAEs2ITvyJRvpQiwWLXQLjEYtVBClG8Ble8hlW9Bl29uLyXvfmiUbukpP35gPYE8qL 
RQT35gPIg9IAkpb3ZQYDxoPSACte8BtO8htG9BtW9ole8IlO8olG9It1Bvf2kff2K9L5E8ITyivQ 
iVb4GU76gF78AFCLBYtdAuMRi1UEKUbuGV7wGVbyGXb04vJe9+aSk/fmA9gTyotFBPfmA8iD0gCS 
lvdlBgPGg9IAK17uG07wG0byG1b0iV7uiU7wiUbyi3UG9/aR9/Yr0vkTwhPKiUb2AU74EVb6EFb8 
lotVApKLXQTjCylG7hle8BlW8uL19+aSk/fmA9gTyotFBvfmA8GD0gArXu4bRvAbVvKJXu6JRvCL 
dQQD9ot1BoPWAHMEh9rrEdHj0dDR0vf2k/f20evR2NDeuf//i/GK0ffT99D23vUVAAATXvYTTvgT 
dvoSVvzQ6nMN0d7R2dHb0djQ3v9G/iv/AvYTxxPfE88T94DSAItW/nQEvgCAQoH6AUB8A+ku/ot+ 
BPyrk6uRq5arkquKRv2Yq19ei+VdwgYAVYvsVleLRAg9AcB+KT0BQH0ogHwKAHUs6Enx6DcAiz7Y 
AFZXVuiL/VdWVujw+f9MCIMG2AAMX15dw7v//4v+6FH56/K1AehUDov+6Nbwx0UIAUDr4VZXiz7Y 
AItdCItVBotFBItNAtH7cwdD0erR2NHZg/r+cx1TUYvKi9iL8vnR3vf2TjvwdhJGA/DR3ovRi8Pr 
7vnR2tHY6xdGO/BzAZZZW5H39ivSA/HR3tHYE8IT1vwryZGrq5GrkquTq7gAAKtfXsMAAkBCAQNB 
Q1WL7P91Co1m+lZXiwWLXQKLTQSLVQbHRvwAAIt9CCt8CH0Y61KQR+s9T3z60Wb80eDR09HRE9Jy 
G3nuO1QGdxRy5ztMBHcNcuA7XAJ3BnLZOwRy1f9G/CsEG1wCG0wEG1QGC/9/wwvSeA10RE/R4NHT 
0dET0nn1A3wIV4t+9quTq5GrkqtYq4pG/pirgCbVALy/BwCLRvyAfv4BdQL32CP4LoqViRUIFtUA 
X16L5V3Dh9GHy5OD7xAL0nWqh9GHy4PvEIfRg+8QC9J1mr8BwCvSK8kr2yvA66GLVAaB4v9/CxQL 
VAILVAR0NLUB6OEMuABF6ZEAi1UGgeL/fwsVC1UCC1UEdeTrHFWL7FZXi3YGi34Ei0QIi10IPQFA 
fbuB+wFAfdGL0DvDfwKL04H6AcB+O4pMCjpNCnxJfz07w3w0fzyLRAY7RQZ1KLUDIi7XAHQ+i0QE 
O0UEdRiLRAI7RQJ1EID9AnRLiwQ7BXUFuABA6xR3CoD5AHUKuAAB6wiA+QB19rgAAIgm1QBfXl3C 
BACLHCsdi1wCG10Ci1wEG10Edwn324PjgHTE68mD44B0vevMixwrHXcJ99uA5/x0ruuzgOf8dKfr 
trgAQIF8CAHAfhOBfAgBQH0RuAABgHwKAXQDuAAAiCbVAMOLVAaB4v9/CxQLVAILVAR03rUB6NAL 
uABF6+C4AECBfAgBwH4TgXwIAUB9EbgABIB8CgF1Aw0AAogm1QDDuAAFi1QGgeL/fwsUC1QCC1QE 
dN64AAHr2VVWV4su2ACLRgCLXgKLTgSLVgYr/4t2CIH+AcB0IYP+8H8Ni/iLw4vZi8or0oPGEEZ/ 
DNHq0dnR29HY0d/r8dHnvwAAE8cT3xPPE9eJRgCJXgKJTgSJVgaL34vPi/f2RgOAdAqLXgCLTgLR 
49HRi0YA92YEA9gTyhP3A9gTyhP3i9mLziv2i0YC92YEA9gTyhP3A9gTyhP3i0YA92YGA9gTyhP3 
A9gTyhP30eMTzxP3i9mLziv2i0YE9+AD2BPKE/eLRgb3ZgID2BPKE/cD2BPKE/eLRgb3ZgQDyBPy 
E/8DyBPyg9cAi0YG9+AD8BP6iV4AiU4CiXYEiX4GxkYKAMdGCAAAX15dw1WL7FZXHgawDPZmBi0M 
AJYDdgToU+2L/v5OBn5+V4s+2ACKRRYwRQrojPiJBYldAolNBIlVBl+D7wxViy7YAC6LHS6LTQIu 
i1UELot1Bi6KRQo6Rgp0NCteABtOAhtWBBt2BnMU99b30vfR99v1g9EAg9IAg9YANAGJXgCJTgKJ 
VgSJdgaIRgpd640BXgARTgIRVgQRdgZd6X3/izbYAPytk62RrZKtl62tiTbYAIf3K/88AXUR99b3 
0vfR99v1E88T1xP36xL50d7R2tHZ0dsT3xPPE9cT90eh2ACXk6uRq5KrlquTq7gAAKsHH19eXcIE 
AAgAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAtqqqqqqqqioAAAEAAyQiIiIiIgIAAAAAs+QADdAADQAAAAEAbghLxzsu 
AAAAAAAAxkAWmWsAAAAAAAEADEWSsAAAAAAAAAAA1UXWAAAAAAAAAAEACAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAACI 
////////fwAAAQCmmqqqqqqqCgAAAAB/5gRbsAVbAAAAAQDvJpsBGqABAAAAAAAdztyTnwQAAAAA 
AQAPsUv3CAAAAAAAAAAD2HsMAAAAAAAAAQDolevoO/0u/zbMGbjOGVDoN/7/NtgAVlbo/PWDBtgA 
DMPoHf0u/zYuGrgwGlDoGf7D6GTr6Ar96Knr6Mn/6OT/wzXCaCGi2g/JAQAAAAgAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAV1VVVVVVVQEAAAEAvjIzMzMzAwAAAAAAfR5JkiQJAAAAAAEAvP7GcRwAAAAAAAAAXP8WXQAA 
AAAAAAEA2Ls6AQAAAAAAAAAACgwEAAAAAAAAAAEAAAAAAAAAAOf9/wAAvaTWe+5kXLP//wAAtYVH 
/HQwEaEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAIABAAAAnPpksLIdB+b+/wAAnPpksLIdB+b//wAA9btLBEZWhawAAAAA 
5m7ZH70J+un+/wAAjXs1vVuE3fb//wAAf9U1AtuAc8wAAAAAVYvsjWb+VldWV1bosvbHRv4AAL8/ 
G4N+/gNzIYf36Grqh/5W/zbYAOi3+oMG2AAMPQAAdQj/Rv6Dxwzr2YN+/gB1BehtAOtli17+Sy6K 
n2YFiV7+gcOTG4v7h/foLOqH/laLPtgAV41F9KPYAFDotvJWV1boefToUelXVlboq/L/NtgAVlbo 
N/aDBtgAGOgiAIt+/oHHbxuH9+ju6Yf+/zbYAFZW6IPygwbYAAxfXovlXcNWV+i56YN8COB/B4v+ 
6Obp6yKLPtgAg0UIA+hK+y7/Nt0auN8aUOhG/FdWVugO9IMG2AAMX17DDQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAD 
AAAAAAAAQAAAAACpqqqqqqqqCgAAAAB4VVVVVVVVAQAAAAAmIyIiIiIiAAAAAAAcK9iCLdgCAAAA 
AAD8+TNAAzQAAAAAAAAUUgM0QAMAAAAAAAAebMc7LgAAAAAAAABMsMlPAgAAAAAAAACRDuYaAAAA 
AAAAAABRdh8BAAAAAAAAAADFLAsAAAAAAAAAAABVVleLLtgAjX70iT7YAOiH6FdWVuhR84ku2ACL 
fAiD/+B+V4sEi1wCi0wEi1QGR30X0erR2dHb0dhHfPUVAACD0wCD0QCD0gCDLtgADPyLPtgAq5Or 
kauSqyvAq6uD7wwu/zahHLijHFDoLvuh2ABQVlbo8/KDBtgADF9eXcO78BdcKTuquAEAAAAJAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAGhVVVVVVVUFAAAAALo0MzMzMzMAAAAAAKfDSJIkSQIAAAAAAE1dIsdxHAAAAAAA 
ACRW61x0AQAAAAAAADmt7LETAAAAAAAAAP3WgA8BAAAAAAAAALV65BAAAAAAAAAAAFWL7P91CFZX 
iwWLXQKLTQSLVQaB+gW1dxDR4NHT0dHR0r4AAP9O/usV99L30ffT99j1g9MAg9EAg9IAvgEAK/8L 
0nUZk5GSg+8Qg//Af/GDLtgADIs+2ADoVufrLXgLT9Hg0dPR0RPSefVWV1JRU1CL9Oh7AL69HeiQ 
54s22ACLxFZQVujp8YPEDI12/oMu2AAMiz7YAOjX5411DFZXV+gJ8Ff/dvz/dvzoxPGDBtgAGF9e 
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i+Vdw1WL7FZXi/foMOeLNtgA6CgAvr0d6D3nizbYAFaNdAxWVuiV8Vb/dv7/dv7oi/GDBtgAGF9e 
i+Vdw1WL7FZXg3wIwH5Ggy7YAAyLPtgA6ETm/0UIVldX6JvvVldX6Crz6CPnix7YAINHCALodvgu 
/zbJHbjLHVDocvn/NtgAV1boN/H/RAiDBtgAGF9ei+Vdw7EA6waxAusCsQSOx4vsiz7YAIptClFQ 
g30I4H8LgPkCdQPo3+XpugCDfQhAfgvoYObHRQYhAOmpAMZFCgCNdfSJNtgAh/7o7uWH/oNsCALo 
wfUkB4hG/Ipe/oD7BHQ7Al78gOMHiF780etzEYf+6Mblh/6DbAgCVldX6OPuiT7YAIv39kb8A3oF 
6Kf66wPogfqKXvzQ69Dr6zz2RvwBdBGH9+iS5Yf3g2wIAlZXV+iv7ok+2ACL9+iJ+o189IvG9kb8 
A3oCh/eXVlBX6Cvyil780OuA4wGAfv4CdAMyXv+IXQqJPtgAi+XDjseLNtgAjXz0iT7YAOgL5YtE 
CD0BQH04PQHAfi6xAIveSHwH6P/li9+xAbUAhm8KUegc+1mA+QF1DlHoEOX/TQhXVlboMO5ZiGwK 
iTbYAMOL/v90Cuj25I9ECv9MCOvrjseLNtgAjXz0iT7YAOgA5esijseLNtgAjXz0iT7YAOiZ5OsQ 
jseLNtgAjXz0iT7YAOjL5OiP5YB9CgB1GYtFCD0BwH4NPQFAfQzoI/2JNtgAw7UE6wK1Aeg/ArgB 
QIv+sQDo0eTr5rikBesOjseLNtgAjXz06xy4kwWOx4s22ACNfPSJPtgA/9BWV1boUe+JNtgAi+y4 
AABQi0QIPQ4Af049wP9+WugD5f9FCP821gCAJtcA84AO1wAEi/foLOmPBtYAUIv86Ezl/0wIjXwM 
V1ZX6ELtWNH4cy3HBIVkx0QC3vnHRAQz88dEBgS16yuL/rUI6KQBuAFAsQDoOOTrQIv+6Lbj6znH 
BAAAx0QCAADHRAQAAMdEBgCAQIlECMZECgCL/o11DOhO+1ZXVuiw7lZXVujl7IB+/gF1BIB0CgGJ 
NtgAi+XDjseNfhi1AIvpsAr24QP4vsAAg+4Mg+8K6MvrTX/0i84rDtgAg+4Cv74A/dHpdALzpUdH 
iT7YAMOOx7UAi+mK2bcALoqfZgWLNtgAi/4r+4k+2AC5wAArznQF/NHp86WNdhjoqOuDxwyDxgpN 
f/TDix7YAFONdwxWg8YM6xSLHtgAU413DFbrCYs22ABWjVwMU47H6PXziTbYAIhmFsOAJtcA/OsF 
gCbXAP6Ox4se2ABTjXcMVujT84AO1wADg8YMiTbYAIhmFsOOx4s22ADoevSIZhbDjseLNtgA6Kr0 
iUYOww4iRiKsIrMifSKLItYi4yJ+H4Ifhh9nIMcg2SDrIC4hMyE+Ifv8UlBTVVZXBlEei+w2iS7e 
AMV2Eq2JdhKM147fisyYk4D73HIdLv+XFCM2gT7YAMAAdxY2iybeAB9ZB19eXVtYWs+1AegFAOvq 
zOvnUFEeFh+g1ACKDtYAgOE/gPE/CsWK4CLhMuD2xAh0AgwghMF0DwyAotQAIsE8IHUNH1lYwyR/ 
otQAH1lYw7gCNc0hNoke0AA2jAbSADaLJt4AH1kHX15dW1haNv8u0ABTUVKxBLUKJoscisfS6Pbl 
sg8i1wLC9uW68AAi09PqA8K5CgD34YPjDwPDWllbw1WL7FZXJopECSWAANDAiUUKsQQmikQI0+DS 
6NUKvxAn9+eTjXQG6Kj/A8MS1ova9+eTi8r35wPIEtaD7gLokf8Dw4PRABLWVova9+eRi/L355OH 
+vfiA94T+F6D7gLocP8DwRPaE/q+ECf35pOLyvfmlof69+IDzhP4g9IAi3b+6E7/A9iD0QCD1wCD 
0gC4QAAL0nUNLRAAdCyH14f5h8vr73gLSNHj0dHR1xPSefWLdvyJHIlMAol8BIlUBolECF9ei+Vd 
w7gBwOvkUFGwZLEEkvbyitTUCtLkCuCS1ArS5ArEiuarWVjDVYvsVlf8i0QIixyLTAKLVAaLdAQ9 
AAB8OC08AHwffzOB+gvechd3K4H+OmtyD3cjgfk/dnIHdxuD+/B3FrQALAQEEH8QiueL2YvOi/Ir 
0uvw62frbiwQfQ7R6tHe0dnR29Dc/sB88gLkg9MAg9EAg9YAg9IAlr4QJ/f2kff2k/f26F7/K9KR 
9/aT9/aR9/boUP+L05H39pH39uhF/4vR9/boPv/UCrEE0uQKxKqLdv6KRArQyKpfXl3DsAC5CQDz 
quvqtQjowf2wmevwmyalJq8muSbDJsom6CbRJm4q4ypJK0srNgwJCDoNpwZ5J4AniieHJ5EnkCeZ 
J5gnNgwJCDoNpwa8C1EIlgzcBhEoCyioKDUoGihFKAsoJShVKAsodigMKd4oGSnjKP8otQHoWP3p 
bQV3JPbEIHXxQorEjN8kwHQOPICM13IIi34EdwOLfhQmrIbgJAfrMjwJdQkmx0T9ieTpOgXpXP3g 
APv8UlBTVVZXBlEei+w2iS7eAMR2Ek6yACatLDQ8CHOouwfAItwi/JGA/8BzZ4D/QHcSdBQrwID7 
BnUQJq2JdhKM3utlJq3rAyasmIl2ErcA0eMu/6ekJQNGDANGCIze60gDRgwDRgaM3us+A0YKA0YI 
jNbrNANGCgNGBozW6yoDRgiM3usjA0YGjN7rHANGDIze6xWJdhKM0I7YjsD2wQF0M+sXA0YKjNaW 
gPoBdQGXjsCM0I7Y9sEBdBqA/cBzA+mZAPbFIHUD6TcCuwYAItku/6e0Jbg4ACLF0ejR6JWA/cBz 
Kos+2ACD7wyJPtgAuwYAItku/5e8JYzRjsG+DACL340Ai9C5dCsu/6bEJbcALoqfZgWh2AAD2PbB 
BIvQdAKL0yv29sECdAO+DAC5dCsu/6bEJVBTUlHpYudQU1JR6SDpg8YMUFNR6Qnvk1BTUlHpRueT 
UFNSUenX6r0GACPp9sUgdUL2xRB1GvbFCHVUiz7YALj0/wP4o9oAuG8rUC7/ptQliz7YAIf39sUI 
dQm4eStQLv+m3CXHBtoADAC4bytQLv+m3CW4CAAixQvouHkrUPbFEHUFLv+m5CWH9y7/pvQl6W4D 
tQHoUfvDsQQmi0QCo9QAJosEo9YAtQDpPPuLPtgAg+8M6B/hgy7YAAzDiz7YAIPvDOiw+4Mu2AAM 
w4s+2ACD7wzozOWDLtgADMPohgDoiAC4wAArBtgAsgz28rn//5EDydPoqyvAq6urq8Po3P+LNtgA 
Jott9oHNVVXrD+hq5YPGDIPHCtHl0eV0EXnv6wsrwLkFAPOr0eXR5XXzw7/AACaLbASDxlSBzVVV 
0e3R7XMLg+4KC+118+sP0e2D7wzoTuWD7grR7XLxiT7YAIPG/Okz/6HWAKvDodgALcAAsQz2+SQH 
sQPS4IsO1ACA5ccK6JGrw4s22ADouuCDBtgADMOLNtgA6MX7gwbYAAzDizbYAOjU5IMG2AAMw2Up 
uCl5KXMpvym4Kb8pvymzKbgp0CnbKdspuCnbKdsptwAuip9mBYs22AAD87MYIt2A4QYK2fy5BgAu 
/6cmKYMu2AAMiz7YAPOl6QYCvwwA6wSQvwAAgf60AHQQh/64AUCxAOhx3AE22ADrVYPHDIvXi84r 
DtgAdA4WB4PuAr++AP3R6fOl/AEW2ADrNPbFB3QvtQHopPnrKIs+2ACLBYcEq4PGAuL26akBi/6L 
NtgA86XpngGL/os22ADzpYk22ADpjwEEBAQEBAQEBAAAAAAAAAAEBAgGCAYEAgAKCAQEBAoEBEoq 
TypcKlwqWReWF1wqXCqCBZMFpAW1BcYF1wXoBVwqPx03HsEatxtUKlwqXCpcKpEV7h7EFFwqsgqf 
B1wqXCqAdAoBw8ZECgDDVlfoEt1fXsO1AekA+cOBKrgqlCqjKsAq0yq7HwAi3S6Kh+opmJfR4y7/ 
pWIqiz7YAIPvDC7/lwoqiT7YAOnlAIs22ACL/rh5K1Au/6cKKos22ACL/oPvDC7/lwoqiT7YAOnB 
AIMG2AAM6bkAiz7YAI11DC7/lwoqiTbYAOmmAIs+2ACNdQy4eStQLv+nCiqA5R+A/QN1Sr/AAIk+ 
2AC4AUCxAOgD2411CoPvAv2D7GC5MADzpccG1AAAQccG1gA/A8cG2gAAAMcG2ADAAMcG4ABlbccG 
4gB1h8cG5AABAOsRgP0CdQfGBtQAAOsFtQHoG/jrMZDr9vbFH3XxodgALcAAsQz2+SQHsQPS4IsO 
1ACA5ccK6IlODusLkDaLNtoANgE22AA2gz7YAAB2GDaBPtgAwAB3DzaLJt4AH1kHX15dW1hazzbH 
BtgAwAC1Aei89+vjNcJoIaLaD8n+PzXCaCGi2g/J/z8AQsD/AEjA/wBKwP8AAAA/hWTe+TPzBLX/ 
PwAAgH+xAOsGsQLrArEEm9nlVYvsjWb+m91+/puKZv+ecg91LoD5AnUGm93Ym9no6x50DnsMm93Y 
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my7ZBrsrm9nk6wyb3tmbLtkGuyub2eTppwCb2eGbLtsupyub2cmb2fi1AiLs0O2b3X7+m4pm/556 
0bADIsTQ5NDk0NAE/NDQgPkCdQQCwbUAJAeoAXQFm97p6wOb3dmb2fKA+QR0KagDegOb2cmb2cGb 
2Mib2cmb2Mib3sGb2frQ6NDoMsV0A5vZ4Jve+esxiuDQ7IDkATLldAOb2eCoA3ocm9nJm9nkm91+ 
/pv2Rv9AdAub3tmbLtkG1SvrA5ve+YvlXcOb2eVVi+yNZv6b3X7+m4pm/56RcgR1HOtMdEp7SJvd 
2Jsu2y6xK+s1m97Zmy7bLqcr6yqb2eGb2eib2NGb3X7+m4pm/5504XMDm9nJm9nzcwybLtsusSub 
3umA9QL2xQJ0A5vZ4IvlXcOb2ejrCJvZ7OsDm9ntm9nJVYvsm9nljWb2m91+9puKZveecgx0BfbE 
AnQam93Y6web3dh0C3sJm93Ymy7ZBr8rm9nk6ySb2cCb2372m4F+/v8/dRKBfvwAgHULm9nom97p 
m9n56wOb2fGL5V3Dm9nqsQHrCyvJ6web2emxAesA4wOb2cmb2eVVi+yNZvqb3X764wOb2cmbimb7 
npNyEHUmm93Y4wOb3dib2ejppwDjA5vd2HQLewmb3dibLtkGwyub2eTpjwDjA5veyZvZ4Zsu2BbH 
K5vdfvqb9kb7QXQLm9nwm9nom97B62Cb2eib2cGb2X76m9n9gE77D5vZbvqb2fyAZvvzm9lu+pvb 
Vvyb2cmb2eCb2cmb2f2b3dmb3umDfv4Af5Gb2fCb2eib3sHRbvxzCZsu2y7LK5veyZvfRvyb2cmb 
2f2b3dn2xwJ0BpvZ6Jve8YvlXcNVi+xQVh72RgcCdAH7xXYCi0T/LDQ8CHMMg+4CgQTOo4l2Ausj 
dyb2xCB1LoPuAol2AsYEm0aKxCXAB9Do0OjQ6DQYBSbYiQQfXlhdzzwJdwmD7gLHBJCb68br7DYv 
Si9bL2Avly+pL7MvuC/ZK90r4SvSLEUtOy1ALagtry2zLfv8UFYGVYvsxHYIJq2Jdgg83HIJi/CY 
li7/lBQvXQdeWM/+zHwOsAr25Jab23oOg+4Kffebwyv2/sx8CZvbag6Dxgrr85vDsADrA5CwAlVQ 
i+yb2X4Am4t2AIBmAfwIRgGb2W4Am9num9zqm97BiXYAm9luAJve2ZvdfgCbWF2IZgzDm97ZimYN 
m91+DJuKRg2JRgzDm9jZ6+yb2NHr55vZ5Ovim9nlm91+BpvDPx8AAAAAAAAAgP9/uyxEM/+OBoIC 
Jo4GLAC5/3/8JosFCsB0Gz04N3UQJotFAjw9dQiA5N+A/FnrIzPA8q503jPAVFo71HUC5vDb44kH 
2T+5FADi/osHJT8PPT8DujATsAB1LVRYO8SwAXUlm9vjm9nom9num975m9nAm9ngm97Zm90/m4sH 
nrACdAW6MhOwA6KXAokWKkTDHg4fuDQluQoAi9bNIUDi+4vXzSG6oDCwAs0hupQwsHXNIR+h4EMu 
owUxoeJDLqMHMc034801LipEy1AywObwsCDmoOYgWFAeuGMMjtiAPpcCAHUHzTU2METrBdk2MESb 
oDBE9tAiBjJEeT37qD11BuhjAB9Yz8034801LipE6C4AWVlZW4A+lwIAdBmLFjZEsQTT6oseOESB 
4wDwA9qLDjZEg+EP6RjQH1jqAAAAAKgBdRK0yKgEdQ60zagIdQi0zqgQdQK0z4rEMuTDHsUeOkSb 
kJAfw1OhOESK2IDjwID7wHQEJDgMB4bEJAcM2C6jLDE92Qd0UD3dB3RLPdsvdEY92Bd0RD3cF3Q/ 
PdgfdDo93B90NT3YN3QNPdw3dAib2+Lop//rEy6BLiwx/y/om//oJQCb2+Kb3vmb3T4sRJugLEQI 
BjJE6A8Am9vigCYyRP2b2SYwRFvDm9nlm90+LESboSxEqQBFdBGpAEB0G6kABHQWm93Ym9nuw5su 
2y7DL5vZyZvZ+Jvd2cMKwHQiMsmK7IrmgOSABX4/gM6AUFJTUTPJUYvczTxbL809g8QKy8017suD 
7AqL3M08Wz/NPYPEAllbWliL+CX/fy1+P3YaCuR1IYrl0OGA1ACD0wCD0gByDtHi0efR2sszwDPb 
M9LL/sB17rjNAOm5zs01PjBEzTyZLsEvzTceLETNPc01LjBEoSxEixYuRMvNNx4sRM09oSxEixYu 
RMvNNT4wRM08mS7BL801/M09zTUuMETLzTU+METNPJkuwS/NNcDNNfzNOunNPc01LjBEy801+svN 
PuyQy80+7pDLzT7ykMvNPvSQy80++pDLujPSi9weNsR/CDbFdwT8M8CruLDXq7iAAKszwKurq41F 
dKuMwKu4oTuruLwHqzPAuQ4A86u5TwAL0nUJrDrIdgSKyOMIrArAdAOq4vgywKofyggAi9w2xH8K 
NotHBCaJRQQ2i0cGJolFDDaLRwgmiUUOM8AmiUUIJolFCsoKALqx1+sIurLX6wO6s9dVi+zEfgYm 
i0UCPbHXdBI9std0DT2w13QQxwaGAmYA6yRSBlcO6CUAWjPAJolVAiaJRQgmiUUKuxAA6EwAdAYm 
x0UCsNddygQAsADrArABVYvsxH4GJoF9ArHXdBgmgX0Cstd0CMcGhgJnAOsYULsUAOgVAFgKwHQM 
uxwA6AoAJsdFArDXXcoEAAZXBlcm/xkLwHQDo4YCXwfDi9weNsR/BCbFVQwmi00EJosdtD/NIXIQ 
JolFCjPAJsdFCAAAH8oEACbHRQoAAOvui9weNsR/BCbFVQwzySaHTQgmix20QM0hcgcrwXQDuGUA 
H8oEAIvcHjbEfwQmxVUMM8kmh00IJosdtEDNIXICM8AfygQAi9w2xH8EJosdg/sEdga0Ps0hcgIz 
wMoEAIM+hgIAdTUmgX8Csdd1LiaLdwgmO3cKdCseBlNSJsVXDCaLXwoHA9oD8vz/0CvyjMJbBx8m 
iXcIC8B1CMPHBoYCaADDUFFSVwZT6DMBWwdfWllYJot3CCY7dwp1vMODPoYCAHVAJoF/ArLXdTkm 
i08EJot/CCvPK9FzBAPKM9IGJsR3DAP+sCD886or/gcmiX8IJjt/BHUJUgZT6OIAWwdaC9J1yMPH 
BoYCaQDDgz6GAgB1SCaBfwKy13VBJotPBCaLfwgrzyvBcwQDyDPAHgZTjtomxF8MA/v886Qr+1sH 
HyaJfwgmO38EdQ1QUlYGU+iNAFsHXlpYC8B1wMPHBoYCaQDDVYvsxF4GuKk1M9Lo7v51CiaDfxoA 
dAPocABdygQArDwNdAw8GnQRO/N187ipNcM783QJrDwKdAFOM8DDuL41w1WL7MReBrgCAL6aAoza 
6Fj/dQomg38aAHQD6C0AXcoEAFWL7MReBiaDfxoAdAqDPoYCAHUD6BIAXcoEAAZTJv9fFAvAdAOj 
hgLDBlMm/18YC8B0A6OGAsNVi+zEXgy4RjaLTgaLfgiLVgpH6E7+i8fEfggrx0iqXcoGAKw8DXQP 
PBp0C6o78+Dy4wW4RjbDTjPAw1WL7MReCCaKBzLkxF4Mi1YGK9B+BVDobv5YC8B0Cot2CItWCkbo 
rv5dygYAujPSi9weNsR/CDbFdwT8M8CruLDXqzPAuRYA86u5TwAL0nUJrDrIdgSKyOMIrArAdAOq 
4vgywKofyggAoJgCtD0z0usGuAA8ugEAVYvsxH4IJoF9ArDXdBomgX0Cs9d0CMcGhgJmAOs0UFIG 
Vw7oTABaWCaAfTAAdBIejVUwBh8zyc0hH3MGo4YC6xGSJsdFArPXJokFi0YGJolFBF3KBgCL3DbE 
fwToOAB1DjPJJosdtEDNIXMDo4YCygQAi9w2xH8E6BwAdRcmix2D+wR2CbQ+zSFzA6OGAibHRQKw 
18oEACaBfQKz13QGxwaGAmcAw7Q/umQA6wW0QLplAFWL7MR+Cujc/3UbHlLFVgYmi00EJosdzSFa 
H3IGO8F0BYvCo4YCXcoEALM/uWQA6wWzQLllAFWL7MR+EOim/3U/i0YKC8B0HB5RJvdlBIvIxVYM 
iuMmix3NIVkfch8z0ib3dQTEfgaMwgvXdAUmiQXrHDtGCnQXiQ6GAusRo4YCxH4GjMIL13QFM8Am 
iQVdyg4AVYvsxH4K6Er/dSGLRggm92UEi8iLRgYm92UEA8qL0CaLHbgAQs0hcwOjhgJdyggAi9yM 
2jbFdwo2xH8GNotPBPzzpI7aygoAgD6WAgJyG2bB4BBmD6zQEGbB4RBmD6zZEGb36WYPpMIQy4vw 
i/r34VBSi8b344vYi8f34YvIWlgD0wPRy4A+lgICcidmweAQZg+s0BBmweEQZg+s2RB0XmaZZvf5 
ZovKZg+kwhBmD6TLEMtVM+0L0nkIRffYg9IA99oL23Q+eQtFRffZg9MA99t0M1WL8Yv7M9uLyovQ 
M8C9EADR4NHS0dHR00ArzhvfcwVIA84T30116V3rFl24yADp8sfj95OS9/GT9/GLyovTM9vR7XMI 
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99mD0wD320VNdQf32IPSAPfaXcuAPpYCAnIQZsHiEIvQZtPqi8JmweoQy4PhH3QG0erR2OL6y4A+ 
lgICchBmweIQi9Bm0+KLwmbB6hDLg+EfdAbR4NHS4vrL/IvcjNo2xH8INsV3BKyqisgy7fOkjtrK 
BAD8i9yM2jbFdwo2xH8GNotPBKw6wXYCisGqisgy7fOkjtrKCgD8i9yM2jbEfww2xXcIigQy5DaL 
TwYLyX8DuQEAA/ErwXITQDaLTwQLyX0CM8k7wXYGi8HrAjPAqovI86SO2soIAPyL3IzaNsR/CDbF 
dwQmig0y7awmAAVzCCbGBf+KwfbQA/lHisjzpI7aygQAVYvsHsV2CvysCsB0LIrQMvbEfgYmig0y 
7SvKchxBR6zyrnUVi8eL2YvKSfOmdA6L+IvLi3YKRuvmM8DrBEgrRgYfXcoIAPyL3IzaNsV3CDbE 
fwSsJoolR4rIOsx2AorMCsl0BjLt86Z1AjrEjtrKCAD8i9w2xH8GsAGqNopHBKrKAgD8i9yM2jbE 
fwo2xXcGNotHBKqLyPOkjtrKBgBVi+yB7AACg34GAX0Fx0YGAQCNvgD/FlfEfgoGV7gBAFCLRgZI 
UA7oy/7Efg4GVw7oA/+NvgD+FlfEfgoGV/92Brj/AFAO6Kz+Dujp/sR+CgZX/3YIDuh4/ovlXcoM 
AFWL7IHsAAKDfgYAflyDfggAflaBfgj/AH9PgX4G/wB+BcdGBv8Ajb4A/xZXxH4KBle4AQBQi0YI 
SFAO6Fj+jb4A/hZXxH4KBleLRggDRgZQuP8AUA7oPv4O6Hv+xH4KBle4/wBQDugJ/ovlXcoIAIvc 
HjbFfwQzyYkNuAA9gX0Csdd0DbAC/wWBfQKz13QCtDyAfTAAdAmNVTDNIXJaiQW4+TO6vAczyTPb 
gX0Csdd0L4sduABEzSH2woC4TjS6vAeLyIvadRSBfQKz13UD6CsAuCk0urwHM8kz28dFArLXiUUU 
iVUWiU0YiV0ax0UcbjTHRR68BzPAH8oEADPSM8mLHbgCQs0hLYAAg9oAcwQzwDPSi8qL0IsduABC 
zSGNlYAAuYAAix20P80hcwIzwDPbO9h0IIC5gAAadAND6/KL0yvQuf//ix24AkLNITPJix20QM0h 
w4H3AIAKyXR7CsB0eDrBdgWRh96H1yrB9tg8KXNnhsFVUIrmgOSAi+gzx1icsACAzoCBzwCAgPkI 
chGKxIrjit+K+orWMvaA6Qjr6grJdArR6tHb0dj+yXX2nXg3A8ET3hPXi81dcwrR2tHb0dj+wXQg 
BYAAg9MAg9IAcg+KwYDmfwr1w4vBi96L18PR2v7Bdev5wyvBG94b14vNXXMQ99L30/fY9YPTAIPS 
AID1gIv6C/sL+HTNCvZ4t9Hg0dPR0v7JdfLp/AAKwHT5Csl09VWL6jPXgeIAgIbQAtES8IrIgc0A 
gIHPAIBSCuR1BAvbdA0K7XUmC/Z1IpGH3ofvi8H35Yvai8b35QPYg9IAi8qLx/flA8GD0gDrfJBX 
VlFVU1CL7DPJikYB9mYHi/CL+YvZi0YA92YIA/AT+hPZi0YC92YGA/AT+hPZi/GLRgD3ZgoD+BPa 
E/GLRgL3ZggD+BPaE/GLRgT3ZgYD+BPaE/GL+YtGAvdmCgPYE/IT+YtGBPdmCAPYE/IT+YtGBPdm 
CgPGE9eDxAyTWV0K9ngH0eDR09HSSYHpgYAFgACD0wCD0gBzA9HaQfbFQHUIQYrBMvXQ7cMzwIvY 
i9DDCsB09VWL6jPXgc8AgIHNAICB4gCAhsIq0RrwUrACugEAO+91BjvedQI65XIGKuUb3hvv0dJy 
EdDk0dPR1XPiKuUb3hvv+Ovr/sh4ClK6AQB15bJA6+GLwrEG0+BbWlld99D304Py/3gH0dDR09HS 
SYHBgIDpZ/9SM9daeQVS0dJaw/bGgHQH6AQAdBT1wzrBdQ4KwHQKO9d1BjvedQI65cOL2AvadDWK 
7gvSeQf32vfYg9oAi9i4oAAL0nUMh9OwkAr2dQSG8rCIC9J4CP7IA9sT0nn4Cu14A4Dmf8OTsaAq 
y3Jbit6AzoCA+SBzUoD5EHIJivyLwjPSgOkQgPkIcg2K+IrEiuKK1jL2gOkICsl0CtHq0djQ3/7J 
dfYK7XQKAv8VAACD0gByFYvIC8p0DwrbeQf32vfYg9oAMt4C28OK/rgAALoAAHTSw+js/HI7y+ji 
/HI1y4vIi/OL+uid/XIpywrJdCrolv5yH8voB//L6C3/y7UA6GP/cgnLtQHoW/9yAcu4zwDpMsG4 
zQDpLMG4yADpJsFXVlHonfxZXl/DV1ZR6I/8WV5fw1dWUehM/VleX8NXVlHoRf5ZXl/DPKhzSYvI 
i/OL+jLkM9sz0oDpgHY5gPkQcgyK54vauv//gOkQ6++A+QhyDYrjit+K+orWtv+A6QgKyXQL+dHa 
0dvQ3P7JdfUj1yPeIuXLMsDLUlNQDuio/4vIi/OL+lhbWugT/MtVi+yD7AiLyIvzi/oKwHQ89saA 
dUGJRviJXvqJVvyAwYDQ+YDBgIrBLBSIRv6LRviLXvqLVvzoWP/oN//+yFJTUOjO+zpG/lleX3Ph 
i8GL3ovXi+Vdy4vlXbjPAOk6wLmBIb6i2r8Pyeir+wrAdAOA9oA8bHJcuYMhvqLavw9JUoDmf+jN 
/VpyEOgF/1dWUQ7oWf9ZXl/o7v72xoB0A+jS/v7J6K39nHID6NH+/snoov1yCP7BgM6A6Fv7PGxy 
Cb9JQbkHAOi2Ap1yBwrAdAOA9oDLWJ05nz/XYEOdMJIwZ6o/KDLXbrYqHe84dA3QAA3QeoiIiIgI 
fquqqqqqCsB0BfbGgHQGuM8A6Y2/sYEqwVCKwbmA+74z878ENei6+4vIi/OL+riBADPbM9LoRP5S 
U1C4gQAz27oAgOjZ+lleX+iZ/L/4QbkGAOgyAv7AuX/SvvcXv3Ix6Lz6WVJTUIrBmJnoGP25gNK+ 
9xe/cjHoaPtZXl/on/o8Z3MGM8Az2zPSy32KndiJHX3poosuOn2O4ziOY35JkiRJEn7NzMzMTH+r 
qqqqKvbGgJyA5n+5gNK+9xe/cjHoI/w8iHNVUlNQ/sC1/+jy/FleX1BR6K78WQrAdAL+yJGH3ofX 
6DT6v49CuQgA6LABWdHpcw5RuYH7vjPzvwQ16OD6WQLBchSddBCLyIvzi/q4gQAz2zPS6Mv7y1i4 
zQDpgL5tLh0RYDFwRiz+5X90NnyJhCF3Uzz/wy560n1blR18JbhGWGN+Fvzv/XWA0vcXcjFVi+yD 
7AYKwHUD6dAAM8n2xoB0BEGA5n9RuYEAM/Yz/+jn+3IMkYfeh9foZvtZQUFRuX5Kvo7pv28M6M37 
cwXo7QDrd7+gQ7kCAFFXLosNLot1Ai6LfQTosPtfWXIIg8cS4ueD7waDxwaJRvqJXvyJVv5XLosN 
Lot1Ai6LfQTos/xSU1CLRvqLXvyLVv7oAPq5gQAz9jP/6DP5i8iL84v6WFta6O366IYAX4PHBi6L 
DS6LdQIui30E6BL5WfbBAnQUUYvIi/OL+riBIbui2roPSej1+Fn2wQF0A4DOgIvlXct/58/ME1R/ 
9vSiMAl/asGRCgaAtZ6Kb0SAgiw6zROAasGRCgaBAAAAAACAIaLaD0l96KKLLrp9juM4jmN+SZIk 
SZJ+zczMzEx/q6qqqqq/0EO5BQBSU1BRV4vIi/OL+uhN+V9Z6AYAWV5f6UL5VYvsg+wGiUb6iV78 
iVb+LosFLotdAi6LVQRRV+sQUVcuiw0ui3UCLot9BOhR+ItO+ot2/It+/ugI+V9Zg8cG4t25gQAz 
9jP/6DT4i+Vdw4vPvgoAi9oL23kR99v32IPbAOgHAE8mxgUtQcMz0pP39pP39oDCMID6OnIDgMIH 
TyaIFYvQC9N14yvPwzPAM9Iz9uNdJoA9K3QHJoA9LXUFTkdJdEwmgD0kdEgmih2A6zqAwwpzJfbG 
8HU2U9Hg0dJSUNHg0dLR4NHSWwPDWxPTWzL/A8OD0gBH4tCL2AvadA8L9nkH99r32IPaADPyeAHD 
+cNHSXT6JoodgPthcgOA6yCA6zqAwwpyC4DrF4DDBnPJgMMKtwTR4NHSctT+z3X2CsNH4tEL9nkH 
99r32IPaAPjDVYvsg+wUV4P5C34DuQsAg/n1fQO59f+JTv6IdvwGV41+7BYH6NEAXweJTvqLdv4L 
9ngMA3b6RnkIxkbsAOsu996D/gxyA74LAIB67DXGQuwAchpOeA/+QuyAeuw5dg7GQuwA6+7HRuwx 
AP9G+jP2/ItW/gvSeDX2RvyAdAOwLaqLTvoLyXkFsDCq6wfoXQCqSXn5C9J0TLAuqkF0BrAwqkp1 
90p4PehDAKrr97Ag9kb8gHQCsC2q6DIAqkJ0CrAuqugoAKpCdfmwRaqwK4tW+gvSeQSwLffaqovC 
sgr2+gUwMKuLz18rz4vlXcOKQuxGCsB1A7AwTsMKwHUNuQYAuDAw/POrMsCqw4Dmf1AsgLRN9uwF 
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BQCKxJiLyFiD+dl1AUFRV/fZ6EQBX1k8gXME6McBSVGAzoCxhCrIsAB0CtHq0dvR2P7Jdfa+DACK 
7rEE0u2AxTAmiC2A5g9SU1DR4NHT0dLR4NHT0dJZA8FZE9lZE9HR4NHT0dJHTnXPJsYFAFnDVYvs 
g+wIM8CJRviJRvqJRvzjYSaKBYhG/jwgdAg8K3QEPC11AkdJ6IIAckgL23QKM9vjFyaAPS51EeM4 
JoA9LnUyR0noZQByK/fb4yomigU8RXQEPGV1H0dJU+h4/VtyEwPYi/KZO/J1Cj1AAH0FPcD/fwP5 
6zFRV4rLi0b4i176i1b8gPncfQpRsdzoWwBZgMEk6FQAX1lyDgrAdAqAfv4t+HUDgM6Ai+VdwzPb 
4zkmigUsOgQKczBDR0lTUVeYmeht94vIi/OL+otG+Ite+otW/OigAHIM6O/0iUb4iV76iVb8X1lb 
c8XDgPnafEmA+SZ/RFJTUArJnHkC9tmK2YDj/Ir70OsC3zL/jb/8Ry6LBS6LXQIui1UEgOEDdAfo 
VAD+yXX5i8iL84v6nVhbWngD6Vj16Vj2+cOBAAAAAACOAAAAQBybAAAgvD6oABCl1Gi2BL/JGw7D 
rMXreC3Qzc4bwlPe+Xg5PwHrK6itxR34yXvOl0AKwHRJUVaAzoCKyDLAUlNQ0erR29HY0erR29HY 
XgPGXhPeXhPWcwvR2tHb0diAwQFyGQWAAIPTAIPSAHMH0dqAwQFyB4Dmf4rBBANeWcNVi+yD7CCL 
Rg6LVhCNfgAWB+jC+x6L9xYfxH4Ii1YGi0YMO8J+AovCO8p+AovKO8F9AovB/KorwXQIUYvIsCDz 
qlnzpB+L5V3KDABVi+zEfgomig0y7UfjCSaAPSB1A0fi9+it+3IC4wmLzytOCjPAM9LEfgYmiQ1d 
yggAVYvsg+xAi0YQi14Si1YUi04MC8l5DrkGACtODoP5/n4Duf7/jX7AFgfoEfwei/cWH8R+CItW 
BotGDjvCfgKLwjvKfgKLyjvBfQKLwfyqK8F0CFGLyLAg86pZ86Qfi+VdyhAAVYvsxH4KJooNMu1H 
4wkmgD0gdQNH4vfoQ/1yAuMLi88rTgozwDPbM9LEfgYmiQ1dyggA6EQAcg8mi00Eg/kBdAYz2w7o 
8u7KBADoLQByE4vBi9Mmi00Eg/kBdAYz2w7o1+7KBADoEgByCyvBG9NyBbABygQAMsDKBACL3DbE 
fwYmgX0Cs9d1KzPJM9Imix24AULNIVJQM8kz0iaLHbgCQs0hW1lSUIvTJosduABCzSFZW8PHBoYC 
ZwAzwDPS+cOL3IzaNsV3CjbEfwY2i08E/Dv3cwcD8QP5Tk/986T8jtrKCgCL3DbEfwg2i08GNopH 
BPzzqsoIAL+cAh4HuT5EK8/R6TPA/POrwwAAAAADQ0dBAAAAAAADQ0dBAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAZF 
R0FWR0EAAAZFR0FWR0EAAAAAAAAAAAAAB0lCTTg1MTQAB0lCTTg1MTQAAAAAAAAAAAAESEVSQwAA 
AAAESEVSQwAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAANBVFQAAAAAAANBVFQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABlBDMzI3MAAABlBD 
MzI3MAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAARUUklQAAAAAAAAAAAAAARM 
SVRUAAAAAAAAAAAAAARTQU5TAAAAAAAAAAAAAARHT1RIAAAAAAAAAAAAAARTQ1JJAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AARTSU1QAAAAAAAAAAAAAARUU0NSAAAAAAAAAAAAAARMQ09NAAAAAAAAAAAAAARFVVJPAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAARCT0xEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAA//8AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAQQAAA 
oACwALgAAAIADQoAAAAA 
--=====================_851943108==_-- 
 
------------------------------ 
 
End of CSGNET Digest - 29 Dec 1996 to 30 Dec 1996 
************************************************* 
 
Date:     Wed, 1 Jan 1997 08:00:00 -0600 
Subject:  CSGNET Digest - 31 Dec 1996 to 1 Jan 1997 
 
There are 21 messages totalling 1477 lines in this issue. 
 
Topics of the day: 
 
  1. Simulation-based stabilization vs. control (7) 
  2. evolution, etc. (5) 
  3. knowledge <--> adaptation (3) 
  4. Re.: TrkBlnd1.pas (2) 
  5. Dawkins on Variable Mutation Rate 
  6. Grinding Axes in '87 
  7. Fixed Action Patterns vs. Fixed Motor Patterns (2) 
 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Date:    Tue, 31 Dec 1996 07:06:21 -0700 
From:    Bill Powers <powers_w@FRONTIER.NET> 
Subject: Re: Simulation-based stabilization vs. control 
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[From Bill Powers (961231.0615 MST)] 
 
Rick Marken (961230.1830) -- 
 
You said some things awfully well in this post: 
 
>Although the output is computed as part of a control of (imagined) input 
>loop, I think it's still best to call it "computed output" because it is 
>not being _used_ to influence a variable in the loop; 
>it is simply being "tapped off" this loop and added to a non-loop 
>variable (what you are calling the CV, although it is _not_ a CV because 
>it isn't _controlled_). The closed loop is being used as the _means_ of 
>computing the output that is added to a variable that will (because we 
>know the disturbance to that variable) be stabilized by this output. 
 
That is exactly it. The closed-loop part of this arrangment isn't being used 
for control of the CV; it's being used as an indirect way of computing the 
output needed to have a specific open-loop effect on the CV under the 
assumption that the disturbance and the environment are not going to change 
their natures. 
 
Bruce A: 
>> As for whether the CV is controlled in a control system, I'm 
>> sticking by my original statement: yes, it is controlled, but 
>> only for so long as the link between CV and p is constant. 
> 
Rick: 
>If the link between CV and p changes then CV is no longer the CV. CV is 
>the variable that p IS NOW a function of. Try thinking of it this way. 
>Say that p = 3*(x+y) so CV = 3*(x+y). Now suppose the perceptual 
>function changes so that p = x-y. Now CV = x-y. This new variable is now 
>the controlled variable (CV); the environmental correlate of p that is 
>controlled by the control system. 
 
Again, right on target. You said what I've been trying to say but having 
trouble expressing. The CV is _defined by_ the perceptual function. It 
doesn't just exist out there in the environment while the organism tries to 
find a perceptual function that will represent it. The CV is WHATEVER 
CORRESPONDS TO THE PERCEPTUAL SIGNAL. There may be many different external 
circumstances that will yield the same perceptual signal; the control system 
doesn't care which one exists. Suppose the control task is to place a 
child's alphabet block on a table so one side faces north. Which side? It 
doesn't matter. There are six different physical orientations that will 
yield the perception "one side facing north." The object of control isn't to 
create a unique physical situation; it's to produce ANY physical situation 
that will result in the specified perception. 
 
There are two very different perspectives on behavior involved in this 
discussion. One of them takes the externalized observer-centered point of 
view (that of the commercial control engineer, for example) in which there 
is a given environment full of things and processes that the organism has to 
learn to control. The other takes the organism-centered point of view in 
which the organism controls its perceptions by acting on a world of which it 
knows nothing _a priori_. 
 
I don't need to elaborate on the first perspective; it's the one we assume 
when we are unaware that our own perceptions create the world we experience. 
In the second way of looking at behavior, the organism's task is to organize 
perceptions that (a) are controllable, and (b) produce benefits for the 
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organism when controlled in particular states. In this view, there is no one 
unique world; the organism tests different ways of perceiving until it finds 
ways that give it a controllable world. What the external observer sees 
being controlled follows from this process. 
 
However, the observer-centered viewpoint tends to lead us to think that once 
we have found a controlled variable, we have found the _objective thing_ 
that the organism is controlling. We then unconsciously assume that this 
thing exists there in the environment (because, after all, we are perceiving 
it!), and it is ANY organism's task to learn to perceive this variable and 
learn to control it via that perception. This leads into errors such as 
assuming that because we see one organism controlling a particular variable, 
another organism will control the same variable. We discover that one 
organism controls z = 3x + 4y, and reify z so we begin looking for other 
organisms that also control z. The next organism may actually control 4x + 
3y, but if 3x + 4y is stabilized against arbitrary disturbances, 4x + 3y 
will also be stabilized against many of them, although not as precisely. If 
we're used to our predictions not working very well, we'll just assume that 
there are variations among organisms, so some of them can control z better 
than others can. In fact, both organisms might be controlling quite 
precisely, but the external correlates of their perceptions are a little 
different. 
 
Thanks for cutting through the haze, Rick. 
 
Best, 
 
Bill P. 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Tue, 31 Dec 1996 08:40:16 -0600 
From:    Bruce Abbott <abbott@CVAX.IPFW.INDIANA.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Simulation-based stabilization vs. control 
 
[From Bruce Abbott (961231.0940 EST)] 
 
>Bill Powers (961230.1650 MST) -- 
 
> . . . when we consider 
>the effects of a changing reference signal, it becomes obvious that the 
>disturbance isn't the only thing that has to be simulated in such a system; 
>the simulation must also include the effects that the system's output has on 
>the environment through its effectors and eventually on perceptions even 
>without any disturbances present. 
 
Yes, I've already noted that: the simulation must include a model of the EFF. 
 
>The simulation must include the properties 
>of all the lower-level systems involved, the effects of the outputs of those 
>systems on the external world, the effects of the external world on the 
>lowest level of sensors, and the manner in which higher-order perceptions 
>are derived from lower-order perceptions. 
 
A given control system cannot distinguish between a change in its own 
reference signal and a disturbance to p, so I don't see how manipulating the 
reference changes the requirements of the system from what they are when the 
system is simply opposing disturbances to p.  Either way, the system need 
know nothing about how its lower-level systems work their magic.  A 
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simulation-based system would need only to model the predictable component 
of variation in its own CV _as it perceives it_ and the way in which 
variation in its outputs relate to changes in that CV.  It need not know or 
care about how its lower-level systems bring about that relationship. 
That's how I see it; if you see it differently you'll have to explain to me 
what I'm overlooking. 
 
>I am interested in the general problem of how we manage to fill in the 
>perceptual gaps when we control under adverse conditions. But to come up 
>with a workable model requires more than just saying that the brain can 
>simulate disturbances of a simple known nature, or that by some unspecified 
>means the brain can construct a working model of its own lower levels and 
>their interactions with the external world. The essence of the problem is to 
>find a way in which the _effect_ of doing all these complex things can be 
>achieved by an arrangement that is _simple_, rather than just taking the 
>straightest route from A to B without regard to all the implied 
>complexities. What puts me off any proposals offered so far is their lack of 
>elegance and simplicity, their assumption that whatever needs to be done can 
>be done by the brain, as if it had infinite computing capacities and 
>whatever unnamed abilities turn out to be necessary. 
 
I feel like I'm battling the hydra -- cut off one head and two grow to take 
its place.  The demo I provided purposely omitted any mechanism whereby CVm 
and the modeled EFF would come into being.  I wanted to clarify the 
properties of the simulation-based system as compared to those of an 
ordinary control system, assuming that the unspecified mechanism had already 
done its job.  If it turned out that the system performed poorly even under 
these rather ideal conditions, there would be no need to tackle the modeling 
problem.  So now you're complaining that I haven't provided a mechanism. 
 
You are quite right that any serious consideration of the problem must 
ultimately include concrete proposals as to mechanism.  Perhaps someone will 
want to take on that job.  I've already done what I set out to do, which was 
to offer what I hoped would be a clearer view of the systems under discussion. 
 
>I can easily agree that IF the brain could simulate a simple sine-wave 
>disturbance, and IF that disturbance could pass through a proper simulation 
>of the environment and the perceptual system, THEN the simulated perception 
>would behave just like the real one, and control of the simulated variable 
>would be accompanied by control of the real one. It seems to me that this 
>conclusion is built into the conditions that are assumed. 
 
That is true of all deduction.  The purpose of deductive logic is to reveal 
the implications that may be hidden within the assumptions. 
 
>What bothers me is 
>the lack of attention to explaining HOW THIS CAN HAPPEN. How does the brain 
>find out that what it needs to simulate is a simple sine-wave, instead of, 
>for example, a damped cosine wave or a waveform that is only somewhat like a 
>sine wave? How is this simulated disturbance generated, how is the starting 
>time determined, what adjusts the simulation until it matches the real 
>thing? Hans Blom's model at least addresses these questions, although it 
>doesn't explain where the basic form of the simulation comes from and 
>assumes that no matter how complex the required simulation, the brain can 
>handle it. None of the other proposals I have heard even mentions this problem. 
 
See above.  The omission was intentional. 
 
>>Also, I think "computed input" would be a better term 
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>>than "computed output" to describe it; the output is determined exactly as 
>>in an ordinary control system, what differs is that the simulation-based 
>>system computes what _input_ it predicts should be present, moment by >moment. 
 
>Yes, this is a major departure from Hans Blom's model and one that I 
>proposed some months ago. In this model, the simulated perceptual signal is 
>compared directly with the reference signal, with the error acting on the 
>simulation in the usual (for PCT) way. This makes the computation of the 
>inverse of the simulated environment unnecessary, or considerably 
simplifies it. 
 
Ya listenin', Rick? 
 
>I think that when we try to apply this general concept to a modular 
>hierarchical system, where each control system controls a simple 
>one-dimensional variable, the "simulation" problem will reduce to a much 
>simpler one, the problem of generating a single signal that is a simple 
>function of the error signal -- essentially what I proposed as an 
>imagination connection in B:CP. The need for such connections to explain 
>phenomena like planning, thinking, imagining, and dreaming was recognized 23 
>years ago, and I really don't think that any of us has progressed much 
>beyond that by way of proposing an actual workable model. 
 
In fact, in my looser constructions of the idea of simulation-based control 
I've had the imagination connection very much in mind.  In Trkblnd1, one of 
the issues I think both of us attended to while doing the exercise was 
whether we were attempting to imagine the invisible target moving along its 
trajectory or trying to maintain the rhythm of the kinesthetic sensations 
arising from mouse movement.  I found that I could do both.  That's an 
unfortunate problem with this approach -- there are secondary perceptions 
one can switch to controlling when the target disappears, other than the 
imagined target position.  However, doesn't switching to control of 
mouse-movement rhythm still involve generating an internal, time-varying 
reference keyed to a remembered rhythm?  If so, then this playback acts as a 
kind of surrogate perception to which the mouse movements are matched, i.e., 
simulation-based control. 
 
>>As for whether the CV is controlled in a control system, I'm sticking by 
>>my original statement: yes, it is controlled, but only for so long as the 
>>link between CV and p is constant. During dark adaptation, a person may be 
>>allowed to control the perceived brightness of a small, dim spot of light, 
>>holding it at a particular level.  As adaptation proceeds, the person will 
>>be observed to gradually _decrease_ the objective intensity of the light, 
>>but will _report_ that the _perceived_ intensity remains constant.  In 
>>this case control _stabilizes p while _destabilizing_ CV. 
 
>Let's be careful about shifting the focus to the environment. In the case 
>you describe, what matters to the organism isn't the objective intensity of 
>the light, but the effect on the sensor signals. In fact the state of the 
>objective correlate of the perception (assuming there is one) is important 
>only through the route of intrinsic variables. Most of the time what matters 
>is the mutual consistency of our perceptions; the objective situation is 
>secondary. We adjust the lights until we can see clearly; the actual level 
>of illumination needed for clear vision is almost irrelevant. 
 
The only things the organism knows about are its perceptions.  If your 
hearing is failing, you may keep turning up the volume on your hearing aid 
and eventually may begin to accelerate the loss rate by over-stimulating 
(and thereby damaging) the remaining hair-cell receptors of the cochlea.  As 
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for the importance of intrinsic variables, I have already described (to 
Rick) how reorganization would be expected to readjust the system so as to 
reduce the error, in those cases wherein a changed relationship betwee p and 
CV brought about serious error in the intrinsic variables. 
 
>I'm concerned that another part of the PCT message is getting lost in this 
>discussion of degrees of stabilization. The discussions going on now seem to 
>imply that a little stablization is better than none, with the kind provided 
>by true control simply being a little better than the other kinds. To me, 
>this implies a failure to recognize just how universal true control is, how 
>exceedingly accurate it is, and how very different the behavior of organisms 
>would look if sensitive, accurate control didn't exist. 
 
I certainly do not mean to imply that true control is simply a little better 
than other kinds of stabilization.  As my analysis shows, simulation-based 
control is a rather brittle form, requiring the existence of highly 
favorable conditions if it is to confer any benefit at all.  It simply 
cannot deal with random disturbances, and in many systems (particularly 
those at the lowest levels), rather large, unpredictable disturbances are 
the rule.  The purpose of my analysis was to highlight these differences, 
not to sweep them under the rug. 
 
>If we're going to talk about simulation-based control, I think it's a bad 
>mistake to start out by assuming simple predictable disturbances acting in a 
>reliable way. That's not the GENERAL case; it's a very special case, and any 
>system that is organized only to deal with that special case is simply going 
>to fail when put into a real environment. The PCT model handles the general 
>case; it doesn't need disturbances to be predictable; it doesn't need 
>single-valued input or output functions; it handles predictable environments 
>exactly as it handles unpredictable ones, because controlling in the 
>presence of unpredictable disturbances includes the case of controlling in 
>the presence of predictable disturbances. Even though a disturbance is, in 
>principle, predictable, it doesn't need to be predicted in order to be 
>resisted -- unless you've set up the model so it _always_ needs to predict. 
 
Again, I started by assuming a best-case senario for simulation-based 
control in order to evaluate its performance under those conditions, not 
because I assume that such conditions are typical.  That's how analysis 
usually proceeds: we start with the simple case ("consider a frictionless 
spring") and then, when we understand that, move on to more realistic cases. 
I am well aware of the advantages of ordinary control in handling both 
predictable and unpredictable disturbances. 
 
>Sorry to go on so long on this, but it really seems to me that in talking 
>about simulation-based control in the way that's been going on is simply 
>leading us back into the older view of behavior, in which behavior is seen 
>as only approximate, imprecise, stochastic, and fundamentally variable. 
>That's the legacy of a century and a half of trying to apply a wrong model, 
>and blaming all the difficulties on nature instead of on the modeler. 
 
I don't see it that way at all, but if you think discussing this issue tends 
to obscure the main message you wish to convey on CSGnet, I'm willing to 
drop it.  In fact, I've already said about all I have to say on the matter. 
 
Regards, 
 
Bruce 
 
------------------------------ 
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Date:    Tue, 31 Dec 1996 08:01:59 -0700 
From:    "T. B. Harms" <tbh@TESSER.COM> 
Subject: Re: Simulation-based stabilization vs. control 
 
*from Tracy Harms (961231.0751 MST) 
 
 
Bill Powers (961231.0615 MST) 
 
>There are two very different perspectives on behavior involved in this 
>discussion. One of them takes the externalized observer-centered point of 
>view (that of the commercial control engineer, for example) in which there 
>is a given environment full of things and processes that the organism has to 
>learn to control. The other takes the organism-centered point of view in 
>which the organism controls its perceptions by acting on a world of which it 
>knows nothing _a priori_. 
 
I'd love to hear some elaboration on this final comment.  I'll agree that 
we cannot accept the Kantian picture of a priori qualities to knowledge, 
but on the other hand it does seem to me that in terms of the origin and 
development of individual organisms a great bulk of their knowledge is 
prior-to-the-fact of their interaction with the world.  For example, before 
young land-animals are exposed to the open atmosphere they often grow 
lungs.  Here we encounter knowledge about the world which cannot be seen as 
after-the-fact *for that individual*. 
 
 
Tracy Bruce Harms                                        tbh@tesser.com 
Boulder, Colorado                                        caveat lector! 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Tue, 31 Dec 1996 09:24:49 -0700 
From:    Bill Powers <powers_w@FRONTIER.NET> 
Subject: Re: Simulation-based stabilization vs. control 
 
[From Bill Powers (961231.0800 MST)] 
 
Bruce Abbott (961231.0940 EST)] 
 
>A given control system cannot distinguish between a change in its own 
>reference signal and a disturbance to p, so I don't see how manipulating 
>the reference changes the requirements of the system from what they are 
>when the system is simply opposing disturbances to p.  Either way, the 
>system need know nothing about how its lower-level systems work their >magic. 
 
There are always some dynamic effects involve in control; when you vary the 
reference signal for a control system, its perceptual signal doesn't follow 
it instantly and perfectly. The simulation must take that into account to be 
stable. Also, higher-level control systems must in general adjust many 
lower-level reference signals at the same time, leading to multiple effects 
in the environment, any of which might involve a disturbance. The 
environment, in general, will be nonlinear, so its response to action will 
depend on the setting of the reference signal. A simulation-based control 
process must take all these effects into account to achieve stable control 
that mimics direct control of the external CV. Finally, the general case of 
higher-level control includes perceptual inputs that are not themselves 
under control; they represent aspects of the environment that are not in the 
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loop for lower systems. When a dog chases a cat, it can affect its own 
position relative to the environment, but not the cat's position. One 
element of the controlled relationship is not involved in any of the dog's 
lower-level control loops. Simulation-based chasing control would have to 
model where the cat is going to go. 
 
>I feel like I'm battling the hydra -- cut off one head and two grow to 
>take its place.  The demo I provided purposely omitted any mechanism 
>whereby CVm and the modeled EFF would come into being. I wanted to clarify 
>the properties of the simulation-based system as compared to those of an 
>ordinary control system, assuming that the unspecified mechanism had 
>already done its job. 
 
I understand what you were doing, but I still think that this approach begs 
the question. What this way of modeling does is to postulate WHATEVER 
PROPERTIES ARE NEEDED TO MAKE THE MODEL WORK EVEN IF THEY ARE IMPOSSIBLE TO 
STATE OR ACHIEVE. And of course those properties are not actually stated; 
what is assumed is that the _final effect_ is achieved by an undefined 
mechanism, never mind how. 
 
What you end up with is a trivial conclusion. If the simulation were a 
perfect representation of the external EFF, and if the simulated disturbance 
were a perfect imitation of the actual disturbance, then the output of the 
simulation would be the same as the output of the real EFF. That's not even 
a deduction: it's just saying the same thing twice in different words. It's 
just saying that if the simulation is perfect, it is perfect (and of course 
it's also saying that to the extent that it's not perfect, it's not 
perfect). But we knew that to begin with. 
 
> If it turned out that the system performed poorly even under 
> these rather ideal conditions, there would be no need to tackle the 
>modeling problem.  So now you're complaining that I haven't provided a 
>mechanism. 
 
There is no way that the system could perform poorly unless you postulate 
that it performs poorly -- for example, by postulating that the modeled 
disturbance is different from the real one. If you could build a perfect 
stimulator, it would simulate perfectly. If it simulated poorly, it would 
simulate poorly. The whole problem is HOW SUCH A SIMULATION COULD EXIST. 
 
>You are quite right that any serious consideration of the problem must 
>ultimately include concrete proposals as to mechanism.  Perhaps someone 
>will want to take on that job.  I've already done what I set out to do, 
>which was to offer what I hoped would be a clearer view of the systems 
>under discussion. 
 
OK, granted. I'm probably being too hard-nosed about this. 
 
>>Yes, this is a major departure from Hans Blom's model and one that I 
>>proposed some months ago. In this model, the simulated perceptual signal 
>>is compared directly with the reference signal, with the error acting on 
>>the simulation in the usual (for PCT) way. This makes the computation of 
>>the inverse of the simulated environment unnecessary, or considerably 
>>simplifies it. 
> 
>Ya listenin', Rick? 
 
It still requires the _forward_ simulation to exist, and that is still a 
major unsolved problem. I wish we could get off the subject of who is right, 
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you or Rick. That is a very boring subject. Are you guys in some sort of 
contest? What's the prize? 
 
> .. an 
>unfortunate problem with this approach -- there are secondary perceptions 
>one can switch to controlling when the target disappears, other than the 
>imagined target position.  However, doesn't switching to control of 
>mouse-movement rhythm still involve generating an internal, time-varying 
>reference keyed to a remembered rhythm? 
 
It could involve an oscillator in the output function that is variable with 
repect to amplitude, phase, and frequency. It obviously involves the ability 
to _perceive_ in those terms. A perception of a constant frequency of 
oscillation would be a _steady_ signal indicating frequency, not an 
oscillating signal. The reference signal would also be a steady signal if 
the frequency is to be held constant. I don't yet have a model for control 
of oscillatory variables. 
 
>If so, then this playback acts as a 
>kind of surrogate perception to which the mouse movements are matched, 
>i.e., simulation-based control. 
 
That's not what simulation-based control means. Simulation-based control 
involves a simulation that connects the error signal to the simulated 
perceptual signal; the simulation is of a property of the environment. 
You're just describing a reference signal. 
 
> I have already described (to 
>Rick) how reorganization would be expected to readjust the system so as to 
>reduce the error, in those cases wherein a changed relationship between p 
>and CV brought about serious error in the intrinsic variables. 
 
See my earlier post today, agreeing with Rick's. The CV is not defined 
independently of p. It is simply the inverse input function of p. 
Reorganization changes, among other things, the form of the perceptual input 
function, thereby changing the definition of CV. There's no way that p can 
have a "changed relationship" with the _same_ CV. 
 
>I certainly do not mean to imply that true control is simply a little 
>better than other kinds of stabilization.  As my analysis shows, 
>simulation-based control is a rather brittle form, requiring the existence 
>of highly favorable conditions if it is to confer any benefit at all.  It 
>simply cannot deal with random disturbances, and in many systems 
>(particularly those at the lowest levels), rather large, unpredictable 
>disturbances are the rule.  The purpose of my analysis was to highlight 
>these differences, not to sweep them under the rug. 
 
OK, good. I agree with your purpose. 
 
Best, 
 
Bill P. 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Tue, 31 Dec 1996 11:20:39 -0500 
From:    Bruce Gregory <gregory@CF4.HARVARD.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Simulation-based stabilization vs. control 
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[From Bruce Gregory (961231.1130 EST)] 
 
Tracy Harms (961231.0751 MST) 
 
> I'll agree that 
> we cannot accept the Kantian picture of a priori qualities to knowledge, 
> but on the other hand it does seem to me that in terms of the origin and 
> development of individual organisms a great bulk of their knowledge is 
> prior-to-the-fact of their interaction with the world.  For example, before 
> young land-animals are exposed to the open atmosphere they often grow 
> lungs.  Here we encounter knowledge about the world which cannot be seen as 
> after-the-fact *for that individual*. 
 
I fear we are in danger of using the word "knowledge" in such a 
broad way that it is almost meaningless. Mach argued that inertia 
is an effect of the total distribution of mass in the universe. I would 
be hesitant to say that a rock has "knowledge" of this mass distribution 
by virtue of its inertia. 
 
 
Bruce Gregory 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Tue, 31 Dec 1996 08:58:31 -0800 
From:    Rick Marken <marken@LEONARDO.NET> 
Subject: Re: Simulation-based stabilization vs. control 
 
[From Rick Marken (961231.0900 PST)] 
 
Bill Powers (961231.0615 MST) 
 
>Thanks for cutting through the haze, Rick. 
 
And thanks for pointing out the scenic view beyond. 
 
Bruce Abbott (961231.0940 EST) 
 
> doesn't switching to control of mouse-movement rhythm still involve 
> generating an internal, time-varying reference keyed to a remembered 
> rhythm? 
 
Yes, as part of the process of controlling the _perception_ of 
sinusoidal mouse movement. 
 
>If so, then this playback acts as a kind of surrogate perception to 
>which the mouse movements are matched, i.e., simulation-based control. 
 
There is no "playback" in the PCT model. What happens is that a 
time-varying lower level reference is generated as the output used to 
produce the _perception_ of a time-varying mouse movement. The reference 
for 
the perception of mouse movement is probably selected from memory on 
the basis of a match with the remembered perception of cursor movement. 
But once the reference is selected (by whatever means) the process is 
good old control of _perception_. 
 
The PCT model of "blind" tracking differs substantially from the 
simulation-based control model. The PCT model controls a _perception_ 
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of mouse movement; the simulation - based control model, on the other 
hand, controls only its _imagination_ of cursor (or mouse) movement. 
 
Best 
 
Rick 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Tue, 31 Dec 1996 10:04:46 -0700 
From:    Bill Powers <powers_w@FRONTIER.NET> 
Subject: Re: Simulation-based stabilization vs. control 
 
[From Bill Powers (961231.0930 MST) 
 
Tracy Harms (961231.0751 MST) 
 
Sorry we couldn't get together on my trip to Boulder. There will be more 
chances. 
 
>I'll agree that 
>we cannot accept the Kantian picture of a priori qualities to knowledge, 
>but on the other hand it does seem to me that in terms of the origin and 
>development of individual organisms a great bulk of their knowledge is 
>prior-to-the-fact of their interaction with the world.  For example, 
>before young land-animals are exposed to the open atmosphere they often 
>grow lungs.  Here we encounter knowledge about the world which cannot be 
>seen as after-the-fact *for that individual*. 
 
I think we have to maintain a distinction between knowledge acquired by an 
individual during one lifetime and knowledge passed on across generations. 
At the very least, different time-scales are involved, and certainly 
different mechanisms. 
 
I also think that Lamarck should by no means be put prematurely to rest. The 
experiment with cutting the tails off mice was a silly way to test the 
thesis that acquired characteristics can be inherited. If you think of an 
acquired characteristic as a change that the organism has instituted for its 
own purposes, then clearly what the environment may do to the organism is 
not a "characteristic." If you think of characteristics as resulting from 
internal reorganizing processes (which can include mutations), then there is 
really no difference between natural selection (as it actually is carried 
out by the organism) and inheritance of acquired characteristics. 
 
When you think of it this way, the need for a mechanism becomes even more 
obvious. How do organisms pass along some of the things that are obviously 
passed along, like lungs? The standard answer is "DNA," but a lot more is 
passed from parents to children than DNA. The entire contents of the 
mother's egg is passed along, including many complex proteins and protein 
structures which can easily include functioning biochemical control systems 
in full working order. This is true even in bacteria. Human parents pass to 
their children a predisposition to develop a hierarchy of control systems 
appropriate to the environment of a single lifetime. But they also pass 
along, at least in some species, some rather astonishing _behavioral_ 
characteristics, which are very hard to explain. 
 
Lake Michigan, some tens of thousands of years ago, had a land bridge across 
its middle. Certain birds, whose names elude me, apparently  established a 
migration path south along the lakeshore, then across the land bridge, then 
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on further south on the other side. They still follow that path, although 
the land bridge has been gone for thousands of years. The simplest-seeming 
explanation for why they cross just where the land bridge was is that 
somehow they remember the path as it used to be -- across hundreds or 
thousands of generations. This naturally creates certain technical problems 
for any model that hopes to explain how such things can happen. 
 
If we look at evolutionary changes and learning processes of a single 
lifetime as examples of a general reorganizing capability, as Gary Cziko has 
suggested, then we can see all "knowledge", on all time-scales, as a process 
of creating perceptions (and corresponding CVs) that are useful for the 
purpose of maintaining life. We have to remember that all aspects of an 
organism are, first of all, _human perceptions_. A "lung" is a human 
perception. It is only secondarily and hypothetically a physical structure 
that can absorb oxygen and release CO2. If we see "lungness" as a controlled 
variable (on the evolutionary time scale), that is just how WE see it; the 
actual controlled variable which is served by growing lungs is something 
known only to the organism in question, and "known" only in the sense of 
biochemical processes. 
 
Behind this discussion there is another one, concerning the way different 
and independent reorganizing processes seem to converge on outcomes that 
look very similar to us human observers. This is another hint that there is 
actually a real environment of some sort out there. But that's another subject. 
 
Best, 
 
Bill P. 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Tue, 31 Dec 1996 11:26:34 -0700 
From:    "T. B. Harms" <tbh@TESSER.COM> 
Subject: evolution, etc. 
 
*from Tracy Harms (961231.1130 MST) 
 
 
Bill Powers (961231.0930 MST) 
 
>If you think of an 
>acquired characteristic as a change that the organism has instituted for its 
>own purposes, then clearly what the environment may do to the organism is 
>not a "characteristic." If you think of characteristics as resulting from 
>internal reorganizing processes (which can include mutations), then there is 
>really no difference between natural selection (as it actually is carried 
>out by the organism) and inheritance of acquired characteristics. 
 
I'm afraid I don't follow that proposal.  How might mutation count as an 
internal reorganizing process? 
 
>When you think of it this way, the need for a mechanism becomes even more 
>obvious. 
 
I don't understand what this talk of "need for a mechanism" accomplishes. 
It must have something to do with your reconsideration of Lamarckian 
theories of adaptation, right?  That's as close as I can get, however. 
 
>How do organisms pass along some of the things that are obviously 
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>passed along, like lungs? The standard answer is "DNA," but a lot more is 
>passed from parents to children than DNA.  [...] 
 
Yes, and Gerald Edelman develops something like this point in _Topobiology: 
An Introduction to Molecular Embryology_.  I don't see how this moves us at 
all away from neo-darwinian theory. 
 
>If we look at evolutionary changes and learning processes of a single 
>lifetime as examples of a general reorganizing capability, as Gary Cziko has 
>suggested, then we can see all "knowledge", on all time-scales, as a process 
>of creating perceptions (and corresponding CVs) that are useful for the 
>purpose of maintaining life. 
 
I'm not so sure of that.  Yes, the PCT structure can be metaphorically 
extended, but you've been warning us against doing that and I think your 
warnings are correct.  There was a feedback process in the production of 
the turtles' shells, but I agree with you that it was not a *control* 
system.  I propose that we need to distinguish the differences between 
within-organism control, among-organism control, and something-or-other 
non-control, where at least one of the somethings-or-other is the 
evolutionary adaptation which produces speciation.  I'm pretty sure it will 
not conform to a control-loop explanation, thus we'll need to become handy 
with the differences. 
 
>We have to remember that all aspects of an 
>organism are, first of all, _human perceptions_. 
 
I cannot accept this way of dealing with things.  It is entirely reasonable 
to presume that there are any diversity of aspects to things which are 
neither our perceptions nor dependent upon them. 
 
>A "lung" is a human perception. It is only secondarily and hypothetically 
>a physical structure that can absorb oxygen and release CO2. 
 
"Lung" is a human *concept*, which may indicate, to some degree of 
adequacy, something about vertibrate physiology.  A lung, however, is that 
thing which is meant by the word "lung," which is usually an organ, *not* a 
perception *nor* a concept. 
 
>If we see "lungness" as a controlled 
>variable (on the evolutionary time scale), that is just how WE see it; the 
>actual controlled variable which is served by growing lungs is something 
>known only to the organism in question, and "known" only in the sense of 
>biochemical processes. 
 
Again, I don't think the evolution of organisms will fit the control-system 
model.  If not, "lungness" can't be a controlled variable. 
 
>Behind this discussion there is another one, concerning the way different 
>and independent reorganizing processes seem to converge on outcomes that 
>look very similar to us human observers. This is another hint that there is 
>actually a real environment of some sort out there. But that's another subject. 
 
And one which has been touched on before.  You are far too cautious in 
refering to the imperceptive continuum of stuff at large, a.k.a. reality. 
I recognize that some people take it far too much for granted that said 
reality is simply what appears to us:  It is not.  But you overcorrect as 
you shy from those errors, Bill. 
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Tracy Bruce Harms                                        tbh@tesser.com 
Boulder, Colorado                                        caveat lector! 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Tue, 31 Dec 1996 11:44:52 -0700 
From:    "T. B. Harms" <tbh@TESSER.COM> 
Subject: knowledge <--> adaptation 
 
*from Tracy Harms (961231.1140 MST) 
 
 
Bruce Gregory (961231.1130 EST) 
 
>I fear we are in danger of using the word "knowledge" in such a 
>broad way that it is almost meaningless. Mach argued that inertia 
>is an effect of the total distribution of mass in the universe. I would 
>be hesitant to say that a rock has "knowledge" of this mass distribution 
>by virtue of its inertia. 
> 
> 
>Bruce Gregory 
 
I don't share your fear.  It is clear to me that knowledge, even in the 
broadened sense I've pushed for, is *contingent.*  That is, it is something 
extra that needs explanation beyond the more-or-less universal properties 
of things.  Mass, friction, space-filling, heat -- such things are neatly 
explained without consideration of local conformance, or fit, between a 
fragile structure and its environment. 
 
If you object to the work 'knowledge' as I use it, we could switch to 
speaking of adaptation, as the two concepts are more or less equivalent for 
me at this time. 
 
 
Tracy Bruce Harms                                        tbh@tesser.com 
Boulder, Colorado                                        caveat lector! 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Tue, 31 Dec 1996 15:22:09 -0500 
From:    Bruce Gregory <gregory@CF4.HARVARD.EDU> 
Subject: Re: evolution, etc. 
 
[From Bruce Gregory (961231.1525 EST)] 
 
Tracy Harms (961231.1130 MST) 
> 
> 
> Bill Powers (961231.0930 MST) 
> 
> 
> >We have to remember that all aspects of an 
> >organism are, first of all, _human perceptions_. 
 
Sloppy speaking. You told us that a perception is 
the existence of a neural signal in a perceptual pathway. 
You _may_ mean that all aspects of an organism are 
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inferences based on perceptions. 
 
> I cannot accept this way of dealing with things.  It is entirely reasonable 
> to presume that there are any diversity of aspects to things which are 
> neither our perceptions nor dependent upon them. 
 
I agree. Noting that these "things" are elements in our 
models. 
 
> >A "lung" is a human perception. 
 
Same problem described above. 
 
> >It is only secondarily and hypothetically 
> >a physical structure that can absorb oxygen and release CO2. 
> 
> "Lung" is a human *concept*, which may indicate, to some degree of 
> adequacy, something about vertibrate physiology.  A lung, however, is that 
> thing which is meant by the word "lung," which is usually an organ, *not* a 
> perception *nor* a concept. 
 
Lungs are elements of the models that we use to make 
sense of the perceived world. 
 
> >If we see "lungness" as a controlled 
> >variable (on the evolutionary time scale), that is just how WE see it; the 
> >actual controlled variable which is served by growing lungs is something 
> >known only to the organism in question, and "known" only in the sense of 
> >biochemical processes. 
> 
> Again, I don't think the evolution of organisms will fit the control-system 
> model.  If not, "lungness" can't be a controlled variable. 
 
I'd love to see Bill's model. Who is controlling lungness? How? 
 
> >Behind this discussion there is another one, concerning the way different 
> >and independent reorganizing processes seem to converge on outcomes that 
> >look very similar to us human observers. This is another hint that there is 
> >actually a real environment of some sort out there. But that's another 
subject. 
 
Again, the existence of "a real environment of some sort out there" 
is an element of the model thatvirtually everyone accepts. It is 
hardly "hinted at". As we agreed, the existence of a "real world" 
is not an inference, but something we cannot avoid. The nature 
of this something is guessed at in our models. 
 
 
Bruce Gregory 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Tue, 31 Dec 1996 15:26:17 -0500 
From:    Bruce Gregory <gregory@CF4.HARVARD.EDU> 
Subject: Re: knowledge <--> adaptation 
 
[From Bruce Gregory (961231.1525 EST)] 
 
Tracy Harms (961231.1140 MST) 
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> 
> I don't share your fear.  It is clear to me that knowledge, even in the 
> broadened sense I've pushed for, is *contingent.*  That is, it is something 
> extra that needs explanation beyond the more-or-less universal properties 
> of things.  Mass, friction, space-filling, heat -- such things are neatly 
> explained without consideration of local conformance, or fit, between a 
> fragile structure and its environment. 
 
The more or less universal properties of things are properties of 
our models, not of things independent of those models. 
 
 > If you object to the work 'knowledge' as I use it, we could switch to 
> speaking of adaptation, as the two concepts are more or less equivalent for 
> me at this time. 
 
I'd definitely prefer this, since the two concepts are _not_ equivalent 
for me. Knowledge, for me, refers to our confidence in our models. 
 
Bruce Gregory 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Tue, 31 Dec 1996 13:57:48 -0700 
From:    Bill Powers <powers_w@FRONTIER.NET> 
Subject: Re: evolution, etc. 
 
[From Bill Powers (961231.1300 MST)] 
 
Tracy Harms (961231.1130 MST)-- 
 
>I'm afraid I don't follow that proposal.  How might mutation count as an 
>internal reorganizing process? 
 
To understand this you have to understand what we call the E. coli type of 
reorganization, named after E. coli's method of steering up and down 
chemical gradients. E. coli can't actually steer; all it can do is alter its 
direction of travel at random, by brief episodes of tumbling. Despite this 
random mode of changing direction, it can travel up and down a a gradient 50 
to 70 percent as fast as it could if it could really steer itself. 
 
E. coli senses a _time rate of change of concentration_ of an attractant (or 
repellent), generated by its swimming in a straight line through a chemical 
gradient. If this rate of change is more positive than a certain amount, E. 
coli delays its next tumble; if less positive, it tumbles sooner. The result 
is that it spends much more time swimming up the gradient than down it. 
Systematic control is achieved by adjusting the timing of a truly random 
output (actually determined to be random by measurement). 
 
This principle seems to be unknown to the biologists who are objecting to 
the Cairnes et. al. studies of "directed mutation" in E. coli (by 
coincidence, the same organism). They think that in order for mutations to 
proceed in a systematic direction, there would have to be a change (which 
doesn't actually occur) in the distribution of the mutations away from pure 
randomness. But that is not so; all that has to change is the _interval 
between_ mutations: the mutations themselves can still be completely random. 
The way it would work is just the way E. coli steers: 
 
If, after a mutation, the multiplying bacteria experience increasing stress, 
the next mutation will occur sooner; if the stress begins to fall, it will 
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be postponed. This means that the bacteria will multiply for a longer time 
before another change when the mutation leads to a less stressful condition, 
with the result of a rapid shift of the population toward forms that reduce 
the stress. This relationship between level of stress and mutation rate is 
well known in several kinds of microorganisms, apparently. 
 
To make this into a control system all we need is to postulate that there is 
some biochemical sensor that detects the stress level (or some chemical 
concentration related to it), compares it with a reference level, and 
converts the error into the length of delay before the next mutation. Of 
course we also have to imagine that random mutations are triggered by the 
organism itself, rather than by cosmic rays or other random processes alone. 
The mutation rate could be influenced by, for example, reducing or 
increasing the number of repair enzymes being manufactured, thus letting 
natural wear and tear have greater or lesser effects. 
 
I think this gives us a reasonable basis for proposing that evolution is 
primarily an action by the species rather than a process in which the 
species participates only passively. 
 
>>When you think of it this way, the need for a mechanism becomes even more 
>>obvious. 
> 
>I don't understand what this talk of "need for a mechanism" accomplishes. 
>It must have something to do with your reconsideration of Lamarckian 
>theories of adaptation, right?  That's as close as I can get, however. 
 
In the above discussion I tried to illustrate the sort of mechanism that 
would be required. 
 
>>How do organisms pass along some of the things that are obviously 
>>passed along, like lungs? The standard answer is "DNA," but a lot more is 
>>passed from parents to children than DNA.  [...] 
> 
>Yes, and Gerald Edelman develops something like this point in 
>_Topobiology: An Introduction to Molecular Embryology_.  I don't see how 
>this moves us at all away from neo-darwinian theory. 
 
It says that working biochemical control systems can be passed along from 
one generation to the next without interruption, including the states of the 
variables and the functions relating them. It's pretty sure that DNA and RNA 
-- genes -- are actively involved in local biochemical control processes, 
and are not simply tape recordings which are played back without themselves 
being affected. I have proposed a rather fanciful view of evolution in which 
control processes are involved from the very beginning of life, with the 
stability of organization being actively maintained rather than simply 
resulting from a lack of effective disturbances. I don't know how this 
squares with neo-darwinian theory; can you elaborate? 
 
> Yes, the PCT structure can be metaphorically 
>extended, but you've been warning us against doing that and I think your 
>warnings are correct. 
 
I'm not intending my extension to be metaphorical. There are quite literal 
biochemical control systems identified _in vitro_ and _in vivo_, as well as 
_in computo_, and there are certainly negative feedback systems at the level 
of DNA, although they have not been formally identified as control systems 
yet (there are people working on that -- maybe the chief person involved, 
who listens in on this conversation, could be persuaded to say a few words 
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on that). 
 
>>We have to remember that all aspects of an 
>>organism are, first of all, _human perceptions_. 
> 
>I cannot accept this way of dealing with things.  It is entirely 
>reasonable to presume that there are any diversity of aspects to things 
>which are neither our perceptions nor dependent upon them. 
 
I think it's necessary to deal with things this way at least once in a 
while, to keep ourselves honest. 
 
>>A "lung" is a human perception. It is only secondarily and hypothetically 
>>a physical structure that can absorb oxygen and release CO2. 
> 
>"Lung" is a human *concept*, which may indicate, to some degree of 
>adequacy, something about vertibrate physiology.  A lung, however, is that 
>thing which is meant by the word "lung," which is usually an organ, *not* 
>a perception *nor* a concept. 
 
How do we know about lungs, except through what our senses tell us? I don't 
distinguish among perceptions in the old categories, like "concrete" and 
"abstract" or "sensation -perception - conception". I just call everything a 
perception, and distinguish among levels by proposing specific classes of 
perceptions. 
 
Other topics can wait for me to have a nap or two -- I'm sure they'll come 
up again. 
 
Best, 
 
Bill P. 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Tue, 31 Dec 1996 14:05:10 -0700 
From:    Bill Powers <powers_w@FRONTIER.NET> 
Subject: Re: evolution, etc. 
 
[From Bill Powers (961231.1400 MST)] 
 
Bruce Gregory (961231.1525 EST) -- 
>> >We have to remember that all aspects of an 
>> >organism are, first of all, _human perceptions_. 
> 
>Sloppy speaking. You told us that a perception is 
>the existence of a neural signal in a perceptual pathway. 
>You _may_ mean that all aspects of an organism are 
>inferences based on perceptions. 
 
Aw, it's not THAT sloppy. Inferences are neural signals in perceptual 
pathways, too, aren't they? How else would you know about them? 
 
>Lungs are elements of the models that we use to make 
>sense of the perceived world. 
 
And we know about these models because they are signals in perceptual 
pathways. Everything we can experience is a signal in a perceptual pathway, 
it says here. Maybe that's wrong, but if so, I'd like to know how. 
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>Again, the existence of "a real environment of some sort out there" 
>is an element of the model thatirtually everyone accepts. It is 
>hardly "hinted at". As we agreed, the existence of a "real world" 
>is not an inference, but something we cannot avoid. The nature 
>of this something is guessed at in our models. 
 
I'm simply emphasizing the guesswork. Maybe not all lungs are identical. 
 
Best, 
 
Bill P. 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Tue, 31 Dec 1996 13:10:43 -0800 
From:    Rick Marken <marken@LEONARDO.NET> 
Subject: Re: evolution, etc. 
 
[From Rick Marken (961231.1305 PST)] 
 
Bill Powers (961231.0930 MST)-- 
 
> We have to remember that all aspects of an organism are, 
> first of all, _human perceptions_. 
 
Bruce Gregory (961231.1525 EST) -- 
 
> Sloppy speaking. 
 
I don't think so. 
 
> You told us that a perception is the existence of a neural signal 
> in a perceptual pathway. 
 
Right. And things like arms, legs and lungs are precisely that 
(according to PCT): neural signals in perceptual pathways. 
 
>You _may_ mean that all aspects of an organism are inferences based 
> on perceptions. 
 
No. I think he means what he said. 
 
We can and do make inferences based on our perceptions. These 
inferences are perceptions too, of course. 
 
Perceptually yours 
 
Rick 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Tue, 31 Dec 1996 18:50:42 -0700 
From:    "T. B. Harms" <tbh@TESSER.COM> 
Subject: Re: knowledge <--> adaptation 
 
*from Tracy Harms (961231.1844 MST) 
 
Bruce Gregory (961231.1525 EST) 
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>The more or less universal properties of things are properties of 
>our models, not of things independent of those models. 
 
This reminds me of Korzybski's homily "the map is not the territory."  True 
as that is, you are hip to the fact that it is the things (independent of 
our models) which change as they do.  Insofar as those changes conform with 
what our envisioned models lead us to expect, I don't see why the 
regularity itself, in the stuff itself *not in our models*, might not be 
labelled a "property."  Contrary to your assertion, that is. 
 
>> If you object to the work 'knowledge' as I use it, we could switch to 
>> speaking of adaptation, as the two concepts are more or less equivalent for 
>> me at this time. 
> 
>I'd definitely prefer this, since the two concepts are _not_ equivalent 
>for me. Knowledge, for me, refers to our confidence in our models. 
 
Not an uncommon view, I'm sure.  The word has come to us with denotations 
of truth, certainty, confidence, recognition, experience, awareness, skill, 
intimacy, and more.  Not surprisingly in formal studies a lot of these 
meanings end up being discarded as various problems and solutions are 
clarified.  There appears to be a major alternative between retaining 
concern with confidence at the expense of concern for truth, or retaining 
concern with truth at the expense of concern for confidence.  I've chosen 
the latter route.  Thus knowledge, for me, has nothing to do with our 
confidence in our models.  Instead it has to do with the improvement of 
models.  And whereas Bill Powers seems to like to think of knowedge in 
terms of perceptual experience, my emphasis is on relational structures 
which are not themselves perceptions. 
 
 
Tracy Bruce Harms                                        tbh@tesser.com 
Boulder, Colorado                                        caveat lector! 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Tue, 31 Dec 1996 22:38:52 -0500 
From:    "David M. Goldstein" <davidmg@JERSEY.NET> 
Subject: Re.: TrkBlnd1.pas 
 
From:  David Goldstein 
Subject: Powers 961229.1945 MST 
Date:  12/31/96 
 
When one looks at the design of this study, it sure looks like the 
standard way of doing research I was taught:  There is an independent 
variable,  sighted versus blinded.  Each subject experiences all values 
of the variable ("within-S variable"). There is a second independent 
variable, replications. There are two different dependent variables, 
mean and standard deviation of performance in the tracking task. 
 
One could apply the analysis of variance to determine whether the mean 
difference between the sighted versus blinded condition was more than 
one would expect by chance.  One could estimate the magnitude of the 
effect. 
 
This sure looks very traditional in terms of research design.  I must be 
missing something.  Can someone point out what I am missing here? 
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------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Tue, 31 Dec 1996 21:47:50 -0600 
From:    Gary Cziko <g-cziko@UIUC.EDU> 
Subject: Dawkins on Variable Mutation Rate 
 
[from Gary Cziko 970101.0313 GMT] 
 
Responding to Bill Powers (961231.1300 MST) who said: 
 
>If, after a mutation, the multiplying bacteria experience increasing stress, 
>the next mutation will occur sooner; if the stress begins to fall, it will 
>be postponed. This means that the bacteria will multiply for a longer time 
>before another change when the mutation leads to a less stressful condition, 
>with the result of a rapid shift of the population toward forms that reduce 
>the stress. This relationship between level of stress and mutation rate is 
>well known in several kinds of microorganisms, apparently. 
> 
>To make this into a control system all we need is to postulate that there is 
>some biochemical sensor that detects the stress level (or some chemical 
>concentration related to it), compares it with a reference level, and 
>converts the error into the length of delay before the next mutation. Of 
>course we also have to imagine that random mutations are triggered by the 
>organism itself, rather than by cosmic rays or other random processes alone. 
>The mutation rate could be influenced by, for example, reducing or 
>increasing the number of repair enzymes being manufactured, thus letting 
>natural wear and tear have greater or lesser effects. 
> 
>I think this gives us a reasonable basis for proposing that evolution is 
>primarily an action by the species rather than a process in which the 
>species participates only passively. 
 
Greg Williams recently pointed out to me that Richard Dawkins discusses the 
notion of variable mutation rates (although not from a control-theory 
perspective) in his latest book _Climbing Mount Improbable_ (1996, New 
York: Norton). 
 
Dawkins suggests that this could be the case for asexually reproducing 
organisms but not for sexually reproducing ones.  He argues that for sexual 
organisms specific genes could not "learn" to increase their mutation rate 
in response to certain environmental conditions since sexual reshuffling 
would separate the mutator gene from the structural one.  But I don't think 
his argument holds against a general increase in mutation rate throughout 
the genome of the type I think Bill is arguing for.  See Dawkins pp. 82 ff. 
 
Greg also informed me that this idea was something actually entertained by 
Darwin as discussed in David Depew's _Darwinism Evolving_ (I haven't been 
able to get my hands a copy of this book yet). 
 
Wishing all a Happy New Year and continued fun on CSGnet, 
--Gary 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Tue, 31 Dec 1996 21:18:40 +0000 
From:    Richard Marken <marken@AERO.ORG> 
Subject: Grinding Axes in '87 
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[From Rick Marken (961231.2010 PST)] 
 
My last post of 1996 is inspired (appropriately enough) by a comment 
Bruce Abbott made a couple days ago. Bruce said something like “I 
have no theoretical ax to grind”. I don’t know if this is really 
true but if it is I think it’s too bad. 
 
I guess it’s no secret that I _do_ have a theoretical ax to grind -- and 
I love it. My theoretical ax is PCT.  I grind it on the whetstone of 
experimental test and I try to wield it to cut back the jungle of 
cause-effect thinking that has sealed the life sciences into a morass of 
futile and often cruel ignorance. 
 
Here’s hoping that 1987 -- the 24th anniversary of the publication 
of _Behavior: The Control of Perception_ -- will be the beginning 
of the era in which the PCT ax can be used constructively rather 
than destructively; when it can be used to carve out an explanation 
of the phenomenon of control rather than to chop down the forest of 
excuses that continue to be give for continuing the study the 
cause-effect illusion; to build a science of purpose rather than to chop 
away at the rotting foundation of experimental psychology. 
Here's to life. L'chaim. 
 
A happy and purposeful New Year to all. 
 
Best 
 
Rick 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Tue, 31 Dec 1996 23:43:21 -0600 
From:    Gary Cziko <g-cziko@UIUC.EDU> 
Subject: Fixed Action Patterns vs. Fixed Motor Patterns 
 
[from Gary Cziko 970101.0530 GMT] 
 
Here's an interesting passage from a book I've been looking through. 
 
================================================== 
 
"Neuroscientists distinguish between a FAP (fixed action pattern), the 
stereotypical production of some particular motor _result_--a limb 
movement, say--and an FMP (fixed motor pattern), the electrical activity in 
the motor neurons that brings about that result, FMPs are comparatively 
rare.  Cricket songs come close; the neural activity involved in the 
production of these songs is tightly controlled in regard to the number and 
the {132.1} timing of motor impulses (Ewing and Hoyle 1965).  Hoyle (1984, 
p. 405) describes an even more impressive case:  The courtship behavior of 
a tiny male grasshopper produces stereotypic motor output accurate to 
within a millisecond of the firing of individual nerve impulses.  However, 
most FAPs--even in insects--are not fixed with regard to the electrial 
activity in the motor neurons causing the movements.  Careful measurements 
reveals that many thousands of visually identical stepping movements of a 
locust, for example no two steps exhibit the same underlying pattern of 
electrical activity in the motor neurons causing the movements (Hoyle, 
1984, p. 405).  And what is true of insects is even more obviously true of 
human beings--if not at the level of specific limb movements, then at the 
level of individual  acts.  (How many different ways are there of doint one 
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thing, such as waving to a friend, scratching ones nose, or eating an 
apple?)" (pp. 131-132) 
 
Dretske, Fred. (1988). _Explaining behavior: Reasons in a world of causes_. 
Cambridge: MIT Press (A Bradford Book). 
 
====================================================================== 
 
The research by Hoyle (1984, p. 405) mentioned seems quite interesting. 
How do non-PCT neuroscientists explain "visually identical stepping 
movements" with "no two steps exhibit[ing] the same underlying pattern of 
electrical activity in the motor neurons causing the movements"? 
 
Dretske makes a good try, but he never seems to realize that a "motor 
_result" is a perception and that is controlled by behavior. 
 
I hadn't realized that research like this had been done.  For those 
interested, the Hoyle reference is: 
 
Hoyle, G. (1984). The scope of neuroethology. _Behavioral and Brain 
Sciences_, _7_(3), 367-412. 
 
--Gary 
 
P.S. Wouldn't it be interesting if the only FMPs found were for behaviors 
that did not normally need to overcome disturbances?  Is this the case for 
a cricket's song? 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Wed, 1 Jan 1997 05:13:05 -0700 
From:    Bill Powers <powers_w@FRONTIER.NET> 
Subject: Re: Fixed Action Patterns vs. Fixed Motor Patterns 
 
[From Bill Powers (970101.0500 MST)] 
 
Gary Cziko 970101.0530 GMT -- 
 
>Here's an interesting passage from a book I've been looking through. 
> 
>================================================== 
> 
>"Neuroscientists distinguish between a FAP (fixed action pattern), the 
>stereotypical production of some particular motor _result_--a limb 
>movement, say--and an FMP (fixed motor pattern), the electrical activity 
>in the motor neurons that brings about that result, FMPs are comparatively 
>rare. 
 
This sort of thing has been noted throughout this century. It was either 
Charles Sherrington or Hughlings Jackson who said that the cortex "thinks in 
movements, not muscles." In my (very old) Ranson and Clark neuroanatomy 
text, there is this: 
 
"Stimulation of a given point of the motor zone [of the cortex] controlling 
foreleg movements, for example, caused the contralateral foreleg to assume a 
'final position,' making whatever preliminary adjustments that were 
necessary to attain it. Depending on the position prior to stimulation, the 
limb might begin its approach to the final position with protraction or 
retraction, movements exactly opposite in direction." (p. 304) 
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Sherrington called this common effect "the instability of the motor point." 
I take it as a possible indication that the stimulation was exciting a nerve 
cell that normally carried a position or joint-angle reference signal. 
 
So even a "fixed action pattern" is not fixed with relation to stimulation 
of the brain. It all depends, of course, on what level in the hierarchy the 
investigations happened to have lighted upon. Not knowing about levels of 
organization, and not thinking in terms of perceptual signals, error 
signals, and output signals of a control system, these early researchers 
(and their descendants, apparently) didn't know what they were looking at. 
 
Effects like these keep being discovered, forgotten, rediscovered, and 
forgotten again, because there has been no underlying model to make sense of 
them. In the first years of my work on control theory I enthusiastically 
planned to inhabit the library of the hospital where I worked, going through 
all the neurology literature there and finding out how the brain is 
organized, so I could look for control systems. The reality was a bitter 
disappointment. There were lots of fragments like the above, but they were 
scattered and disorganized; nothing was followed through. The general 
impression was sort of like reading one of those Ripley's Believe It Or Not 
books -- a collection of fascinating vignettes having nothing to do with 
each other. 
 
>Cricket songs come close; the neural activity involved in the 
>production of these songs is tightly controlled in regard to the number >and 
>the {132.1} timing of motor impulses (Ewing and Hoyle 1965).  Hoyle (1984, 
>p. 405) describes an even more impressive case:  The courtship behavior of 
>a tiny male grasshopper produces stereotypic motor output accurate to 
>within a millisecond of the firing of individual nerve impulses. 
 
Isn't this what you'd expect when looking at the output function of a 
low-level, perhaps first-order, control system in a simple CNS? The real 
question isn't the relation of the observed result to the driving signals, 
but where the driving signals come from. Are they error signals? Outputs of 
higher systems? Spontaneous? Research done without any theoretical questions 
in mind is essentially random -- useless. Just when you get to something 
interesting, the researcher gets bored and goes on to some other topic. I 
call this "gee-whiz" research. "Gee whiz," says the researcher, "will you 
look at that! I wonder what else I can find that's even more fascinating." 
Its sort of like channel-surfing on satellite TV. I found a lot of that in 
neurology texts. 
----------------------------------- 
Gary Cziko (970101.0313) -- 
 
RE: variable mutation rates: 
 
>Dawkins suggests that this could be the case for asexually reproducing 
>organisms but not for sexually reproducing ones.  He argues that for 
>sexual organisms specific genes could not "learn" to increase their 
>mutation rate in response to certain environmental conditions since sexual 
>reshuffling would separate the mutator gene from the structural one.  But 
>I don't think his argument holds against a general increase in mutation 
>rate throughout the genome of the type I think Bill is arguing for.  See 
>Dawkins pp. 82 ff. 
 
Why should there be a "mutator gene?" If you think of all the genes as a 
_system_, it would be the organization of the whole system that produces 
these and other effects, just as it is the organization of the whole brain, 
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not a single neuron, that produces behavioral effects. I think that attempts 
to find one-to-one correspondences between genes and large organizational 
effects are terribly naive. It's like removing a transistor from a boom-box, 
and when the music stops announcing that you've found the music transistor. 
 
After all, we know that genes are just an organism's way of making another 
organism, don't we? 
 
Best, 
 
Bill P. 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Wed, 1 Jan 1997 06:29:53 -0700 
From:    Bill Powers <powers_w@FRONTIER.NET> 
Subject: Re: Re.: TrkBlnd1.pas 
 
[From Bill Powers (970101.0500 MST)] 
 
>From:  David Goldstein 
>Subject: Powers 961229.1945 MST 
>Date:  12/31/96 
> 
>When one looks at the design of this study, it sure looks like the 
>standard way of doing research I was taught:  There is an independent 
>variable,  sighted versus blinded.  Each subject experiences all values 
>of the variable ("within-S variable"). There is a second independent 
>variable, replications. There are two different dependent variables, 
>mean and standard deviation of performance in the tracking task. 
> 
>One could apply the analysis of variance to determine whether the mean 
>difference between the sighted versus blinded condition was more than 
>one would expect by chance.  One could estimate the magnitude of the 
>effect. 
> 
>This sure looks very traditional in terms of research design.  I must be 
>missing something.  Can someone point out what I am missing here? 
 
If you were to do that kind of study, you could probably publish it. Nobody 
would insist that you present the model you're testing or show how this 
result informs the process of choosing between two models. People can 
maintain a cursor closer to the target when the cursor is visible than when 
it is invisible. So what? That's just another statistical fact to be left in 
the archives for someone else to explain. It would take its place along with 
the fact that mothers tend to hold their babies on the left, and other such 
startling facts that still hold the attention of the scientific world to 
this day. 
 
This result, however, would be different from the usual ones in the archives 
in one respect. The magnitude of the effect is probably five times the 
standard deviation of the blind/sighted tracking errors. The normal 
publishable difference, to achieve p < 0.05, is about two standard 
deviations. An effect that is five times the standard deviation has a 
probability of occurring by chance of about 6 x 10^-7. Considering that in 
50 replications or so I got (what seems by visual inspection) about the same 
magnitude of effect each time, the probability that all 50 results occurred 
by chance is even more microscopic. It would seem that this fact is 
qualitatively different from the kind of fact established under the general 
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requirement that p < 0.05 (or even 0.001). 
 
A couple of years ago I made the modest suggestion that experimental "facts" 
in psychology would tend to be more believable if we simply raised the 
requirement that a publishable effect be larger than 2 standard deviations 
to the only slightly more stringent requirement that it be larger than 4 to 
6 standard deviations of the variables. If we picked 5 as the new number, we 
would have, as noted above, p < 0.0000006 as the minimum requirement. 
 
This would have a number of salutory effects. First, vast forests would be 
preserved instead of being cut down to be used in publishing papers that are 
never cited by anyone but the authors. Second, vague and imprecise 
"findings" would be replaced by robust facts that can be verified by 
replication of the experiments. And third, it would be possible to use such 
facts in scientific discourses where reasoning depends on six or seven facts 
being true at the same time -- and perhaps even more. If the probability of 
truth of a fact is 0.95, then a conclusion that depends on seven such facts 
being true at once has a probability of 0.7 of being true: it would be 
incorrect 30% of the time. It's hard to create a science when your 
conclusions are false almost one time in three. On the other hand, if your 
facts have a 0.9999994 probability of being true, you can string together an 
argument that uses 1000 such facts and your conclusion will still have a 
probability of truth of 0.999. On that kind of fact you can build a REAL 
science. 
 
When the amplitude of the signal is only 5 times the noise level, we are 
getting measurements that are at the lower end of the range considered 
useful in the physical sciences and engineering. Yet if psychology were to 
raise its standards only to that level, it would be transformed. 
 
For some odd reason, however, I have yet to meet a life scientist who is 
willing to submit to even the modest raising of standards that I propose. 
The general response is, "But then I would never be able to publish 
anything!" By superhuman self-control, I am usually able to avoid saying 
"Splendid!" 
 
In the control-system experiments that the handful of PCT researchers have 
been able to do (including yours and Dick Robertson's with self-concept 
control), we routinely get signals that are 10 times the noise level. The 
table I use from the Handbook of Chemistry and Physics stops at 7 standard 
deviations, where we find that p < 2.6*10^-10. So the facts that we are 
finding, although simple, are as certain as most facts of physics. We could 
reason every day from sets of 10 such facts and be mistaken in our 
conclusions only once in 1,000 70-year lifetimes. That's what it takes to 
build a real science. 
 
You've sat through this lecture before, David, and so have others on the 
net. I'm still waiting for someone to take it seriously. Anyway, there are 
people on the net now who haven't heard it before, so maybe I'll find an 
ally yet. 
 
Best, 
 
Bill P. 
 
------------------------------ 
 
End of CSGNET Digest - 31 Dec 1996 to 1 Jan 1997 
************************************************ 
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